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VOLUME III.—SECOND SERIES,

APRIL, 1858-MARCH, 1859-

" We make discovery after discovery in the various regions of science; each, it may be, satisfactory, and in itself complete, but none final. Some-

thing always remains undone. The last question answered, the answer suggests still another question."— Dr. Whewelx.

" Many were eminent in former ages of the world for their discovery and delivery of truths ; but though the knowledge they have left us be worth

oar study, yet they exhausted not all its treasure ; they left a great deal for the industry and sagacity of after ages ; and so shall we."

—

John Locke.

*'In science, the true end is to enrich human life with new discoveries and wealth."

—

Lord Bacon.
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Aberdeen, The Highland and Agricultural
Society's Show at. 222

Absence of Standards and Scales by which to

Measure and Record Degrees of Hardness and
Smoothness,------- 11.5

"Academie des Sciences/' Prizes proposed to
be Awarded by the, ----- 258

Accidents, Colliery,------ 250
Accidents, Railway,------ 164
Acclamarisation, The French Society of, - -164
Act, Patent Law Amendment, 78
Crated Bread, Manufacture of,- - 13G
Africa, South, 17-1,198
Agricultural Society, The Royal, - 275
Air Engines, Ericsson's, ----- 149
Air-Heating Furnace, E. Barrow's, 90
Alps, Tunnel through the, - - - - 163
Aluminium Manufacture, The, - 164
Aluminium, Production of, J. H. Johnson's, - 235
America, Mechanical Notes from, 8, 32,61, 89,115,

148, 172, 199, 229, 257, 283, 310
American Crystal Palace, Destruction of the, - 257
American Iron, Peculiarities of. - 116
American Patent Laws, Proposed Changes in, - 8
American Wood-Working Machinery, 8
A New Manufacture, ----- H6
Animal Charcoal, Hydrated Alumina as a Sub-

stitute for, -------52
Annular Cylinder Engines for Screw Propulsion, 153
Apartments, Ventilating, J. H. Johnson's, - 71
Apparatus, Coal Tipping, A. and J. Bigg's, - 319
Aquaria, and Novelties therein, - 284
Architectural Museum, Kensington, - - 137
Argentiferous Alloy, New, by M. G. Toncas, - 79
Articles of UtUitv, Designs for, 28, 56, 84, 112, 140,

168, 196, 224, 252, 308
Ashpan and Cover, Segmental-Lipped, John

Findlay's, -------44
Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, Canal between the, 107

B

Baldwin's Indicator for Registering Pressure, - 145
Ball Ratchet Brace, Universal, - - 303
Barometric Apparatus, George Camming's, - 124
Belgian Patents, ------ 51

Bement's Hydrostatic Wheel Press and Adjust-
able Bearings, ------ 143

Bessemer Iron Process, ----- 116
Binnacles, Compass, J. E. Cook's, - - - 186
Blast Regulator for Locomotive Engines,- - 232
Blind Spring, Roller, J. Apperlev and Cu's., - 101
Blinds. Window, G. J. Newbery's, - 67
Blow-Pipe, Continuous Action,- 2i
Bogardus' Patent Joint, ----- 61

Boilers, J. H. Johnson's, ----- 236
Boilers, Strength of, - - - - - - 327
Boiler Water Gauge, Fremont's, - 221
Boots and Shoes, Manufacture of, M^Lennan's, - 204
Boring Stopcock, Self-Fitting or, - - - 251
Bottle Stopper, Cork, Rees & Sprague's, - - 158
Boies, Axle, J. H. Johnson's, - - - - 236
Brakes, Railway, James Wotherspoon's, - - 155
Bricks, Manufacture of, Henry Wimball's, 67, 97

Bricks, Manufacture of, R. and J. Porter's, - 64
Bridges, Suspension, J. H. Johnson's, - - 260

Columbia, The New Colouy of, - - 162
Brooch Lock, Long's, ----- 250
Buchanan's Sculling Propeller for Boats, - - 231
Buoys and Beacons, B. B. Stoney's, - 260
Bromine, Trn<t Discovery of the Use of, - - 33
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Cable-Making Machine, The Atlantic Telegraph, 109

Cables, Laying Submarine Telegraph, Maclean, 157

Canada, Decimal Coinage for, - 249

Carb< inising Apparatus, Drying and, Longbottom's, 15
Carding Eugines, Adjustable Self-Acting Grin-

der for, 221
Cans, Oil, John Buchanan's, - 296
Carrier, Cartridge, Alfred Perry's, - - - 297

Cartridge, Patent Self-Opening, - 110
Cartridge, Self-Opening, 51

Casks, Self-Acting Safety-Valve and Spigot for, 23
Caustic Soda, Manufacture of, Henry Deacon's, 185
Central School of Art, - 285, 313
Chairs, Railway, R. H. Bow's, - - - - 292
Character of Russian Sheet, - 116
Chemical Science, Mechanical Engineering and, 29
Chimney Top, Spiral, Blain and Chappell's, - 18

Churning, Wm. Bond and Thomas Standing's,- 318
Clyde, Graving Dock and Floating Rasin on the, 8
Coal Field, New South Wales, - - - - 165
Coal Tar, Guano, and Grass, Colouring Matters

from, 22
Cockey & Sons' Gas-Regulating Valves, - - 102
Cocks, Stop, James Fyfe,----- 207

Coffee, Alleged Improvements in Preparing, - 283
Coke Ovens, Desulphurising, - - - - 286
Collins Line of New York and Liverpool U.S.

Mail Steamers, Demise of the, 61

Combination Yacht, Iron aDd Wood, - - 150
Commissioners of Patents for 1857, Report of

the, - 146

Compass Corrector, Pinhey's, - - - - 326
Compass Lantern, Portable, - 108

Competitive Examinations, Horace Mann on, - 249

Confectionery Pan, Differential Action, - - 327

Cooking and Heating, Neill's Gas Stove for, - 195

Cooling and Ventilating, Lockitt's System of, - 173

Copyright of Designs, ----- 147

Correspondence :

—

Bell's "Harmonica" Violin, - - - - 266
Cleansiug Steam Boilers, - - - - 132

Discovery of Electro-Ansesthesia, - - - 193
Disinfection of Towns, Sewage, and Sewers, - 159

Dry Collodion Photography, - - - - 243
Fireboxes and Furnaces of Locomotives, - 192

Flower Holder for the Floral Draughtsman,- 160
Gun Cotton, 20

Industrial and Commercial Club at Gaud,
Belgium, - - 243

Merritt's Velocipede, ----- 301

Science in Courts of Law, - - - - 267

Sir Henry Stracey's "Rackheath Cartridge," 20

Telegraphs and Submarine Telegraphic Con-
ductors, 242

The Chiswick Trial ofLawn-Mowing Machines, 160
The Economics of Steam Boilers, - - - 212

The Gaff-Yaid Rig, 241

The Kremnometer, ----- 323

Corset Fastener, Royal Princess, The Edin-
burgh Machine-Sewing Company's, - - 18

Cotton, Gun, 20

Couch, Invalid's, '' - - - - - - 2.1

Courts of Law, Science in, - 267

Crinan Canal, Bursting of the, - - 325

Crossley's Glass-Polishing Machinery, 12

Crushing Machine, Stone-Breaking or, - - 234

Cutting Machine of Longitudinal and Trans-
verse Action, ____-- 203

Cultivator, Steam, Thomas Keddy's, - - 128

Cutting Pliers, Square-Edged, 23

D
PAGE

Daguerreotype Portrait, The Earliest, 33

Danger of Fire from Overheating the Hot-Air
Pipes, 89

Desigus, Copyright of, - - - - 147
Designs for Articles of UtUitv, 28, 56, 84, 112, 140,

168, 196, 224, 252, 308
Desulphurising Coke Ovens, - 286
Differential Action Grinding and Levigating

Apparatus, Goodall's, ----- 23

Dishing or Spheroidal Pressed-Work, 9

District Telegraph Company, London, - - 276
Double Cone Bearings, Leigh's, - 302

Dover and Calais, Railway Conveyance between, 303

Drawer Handles, Secure Fastenings for, - - 52

Dredger, Shovel Wheel, 3

Dry-Clay Brick Machine, American,- - - 249

E

Economics, Workshop, 178
Egyptian Yacht of Iron and Wood Combined, - 61

Electro-Anaesthesia, Discovery of, - - - 193

Engineering and Mechanical Meetings, American, 33

E igines, Steam, Alexander Chaplin's, - - 126

Engines, Steam, Lobnitz and Henderson's, - 36
Engraver, Slate instead of Boxwood for the, - 79
Engraving by the Action of Light alone, 33
Engraving Machine, Calico Printer's, - - 326
Exhibition in 1861, Proposed, - 78
Exhibition of the Works of Art-Manufacture,
The First, 120

Examples of "Moving Cylinder" Steam Ham-

Facial Disfigurements, Protective Coverings for

Preventing, Robert Jackson's, - - - 17

Factory Chimneys, The Highest of, - - - 195
Fabrics, Cleansing, Goodwin and Boyd's, - - 96
Fabrics, Elastic, Thomas Armitage's, - - 296
Fabrics, Ornamental, J. R. Cochrane's, - - 95
Farmer, The Engineer and the, - - _ 141

Fastener, Stay, James MTL-intock's, - - 297
Flexible Tubes, Manufacture of, W. T. Hendry
and R. H. Hancock's, - - - - 6S

Floats, Paddle Wheel with Inclined, - - 302

Floral Draughtsman, Flower Holder for the, - 1C0
Floss Silk, Treating, J. H. Johnson's, - - 15

Flour, Dressing, A. Dunlop and A. Stark's, - 237
Flour-Dressing Machinery, Mills', - - - ]37

Flour-Dressing Machine, Vertical, - 327

Flue, Boiler, Benjamin Goodfellow's, - - 187

Fold Opener for Fulling Machines, 33
Foot Lever Press, ------ 7S
Foot-Warmer, Portable, J. H. Hume's, - - 316
Freight and Travel between the Oceans, Routes

for, 311
French System of Veneering in Relief, - - 314
Fuel, Artificial, James Templeman's, - - 205
Fulling Machines, Fold Opener for, 33
Full-Way Safety Valve, Bodmer's, - - - 220
Furnace Door Apparatus for Preventing Smoke, 326
Furnaces, Alfred Jenkin's, - - - - 317
Furnaces, Feeding, William Wright's, 43

Gaff-Yard Rig, The,



INDEX.

Gallery of Portraits of Inventors, Discoverers,

and Introducers, at the South Kensington
Museum, 6

Gand, Belgium, Industrial and Commercial
Club at, 243

Garments, Robert Atkinson's, 96

Gas-Regulating Valves, Cockey & Sons', - - 102

Gas, Washing Apparatus for illuminating, - 10

Gauges, Pressure, J. H. Johnson's, 42
Geologists' Association, The, - 289
Glasgow, Steam Association in, - 195
Glass, Annealing, "William Wright's, - - 16

Glass-Polishing Machinery, Crossley's, - - 12
Gourlay's Steam Hoisting Apparatus, - - 143
Governors, Adjusting Action for, - 51

Governors, Steam Engine, William Weallens', - 259
Grand Schemes, The Cost of, - - • - 136
Graving Dock and Floating Basin on the Clyde, 8
Grease Cock, Fromont's, ----- 221

Great Exhibition, The next, - • 85
Great Tunnel, Birmingham Canal, - 223

Guns, Harpoon, R. Tindall, jun., 94

H

Hammers, Steam, J. H. Johnson's, 13

Harthan's Rotatory Steam Engine, - 186

Head, Coverings for the, James Johnston's, - 157

Heating Boiler Feed-Water, Muir's System of, 80
Heavy Bodies, Lifting and Regulating the Mo-

tion of, James Robertson's, 38
Heddles, Manufacture of, Richard Watson's, - 40
High-Speed Grinding Mill with Vertical Stones, 91

History of the Sewing Machine, 1,30,57, 86,121,150,
171, 201, 228, 254, 289, 312

Holder, Blacking, John Jex Lang's, - - 158
Hook, Self-Detaching, Hun. William Talbut's, - 23-7

Horizontal Marine Engines of the Screw
Steamer Metropolis, ----- 197

Hot-Air Engine in Use, Ericsson's, - 179

Hydrostatic Wheel Press and Adjustable Bear-
ings, Bement's, ------ 143

Improved Lamps,"Jacquem art's, - - - 314
Improvements in Locomotives, Hudson's and
Wool and Winan's, ----- 310

India, Flax Growing in, - 276
Insects, Destroying, Henry Wimball's, - - 295
Instruments, Surgical, J. D. Morrison's, - - 127
Instrument, Surveying, J. H. Johnson's, 69

International Patent Right, - 143
Inventions, Provisional Protection for, 24,52,80,110,

13S, 165, 196, 223, 251, 277, 303, 328
1 lventors, Discoverers, and Introducers, at the

South Kensington Museum, Gallery of Por-
traits of, --__---5

Inverted Double Cylinder Expansive Marine
Engines, W. Marshall's, - - - - 309

Iron Architecture, ------ 61

Iron-coated Copperplates for Printing from, - 276
Irregular Forms, Wood-Cutting Machinery for, 113

Isthmus of Suez, Ship Canal over the, - - 107

Jouval Turbine under a Fall of 160 Feet, -

Kettle Stand, Swing, T. Pettiver's,

Krerunomcter, The, --..-• 45
323

Lake Steamers, Mammoth, - 149
Lamp, Hall, T. Patstone's, - 239
Lamps, Jacquernart's Improved, - - - 314
Land Rolkr, Composite Grubbing and Harrowing, 250
Lawn Mowers, Trial of, 108
Lawn-Mowing Machines, The Chiswick Trial of, 1G0
Legs, Artificial, J. H. Johnson's, - 263
Level, Pendulous, ------ 5

Library, Mechanic's, 13, 36, 74,101, 123, 158, 187, 204,

234, 263, 297, 315
Lighting Gas by Electricity, Latest Effort in, - 284
Locomotive Engines, Blast Regulator for, - 282
Locomotives, Fireboxes and Furnaces of,- - 192
Longitudinal and Transverse Action, Cutting
Machine of, 203

Lucifer Matches without Phosphorus, Manufac-
ture of, - - - - - - - 52

Machine, Hand S^ed-Planting, Joseph Hoare's, 44
Machinery and T xtile Mmvufactures, - - 138
Machinery, Gill, Robert Peter's, - - - 206

PACE
Machines, Magneto-Electric, F. H, Holmes', 37, 93
Machines, Reaping, George Bell's, - - - 89
Machines, Sewing, J. H. Johnson's, - - 66, 298
Machines, Washing, Thomas Robsun's, - - 126
Machine, Wood Carving, 170
Mangles, George Halkcrstun's, - - - - 208
Mangles, Richard Howland's, - - - - 127

Manure, Distributing, Henry Blandford's, - 17

Manure, I. and J. Brown's, - 233
Manures, Manufacture of, Edward Owen's, - 101

Manure, Manufacture of, J. A. Manning, - - 316
Marine & Stationary Engine Governors, Silver's, 315
Marine Engines, Three-Cylinder Trunk, - 31, 74
Marine Memoranda, 22, 48, SO, 106, 134 161, 195, 219,

248, 274, 301, 325
Marking or Imprinting, Machine for, Johnson's, 70
Marshall's Inverted Double Cylinder Expansive
Marine Engines, 309

Mechanical Engineering and Chemical Science, 29
Mechanical Moulder for Railway Chairs, &c, - 36
Mechanical Notes from America, 8, 32, Gl, 89, 115,

148, 172, 199, 229, 257, 283, 310
Mechanical Street-Sweeper, - - - - 118

Mechanical Street-Sweeper, Tindall's, - - 253
Mechanical Washer for Manufacturers and

Bleachers, Crawford's, ----- 24
Mechanic's Library, 13, 36, 74, 101, 123, 15S, 187, 204,

234,263,297,315
Metals, Enamelling, William Greening's, 98
Metals, Moulding : Walter M'Farlane's, - - 153
Metropolis, Railway Termini in the, - - 51
Minerals, Crushing, J. H. Johnson's, - - 295
Mineral Shipping Apparatus for Tidal Rivers, - 142

Miner's Safety Cage, R. Aytoun's, - - - 225
Mines, Preventible Accidents in, - - - 3*12

Mining, British, in 1856, ----- 251

Mining Tool, Expanding, - - - - _ 79
Mississippi High-Pressure Steamers, - - 117
Monev-Making, The Mint and, - - - - 287
Monthly Notes, 21, 47, 77, 106, 133, 161, 193, 219, 249,

272, 301, 325
"Moving Cylinder"Steam Hammers, Examples of, 11

Mowing Machine, American, - 276
Museum, The Architectural, 49

N

New Safety Lamp, M. Dubrulle's, - - - 223
New York,.Free School in, 164
Notes, Monthly, 21, 47, 77, 106, 133, 161, 193, 219, 249,

272, 301, 325

Omnibus Traffic, London, -

Oreide—A New Metal,
250
79

Paint, Sulphate of Barytes, - - - - 250
Paper, Glazing, J. C. Martin's, - - - - 157
Paper, Manufacture of, Bertram and M'Niven's, 183
Paper, Manufacture of, Paisley and Bertram's,- 43
Paper, Manufacture of, W. S. Hayward's,- - 315
Paper or Fruit Knife combined, Skean-Dhu
Brooch and, James Robertson's, jun., - - 129

Paper, Ornamenting, L. L. H. Berton's, - - 100
Parasol Frames, Improved, 79
Parchment, Vegetable, ----- 175

Patent Cases, Law Reports of :

—

Bottle Capsules: Betts v. Menzies, - - 195
Bruffu. Marshall and Others, - 274
Candles: Price's Patent Candle Company v.

Bauwen's Patent Candle Company, 21
Chimney Top: Blair & Chappell v. Chadwick, 134
Composite Metal Capsules: Betts v. Clifford, 47,

10G, 248
Copyright in Design : Norton v. Nicholls, - 1G1
Design fur Woven Goods : Brown and Others

v. Dewhirst, ------ 274
Fire Annihilators: Fire Annihilator Company

v. Phillips, 320
"Fish-Joints" for Railways: Harwood and

Others v. The Great Northern Railway Co., 273,

301
India-Rubber Goods : Warne v. Moses, - 273
Laving Down Telegraph Cables : Newall v.

Elliot and Glass, ----- 193
Laving Submarine Telegraphs: Newell and

Elliot v. Bass, 106
Looms: Elliot v. Morris, 48
Mantilla Shawls: Norton v. Nicholls and

Others, 274, 302
Moulding: Macfarlane v. Steven and Others, 106
Moulding Pipes : Macfarlane v. Smith, - 302
Overshoes : Hancock and Others v. Ross, - 22
Printed Zebra Fabrics : The Queen v.Macnee, 22
Printed Zebra Fabrics: Macnee and Others

v. Nimmo, ----- 48, 273
Percussion Caps : Opposition in re W. Pui-

Bell's Invention,- ----- 320

Patent Cases, Law Reports or:

—

Purification of Gas : Hills v. London Gas
Light Cumpanv, -

Purification of Gas: Hills v. The Equitable

(London) Gaslight Cumpanv, -

Railway Wheels: Smith and Willey v. Cale-

dunian Railway Company, -

Screw Propelleis: Griffiths v. Royal Mail
Steam Packet Company, -

Sewing Machines : Fisher v. Gibbons, -

Sowing Machines: Thomas v. Foxwell,
Ships' Winches: Wood and Others v. Adam-

son and Others,

134

195
272
106

194
274Sluice Valves : Davies v. Brown and May, -

Steam Engine Lubricators: Fielding versus
M'Naught, 22

Steel Pens: Myers and Others v. Baker,
1

- 273
Tin Plates: Spence's Patent, - - - 302
Trade Marks: Collins Company v. Walker, - 320
Trade Marks : Mess v. Biddulph and Others, 133

Trade Marks : Myers and Others v. Baker, 195
Trade Marks: The Collins Company v. Reeves, 133
Treating Sewerage : Higgs v. Goodwin, 22, 134
Winnowing and Dressing Machines: Nalder

v. Clayton and Shuttleworth, - 319
Wiredrawing: Webster and Hoisefallv. Smith, 133

Patent Field Tent, Captain Rhodes',- - - 328
Patent Law Amendment Act, - - - 7

Patent Laws, United States', - - - - 12

Patent Railway Brake, Sutherland's, - - 163
Patent Reports, The American, 63
Patent Right, International, - 143

Patents, Recent :

—

Annealing Glass: William Wright, - - 16
Artificial Fuel : James Templcman, - - 205
Artificial Legs: J. H. Johnson, - 263
Axle Boxes : J. H. Johnson,- - - - 236
Barometric Apparatus: George Cumming, - 124
Builers : J. H. Johnson, - - - - - 236
Boots and Shoes, Manufacture of: M'Lennan, 204
Bricks, Manufacture of: R. and J. Porter, - G4
Bricks, Manufacture of: Henry Wimball, 67, 97
Caustic Soda, Manufacture of: H. Deacon, - 185
Churning: Wm. Bond and Thos. Standing, - 318
Cleansing Fabrics: Goodwin and Boyd, - 96
Coal Tipping Apparatus: A. and J. Rigg, - 319
Coating Ships: J. E. Cook, 16
Combing Wool: George Croft and S. D. Steel, 261
Compass Binnacles: J. E. Cook, - - - 186
Composition for Coating Ships : M'Crae, - 207
Coverings for the Head: James Johnston, - 157
Crushing Minerals: J. II, Johnson, - - 295
Cutting Stone : The Earl of Caithness, 100
Desiroying Insects: Henry Wimball, - - 295
Distributing Manure : Henry Blandford, - 17

Dressing Flour: A. Dunlop and A. Stark, - 237

Drying & Carbonising Apparatus: Longbottom, 15

Elastic Fabrics: Thumas Armitage, - - 296
Enamelling Metals: William Greening, - 98
Feeding Furnaces: William Wright, - - 43
Flexible Tubes, Manufacture of: Hendry and

Hancock, -------68
Floating Buoys and Beacons: B. B. Stoney,- 260
Furnaces: Alfred Jenkin, - 317
Garments: Robert Atkinson, - 96
Glazing Paper: J. C. Martin, - 157

Gill Machinery: Robert Peter, - - - 206
Harpoon Guns: R. Tindall, jun., - - - 94
Heddles, Manufacture of: Richard Watson, - 4u
Hulling Seeds: J. H. Johnson, - - - 231
Improved Thrashing Machine : T. Pirie, - 184
Laying Submarine Telegraph Cables: Maclean, 157
Lifting and Regulating the Motion of Heavy

Bodies: James Robertson, 3S
Machine for Marking or Imprinting: Johnson, 70
Magneto-Electric Machines: F. H. Holmes, 37, 93
Mangles: George Halkerston, - 208
Mangles: Richard Howland,- - 127
Manure : I. and J. Brown, - 238
Manure, Manufacture of: J. A. Manning, - 316
Manures, Manufacture of: Edward Owen, - 101
Metal Pipes: J. H. Johnson, - 261
Moulding Metals: Walter MTarlane, - 15;;

Ornamental Fabrics: J. R. Cochrane, - - 95
Ornamenting Paper: L. L. H. Beiton, - - 100
Oil Cans : John Buchanan, - 296
Paper, Manufacture of: Bertram & M'Niven, 183
Paper, Manufacture of: Paisley and Bertram, 43
Paper, Manufacture of : W. S. Hayward, - 315
Pipe Couplings: William Heap, - 316
Polishing Threads or Yarns: Peter Kerr, - 41
Portable Foot-Warmer: J. H. Hume, - - 316
Preparing Wool : Robert Archibald, - - 154
Pressure Gauges: J. H. Johnson, 42
Preventing Collisions at Sea: Johnson, - 68
Production of Aluminium: J. H. Johnson, - 235
Projectiles: James Henderson, - - 186
Protective Coverings fur Preventing Facial

Disfigurements : Robert Jackson, 17
Pulping Roots: John Martin, - 293
Railway Brakes : James Wotherspoon,- - 155
Railway Chairs: R. H. Bow, - - - 2S2
Reaping Machines : George Bell, 39
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Patents,. Recent :—
Reflectors: James Stevenson, 74
Sewing Machines : J. H. Johnson, - 66, 293

Self-Detaching Hook : Hon. William Talbot, 237

Ship's Sails and Spars : William J. Gifford, - ISO
Starch, Manufacture of: Elijah Slack, - - 124

Starchy Manufacture of: James Genimell, - 294

Steam Cultivator : Thomas Keddy, - - 12S

Steam Engines : Lobnitz and Henderson, - 36

Steam Engines: Alexander Chaplin, - - 126

Steam Engine Governors : William Weallens, 259

Steam Hammers : J. H. Johnson, 13

Stop Cocks : James Fyfe, - - - - 207

_ .1 Instruments: J. D. Morrison, - 127

Surveying Instrument: J. H.Johnson, - 69

Suspension Bridges: J. H. Johnson, - - 260
Treating and Preserving Skins: Johnson, - 156

Treating Floss Silk : J. H. Johnson, 15
Valves: Andrew Smith, - - 23S
Ventilating Apartments: J. H. Johnson, - 71

Washing Machines: Thomas Robson, - i 126
Water Valves: G. Eskholme and H. Wilkes, 67
W eaving: J. and W. Whitesmith, - - 72
Weaving: Richard Watson, - 93
Weaving: J. Henderson, - 317
Window Blinds: G. J. Newfcery, - 67

Pavement Manufacture, The Caithness, 50

Pendulous Level, ------ 5

Photographic Society, Exhibition of the, - - 137

Photographing in Colour, 33

Photographing on Wood for Engravers, - - 33

, -phy, A Revolution in, - 50

Photography, Belgian Improvements in, . - 70
7' jr.ir.hy, Dry Collodion, - 243

Phvsical Characteristics of the Mississippi and
Ohio Rivers, - US

Pipe Couplings:, William Heap's, - 316
Pipes, Metal, J. H. Johnson's, - 261

Port Louis, Mauritius, Dry Dock Works at, - 328
Preserver, Life, J. -Armstrong's, IS

Pressed-Work Furniture, ... - 9

Pressed-Work Musical Instruments, 9

Pressure, Baldwin's Indicator for Registering,- 145
Pressure Gauge, Hot or Cold Blast Indicator, or, 79
Printing Pres3, New, - _ - - _ 253
Prizes proposed to be Awarded bythe"Aca-
demie des Sciences," ----- 253

Projectiles, James Henderson's, - 18G
Prospects of Science, - 1G9, 226, 255
Provisional Protection for Inventions, 24, 52, 80,110,

138, 165, 196, 223, 251, 277, 303, 328

RailToad, The Pacific, 61,

Railroad Travelling, Ruinous Low Fares for, -

Railway Accidents, American, - - - -

Railway Accidents in 1857, -

Railway Accidents Occur, How, -

Railway Chairs, &c, Mechanical Moulder for, -

Railways and Canals, Capital in,

Railway Train Communication, Bancroft's,

Railway Trains, Gas Light for, -

R. Aytoun's Miner's Safety Cage, - - -

Readers and Coriespondents,To, 28, 56, 84, 112,

196, 252,

Reflectors, James Stevenson's, - - - -

REGISTEEED DESIGNS:—
Bench Vice : Easterbrook and Allcard,

Blacking Holder: John Jex Long,
Boiler Flue: Benjamin Good fellow,

Cartridge Carrier: Alfred Perry, -

C.iimney Top: Thomas Parr, - - -

Cinder Sifter : D. Jones - - -

Cork Bottle Stopper: Rees & Spragno,
Floating Rubbers and Frames for Washing
Machines: James Cowley, -

Hall Lamp : T. Patstone, - - - -

Hand Seed-Planting Machine: Joseph Hoare,
Improved Union Joint : E. Russell,

Iron Feeding Troughs for Sheep and Pigs : D.
.

. r,

Life Preserver: J. Armstrong, -

Boiler Blind Spring : J. Apperlev and Co., -

Royal Princess Corset Fastener: The Edin-
burgh Machine-Sowing Company,

.

; ratal-Lipped Ashpan and Cover: John
Findlay, -------

S-lf-Acting Valve Ventilator: R. Ramaee, -

Skean-Dhu Brooch and Paper or Fruit Knife
combined: James Robertson, jun.,

Spiral Chimney Top : Blain and Chappell,
fastener: James M'Lintock,

Swing Kettle Stand: T. Pettlver,

Benton's Iron Process, -

rt of the Commissioners of Patents for 1857,

149
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303
51
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36

250
103
78
225
140,
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74

239
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187
297
101
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45
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45
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Air of Towns, On the. Dr. R. Angus Smith,
Book of Ornamental Alphabets, The, Ancient
and Modern, from the Ninth to the Nine-
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Canal and River Engineering. Stevenson, -

Captain Galton, R.E., A Letter to. C. Fay,-
City of Ely Local Board of Health : Report of

Committee on Memorial of Ratepayers, -

Construction and Principle of a Wave Screen,
On the, designed for the formation of Har-
bours of Refuge. Calver, -

Deane's Manual of the History and Science
of Fire-arms, ------

Descriptive Catalogue of the Museum of the
Commissioners of Patents at South Ken-
sington, -------

Discourse, A, on the Study of Science in its
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Henry Hennessv, - - - - -

Estates* The Resources of. J. L. Morton, 297, 321
Farm Implements and Machinery, The Book
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Fragmentary Remains, Literary and Scien-
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of, with its present improvements, -
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Steam Cultivation. J. A. Williams, -

Projectile Weapons of War, and Explosive
Compouuds. Scoffern, -
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of the Centre Line to the Completion of

the Works. W. Davis Haskoll,

Recent Practice in the Locomotive Engine

:

comprising the latest English Improve
ments, and a Treatise on the Locomotive
Engines of the United States. Clark and
Colburn, ------

Resistance of Tubes to Collapse, On the. W.
Fairbairn, - - - - - - -

Rupeinaking, A Treatise on, as practised in

Private and Public Rope-yards, with a De-
scription of the Manufacture, Rules, Tables
of Weights,&c. Chapman,

Short Treatise on Lithography, from the

latest edition of the " Encyclopaedia Britan-
nica." Schenck, -

Steam Cultivation, A Letter on. W. Smith,
Steam, On Naval Warfare with. Douglas, -

Tenciiffe; an Astronomer's Experiment, or
Specialities of a Residence above the Clouds.

C. Piazzi Smyth, -
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Three Reports on the Use of the Steam Coals
of the " Hartley District" of Northumber-
land in Marine Boilers. Armstrong, Long-
ridge, and Richardson, - - - 46

Treatise, A, on Fire and Thief-proof Deposi-
tories, and Locks and Keys. Price, - - 46

Turners' and Fitters' Pocket Book, for Cal-
culating the Change Wheels for Screws of
a Turning Lathe, and for a Wheel-Cutting
Machine. J. La Nicca, - 212

Ventilation in American Dwellings ; with a
Series of Diagrams, piesenting Examples
in different Classes of Habitations. Reid.
To which is added, an Introductory Outline
of the Progress of Improvement in Venti-
lation, by Elisha Harris, M.D., - - 103

Vital and Economic Statistics of Glasgow for
1858, Report on the. John Strang, - 322

Wrought-lron Bridges, The Construction of.

John Henry Latham, - - - - 322

Roots, Pulping, John Martin's,- - 293
Rotatory Steam Engine, Harthan's, - - - 186
Royal Academy, The, ----- 58
Rjyal Institution, The, - - - 114, 176,232

S

Safety Air-Valve, Ebenezer Barrow's, - - 90
S.iils and Spars, Ship's, William J. Gifford's, - 180
Saltpetre Manufacture, Nitric Acid in the, - 110
School of Art, Central, - - - - 285, 313
Science, Prospects of, - - - 169, 226, 255
Science, What Working Men may do in, - - 24y
Scissors Sharpener, ------ 302
Scott's Hydrostatic Lift at the Thames Graving
Docks—The Rights of Inventors, - - - 291

Screw and Cone Bottle Stopper, - - • 327
Screw Propulsion, Annular Cylinder Engines

for, -------- 153
Screw Steamer Metropolis, Horizontal Marine
Engines of the, - - - - 197

Sculling Propeller for Boats, Buchanan's,- - 281
Sea. Preventing Collisions at, Johnson's, - - 68
Sebastopol, Wrecking at, - - - - - 149
S;eds, Hulling, J. H. Johnson's, - - 234
Sowing Machine, History of the, 1, 30, 57, 86, 121, 150,

171, 201, 228, 254, 289, 312
S dps, Coating, J. E. Cook's, 16
Ships, Composition for Coating, D. M'Crae's, - 207
Sheep and Pigs, Iron Feeding Troughs for D.

Prosser's, ------- lg
Shovel Wheel Dredger, ----_• 3
Side Screw Steamer, The Charlotte Vanderbilt, 149
Sifter, Cinder, D. Jones' ----- 239
Signal Apparatus, Engine Room, - 108
Signalling Apparatus, Bond's Railway Accident, 221
Silk, Photographic Ornamentation for, 80
Silver's Marine & Stationary Engine Governors, 315
Skins, Treating and Preserving, Johnson's, - 156

Societies, Proceedings of Scientific:—
Association of Foremen Engineers, 247, 301, 324
Astronomical Society, ----- 21
Chemical Sjciety, 21, 47, 77, 106, 133, 272, 325
Institution of Civil Engineers, 21, 47, 76, 133, 246,

272
Institute of Engineers in Scotland, - - 47
Institution of Mechanical Engineers, 47, 77, 160,

247, 301, 325
Liverpool Polytechnic Society, - 325
Manchester Philosophical Society, - 201, 324
Meeting of the British Association at Leeds, 213,

243. 268
Meteorological Society,----- 324
Royal Cornwall Polytechnic Seciety, - - 219
Royal Institution, 21, 46, 77, 105, 132, 160, 213
Royal Scottish Society of Arts, - - 20, 272
Royal Society, - - 21, 46, 77, 132. 271, 325
Society of Arts, - 21, 47, 77, 106, 271, 301, 323
South Wales Institute of Engineers, 47, 248, 325

Society of Arts' Exhibition, The, - - 34, 63, 91
Solid Upper Leather Boots, - 138
Some Thoughts as to the Future, Arthur Helps, 326
Some Thoughts on Politics, Arthur Helps, - 32S
South Africa, ------ 174, iy8
Small Parcels Post, 136
Small Stationary Engines, Test of, - - 150
Starch, Manufacture of, Elijah Slack's, - - 124
Starch, Manufacture of, James Gemmell's, - 294
Stationary Non-Conducting Steam Engines at

the American Crystal Palace, The Tests of, - 200
Steam Boiler and Fittings, Blanchard's, - - 2ri3

Steam Boilers, Angle-Jointed, - 250
Steam Boiler Assurance Company, - - - 13s
Steam Boilers, Cleansing, - - - - 132
Steam Boilers. The Economics of, - - - 212
Steam-Drying Cloth for Turkey Red Dyeing, - 137
Steam Engine Counter, W. Johnson's, - - 1G5
Steam Hammer, M'Dowall's, - HO
Steam Hammers, Moving Cylinder, - - 11
Steam Hammers, J. H. Johnson's, ]3
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Steam Hoisting Apparatus, Gourlay's, • 13
Steam Pipes, Air and Water Discharger for, - 80
Steam Pressure Gauge, Rival's, ... 222

Steam Pressure Regulators, Gale's Latest Im-
provement in, 32

Stereomonoscope, Claudet's, 77

Stone-Breaking or Crushing Machine, - - 234
Stone, Cutting, The Earl of Caithness', - - 100
Stoves and Air-Heating Furnaces, - - - 89
Stracey, Sir Henry's, "Rackheath Cartridge," - 20
Street-Sweeper, Mechanical, - - - - 118

Submarine Telegraphic Conductors, Telegraphs
and, 242

Sunderland, Smoke Consumption at, - - 27

U

Sulphurous Acid from Pyrites, Manufacture of, 23

Summer Show, Glasgow Agricultural Society's, 109
Surgical Instruments, Morrison's, - 127

Surveying, Instrument for, 69

Textile Processes, Simplification of, - - - 49

The Agricultural Society at Chester, - - 135

The Chronometrical Thermometer, - 119

The Engineer and the Farmer, - - - 141

The First Exhibition of the Works of Art-Ma-
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The Royal Academy, ----- 58
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The Society of Arts Exhibition, - - 34, 63, 91

Thief-Proof Safes, Price's, 51
Thrashing Machine, Improved, Thomas Pine's, 184
Three-Cylinder Trunk Marine Engines, - 31, 74
Threads or Yarns, Polishing, Peter Kerr's, - 41
Tidal Rivers, Mineral Shipping Apparatus for,- 142
Time Ball, The Glasgow Harbour, - - - 179
Tindall's Mechanical Street-Sweeper, - 253
Top, Chimney, Thomas Parr's, - - - HI
Top Rollers, Carding Engine with Continuously

Accelerated, -------23
To Readers and Correspondents, 28, 56, 84, 112, 140,

196, 252, 303
Towns, Sewage, and Sewers, Disinfection of, - 159
Towns, The Air of, 328
Trains in Motion, Railway Signals for, - - 1H7
Transatlantic Steam Navigation, 61
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fects of, 172

Union Joint, Improved, E. Russell's, - - 129
Union Perpetual Fair, The A uerican, - 25S, 311
United States' Patent Laws, 12
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Valve Motion, 150
Valve, Sluice, 110
Valve Ventilator, Self-Acting, R. Ramage s, - 44
Valves, Andrew Smith's,----- 238
Valves, Water, G. Eskholme and H. Wilkes', - 67
Vegetable Parchment, ----- 175
Velocipede, Merritt's, _____ 301

PACE
Veneering in Relief, French System of, - - 314
Ventilating Appartraents, 71

Vertical Stones, High-Speed Grinding Mill with, 91

Vertical Wheat Cleanser, Llfi

Vice, Bench, Eastcrbrook and Allcard's, - 239
Violin, Bell's " Harmonica," - 266

W
Wall Paper, Arsenic in, - 223
Warming and Ventilating Apparatus, - - 90
Washing Apparatus for Illuminating Gas, - 10

Washing Machines, Floating Rubbers and
Frames for, James Cowley's, 45

Wooling Machines, Robson's, - 124
Watches in the Town of Besancon, Man u lac. of, 110
Weaving, J. and W. Whitesmith's, - 72
Weaving, J. Henderson's, - - 317
Weaving, Richard Watson's, 98
Welding Iron with Steel, or Steel with Steel, - 23
Welsh v. Newcastle Coal, 110
Wet Cotton Spinning, 138
Wheat Cleanser, Vertical, - - - -115
Wire Cord, Composite, ----- 80
Wood Blocks, Engraving Photographs on, - 23
Wood Carving Machine, ----- 170
Wood-Cutting Machinery for Irregular Forms, 113
Wood's Imitation Russia Sheet Iron, - - 116
Wool, Combing, George Croft and S. D. Steel's, 261
Wool, Preparing, Robert Archibald's, - - 154
Workshop Economics, ----- 178
Workshop, Manchester as a, - - - 80
Works of Art, Copyright in, - - - - 195
World, The Loftiest Railway in the, - - 250
Woven Goods, Resuscitated Inventions for

Finishing, -------49
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PRACTICAL MECHANIC'S

JOURNAL.

r*The consummate Engineer must possess not only grandeur of ideas, but accuracy of execution. His eye must be microscopic as well as telescopic, and as

fitted to inspect a mite as to comprehend the heavens. The higher his aspirations, and the more daring his plans, the firmer grasp must he have of

every detail, and the surer must he Ms footfall at every step. If there is nothing too great for him to adventure, it is because there is nothing too little

for him to care for."

—

Times.

* Every new discovery in Science brings into view whole classes of facts, which would never otherwise have fallen under our notice at all, and establishes

relations which afford to the philosophic mind a constantly extending field of speculation, in ranging over which, it is next to impossible that he should

not encounter new and unexpected principles."

—

Sir John Herschzl.

HISTORY OF THE SEWING MACHINE.

The ingenious mechanical contrivances which are new so effectively

invading the domain of the seamstress, are of very recent origin, having

only come into anything approaching to general use within the last two

or three years. They are, indeed1

, a striking example of rapid develop-

ment of complex mechanical combinations. So lately is it since we first

heard of an actual working sewing machine, and >to such perfection of

work has the system now arrived, comparing the results achieved with

the space within which they have been accomplished, that it seems as if the

clue leading to the mysteries of mechanical stitching had long been

hidden or unnoticed—but when laid hold of, the whole matter was at

once laid bare, and turned to practical account, in supplying a leading

want in the arts of human existence.

Our cousins in the United States are frequently accused ofappropriating

to themselves credit for mechanical inventions to which they have not

always a clear title ; but, in the present instance, we think the man must

indeed be prejudiced who will not allow them the honour of being the

first inventors of mechanism, as well for performing the drudgery, as for

elaborating the refinements, of the art of the seamstress. Sewing machines

were first demanded in the United States in consequence of the scarcity

and the high price of human labour there : and the American artisans met

the call by producing small and comparatively inexpensive machinery,

capable of performing with the greatest rapidity and precision that work,

the adoption and exercise if which, as a means of livelihood, has always

excited so greatly the compassion of the benevolent of this country.

It cannot but be interesting to our readers to trace the origin and develop-

ment of this machinery : and we propose in this and our following num-
bers to give a succinct history of the inventions, as disclosed by the several

patents obtained in this country and in America for sewing machines.

Before entering into this history, however, we may briefly state the

present position of sewing machines in this country and in the United

States. In the United States, the manufacture of sewing machines is

carried on by improved machinery, in large factories specially devoted to

the purpose, and consequently the machines themselves are, as pieces of

mechanism, of the most perfect construction. The manufactories are now
principally in the hands of joint-stock companies, formed or arising out of
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the old patentees and manufacturers, such as the Grover and Baker Sew-

ing Machine Company, the "Wheeler and Wilson Sewing Machine Com-

pany, and others, turning out hundreds of machines per week. The

machines are there produced at a reasonable price ; and ths earlier paten-

tees, instead of endeavouring to appropriate to themselves or to their

lawyers, the whole profits arising from their inventions, have consented to

take small royalties, which, from the immense number of machines sold,

produce in the whole large incomes ; and these arrangements work to the

benefit of patentees, manufacturers, and the public.

In this country, the whole arrangements are quite different. The

first practical machines were introduced from America ; and having been

copied in this country, many inferior imitations of them, made as

cheaply as they could be for the purpose of sale, were disposed of before

the owners of the earlier patents had taken much notice of them. After

a time, however, some of the large American manufacturers sent over

their own machines for sale, which, although much higher in price

than those we have above referred to, commanded an extensive sale.

These machines were also sold for some time without exciting the

attention of the earlier patentees ;
but one of these parties having in the

meantime put a machine, ostensibly manufactured under his own patent,

into a practical form, commenced proceedings against the users of the

American machines, and up to the present time has succeeded in stamp-

ing them as infringements, and resolutely refuses to grant any licences to

manufacture or sell the American machines,'which many users of sewing

machines greatly prefer, and consider of vastly superior workmanship to

those of home make. The effect of this state of things at the present time

is to impede very greatly the use of sewing machines in any shape, without

really benefiting any one; as it is quite clear, if the early patentees here

were to grant licences to all makers at a reasonable rate, the sale of sewing

machines would be enormously enlarged—law proceedings, which appear

interminable, would be avoided—the public would have the choice of ma-

chines, and would be able to select those best adapted to their own special

requirements—whilst the patentees, by an enormously increased sale,

would probably triple or quadruple the profits they now make out of the

sale of their own machines. We shall now proceed with our history.
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The earliest patent on record for improvements having for their object

the facilitating and expediting the operation of sewing or embroidering

on fabrics, is one granted the 24th of June, 1755, to Charles Frederick

Weisenthal. His invention consists of an improved needle made with

two points, the one at the head and the other at the opposite end as usual.

The object of this arrangement is to obviate the necessity for turning the

needle each time it is passed through the fabric. This peculiar needle

was intended for hand embroidery solely ; and we mention it more for the

purpose of showing the origin of the double-pointed needle, which in after

years became adopted in embroidering machines, than for any intrinsic

merit or interest attached.to the invention itself.

Robert Alsop obtained a patent on the 22d of March, 1770, for produc-

ing embroidered stuffs in a loom with one, two, or more shuttles ; but

there seems to be nothing in this invention bearing any analogy to the

present embroidering or sewing machines.

The embroidering of fabrics in a machine specially constructed fur

that purpose, and fitted with a large number of needles, appears to have

been first made known to the public about the beginning of the present

century. On the 30th of May, 1804, a patent was granted to John

Duncan, for a machine for tambouring upon cloth.

This machine contained a large number of barbed needles or hooks,

which were passed in and out of the fabric by means of a horizontal

sliding bar, to which they were all attached, and arranged in one straight

row. The forward motion of this needle bar causes the barbed ends of

the several needles to penetrate the fabric, in which position each needle

is supplied with thread by a feeding needle, which passes the thread

round the tambouring needle and under the barb thereof. The several

needles having been thus supplied with thread, the needle bar recedes

from the fabric, drawing the needles and threads with it, the latter being

drawn through the fabric in the form of loops, which loops pass through

the loops previously formed by the needles. By imparting a describing

motion either to the needles or to the fabric, patterns of any kind are

produced. The patentee prefers to communicate this describing motion

to the fabric, and for that purpose the fabric is stretched between two
rollers in an upright frame, capable of sliding vertically in a second

frame, having a horizontal sliding motion from side to side of the

machine, the combination of these two motions being sufficient to produce

any required design. The traversing of these frames was effected either

by means of two screw spindles working in the two frames respectively,

and actuated by the hand of the workman, so as to produce the pattern

required, or by means of pattern cams or surfaces cut to the required

design. By the latter arrangement the machine was rendered self-acting,

and of course greater regularity of design was obtained. The fabric is

supported at the back by a fixed bar, over which it traverses during the

process of ornamentation, such bar having perforations made therein

for the purpose of allowing the needles or hooks to enter. By this

means the yielding or bellying of the fabric, which would occur if it

were not properly supported on the entrance of the needles or hooks is

prevented.

Mr Duncan appears to have been the first inventor of a frame capable

of traversing the fabric in a vertical or horizontal direction, for the pur-

pose of producing various patterns or designs thereon, which ingenious

arrangement is still employed in a modified form in the embroidering

machines of the present day ; and we think that he may be fairly con-

sidered as the father of embroidering machines.

The first step towards the present extensively adopted sewing ma-
chines may be said to have been taken by James Winter, who obtained

a patent on the 20th of February, 1807, for an apparatus for facilitating

the sewing and pointing of leather gloves. The main feature to be
noticed in this invention is the holding of the two thicknesses of leather

to be unitedbetween metal plates or jaws. The actual operation of sewino-,

however, was accomplished by hand, with an ordinary needle and thread

;

and in order to ensure the stitches being even and regular, an instrument
called an " index " was adapted to the jaws, and this index, which was
in the form of a flat plate, was grooved or notched transversely on its

upper edge, through which grooves the needle was passed in succession

Fig. 1.

during the operation of sewing, thereby ensuring a greater regularity of

work than when the stitches are regulated by the eye alone.

Fig. 1 of our illustrations represents a perspective view of the holding

jaws, and index attached thereto. A are the jaws,

one of which is hinged at b, to admit of their opening

and closing, c is the index, formed of two plates

grooved at their upper edge, and nipping the fabric

between them. A spring, d, serves to keep the jaws

shut; they are opened by a cord, e, attached to a

stud on the hinged jaw, and passing down to a

treadle in the base of the stand, not shown in the

sketch.

Here then is the first mention made of the em-

ployment of holders as a substitute for the finger

and thumb of the seamstress. Mr. Winter took

out a subsequent patent on the 19th of December,

1821, for some slight modifications upon his former

invention above referred to—these modifications re-

lating simply to the mode of opening and closing

the holding jaws.

We pass over the several embroidering machines

of Bock (1829), better known, perhaps, as Heil-

mann's machine, Cropper and Milnes (1835), and Sneath (1836); merely

observing that they all more or less resemble, in general feature, the

original machine of Duncan, in as much as the fabric is traversed to suit

the patterns to be produced, and there are a large number of. embroider-

ing instruments worked simultaneously in one machine.

Messrs. Newton and Archbold, in the specification of their patent for

"improvements in producing ornamental or tambour work in the manu-

facture of gloves," bearing date the 4th of May, 1841, describe the use

of metal clamps or holders for holding the fabric, and traversing it in a

straight line during the action of the embroidering or tambouring needles.

The actual tambouring instruments used by Messrs. Newton and Arch-

bold are shown in the figs. 2, 3, 4, and 5, and consist simply of a needle

Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

or needles, A, having an eye near the point, and mounted in leads se-

cured to the ends of the vibrating levers, e, and of a hook or hooks, c,

mounted in leads secured to a rocking bar, d, which turns on pivots at

e. An eccentric or cam imparts motion to the levers, b, a series of such

levers being used in the machine, their ends opposite to the needles being

all connected to one common bar, so that the descent of this bar will

elevate the whole of the needles simultaneously, and pass them upwards

through the glove fabric, which is shown at f. Fig. 2 shows the rela-

tive positions of a single needle, when the needle is at its lowest position.

Fig. 3 represents the needle and hook, at the time the needle is passing
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through the glove and loop previously left by the needle. This loop is

seized by the vibrating hook, c, and drawn forward, as shown in fig. 2,

so that on the next ascent of the needle it will pass through the loop, as

shown in fig. 3. This loop is then released by the backward motion of

the hook, as shown in fig. 4 ; and before the needle descends again, the

Fig. Fig. 5.

second loop of thread brought up by it is laid hold of, as shown in fig. 5,

to be drawn forward into the position shown in fig. 2, ready for the next

ascent of the needle: and so the work proceeds, the result being simply a

one-thread chain stitch, which is very liable to be ripped out should one

end of the thread become unfastened. The thread as it proceeds from

the reel or bobbin to the needle is passed over a roller covered with cloth,

for the purpose of giving a proper drag or tension thereto, and the pre-

vention of slack is effected by passing the thread under a bar in connec-

tion with oscillating weighted levers, so that the bar may rise and fall

with the needles, and thus keep the threads in a uniform state of tension.

A small foot attached to the hook bar rests upon the surface of

the fabric, to prevent it from rising when the needle enters. The

fabric is moved forward stitch by stitch by a rack-and-pinion motion in

connection with the table which carries the holders or clamps.

Figs. 6, 7, and 8 represent respectively a transverse section, a longi-

tudinal section, and a plan of one of these holders. .The waving line in

fig. 6 represents a glove as fitted into the holder. The under side of the

holder is open to allow of the needle lever working therein ; but is made

Fig. 6.

with three narrow slots on its upper side, as shown at A, these slots corre-

spond to the three rows of ornamental stitching to be produced on the back

of the glove ; where one row of stitching only is required, only one slot

would be used. In the upper side of this holder are hinged three clamps,

b, which are also slotted to correspond to the slots in the holder. Four

plates, c, which stand up from the surface of the holder, are arranged to

come one on each side of the clamps, the object of these plates being to

take up the material of the glove, when the clamps are shut down, in such

a manner as to admit of the three rows of stitches being made parallel to

each other when in the holder, but when removed and opened out, that

Fig. 8.

they shall be.in a radiating direction to suit the back of the glove. These

holders, with their clamps, are secured to the travelling table or carriage

by a bolt passed through the opening, d, so that as the carriage progresses

the holders and gloves will move with it, for the purpose of forming the

successive stitches, The dovetail grooves in the sides of the holder are

for the purpose of receiving filling pieces, when gloves of a larger size

are to be operated upon. When the clamps are closed down over the

fabric, they are held fixed by suitable catches to prevent their rising, and

in this state—namely, retained between two slotted surfaces—the fabric is

ready to be stitched, and the holder is then fitted on to the travelling

carriage.

Although this machine was specially intended to produce the three

rows of ornamental stitching on the backs of gloves, it is equally capable of

uniting two fabrics together. We have had an opportunity afforded us of

inspecting it when in operation, and we found that it could unite two

fabrics together with perfect ease, although it had never been con-

templated to make a sewing machine of it, by using it for the purpose of

uniting fabrics. One great obstacle, however, to its being used as a

sewing machine is, that it can only make straight seams, or rows of

stitches ; but the holding of the fabric between two metal surfaces,

having openings made therein for the passage of the sewing instruments,

may be considered as an important step in advance towards the present

sewing machines.

SHOVEL WHEEL DREDGER.

The improvement of the navigation of the Clyde has gone on during the

last forty years with prodigiously increasing interest. Those who can
recur to the state of that river at tile end of the last century, will re-

collect that this now noble stream was navigable to Glasgow merely by
fishing "cobles" and "gabbards," with a draught of water of some
four feet ; and that the depth at low water, on the fords between Govan
and Dumbarton, was only from one foot three to one foot nine inches,

with a rise of tidal water of some four or five feet.

In such a state of things, so unpromising in appearance, little could

then be expected to be done with the river. The utmost that was looked
for was to make it navigable to Glasgow for vessels drawing seven or

eight feet. This was to be done by the removal of the fords, and by
confining the river within jetties and embankments, with the view of

keeping up the depth, by making the ebb and flow of the tide the means
of scouring out the channel ; and although the required depth was thus
attained, it was by means that so far ruined one of the finest rivers in

the kingdom.
To make the scouring influence of the tides of full effect, the flow of

the water should have been facilitated to the utmost— first, by having
the mouth of the river as open as possible, with the weight of the current

directed into one channel ; and, next, to make that channel as direct and
free as good management could accomplish, all the way to Glasgow, and
indeed, above it, so far, at least, as the tide could be made to flow land-

wards.
Instead, however, of such a course being rigidly acted on, it was but

very loosely followed. The main object seemed to be to get the river

confined enough, with the least possible expense. The presiding genius

was the contractor, rather than the engineer. Accordingly, jetties were
projected into the stream, with little attention to the direction of its

channel, and a confining rampart was laid down in the course of the

river, towards its mouth, as it approaches Dumbarton, by which the

tidal water is divided and weakened in its run upwards. The flow of

the tides is thus obstructed and broken in entering the narrow gut: and
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its action as a scouring agent is so far impaired by the diminished mo-
mentum which the obstruction of the water unavoidably occasions. As
the discharge of water by the Clyde is small, the most requires to be

made of the tides as a scouring agent ; and when this has been accom-
plished in the utmost degree, the improvement of the river, as carried

on by natural agency, is practically finished. A certain depth and
width can be maintained, and no more, such as might be sufficient for

a coasting traffic, and there the matter must end, so long as there is

no other artificial means for acting on it, than hand or animal agency.

But, happily, a new means appeared that completely changed this view
of things, and this was the application of the steam engine to the opera-

tion of dredging—a -great improvement, for which the people of Glasgow,
and the world, are indebted to the late Mr. Wood, the father of the present

eminent shipbuilder of Port Glasgow. In the whole field of mechanical
appliances, few machines have been attended with more important re-

sults. It gave us the power of obtaining, and maintaining, such a depth

and width of channel in the river as the shipping interest of Glasgow
might require ; and thus it was decided (as it was only a question of ex-

pense) that Glasgow should be converted into a foreign port. Ac-
cordingly, what had been previously done in improving the river had to

be undone. It was too narrow, as contracted with the view of scouring

the channel by the action of the tide, and too crooked, and thus the

degree. They are inherent in the system, as will be apparent from the

slightest consideration of the structure of the machine. The dredging
part of the apparatus consists of an endless chain of buckets, extended
in a frame over two centre rollers. The rollers are barrels with square
sides, and the buckets are hinged together—the length of a hinge being
equal to the depth of the side. One of these rectangular-sided rollers,

with the bucket-frame attached, is placed on bearings in the framework
of the flat or boat which carries it ; and the other cud of the frame is let

down with chain tackle into the channel, through a gut or slit made in

the boat for that purpose. The bucket-frame is thus slung, when at

work, in a slanting direction, with the tackle end down to the bed of the

channel ; and the power is applied to the other end, or upper rectangular-

sided roller, so as to make it revolve by the action of a lying shaft with
bevel gearing. As the buckets themselves convey the motion, the lower
buckets, as they turn under the lower rectangular-sided roller, scoop out
the bed of the channel, and empty themselves, as they turn over the
upper rectangular roller, into the punt below.
The power is here transmitted through a succession of joints to a

remote point with little radial action, and subject to great irregularity of

resistance, whilst the whole weight of the under line of buckets hangs on
the two centre journals ; and as the lower one rolls in the sand, the

cutting up which it thereby undergoes, is greatly increased by the

work had to be begun again. The river had to be widened and straighten-

ed ; and this extensive undertaking has been so far done, and is still

going on. But all along it has been conducted in a manner so nibbling
and partial as to preclude the expectation that it will ever be thoroughly
done. Nevertheless, great improvement has been made. The river has
been rendered navigable to Glasgow for ships with a draught of water of

eighteen feet ; the river revenue has been raised from a small sum to

upwards of £80,000 ; a fleet of steam vessels, unsurpassed by any in the

world, has been originated ; and Glasgow has been converted into a
first-class foreign port, with such an addition to its boundary as to seem,
from the harbour, to be a new city.

Dredging has thus become necessary for river improvement, and it is

the main means to be relied on to keep the river up to the requirements
of the trade. A less depth than twenty-two feet is insufficient for Glas-
gow. But the enormous expense of keeping up the dredging apparatus,
even in the most favourable circumstances, is a serious matter. It is

probably not too much to say, that the dredging machine, considered in

the whole, is about the most expensive machine labourer at present to

be met with in the whole field of mechanical appliances

—

1. On account of the excessive friction attending its working

;

2. The excessive waste of power thereby occasioned ; and
3. The expense of keeping it in proper working trim.

The construction of the machine involves these defects in an excessive

pressure of this weight upon it. These bucket joints must thus be
enormously strong to stand the strain of this communication of power ; and
their strength and weight must be increased beyond what is even neces-
sary for this purpose, in order to make up for the severe grinding to
which they are equally subjected with the lower roller journals, from
their action in the sand. The construction of this mechanical combina-
tion is such, that the power in acting upon it is mainly spent, not in
dredging, but in a destructive reaction on the machine itself. No
engineer, with any ordinary ability to weigh power and resistance,
would be inclined, at sight, to rate the power here wasted at less than
sixty per cent. ; and the proportion of the tear and wear from this ex-
cessive friction, over and above that which should result from the action
of dredging itself, cannot be assumed at a lower rate.

1. We have here, then, a machine which we may assume to waste
sixty per cent, of the power which it receives, in action on itself.

2. Which entails the necessity of a proportionally increased expense
in making the machine to withstand this reaction.

3. Which has an exhausting power, from the excessive friction, for
self-destruction to at least an equal degree; and may thus be
fairly assumed to be one of the worst modifications of mechanical
construction which the history of existing machinery may be
able to produce. These defects, however, are inseparable from the
system, and cannot be much modified.
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Many years ago, when the first of the Clyde dredgers came out

under the hands of Mr. Girdwood, a builder of repute in those

days, the author of the arrangement which we are now about to

describe—Mr. George 'White, the author of the Treatise on Weaving-
resolved the mechanical combination into the simplest elements com-
patible with the dredging action : that is to say, the scooping, lifting,

and delivering of sludge. The result of this was the origination of

another system of dredging, the embodiment of which we illustrate

in our prefixed engravings. Of course, in this radical modification,

the double centre is done away with. The buckets are arranged on a
single wheel, a, resembling an ordinary water wheel. This wheel is

mounted in bearings, b, on a frame similar to that used for the buckets

in the common dredgers, and motion is given to it by a lever directly

connected with the cross head of the engine, and actuating the ratchet

wheel pawls, c, d. which operate upon the large ratchet wheel , e, fast on the

dredger wheel. The action is thus intermittent ; every stroke of the en-

gine digs the buckets into the sludge to be raised, just as in the action of

the spade in hand-shovelling. In this way the momentum of the mass is

made available as a means of gaining power, whilst the ordinary intricate

arrangement of machinery for conveying the power is dispensed with,

and the power is applied direct from the engine's cross head, with an ex-

tended radial action, so as to shovel up the soil by digging, and as the
wheel turns round, the buckets becoming inverted, empty themselves
when at.the top of theirrise into the hopper, p, below. The form of the back
of the buckets determines the point in the circle where the material is to

be discharged from them. There is thus no hinge work about the buckets.
They are simply bolted to the side of the rim of the shovel wheel, and they
therefore deliver the sludge at the side of the machine. The dredger is made
self-regulating by a lever, <j, or open frame hinged at one end to the main
framing, and carrying at its other end a pair of broad ground wheels, h—
one on each side of the shovel wheel—springs, J, being placed between this

frame and the main framing. These wheels obviously rise and fall with
the inequalities of the ground in the river's bed, and they thus regulate
the shovelling action in the most direct manner.

PENDULOUS LEVEL.

The use of the ordinary spirit level, for surveying purposes, is attended
with various inconveniences and drawbacks, and many attempts have
naturally been made to remove them ; but much is still left that is ob-

jectionable. These inconveniences, so familiar to civil engineers, archi-

tects, and mathematicians, are chiefly the cumbrous dimensions of the
apparatus, its extreme fragility, the necessity of carrying the liquid to

put in the tubes, the difficulty attending the use of the instrument when
the wind is high, and lastly the curvature of the tubes giving results

far removed from the truth

As a remedy for these drawbacks, inseparable from the present mode
tructing levels, M. Charles, an eminent optician, of Paris, has in-

vented a new instrument of this kind, based on the perpendicularity of

the pendulum.
instrument is represented in longitudinal section in our engrav-

ing. It is composed of two metal tubes, A, B, which are soldered to-

gether at right angles to each other. The interior of the tube contains,

mounted on an axis, o, a steel beam, D, which is jointed, at right angles,

to a vertical rod, E. To the vertical rod is suspended a weight, f.

The function of this weight is the retaining of the rod, f, in a vertical

position, and consequently the beam, n, perfectly horizontal. To the

extremities of the beam, r>, are fixed two discs, g, h, one of which is

capable of ascending or descending, by means of a screwed rod, furnished

with a nut and check nut, or tightening screw—this rod being part of

the beam. These discs are so arranged that they present a point of

vision of conical formation-—a sight furnished with two crossed wires.

The discs, when in position, have this peculiarity, that the point of

vision corresponds with the centre of junction of the two wires, so that

whichever side is used, the point or line of sight is at all times recog-

nised. One of these discs, g, being attached to the beam, which has at

all times a horizontal position, it is necessary to move the opposite disc

in such a manner as to obtain a direct correspondence of the point of

sight with the junction of the two opposite wires, and to repeat the

operation in observing the opposite party, in order to be perfectly assured
of the two positions corresponding perfectly. The tube, a, is closed at

its two extremities by two covers, each of them having openings corre-

sponding with the point of sight and with the windows or glasses.

In order to obviate any motion of the discs, which may be occasioned

by the wind entering the instrument, the glasses work in dovetail

grooves, and are kept in suitable position, both by their own formation

and also by springs, which, being capable of moving backwards and
forwards, allow the glass to be raised. A spring is connected to the

top of the weight, and this prevents any motion when the instrument is

in a state of repose. This spring is capable of being raised by means of

another spring and set screw, when the weight is to be left free.

When it is necessary to remove the instrument from one place to

another, the following appliances are made use of:—On the cylinder, b,

is fitted a spring stop, J. When the vibration of the weight is to be

obviated, it is only necessary to push the stop inwards. The apparatus

on which the level moves consists of a socket, k, which is fixed on the

standards entering the ground. This socket is terminated by a spherical

joint arrangement, fitted with a screw, l, for clamping. The sphere con-

nected with the actual level rests on a bed of cork or India-rubber—the

two discs being each provided with its opening for observation, and its

window with crossed metallic wires, so that there are two lines of ob-

servation—one to the right, and the other to the left. In order to obviate

the inconvenience presented by the fact, that in looking through one

hole it corresponds with that diagonally opposed to it, and not with the

point of junction of the two metallic wires of the corresponding hole,

the inventor arranges along the length of the beam a thin blade of

metal, which divides the body of the cylinder, e, into two separate hori-

zontal sections, each one having its point of vision and its observation

glass or window corresponding exactly with the other.

GALLERY OF PORTRAITS OF INVENTORS, DISCOVERERS, AND
INTRODUCERS, AT THE SOUTH KENSINGTON MUSEUM.

Since our original notice* of this very important collection, as then be-

gun by Mr. Woodcroft, in his apartments in the Great Seal Patent Office,

thirty-four portraits have been added, forming an aggregate collection of

one hundred and twenty pictures.

The following list of the additions details the subjects of inventions,

discoveries, or introductions by which each individual of the represented

series rendered himself more or less famous ; the patents he obtained,

and his place of birth and interment, where such particulars were acces-

sible :

—

Arthur Aikin, F.L.S., Secretary to the Society of Arts, &c. (Engraving

by J. Thomson, from painting by S. Drummond, A.R.A.) Author

of several books on natural history, mineralogy, and chemistry ; in-

ventor of a method of preventing mildew in sailcloth and other can-

vas. Patent No. 4456 (1820).

John Arnold. Born in 1744. Died at Eltham, Kent, in 1799.
_
(Family

group, painted in oil, representing Mr. Arnold and his wife seated,

with their son standing between them, and Kstening to his father,

who is explaining the construction of a chronometer which he holds

in his hand;—presented by Charles Frodsham, Esq.) Eminent
watch and chronometer maker, inventor of a compensation pendu-

lum, compensation escapement and balance, and many other im-

provements in watches and other timekeepers, especially chronome-

ters, for which he received several premiums from the Board of

Longitude ; author of several tracts, illustrative of the principles

and improvements of his art. Patents Nos. 1113 (1775), 1328

* Page 2, vol. viii., Practical Meclianic's Journal.
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(1782). Mrs. Arnold was a very talented person, and is said to

have rendered great assistance to her husband in his calculations.

Their son, John Roger Arnold, was exceedingly clever and ingeni-

ous; inventing, amongst other things, an expansion balance for

chronometers. Patent No. 4531 (1821).

Francis Bacon, Baron of Verulam, Viscount St. Albans, and Lord Chan-
cellor to James I. Born in London, January 22, 1561. Died at

Highgate, April 9, 1626. Buried in the Chapel of St. Michael's

Church in Old Verulam. (Engraving.) The great reformer of

modern philosophy ; author of various works " On the State of Eu-

rope" (written when he was only nineteen years of age), " On the

Wisdom of the Ancients," "The Novum Organum," "History of

Henry VII.," "Moral Essays;" styled, from his grand scheme of

experimental investigation, the "Father of Experimental Philo-

sophy."
John Bird. Born in 1709. Died in the Strand, London, March 31,

1776. (Engraving by V. Green, from a painting by Lewis.) Cele-

brated astronomical instrument maker. He furnished the principal

observatories in the world with astronomical instruments, divided

according to an improved method invented by him, for which and
for many other improvements in the construction of astronomical

instruments he was rewarded by the Commissioners of Longitude

;

also author of pamphlets on the methods of constructing mural
quadrants and dividing astronomical instruments.

John Broadwood. Born in 1731. Died in 1812. (Engraving by W.
Say, from painting by J. Harrison.) Pianoforte maker; founder of

the celebrated firm of Broadwood & Son ; inventor of improvements
in pianofortes. Patent No. 1379 (1783).

Sir Marc Isambard Brunei, V.P.R S., &c. Born at Hacqueville, Nor-

mandy, in 1769. Died in London, 1849. (Mezzotint by J. Carter,

from a painting by S. Drummond, A.R.A.) Eminent civil engineer,

constructor of the Thames tunnel ; inventor of the block-making
machinery used in her Majesty's dockyard at Portsmouth, and of

various improvements in writing and drawing apparatus, trimmings

and borders of muslin, machinery and tools for sawing and cutting

wood, machinery for making boots and shoes, hydraulic and pneu-

matic apparatus, treating leather, knitting machinery, forming tun-

nels, tin-foil, stereotype plates, copying presses, and steam engines.

Patents Nos. 2305, (1799), 2478 (1801), 2663 (1802), 2844 (1805),

2968(1806), 3116 (1808), 3369 (1810), 3384 (1810), 3529 (1812),

3643 (1813), 3791 (1814), 3993 (1816), 4204 (1818), 4301 (1818),
4434 (1820), 4522 (1820), 4683 (1822), 5212 (1825).

Archibald Buchanan. Born at Carston, Stirlingshire, in 1769. Died at

Catrine Bank, Daldoreh, Ayrshire, in 1841. (Half-length oil paint-

ing.) Eminent spinner, power-loom weaver, and bleacher; inven-

tor of improvements in looms, carding engines, and self-acting

mules ; also of improvements in effecting various mechanical and
agricultural operations (including under-draining). Patents Nos.

4854 (1823), 4875 (1823).

Samuel Clegg. Born at Manchester, March 2, 1781. (Half length oil

painting.) Civil engineer, celebrated for his exertions in introduc-

ing the art of gas-lighting, inventor of improvements in rotative

engines, gas apparatus, gasometers, steam engines and boilers, gas
meters, and atmospheric railways. Patents Nos. 3247 (1809), 3968
(1815), 4283 (1818), 5629 (1828), 6020 (1830), 7674 (1838), 7920

(1839), 12,131 (1848), 1184 (1852).

Henry Cort. Born at Lancaster in 1740. Died in London, 1800.

(Medallion.) Inventor of important improvements in the manufac-
ture and working of iron. Patents Nos. 1351 (1783), 1420 (1784).

John Harrison Curtis, F.M.S., artist to George IV. when Prince Regent.
(Engraving by R. Cooper, from painting by J. Shand.) Surgeon;
author of treatises on the anatomy, physiology, and pathology of the

ear and eye, &c. ; inventor of an acoustic chair, telescopic and other

ear-trumpets, artificial ears, spectacles for the cure of squinting, and
convex wire-gauze eye-preservers, &c.

Sir Humphrey Davy, Baronet, LL.D., P.R.S., V.P.R.J., F.R.S.E.,

M.R.J. A., &c. Born at Penzance, Cornwall, December 17, 1778.

Died at Geneva, May 29, 1829. Interred in the burying ground of

Geneva. (Engraved by W. Walker, from painting by J. Jackson,

R.A.) Great chemist and philosopher ; author of a large number
of scientific treatises ; celebrated for his numerous chemical re-

searches and discoveries, including the investigation of the properties

of nitrous oxide, chlorine, and iodine, electro-chemical experiments,

discovery of potassium, sodium, barium, strontium, calcium, eu-

chlorine, &c. ; researches in agricultural chemistry, the tanning of

leather, &c. ; inventor of the safety lamp for preventing accidents

in coal mines, and methods of protecting ships' sheathing.

Thomas Dunn. (Three-quarter size oil painting by T. Rippingille.) In-

ventor of improvements in railway wheels, axles, turn-tables, and
apparatus for transferring carriages from one line of rails to ano-

ther, machinery for testing chain cables, railways, steam boilers,

cutting veneers, and machinery for raising, moving, and lowering

heavy bodies. Patents Nos. 10,556 (1845), 11,934 (1847), 13,355

(1850), 684 (1852), 1071 (1852), 959 (1853), 2480 (1853), 2597
(1853), 547 (1854), 111 (1856).

Benjamin Fothcrgill. (Daguerreotype.) Inventor of improvements in

preparation and spinning machines ; machinery for dressing and
spinning hemp, processes for obtaining vegetable fibre and applying
it to the production of paper pulp, also machinery for working me-
tals, combining cotton-wool, flax, and silk. Patents Nos. 9552

(1842), 10,722 (1845), 11,243 (1846); and Nos. 159 (1852), 693
(1854), 854 (1854V 2548 (1854), 429 (1855).

Henry Fourdrinier. (Small oil painting by A. Craig, copied from an
original in the possession of the Misses Fourdrinier.) Eminent
stationer and paper maker, who, together with his brother, estab-

lished in England the machine for making continuous lengths of
paper, and known as the Fourdrinier machine

;
patentee of improve-

ments in machinery for making and cutting paper. Patents Nos.
2950 (1806), 2951 (1806), 3068 (Act of Parliament, 1807).

Thomas Frye. Born in Ireland in 1710. Died in London, April 2,

1762. (Mezzotint by T. Frye, from painting by same.) Originally
a portrait painter ; afterwards engaged in the manufacture of por-

celain, and said to have been the first manufacturer of porcelain in

England; he subsequently resumed his profession, to which he
added the art of mezzotinto engraving ; inventor of methods of
manufacturing china or porcelain. Patents Nos. 610 (1744), 649

(1J49).
George Graham, F.R.S. Born at Kirklington, Cumberland, in 1675.

Died in Fleet Street, London, 1751. Buried in Westminster Abbey.
(Three-quarter size oil painting by Hudson.) Celebrated clock and
watch maker, inventor of many improvements in clocks and watches
(including the dead-beat escapement for seconds' pendulums in

clocks, now in general use, the dead-beat cylinder or horizontal es-

capement for watches, and the mercurial pendulum), and of several

astronomical instruments ; constructor of a great mural circle for

the Observatory at Greenwich ; inventor of a model exhibiting the
whole planetary system within the compass of a small cabinet ; au-

thor of several papers published in the "Philosophical Transac-
tions."

John Graham. (Bust.) Inventor of improvements in fixing colours

upon yarns and fabrics. Patent No. 94 (1855).
Julius Griffith, M.D. (Engraving by E. Mitchell, from painting by W.

J. Thomson.) Persevering modern traveller; and author of travels

;

inventor of improvements in steam carriages for common roads.

Patent No. 4630(1821).
Edmund Halley, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S., Astronomer Royal, Savilian Pro-

fessor of Geometry in the University of Oxford, &c. Born at Hug-
gerston, London, October 29, 1656. Died at Greenwich, January
14, 1742. Buried in the churchyard of Lee, Kent. (Engraving by
G. Vertue, from painting by R. Phillips.) Great mathematician,
philosopher, and astronomer ; author of a very great number of

treatises on astronomy, geometry, algebra, optics, projectiles and
artillery, experimental philosophy, natural history, and variations

of the magnetic compass ; celebrated for his astronomical observa-

tions and discoveries (including a method of finding the aphelia, ec-

centricities, and proportions of the orbits of the primary planets,

means of determining the motion of the sun around its own axis,

and formation of the fixed stars of the southern hemisphere into con-

stellations) ; inventor of a diving vessel by means whereof several

persons can work under water for many hours. Patent No. 279
(1691).

Thomas Hancock. (Photograph and medallion of vulcanised India-

rubber.) Inventor of improvements in rendering parts of dress

elastic, preparing pitch and tar, substitutes for leather, coating
ships' bottoms and other surfaces, making ropes, air and waterproof
articles, manufacturing and preparing India-rubber (including the

vulcanising operation), and treating gutta-percha. Patents Nos.
4451 (1820), 4768 (1823), 5045 (1824), 5120 (1825), 5121 (1825),
5122 (1825), 5970 (1830), 6849 (1835), 7344 (1837), 7549(1838),
9952 (1843), 11,135 (1846), 11,455 (1846), 11,938 (1847), 12,007

(1847).

Walter Hancock. (Photograph
;
presented by Thomas Hancock, Esq.)

Inventor of improvements in steam carriages for common roads,

manufacture of pipes, steam engines, boilers, propelling vessels,

preventing accidents on railways, treating India-rubber, and mak-
ing casks. Patents Nos. 5208 "(1825), 5514 (1827), 6364 (1833),
7037 (1836), 7990 (1839), 8785 (1841), 9935 (1843), 1833 (1855).

Captain Joseph Huddart, F.R.S., &c. Born at Allonby, Cumberland,
January 11, 1740.. Died at Highbury Terrace, London, 1816.
(Engraving by J. Stow, from painting by J. Hoppner, R.A.) Emi-
nent navigator, hydrographer, and mechanician ; author of several

scientific papers, charts, &c. ; inventor of the machinery now in

general use for making ropes and cordage, also of improvements in

tarring cordage, spinning yarns, and ship building. Patents Nos.
1952 (1793), 2339 (1799), 2421 (1800), 2784(1804), 2886 (1805).

Jonathan Hulls. Born at Exter. (Engraving by W. T. Fry.) Inventor
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of a steam-boat for towing ships, a machine for detecting counterfeit

gold, and a slide -rule: author of a pamphlet describing his steam-

boat. Patents Nos. 556 (1736), 686 (1753).

Joseph Marie Jacquard. Born at Lyons, France, in 1752. Died near

Lyons. August 7, ISS-t. (Portrait produced by weaving in silk

with the aid of the Jacquard machine.) Inventor of the apparatus

so universally used in figure weaving, and which bears his name.
John Kay. Born at Bury, Lancashire. Died in France, January, 1762.

(Small portrait, in oil.) Inventor of improvements in preparation

and spinning machines, in looms, in drying-kilns, and of a wind-

pump. Patents Nos. 515 (1730), 542 (1733), 561 (1738), 612 (1745).

Henry Lemon. (Half-length oil painting by Mrs. L. Goodman.) His-

torical engraver.

Williarn Lester. (Engraving by V. Woodthorpe, from painting by
Drummond.) Farmer and engineer ; author of works upon agricul-

tural subjects ; inventor of improvements in harrows, chaff-cutters,

machines for separating corn seeds and pulse from straw and chaff,

horse-power machines, and reflectors for lamps. Patents Nos. 2223

1798), 2375 (1800), 2480 (1801), 2629 (1802), 2808 (1805), 2943

(1806), 3082 (1808), 3S41 (1814), 4270 (1818).

Theophilus Lobb, M.D., F.R.S., &c, Born in 1678. Died in 1763.

(Engraving by J. Hulett, from painting by N. Brown.) Author of

numerous treatises on medicine, &c. ; inventor of a " tincture to

preserve the blood from siziness, and a saline scorbutic acrimony."

Patent No. 773 (1762).

Wilson Lowrv, F.R.S., M.G.S., &c. Born at Whitehaven, January 24,

1762. Died June 23, 1824. (Engraving by J. Linnell and W.
Blake, from drawing by J. Linnell.) Skilful engraver ; inventor of

a variety of improvements in the art of engraving, including the

machines for ruling parallel and radial lines, and drawing concen-

tric circles, the use of diamond points for etching, and the method
of " biting steel in " well-

Colonel Francis Maceroni, aide-de-camp to Murat, King of Naples, Knight
of the Legion of Honour, &c. Born at Manchester in 1788. (En-

graving by C. Picart, from painting by A. Wivell.) Author of tracts

on paving, military matters, locomotion, &c. ; inventor of improved
projectiles, cartridges, waterproof percussion caps, safety powder-

magazine, shotproof steam-ship, screw propeller, steam boilers, com-

mon road steam-carriages, parachutes, apparatus for flying, means
of securing adhesion on railways, and improvements in paving.

Patents Nos. 6449 (1833), 8229 (1839).

Captain George William Manby. Born near Downham Market, Norfolk,

in 1765. (Engraving by T. Blood, from painting by T. Lane.)

Author of several topographical and other works ; inventor of

improvements in apparatus for saving the lives of shipwrecked
persons, for which he was rewarded by parliament with £6000 ; also

of a life-boat, a plan for speedily extinguishing fires, and apparatus

for preventing loss of life on the ice.

Benjamin Martin. Born at Worplesdon, Surrey, in 1704. Died in Fleet

Street, London, February 9, 1782. (Engraving by Cook.) Clever

mathematician and natural philosopher, said to have worked in

early life as a farmer's labourer ; afterwards lecturer on experi-

mental philosophy, optician and globe maker ; author of a great

number of works on arithmetic, geometry, astronomy, navigation,

philosophy, history, and grammar ; inventor of a pump for raising

water. Patent No. 852 (1766).

Henry Maudslay. (Lithograph—drawn on stone from life by H. Greve-

don.) Celebrated engineer, inventor of improvements in machinery
for printing calicoes and other fabrics, gearing or wheelwork for

communicating motion, steam engines, sweetening water, and
changing water in steam boilers. Patents Nos. 2872 (1805), 2948

3050 >1807). 3117 (1808), 3538 (1812), 5021 (1824).

Sir Theodore Turquet Mayerne, First Physician to James I. and Charles

I. Born at Geneva, September 28, 1573. Died at Chelsea, Marcli

15, 1655. Buried in St. Martin's-in-the-Fields. (Engraving by J.

Simon from a painting by P. P. Rubens.) Eminent physician

;

author of various medical works ; inventor of improvements in

enamel painting, and of the art of distilling strong waters, and
making vinegars of cider, perry, and buck or French wheat. Pa-
tent No. 81 (1635).

Patrick Miller. Died in 1815. (Medallion.) Claimant (conjointly with
Symington & Taylor) to the honour of originating the present sys-

tem of steam navigation ; inventor of the paddle wheel new in or-

dinary use, and of various improvements in the construction of

vessels. Patent No. 2106 (1796).

John Molesworth. (Engraving.) Celebrated calculator ; inventor of

means of securing to the holders of lottery tickets any prizes that

may be drawn against the same, &c. Patent No. 1170 (1777).

Thomas Mudge. Born at Exeter in 1715. Died at Newington, Surre}',

in 1794. (Engraving by Schiavonetti, from a painting by Dance.)
Celebrated watch and clock maker, apprentice to Graham ; inventor

of various improvements in timekeepers, including a train of wheel-
work to produce a mean synodical revolution of the moon, a de-

tached escapement, and a spring pallet escapement ; author of a
tract on the best means of improving marine timekeepers. He was
one of the persons appointed by the Board of Longitude to examine
the inventions of Harrison. He also obtained a reward from Par-
liament for a chronometer of his own construction.

John Napier, Baron of Merchiston. Born in Scotland in 1550. Died at

Merchiston, April 3, 1617. (Engraving by R. Cooper.) Distinguished
mathematician ; author of several scientific treatises ; inventor of

logarithms, the calculating instrument known as " Napier's bones or

rods," and improvements in spherical trigonometry.
John Norton. Captain, late of H. M.'s 34th Regiment of Foot. (Small

portrait, in oil, by J. B. Brenan.) Inventor of improvements in

sheathing ships, blasting, projectiles, firing explosive compounds,
fire-arms, signalling on railways, manufacturing ropes or cords,

draining land, and cartridges, Patents Nos. 9185 (1841), 543
(1852), 936 (1852), 2264 (1853), 2409 (1853), 129 (1854), 1777

(1854), 1851 (1854), 1978 (1854), 71 (1855), 400 (1855), 522 (1855).
James Puckle, N.P. (Engraving by G. vertue, from a painting by J.

B. Closterman.) Author of humorous and satirical essays, and in-

ventor of the first patented revolving gun, styled by him "Portable
gun, or machine called a defence." See Patent No. 418 (1718).

John Rennie, F.R.S. Born at Phantassie, Haddingtonshire, June 7,

1761. Died in Stamford Street, Blackfriars, London, October 4,

1821. Buried in St. Paul's Cathedral. (Engraving by E. Scriven,

from a painting by S. Kirven.) Constructor of the engines and
machinery of the Albion Mills, London ; engineer of the Criuan,
Kennet, Avon, Rochdale, Lancaster, and other canals

; of the Lon-
don, East and West India, Hull, Grimsby, Dublin, Leith, and Green-
ock Docks, and of the Prince's Dock, Liverpool ; engineer of the

Government works at Sheerness, Deptford, and Chatham ; of the

breakwater at Plymouth ; of the harbours of Kingston, Holyhead,
Howth, Portpatrick, Donuaghadee, and Pembroke ; and of the

great drainage of the fens in Lincolnshire, Bedfordshire, and Cam-
bridgeshire ; constructor of Waterloo and Southwark bridges, Lon-
don ; of the bridges at Kelso, Lancaster, Leeds, Musselburgh, and
Boston ; and of the Bellrock, Holyhead, Kingston, and other light-

houses ;
inventor and improver of machinery employed at the Royal

and the Calcutta and Bombay mints ; of water mills for corn and
oil

;
projector of railways for traffic in London ; and author of nu-

merous engineering and other reports and works.

Francis Pettit Smith, F.R.S.E., &c. (Half-length oil painting by W.
Boxall, A.R.A.) Promoter of screw propulsion, and inventor of a
screw propeller for steam ships. Patent No. 7104 (1836.)

James Smith. Born at Glasgow, January 3, 1789. Died at Kingen-
cleugh, Ayrshire, June 9, 1850. (Half-length oil painting, by A.
Craig.) The well-known advocate of thorough-draining and sub-

soil ploughing ; inventor of improvements in draining land, imple-

ments for subsoil ploughing, machinery for reaping corn, prepara-

tion and spinning machines, carding engines, machinery for winding
rovings upon spools or bobbins, looms, canal navigation, machinery
for measuring and folding fabrics, drain tiles and machinery for

making the same, printing fabrics, and treating the fleeces of sheep
when on the animals. Patents Nos. 6560 (1834), 6564 (1834), 6863
(1835), 8054 (1839), 8237 (1839), 8238 (1839), 8796 (1841), 9313
(1842), 10,080 (1844), 10,299 (1844), 10,420 (1844), 12,902 (1849),
13,391 (1850).

Thomas Tompion. Born in 1638. Died November 13, 1713. Buried

in Westminster Abbey. (Engraving by J. Smith, from a painting by
Sir G. Kneller.) Eminent watch and clock maker, celebrated for

the accuracy of his work and the improvements which he made in

clocks and watches. Inventor of the solid cylinder escapement for

watches. Patent No. 344 (1695).

Josiah Wedgwood, F.R.S., F.S.A. Born July, 1730. Died January 3,

1795. (Medallion.) Eminent china and pottery manufacturer, in-

ventor of the pyrometer and of numerous improvements in the mak-
ing and ornamenting of china and earthenware or pottery. Patent

No. 939 (1769).

James White. (Half-length oil painting ) Civil engineer, author of

"A New Century of Inventions," and inventor of improvements in

clocks and other time-pieces, jacks for roasting, cranes for raising

weights, preparation and spinning machines. Patents Nos. 1650

(1788), 4485 (1820).

John Whitehurst, F.R.S. Born at Congleton, Cheshire, in 1713. Died

in Bolt Court, Fleet Street, London, in 1788. (Engraving by A.

Smith from a painting by J. Wright.) Eminent engineer, originally

a watchmaker and mathematical instrument maker ; author of

several scientific works ; inventor of the hydraulic ram, method of

obtaining invariable measures of length, capacity, and weight from

the mensuration of time, improvements in ventilating rooms, and
constructing chimneys.

Joseph Whitworth. (Daguerreotype.) ' Inventor of improvements in

machinery for cutting screws, machinery and tools for turning, bor-

ing, planing, and cutting metals and other materials, spinning.
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doubling, and knitting machinery, locomotive and other steam en-

gines, apparatus for cleansing and repairing roads and ways, reap-

ing machines, machinery for perforating paper and card : also can-

non, small arms, and projectiles, and machinery for manufacturing
the same. See Patents Nos. 6566 (1834), 6813 (1835), 6850 (1835),

6926 (1835), 7095 (1836), 7226 (1836), 7332 (1837), 7441 (1837),

7453 (1837), 8188 (1839), 8475 (1840), 8705 (1840), 9433 1842),

11,504 (1846), 12,907 (1849), 1349 (1853), 1350 (1853), 2525 (1854),

903 (1855), 2410 (1855), 1645 (1857).

William Hyde Wollaston, M.D., F.R.S., &c. Born August 6, 1766.

Died December 22, 1828. Buried at Chislehurst, Kent. (Engraving

by W. Skelton, from painting by J. Jackson, R.A.) Author of

numerous works on scientific subjects ; inventor of a process for

obtaining platina in a malleable state, mode of freezing at a distance,

method of drawing fine wires, improvements in spectacles, apparatus

for enabling persons to draw in perspective, or to copy or reduce

drawings, the camera lucida, the lucernal microscope, the reflective

goniometer, the scale of chemical equivalents, an improved micro-

meter, &c; discoverer of palladium, and rhodium. Patents Nos.

2752 (1804), 2993(1806).
Lemuel Wellman Wright. (Bust.) Inventor of improvements in the

manufacture of bricks and tiles, pins, washing and bleaching, steam
engines, trucks and carriages, metal screws, cranes, cutting tobacco,

propelling carriages, motive power, refrigerating, making paper,

sweeping chimneys, preparing fibrous substances, railways, extract-

ing gold from quartz, reaping machines, locks, gas meters, and
making pipes. Patents Nos. 4507 (1820), 4955 (1824), 5154 (1825

5271 (1825), 5400 (1826), 5473 (1827), 5543 (1827), 5544 1827

5638 (1828), 5703 (1828), 6525 (1833), 6642 (1834), 6655 (1834

6713 (1834), 7251 (1836), 7348 (1837), 8028 (1839), 9787 (1843

11,686 (1847), 12,448 (1849), 1573 (1853), 1590 (1853), 2048 (1853),

978 (1855), 2318 (1856), 2827 (1856).

Thomas Wright. Born at Byer's Green, Durham, September 22, 1711.

Died at Byer's Green Lodge, February, 1786. Buried in the Church
of St. Andrew, Auckland. (Engraving by P. Fourdrinier from a

painting by G. Allen.) Philosopher and mathematician; author of

numerous astronomical, nautical, and mathematical treatises and
almanacs ;

inventor of the sun-dial erected on Sunderland Pier, and
the " Hemispherium," an "astronomical cylinder or sun-dial," an
" astronomical fan for the ladies."

The pictures are now deposited in the Museum of the Commissioners

of Patents, at South Kensington, where they are open to the inspection

of the public daily, free of charge ; and we have again to express a hope
that possessors of original portraits, medallions, busts, or statues of

any of those eminent men who have done good service to the country by
inventing, discovering, or introducing new things, will do what they can

to forward what Mr. Woodcroft has so promisingly begun.

GRAVLNG DOCK AND FLOATING BASIN" ON THE CLYDE.

Glasgow, with its 400,000 and odd inhabitants, and its beautifully arti-

ficialised river, fit to bear the finest argosies that ever graced the seas,

has, until now, not had a single nook or cranny wherein a keel could

float out of the main channel of the Clyde. Every one who has visited

that noble river—not more noble, indeed, for its natural qualifications,

than for the industrial efforts of the dwellers upon its banks—must have
felt strongly on this subject. " 'Where," say the new comers, " where
are your docks ? Here is a fine stream —a good highway for your mer-

chant vessels—but where is the harbour for their repose?" Such
inquiries have hitherto been unanswerable. They are now answered,

to a certain, and, all things considered, a noble extent, by Messrs. Tod
and M'Gregor, the builders of the two Princess Royah, the Simla, the

Pelcin, and a fleet of iron steamers of all classes, and for all climes, in the
" Meadowside Graving Dock and Floating Basin," just constructed by
this firm, at the confluence of the Kelvin with the Clyde, a little below
Glasgow. This enterprising firm has done, in its private capacity, what
the ostensible conservators of the river could not achieve.

We have before us an illustrated prospectus of the works, which the

proprietors have just issued for the practical inauguration of their per-

formance. From it we find that the works consist of a first-class graving

dock, connected with a floating basin, and four spacious wharves for

berthing vessels, fitted with cranes capable of lifting weights of seventy

tons, for taking out and putting on board machinery and boilers. The
dock adjoins Messrs. Tod and M'Gregor's works, so that everything is

handy for the docked ships ; and as the basin enters from the Kelvin, it

is removed from the surge of passing steamers in the main channel.

The graving dock is 500 feet long within the gates, and 56 feet wide
at the enterance, with a draught of water of seventeen feet at ordinary

spring- tides, and fifteen feet at
#
neap tides, whilst there is a depth of ten

feet at low water. The pumping machine is worked by a steam-engine

of two hundred horse power, which can take out all the water within

two hours after the vessel is docked. Two patent derrick cranes, each

capable of lifting fifteen tons, are fitted upon the wharves ; and there is .

a steam travelling crane which can lift seventy tons. By the aid of
this dock the largest steamers afloat can have their machinery and boilers

removed, and be refitted as occasion may need ; and whilst ships of all

sizes can always obtain ready access to the dock, those of light draught
can enter at any time—even at dead low water.

Private enterprise has thus given to the Clyde what she has wanted
ever since she became a veritable river highway.

MECHANICAL NOTES FROM AMERICA.
Important Changes Proposed in the Patent Laws—American Wood-Working Machinery

— Pressed-Work Furniture—Pressed-Work Musical Instruments—Dishing or Sphe-
roidal Pressed Work.

The great eVent of the month has been the concoction and favourable
piesentation to Congress, by the Committee on Patents, of a bill to make
the citizens of every country pay alike for monopolies of their inventions
in the United States. At present, American citizens, whether native-

born or adopted, pay but thirty dollars for this great privilege—a sum
too small, as was intimated in a former letter, to compensate for the
trouble involved in the examination and copying ; while the subjects of
Great Britain pay five hundred dollars, and all other foreigners pay three
hundred dollars. Your readers are no doubt all aware of this distinction

between foreign and native inventors, with regard to fees, and of the
points generally argued in defence of it. It is contended, that as all

foreign governments charge high prices for patents, it is proper that the
liberality of our Government in accepting so low fees should inure to her
own citizens alone ; and that whereas the British Government charges
higher than most others, it is proper to make an exception against her
citizens, by charging them more than is paid by French and others for

the same privileges. It may not he worth while here to discuss either

the justice or the policy of this course ; arguments intended to influence

in any possible degree the action of the American Congress, would pro-

bably be far more likely to be read in an American journal ; but the
great fact that the patent laws of this country, and of all countries, are,

or should be, intended for the benefit of the masses rather than of the
patentees, must not be ignored. Patents are not special privileges

granted to inventors without an equivalent. They are a part of a con-
tract between the public and the possessor of a valuable idea. " Give us
your idea," says the public; "record it imperishably and fully, and we
will give you a monopoly of it for a certain reasonable period." The real

consideration received by the public is not the fee, whether it be much or
little, it is the complete description of the invention. The French law
—under which, whether good or bad, nearly as many patents are issued
annually as in all the world besides—makes it imperative for the inven-
tor or his agents to actually experiment and reduce the idea to practice,

in order to make his patent valid for any considerable period ; and the
expense and trouble of thus experimenting is an additional consideration

received by the public. But in all countries the fee, although of serious

importance to a poor inventor, is not in any sense to be understood as

the price of the patent, but merely as a compensation for recording, pre-

serving, exhibiting, and, in our country, of critically examining it. If,

therefore, it is more trouble and expense to examine, record, and preserve
one class of patents, than to perform a like service for another,—if, for

example, a patent for a design involves less labour on the part of the
Government agents, than a like security for a great chemical or mechani-
cal process,—there is a propriety in making the fee to vary correspond-
ingly, as it almost universally does ; but it cannot well be urged that

more labour is involved on account of the birthplace or residence of the
applicant. The high fees charged to foreigners have the effect of dimin-
ishing the number of foreign applications ; similar fees charged to native
inventors would doubtless reduce the number of their applications ; but
so far from this proving a benefit to the community, the investigation
(although the subject cannot be denied being open to argument on both
sides) generally results in an opposite conclusion. Whatever may be
the precise effect of patents, it is universally conceded advantageous to

develop as many improvements as practicable, and to import as many
as possible from abroad. If patents encourage such development and
importation, all should be invited to partake of patent privileges, and, as
argued above, on equal terms.

These seem in brief to be the considerations influencing the remarks
of several of our late Commissioners of Patents in their reports, and the
new patent bill seems intended mainly to correct this error in our laws.
We give the prominent features of the bill in another part of this

month's publication.

In view of the very considerable attention bestowed in former letters

to American improvements in the various machines for working wood,
apology may almost be necessary before again venturing on any branch
of the same subject. But one of the English commissioners to the N.Y.
Exhibition of 1853 is said to have remarked, that the mechanics of Great
Britain perform as much in one hour as ours in five in the zcorking in

metal, but that in working wood we are ahead in nearly the same ratio.

This praise of our sawing and planing machinery was coupled with so
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wholesome a spur to our exertions in another direction, that it could not

very injuriously elate us, but may make it doubly important to send our

wood-Working "inventions, rather than our slotting machines or gear-

cutting engines, either for patent or for publication in Britain.

Cabinet furniture composed entirely of veneers, and known as "pressed

work," has been manufactured in this city for several years, the work
being considerably better and more expensive than any ordinary kind.

Veneers of the usual thickness are saturated with glue, and applied to-

gether in such positions that the grain or direction of the fibres in each

laver extends at right angles to that of the next. The whole mass of

glue and wood is then while hot compressed between moulds, or as they

are technically termed "cawls," so as to be bent into any form desired,

and after remaining in this confinement some twenty-four hours are

found to be firm, elastic, and extremely strong and serviceable. The
appearance of the material externally is that of the wood employed in

its outer layers, which is invariably one of the most rare and beautiful

varieties, the interior layers are of any strong material, generally black

walnut. The peculiar properties of pressed-work are due to the facts

—

first, that its fibres are so laid that it cannot split in any direction with-

out rending the fibres of half the wood ; and second, that all the pores of

the thin sheets of wood are completely filled with the animal matter, so

as to be imperious to moisture or other influence of any ordinary kind.

As a consequence, pressed-work does not shrink and swell with changes

in the hygrometic condition of the air, like ordinary wood, but retains

its shape and dimensions even more uniformly than metal. Moisture

swells wood, and heat expands metals, but neither of these influences

affect pressed-work, unless very extreme.

Mr. "John H. Belter, a native of Germany, and one of our most exten-

sive and successful cabinetmakers, is entitled to the credit of originating

this variety of work. In 1847 he applied for a patent ; but the application

was rejected, and the manufacture has since been carried on by several

large concerns besides his own. Pressed work has so far been chiefly

used only in the backs of chairs. The extreme lightness and immense
strength of such chairs make them very deservedly popular ; and the

price demanded and obtained for the most unpretending chairs of this

kind, without arms or rockers, is eighteen dollars a-piece—some two or

three times as great as that of common chairs equally well upholstered

and carved. This mode of combining wood has since 1850 been intro

duced into France, but with less success, owing, it would seem, to a dis-

position on the part of the French manufacturers to make the work too

thin. A French chair of this material recently imported is composed
of only five layers of veneer ; Belter's and the other American chairs

contain seven or -more layers. It is deemed important to employ an
odd number in every instance, so that the grain on the two faces of the

work corresponds in direction, as it would present an unusual appearance

to see thin wood-work with the grain on one side running vertically

.and on the other side horizontally. It is by no means certain, however,
that this last described arrangement would not be an improvement, as it

now almost pains the unpractised eye to see such thin and apparently

weak chairs ; because the material appears to be, what it by no means is,

a single thin piece of rosewood.

Although the chief use of this material has been in the backs of chairs,

it has been applied with some success to the construction of bedsteads

and of musical instruments. Mr. Cornelius Bogaud of this city patented

in 1851 substantially the same method of making sounding boards for

pianos and other stringed instruments. This specification described the

work as consisting of four veneers glued each upon the other, and com-
pressed between moulds, which are either plain or slightly convex and con-

cave, so that the resulting work may be plain or curved, or may be a
segment of a very large sphere or spheroid. Bogaud laid his veneers with
the grain as shown in fig. 1, in which a is the first layer, b the next, and

c and D the last. The difference between this work and that of Belter,

rejected four years previous, is very trifling. The position of the grain
in the alternate layers in Belter's chair-backs is exhibited in fig. 2, in which
a shows the first layer, b the second, a the third again, and so on indefi-

nitely. It appears from such examples of rejecting and of granting that the
Patent Office is not infallible in its decisions, if any had ever suspected

No. 121 —Vol. XI. •

it of being so
;
but in justice it should be remarked, that the papers be-

longing to the application of 1847 had been mislaid, and were not known
to the examiner who granted the patent in 1851. The manufacture of

Fig. 3.

pressed-work sounding boards has not been carried on, owing to the very
limited demand, and there has been no conflict of patents.

Since 1856 a pressed-work bedstead
has been made, to a very limited extent,

by Mr. Belter and his partners. Fig. 3
is a plan view of this bedstead com-
plete. It is made in two parts, without
posts, the material being simply extended
downward at the corners, to receive the

castors on which it is mounted. The
ordinary frame, which extends across

the interior, is supported by the slight

projections, a, which are glued on at

a proper elevation. The serpentine

form of the work adds grace to its

appearance, and contributes very greatly to its strength and stiffness

;

and the top being richly carved at the head and foot, the projecting parts

being produced by the aid of pieces glued on for the purpose, the bed-

stead becomes one of the most elegant and convenient specimen of this

important article of furniture produced in any American manufactory.

It may here be remarked, that Paris is believed tacitly to hold a kind of

monopoly of the production of good furniture, while the eastern portion

of this country enjoys a great trade in cheap articles of that character,

and especially in cheap chairs. The exports of household furniture from

this country amount to about one million dollars per annum, the pur-

chasers being mainly in the British North American provinces, Cuba,

Australia, Chili, Peru, and, in short, all the South American States, in

pretty nearly equal quantities, or about -50,000 dols. each ; 11,000 dols.

worth of furniture are sent to England. These, however, are all cheap

articles, those in which the plenty and excellence of lumber, and the

perfection of v ood working machines, eminently aid us ; but in all those

varieties requiring exquisite taste, France bears the palm over every

nation under heaven. The total imports of household furniture to this

country are about 50,000 dols. worth annually. Of this amount, which

is all rich, and supposed to be tasty, about three-fourths comes direct

from the Atlantic coast of France, about 5,000 dols. from England, and

1,000 dols. from Bremen.
One word with regard to the latest development of the capacities of

veneers and glue. This is the production of dishing or spheroidal work.

Mr. Bogaud's sounding boards were capable of dishing very slightly, but

this latest style curves to any extent desired. This is done by manufactur-

ing the veneers into strips, accurately shaped so as to be just sufficiently

wider and longer where required. The parts are manufactured with

perfect mathematical accuracy by the aid of suitable machinery, and in

such manner that the waste of stuff is comparatively slight. The ap-

plying together of the veneers is also aided by machinery ;
in fact, it is

believed to be impossible by any ordinary means to accomplish this

result. The dishing work has been as yet only applied to the construc-

tion of chair backs, and even these are not yet introduced to the public,

but the machinery is completed, and the work produced is as perfect

as could be desired. In consequence of the dishing, or curving, in both

a horizontal and vertical plane at the same points, the fabric is sensibly

stronger, and the novelty of the work makes it very attractive to the

eye. Fig. 4 is a perspective view ; fig. 5 a vertical section
;
and fig. 6

a horizontal section of one of these chair backs. It should have been

remarked that this latest modification is due entirely to Mr. Belter,

and that none of the styles of pressed-work described have ever been

patented in Great Britain, or other country than the United States.

Ordinary pressed-work, shown in fig. 2, above, is invariably compressed

between cawls of such forms that the work corresponds to the surface,

either of a cylinder, or of a cone, and such carving does not, if suitable
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Fig. 5.

precautions are taken, open the joints even when, as usual, a layer is

composed of several separate veneers placed edge to edge as represented.

But any attempt to impart a dishing or spheroidal form does violence to

the nature of the wood, tending to rend

it at some points, and to compress it

edgewise at uthers. The result proves a

failure in every instance, however slight

the degree of "dish" imparted, unless

the veneers are cut to the forms required.

In other words, wood, however fully it

may be saturated with steam, or with

equally hot glue, is slightly, and but

slightly, flexible or plastic. It may be

compressed and extended without danger

of wrinkling or rupture, hut only to a

slight extent. When strongly confined,

and subjected to great pressure, thorough-

ly steamed wood may be compressed to

some 50 per cent, more than its ordinary

density ; but under the conditions in

which it is deemed practicable to manipu-

late veneers and glue, the violence to the

material must be much less. Mr. Belter

uses from sixteen to eighteen strips to

complete a full circle, and each chair-back

is a fourth of a circle, measured in a

horizontal plane. The degree of curva-

ture in the vertical plane is variable, as

represented in fig. 5. The chair complete,

whether with or without upholstery, is

probably the easiest, lightest, and strong-

est construction yet built for the purpose. It is certainly very graceful

and, whether a recommendation or otherwise, it must be added, expen-

sive. If our mechanics devote themselves for a few decades to such

varieties of work as those here described, the necessity for importing

articles of furniture from Paris will exist only in the desire to boast of

the fact.

T. D. Stetson.

New York, FA.., 1858.

WASHING APPARATUS FOR ILLUMINATING GAS.

Experiment has shown that when coal gas is forced through water, ir.

the process of washing, so as to fit it for illuminating purposes, its par

tides assume a spherical form, or that which offers the smallest amounl

of surface in relation to volume. . Hence, as the gas becomes saturated

and washed only through the medium of the surfaces in actual contact

with the cleansing liquid, it follows that these operations are effected at

present under circumstances particularly unfavourable to the efficiency

of the process. Besides, the existing procedure involves the using a

Fig. I.

Fig. 6.

In attempting to get over these difficulties, M Colladon of Geneva has

introduced a new system of treating the gas, based upon the leading

principle that the gas must be in a minutely subdivided condition when

it is brought into contact with the washing medium, that medium being
a constantly moistened or damp surface ; and further, that the gas must

Fig. 3.

certain pressure in order that the gas shall be duly forced through the

washing medium, and this is of itself productive of considerable incon-

venience.

not be allowed to flow in a direct or straight line, to which it has a na-

tural tendency.
Figs. 1 and 2 of our engravings respectively represent longitudinal

and transverse sections of one form of M. Colladon's apparatus. It con-

sists of an open chamber, A, fitted with a cover, d, and containing within

it a horizontal cylinder, o, with an expanded end. This cylinder, which
is open at both ends, is fast upon the horizontal spindle, d, carried in

end bearings, and fitted with a card pulley for driving it by. The main
portion of the hollow cylinder is fitted with internal radial diaphragms or

operating surfaces, which are perforated radially, and are disposed so as to

cause the gas to pass in a zig zag direction in getting through them from
end to end of the cylinder. This washing cylinder is immersed to such

a depth in the cleansing liquid as that the gas shall duly follow this

course and pass through the whole of the crossed openings. The gas to

be operated upon is brought into the apparatus by the pipe, e, which de-

scends within the liquid and enters the opening at that end of the cylin-

der, so as to deliver the gas by the open end, f, into the expanded end
of the cylinder. From this part the gas proceeds through the series of

diaphragm openings in the cylinder, finally emerging at the other open
end of the latter, and collecting within the cover, b, whence it passes off

by the pipe, 6. As the hollow diaphragm cylinder is kept constantly

revolving as the gas works through, it is obviously passed in a minutely
subdivided state against a very large area of moistening surface—thus

undergoing a powerful licking action, which is a most efficient cleanser.
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Fig. 3 is a sectional elevation of another form of apparatus for working
out the same idea. Here the washing chamber, A, has fixed within it a

sheet-iron cover, b, dipping down into the liquid. Within this cover is

a revolving conical case, c, terminated on its upper side by a cylinder, J,

closed in by a cast-iron disc plate, to the centre of which is attached the

lower end of the driving shaft, E, set at a slight inclination so as to in-

cline the cone, c. The lower end of this shaft rests upon a steeled point

carried by the upper end of a vertical stationary shift, f.

The inner concave surface of the cone, c, carric s a series of circularly

disposed diaphragms, which are perpendicular to the coned surface.

The gas to be washed is led into the machine by the bottom central

pipe, G, the open upper end of which delivers the gas into the cylinder,

D. From this point it circulates, and escapes through the openings of

the diaphragms as these are withdrawn above the level of the liquid, by
the rotation of the inclined cone. The gas then circulates under the

cover, b, finally escaping by the pipe, h. The slow revolution of the

coke, c. presents the circulating gas to an extended area of moisture, so

as to insure due saturation and washing.

EXAMPLES OF "MOVING CYLINDER" STEAM HAMMERS.

By Me. Johx Coxdie, Govan Bar-Iron Works, Glasgow.

(Illustrated by Plate 222 .)

L\ onr large plate, 212,* we have already placed on record, the structure,

functions, and convertive powers of Mr. Condie's fine 6j ton steam

hammer with TJ feet stroke, as erected at the " Glasgow Forge " of Mr.
Fulton. Since the appearance of this illustration of that splendid
machine-tool, it has been regularly at work on the great masses of

wrought iron, for the shaping of which it was devised and erected ; an.d

it certainly has furnished the means, both as regards abstract power and
facilities of working, of accomplishing work in a style unheard of before.

The novelty and superior utility of Mr. Condie's invention consist in

introducing the steam into the hammer block, which is a massive move-
am cylinder, composed of a quality of metal closely approaching

in strength to malleable iron. The steam and exhaust valves are fitted

into the entablature, from which is suspended, by a ball-and-socket joint,

a hollow piston rod, acting also as steam and exhaust pipe alternately,

and to which the piston is attached as a fixture. The steam being in-

troduced into the cylinder or hammer, immediately above the piston,

presses against the cylinder cover, and raises the hammer between the
guides to the required height. The steam being then cut off, and the
exhaust valve opened, the hammer falls, not only with the velocity of
gravity, but with the additional impetus produced by the compression of
the air under the piston, during the latter portion of the hammer's ascent.
The self-acting valve gearing is so arranged that the attendant can arrest

the motion of the hammer whilst it is falling, or cause it to fall at any
moment whilst it is ascending. The self-acting valve gearing can also

be rendered non-effective when necessary ; and when the hammer is

worked by hand, strokes from one inch, up to the full power of the
hammer, can be given, accordingly as the work which is being executed
may require.

Our present plate, 222, is of the composite character, and it exhibits

—

so as to be visible at a glance—-an entire series of hammers, as arranp-ed
for the execution of every possible kind of work within the limits of
execution of such tools.

Fig. 1, on our large composite plate, is a front view of a twenty cwt.
hammer, suitable for heavy smith work, and light forgings. Fig. 2 is

an end elevation of the same, showing the framing bent back, so as to
allow bars of any length to be welded either along or across the anvil.

The ten cwt. hammers, made by Mr. Condie, for the smiths' shops of
engineers, are of the same design. Fig. 3 is an elevation of a thirty cwt.
hammer for a jobbing forge. This size of hammer is also constructed
with framing similar to that of fig. 5, when the class of work for which
it is intended requires more space between the standards. Fig. 4 is an
end view of the same hammer, showing a Gothic opening through the
side of each standard to the anvil—this arrangement giving greater
facilities to the workmen in applying cresses and other tools to the

work in progress. Fig. 5 is an eleva-

tion of a forty cwt. hammer for a
jobbing forge, the design of framing
giving great width and height between
the standards. Fig. 6 is a front view
of a fifty cwt. hammer for a puddling
forge, the framing being contracted

to prevent the sparks from flying

amongst the workmen, The anvil is

placed nearly level with the surface,

so that the balls or blooms may be
placed on it easily. Fig. 7 shows the
front view of a fifty cwt. hammer for

a jobbing forge, of the ordinary design
—the strong binder on which the name
of the works is shown, and a similar

one behind, giving great firmness to

the framing. Fig. 8 is a front view of
a four ton hammer for the manufacture
of heavy forgings, the framing consist-

ing of two vertical cast-iron columns,
of rectangular transverse section, plac-

ed sixteen feet apart, and bound together
laterally by a strong cast-iron beam,
through the centre of which an opening
is made for the passage of the cylinder
or hammer block. The lower columns
are surmounted by two segmental
frame pillars, which, conjoined, form a
complete open semicircular arch, spring-

ing up to a height of twenty-two feet.

Fig. 9 is an end elevation of the same.
A light iron ladder, not shown in

either view, is attached to the front of

one of the semicircular columns, en-

abling the attendant to examine or oil

the upper parts when required. Fig.

10 is a front elevation of a five ton

hammer for a jobbing forge, with the common form of framing. Mr.

Condie also constructs this size of hammer with framing similar to his

four ton and six and a-half ton hammers.
In the wood engravings, fig. 1 is a front view of a thirty cwt. hammer,

constructed to work with an improved " equilibrium balanced valve
"

only, the self-acting valve gearing being dispensed with—thus materially

economising the cost of manufacture, and at the same time still further

simplifying the tool. Hammers constructed in this form are also entirely

under the control of the attendant, provision being likewise made for

the hammer falling itself, when it has been raised to the maximum
height. Fig. 2 is an end elevation of this hammer.

These figures exhaust, we think, the subject of the mechanical em-
ployment of steam as a direct percussive shaping agent, up to the present

time of writing.
* Page 113, for August last.
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CROSSLEY'S GLASS-POLISHING MACHINERY, WITH
GROOVED-SURFACE FRICTIONAL GEARING.

Me. Crossley, of St. Helen's, Lancashire, has recently introduced a very
ingenious plan of obtaining a differential grinding and polishing action

for preparing plate glass; and as in driving his machines he lias made
use of Mr. Robertson's grooved-surface frictional gearing, we have here
engraved one of the machines so driven, in illustration of both inventions
in a working condition.

Fig. 1 is an elevation of one of the machines, as fitted with a pair of

operating runners ; fig. 2 is a plan corresponding. A bench or stone
table of the ordinary kind is used for supporting the glass or other sub-

stance to be ground and smoothed. At one one end of the bench is fixed

a vertical shaft, carrying a crank at its upper end, and made to revolve
by suitable gearing below. To this crank is attached a bar or connect-
ing-rod, sufficiently long to extend over the whole or nearly the whole of

the length of the bench. To the under side of this connecting-rod is

attached one or more runners or rubbers used for grinding or smoothing.
At or near the centre of the connecting-rod is a stud or pin for connect-
ing it to a radius bar, which rests at one end on a stand placed at one
side of the bench, and which serves as a centre for it to work upon when
the machine is in motion.
The action of the machine is as follows :—When the crank revolves,

that point of the connecting-rod which is attached to the radius bar

describes a segment of a circle, but any point on either side describes a
curve, similar to an irregular ellipse, and if one runner large enough to

grind or smooth the bottom glass or other substance be used, it will have
a motion very similar to that which women give to glass runners in
smoothing, or like describing a figure of 8- I' i-s preferred, however,
when smoothing large plates of glass, to use two or more runners at-

tached to the connecting-rod, and so arranged that each runner may
partially lap over the part smoothed by the other. The space between
each runner gives great facilities for watching the progress of the bottom
plate, and for supplying the necessary emery or other grinding substance
used.

The machine is driven by a horizontal shaft at one end, carrying a

grooved frictional bevil wheel, which is in gear with a corresponding

wheel keyed on the lower end of a vertical shaft, to the top of which is

attached the primary actuating crank. To. stop the machine, all that is

necessary is to relieve the upper or horizontal bevil wheel from contact

with the lower or continuous runner; and this is done by turning a lever

handle, which works an eccentric motion capable of raising the vertical

shaft and wheel together. The bracket carrying the collar bearing for

the upper end of the vertical shaft, has cast upon it a horizontal eye or

bearing piece, which is bored out to receive a long eccentric or tubular

piece, which is bored eccentrically to receive the arm of a forked lifter.

The opposite end of this lifter is forked, to embrace the vertical shaft just

beneath a collar thereon ; and as the operating lever is keyed upon the

outside end of the eccentric piece, it follows that a slight turn of the

lever effects the necessary engagement and disengagement of the

"wheels.

UNITED STATES PATENT LAWS.

A bill has been introduced into Congress for a new patent law ; the

great alteration, so far as aliens are concerned, being the provision for

the payment of one uniform fee of 50 dollars by citizens and aliens, in

place of the great distinction now existing, which deters the majority of

European inventors from extending then- patents to the United States.

We have received the particulars too late to

comment on the details ; and although we are in-

formed on very good authority that the present

bill is really likely to pass into law, we have
suffered so many disappointments, that we do

not feel inclined to give it in extemo until the

act has really been passed.

The following summary will, however, give

our readers the pith of all the important parts

of the bill.

Section 1 enacts, That a chief officer of the

patent office, to be called the commissioner of

patents, shall be appointed to superintend the

granting patents for inventions, and shall re-

ceive annually four thousand five hundred
dollars.

Section 2. That there shall be appointed a

board of three examiners-in-chief; this board

is to hear and determine upon the sufficiency

ofthe references made by the examiners. From
the decisions of this board appeals may be

taken to the commissioner of patents. No
appeal shall be allowed from the decision of

the commissioner of patents, except in cases

pending prior to the passing of this act.

Section 3. That each examiner-in-chief shall

receive annually three thousand dollars.

Section 4. That there may be twenty-four

examiners, at an annual salary of twenty-five

hundred dollars each; a head clerk at two
thousand dollars ; a disbursing clerk at eigh-

teen hundred dollars ; a draughtsman, a libra-

rian, and a machinist at sixteen hundred dollars

each; six clerks at sixteen hundred dollars

each ; ten clerks at fourteen hundred dollars

each; one clerk at one thousand dollars, and
a messenger at one thousand dollars

;
and that

all the clerks and the messenger shall be ap-

pointed by the commissioner of patents. None
of the officers shall be allowed to hold any
interest in letters patent during their tenure of

office.

Section 5 provides for oaths and sureties of

officers and clerks.

Section G makes provision for the commis-

sioner's seal, and as to office copies of docu-

ments sealed with it.

Section 7. That models of rejected inventions may be restored to the

respective applicants.

Section 8 provides for a minute record of the patents.

Section 9. That any person having discovered any new and useful

art, machine, manufacture, or composition of matter, or any new or use-

ful improvement, not, at the time of his application, in public use, or

on sale, with his consent or allowance, and who shall desire to obtain

an exclusive property therein, may make application in writing to the

commissioner of patents, expressing such desire, and the commissioner,

on due proceedings had, may grant a patent therefor—Provided the spe-

cification or drawing of such application for a patent may not have been
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on file in the patent office for more than two years previous to the date

of the issuing of said patent. The application is to be accompanied
with three sers of drawing's, or with specimens of the ingredients, and,

irhen specially required, with a model.
Section 10. That on the filing of such application, and the payment

of the duty, the commissioner shall cause to he made a fair, sound, and
discriminating examination of the alleged new invention or discovery.

And such application shall be referred to the examiner having charge

of the class to which it pertains, whose duty it shall be to carefully ex-

amine such application, and to search for references bearing upon the

claims made in such application, and to place the same before the board
of exaniiners-in-chief. It shall be the duty of the said board to carefully

examine such application, and compare the invention with the references

produced, and with such otherreferences asmay be within their knowledge;
and if on such examination it shall not appear to the said board that the

said invention, as claimed, had been invented or discovered by any other

person in this country, prior to the alleged invention or discovery thereof

by the applicant, or that it had not been paten ted or described in any printed

publication in this or any foreign country, or had not been in public use or

on sale with the applicant's consent or allowance prior to the application,

they shall report the same to the commissioner, and if he shall deem the

invention thus submitted to him to be sufficiently useful and important,

it shall be his duty to issue a patent therefor. But whenever, on such
examination, it shall appear to said board that the applicant was not the

original and first inventor or discoverer thereof, or that any part of that

which is claimed as new had before been invented, or discovered, or

patented, or described in any printed publication in this or an3* foreign

country, or that the description is defective and insufficient, the appli-

cant shall be notified thereof; and, in brief, such information and re-

ferences given him as in the opinion of the board prevent the allowance

of the patent, or prevent the allowance of a part of his claims. If the

applicant shall desire further consideration, he may so amend the speci-

fication or claim as to place the application in condition for examination
of the said invention again ; and if, upon such second examination by
the board, they deny the grant of the patent, such denial shall be final

on said application, and a patent thereon shall be refused, unless the

commissioner, on appeal, shall reverse the decision of the said board and
grant a patent, which shall be final.

Section 11. In case of any application being made, appearing to con-

flict with any pending application, notice is to b6 given to the applicants,

and the commissioner shall decide the question of priority of invention.

And whenever the applicant shall request it, the patent shall date from
the filing of the specification and drawings, not exceeding six months
prior to the actual issuing of the patent.

Section 12. That, before any application for a patent shall be con-

sidered, the applicant shall pay into the treasury of the United States,

or into the patent office, or to the credit of the patent office, the sum of

fifty dollars, and the money thus received into the treasury, as also all

other moneys for fees, for copies furnished by the commissioners, or from
whatever source, shall be carried to the credit of, and constitute a patent

fund ; and the moneys constituting the fund shall be appropriated for

the payment of the salaries of the officers and others, and all other ex-

penses of the patent office. And the commissioners are authorised to

draw upon such fund for such sums as shall be necessary to carry into

effect the provisions of this act. And the commissioners shall lay

before Congress, in the month of January, annually, a detailed state-

ment of the expenditures and payments by them made from the said

fund, and a classified list of all patents which shall have been granted
during the preceding year.

Sections 13 and 14. Applications may be granted to assignees or exe-

cutors of applicants who have died before the granting of a patent, and
every patent and invention shall be assignable in law, which assign-

ment shall be recorded in the patent office, within three months from the

execution thereof.

Section 15. Invalid patents, by reason of accidental defective descrip-

tion, may be amended for the remainder of the term of patent ; and
amended patents may be issued for distinct parts of a patented invention.

Section 16. The court may give judgment for three times the amount
of a verdict for infringement of patent.

Section 17 regulates the rules of pleading in patent actions, and par-

ticularly provides that the defendant in such actions shall give particu-

lars of his objections, in a manner somewhat similar to that now in force

in this country. One of such notices is, however, of great importance
to foreigners ; it is, that the patentee, if an alien at the time the patent

was granted, had failed and neglected, for the space of eighteen months
from the date of the patent, to put and continue on sale to the public, on
reasonable terms, the invention or discovery for which the patent issued.

This appears to introduce a new principle, taken from the continental

practice, into the American law; on the Continent, however, the rule

applies to natives as well as foreigners. Another important point is,

that whenever, by mistake, accident, inadvertence, and without any
wilful intent or default to mislead or defraud the public, any patentee

shall have in his specification claimed to be the original and first inven-

tor or discoverer of any material, a substantial part of the thing patented,
of which he was not the first and original inventor, and shall have no
legal or just right to claim the same, in every such case the patent shall

be deemed good and valid for so much of the invention or discovery as

shall be truly and bona fide his own, provided it shall be a material and
substantial part of the thing patented, and be definitely distinguished
from the other part so claimed without right as aforesaid.

Section 18. The applications for extension of patents to be advertised.

Opponents of extension to show cause. The commissioner has full

power to extend patents. Patentees to report the profits, and patents
may be extended seven years.

Section 19. Testimony to be compulsory on cases in the patent office.

Section 20. Patents may be granted for patterns, prints, pictures, and
statues, on payment of twenty -five dollars.

Sections 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, and 30, provide for the pro-

per working out of the law in cases of conflicting patents ; as to injunc-

tions; penalties for counterfeiting patentee's name and mark, &c.
;
pa-

tentees to stamp all articles ; as to the patenting articles patented in

foreign countries more than six months prior to application; purchasers
of patents to have same rights as patentees, &c, &c.

We consider this proposed new law will, on the whole, be a great boon
to European inventors ; but we regret to find a distinction is still to be
maintained in compelling aliens to work their inventions, whilst citizens

of the United States, who will have much less difficulty in doing so, are

not in that position. We shall also be glad to hear that models are not

compulsory.
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RECENT PATENTS.

STEAM HAMMERS.

J. H. Johnson, London and Glasgow (M. J. D. Faecot, Parish)—
Patent dated April 4, 1857.

The improvements specified under these letters patent relate to the

general construction and arrangement of steam hammers, some of which
improvements are applicable to steam hammers of the ordinary construc-

tion. The improvements consist—First, In so arranging steam hammers
that the steam acts from above ; for this purpose it is proposed to add a

lateral reservoir and steam jacket to the hammer cylinder, so that the

piston will be elevated by the action of the steam in the reservoir in

communication with the bottom of the cylinder, or by a spring of any
convenient construction. Second, In the application and use of a circu-

lar equilibrium distributing valve, which is easily worked, and may be

applied to existing hammers. Third, Of an arrangement of mechanism
or gear for working the valve either by hand, with the aid of a spring;

or by means of the hammer itself—such mechanism being also applicable

to existing hammers. For this purpose the valve is connected by means
of an overhead lever and connecting rod to the handle of the valve gear,

the movement of which is greatly facilitated by the use of springs

acting on each side, so as to hold it when at rest in the centre of the

guiding quadrant, and so keep the valve closed. The head of the piston

may be made to open the valve by striking the valve stem, a buffing

spring being interposed to avoid shocks. By another modification, a

single helical spring may be placed on the valve connecting rod, for ar-

resting the movement of the valve. Fourth, Of a buffing arrangement

for deadening the shocks, and preventing the breakage of the piston

rods. This arrangement consists in interposing between the hammer
head and piston rod layers of leather, India-rubber, felt, gutta percha,

card board, or other good buffing material. A similar buffer may
be placed on the top of the hammer head, to prevent its striking the

cylinder when raised too high. Also of a mode of connecting or joining

the rod to the hammer, applicable to existing hammers, which consists

in the use of a spherical or conical joint, and in the interposition of a

block of wood beneath such joint, between the end of the rod and the
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hammer. Fifth, In raising or lowering the portion of the hammer which
is made hollow on the piston rod. This is effected either by a screw
thread on the piston rod, and working through the centre of the hammer,
or bjT keys and mortices or slots, so as to reduce the space left for steam
when the piston does cot travel to the end of its course. Sixth, In
lubricating the hammer guides by collecting the grease or oil which falls

from the stuffing box, and directing it thereto. Seventh, In the use of

bars of iron or pieces of timber, against which a buffer on the hammer
strikes when the latter is unduly elevated, thereby preventing the

bottom of the cylinder from being damaged. Eighth, Of a mode of

working the valve bj' continuous rotatory motion of a cam or eccentric,

or by any motion independent of the hammer itself.

Fig. 1 of our engravings represents a side view, partly in section, of

one arrangement of the improved steam hammer ; fig. 2 is a back view
of the same, a is the steam cylinder, which has cast on it a jacket or

casing, e. The framing, c, is constructed with a reservoir, d. This
reservoir is filled with steam of lower pressure than that contained in the

boiler, and is supplied from the interior of the cylinder through the pipe,

e. The pipe, f, which is provided with a cock, o, conducts the steam
from the boiler to the casing, b, whence it communicates with the ujjper

Kg. 1. Fig 2.

side of the piston, h, through the opening, I, contained in the cover, j.

This cover is also fitted with an eduction pipe, k, and a slide valve, l,

which is of a circular form, the steam acting equally on its whole cir-

cumference. The underside of this valve is furnished with a spring, m,

so that, in the event of carelessness on the part of the attendant, the

piston in its up stroke will strike against this spring, thereby opening the

steam port, i, and admitting the steam into the cylinder, thus providing

a cushion to break the shock. By increasing or diminishing the strength

of the. spring and the hammer, the rapidity of its rise can be regulated,

and by having a sufficiently large cylinder, and varying the length of

time for the steam to exert its power, the fall of the hammer can be
regulated.

The patentee observes, that by placing the piston in communication
with a cistern or reservoir in which there is a vacuum, the steam, after

forcing the piston downwards, ma}' be condensed therein ; then the under
side of the piston being in communication with the atmosphere, it is

clear that if the cylinder is sufficiently large, the atmospheric pressure

will cause the piston to rise.

When there is no condenser in the arrangement, the steam can be dis-

charged into the atmosphere after having performed its function ; then
the lower side of the piston, opening into a reservoir containing steam
or compressed air, slightly above the pressure of the atmosphere, but less

than the strength of steam in the boiler, the hammer will be raised with

a force due to this excess of pressure.

Again, when the upper side of the piston discharges its spent steam
into the air, by having an unusually large piston rod, so proportioned
that the annular surface left on the lower side should be eqaul to one-
fourth or one-fifth the area of the top side of the piston, and placing the
under side in communication with the boiler, the hammer would be
raised by virtue of the excess of pressure ; then the steam being made
to act on the upper Side of the piston, would force that steam, which
caused it to ascend, back into the boiler by reason of the difference of

surfaces.

The pipe, E, serves also to draw the condensed water from the steam
casing into the reservoir, n, where the pressure is not so great. This
arrangement is for the purpose of utilising the heat contained in the

condensed steam, and at the same time maintaining a constant pressure.

The lower portion of the reservoir, d, is furnished with a large pipe, x,

through which the steam contained in the reservoir is made to act on
the under side of the piston, thu6 causing it to rise. The valve, L, is

worked by means of the lever handle, o, which works on the centre, p,

(fixed to the framing,) and is connected to the lever, q, by the rod, R.

This valve may be placed on the top of the cylinder, as shown upon one
side, and can be worked in either case by the same arrangement of

levers; it is also applicable to any ordinary steam hammer. An index
plate, s, is fixed on the framing, and is fitted with a notched groove, which
forces itself against a projection on the lever, o, for working the valve.

When this valve is closed, and consequently in the middle of its stroke,

this index serves to keep the lever, o, in a horizontal position by means
of the spring, t, the extremity of which is connected thereto by the two
gudgeons, o ; the other extremity is fitted' with two feet, through which
the screws, v, pass, and are so arranged that they come in contact with
the framing when the lever, o, has concluded its stroke, and is caused to

vibrate by the action of the two springs, w, until it becomes stationary.

Another arrangement is shown for attaining the same end, and con-

sists in placing a spiral spring around the rod, k, one end of the spring

bearing against a support or guide, while the other end presses against the

upper end of the rod, K, near to its junction with the lever, q, and keeps
this lever in such a position that the slide valve remains closed. By this

arrangement it is only necessary for the attendant to press down the

lever, o, which opens the valve, and allows the steam to. act on the

piston. This arrangement is much more simple than the plans hitherto

adopted.

Another arrangement for opening the valve, when the hammer is at

the termination of its stroke, consists in the application of a spring of

India-rubber, or other similar analogous material, forming a kind of

buffer upon the upper part of the hammer ; this elastic buffer strikes

against a curved lever, thereby communicating motion to the starting

lever, o. A screw is connected with the lever, o, the other end of which
passes through a nut in the fork formed on the end of the curved lever,

so that by turning the screw by means of a hand wheel, the valve can

be regulated to the greatest nicety ; thus providing a simple self-acting

gear for supplying the cylinder with steam at the proper moment.
With the view of lessening the wear and tear arising from the shock

of the hammer against the object operated upon, the piston rod, which,

in the old fashioned hammers, is the part most liable to injury, trans-

mits the shock through a series of thicknesses of leather, caoutchouc,

felt, gutta percha, linen, card board, &c., laid one on the other, or

fastened together and held between, two thick sheets of iron. This de-

scription of buffer serves also to check the rise or fall of the piston (in

case of inattention on the part of the attendant), by coming in contact

with strong iron bars, or pieces of iron rail, which are securely fixed to

the framing, thereby lessening the risk of knockingout the cylinder bottom.
Figs. 3 and 4 show one arrangement of this kind; it consists in placing

between the joint of the hammer and the piston rod alternate pieces of

caoutchouc and metal, as shown at x,, and surmounting the whole with
a piece of wood, t, which comes
in contact with the lower cover of

the C3'linder, ' and deadens the

shock in the event of the hammer
being allowed to ascend too high

;

for which reason, and for the pur-

pose of breaking the shock of the

vibrations, the patentee makes
use of the intermediate piece of

wood, z, and the spherical joints,

a, figs. 3 and 4, connecting the

hammer to the piston rod, or these

joints may be conical instead of

spherical. If it be desired to

shorten the stroke of the piston,

this may be effected by placing

washers of various thicknesses

between the upper part of the hammer and the under side of the layers
before referred to. By this means the piston will travel to the end of the
cylinder ; thus a ready means is offered for effecting great economy of
steam.

Fie-. :'. Fig. 4.
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The patentee also describes a hammer of larger construction, in which

the reservoir is placed at the side instead of in the framing, as described

in reference to figs. 1 and 2, in which also the hammer head is made
hollow, and the piston rod is screwed therein. By this arrangement the

stroke of the piston can be regulated, which is effected by placing a greater

or less number of washers or layers of elastic substances between the

hammer and the nut, which serves to connect it to the piston rod. In

place of using a nut, the piston rod may be made to screw into the ham-

mer head, and a key inserted in a key-way, several of which are made
in the piston rod for that purpose- A small reservoir is formed on the

top of the coupling, for the purpose of catching any grease that may fall

from the gland immediately above it, such grease being conducted by

small tubes to lubricate the" hammer guides. Should it be necessary to

work the hammer at a greater velocity without changing the amount^ of

steam neeessaay for the upstroke or the intensity of the blows, provision

is made whereby the valve may be actuated by the hammer itself by

causing a spring, o, to come in contact with the end of a second lever

before the stroke is fully completed, such lever being placed in a downward
position, and made fast to the valve rod, R, by means of a screw connected

in a similar manner to that herein-before described- The screw adjust-

ment affords great facility in forging steel, and in the manufacture of gold

and silver leaf, and similar operations, as it can be adjusted to any thick-

ness of the object to be acted on, within certain limits, without affecting

the stroke of the hammer.

DRYING AND CARBONISL\TG APPARATUS.

John Loxgbottom, Leeds.—Patent dated June 2, 1857.

These improvements consist in the employment of a chamber constructed

of iron or brickwork, and of any convenient shape, the sides and top of

which are made double, so as to admit of the chamber being heated with

facility from a suitable furnace or fireplace for that purpose, the heated

air and flame circulating freely through the space left in the top and

sides. The bottom of the chamber is heated by a series of hot-water

pipes, which may either be heated by the same furnace that heats the

top and sides of the chamber, or a separate smaller fire may be used,

which latter arrangement is preferred, as the larger furnace may be

allowed to die out after the chamber has been once thoroughly heated,

and the heat kept up by the hot-water pipes alone. When two furnaces

or fireplaces are used, they are placed at opposite ends of the apparatus.

The substance to be treated may be introduced into the chamber in

closed cases, carried on a carriage or truck, which could be run in and

out with facility, the chamber being furnished with doors at each end

for that purpose.

Fig. 1 of our engravings represents a longitudinal vertical section of

one arrangement of the apparatus, adapted for treating peat, bog, or

other vegetable substances, and carbonising it to make charcoal or coke,

the apparatus being worked on the principle of a sugar vacuum pan.

Fig. 2 is a transverse section of the same.

a is the vacuum carbonising vessel, pan, or boiler ; b, hot-water heat

ing tubes, enclosed in a chamber, c, above the furnace, for surcharging

steam. These pipes are continued also in the form of coils, at the top

of the vessel, a, as shown at d, for the purpose of surcharging the
steam emitted from the substances under treatment. G, are taps for

shutting off the vapour arising from the vegetable substance ; and n,

are taps for drawing off the water therefrom ; I is the furnace, fitted

with hot-water heating tubes, j.

In using this apparatus for pickling peat bog, or other vegetable sub-
:. and carbonising it to make charcoal or coke, on the principle of

a sugar vacuum pan, the peat is put in the carbonising vessel, pan, or
boiler, a, which is thus filled with peat, or waste tan, sawdust, chips of
wood, or other vegetable substances ; the vessel is then closed, and

made air-tight, and the air and water which is contained in the vegetable
substance is pumped out by any well-known process, until a partial

vacuum is formed in the carbonising vessel.

In this state sulphuric acid is pumped in,

which fills all the pores of the vegetable sub-

stances, thereby rendering it fit for carbonis-

ing, which is effected.by steam passing from
a common boiler, mounted or not on wheels.
This steam passes into the superheating
chamber, c, where the pipes, b, are heated
by the circulation of hot water from the pipes
in the furnace, i, and thus superheats the
steam before it enters the vessel, A. These
circulating pipes are placed below and above
the vacuum or carbonising pan or vessel, for

the purpose of superheating all the steam
and vapour arising from the vegetable sub-
stances, thereby keeping up the temperature
required for drj'ing, roasting, carbonising,
and calcining vegetable, mineral, and animal substances ; or this may
be effected by passing air through or over pipes in the furnace. The
steam may be generated in a common boiler, or by any known process.

These carbonising vessels or boilers may be fixed on carriages with
wheels, as shown in the engraving, or'otherwise, so that they may be
moved on a tram railway to the place where the peat is cut, and thus
save time and labour.

Various forms of apparatus may obviously be adopted. The moisture
and the sulphuric acid is allowed to escape by passing through pipes to

a condenser. The apparatus may be applied for drying, roasting, and
carbonising, by heated air passing over pipes, heated by the circulation

of hot water in the small furnace, containing worms or coils of pipes,

such heated air being forced by the fan along the air pipes into the car-

bonising vessel, and amongst the vegetable or other substances contained
therein.

The steam, when used, may be generated in any form of boiler, at a
pressure therein of from ten pounds to fifteen pounds, and is then highly
superheated by the great heat of the hot-water pipes arranged in the

inside of the drying, roasting, and carbonising apparatus.

The boiler for generating steam may be fixed on wheels, so as to run
on tram-rails along with the carbonising apparatus.

The steam thus highly heated or surcharged is permitted to pass into

the large vessel, A, containing the vegetable substances ;
the effect of its

contact therewith is rapidly to expel the moisture in the state of steam
from the peat or turf, or other vegetable substance, which steam is per-

mitted to escape from the peat or turf, and is again superheated by com-
ing in contact with the pipes arranged at the top of the vessel, A, and
highly heated by the circulation of hot water confined in such pipes.

After this drying process has gone on till the peat or turf has parted

with all its moisture, it begins to be charred or carbonised by the highly

superheated steam admitted into the carbonising vessel, and reheated by
the pipes in the vessel itself, thereby keeping up a high temperature of

steam heat. The process of passing this hot steam through the peat or

turf is thus continued until the whole of the peat or turf is found to be

a black substance, retaining the forms nearly of the original masses, but

now a perfect vegetable charcoal or coke ; in this state it may be left to

cool in the carbonising vessel (kept from common air), or allowed to fall

therefrom into an iron box mounted on wheels, and covered closely,

until it is quite cold.

TREATING FLOSS SILK.

J. H. Johnson, London and Glasgow (E. Royer and F. Rouse, Paris).—
Patent dated April 3, 1857.

The process which the patentee prefers to employ in treating and dyeing

silk is as follows : A solution composed of about 28J drams avoirdupois of

caustic soda, caustic potash, or ammonia, to about two and a-quarter impe-

rial gallons (care being taken that the water be previously freed from all

calcereous salts). This solution is raised to the temperature of about 176°

of Fahrenheit's scale, into which the floss silk or material to -be acted

upon is placed, and allowed to remain therein the requisite time, and the

proper length of time can be readily ascertained by the naked eye. It is

then withdrawn and well washed in pure water. If the material under

treatment be required to be dyed black, it is placed in a solution of sul-

pho-nitrate of iron. The material is then washed, after which it is im-

mersed in a solution of caustic soda, potash, or ammonia, similar to that

above described. By this process the salt of iron which the silk con-

tained is converted into peroxide of iron. The silk isthen washed

and afterwards plunged into an acidulated solution of prussiate of potash,

and again washed. After this operation, the silk is " galled" by being

steeped in extract of chestnuts, or some similar bath, after which it is again

washed, and when dry the process is complete, and the material is ready

for the market. The process is applicable to manufactured goods as well

as to the raw material.
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ANNEALING GLASS.

William Wright, Newcastle.—Patent dated Jane 9, 1857.

The patentee's improvements relate to a mode of imparting motion to,

or of passing the annealing trays from one end of the "lear" to the

other, and consist in the employment for that purpose of a rod passing

underneath the trays, and so contrived as to travel to and fro longi-

tudinally, throughout the space of the length of one or more trays.

Fig. 1 of the accompanying engravings represents a longitudinal

vertical section of a "lear," fitted with the improved machinery for tra-

versing the lear pans or trays ; and fig. 2 is a sectional plan of the lear

and machinery connected therewith—the lear pans being removed.

A is the brickwork of the lear, the opposite internal sides of which are

fitted with longitudinal plates, u, having an upper and lower set of

grooves made therein, for the guidance of the lear pans, c, through

their traverse from end to end of the lear. The lear pans are in close

motion of the rod or bar, o, which brings the projections, <j, in

contact with the opposite end pans of the upper and lower series

alternately. When in the position shown at fig. 1, the bar is about to

move in the direction of the arrow which is drawn upon it, and this

motion gives a forward movement to the whole of the upper series of
lear pans to the' extent of one pan, the arms, q, coming in contact

with the end pan, 1, of the series, whilst the opposite end pan, 2, is

simultaneously pushed thereby out of its traversing grooves, on to the

moveable table or supports, d 1
, d'. The weight of this latter pah causes

the table to descend, and thereby bring the pan on to a level with the

lower or empty series, the articles having been removed before the pan
entered the moveable table. The rod or bar, a, is now traversed back
again the length of a pan, whereupon the pan, 2, is pushed forward by
the arms, q, into the lower grooves, and propels, at the same time,

the whole of the lower series. The end pan, 3, of this series is thus
pushed against the inclined portion of the supports, d, which conse-

quently descend and receive the empty pan. So soon, however, as this

pan is free from its grooves, the weighted levers, f, raise it to the

'

I
'

"

contact with each other longitudinally, and fill the entire length of the

grooves from end to end of the lear.

At each extremity of the grooves is fitted a moveable table or support,

capable of rising or falling from one pair of grooves to the other, and of

transferring the empty pans from the upper to the lower series of pans,

and from the lower to the upper series respectively.

These moveable supports or tables consist each of two vibrating

arms, d d, fast on the respective transverse rocking shafts, e, work-
ing in suitable bearings. A weighted lever arm, f, keyed on to the

rocking shaft, e, serves to counterbalance the weight of the table or

supporting arms, d, and keep them always elevated when empty, so as

to be on a level with the upper pair of grooves, as shown in fig. 1, in

readiness for the full pans which are successively brought on to it in the

manner hereinafter described, and lowered to the bottom, or empty
series, after the articles have been removed. A pair of similar weighted
levers, F, belonging to the moveable table or supports at the opposite

end of the lear, serve to elevate the empty pans from the bottom to the

top series, the weights being made sufficiently heavy for that purpose.

The requisite travelling motion is communicated to the pans by means
of the long rod or bar, g, which extends underneath the entire length

of the two series of pans, and is supported at each extremity on flanged

pullies, h, h, running to and fro along the rails, i, i. This longitudinal

vibratory or reciprocatory motion of the rod or bar, G, may be obtained

from any convenient arrangement of mechanism, but the patentee pre-

fers to drive it by means of a pinion, k, mounted on a shaft, l, and
gearing into a rack, m, formed on the underside of the rod or bar, o.

A spur wheel, N, keyed on to the end of the shaft, l, receives motion

from the small spur pinion, o, fast on a short shaft which is fitted with

a winch handle, p, for actuating the same. The rod or bar, o, is forked

at each extremity, and is fitted or formed with vertical arms or projec-

tions, Q, the former being sufficiently long to reach the upper set of

lear pans, whilst the latter are considerably shorter, and extend no
higher than the lower set of pans. The arrows represent the direc-

tions in which the respective series of pans are traversed through the

lear. The traversing of the pans is effected by the reciprocating

upper series, when it occupies the position shown by the pan, 1, in fig.

1. It is then filled, and the upper series is traversed again by a return

stroke of the rod or bar, G, and so on, continuously, as each pan is suc-

cessively filled and emptied. In place of a rod, it is obvious that a chain

or chains maybe employed, having a similar motion imparted to them.

COATING SHIPS.

J. E. Cook, Greenock—Patent dated May 27, 1857.

It is well known that although the copper or other metallic sheathing

used for covering the bottoms of ships may protect the lower part of the

hull from the ravages of worms, still the metal does not prevent the

adherance of marine algae, barnacles, balani, and other Crustacea? thereto.

When the surface ef the copper or metal sheathing becomes covered

with a thin crust, or adherent pellicle, of vegetable matter, the evil

rapidly increases by the growth of the algae, and the adhesion to the

primary foundation, of marine animals. In this manner the hull of the

vessel below the water line becomes matted with a dense layer of animal

and vegetable material, which tends to greatly lessen the vessel's speed,

thereby entailing loss, and necessitating the frequent docking of the

ship for the purpose of cleaning the sheathing. Now, this invention

consists in manufacturing a poisonous composition wherewith the copper

or metallic sheathing of the vessel is coated, prior to its putting to sea

—this composition being eminently destructive to animal and vegetable

life; for upon the adhesion of either to the metal, it is immediately

killed and falls off, or is washed therefrom by the action of the water,

leaving the surface of the sheathing clean, and the sailing qualities of

the vessel unimpaired. This composition is also applicable to the

coating of wood to preserve it from decay, and prevent the ravages of

worms, beetles, and other destructive insects. Also to iron vessels, to

prevent the accumulation of vegetable and animal life thereon, and
thereby avoid the fouling of the hull, and consequent retardation of the

vessel's passage through the water. One mode of preparing this pre-
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servative composition is as follows:—Take as many gallons of the

hydrated oxide of rnetbyle orpyroxilic spirit, commonlyknown as "wood
spirit." as will be sufficient to make the quantity of preservative com-
position required. To each g-allon of wood spirit is to be added from
four to eight pounds

1

weight of shellac, .and this quantity of gum is to be
] -• Ived in the wood spirit, the process beiug assisted either by means
of agitation, or hastened by heat. To this resinous solution is to be
added a proportion of the highly poisonous alkaloid strychnia, which is

obtained from mix vomica, or of the alkaloid atropia, the active principle

of atropa beUadona. Either of these alkaloids may be used, and the

proportion to be added to each gallon of the resinous solution of

shellac and wood spirit is from thirty grains to two drachms, .or

one hundred and twenty grains of the alkaloid, the whole being
well shaken or otherwise intimately commingled together. Instead
of using the alkaloids before named, the extract of elaterium, ob
rained from the momordka elaterium, may be used in lieu thereof. To
each gallon of the composition so far prepared, is to be added from eight

ounces to one pound, avoirdupois weight, of dragon's blood or other suit-

able colouring matter, in order to impart a strong tint of colour to the

fluid. The object of this colouring is to give to the composition some
characteristic tint, so as to prevent its being accidentally used for any
other purpose than that for which it is intended, and thereby avoid the

consequences that might arise from careless misapplication.

Another mode of preparing the preservative composition consists in

using what is known as "methylated spirit," that is to say, alcohol or

spirit of wine adulterated with a certain proportion of wood spirit, or the
hydrated oxide of methyle. This methylated spirit is to be used in place

of the wood spirit, for dissolving the shellac, alkaloids, and other matters
therein.

The preservative composition prepared as described is to be applied to

the coating of the hulls of vessels or woodwork, by spreading it thereon

by means of brushes, in the same manner as paint is applied. The
volatile nature of the wood spirit causes it to evaporate rapidly, and leave

the metal or 'wood surface coated with a durable film of preservative

varnish, which, however, retains all the active principle of the alkaloid

or alkaloids employed in the manufacture of the composition. This
poisonous quality of the preparation effectually prevents the adhesion of

animal or vegetable matter, to the surface to which it is applied, inas-

much as the living principle being destroyed, the adhesive power of
- rendered inert.

DISTRIBUTING MANURE.

Hx:;r.v Blahdford, Wiltshire.—Patent dated 15th Judy, 1857.

Accoedtxg to this invention, it is proposed to employ a manure distri-

butor, which is to be mounted on lower wheels than usual, so as to

admit of its being placed below, and immediately behind the tail of a
r waggon, with or to which it is combined or attached.

Kg. 1 of our illustrative engravings represents a side elevation of a
manure distributor, and ordinary cart or waggon combined together, and

arranged according to the patentee's improvements. Eig. 2 is a back
elevation of the same. Fig. 3 is a transverse section, on a large scale,
of the manure trough, a is the manure distributor, which is mounted
on a pair of wheels, e, b, of a much smaller diameter than those usually
employed for manure distributors. This distributor, when required for
use, is attached by means of chains, or by short wrought-iron shafts, c,

c, as shown in the drawing, to the tail or axle, D, of an ordinary farm
cart or waggon, e, a hook, f, being fixed to the centre of the axle, on to

the cross bar, g, of the wrought-iron shafts, c. By
; attachment, and by using smaller carrying wheels than

ordinary, the distributor will be situated behind, and immediately below
of the cart or waggon, as shown in the drawing, thereby allowing
nure to be pulled or shovelled from the cart or was-son into the
No. 121.—Vol. XI.

°b

trough, h, of the distributor as fast as it is required to be distributed.
In order to spread the manure evenly, and with regularity of supply, a
revolving agitator, i, carrying a number of prongs or forks, may be fitted

to work inside the trough,, and pass between the spaces of a horizontal
set of spikes, k, forming the bottom of the trough. Any convenient and
simple arrangement of gearing, such as shown in fig. 1, may be used for

imparting motion from one of the running wheels to the agitator shaft.

m is a front swivel guiding wheel, supporting the front portion of the
distributor, which is thus made self-supporting, and is merely dependant
on the cart or waggon for traction. The patentee observes that, although
he has described a certain arrangement of manure distributor, he does
not confine or restrict himself to the use of a distributor so constructed
and arranged, as any ordinary solid manure distributor may be employed
in combination with a cart or waggon, by simply using smaller carrying
wheels, and adapting such appliances thereto as are requisite for at-

taching it to the cart. By adding the ordinary well-known apparatus
for drilling seeds to the distributor, it will be converted into a manure
and corn drill, and may thus be made the only manure distributor

requisite for a farm.

PROTECTIVE COVERINGS FOR PREVENTING FACIAL
DISFIGUREMENTS.

Robert Jackson, Glasgow.—Patent dated July 28, 1857.

The essential feature of this invention is, the prevention of the disfigure-

ment which arises from the scars left on the skin after recovery from
certain cutaneous diseases. It is well known, that few persons who are

attacked with small pox, or variola, recover from the disease without

having the face or hands imprinted with the marks or "pits " left by the

eruption upon the skin. From long and careful attention to the subject,

the patentee has observed, that those parts of the bodies of persons who
are thus attacked, which are shielded or protected to a great extent from
the access and influence of light and air, are not "pitted" or marked
after the patient's recovery. In carrying out the invention practically,

the patentee has covered the faces of the patients, so as to prevent, as

far as possible, the access of light and air thereto ; this covering has in

each case been kept on during the career of- the disease—due attention

being meanwhile paid to the keeping of the suppurating parts perfectly

clean, by frequent and careful sponging with pure water and soap. In

cases treated in this manner, where the surface of the diseased part is

kept moist, the suppuration is assisted and facilitated, the disease more
rapidly assumes a milder form, and upon the patient's recovery, the skin

is entirely free from the disfiguring blemishes so commonly met with

under the ordinary medical treatment. The covering the patentee pre-

fers for protecting the face of the patient from the influence of air and

light, is a hood, so contrived as to cover the whole of the head and neck,

but without interfering with respiration or the taking of food. That

portion of the hood which covers the face, consists, by preference, of a

mask of gutta percha ; but any other yielding material of a non-porous

or impermeable nature may be used for the purpose. The gutta percha

the patentee prefers to use is made in the form of thin sheets, resembling

silk. A piece of this or other suitable material is cut of an oval form,

corresponding to the size of the face ; two oval apertures are cut in it,

opposite the position of the eyes; a triangular opening at the part

where the nose projects ; and an opening corresponding to the mouth.

Two pieces of glass, or thin plates of mica, or other transparent substance,

are cut to a shape corresponding to the eyes, these pieces are cemented

to the eye openings' of the mask with a solution of gutta percha, the

cemented parts being covered by slips of the sheet gutta percha, which

serve to retain the pieces of glass or mica firmly in their respective

places. Or, instead of this mode of seeming the pieces of glass or mica,

they may be fastened to the mask by sewing suitably shaped slips of the

sheet gutta percha around the edges of the eye glasses, or mica, when
these have been placed in their proper position over the openings in the

mask. When these eye glasses are duly arranged, they offer but little

impediment to the free use of the patient's eyesight. A triangularly-

shaped piece of sheet gutta percha, conformable to the shape of the nose,

is cemented, sewn, or otherwise fastened to the central opening in the

mask; the lower part of this nose-piece is made with openings corre-

c
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sponding to the position of the nostrils. Around the opening for the

mouth, a broad oval-shaped piece of the gutta percha is cemented, sewn,

or otherwise attached; this secondary piece serves to strengthen this

part of the mask, and admits of the motion of the wearer's lower jaw
without tearing the thin gutta percha at the angles of the mouth opining.

That part of the hood which covers the head is made of silk, cotton, or

other suitable material ; at the lower part is a string, which runs loosely

in a hem, so that the bottom of the hood can be drawn closely round

the neck of the patient. Instead offastening the lower part of the hood

with a string, a band of vulcanised India rubber or other elastic material

may be attached to the neck part of the hood, so that by stretching this

elastic band, the hood may be readily passed over the patient's head,

the contraction of the band securing it to the neck without further

trouble. It is of importance that the mask or face portion of these pro-

tective hoods should fit as accurately as the nature of the material of

which it is composed will admit. To this end, the masks may be con-

veniently made upon plaster moulds, or clay figures, of different sizes,

approaching as near as possible to the average proportions of the human
features. If it be necessary in the treatment of the case to exclude the

light from the patient, the patentee prefers to do this by sewing or other-

wise attaching an oval-shaped piece of cotton, silk, or other suitable

fabric, to the upper edge or margin of the mask. This protective cover-

ing is sewn about half way round its upper part, or rather less, so that

the lower portion hangs free over the chin part of the mask ; this admits

of the lower part being raised out of the way as required. With suitable

modifications, the hands, arms, or other parts of the body, may be pro-

tected during the continuance of cutaneous diseases, by means of gutta

percha or other coverings, which are in like manner impervious to air.

In treating small-pox or other cutaneous diseases according to this

system, the hood or protective covering is to be worn by the patient

night and day, removing it only for the purpose of cleansing the surface

of the protected parts ; the frequent sponging and cleansing of which, is

of the first importance in promoting the recovery of the patient. By the

timely and judicious use of the means hereinbefore described, persons

may avoid the disfiguration usually consequent upon an attack of variola

or other similar disease.

REGISTERED DESIGNS.

Ill

ROYAL PRINCESS CORSET FASTENER.

Registered for The Edinburgh Machine- Sewing Company,
Booth's Green and Logie Mills, Edinburgh.

The original of the very useful arrangement which we here

engrave—fitted up in a corset—has just been presented to the

Princess Royal, now the Princess Frederick William of Prussia,

as a specimen of machine stitching by power, by the Edinburgh
Machine Sewing Company. It is beautifully mounted with

gold and Scotch pebbles, with the Prussian eagle and cipher,

and the silver cross of St. Andrew. Fig. 1 of our engravings
is a view of the fastener as connected for use ; fig. 2 is a view
of the under or main steel of the busk ; and fig. 3 is a similar

view of the upper steel of the busk. The main, or under steel,

a, has a headed stud, it, c, at the top and bottom ; and the

upper steel, n, has an open slot, e, f, at each extremity, to

correspond with the headed studs, b, c. In attaching the two
parts, the bottom slot, p, of the upper steel is first of all

engaged with its corresponding headed stud, c, on the under
steel, and it is then sprung or bent to allow of the upper slot

being similarly engaged with the upper stud, b. The guard
hook or bracket, G, retains the upper steel at the centre, pre-

venting it from fulging The upper steel has also attached

to its lower end an inverted stay hook, h, for use in connection
with other parts of the wearer's dress.

The Company who have produced this work employ up-

wards of four hundred female operatives, directing sewing
machines, which work at the rate of six hundred stitches per

minute. This is a remarkable fact, even in these times of

mechanical progress ; for the mechanical sewer appears to ns
but as a thing of yesterday, and yet here we find it at work
on the largest factory scale.

IRON FEEDING TROUGHS FOR SHEEP AND PIGS.

Registeredfor Mr. D. Piiosser, Bacchus Farm, Harescomb.

Mr. Prosser's feeding trough involves an extremely simple contrivance,

whereby the animals may be fed with much greater economy than in the

common troughs. Instead of being open from end to end, or fitted with

immoveable partitions, the new trough has eleven moveable partitions,

which can be shifted at pleasure to give more or less room between each,
as may be desired. In the example before us, the trough is convertible
into three different sets of feeding spaces for six, nine, or twelve animals
to feed at once. Thus each class of animal can have a special area pro-

vided for it, so as to suit its requirements exactly. In this way the ani-

mals are prevented from putting their feet into the trough amongst their

food—a trick which is extremely common. The arrangement must ob-

viously economise the food to a great extent, whilst it enables inure

animals to feed together with comfort than in a common trough of the
same length.

SPIRAL CHIMNEY TOP.

Registered for W. Bi.ain and J. Chappell,
Bolton, Lancashire.

The essential feature of this " spiral chimney
top " is the formation of the interior of the flue

shell into a spirally curved channel, through
which the smoke ascends, the effect of the spiral

curvature beingthe prevention ofdown draughts.
T'o the centre of the upper part there is attached
a stationary centre pin, terminating in a centre

pivot hall, for the reception of a convex cap
cover ; but this is not always necessary. These
tops are made of strong galvanised sheet-iron

riveted together, the smoke tube being thirteen

inches diameter and four feet six inches long.

This design has been largely introduced in

Lancashire by Messrs. Blain and Cowans, the

latter gentleman having originally suggested
the idea.

LIFE PRESERVER.

Registeredfor Mr. J. Armstrong, Irthington, Cumberland.

This contrivance is intended as well for use as a common baton of de-

fence, as for inflicting serious injuries upon any assailant who may be
successful in grasping it in a struggle. It is this latter self-acting pro-

perty which forms the chief peculiarity of the arrangement. The barrel

of the baton conceals a set of sharp knives, and when an assailant grasps

it, the wearer lets go his hold of the handle, when the pull, coming upon

the wrist-loop, which is attached directly to the knife moi ement, the

knives are protruded so as to cut the grasping hand.

Fig. 1 shows the weapon in elevation. Fig. 2 is a sectional view of

part of the barrel. When out of use, the weapon can be easily concealed

in the coat sleeve of the wearer, as the barrel can be run along the ring

which connects it with the wrist-loop.

REVIEWS OF NEW BOOKS.

Short Treatise on Lithography, from the Latest Edition of the
"Encyclopedia Britannica." By Frederick Schenck. 8vo. Pp.22
Edinburgh: 1857.

This is another of the many handy and reliable reprints, for which we
are indebted to that gigantic literary and scientific storehouse, the

Encyclopedia Britannica. Mr. Schenck, its author, is, as a goodly por-

tion'of the world is aware, by reason of the number and excellence of his

lithographic productions, a most successful professional lithographer in

Edinburgh
;
possessing many qualifications for the execution of a work

such as this. He has divided his subject into the heads of—the history

of the invention, going back to Senefelder's washerwoman's bill; litho-

graphic stones
;
graining and grinding stones ; ink for drawing and

writing on stone ; crayons ; line-drawing and writing on stone ; engrav-

ving on stone ;
etching on stone ; autography on plain paper ; writing
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and drawing on prepared lithographic paper ; transferring from old im-
pressions ; transferring of stone engravings, type printing, and "woodcuts

to stone ; ink for transfers from copper, steel, and pewter plates ; tinted

lithographic drawings : chromo-lithographic presses ; lithographic steam-
press ; rollers, varnishes, printing, and photo-lithography.

The principles on which lithography depends, he very property enu-

merates thus :

—

1st, The adhesion of an encaustic composition to a peculiar kind of

limestone ; 2d, The power acquired by the parts covered with this greasy'

composition of receiving printing-ink, which is a compound of carbon
and oil ; 3d, The power which we possess of preventing the adhesion of

the ink by the. interposition of a film of water ; and, 4th, The power of

again removing the ink from the greased portions by simply pressing an
absorbent paper into close contact.

The peculiar quality of stone required in the process is nowhere found
in such perfection as in the Solenhofen quarries in Bavaria—although
good stones are found in England, and in various othercountries; latterly,

indeed, as the Practical Mechanic's Journal has shown, we have had some
from Jamaica. Many large establishments now produce their own
circulars, according to the autographic fashion. This is the way, as

Mr. Schenck tells us, it is done :

—

With very little lithographic ink in the pen, write only on one side of
the paper (any good writing-paper may be used). When the writing is

finished, a stune is slightly warmed, the written paper is sponged on the
back with diluted nitric acid, and laid for a moment between blotting-

paper : then the sheet is placed with the written side upon the stone,

and passed once through the press. The sheet now adhering to the
stone is washed over with water on the back, and when the paper be-
comes quite soft, it is removed by rubbing repeatedly with the hand.
Dissolved gum-arabic is then put upon the stone ; the printer takes
a linen or flannel rag, containing some printing-ink, sprinkles water on
the stone, and carries this rag rapidly in all directions over the writing,
which now assumes a darker colour. The stone is then gummed again,
and put aside until quite cooled. Before printing, some printers remove
the gum, and pass a roller, containing what is called preserving-ink,
several times over the writing, after which the stone is slightly etched

;

this, however, is scarcely needed where only a small number of impres-
sions is to be taken.

The beautiful lithographic writings, plans, and sketches, on prepared
or coated lithographic paper, which are produced in this country, and
especially in Scotland—where, it is worthy of especial mention^ litho-

graphy flourishes in a wonderful manner—have never been equalled
in any other country. The bold crayon drawings of France and Prussia
are, on the other hand, much beyond anything which we produce; but
in tinted lithographic drawings—of which class the French have pro-
duced so man}' charming minutely elaborated works, on a small scale—
we take the lead for breadth of effect, on the larger scale. "Any one,"
says Mr. Schenck, " looking at Louis Haghe's work on the Architecture

of the Middle Ages in Germany and the Netherlands, Roberts' Holy Land
and Egypt, drawn by Haghe, or Simpson's drawings of the Crimean war,
and the tinted lithographs of the British fleet, will understand the im-
portance and charming results of this branch of art, in which Britain
stands unrivalled."

Considered simply as a pleasantly useful pursuit for the amateur, the
art of lithography possesses man}' allurements for the student ; for it

serves the double purpose of enabling the draughtsman to multiply
copies of his works, and to secure beauties of effect in endless variety,
by very simple means. Those who wish to test the truth of what we
say, will find Mr. Schenck a safe and intelligent guide.

Ieox Shtp-Rcildixg : wrrn Practical Illustrations. By John Gran-
tham. 8vo. Pp. 234. Separate folio volume of Plates. London:
Weale. 1858.

This useful little volume, which we should like to see, at any rate, in the
hands of every young marine engineer, is the fifty-fourth in the list of
Mr. Weale's series of rudimentary treatises—a place which it worthily
occupies, as one of a class of books, at once interestingly readable and
instructively solid—possessing which, alone, the student engineer of our
time is immeasurably better fitted out for commencing to climb his pro-
fessional ladder, than were we, when we found ourselves at the bottom
of it. Iron ship-building, now so prominent a branch of our industry,
has had much to contend with—partly owing to the blunders of ship-
builders, and partly to the tough prejudices of ship users. Mr. Grantham
has always stood well forward for the removal of these difficulties ; and
our readers will admit that he deserves to be heard in the matter, when
we tell them that he possesses thirty-three years' experience on the sub-
ject. Our first acquaintance with, his services in the matter, however,
only goes back to 1842, when, as president of the Liverpool Polytechnic
Society, he devoted his address for the year to the consideration of what
he then saw were "the advantages to be derived from employing iron
as a material for building ships." The observations which he then

made, and which were afterwards republished in a collected form, very
deservedly attracted a large amount of attention ; and there is now no
doubt that the services he then rendered have had no inconsiderable
effect on the current of events which have led to the extraordinarily
rapid progress of iron ship-building during the last sixteen years. The
earliest use of iron as a material for boats appears to date about 1787,
when attempts were made to substitute metal for Wood in the' construc-
tion of canal barges. But the first iron sea-going steam vessel was the
well-known Aaron Manby, built after the designs of that engineer, by
the Horsiey Iron Co., for the navigation of the Seine. This was in 1821.
Four years later, the author's father built an iron steamer for Lough
Derg, on the Shannon ; she is still afloat, and her success was such as to

induce Mr. C. W. Williams, then and still the managing director of the
City of Dublin Steam Packet Company, to recommend the Shannon
Company to continue the use of iron in their vessels. We may fairly

couple Mr. Williams' name with that of Mr. Grantham, in according
praise to the early pioneers of iron ships.

Every one knows the history of iron ships since this time. The Clyde,
the Thames, the Mersey, and the Tyne, have all joined in giving practi-

cal effect to the project ; the Clyde, however, shooting far a-head of the
other rivers—the first important iron vessel from her banks being the
Princess Royal, of Messrs. Tod and M'Gregor. Since then we have had
Mr. Patterson's Great Britain on the Severn ; Mr. Ward's Himalaya on
the Thames ; Messrs. Thomson's Avstmlasian on the Clyde ; and lastly,

the giant Leviathan, which has hardly yet ceased to be the world's talk.

We are now going on at such a rapid rate in iron steam ship-building,

that it is impossible to say to what it will ultimately come ; and Mr.
Grantham has obviously done well in laying a book like the present
before our men of energy—marine engineers.

The. large folio volume of plates in detail, which accompanies the text
before us, is of itself a valuable contribution to the reference library of

the marine engineer. It embraces twenty-four large plates, beginning
with keels, and passing through all the details of construction, taking
in also the tools used in ship-building, and finishing with the details of

the Leviathan.

The practice of iron ship-building was never properly discussed, typo-

graphically and pictorially, until now. Mr. Grantham has, however,
now done it as it ought to be.

Projectile Weapons of War, and Explosive Compounds. By J.

Scoflern, M.B. 8vo. Pp. 306. Wood Engravings. Ihird Edition,

Revised. Longmans : 1858.

This much enlarged, and much improved, edition of Dr. Scoffern's book
comes before us under the auspices of new publishers, and with a
new dedication "to the officers of the U.S. frigate Merrimac, in memory
of their hospitality to an, inquisitive stranger." This is the third time
that we have had occasion to welcome the author in his career with this

useful volume. On the first occasion, as we have already had occasion

to relate,* only about a dozen copies of the work got into circulation in

this country, for the edition was bought up by the agent of a foreign

state, and at once taken abroad. So much for the first edition. The
second was more fortunate, as regards the country of its origin, for it

was quickly disposed of in a more legitimate manner ; and we have now
the third one before us, increased about one-half in size, and entirely

revised. The author now tells us that his second edition " found its way
into garrison libraries, and schools of musketry ; it is read, not by
officers alone, but by rank and file ;

" and he admits that this result has
influenced his plan of treatment of certain points not previously discussed.

We have verified this statement by a close perusal of the revised pages,

and we find that not only is the book rendered more complete in prac-

tical detail, whilst it is made up of language exactly suited to the aver-

age ordinary reader, but it brings down its information to the very
threshold of the day on which we now write. As a proof of this, Dr.

Scoffern goes into the matter of the "polar percussion shells," used in

the late vile attempt upon the life of the Emperor of the French. For
the author's ingenious explanation of the expression "polar," we must
refer our readers to the volume itself. In searching through its pages,

they will assuredly find the latest information, combined with the

clearest and pleasantest language, to be found in any book professing to

deal with the "projectile weapons of war."

A Short Visit to Ram's Island, Lough Neagh. By H. Bell. Svo.

Pp. 30. Tinted Etchings. Belfast : Welsh.

The romantic Ram's Island, in Lough Neagh, has received a fitting

tribute to its beauties, at the hands of Mr. Bell. Those who have not
visited this part of the North of Ireland, will be glad to know that Rain's

Island contains a fine specimen—forty feet high—of the ancient round
towers of the country.

* Page 150, vol. v., Practical Mechanic's Journal.
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The little book before us, with its poetic sprinkled pages, its prettily
wreathed dedication page, its effective etching of the island, and it's

ultra-marine tinted cover, will be a most desirable guide for all who may
essay to find their way to this attractive quarter of the North of Ireland.

Hints on Coffee Planting: the Result of Seventeen Yeaes' Ex-
perience in Ceylon. Pp. 20. London : 1857.

This lucid little pamphlet does much more than initiate us into the
mysteries of the art and practice of coffee planting, for it goes into the
details of the treatment of the fruit after it is grown. Its summary of
contents includes—selection of ground, climate, nursery, seed; Coolies'
hivesor huts; cutting down the forest, and clearing, lining, and holing;
planting, weeding, staking; works, drying ground, topping, picking,
pulpmg, peeling, pruning, and manuring. In selecting the ground for
a coffee plantation, the practised author throws out a useful hint to the
settler, not to pitch his tent where the trees are all inclined in one" direc-
tion—a sure sign of the prevalence of wind from one particular quarter.
In such a locality it is not uncommon for the produce to be swept away,
year after year, on the change of the monsoon. An elevation of from
2,000 to 3,000 feet above the sea-level is found to be the best.
The author takes us through all the stages of the coffee' producing

operations, in a very sensible manner. But we must pass over many of
these details, to come to a coffee pulpmg machine, invented by Mr. John
Crordon, a colonial engineer, of 3 Railway Place, Fenchureh Street—

a

gentleman who has had a lengthened experience in this particular branch
of industry. Our engravings represent this machine complete. A stream
of water sufficient to pass through a lj-inch pipe, together with cherry
coffee, is allowed to run into the box, as shown, b, where, if any stones

CORRESPONDENCE.

SIR HENRY STRACEY'S "RACKHEATH CARTRIDGE."

The cartridge, of which I have given a sectional sketch, lias been con-
trived for the avoidance of the necessity of biting off the end, as in the
usual practice. The main object of this modification is the facilitating
the operation of loading—a point of the first im-
portance, both in field and covert shooting, as well
as in military operations. This end has been so
far secured, that, in the hands of experienced
loaders, an ordinary muzzle loading gun can be
charged as quickly as a breech-loader ; and this
is secured simply by the attachment to the cart-
ridge of a small piece of tape—the tearing off of
which removes the cartridge end, and exposes
the powder.

In making these cartridges, the operator first

forms a paper tube, a, of about the length of the
intended cartridge, and closes one end over an
ordinary gun-wad, b, by gumming down the edges
of the paper thereon. He then introduces the
charge of shot, and covers it with a second gun-
wad, c. The powder, d, is afterwards introduced,
the edges of the still open end of the paper tube
being then turned over, and a disc or cover of
paper, f, is gummed thereon. It is to the under
face of this disc that the tag of tape, e, has previously been pasted. The
tag thus affords the easiest possible means of opening up the charge,
when required for firing ; and the cartridge being inverted, and rammed
down the barrel, sufficient powder is forced into the nipple of the piece,
to insure the firing of the charge.

H. Steacey, Bart.
Moclcheath Hall, Norwich, March, 1858.

have been introduced, they will fall to the bottom, and the coffee, borne
by the force of the current, will pass into the hopper of the machine, 15,

16, 17, 18. The barrel or grater, marked 4, brings the cherries in con-
tact with the upper chop, 2 ; and by the united action of these, the pulp
or red skin is stripped from the bean. The upper chop is regulated by a
set screw on one side, and a wedge on the other, by which it is kept
steady, at the proper distance, without breaking or otherwise injuring the
coffee ; the lower chop, 3, is adjusted in the same way, and placed as
closely as possible to the grater, but without touching it. If, however
the cherries be of large size, the upper chop may require to be raised from
the lower chop about l-16th of an inch. The pulp is carried down the
tail-board, 8, and washed towards the manure-pit ; and the parchment
coffee falls between the chops into the sieve, 14, and through it into the
cistern below. As the cherries are often of various sizes, those which
do not pass through the sieve are thrown off at the point, and returned
to the hopper amongst the fresh coffee, where they are again brought
in contact with the grater, and so on, until the process is finished.

For this machine Mr. Gordon has received a prize from the Ceylon
Agricultural Society. After being pulped, the coffee is dried by hot air,

when it is peeled and passed through a fan, and sizing machine, also
invented by Mr. Gordon, and this completes the series of operations.
There is much to commend in these results of seventeen years' ex-
perience, for they are plainly written out from the notes of a careful
observer.

GUN-COTTON.

TnosE who suppose that gun-cotton explodes like detonat-
ing' powder, such as fulminating silver, or mercury, may
be convinced to the contrary by throwing a little of the
cotton on a fire, where it will explode with a puff; from
which I conclude that it may be made to blow an alarm-
whistle for railway guards and passengers. Also, that it

may be used as a motive power. It has been justly observed
that the cartridge-cases of the breech-loader cannot be
charged after being fired, because the explosion of gun-
powder leaves a damp which prevents the perfect explosion
of the fresh charge. It is not so when the cartridge-case

is charged with gun-cotton, as its explosion leaves no damp
whatever after being fired.

J. Norton.
Mosherville, March, 1858.

PROCEEDINGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

ROYAL SCOTTISH SOCIETY OF ARTS.
January 25, 1858.

" On an improved stove for heating apartments," <fcc, by James Stark, M.D.
The stove consists of a cylinder of sheet-iron, with an inner casing of cast metal
rising the height of the top of the door, and within which alone the fuel burns.

The whole fire-place for coals is below the opening of the door, while the cylin-

der rises high above the door and terminates in a flat top, on which is placed an
iron plate containing water. A flue, provided with a damper, passes off at the

back of the stove close under the flat top. The cast-iron bo'x containing the

ash-pan is made close, so that the quantity of air admitted to the fuel may be
under perfect regulation. It was stated that the special advantages of this form
of stove were the absence of the usual burnt smell which prevails in apartments
heated by stoves; the capability of regulating with the greatest accuracy the

temperature of the apartment ; the ease with which the stove is heated ; the very

great economy in fuel, as it only required common Scotch dross of any kind ; the

cheapness of the stove, and its non-liability to get out of order or require repairs.

The author stated he had used the stove for a period of three years, and that an
8 inch stove, thirty inches high, had kept an apartment eighteen by fourteen

feet and thirteen feet high at a steady temperature of sixty-three degrees during

all the days when a fire was requisite, and that the average amount of fuel con:

sumed annually was only one and a-half tons of common Scotch dross—value

about 7s. 6d.
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" On explosions of carburetted hydrogen in coal mines, with the points to

which we may look for their radical cure," by Mr. Henry Cadell, Grange, Bo'-

ness.

February 8, 1858.

u On an improved mode of graduating hydrometers," by Professor Elliot, of

Queen's College, Liverpool.
M On a check-grieve for coal sales, registering, by means of machinery to which

he has no access, the weight of coals sold by the salesman," by Mr. William
Johnston, mineral manager, Carron Company, Falkirk.

February 22, 1858.

" On an improved cottage window-frame," by the Hon. Lord Murray. The
which Lord Murray had in view was to provide efficient ventilation with-

out the several inconveniences of either the sash or the hinge principle, so often

objected to by many cottagers as entailing much trouble or frequent repairs

;

and he effects this by making one-fourth of the window slide horizontally, in so

simple a manner, that while it allows perfect adjustment in quantity of opening,

there is hardly any possibility of the arrangement getting out of order. His
Lordship's invention was exhibited to the meeting in the shape of a wooden
model, as well as of a full-sized cast-iron window frame with sixteen small

panes. The casting had been executed at Short's foundry in Leith Walk ; and
the moulds being preserved, further copies may be had on order.

" On photographical illustrations for books," by Prof. C. P. Smyth.
.

" On an improved registering frame for printing chromo-lithographic plates,"

by Mr. E. Burn, engineer.

March 8, 1858.

"Experiment showing the contraction of water above the freezing point," by
E. Sang.
" On machinerv employed in the manufacture of biscuits," by Mr. G. H.

Slight.

SOCIETY OF ARTS.

February 17, 1858.

" On recent scientific discoveries as applied to arts and manufactures," by
Prof. Crace Calvert. The Professor described the following recent applica-

tions of science to art manufactures :

—

1. On some colouring matters obtained from coal tar.

2. On murexide—its preparation from guano, and its application to dyeing and
calico printing.

3. On the dyeing with chlorophyle, or the green matter of grass.

4. On Turkey red dyeing.

5. Sulphurous acid—its commercial manufacture, and application in sugar re-

finery and in brewing.
6. On a new process applied to sugar refining.

7. On the puddling of iron.

8. On the soldering of iron and steel.

9. On a new patent gum.
10. On a patent alum.
11. On a new process for stiffening and finishing fustians.

February 24, 1858.

11 On New Zealand and its resources," by Mr. W. Stones.

March 3, 1858.

" On the progress of the English lighthouse system," by Mr. A. G, Findlay.

March .10, 1858.

" On cotton—its cultivation, manufacture, and commerce," by Mr, H. Ash-
worth.

ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY.

January 8, 1858.

" On the measurement of the position-angles of double stars with the di-

vided glass double-image micrometer," by the Rev. W. R. Dawes.
" On an improvement in the double-image position micrometer," by Mr. W.

Simms, jnn.
" On a new artificial horizon," by Prof. C. P. Smyth.
" On the relative precision of measures of double stars, taken photographically

and by direct vision," by Mr. G, P. Bond.

ROYAL SOCIETY.

February 4, 1858.

" On the daily fall of the barometer at Toronto," by Mr. T. Hopkins.
'• Researches on the poison apparatus in the actineadee," by Mr. P. H. Gosse.

CHEMICAL SOCIETY.

January 21, 1858.

Dr. Daubeny read a communication he had received from Baron Liebig, relat-

ing to the absorbent powers of soils. Baron Liebig maintained that the spongi-
plants, in obtaining their supply of saline matter, did not act by simple

absorption, but exerted a real decomposing action upon certain ill-defined com-
pounds which the saline matter formed with the insoluble constituents of the
soil. Dr. Daubeny also referred to the ammoniacal emanations from volcanoes,

and suggested that they might arise from the aqueous decomposition of certain
nitrides, such as the nitride of boron and the nitride of titanium.

Dr. Hofmann, for himself, and Dr. Frankland, for Prof. Von Babo, respec-
tively exhibited and described two new forms of gas combustion-furnace.

" On the chemical action of water on soluble salts," by Dr. Gladstone. The
author showed that when the concentrated solution of a coloured salt was
diluted with varying quantities of water, the absolute quantity and character of
the colour were not usually interfered with, but that remarkable exceptions oc-
curred, particularly in the bromides of the ferro-cupric class of elements.

February 4, 1858.

Dr. Hofmann described some experiments in which he had recently been en-
gaged, on the formation of bi-atomic aud tri-atomic ammonias. He suggested
that the acetylid of Cloetz and Natauson was a bi-ammouia, and the cyanethine
of Kolhe and Frankland a tri-ammonift.

ROYAL INSTITUTION.

February 5, 1858.

" On the drinking waters of the metropolis," by Dr. Lankester.

February 12, 1858.

" Remarks on slatic induction," by Prof. Faraday.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

February 16, 1858.

" On submerging telegraphic cables," by Mr. J. A. Longridge and Mr. C. H.
Brooks.

February 23, 1858.-

" On the practical operations connected with paying-out and repairing sub-
marine telegraph cables," by Mr. F. C. Webb.

March 2, 1858.

Discussion on Messrs. Longridge & Brooks and Mr. Webb's papers.

MONTHLY NOTES.

law reports op patent cases.

Candles : Price's Patent Candle Company v. Bauwens' Patent Candle
Company.—In this lengthy matter it was moved on behalf of the plaintiffs that,

notwithstanding the verdict and judgment in the action at law brought by the
plaintiffs against the defendants in pursuance of the order made in this suit in

March, 1857, for infringement of the first and second of the plaintiffs' patents,

an issue or an action might be directed for the purpose of trying the question
whether, prior to the institution of the suit, the defendants had infringed the
second of the plaintiffs' patents, granted on the 28th of December, 1843, or else

for the purpose of trying whether, prior to the institution of this suit, the de-
fendants had committed an infringement by means of heated steam passing
through pipes exposed to the direct action of a fire placed below such pipes
without being separated therefrom by an interposed layer of Stourbridge bricks

or tiles, and that in directing such issue or action the Court might, if necessary,
also direct that the defendants might be prohibited from pleading the said verdict

or judgment, or adducing the same as evidence in proof of the negative of the
questions to be tried, and that in case of the issue or action being directed, another
inspection of the furnace and apparatus used by the defendants might be directed.

The following is a short statement of the more material facts of the case.

In pursuance of the order made upon the motion for an injunction, the plaintiffs

brought an action upon the first and second of their patents, which was tried

before Lord Campbell and a special jury in July last. The jury found the ver-

dict in favour of the plaintiffs as to the validity of both patents, and as to the
infringement of the first patent, but found a verdict for the defendants as to the

alleged infringement of the second patent. The plaintiffs complained of the
verdict as to the second patent as dishonestly and unfairly obtained. Soon after

the trial, the defendants commenced prosecutions against Hastings and Murphy,
two of the plaintiffs' witnesses, for perjury in respect of a statement made by
them upon the trial, that in the apparatus used by the defendants the flame acted
directly upon the coil of steam-pipes without the interposition of a layer of Stour-
bridge bricks or tiles—the question of infringement as to the second patent
turning entirely upon the interposition or not of the layer of tiles between the

flame and the coil of pipes. A large number of witnesses, who confirmed the

statements of Hastings and Murplry, attended at the trial for perjury in the
Central Criminal Court, and gave evidence to that effect. The result of the trial

was that both Hastings and Murphy were acquitted. Under these circumstances

the present motion was made, substantially upon the following grounds :—That
the verdict in Jul}' had been unfairly obtained by the course taken by the de-

fendants upon that trial ; that the evidence which had been subsequently brought
forward upon the indictment for perjury fully confirmed the contention of the

plaintiffs as to the infringement of the second patent, and from obtaining which
at the trial of the action they had been diverted by the course taken by the de-

fendants ; that there were various technical objections against a mere new trial

at law, as such new trial must embrace the validity of all the patents and other

issues not necessary to be again tried, and that the time for moving for a new
trial had expired ; that all that was required was a new trial as to the simple
question of infringement of the second patent, and that could only be obtained
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by directing an issue in the terms contained in the notice of motion, and as to

which this court had clear jurisdiction.

The Vice-Chancellor, after adverting to the principles which guided the court

in granting or withholding injunctions in patent cases, said that upon the motion
for an injunction in this case, although there was some evidence as to posi-

tive infringement on the part of the defendants of the plaintiffs' second patent by
the direct application of heat to the pipes, there was so Btrong a body of evidence

the other way that it was considered on all sides that the existence of an inter-

posed layer of bricks must be assumed, and that the infringement had taken place

(if at all) from the height to which the temperature might be raised. Lord
Campbell upon the trial at law summed up as to the interposition of the layer of

bricks only, saying that there must have been perjury on one side or the other.

It was open, however, to the plaintiffs' counsel, even during the summing up,

to have called the attention of his Lordship to the circumstance that the infringe-

ment did not depend upon the interposed layer alone ; so that if there had been

a miscarriage upon that trial, it arose from the fault of the plaintiffs. His
Honour, after adverting to the proceedings upon the indictment for perjury in

September, said that after those proceedings, and the fresh evidence brought to

light at the Old Bailey, the plaintiffs might have moved for a new trial, and
called in question the verdict given in July. No steps, however, were taken,

and after the expiration of the first four days of Michaelmas Term, during which
the plaintiffs might have moved, the judgment must be taken to have concluded

the legal right against them. They should either have submitted to the incon-

venience of having a new trial, hampered as it might be by the provisions of the

Common Law Procedure Act, or application should at once have been made to

this court for assistance in getting at a trial of the simple point remaining at

issue. Having allowed the legal right to be concluded against them, the plain-

tiffs could not now call upon this court to reverse the decision come to in the

action at law. No doubt there were means of setting aside any proceedings

where the decision had been obtained by fraud, or where fresh evidence had been
obtained after the legal right had been concluded. All this subsequent evidence,

however, was within the knowledge of the plaintiffs when they allowed the legal

right to be concluded against them. It was not the province of this court to

interfere in such a case simply because the Common Law Procedure Act was
cumbersome and defective. The motion must be refused with costs. He should

have thought, however, that the defendants might have wished to have some of

these matters investigated.

Steam Engine Lubricators : Fielding v. M'Naught.—This was an action

before the Rochdale county court. The plaintiff claimed L.50 as his share in a

patent obtained in 1855 for lubricating the piston and inner surface of the cylin-

der of the steam engine, and which patent he alleged the defendant had infringed

by a patent obtained in 1856. The specification of Mr. Fielding sets up a claim

for the use and employment of mechanism for the purpose of oiling and lubricat-

ing the pistons of steam engines by the aid of certain descriptions of machinery,

set forth in the specifications, which included a ratchet wheel, a lever, a plunger,

and some piping, by means of which the oil was introduced into the cylinder, in

the case of low-pressure engines, by its own gravity—the plunger being used in

high-pressure engines to force in the oil against the steam. M'Naught claimed in

his specification for an invention for " conveying oil or other lubricating material

to the cylinders and pistons of steam engines, by causing it to enter or to be

drawn through apertures previously formed round the periphery of the cylinder,

and set with the ring of the piston's stroke." In defence, it was urged, first, that

the ratchet wheel, the lever, the plunger, and the piping, were old inventions; and,

second, that the means of causing the oil to enter, were by different agencies;

that while in Fielding's patent the plunger was used to force in the oil, in

M 'Naught's the arrangement was such as to shut off all external pressure from
without, and at that particular period, the pressure of the steam being equal on
all sides, oil being a heavier body, fell into its proper place by its own gravity.

His Honour, after deliberatiou, gave judgment for the defendant.

Printed Zebra Fabrics : The Queen r. Macnee.—This was an application

to the Attorney-General for leave to issue a writ of scire facias to repeal certain

letters patent granted to the defendant, Mr. James Macnee, of Glasgow, in Jan.,

185*2, for certain "improvements in the manufacture and production of orna-

mental fabrics," known in the trade as " printed zebras''—a fabric extensively

exported to the Turkish and Eastern markets. It appeared from the documents
laid before the Attorney-General that Mr. Nimmo, of Pendleton, was the original

applicant for leave to issue the scire facias. The Attorney-General shortly re-

viewed the facts, and referred to a contract entered into in January, 1856, to

which Mr. Nimmo, and also Mr. Macnee, Mr. Samuel Higginbotham, of Glasgow,
and others, now interested in the patent, were parties, and in which Mr. Nimmo
admitted the validity of the patent, and he therefore refused the application.

Overshoes : Hancock and Others v. Ross.—This suit was instituted by the
members of the well-known firm of Charles Macintosh & Co., caoutchouc manu-
facturers, for the purpose of restraining the defendant from infringing a patent

right obtained by Mr. Thomas Hancock in November, 1843, for the exclusive use

ol vulcanised India-rubber, for the purpose of making overshoes and other articles.

An injunction was granted by his Honour in August, 1855, but was subsequently
discharged upon the defendant's entering into an undertaking to keep accounts of

the articles sold by him which fell within the principle of the patent right. It

appeared that several actions had been tried for the purpose of testing the
validity of this patent, which uniformly had resulted in establishing it; and in

one of such actions an agreement was entered into between the plaintiffs and
the defendant, to the effect that the latter should be at liberty to dispose of the
stock he had on hand upon paying a royalty to the plaintitfs in the purchase of

labels and stamps to be placed upon the overshoes and articles of the particular

manufacture alleged to have been patented. The question now submitted to the
court by the plaintiff was, that the defendant had violated this contract by import-

ing Large quantities of overshoes from America since the date of the agreement,
which did not form part of his stock at the time of the contract. The defence
was, that the defendant was to be allowed to sell the number of 80,702 pairs of

overshoes, and that he hnd not yet reached that limit. It was aluo contended
that the plaintiffs, by their course of dealing with the defendant, had acquiesced
in the defendant's selling unlimited numbers of overshoes provided the royalty
agreed upon was paid down to the month of November, 1857, when the patent
expired.

Treating Sewerage: Higgs v, Goodwtn.—This was tried at the Hertford
Assizes, the plaintiff being a chemist practising at Millbank, and the defendant
the clerk of the Hitchin Board of Health. The plaintiff obtained a patent for

treating sewerage waters with hydrate of lime in 1846, the result being the cla-

rification of the liquid matter, and the obtainment of a deposit valuable as a
manure. This invention was used by the Hitchin Board of Health, in defraud of

the patent; hence the action for infringement. For the plaintiff it was stated,

that the deposit matter whefr dried and ground to powder made a good manure
—one ton of lime producing five tons of it—whilst the liquid was passed off pure.

For the defence it was contended that, inasmuch as at the Hitchin works the

deposit was obtained by a simple quiescent settling process, the lime being only
added to the liquid flowing away, there was no infringement.

Mr. Justice Erie, in summing up, remarked that the question was narrowed
to this—Was the process adopted at Hitchin an infringement of the patent?
Had the defendant employed a chemical agent, whereby precipitation of sewage
matter took place? If the lime was applied with a knowledge that it would
precipitate the matter from the sewage water, they must be considered to have
applied it for that purpose ; and if so, he was of opinion that they had infringed

the patent, although particles had been removed from the water by filtration be-

fore the lime was applied. The jury gave a verdict for plaintiff. The amount
of damages was referred, by consent.

MARINE MEMORANDA.

Now that the Leviathan is really in the Thames, with plenty of water beneath
and around her, the shareholders, who want to see some tangible return for

their money, are growing anxious as to where her gigantic capital account is to

end. The original estimate, as Mr. Brunei admits, was between £500,000 and
£540,000, this calculation being founded upon three contracts—one for the hull,

and two for the machinery. All the world knows how enormously this great-

sum has been exceeded by the actual cost of construction, by the failure of the

contractor and consequent change of procedure in building and fitting; by the

alterations which were from time to time found necessary ; and by the tremen-
dous error of her launch. And now the cost of fitting up the ship stares fright-

fully in the face of those men of commerce who have joined in the great venture.

The Leviathan, it is now finally fixed, is to sail from the Mersey for Portland,

Maine, in connection with the Grand Trunk Railway of Canada.

The Dundee Arctic Fishing Company has taken the lead in the adoption of

auxiliary screw propelling power for whaling ships, by fitting up the 600 ton

full-rigged ship Tay in this manner. The Tay has been engaged for some time

in the India trade ; and she has now been doubled in thickness, to give her

sufficient strength for her new work. Her engines are inverted direct-acting

cylinders, 70 horse power, and her boilers and furnaces are specially arranged

for the purpose of having steam always ready, with a small consumption of coal,

so that when fish are seen at a distance, they can always be immediately ap-

proached. She has an apparatus for raising her screw when she is to be used

as a sailing vessel only. The Tay presents another important feature, in the

fact that she is fitted up with apparatus for at once boiling whale and seal

blubber, before decomposition ensues. This will be a great source of economy,
in addition to its prevention of the present detestable odours of boiling yards in

this country. The boiler is on deck, a little behind the foremast. It is on the

principle of a digester, and can boil down all the blubber of a whale in 24 hours.

It is supplied with steam from the working boilers of the ship, and is arranged

to produce from 12 to 15 tons of pure oil in 24 hours. On the floor of the vessel

are 51 square iron tanks, so made that the blubber when cut from the fish can

be at once deposited in them, and covered up for boiling. This will aflbrd time

for dealing with several whales at once, if need be. The ship carries a number
of ordinary oil casks, which are to be filled first, and then as the tanks are

emptied of blubber, they are also run up. She can stow 400 tons of oil.

The performance of the Alicante, a screw steamer, built by Mr. Archibald

Denny of Dumbarton, and engines fitted by Mr. Alexander Denny, of Leven
Works, in the same town, has attracted a good deal of attention during the past

month, as indicative of what screw propulsion is coming to. In a trial run on

the Clyde, she accomplished 13i nautical miles within the hour. She is 750

tons burden, 200 feet long, and 27 feet 6 inches beam. Her engines are of the

direct-acting class, 130 horse power; diameter of cylinders, 36 inches; stroke,

44 inches.

The withdrawal by the United States Government of the postal subsidy

hitherto bestowed upon the Collins' line of ocean steam ships, has resulted in

the withdrawal of the American steamers from the New York and Liverpool

traffic. This, for many reasons, has long been expected; and in this particular

instance, at least, the Americans have not been quite able to "whip creation."

The Cunard Company has made up for this sudden deficiency of ocean steaming

accommodation, by putting its screw ships, Alps, Etna, and Jura on the route.

The following screw steam war-ships are to be finished and launched at

Chatham this summer:—The Hero, 1 gun, 3,300 tons; the Hood, 90 guns, 3,300

tons; the Mersey, 40 guns, 3000 tons; and the CTiaryhdis, 21 guns, 2,500 tons.

Colouring Matters from Coal Tar, Guano, and Grass.—The products

of coal tar have long been looked to as a valuable source for the obtainment of

fine dyes and colours, and we are now enabled to show that this view has been

to a large extent satisfactorily realised in commercial practice. Messrs. Perkins

and Church have obtained several blue colouring substances of great value from

the alkaloids of coal tar, and one from naphthaline, named by the discoverers
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nitroso-phenyline and nitroso-naphthyline. These are beautiful purple-blue colours,

some of which, have been successfully fixed on silk. One in particular fairly rivals

the delicaie orchil colour, or what is made from lichen, whilst it has the great ad-

vantage that it resists the action of light. The process consists in dissolving in

water the sulphates of aniline, ofcuminine, and of toluidine, and adding a quantity
of bicromate of potash sufficient to neutralise the sulphuric acid in these sulphates.

The whole is left to stand for twelve hours, when a brown substance is precipitated,

which is washed with coal-tar naphtha, and then dissolved in methylated spirits.

This solution, with the addition of a little tartaric or oxalic acid, forms the d3reing
liquor. Messrs. Lowe and Mr. Calvert have also conjointly produced from
coal tar colours resembling safflower pinks and cochineal crimsons ; and on a
piece of calico murdanted for madder, all the various colours and shades deriv-

able from the madder root— violet, purple, chocolate, pink, and red—can be ob-

tained in this way. The safflower imitation stands the action of soap and light

;

the real thing of course does not. A very beautiful crimson, called murexide, has
also been obtained from a peculiarly strange source—guano. M. de Pouilly, a
French chemist, uses murexide on silk, by dipping the fabric in a concentrated
solution of bichloride of mercury mixed with murexide, squeezing the silk well
and hanging it in the air, when a magnificent crimson insoluble compound is

fixed on the silk. This effect is produced from the fact, that when solutions of
bichloride of mercury and murexide are mixed together, an insoluble compound is

only formed after the lapse ofan hour or two. The process for cotton is the inven-
tion of Messrs. Lauth and Schlumberger. They first of all produce a purpurate of
lead on the fabric, by mordanting with nitrate of lead, passing it into an alkali,

and then dyeing in a solution of murexide. To bring out the full brilliancy, the
piece is finally passed through a weak solution of bichloride of mercury. This
process has been still further improved by printing murexide with an excess of
nitrate of lead, and afterwards subjecting the treated fabric to the action of am-
moniacal fumes, or passing it through a solution of caustic soda mixed with sal

ammoniac. For fast colours on mixed fabrics, the cloth is first prepared by unit-

ing binoxide of tin with the wool. This is done by the agency of the calico

printer's "pink salt"—the double chloride of ammonium—and tin, and then
printing on the piece a mixture of one part murexide, six of nitrate of lead, and
two of nitrate of soda. After " ageing " for two or three days, the purpurate of
lead is fixed on the cotton, and the purpurate of ammonia on the wool, by pass-
ing the fabric through a bath of bichloride of mercury, composed of a hundred
gallons of water, six pounds of bichloride of mercury, twelve pounds of acetate
of soda, and two quarts of acetic acid. As an improvement upon the old lumber-
ing process ofproducing green from blue and yellow, Mr. Schlumberger has given
as a permanent green for wool from natural grass, having succeeded in fixing

the green chlorophylle or colouring matter of leaves and grass. Sixty pounds of
grass are boiled with twenty-five gallons of water. This is repeated, and the
grass is then treated with twenty-five gallons of soda lye, adding from two to

four pounds of Mercer's dung substitute, phosphate of soda and lime. This is

boiled half-an-hour, and an excess of hydrochloric acid is then added, when a
green precipitate falls, and this is separated by filtration. The precipitate is

dissolved in very dilute soda lye, adding a little dung substitute, and the silk or
wool is dipped in it until the desired shade is obtained. Stannate of soda is the
only satisfactory mordant. M. Pelouze has lately rendered a great service to

Turkey red dyers, by enabling them to use anv oil, instead of only Gallipoli oil,

and this of special quality. M. Pelouze has discovered that the difference there
was betwixt a Gallipoli oil, which could be employed with advantage to produce
a Turkey red on cotton, and one which could not, was, that the first contained
a large proportion of free fatty acids, whilst the latter was nearly neutral. This
led M. Pelouze first to prepare, artificially, oils of good quality for Turkey red
by mixing oleic acid with neutral oils; and, secondly, to the interesting scien-
tific observation that oils were susceptible of undergoing a spontaneous fermen-
tation as well as saccharine juices, or other organic fluids. Thus immediately the
neutral fatty matters in the cells of fruits or roots are brought in contact with
the ferment which all vegetable substances contain. By breaking the cells in
which the fatty matters are deposited, the oil enters into fermentation, and the
fatty acids are liberated from the glycerine with which they had been com-
bined. Good colours have long been prepared after a most expensive fashion,
and when economical substitutes have been proposed, there has usually been a
sad falling off in quality. What we have just written, however, seems to offer

far better prospects of improvement.

Self-Acting Safety Valve and Spigot for Casks.—Thi3 simple and use-
ful little contrivance is the invention of Mr. D. J. Daly, of Crosses Green
Brewery, Cork. It is intended for preventing the bursting of casks, and for
giving them the necessary vent without danger of spoiling the contained liquor
by admitting the air, or injuring the actual body of the cask by spile holes.

Our engraving represents
the invention in transverse
section. It consists of a
cylindrical flanged brass

p

cup suited exactly to the
substance of the wood ofthe
cask, and set into it by bor
ing with a centre bit and
smaller bit- The spring
valve and cap screw are
fitted into this cup, the
lower stem falling into its

socket and the upper one passing up through the cup and having a hole bored
in it for one prong of the key to pass through. The key so inserted acts as a
lever for raising the valve externally for the admission of air. The valve of
course closes at once when the pressure is taken off the lever. The spring
measure is adjustable by the cap screw. Should the internal carbonic acid gas
pressure get strong enough to overcome the power of the spring, the valve then
rises to relieve it ; but nothing more than the superabundance of the gas is al-

lowed to escape in this way : thus saving the cask and retaining the liquid con-
tents in good condition.

Manufacture of Sulphurous Acid from Pyrites.—Mr. Joseph Townsend,
the manufacturing chemist, of Glasgow, has lately suggested that sulphurous ;: id

might be effectively and economically produced by treating pyrites, and sul-

phates, sulphurets, sulphites, and hypo-sulphites of various kinds in a suitable
furnace. The furnace is primarily heated by coal or other fuel in the usual way,
and a layer of pyrites is placed upon the lire, and over this layer is deposited a
layer of a sulphate, sulphuret, sulphite, or hypo-sulphite. In this system of
treatment the combustion of the pyrites keeps up the heat of the process, and
the result is that sulphurous acid is distilled off in a most effective manner. The
sulphates, sulphurets, sulphites, and hypo -sulphites preferred for this process are
the sulphate of soda, the sulphuret of calcium, the sulphite of lime, and the hy-
po-sulphite of lime ; but various sulphates, sulphurets, sulphites, and hyposul-
phites may be employed.

Square- Edged Cutting Pliers.—
The form of pliers which we here engrave
in front and side view is a Dutch invention.
Instead of the usual cutting heads, these
portions terminate in small fiat squrre-
edged discs of hardened steel. These discs

fit with great accuracy, face to face, and
they turn upon a central joint rivet like

ordinary pliers. Each head is notched to

five different guages to suit the different

sizes of wires. When wire is to be cut, the
piece is simply laid in its corresponding
notch, and a pressure upon the levers
severs the piece square off, without any
flattening. This arrangement of square-
cutting edges is an improvement upon the
old cutting pliers in the further point of

being more durable.

Engraving Photographs on Wood Blocks.—The readers of the Practical
Mechanic's Journal will recollect that we first practically introduced to the world
the art of engraving photographs taken directly on the wood in 1852.* The sub-
ject has since received various touches from later experimentalists, and v*e have
now to record the perfecting of a preparatory process by M. Lallemand, a French
philosopher. In this process the wood is first placed with its surface on a
solution of alum, and dried; it then receives with a soft brush a coating com-
posed of animal soap, gelatine, and alum, upon all its faces ; when the coating is

dry, the surface which is to receive the picture is placed for some minutes in a
solution of muriate of ammonia (sal-ammoniac), then dried; then in a bath of
nitrate of silver of twenty per cent., and then dried. A cliche upon glass or
paper is then applied on the wood by means of a peculiar frame permitting the
process of the reproduction to be watched. When satisfactory, the picture is

fixed by means of a saturated bath of hyposulphite of soda. A few minutes is

enough; it is then washed for only five minutes. The first coating preserves
the wood from moisture

;
and eight months of experience have proved to the in-

ventor that the employment of alum and a hypo sulphite, in place of destroying
the wood, gives it a strength favourable to the engraving.

Welding Iron with Steel, or Steel with Steel.—As we are frequently
asked for practical information on these points, we give the two following
receipts, founded on the latest experiments. In the case of iron and steel—the
parts being brought to the proper welding heat, a mixture of the following in-
gredients is applied to the surfaces to be joined : boracic acid, 35*6 parts ; com-
mon salt, 30-1 parts; ferrocyanide of potassium, 26*7 parts; and rosin, 7*6 parts.
For steel and steel the mixture is—boracic acid, 41-5 parts; calcined common
salt, 35 parts; ferrocyanide of potassium, 15-5 parts ; and anhydrous carbonate
of soda, 6 parts. These preparations clean the welding surfaces most effectively,

and insure a good attachment under the hammer.

Carding Engine with continuously accelerated Top Rollers.—

A

carding engine has lately been introduced into this country by Messrs. Sentis of
ftheims, (Marne,) France, in which the top rollers of the main cylinder or
carding drum, acting upon the fibrous materials in their passage round the
cylinder, revolve at different rates. That is to say, that the carding roller

nearest the taking-in side runs at the slowest rate of the series, whilst the roller

nearest the delivering side runs at the quickest rate of the series. Between
these two rollers the relative speeds are arranged on the continuously accelera-
tive principle—the speed of revolution of each roller being so arranged that

No. 2 roller runs at a higher rate than No. 1, and No. 3 roller at a proportionally

higher rate than No. 2, and so on throughout the series. The effect of this

arrangement is, that whilst there is less waste of raw material, the carding is

more efficiently performed than in the common carding engine, for the cotton
or wool never appears upon the outside or projecting surfaces of the working
rollers, as these being in contact with each other throughout the series, it fol-

lows that No 2 roller takes the fibres off No. 1, and No. 3 off No. 2 at the
points of contact. The fibres are in all cases licked off each roller at about its

centre, measured from the centre of the main cylinder, so that the carding action

is confined to the actual working surfaces.

Goodall's Differential Action Grinding and Levigating Apparatus.—
Avery effective grinding or reducing and levigating apparatus— suitable for the
preparation of paints and drugs, or, under certain modifications, for crushing auri-

ferous quartz—has been introduced by Mr. Goodall, of Derby, with very successful

results, extending over a pretty long period of actual practice. As applied for

common pestle and mortar purposes, the mortar is carried on a horizontal table

* See an engraved photograph at p. 27, vol. v., P. J/. Journal.
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set upon an open metal frame, and the pestle—suspended by an overhead uni-

versal joint, by a long arm connected with a pair of weighted link levers—re-

ceives a differential motion through a train of wheel work actuated by a winch
wheel. The differential gearing is so arranged that the pestle receives a most
effective working action, visiting every part of the mortar, and operating upon
the materials submitted to it in the severest manner. The same driving shaft

also works a swinging sifter slung in the interior of the framing. In the quartz

crusher, the grinding basin is placed within the base of an open pyramidal frame
of cast iron, with the apex of which the upper end of the reducing pestle arm is

connected by means of a universal joint and vertical slide piece. The machine
is driven by a belt pulley on a short horizontal shaft, driving the pestle by a pair

of bent wheels, which work in connection with a differential action series for

giving proper motion to the pestle. Both machines are said by the users to

answer their purpose very satisfactorily.

Continuous Action Blow-Pipe.—A simple blow-pipe, suitable for a great

variety of delicate mechanical operations, has been contrived by M. Lucca, a

French mechanician, for the purpose of converting the objectionable intermittent

action of the lungs into a steady blast. Our engraving is a side view of this

blow-pipe. The fixed vertical rod, a,

carried by a suitable stand, has attached

at its upper end, by an adjustable con-

nection, the actual blow-pipe or tuyere,

b. This is attached to the front end of

a flexible caoutchouc tube, c, the other

end of which opens into a caoutchouc bag
or chamber, d. Another flexible tube, e,

connects the bag, d, with the operator's

mouthpiece, P. A small valve, opening
inwards, is placed at G, where the

mouthpiece joins the pipe. The effect of

this contrivance is very clear. When air

is blown into the hag, D, the latter, be-

ing distended, forms a reservoir for the

supply of the tuyere, b. This supply is

kept up in a continuous stream during the momentary delay of the operator to

take breath, by giving the bag, d, a slight pressure with the hand; hence the

operator can always proceed steadily with his work.

Crawford's Mechanical Washer for Manufacturers and Bleachers.
—This important machine, which we illustrated in a large folio plate in the

Practical Mechanic's Journal for March, 1857, seems to have worked fully up to

the good opinion we then expressed upon it. With its practical development in

the manufacturer's hands it has, of course, received various touches of improve-
ment, and now whilst its dashing action is equal to, or perhaps better than, that

of the dash wheel, it washes far better than that antique specimen of the bleacher

and printer's machines. The power and water required are about the same as

for the dash wheel. Its daily work, with the attendance of a man and boy, is

the washing of 2000 pieces of dyed goods of thirty yards each. It has long been
an object to prevent the goods from going a second time into the same cleansing

water, and this has been fairly secured in Mr. Crawford's arrangement, as the

piece is constantly entering into pure water until it comes out in a finished con-

dition. The piece is in a loose state throughout the entire operation, and it is

therefore not subjected to any undue frictional action or strain. It has been
found to be excellently adapted for washing steam colours, from the lightest

jacconets to the heaviest cambrics, the whites and colours being much purer than
when washed in a fly-wince or other machine. When employed by bleachers, it

saves from two to three washings on every pot of goods, and it is capable of

washing 4000 pieces of thirty yards per day for bleachers 1 purposes. It requires

no foundation, nor any pit, and it is portable, so that it can be moved from place

to place without taking it down; and our plate shows how few parts it presents

for objectionable wear and tear.

PROVISIONAL PROTECTION FOR INVENTIONS

UNDER THE PATENT LAW AMENDMENT ACT.

4Sf When the city or town is nut mentioned, London is to be understood.

Recorded September 18.

2428. George E. Bering, Lockleys, Hertfordshire—Improvements in laying down electric

telegraph cables, in obtaining soundings, and in ascertaining the position of and
raising submerged electric telegraph cables and other bodies.

Recorded November 30.

2980. Jean B. Couy, Nantes, France—Improvements in the manufacture of manure, and
fur the disinfection of animal and vegetable matters.

Recorded December 8.

3038. William J. Ward, Chorlton-on-Medlock, Manchester—Improvements in dyeing and
printing textile fabrics and materials, and in apparatus connected therewith.

Recorded December 9.

3045. Charles Westendarp, jun., Mincing Lane—Preparing a material as a substitute for

ivory, which he proposes calling " artificial ivory."

Recorded December 15.

3079. James Chadwick, Castleton Print Works, near Rochdale, Lancashire—Improvements
in rollers or cylinders for printing or staining the surfaces of woven fabrics,

yarns, paper, and other materials.

3080. Edwin Turner, Bradford, and John C. Pearce, Bowling, near Bradford, Yorkshire

—

Improvements in the manufacture of railway wheels.

3081. Francis Bedwell, Bathwick Hill, Bath—Improved means of communicating between
the passengers and guard, and the guard and engine-driver upon railways.

3082. George T. Bousfield, Loughborough Park, Brixton—Improvements in the manufac-
ture of cast steel.—(Communication from Sr. Dr. Diego Masun, Bilbou.)

3083. William Galloway and John Galloway, Manchester—Improvements in hydraulic
presses.

3084. Thomas Howard, King and Queen's Iron Works, Rotherhithe—Improvements in

machinery or apparatus for rolling iron bars used in the construction of suspen-
sion bridges and otherwise.

3085. George A. Everitt, Birmingham—Improvements in the manufacture of tubes or
cylinders of copper or alloys of copper.

Recorded December 16.

3086. John F. Seeley, Everett Street, Brunswick Square, Middlesex—An improved ma-
chine or apparatus for cutting out materials used in the manufacture of boots,

shoes, and other coverings for the feet.

3087. James G. Gibson, Cheetham, Manchester, and Samuel Berrisford, Stockport, Che-
shire—Improvements in looms for weaving, parts of which improvements are
applicable to lubricating bearings generally.

3088. James Thornton, Nottingham—Improvements in apparatus used for the manufac-
ture of carpets and other cut-pile fabrics.

3089. John Marland, Fernlee Vale, near Upper Mill, Saddleworth, Yorkshire—Improve-
ments in apparatus to facilitate the placing of cop tubes on to spindles.

3090. Matthew Semple, Stonehouse, Devon— Improvements in preserving meat, fruit,

vegetables, and other edible substances and fluids.

3091. Edwin Hills, Warsash, Titchfield, Southampton—Improvements in the manufacture
of white lead, and in the working up of the waste materials.

3092. Henry Gregory, Manchester—Certain improvements in machinery or apparatus for

making lozenges or other similar articles.

3093. James H. Dickson, Stanley Terrace, Rotherhithe—Improvements in machinery or
apparatus for scutching and hackling flax, hemp, and other similar fibrous ma-
terials.

3094. James J. Cregan, Plough Road, Rotherhithe, Surrey—Improvements in the treat-

ment of India and China grass, pine apple, hemp, flax, and other similar fibrous

materials, and in the machinery or apparatus employed theiein.

Recorded December 17.

3095. Montague J. Turner and Marcus W. Turner, Woodcote, Surrey—The improvement
of conduit pipes and tubes for sewers, drains, conduits, gas, and other purposes.

3096. Francis M. Blyth, Norwich—Improved apparatus for cutting and pulping turnips
and other roots.

3097. William Blizzard, 14 Victoria Terrace, Netting Hill—Improvements in the treatment
of India-rubber by a new process for the manufacture of a crystalline and colour-

less varnish for waterproofing all kinds of textile fabrics and papery, without
smell and without in any degree altering their appearance, and for making divers
varnishes and paints.

3098. John J. Davis, Percival Street, Clerkenwell, Middlesex—Improvements in presses
for printing or endorsing and embossing.

3099. Mark Mason, Dukinficld, and Thomas Maryland, Newton, near Hyde, Cheshire

—

Improvements in machinery or apparatus for printing.

3100. John E. Barton, Kidderminster, Worcestershire—An improvement in winding
worsted on to the creel bobbins of carpet looms.

3101. Edward High ton, Regent's Park—Improvements in electric telegraphs.

3102. Henry Johnson, Crutched Friars— Improvements in apparatus for drawing
geometric curves.

3103. James Broad, 146 and 150 Drury Lane, Holborn—The construction of a pressure or
fountain lamp, to bum with safety from ignition in the overflow, and from ex-
plosion, all bituminous, carbonaceous, and resinous oils, spirits, and naphthas, or

admixtures thereof, also the products of Rangoon earth oil, or petroleum, also to

adapt all pressure and fountain lamps to burn these substances which are found
to ignite in the overflow and cause explosion, &c, in all such lamps as at present
constructed.

3104. William Woole, Tetbury, Gloucester—Improvements in ploughs.

3105. John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, and 106 Buchanan Street, Glasgow—Im-
provements in lubricating the journals of shafts and spindles.—(Communication
from Silvain Pechet, Paris.)

310G. John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, and 166 Buchanan Street, Glasgow

—

Improvements in machinery or apparatus for hulling cotton and other oleaginous

seeds, applicable also to the hulling of cereals.—(Communication from Charles
T. Laborey, Paris.)

Recorded December 18.

3107. Joseph B. Howell and John Shortridge, Sheffield—An improved mode of rolling

steel for springs.

3108. John H. Taylor and Robert T. Barrett, Victoria Dock Road, Essex—Improvements
in apparatus for the prevention of smoke, and for effecting a better consumption
of fuel in steam boiler furnaces.

3109. David Bowlas, Reddish, Lancashire—Improvements in machinery or apparatus for

preparing and spinning cotton and other fibrous substances.

3110. Thomas C. Wilkinson, Ashford, Kent—Improvements in pump valves.

3111. Samuel Darling, Maine, U.S.—An improved pencil sharpener.—(Partly a communi-
cation from Joseph W. Strange.)

3112. Charles Winslow, Massachusetts, U.S.—An improvement in the manufacture of
elastic gore cloth.

3113. James M. Napier, York Road, Lambeth—Improvements in letterpress printing ma-
chines.

3114. Robert Uxland, Plymouth—Improvements in the manufacture «f alloys or com-
pounds containing metallic tungsten.—(Communication.)

Recorded December 19.

3115. Thomas Newey, John Corbett, and William H. Parke?, Birmingham—A new or im-
proved method of treating or coating steel pens and pen-holdeis, to prevent the
oxidation of the same, which method of treating or coating may also be applied

to other articles of iron and steel.

3116. Asa Lees and John Clegg, Soho Iron Works, Greenacres Moor, near Oldham, Lanca-
shire—Certain improvements in looms for weaving.

3117. Thomas Hart, jun., and Abel Jones, Blackburn, Lancashire—Improvements in looms
called "dobby looms."

3118. Richard Furnival, Manchester—Certain improvements in machinery or apparatus
for cutting paper, cardboard, and other similar articles.

3119. William Walker, Leeds—An improved apparatus for the purposes of heating and
drying.

3120. Richard A. Brooman, 16G Fleet Street—Improvements in signalling, in order to pre-

vent collisions between trains upon railways.—(Communication from Jean M. J.

Degabriel.)
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3121. Richard A. Biooman, 166 Fleet Street—Improvements in lime kilns, and in appa-

ratuses employed for working the same.—(Communication from A. C. Simoneau.)

3122. John Bartlett, Bristol—An improvement iu weighing machines.

3123. Thomas Coles, Bristol—An improvement in chaff cutters.

3124. William Bough, 1 Jewin Crescent, Cnpplegate—Improvements in lamps and wicks

for burning rosin and other oils and fluids, parts of which improvements are ap-

plicable to Argand gas burners.-

3125. Robert JIushet, Coleford, Gloucestershire—Improvements in the manufacture of

iron.

Becorded December 21.

3127. William Thrift and Adam High, Stepney—An improved self-acting ship's water

closet.

312$. James Hamilton, Liverpool—Improvements in shipbuilding.

3129. William J. Kendal. Norwich—An improved safety signal for railways.

3130. Robert Rennie, Netherwood, Dumbartonshire—Improvements in self-acting trap

doors for mines.
3131. Francis Taylor, Romsev, Southampton—Improvements in closets or privies.

3132. George T. "Bousfield, Loughborough Park, Brixton—Improvements in machinery

used in the manufacture of springs, and in the application of springs to carriages.

—{Communication.)
3133. William H. Myers, 202 Whitechapel Road—An improved coffee pot, made of metal

or earthenware, to contain coffee and milk or cream separately, the same being

used as a chocolate pot, the same invention being applicable to teapots for the

same purposes, made either in metal or earthenware, the same invention being

applicable to table urns, and the same invention being applicable to jugs, made
either in earthenware, or glass, or metal, to contain spirits and water or other

liquids in different compartments.
3134. James Tatlow and Henry Hodgkinson, Wirksworth, Derbyshire—Improvements in

railway brakes, and in apparatuses for connecting shafts or rods for working
brakes and signals.

3135. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street—Improvements in breech-loading fire-arms.

—(Communication.)
3136. William Basford, 15 Lowther Cottages, Liverpool Road, Islington—Improvements

in the manufacture of gas, and in retorts and other apparatus to be used therein.

3137. Alphonse R. le Mire de Normandy, Judd Street, Brunswick Square—Improvements
in apparatus used for distilling sea water on board ships and vessels.

3133. Richard F. Sturges, Birmingham—A new or improved manufacture of rollers or

cylinders for printing fabrics.

Becorded December 22.

3139. Arthur C. Kennard, Falkirk Iron Works, Stirling—Improvements in trussed iron

bridges .—(Communicatiim .)

3140. Samuel Rodgettand Daniel Rodgett, Blackburn—An improved method of coupling

and uncoupling railway, tramway, and other carriages, waggons, lorries, trucks,

and other vehicles.

31-11. John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, and 166 Buchanan Street, Glasgow—An
improved signal apparatus to be attached to common road carriages.—(Com-
munication from Louis F. C. Breguet, Paris.)

3142. Morris Landou, 25 Pudding Lane—Improvements in cooking utensils.

3143. Orlando Greenhalgh and Robert Hutchinson, Horwich, Lancashire—Improvements
in apparatus for stirring and mixing colours for calico printing and other pur-
poses.

3144. Edwin Maw, Doncaster Iron Works, Yorkshire—Improvements in ornamenting and
strengthening metal tubes and rods with wood, applicable in the manufacture of

bedsteads and other articles of furniture and framings, and also in the manufac-
ture of the joints or connections of the posts and framings of bedsteads and other

articles of furniture and frames.

3145. George Bridge, Bollington, near Macclesfield, Cheshire, and Job Hamer, Longsight,
near Manchester, Lancashire—A new process or manufacture for converting
woven silken fabrics or sQk waste into a fibrous material fit for being spun into

yarn or thread, or for being mixed with silk, woollen, cotton, or any other mate-
rial to be spun into yarn or thread, and of improvements in machinery to be em-
ployed m such process or manufacture.

Becorded December 23.

Daniel J. Crossley, Hebden Bridge, Yorkshire—Improvements in the manufacture
of certain textile fabrics, called Pellones, and used for saddle covers, and in the
machinery or apparatus employed therein, which improvements are also appli-

cable for weaving other fabrics.

Thomas Landi, 16 Rue de Boulevard Barignoles, Paris, and Charles Falconieri, 20
Charles Street, Middlesex Hospital—Improvements for laying subaqueous elec-

trical cables for telegraphic communications.
William Nunn, Hackney—Improvements in stereoscopic apparatus.
Christoper N. Nixon, Ramsgate, Kent—Improvements in attaching, fitting, and se-

curing the rudders of ships, barges, boats, and every other description of sailing
r -team vessel.

Augustus F. Kynaston, Plymouth—An improved slip or disengaging hook.
Joshua Moss, Thomas Gamble, and Joseph Gamble, Sheffield—An improvement in

the manufacture of cast steel hoops and cylinders.

John Murray, Whitehall Place—Improvements in propelling ships and vessels.

—

fCommunication.)
Charles Norton, 3 Lancaster Place, Camden Street, Camden Town—Carriage door

shields, to prevent accidents arising from the shutting of railway or other car-
riage doors, also applicable for nursery doors, or any other doors where children
may have access, or where safety from accident may be an object.

Alexander W. Williamson, 16 Provost Road, Haverstock Hill—Improvements in
treating scamiaony root and commercial scanlmony, to obtain the active principle
therefrom.

Becorded December 24.

George White, 5 Lawrence Pountney Lane, Cannon Street—A semio-melodion or
instrument for demonstrating musical writing.—(Communication from Armin
Fruh, Vienna.)

Charles Reeves, Birmingham—Improvements in repeating or revolving fire-arms.
Samuel H. Adderley, Birmingham—Improvements in the manufacture and orna-

mentation of pencil cases, pen-holders, reserves or cases for leads, needle cases,
and ink-holders and other tubular cases.

Thomas Playle, Chatham—Improvements in two-wheeled carriages.
George Croft, Leeas Street, Keighley, and Smith D. SteeL Greengate Mills, Keigh-

iey, Yorkshire—Improvements in machinery or apparatus for combing and pre-
paring wool and other fibrous substances.

George W. Hart, 5 Osborne Terrace, Southsea, Southampton—Improvements in the
construction of locks, and in apparatus for cutting keys.

George Borley, King Cross Road, near Halifax, Yorkshire—Improvements in appa-
ratus for cutting the pile of fustians and other pile fabrics.
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3148.

3149.
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3152,

3153.

3154.

3157.

3158.

3159.

316a

3161,

3162. Henry C. F. Wilson and Thomas Green, Dunston, Durham—A machine or apparatus
for making rivets.

3163. Henry C. F. Wilson and Thomas Green, Dunston, Durham—Improved machinery
or apparatus for making rivets.

31G4. Benjamin Burleigh, 26 Great George Street, Westminster, and Frederick L. Dan-
chell, 452 Oxford Street—Certain improvements in the manufacture of vessels,
plates, or utensils, used for domestic, sanitory, electric, and manufacturing pur-
poses.

Becorded December 26.

3165. Alexander Chaplin, Glasgow—Improvements in steam engines, and in the combus-
tion of fuel.

3166. Antonio R. Saraiva, Nottingham Street, Marylebone—An improved candlestick or
holder.

3167. Charles F. Parsons, 1 Duke Street, Long Alley, Finshury—Cleansing and reburning
animal charcoal.

Becorded December 28.

3168. Alexander Bruce, Manchester—Improvements in watches and timepieces.
3169. John Barling, Halifax, Yorkshire—An improved paddle for propulsion on water.
3170. John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, and 166 Buchanan Street, Glasgow—Im-

provements in the treatment and preservation of skins, furs, wool, and textile
fabrics, and in the machinery or apparatus employed therein.—(Communication
from Madame Marie L. Prost.)

3171. Henry Deacon, Widnes, Lancashire—Improvements in purifying alkaline lees.

3172. James Boydell, 65 Gloucester Crescent, Camden Town—Improvements in carriages
propelled by steam or other power.

3173. James Wadsworth, Hazelgrove, near Stockport, Cheshire—Improvements in the
production and management of artificial light, and in apparatus applicable
thereto.

3174. Henry Desmoutis, Paris—New metallic alloys.

3175- James Cottrill, Studley, Warwick—Improvements in the manufacture of certain

descriptions of needles.

3176. John T. Griffiths, New Basford, Nottingham—Improvements in the manufacture
and ornamenting of lace.

3177. Isaac Holden, St. Denis, near Paris—Improvements in preparing and combing wool
and other fibres.

Becorded December 29.

3178. Thomas Spencer, 192 Euston Road—Improvements in the purification of illuminat-
ing or lighting gas.

3179. Henry Thompson, Liverpool—Improvements in the application or use of a certain
substance as a substitute for glue, paste, cement, varnish, and other similar com-
pounds.

3180. John Hargreaves and Joseph Hargreaves, Liverpool—Improvements in winding up
watches which have not fusees or chains.

3181. Alexander Parkes; Birmingham—Improvements in joining or uniting metals.
3182. Victor Mourot, 43 Rue de Paradis Poissonniere, Paris—Improvements in furnaces

for heating kilns and ovens used in the manufacture of pottery and earthenware,
part of which improvements are also applicable to furnaces generally.

3183. Edwin Gomez and William Mills, New York, U.S.—An improved composition for

trains or safety fusees, and similar purposes.

Becorded December 30.

3184. John Blake and Richard D. Kay, Accrington, Lancashire—An improved apparatus
for reducing and regulating the quantity, force, or pressure of steam.

31435. Frederick 0. Ward, 12 Cork Street, Burlington Gardens—Improvements in liberat-

ing or producing potash or soda, or both (as the case may be), from natural
alcaliferous silicates, the residuum of the process being available as a material
for manure, puzzolano, or hydraulic cement.—(Partly a communication from
Frederick Wynants, Brussels.)

3186. William H. Tooth, 9 Sumner Street. Southwark—Improvements in furnaces.

3187. Francis Palling, 134 Princes Road, Surrey—The construction of candles, lamps, and
candle-lamps, without wicks.

3188. Tempest Booth, Manchester—Improvements in the treatment of certain vegetable
matters, and in the application of the same to sizing, stiffening, dressing, and
finishing textile materials, and which is also applicable to thickening colours for

printing.

3189. James D. Morrison, Edinburgh—Improvements in effecting surgical und medical
operations by the agency of artificially induced anaesthesia.

3190. John O'Neill, Liverpool—Improvements in apparatus for communicating betwixt
the guard or passengers and the engine driver on railway trains.

3191. Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Improved machinery for cutting corks and
bungs.—(Communication.)

3192. John Clinton, 35 Percy Street—Improvements in the manufacture of wind musical
instruments played by the mouth, and in mandrils used in such manufacture.

3193. Richard Harmer, Union Street, Spitalfields—Improvements in cigarettes.

Becorded Dcce.mber 31.

3194. Carl Buhring, 91 Pratt Street, Camden Town—Improvements in the combination of

carbonised and carbonisable with other materials, and the manufacture of such
compounds into various useful articles.

3195. Henry Hanson, Stockport, Cheshire—Improvements in the manufacture and finish

of cotton-band, twine, rope, cordage, and other fibrous substances, and in ma-
chinery or apparatus employed therein.

3196. Peter W. Barlow, 26 Great George Street, Westminstei—Improvements in the per-

manent way of railways.

3197. Augustin J. M. Ramar, 49 Broad Street, Golden Square—Improvements in orna-

mental and portable fountains.

3198. George Wilson, Sheffield—Improvements in the furnaces or fire-places of steam
boilers.—(Communication.)

3199. William Middleship, Grove Terrace, South Grove, Mile End—Improved niachinery

or apparatus for obtaining motive power.

3200. James Long, Gorleston, Yarmouth—Improvements in the construction of sewers,

and in the means of discharging the contents thereof.

Becorded January 1, 1858.

1. John Hendry, Friday Street, and Buchanan Street, Glasgow—Improvements in

weaving fabrics for ladies' dresses and petticoats.

2. James Murphy, Newport, Monmouthshire—Improvements in wheels used on rail-

ways.
3. Louis J. A.Brun, Paris—Improvements in instruments for measuring angles, ap-

plicable to nautical and other purposes.

4. George Gorle, Handsworth, Staffordshire—A new or improved service box for water

closets.

5. Alexander Parkes and Henry Parkes, Birmingham—Improvements in the manufac-

ture of rods, wire, nails, and tubes.

D
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6. John W. Clare, Surrey Square, Surrey—Improvements in steam engines and boilers,

part of which improvements is applicable to furnaces.

7. John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, and 166 Buchanan Street, Glasgow—Im-
provements in penholders, pencil cases, and other articles sliding in cases of a

like nature.—(Communication from Louis C. Riattot, Paris.)

Recorded January 2.

8. Robert Harvey, Glasgow—Improvements in steam- hammers.
9. Archibald Slate, Adelaide Road, Haverstock Hill—Improvements in apparatus for

supplying fuel to blast furnaces.

Recorded January 4.

10. Thomas Scott, Drummond Street, Euston Square—Improvements in cleaning,

separating, and mixing seeds, and in apparatus for those purposes.

11. Edmond T. Tillam, St. Mary's Hospital, Paddington—Improvements in apparatus
for ventilating buildings.

12. Frederick Walton, Haughton Dale Mills, Manchester—Improvements in the manu-
facture of sheets or plates made of plastic compositions and other materials, and
in the application thereof, either alone or in combination with other substances,

to the manufacture of knife handles, mouldings, artificial veneers, floor cloths,

and other ornamental and useful purposes.
13. Edward H. Kiddle, Broad Street, Lambeth—Improvements in smut machines.

Recorded January 5.

14. James Ellis and Joseph H. Ellis, Leicester—Improvements in machinery for sub-

dividing, or reducing into small particles, masses of rock and minerals.

15. John N. W. Twigg, Coventry, and William Adkins, Birmingham—Certain improve-
ments in self-acting lailway brakes.

16. James Leeming and John C. Ramsden, Bradford, Yorkshire—Improvements in

looms for weaving.
17. John Piatt, Oldham, Lancashire—Improvements in machinery or apparatus for

spinning and doubling or twining cotton and other fibrous materials.

18. George E. Dering, Locklcys, Hertfordshire—Improvements in electric telegraphs,

and in the manufacture of insulated wire and cables.

Recorded January 6.

19. Thomas F, Cocker, Sheffield—Improvements in the manufacture of wire, applicable

to umbrellas and parasols, and to articles of dress.
20. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street—An improved lock buckle.—(Communication

from Laurent Cordier, Dijon.)

21. Henry C. Jennings, 8 Great Tower Street—Improvements in the production and
application of tannin or tannic acid.

22. James D. Malcolm, 47 Leicester Square—Improvements in apparatus for ornament-
ing fabrics and other surfaces.

Recorded January 7.

23. Manuel L. J. Lavater, 23 Holywell Lane, Shoreditch—The application of the prin-
ciple of exhausting air as used in plate holders, breast pumps for pegB.

25. Christophe A. Thiry, Paris—A new or improved oyster holder.

2(i. Francois P. Cappon, Marans, France—Self-acting pads for doors, shutters, windows,
or other similar shuttings.

27. James Reilly the younger, Manchester—Improvements in chairs and seats of vari-
ous descriptions.

28. Eliza Graham, 14 Noel Street, River Terrace, Islington—An improved apparatus
for threading needles.

29. Richard and John Philp, Norwood House, Cheltenham—An improvement in propel-
lers for propelling ships, boats, and other vessels in water.

30. Edwin Maw, Doncaster Iron Works, Yorkshire—Improvements in the construction
of metallic bedsteads and other surfaces to sit or recline on.

31. George J. UcWinton de Winton, Charles Street, St. James', Westminster—Improve-
ments in copying apparatus.—(Communication from Henry Genhart, Liege, Bel-
gium.)

Recorded January 8.

32. Samuel Lees, Salford, Lancashire—Improvements in the manufacture of mineral oil.

33. Henry Raymond, Bristol—Improvements in propelling ships or vessels.

34. Peter Soames and John C. Evans, Morden Iron Works, East Greenwich, Kent—Im-
provements in steam cranes, parts of which improvements are applicable to the
generation of steam.

35. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street—A method of and apparatus for teaching
music and arithmetic.—(Communication from Mademoiselle Fitton, Paris.)

36. Henry Atkins, Nottingham—Producing scarfs, neck-ties, and other articles from
the warp machine.

37. Thomas Greenwood and John Batlcy, Leeds, York—Improvements in machinery for
heckling flax and other fibrous materials.

Recorded January 9.

38. Robert Brown, Liverpool—Improvements in water closets, parts of which are ap-
plicable to pumps.

39. William Church, Birmingham—Improvements in measuring rules, compasses, and
in the machinery to be employed in manufacturing measuring rules and other
mathematical instruments.

40. Thomas Rowell, Sunderland—Improvements in furnaces.
41. William Parsons and James Attree, Brighton—An improvement in the measuring

of water and other liquids, and an improved water and liquid meter.
42. Jules A. M. Chaufour, Paris—Certain improvements in the construction of axle

boxes and axle bearings.

Recorded January 11.

43. William Tregaskis, 37 St. Andrew"s Hill, Thames Street—Improvements in the
printing press.

44. Thomas Knowles, Hollingrove, near Bury, and William Ogilvie, Manchester—Im-
provements in looms.

45. Isaac Taylor, Stanford Rivers, Essex—Improvements in manufacturing metallic
cylinders used in printing calico and other fabrics, and in imparting engravings
to metallic cylinders used fur such purposes.

4G. William Hartree, Lewisham Road, Kent—Improvements in furnaces or fireplaces.

Recorded January 12.

47. Edward H. Ben tall, Heybridge, near Maldon, Essex—An improved arrangement of
portable gearing apparatus for the application of horse power, principally for
driving various kinds of agricultural machines or implements.

4S. Andre F. E. Robert, Paris—Improvements in the manufacture of curtains and
hangings for walls and other places.

49. John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, and 166 Buchanan Street, Glasgow—Im-
provements in boilers and heating apparatus generally.—(Communication from
Edme Augustin Chameroy, Paris.)

Recorded January 13.

50. George C. Greenwcll, Radstoek, near Bath—An improved pigment.
51. Charles Barlow, 89 Chancery Lane—An improved registering water meter.—(Com-

munication.)
52. George W. Muir, Manchester—Improvements in warming and ventilating.
53. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street—Improvements in the preparation of coal

and other fuel.—(Communication from A. M. M. de Bergevin, and E. C. Salva,
Paris.)

54. Edward B. Bright, Liverpool—Improvements in communicating signals by elec-
tricity, and in the apparatuses employed therein.

55. Patrick Robertson, 1 Sun Court, Cornbill—Improvements in inkstands.—(Com-
munication )

56. William Parsons, Pratt Street, Old Lambeth—Improvements in apparatus for sup-
plying water to, and for preventing explosions of steam boilers.

57. Charles E. Matson, Church Street, Deptford—Improvements iu roughing horses'
shoes.

58. Jean B. A. Couder, Paris—Improvements in shawls.

Recorded January 14.

59. Nicolas E. Jeanroy, Rue de l'Echiquier, Paris, and 4 South Street, Finsbury—Im-
provements in the manufacture of net lace.

.

60. William Woodcock and Thomas Blackburn, Sough, near Blackburn, and James
Smalley, Blackburn, Lancashire—Improvements in machinery or apparatus for
heating and circulating air, to be applied to all purposes where heating is re-
quired.

61. James A. Manning, Inner Temple—Improvements in the treatment of sewerage and
other polluted liquids.

62. James Broadley, Saltaire, near Bradford, Yorkshire—Improvements in apparatus
used in weaving.

63. Joseph Stenson, Northampton—Improvements in the manufacture of wrought iron.
64. Henry Ingle, Shoe Lane—Improvements in printing machines.
65. William Clark, 53 Chancery Lane—Certain improvements applicable to the paying

out of submarine or submerged telegraph wires or cables.'—(Communication.)

Recorded January 15.

66. John Varley, Radcliffe, Lancashire—Improvements in steam engines.
67. Charles Schinz, Camden, New Jersey, U.S.—An apparatus for manufacturing prus-

siate of potash.

68. John Macintosh, Aberdeen— Improvements in apparatus for the manufacture o£
articles of confectionery.

69. David Bowlas, Reddish, Lancashire—Improvements in machinery or apparatus for
preparing and spinning cotton and other fibrous substances.

Recorded January 16.

70. Marc A. F. Mennons, 39 Rue de l'Ecbiquier, Paris, and 4 South Street, Finsbury

—

Certain improvements in gas retorts.—(Communication.)
71. Richard J. Badge, Newton Heath, near Manchester—Improvements in machinery or

apparatus for drawing or extracting spikes or trenails from railway sleepers and
chairs, and other similar purposes.

72. James Austin, Millisle Mills, Donaghadee—Improvements in machinery or appara-
tus for ploughing or cultivating land.

.73. Robert Archibald, Devon Vale, Tillicoultry, Clackmannanshire—Improvements in

the treatment or preparation of wool and other fibrous materials for being spun.
74. George Macbeth, Manchester—A certain improvement applicable to sewing ma-

chines.

75. Frederick Hyde, Glossop, Derbyshire—Improvements in machinery or apparatus
for spinning, doubling, twisting, or throwing cotton, silk, wool, flax, and other
fibrous substances.

76. Edwin Hills, Warsash, Titchfield, Southampton—An improved process for manu-
facturing sulphate of ammonia.

77. Patrick Robertson, Sun Court, Cornhill—Improvements in lamps.—(Communica-
tion.)

78. Chaides A. de L. de la Brosse, Paris—Improvements in apparatus or machinery for

the manufacture of looped or knitted fabrics.—(Communication.)
79. Edward Rosa, Edinburgh—Improvements in the manufacture of dough and other

plastic or porous substances.

Recorded January 18.

80. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street—Improvements in machinery for the manu-
facture of pipes, and tubes.—(Communication.)

Recorded January 19.

81. Thomas Hamilton and James Hamilton, Glasgow— Improvements in holders or
bobbins for holding or containing yarn or thread, aud in turning, cutting, shap-
ing, and reducing wood and other substances.

82. Andrew Walker and Thomas Walker, Shotts, Lanarkshire—Improvements in the
treatment or preparation of moulds for casting metals.

83. Edward Wilson, 9 Rainbow Terrace, Worcester—Improvements in pistons for steam
engines driven by steam or any other elastic fluid, which improvements are also

applicable to the pistons or plungers of pumps.
84. William Waller, Uddingstone, near Glasgow— Improvements in machinery for

grinding, bruising, breaking, and cutting cereals, grasses, and other vegetable
substances.

85. William Waller, Uddingstone, near Glasgow— Improvements in thrashing ma-
chines, or machinery for thrashing and dressing grain.

86. Vital de Tivoli, 67 Lower Thames Street—An improved omnibus.
87. Peter S. Bruff, Ipswich, Suffolk—Improvements in the construction of submerged

tunnels.

88. Giuseppe A. Tremeschini, Vicenza, Venetian Lombardy—Improved methods and
mechanical arrangements for applying card-board to the weaving of figured fa-

brics, and for airanging the card-board for this purpose.

89. Benjamin B. Wells, Strand, Westminster—Improvements in ordnance.

90. John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, and 166 Buchanan Street, Glasgow—Im-
provements in the boxes and journals of carriage wheels and axles, and in jour-

nals and bearings generallv.—(Communication from Isaac P. Wendell and Jacob
L. Wendell, Philadelphia, U.S.)

91. Thomas Pirie, Nether Kinmundy, Longside, by Mintlaw, Aberdeenshire—Improve-
ments in machinery or apparatus for thrashing or separating grain.

92. Philip Capon, Chancery Lane—Improvements in appaiatus for binding together
pamphlets, letters, music, and other loose documents or sheets.

93. Otto V. Corvin, Alfred Place, Alexander Square, Bronipton—Improvements in the
mode of inlaying or ornamenting in metals a»d other materials.

Recorded January 20.

94. Christopher N. Nixon, Ramsgate, Kent—Improvements in the application of screw
power, such improvements being applicable to steering apparatus, capstans,

windlasses, cranes, winches, aud other mechanical purposes.
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95. Kobert Martin, Glasgow—Improvements in machinery or apparatus for effecting the

shipping of minerals in tidal situations.

96. Thomas Hepplestone, Manchester—Certain improvements in machinery or appara-

tus for winding yarns or threads.
97. William Muir, Scrangeways, Manchester—Improvements in stands for letter copy-

ing presses and other small machines.
98. Charles Davage and Thomas Davage, Wadsley Bridge, Sheffield—Improvements in

railwav crossings.

99. John Dyson, Edwin W. Shirt, and Henry Shirt, Tinsley "Works, near Sheffield—An
improved construction of spring for resisting sudden and continuous pressure.

100. Charles Rishworth, Sheffield—An improved construction of spring for sustaining

loads and moderating concussion.

101. Richard A. Bro^man, 166 Fleet Street—Improvements in the preservation of animal

and vegetable substances.—(Communication from Gabriel Blondin.)

102. John J. Russell, Wednesbuxy, Staffordshire—Improvements in apparatus used in

the manufacture of welded tubes.

103. William Conisbee, King Street, Queen Street, Southwark Bridge Road—Improve-
ments in printing machines.

104 Patrick Robertson, 1 Sun Street, Cornhill—Improvements, in the manufacture of

paints.—(Communication.)

Becorded January 21.

105. James H. Wheatley, 15 Jacob's Well, Barbican—Improvements in printing ma-
chines.

106. William White, Adelaide Street, South Shields—Improvements in machinery or

apparatus for making moulds or matrices employed in casting metals.

107. Thomas Ivory, Edinburgh—Improvements in steam boilers.

108. John J. Robinson, Fratton, near Portsea, Hants—Improved apparatus for sorting

and stamping letters, books, newspapers, and other articles.

109. James Murdoch, 7 Staple Inn—Improvements in brakes for railway and other car-

riages.—(Communication from J. H. Clement, Paris.)

110. Pet:-r"Wil?on, Samuel Northall, and Thomas James, Birmingham—Improvements
in locks and larches.

111. Edward Rawlins, Birmingham, and John Briden, Aston-juxta-Birmingham—A new
or improved method of working stamps used for stamping or raising metals, and
other such like purposes.

112. Henry Smith, Dudley, Worcestershire—An improvement or improvements in the
manufacture of iron hurdles and fencing.

113. John S. Brown, Cirencester, Gloucestershire—Improvements in mills for grinding
corn or other substances.

114. William Clark, 53 Chancery Lane—Improvements in lubricating apparatus.—(Com-
munication.)

115. Hyacinthe Hermagis, Paris—Improvements in stereoscopes.

Recorded January 22.

116. William M. Raine, 34 Bucklersbury—Purifying and increasing the illuminating

power of gas.
117. "William B. Haigh and Joseph Cheetham, Oldham, Lancashire—Improvements in

valves for steam engines, and in superheating the steam.
11^. James Brown, Coventry—Certain improvements in looms.
119. James Brown, Coventry—Certain improvements in Jacquard machines.
120. William Basford, Longport, Staffordshire— Improvements in kilns or ovens foi

bnrning or firing bricks, tiles, pipes, and pottery or earthenware, and in the mode
of charging the ovens or placing or setting the articles that are to be fired

therein. ,

121. Alfred Sterry, Swansea—Improvements in safety lamps.
122. William Weild, Manchester—Improvements in machinery for winding yarn or

thread on to bobbins, spools, cards, or other similar surfaces.

123. Thomas W. Mellor, Ashton-under-Lyme, Lancashire—An improved apparatus for

measuring water and other fluids.

Becorded January 23.

124. Nicolas A. Brouet and Pierre P. Le Coq, Paris—Improvements in treating chloride

of sodium for obtaining therefrom certain useful products.
125. Charles F. Vasserot, 45 Essex Street, Strand—A single and double acting machine

with electro-magnetic motive power.—(Communication from Messrs. Bouvery
and Cresrin, Lyons.,)

126. John Samwells, Dunstable, Bedfordshire, and Charles H. Jones and Christopher
Pkkard, Leeds—Improvements in blocking and shaping hats, bonnets, and other

coverings for the head.
127. John Gordon, 3 Railway Place, Fenchurch Street—Improvements in machinery or

apparatus for pulping coffee.

123. James Johnston, Paisley—Improvements in bonnets, caps, and other coverings for

the head.
129. Charles Bum, Bloomfield Crescent, Westbourne Terrace, Paddington—Improve-

ments in the manufacture of iron cables and chains, which improvements are ap-

plicable to the manufacture of gold and other chains.

130. Jonas Craven, Bradford, and Wignall Hey and Charles Worsnop, Manningham, near
Bradford, Yorkshire—Improvements in actuating rotary shuttle boxes of looms.

131. Elijah Slack, Glasgow—Improvements in the treatment or preservation of potatoes

and other amylaceous vegetable substances.

132. Joseph J. Welch and John S. Margetson, Cheapside—-,An improved expanding or
folding travelling bag or wallet;

133. Jean J. Huber, 14 Boulevart, Montmartre, Paris—Improvements in the construction

of brooches, bracelets, pins, and other articles of jewelry.

Becorded January 25.

134. Arthur Wall, East India Road, Poplar—An improved lubricator for the moving
parts of machinery.

135. George E. Dering, Lockleys, Hertfordshire—Improvements in the permanent way
of railways.

Becorded January 26

136. Jeremiah Garnett, Otley, and Peter Garnett, jun., Cleckheatou, Yorkshire—Improve-
ments in the manufacture of felt.

137. Pearson Hill, Hampstead—^Improvements in machinery for making cams and for

cutting and shaping metals and other materials.

138. Sir Henry Stracey, Rackheath Hall, Norfolkshire—An improved cartridge.
1'; .'. George P. Simcox, Harpurhey, near Manchester—The application of certain mate-

; the manufacture of carpets.

'Ion, 66 Chancery Lane—A new or improved fabric intended princi-

pally as a substitute for leather.—(Communication.)
141. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Improved machinery for mining coal and

other mineral sub-tances.—(Communication.)
'..'-.. Florence—A new or improved process for obtaining aluminium.—'Partly a communication from Vincent Riatti, Modena.)

143. William D. Hirst, Mount Street, Grosvenor Square—A stand for soda-water bottles
and other bottles of a similar form.

144. John Harthan and Ezra Harthan, Timbersbrook, near Congleton, Cheshire—An
improved engine for obtaining motive power.

145. Ralph Heaton the younger, and George Heaton, Birmingham—An improvement or
improvements in annealing metals.

Becorded January 27.

146. Thomas Mottram, John Edwards, and Joseph Mitchell, Yorkshire—Rolling steel,

iron, and other metals, and also for tilting the same for cutlery and other pur-
poses.

147. Arthur Bird, Birmingham—A new or improved spring platform or mattress for bed-
steads and other articles used for sitting, lying, or reclining upon.

148. George J. Wainwright, Dukinfield, Cheshire—Improvements in drawing fibrous
materials.

149. John W. Midgley, Keighley, Yorkshire—An improved construction of covered
roller to be used in preparing and spinning machinery.

Becorded January 28.

150. James M. Napier, Vine Street, York Road, and William Thorburn, 19 Sussex Place,
Vine Street, York Road—Improvements in machinery for planing, shaping, and
slotting.

151. Constantine N. Kottula, Liverpool—Improvements in the manufacture of neutral
soap.

152. Peter Bussi, 38 Cannon Street—An improved railway carriage.—(Communication
from Charles Perratone.)

153. Louis Caemmcrer, Ghent, Belgium—Improvements in the apparatus for cleaning
the top rollers and fluted rollers of the different spinning machines.

154. William Spence, 50 Chancery Lane—An improved pot for chimneys and ventilation.
—(Communication.)

155. Edmond Liouvil, Paris—Improvements in apparatus for aerated liquids.

156. John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, and 16G Buchanan Street, Glasgow—Im-
provements in the manufacture of metal pipes, and in the apparatus employed
therein.—(Communication from Charles F. Sebille, Nantes, France.)

157. Thomas Armitage, Hood Street, Coventry—Improvements in elastic fabrics.

Becorded January 29.

15S. William I. Fox, Birkenhead, Cheshire—Improvements in the bending and reefing of

ships' and other vessels' sails, together with a new application for the leeches
and foot.

159. John Bethell, 8 Parliament Street, Westminster—Improvements in the manufacture
of coke and fuel.

160. William H. Tooth, 9 Summer Street, Southwark—Improvements in polishing plate
glass, sheet glass, and other substances.

161. Edward Hammond,.90 and 91 Herbert Street, Hoxton, Shoreditch—The manufac-
ture of cap fronts, and applicable to the manufacture of ruches, ribbon trimmings,
and other articles of millinery.

162. John Elder, Glasgow—Improvements in the arrangement or construction of steam
engines and boilers.

163. George Chapman, Leicester—An improvement in socks, drawers, and other gar-

ments made of knitted fabrics.

164. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street—Improvements in apparatus for measuring
water, gas, and other fluid's.—(Communication from E. A. Chameroy, jun.)

165. Robert Ware, Plumstead, Kent—Improvements in galvanic batteries.

166. James Wotherspoon, Glengarnock Iron Works, Ayrshire—Improvements in railway
brakes.

167. James Goodwin, Milton, Stirlingshire—Improvements in the treatment, preparation,

and cleansing of textile fabrics and materials.

168. Herbert W. Hart, Birmingham—Improvements in regulating the pressure of gas.

Becorded January 30.

169. William Kaye and Charles Kaye, Lockwood, near Huddersfield, Yorkshire—Im-
provements in mattocks, picks, hoes, hammers, and similar implements and
tools.

170. George G. Nicol, 37 New Broad Street—Improvements in balls or projectiles.

—

(Communication from A. M. Aitken, Singapore.)

171. Charles Niellon, 50 Lime Street—Improvements in the manufacture of manure from
sewage waters.

172. John Newling, Park Street, Grosvenor Square—An improved truss for hernia.

173. RichaTd Coleman, Chelmsford, Essex—Improvements in agricultural implements,
174. John A. Bouck, Manchester—Improvements in the manufacture of sulphate of cop-

per, and in obtaining certain useful products from such manufacture.

175. Thomas Taylor the elder, Thomas Taylor the younger, and Henry Nelson, Man-
chester, and Henry Spencer, Rochdale—Improvements in steam engines, and ap-

paratus connected therewith.

176. Peter Ashcroft, South-Eastern Railway—An improved mode of supporting the rails

of railways in their chairs.

Becorded February 1.

177. Thomas Heppleston, Manchester—Certain improvements in machinery or apparatus

for doubling, twisting, and reeling yarns or threads.

178. William K. Hall, 36 Cannon Street—Improvements in the manufacture of artificial

leather.

179. James A. Manning, Inner Temple—Improvements in the manufacture or produc-

tion of manure.
180. George Bartholomew, Linlithgow—Improvements in horse shoes, and in attaching

the same to the horses' feet.

181. James Childs, Belmont, Vauxhall—An improvement in the manufacture of the

boxes or cases used for night lights.

132. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—An improved clasp or fastening for joining

the ends of belts or bands.—(Communication.)
183. Josiah Haste, Leeds—Improved apparatus for preventing the explosion of steam

boilers.

184. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street—Improvements in burners for generating

and burning gas from hydro-carbon fluids.—(Communication.)

185. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street—Improvements in sewing machines,—(Com-
munication.)

186. William J. Hay, Southsea, Hants—An improved composition suitable for covering

the caulking of ships and other like purposes, for uniting wood and other sub-

stances, for filling up seams, and for use as a waterproof composition generally.

Becorded February 2.

187. William C. Holmes and William Hollinshead, Huddersfield, Yorkshire—Improve-
ments in the manufacture of gas, and in apparatus employed therein.

188. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Improvements in obtaining certain com-
pounds of nitrogen to be applied in the composition of artificial manures, and
for other useful purposes.—(Communication.)
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189. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—An improved instrument for sharpening

the blades of knives.—(Communication.)
190. James Sholl, Victoria Grove West, Stoke Newington—Improvements in the manu-

facture or preparation of paper for writing and copying purposes.

191. William Westley, Birmingham—Certain improvements in the construction of heels

for boots and shoes.

192. John Gray, Bonally Tower, Colinton, near Edinburgh—Improvements in printing

machinery.

Seo'rded February 3.

193. Edmund Moss, Manchester—Improvements in weighing cranes.

194. John Morris, Red House, Great Bridge, Staffordshire—Improvement or improve-
ments in boots and shoes.

195. Alfred Hollis and Stephen Lee, Darlington, Durham—Improvements in the con-

struction of chaldron-waggon and other railway wheels.

196. Anthony N. Armani, Haverstock Hill—Improvements in rail or tramways for streets

and ordinary roads.

197. Ernest F. Dillage, 14 Boulevart Poissonniere, Paris—Improvements in machinery
or apparatus for raisiDg, forcing, and exhausting fluids, air, and gases.—(Com-
munication.)

198. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Improved apparatus for raising and lower-

ing the skirts of ladies' dresses.—(Communication from Louis A. F. Dyounet,
Paris.)

199. Leon S. de la Magdeleine, Paris—An improved manure.
201. William Longley, Erith, Kent—Improvements in apparatus for grinding and split-

ting grain.

202. William Clark, 53 Chancery Lane—Improved hydraulic apparatus for obtaining

motive power.—(Communication from Clement Rostaing, Lyons, France.)

Recorded February 4.

203. Joseph Harrison, Brailsford, Derbyshire—Improvements in apparatus for making
cheese.

204. Robert Harland, Derby—Improvements in the break lever guard of railway trucks.

205. David Smithies, Manchester—Improvements in the manufacture of healds or har-

ness for weaving.

206. Benjamin Beale, Greenwich—Improvements in apparatus for paying out and draw-
ing in electric telegraph cables, applicable also to the raising aud lowering of

weights.

207. John Avery, 32 Essex Street, Strand—An improvement in mechanical movements
for sewing and other machines.—(Communication from James Hanley, New-
York, U.S.)

208. David Williams, Tredegar, Monmouthshire—Improvements in the construction of

ovens or furnaces for the manufacture of coke, and in the means of emptying or

discharging the same.
209. George Bertram, Edinburgh, and William M'Niven, Polton Mill, Lasswade, Mid-

lothian—Improvements in the manufacture of paper.

210. Charles Knight, St. John's Wood—An improved railway guide.

211. Julius Goodman and Louis Goodman, Finsbnry Street, Finsbury Square—An im-
proved portable umbrella.

212. William Rhodes, Manchester, and Henry Napier, Brooklyn, New York, U.S.—The
production of a new paint oil.

Recorded February 5.

213. Alexander Crichton and Matthew Whitehill, Paisley—Improvements in the appli-

cation, adaptation, and use of knitted fabrics.

214. Edward Collingwood and Thomas Collingwood, Rochdale, Lancashire—Certain im-
provements in machinery or apparatus for propelling vessels on water.

215. Adam Woodward and William C. S. Percy, Manchester—Improvements applicable
to hoists and other apparatus or machinery for raising and lowering weights,
designed as a provision against accidents to which such apparatus or machinery
is liable.

216. James Welch, Southall—Improvements in railway and other carriage brakes.

217. Sir Charles Shaw, Chapel Place, Cavendish isquare—Improvements in constructing
moveable or field batteries.

218. Samuel Williamson, Hanover Street, Cork—Improvements in the construction and
mode of affixing street and other gas lamps or lanterns.

219. Samuel Dyer, Bristol—Improvements in the method of reefing, furling, and secur-

ing all the sails of ships or ve.>st-ls.

Recorded February 6.

222. William Potts, Handsworth, Staffordshire—Improvements in painting upon glass,

and in protecting paintings upon glass.

223. George Davies, 1 Serle Street, Lincoln's Inn, and 28 St. Enoch Square, Glasgow

—

Improvements in the preservation of meat and other animal and also vegetable
substances.—(Communication from C. M. G. Magncval, Lyons, France.)

224. William White and Josiah Parlby, Great Marylebone Street—Improvements in the
preparation or treatment of carton-pierre, papier mache, and such like plastic
substances, and in the application of such matters to walls, ceilings, and other
internal parts of buildings, beiths, and other parts of ships and other vessels,
carriages, and other structures.

225. William Ball, Rothwell, near Kettering, Northampton—Improvements in the con-
struction of ploughs.

226. John Miller, Upper George Street, Edgeware Road—Improvements in machinery
for the manufacture of bread.—(Communication.)

Recorded February S.

227. Robert Wilson, Liverpool—Improvements in propelling navigable vessels.

228. Francois Mathien. Lawrence Lane—Improvements in stereoscopes.

229. Julius D. Tripe, Commercial Road East—Improvements in apparatus for securing
window sashes or casements.—(Partly a communication.)

230. Pierre S. Meroux, St. Denis, France—Improvements in fire-bars and grates for fur-

naces or other fire-places.

231. Robert Cunningham, Paisley—Improvements in or connected with the production
of letterpress printing surfaces, and surfaces used in reproducing ornamental
patterns or devices by printing or otherwise.

232. Edward Dench, Chelsea—An improved boiler for heating water for heating and
warming.

233. Richard W. Johnson and William Stableford, Oldbury, Worcestershire—Improve-
ments connected with the brake levers of railway waggons.

234. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Improved machinery or apparatus for
breaking stones, minerals, and other analogous substances.—(Communication
from Leon Busquet, Paris.)

235. Henry Ball, Birmingham—Improvements in repeating and other fire-arms, a por-
tion of which improvements may be applied to ordnance.

236. Edward Reader and John Dewick, Finkliill Street, Nottingham—Improvements in

lace machinery for the manufacture of velvet lace and looped fabrics, and in the
fabrics manufactured by such machinery.

Recorded February 9.

237. Charles Askew, 27£ Charles Street, Hampstead Road, and David Ritchie, 42 Wil-
liam Street, Regent Park—Improvements in roasting machine for meat, poultry,
or game of any kind, to be worked by spring jack movements, or by the oidinary
smoke jack.

233. John Wells, Percival Street, Olerkenwell—Improvements in watch caseB.
239. William Brown and Charles N. May, Devizes, Wiltshire—Improvements in sluice

valves.
242. Evan Leigh, Manchester—Certain improvements in carding engines foi carding

cotton and other fibrous materials.
243. John Taylor, Swanton Novers, Thetford, Norfolkshire—An improvement in the

construction of horse hoes, applicable also to drills.

244. Benjamin B. Wells, 431 Strand, and 143 Leadenhall Street—Improvements in ap-
paratus for counting and indicating numbers.

245. Richard Carte, 20 Charing Cross—Improvements in clarinets.

246. Ebenezer Stevens, Cambridge Road—Improvements in machinery for preparing
dough, paste, and like articles.

Recorded February 10.

248. William S. Clark, Dorset Square—Improvements in copying presses —(Communi-
cation from William M. Smith and Peter Hannay, Washington, U.S.)

249. George J. Ping, Chard, Somersetshire—Improvements in machinery for the manu-
facture of bobbin net and netted fabrics.

Robert Aytoun, Edinburgh—Improvements in safety cages or apparatus for mines.
AVilliam Palmer, Sutton Street, Clerkenwell—Improvements in lamps.
John ChaUerton, Devonshire Street, Islington—An improvement in electric tele-

graph wires, and in insulating telegraphic wires.

James Nasmyth, Lille, France—Improvements in the mode of obtaining motive
power, and of applying it.

Recorded February 11.

Austin Chambers, Canterbury, and William, H. Champion, Lynsted, Kent—Improve-
ments in railway brakes.

Louis Cass, Bury, Lancashire—Improvements in steam engines and steam engine
boilers, and in apparatus connected therewith.—(Communication.)

Richard Bell, Gracechurch Street—An improvement in stable pans, sinks, and
urinals.

George A. Barrett, William Exall, and Charles J. Andrewes, Reading, Berkshire

—

An improvement in the manufacture of perforated beaters for thrashing machines.
Benjamin Looker, jun., Kingston-on-Thames—Improvements in sockets for receiv-

ing telegraphic and other posts or uprights.
George W. Burton, Dubuque, Iowa, U.S.—Au improved method of manufacturing

white lead.—(Communication.)
Joseph R. W. Atkinson, Leeds—An improved mode of tightening up and unscrew-

ing binding nuts and screws.

William Keatinge, Merrion Square, Dublin—Improvements in correcting variations

in the mariner's compass from local attraction.

George Thorrington, Old Windsor, Berkshire—A novel method of propulsion, appli-

cable to agricultural purposes.

Recorded February 12.

William N. Wilson, 144 High Holborn—Improvements in machines for cleaning and
polishing knives.—(Communication.)

William N. Wilson, 144 High Holborn—Improvements in washing and wringing
machines.—(Communication.)

James C. Fisher and James Booth, Blackburn, Lancashire—An improved mode or
method of driving mule spindles.

James Horsey, Greek Street—An improvement in India-rubber and other elastic

band or ring fastenings.

250.

251.

252.

254,

255,

256,

257.

258.

260,

261.

262,

263.

264,

265,

266,

267.

tigF Information as to any of these applications, and their progress, may be had on
application to the Editor of this Journal. .

DESIGNS FOE AETICLES OF UTILITY.
Registered from \2ih February to IQth March, 1858.

Joseph Hoare, Old Fishbonrne, Rosham, Sussex—" The hand seed-

planting machine."
Robert Sorby and Sons, Sheffield—"The improved sheep shears."

James Armstrong, Irthington, Cumbeidand—"Life preserver."

James Chestcrman, Sheffield
—" Spring hat suspender."

Christian Weintraud, jun., Oficnback, in the Maine, Germany, and 4
King Street, Cheapside—" Improved purse."

Bell and Black, Bow Lane, City—"A bos for containing wax or other

matches."
Joseph Lang, 22 Cockspur Street, Charing Cross—" Self-acting lever

for removing cartridges when fired from breech-loading guns and
rifles."

Thomas Pettiver, Trinity Street, Islington—"Improved swing kettle

stand."

R. Ramage, 55a Holywell Street, Milbank, Westminster—" Self-

acting valve ventilator."

W. Reichenbach, 33 and 34 Borough Road, Southwark—"Improved
gas or air pressure gauge."

R. F. Sturges, Birmingham—" Metal for forks, spoons, and ladles."

TO HEADERS AND CORRESPONDENTS.

Feb. 12th, 4056

13th,

16th,
17th,

22d,

4057
4058
4059
40.60

24th, 40G1

26th, 4062

Mar. 1st, 4063

4th, 4064

9th, 4065

10th, 40G6

Commencement of Volume III., Second Series, of the Practical Mechanic's
Journal.—The present part, No. 121, is the commencement of the third volume, second

series, of this Journal, oi the eleventh volume, including the first series. The entire set

of volumes may be had from any bookseller, in cloth, lettered in gold, price 14s. each; or

the whole 120 parts may be purchased separately, as originally published, at Is. each

—

any single part being obtainable The whole ten volumes may also be had, handsomely
bound in half calf in five double volumes, twenty-four parts in each, with the Plates

bound separately to correspond—price 31s. 6d. for each double and its separate volume
of Plates. Volume II., second series, contains twenty-five quarto pages of copperplate

engravings, nearly 500 engravings on wood, and 344 pages of letterpress.

Constant Reader.—We are obliged by his remarks. We never interfere, however,

in the way at which he hints.
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MECHANICAL ENGINEERING AND CHEMICAL SCIENCE.

"BKiTAXi-xi's genius isMechanism; her master spirit, the Civil Engineer."

These were the effective words of a recent writer on one of the engineer-

ing feats of our times ; and they would be true, with two slight altera-

tions. Convert "civil" into "industrial," and add to what the

mechanical engineer has done, the results of the silent operations in the

quiet laboratories of the workers in applied chemistry, and we come

pretty near the real truth. Practical mechanics, and chemistry, divorced

from abstract science, and wedded to the consideration of the actual

objects before us, form the foundation of all those grand successes which

mark our era as the foremost in the development of industry scientifically

applied, even comparing it with the best days of the centuries gone by.

In the great bulk of industrial improvements, we cannot separate these

two leading agents in the development of earth's material resources.

Wherever one has been at fault, the other has opportunely and generously

stepped in to put it right. Many a brilliant chemical theory is worthless

until mechanism affords it a tangible position; and certainly many a

beautiful mechanical contrivance would have yet been a mere ideal con-

ception, but for the good offices of the practical chemist. We, ourselves,

who deal more exclusively with the wheels and levers of mechanical

combinations, may well be considered to be disinterested witnesses to

the facts we propose to adduce, when we credit the chemist with what

we deem his fair due, and express our conviction of how much would be

lost to the world were mechanics and chemistry to cease working to-

gether for the mutual attainment of practical improvement. Chemistry

gives us new materials ; mechanical science teaches us how properly to

apply them. The mechanical engineer finds himself in difficulties, which

unaided mechanical knowledge, even of the highest class, cannot sur-

mount ; the chemist brings him a remedj-
.

When caoutchouc, or India rubber—to use the old well-accustomed term

—was first adopted as a promising material for the purposes of engineer-

ing construction, its beautiful elasticity gave way under severe pressure

and percussive action, and high temperatures softened it and rendered

it useless. But hereupon the chemist devised the system of vulcanisation,

or the combination of sulphur with the gum; and we are now deriving

all or most of the benefits expected from the new material, of which it

was at one time thought we should have been hopelessly deprived.

The chemist discovers the bleaching power of chlorine ; but it is only

with the assistance of the industrial engineer that he is enabled prac-

tically to apply this powerful agent to the bleaching of miles of fabrics.

The mechanical engineer can imprint a dozen or more colours in sequence

with the highest accuracy of " register " upon the spotless surface of the

calico sent him from the bleacher ; but he must depend upon the chemist

for the production and fixture of his delicate tints. Hence, we find that

in every well conducted calico-printing establishment, the chemist works

shoulder to shoulder with the machinist—the mutual co-operation of the

two being in the highest degree essential to that perfection of the work
for which the world has been gradually educated to look.

AVhen the iron ship-builder succeeded in moulding his ponderous and

obdurate plates and frames to suit the traditional forms of the sailor, it

was the chemist who furnished the protective armour which enabled the

iron to bid defiance to the deteriorative effects of the ocean and its inhabi-

tants. Much has already been done in coating the exposed metal surfaces

with preservative matter : and even yet the chemist is labouring hard

to see what further protective improvement is to be obtained.

In the manufacture of candles, much do we owe to the combined efforts

of the chemist and the engineer. Chevreul discovered the true composi-

tion of fats, and suggested the employment of the solid fatty acids ; but

before this new manufacture could attain the development to which it

was destined, the genius of the industrial engineer was required to sub-

stitute mechanism for the skilled labour of the chemical manipulator.

A French chemist discovered, subsequently to the introduction of

what is known as the lirne saponifying process, that the complex fats

and oils might, by simple treatment with sulphuric acid, be split up; and
No 122—Vol. XL

their individual compounds liberated. Another chemist made the dis-

covery that the liberated fatty acids might be distilled and purified by

the agency of a jet of high pressure steam ; but without the co-operation

of the engineer, these facts, however interesting, might long have re-

mained buried, with thousands of others, in the gamer of the' experi-

mental chemist. Following the results of the conjoint labours of the

chemist and the engineer, in this particular field, we find that recently

it was discovered that neither of these two processes of saponification

were absolutely necessary, in order to obtain the fatty acids. Tilghman

found that, by simply passing a mixture of tallow and water through

a coil of heated pipes, the fat was resolved into fatty acids and

glycerine. This important discovery, however, proved practically of

little value until engineering science had invented suitable apparatus,

and had overcome the technical difficulties attendant on its application.

This being effected, the principle is now adopted in France, and—we
speak from our own personal knowledge—with the happiest results.

Let us, in order further to exemplify the mutual dependence of these

twin sister sciences, and to demonstrate the success which invariably

attends their united efforts, briefly glance at a few of the many results.

It was long known that beet-root contained sugar ; but its profitable

extraction was not effected until the engineer and the chemist had to-

gether laboured in one common cause ; and now, from a root whose

juice contains infinitely less saccharine matter than the juice of the sugar-

cane, sugar is produced in Europe at a cost far less than that at which

it is manufactured in our colonies.

The chemist ascertained that coal, on being subjected to the action of

heat in closed vessels, evolved highly illuminating carburetted hydrogen

;

but without the skill and the intervention of the engineer, it is scarcely

probable that we should now enjoy so cheaply such an inestimable luxury

as coal gas.

Young discovered that products similar to those contained in a mineral

oil occurring in Derbyshire, could be obtained by distilling coal at a low

temperature ; and with the assistance of mechanical engineering, large,

indeed, are the quantities of illuminating and lubricating products that

are now manufactured from varieties of coal.

The flax grower has from time immemorial "retted" his own flax.

The process was tedious and uncertain. The engineer and the chemist

have succeeded in performing more perfectly and with far greater advan-

tage the steeping of flax in the space of a few hours.

The small coal of our collieries was until recently almost valueless

;

to-day, by the conjoint labours of the engineer and chemist, a fuel is

made from it more valuable than coal.

A few years since, and wood was held to be too perishable for the ma.

jority of those purposes to which it is now applied ; chemical science,

aided by mechanical engineering, has given to it a durability before un-

known.

In the manufacture of paper, what mutual good services have not these

mainsprings of industry rendered ! From the hand-made sheet of paper

to the endless lengths of the strip that is to provide countless Timeses,

what have not Fourdrinier and others accomplished ! For chemical

science has enabled the manufacturer to substitute for the costly white

rag, the refuse of the cotton-spinner, the waste cotton-waste from the en-

gine room, and the most filthy of chiffons ; and wdien there no longer

remained any other refuse of cotton, hemp, or wool, she substituted straw,

saw-dust, and turf.

Chemical science enunciated the abstract principles of combustion,

and furnished us with the laws of heat ; with the aid of mechanical en-

gineering we have been enabled to realise in practice what theory and

experimental research had taught us to hope for—and we now apply

those truths either in the adoption of the hot-blast, or in the economy of

fuel.

The electrician succeeded in depositing, by magnetic electricity, a

coating of the precious metals on baser alloys ; but practically and in-

dustrially to apply this discovery, the engineer had to construct gigantic

machines, and to adopt steam as their motive power. The chemist

studied the composition of glass, and improved its production
; but with-
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out the assistance of the engineer, how comparatively limited and im-

perfect would have been its applications !

The metallurgist detects the presence of a precious metal in an ore;

but its profitable extraction is rendered hopeless until the engineer has,

by means of effective machinery, separated the worthless from the in-

trinsically valuable constituents.

The worker in metal had for long failed to fashion zinc, and certain

alloys of copper. Chemical science discovered that the malleability of

some metals and their alloys was dependant on temperature ; the me-

chanical engineer availed himself of the fact—and the result was, that

the gong became an article of British manufacture, and that the before

refractory zinc submitted to be laminated into the thinnest sheets.

The iron founder vainly endeavoured to render his iron castings mal-

leable. Chemical science showed that by abstracting the carbon the

result might be obtained. This he adopted ; and by simply heating the

casting with peroxide of iron, its character was altered, and its previous

brittleness disappeared.

There are instances—but they are not of frequent occurrence—where

the discovery of the chemist needs but little, if.any, assistance from the

engineer. We will give one example only. The separation of silver

from lead, containing but a few ounces of silver to the ton of alloy, could

not, until a comparatively recent date, be profitably effected. Pattinson

discovered that when the alloy of silver and lead were melted, and kept

at a temperature verging on the melting point of the alloy, that the lead

separated in crystals, and that the silver became concentrated in a small

portion of the alloy. By this elegant and simple method large quantities

of argentiferous lead are now treated, and the silver is profitably extracted

even when not existing in quantities greater than five ounces to the tgn

of lead.

The examples we have given will, we hope, have been sufficient to have

shown how much practical good has resulted from the combined labours

of the engineer and the chemist ; and few, indeed, are the industries that

arc not indebted for their present advanced and advancing position to

the progress of mechanical engineering and of chemical science. •

HISTORY OF THE SEWING MACHINE.

SECOND ARTICLE.

The first machine adapted in this country to the sewing of two pieces

nl' cloth together, without the aid of hand labour, was one patented on
the 2d of April, 1814, by Leonard Bostwick, the invention having been
communicated to him by a foreigner. This machine produces a running

or basting stitch. Fig. 9 represents a side elevation of the working por-

Fig. 9.

tion of the machine, with one of the side plates removed, in order, to show
the internal arrangement. The cloth enters between the large toothed

wheel, A, and the smaller wheel, b, and by that means is formed into

doubles or crimps, as shown by the waving or undulating line. The
needle, c, shown in detail in fig. 10, is held stationary by the additional

pinions, d and e, and wheel, p. It is made in the peculiar form shown,

in order that it may be passed over the small pinion, d, and be thereby

always kept up to "its work, and prevented from running out of the ma-

chine. The pinion, d, is actuated by causing the spur wheel, G, on the

axle of the wheel, b, to gear into, and drive a pinion mounted on the

axle of the pinion, d, outside the casing. A groove is made in the

several wheels and pinions, A, B, D, e, and f, for the purpose of receiving

the needle, and holding it steady, and in its proper position. The needle

is always stationary, and has an eye formed at one end, as in ordinary
needles, for the purpose of holding the thread, which may either be loose

or run off continuously, from a ball or reel, -as the operation of sewing
proceeds. The length of stitch will, of course, depend on the pitch of

the doubling or crimping teeth in the several wheels and pinions. H is

the pinion which drives the large wheel, a A machine constructed on
the principle of this patent has been largely introduced into this country,

for the use of bleachers, printers, dyers, finishers, and lace manufac-
turers ; aDd for the mere purpose of tacking two pieces of material to-

gether for temporary purposes, it is of considerable value.

A patent was granted to John Fisher and James Gibbons, of Rudford,

Nottinghamshire, for "certain improvements in the manufacture of

figured or ornamented lace, or net, and other fabrics," bearing date the

7th of December, 1844 Amongst other things described in the speci-

fication of this invention is a machine for sewing cords, threads, gimp,
yarn or fabric in pattern, on to fabrics. This, according to the speci-

Fig. 11.

Fig. 10.

fication, is effected by the aid of a needle and shuttle
; and in justice to

Messrs. Fisher and Gibbons, we feel bound to state that it is to them
we are indebted for the suggestion of,combining a needle with a shuttle,

for the purpose, of uniting two fabrics, by means of two threads locked

together, so as to produce a lasting stitch. This machine contained

several sets of needles and shuttles, working simultaneously, and was
intended more for the purposes of ornamentation than as a bona fide

sewing machine. We cannot learn that it has ever been put into

practice.

Fig. 11 represents a sectional elevation, and edge view, of the needle

specified by Messrs. Fisher and Gibbons. This needle is bent, or curved,

in the form of a bow, and is made with two eyes, the one being near the

point, and the other at the bottom of the bend. The curved portion of

the needle, between these two eyes, is grooved, in order that the thread

may lie therein without rubbing against the cloth during the passage of

the needle. The object of the bend is to keep the loop of the thread open
when passed through the cloth, so as to enable the shuttle to traverse

freely with its second thread through the needle loop. The shuttle is

shown in longitudinal section at fig. 12, and is fitted with a spool or

Fig. 12.
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bobbin containing the second thread. A notch, or recess, a, is made at

each end of the shuttle, for the purpose of imparting motion thereto, as

we shall fully explain further on. Fig. 13 shows the shuttle, A, in the

act of passing through the loop of the needle, B, above the cloth, whereby
the needle thread is locked, or prevented from being- drawn out by the

descent of the needle. The needles are secured to.;a needle bar placed

beneath the fabric, and in order to pass the curved portion, or bow
through the fabric, a "shogging" motion
is imparted to the needle bar, simultane-

ously with its rising and falling motion.

Fig. 14 represents a transverse section of

apportion of the machine, showing the mode
of actuating the shuttle, a is the shuttle,

and n one of the needles, which is cast in

a "lead" secured to the needle bar, c.

The shuttle, which is pointed at both ends,

is moved to and fro so as to pass through
every fresh loop formed by the needle, by
means of the two vibrating arms, d, d1

.

These arms are carried by overhead rocking

shafts worked by cams. The vibrating

ends of the arms, d, d1
, are slotted, so as

to receive necks or studs on the bars, e,

e 1
, which rest on the fixed platforms, r, p1

,

and are slided to and fro by the swinging of the arms, d, d'.

On the ends of the bars, e, e 1

, are projections which form bearings for

the axes of the catch bars, G, o1. To the ends of each catch bar is fixed

a finger, h, h 1
,
moving along the guide rails, I, l

1
;
hence, as the arms,

swing together, the one finger will be moving up, whilst the

Fig. 13.

other is moving down the inclined planes, k, k1
, thus causing the catch





m
rjj
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bars, e, e\ to rook slightly in their bearings. Each of these bars carries

as many ea is, l, tX as there are shuttles in the machine ; and the

bent ends of She catches are made to enter or withdrawfrom the notches,

a, a, in the ends of the shuttles, by the turningof the catch bars. When
either of the fingers is on the lower portion of its guide rail—that is, in

the position shown by the finger, h1—then the corresponding catches, i>,

rollers, b, b, such rollers turning freely in their bearings as the fabrics

are moved along the needle by the larger grooved rollers, c, c, and
D, D, as we shall afterwards explain. The stops or projections on
the needle are acted upon by the catches, e, e1 , which thus prevent the
needle from moving back as the fabric is pushed on to it. These catches

have a tendency at all times, by the action of their springs, f, f1 , to bear

Fig. 1G.

»(j

will be down, or engaged in the notch of the slnfttle, which is thus for a

time connected to the sliding bar, e', and will consequently move with

it at the next vibration of the arm, d1
. As the finger, h1

, slides up the

incline, k1
, the catches, l1

, will be gradually elevated out of the shuttle,

whilst the opposite catches, E, *will begin to'come into action by the

descent of the finger, n ; and having engaged them-
selves with the shuttles, the backward motion of the

sliding bar, e, will draw them all through the needle

loops. The needles then descend, and the shuttle threads
will be fastened down by the threads of the needles.

The fabric, m, is now traversed to the proper position

for the next stitch, and the needles again rise up through
the fabric, and form another set of loops, through which
the shuttles are passed back again, in the manner above
described ; and so on, until each pattern is completed.
The fabric is carried by a pair of cloth rollers, capable

of sliding horizontally in two directions—namely, late-

rally and longitudinally ; these combined movements
being sufficient to produce any required design n, n,

are two bars, over which the fabric passes, and is kept
stretched during the process of ornamentation. A rod or

bar, o, running from end to end of the machine, carries

two other bars, p, p, which are hinged thereto, so that

they may be turned up when it is desired to look below.

These hinged bars carry combs or plates, Q, q, which
form shuttle races for the shuttles, one for each shuttle

;

and the combs or plates carry wires, r, which support
the shuttles in their movements across from one set of

catches to the other. The slack of the threads of the

needles is prevented by weighting the thread roller or

beam. The ornamenting produced by the shuttles will

of course depend on the nature of the cord, yarn, or

gymp used, which will be sewn down in pattern by the

movement of the fabric each time the needles go down.
When a second fabric is fastened by the threads of

the needles, the shuttle threads may be of the ordinary

kind used in sewing.
A subsequent patent was granted on the 10th of June,

1845, to John Fisher, James Gibbons, and Thomas Roe,

for some modifications of Fisher and Gibbon's patent
above referred to. These modifications, however, con-
tained little or nothing in common with the present sew-
ing machines, and need not therefore be further com-
mented upon.

Arthur Eldred Walker obtained a patent on the 6th of

January, 1346, for " improvements in machinery for

sewing'." The stitch produced by Walker's machine is

a running or basting stitch, precisely similar to that of

Bostwick, above alluded to ; but in place of using toothed
wheels for the purpose of doubling or crimping the
cloth, Walker employs a rising and falling bar, which

alternately carries the fabric above and below the point of the needle.

Fig. 15 of our illustrations shows two views of the needle employed
by Walker, and fig 16 represents a longitudinal vertical section of the

essentia] parts of Walker's sewing machine. The needle, a, is perfectly

straight, and is formed with two projections or stops, a, a, the object of

which we shall presently point out. When fitted into the machine,
the needle remains stationary, and is supported in grooves in the small

"4

against the needle ; but they are respectively held up at proper intervals

by the cam surfaces, G, a1
, so as to allow the fabrics, as they have been

sewn, and have accumulated on the needle, to pass under the catches.

h is the rising and falling bar, which alternately presents the fabrics above
and below the point of the needle. This bar is cranked or bent at

each end, and works on centres at k, on each side of the machine. The
requisite rising and falling motion of this bar is derived from a crank
and connecting rod, L, a portion of the latter only being shown in our il-

lustration. In order to keep the edges of the fabric in proper position,

a guide plate is fitted to the bar, h, having a horizontal slit made therein,

through which the fabrics to be united are passed. The front large roll-

ers, c, 0, are kept in constant contact, so as to draw the work forward

along the needle as fast as it is presented to the needle point. The second

pan- of rollers, d, d, are not always in contact ; but are brought together

at regular intervals, when the catch, e, is elevated, in order that the

fabrics accumulated on the needle may be moved along. When the catch,

e, is again depressed, the catch, ja!; is elevated in a similar manner, and
the accumulated fabric is drawn, under it by the action of two endless

cords, m, passed round each end of the roller, », and kept in a proper state

of tension by passing round another roller not shown in the cut, which
latter or tension roller is held back so as to give the desired tension to

the cords by a weight and pulley. In these endless cords is fitted a

board, which carries the bobbin of thread used in sewing the fabrics to-

gether. The fabrics are, in the first place, sewed together for a short

distance by hand before being introduced into the machine, and the

sewed ends of the fabrics are then attached to the board on the endless

cords, which, receiving an intermittent motion from the machine, will

draw along the fabrics as fast as they are sewed together, the bobbin

carried by the board giving out its thread as the sewing proceeds.

THREE-CYLINDER TRUNK MARINE ENGINES.

By Messrs. Thomas Richardson & Sons, Hartlepool Iron Works, Durham.

(.Illustrated by Plate 223.)

The marine engines which we have now given in plan in our plate 223,

are the joint production of Mr. Thomas Richardson and Mr. George W.
Jaffrey, of the Hartlepool Iron Works. They are of the three-cylinder

trunk class, and the results obtained in the instances of the several

steamships which have been fitted up with them, are such as to justify

us iiL.£he supposition that a very considerable gain to the economics of

marine engineering has been secured in them.

The essence of the arrangement is the combination of three direct-

acting trunk cylinders, instead of two as usually employed—the several

piston rods being connected to corresponding cranks, so as to work at

equal angles to each other. This arrangement insures a perfectly uni-

form action, an increase in the effective power of the engines, and, gene-

rally, a saving in the wear and tear of the working parts.

In the case of the last set of engines of this class, as fitted on board

the Armmtan, a pressure of 20 lbs. of steam is kept up, with 13 lbs.

vacuum ; and although the ship is of 1000 tons, with but 60 horse power

in her, she manages to steam 6} and 7 knots per hour without canvas.

We shall have more to say about these engines when we give the two

elevations of them next month.
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MECHANICAL NOTES FROM AMERICA.

Steam-Pressure Regulators again: Gale's Latest Improvement—Engineering and Me-
chanical Meetings—Photographing in Colours—Photographing on Wood for En-
gravers—Engraving by the Action of Light alone—The Earliest Daguerreotype
Portrait—True Discoverer of the Use of Bromine in this Art.

Steam-eeessuee regulators have been discussed at some length in your

columns ; but the subject is not yet exhausted. In Great Britain fuel

is cheap, and so is labour. It is proper, therefore, to expect that, while

Britons are leading in the combustion of smoke, American engineers

should bestow most attention to securing greater economy of fuel and
diminishing the expense for attendance. Steam-pressure regulation is

a matter which pertains to both these elements of economy, It is a

waste of fuel when a particle of steam is blown off through the

safety valve, and it is almost as directly a waste to work with a pressure

below the maximum. The economy of high-pressure steam is too ab-

struse a question to be entered on at this juncture ; it is pretty gene-

rally acknowledged—at least so far as non-condensing engines are con-

cerned ; and it having been determined that a certain boiler and engine

are adapted to the use of steam at a certain pressure, say eighty lbs. per

square inch above the atmosphere, every hour that such engine works
under a pressure of only seventy-nine lbs. there is a waste of fuel.

Patrick Clark's regulator (given at page 88, vol. i. second series of

this journal) and its merits and demerits are there canvassed at some
length. Avery similar regulator, probably from the same inventor, was
also represented at page 316 of the same volume. The American patent

of Mr. Clark was issued in January, 1854, and the extensive introduction

of the device during the two succeeding years has been the means of in-

ducing a partial revolution in the system of managing firrnaoes. The
boiler furnaces in a very large number of our manufactories are now re-

gulated by an automatic device of this or some kindred variety. There was
no other regulator than Clark's patented in 1854, although several had
existed quietly on the records previous to his efforts ; but in 1855 there

was one patent granted for an improvement, in 1856 there were three

for similar ends, and last year several more were added to the list.

The latest improvement, and the only one which appears worthy of

particular description, is by William S. Gale, of this city. This gentle-

man originated several previous styles ; but the one now referred to,

and for which a patent has not yet issued, is represented in fig. 1. The
figure represents a vertical section. Instead of a single lever there are

two, acting one upon the other, thereby multiplying the motion. The

diaphragm, instead of being in the form represented in the pages above
referred to, is a plane, and instead of stout rubber cloth, the ordinary

vulcanised gum is employed without any fibrous admixture, and conse-

quently in a tolerably elastic form. The extreme vertical motion of the

.diaphragm is only one-eighth of an inch, as the effect of the compound
levers is sufficient to impart the ordinary motion to the damper with
:that very slight movement. The acting area of the diaphragm is of

course larger than usual, a is the fixed bed, containing a shallow cavity

in its upper surface ; B is the diaphragm ; c is a ring by which it is

bolted down and secured in steam-tight contact with a ; d is the load

piece (sometimes termed the operator or plunger), the part which receives,

through the diaphragm, the pressure'of the steam, and transmits it to the-

levers ; e is the first lever, connected by a link to the second lever, p,

with the weight, G ; H is the rod which conveys the motion to the
damper, i, in the chimney.
The action is too obvious to require a description, but the difference

in effect between this and the other varieties may justify a very careful

examination. If ever an absolutely perfect regulator of steam boiler

furnaces is constructed, it will possess what now appears to be an im-
possible property—that is, it will act to an extent exactly proportioned

to the necessity of the case, and act a little before the change of pressure
in the boiler occurs. The device will, in other words, possess foreknow-
ledge. As now arranged, when the fire becomes too hot, the pressure

gradually rises, and when it has reached a certain point it exerts suffi-

cient force to affect the regulator and close the damper; but an absolutely

perfect regulator would have closed it before, and thus have prevented
its rise. When, on the other hand, by reason of the furnace doors being
opened for a time, or by reason of placing on the fire a large supply of

fresh fuel, the heat is diminished and the pressure sinks, an absolutely

perfect regulator should open the damper wide, a sufficient length id'

time in advance, to prevent the occurrence of any change in the actual

pressure within the boiler. As this will not be attained while the arts

are in their present condition, the nearest approach thereto must win
the laurels, especially if, as in this case, it is probably more durable than

the others. The point in which all these inventions fail is, after all

that can be said, not so much in their sensitiveness, as in the durability

of the diaphragm. Could this portion of the apparatus be completely
preserved from contact with the steam, and always be worked as it

usually is, with the space below filled with comparatively cool water, it

would endure much longer. It is usually connected by a slender pipe,

either to the top of the boiler or to the steam pipe. On opening the

cock the steam flows from the boiler, and stands in contact with the

diaphragm until by the cooling of the steam sufficient water is formed
to fill the space ; after which the pressure is transmitted through the

water, and the diaphragm is kept cool. The damage to the material

during the short period of heat is supposed to be one of the great causes

conducing to its destruction. Could water alone be admitted in the

first instance, it could soon be ascertained how much is due to this

cause, but no inventor has yet presumed to accomplish this. It is

generally considered impracticable to connect the regulator to the bailer

below the water line, ^n account of the filth and sediment in the water;

and the attachment of any especial provision for the purpose of intro-

ducing water between the boiler and the diaphragm has been, I think,

generally deemed impracticable, in view of the liability to freezing in

winter. The regulator in question has, as will be seen, but a very thin,

though widely extended, space to be filled, and as some steam necessarily

condenses in the pipe the moment it is admitted, it is contended that

this space receives nothing but distilled water from the pipe under any
ordinary circumstances ; it being understood, of course, that the water
produced by the condensation in the pipe is prevented from flowing back
into the boiler, or otherwise escaping, except when it may be desired to

empty the pipe, by turning the cocks, m and n, before allowing it to cool

in frosty weather. The feature principally relied on, however, for the

preservation of the diaphragm, is the slight amount of flexure to which
it is subjected. The flexure is obviously different from that in others,

and there appears little reason to doubt that it is of a character much
less destructive to the material. It is not so much the flexibility as the

elasticity of the material which is called into exercise.

The exterior or periphery of the load piece, D, is turned in a conical

form like a safety valve, and the exterior of the ring, c, is correspondingly

shaped, so that it serves as a seat to receive the load piece, and sustain

it firmly without allowing it to sink more than 1-1 6th inch below the

general plane of the diaphragm. The connecting rod, h, being rigid, it

is impossible for the load ever to rise more than an equal distance above
the same initial plane ; so it is impossible for the diaphragm ever to be
strained by being allowed to rise or sink too far. The seat made by c is

an excellent device for sustaining the load piece in its lowest proper po-

sition where there is no pressure beneath it. The compound levers as

here arranged, it will be observed, act without moving or inclining the

load piece to one side to any considerable extent. The necessity for

avoiding friction makes it imperatively necessary in all these devices to

discard the employment of such guides as are used in pumps and steam
engines when it is necessary to convert curvilinear into rectilinear mo-
tion, and to connect the load piece, d, as directly as possible to the lever

or levers. It is said to be demonstrated bj' experience that it is well to

allow the load piece to extend up in the manner here represented, rather

than to connect it by a loose piece introduced between the load piece and
the lever ; but the curvilinear motion of the lever results in giving a
sensible lateral motion to the load piece as it rises and sinks, and this,

when applied to so broad a diaphragm as is here employed, and to one
having so little provision either for a direct lateral motion or for allowing

an inclined position of the load piece, would be productive of obvious
evils. The compound levers, however, multiply the motion of the dia-

phragm to as great an extent as may be necessary, and without either

making the machine cumbrous and slow in its action, by increasing the

length of the levers to an extraordinary extent, or by diminishing the

radius of the curve in which the point, 1, is made to travel. The length

of the lever, E, from the knife edge designated by the figure 1 to the knife

edge designated by 2 is as great as in ordinary regulators, while the

angular motion of the lever, e, is much less than that of the single lever

usually employed. As a consequence, the tendency to lateral motion, or

to an inclination of the load piece, is so much reduced that the use of the

plane diaphragm in the manner described seems to be in every respect

successful. The whole apparatus is reputed to cost actually less than
hemispherical diaphragms and appurtenances before described, while the

action is more sensitive, and the durability of the apparatus is probably

greater, though this last proposition has not yet been established by
positive proof.
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We have, in America, no meeting's resembling those of the Mechanical
Engineers of Great Britain. There hare been a great number of at-

tempts to establish such gatherings, but their success has in general

been very equivocal. The Franklin Institute at Philadelphia holds

monthly meetings, and certain ofl'-shots of the Mechanics' Institute, and
of the American Institute, in this city, meet semi-monthly or weekly, but

the transactions are not of the character which those of your associations

seem to possess. C4ood mechanics do not come to these meetings.

There are a few exceptions, but in general it is rare to find gentlemen
speaking from their own experience or observation. Inventors who
have schemes to foster, or patent rights to sell, will exhibit their inven-

tions, and a few members may ask a question or two ; but there is very
naturally an unwillingness on the part of those whose judgment is

valuable to give it without compensation, either for or against a pro-

ject, especially the latter ; and the meetings are too often lifeless and
formal. The meetings of the various societies of arts, civil and me-
chanical engineers, and institutes of England and Scotland, the names
and locales of which Americans could never expect to learn and remember,
all appear, when duly reported in this journal, in a high degree interest-

ing and instructive. How much of this is due to the skill of the reporter

cannot, at this distance, be surmised. It is quite possible, that by
properly discriminating and improving, by leaving out nine-tenths of

the matter which absorbed the time, condensing, enlarging, remodelling,

and actually substituting some matter which arises, these reports are

made more interesting and valuable than the meetings themselves ; if so,

we require a few such reporters to elevate the reputation of our imitations.

The writer, a few years since, attempted to prepare brief reports of these

meetings for several journals on which he was engaged, but could not

make them rival the British, either in interest for general reading, or

in value as a record of facts. One of the chief valuable characteristics

of the condensed reports in your journals, referred to as so well worthy
of imitation, is the liberal supply of figures and facts with which they
are stocked—facts which have not been previously published, at least,

have not been known in this country. It may not be necessary to

detail the ordinary uninteresting proceedings of too many of our meet-
ings. There are exceptions, which are highly worthy of permanent
record in journals of large circulation, and of this character was a dis-

cussion by the Mechanics' Club—an association existing under the aus-

pices of the American Institute—on the subject of photography, a few
evenings since. In addition to a brief canvass of the principal recent
improvements, most or all of which have been published in this journal,

a tolerably clear statement was made of the actual progress of American
experiments in Hillotyping, or photographing in colours. Mr. Hill, of

this State, who has been so frequently announced as successful in pre-

serving the colours in photographs, was denounced as an adventurer,
unworthy of any respect for his moral qualities, but was deemed entitled

to some degree of credit for having undoubtedly produced several tints.

It was stated that about twelve months ago several tolerably large

specimens were exhibited in this city, but they were all copies of tinted

lithographs, and not views from nature. The tints in these pictures

were not strong, but, as the originals were not exhibited, it was described

as impossible to say how well they were imitated in that respect ; and as

the exhibition was not continued long, it was equally difficult to deter-

min whether the colour faded rapidly, or at all. It was contended that

these tints are generally quite evanescent: A number of the earliest

and most skilful photographic artists were present, and joined in the
discussion. In the opinion of some, the main difficulty lay in the
"fixing" of the tints, so as to render them permanent; but others, and
among them all who had personally expended any considerable time in

endeavours to accomplish this object, contended that neither Mr. Hill, nor
any other individual, had ever yet succeeded in retaining life-like colours

on either silver, collodion, or other surface, even for a single hour. In
libition referred to, it was alleged that red, blue, and green were

listinctly visible; but it was also doubted whether these colours

might not be complements rather than imitations of the original, or

even, perhaps, colours sustaining otherwise no ordinary relation thereto,

and a strong indication of this was thought to exist, in the fact that a
house prominent in one picture was of a decided blue—a very unusual
colour for such an object. The French artists who have recently been
announced as having succeeded in copying the colours, might, it was
thought, have been successful, but it was considered singular that no
specimen had ever been exhibited in this country to give proof of the
fact.

A splendid little specimen of photographing on wood, for the use of
wood engravers, was exhibited at this meeting, the picture being ap-
parently upon the wood itself, and not on any thick coating applied for

the purpose. The process patented by Mr. R. Price, of Worcester,
Mass., commences with applying to the wood a coat of asphalte, of such
thickness as not to interfere with the delicate operations of the artist who
is subsequently employed to cut the picture on the wood. The coating,

it was contended, sometimes cleaves off ahead of the tool, and thus
annoys the engraver very seriously, -while this could not. The new

-. was at present a secret. All photographic pictures were, how-

ever, considered rather too faint and ill-defined to enable them to rival

sharp pencil lines and strong ink washes for this purpose ; but all pro-
gress in this direction was considered highly encouraging.
A member commented very severely on what he deemed the ex-

travagant claims of Mr. Pretsch, who has recently secured patents in

this country for his process. It was contended that he was but trying
to do what he has been announced as having accomplished—that is, the
producing of printing plates from the action of light alone. He con-
tended that his pictures had been few, and produced at a greater outlay of
artistic hand labour, in addition to the photographic operation, than
ordinary plates.

The first intentionally made daguerreotype picture of a human face

was stated to have been taken by Messrs. Woolcot & Johnson, in this city,

on October 6th, 1839. Mr. Johnson was present, and modestly put for-

ward the claim himself—not because it was of any particular importance,
he said, or reflected any great credit on him or his then associate, but be-

cause the distinction had been claimed for others at different times,

without giving dates, and he wished to aid in setting the matter at rest.

The identical picture has been preserved, and was exhibited to the
members. It is only three-eighths of an inch square, and the likeness is

a sharply defined bright profile on a black ground. It was taken by
Daguerre's process, on the same day that the descriptive pamphlets
arrived in this country. The apparatus employed was a pasteboard box
two and a-half inches long, with a concave reflector one inch in diameter
mounted in its interior at one end. A circular aperture, about an inch
in diameter, was made in the opposite end of the box and turned toward
the sitter—the first sitter for a daguerreotype likeness—while a plate of

pure silver, three-eighths of an inch square, was placed in the focus. The
reflector was the eye-piece of a telescope, and the focus was about
the centre of the box. This was certainly a humble beginning ; but
the success elated the operators very much, and in a few weeks or

months an establishment was opened by the same parties, in which the
now immense business of taking daguerreotypes for pay was initiated

—

the pictures being rather faint, and only two inches square, but com-
manding remunerative prices. A large number of those early pic-

tures were exhibited at the meeting. The same Mr. Johnson and his

father were alleged to have been the first to have opened a similar busi-

ness in London two years later (October, 1841). As the success of the
art of portraiture by the action of light has generally been attributed to,

and dated from, the quickening of the process by the employment of

bromine, it is worthy of remark, that Woolcot and Johnson in all their

successful operations for several years used iodine alone, precisely as di-

rected by Daguerre. The introduction of bromine was described as

having in their experiments invariably spoiled the picture, owing, it is

now believed, to a want of appreciation of the extent to which it hastened
the process, and a consequent overdoing of every picture. It was further

claimed that the credit of first suggesting the employment of bromine
in this art belonged to Dr. Goddard, of Philadelphia, who put the idea

forward in 1840. The credit had, it was contended, been claimed for Dr.
Draper, of this city, on insufficient knowledge of the circumstances. It

was stated that Dr. Draper had neglected to give the date of his disco-

very ; and that until this was done, either by himself or friends, the

credit of initiating this great advance in the art was due to Dr. Goddard
alone, at least so far as the bare suggesting is concerned.

New York, April, 1858.

T. D. Stetson.

FOLD OPENER FOR FULLING MACHINES.

The improvements applied by the inventor, M. Martin, of Stambert,

Belgium, to fulling machines, consist in the application of an apparatus

for mechanically opening the fabric during the operation of the fuller ; in

other words, to open the plaits or folds which are formed lengthways by the

operation of the fuller. This apparatus consists principally of a sphere of

metal placed between the two selvages of the material at the entrance to

the machine, as shown in the accompanying figure, which represents a ver-

tical section, in a longitudinal direction, of an ordinary fulling machine,

fitted with the apparatus. In this machine the material, A, to be operated

on is introduced by one of its extremities into the box, b, and enters be-

tween the two rollers, c, which revolve as shown by the arrows. The
upper roller, which can rise and fall, is held down by the weighted lever,

D. It is in passing these rollers that the fabric is fulled in its width, being

caused to enter the pressure box, E, by the feeding-in action of these

rollers. The pressure is caused by a small flap valve at the opposite

end of the box, which closes the box, and is kept in position by a lever,

f, shown in dotted lines. The shaft, G, is furnished with three cylindrical

and moveable stocks or bearers, which strike the material as it lies on the

table, H, after issuing from the box. These beaters, in conjunction with
the box, accomplish the purpose of fulling the stuff' in the direction of its

length. In the ordinary fulling process, after one end of the material has
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completed the circuit of the machine, the two extremities are sewn to-

gether, and the operation is then carried on uninterruptedly. At certain

stated periods it is advisable to stop the machine and examine the stuff,

but without disjoining the two ends, which can be done by examining

the portion lying in the bottom of the machine. Two men then take

hold of the stuff by each edge, and draw it towards them, thus opening
the stuff in its greatest width, in order to undo the folds which are formed
in the direction of its length. They continue this process until the whole
of the material contained in the lower part of the machine has passed
through their hands. The machine is then partly turned round, in order

to bring the other portions of the fabric, which hitherto was engaged be-

tween the cylinders, or elsewhere, within their reach. A considerable

amount of time which is necessary to open the material is thus lost, and
the stuff, which has become to some extent heated in its progress under
pressure, is chilled, and the fulling is thereby considerably retarded.

The inventor has overcome these drawbacks by means of a ball, j, which
is placed near the entrance of the machine. This ball is hollow, and is

of copper, highly polished.

In making use of this apparatus the edges of the fabric are first stitched

together, and it is then introduced into the machine in the manner before

described. The folds which are formed in the fabric in passing through
the cylinders and box are thus taken out by the action of the ball, which
is partly suspended by the tendency that the cloth or stuff exeits to carrj-

it along with it in its upward motion, but which is overcome by the ball

weight. The material is kept in a vertical position at the point of con-

tact with the ball by means of the three triangularly-disposed rollers.

THE SOCIETY OF ARTS EXHIBITION.

Another year has rolled round since we last noticed an exhibition of
" Articles recently Invented, Patented, or Registered," at the Society of

Arts. The present instance is the tenth of those collections, by which,
in a modest and unpretending way, the Society has done so much good
in furthering the progress of the industrial arts ; and each year has seen
a steady increase in the number of the exhibited articles. The catalogue
of this the tenth exhibition embraces 56 pages, comprising 250 exhibitors

and 367 articles ; whilst last year, the list ran through but 48 pages,

whilst there were only 150 exhibitors and 214 articles.

The catalogue is divided into the following eight sections:

—

1. Engraving, mining, and railway mechanism.
2. Machinery and manufacturing appliances.

3. Naval and military appliances.

4. Philosophical apparatus.

5. Agricultural implements and machinery.

6. Building, sanitary, and domestic appliances.

7. Miscellanea.

8. Drawings.
Following the ovder of the catalogue, we may first notice an ingenious

contrivance of Mr. John Chanter, of Bromley, St. Leonard's, for giving
a reciprocating motion to furnace bars, whereby the entire grate can be
cleared without opening the furnace door. The arrangement consists
in supporting each alternate bar at one end on a rocker, worked to and
fro by a hand lever. The bars may be made either in single or double
lengths The dead plate is formed with slits or openings, which allow
of the bars being worked to and fro longitudinally, and admit of a suffi-

cient supply of air entering the furnace at the moment the coals are

temporarily disturbed for clearing the grate. The models represent this

arrangement applied both to locomotive and stationary boilers.

A peculiarly constructed boiler is exhibited by Messrs. G. & W. Steell,

of Richmond, Surrey, designated as a "double-backed double boiler."

This boiler, which is intended for hot-water purposes, consists of two
saddle-shaped or twin cylindrical boilers formed with backs, the one
placed over the other, and extending some distance beyond the back end
of the under one, so as to leave a flue space, which communicates witli

another flue space left between the outer and inner saddle. Then two
portions of the boiler are connected in front by a water space or pipe

between the two, and at the back 1>3' another pipe or water space, so as

to afford free circulation throughout the entire boiler. The flow passes

through a pipe at the top of the outer saddle, and the return, through
another pipe opening into the side of the inner saddle. A large heating

space is certainly obtained, but, we should think, at some expense of con-

struction. The inner saddle contains the fire, which plays on its internal

sides and back, after which it acts upon the back of the outer saddle,

and passes through between the two, returning over the top to the

chimney.
We were rather puzzled to discover the novelty of a patent feed-water

heater for steam boilers, by Mr. John Randolph Lees, of New York. Wc
thought the use of a coil of feed-heating pipes, placed in the breeching
or smoke box of the boiler, had been pretty well discussed by this time,

and were not by any means prepared for another patent for such an
application, or rather re-application.

A pressure guage, patented by Mr. J. Allen, of Boston, United States, and
exhibited by Messrs. W. & J. H. Johnson, is a very ingenious thing-. The
peculiarities of Mr. Allen's guage are, the combination of a piston and
flexible diaphragm with a bow or hoop spring, and rack and pinion

;

the use of a cup-shaped flexible diaphragm contained within a spheroidal

chamber for giving motion to the indicator ; and the use, for the same
purpose, of a helical spring of a dome or cup-shape, in combination with
a capsule of vulcanised India-rubber, placed either inside or outside the

helical spring, accordingly as the guage is intended as a pressure or

vacuum indicator.

Mr. W. E. Ellis, of the Vulcan Foundry, Warrington, exhibited a

sectional model of an ingeniously constructed slide valve, having hinged

or hanging valves placed between the steam and exhaust ports, and
worked by the direct impact or pressure of the steam admitted by the

slider. The object is said to be the avoidance of premature compression

or exhaustion, however great the lap may be, and the exhaust is thrown
fully open at once. This latter effect will undoubtedly be obtained, and
we should rather be inclined to think the opening will be inconveniently

sudden, unless the engine is working at a slow speed. It is altogether

impracticable for locomotives, as the hinged valves could never stand the

violent shocks to which they would be subjected.

Perreaux and Co., of Mark Lane, exhibit some excellent specimens of

India rubber pump valves, of a most ingenious and simple construction.

The valve is constructed entirely of vulcanised India-rubber, made in the

form of a short tube, which is flattened at one extremity, so as to re-

semble somewhat the mouth of a hautbois. The thickness at the upper
part is gradually diminished towards the top, where the two sides meet,

and form lips. These lips remain in close contact when the valve is at

rest, but with any upward pressure they expand freely, and allow the

fluid to pass. A very much larger passage is obtained in these valves

than in any other of equal size, whilst a perfect " clear way" is afforded,

there being nothing to retard the flow. Various specimens, of all sizes,

are exhibited, showing their adaptation to pumps of from six down to

one and a-half inches' bore.

Whilst on the subject of pumps, we may direct the attention of that

awful body, the Metropolitan Board of Works, or, as somebody less rev-

erential than ourselves suggested, the "Metropolitan Board of Play" to

a lift pump, patented by a Mr. Murray, and exhibited by Mr. Thomas
Middleton, engineer, of Leman Street, Southwark. This pump is

specially adapted to the raising of sewerage, with its accompanying in-

gredients of bricks, dead cats, broken blacking bottles, and other solids

of an equally impracticable nature. Mr. Murray employs an endless

chain, having lifts in the form of hinged flaps attached thereto at right

angles, but capable of feathering or lying flat against the chain on the

return or descending side. The liability to choking, from the entrance

of large foreign bodies, is thus obviated, as by a partial back turn of the

chain, the lift will fold up and let the obstructing body free. The idea

is by no means a bad one, and may be worth the attention of those

whom it may concern.

Mr. David Falconer, of Paisley, exhibits specimens of oscillating

pumps, fitted with flexible chambers of leather or India-rubber, the

chambers being made to alternately expand and contract by an oscillating

crank motion. Each chamber is furnished with an inlet and outlet

valve, the one opening from the suction pipe, and the other opening into

the discharge pipe, which is forked so as to embrace both chambers, and
so receive a constant supply.

A well executed model of a tubular air-heating apparatus for the
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ventilation of mines, is exhibited by Mr. J. M. Paull, of Alston, Cum-
berland. It consists of a number of heating tubes, built into the chimney
above the furnace, one end of the tubes opening into the mine, and the

other into an upcast shaft. By this means all the air from the mine is

brought into direct contact with the rarefying agent, and explosive

gases even may be so exhausted "without risk of accident.

We also noticed, under the head of "mining and metallurgy," a small

model of a machine for crushing and dressing metalliferous slags and
stones, exhibited by Mr. Herbert Mackworth, Government Inspector of

Mines, Bristol. As the construction of the machine would not be in-

telligible without diagrams, we can only remark on the nature of its

operations. It is specially intended for crushing and dressing the refuse

slags and cinders of iron and other smelting furnaces, whereby the

variable proportion of metals which they contain, and which are

now lost, are regained and utilised. The richer cinders may be separated

from the poorer portions by the action of gravity. In order to granulate

and soften the cinders, it is proposed to run them into water as they

come from the furnace ; they are then submitted to the action of the

crushing an<l separating machine represented by the model, which con-

tains a double row of light stamp heads for breaking up the cinders.

The crushed and granulated cinders are then sorted in a peculiar manner,
by a current of water which is driven upwards in pulsations, by a pump
worked by the machine: the particles of cinders arranging themselves
in layers according to their specific gravities.

A model of another machine for crushing shale is also exhibited by
Mr. Mackworth. This consists of a pair of rollers having pyramidal
projections thereon, between which the shale is passed, the rollers being
held together by bands of India-rubber or other springs, in lieu of the
ordinary counterbalance weights. This machine is mainly for the pur-

pose of treating the carboniferous measures which are found interstrati-

fied with coal, and which contain from ten to fifty per cent, of ironstone

in the form of hard nodules. The separation of these nodules, without
injury thereto, from the shale in which they are imbedded, forms the

main object of the machine.
Mr. Robert Rennie, of Netherwood, Dumbartonshire, exhibits two neat

models of his improved trap-doors for mines and collieries ; the doors be-

ing so connected by levers and connecting rods, acted upon by the ap-

proaching waggons, that they will open and allow the waggon to

pass freely, and remain open until the passing waggon strikes a closing

iever, when the doors are instantly closed. This is a very useful inven-
tion, and, moreover, exceedingly simple and economical in its construc-

tion.

Railway construction and mechanism is very extensively represented.

Amongst numerous forms of rails, fish-joints, and chairs, we may briefly

notice Mr. Adams' suspended girder rail and improved fish-joint, the
latter formed by stamping the rail ends into square channels, into which
ribbed fishes of great lateral strength are recessed. The bolts and ants
are formed to key fast against the ribs.

Messrs. Taylor and Worswick of Ipswich, and Mr. Lovatt of Sudbury,
exhibit two excellent cottar joint chairs. The main feature of novelty
in one of the specimens is the use of a cottar passing transversely
through the chair, arid through slots or notches formed in the ends of

the rails, thereby holding the two ends firmly on to the bottom or bear-

ing surface of the chair, so that they do not depend on side keys or

wedges to prevent their rising. A full notice of both these chairs will

be found in our January number.
By a remarkable coincidence, two nearly identical models of means of

fastening the abutting ends of rails to prevent springing, are also shown.
One is the production of Mr. Butterworth of Chelsea, who proposes to

remedy the defect of loose rail ends by simply making a semicircular
notch in the web at the end of each rail, so that on bringing the two
ends together a circular hole is formed, into which is inserted trans-

versely a circular pin of a length corresponding to the thickness of the
web, so as to be flush therewith—the ordinary wooden key keeping the
circular key in its place. So much for Mr. Butterworth. Let us now
see what Mr. W. H. Myers' plan is for securing rail ends. We will take
his own description from the catalogue to make sure:—"The joint of

the rail is fished by means of a female dovetail, slightly bevilled, cut in

the end of each rail, into which is placed a male dovetail piece, also
slightly bevilled to fit the female dovetail in the ends, which, by the aid

of a chair (also exhibited by Mr. Butterworth), are held firmly together
at their junction." It simply amounts to this—that one uses a semi-
circular notch and circular pin, and the other a dovetail notch and eor-

respondingly-shaped pin. The latter arrangement is undoubtedly the
best, though more complicated than the former ; but we are at a loss to

know wherein the novelty lies.

M. Le Cristoforis, of Regent Street, exhibits an apparatus for ascend-
ing inclines on railways, and carries us back to the days of cog wheels
and rack rails, with, we fear, little better result than our fathers derived
from the use of those extremely useful elements of railway mechanism !

Bnt M. Le Cristoforis informs us that he intends to obviate the stripping
rit on the use of ordinary cog wheels and racks, by fixing a

number of small wheels on the side of both the propelling wheels of an

ordinary locomotive, near the circumference, which small wheels act as
cogs, and gear with a series of projections connected with the rails. In
short, a veritable cog wheel and rack is used, but having a larger pitch
than hitherto.

Next in the order of the catalogue is Whitworth's self-acting signal
apparatus and announcing bell. This apparatus, which is represented
by a well-executed model, is brought into action by the wheels of the
engine, which depress a lever arm, and thereby release a catch in con-
nection with a sliding bar attached to a balance weight. The weight
then falling causes the "danger" signal to be shown, whilst at the same
tune an announcing bell is set in motion. This is a very simple and
efficient apparatus.

Mr. John Harrison, of Homerton, exhibits a neat model of a switch
point and signal controller for railway junctions. The signals are so
connected with the switch levers, that the act of setting the switch
necessitates the bringing of the signals into such a position as to pre-
vent anjf train from advancing but that for which the switch is set.

Gibson's patent self-acting railway signal and telegraph, exhibited by
Messrs. Young and Poole, of Hull, is a very ingenious arrangement' for

signalling the passage of a train at any dangerous part of the line, such
as the entrance to a tunnel, or a deep cutting on a sharp curve. The
wheel of the engine in passing depresses a lever, and sets the signal at
" danger" for the driver of the following train. This signal remains set

until the train has safely progressed a certain distance (say 1,000 or

1,500 yards), when, by the depression of a similar lever opposite to an-
other post, the first signal is altered to " all right," and the second at

the same moment indicates " danger," to be in turn released by the third,

and so on. The depression of the lever above referred to, is also made
to establish a circuit for an electric current, which is conveyed by wires
to alarm bells at any station in advance of or in the rear of the moving
train, which bells are kept ringing until the train passes the next signal

post, when the depression of the lever breaks contact and stops the cur-

rent. A model is also exhibited, showing a simple and effective self-

acting contrivance for compensating for the expansion and contraction

of signal wires. This is accomplished by an arrangement of balance
weights connected to chains attached to the wires, whereby the latter

are maintained at a uniform tension.

Among the numerous models of railway brakes, we noticed a simple
arrangement by Mr. J. Sutherland, of Paddington, for the locking of

all the wheels of the carriages simultaneously by means of iron friction

bands, acting on drums fitted on the axles, the bands being coupled to

a horizontal lever running along the frame of the carriage, which lever

brings the bands into contact with the drums, and thus acting as a
powerful brake.

Mr. W. B. Adams gives the very ingenious name of the " horse-foot

wheel" to an improved railway wheel, exhibited by him. An elastic or

yielding substance is interposed between the tyre and the wheel so as to

reduce the inelastic load to the tyre itself, which may, consequently, be
made lighter, as it is less liable to heavy blows and shocks when run-

ning.

We have next to notice a most extraordinary-looking apparatus, yclept

a patent locomotive engine, exhibited by a Mr. Inman, of Poplar. This
may be a, patent locomotive engine, but if so we are really very sorry to

hear it. We fear a great deal of time and labour has been thrown away
in producing a simply useless toy. The model is well executed, and that

is all we can say of it. The idea of the invention is to economise motive
power when applied to locomotion, and this he proposes to accomplish by
causing high-pressure steam or other motive power to expand a series of

hollow discs or flexible steam chambers arranged round the axle, and
carried by each of the wheels of the locomotive. These discs are con-

nected by radial pipes with the bosses of their respective wheels, and are

so disposed,' by an ingenuity which is sadly misplaced in the present case,

that by their successive inflation by the passage of steam therein through
the axle and pipes they will bring into action a series of radial arms,

which slide outwards, and press upon the rails, thereby assisting the en-

gine. We can only give a very vague description, however, of this ap-

paratus, as it really is not worth the labour of describing minutely. In
exhibitions like these there will at all times be a great deal of what is

Utopian mingled with really practical matters.

V. de Tivoli, of Pimlico, exhibits a model of a cab omnibus fitted with

De Cristoforis' conical wheels, and having an arrangement whereby a

brake is applied by backing the horses. The sides of the omnibus are

divided into a number of separate compartments, one for each traveller,

giving the omnibus the appearance of a number of Hanson cabs, placed

side by side, and mounted on an omnibus frame.

Those unfortunate travellers who have ever known what it is to get

their fingers jammed by the door of a railway or other carriage, will

be pleased to learn that an effective carriage-door shield is exhibited

by Mr Morton, of Camden Town. Metal plates are so disposed as to

fold over each other on the hinged side, so as to cover the hinges, and
prevent the possibility of the fingers being crushed or the dress caught

therein when shutting the door.

This completes our notice of the first section of the catalogued articles.
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MECHANICAL MOULDER FOR RAILWAY CHAIRS AND
GENERAL CASTINGS.

By Mr. \V. White, Iron-Founder, South Shields.

(Illustrated by Plate 224.J

The railway chair moulder, of which we here present two views, is

capable of moulding 300 chairs per hour with no other manual aid than
that afforded by the attentions of two boys. This fact expresses its high
rate of production. But, in attaining speed, accuracy of work has not

been neglected ; for, by providing for the uniformly even pressure of the

moulding sand, the frequent accidents of chairs being drawn or blown
in the crease are avoided. This has been proved by a close inspec-

tion of several hundred tons of chairs moulded in a small machine now
at work at Newcastle.

Fig. 1 on our plate is a front elevation of the machine, consisting of a

metal bed-plate, on which three metal standards are securely bolted.

The centre standard acts as a guide to the presses, A, and also as a sup-

port to the shaft, b, from which the presses are alternately worked by
cranks, c. It will be observed that the press, A, is fully down on the

bottom box, whilst that for the top box is the reverse. At d are metal
tables with V railways at the top and bottom, each table being attached

by a link at e to the levers, f, on the weigh bars, g, motion to which is

given by the slotted links, h. The V railways on the bottom part of

the plates, i>, enable them to move along the rollers, whilst those on the
top allow the free passage of the box-boards or bogies on the railway.

After leaving the press, the bottom box is turned over on to a similar

bogie, and when it receives the top part or box, it is run along the rail-

way to the place of casting, after which the boxes are returned for re-

moulding, others in the meantime taking their place. At i are two belt

pulleys, one loose and the other fast to the shaft, j, from which the spur
wheel, K, is driven by a small pinion at L, and thus motion is given to

the entire machine.
Fig. 2 is an end elevation, showing the position of the slotted link, n,

from which it will be seen, that as the press leaves the bottom box, the
link strikes the pin, m, in the slotted lever, n, and the lever, p, being
fixed to the same shaft, a, and attached to the tables, D, by the links at

o, forces them alternately from under the press to the railway. The
other end view or elevation shows the position of the link and crank
exactly in the reverse position to those as shown in fig. 2, consequently
as one press rises the other descends.

The inventor of this machine submits, that at least two-thirds of the
ordinary cost of production of chairs is saved, as compared with the
cheapest plan of manual moulding. The usefulness and economy of the
apparatus arc still further improved by adding a hopper immediately
above the railway, to fill the boxes with sand, supplied from the pit be-
neath by an endless creeper belt with lifting cups. What we have
described refers, of course, specially to chair moulding, but it is also

suitable for general castings.
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RECENT PATENTS.

STEAM ENGINES.

J. H. C. Lobxitz and J. M. L. Henderson, Glasgow.—Patent dated Aug.
27, 1S57.

In (he specification of their present invention, the patentees have shown

and described various arrangements of steam engines of a compact and
powerful kind, suitable for different purposes, but especially applicable

for screw steamships. Each set of engines of this improved class com-
prehends four separate working steam cylinders, disposed in each in-

stance in pairs across the ship, the pistons of each pair working simul-

taneously, or in direct concert, the steam being applied through one

valve to both C3'linders, so that the whole set of four cylinders virtually

operate like a single pair of cylinders. Under one form or arrangement
of these engines, as especially applicable for screw propulsion on board

ship, the four steam cylinders are disposed vertically so as to form a

parallelogram, upon a single large sole or base plate resting on proper

bearers on the ship's bottom.
Fig. 1 of our engravings is a front or end elevation of a set of marine

steam engines with four steam cylinders, as arranged for a screw steam
ship, one of the cylinders

and the condenser being
in section ; fig. 2 is a half

sectional plan of the en-

gines, corresponding to fig.

1. In this arrangement,
the sole or base plate, A,

carrying the set of four

vertical steam cylinders,

is, and the pedestals, c, for

the screw propeller shaft,

is fitted up with tubes so

as to form a surface or

external condenser, as

shown in fig. 1. The
four steam cylinders, b,

are bolted down upon the

top of this condenser sole

plate, forming a parallelo-

gram, as represented in the

plan. The four piston

rods, d, of this set of steam
cylinders are prolonged
upwards to pass through
overhead guide eyes in the
stationary cruciform guide
stay piece, e, bolted by its

four corner arras upon the

upper ends of the four ver-

tical pillars, F, which are

in turn bolted down by
their lower ends to suit-

able angular flanges on the

steam cylinders. The pis-

ton rods of the forward
pair of steam cylinders are

connected by collars and
binding nuts to corre-

sponding eyes in the ends
of the cross head, o, which
again has jointed to its

longitudinal centre the
double eye or forked upper
end of the descending con-

necting rod, H. The lower
end of this connecting rod
is jointed in the usual
way to the crank pin, 1,

of the forward or single

overhanging end-crank, j, keyed on the screw propeller shaft, k. Simi-

larly, the piston rods of the after pair of steam cylinders carry a second
cross-head, working a corresponding connecting rod, the lower end of

which is jointed to a duplex crank, also on the screw propeller shaft.

Each pair of cylinders—fore and aft—is fitted with a single steam-slide

valve chest, m, fitted with a single-cup slide valve, actuated by a pair of

eccentrics working the valve spindle through the usual expansive and
reversing link motion. These single-cup slide valves govern the two
steam ports and the central exhaust of each pair of steam cylinders, in

the ordinaiy way. The two steam-slide valve chests, m, are supplied
with steam from the boilers by the branch pipes, n, whilst the exhaust
or used steam from all four cylinders passes off by the pipes, 0, to the

tubular condensers. The arrangement of the respective steam-slide

valves is such that the individual cylinders of the fore and aft pairs re-

spectively are joined together laterally by their common valve chests.

The condensing action of the tubular chambers is rendered most effective

by providing for a constant circulation of cold water through them ex-

terior to the tubes, whilst the exhaust steam is made to circulate through
the interior of the tubes in forward and backward currents for the com-
plete exposure of the steam to the surface-condensing action of the water.
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As the exhaust steam passes off by the pipes, o, it flows into the upper

end sections, s, of the condensers, these sections, as well as the corre-

sponding portions of the condensers themselves, being divided off from

the lower parts by horizontal diaphragms. From these parts the steam
flows through the tubes along the upper divisions of the condensers,

when the cells, s, at the opposite end reconduct the steam back through

the tubes in the lower divisions, the air and water of condensation

being finally drawn off by the chamber and pipe below the end sec-

tions, R. The cold water from the sea enters by the pipe, t, to

surround the condensing tubes, and after circulating all round them
it flows off by the outlet, v. The cold water inlet, t, communicates with

the sea by a trumpet or expanded mouth. The air pump or pumps keep

the condensing tubes and chambers clear ; and the air pump, as well as

the feed pumps, are worked by a separate or " donkey " engine, so that

the proper exhaust action can be kept continuously going if required, and
the main engines have nothing to do but to propel the vessel. When
common condensers are used, the air and feed pumps may be worked and
applied in the ordinary way.

Fig. 3 is an external front or end elevation of a set of paddle-steamer

engines, of four steam cylinders, arranged diagonally in pairs, the axes

of each pair being at an angle of 45 degrees with the horizontal line. In

these engines, the central sole plate condenser, A, which is of the tubular

surface action kind, serves to carry the whole of the four steam cylinders,

b, which are bolted down upon it by side flanges, in fore and aft diagonal

or inclined pairs. The two parallel piston rods, c, of the fore and aft

pairs respectively, are attached to a single cross head, v, the extreme
ends of which work in suitable guides in the guide brackets, e, bolted to

the lower ends of the steam cylinders. Each of these cross heads has

jointed to its horizontal centre the lower end of an ascending connecting

rod, f, passing up between the individual steam cylinders of the respec-

tive pairs, and having its upper end jointed upon the pin of a duplex

crank, g. on the main overhead paddle shaft. The upper end of one
connecting rod is formed with a single eye, and that of the other with a

double or forked eye, so as to enable the two to work upon the same
crank pin. The main paddle shaft, H, is carried in bearings in the large

brackets, i, connecting the upper contiguous ends of the four cylinders

together. The steam slide valves, J, are on the upper external sides of

the cylinders, the steam being supplied to them by the pipes, k, whilst

the exhaust is led off to the condenser by the pipes, l. The same
general arrangement is applicable for screw propelling purposes, simply

by reversing the cylinders. In such cases, the bearings for the main
shaft would be carried upon a sole plate formed into a surface condenser,

whilst the space between the cylinders would simply be occupied by
suitable transverse connecting stays. As arranged for screw propelling,

of course the pairs of cylinders hereinbefore referred to as fore and aft

would be converted into starboard and port pairs. In this arrangement
of marine engines, the two pairs of steam cylinders may also be wholly

on the after side of the crank shaft, at any suitable angle, instead

n each side. This arrangement is especially suitable for boats

of shallow draught, where great power is desired, each pair of cylinders

being arrangc-d to operate upon a pair of cranks. The peculiar advan-
of these engines are, that they possess a long stroke, and a long
'irig to'], enabling them to work with directly superior efficiency,

they can expand the steam to the best advantage ; that they are

compact, and have all the working thrust or action and re-action within
themselves ; that they have very few working joints ; and that, by the

rae of surface condensers, they can always work with fresh water in

their boilers.

No. 122—Vol. XI.

FiS. 1.

MAGNETO-ELECTRIC MACHINES.

F. H. Holmes, Blaclaoall.—Patent (kited July 20, 1857.

The first part of this invention consists of improvements in arranging
and constructing the helices of magneto-electric machines. The im-

proved helix consists of a thin iron tube, round which the wire is coiled.

Inside the tube is placed a core of soft iron, which is secured by being
screwed at one end into one of the two end plates of the helix, the other

end of the core being formed with a projecting shoulder or collar for the

purpose of tightening itself, and of binding or holding the face plates

tight against the ends of the coil when the core is screwed up. To facili-

tate the screwing or unscrewing of the core when it is required to be

introduced or withdrawn, two cavities or notches may be made in one
end for the introduction of a suitable key. In this manner the core can
be easily removed without deranging the helix.

The second part of the specification refers to the construction of the

brake or commutator. Fig. 1 of the accompanying engravings repre-

sents a side elevation of the commutator;
fig. 2 is a plan of the same corresponding.

The two halves of the commutator, a and b,

are the two halves of one commutator ; and
it will be observed, on referring to the engrav-
ing, that the divisions in the periphery of the

commutator are so formed, that the rollers, c,

in passing over any one of them, cannot
descend into the intervening space, since the

opposite sides of the divisions are in the same
line. A sufficient space is left, nevertheless,

in each division to prevent contact being
established between the parts requiring to

be insulated, bj' the accidental lodgment
therein of dirt or other foreign matter. The
divisions, if found desirable, may be made
straight ; but in place of being disposed pa-

rallel to the axis, they should be arranged in

a diagonal direction across the width of the

commutator, so that the rollers will pass over
one end of each division before they reach the

other end, and will thereby be prevented from
descending into the intervening spaces between the projections. Com-
mutators of the description above referred to, may obviously he used
either for the purpose of directing the two opposite currents of a mag-
neto-electric machine, in such a manner that on leaving the commutator
they shall always flow in one direction, or these commutators may be
employed for diverting the current of a galvanic battery in different

directions, as, for example, through a number of wires coiled round soft

iron, and used in electro-magnetic engines or in telegraphic apparatus.
In carrying out the third part of this invention, the patentee arranges

the poles of the magnets used in the construction of magneto-electric ma-
chines in a circle, and at equal distances asunder, and disposes the helices

in a similar manner, but the number of the helices should always be a mul-
tiple of the number of poles of the magnets. He also employs a separate
and distinct commutator for each series of helices ; that is to say, sup-
posing the number of helices to be double the number of poles, two com-
mutators are arranged in such a manner that the rollers shall pass over
the divisions in each commutator at the instant when the whole of the
helices in communication with such commutator are on the " dead point

"

of the current—that is to say, at the instant when the current is about
to flow through the series of helices in an opposite direction. As there
are twice as many helices as poles, it follows that when one series are
on the dead point, the other series will be in the condition of maximum
electric force.

Thus, by the arrangement of commutators and series of helices corre-

sponding with them, as hereinbefore described, each commutator will

alternately give off a current which may be thus expressed for two com-
mutators :

—

First Commutator.—Zero—current commencing—maximum—cm-rent

decreasing—and, finally, zero.

Second Commutator.—Current at maximum—current decreasing

—

zero—current commencing again, and current at maximum.
Therefore, by connecting the two conducting wires of one commutator

with the two corresponding conductors of the other commutator (in cases
where quantity is required), or by connecting the positive conductor of

one with the negative conductor of the other, a compound current will

be the result, which has no dead point, and varies only from the maxi-
mum of current of half the number of helices to the mean of the current

of the whole of the helices. A compound current of this description,

produced from a double series of helices and two commutators, will be
found most advantageous in the production of the electric light.
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LIFTING AND REGULATING THE MOTION OF HEAVY
BODIES.

James Robeetson, Glasgow.—Patent dated June 11, 1857.

The specification of this invention comprises a number of novel modifi-

cations, involving improvements in derricks, cranes, and machinery for

controlling the ascent, descent, and lateral traverse of heavy bodies.

From the numerous figures given in the illustrative drawings, we are

unable to do more than select a few examples of the patentee's improve-

ments.
Fig. 1 of the accompanying engravings is an elevation or side view of

one modification of an improved derrick ; fig. 2 is a back view of the

same. The derrick is built upon a suitable foundation or substructure,

Fig. 1.

___
:;; _VW

Fie 2.

A, of stone or other materials, to the upper

course of which the bed plates, b, of the derrick

are firmly secured. Near to the fore end of

each of these bed plates, b, is cast a semicircu-

lar recess, to which a cap is fitted and secured

to the plate, b, by bolts, the recess and the cap

forming a bearing, c, to receive the trunnions

or pivots, d, which project laterally from the

cast-iron sockets, e. The sockets, e, are cast

hollow to receive the lower ends of the two

columns or standards, f, which form the jib of

the derrick, the to-and-fro movement of which is obtained by the motion of

the trunnions in the bearings, c. A longitudinal recess or cavity is made

in the stonework of the foundation, a, between the legs of the jib, f
;
in this

opening, the T-shaped casting, g, which forms the foot of the sockets, e,

moves to and fro in accordance with the motion of the jib, f. The

T piece, g, is strengthened by malleable iron side rods, h, which are bolted

to its upper and lower parts, and to an eye fast to the end of the foot piece,

g is attached a chain, i, bv which the motion of the lower end of the

derrick is controlled. The upper side of the foot piece, a, is cast to form

a bearing for the pulley, J, under which the hoisting chain, k, is passed.

Between the upper extremities of the jib, F, is slung a strong pulley, l,

the strap of which is made to receive and hold the hoisting lever, m,

which is fixed to the strap at about one-third of its length from the after

end, thus allowing two-thirds of its length to project forward beyond the

jib F. The lever, M, is stayed above by the rods, n, which are attached

to 'the cap of the jib, and to each end of the lever. To the after end of

the lever, m, is likewise attached the upper extremities of a pair of stay

rods o the lower ends of which are linked to eyes fast to the bed plates,

B At' the outer or forward end of the hoisting lever, m, is a pulley,

p which is suspended from the stud to which the fore ends of the rods,

n' are attached. The hoisting chain, k, passes from the under side of the

pulley, J, over the pulleys, L and p, and terminates in a hook or other

attachment for lifting the weight to be raised.

is attached to the foot, g, of the derrick, is passed round a barrel, Q, form-

ing part of the steam winch, k, and serves to. control the forward motion
of the jib. The movement of the jib in the opposite or backward direc-

tion is regulated by the chain, s, the upper extremity of which is attached

to an eye bolted to the after end of the lever, M ; the other portion of the

chain, s, passes round the barrel, Q. The barrel, Q, is made of two
diameters, so that the chains, I and s, may be paid out and hauled in in

the same ratio, in order that the weight on the hook of the hoisting chain

may be kept in a horizontal or nearly horizontal position—that is to say,

if the derrick is allowed to move forwards, as shown by the dotted lines

in fig. 2, the chain, i, which is wound upon the smaller part of the barrel,

q, will be hauled in as the jib, f, moves forward; meanwhile the chain,

s, is paid out in corresponding ratio, and the rods, o, at the same time so

adjust the angle of the lever, m, that the hook of the hoisting chain moves
in a horizontal or nearly horizontal plane. When moving the derrick in

the opposite or backward direction, it follows that the chain, i, must be
paid out whilst the chain, s, is hauled in, the lever, m, being meanwhile
so adjusted by the rods, o, that the hook of the hoisting chain moves in a
horizontal plane, The hoisting chain, k, passes from under the pulley, J,

to the winding barrel, t, its ascent and descent being regulated by the

steam winch, or other regulator. The stay rods, e>, being attached to the

after end of the lever, m, serve to control its motion, as these rods move
in unison with the jib, f, and parallel or nearly so therewith.

Fig. 3 is a side elevation of a derrick centred upon a fixed post, A,

which is secured by bolts or other means to its sustaining platform. In
the projecting part of each of the castings, b and c, a vertical orifice is

made to receive the heel or pivot, g, of the jointed foot of the derrick,

and in the upper casting, c, to receive the bolt, H, to which the swivel, i,

is fast. The hoisting chain, k, is led from the steam winch or other
purchase, is passed over the sheave of the block, j, and is then earned
downwards in a vertical direction to the pulley, k, the cheek plates of

which form a part of the cast-iron foot, M, of the derrick, which is jointed

at N to the pivot or swivelling pin, g. The chain, k, passes under the

sheave of the pulley, l, and is then carried upwards and parallel to the

derrick, and passed over the sheave of the cast-iron block, o, at the upper
extremity of the derrick, and terminates in a hook, p, of the usual land.

The periphery of the pulley, J, is nearly in a line with the pivots, g and
H, the axes upon which the derrick moves. This modification of derrick

is particularly applicable for being worked by means of a steam winch,

Fig. 3.

The chain, i, which

as it may be swung round nearly the whole circle without jamming the

chain or interfering with the winch, q, at the back of the fixed pillar, a.

Another and excellent modification of the foregoing arrangement is

shown in the patentee's drawings, in which the hoisting gear and steam

winch are affixed to, and wholly carried by the main pillar, a.

Fig. 4 is a partially sectional side view of a derrick suitable for affix-

ing to the walls of warehouses or other similar position. The cast-

ings in which the pivots of the derrick rotate are firmly secured by bolts

and nuts to the wall of the building. The hoisting chain passes from

the barrel of the winch through an aperture made in the wall, and over a

pulley, the cheek plates of which form part of the upper pivot casting.

From the periphery of the upper pulley the chain passes down in a ver-
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rieal line to the pulley at the lower part of the jib, and'from thence up
to the puller at the derrick head. There is a sufficient length of chain
in this arrangement to admit of the swinging of the derrick without in-

juriously twisting its links. This wall derrick is fitted with an arrange-
ment for turning it upon its axis from the inside of the building, in order
to avoid the danger and trouble of turning it by leaning out of the ware-
house door. A bevil wheel is keyed to "the lower pivot of the derrick;
this wheel gears with another wheel, the shaft of which passes through
the wall of the building. At the inner end of the shaft is fitted a handle,
by turning which the derrick may be moved upon its axis with great
facility and ease. The arrangement of this derrick may be varied, so as
to adapt it to two parallel horizontal supporting surfaces—for example,
the overhead beams and flooring of a warehouse, or other similar position.

Fig. 5 is an elevation of another derrick suitable for fixing to a wall.
The central fixed column is bolted at its lower end to the base plate or

Fig. 5.

foundation ; the upper end of the column is cast with a laterally project-
ing T pi ice, which is bolted to the wall bracket. The main column has
a pair of vertical fins, to which the crane barrel gear is bolted. The
hoisting chain is earned over the upper pulley, which in this modification
is bolted to the upper extremity of the main pillar, from thence the chain
is carried under the pulley on the lower end of the jib to the head
of the derrick. The other parts of this derrick correspond to those before
described.

Fig. d represents a crane or hoisting apparatus well suited for foundries,
or to be fixed to the overhead beams of warehouses, or other uses. In
this example, the wall of the building serves to support the hoisting
gearing. To one of the horizontal beams overhead is fixed the pendant
hanger, which consists of a cast-iron pillar curved horizontally at its

lower extremity, which forms the footstep for the jib. The outer end of
the jib is connected by a tension rod to a shackle, which is carried by a
pendant stud, which forms the upper pivot of the derrick, and is in a

vertical line with the lower one. From the hoisting barrel, the chain
passes up and over the pulley carried by the hanger, thence it descends
and passes round beneath the pulley carried bjr the lower end of the jib,

which is centred in the bottom of the hanger. From this point the chain

passes up over the pulley in the outer end of the jib, and thence descends

to its work.
This arrangement of a pendant derrick may be advantageously used

for traversing upon rails fixed to overhead beams in workshops or ware-
houses, so as to be easily moved to and fro, thus combining a traversing

movement with a nearly circular sweep.

Fig. 7 represents the lower portion of one of the improved cranes, in

which provision is made for enabling the suspended weight to swing or

turn itself round. The main stationary pillar supports the jib at the

bottom by means of a compound or eccentric stud centre. The bottom
bracket, forming the footstep support for the bottom of the jib, is bored

out to receive the footstep piece, which
has upon it a bevil wheel in gear with

a pinion fast on the front end of an in-

clined shaft. This shaft works through
the main post, and is actuated by
handles at the back. The actual joint

stud centre on which the jib really

turns works in a hole bored eccentric-

ally to the axis of the bevil wheel of

the footbtep piece. In this way, by
turning the inclined shaft more or

less, the footstep is set round corre-

spondingly, so as to form an inclined-

plane swinging action; and this ad-

justment being effected prior to the

weight coming upon the jib, it follows that the weight itself will give the
necessary swing for the lateral transport of the suspended body to the

required distance.

REAPING MACHINES.

Geokge Bell, Inverness.—Patent dated March 1, 1857.

Under these letters patent, Mr. Bell has described and shown several

improvements, the object of which is to render the reaping machine
more efficient in its mechanical action, and easier to guide over inequa-

lities of the ground.

We have here engraved an elevation or side view of the improved
agricultural implement. This reaping machine is of that class in which
the draught pole projects from the back part of the machine, and the

horses harnessed thereto drive the implement in front of them. The
main framing, A, of the machine consists of two triangularly shaped
side frames, connected to each other by transverse stays. The framing,
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A, has bolted to its under sides two pendant bearing plates, b, which are

secured by a cotter to the main axle, c, of the machine. The main
driving wheels, d, are either keyed to the outer extremities of the axle,

c, and rotate therewith, or the inner part of the boss of the wheel, d,

is made with ratchet teeth upon its periphery. A stud is fixed to one of

the spokes of the wheel, on which is centred a pawl ; the free end of this

pawl falls into the teeth of the ratchet wheel. When the machine is

driven forward, the pawl catches in the teeth of the ratchet wheel, and
the driving axle, c, is carried round with the motion of the wheel, D ; but

upon the machine being drawn backwards,' the pawl slips over the

ratchet teeth, and no motion is communicated to the axle, c. The
draught pole, F, to which the horses are harnessed by means of swing-

bevil wheel, m, is in motion, its rotary movement causes the cutter
to be moved rapidly to and fro between the fingers. Two broad
pointed plates, which form a part of the plate, K, to which the fingers, j,

are bolted, serve to divide and guide the grain or grass towards the
cutters as the machine travels onwards. The engagement and disen-
gagement of the wheel is effected by means of the coupling, which is

made with a groove to slide to and fro upon a feather made on the main
axle, c. The coupling is actuated by means of the hand lever, o, which
is centred upon a stud carried by a bracket pendant from the under side

of the frame, A. By means of this arrangement the driver can instantly
connect or disconnect the cutting apparatus as he may require. The
latter wheel and pinion are preferred to be upon the other side of the

trees, in the improved reaping machine, is supplementary to the steerage

pole, e, by which the driver raises the fore part of the machine over any
inequalities of the ground. The front extremity of the draught pole, F,

is connected by means of a bolt to a socket, which is firmly secured to

the steerage pole, f, or to the cross rail of the framework. Upon the

upper side of the draught pole is fixed a blade, or other spring, G, the

free end of which enters a guide or bridling, bolted to the steerage pole,

E. The bolt by which the draught pole is attached to the socket serves

as a centre upon which the pole turns ; the pressure of the spring, g,

against the bridling keeps the draught pole in contact with the Steerage

pole, excepting when the latter is depressed by the driver. The fore

part of the machine is supported upon the small driving wheels, H,

which rotate upon an axle carried in bearings pendant from the under-

sides of the framing, A. As the machine passes over the ground, if

these front wheels, n, fall into a rut or hollow of any kind, it is neces-

sary to raise the fore part of the machine, otherwise the cutter would
come in contact with and enter the ground. The lifting of the fore part

of the improved machine is readily effected by the peculiar arrangement
and combination of the steerage and draught poles. To the backward
extremity of the steerage pole, E, and at right angles thereto, is attached

a guiding bar, I, in the backward face of which is fitted a pair of handles.

The guiding bar is made to turn easily in a vertical plane upon the bolt

by which it is attached to the steerage pole. To prevent the guiding
bar from descending bej-ond the horizontal line, it rests in a socket or

catch fixed to the under side of the steerage pole, e. By means of this

duplex arrangement, of a fixed steerage pole, E, and a moveable draught

pole, f, the driver has full command over the machine, thereby enabling

him to readily depress the steerage pole and raise the front wheels, h,

whenever they sink into any rut or hollow. Upon depressing the

steerage pole, e, it separates from the draught pole, f, which remains in

its horizontal position by reason of its being attached to the harness of

the horses, the machine turns upon the main axle, c, and the front part

is thereby raised. Upon the driver releasing the handles of the steerage

pole, the pressure of the spring, g, brings the draught pole again in

contact with the steerage pole. The arrangement of the cutting or

shearing portion of the machine is similar to that heretofore used in

machines of this kind, but the mechanism for actuating the same has

been modified and improved. The cutting apparatus consists of a series

of pointed bars or fingers, J, which are riveted to the under side of a

metal plate, k; this plate is bolted to the end of the framing, a. The
fingers, j, are each made with a horizontal opening midway between its

upper and lower surfaces, to allow of a steel serrated cutter, l, sliding

to and fro laterally in these openings. The cutter, l, derives its lateral

reciprocatory movement from the axle, c, of the main driving wheels, d;

the axle has running loosely upon it a bevil wheel, n, which gears with
a pinion keyed upon the end of a crank shaft. This shaft is carried in

bearings bolted to the framing of the machine, and to the crank pin is

attached a connecting rod, the other end of which is fast to a lever

centred upon a stud fixed to the framing of the machine. The front end
of the lever is connected by a link to the end of a curved bar, which
is riveted to, or may form a continuation of, the cutter, l. "When the

machine. At the back of the bevil wheel, N, is a pulley, which gives

motion by means of the belt, p, to a pulley fitted overhead upon a trans-

verse shaft, which is fitted in bearings carried upon the upper part of

the framing, a. The shaft has keyed to it, just outside one of its bear-

ings, a bevil wheel, n, which is in gear with a bevil pinion fast to the

upper extremity of the angular shaft, g. The upper end of this shaft, g,

is carried in a bearing bolted to the side frame, a, and its lower extremity

rotates in a footstep bearing, m, fixed to the lower part of the framing.

There is a corresponding shaft fitted upon the opposite side of the

machine, and upon these shafts are fitted wooden rollers, which serve to

distend the endless apron or belts, upon which the grain falls as it is

severed by the cutters. The gathering reel, t, in front of the machine
is carried upon a horizontal shaft, the bearings of which are bolted to

the moveable frame, u. The frame, n, is centred upon the shaft, v, the

healings of which are earned by the brackets, w. Motion is communi-
cated to the gathering reel, t, by means of the endless belt, x, which
gives motion to a pulley on the shaft, v. This shaft carries a pulley,

from which the pulley on the shaft of the gathering reel, t, derives its

motion by means of the belt, z. The moveable frame, u, may be raised

or lowered as required, to suit the height of the crop to be cut ; this

adjustment of the height is effected with great ease by the cord or chain,

a, which is carried downwards, and passed under a pulley fitted beneath
the steerage pole, e. To the free end of the cord, a, is attached a rod,

h, which terminates in a handle, c, within easy reach of the driver when
he is guiding the machine. By pushing this handle inwards, the reel,

t, ma}' be lowered down in close proximity to the apron, g, or vice versa.

By the addition of these several improvements, or modifications thereof,

to the reaping machine, the implement is rendered far more manageable
in use than hitherto.

MANUFACTURE OF HEDDLES.

Richard Watson, Galashiels.—Patent dated September 18, 1857.

We here engrave one modification of Mr. Watson's ingenious arrange-

ments for the manufacture of heddles from wire. Fig. 1 is a side view
or longitudinal elevation of an arrangement of machinery for making
heddles from a continuous length of wire ; fig. 2 is an end view of the

machine.
The framing of the machine consists of two end standards, A, connected

by tie rods ; near the upper part of each standard an arm, b, projects

outwards at right angles to the standard. At the extremities of the

arms, b, are fitted the bearings of the shaft, c, which carries the ratchet

wheel, D, and at its other end the wheel, e. The ratchet wheel, D, is

fitted near the standard, A, in front of which the operator stands when
superintending the formation of the heddles. A rotatory movement is

communicated to the ratchet wheel, d, and through it to the shaft, c,

and wheel, e, by means of the foot lever or treadle, F. One end of the

foot lever turns upon a stud carried by the short standard, G, while the
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free end projects through the opening in the front standard, a ; this end

beino- furnished with a foot board, h. The lever or treadle, F, has at-

tached to it, just inside the standard, a, a rod, i ; the upper end of this

rod is jointed to an arm, j, which turns loose upon the shaft, c, as a
fulcrum. A stud is fixed to the arm, j, and on this arm is centred a

pawl, k, the free end of which
falls into the teeth of the

ratchet wheel, d. The wheel,

e, which receives its rotatory

movement from the shaft, c,

is in gear with the pinion, l,

on the upper shaft, m. This

shaft, m, is hollow throughout
its length, and it is carried

upon a rod, n, which is fixed

by a nut to the back standard,

a. One end of the hollow

shaft, M, passes through the

standard, A, and to this free

extremity is fitted a bent arm,

o, which forms a carrier for

laying the wire upon the

heddle frame. The reel, p,

upon which the supply of wire

is wound, is fitted upon the

end of the horizontal rod, n
;

the wire, <j, as it is wound off

is passed through a hole in

the end of the earner, o. On
the extremity of the rod, K, is

fitted a flat bar of metal or

wood, e ; this bar is arranged
in a horizontal plane, and at

right angles to the rod, n. In
front of the bar, e, a curved metal guide, s, is slipped on to the rod, n,

and both are secured to the rod by a nut. The bar, e, has, near each of

its extremities, a slot, and in these slots are fitted a pair of side bars, t,

the shape of which is made to correspond to the ordinary heddle shaft.

The side bars, t, are secured to the bar, e, by nuts, so that they can be

shifted to and fro along the slots, according to the depth of the heddles

leqarred. The wire, o., is, at the commencement of the heddle making,
fastened to one of the side bars, t ; the operator then depresses the foot

lever, f, and this action draws down the arm, j, and gives motion to the

shaft, c, and wheel, E. The amount of motion thus given to the wheel,

E, is sufficient to cause the pinion, l, and shaft, M, to make a complete
revolution. The rotatory movement of the shaft, M, causes the carrier,

o. to wind the wire round the side bars, t, which have been previously

arranged to correspond to the depth of the heddles to be made. The
curved guide, 9, is made to project a little above the plane of the side

bars, t : as the carrier, o, passes over the side bars, t, the wire is laid

inside this projecting part. But in passing under the side bars, T, the
vrirr;,

'i, comes in contact with the curved part of the guide, s; this

curved part causes the wire to glide off outside the guide. Thus, that

portion of the wire which is above, or lying upon the side bars, T, is

inside the upper extremity of the guide, s, and the portion below the
side bars is outside the guide. The operator now forms the eye and
end loops of the heddle, by inserting a "hand-twist" or hook between
the wire. The wire is twisted by means of the hook, first upon one side

of the guide, s, and then upon the other, or simultaneously, with a pair

of hand-twists, in opposite directions. The operation of twisting serves
to complete the heddle, and has the effect of forming a loop at either

end, suitable for the reception of the ordinary heddle shafts. The eye
of the heddle is also shaped to the desired form by the configuration of
the extremity of the guide, s ;

the finished heddle is then lifted over the
point of the guide, s, and pushed away, preparatory to forming another
heddle. When the foot lever, F, is released from the pressure of the
operator's foot, it springs up to its normal position by the action of the
spring, v, one end of which is fast to the lever, f, and the other to a
hook projecting from the standard, A. When one heddle has been
formed, in the manner hereinbefore described, the foot lever, f, is again
depressed, and the twisting operation repeated, and so on throughout the
series.

POLISHING THREADS OR YARNS.

Petee Keek, Paisley.—Patent dated October 2, 1857.

In the specification of this invention, several modifications of machinery
for polishing thread are described and shown. In the accompanying
engraving, an end view of one of the patentee's arrangements is given.
The framing, a, is, by preference, of cast-iron, and consists of two rec-

tangular open panelled end standards, united by two horizontal cross

stays, b, arranged near the upper and lower extremities of the side

standards. The middle rail of each of the side standards, A, has a
horizontal slot cast, or otherwise formed, therein. In these slots, c, is

fitted the bushes of the main driving shaft, D ; these bushes are secured
to the standards by bolts and nuts, and are consequently adjustable

laterally to the extent or length of the slots, c. The driving shaft, d,

has keyed to it fast and loose pulleys, which are driven by an endless

belt, that is actuated from a steam engine or other prime mover. The
shaft, d, is made sufficiently long to extend some distance beyond the
side standards, and upon these projecting portions, upon either side of

the machine, is fitted a metallic polisher. Each of these polishers con-

sists of an elongated eye, or tubular boss, which fits the shaft, d, tightly.

Near to each extremity of the boss is fixed a metal plate, e. The pro-

jecting parts of the plates have holes made therein to receive the ends
of a series of metal rods or bars, f, the ends of which are passed through
the holes in the plates, E, and are secured thereto by nuts. The surfaces

of the polishing bars, f, are turned, or otherwise cut, to form a series of
annular grooves or notches from end to end of the bars. These grooves,

or annular indentations, serve to receive and divide the threads which
are subjected to the polishing operation. The middle rail of the side

standard, A, has pendent from it a bracket, a, immediately behind the

periphery of the polisher, e. The bracket, g, has secured to it a fixed

shaft, which projects outwards from the side standards, a, and parallel

to the polishing bars, f ; this shaft serves as a journal for the tubular
bush of the forked or duplex arms, h, which carry at their extremities

the smooth metal rollers, I. The position of these rollers, and their ten-

sion upon the threads or yarns, is regulated by the hand lever, J, which
is fast to the tubular bush of the arms, H. The lever, j, extends out-

wards, in front of the machine, so as to be within easy reach of the at-

tendant ; and it has a pin passed through it which traverses in the
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curved slot of the guide, k. This guide is bolted to the front upright of

the side standard, a, and the lever, j, is secured to any part of its

segmental slot, by means of the key, l, which is made to fit the screwed

end of the traversing pin of the lever, j. The threads or yarns, m, are

passed over the upper roller, jr, and upon each side of the grooved

polisher, f, thence they are carried under the roller, o, and in front of

the flanged roller, p. A short columnar standard, q, is bolted to the

flooring at each side of the machine ; these standards each carry a hori-

zontal fixed shaft, the inner extremity of which is bolted to the lower

rail of the standards, a. To each of the fixed shafts is fitted loosely a

tubular bush, which carries the rectangular open frame, R. This frame

has bolted to it, near the shaft, a pair of brackets, in which the spindle

of the roller, o, rotates. At equal distances along the frame, k, are

fixed transverse bars ; these bars serve to support the weights, s. The
necessary amount of tension upon the thread is regulated by means of

the weights, s, the number of which may be increased or diminished at

pleasure, according to the nature of the work. The threads or yarns are

spread over the rollers, h and o, and subjected to the frictional polishing

action of the grooves or annular indentations in the bars of the polishers,

the rotatory motion of which rapidly smoothes and polishes the surface

of the threads or yarns. After the hanks have been sufficiently polished

or finished, they are quickly released from the machine, by removing
the weights, s, and lifting the frame, b ; this takes oft' the tensional

pressure, and the threads or yarns are easily removed from the rollers.

Other hanks are then put on to the rollers, and properly spread or divided,

the weights, s, are replaced upon the frame, r, the machine is again

started, and the polishing operation repeated. The pressure of the

rollers, i, upon the threads may be regulated with the utmost nicety, by
means of the lever, I, and key, l, so as to accomplish the polishing or

finishing operation in the shortest time, as well as in a very superior

manner. With these various improvements, the process or processes of

polishing or finishing threads or yarns may be effected with great facility,

and in a very rapid manner.

Fig'. I.

PRESSURE GAUGES.

J. H. Johnson, London and Glasgow (a Communication).—Patent dated
Jane 19, 1857.

These improvements relate to certain arrangements of pressure gauges,
for indicating the pressure of steam and fluids, whether at high or low
pressures, or to be used as a vacuum gauge.

Fig. 1 of the engravings represents a front elevation, partly in section,

of a gauge constructed according to this invention. A is a circular box
or case of metal or other material, containing part of the piston, n, the

spring, 0, the arbor, a, of the index, </, and the mechanism for transmit-

ting motion to the said arbor from the

piston ; the front, b, of the said box
serving for the graduated dial, which
is protected, as is also the index, d, by
a glass which is fitted to a frame, n,

that screws on to the exteriorof the box.

The lower part of the box, a, carries a
metal cylinder, e, which is bored truly

and perpendicularly to the axis of the
box, to receive the piston, b; this piston
is fitted truly hut easily therein, and
its upper part enters the box, a. The
cylinder, e, has a screw thread cut on
the lower part of its exterior, for the
purpose of screwing on to it a metal
cup, f, which is represented as forming
part of the casting of the socket of

a cock, G ; but this may consist of a
separate piece, and have the cock at-

tached below it. The bottom of the
cylinder, e, has a concave recess, which,
with the interior of the cup, f, forms
a chamber, /, of spheroidal form. In

this chamber the flexible diaphragm, e, works, upon which the
pressure of the steam or other fluid is received, and through which
the said pressure acts upon the piston, b. The diaphragm, e, is by
preference made of vulcanised India-rubber or gutta percha, and is

in its normal state of a cup-like form, so that it will fit either to the
top of the chamber, /, in the cylinder, e, or to the bottom thereof in the
cup, F. It has a narrow flange at its edges, which is clamped between
the cup, f, and the bottom of the cylinder, sufficiently tight to prevent
the escape of the steam or other fluid, the pressure of which is to be
gauged. A washer, g, of metal is placed between the flange and the
bottom of the cylinder, to enable the flange to be clamped more tightly.

The spring, c, is bow-shaped, having the convex side downwards, arid

its ends are attached to two small radius anus, g
l

, which are fitted to

work easily on stationary pivots secured within the box ; the said arms
serving as bearings for the spring, and at the same time providing for

the movement of its ends necessary to permit of variations in its deflec-

tion by changes of pressure upon it. The spring has a hole bored
through it at the middle of its length, to receive the stem of the piston,

which has a screw-thread cut upon it to receive two nuts, t, between
which the spring is clamped to connect it with the piston. The arbor,

a, of the index is fitted to bearings in a small frame, It, which is secured
to the back of the box by screw bolts, the said arbor being placed in the

centre or axis of the box. It is furnished with a pinion, which gears
with a toothed rack attached to the stem of the piston. A roller carried

in bearings in the frame, A, works against the back of the rack to keep
it in gear with the pinion. The index, d, is fitted to the arbor in such a
way as to be adjustable, and is secured by a nut fitting to a screw-thread
on the end of the arbor. The mode of securing the spring to the piston

by the two nuts also provides for the correct adjustment of the gauge.
The bottom of the cock, g, is furnished with a screw-thread, s, in its

interior, to receive a pipe communicating with the boiler or other reser-

voir containing the steam or other fluid to be gauged. The cock is what
is known as a "three-way cock," having a passage, p, directly through
it to admit the steam or other fluid to the chamber,/ to act on the dia-

phragm, e, and a passage, q, to communicate with a side opening, r, for

the purpose of allowing the pipe to be blown out, to remove any dirt or

obstruction. The steam or other fluid admitted through the cock to act

upon the diaphragm raises the piston, b, which acts through the rack
and pinion upon the index ; and as the pressure increases and raises the

piston higher, the spring becomes straighter, and its force increases in a
proper ratio, so that it always balances the pressure on the piston, and
keeps the index steady in the proper position relatively to the dial to in-

dicate the pressure. The spheroidal form of the chamber,/, in which
the diaphragm works, and the corresponding cup-like form of the dia-

phragm in its normal state, cause the latter to be supported by the top

or bottom of the chamber, when exposed to the maximum or minimum
of pressure, and thus prevented from being stretched and burst by the

pressure of the steam or fluid in the one case, or of the spring, c, in the

other case.

Fig. 2 represents a section of another modification of pressure gauge,

with the front removed, showing the spring and capsule, a is a circular

box of metal or other material, the
front constituting a graduated dial, over F ',"- *
which works an index, this is secured
to an arbor, o, fitted in suitable bearings
within the box, a. The box is con-

structed with a cylinder, b, at the

bottom, such cylinder standing perpen-
dicular to the arbor, b, and being open
at the top to communicate with the

interior of the box. This cylinder is

for the purpose ofcontaining the spring,

d, and capsule, c. The capsule is con-

tained inside of and forms a lining to

the spring. A view of the spring, with
the capsule outside, is shown at fig. 3.

The form of the spring and capsule

is that of a cylinder, terminating at

the top in a hemispherical dome. The
capsule is made of vulcanised India-

rubber, with a flange, d, round its

open bottom, to enable it to be secured
to the bottom ofthe cylinder, B, bymeans
of the socket of a cock, g, which screws on to a screw-thread cut on the

lower part of the exterior of the cylinder. Other suitable means of secur-

ing the flanges of the capsule may be adopted. The lower part of the in-

terior of the cylinder has a screw-thread cut in it, to enable two or three

turns of the lower portion of the spring, which is made of wire of suitable

strength, to screw therein, for the purpose of confining the said spring

in its place, when acted upon by the pressure of the steam in the boiler.

The upper extremity of the wire rises from the dome, as shown at/, and
has attached to it a toothed rack, g, which gears with a pinion, h, on the

arbor, 6, of the index, the rack being held in gear by a roller, i, placed

on the back of it in suitable bearings in the box, A. The steam is ad-

mitted to the interior of the capsule by means of a pipe, which is to be
screwed into the bottom of the socket of the cock, g, and entering the

capsule, exerts its pressure on all parts thereof; but, as the capsule is

confined laterally by the spring, it can only be extended lengthwise, or

in an upward direction, in which direction the spring yields, and is elon-

gated more or less according as the pressure of the steam exceeds that

of the atmosphere in a greater or less degree. The spring acting
through the rack and pinion on the index, causes the latter to stand in

such a position over the face of the dial, that it will, if the dial be pro-

perly graduated, indicate the pressure of steam in the boiler.

The gauge is constructed in the same manner as above described for

guaging the pressure of any other fluid, pressure of which may be greater
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than that of the atmosphere ; but, for what is known as a vacuum gauge,

the capsule, c, will be applied to the exterior of the spring, d, as is

shown in fig. 3, which is an internal view of a gauge of that kind. It is

obvious that the capsule must be either inside or outside the

spring, according as the inside or outside is to be subjected

to the greater pressure, otherwise the capsule could not serve

as a medium through which the spring is acted upon by
differential pressure, neither could the collapse or bursting

of the capsule be guarded against. The vacuum gauge, in

all respects save the change in the relative positions of

the spring and capsule, is constructed substantially like the

steam gauge.
The patentee remarks, that the action of the gauge with

the spring and capsule, arranged as shown in fig. 2, may
be reversed, to make it serve as a vacuum gauge, by making the box,

a, air-tight, and connecting it by a suitable pipe with the vessel in

which the vacuum is to be gauged, and opening the cock, 6, to the

atmosphere. In like manner, a gauge with the spring and capsule ar-

ranged as shown in fig. 3 may be employed as a steam gauge, by mak-
ing the box. A, steam-tight, and admitting the steam to its interior by
a suitable pipe coming from the boiler, and opening the cock, g, to the

atmosphere.

MANUFACTURE OF PAPER.

J. Paisley and G. Bertram.—Patent dated September 30, 1857-

The patentee's improvements consist essentially of a system or mode
of economising or preventing the undue waste of the raw or partially

manufactured material employed in the manufacture of paper. Our
illustrative engraving is a side view or longitudinal elevation of one
modification of the improved apparatus, The apparatus consists of an
open rectangular framing, a, made of wood or other suitable material.

The end standards or uprights of this framing are connected together
by transverse stay pieces, This framing serves as the primary sup-

port of a hollow conical receiver, one end of which is carried in the pe-

destal bearing, b, which is bolted to the lower end of the framing, a.

The conical receiver is arranged in a horizontal position, its smaller end
being formed of a cast-iron plate, c, having a tubular journal which ro-

tates in the hearing, u. The metal end-plate, c, is made with recesses

round its periphery, into which are fitted a corresponding number of bars

of wood, D. These bars diverge from the plate, c, and form the exterior

portion of the conical receiving apparatus, Inside the external bars, d,

is fitted a lining of wire cloth or other suitable permeable material, e.

The wire cloth is secured to the bars, d, by means of internal strips of

copper, f. These retaining strips are fastened to the bars, d, by copper
nails or screws. This arrangement or combination of parts forms a
conical permeable receiver or filtering chamber, open at its larger end,

as shown in the engraving ; and upon the exterior of the cone a belt

pulley, g, is fitted, to which a slow rotatory movement is given by means
of the endless belt, h, which passes over the pulley, i. This pulley is

fast to a horizontal shaft, j, fitted overhead, and deriving its motion from
a steam engine or other prime mover. A pipe, k, which passes through
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the tubular journal of the receiver serves to convey the waste water
and pulp to the interior of the strainer. The inner extremity of the
pipe, k, is fitted with a perforated cap or rose head, l, in order to

diffuse the inflowing stream of water over the surface of the conical
receiver. The waste water that flows away from the rag engine, or

paper machine, is conducted into the pipe, k, and is discharged through
the perforated cap, l, into the interior of the receiver. The rotatory
motion of the receiver causes the water to flow over the surface of the
wire cloth, e, and thence through the interstices into a receiver or
channel made beneath the strainer for conveying the water away. The
pulp or fibrous materials with which the water is charged as it flows
into the receiver is separated by the wire cloth, e, and flows downwards
in a semi-fluid state into the receiver, m. This receiver consists of a
rectangular framing of wood, and is lined with wire cloth, or other
suitable permeable material. The superfluous water which flows into
the receiver, m, drains off through the meshes of the wire cloth, and
leaves the pulp contained therein in a state fit for removal either to the
pulp vat, or to be again passed through the beating engine. The internal
arrangement of the rotatory conical receiver may, by a slight modification,
be adapted for raising waste water as well as straining the pulp there-
from

;
the internal part of the receiver being arranged in manner similar

to a "Persian wheel," or other analogous mechanical contrivance. It
will be obvious, that if the waste waters which flow from the engines
and machines used in the preparation and manufacture of paper, and
which waters are largely impregnated or charged with fibrous materials,
be conveyed into an apparatus of the kind hereinbefore described, no
waste of material can arise, By thus economising the raw or partially

prepared material, the paper manufacturer will effect a considerable
saving in the consumption of pulp,

FEEDING FURNACES.

William Wright, Newcastle.—Patent dated June 9, 1857.

In our journal of last month we reported an invention of Mr. Wright's
in annealing glass, and the subject matter of this article is some further
improvements by the same gentleman. The present invention relates

to the arrangement and construction of a self-acting apparatus fur feeding-

furnaces, so as to ensure a regular and gradual delivery of the fuel into
the furnace. At the same time the production of smoke is prevented by
the coking of the coal before it reaches the fire.

Our illustrative engraving represents a vertical section of the improve-
ments applied to a, glass house cone, showing the whole of the feeding
mechanism, a is the cope of the glass house, which is furnished

internally with an ordinary horizontal screw fan wheel, b, nearly fillinc

the internal horizontal area of the lower portion of the cone. A bevil

pinion, c, is fast on the upper end of the spindle of the fan wheel, and
gears into a bevil wheel, n, fast on one end of the horizontal shaft, f,

which passes out through the side of the cone, and carries near its

opposite end a bevil wheel, f, which gears into the corresponding bevil

wheel, G, fast on the upper extremity of the vertical shaft, h. The
lower end of this shaft is fitted or formed with an endless screw or

worm, i, gearing into a worm wheel, k, which is fast on the outer end
of the Archimedian screw shaft, l ; this shaft works in a cylindrical casing,

m, the inner end of which opens into a vertical passage, n, leading to

the furnace, o, whilst near the outer extremity, on the upper side, this

casing opens into one of two inclined passages, p, which leads to a
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second furnace. These two inclined passages unite at q, and there form

a box or receptacle for the fuel, which is supplied thereto by means of

the elevator, r, a portion of which only is shown in the engraving. The
elevator is also driven from the horizontal shaft, e, by means of a worm,

s, fitted thereon, and gearing into the worm wheel, t, fast on the shaft,

V, which actuates the elevator. The ascending current of air up the

cone, A, will rotate the fan wheel, b, which, through the gearing here-

inbefore referred to, imparts motion to the whole of the feeding mechan-

ism for a pair of furnaces. The elevator raises the coal, which has been

previously broken into proper-sized pieces, and deposits it into the

receptacle at Q, whence it descends by its own gravity to the Archimedian

feeding screw, l, in each furnace, and is thereby propelled until it

reaches the aperture, n, when it falls into the furnace, o, which is thus

kept constantly and regularly supplied with fuel.

It is obvious that this self-acting feeding apparatus, although more
particularly adapted to glass furnaces, may be applied with slight modi-

fications to other furnaces where a constant and regular supply of fuel

is required.

REGISTEEED DESIGNS.

HAND SEED-PLANTING MACHINE.

Registeredfor Mr. Joseph Hoare, Old Fishbourne, Sussex.

Whilst much lias lately been done in the way of working and fertilising

the soil, by the agency of improved tilling mechanism, and artificial

manures, investigations as to the judicious seeding of the land have been
very much overlooked. The ancient and still common system of " broad-

cast " sowing scatters the seed so thickly together, that no space is left

for cleaning the crop, or moving the soil—both of which operations are

so highly necessary for invigorating the plant. The introduction of

drills has, to a certain extent, remedied this state of things, by affording

space for thinning the crop and fertilising the soil ; but even the drill,

great improvement as it is, is deficient as regards the proper placing of

the seeds—masses of them being drilled very thickly together, to the

injury and stunting of the plants, and also at such unequal depths, that

whilst some seeds are scarcely covered, others are buried to a depth of

three or four inches, producing a sickly appearance, and doing away
with all chance of securing a healthy and fruit-bearing condition. The
old garden plan of dibbling is intrinsically good, as we know well that

all seeds and plants ought to be planted singly. But dibbling on a large

scale is far too tedious for actual practice, whilst it never can be practi-

cally accomplished with full effect, for a single seed cannot always be

dropped into one hole; and as the holes are conical, being small at the

bottom, the seeds obviously strike root close together, and get so inter-

woven as to prevent all thinning.

After considering well the complaints of farmers as to their means of

planting, Mr. Hoare has matured a machine which performs all the

operations of ploughing, harrowing, and rolling, by the mere action of

one man in wheeling it across the field ;
whilst it can plant all kinds of

grain at the rate of from four to six acres per day.

Our engravings represent a side and end elevation of the machine, and
a transverse section of the seed-box. At the front is a share which opens

guard block into the furrow, at the required distance apart, also at a very
trifling distance from seed to seed, which gives them all the required

nourishment as soon as they germinate, and also gives scope to draw
out all superfluous plants. Behind the box is a double closing hoe or

rake, fastened by a screw, for covering the seed, and a roller for finish-

ing the land complete, and a lever handle for drawing out the seed slide

and shutting off the seed when in work.

SEGMENTAL-LIPI'ED ASHPAN AND COVER.

Registeredfor Mr. John Finlay, 46 Buchanan Street, Glasgow.

This is a most satisfactory improvement upon the common plain seg-

mental ashpan, for whilst it adds very much to the neatness and effect

of the pan, it also a.Tords a superior cover for the deposited ashes. There
may be said to be two leading forms of ashpans—the radial and the
segmental. In the radial arrangement, the cover is composed of a series

of uniformly arranged convex bars of thin polished steel, having in

itself a very rich appearance ; but it fails to harmonise with the usual
segmental form of the fire grate, and it certainly does not furnish a
sufficient cover for the ashes, which are prominently visible through the
wide spaces necessarily left between each bar, as these are presented
longitudinally to the eye. On the other hand, the segmental plan
affords a good screen, and its contour lines suit the grate, but it has a
comparatively mean effect.

The plan, fig. 1, and section, fig. 2, of our engravings, show how Mr.
Finlay has got rid of these defects. Each segmental bar, as well as the

the furrow, fastened by a screw and clip to a bar fitting on the share
shaft. A scraper is also fitted for cleaning the press wheel, which
presses the furrow to a certain depth, close to which is a box containing

the seed ; and out of this are propelled three or four seedsby arotatory brush
wheel turned by pulleys, which turn at the same time the regulating

wheel. The regulators for altering the distances of planting the seed,

moves back the repeating spring-stop on the plates on the bottom of the

box, and the seeds drop instantly through the hole in the slide and

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

front edge of the pan itself, instead of being a plain flat piece in trans-

verse section, is formed with a pretty widely curved lip, presenting the
external appearance of a boldly rounded bead or moulding. A very
superior richness and massiveness of effect is thus given to the apparatus,
whilst its value as a screen is decidedly improved.

SELF-ACTING VALVE VENTILATOR.

Registered for Mr. R. Ramage, Holywell Street, Milbanh, Westminster.

Our engravings represent this ventilator in transverse section and end
view. It is very simple in its details, being nothing more than a rec-

tangular frame with an opening directly through it, governed in a pecu-

liar manner by a pendant flap valve suspended upon studs at its upper

end. The external air enters the ventilator frame on its way to the room
to be supplied with fresh air, by the wide lower opening, and escapes
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into the room at the top. As the pressure of the entering air increases,

the pendant valve is deflected so much the more out of its vertical line,

thus contracting the opening between the bottom edge of the valve and

the lower curved portion of the frame, and affording so much the less

room for the passage of air. When the external air pressure becomes

verv great, the deflection of the valve is sufficient to set it quite up

against the inclined side of the frame, and thus entirely close the valve.

In this way a regulated quantity of air is allowed to pass through the

ventilator, "depending upon the pressure of air constituting the source of

supply, whilst the foul air is always allowed to escape freely from the

room.

SWLNG KETTLE STAND.

Registered for lis. T. Pettivek, Trinity Street, Islington.

Is this arrangement of swinging kettle, such as is used for hot water on
the table, a part of the stand itself is made to oscillate, so that the usual

unsightly and inconvenient

side studs on the kettle body
are dispensed with. The or-

namental stand of the kettle

has at its upper end, on each
side, an eye for the reception

of two studs attached to op-

posite sides of the upper edge
of the pan or tray in which
the base of the kettle rests.

The lower part of the tray

also carries lateral studs work-
ing in segmental slots in the

stand: these pins being locked
in, when the kettle is not to

swing, by chain pins. This
bottom portion of the tray an-

swers also as a well for a
heater. At the back of the

tray there is a slot to receive

a stud on the back of the

kettle for locking it in its

place.

Our engraving represents

the kettle in its two positions The sharp lines show the kettle in its

fixed vertical position ; the dotted lines show it as inclined for pouring,

when the lower stud pins traverse the segmental slots of the stand.

This contrivance is now being manufactured by Messrs. Midwinter
and Co., of Snow Hill.

FLOATING RUBBERS AND FRAMES FOR WASHING
MACHINES.

Registeredfor Me. James Cowley, Oxford.

The floating rubber action has long ago been shown to he the most ef-

fective of known contrivances for cleansing textile fabrics, and we have

here a new and ingenious modification of apparatus for carrying out this

Fig. 1 of our engravings is a longitudinal section of Mr. Cowley's in-

vention, and fig. 2 is a corresponding plan.

A is the trough of the machine, which is fitted with a board or frame,

b, furnished with a number of semicircularly -headed floating rubbers, c,

Fig. 2.

having shanks, d, formed thereon, which fit loosely into corresponding
holes in the board or frame, B. By this means the rubbers are allowed
to float, but, at the same time, are kept laterally in their places by the
shanks, d, and the holes in the frame. Above these rubbers are placed

another set of rubbers, e, also fitted into a board, f, which board is

traversed to and fro over the floating rubbers, by means of a connecting
rod and crank. The clothes to be washed are placed between the

rubbers, and are thoroughly cleansed by the rubbing action of the upper
set of rubbers, in conjunction with the lower or floating rubbers.

REVIEWS OF NEW BOOKS.

The Photographic Art Journal.
graphs and Wood Engravings.

Illustrated. Folio.

Parts I. II. and III.

Pp. 16. Photo-
London : 1858.

ilea.

No 122—Vol. XI.

First impressions are proverbial for going a great way. Be they for

good or ill, they exercise even a far greater power than is usually con-

ceded to them. As Thackeray has told us in Old Broien's Letters, " A
good face, a good address, a good dress, are each so many points in the

game of life, of which every man of sense will avail himself They
help many a man more in his commerce with society than learning or

genius." The presiding head of The Photographic Art Journal has
evidently felt the full force of all this, for he has adorned his work with
perhaps the most elegant title-page cover which the annals of periodical

literature can show—the sun-flower being the leading feature of the

chief initial letter, whilst the three compartments of the encircling floral

device are emblematic of the operations of sitting for a picture, developing

the image, and exhibiting it when complete to the gaze of the sitters.

As a whole, this title-page is the prettiest thing of the kind that we
know.
The leading illustration in Part I. is a photograph from an alto-relievo,

by Justin, of "The Baptism of Christ in the River Jordan," and it is an
admirable example of the marvellous fidelity with which the art enables

us to reproduce the minutest details. The other is a portrait of Mr.

Russell, the great descriptive writer in the Times, and the likeness is

certainty very capital ; but the picture, as a photograph, is wanting in

the sharpness of which the art is capable.

Part II is illustrated by a beautiful photograph of Dogherty's statue

in marble of "Gondoline," and one from a fruit piece, by that king of

still life painters—Lance. The . latter is the best picture of the series:

but in spite of its excellence, it plainly shows us that if the photograph

had been taken from the relief of a good grouping of the natural objects,

instead of from the flat canvas of the painter, the effect would have

been far more magnificent in its expressive depth.

The leading picture in Part III.—" The Proposal," by Mr. T. Bolton

—is very effective, but at the same time in many respects very dis-

agreeable. In spite of the rich effect of some of the more minute details,

there is an absence of charm, which is perhaps to be accounted for in

some degree by the fact, which we are sorry to be obliged to bring for-

ward, that neither is the lady (who has her hah- adorned with an enormous

white back comb, and who has undeniably large feet) pretty—nor the

gentleman (who wears a hideous Spanish cap) handsome.

The other picture in the same part, a "Farm Yard near Hythe," by

Mr. F. Bedford, is a really pretty homestead scene. It is a rustic cart-

shed, such as you only see in the south of England ; and the moss-grown

thatch upon it is most beautifully brought out. The general tone, too, is

rich and good.
a
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Some very good wood engravings, vignettes, and border figures, are

added for the general ornamentation of the parts, the solid text of which,

however, cnly shows us how difficult a thing it is to produce a set class

serial for general purposes from such exclusive matter as photography.

A Treatise on Fire and Thief-proof Depositories, and Locks and

Keys. By George Price. 8vo. Pp. 916. Wood Engravings. London:

Simpkin & Marshall. 1856.

" Fire and thief-proof depositories, and locks and keys," have certainly

never found a worthy literary champion until now Mr. Price is clearly

the pink of chivalry on behalf of the consideration due to our safes, and

our means of securing them, and his handsome and portly treatise is the

completest evidence of his sincerity in the cause which he has under-

taken. Nine hundred and sixteen pages of printed matter, a copious

sprinkling of excellent wood engravings, and a good index, are not often

got together unless the author has his heart in the task. This consumma-

tion is, however, before us. In the twenty-one chapters which Mr. Price

has devoted to the consideration of his task—after disposing of the

general introductory matter—he has discussed the early history of the

iron-safe trade ; fire-resisting and fire-proof safes, and the specifications

of all the patents in connection therewith ; what is required in an iron

safe to make it secure against thieves and fire ; the iron safes in general

use ; the two principles on which safes are made fire-proof; the preserva-

tion of parchment deeds from destruction by steam, and damage by

water; fire-proof closets and strong rooms; the best place for a fire-

proof safe to occupy
;

powder-proof locks ; the comparative prices of

wrought-iron fire-resisting and thief-proof safes ; on testimonials
;
early

history of locks and keys ; the old locks and keys ; the lock controversy

previous to, and during the great exhibition of 1851; on keys; the

various kinds of locks, and their comparative prices ; historical account

of Wolverhampton, its lock trade and lock smiths ; and useful hints in

connection with iron safes, and locks and keys.

A book like this is necessarily very discursive ; and the reviewer, after

a careful perusal of it in detail, finds himself in the position of the man
who has seen and read a vast deal more than he can describe. The
very ingenious and safe lock invented by Mr. M'Conuell, of Glasgow, in

1855,* has, however, escaped the author's notice ; but, with this excep-

tion, we have to record an unqualified approval of this, the first really

sound attempt at a work on safes and locks. Everything in the volume

worth engraving is illustrated in the highest style ; and the volume, as

a whole, is a monument of industry, raised by the painstaking hands of

a practical man.

Three Reports on the Use of the Steam Coals of the " Hartley Dis-

trict" of Northumberland in Marine Boilers. By Messrs. Ann-
strong, Longridge, and Richardson. 8vo. Pp.29. Newcastle: 1858.

We have already twice referred to the official treatment of the question

of the use of coal, and the consumption of smoke in marine boilers, con-

sequent upon the movement of the Steam Collieries Association of New-
castle, with a view to the prevention of smoke in marine boilers. The
three reports now consolidated embody the whole of the elicited matter;

and we may safely refer to them as embodying the best known practical

information on the subject. The most important result arrived at by the

three reports is obviously the establishment of the fact of the practica-

bility of using the north country coal, without necessarily producing
smoke. By bringing this pointedly forward, the three gentlemen en-

gaged on the subject have accomplished a great practical end, inasmuch
as they have shown that Welsh coal—good as it undoubtedly is—is not

the sole smokeless fuel of our islands.

of our time. Others are specimens of the existing realities of mechanical
contrivance, forming as well an excellent lesson book for the young
engineer, as a reference table for an old one.

All the fault we have to find with the volume is that it has no index.

Descriptive Catalogue of the Museum of the Commissioners of Patents
at South Kensington. 8vo. Pp. 102. 1857.

This handy volume affords a good plain technical description of the 119
machines, specimens, and models, and 45 drawings and engravings,

now on view in the Kensington Museum "free of charge." That
museum is the promising nucleus of a mechanical show, which we ought
long ago to have possessed, and wliich we must now expect to realise

in full, in reasonable time.

The first model on the list is, very properly, the " Parent Engine of

Steam Navigation," of William Symington ; and the succeeding examples
run through a vast variety of things which must necessarily be looked
upon as the keys to many of the most important mechanical contrivances

City of Ely Local Board of Health : Report of Committee on Me-
morial of Ratepayers. 8vo. Pp.48. Ely: 1858.

In our article on "The AVater and Sanatory Works of Ely,"* we have
shown how well that cathedral city is watered and drained at a very
economical rate ; but as some people are never satisfied, we owe the ne-

cessity of the present notice to the fact that a number of ratepayers,

feeling aggrieved by what they conceived to be " engineering errors
"

in the works, memorialised the local board of health, for the purpose of

satisfying themselves that the engineers were not making them pay
unduly for their water and drainage, The result of all this turmoil is,

that after a full investigation in committee, backed by a report of Mr.
Joseph Glinn, the committee have decided that Mr. Burns, the engineer
who carried out the works, has executed what is commonly called a
really " first-rate job " for the city of Ely.

PEOCEEDINGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

* See Practical Mechanic's Jouanal, p. 177, vol. viii.

ROYAL INSTITUTION.

February 26, 1858.

"On rotatory stability, and its applications to astronomical observations on
board ships," by the Rev, B. Powell.

March 5, 1858.

" On the astronomical experiment at Teneriffe in 1856," by Prof. C. P.
Smyth. The object proposed in this operation was to ascertain how much astro-

nomical observation can be improved by raising telescopes and observers some
10,000 feet above the sea level, agreeably with the remarkable passage in Sir I.

Newton's " Optics," wherein that great philosopher says, "Telescopes cannot be
so formed as to take away that confusion of rays which arises from the tremors
of the atmosphere." The only remedy is, "a most serene and quiet air, such as

may perhaps be found on the tops of the highest mountains above the grosser
clouds." This speculation, if not advice, of our greatest philosopher had dropped
out of sight for more than a century, not a little in consequence of a prevailing

idea, that mountain-tops, especially high ones, were the habitats of the grosser,

indeed all kinds of clouds, as well as wind. Practical experience, however, of

the climate of mountains in South Africa having been obtained during the re-

measurement of La Caille's arc of the meridian at the Cape, a more hopeful
prospect was obtained ; and, at length, in 1856, at the advice of the astronomer
royal, G. B. Airy, the First Lord of the Admiralty, Sir C. Wood, commissioned
the lecturer to try an experiment on the Peak of Teneriffe. He accordingly

set out, greatly assisted by the loans of instruments, apparatus, and even a fine

yacht and able crew, made to him by many friends of as!ronomy, and in twenty-
four days after leaving England was bivouacking o i the summit of mount
Guajara, at a height of 8,900 feet above the sea, and 5,000 feet above the clouds

of the trade-wind, in a clear, transparent, and quiet air, in which the sun shone
down with almost unheard-of intensity by day, and the stars with as much
increase of brilliancy by night. After a month at this station, a similar period
was spent at a height of 10,700 feet, and with greater advantage still to astro-

nomical observations. In short, the experiment proved the value and truth ot

Newton's suggestion, and the lecturer was divided only between hopes of the
improvement to astronomical observations, if this mountain method should, as

it so well deserved, he energetically followed out in future years, and admira-
tion of, and respect for, the Spanish authorities and inhabitants, who had allowed
him, in the cause of science, to wander about their island of Teneriffe as freely

as one of themselves.

ROYAL SOCIETY.

March 4, 1858.

14 On the relative powers of metals and their alloys to conduct heat," by
Messrs. Calvert and Johnson.
"On the surface which is the envelope of planes through the points of an

ellipsoid at right angles to the radius vector from the centre," by Mr. A. Cavley.
"On the physiological action of the tanghinia venenifera," by Prof. Kolliker.

March 18, 1858.

" On the probable origin of some magnesian rocks," by Mr. T. S. Hunt.
" A fourth memoir upon quantics," by Mr. A. Cayley.
" A fifth memoir upon quantics," by Mr. A. Cayley.
" On the tangential of a cube," by Mr. A. Cayley.
" On the constitution of the essential oil of rue," by Mr. C. G. Williams.

* Page 35, part 97, Practical Mechanic's Journal.
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SOCIETY OF AETS.

March 17, 1858.

" On the past and present state of French agriculture," by M. F. R. de la

Trehonnais.

- March 24, 1SS8.

" On electro-magnetism as a motive power," by Mr. Thomas Allan.

April 7, 1858.

11 On some points in the chemistry of bread-making," by Dr. Odling.

April 14, 1858.

" On the paddle-wheel and screw-propeller, from the earliest times," by Mr.
J. M-Gregor.

SOUTH WALES INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERS.

January, 1858.

This is the maiden report of the proceedings of the new Welsh Society, and we
welcome it with all the fervour due to a promising new comer. The proceed-

ings were opened by a very capital address by the president, Mr. William
Menelaws, of Dowlais, in which he discussed, as a practical man ought to do,

before practical men, the necessity of pursuing theory somewhat further than at

present, on the way to sound practice. After this, the following papers were
given :—" On the manufacture of tin plates, and the use of a substitute for char-

coal as fuel in the finery," by Mr. G. Eogers. "On the principal causes of

derangement in the working of blast furnaces, where the waste gases are

economised, with suggestions for their removal, involving considerations on the

best form and proportions for blast furnaces in general," by Mr. Parry of Ebbw
Vale.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

March 2, 9, 16, and 23, 1858.

These evenings were entirely devoted to the discussion of the papers " On
submerging telegraphic cables," by Mr. J. A. Longridge, and Mr. C. H. Brooks,
and "On paying-out and repairing telegraph cables," by Mr. F. C. Webb.
After the last meeting, a model of Mr. Smith's " Fly Vane Governor " was ex-
hibited. This appears to be a resuscitation of Mr. Hick's well-known regulator.

March 30, 1858.

"Observations on the electrical qualifications requisite in long submarine
telegraph cables." by Mr. A. Varley.
' Description of the improvements on the second division of the river Lea

navigation, with remarks on canals generally," by Mr. R. C. Despard.

April 13, 1858.

" Investigation into the theory and practice of hydraulic mortar, as made on
the new works of the London Dock Company, 1856-7," by Mr. G. Robertson.

INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEEES.

October 28, 1857.

" On Naylor's double-acting steam hammer," by Mr. C. Markham, of Derby.
Our plate 197, in part 103, represents this hammer in full detail.

"On lighting railway trains with gas, with a description of Mr. T. J. Thomp-
son's system," by Mr. James Kitson, of Leeds. We have already noticed Mr.
Thompson's system in our article " Gas light for railway trains," at page 313
Practical Mechanic's Journal for March last.

"On Watson's ventilating apparatus for buildings," by Mr. S. Thornton, of
Birmingham.

CHEMICAL SOCIETY.

February 18, 1858.

" On the iodo sulphates of the cinchona alkaloids," by Dr. B. Herapath. The
author prepared, in a state of great purity, the optical salts of quinine, quin-
idine, cinchonine, and cinchonidine respectively, and gave the details of his
analyses. Mr. Grace Calvert exhibited some specimens of Manchester goods
that bad been dyed, printed, or otherwise prepared by new processes, particu-
larly a piece of green cloth that had been dyed with the " chlorophylle," or
green colouring matter of grass. Mr. Mercer furnished a note " On atomic
weights."
" On the action of bromine on acetic acid," by Messrs. Perkin and Duppa.
" On the urari poison obtained from arrows," by Mr. H. Hancock.

INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERS IN SCOTLAND.

April 14, 1858.

" On American locomotive engines," by Mr. W. Neilson.
" On the stability of locomotives," by Mr. J. G. Lawrie.

MONTHLY NOTES.

LAW REPORTS OP PATENT CASES.

Composite Metal Capsules: Betts v. Clifford.—This was an action

tried at Warwick for the recovery of damages for the infringement of a patent

taken out by the plaintiff, Betts, in respect of his having invented a new material

consisting of lead coated with tin, and which was principally employed by him
in the manufacture of capsules for the covering and rendering air-tight the
mouths of bottles and other vessels.

The plaintiff is a large manufacturer of capsules under a patent, and the de-

fendant is a metal roller in a large way of business in Birmingham. The metal
capsules manufactured by plaintiff were formerly made at great expense of

pure tin, and the sale of them was necessarily much less than since a cheaper
material had been employed. It was therefore of great importance to the ex-

tension of the trade in capsules that a material should be discovered that should

be as flexible and as little liable to corrosion as tin, and at the same time

cheaper. In 1849 the plaintiff had turned his attention to the subject, and the

result of his idea and experiments was the production of a new material, or a

new metal as it might be called, lead coated with tin, which effectually an-

swered all the requirements, Up to the time of this invention no such material

had been known to the world. He had his rollers prepared, took a band of lead

with strips of tin, which he applied to either side of the lead, passed the three

in that position through the rollers, and found that by the pressure to which
they had been subjected the tin and lead were combined into one body, the

superficies of which was tin and the substance lead, and incorporated in such

manner and proportion as to be capable of extension without any apparent limit,

the outward coating of tin always remaining ; as the metals were combined in

such proportion as, in technical phrase, to " travel together when elongated by
the process of rolling," and thus a foil of metallic lustre equal to that of pure

tin was manufactured, retaining the substance and flexibility as well as the com-
parative cheapness of lead, and also the external beauty and wholesomeness of

tin. This process was patented and worked by Betts up to the year 1853 with-

out meeting with any infringement. It was then discovered that Clifford was
manufacturing the same material under a licence from Mr. Morries Stirling, the

patentee of a similar process. Stirling's specification was substantially the same

as the plaintiff's; but the contention on the defendant's part was that Betts was
not entitled to any patent, as his specification disclosed no new invention, and
that what Mr. Betts had described therein was in substance the same invention

as one for which a patent had, in 1804, been granted to a Mr. Dobbs, a manufac-

turing chemist of Worcester, who had also large metal works at King's Norton.

Dobbs's metal was called Albion metal, and was applied, as stated in the specifi-

cation, to the making of cisterns, linings for cisterns, covering and gutters for

buildings, boilers, vats, coffin furniture, &c, and such other things as require to

be made of a flexible, a wholesome, or a cheap metallic substance. The manner
in which Dobbs in his specification directed that the material should he prepared

substantially differed from Stirling's only in this, that Stilling treated of lead

alloyed or unalloyed, and of tin alloyed or unalloyed, and Dobbs's specification

was" substantially the same as Betts's, with this exception, that Dobbs stated no
proportion between the lead and the tin as necessary to secure the efficient

manufacture of the Albion metal. The contention, on the plaintiff's part was
that Dobbs's invention was never brought to any perfection, so as to be capable

of producing a useful merchantable article ; that Betts's invention being per-

fected, and having for the first time pointed out a method by which a useful

merchantable new commodity might be manufactured, he was entitled to the

patent he had gained ; and that Mr. Stirling, having added to Mr. Betts's inven-

tion something which might be an improvement, was not thereby entitled to use

Mr. Betts's invention in combination with that improvement without a licence

from Mr. Betts ; that Mr Stirling's patent, which was subsequent to Mr. Betts's,

was therefore void, and his licence no defence for Mr, Clifford.

Witnesses were examined, who described the process in Betts's manufacture

of his metal, and of the similar mode employed by Clifford, and there was much
scientific conflict between skilled witnesses as to whether the directions in

Betts's patent as to the relative thicknesses of the tin and lead were not essential

in order to their combination, and as to the sufficiency of Mr. Betts's metal for

certain uses without the antimony or other alloy directed to be used in Mr. Stir-

ling's specification. The important contention, however, was whether Mr.

Dobbs's invention had ever been so far perfected as to have disentitled Mr.

Betts's invention to be considered new. No trace of it was to be found in books

upon like subjects ; but for the defence a metal roller in the employ of Messrs.

Cope and Son, Bartholomew Street, stated that he recollected his father manu-

facturing the metal combined of lead and tin in Mr. Dobbs's time, the lead plates

being five times as thick as the tin, and that, though only twelve years old, his

observation of the mode of manufacturing it had enabled him to direct one of

Mr. Clifford's workmen how to do it. He remembered but few instances oi its

being made, and thought it was given up because there were few orders for it.

A Mr. Henshaw, an engineer, of Birmingham, stated that he had come to

Warwick without reference to this trial, and, happening to see some of the white

metal lying about, had come into court and learnt what question was being tried.

He greatly advanced the defendant's case by proving that the combined metal
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manufactured under Dobbs's patent was an article in considerable use for some

years.

Lord Campbell told the jury that there were three questions of fact for their

consideration—first, whether Mr. Betts invented this process ? secondly, was it

known and invented before 1849, the date of Betts's patent, so as to be perfected,

or was there evidence that it was abortive, and that it was on that account

abandoned? thirdly, had there been an infringement? The jury would find

their verdict on these facts, in order that a question of pure law, whether under

certain facts found there had been any infringement, might be reserved.

The jury returned a verdict for the defendant, upon the question of novelty

;

and for the plaintiff on the question whether there had been an infringement.
_

In the course of his summing up, Lord Campbell noticed that a scientific wit-

ness having asked his opinion as to whether he was bound to attend upon being

served with a subpoena, he would say that a scientific witness was not bound to

attend, and ought not to be subpoenaed. If he knew any question of fact, he

might be compelled to attend; but her Majesty's subjects were not compellable

to give their attendance to speak upon matters of opinion.

Printed Zebra Fabrics: Macnee and Others v. Nudio.-This was an

action at the Liverpool Assizes, for the recovery of L.500 damages for the

infringement of a patent obtained by Mr. Macnee, of Glasgow, in 1852. The

chief object of the invention which Mr. Macnee patented was to produce, at a

cheaper rate, a fabric called " Zebra Cloth," having a peculiar bright and striped

pattern, and for which a great demand existed in the East. Previous to this

patent, the yam for the zebra cloth was dyed before being woven, and then the

pattern was woven in a jacquard loom, and a " (lushing " was thus thrown up

on the back. It was an expensive fabric, costing about 2s. 6d. to 3s. (3d. per yard.

By Mr. Macnee's invention the cloth was woven in white or grey in a common
loom ; but so managed that a " flushing " was thrown up on the back, in imita-

tion of the old " zebra " cloth, and then after the cloth had been woven, being

plain or twilled on the pattern surface, that surface was printed in the ordinary

fashion, in imitation of the zebra cloth. This fabric was produced so much more

easily and cheaply, that it was sold for 5d. or Gd. a yard. Subsequently, the de-

fendant produced" a fabric which was " flushed " upon the back and printed on

the face like the zebra cloth, but having on the face round spots or stars raised.

This, the plaintiffs contended, was an infringement of the patent, and urged that

the difference made by the raised spots or stars on the surface was only intro-

dnccd for the purpose of evading the consequences of such an imitation. Wit-

nesses were called for the plaintiffs, to prove that the fabric produced by defen-

dant was the same in character and object as that which the plaintiffs had pa-

tented, and that the raised spots or stars upon the surface were no necessary

part of the pattern, and were only put on for the purpose of evading the appear-

ance of an infringement. On the part of the defendant, it was admitted that

the plaintiffs had a full right to monopolise, during the period over which the

patent extended, the manufacture of zebia cloth, having one side flushed and the

other twilled or plain, with ornamental colours, &c, but unfigured. The defence

urged was that tins patent did not in the least preclude the defendant from the

manufacture of cloths having one side flushed and (he odier figured ; and that

the figure admitted to be raised upon the surface of his cloths relieved him from

the charge of imitation or infringement. Several witnesses were called for the

defence, who deposed that (here had always been a recognised distinction be-

tween plain or twilled and figured fabrics; that the colours of the latter were

richer, and that they were frequently looked for in preference to the former.

After a short deliberation, the jury found for the plaintilfs—damages, 40s.

Railway Wheels: Smith and Willey v. Caledonian Railway Com-

pany.—This Vras before the Lord President in the Scottish Court of Session, and

was an action brought by Mr. Henry Smith, ironfounder, of Birmingham, and

Mrs. Willey, of Liverpool, against the Caledonian Railway Company, for the

infrlngemenl of a patent originally granted to Mr. John Day, of London; but

subsequently assigned to the plaintiffs. The issues were :

—

I. Whether,' between the said 15th day of August, 1845, and 25th November,

1849, or during any part of the said period, the defendants did, by themselves

or others, wrongfully, and in contravention of the said letters patent, nse the

invention described in the said letters patent and specification, in manufactur-

ing for use wheels for engines, tenders, or other carriages, to the loss, injury,

and damage of the plaintiffs?

II. Whether, between the said 15th day of August, 1845, and 25lh November,

1849, or during any part of said period, the defendants did, by themselves or

others, wrongfully, and in contravention of (he said letters patent, use wheels

for engines, tenders, or other carriages, in the manufacture of which the in-

vention described in the said letters patent and specification had been used,

in contravention of the said letters patent, to the loss, injury, and damage of

the plaintiffs?

Damages claimed, L.3000. The following counter-issues were submitted for

the defendants—
I. Whether the invention, as described in (he said letters patent and specifica-

tion, is not the original invention of the said John Day?
II. Whether the description contained in the said specification is not such as to

enable workmen of ordinary skill to make the wheels therein mentioned, ac-

cording to the prmvss of manufacture therein mentioned?

III. Whether the process of manufacture described in the said specification is

not practically useful for the purposes set forth in the said letters patent?

Alter considerable delay, the jury, by a majority of eleven to one, returned a

verdict for the plaintiffs—damages L.1538.

Looms : Elliot v. Morris.—This action was brought to recover damages for

the alleged infringement of a patent. The plainiiffs, it appeared, patented an

invention to be applied to machinery used for the manufacture of woven fabrics,

the object of it being "to prevent the shuttle flying off the race or track board,

when in the actual operation of weaving, to the great danger of the persons em-

ployed in such operations." The apparatus, as patented, included a cross bar,

with certain hooks or guards attached to it, and it was stated to have been very

successful. But it was too expensive ; and in order to get rid of this difficulty

the plaintiffs modified it, after some time, by ceasing to use the hooks, and con-

fining themselves to the cross bar, which was sufficient of itself to prevent the
upward flight of (he shuttle, but not to prevent its horizontal fligh(. This being
a much more economical arrangement, came into extensive use, and the complaint
made by the plaintiffs was, that the defendant had pirated the modification of

their patent, substituting only an India-rubber band for a wooden or metal bar.

The main questions in the cause were—1. Whether the plaintiffs' modification was
within the terms of their specification ? 2. Whether the defendant had pirated

it ? And the facts being admitted on both sides, it was agreed to submit them
to the court above in the form of a special case.

marine memoranda.

Four new steamers are about to be built and fitted out for the mail service
between Holyhead and Dublin, and each vessel is not to be less than 300 feet

in length, and of 1,700 tons measurement. The contract has actually been
taken for vessels of 2,000 tons and 700 horse-power, the speed to be superior to
that of the Queen's yacht, the Victoria and Albert—17£ knots an hour. The
voyages are to be four daily, namely, (wo from each port. Mr. Laird, of
Liverpool, builds two, and Mr. Samuda, of Blackwall, the other two, and it is

expected that the communication between London and Dublin will be reduced
to eleven hours.

In comparing the steam shipping of the United States, with that of this

country, we find that America has but fifty-seven ocean steamers, measuring
94,795 tons, while we have 1670, with 666,330 aggregate tons. America has
twenty-two steamers, of 45,000 tons, engaged in the foreign and domestic mail,

while we have 121, of 235,488 aggregate tonnage, engaged in the foreign mail
service almost exclusively. America has thirty-seven steamers engaged in the
coasting trade, while we have 1548 similarly employed.

The Canadian Steamship Company sent out, during the season 1857, 14 vessels,

carrying 4,133 passengers, and sent in 13 vessels, bringing 2,552 passengers.
The average passage outwards was 11 days 1 honr ; homewards, 10 days 15
hours. The average passage of the Collins line (New York) was, eastward, 1]

days 22 hours ; westward, 13 days 13 hours. The average time, therefore, of
the Canadian line has been, going east, 6 hours per trip better than (hat of the
Collins line ; the average trip of the Canadian line, going west, has been
better than that of the Collins line by 56 hours. The shortest trip eastward
was, by the Canadian line (Indian), 9 days 1 1 hours ; by the Collins line (Baltic

)

,

9 days 23 hours; and by the Cunard New York line (Persia), 9 days 8 hours.
And westward by the Canadian line (Anglo-Saxon), 9 days 13 hours, and Collins

(Atlantic), 10 days 12 hours. The longest passage by the Canadian line has
been that of the North American to Liverpool, and of (he Indian to Quebec,
each of 12 days. The Collins have made passages from 15 to 20 days. The
Indian performed five complete voyages from April to November, w'hich it is

said was never done by any other vessel. Such are the doings of (he Montreal
ocean steamers.

The Diadem warship, on her late cruise, performed 14-8 knots. Griffiths's

propeller was tested between Spithead and Lisbon, and (he common propeller
on the redirn passage. 14-2 knots have been got out of her with the former
under steam and canvas, the wind well abaft the beam, full power; under steam
alone, going head to wind, full power, 11-6 knots was the result ; at half speed
and half consumption of fuel, under similar circumstances, she went 9-4, and
when tried under her fore and aft sails, wind four points on the bow, 'at half
speed and one-third consumption of fuel, she went 9'4. With the old, or
common screw, at half speed, under fore and aft sails, force of wind 6, the
patent log showed 11 knots. On the 14th instant, under steam and sail, at 1-30

p.m., on the 10th grade of expansion and close throttle, making but 40 revolutions,

she went 13*2. Under canvas alone she was only going 8, thus clearly show-
ing the fallacy of imagining that when the speeil of the ship overran the engines
the latter were of no use. At 8 p.m. on the same day, steering hard, helm re-

lieved every hour, on (he 9th grade of expansion, throttle a little more open,
making 43 revolutions, under double-reefed topsails, courses, topgallant sails,

foretopmas( staysail and trysails, she went 14^ knots, consuming at the rate of
35 tons of coal per day, and to get the same revolutions without canvas would
have caused a consumption of 75 tons at least. At 4 a.m. on the 15th she
went 14'8 without topgallant sails, under double-reefed topsails and jib. making
42 revolutions on the 9th grade, wind strong from the N.N.W. and N.W, by
N. Till cub ring the Channel she averaged 13 knots for the last 24 hours,
having run a distance of 308 miles in that time.

Our Fisheries op the North.—The little town of Peterhead, in Aberdeen-
shire, is the centre, or rather the great metropolis, of (he whale fishery. It is

just 70 years since the first vessel sailed from Peterhead harbour for the regions
of ice. From 1788- to 1803 hut a single ship was annually dispatched from Pe-
terhead on this oil-hunting errand ; from 1804 to 1814 die number varied from
tw-o to eight ; and thence to 1830, from ten to sixteen ; but in 1843 the number
fell to nine. Since that time the number has continued to increase, the highest
being thirty-two, including two steamers, which have been added to the fleet in

1857. Last year two of the finest vessels were lost, so that there are new
thirty-two whale ships hailing from the port. The total produce of the entire
fleet during its seventy years of work is 3766 whales, 1,031.847 seals, 48,735
(ons of oil, 1710 tons of whale-bone, the approximate value of the whole being
£2,250,398. It was not until 1838 that proper attention began to be paid to
seal fishing, although foreign vessels had practised this branch for many years
with success. At that time seal skins were worth but Is. 3d. each ; now'thev
sell for from 3s. 6d. to 7s. Ten years ago oil was but L.28 a (on, whilst for the
last two years it has been worth from L.40 to L.53. Whale-hone has risen
enormously in value. For many years it fetched only from L.200 to L.250 per
ton; last year it sold for L.500 and L.580. At the same time, however, (he
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Ashing costs have rapidly increased; but certainly not in the ratio of the profits.

From forty-five to sixty-five men are employed on board each vessel, making in

the whole" fleet 1500 or 1600 men. The present year's fleet involves a capital

ofL.200,000.

Hamilton, of Blackland Mill, Paisley ; and as it furnishes us with an excellent

instance of a resuscitation of invention, we here engrave it in two views. Fig.

1 is a side elevation, and fig. 2 a plan, of Mr. Hamilton's arrangement. The

The Architectural Museum.—The report for the past year—under the

Si'trillum Musei Arckttectorici—is now before us, and its appearance affords us

the opportunity of again drawing public attention to the great and increasing

desirability of fostering so excellent an institution by every means in our power.

The direct practical object of the museum is to aid in improving the art work-
manship of the time : and the many thousand casts, specimens, and drawings

which have been collected within the building at South Kensington, form an ex-

cellent foundation for such teaching. Courses of lectures are also periodically

delivered there ; and prizes for the most meritorious of stone and wood carving,

metal work, decorative painting-, modelling, and drawing, are also annually of- /
fered. During the present year the committee otfer a prize of ten pounds for Xf
the best specimen of hammered work in iron, secured by welding or riveting;/

to be the whole or a complete portion of any work, strictly illustrative of the

capabilities of decorative art, and combining architectural fitness with metallic

construction. "With these restrictions as to material and character the commit-

tee do not limit the competition to any peculiar style or period, though they

would suggest a certain regard being had to mediaeval character. Mr. A. J. B.

Beresford Hope, M.P., offers through the committee a prize of five guineas for

the best specimen of wood carving, forming the whole or a complete portion of

any work, and consisting of groupings from natural or conventional foliage,

with or without the introduction of animal life, and illustrative of some architectu-

ral composition of the thirteenth or fourteenth centuries. The specimens may be
carved in oak or soft wood, as the competitors may prefer. Mr.G .Godwin, F.K.S.,

offers through the committee a prize of five guineas for the best series of not less

than four full-sized studies, drawn and shaded either in pencil, chalk, or single

colour, from specimens in the Architectural Museum. A prize of two guineas

will be offered, through the committee, for the best specimen of modelling in

plaster from natural foliage conventionally arranged as a boss, fiuial, or running
ornament for hollow mouldings. The whole of the specimens to be deposited

in the Architectural Museum, free of cost, by the 1st of December,. 1858, with
the art-workman's name and address, and those of his employer (if any) attached.

The specimens will be exhibited in the Architectural Museum for one month
before the prizes are given, and will remain the property of the competitors or

their employers. The committee will not award the prizes unless there appear
sufficient merit m any of the specimens to entitle them to such distinction. We
most strongly recommend this list to the consideration of our younger readers.

Simplification of Textile Processes.—An ingenious and eminently prac-

tical mode of simplifying the intermediate processes of converting yarns into

woven fabrics, has lately been introduced by Mr. D. H. Saunders, of Blair-

gowrie, Perthshire. Mr. Saunders' process consists, in the first place, of ar-

rangements or means whereby yarns of various kinds, as spun and wound on to

suitable bobbins, may be woven into cloth without the at present intervening

processes of reeling and winding. In carrying out this invention in practice,

the bobbin on which the yarn is wound as it is spun or twisted is made with a

loose end flange, and this flange has attached to its inner face a wire or other

projecting piece, of sufficient length to enter with its extreme free end into a
corresponding hole in the opposite or fixed flange. The wire or projecting

piece thus lies nearly parallel with the barrel or axis of the bobbin, when the
latter is in use in the spinning frame. When the bobbin is filled in the frame
it is removed therefrom, and the loose flange is detached from it, taking with it

the attached wire. This removal of the wire slackens off the hard wound yarn,

and allows the operator to withdraw the wound yarn in a solid mass longitu-

dinally from the bobbin's barrel- The ball of yarn thus symmetrically wound
into shape is now ready to act as a cop in the shuttle, in which it may at once
be placed and woven off as weft in forming cloth. In using short bobbins as at

the process of manufacture may be still further improved, and its cost

economised, by making the shuttles cellular, or with two or more cop holding

chambers, separated by perforated diaphragms. The balls or cops of yam when
wound and removed in the manner described, are placed longitudinally in these

shuttle cells, and the unwinding during weaving takes place from the centre,

working outwards. When two such balls or cops are used at once in the

shuttle, the weaver, starting to weave from the end in the centre, attaches the

outside end of the first ball to the inside end of the second, the perforated dia-

phragm allowing of this continuity of the two balls. In this way the shuttle

can continue in action twice as long at once as with a single cop of the ordinary
kind. To defend the balls or cops from severe fractional rubbing against the
warp threads, an elastic shield or cover piece is stretched over the balls when
deposited in the shuttle. This system of preparing balls of yarn may also be
carried out in making up balls of twine or other textile materials, as it produces
W--11 formed and convenient masses for winding off and use. The system is also

well suited for use even when yarns have to be reeled for bleaching, or treat-

ment in a loose and disintegrated condition. To aid in the release of the balls

from the barrels of the bobbins, should the winding on he so tight as to render
the separation difficult, a loose flange is fitted upon the barrel and adjusted at

fte fixed flange end, so that when the loose flange of the actual bobbin is

removed, this separate flange or disc enables the operator to force the ball easily

off.

Resuscitated Intentions fop. Finishing Woven Goods.—Few branches
of manufacturing art have afforded more scope for inventive men, than the
"elastic finishing" of woven fabrics, and certainly many most ingenious me-
chanical contrivances have been lavished upon this particular process. Some
Df these—such as the well-known machinery of Mr. Bridson, of Bolton-le-Moors
—have turned out to be most valuable patents; others have proved to be but

,

mgemous toys. The most recent patent of the kind is that of Mr. George
I

Ho. 122—Vol. XL

framing of a complete machine consists of a number of side standards, of which
only a single pair, a, carrying one of the parallelograms of rollers and

Fig. 2.

levers, is shown— these standards being connected by transverse tie rods, b.

Two pillars, c, are bolted down upon the top flanges of the side standards, one
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on each side, and directly opposite to each other ; and the upper ends of

these pillars are turned to receive oscillating levers or lever frames, D, in the

ends of which are carried small swivelling pillars or spindles, e, formed with

bearings for rollers, f, extending across the machine from one lever frame, D, to

the other. The rollers, f, and lever frames, i>, form a jointed parallelogram, as

seen in plan in tig. 2, the parallelogram being capable of being set in various

positions. In fig. 1 the lever frames, D, are represented as parallel with the

side standards, a, whilst in fig. 2 the parallelogram is represented as set

obliquely. The fabric is supposed to be moving continuously but slowly in the

direction of the arrow in both figures, being passed through the machine by the

frietional action of several rollers, of which two, g, g1
, are shown in the engrav-

ings, these rollers being driven by means of bevil wheels, h, on the ends of

their spindles, in gear with bevil wheels, l, fast on a horizontal driving shaft, J,

running along the side of the machine, and carried in bracket bearings, K,

bolted to the side standards, A. The fabric, on reaching the portion of the ma-
chine represented in the engravings, passes over the roller, g, thence under a

guide roller, L, which is grooved like a common breadthener, but with a very

slight inclination of the grooves. From the roller, l, the fabric passes round a

roller, m, carried in swivelling bearings in brackets, n, cast or fixed upon the

lever frames, D, in such a way as to carry the rollers, m, m 1
, at a level, the

distance of which below that of the rollers, f, is somewhat less than half the

distance between the spindles, E. The fabric next passes over the transversely

reciprocating rollers, p, thence under a roller, Mi, carried like the roller, M, and

onwards under the roller, L1
, and over the roller, g 1

. At the same time that

the fabric is moving slowly along, the lever frames, d, are

Fig. 3. made to oscillate by means of an eccentric, o, fast on the

shaft, J, the rod, p, of this eccentric passing across to a

lever, Q, turning on a pin at the other side of the machine,
whence a rod, it, returns to a joint stud, s, on one of the

lever frames, d, The rods, p and R, can be adjusted on the

lever, Q, so as to alter the extent of the actual movement
imparted to the lever frames, d, and these frames, r>, are

connected by links, t, to insure their moving equably with-

out causing any undue strain on the journals of the rollers,

F. The rollers, f andM, m 1
, are grooved, the grooves having

a slight inclination in opposite directions on each side of

the rollers' longitudinal centre to hold the fabric transversely,

that is, to prevent it slipping along the roller to either side

of the machine, whilst its gradual slow motion the long
way of the machine is not impeded. Instead of being
grooved, the rollers, f, and m, m>, may have frietional hold-

ing surfaces upon them in any other suitable way, or they
may be smooth, in which last case the fabric must be pre-

vented from slipping to either side by nipping rollers placed

above the other rollers, as indicated by dotted lines at u, in

tig. 1. It will be observed that in the machine the spindles,

E, are made with forks to receive the nipping rollers, u,

should these have to be employed at any time. The fabric

being prevented from slipping to either side along the rollers,

f, the reciprocation of these rollers, produced by the oscil-

lation of the lever frames, r>, has the effect of angling its

threads over each other alternately in opposite directions.

The fabric is made to return upon itself and pursue the zig-

zag course Bhown in fig. 1, to compensate for and avoid the

alternate slackening and tightening that would be produced
by the movements of the rollers, P, without some such
arrangement, and the rollers, M, m 1

, by being carried by
the lever frames, D, are made to reciprocate transversely, although only to a
slight extent, since they are very near the axis of motion of the frames, this

slight reciprocation producing an intermediate action on the fabric between the
points where there is no angling action and those where the angling action is

greatest. Now all this is very ingenious, but it is neither more nor less than a

copy of Mr. John Campbell's invention of 1845. Fig. 3, on a much smaller

scale, represents a side view of part of Mr. Campbell's machine ; and fig. 4 is a

corresponding plan. We need not describe these figures in detail, as it will be
at once seen that they most completely embody Mr. Hamilton's arrangement,
the angling of the threads being accomplished by means of nipping rollers, which
have a transverse reciprocatory action as regards the line of traverse of the

goods. Seven years subsequent to the date of Mr. Campbell's clever invention,

namely, in 1852, Mr. Thomas Boyd, the calico printer, of Glasgow, proposed
another ingenious arrangement for finishing by means of rollers having a com-
bined rotatory and transverse, or end long action, but on a plan differing very

considerably from that of Mr. Campbell. After these two plans, however, we
must look upon Mr. Hamilton's plan as a modern antique.

A Revolution in Photography.—M. Niepce's researches in light have led

to most important results in photography in much less time than was expected.

M. Chevreul read before the Academic on the 1st of March a second memoir by
M. Niepcc, which, if it accomplish all that is promised, must perforce effect a

complete revolution in photography. The newly discovered property or action

of light, in being absorbed and retained within the pores and substance of paper,

is niitst ingeniously turned to account by the discoverer, in the printing process,

for obtaining positive pictures. The paper requires but a minimum of prepara-

tion: it is washed or floated on a solution of nitrate of uranium or of tartaric

acid, then placed in the printing frame and exposed to light. In about a quarter

of an hour the light is absorbed in sufficient quantity; the paper is withdrawn ; no
change is visible in it: but immediately a solution of nitrate of silver is poured over

it, the picture becomes developed, and requires only washing in clean water to be

fixed, and afterwards toned with chloride of gold. This is the very acme of

simplicity ; the abominations of hyposulphite of soda are quite got rid of, so that

the pictures obtained must be permanent, and all risk of fading entirely removed.
Al present our leisure does not permit us to repeat the experiments necessary

Fig. 4.

to establish the correctness of this assertion, although, coming from such an
authority, we do not venture to question it ; but, if practicable, our next num-
ber will contain specimens obtained by the new method. But there is anothi r

mode of operating more wonderful still, which is, to take a slp-et o! paper which
has been kept for some time in the dark, place it in the printing frame under
a negative ; expose it to the sun's rays for a time, say half an hour ; then remove
it, in the dark, and develop by pouring over it a solution of nitrate of silver;

the picture quickly appears. If, instead of using nitrate of silver for developing,

we use chloride of gold, the image instantaneously appears of a beautiful blue

colour, which can also be fixed by washing with pure water. These pictures,

it is also said, resist uninjured the energetic action of a boiling solution of chlo-

ride of potassium ! Here, then, we may hope, is the solution of that most \ ital

question in photography—a simple and rapid method of obtaining permanent
positives. In intimate connection with this subject is the essay on the " Phi-

losophy of Positive Printing," by Messrs. Davanne and Girard. The first, por-

tion is devoted to an examination of the papers employed by photographers, and
some very important conclusions are arrived at. Among others, that the

sizing of paper is of primary importance to the obtaining a good result, being
of more consequence than even the paper itself, so to speak. The next inquiry

will he directed to the influence of albumen, serum, and other matters recom-
mended and in use for the purpose of obtaining good quality in tone and clear-

ness of image. The investigations of these gentlemen will set at rest much of
the idle guessing with which the philosophy of positive printing has been en

cumbered. When all the facts set forth in these two memoirs are fully estab-

lished, positive printing will be placed on a basis almost as simple and as certain

as copperplate or letterpress printing. In intimate connection with this dis-

covery, and upon the general progress of the whole art and mystery of photo-
graphy, s'anls the dry collodion process, to which we invite the most earnest

attention cf photographers. It is worth a trial, and every effort should be made
to establish this process upon a clear and sound basis. There is also the ortho-

scope lens, which is exciting a most extraordinary interest in the photographic
world. We have inspected some pictures at Messrs. Knight and Co.'s, who
are Messrs. Voigtlander's agents, which were taken with the new lens, and
their superiority was evident at the first glance, which careful inspection fully

confirmed. It may be useful to note that those who already possess Messrs.

Voigtlander's portrait lens will only require the new dispersive lens in order to

render their oZ>/ceit/"orthoscopic. Now, we think, the photographer has fallen

upon halcyon days; he has offered to him a new and almost perfect lens, a dry
collodion, and a perfect printing process; with all these appliances, it maybe
said—let every man become his own photographer.

—

Plwtographic Art-Journal.

The Caithness Pavement Manufacture.—The finest known material for

paving footways, and for generally similar purposes, is the Caithness "flag"
stone ; and the development of the trade involved in its preparation and trans-

port, during the last half-century, has added vastly to the prosperity of that

northern county. This highly prized stone is obtained from the upper strata of
the old red sandstone formation, situated directly beneath the superficial deposit

of boulder clay, so that it is easily got at. It is in the working of the obdurate
material that difficulties arise, and, hitherto, the preparatory operations of the

quarries have been carried on in a comparatively rude and inefficient manner.
Now, however, the Earl of Caithness has directed his own personal attention to

the matter, and he has organised such a series of mechanical operations at

Barrogill, as fully entitle his works to take the standing of systematised
manufactures. The first attempt which was made was close to Barrogill Castle,

the seat of the Caithness family, where, after penetrating the surface debris,

and removing the loose top rock, a fine bed of clay slate from four to five feet

thick was reached. Since this first opening, other quarries have been dug into,

and as the sea is close at hand, the material is easily shipped. The stone

adapted for the market is removed in slabs of various sizes, and of different

thickness, according to its natural formation, and conveyed by carts, a distance

of two miles, to the works where the process of preparation is effected. As a
site for these, advantage has been taken of a natural gully at a place called

Harrow, some distance westward from the castle—the excavation of a small

stream which formerly emptied itself into a miniature bay, now selected by the

Earl for the erection of a harbour. Originally a swamp, the hollow of this

gully, by being thoroughly drained, has been converted into a dry and even
platform ; and upon this has been erected the dressing sheds and engine-house,

with a sufficient area attached for the reception or removal of almost any quan-
tity of the stone. Brought in at the upper extremity of the gully, the flags

are first deposited on a site contiguous to the sheds, where they are selected

according to the difference of their quality and of the purposes to which they
may be applied. While all are put under the saw, some may be better suited

for polishing, others for being rough hewn or dressed as pavement. Thus
selected, the stone is laid upon a low-wheeled waggon, and this again is placed
upon a car which runs upon rails in a pit extending the full length of the sheds.
By this means it is brought in front of any machine under which it is intended
to be laid, and each of the machines being also approachable by lines of rail

running at right angles to what may be termed the trunk line, it only requires

the motion of a turn-table, with which the car referred to is furnished, to bring
the stone at once to the position from which it can be drawn, by tackle, under-
neath the machinery, and to the exact situation winch has been allotted it.

This, as has been said, may be either under the saws, the "polisher," or the
"dresser.

11 The dresserwe have already described* asone of Lord Caithness' most
successful mechanical contrivances; it produces the surface required for ordinary
foot-ways. For hall Magging, hearth stones, mantel pieces, and other uses, a
mechanical rubbing polisher is used. For sawing, to give the accurately square
edges to the stones, Lord Caithness has at present three double sets of appara-
tus at work. These saws are fifteen feet long, and they are fitted with Lord

Page 313, vol. viii., Practical Median ;,:'.-,- Journal,
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Caithness" ingenious contrivance for giving the cutting edges a periodical ele-

vation tor the admission of sand and water beneath them, as required in cutting.

Each double machine cuts 300 lineal feet per day. A new pier for the shipment

of the stone has also been provided, so that the works are now fully equipped
for being carried on with energy, and with the prospect of a most substantial

return for the trouble taken by the noble owner.

Railway Termini rx the Metropolis.—At a recent meeting of the Statis-

tical Society. Mr. W. A. "Wilkinson went very fully into details for the purpose
of showing the importance to railway companies of extension lines into the me-
tropolis, and convenient terminal accommodation for passengers and goods. He
ascribed the want of commercial success in the case of the Great Western Rail-

way Company more to the distant position of its terminal station from the Bank
o( England than to its increased mileage in branch lines and expenditure of ca-

pital. City men could not rc-side on the Great Western Railway, in consequence
of the time occupied in travelling by omnibus to and from Paddingtou and the

Post-office ; but if they had a railway as proposed by the Metropolitan Railway
Company, that impediment would be removed, and the Great Western would
receive its share of the suburban and city traffic. He considered the district

through which the Great Western line passed, as to population and fertility,

superior to that of some of the lines terminating in the metropolis. Every other
railway had extended its terminus since 1847 nearer to the Bank of England,
and had thereby increased the mileage receipts for passengers and goods very
considerably, while the mileage receipts for passengers and goods on the Great
Western had decreased. From 1852 to 1857 the Great Western had increased
its mileage by 172 per cent.; but at the same time it had decreased the passen-
ger receipts per mile to the extent of 41 per cent. The railways terminating at

London-bridge from 1852 to 1857 had increased their receipts for passengers per
mile to the extent of 101 per cent., which he attributed entirely to the conveni-
ent situation of that station. Had the Great Western passenger traffic increased
in the same proportion, the receipts for passengers during the past half-year
would have been more by L.302, 000. and, deducting 40 per cent, for working
expenses, there would have been L. 175,000, or more than two per cent., in ad-
dition to its present ordinary dividend. He then adverted to the increase of
mileage on the South-Western, the Eastern Counties, the London and North-

- -i. the South -Eastern, and the Blackwall. The Brighton and South-
Eastern had extended their goods station from New cross to the Bricklayers'
Arms station, the South-Western from Nine-elms to Waterloo Road, the London
and North-Westem by means of the North London Railway to Fenchurch Street
and Havdon Square, the Eastern Counties had extended their accommodation
also * Fenchttrch Street, and in all those cases the traffic had been greatly in-
creased both in passengers and goods. And were it not for the competition of
the Great Northern on one side and the Great Western on the other, the London
and North-Western traffic would have shown a much larger return. The goods
traffic on the latter line in 1847 amounted to L.900 per mile, and by 1857.it rose
to L.1250 per mile in consequence of the North London Railway'having been
opened in 1852, which conveyed the goods traffic to the city and docks. He then
reviewed at great length the advantages derived by the metropolitan railways
from those extensions, and contended that if the Great Western were provided
with a good terminus at the Post-office, the dividend would now be 6 per cent.
per annum. The Brighton felt the importance of further terminal accommoda-
tion, and were about to extend it to Victoria Street, the South-Eastern to
H-mLrerford Market, and the South-Western to Charing Cross. The only mode
of improving the position of the Great "Western Railway was that of extending

ans of the Metropolitan Railway from Paddington to King's Cross,
Victoria Street, and the Post-office.

A long and able discussion ensued, in which Dr. Trueman, Mr. Newmarch,
Mr. Heywood, Mr. Hodge, and other gentlemen, took part, in the course of which
the importance of an improved system of railway accommodation in the metro-
polis was admitted ; but at the same time there appeared a difficulty as to ex-
pense, and as to the best mode of providing the much-desired accommodation at
a reasonable cost to the public and the shareholders.

Price's Thief-proof Safes.—It seems that there are four several systems in
vogue for enabling the burglar to communicate with the interior of the honest

to. These are, the old-fashioned plan of picking the lock—a task now
made very difficult by the exertions of modern lock improvers ; blowing open

- owder, now rendered impossible by the keyholes being so arranged
that the requisite quantity of gunpowder cannot be poured in ; drilling a ring of
holes in the door, to allow of a large piece being taken out ; and cutting out a

a circular traversing cutter, specially adapted for the purpose.
Mr. George Price, of the Cleveland Safe Works, Wolverhampton, ha3 met the
too kst projects by case-hardening his safes, so that no drill or cutter can get
through them. This is a very simple and ingenious idea, and it is an effectual
bar to the proceedings of the drilling or cutting-out robber. Messrs. Chubb, the

rs. have also attempted to obtain a similar result, by boring a series of
holes in scattered positions, in the door of the safe, round the lock, and these

t . then each fitted with a screwed plug of cast steel. This is not so
certain a preventive as Mr. Price's expedient ; for although it will secure the

instthe action of the cutting-out tool, which, in its range, cannot but
come in contact with some of the steel pins, yet it will not be certain in its

;ct, if the burglar goes to work to drill separate small holes, as
there will be room between the steel pins for the drill to get through.

Adjusting Action fop. Governors.—The ordinary steam-engine governors
perform their functions only at anch times as they are influenced by a very sen-

or diminution of speed. Being placed in direct communication
with the throttle valve, they only allow the latter to open itself sufficient to give

1 to the engine; hence, should the. steam pressure be raised or
- or it should be desirable to alter the speed of the machinery, the ordi-
-- llator cannot be accommodated to the required change. The valve will

still be opened or closed; but it is evident that the engine's speed will, under
mces, be either accelerated or retarded. These defects have in-

duced M. Caron, a Parisian engineer, to establish a communication between the
governor and the valve, so that the engine when going at its proper speed does
not interfere with the action of the valve ; but any acceleration or retarding of
its motion is immediately felt and corrected in an effective manner. Fig. 1 of
our engravings is an elevation of a governor fitted with M. Caron's apparatus,
and showing the latter in face view ; fig. 2 is an elevation at right angles to fig.

1 ; and fig. 3 is a detail of the adjusting action. The governor spindle is driven
in the usual way by a cord pulley on a short horizontal shaft, the inner end of
which is connected to the spindle by a pair of bevil wheels. The lever worked

by the usual sliding riug on the upper part of the governor spindle is connected

at its outer end by a pendant link rod. the lower end of which works through a

guide eye in an arm on the bracket pedestal. This portion of the link terminates

in a forked' piece fitted' with lateral pins passed through a horizontal slot in a

traversing frame. It is this frame which is connected at one end with a throttle

valve, so .as to be capable of shifting the latter as it passes back or forward, its

ends being fitted into guides in the bracket arms of the framing, as shown most
clearly in fig. 1. This traversing frame is open, and it has rack teeth formed
upon both edges of this opening. The pulley shaft which drives the governor

projects through the opening in the traversing frame, and it carries at this por-

tion a cam tooth, which, as it revolves, can gear with one or other of the racks

in the frame, just as the frame is raised or lowered by the sliding-ring action.

In this way, so long as the engine runs at its proper rate, the cam tooth works
clear- of both racks ; but whenever a change takes place, the rotatory action of

the cam pushes the traversing frame to one side or the other, as the case may
be, thus adjusting the valve, and then again working free of both, racks.

Self'-Opentng Cartridge.—An ingenious and most expeditious plan of

obtaining the advantages comprehended in Sir Henry Stracey's " Rack-heath

Cartridge,"* by automatic means, has just been introduced by Messrs. Bell and
Hall, of Worcester. A metal ring is put round outside of the cartridge towards

the upper (or the short) end of the cartridge ; fastened to this ring are two or

more bands of thread or tape, which proceed outside the cartridge to the bottom

end, where they are fastened firmly to the paper. The effect, of this arrange-

ment becomes seen when the cartridge is put into the barrel of the gun. The
ring, being larger than the wads in the cartridge, is in consequence too large to

enter the barrel of the gun, and when the cartridge is put into the muzzle it

can enter no farther after the ring meets with the barrel. A small portion of

the upper end of the cartridge, with the ring round it like a, collar, remains pro-

jecting from the barrel. The ramrod is then applied, the cartridge disapp 's

down the barrel, the ring is left outside, and on the withdrawal of the rprrrod'

falls to the ground, with its tapes or bands still fastened to it. Tile cat fridge,

when forced from the tapes, is torn open by them at the bottom, and the powder
set free.

Railway Accidents in 1857.—Between the 1st of January and the 31st of

December, 1857, there occurred on all the railways of the United Kingdom 45
accidents, 41 to passenger, and 4 to goods trains ; 15 persons were killed, and

349 injured by these accidents, including 11 passengers killed and'331'injnred,

and 4 servants of companies killed and 18 injured. Of the accidents to passen-

ger trains, 23 arose from collisions, 1 from trains running into sidings or off

their proper line, 8 from trains getting off the rails, 4 from breakage of axles,

wheels, &c, 1 from breakage of couplings, 1 from bursting of boilers, 1 from a

train running into station too fast, and 2 from carriages catching fire. As re-

gards goods trains, 2 accidents arose from collisions and 2 from getting off rails,

8 servants of companies were killed, 18 injured from causes beyond their own
control, while 41 were killed and 17 injured from want of caution or gross mis-

conduct.

Belgian Patents.—The Belgian Government have recently published a lis!

of Belgian patents taken out from October, 1856, to September, 1857 (both

months inclusive), from which it appears 1547 patents have altogether been

Page 20, Practical Mechanic's Journal for April last.
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granted, classified in the following manner:—Agriculture, 50; fire-arms &c, 112;

fine arts, including scientific apparatus, 102 ; heating apparatus, including fuel,

Ac, 63; artificial illumination, 58; ceramic arts and manufacture of glass, 63;

civil engineering, architecture, &c, 56; carpentry, including sawing, 15; me-

chanics, steam engines, machinery, Ac, 149 ; machines for draining and working

of mines, 46 ; textile and woven fabrics, 165 ; machinery and processes con-

nected with the manufacture and preparation of paper, 33 ; metallurgy and work-

ing of metals, Ac, 123 ; navigation and marine propulsion, 21 ; chemical pro-

duction?, 125; articles of nutrition and beverages, 97; means ofconveyance, Ac,
93 ; articles of domestic economy, Ac, 83 ; surgical instruments, Ac, 22 ; various

unclassified objects, 71. Total, 1547.

Secure Fastenings for Drawer Handles.—The little invention, an ex-

ample of which we now engrave, is a prac-

tical and encouraging commentary upon a

text which we have often taken for a dis-

course upon the prevalent disregard of im-
provement in common things. Door and
drawer handles and knobs will get slack, and
come off—the defect is every day before us

—

it is visible in every corner of a modern house.

We have submitted to the evil for a long time
fl

but Mr. Heywood, of Sutton Cross Hills,

Leeds, and Mr. Dixon, of Steeton, Keighly,

have at last come to our deliverance. Our
engraving represents their contrivance in

longitudinal section. The actual knob or

handle portion, a, is formed with an internal

screw, to receive the screwed piece, b, which
is passed through the thickness of the door or

|

drawer— the front protruded end of this

piece forming the means of attachment for the handle. The plain portion, c,

of the piece, n, is slightly conical, so as to ensure a good fit in the hole in the

door or drawer, when the handle is screwed home. This is a most satisfactory

fastening, and its simplicity is an excellent practical recommendation.

Hvdrated Alumina as a Substitute for Animal Charcoal.—M. Mene,
the chemist attached to the establishment at Crenhol, has clearly demonstrated

that hydrated alumina may be substituted for animal charcoal for the decolor-

isation of liquids. He prepares the alumina by decomposing the alum by car-

bonate of soda, then filtering and washing this alumina, mixed in an excessive

proportion with various colouring matters in a state of ebullition. In decolor-

ising syrups of sugar, ip large establishments, it is the common practice to make
use of large iron tubes, capable of containing perhaps 10,000 pounds of animal
charcoal ; and the liquid flows slowly through, and in contact with the charcoal.

Now, if the charcoal were replaced by alumina rendered perfectly insoluble and
tasteless, such as the coloured lac (larjue cdhree) which it forms, the operation

of decolorising would be reduced to a simple baking {cuite), followed by filtration

through canvas {jiltredc toile). Fifteen parts of alumina have effectively re-

placed 250 parts of animal charcoal in decolorising a litre of water, coloured by
the addition of turnsol. In thecase.of water sweetened and coloured bymolasses,
7 parts of alumina were found to do the work of 125 parts of charcoal. For
water coloured brown, and sweetened by honey, 4 parts of alumina were equivalent

to 100 parts of charcoal. Further than this, the revivification of the alumina is a

much more simple affair than that of the animal charcoal.

Manufacture of Lucifer Matches without Phosphorus.—It is a well
known fact that the use of phosphorus in the manufacture of lucifer matches,
has been a fruitful source of serious accidents; and bearing this in mind, M.
Hochstaller has compounded a preparation in which that destructive element is

completely suppressed. It is compossed as follows:—Chromate of potash, (kali

chromieura), 41 parts; chlorate of potash, (kali chloricum), 14 parts
;
peroxide

of lead, 9 parts; red sulphur of antimony, 35 parts; pulverised pumice stone or

powdered glass, 6 parts
;
gum, 4 parts; water, 18 parts. The gum is exposed to

the action of cold water for 10 hours, and one-half of the solution is then
thoroughly amalgamated with the chlorate of potash and the chromate of potash.
The remaining half of the gum solution is then mixed in a similar manner, with
the peroxide of lead, the red sulphur of antimony, and the powdered pumice stone
or pulverised glass. The whole is then thoroughly stirred about in order to effect

a perfect admixture. It must be bprne in mind, that all this is effected whilst
the compound is in a cold state. The matches, whether of wood or wax, are
dipped firstly in a solution of sulphur and steariue or wax, and they are then
plunged into the mixture which we have described, which is placed for that

purpose in some kind of suitable vessel, or poured on to a stone slab. This com-
pletes the process.

PROVISIONAL PROTECTION FOR INVENTIONS

TODER THE PATENT LAW AMENDMENT ACT.

82^ When the city or town is not mentioned, London is to be understood.

Recorded December 1, 1857.

21182. James X^ung, Glasgow—Improvements in measuring liquids.

Recorded January 7.

24. Joslraa Kidd, 6 Bridge Parade, Bristol—Improved apparatus for regulating the pres-
sure and supply of steam, gas, or other rarified or compressed bodies, and for
causing more perfect combustion of the gases procured from coal, and increasing
the heating and illuminating power of the said gases.

Recorded February 6.

221. Theodore Waraksine, 135 Piccadilly—Sorting corn by its weight by means of a

special machine, called " specific corn-sorting macbine,"

Recorded February 9.

240. Richard Millard, Duncannon Street, Trafalgar Square—A portable chair.

Recorded February 10.

247. George Richardson, 2 Copenhagen Street, Islington, and William Richardson, 5
Kanelagh Grove, Pimlico—The construction of three-wheeled carriages, and om-
nibuses so constructed, to be called first-class omnibuses.

Recorded February 11,

259. Charles Johnson, Dicklcborough, Norfolk, and George Johnson, Wandsworth, Sur-
rey—Improved machinery or apparatus for performing different operations re-

quired in agriculture.

Recorded February 12.

James Clifton, New Oxford Street—A new article of nursery furniture or gymnastic
exercising chair and support for children.—(Communication.)

Thomas Neville, Lichfield., and William S. Dorsctt, Aldridge, near Walsall, Stafford-

shire—Improvements in steam boilers or steam generators, and in steam engine*.
Thomas Neville, Lichfield, and William S. Dorsett, Aldridge, near Walsall, Staff.rd-

shire^A new or improved method of constructing and actuating horizontal
water wheels.

Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—An improved construction of sewing ma-
chine.— (Communication.)

Alfred W. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Improved machinery for stitching or work-
ing button holes.—(Communication.)

William C. T. SchaefTer, Stanninglcy, near Leeds^Improvements in obtaining fatty

and oily matters from wash waters, or waters containing soap.

John Macintosh, North Bank, Regent's Park—An improvement in treating articles

of gutta percha made or formed in dies or moulds, also certain articles of gutla
percha made by expressing through dies, and also articles of gutta percha made
by pressing rollers.

Recorded February 13.

John Duncan, Greenock—Improvements in the manufacture of ornamental chenille
fabrics.

John E. Ryffel, Wimbledon, Surrey—The improvement of stoves, for the purpose
of warming rooms and baking bread, called the "hygean stuve.**

John C. H. Sievier, Upper Holloway—Improvements in submarine conductors of
electric telegraphs.

Edward D. Johnson, Wilmington Square—An improved construction of chronome-
ter case.
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Recorded February 15.

William Spence, 50 Chancery Lane—Improvements in telegraphic apparatus.

—

.(Communication from Messrs. Digney Brothers, 8 Rue des Puitevins, Paris.)

John M'Dermid and Joseph M'Dermid, Oak Tree, Middleton-one-Row, near Darling-
ton—An improved apparatus or contrivance for supplying water to buildings

and dwelling-houses for sanitary purposes and for the extinction of fire.

Philippe M. N. Benoit, Paris—An improvement in counterbalancing the pressure
exerted by the steam against the slide valves of steam engines of all kinds.

Edmund Hunt, 31 Walnut Tree Walk, Lambeth—Improvements in voltaic batteries,

and in means for producing the electric light.

George T. Bousfield, Loughborough Park, Brixton—Improvements in the prepara-
tion of dough for bread, pastry, cake, and other farinaceous articles of food.

—

(Communication from James Perry and Elisha Fitzgerald. New York )

Pierre Molinari, Marseilles—An improved composition, to be used externally, for

preventing sea sickness and illness arising from similar causes.

Joseph Tall, 150 Blackfriars Road—Improvements in that description of carriages

called perambulators.
Matthew Crawford, Elswick Iron Works, Newcastle-on-Tyne—An improvement in

the manufacture of furnace bars.

George L. Blyth, Derby Street, Parliament Street, Westminster—An improvement
in the manufacture of manure from sewage waters and other fluids containing
ammonia or nitrogenous matters.

William Cope, Nottingham—Improvements in the manufacture of fabrics by bobbin-
net or twist-lace machinery.

Henry J. Sanders and Samuel E. Thacker, Nottingham—Improvements inznachinery
for the manufacture of textile and looped fabrics.

William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Improvements in treating certain oils and
fats, so as to effect the separation of constituent parts of such oils and fats.

—

(Communication.)
291. Jeremiah Garnett, Otley, Yorkshire—An improved manufacture of paper.

Recorded February 16.

292. Robert Anderson and John J. Prescott, Duke Street, Liverpool^-Improvements in

lubricators.

293. Henry Wilde, Manchester—Improvements in connecting the ends of lightning con-
ductors, and also the ends of submarine electric telegraph cables.

294. William Annitage, Manchester—Improvements in looms.
'295. Thomas B. Daft, Liverpool—Improvements in instruments for rubbing out pencil

marks and for sharpening pencils.

296. Marc A. F. Mcnnons, 39 Rue de l'Echiquier, Paris, and 4 South Street, Finsbury

—

Certain improvements in voltaic batteries.—(Communiqation.)
297. Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Improved apparatus fur laying submarine

telegraph cables.—(Communication.)

Recorded February 17.

299, Charles Monson, Connecticut, U.S.—A new and useful mechanism or apparatus, to

be used for supporting one or more gas burners, and conducting gas to such, or
for various other useful purposes.

James E. Boyd, Hither Green, Lewisham, Kent—Improvements in lawn and grass
mowing machines.

George Baker and John E. Baker, Birmingham—New or improved machinery for

compressing and moulding powders anil pastes.

Patrick Heyns, 2 Wades Place, Poplar—Improvements in wheels and axleboses.

303. Robert Varvill, Manchester—A certain improved apparatus for washing clothes or
articles of wearing apparel.

300.

801

302
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304. William Kiddle, 4 Stonefield Terrace, Liverpool Road—Improvements in apparatus

for binding: and fastening bales and other articles.

305. Hon. Wiliiam H. Yelverton, "Whitlaud Abbey, Carmarthenshire, and Owen Bowen,
Great Queen Street, Westminster—An improved manufacture of coke.

Re&>rded February IS.

306- John Piddington, 77 Montague de la Cour, Brussels—Improvements in the manu-
facture of fuel, commonly called artificial or patent fuel.

307. Eugene Cuvelier, Arras, Trance—Improvements in steam engines.

30S. TViJliam H. Crispin, Marshgate Lane, Stratford, Essex—Improvements in the con-

struction of bearings, beds, and sockets for axles, shafts, pivots, and other rotat-

ing parts of machinery.
309. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—An improved optical instrument, "which

the inventor denominates a " Tropescope."—(Communication from Giovanni
Caselli, Florence.)

310. George Claridge, Pontypool Iron Works, and Richard S. Roper, F,G,.3., F.C.S., Ebbw
Vale Iron Works—An improved mode of manufacturing coke.

311. John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, and 166 Buchanan Street, Glasgow—Im-
provements in machinery or apparatus for making bolts and rivets.—(Communi-
-cation from Jean B- Fondu and Emile Boin.)

312. John Chadwick, Glasgow—Improvements in machinery or apparatus for engraving
or producing printing surfaces.

313. Harrison Blair, Kearsley, Lancashire=~Certain improvements in the method of re-

covering the sulphur which has been used in the manufacture of soda ash, and in

the apparatus connected therewith.

314. Frederick Jones, Manchester— Certain impiovcments in machinery or apparatus for

cutting "piassava," or other fibrous substances employed in the manufacture of

brushes, which said improvements are also applicable to other purposes of cut-

ting.

Recorded February 19.

315. Joseph Beatti, Lawn Place, South Lambeth, Surrey—Improvements in locomotive
and other steam engines, parts of which improvements are respectively appli-

cable to other purposes.

316. William Riley, Liverpool—An improved method of raising and lifting water from
the bilge or holds of ships and other vessels, and a peculiar -construction and
arrangement for effecting the same.

317. John M. Syers, Liverpool—Improvements in the decomposition of salt, and in the

abstracting of metals from their ores.

31S. James Champion, Manchester—Improvements in spinning cotton, silk, flax, wool,

and i ither fibrous materials.

319. Robert Griffiths, 69 Mornington Road, Regent's Park—Improvements in screw pro-

pellers, and apparatus for governing engines used to give motion to screw pro-
pellers.

320. Edwin Maw, Dor.caster Iron Works, Yorkshire—Improvements in the manufacture
of iron wheels.

321. Thomas Brazenor the elder, and George Brazenor the younger, Birmingham—Cer-
tain improvements in mill-bands.

322. Isaac Brown, Carlisle, and John Brown, Notting Hill—Improvements in machinery
or apparatus for reducing bones.

323. James E. Cook, Greenock—Improvements in binnacles or apparatus for holding
marine compasses.

324. William Skallitzky, Vienna—Improvements in the manufacture of socks and stock-

ings.

325. William Clark, 53 Chancery Lane—Improvements in filtering water, and in appa-
ratus for the same.—(Communication.)

Recorded February 20.

326. William E. Ncthersole, Swansea, Glamorganshire—Improvements in the construc-
tion of parts of railway carriages.

327. Robert Little, Glasgow—Improvements in machinery or apparatus for washing and
mangling.

323. Thoma.- Metcalf, Newton Heath, Manchester—Improvements in the purification of

crude tar oil, rendering the same suitable for lubricating machinery and other
similar purposes.

329. William Thomson, Glasgow—Improvements in testing and working electric tele-

graphs.
330. Henry Edwards, Bishopsgate Street—Improvements in stoppers for feeding bottles

and other vessels.

331. Giacomo Gentile, 41a Queen Street, Cheapside—Improvements iu ornamenting
lace, netted, knitted, and woven fabrics.

332. Thomas Green, Leeds—Improvements in mowing machinery.
333. Felix 31. Baudouin, Paris—Improvements in electric telegraph cables.

334. William Greene, 21 Merlin's Place, Clerkenwell, and Mathew C. Greene, 19 Hatton
Garden—Improvements in joining soft metal pipes.

335. Henry Bey-Rimcls, Brussels, Belgium—A new process of manufacturing potato
meal or fecula.

336. Abraham Myers, 12 Hutchison Street, Gravel Lane, Hounsditch—Improvements
in the manufacture of caps or coverings for the head.

337. William Clark, 53 Chancery Lane—An improved rotary engine.—(Communication.)

338. Joseph Sworn, 29 Churton Street, Pimlico, and Thomas Weston, 40 Churton Street,

Piralico—An improved adhesive composition for whitening and clearing the sur-

face of stones.

339. George Catlin, Brussels, Belgium—Improvements in the construction and propel-

ling of steamers.

340. William Betts, Wharf Boad, City Road—A new manufacture of glazed or enamelled
paper.

Recorded February 22.

341. George Scbaub, Birmingham—A new or improved manufacture of certain kinds of
_' type and other printing surface?.

342. John Davis, 11 Burlington Cottages, Queen's Road, Dalston—Improvements in

cornets and other wind musical instruments.

343. William Cory, Jan., Gordon Place, Gordon Square—An improvement in the manu-
facture of artificial fuel.

344. Walter Hall, Erith, Kent—Improved apparatus for working railway brakes.

345. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street—An improvement in treating ores of precious

metals.—/'Communication.)

346. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street—Improvements in machinery for effecting

the amalgamation of precious metals.—fCommunication.)
347. John Potts, 24 Park Street, Southwark—Improvements in machinery for cutting

and shaping toothed gearing.

Recorded February 23.

?AZ. Francis Puis, Haverstock Hill—The manufacture of certain hydro-carbons.

349. Richard Telford and Michael Hope, Birmingham—Improvements in castors for
furniture.

350. William Johnston, Glasgow—Improvements in apparatus for regulating or control-
ling the flow or passage of fluids.

351. William WLennan, Glasgow—Improvements in the manufacture or production of
boots, shoes, and other coverings for the feet.

352. Richard A. Brooman, 1G6 Fleet Street—Improvements in apparatus for separating
substances of different specific gravities.—(Communication from P. Imbert.)

353. Edward C. Shepard, Jennyn Street, St. James—An improvement or improvements
in depositing metals and metallic alloys by electricity.

354. Edward Toynbee, Antwerp, Belgium—Improvements in the manufacture of manure.
355. George F. White, Mark Lane—Improvements in doors and other locks.
356. James Boydell, 65 Gloucester Crescent, Camden Town—Improvements in locomo-

tive carriages.

357. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—An improved process for producing photo-
graphic pictures or designs on the surface of stone or metals, so that impressions
may be taken therefrom by the process of lithographic printing.—(Communica-
tion from A. Cutting and Lodowick H. Bradford, Boston, Massachusetts, U.S.)

Recorded February 24.

358. Alfred C. Hobbs, 76 Cheapside—A domestic bell telegraph.
359. Sydney Smith, Hyson Green Works, near Nottingham—Improvements in apparatus

for insuring the correct action of the safety valves of steam boilers.
360. Edward Borlase, St. Just, near Penzance, Cornwall—Improved apparatus for sepa-

rating metals and metallic ores from other mineral substances.
361. Alexander Hector, St. Cyrus, Kincardineshire—Improvements in apparatus fur

taking or catching fish.

362. James Henderson, Glasgow—Improvements in shells or explosive projectiles.

363. Charles Girardet, Vienna—A new moveable shaft bearer, or supporter of coaches.
364. Charles Kaye, Lockwood, Yorkshire—Improvements iu couplings for connecting and

disconnecting waggons and other carriages on railways.
365. James Petrie, Rochdale, Lancashire—Improvements in apparatus for regulating the

flow of steam.
366. Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Certain improved means of relieving the slide

valves of steam engines of unnecessary friction.—(Communication.)
367. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—The application to carts or other vehicles

of apparatus for weighing the load contained in such vehicles.— (Communication.)
568. Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—=-A mode of varying the length and teversing

the direction of the throw of an eccentric, applicable to the reversing gear of
locomotives and expansion gear of other steam engines, and to other purposes.
-—(Communication

.)

369. Henry Browning, Avon Cottage, Clifton Road, Bristol—An improved composition
for covering iron and other ships' bottoms and other surfaces.

370. Walter K. Foster, Maine, U.J3.—An improvement in the manufacture of blades for

pencil sharpeners or other articles of like nature.
371. Robert F. Miller, Hammersmith—Improvements in omnibuses.
372. Augustus Applcgath, Dartford, Kent—Improvements in printing machinery.

Recorded February 25.

373. William Tatham, Rochdale, Lancashire—Improvements in machinery, or apparatus
for lubricating the pistons, piston rods, cylinders, and other parts of steam or
other engines, and which is applicable to other purposes where lubricating mat-
ter is required.

374. John Arnold, Newton Moor, near Hyde, Cheshire—Improvements in metallic pis-

tons.

375. John B. Barnes, Summer Lane, Birmingham, and John Loach, Caroline Street, Bir-
mingham—Certain improvements in apparatus for descending and ascending the
shafts of mines or other deep pits, the descent and ascent of which imperils the
lives of the miners or others employed therein.

376. James Templeman, Dunfermline—Improvements in the manufacture or production
of artificial fuel.

377. William Slater and Samuel Smith, Bolton-le-Moors, Lancashire—Improvements in
machinery to be used in turning and cutting metals.

37S. Samuel Middleton, 5 Little New Street, Fetter Lane—Improvements in the uniting
or seaming articles of leather, and in the apparatus connected therewith.

379. John T. Pitman, 67 Gracechurch Street—Improvements in hand lever seif-inking

printing presses, for printing cards, envelopes, bill-heads, and other articles.

—

(Communication from Samuel J. Smith, New York, U.S.)

380. Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Improved machinery for grinding aud polish-

ing glass, stone, metal, and other substances.'—(Communication.)
381. Lazare P. Lambert-Alexandre^ Paris—Improvements in apparatus and signals for

preventing accidents on railways.

Recorded February 26.

382. James Morrison, sen., and James Morrison, jun., Paisley—Improvements in Jacquard
apparatus used in weaving.

383. William C. Smith, 31 Lincoln's Inn Fields—Improvements in the manufacture of

envelopes for letters and other purposes —(Communication.)

3S4. William Chadwick, Bury, Lancashire—Improvements in ventilators. '

385. Herbert Mackworth, Clifton, Gloucestershire—Improvements in the separation,

raising, and lowering of coal and other minerals, and in cooking, and in apparatus
connected therewith.

Recorded February 27.

386. Alexis J. Dessales, 13 Rue des Enfants Rouges, Paris—Improvements in oil lamps
for railway carriages, ships' cabins, and other purposes.

387. Stanislas Hoga, Nassau Street—Improvements in applying power in locomotion, by
which a given force may, in its effect of overcoming resistance, be increased and
multiplied.

388. James Knott, 63 Oakley Street, Lambeth—An improved feeding bottle.

389. Joseph T. Raymond and Alphonse Lambert, Caledonian Road—Ornamenting textile

fabrics.

390. David Nurse, Robert Nurse, and George Nurse, Machan, Monmouthshire, South
Wales—Improvements in coating metals, and in the apparatus connected there-

with.

391. Luigi Galli, Paris—A process of superseding wood engraving, which he calls
" Gallitypy."

392. William Cave, Rathhonc Place—Improvements in apparatus for propelling vessels,

carriages, and machinery.
393. Michael Henry, 77 Fleet Street—Improvements in electro-magnetic motors.—(Com-

munication from Messieurs Grenet and Pavin.)

394. William A. Gilbee, 4 South Street, Finsbury—An improved union joint for gas,

water, and steam pipes, also applicable to the branch pipes of fire engines.

—

(Communication.)
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395. William A. Gilbee, 4 South Street, Finsbury—Improvements in the branch pipes of

fire engines or pumps.—(Communication.)
396. William Clark, 53 Chancery Line—Improvements in preparing paper for, and in

obtaining photographic proofs or impressions.—(Communication from Niepce de

St. Victoire, Paris.)

Recorded March 1.

397. James G. Newey and William M. Newey,Birmingham—Improvements in fastenings,

especially for or applicable to wearing apparel, and purposes where a spring con-
nection or adjustment is desirable, in arranging for sale, and packing fastenings

and ornaments, and in ornaments for personal wear.
398. Thomas Mills, Partick, Lanarkshire—Improvements in apparatus for treating and

dressing flour or reduced grain.

399. Anton V. Schuttenbach, St. Petersburg]]—An improvement in treating fatty and
oily matters.

400. John Hadfield, Chelmsford, Essex—Improvements in the manufacture of manure
and other products, when treating sewage matters, and in the manufacture of

colours.

401. John Kingsford, Field, Upper Marsh, Lambeth—Improvements in lamps.—(Com-
munication fmm Anton V. Schuttenbach, St. Petersburgh.)

402. David Greenley, Upper Cumming Street, Pcntonville, and Thomas B. Daft, Bedford
Street North, Liverpool—Improvements in machinery for boring for water, or
for other purposes.

403. Henry M. Piatt, New York, U.S.—Improvements in ploughing and tilling land.

404. William E. Newton, 6G Chancery Lane—Improved machinery for removing burrs
and other extraneous substances from wool or skins.—(Communication.)

405. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Improvements in the treatment or pre-

paration of maize or Indian corn, previous to grinding the same into flour.

—

(Communication.)
406. John Billing, Abingdon Street—An improved throat and door for chimneys and

flues.

Recorded March 2.

407. John Skelly, KUcurry, Ireland—Improvements in carriage springs.

408. Jonathan Bircumshaw, Lenton, Nottinghamshire—Improvements in machinery for

dressing lace made of silk, cotton, or other material.

409. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street—An apparatus for separating substances of
different specific gravities, and for washing sands and earth.—(Communication
from Alphonse PresteL)

410. Abraham Ripley, 10 Alfred Place,Newington Causeway, Southwark—Improvements
in machinery for rolling and polishing leather, and tanned or un tanned hides.

411. John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, and 166 Buchanan Street—Improvements
in surcharging or regenerating steam, and in the application of the same to

steam engines.—(Communication from John J. G. Collins, William A. Rhodes,
and Thomas Drake, Philadelphia, U.S.)

412. William Hooper, Mitcham, Surrey—Improvements in the manufacture of buffer and
other springs, when vulcanised India-rubber is used.

413. Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—An Improvement in the process of manufac-
turing soda and potash.—(Communication from M. le Chatelier, Paris.)

414. William S. Driggs, Berner's Street—Improvements in pianofortes.—(Communica-
tion from Spencer B. Driggs, New York, U.S.)

Recorded March 3.

415. Edward H. C. Monckton, Regent Street—Improvements in distilling and rectifying,
and in the apparatus to be employed therein.

416. Willein H. Sleeboom, Hamburgh—Improvements in the construction of the keel of

ships or other vessels.

417. Paul J. Gautrot, 206 Regent Street—Instantaneous tents, invented purposely for
the use of public vehicles called omnibuses, but which can be also applied to any
others, open vehicles, carts, or waggons, and travelling hawkers, at a very low
cost; new system of shelter against the inclemency of the weather.

418. George and John Kirkley, Salford, near Manchester—Improvements in perforating
slates or similar materials.

419. Benjamin Parker, Hammersmith—The manufacture of materials for coating, cement-
ing, bedding, and otherwise protecting bodies, and which are also applicable to
the construction or formation of various articles.

420. James Gowing, Poplar, and Henry Bull, Greenwich—Improvements in apparatus
for preventing smoke, applicable to tubular boilers.

421. William Scoble, Bow Common Lane, Mile End—Arranging the retorts, furnaces,
flues, communications, and connections, for the more economical manufacture of
gas, and by which arrangement the generative heat may be obtained from either
coal, coke, tar, or other similar combustible substances.

422. George J. Parson, Adelphi Terrace, Strand, and Thomas Pilgrim. Row—Improve-
ments in the mode of raising the temperature of steam generated in steam boilers,
and using the same for working steam engines.

423. William H. Graveley, Upper East Smithfield—An apparatus for purifying sea and
other mineral waters, and rendering them fit to drink.

424. John Fowler, jun., Cornhill—Improvements in apparatus employed in laying down
electric telegraph cables.

425. George A. Biddle, Ipswich—Improvements in machines for cutting vegetable and
other substances.

Recorded March 4.

426. Charles Hart, Phillip Gibbons, and Henry Gibbons, Wantage, Berkshire—Improve-
ments in the construction and arrangement of combined thrashing and winnow*
ing machines, and in the application of animal power thereto.

427. James M. Ure, Glasgow—Improved apparatus for lifting the driving wheels of a
locomotive off the rails, and which can be used when the locomotive is either
running or stationary.

428. George F. Hipkins, Birminghum—Improvements in constructing and attaching
knobs and spindles, and in connecting knobs to doors, drawers, and other articles.

129. John Knowelden, Southwark, Surrey—Improvements in obtaining motive power.
481. John Dewar, Edinburgh—Improvements in the manufacture of boots and other

coverings for the feet
432. Charles P. Stewart and David G. Hope, Manchester—Improvements in locomotive

and other engines.

433. Samuel Boulton, 11 Luther Street, Evcrton, near Liverpool—Obtaining by an im-
proved method certain products from materials used in the manufacture or puri-
fication of gas.

434. Paul Moore, Birmingham—An improvement or improvements in the manufacture
of hinges.

435. Thomas Couper, Douglas, Isle of Man—Improvements in the construction of ships
or vessels, and the method of discharging bilge water therefrom.

436. Charles Eyland, Walsall, Staffordshire—An improvement or improvements in cer-
tain descriptions of buckles.

437. William Thomson, Glasgow—Improvements in apparatus for applying and measur-
ing resistance to the motion of rotating wheel shafts or other rotating bodies.

Recorded March 5.

438. Charles Boyce, Tipton, Staffordshire—A new or improved anchor.
439. Henry G. Collins, Paternoster Row—An improved method of obtaining impressions

on an enlarged or diminished scale from engraved plates or other printing sur-
faces.

440. Alfred G. Barham, Bridgewater, Somersetshire—Improvements in the manufacture
of gypsum.

441. Charles F. Vasserot, 45 Esses Street, Strand—Improvements in the manufacture of
wrought-iron wheels for locomotives, tenders, waggons, &c.—(Communication
from Messrs. Francois Dory arid Joseph Badin, Lyons.)

412. Nicholas Common, Rose Hill, Brighton, Sussex—An improved arrangement of water
supply valve.

443. James F. Cole, Devonshire Street—An improvement in watches and other time-
keepers, and an improved escapement wheel or pallet to be employed therein.

444. Jonathan N. Heardcr, Plymouth—Improvements in submarine telegraph cables.
445. Charles F. Parsons, Duke Street—Improvements in machinery for producing and

revivifying animal charcoal.
446. John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, and 166 Buchanan Street, Glasgow—Im-

provements in railway signals.—(Communication from Jean J. E. Lenoir, Paris.)

• - Recorded March 6.

447. Charles R. Moate, 65 Old Broad Street—Improvements in the permanent way of
railways.

448. George Davies, 1 Serle Street, Lincoln's Inn, and 28 St. Enoch Square, Glasgow

—

A substitute for red lead, either as a cement for joints or a coating for preserv-
ing metals.—(Communication from Messrs. Bouchard and Clavel, Paris,)

449. Samuel Wheatcroft, 14 Brudenell Place, Hoxton, Shoreditch—The manufacture of
cap fronts, and applicable to the manufacture of ruches and ribbon trimmings.

450. Robert S. Bartleet, RethUtch, Worcestershire—An improvement or improvements
in papers, envelopes, or cases for holding needles.

451. Jumes S. Nybbs, Birmingham, and James Hincks, Birmingham—Improvements in

oils and spirit lamps.
452. Comte Camille C. de St. Germain, Piedmont, and 32 Essex Street, Strand—Im-

provements in the manufacture of starch.

453. William Wilkinson, Bayswater—Improvements in the means of facilitating com-
munication across seas or other waters, parts of which are applicable to tele-

graphing on land.

454. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street—An improvement in the construction of
skirts and petticoats.—(Communication from Auguste Defraire.)

455. Edmund Burke, 69 Upper Thames Street—An improvement in applying iron tubes
to locomotive and other tubular steam boilers,—(Communication.)

456. Andrew Whytock, 12 Little St. Andrew Street, Upper St. Martin's Lane—Improve-
ments in apparatus to be applied to wheels to facilitate them in travelling on
common roads and other surfaces.

457. William Reed, 58 Westgate Street, Newcastle-on-Tync—Improvements in the per-
manent way of railways.

458. John W. Clare, Surrey Square, Surrey—Improvements in apparatus for stopping or

retarding railway engines, carriages, and trains, and communicating signals be-
tween parts of a train.

459. Antoine S. M. Derouen, Paris, and 45 Essex Street, Strand—Improvements in ma-
chinery for combing fibrous substances.

461. John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, and 166 Buchanan Street, Glasgow—Im-
provements in the production of aluminium and its alloys, and in the production

of other metals, the oxides of which are not reducible by charcoal.—(Communi-
cation from Louis P. B. E. Cumenge, Paris.)

462. Charles Sanderson, Sheffield—Improvements in the manufacture of malleable iron

and steel.

463. Eugene Morel, Ghent, Belgium—Improved machinery for drawing fibrous substances.
-—(Communicatiou.)

464. Jacques H. M. Maissiat, Paris—Improvements in dibbling machinery for depositing
grain and manure.

Recorded March 8.

465. George Redford, 6 Hutton Street, Moss Side, Manchester—Making bullet-cartridges

of one continuous piece of metal.

467. Thomas Lyne, Malmsbury, Wiltshire—An improved harrow.
468. John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, and 166 Buchanan Street—Improvements

in the decoration or ornamentation of leather, cloth, and similar fabrics, and the

application of the same to various useful purposes.—(Communication from
Auguste Pellet, Paris.)

469. John Young, Wolverhampton—An improvement or improvements in the manufac-
ture of hinges.

470. Henry Doulton, Lambeth, Surrey—Improvements in the manufacture of smoke and
air flues.

471. James P. Budd, Swansea—Improvements in the smelting or refining of tin, tin ores,

and tin scruff.

472. William Clark, 53 Chancery Lane—Improvements in gas meters.—(Communication.)

Recorded March 9.

473. Mariano Casentini, Westminster Road, Lambeth—Improvements in preparing and
indurating plaster, in preparing surfaces to receive plaster, and in preparing or
perfecting plaster surfaces.

474. John E. Poynter, Glasgow—An improved illuminating oil.

475. Robert Skene, Garmouth, Fuchabers, Elginshire—Improvements in obtaining mo-
tive power from water.

477. George F. Harrington, Ednam House, Ryde, Isle of Wight—Improvements in the
manufacture of artificial teeth and in the beds and palates for teeth.

478. Ferdinand C. Warlich, Hope Cottage, Gloucester Place, Kentish Town—Improve-
ments in apparatus for generating steam.

479. John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, and 166 Buchanan Street, Glasgow—Im-
provements in the manufacture of stockings and other hosiery goods.—(Com-
munication from Jules N. Poivret, Troyes, France.)

480. George T. Peppe, 68 Britannia Terrace, City Road, and Louis Goodman, 285 Oxford
Street—Improvements in the construction and arrangement of time-keepers.

Recorded March 10.

451. George Davies, 1 Serle Street, Lincoln's Inn, and 28 St. Enoch Square, Glasgow
—An improved eye or ring bolt.—(Communication from Mortimer M. Camp,
Newhaven, U.S.)

452. Hypolite Dauphin, Nantes, France—A new or improved machine for giving to me-
tallic bands a circular or partly circular form.
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483. Benjamin Beale, East Greenwich, Kent—An improved method of cutting and shap-
ing spokes.

484. William Harding', 1 Park Villas, Forest Hill, Surrey—Improvements in breech-

loading* fire-arms.

4S5. George S. Andrews, Charlewood Street, Pimlico—Improvements in washing ma-
chines.

Recorded March 11.

4S7. George Davies, 1 Serle Street, Lincoln's Inn, and 28 St. Enoch Square, Glasgow

—

Improvements in life boats.—(Communication from Mortimer M. Camp, New-
haven. I S.

..ird Roberts! Manchester—Improvements in mechanism for engraving and
otherwise copying in line, paintings and other designs on flat and curved sur-

faces of metal, paper, aud other materials.

4SP. James Young, Glasgow—Improvements in lamps.
4-< - Arthur J. Holdsworth, Leeds—A safety railway oral communication.
#91. John D. Humphreys, Charlotte Street—Improvements in machinery for moulding,

compressing, and solidifying artificial fuel and other substances capable of being
compre:-sed.

492. George T. Bousfield, Loughborough Park, Brixton—Improvements in knitting ma-
chines.—(Communication.)

493. Francois A. Verdeil, Rue St. Sulpice, Paris—Improvements in treating madder.
494. John D. Leathari, Xewcastle-on-Tyne—Improvements in furnaces.

Recorded March 12.

496. Alexander Porecky, 7 York Street North, Hackney Road—Improvements in the
manufacture of the frames of umbrellas and parasols.

497. James Worrall. Salford, Lancashire, and Charles Race, Manchester—Improvements
in machinery or apparatus for stretching and drying fabrics, part or parts of
which said apparatus are also applicable to other machines wherein fabrics are
required to be distended.

499. James Warborton, Low Mills, Addingham, near Otley—Improvements in carding
engines.—(Partly a communication.)

500. Thomas Thompson, Radbourue, Derbyshire—Improvements in vats for cheese-
making.

501. Thomas T. Chellingwortb, Birmingham—Improvements in suspending chandeliers
and gas pendants.

502. William Pearson, Brierley Hill, Staffordshire:—A new or improved washing ma-
chine.

503. Adolphus Ash, "Woolwich—An improved pocket or other like safety clasp or pro-
tector.

504. James Wright, 10 Alfred Place, Newington Causeway, Southwark—Improvements
in the treatment of machine-made malleable iron nails.—(Communication)

505. James Wright, 10 Alfred Place, Newington Causeway, Southwark—Improvements
in the mode of treating tanned and untanned hides and leather.—(Communica-
tion.)

506. Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—A new combination of instruments for ex-
tracting teeth.—(Communication.)

507. Luigi F. Corbelli, Florence—An improved process for extracting aluminium from
its compounds, and obtaining at the same time protochloride of mercury.'—(Partly
a communication from Vincent Riatti, Modena.)

Recorded March 13.

509. George Carter, Mottingbam, Kent—Improvements in steam engines and machinery
for propelling vessels and other bodies in water, and other purposes.

510. Christophe Tillierc, Brussels, and 4 Sooth Street, Finsbuiy—Certain improvements
in machinery for forging, planing, and stamping cold or heated metals.

511. Spencer T. Parmelee, Edinburgh—A newmode of combining certain materials to be
used in the manufacture of boots and shoes.

512. George Pigott, Nottingham—Improvements in Jacquard machinery for figuring
lace and other fabrics.

513. Samuel Walker, Birmingham—Improvements in the manufacture of tubes of copper
and alloys of copper.

514. John Jameson, 10 Catherine Terrace, Gateshead, Durham—Improvements in appa-
ratus for compressing and expanding aeriform fluids.

515. William Riddle, 4 Stonefield Terrace, Liverpool Road.—Improvements in the manu-
facture of wronght-iron nails.

516. Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Improved machinery for making horse shoes.— iomunication.)
517. Stephen T. Osmond, Ramsbary, Wiltshire, and Edwin D. Collins, Newbury, Berk-

shire—Improvements in ploughs.

Recorded March 15.

513- John C. Martin, Fern Cottage, Charlewood, Putney—An improved plastic compound
for the manufacture of moulded articles, to be used as a substitute for wood carv-
ings, and for many of the purposes to which papier mache is applicable,

m D. Briet, Pari?—Improvements in pipes for smoking.
520. Richard Edwards, 1 Single Street, Canal Road, Mile End Road—Improvements in

preparing and combining materials used in lighting or kindling tires.

521. John Gongh, Chester—Improvements in horse-gear for driving machinery.
hard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street—Improvements in sewing machines.—(Com-

munication.)
523. Louis J. Tellier, Pithiviers, France—Improved machinery for raising water and

other liquids.

525. Armand Ferry, Great Marlborough Street—Improvements in cornets and other
wind musical instruments.—(Communication.)

527. John S. Russell, Great George Street, Westminster—Improvements in preserving
the bottoms of iron strips and v

bn Hamilton, jun , Liverpool—Improvements in apparatus for propelling vessels.
529. Arthur Wallia and Charles Haslam, Basingstoke, Hampshire—Improvements in

engine, machine, and other like bearings.
530. John F. Ernpson the younger, Birmingham—An improvement or improvements in

ornamenting certain kinds of buttons.
53L Edmond A. L. D'Argy, Batignolles, near Paris—A new or improved rotary hy-

draulic blowing engine.

Recorded March 16.

532. Daniel Gallafent, Stepney Causeway—Certain improvements in machinery or appa-
r cooling liquids and condensing vapours.

(all, St. Johjre, Worcester—Certain improvements in cartridges and gun

534. Michael BFenrr, 77 Fleet Street—Improvements in the manufacture or production
of artificial marble, frescoes, and decorative, ornamental, and artistic surfaces,
object .—(Communication from J. B. J. Lepers, Brigy.)

535. William T. Eley, Broad Street, Golden Square—Improvements in cartridges.
530. John Lawson, Leeds—Improvements in machinery used in spinning flax and other

fibrous substances.
537. Philip Le Capelain, Blackfriars Road, Surrey—Improvements in dry gas meters.

Recorded March 17.

53S. William S. Clark, Upper Park Place, Dorset Square—Improvements in machines
for cutting and harvesting grain and grass crops.—(Communication from Walter
A. Wood, Hoosick Falls, New York.)

539. Charles F. Vasserot, 45 Essex Street, Strand—Improvements in the treatment of
horn, and in the application of it when so treated as a substitute for whalebone
in the manufacture of umbrellas, parasols, and similar objects.—(Communication
from Messrs. Elie Vivet and Joseph Floret, Lyons, France.)

540. Donald Nicoll, 114 Regent Street—Improvements in machinery for cutting out
military, naval, and police uniforms, and other clothing.

541. William Todd and Jacob Todd, Heywood, Lancashire—Certain improvements in
power looms for weaving, and in shuttles to be employed therein.

543. John Gooderham, John's Cottage, Mathias Street, Kingsland—Improvements in

shoemakers' wax.
544. William C. Beatson, Masbro', Yorkshire—Improvements in apparatus to be used in

the manufacture of glass bottles.

545. Thomas C. Hine, Nottingham—Improvements in lighting and ventilating by gas.

546. Thomas Evans, Hanover Street, River Terrace, Islington—Improvements applicable
to the manufacture of parasols.

547. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street—Improvements in the construction of boxes
or cases for trees, flowers, and other horticultural and floricultural purposes.

—

(Communication from Victor F. Jeauneau,)
54S. William Ward, Sineth wick, Staffordshire— New or improved machinery for the

manufacture of nails, spikes, bolts, rivets, screw blanks, and nuts.
549. John Oxley, Beverley, Yorkshire, and Moorgate Street—An elastic cushion or fitting

piece for windows, blinds, shutters, and doors, which is also applicable for other

purposes.
" Recorded March 18.

550. Lavington E. Fletcher, Upper Norwood, Surrey—Improvements in marine engines
and boilers, and their appurtenances.

551. Richard Glanville, Bermondsey, Surrey—Improvements in condensing steam en-

gines.

552. Charles Doley, Birmingham, and Edwin Bigland and Thomas H. Worrall, Smeth-
wick, Staffordshire—Improvements in ornamenting metals.

553. James Webster, Birmingham—Certain new or improved metallic alloys.

554. Sir James C. Anderson, Fermoy, Cork, Ireland—Improvements in locomotive and
other carriages.

555. Andrew Dunlop and Alexander Stark, Moor Park Mill, Renfrewshire—Improve-
ments in dressing or sifting flour and meal or reduced grain.

556. Thomas Suffield, Bermondsey, Surrey—Improvements in pumps, especially adapted
for ships' purposes.

557. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street—An improved knee cap.—(Communication
from Louis Le Febvre.)

558. Thomas S. Sutton, Glynleiros, Neath, Glamorganshire—Improvements in miners'

lamps.
559. Richard Townend and William Townend, Bradford, Yorkshire—Improvements in

piston-valve musical instruments.
560. Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—An improved process of polishing, blueing,

and annealing articles of iron and steel.—(Communication.)
561. Alexander A. Croll, Coleman Street—Improvements in the manufacture of parts of

dry gas meters.
562. Joseph A. J. Redier, Paris—An improved chronometer, called "cbronoscope."

Recorded March 19.

563. Paul F. Aerts, Brussels, Belgium—Improvements in the construction of railway
rolling stock, and in the lubrication thereof, and other moving parts of machinery.

564. Henry Brocklebank, Coventry, Warwickshire—Improvements in chronometers,
watches, and timekeepers.

565. George Scott, Manchester—Improvements in generating elastic fluids, and in appa-
ratus for that purpose.

566. Marc A. F. Mennons, 39 Rue de l'Echiquier, Paris, and 4 South Street, Finsbury

—

Certain improvements in the production of motive power.—(Communication.)
5G7. William H. Rhodes, Oldham, Lancashire—Improvements in speed indicators and

calculators.

568. George Williams and Edward Rowley, West Bromwich, Staffordshire—An improve-
ment or improvements in piling iron.

569. Thomas C. Medwin, 10 Clayton Place, Kennington Road, Lambetl.—Certain im-
provements in the construction of water guages for steam boilers.

570. John M. May, Lambeth Hill—Improvements in fastenings for portemonnaies, tra-

velling bags, ladies' companions, cigar, writing, and instrument cases, fusee

boxes, and other like cases or receptacles.—(Communication from Jacob Moench
and Co.)

571. Daniel Evans, 15 Railway Terrace, New Town, Slratford, Essex—Au improvement
in apparatus for supplying air in streams to furnaces.

572. George F. Muntz, Frencbwalls, near Birmingham—Improvements in mixing zinc

with copper and other metals.

573. James Young, Knaresboro', Yorkshire—Improvements in chronometers, clocks, and
watches.

574. John Bramwell, Buxton, Derbyshire—Improvements in apparatus for the prevention

of accidents arising from the escape of gas.

Recorded March 20.

575. Marc A. F. Mennons, 39 Rue de l'Echiquier, Paris, and 4 South Street, Finsbury

—

Certain improvements in the piercing of tunnels.—(Communication.)

576. William Haigb, Reddish, Lancashire—Improvements in the manufacture of a cer-

tain description of paper, and in the machinery connected therewith.

577. Daniel Harris, Massachusetts, U.S.—A new and useful or improved sewing ma-
chine.

578. Perceval M. Parsons, Duke Street, Adclphi, and William Dempsey, Great George

Street, Westminster—Improvements in the construction of switches and cross-

ings for railwavs.

579. Lambert Cowell, Adclphi—Improvements in machinery or apparatus for teaching

the art of smimming.
5S0. James Brooks, Elton, near Bury, Lancashire—Improvements ia drawing frames

used in the manufacture of cotton and other fibrous materials

581. Richard Mills, Bury, Lancashire—Improvements in washing ma hin ss.

582. Patrick Browne, Liverpool—Improvements in the screw propellei, pirtly applicable

to the raising of fluids.

5£3. John Biggs aud William Biggs, Leicester—An improvement in the manufacture of

polkas when looped or elastic fabrics are used.
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584. William Allen, Arthur Street, Coventry Road, Birmingham—Improvements in ma-
chinery for manufacturing screws.

585. Jules Le Franc, 58 Aldersgate Street—Improvements in pressure guages.—(Com-
munication from Jules Rival, Paris.)

586- Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Improvements in sewing machines.—(Com-
munication.)

587. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—An improved mode of treating and com-
bining various combustible matters or substances for the production of artificial

fuel.—(Communication from the Widow Couillard and Co., Paris and Rouen.)

Recorded March 22.

590. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street—Improvements in apparatus for exhibiting

daguerreotype, photographic, and other stereoscopic views and pictures.—(Com-
munication.)

591. Edward J. Manwaring, Lee, Kent—Improvements applicable to stereoscopic appa-
ratus.

592. James Thomas, Hackney—Improvements in machinery for counting, and register-

ing or paging.

593. Charles C. Bailey, Manchester—An improved method of supplying the feed water
to boilers, and in the apparatus connected therewith.

595. John Juckes, Dame Street, Wharf Road, City Road, Islington—Improvements in

apparatus for supplying coals to stoves and fire-places.

597. Isaac Holden, St. Denis, and Emile Hubner, Miilhouse, France—improvements in

preparing, heckling, or combing flax, silk, wool, and other fibres.

599. Henry A. Jowett, Sawh-y, Derbyshire—Improvements in machinery for transmit-

ting telegraphic communications and making signals, applicable tu railways and

other purposes.

Recorded March 23.

600. Henri L. Miiller, Paris—Improvements in chromograplric printing.

G01. Cliai les Atherton, Woolwich—Improvements in furnaces, fire grates, and stoves.

G02. Alexander S. Stocker, lSWimpole Street, Cavendish Square—Improvements in the

manufacture of railway axles and tubes.

603. William Mould, Bolton, Lancashire—Improvements in machinery or apparatus for

preparing and spinning fibrous materials.

604. John Rowbottom and Thomas Standeven, Halifax, Yorkshire—Improvements in

washing, wringing, and mangling machines.

605. William E. Wiley, 34 Great Hampton Street, Birmingham—Improvements in ever-

pointed pencils,

GOG. Charles Clifford, Inner Temple Lane—Improvements in ships' davits, and in appa-

ratus for stowing, lowering, and seeming boats.

607. Eugene Coulon, Croissct, near Rouen, France—Improvements in preventing the in-

crustation of steam boilers.—(Communication.)
G09. William S. Keith, York Street, Suuthwark—An improved rotatory cutting machine.

610. diaries F. Quintin, Cheltenham, Gloucestershire—A kneading machine.
Gil. William Ramsell, Deptford—Improvements in furnaces and fire-places.

Recorded March 24.

612. John C. Wilson, 11 Soley Terrace, Pentonville—An improved method for introduc-

ing clastic substances into articles of wearing apparel, and the adaptation thereof

to the manufacture of certain useful garments in which elasticity is required.

613. Bichard Jackson, Calder Vale, Garstang, Lancashire—Improvements in machinery
or apparatus for spinning cotton and other fibrous substances.

G14. Henry Gerner, 10 Newton Road, Bayswatcr—Improvements in apparatus for the

manufacture of gas from oils or fatty or resinous matters.

615. Charles Chevallier, Mark I. Olivier, and Eugene Rolland, Brussels, Belgium—

A

machine for making and applying as soles to shoes and boots, gutta percha,

caoutchouc, and other analogous substances adapted for that purpose.

616. Marc A. F. Mennoiis, 39 Rue dc l'Echiipiier, Paris, and 4 South Street, Finsbury—
Certain improvements in the construction of heating apparatus.—(Communica-
tion.)

619. Constantino N. Kuttula, Liverpool—An improvement in the manufacture of neutral

hand or skin snap.

620. George A. Biddell and William Balk, Ipswich, Suffolk—Improvements in steam
boilers.

621. John F. Brinies the younger, 25 Ficldgatc Street, Whiteehapcl, and Henry J. Col-

lins, West Hill, Wandsworth, Surrey—Improvements in the manufacture and
rcburning of animal charcoal.

G23. Jean V. Hielakker, Brussels, Belgium—An improved machine for compressing coal,

other fuel, and substunccs requiring pressure.

Recorded March 25.

G25. William S. Clark, Upper Park Place, Dorset Square—Improvements in the construc-

tion of railways.—(Communication from Sidney A. Beers, New York.)

G26. David A. Hopkins, Paterson, Passaic, New Jersey, U.S.—Improvements in journal

boxes.

627. William Crook, Blackburn, Lancashire—Improvements in looms.

628. James Nuttal), Walmersley, near Bury, Lancashire—Improvements in looms.

629. George H. Ellis, New Mai ton, Yorkshire—Improvements in kitchen ranges.

630. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Improvements in the means of and lamps
for burning certain kinds of oils and hydro-carbons.—(Communication from M.
Frederic Jacquemart, Paris.)

G31. Francois Haeck, 14 Place de la Reinc, Brussels, Belgium—Improvements in pumps
for pumping beer, wine, vinegar, oils, and other liquids, containing acids or oily

matters.—(Communication.)

632. Felix Foucou, 44 Rue Caumarlin, Paris—Improvements in steam boiler and other

furnaces.

633. Westley Richards, Birmingham—Improvements in breech-loading guns and fire-

arms.
6?.5. William Robjohn, Stanhope Street, Hampstead Road—Certain improvements in

organs.

630. Francois A. Chevallier, Paris, and 45 Essex Street, Strand— Improvements in

photographic apparatus.

Recorded March 26.

637. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street—Improvements in weighing machines.

—

(Communication from P. A, Brussaut.)

639. Pierre H. G. Berard, 323 Rue St. Denis, Paris—Applying concentrated collodion to

the effect of superceding caoutchouc in waterproofing stuffs of all descriptions

for manufacturing garments and wearing articles, and also for applying it over

painted surfaces instead of varnish.

641. Joshua Horton, Smethwick, Staffordshire—An improvement or improvements in

the construction of the girders used in the guide framing of gas holders.

643, Ilvury Doulton, Lambeth, Surrey—An improvement in the manufacture of invert

blocks used in constructing sewers and drains.

647.

648.

649.

651.

653.

657.

659.

661.

663.

665.

G67.

6G9.

671.

G73.

G75.

679.

681.

6S3.

685.

687.

William E. Newton, GG Chancery Lane—An improved machine for performing the
addition of numbers, quantities, or sums of money, to be termed the ";iritli-

memeter."—(Communication.)

Recorded March 27.

John Newman and John F. Newman, 122 ICegent Street—Improvements in spec-
tacles.

Richard Williams, 8 Bishop's Road, Victoria Park—An improvement fur manufac-
turing a soap for cleansing, bleaching, and purifying purposes.

Edward C. Jones, Caroline Street, Bedford Square— Improvements in railway
brakes.

Benjamin Burrows, Leicester—Improvements in weaving webs or narrow goods,,
and in ornamenting elastic webs.

James Welch,. Southall—Improvements in portable railways, and' in the means of
their application to carriages to facilitate their movements on common roads and
other surfaces.

William A. Gilbee, 4 South Street, Finsbury—Improvements in treating saccharine
fluids.— (Communication.)

Recorded March 29.

William A. Gilbee, 4 South Street, Finsbury—Improvements in treating brandies
and other spirituous liquids for improving their quality.—(Communication.)

John R. Breckon, Darlington, and Robert Dixon, Cruok, Durham—Improvements
in the construction of coke ovens-

John F. Spencer, 1 Adelaide Place, London Bridge—Improvements in marine en-
gines.

John Baillie, 167 Carolinen Gasse, Vienna—An improved construction of coiled
spring.

Isaac Brown, Carlisle, and John Brown, Notting Hill—Improvements in the manu-
facture or production of manure.

Edmoiid A. Jacquin, Rue des Lavandieres, Ste. Opportune, Paris—An improvement
in preparing plates ior printing.—(Communication from Mons.H*. Garnier, Paris.).

William Harding, Forest Hill, Kent—Improvements in revolver fire-arms, and in

apparatus for manufacturing projectiles.

Recorded March 30.

Jean G. Durand, Pimlico—Improvements in the manufacture of iron.

Thomas Silver, Philadelphia, U.S.—Pulsating valves or governors.
Benjamin Wood, Huddersfield, Yorkshire—Improvements in machinery or appara-

tus for cleansing the waste of woollen or other fibrous manufactures.
William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Improvements in the manufacture of sheet

iron.—(Communication.)

Recorded March 31.

Frederick A. Gatty, Acciington, Lancashire—Improvements in treating certain
compounds containing the colouring matter of madder.

Marcus B. Westbead and Hugh Baines, Manchester—Certain improved' apparatus
for coupling or connecting carriages, waggons, trucks, vans, and engines used or
employed upon railways.

Edward A. Tode, Peckham, Surrey—Improvements in apparatus for generating
steam in steam boilers by means of gas.

Bland W. Croker, Vienna—Improvements in axle boxes to render them self-lubri-

cating.

Frederick Edwards, Hillfields, Coventry, and William Edwards, Howard Street,
Coventry'—Improvements in weaving.

U§f Information as to any of these applications, and their progress, may le had on
application to the Editor of this Journal.

DESIGNS FOR ARTICLES OF UTILITY.
Registered from 11th March to 12 th April, 1858.

Mar. 17th, 4067 T. Pemberton and Sons, Birmingham—" Catch or fastening for cup-
board and other doors."

19th, 4068 H. Thompson, 302 Strand—" Certain parts of folding bedsteads or
chairs."

25th, 4069 Griffiths and Hughes, Birmingham—" Improved solid rule joint."— 4070 A. Smart and J. Howland, Feucliurch Street, City—"The smokers'
sweetheart."

26th, 4071 Rev. A. W. Noel, Cropredy, Oxon—"Reading stand."

27th, 4072 W. Wilson, King Street, Manchester—"Prismatic reflector for ceil-

ing gas lights."

Apr. 6th, 4073 M. Lyons, Suffolk, Birmingham—"Tag or fastener."

8th, 4074 W. Herring, 121 St. John Street, West Smithficld—"Improved
curved tooth brush."

9th, 4075 W. W. Rouch, 180 Strand—"Photographic portable dark operating
chamber."

— 4076 H. Bridson, Bolton-le-Moors, Lancashire, and C. C. Pole, Temple,
London—" A marine course and distance indicator."

12th, 4077 A Turley, New Street, Worcester—"A combined needle case."

TO READERS AND CORRESPONDENTS.

Engineering Catalogues.—A correspondent writes to us, that "if our leading en-
gineers would sell their catalogues at a moderate price, it would add greatly to Die stock
of information of young mechanics."

F.—These publications are at present only to be had on application at the works whence
they are issued.

Pastime.—It is quite impossible for us to give the assurance he requires. We are
afraid that our personal "doubts" fully equal his.

J. T. (St. Vincent).—We are not aware of any such patent. It is precisely sneh a ques-
tion as ought to be set at rest by practical experiment. If our correspondent will test
it in this way, and advise us of the results, we shall have pleasure in going into them fur
him.

J. P. (Sydenham).—We are certainly at a loss to discover auy difference between his
plan and the ordinary reaction arrangement.
Constant Reader.—There must be something for all tastes. Our correspondent will

find next month that his wishes have been anticipated.
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HISTORY OF THE SEWING MACHINE.

THIRD ARTICLE.

Up to the latter end of the year 1846, there had been no machine in

use in this country which would satisfactory accomplish the operation

of sewing; the machines previously employed or known, being for the

most part intended for purely ornamental work or embroidery, with the

exceptions of Bostwick's and Walker's machines. Yet even these ma-

chines, although intended for uniting fabrics, do not produce a Arm or

lasting stitch, and can only be employed where straight rows of stitches

are required, without any great degree of strength. We may observe,

however, that machines of this class are very extensively used in the

lace districts, for sewing on long lengths of lace edgings, for which pur-

pose they are found to answer admirably. It is to the ingenuity and

skill of "Brother Jonathan" that we are indebted for the first bona fide

sewing machine. Mr. Elias Howe, of Massachusetts, U.S., was the

first inventor of a sewing machine proper—that is, a machine capable of

producing a firm and lasting stitch.

Mr. Howe communicated his invention to Mr. William Thomas of

London, who took out a patent for it in this country on the 1st of Decem-

ber, 1846. One of the principal features of this invention is the com-

bination of a vibrating grooved needle, having an eye near its point,

with a shuttle for effecting a locked stitch—that is, a stitch which will

be firm and lasting, and not easily ripped out. The main action of

Thomas' machine is, that the shuttle, when the point of the needle has

entered the cloth and formed a loop of thread on one side of the same,

passes through that loop, thereby securing it, and leaves a thread,

namely, the shuttle thread, on the face of the cloth. It is thus obvious

that the needle, in place of drawing back its thread with it on being

withdrawn from the cloth, is caused to leave a tightened loop on the

opposite side of the cloth to that at which it entered. The cloth then

passes forward a distance corresponding to the length of stitch required,

and a fresh stitch is produced by the next penetration of the needle and

corresponding stroke of the shuttle.

Fig. 17 represents a side eleva-

tion and corresponding plan of the

needle employed in this machine.

This needle is attached to one end

of a vibrating arm, and is curved

so as to form an arc of a circle

struck from the working centre of

the needle ; it is also grooved, both

on its upper and under face, in

order that the thread may lie

therein, and be protected from

unnecessary friction when the

needle pierces and is withdrawn

from the cloth.

The cloth to be stitched, is hooked on to a baster plate, a portion of

which is shown at fig. 18. This baster plate consists of a thin steel rib,

a, one edge of which is furnished with a series of projecting pins, b b,

on to which the two thicknesses of

cloth, are pressed and held together

during the operation of sewing, with-

out the necessity for tacking or

|
b]

|
fl

I
basting them together by hand.

A series of perforations are made in

the steel rib, into which gear the teeth of a pinion, c, rotating on the

underside of the bed plate of the machine, as will be better understood

on referring to the front and side elevations of the machine, figs. 19 and
20.

An intermittent or step by step motion is imparted to the pinion, and
eqnently to the baster plate and cloth to be sewed, the increments

of motion corresponding to the desired length of stitch, and being adjus-

table accordingly. This adjustable intermittent motion for can-vine or
No. 123—Vol. XL J h
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traversing the cloth is in all sewing machines called the " feed motion,"

and we shall subsequently refer to it as such. The shaft which carries

the feed motion pinion, c, is fitted with a ratchet wheel, D, which receives

an intermittent motion from a pall attached to the end ofa vertical vibrating

lever, e, worked by a cam on the cam shaft, f, in the upper part of the

machine. An adjusting stop screw is employed for regulating the ex-

tent of the return stroke of the vibrating lever, so that its pall will rack

a greater or less number of teeth in the ratchet wheel, d, and will con-

sequently at each stroke impart a greater or less traverse to the cloth,

thereby producing any length of stitch required. The cloth, when in

the machine, is held in a vertical position, and the part to be sewn is

pressed against the side of the shuttle race, g, by a presser plate, h,

hinged on its upper edge, and is capable of exerting any required

degree of pressure on the cloth, by turning an adjusting screw for

Fig. 19.

that purpose. A slot or perforation is made in the pressing plate

to allow the needle to pass through it, and a corresponding opening

is made for the same purpose in the side of the shuttle race near the

bottom thereof, so that when the needle is in, the shuttle may pass freely

over it. The needle, I, is carried by the arm or needle carrier, k, working

on a centre at l. This arm is actuated or vibrated to and fro by means

of the vibrating lever, m, which works on a centre at n, and passes

through an eye or saddle piece on the end of the needle carrier. Motion

is imparted to the lever, m, by the grooved cam, o, an antifriction pulley

on the upper end of the lever working in the groove of the cam. The

shuttle race is a species of trough, just wide enough to allow the shuttle

to traverse freely therein, and this traverse of the shuttle is effected in

a manner similar to that adopted in ordinary power looms—namely, by

the aid of picking sticks. These picking sticks consist of a pair of levers,

p p, which are caused to strike the shuttle alternately, and so drive it to

and fro along its race. The requisite striking action is derived from
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a cam on the cam shaft. The needle thread is supplied continuously

from the bobbin, Q, an adjustable friction band being applied thereto for

the purpose of keeping up the proper drag or tension of the thread. In

order to remove or take up the slack of the thread when the needle is

performing its inward motion, a rod, K, is used, which is attached at its

upper end to a lever arm worked by a cam, for the purpose ofgiving an up

and down vertical motion to the rod. The lower end of this rod carries two

pins standing out at right angles to each other. The one pin serves to

guide the motion of the rod in the proper direction by working in a

suitable cam groove formed on the side of the pressor plate, while the

other pin catches the needle thread and draws it up on the ascent of the

rod, B, so as to remove the thread and prevent it from becoming slack.

The guiding cam groove is so formed that when the pin which travels

therein has arrived at the top of its stroke, and is about to descend again,

Fig. 20.

it will push the rod slightly on one side so as to release the thread from

its holding pin, and allow the stitch to be tightened by the outward move-

ment of the needle. On reaching the bottom of the groove the rod is

pushed sideways tow ards the needle again, by a spring for that purpose, so

as to be in a suitable position for again taking up the slack thread. Al-

though this contrivance is stated as not being absolutely essential to the

workingof the machine, yet it prevents all chance of the thread getting en-

tangled, or of the needle piercing or splitting the thread as it enters the

cloth.

As it is impossible in a paper of this description to enter into any-

thing like minute detail, we have contented ourselves with merely touching

upon the main features of construction, in order that the operation of the

machine may be generally understood. In using this machine, the cloth,

as we before stated, is placed upon its bastcr plate, which is either

straight or curved, according to the nature of the seam to be produced.

The plate is then adjusted over its driving pinion, and the presser plate

is brought to bear upon the cloth so as to hold it against the edge

of the shuttle race. On imparting a rotatory motion to the cam shaft,

the needle will penetrate the cloth and carry a loop of thread through

it inside the shuttle race. A slight backward movement is given to

the needle after it has entered the cloth, for the purpose of slackening

the thread, and so opening the loop. The shuttle is now impelled

forward, and passes through the needle loop, drawing its thread with it,

so as to prevent that loop from being drawn out again at the return or

back stroke of the needle, as would inevitably be the case were no means
employed for holding or locking the thread. The needle havingbeen with-

drawn from the cloth, and the stitch tightened, the shuttle is driven

back again to its original position, in readiness for the next stitch, and
in the meantime the cloth has been traversed a distance corresponding

to the length of a stitch, so that the needle will next enter at a different

place and form the succeeding stitch. As the shuttle only passes

through the loop of the needle thread in one direction, it is pointed

at one end onty, and its back stroke is simply for the purpose of bring

ing it into a proper position for passing through the succeeding needle

loop.

Mr. Thomas illustrates and describes a second modification of sewing

machine, wherein the baster plate above referred to, is represented by a

double sliding frame of a precisely similar action to the frame described

by Duncan, and already referred to by us. The cloth to be sewn or

ornamented is stretched on this frame, and is moved in any desired

direction according to the direction of the seams or lines of stitches to

be produced, by means of racks and pinions, the latter being worked by

suitable self-acting mechanism, so as to move the cloth frames in the

desired direction, each increment of motion being equal to the length of

a stitch. This peculiar mechanism is of too complicated a nature to be

definitely described in our paper. The same general arrangement of

needle and shuttle is still maintained, but the needle is straight in place of

being curved, and is fitted to a slide working horizontal 1}', instead of to a

vibrating arm. We cannot learn that this second modification has ever been

put in practice ; but judging of the nature of the mechanism connected

therewith, we are strongly inclined to believe that it never has been, and

never will be brought into practical use. Our readers will at a glance

perceive the great similarity of action between Thomas' machine and

Fisher and Gibbons', the mode of producing the stitch in both being

identical. Mr. Thomas also describes a helical needle, having an eye at

one end, and a point at the other for entering the work. This needle

was intended for joining two edges of fabric together, so as to produce

that kind of sewing which is frequently used in glove work, and which

covers the edges with the stitches. A rotatory motion is imparted to

the helical needle, and as the fabric is passed forward, the pointed end

of the needle will enter it and worm itself through, the continued rota-

tion of the needle drawing the thread through the fabric. This peculiar

needle has, however, been disclaimed in 1855 by Mr. Thomas, and it has

never come into public use.

THE ROYAL ACADEMY.

Whether May comes in fresh, and cheery, and fair, as it generally does,

or cold and dingy, as she appears now, the time for the annual display

of the chief London pictures and statuary is always seasonable. It is

a refreshing preliminary banquet to nature's universal festival, which
is spread before us in all imaginable forms and colours in the summer
and early autumn. In the winter we long for it— we anticipate it. We
imagine all sorts of probabilities and possibilities—degrading inferiority,

comfortable mediocrity, high class—who will be "in," who "out"—and
reason from facts on the questions of the birth, existence, and perma-
nency of an English school. When the day of opening arrives, we
nevertheless continue to find ourselves among mortals, mere mortals,

still. All our hopes of great things, not the less animating for being

secretly cherished, are dashed to the ground at once. Not for ever, for

we are compelled to remember that we have thus but again passed

through a common 3'early phase, which, although our philosophy en-

forces us to feel certain lies more or less in the past or the future, par-

takes, more or less, of the retrograde or the advanced—seems in its

inappreciable change of aspect to leave us exactly as we were. It is,

however, an "honest ghost" that we see before us, and its revelations
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are as clear and unmistakeable as were those of the Royal Dane. It is

far more pleasant, in the long run, to he told truth than falsehood, and
still better than not to be told anything at all. We may, indeed, some-
times wince at the relation, but we know it must do us good, for we are

certain it cannot, by any possibility, do us any abiding harm. Thus it

is with the exhibition before us— thus it is with all exhibitions. They
tell their story, and sometimes, in all verity, a very pretty story they tell.

It is not a very bad one on the present occasion—it is not a very good
one ; but it is certainly altogether better than the last, and that was
above the average.

Why do not our artists feel more their great power ? "Why do they

not feel certain of their calling? How do we know they do not ? Look
on this picture and on that, simply. Art is ever more or less above the

artist. Whoever among the world's benefactors, in this respect, shared

the general admiration of his works ? Which of them was ever satisfied

with his own productions ? So little is this the case, that he has often

been best pleased with those of his labours which have least attracted

estimation : and that which he has laboured most, he most approves

;

while the noblest productions of his winged thought, set at liberty a
moment, and finding its home in the empyrean, charms all except its

originator.

The truth must out. We have no greatness amongst us. Test it.

Fancy Sir Charles Eastlake, in his presidential capacity, introducing

Raphael, or Rubens, or Vandyke, to the present collection, and exhibiting

it as the glory of our empire ' What but, really, the idea of com-
parison, where comparison is strictly legitimate, is so supremely absurd,

that we will not enlarge upon the theme. We are not, and never have
been, a nation of painters, whatever we may be. Is there one single

painting from any English easel which may bear regard, after viewing
the grace, and delicacy, and nature of Raphael, or the majestic con-

sciousness of power of Rubens, or the harmonious truth and certainty of

Vandyke? No. It is all puny effort. There is not merely a paucity
of the works of high imagination, but an absolute dearth of them. It

is not a case of "few," but of "slight," and "imperfect," not up to

standard, which, unless we keep before us, we shall be nowhere. We
cannot exalt art enough, strain at it as we may ; for the more we exalt

it, the more we exalt humanity, aud our unconscious vanity is propor-

tionally involved.

Art ought to be a solace and a refuge in all the contumelies and dis-

turbances of life. Which of the pictures here would afford either? We
opine very few. Fortunately, such sorrows as may be thus relieved are

multiform—come upon us in various shapes, at various times, in various

moods, and sometimes when it may take less power to give consolation,

and then the lower in painting gratifies. So we must needs accept of

all presented to us, and be thankful they are no worse.
In the foregoing remarks we refer to the high historical. It is

different with our landscapes. They require not genius, but simply
painstaking. Let us not be misunderstood. Art is of too exalted a
nature to be represented in anything that landscape can effect. As it re-

lates to landscape— the wildest or the loveliest—the simple or the most
varied— it is, and must ever be, transcendental, for it can alone blossom
in the mind and soul of man, and be, in the sentiment it excites, im-
mortal as they. It touches not the unclean thing. It is unique, and
therefore ignores all imitation —even in this, the highest form it can be
made to assume. Art addresses the spirit of man. It cannot conde-
scend to a meaner thing. To draw—to paint—is not to be an artist

:

—glorious name, that calls around legions that thrust upon the mortal a
prescience of his immortality, and enables him to stand, although it may
be with his face veiled with the wings of his thoughts, upon one of the

infinite steps of that throne upon which sits for ever and for ever the
Supreme of Art. It needs but plain common-sense to prove this by the

very highest form of truth—self-affirmation. There is at present scarce-

ly a soul of our painters " above buttons." There is plenty of power
among them, but either they do not appear to be conscious of it, or they
do not understand the materials of their profession. Not one, moreover,
seems to work as if for all time. Now, luok at that painting " Retribu-
tion." It is demonstrative of high power—not the highest. As we
gaze upon it, we feel that the first admiration excited cannot last. There
is something intrinsically repulsive in keeping alive states of feeling

which righteous indignation itself would banish for ever. Here the
subject is in fault, and, in this respect, it is but a type of many pictures.

The drawing, the colouring, may be as perfect as it is possible to con-
ceive—the treatment of the whole, all that is desirable. But then comes
necessarily intruding the sentiment of the picture— that which lay
deep buried in the passive soul of the artist before he began to trace its

imperfect image on the canvas—that which he would make the medium
of sympathy between his own heart and the heart of the beholder. Now,
to the praise of human nature, if we may speak so of a natural propen-
sity, it is glad rather to get quit as soon as possible of hatred of any-
thing. It cannot satisfactorily dispense for one moment with feeling
conscious that its home is love—goodwill especially to man. He is no
true genius, no true poet in art who can pander, even in one tittle, to a
temporary sentiment of burning indignation. It is for the mere physical

force of the word to act when called upon by it to do so. Such force

does accordingly act, and the act remains unrecorded, except in ordinary
tradition ; but in the extraordinary tradition of art, its record is out of
place.

Look again at that "In Memoriam," 471, by J. N. Paton, introducing
us into the chamber of horrors at Cawnpore ! Was ever anything so

unartistically brought to light which should have remained carefully

concealed or buried down—down in the lowest deep of forgetfulness ?

What good does it do to excite again these indignant and fruitlessly

pitying tears ? No father, mother, lover, or friend, can look upon this

picture with anything but horror, coupled with a feeling of impo-
tent revenge, no one of which sentiments should ever be whispered by
art.

But we must give our usual particulars, not altogether displeased at

this year's show. So we shall do our spiriting as gently as may be, and
jot down our subjects. Dyce, F. Goodall, Hunt, Lee, Maclise, and
Millais, are all absent. Frith, Mulready, and Poole, send one picture

each. Others of the Academicians send two—others only three. So
much for industry in high places !

English art will have much to deplore on the realisation of an event
which was lately threatened, in the loss of Sir Edwin Landseer. We
rejoice to see this friend of so many years still able so proudly to keep
up his ancient fame. His "Maid and the Magpie," 180, is unquestion-
ably the best painting in this year's exhibition. Abounding in all parts

with his masterly pencil and colouring, it tells its story beautifully.

We doubt whether he has ever produced anything better than the queer
waggish half-conscious roguery which he has thrown into the celebrated

thief in the left-hand corner, while the face and figure of the maid are

perfectly charming, and create quite a tragic interest with reference to

the sequel scenes of the legend. It is altogether a first-class picture,

and well deserves a young painter's careful study in all its details. His
other contribution is, 800, "Deer Stalking,"—an enormous crayon draw-
ing of some deer, done as he alone can do them.

Mr. T. Faed does not this year show equal to himself. 102, "The
Sunbeams," the whole interest in which is centred in a little toddler

whose profile the sun casts, in a somewhat questionable way as regards
truth, upon a wall, is not in his ancient manner. He is better in 272,

"A Listener never hears Gudc o' Hinisel'."

" I wrote her a letter, soft, coutliie, an' slee

;

I bought her the brawest cheap shawl I could see ;

Syne ca'ed wi- my present, my love tale to tell

—

tt % * *

There sat my braw joe, wi' young Colin Dalzell,

An' his glaikit sister, wha tongues like a bell,

A' gigglin', an' ettlin' my letter to spell."

* % * *

The story is here admirably told, and the discomforted and jealous lis-

tener at the door is well contrasted with the merriment of the folk within.

The whole of this is treated with care, and the drawing and colouring,

although the latter is rather mannered, as usual, are highly commendable.
In "The Welcome," 461, aud "The Ayrshire Lassie," the painter is

entirely unsuccessful.

Mr. Ward's " Representations of Napoleon III. receiving the Order of

the Garter, and of Her Majesty's visit to the Tomb of Napoleon I.," are

universally expressed by the press to be, and we concur in the judg-

ment that they are serious failures. There is not a bit of grandeur
aboout either of them. K such it he to be decorated with a blue riband

—such a hole and corner affair—why the sooner the trumpery nonsense
is done away with the better.

Mr. T. Clark, the last year's favourite, makes us attend " The Doctor's

Visit," 89. It turns out but indifferent well, after what we have seen

of him, and yet the faces of the trio, the mother, the doctor, and the

boy, are expressive enough, and the listlessness with which he turns over

the pages of a picture book is rendered admirably. Mr. Clark is, un-

questionably, opening out a fresh style entirely different from, although

supposed by many to be identical with, the early Wilkie's and Web-

384. "Eastward ho!" August, 1857, by Mr. H. O'Neil, from its

worthiness, in every respect, is entitled to its worthy position. A bold

and most difficult subject to treat, it claims, in the treatment it has

received, more than usual praise. The last words of parting are being

spoken—the last fond looks are being given—the last sentiments, with-

out words or looks, are being felt, before that great transport ship shall

presently slip its moorings, and separate for " a time, or times, or half a

time," the gallant defenders of their country's honour, from their

mothers, wives, sweethearts, and children. There they all are on deck

aboard, and there they all are in the boat along side, being gently forced,

as best they may be, down the companion ladder—a moving scene,

with present anguish, hope, despair, pity, all huddled together, where,

in one corner or another, every beholder may feel a pulling of his heart

strings in sympathetic sorrow. Compare this picture with that of " In

Memoriam !

" There may be the same result—a tear—but how dif-
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ferently produced ! In the one, it is the result of hopeless despair in

rendering any effectual relief; in the other, the sorrow not yet irreliev-

able is lightened by the hopefulness of reunion in greater honour and
advantage.
Mr. Phillip is here again in his glory, among the lovely brunettes of

the Peninsula. He is evidently more at home with them than our
jealousy would warrant. Perhaps, notwithstanding his charming por-

traiture, they are but harridans after all ! He well merits the laurels

he has received from the Academy. Every one of the seven pictures he
sends is worth attention.

Mr. W. Duffield sends two exquisite pictures of still life, "Fruit,

Game," &c, 592, the very best picture of the kind here, not excepting
Lance; and "Wood Pigeon, Fruit," 922, in which, however, a broken

China vase is, we think, not appropriately introduced. Mrs. W. Duffield

affords us a sight of some more of her beautiful scarlet geraniums,
painted as she alone can paint them, not excepting Miss Mutrie ; but

why not in oil ?—why not in oil?

Miss Mutrie is here as usual with her charming " Azaleas," &c. She
has four pictures. But we observe in 499, " Reynard's Glove," a stunting

of the stalks to suit the size of the painting ; and in 480, without a name,
but having the motto

—

" Lightly soars the thistle-down,
Lightly doth it float;

Lightly seeds of care are sown,
Lightly do we note ;

"

which motto we do not see has much to do with the subject represented :

—a dragon fly, very bright and green, seems to us flying about, when
the apparent cold and cloudiness of the day would keep him a prisoner
at home.

Mr. Cooke does not shine as usual. His pictures this year, six in

number, English, Dutch, and Venetian subjects, appear all produced
with too much haste, and not with his ordinary care. He is unequal, too.

346, "The Bridge of Sighs," is completely unworthy of his pencil.

But he redeems himself in the brilliant sketch, 447, "A Sniff of the
Briny—Day after a Gale." He girds us with the salt-water girdle,

and makes us scent the sea-weeds, and see the veritable watery kingdom,
with its ambitious head, spitting in the face of heaven. We wish he
would not make his clouds so Vandcrveldish and puffy ; they are more
like smoke than clouds.

In 400, " The last Trial of Madame Palissy," W. T. Grant, we have a
pleasant subject, well imagined, and well executed. The head of

Palissy stands out from the canvas as in a stereoscope; and Mr. Grant
has been, throughout, very successful in his colouring. This is, in these

respects, one of the best pictures in the exhibition.

475, "Early Struggles," T. Brooks—a poor young student, with his

wife and child, in a garret, and a distraint being made. The scene, and
all its accessories, are well conceived, and carefully painted. It well

deserves the place of honour it holds.

"Rest," by M. C. Stone—a youth, we hear, of 17—a most promising
picture ; but we regret to sec it in the pre-Rapbaelistic style. The face

of the old knight is a perfect study. The purveyor of refreshments,
infantine though she be, disturbs, in a great measure, the repose in-

tended to be conveyed.
Mr. Cioss, in his " Coronation of "William the Conqueror," 457, ex-

hibits his masterly skill as a draughtsman. There is not a fault to find

in it, in this regard, although, as a whole, it does not please, and this,

not on account of its pretentiousness—it is pretentious—but on account
of chmr'oscuro, which appears altogether ignored.

442, "The Gaoler's Daughter—a Scene from the French Revolution,"
by P. H. Calderon, has been much praised by many contemporaries.
The girl lingers behind her father, who has just escorted a young
student, in academical costume, to his prison room, and obviously re-

gards with dangerous compassion the victim of power. But how she
comes there at all, or why she is allowed to lag behind the gaoler, is not
explained. It is tolerably well painted, and the pose of the female is

very natural.

Mr. J. F. Lewis treats us with some studies from the East—each, no
doubt, true to nature, as they are unmistakeably oriental. He sends five

contributions. "A Kibab Shop, Scutari," 101, is the best in com-
position, as well as in character ; very much to be commended for pains-

taking accuracy.

An " F. W. George," stated b3' a contemporay to be a nom de guerre,

sends, amongst other things, 142, a full-length of Mrs. Nassau, senior,

a lady reputed to possess the most beautiful hair of her kind ! and the
artist, whoever he may be, has tried his best to show this enviable pe-

culiarity, but he does not make it of very great distinction.

And now we come to the popular picture of the collection, 218, Mr.
Frith's "Derby Day." Crammed in, as it is, with all the incidents of a
fashionable race course, all its torn-foolery and nonsense, and its innum-
erable episodes of low life in high places, and high life in low places,

it brings to mind many strange and uncouth habits of this our nineteenth
century, and which, doubtless, the twentieth century will consider more

honoured in the breach than in the observance. The "Ramsgate" of

this painter, exhibited some seasons since, was infinitely superior in every
respect, except in colouring, which remains in statu quo. His sky
is without atmosphere, and there is a cold chalkiness about it altogether

which prevents it being a first-class production. However, it is having
its run, and so crowded is it throughout the day, from about nine o'clock,

that a policeman is actually set to watch that no person intrudes a
finger upon the canvas. All this does not exalt our taste for art, and
we confess that on turning from the picture what was uppermost in

our mind was a feeling of regret that so much real power had been so

lavishly thrown away upon such a satire of mankind. A year is a good
slice off the life of an artist, and this picture exhibits little but wasted
power.

Mr. Hart's " Athaliah's Dismay at the Coronation of Joash," 79, is an
ambitious attempt, but surely no one can call it a great picture, except
in size. Although every part of it appears to have been accurately

studied, no part displays the legitimate end of study. The scene is

purely imaginative, although we think it might have been less so, and
this itself, involving a departure from truth, by no means makes up for

other more glaring deficiencies.

There are two pictures of successive subjects "as in Hogarth," which
must be mentioned. 372, by Egg, without a name, but having quota-

tions which lead the mind to take in a most harrowing, and no way
palliating subject—sin and shame, where all should be purity, height-

ened, too, by the contiguity of innocence. Can an}'thing be more
degrading to Ait? Such things should be but whispered, if even that,

anil that faintly, not blazoned forth with colours and gold by R.A., or

A.R.A. The other jxiinting of this class, " Town and Country," is

better in every respect ; the flower girls in the country being a very
sweet picture, which would have appeared better alone.

Now for the portraits. But we can only run over the names of a few.

Why should the Academy allow a parcel of completely " unknowns

"

and "uglies" to cumber its walls? Many another picture "declined"
would well supply the place of nine out of ten of the faces exhibited.

Could not some rule be laid down to admit none but some tolerably well-

known public character, or some extraordinary claim to personal distinc-

tion, and not merely the Lady Harriet Mulfuggins, because she happens
to be a particular friend of Mrs. Crinoline Still'bumpkin. We have Lord
Campbell, Sir Richard England, Sheridan Knowles, the Rev. John Bar-

low (a nobleman at the Royal Institution), Jung Bahadoor, John Phillip

himself, an excellent portrait by our friend Mr. O'Neil; G. Patten, by
himself; E. H. Bailey, Frederick Taylor, Dr. Lushington, Cardinal

Wiseman, the Rev. Charles Kingsley, &e. ; and busts or medallions of

Dr. Rae, Mr. Claudet, Dr. Livingstone, Lord Dunfermline, Ristori, Sir

Charles Locoek, CVsar H. Hawkins, G. W. Adams, Lord Lyndhurst,

Longfellow, C. Donovan, the Astronomer Royal, Dr. Buckland, and a

most charming bust by F. G. Jones, of pretty little "Miss Ingram"

—

surely a very entertaining collection, for about such persons our curiosity

is never satiated.

Pre-Raphaelism is not so rampant, and what appears of it is very

mild. The pre-Raphaelites perform and ask us to admire the oddest

freaks, such as figures and subjects cut in half, or but showing
a portion on the canvas. We shall, by and by, have a nose, or a

hand, or a leg only of a figure introduced. These gentlemen, fortunately,

do not shine this season, in the absence of their archpriests, Millais and
Hunt. A picture should be one whole, and its several parts should be

whole, except where, as in nature, this latter is impossible so to be. We
are afraid the photograph—as it no doubt introduced—continues to con-

firm other vices which, on the walls to-day, display themselves more
conspicuously when the foil of better performance is away.

Mr. Hook's " Pastoral," 326, is one of those disjointed and incomplete

designs, in which "suggestion" in art is completely misinterpreted, and
we do not condemn the performance only because it is founded on mis-

take.

Here is another imitation of the pre-Raphaelite style by A. Hughes

—

284, "The Nativity"—some angels with all possible and impossible

adjuncts, and a tiny mummoek of a bambino, that scarcely any Christian

mother would own. Really such things ought to be proscribed.

We have no time or space to notice the sculpture (which we reserve

for another occasion), or the numerous other pictures which deserve it.

But it may help a few of our readers to note down in their catalogues as

"to be looked at" and admired more or less— Nos. 14, 15, 18, 29, 59,

132, 156, 159, 175, 195, 241, 327, 366, 394, 429, 453, 454, 485, 520, 526,

558, 570, 595, 872, 914, 943, 946, 954, 1017, 1174, 1180, 1186.

We congratulate ourselves on having been the first of our contem-

poraries, in former seasons, who took up some of the good pictures

and discussed them at length. The Athenteum this year has adopted a

similar course, and we regret that our limited space, which we are com-
pelled to devote to more important matters, will not allow us to go on
with our own beginnings, which, however agreeable, would encroach too

much upon our pages. On the whole, agreeing with most, but differing

from some of our contemporaries, we consider the present exhibition as

a very pleasing one, and deserving of more than one long visit.
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MECHANICAL NOTES FROM AMERICA.

Transatlantic Steam Navigation—Demise of the Collins Line of New York and Liverpool

U.S. Mail Steamers—Egyptian Yacht of lion and Wood Combined—Iron Architecture,

Correction—Bogardus' Patent Joint—The Pacific Railroad—The American Patent
Reports.

It is of little consequence whether Dionysius Lardner did or did not

say. some twenty years ago, that steam navigation across the Atlantic

was an impossibility. It certainly is difficult to find, in his very volumin-

ous writings, or in the reports of his verbal declarations, any decided

predictions on the matter ; but I was assured by a gentleman, a few
years ago, that he heard the learned doctor distinctly assert, in a lecture

delivered in this city, that steam navigation between this country and
Great Britain could never become a successful undertaking. But while

it is of very little consequence whether such a remark was made, it is

of immense importance to the world to know if the alleged proposition

be true. Only the doctor himself is materially interested in the first

question, while the whole civilised world is more or less directly affected

by the answer to the last.

Some half-score years ago, two powerful companies commenced a

struggle for superiority in this business—a struggle which has just termi-

nated in the total defeat of one of the contending parties. The Collins

line of U.S. mail steamers between New York and Liverpool is among
the things that were. The three fine steamers legitimately belonging

to the line are now lying idle, waiting for purchasers ; and the Ericsson,

a smaller vessel, formerly the Caloric, or hot-air ship, which had been
hired to serve the company, is now advertised to leave in a few weeks
for a pleasure trip to the principal ports in the Mediterranean.

It is interesting briefly to glance back at this peaceful struggle

between the two great branches of the Anglo-Saxon family. There is,

in a moral point of view, as well as in a mechanical and commercial
light, much sublimity in the spectacle. The Cunard company is ex-

clusively British ; the Collins company was to a much greater extent

American. The Collins vessels, the Atlantic, Pacific, Arctic, Baltic, and
Adriatic, were designed and constructed in this country. They were
owned partly by Americans, but very largely by Liverpool bankers.

The line was aided by the U.S. Government, with the grant of such a

contract as it had never had occasion to offer before, and has not found
it expedient to grant since, to any other lines, nor to any other private

company organised for any purpose.

Compared with the immense floating armaments of Great Britain,

or even of the Continental States of Europe, our naval vessels proper are

quite insignificant in number, and our mercantile marine, which amounts
to about one-third that of the "whole world, is very much depended on as

a provision for possible hostilities. It was stipulated that in the event
of war with any formidable adversary, the government could take the

steamers at a fair valuation, and use them for transports, or even for

gun vessels- Laboured letters have been written by naval officers high
in authority, to show how many, and what character of guns could be
advantageously carried by the Collins steamers, in the event of their

being actively employed, either in offensive or defensive naval opera-

tions. On this account, as well as for more general reasons, the vessels

have become more than semi-national in the public estimation ; and
under the feeling that the honour and credit of the countries were some-
what at stake, each company has exerted itself to excel the other. For
one year, and perhaps during a major portion of the whole decade, the
Collins ships made their passages in a little less time than the Cunard
vessels ; but while the latter company has, through the profits of its

business, or through some other means, been extending its operations,

and establishing lines to several other points, the former has lost half

its vessels :—the Arctic and Pacific by foundering at sea—has seen its

new and large ship, the Adriatic, very expensively botched—has lost

friends and lost confidence—until it has become almost bankrupt. The
steamers were up at auction a few days ago, and sold for only fifty

thousand dollars, the purchaser assuming the debts of the concern. The
bidder was a gentleman connected with one of the large iron works in a
neighbouring state ; but as he is a relative of the Liverpool parties, it is

presumed that the actual ownership of the property remains substantially
in the same hands as before. The debts of the company, as stated by
the auctioneer at the sale, amounted to about six hundred thousand
dollars, chiefly due to the Liverpool parties for money advanced to aid
in conducting the business. It has been rumoured that the steamers are
to be sold to the government of Russia, but no such transaction has yet
been effected.

The friends of the venerable LL.D. above referred to, have been
rather chagrined by the suspicion that he had ever ventured an un-
favourable opinion of the then untried mail steamship speculations; but
it is now a question whether they should not rather search the records
to confirm than to disprove it. If a company with unbounded wealth,
an enthusiastic people, and a liberal supply of government pap, cannot
succeed, is it really a practicable matter to carry mails, passengers, and
freight across the Atlantic at this latitude by steam power? The un-

qualified success of our lines to Havre and Bremen via Southampton, as
also of sundry and various lines to Glasgow, and a half-score of other
points, seems to answer this question affirmatively; while, on the other
hand, the failure of the Collins line gives it a somewhat emphatic nega-
tive.

The true secret of the ill success of this line is probably due to the
internal organisation of the company. Mr. Collins, the agent, had been
very successful in managing a line of sailing packets, but he knew
little or nothing of steam engineering. He received a commission on
all business transacted, whether profitable or otherwise ; and it was
consequently more to his advantage to do a large business than a pro-
fitable one. Between these two evils, the line has been conducted
vigorously but unprofitablj'.

The Voyageur De La Mer, a screw frigate or armed " yacht," con-
structed last season for the Egyptian Government, although unsuccessful
in her first trials, in consequence of priming or working water from the
boilers into the engines, is now undergoing alterations which will pro-

bably render her second to no vessel of her class afloat. The boilers are
being furnished with ample steam room by additions on their tops ; and
the engines, which are direct acting oscillators, are being provided with
the Corliss valves and valve gear, the effect of which has been described
in former letters. The Voyageur is of somewhat novel construction—

a

stout hull of wood within a shell of iron. There are important advan-
tages, and also rather serious objections, incident to this style of marine
architecture. One of the great advantages lies in the diminution of the de-

structive effect of the iron splinters, when the side is penetrated by a shot.

On page 90 of your last volume is a brief notice of the history

and present position of cast-iron architecture in this country. I was
probably in error in assuming that this material had not until 1844 been
used, even for the first storeys of buildings, to secure the advantages of

very large windows. The date was correct, so far as applies to its use
in this country, but it has since appeared that such fronts had been
constructed in London prior to 1840. Mr. Bogardus, of this city, was
probably the first to make cheap and practicable the construction of

fronts of this material, extending continuous^ from the foundation to

the roof, and all rigidly and strongly secured together. This he first

accomplished in 1849, and although he could not presume to secure a
monopoly of this general mode of construction, he secured a patent for

an admirably strong and easily constructed joint for such structures,

illustrated in the letter referred to ; and a suit in the District Court of

the United States, brought by Mr. Bogardus against the city of New
York for infringement of this patent, has just resulted in his favour,

although a vigorous attempt was made by the defence to establish the

existence of equivalents of this invention at prior dates. It was shown
that buildings constructed in this manner possessed a strength and
rigidity which could not be attained by any other known method of

construction, except at a very considerably increased expense,—an ex-

pense probably of from four to five dollars per joint.

Although buildings are not usually placed on what are intended to be

bad foundations, it is very rare to find in this country large buildings

which have not settled or sunk to a sensible extent into the earth ; and
as the resistance of the earth is usually greater on some points than at

others, the results are manifested in the exhibition of cracks, which dis-

figure even where they do not seriously weaken the structure. Even
the Patent Office at Washington—one of the most substantially con-

structed buildings on the continent, and a structure only two storeys in

height, if we exclude the basement—exhibits cracks and rents in the

groined arches of the massive limestone which support, or rather which
constitute, every floor. The building has settled unequally, and the

irregular strains thus induced have destroyed the mathematical perfection

of the form. The cohesion of the particles of each individual stone, al-

though very slight compared with iron, is sufficient to prevent fracture

under any ordinary circumstances ; but unfortunately the cement or

mortar introduced in the interstices is so weak, that the joints open, and
render the masonry quite imperfect. An iron building is much lighter,

and for this reason much less likely to crush the earth beneath the struc-

ture, and all its parts are so secured together that the building is a unit.

If it settles, it sinks as a single rigid mass. If one side or end settles

more than the other—a state of things almost unavoidable when, for

example, one side of the building rests on a ledge of rock—the structure

finally stands inclined—an inclination too slight, of course, to be impor-

tant, and this is the only bad effect experienced. The unity of the

building also adds greatly to the strength of any given portion, as of a

floor, for example, which may chance to be very heavily loaded at one

point ; for as the pillars are by this method of construction capable of

being subjected to a considerable tensile strain, the load on the single

joint is transmitted to the whole structure, i. e., the joints above are

made to bear a portion as well as the joints below.

There is not, it may be presumed, a reader of the P. M. Journal who
has not heard of the great project of a railroad to the Pacific, and formed

a somewhat decided opinion on its merits. For the past ten years—in

short, ever since the territories on the Pacific side have exhibited indi-

cations of becoming permanently populous and wealth)-—a railroad
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directly across the continent has been considered important for many
very obvious reasons, and not the least, as a means of maintaining the

unity of the confederation. The immensity of the subject, the thickness

of the veil which covers it, and the small degree of practical importance

which it may be supposed to possess in the eyes of the mass of your
readers, have conspired to prevent any allusion thereto in any of the

former letters ; but having been led into the contemplation of great en-

terprises in dissecting the steamship question, a brief notice of the exist-

ence of the project can hardly be avoided at this moment. If any special

excuse is needed for entering on the subject at this juncture, it is found
in the fact that Congress has within a few da3rs taken its first direct

action in pushing the scheme immediately forward.

As a business operation, a " Pacific railroad" would not probably suc-

ceed. If an individual, a corporation, or the government, constructs

and maintains a railroad along any of the proposed routes, relying on
the receipts from the transportation of mails, passengers, and freight, to

repay all the expenses, and pay any dividend on the money invested, it

will be followed by disappointment. Railroads in the best portions of

this country find it difficult to maintain themselves, while paying legal

interest on only a portion of their cost. Several of our great lines, which,
like the New York and Erie, and the Baltimore and Ohio, connect the

navigable waters of the interior valleys with great Atlantic ports, and
are consequently in the places to secure an almost unlimited amount of

business, are crippled and almost ruined by the fact that some three-

fourths of their cost has been borrowed, instead of being paid in by stock-

holders. While the profits of the business is sufficient to pay all the

working expenses, repairs, renewals, &c, and a moderate interest, say
five or six per cent, on the capital invested, the company is actual!)' in

such a "position, in consequence of what is generally esteemed shrewd
financiering, that it is obliged to pay eight or ten per cent, on three-

fourths of the capital, and a little less than nothing to the unfortunate
stockholders who chance to have furnished the remainder. This is a

simple exhibit of the affairs of the mass of our railroad corporations. A
company starts with a stuck subscription of five million dollars, paid in

in full ; it then mortgages the property for five millions more, agreeing
to pay six or seven per cent, interest, and thus realises ten millions of

dollars all actually paid in. This is expended, but proves insufficient,

and the work comes nearly to a dead lock. In the face of this fact the

property sinks in value to the worth only of nine millions. Another
mortgage is now offered, but none will take it at par ; and the second
mortgage for five millions realises only four millions, the third for three

millions realises only two; and the road when finished has enjoyed the

actual expenditure of fifteen millions, is worth in the market only twelve
millions, but owes its stockholders five millions, and its mortgagees or

bondholders nominally perhaps sixteen millions more. Operations are now
proceeded with. If the business transacted with the fifteen millions in-

\ c stnl can be made to pay the interest on the sixteen millions of mortgage
bonds, and leave profits over to divide among the original stockholders,

the business is counted successful. In such ease the value of both stock

and bonds rises, till the market value of the road equals or exceeds the

whole twenty-one millions of its nominal cost, and the company is able
tu pay its debts, or, what is perhaps better, to pay interest on them from
year to year indefinitely. There are a few such roads, but the mass are

at this moment, and at every other moment, in some of the many posi-

tions which may be assumed by a concern which pays out in the form
Of interest and dividends more than the nett proceeds of its business.
It is true that these extraordinary payments are made to its own creditors.

If it fails, it is because the road has been paying its owners too much
money. But yet the evils and the benefits may be very unequally dis-

tributed among them, and even the most fortunate is simply a winner
in a species of gambling operation. He has purchased for sixty dollars

a bond, which on its face proclaims its value to be a hundred dollars,

and its coupons are consequently seven dollars per annum, equivalent
to nearly twelve per cent, on his actual expenditure. This operation

Droves fortunate or otherwise, according as the final explosion is delayed.

If the company is able to pay him this extravagant interest for some
years, and then if, under a prospect of its ultimate ability to clear itself

of the debt, he is enabled to sell the bond for eight)' dollars instead of

the sixty which he paid for it, he has made a successful "operation,"

and is entitled to take a higher rank in social life, and a better pew in

church ; but if, on the other hand, the depreciation in the value of this

fictitious property is more rapid than the accumulations of the interest,

he finds that he has simply played the game and lost.

Now, while this confusion attends the financial management of all

railroad affairs in this country, and is still more confused by the great
lbirtiiations in the value of all kinds of securities, which occur at inter-

vals, it is as impossible to build a railroad to the Pacific by stock sub-
scriptions as to build a Leviathan in this country by similar means.
Such a railroad, if built, must be built by the government. Our govern-
ment has, under the provision fur making and maintaining post roads,

ample power to undertake such a work, and has caused to be made a
considerable number of preliminary examinations of different routes.

But work undertaken by government is never lemarkable for economy
;

and there is every prospect that the enterprise will be commenced with
the same great mistake as the smaller and private works above alluded
to. An under estimate of its cost may produce the same complex and
uncomfortable results, i.e., ponderous debts, " cooked up " accounts, un-
certainty, disappointment, great fortunes, and great misfortunes. The
several schemes which have been urged on the attention of Congress
have provided for raising only from seventy-five to one hundred millions

of dollars, while the actual cost of the road, allowing reasonably for

delays and unforeseen difficulties, is estimated by the editor of the
American Railroad Journal at about four hundred millions. The
American Railroad Journal is the oldest journal of the kind in this

country (it was established in 1831), and its conductors are high
authorities on all the financial questions relating to such subjects.

These are heavy figures. I have not at hand any data for comparing
this estimate with the cost of the Appian Way, or with that of the Great
Wall of China. It is certain that these works, the Pyramids, and in

brief most of the aqueducts, canals, and other great works of antiquity,

were constructed by slaves, or by a people in very nearly an equivalent
condition. When the most ignorant labour is paid one or one and
a-half dollars per day, it is no trifle to construct a line of substantial
grading, tunnelling, and bridging, equalling in length the Atlantic
telegraph cable, and extending across a portion of country, not only
very elevated and rugged, but on large tracts totally destitute of both
wood and water. Theoretically, the great natural impediment to the
enterprise is the Rocky Mountain chain, composed of irregular ridges

;

but a profile of the surface along any parallel exhibits a very widely
extended elevation. The highest peaks in the Rocky Mountains are

about three miles above the sea ; but as there are passes where the

ridges are almost omitted, it is important to know the general elevation

of the surrounding country. A great plateau, by far the most extensive
elevated tract in the world, extends across our territory from north to

south. This plateau is highest in Mexico, declines to its lowest point

at about latitude 32°, where it is ascertained by the barometer to be 5,200
feet (very nearly one mile) above tide water, gradually rises northward
till it attains about two miles elevation at latitude 38°, and thence de-

clines northward till it sinks into the Arctic ocean. These are in general
the elevations which a railroad must traverse, even provided the moun-
tains proper are tunnelled, or avoided by the occurrence of a favourable

pass. It must not be imagined that the elevation is mainly important
on account of the grades or gradients it will involve. The country is

in general a desert, and it acquires this character simply as a consequence
of its great elevation. Mountain ranges, as ordinarily distributed on the

earth's surface, condense more moisture than the general average ; but
this great plateau or water-shed seems to be under a very different

regime. Ordinary mountains are surrounded by clouds of moisture,

evaporated from the sea, and the torrents which pour down their sides

attest the activity of the forces which keep up the " perpetual motion
"

of the aqueous particles. But the middle portions of this high region is

in some places so dry that moisture never condenses there. Rain and
frost are the great disintegrating agents of nature. There are many
points in the explorations of this region where the rocks maintain a new
and fresh appearance, the same probably as they exhibited many thou-

sand years ago. The winds come from the sea on each side, saturated

with moisture, but the ranges of mountains on either edge, so to speak,

of this great American desert condense it nearly all.

What moisture remains is condensed on the interior mountains, from
which the rives flow, and the few square miles of arable land which
occurs in this elevated region is on the borders of the few shallow rivers

which wander through it. While the rainfall in Great Britain averages

sixty inches annually, and in the settled portions of the United States

some fort)' to fifty inches, the rainfall in the whole interior of the region

referred to does not probably average more than two or three inches. A
railroad across this tract will find one great advantage in the absence of

snow, due to this fact ; but in every other light the want of humidity is

a very formidable evil.

Although the immense territory in question has been as yet very
imperfectly explored, it would require a treatise or rather an immense
library to present all that is already on record relating thereto. This
notice is only designed to present the most salient points, but it cannot
well be closed without an attempt at a profile of the route now most in

favour. It chances that San Francisco, the only important port on the

Pacific, is the most difficult to reach by a railroad, and there are at least

five prominent routes proposed. A bill for the immediate commence-
ment of a road has within a few days passed one branch of our national

legislature, the House of Representatives (the popular branch), and has

been defeated, or rather postponed until next December, in the other

branch—the Senate. This bill provides for a main road from St. Louis

to a point on the Pacific some hundreds of miles south of San Francisco,

from where it is to be completed by a line along the coast. This liDe is

probably the most favourable that can be selected. Taking any tolerable

map of North America, and drawing a line from St. Louis southwesterly

to Santa Fe, and thence westerly to the Pacific, a general idea of the

not yet preliminarily surveyed route will be obtained. There chances
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to be accessible a report and barometrical profile of a military reconnais-

sance of pretty nearly tbe same route made in 1846-7. On the scale here

presented, one inch horizontally equals about 300 miles, and one inch

vertically equals about two miles. It is probable that the highest ridge

here represented can be avoided by the railroad, but the great extent of

country from the valley of the Mississippi at about the point A, to the

coast range of California, marked b, is mainly destitute of rain and of all

its attendant blessings. Coal was long ago found to be practically absent

over the whole region. Reference is frequently made in the reports to

the existence of bituminous coal and lignite, but they are probably only

the gleanings of the field. We may not attempt to predict with much
certainty in regard to any unexplored country ; but in the present con-

dition of geological science, it is pretty well understood that whatever
deposits of carbon may have ever lain on or under the surface of these

great territories, was washed away into the Pacific, or some other re-

ceptacle, during some of the great convulsions prior to the upheaval of

this mass of earth. Engineering skill has surmounted great diffi-

culties in former works, and has not yet reached its limit. It is possible

to construct and work a railroad to the Pacific, but it is by no means so

easy as many suppose.

While expenditures of the character necessary to construct such a
work are under serious contemplation in our legislature, it is almost

unaccountable to learn that the same Congress is seriously discussing

the propriety of cutting down and ruining the usefulness of the annual
reports of the Commissioner of Patents, to save the paltry sum of 30,000

dollars per year. Three thousand inventions are now patented annuall}',

and it is by the aid of these that the Pacific railroad, and kindred enter-

prises, will be carried forward, if at all. If by the aid of some invention

not yet developed, the cost of the Pacific railroad can be reduced one per

cent., it will (according to the above estimate of the Railroad Journal)

save to the world the sum of four million dollars, and the interest on
four millions at three per cent, (the lowest interest paid in this country)
will amount to 120,000 dollars per annum—just four times as much as is

proposed to be saved by our penny-wise legislators. Inventions are

made useful only by being known. Many inventors are too poor to

bring out then- inventions properly, or for various reasons become dis-

couraged and abandon them, and the world fails to become familiar with
their construction or purposes. But the annual reports of the Com-
missioner of Patents have been gradually improved and enlarged, until

they now make three tolerable volumes, one of which is filled with cheap
illustrations showing the nature of every patent. They diffuse know-
ledge, much of which would otherwise be for ever locked up at Washing-
ton, so far as the masses are concerned. It may do no harm to order

a smaller number of these mechanical reports, but it will be a very
injudicious economy to diminish the quantity of matter contained, or

to cheapen the quality of the information thus made public. In
every other country the publication of such information is left to pri-

vate parties ; but if there are any enterprises which should be conducted
or very liberally encouraged by the governments of every country, they
should be schools, railroads, and industrial publications. In this country
government provides for the support of common schools, grants charters

to railroads much more liberally than in Gieat Britain, and prints for

gratuitous distribution some half million volumes of agricultural and
mechanical matter annually. It should be remarked, that the latter do
not in any sense compete with or otherwise injure the few periodicals

which are published for the purpose of circulating these classes of intel-

ligence. It is much to be hoped that, instead of contracting the useful-

ness of these reports, they may be so conducted as to be made of more
real service, and cause them to be better appreciated at home and abroad.
All the patent reports for the years prior to about 1850 have beep dis-

posed of, but for most of the later years the volumes may be had for the

asking ; and although designed more especially for the benefit of those
residing within the limits of the country, it is not difficult to procure
them to send abroad. During the debate on the propriety of reducing
the number of copies and quantity of matter, several members of Con-
gress stated that their rooms and offices were uselessly crammed with
them. T. D. Stetson.
New York, May, 1858,

THE SOCIETY OF ARTS EXHIBITION.

Section II.

Under the section " Machinery and Manufacturing Appliances," our at-

tention is first attracted by Mr. Bower's gas apparatus, the nature and
advantages of which have been already fully set forth in our pages.

Messrs. Sharman and Smith, Wellingborough, Northamptonshire, also

exhibit a patent gas apparatus fitted with an upright conical retort,

with suitable flues, by which means a greater quantity of gas, in propor-
tion to the amount of coal consumed, is said to be produced; and by the
manner in which the retort is surrounded with flues a larger amount of
its surface is presented to the action of the fire. If our memory serves

us rightly, our readers will find an apparatus of a precisely similar

nature described in Accum's treatise on gas light, about forty years back.
Mr. Meacock, of Snowhill, London, exhibits a beautifully executed dry

gas meter; the improvement consisting in holding the leather diaphragm
between two flat metal rings screwed to a frame, instead of soldering it

thereto, the latter mode of attachment being apt to injure the leather.

The valve employed does not rise from its facing.

Messrs. Batho and Bauer, of Salford, Manchester, exhibit a neat and
compact 18-inch planing machine, affording facility for the adjustment
of the article operated upon, with an arrangement of link motion for

effecting a quick return stroke, with a uniform motion in cutting.

Mr. Shanks, of John Street, Adelphi, exhibits an exceedingly useful

machine, which he styles a " Double-action traversing drilling machine."
The specimen is of full working size. It is especially adapted for mak-
ing cottar holes, mortices or key-ways, in metal, and for grooving shafts,

axles, and other like articles. The article is held stationary in the centre
of the machine by means of a concentric vice and poppet-head stud ; and
two grooving drills, placed horizontally one on each side of the article

to be operated upon, are driven by top gear like an ordinary lathe. The
diameter of the drills determines the width of the groove, and the length
thereof is regulated by a variable crank at the end of the. machine, which,

by imparting a reciprocating motion to the drill headstocks, determines
the length of the groove. We question Mr. Shanks' right, however, to

the reciprocating drilling headstock for the purpose set forth, and refer

him to Sharp and Fumival's patent of 1855.

We were rather struck with a well executed working model of an
ingenious horse shoe machine, by Mr. Henry Burden, of Troy, New
York. This machine contains suitable cams for pressing and shaping
the metal into horse shoes. A red hot bar of iron is fed into the ma-
chine, and is cut into proper lengths for forming a shoe, which lengths

are then bent and shaped by the cams for that purpose. The grooves
and nail holes are punched in by another cam, and the shoe then falls

out of the machine complete. An arrangement is adopted for stopping

the machine when there is not a sufficient length of bar to form a com-
plete shoe. This machine is said to be capable of turning out sixty

shoes per minute.

A patent grinding and levigating apparatus by H. Goodall, of Derby,
deserves an especial notice from the very great ingenuity displayed in

its construction. We were more pleased, indeed, with this small appa-

ratus than with any other article in the exhibition. The object of tliis

apparatus is to perform the operations of grinding or levigating various

substances by the aid of a pestle and mortar, instead ofrollers or flat grind-

ing surfaces. The pestle is made to work in such a manner as to give pre-

cisely the same rubbing motion as is given by hand, and is made to

travel over a different surface at each revolution. This is accomplished

by an ingeniously constructed self-acting variable crank, which con-

stantly changes the throw of the crank pin, to which the stem of the

pestle is connected by a vibrating and sliding connecting rod. By this

means the traverse of the pestle forms a succession of volutes over the

bottom of the mortar, commencing at the centre, gradually increasing its

circle, and then as gradually diminishing it again, whereby the entire

surface of the bottom of the mortar is equally acted upon ; and as the

pestle thus traverses over a different surface every time, there is no
necessity for scrapers. We strongly recommend Mr. Goodall's apparatus

to druggists, as it will be found admirably adapted to the pounding or

levigating of drugs, which in many cases is a most laborious and slow

process when effected by manual labour.

Some excellent specimens of irregular shaped timber, produced bj' a

wood shaping machine recently patented by Mr. Arthur Kinder, were
exhibited by Messrs. Kinder, M'Naught, and Smith, of Worcester. The
specimens included regular bevils, winding bevils, straight tenon cutting,

curved work on the square, curved work on the winding bevil, and. in-

deed, timbers of every conceivable and inconceivable twist and form.

We shall shortly give our readers a detailed description and plate of Mi-.

Kinder's very ingenious and effective machine.
Mr. John Bailey, of the Albion Works, Salford, exhibits a curious lubri-

cator, on the principle of the now universal moderator lamp, the oil being

allowed to flow between a needle point and a small opening in the

hearing, the amount of flow being regulated by a screw. We fear the

same fatal objection will be met with in this lubricator that is so trouble-

some to the users of the moderators—that is, the liability of the small

orifice through which the oil has to pass becoming clogged up.

A useful application of India-rubber in combination with metal is

illustrated by a metal and India-rubber picker, by Mr. H. Heald, of Sabden

Whalley, near Blackburn. Mr. Heald discards leather, buffalo hide, and

wood, and makes the whole frame of the picker of metal, with a cushion

or packing of India-rubber where it strikes the shuttle. Pickers of this

description are said to last double the time of the ordinary ones, and
when the India-rubber is worn out, it may be removed at a very small

cost.

Mr. Archibald Smith, of Princes Street, Leicester Square, exhibits a

clever rope machine, the peculiarity of which consists in the arrange-

ment of the reels containing the wires or strands, in the centre of a re-
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volving frame of small diameter, in such a manner that all motion of

the reels and their contents and frames, as well as all twist or tension of

the individual wires or strands, is avoided.

Section III.

Under the third section, "Naval and Military Appliances," we may
draw attention to a " chambered graving dock," by Mr. R. Grantham,
of Great Scotland Yard. The model, which is well executed, represents

a dock 500 feet in length, 60 feet in width at the entrance gates, and 30
feet deep. It is subdivided by two or more caissons fitted in grooves,

and placed transversely across the dock, the object being to afford facility

for the repair oftwo or three vessels at the same time, the positions of the

caissons being regulated according to the lengths of the several vessels,

each vessel thus having a separate dock or compartment of its own. By
this means, the repairs of one or more ships can be proceeded with,

whilst the others can be taken out of, and put into, dock without imped-
ing the work, or keeping one vessel waiting in dock till the other is

completed. This is all very well, but to work the dock on this system,
it appears to us that it will be necessary to put the ships requiring the
longest time for repairs into the farthest chamber, as those nearest the
entrance must be removed to allow of the exit of the one further in.

This objection may be obviated to a certain extent by making an en-

trance at both ends, as mentioned by the inventor in his description.

Messrs. Lawrence Brothers, of the City Iron Works, London, exhibit

a good model of a patent sluice for canal locks, wherein the pressure of
the water against the sluice is made to assist in opening it.

We noticed an enclosed screw for auxiliary steam-ships, by Hyde &
Co., of Bristol, the screw being perfectly enclosed within the run of the
ship by sliding plates fitting into grooves, and closing by their own
weight. By this system of boxing in the screw when out of action, an
unbroken run is obtained, oll'ering no resistance whatever to ships when
under canvas.

Mr. Clifford's method of lowering ships' boats is represented by a
large model. We do not question the utility of this simple apparatus,
but we do question its right to be exhibited as a recent invention, seeing
that the patent is now two years old.

An ingenious hollow studded chain cable is exhibited by W. and M.
Bayliss & Co., of Wolverhampton, the great advantage consisting in the
yielding property of the hollow centre stud. It has been found that the
ordinary solid stud, when the chain is submitted to excessive strain,

operates as an unyielding fulcrum, and occasions a breakage of the
link at the part immediately over the stud. We shall be glad to hear
the result of a competitive trial of this cable, as in these days of Le-
viathans a strong but light chain cable becomes a desideratum.
We have long wondered at the apathy shown by steam-boat builders

in not fitting them up witli a convenient and simple telegraph for trans-

mitting orders to the engine-room. We speak more particularly of the
river boats, where the absurd and annoying system of " call boys " is

still maintained, in spite of the many simpler and cheap telegraphs or
signals which have been from time to time brought out and thrown on the
shelf. Why should the Thames boats be so far behind their sisters on
the Civile, where the "ear piercing" voice of the "call boy" is silenced
for ever. We are led to make these remarks by having our notice
drawn to a signal apparatus, by G. Homsey, of Southampton. It is

exceedingly simple and effective (we say nothing of its novelty), and
consists of a dial placed in any convenient part of the engine-room, with
the various words of command—such as, "stop," "ahead," and "back."
This dial is mounted on a shaft, and is rotated so as to bring any word
thereon opposite an opening in the face plate of the apparatus. A bell
is struck at every motion of the dial, so as to attract the notice of the
engineer. Suitable shafts and gearing, leading from an iron column on
the bridge or paddle box, communicates motion to the dial below ; a
handle and index on the to]) of the column, worked by the captain or
officer in charge, being the means of giving motion to the whole.

Messrs. Perreaux & Co. also exhibit an engine room telegraph of a simple
construction.

W. H. Myers, of Whitechapel Road, exhibits a ships' fog signal of a
formidable nature. It consists of a revolving toothed cylinder which
acts upon a number of powerful wooden springs, the result of turning
the cylinder being a deafening rattling noise. The rattle may be thrown
out of action and a bell employed, the two signals being used separately
to indicate generally the vessel's course. Whilst on the subject of fog
signals and other noisy appliances, we really must say a word to

"parents and guardians." We don't object to children being brought to

exhibitions of this description, nay, we highly approve of it, and greatly
admire a young tyro of an inquiring turn of mind,—always provided he
be kept under proper control. We make these remarks because, on
entering the building our ears were assailed with such a sound as we had
thought nothing but Lowther Arcade could produce. We found it pro-
ceeded from the numerous fog signals, horns, and whistles, which our
little friends were testing with full nursery power. Anything, in fact,

fitted with the slighest resemblance to a mouth-piece immediately
underwent a series of highly interesting pneumatic tests from the lips

of the young philosopher ; and as there were amongst other things some
high-sounding fog trumpets, the effect upon one's nerves can be far

better imagined than described. But to return to our subject.

Captain T. A. Blakely, R.A., exhibits a mortar, compounded of con-
centric layers of metal, each layer slightly compressing that within it,

so that all may be equally strained when the explosion takes place.

It is stated that this arrangement gives greater strength at a cheaper
rate, and affords facilities for making effective ordnance of a size

hitherto found to be impossible.

We conclude this section with a notice of a simple contrivance of Mr.
C. Farrow, of London, for holding a cartridge whilst its end is being
torn off, so as to obviate the necessity for biting it. A small instrument
in the form of a nipper is attached to the gun, one end of the cartridge
is inserted therein and torn off, the finger holding the nipper during the
operation. Simple as the contrivance is, we think few soldiers would
use it.

EECENT PATENTS.

MANUFACTURE OF BRICKS.

Robert and Jasies Porter, Blackburn—Patent dated October 10, 1857.

The improvements specified under these letters patent relate to a pecu-
liar construction and arrangement of machinery for the manufacture and
pressing of bricks, and presents important advantages in the way of

simplicity of arrangement over the machines at present in use.

Fig. 1 of our engravings is a side view of one modification of the im-
proved machinery for making bricks, looking upon the side of the

machine on which the driving gear is fitted ; fig. 2 is a plan of the ma-
chine corresponding ; fig. 3 is a vertical section of the mould box, and
the parts connected therewith. The framing of the machine consists of

two open panelled cast-iron side standards, A, which are connected by
horizontal cross bars ; and is supported upon four small wheels. The
moving parts of the machine are actuated from the main shaft, is, which
extends beyond the framing upon one side, and is driven by means of an
endless belt passed round the fast and loose pullej', c. The endless belt

is carried upwards, and round a drum wheel fitted overhead, and derives

its motion either from a steam engine or other prime mover. Upon
the shaft, b, and between the pulley, c, and the standard, A, is keyed a

pinion, d, which gears with the wheel, e, which is fast to a shaft, f,

arranged to the right of the pinion, d. The bearings of the shaft, p, and
those of a corresponding shaft which will be presently referred to, are

carried in brackets pendent from the side standards, a. The pinion, D,

also gives motion to the wheel, G, which is fast to the crank shaft, h,

the bearings of this shaft are fitted in the upper longitudinal rail of the

framing. The wheel, o, is in gear with the wheel, i, which is keyed to

the shaft, j ; this shaft corresponds in its office to the shaft, f, but is

driven in the opposite direction, both shafts are arranged in the same
plane, and equidistant from the ends of the machine. The wheels, e
and I, on the shafts, f and J, are made with segmental wheels or tappets,

k and l, upon then- inner sides next the standard, a. The tappets, k
and l, have each one tooth, as shown by the dotted lines in fig. 1, which
imparts an intermittent motion to the star wheels, m and n, which are

fast to the shafts, o and f. The periphery of each of the star wheels, M
and n, is divided into eight parts, four of which are concave surfaces

which correspond in their radii to the radius of the circular portion of

the tappets, k and l. The other four parts of the periphery of the star

wheels, m and n, are made of a curved or indented form, so that when
either of the tappets, k or l, come in contact with the projecting angle

of the indented parts, the star wheel is thereby caused to rotate through
a fourth part of a complete revolution. But when the correspondingly

curved surfaces of the tappets and the star wheels are in contact, no
motion is imparted to the star wheels. Upon the shafts, o and p, which
are actuated by the star wheels, are fitted the moulding boxes or cylin-

ders, Q and r. In this modification these cylinders are made with four

boxes or moulding recesses therein, as shown at s in fig. 3. These
moulds, s, are arranged equidistant from each other upon the cylinder,

and each of them is fitted with a moveable bottom moulding plate, t,

which is made so that it will slide from top to bottom of the mould, or

vice versa. The bottom plates, t, are connected to each other in pairs,

by means of the rods, u, that is to say, the bottom plate of one mould is

attached to the plate of the opposite mould. In this manner if one of

the plates, t, is pushed from the top of its mould to the bottom, this

depression causes the plate attached thereto to be moved from the bottom
of its mould to the top. And if a mass of clay has been previously put

into the mould, the movement of its bottom plate from the bottom to the

top will consequently expel the moulded clay. In making bricks with

this machine, the clay, which may have been previously prepared in a

pug mill, is divided into masses of about the size of a brick; this is done

by boys who attend to the feeding of the machine. A lump of clay is

placed in the hopper, v, in the lower and horizontal part of which a
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plunger, w, works to and fro. The inner face of this plunger is made
with a projecting bevil-edged piece, x, which forms a corresponding

indentation in one surface of the moulded brick. A similar projecting

part, Y, is formed on each of the bottom plates, t, which form an inden-

tation upon the opposite side of the moulded brick. A like arrangement

of a hopper, z, and plunger, a, is fitted upon the opposite side of the

machine, and both the plungers, w and a, are connected by the rods, b

and c, to the crank shaft, h, from which they derive their reciprocatory

motion. The plungers as they move to and fro in the horizontal part of

the hoppers, v, form a kind of false bottom to the vertical part of each

hopper—that is to say, when the plunger travels away from the mould,

it passes the opening of the vertical part of the hopper, and allows the

mass of clay previously deposited therein to fall to the lower or horizon-

tal part. As the plunger approaches the mould it presses the mass of

standards, a. The levers, g, are connected to each other by the rods, i,

which serve as spindles for the pulleys, j; these pulleys are alternately
actuated by tappets, h, on the shafts, p and J. So that as the wheels, e
and i, rotate, the tappets, h, on their shafts, f and J, alternately depress
the levers, g, causing them to oscillate at either end, in manner similar
to the motion of a scale beam. To the extremities of the levers, <j, are
attached two forked rods, I, which slide up and down in grooves formed
on the inner sides of the standards, a. The rods, /, are connected at

their upper extremities by a flat piece of metal, m, which is bolted
thereto The piece of metal, m, carries pendent rods, n, to the lower
ends of which is attached a box, o, inside of which is fitted a box of
somewhat smaller size ; the bottom of this box is perforated. The space
between the two boxes is to contain a supply of oil, which flows slowly
through flannel or other porous material—that is pressed in between the

mAaMa/s

Fig. 2.
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clay into the mould, and thereby forms the brick ; the cylinder is then
caused to rotate a quarter of a revolution, by means of the tappet striking
the indented portion of the star wheel ; this amount of rotation brings
another mould opposite the plunger. Any superfluous clay that may
exude beyond the edges of the mould is removed, and the surface of the
brick is also smoothed by the action of the scraper or " doctor;" this is a
bevil-edged blade, d, which is pressed by a spring, e, that is carried upon
the lower side of the hoppers. The edge of the "doctor" presses against
the surface of the moulding cylinder as it rotates, its bevilled edge cutting
away the superfluous clay, and serving to smooth the surface of the moulded
brick. The pressed or moulded clay is forced out of the mould by means of
a mechanical arrangement, which serves to sand the plates, t, and oil the
sides of the moulds, so that the clay may not adhere thereto. This
arrangement consists of a pair of oscillating levers, g, which are centred
upon the pivots, li. these pivots are carried in bearings fixed to the side

No. 123—Vol. XI.

lower edges of the outer and inner boxes. The inner box is filled with

sand, a portion of which is deposited upon the bottom plates of the

moulds each time the sand box descends thereon. Thus, as the pinion,

d, rotates, the wheels, e and i, alternately move the star wheels, M and

n, round a quarter of a revolution, each time presenting a mould to be

filled. Whilst one mould is being filled by the plunger moving forward

to press the clay therein, the other moulding cylinder is being moved
round, and the plunger withdrawn to allow the clay to fall to the bottom

of the hopper. When the filled mould is inverted by the partial rotation

of the moulding cylinder, the tappet on the shaft, p or J, depresses that

end of the levers, g ; this action causes the sand box, o, to descend upon

the moveable plate, t, of the mould beneath it. The descent of the sand

box, o, upon the plate, t, of the mould presses it downwards from the

upper edge of the mould to the bottom, ready for receiving the clay to be

moulded. The contact of the sand box with the plate deposits a layer
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of sand thereon, and as the box, o, passes through the mould, the satur-

ated flannel which projects between the two boxes oils the sides of the

mould to prevent the clay adhering thereto. The moveable plates, T,

in the upper and lower moulds being connected by the rods, u, it follows

that as the upper one is depressed it will force the lower one downwards
also, and thereby expel the moulded clay contained therein. The next

quarter turn of the moulding cylinder brings the upper and prepared

mould to a horizontal position, and facing its contiguous plunger, which

Fig. 3.

then moves forward to fill it with clay. In this manner the moulding
of bricks is carried on at each end of the machine, the attendant boys
alternately filling each hopper with masses of clay. The bricks as they
are successively pressed out of the moulds are deposited upon the end-
less travelling belt, p, which moves over the rollers, q. The belt, p, is

carried round the end rollers, r, the inner one of which is driven by a

strap or endless belt, which is carried round its contiguous shaft, F or j.

As the bricks are carried forward upon the belts, p, they are removed
therefrom by the attendant boys.

SEWING MACHINES.

J. II Johnson, London and Glasgow (J. E. A. Gibbs, Virginia.)—*
Patent dated July 15, 1857.

This invention relates to the arrangement and construction of sewing
machines, for uniting or ornamenting by stitches fabrics of all kinds.

Fig. 1 of our engravings represents a front elevation of one arrange-
ment of sewing machine constructed according to this invention ; fig. 2

is a corresponding side elevation of the same. This machine is intended

Fig. l.

to sew with a single thread, which is properly conducted to the needle,

a. Gram the bobbin, b, by passing through the several eyes, c. The
needle is connected to the vibrating needle-arm, r>, by means of an yield-

ing joint, which enables the needle to move laterally, or in the direction
of the feed, tlic iiiTille-lie;ul forming the centre of motion or oscillation.

The vibrating needle-arm, n, works on a fixed centre at d 1
, and receives

a reciprocatory up and down motion from a guide wheel or grooved cam,

into the groove of which the shank or tail of the needle-arm, d, plays.

This guide or cam is placed eccentrically upon a disc, f, fast on a shaft,

g, so that each revolution of this shaft will impart a vibration to the
nccdle-arm, and so produce a needle stroke. The shaft, g, works in

fixed bearings, and extends from the back to the front portion of the
machine, where it is terminated by a hook, h, of a peculiar construction.
This hook is so arranged in relation to the needle-arm, that when the
latter has reached the lowest point of its traverse, the hole is just facing
the loop which the needle has brought through the cloth. As the needle
then begins to ascend, the loop is loosened and opens slightly, whilst at

the same time the point of the hook, H, advances awl penetrates the loop,,

which loop is gradually extended or spread by the following part of the

revolution of the hook. The hook gradually increases in thickness, and
is concavely shaped at the part where the loop is in contact therewith,

so that there may not be more thread drawn off the bobbin than is

strictly necessary. After the loop has thus been drawn open, it slips

Fig. 3.

down the hook, and lodges in the angular recess, h, which is formed at

the junction of the hoot with its shaft, g. This slipping of the loop
takes place during the time the hook is revolving from the horizontal
position to a vertical downward position. A twist or half turn is now
given to the loop, so as to bring the thread which has been behind the
needle in front thereof, whilst that which was in front of the needle is

turned towards the rear of the loop. This is accomplished by the small
spur or "cast off," i, which is so arranged in relation to the hook and
angular recess, h, as to spread the loop for the nose of the hook to pass
through when taking a fresh loop from the needle. The hook will then
have two loops engaged, namely, the fresh loop at the point, and the
preceding loop, which now bears against the convex part of the hook.
The continued motion of the hook will cause the latter loop to slip off

entirely, when it is being drawn up tight by the extension of the new
loop. This series of operations is repeated at every revolution of the
hook, h, producing a series of twisted single thread tambour or chain
stitches. This stitch has the advantage of being both stronger and more
compact than the ordinary chain stitch, whilst at the

same time the twist between each stitch forms a spe-

cies of knot, which prevents the thread from being
easily drawn out In driving this machine, the whole
driving force is applied directly to the cloth itself, by
drawing by hand through the machine, and thereby
transmitting its motion to the mechanism operating

the machine. This is effected in the following man-
ner, i is a wheel, the periphery of which is flush with
the sewing table, k, of which in reality the wheel
forms a part. A portion of the periphery of the wheel,

i, is roughened, and upon this roughened porti in the

cloth to be sewed is placed, and held pressed thereon by a permanent
spring pressure pad, or by means of rollers or their equivalent. A scries of

spur teeth are made on tins wheel, which gear into a pinion, l, fast on the

second shaft, m, which carries a cone drum, n. An endless belt or band,

o, passing over a regulating pulley, p, connects the drum, n, with another

cone drum, q, fast on the shaft, r, the shafts of the two drums being
parallel with each other. The shaft, r, carries a spur wheel, s, which
gears with a pinion, t, fast on the hook shaft, o. The length of the

stitches depends upon the velocity of rotation of the wheel, I, in relation

to that of the hook, h, the speed of which is regulated accordingly by
simply shifting the endless belt or band, o, along the conical drum, n,
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so as to cause it to run on a larger or smaller diameter at pleasure. This
may be effected by the regulating pulley, p, which is capable of being
adjusted at any point in a line parallel with the axles of the cones.

The patentee also describes and shows modifications of the foregoing

arrangements, whereby the fabric may be united by different kinds of

stitches, and the feed action varied as desired.

WATER VALVES.

G. Eskholme and H. Wilkes, Rothcrham-
1S57.

-Patent dated January 12,

The apparatus described in this specification is particularly applicable

to water closets, or to purposes where prevention of waste of water is

desirable. The body of the apparatus consists of a cj'linder fitted with
a piston. On the lower end of the stem of the piston, is fitted a double-

faced valve, the seat of which is situated between the two faces. When
this valve rises or falls, so as to bring either one or the other of the two
faces on to the valve seat, a flow of water will pass into the closet, such
flow continuing only during the time the valve occupies in rising or

falling.

The accompanying engraving represents a vertical section of the ap-
paratus, the piston and upper valve being down, a is the supply pipe,

which opens into the vertical cylinder, b, to the lower end of which
cylinder is screwed the closet pipe, c. A piston, d, is fitted to work
water tight within the cylinder, and is fastened to a stem, e, which is

so cut away between the valves hereinafter mentioned, as to allow the
water to flow between it and the

side of the aperture through
which it works. The lower por-

tion of the stem carries the two
valve faces, f f1

, which are

caused to press alternate!}' upon
the valve seat, G, placed between
them. H is a water way leading
from the inlet or supply pipe, A,

to the uppe,r end of the cylinder,

above the piston, d; and h1
,

on the right-hand side of the
figure, is a second or escape
water way leading from the

upper end of cylinder to any
convenient part of the closet

pipe below the valve seat, o.

A conical metal plug, k, con-

nected with the spindle, L, is

accurately ground into a corre-

sponding aperture in the top of

the cylinder. This plug has an
opening, le, made in it, which is

so arranged that by turning the
plug partially round one way or

the other, by means of the cross

handle on the spindle, L, the opening will communicate with one or
other of the two water ways, h h1

, and so bring them separately into

communication with the part of the cylinder above the piston.

s is a small adjustable plug, which is screwed into the opening in the
conical plug, k, and has a tapered slot made on one or more sides, to
allow the water to flow slowly through it. By making this slot tapered,

it will be obvious that by turning the screw plug so as to cause it to
penetrate more or less inside the conical plug, the size of the orifice in

the slot will be diminished or increased at pleasure, so as to regulate the
flow of water through it. The plug, k, is shown as turned to admit
of the entrance of water from the inlet pipe by the passage, h, to the
upper side of the piston. In this state of the apparatus there is no
pressure on the under side of the piston, which is not balanced b}' an
equal pressure on the upper side. Consequently, the pressure entering
upon the valve face, p, will hold that valve down on its seat, anjl this
valve will remain in this position as long as an equilibrium of pressure
is maintained on the two faces of the piston. If it be required to flush

the closet, the conical plug, k, is turned half round, so as to bring its

lateral opening into communication with the escape passage, h*i The pres-
sure is thus removed from the upper side of the piston, whilst the pressure
in the under side thereof causes it to rise slowly and raise the valve, p,
from off its seat, whilst the under valve, e1

,
gradually approaches its

seit, so as to allow the water to flow through the central aperture in the
valve seat, and flush the closet during the time occupied by the reversing
of the valves. This space of time is regulated by the speed at which the
water above the piston escapes through the adjustable screw plug into
the escape water way, h1

. So soon as the lower valve, E1
, reaches

at, the water supply will be cut off, and will remain so until the
closet is again used, and the conical plug is reversed, so as to restore

the equilibrium of pressure upon both sides of the piston. The pressure
upon the valve, E1,

being no longer contracted by the upward pressure
of the water on the under side of the piston, will then cause the piston
to descend gradually, and bring the upper valve down again on to its

seat, the time occupied by such descent being regulated, as before, by
the size of

_
the aperture in the screw plug which admits the water

above the piston.

WINDOW BLINDS.

G, J. Newbery, Greenwich.—Patent dated July 20, 1857.

This invention consists of improvements in the manufacture of imitation
Venetian blinds. Fig. 1 of the engravings represents a front elevation
of one form of imitation Venetian blind, constructed according to the
present invention ; and fig. 2 is a corresponding vertical section of the same,
showing the corrugations of the laths. A is the groundwork of the blind!
composed of net, open muslin, or other fabric of a similar open texture
capable of admitting light and air. b b are the imitation laths, which
consist of strips composed either of strong woven fabric, or of paper, card-
board, chip, or other suitable flexible material.. These strips are con-
nected on to the surface of the open groundwork fabric across the breadth
thereof at suitable distances asunder. In applying these strips or laths
it will be found convenient to stretch the groundwork fabric in a frame
and slightly dress it with size or starch before laying on the strips. The
imitation ladders, c c, may consist of tapes, or ribbons, or strips of paper,

Fig. l. Fig. 2.

or other suitable material, cemented on to the blind, or in some cases
they may be woven into the groundwork fabric, as hereinafter
mentioned. The blind being now complete, may be removed when
thoroughly dry, and if desired passed through a plain embossing or
corrugating callender, to finish it for market. The corrugations of the
laths shown in fig, 2 are produced by the rolling of the blind round
its roller, d, and add greatly to the appearance of the blind. If found
requisite, a slight set or curve may be imparted to the laths by passing
them between pressing rollers for that purpose.
The patentee also shows other modifications of his invention ; in one

of which the imitation laths are cemented to the groundwork fabric, only
at the upper edge, thereby producing a superior imitation of the true
Venetian blind. These effects may also be entirely produced in the loom

—

that is to say, the imitation laths may be woven of a thick fabric, and
the spaces between be of a lighter texture. Or the imitation laths may
be made or woven double, so that cardboard or other suitable material
may be inserted therein. When manufactured in this manner, these
blinds may be raised by means of springs passing through the laths, like

the real Venetian blinds.

MANUFACTURE OF BRICKS.

Henry Wdiball, Aldermaston.—Patent dated December 12, 1S56.

Sin'Ce the application of machinery to the manufacture of bricks, in lieu

of the old-fashioned and tedious mode of hand-making, the attention of

machinists has been directed to the perfecting of the details of these

valuable labour-saving implements.
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Mr. Wimball's improvements consist mainly of an arrangement of

moveable carriages or platforms, which work in connection with the pug
mill or brick-making machine. These moveable carriages or platforms

are actuated by the clay itself, as it exudes from the mill or machine.

When a pug mill or other similar machine is not employed, the clay or

plastic material is forced by manual labour into a peculiar moulding box
or long trough, such box or trough being fitted or not on to a carriage.

This box is fitted with hinged or moveable sides, and its bottom is com-
posed of a number of hinged pallets of the width of the bricks to be

made, for the purpose of removing the cut bricks by hand. The move-
able sides and hinged pallets correspond to the width of the bricks, and
the cutting wires or plates work in the interstices between them. When
this box is used with the travelling carriages and pug mill, its sides may
be dispensed with, as the mouth of the pug mill will form the ends of

the bricks ; and if it be required to mould drain pipes or hollow bricks,

the clay is traversed against and along fixed cores, instead of the usual

die plate, as it passes out of the pug mill or other machine.
When round articles are to be made, as in the manufacture of drain

pipes, the surface of the travelling table must be trough-shaped, to suit

the rounded surface of the pipe, and the mouth of the pug mill is made
circular in place of rectangular.

As the clay or plastic material exudes from the discharging mouth
of the pug mill, it enters upon the surface of the carriages beneath it,

and, by its onward progress, imparts a travelling motion thereto, and
is supported and carried along thereby.

As it is proposed to employ a number of these carriages, connected
together, it follows that a continuous stream of clay, of any desired

length, may be forced out of the mill, to be subsequently subdivided, by
the ordinary cutting wires or plates, into bricks or tiles.

The surface of these carriages is composed of a series of hinged
pallets, and these pallets are of a width equal to the thickness of the

brick, the cutting wires or plates passing between the intervening spaces

left for that purpose between one pallet and another.

The bricks having been cut, they are removed easily by hand by
turning over the pallets.

In cases where a pug mill or machine is not employed, a similar car-

riage or moulding box is used, but with this dift'erence,—that in place

of being made without sides, it is furnished with a series of hinged sides,

corresponding to the pallets hereinbefore referred to.

Our engraving shows a side elevation of a moulding box of this

construction mounted on wheels. In using this box the hinged sides,

u, n, must be held in a vertical position, so that the series on each side

of the box or carriage, d, in conjunction with the hinged pallets, g, will

form a rectangular trough for the reception of the clay, which is to be
placed therein by hand or by treading. In order to fold up these sides,

n, and keep them elevated during the introduction of the clay, two fixed

standards or frames, i, i, are employed, between which the moulding box
or carriage, d, is run along suitable rails or trams. The entrance or

front end of these frames are spirally inclined, as shown at k, k, so that

the open sides, h, of the moulding box, as they slide up these inclines

upon which they rest, will be gradually brought into a vertical position,

so as to form a trough for the reception of the clay which is now intro-

duced. The clay having been well kneaded or trodden down, and the
surface having been dressed off by a scraper level with the top of the
box, is cut transversely, by means of the ordinary cutting wires, into

bricks or tiles ; suitable slits being made in the frames, i, i, corresponding

to the interstices between the pallets, a, and hinged sides, n, to allow of

the passage of the cutting wires. The clay having been thus severed,

the moulding box is wheeled forward from between the frames, i, to

make room for a second box or carriage, and so on throughout any
desired number of carriages. So soon as the carriages leave the frames,

their hinged sides, u, are free to fall down or open, and admit of the
brick being readily removed by the aid of the hinged pallets, G, as herein-

before described.

In some cases the patentee proposes making two sets of bricks from
one pug mill, for which purpose the deliver}' mouth is made double the

width of a briek, and a cutting wire is inserted vertically in the centre

thereof, so as to divide the exuding stream of clay into two separate and
parallel continuous lengths, which are then subdivided transversely by
ordinary cutting wires as hereinbefore described, the width of the car-

riages being, of course, made to correspond to the width of the delivery
mouth.

PREVENTING COLLISIONS AT SEA.

J. H. Johnson, London and Glasgow (T. & F. Pitel, Brest).—Patent
dated May 1, 1857.

Oue daily journals furnish but too frequently melancholy evidence of the
necessity of adopting generally some system of communication between
vessels at sea, by means of audible signals, in order if possible to avoid
collisons during the night or in foggy weather. The invention we now
report has been specially designed to furnish the captains of sailing

vessels with an easily managed apparatus for giving signals which may
be heard at a considerable distance from the ship. The improved appa-
ratus consists simply of a whistle similar to those employed on locomotive
engines, but its pipe, in place of being fitted into a steam boiler, is in-

serted into a strong compressed air chamber or vessel of sufficient capa-
city to contain a convenient quantity of compressed air; such vessel

being composed of sheet or cast iron, and of sufficient strength to contain
air at a pressure of several atmospheres. A small lever is placed within
easy reach of the man on the watch, for the purpose of opening a com-
munication with the ah vessel, and producing a loud whistle as often as

may be found desirable. In order to be able to renew the pressure of
the ah' when requisite, a small air forcing pump is fitted to the air vessel.

A manometer or pressure guage, with which the air vessel is also fur-

nished, serves to indicate the pressure of the air therein, whilst a safety

valve, if found desirable, may also be fitted to the apparatus. It will be
thus readily understood that the whole may be combined so as to form
one portable apparatus, occupying only a very small space, and capable
of being easily carried to any part of the ship where it may be required

for use. In using this apparatus during the night, or in foggy weather,
the man of the watch in charge of it will simply require to place his

hand from time to time on the small lever, for the purpose of opening
and closing the air cock, and thereby producing one or more loud
whistles, so as to give an alarm to any neighbouring vessels within
hearing. As the sound will carry an immense distance, sufficient time
will be given for a neighbouring vessel to reply in a similar manner,
and use every precaution against accidents. The apparatus can be
equally heard in a strong or head wind, for by increasing the pressure

of the air by means of the force pump, the power of the whistle can be
also proportionately increased.

MANUFACTURE OF FLEXIBLE TUBES.

W. T. Hendry and R. H. Hancock.—Patent dated July 3, 1857.

In carrying out this invention, the patentees take a flexible tube or hose,

woven either single, double, or of more thicknesses, or otherwise manu-
factured from flax, cotton, or other suitable fibrous material, and satm-ate

the same with a solution of India-rubber, gutta percha, or other good
waterproofing material suitable for the purpose. They then take another

tube composed of India-rubber or gutta percha, or other suitable ma-
terial, the external diameter of which tube corresponds, or nearly so, to

the internal diameter of the first mentioned tube. This India-rubber

tube is now drawn through the first mentioned tube in any manner found
most convenient. One or more woven or other tubes may thus be

drawn through each other, to increase the strength if necessary. One
end of the compound tube thus formed is now plugged, or otherwise

closed tight, and then filled with water, steam, air, or other suitable

gas, vapour, or fluid, or with sand, or other pulverised substance, at a

sufficient pressure to unite firmly the Indian-iubber tube to the woven
or outer flexible tube or tubes. If found desirable, the woven or outer

flexible tube is covered with India-rubber or gutta percha, or a combi-

nation of India-rubber and gutta percha, or other suitable compound or

material impervious to water ; such covering being accomplished either

before or after removing the internal pressure, as found most convenient.

The India-rubber or other tube which has been introduced into the in-

terior of the woven or other flexible tube, and the India-rubber or other

coating on the exterior of the outer flexible tube, may be previously vulca-

nised, or the hose manufactured as above may be subsequently subjected

to the process commonly known as vulcanising. According to another

process of manufacture, the patentees take first a flexible hose, previously

manufactured, and fill the same, at a requisite pressure, with air, water,

steam, or other suitable gas, vapour, or fluid, or with sand or any
pulverised substance. Both ends of the tube are closed, which then

presents the appearance of a solid body, and this is employed as a man-
dril, upon which flexible tubing or hose may be made. Upon the

mandi'il so formed, a tube composed of India-rubber, gutta percha, or

other flexible material is manufactured. Cotton, flax, or other textile

fabric is then woven or braided upon the flexible tubes, having, if

necessary, previously rendered the India-rubber, or other tube, adhesive,

or introduced adhesive matter during the process of weaving or braiding,

so that the weaving or braiding may be made to adhere to the India-
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rubber or other flexible tube previously formed on the mandril. If

found desirable, the woven or braided tube may now be coated with
India-rubber, gutta percha, or other flexible material. The internal

pressure is removed from the flexible mandril, which may then be with-

drawn, leaving a perfect flexible tube or hose.

This flexible tube or hose, if necessary, is subsequently subjected to

the process commonly known as vulcanising, or the India-rubber used
in the manufacture of this flexible hose may have been previously

vulcanised.

SURVEYING INSTRUMENT.

J. H. Johssos, London and Glasgow (E. A. Crakdat.t,, New York).—
JPatent dated February 25, 1S57.

This instrument consists of two telescopes, sight tubes, or other sighting
devices, placed at a certain fixed distance apart, on a suitable table or

base, one of said telescopes or sighting devices being stationary relatively

to the table or base, the axis lying at right angles to a line joining the
two telescopes, and the other being moveable on a fixed pivot, so as to be
capable of being brought to bear upon the same point or object. It also

contains certain accurately arranged levers, which successively come
into action as the telescopes approach very nearly to parallel positions,

and multipl}- the motion so as to render ver}' slight changes of position

in the moveable telescope very clearly readable on the several scales

attached.

The operation of the instrument is based upon the well-known prin-

ciple in trigonometry, that when the length of the base of a right angled
triaDgle is given, the adjacent angle formed by the hypothenuse serves
to determine the length of the perpendicular.

Fig. 1 of the engravings is a side view of the instrument. Fig. 2 is

a plan of the same, with a portion of the top plate of the hollow box,
serving as the base, broken away to show the interior. Figs. 3 and 4
are diagrams to illustrate the operation of the instrument.
a is a rectangular box, forming the horizontal table or base of the in-

strument, b is a telescope or sighting tube, placed on a stand, b1, at

one corner of the box, a, and
Fi s- ' arranged to be capable of re-

ceiving motion on a centre
in a vertical plane on trun-

nious, b, b, fitted to bearings
in the stand, b1 . c is a
second moveable telescope or

tube, earned by a stand si-

milar to b1, but free to turn
horizontally on a pivot, c, in

the base. The centre of tins

pivot, c, forms the termina-
*^$3&F° ^^Hflf

tion of the right line, a, which
is the base line on which
all the measurements are
founded, and which must be

exactly at right angles to the axis of the telescope, B. The telescope, c,

is also arranged to turn vertically on trunnions, b, b. d is a horizontal
index bar, carrying an index, 1, and attached to the stand, c1

, of the

Fig. 2.

telescope, c, in such a manner that when the telescopes are parallel, the
said index bar will be parallel to the. side, a, of the base, A. The index,

1, works on a graduated scale of distances, ee1
, on the face of the top

plate of the base of the instrument. This index is furnished with a screw
No. 123—Vol. XI.

I

clamp, o, bj' which it is attached at pleasure to a screw, h, so that by
turning the screw, h, the telescope, c, will be partially revolved in a
horizontal plane, and adjusted with accuracy in any desired position.

The base of the instrument, which can be attached to a tripod similar
to other surveying instruments, is furnished with a horizontal limb, a
compass, and spirit level. Let it be supposed that the distance from b
to t, diagram fig. 3, is to be measured. A staff is placed at the point,

T, unless some object already stationary at that point be used as a sight
point. The instrument is placed with the axis of the stand, b1

(figs. 1

and 2), on the point, b (fig. 3), and with the tube, b, sighted to the
point, t. The line, a, of the instrument then forms a base to which the
line, B, t, is perpendicular. The tube, c, is then turned on its pivot, c,

at the end of the line, a, until it also sights the pivot, t ;
and the length

of the base, a, being constant, the angle that is formed at c serves to

determine the length of the perpendicular, b, t. The index, D, moves
with the telescope, c, so that the scale, e

e1 being graduated in distances corre- Fig. a-

spending to the varying angles at c, ,r

the true distance from b to t is indicated A

by the index on the scale, e e1 . The R
spaces between the graduations on the !

scale, e e1 , diminish according to a !'. Fig. 4

certain law at one extremity of the scale.

In measuring long distances, c stands
nearly parallel with b, and as they ap-
proach a state of parallelism the pro-
longed axis of o, or the line, c T, will

take a long range along the line, B t,

without producing any verj' perceptible
movement in the index. This renders
it impossible that the scale, e e

1
, the

width of graduations of which diminish
progressively from the commencement,
can either be graduated or read up to a
termination at the end, e1

, with so great
a degree of exactness as is desirable for

precise measurement. It is with a view
to remedy this deficiency that the in-

ventor has added to the instrument
multiplying levers, and additional scales.

The multiplying levers, of which three,

J, k, l, are shown, but, if desired, there

may be any other number, are all ar-

ranged to work within the box or hollow
base, a, so as to be out of the way of
the surveyor, but are furnished respec-
tively with indices, 2, 3, and 4, work-
ing through slots in the top plate of the
base over their respective graduated
scales, o o 1

, p p
l
, q cr

1
, on the upper sur-

face of the plate. The lever, j, which is

the first of the series, is a lever of the
first order, working on a fulcrum, j, and
has a long and a short arm ; the index,
2, being attached to the long arm, j

2
,

whilst the short ann, j\ is fitted at its

extremity with a roller or shoe ; or it is

made of a pointed or rounded form, and
is so placed, relatively to the index bar, d,

that when the index, 1, has moved far
enough up the scale, ee', to afford ac-
curate indications, and arm, d, on the
bar, d, comes in contact with the end of
the short arm of the lever, j, and by a
continuous movement of the bar, d, to-

wards the line, a a, the lever, j, is put in
motion, and the index, 2, is caused to
move over the scale, o o'. The scale, o
o\ is graduated to suit the movement of "%Hf "jhjj
the index, 2, the spaces between each fe£ wJr*i
graduation bearing the same proportion
to the corresponding graduations on the index, e e', as the rate of motion
of the index, 2, bears to that of the index, 1. The lever, k, carrying the
index, 3, working over the scale,p pl, is placed on a fulcrum, 1c, and is

similar to the lever, j, except that its long arm, 1c
2

, carrying the index,
is so proportioned to the short arm, }c\ that any motion of the index bar,

d, causes a greater movement of its index than that of the index, 2. It

is operated upon by a second arm, d', on the index bar, d, but the parts
are so proportioned that it is not touched till the index, 2, approaches
near to the end, o1

, of its scale, where the divisions become very minute.
The lever, l, carrying the index, 4, may be similar to the lever, k, ex-
cept that there must be a still greater difference in the lengths of its

long and short arms, represented in the engravings. The effect in either
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case is to multiply the slight motion of the index bar in some great and
unchanging ratio. As represented, it works on a fulcrum, I, over the

scale, q j
1
, near the opposite end of the base, A, and derives its motion

from the lever, k, at a point near the index, 3. When the index, 3, ar-

rives near the end, p
1

, of its scale, the lever, k, comes in contact with

the arm, P, of the lever, l, and gives an increased motion to the index,

4. The levers, J, k, l, have severally applied to them springs, v v, to

throw their indices back to the commencement of their respective scales,

when the bar, d, is moved away from the edge of the base, a. By an
arrangement of multiplying levers and scales such as described, a suf-

ficient motion of the index may be obtained to show the movement of
the telescope, c, to any desired point in the line of sight of the telescope,

b. The three levers, proportioned as shown in the engravings, multiply
the scale one hundred times. To multiply the motion to the same ex-

tent, with the indices all in operation the whole time, would compel
the quickest indices to make more than a complete revolution, and
would thus confound the graduations, or else would require so much
room as to be almost useless in practice ; but by arranging the indices

to come successively into operation, each as the graduation of the scale

of its predecessor becomes too small to be easily distinguishable, the
multiplication is not effected till it becomes requisite, and the separate
indices are caused to require only a short range. In measuring long
distances it may be advisable, in some instances, practically to increase
the length of the base, a a, by making an offset of any convenient length.
In operating in this manner, the telescope, b, is first sighted at the object,

then the whole instrument is transferred bodily to a new position at the
extremity of the offset, and the telescope, b, is placed parallel to its first

position, or in the line, w z (fig. 3). The telescope, c, being next
brought to bear on the object, t, the distance indicated by the indices

must be multiplied by the amount of the offset in feet, plus one ; the
product is the true distance, b t. A similar result may be obtained at

one observation, by employing a horizontal rod in the hands of the staff-

holder, as represented in fig. 4, where B, «, c, represents the actual width of
the instrument, b t the distance to be measured, and u t the rod referred

to. A staff being fixed on each end of this rod, and the rod being of a
determinate length, nine feet, for example, and fixed by any well-known
means in a position at right angles to the line, b t, the telescope, B, is

sighted at t, and the telescope, c, sighted at u. Under these circum-
stances the distance indicated on the scales being multiplied by the
length of the rod, u t, in feet, plus one, the true distance desired is ob-

tained. The distances indicated by this instrument are measured in a
horizontal plane—that is, the instrument indicates the absolute distances
to points on its own level, directly above or below the object, t. To the
telescope, b, is attached a circle, m, described from the trunnions, b 6,

and graduated on a part of its circumference in degrees and minutes,
and a stationary index or vernier, n, is provided, as represented, so that
when both the angular altitude of an object, and its horizontal distance
from the point of observation, may be thus indicated, the difference in

level in feet may be readily ascertained by the aid of proper tables, which
are intended to accompany each instrument.

MACHINE FOR MARKING OR IMPRINTING.

J. H. Johnsos, London and Glasgow (S. W. Francis, New York).—
Patent dated July 15, 1867.

The inventor of this ingenious mechanical arrangement has sought to

supersede the slow and laborious operation of writing, by means of an
instrument which is actuated in manner similar to a pianoforte, the
striking of the keys successively printing the appropriate letters upon the

paper
Our illustrative engraving represents a plan of the writing machine,

with the top cover removed to show the internal arrangement, a a
represents a horizontal board, which, with the vertical Sides or end
pieces, b b, and the longitudinal bars, c, d, and e, constitute the

framing of the machine upon which the whole of the mechanism is sup-

ported. The entire instrument is enclosed in a box, of which b b are
j

the two ends, f and G the front and back, h the bottom, i the top, and
j j the lids or covers. The keys, k, are connected at their inner ends to

the bar, c, and are each fitted with a counterweight, which causes the

vertical part of each key to bear or press against the front edge of the

board, a. These keys are stopped in their descent by the bar, d, and
are guided in their motions by the pins, n, and fitted respectively into

the bar, D, and into the edge of the board, a. The pieces of metal, q,

which are held against the bar, n, by screws, forming fulcrums or work-
ing meters, are situated immediately beneath the intervals between the

keys. These pieces are each enlarged or made with a shoulder at Q,

which shoulders are in contact with each other throughout the entire

series. The narrower portions, it, are pointed in the form of a wedge or

double incline, which points fit into notches of a similar shape, but of

double the size, made between each pair of keys, as shown in dotted

lines. By this arrangement, when a key is depressed the inclines

formed on each side of such depressed key will act upon the two double
points, h, which are placed beneath it, ancl push them sideways in oppo-
site directions, namely, to the right and to the left, so as to leave room
for the descent of the key; whilst the lateral motion of the two pieces,
e r, will be transmitted to all the rest of the pieces, both right and left,

by reason of their close proximity to each other. This lateral motion
will obviously have the effect of locking the rest of the keys, until the
depressed key is released and permitted to rise again. The keys are
connected with the striking action by means of the wires, t u, connected
with the two arms of the belj-crank leyers, y. This action is carried
by a circular metal box, w w, fitted into a corresponding opening in the
board, a. The action or mechanism for each hammer consists of a short

lever, x, pivoted in or near its middle, carrying an arm or catch, «-, which

is jointed so as to work freely on the upper end of the lever, x, and a

lateral spring, -z, for returning the mechanism to its original position

again after striking; the tail, a, of the arm or hinged catch, y, being

held back by the spring, k, so as to be in contact with the inner side of

the box, w, thereby keeping the point or nose, 6, of the catch elevated

in a convenient position for striking the butt hammer, d. On sud

denly depressing the key, the lever, x, will be drawn into such a position

that the notched butt, c, of the hammer shank will be struck by the

nose, 6, of the catch, y, causing the hammer to ascend to the horizontal

position, and imprint its letter or character upon the under side of the

paper. After striking the hammer butt, the catch, Y, will drop by its
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own weight, and is thus out of the way of the hammer butt on its return

stroke. Ou the return of the key, the lever, x, will be drawn back again

by the spring, z, and the nose of the catch, y, will be again elevated and

engaged in the notch of the hammer butt in readiness for another stroke,

by reason of its tail piece, a, being brought in contact with the side of

the box, w. It will be found advantageous to connect the upper ends of

each of the hammer shanks, d, with a rod, e, and counterweight lever, /,

which keeps them balanced In all positions, and diminishes the power
required for actuating them. The spring, z, is attached to the lever,/,

and assists thereby the spring, g, in returning the hammers to their

places, A ring of leather or other suitable material, /(, supported by a

similar ring of sheet metal, is fixed to the bottom of the circular box,- w,

so as to impart a slight friction to the hammer heads as they return, and
so prevent them from rebounding again. These rings may be divided

into as many parts as there are hammers. On the middle of the bar, e,

is fixed, by means of a nut and screw, the arm or bracket, i, and upon
the projecting extremity of this arm is fitted the piece, 7;, against the

underside of which the whole of the hammers are made to strike. The
thumb nuts, I, 1, enable these parts to be turned underneath the bar, e,

while the apparatus is to be shut up. The inking of the hammers is ac-

complished by the aid of a band of silk, p, p, which passes over the four

pulleys, n, n, carried in sliding plates, o, o. These sliding plates are

capable of being slightly elevated, by depressing a key situated at each

end of the keyboard. The band passing over the pulleys is of course

elevated with them. In this position it will be easy to appty the ink

thereto without soiling the machine, and the band is then lowered again

into its former position by depressing the sliding plates, o, until they
are stopped by the small stops, 1, provided for that purpose. The paper

to be written or printed upon is carried by a sliding carriage, which tra-

verses longitudinally between two rails or bars, r, r. This carriage con-

sists of a quadrangular frame, s, s, two rollers, t and w, and a flat bar of

metal, v. The roller, u, has its bearings in the frame, and the roller, t,

and bar, t>, are carried by the respective levers, w and x, which are oon-

nected by the rod, y, ia such manner that when the bar^ v, is elevated

by turning it on its pivots, z, z, the roller, t, will also be elevated, the

levers, w, which carry it turning on the centres, 3, 3. The paper to be

written upon is placed between the two rollers, * and u, and the upper

roller is then brought down on to it, and the weight of the bar, v, acting

through the levers, a^and u>, serves to nip the paper firmly between the

rollers. The same result may- be obtained by a spring pressiug upon
the connecting rod, y. The bar, i>, carries a number of weak springs,

which serve to keep the paper distended or stretched. The helical spring

attached to one end of the box containing the apparatus tends to draw
the carriage, *, constantly from the right to the left hand, by means of

the cord, 6, which passes over the pulleys, 7 and 8, and is connected to

the traversing carriage by a hook at 9. The movement of the carriage

is controlled by the second cord, 10, attached to the side of the carriage

opposite to the cord, 6, and passed round the guide pulley, 11, whence
it proceeds to the drum or pulley, 12, round which it is wound. This

drum or pulley is made in one piece with the horizontal pin wheel, and

the pins in conjunction with the bar, 13, form an escapement for regu-

lating the motion of the carriage, and preventing it from being at once

traversed over its entire course by the pulley action of the spring: One
of the ends of the bar, 13, is guided by the link, 14, and the other ex-

tremity is connected to the rocking frame, 16, oscillating on centres at

17. This frame is kept constantly pressed against the stop-pin, 18,

by the helical spring, 19s and in this position one of the pins in the

wheel, 12, bears against the spring, 20, of the bar, 14, opposite the notch,

21, made in that bar. "When a key is depressed, the upper end, 22, of

the vertical portion, M, of the key, presses against the edge of the top

bar of the rocking frame, 1 6, and pushes back the rocking frame, causing

it to turn on its centres, 17, ; the bar, 14, being thereby compelled to fol-

low this movement, is consequently drawn away slightly from the centre

of the pin wheel, 13. This backward movement of the bar causes the

pin, which was previously bearing against the side of' the spring, 20,

immediately opposite to or m front of the Botch, 21, in the bar, 14, to

slip over the end of the spring, 20, and bear against the side of the bar

itself. Immediately this movement has been effected, the hammer
strikes the paper and imprints its letter thereon. On the release or re-

turn of the key to its normal position, the rocking framet 16; will be

drawn forward again, and brought in contact with the stop-pin, 18, by
the action of the helical spring, 19, at the same time pushing forward
slightly the bar, 14, and bringing it back again to its first position. This
return stroke of the bar, 14, allows the pin which was bearing against

the side of the bar at 23, to escape through the notch, 21, which is now
brought opposite to it, and the next succeeding pin in the wheel imme-
diately follows up and comes in contact with the side of the spring, 20,

in readiness for the next depression of a key, when the like, result- fol-

lows ; and so on until a line is completed, each motion of' the pin wheel
allowing the carriage with the paper upon it to move the space of one
letter. The constant tendency of the carriage to move forward always
tends to turn the pin wheel through the cord, 10, until the latter is

•-topped by the escapement motion before described. After the comple-

tion of a line, it is necessary to draw the carriage, a, back again in its

guides towards the right-hand side of the apparatus, so as to be in readi-

ness for the commencement of the next succeeding line. This adjust-

ment of the carriage is effected by drawing forward the button, 24, which
is connected with the drum, 12, by a cord, 25, wound round the drum
in a contrary direction to the cord, 1 0, and secured to the button itself.

This drawing forward of the button, 24, reverses the motion of the dram
and pin wheel, and the pins being opposite to the notch, 21, in the bar,

14, are free to pass there through the spring, 20, acting as a detent.
The traverse of the paper necessary to change the line is effected simul-
taneously with the drawing back of the carriage. This is accomplished
by means of the vertical pin wheel, 26, fixed on to the end of the axle
of the upper roller, t, the lever, 27, and blade spring, 28. The object of
the spring, 28, is to keep the tail, 29, of the lever against its supporting
bracket. When the carriage is drawn back towards the right hand, one
of the pins in the wheel, 26, being pressed against and traversed along
the unyielding inclined surface or edge of the lever, 27, is compelled to

move round a short distance, and the roller, t, following its movement,
draws the paper forward the proper distance for the next line. As the
carriage during the process of printing gradually moves back again
towards the left hand, the spring, 28, permits the lever, 27, to yield
slightly, and allow the pin of the pin wheel, 26, on the opposite edge or
side of the lever, to release itself without receiving any motion ; and on
passing the end of the lever, 27, the latter is immediately brought back
again to its original position by the action of the spring, 28, so as to be
in readiness for another change of line. The pulley,. 8, works loose upon
the axis of the pulley, n, but it is fitted with a detent which engages
with a ratchet wheel fast on the axis, and is so disposed that when the
carriage is drawn back towards the right hand, the pulley, 8, alone will

move ; whilst during the return motion of the carriage towards the left

hand, in the operation of printing, the pulley, 8, will turn with it the
pulley, », and so move the inking band, m. The result of this traverse

of the inking band is, that the hammers will never strike it in the same
place consecutively. The patentee prefers that the characters should
be cut exactly as they will appeal' when printed, or the reverse to

ordinary type. A sheet of thick or opaque paper is placed beneath
the inking band—that is, on the side next the hammer^and a sheet of

thin or transparent paper is placed above the band. Two copies will

thus be produced at one time, and the operator will be able to read the

writing or printing through the transparent paper. By using two hiking
bands, four copies may be produced at one time, but the impressions will

not be so sharp. Any number of hammers may be used, according to

the requirements of the operator ; thirty-seven will, however, be found
sufficient for all purposes, nanrely, one for each letter of the alphabet,

with additional hammers for punctuation and accentuation. The capi-

tal letters are indicated by a particular sign placed above the letter in-

tended to be a capital. This sign is cut u]oon a hammer, the key of

which has no vertical projection, 22, and can therefore make a stroke

without moving the paper. This key is struck before striking the letter

key. The great advantages to be obtained by the use of this machine,
are the production of two copies at one operation, clearness and sharps

ness of writing, independently of the operator, and a very great economy
of time, as by this machine the operation of writing is rendered twice as

rapid as with the pen.

VENTILATING APARTMENTS.

J. H. Johnson, London and Glasgow (D. Leasuke, Neiccasile, U.S.)—
Patent dated March 30, 1857.

According to this invention a peculiar apparatus is empLyved for the

purpose of drawing a body of cold pure air from the atmosphere outside

the building, which apparatus also heats this pure air, and subsequently

discharges it near the ceiling, whilst, at the same time, it extracts from
the apartment all impure air and noxious gases, and causes them to

pass off to the chimney without becoming mixed with the pure heated

air which is supplied from above..

The accompanying engraving represents a sectional elevation of the

improved heating and ventilating apparatus.

a represents the line of the floor, and n that of the ceiling of the room
to be heated and ventilated, c is an exterior casing,, which may be made
of any suitable material, but the inventor prefers to use metals of the

least conducting power. From this casing,, to within a short distance

from the ceiling, projects the hot-air pipe, D. e is a metal plate, which

is attached to or suspended from the ceiling, for the double purpose of

protecting the latter from the heat, and serving with the funnel mouth
of the pipe, D, to deflut the heated air in a horizontal direction along the

ceiling, f is an ordinary stove, having its outlet at G, for the passage

of the smoke and other products of combustion to the pipe, H, which

pipe, after passing through the exterior casing, c, communicates with the

chimney of the building, i is the ash pit drawer, arranged to slide in

and out in the usual manner, and having an opening, or series of open-
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ings, furnished with any suitable valve or register apparatus, by which

more or less air may be admitted from the apartment through the grate

bars to support combustion. Underneath the ash pit is the foul-air

passage, J, which is also furnished in

front with an adjustable or valvular

opening ; this passage communicates
through the pipe, k, and flue pipe, h, with

the chimney. l is the cold fresh-air

passage, communicating through an
opening in the wall of the building with

the pure atmosphere outside, and with

the interior of the casing, c. The top of

the stove is furnished with a vessel, m,

containing water for imparting the re-

quisite moisture to the heated air. Access

is obtained to the interior of the stove

through a doorway, N, in the exterior

casing, and through another doorway, o,

in the stove. A tire being lighted in the

stove or furnace, p, the products of com-
bustion pass through the vent, g, into

the pipe, h, and thence to the chimney
;

at the same time a constant current of

pure cold air from the exterior of the

building rushes through the passage, L,

into the interior of the casing, c ; after

becoming heated by contact with the

stove and its pipes, and moistened by the

steam from the vessel, m, it rushes up-

ward, through the pipe, d, from which it

passes into the apartment in a direction

] arallel with the ceiling. As the hot air

accumulates in the upper portion of the

apartment, the colder air below, and the

air which, by passing through the lungs

of the inmates, or from other causes, has become vitiated, either passes

into the valvular opening of the ash-pit drawer, I, to support combustion,

or into the opening of the foul-air passage, j, whence it passes into the

pipe, k, and thence to the chimney. It will thus be seen that a uni-

form and constant supply of pure and wholesome heated air is admitted

to the apartment, and the vitiated air drawn from the same, and dis-

charged into the external atmosphere, and this without the necessity of

opening doors or windows, in fact, the latter may be perfectly tight, and

free from those openings and crevices which are absolutely necessary for

rooms heated in the ordinary mannci

.

WEAVING.

J. & W. Whitesmith, Glasgow.—Patent dated May 15, 1857.

In the specification of their invention, the patentees have described

various improved arrangements of looms, which are applicable partly to

the production of plain, but more particularly to fancy fabrics, as, for

example, checks and twills. In the accompanying engravings we have
illustrated the arrangement for actuating the shuttles of a check loom
in the required sequential and predetermined order.

Fig. 1 is a plan of a portion of a loom as arranged with one modifica-

tion of the improvements applied thereto. Fig. 2 is a partially sectional

elevation taken through the mechanism for working the shuttle, and
outside the side frame of the loom.

The side frames, a, of the loom are of the open rectangular kind

ordinarily used. The lathe, b, has fitted to it at one end a six-celled

shuttle drop-box, c, which slides up and down in a frame, d, of the

ordinary construction. The shuttle drop box, and the pattern mechan-
ism by means of which the different shuttles are alternately brought

into action in a predetermined sequential order, primarily receive their

motion from the ordinary tappet shaft, e, of the loom. Upon the end
of the tappet shaft is fitted a cam or eccentric, f, which, at each revolu

tion of the shaft, comes in contact with a conical pulley, g, fitted upon
a stud which projects laterally from the spindle, H, on the raised or

higher portion of the sliding bar, i. The bar, i, is carried by, and tra-

verse to and fro upon the framing, J, which projects laterally from the

side frame, a; the sliding bar has two slots, k, in it, through each of

which a bolt is passed, to attach it to the framing without interfering

with its reciprocatory traverse. The spindle, h, is passed through, and
is carried by the sliding bar, i ; to the lower end of this spindle is at-

tached the lever, l. A spiral spring, m, is connected at one end by a pin

to the inner part of the lever, L, and at the other to the framing, j ; this

spring is for the purpose of keeping the cone pulley, G, in contact with
the cam, f. The free end of the lever, l, has in it a pin projecting up-

wards, which is inserted in a hole made in the bottom of an apparatus

forming a double set of inclined planes, through the agency of which

the shuttle boxes are raised or depressed. The free end, »', of the slid-

ing bar, i, extends towards the front of the loom, and is so arranged that

when at its extreme traverse, its end nearly touches the barrel of the
pattern mechanism, by which the succession of the shuttles is regulated.

This consists of a cylindrical or polygonal drum or barrel, n, which is

carried upon a shaft, o ; this shaft is fixed in the standards of the fram-
ing, p. The shaft, o, forms the stationary axis on which the pattern
barrel, n, rotates to and fro, the longitudinal traverse of the barrel being
effected by means of a pin, q, passed through a nut attached to one of
the arms of the barrel, and taking into the thread of a screw cut on the
shaft, o. A series of slots or longitudinal apertures, s, are made in the

periphery of the barrel, n ; these apertures are arranged parallel to each
other, the solid portion of the barrel forming a series of bars around its

circumference. Upon the periphery of the barrel, N, are chased two
spiral lines, forming a double helix, and corresponding to a double-
threaded screw ; between one pair of these lines the studs, t, for regu-
lating the pattern are placed, these studs act upon the extremity, i

1
, of

the sliding bar, i. Between the other pair of spiral lines, u, the catches

for pushing the barrel round in either direction operate, and between
this pair of lines are also placed the pins, which reverse the action ofthe

catches. The lever, l, is attached by means of the pin at its free end to

the apparatus, v, which consists of a sort of box, moving to and fro in a
lateral direction, in guides on the end of the framing, j. The interna!

part of the box, v, consists of a series of double inclined planes, corre-

sponding in number to the number of shuttles in use. These inclined

planes rise one above the other in the lower series, and descend in like

proportion in the upper, the backward portion of each incline terminat-

ing in a segmental cavity, which forms a sort of chamber or recess to

receive a roller hereafter referred to. The inclines are placed opposite

to each other in the reverse order, the recess common to both series as-

cending from right to left, in regular gradation. This apparatus, v, being
attached to the lever, l, it necessarily moves with it, and as this lever

is moved by the motion of the spindle, H, it carries with it the apparatus,

v. The roller, which the recesses are designed to receive, is fitted to

a bent or L-shaped lever, w, the horizontal arm of which carries another
roller, x, whilst its lower end is attached to a bent lever, y. The ful-

crum of the lever, Y, is a stud which projects outwards from the loom
framing ; the front end of this lever is attached to the connecting rod, z,

to which the shuttle drop-box, c, is attached. At the other or backward
end of the lever, T, is a weight, a, to counterpoise the weight of the

shuttle drop-box and its connected parts. The connecting rod, z, of the

shuttle drop-box being attached to the lever, Y, it is obvious that any
motion of this lever about its fulcrum will raise or depress the shuttle

cells ; and this motion is so adjusted that any particular shuttle, or se-

quence of shuttles, may be brought into action as pre-arranged. This
regulated action of the lever, y, is imparted to it by the vertical motion
of the lever, w, as its roller traverses up aud down the inclined planes

of the laterally shifting box, v. The lever, w, is kept up to the box, v, and
its roller caused to ascend or descend the inclines by means of a sliding

frame, b, to which a lateral motion from a disc or crank lever on the

tappet shaft, e, is given. The sliding frame, 6, which the patentees

term a scroll side plate, is a plate of iron, having an eccentrically shaped
opening therein, in which an antifriction pulley on the end of a crank

lever works. The annular opening in the scroll slide plate, b, is shaped
in such manner that the crank lever, c, during a portion of its rotation,

moves the slide plate, b, in a lateral direction. Projecting from the face

of the slide plate, and at right angles thereto, is a flange, 3, which at the

proper instant of time comes in contact with the roller, x, on the ex-

tremity of the horizontal arm of the lever, w, and pushes the roller on
the other end against the inclined plane of the box, v, which at that

moment is fixed in position to receive it. The box, v, is held in a sta-

tionary position to receive the ami of the lever, w, and is thereafter im-

mediately released and allowed to return to its original position, until

such time as another change of the shuttle drop-box is required. The
fixing of the box, v, and the lever, Y, is effected by the bell-crank lever,

e, the upper extremity of which turns upon a stud, e
1

,
projecting from

the loom framing. The horizontal arm of the lever, e, carries a pendent
wedge,/, the lower part of which falls between the angular spaces be-

tween the upper series of inclined planes. At the lower part of the

vertical arm of the lever, e, is a small number of notches, into which
a wedge-shaped stud, g, screwed to the side of the lever, Y, enters,

as the lever is drawn towards the stud by the spring, h, one end
of which is fastened to the lever, e, and the other to the framing,

j. The lever, e, is actuated by a cam, t, on the tappet shaft, e ;
this

cam comes in contact with a roller on the end of the bent lever, j, which
is attached to the lever, e. When a change of the shuttle boxes is to be

effected, an arm, h, on the spindle, h, comes in contact with the angular
part of the bent lever, j, and holds it in that position whilst the cam, i,

by its pressure against the roller of the lever, j, releases the notches of

the vertical arm of the lever, e, from the stud, g, thus leaving the lever,

y, and shuttle boxes free to move. At the same moment that the lever,

y, is released, the horizontal arm of the lever, e, is depressed, and the

pendent wedge, /, holds the box, v, fast while the change is being made.
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When the change is made, the wedge, f, is released from the box, v, and

the lever, r, again held fast by the vertical arm of the lever, e, thus

leaving the box, v, free to come back to its normal position. The box,

v, is drawn back by the action of the spring, m, and the cord and weight,

m, ready for the next change. The lateral movement or change of the

box, v, is effected by means of the studs, t, which are arranged between

one pair of the helical lines on the pattern barrel, k, and act upon the

end, i
1

, of the sliding bar, i, which is pushed backward in proportion to

their height, or projection from the surface of the barrel, n. The studs,

t, are of different heights, as shown in figure 2 ; and they are so arranged

in the helical lines appropriated to them, that the shuttles may be

brought into action in the successive order required by the pattern to bo

Fig. 1.

woven. The end, i
1

, of the sliding bar, i, in making its extreme tra-

verse, is just clear of the barrel, s, when no stud intervenes, and in this

position no change of shuttle boxes will take place, as the catch, h,

corning in contact with the projecting arm of the small bell-crank lever,

/, carries the roller upon the other arm out of the plane of the cam, I,

and therefore leaves the lever, v, still held by the lever, e. But when
the end of the sliding bar, i, is stopped in its forward traverse by one of

the studs, t, the conical pulley, o, comes in contact with the cam, F,

which pushes the pulley away and turns the spindle, u, to which it and
the lever, l, are attached, partially round ; this partial rotation of the

,'lle is in proportion to the distance the sliding bar, i, is kept back
by the height of the stud. The motion of the spindle causes the lever,

l, to move the box, v, to which it is attached inwards towards the side

of the loom, the height of the studs being so proportioned that each of

No. 123—Vox,. XI.

the six double -inclined planes may be brought opposite the arm of the
lever, w, according to the order in which the studs are arranged on the
barrel, n. For example, if the roller of the lever, w, is in the lowest
recess, or that if> the right of figure 2, and the studs are arranged in

regular gradations, the roller will successively ascend the lower series

of inclines until it reaches the highest recess of the series. From this

point the lever, w, may be made to descend in regular order, or other-

wise, but in its descent the roller traverses over the upper series of in-

clines. Thus, when the end, i1

, of the sliding bar, i, meets with the
lowest stud in the barrel, h, the roller of the lever, w, is in the lowest
incline, and the bottom shuttle box is in a line with the shed, this being
the position of the parts as shown in the drawings. Therefore, as the

roller of the lever, w, travels up each incline,

__. the front end of the lever, y, is depressed in pro-

fTjB IB p|'l |S! portion, and the shuttle box corresponding to

wij|
j

L . £ , J' USB the incline is brought into action. That is to
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''"' bigliest of the studs, t, corresponds to

:
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::: ''' the highest incline in the box, v, and this brings

the topmost shuttle box in a line with the race.

At each throw of the shuttle, the pattern barrel,

sr, is moved round by a movement connected

with the scroll slide plate, b. To the front end
of the slide plate, 6, is attached a bracket, Z,

which carries at its free end a roller, to. This
roller presses against the angular piece of metal,

ii, which forms a double-inclined plane, against

which the roller acts in its backward traverse.

The angular piece of metal, n, is attached to a

spindle, o, which slides to and fro in the longi-

tudinal opening of the frame, p, which is secured

at one end to the framing, J, by a stud, q. This
frame, p, rests upon a spring, r, the back end of

which is likewise attached to the framing, j.

Within the longitudinal opening of the frame, p,
is a spiral spring, s, one end of which abuts

against the stop, t, which forms a part of the

frame, p, and a guide for the spindle, o, the other

end of the spring presses against the back of the

angular piece of metal, n. The spring, s, tends

to push the spindle, o, towards the. pattern

barrel, u ; but this motion is controlled by the

roller, m, acting upon the inside of the angular

piece of metal, n. As the slide plate, b, and
bracket, I, comes forward by the rotatory action

of the crank lever, c, the spindle, o, and angular

piece of metal, n, follows the roller, m. When
the roller reaches the incline of the wedge-
shaped catch, u, by that time the point of the

spindle, o, has entered the slot, s, which is in a
horizontal line with it. The further traverse of

the roller, to, up the incline depresses the point

of the frame, p, a sufficient distance to bring the

next slot of the pattern barrel, N, in a horizontal

line with the normal position of the spindle, o.

Thus, in this example, the pattern barrel, n, is

moved in the direction of the arrows shown in

figure 2 of our engravings. As the slide plate, b,

recedes to make its backward traverse, the roller,

to, coming against the angular metal, n, as it

runs to the apex of the angles of the metal, n,

brings the frame, p, again to its horizontal posi-

tion, preparatory to again moving the cylinder

at the next advance of the slide plate, b. As
the pattern barrel is turned round, it gradually

reaches the end of the screw, from which point

it is required to traverse it back again in an op-

posite direction. This is effected by placing a pin,

V, in the screw, u, of the pattern barrel, which
being in the same plane as the catch, u, comes

in contact with one of its projecting arms, and reverses the direction

of its inclined plane. This motion of the catch, u, causes the roller,

to, and spindle, o, to come under the inclined plane of the catch, and

turn the barrel, s, round slot by slot in the contrary direction. A pin

being inserted in the ban-el, N, to turn the catch when it reaches the

opposite extremity of the screw, will cause the barrel to traverse

backwards and forwards upon its axis continuously. The catch, it,

turns on a stud at the extremity of the frame, p. Where the exigencies

of the pattern require the shuttle boxes to be changed, for example,

from the topmost to the lowest of the series, or vice versa,_ the arrange-

ment fitted to the connecting rod, z, is useful for avoiding injurious

concussion from the sudden motion. The lower end of the connect-

ing rod passes through a guide box, v, which is attached to the end of

the lever, Y, and forms a duplex connecting rod. There is a shoulder
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made on the connecting rod, z, to prevent it descending beyond the pro-

per point, and it is connected to the lever, y, by a spiral spring, w, one

end of which is fastened to the rod, z, and the other to the stud at the

end of the lever, T. Upon the lever, y, being suddenly depressed by the

action of the lever, w, changing its position in the box, v, the concus-

sion is avoided by the spring, w, yielding and thereby lengthening for

the instant the connecting rod, z. This arrangement also prevents in-

jury in case a shuttle should not properly enter its box, and is caught
between the lathe and the box during the descent of the latter, the re-

silience of the spring preventing any injury or breakage of the parts.

The lever, y, has also affixed to its stud a spring, x, the extremities of

which aie bent inwards, and project over the lever, y; this spring checks
or moderates the extreme movement of the lever, Y, in both directions

of its motion.
Our space does not permit us to enter into the other modifications

which the patentees have described in their specification. These ar-

rangements comprehend means for preventing the breakage of the warp
thread when a shuttle traps in the shed, the actuating of the picking,

the movements of the heddles in sequential order, and the arrangement
of Jacquard apparatus.

REFLECTORS.

James Stevenson, Glasgow.—Patent dated Nov. 12, 1858.

Tins invention relates to the application and use, under various forms
and arrangements, of polished tile or porcelain surfaces for conveying or

transmitting external daylight into dark or badly-lighted apartments and
passages.

The engraving is a vertical section of a portion of a house, showing
the application of one of the improved reflectors applied to the purpose
of lighting the basement room of the building. The material the pa-

tentee prefers to use as a reflecting medium is highly-glazed porcelain,

of a pure and brilliant white colour. This material is manufactured in

the form of tiles, which are made of about six inches square. These
tiles are extensively used for various purposes, and, therefore, may at all

times be readily obtained. The patentee has found in practice that the

smooth, highly-polished surface of these tiles reflect a large quantity of

the incident light, and are, therefore, well adapted for use as reflectors.

The porcelain reflectors are comparatively inexpensive, the surface is

very readily cleansed, and the light reflected therefrom is softened and
devoid of the glare which characterises light reflected from silvered sur-

faces. In carrying these improvements out in practice, the glazed tiles

maybe arranged in frames, which are to be suspended at an angle before

the window of the apartment into which the reflected light is to be
directed. The angle at which the reflector is to be hung, must be regu-

lated according to the part of the room where it is desired to throw the

greatest body of light ; the practice, however, in this respect, is generally
understood, and need not be particularly dwelt upon here. In applying
these reflectors to the lighting of the basement storeys of buildings, it is

generally unnecessary to fit the tiles into frames, since the walls facing

the window are frequently built at a convenient angle, or, if not so, may
lie readily altered. In our engraving, the example given shows the ap-

plication of the reflector to the vertical and angular surface of the brick-

work facing the window of the lower room. The external surface of the
brickwork, a, is covered with a thin and uniform layer of cement, or

other adhesive material suitable for the purpose. Upon this cement the
tiles, b, are laid ; they arc arranged in parallel rows until the whole
surface is covered. The tiles are placed close to each other, so as to

present a neat and uniformly glazed surface, the vertical as well as

the angular face of the space below the grating, c, being covered in like

manner. The interstices of the
grating, c, may be fitted with glass,

r>, and if this is done, it serves to

prevent dirt or other matters from
falling upon the reflector. The
course of the rays of light are

represented by lines. Line i; re-

presents the rays of light nearest

to the building that can reach
the reflector. The incident rays
here fall upon the reflector nearly

close to the vertical part, and are

refracted upwards towards the
ceiling of the room. The rays re-

presented by the next line, f,

strike the reflector lower down the

angle, and are refracted towards
the opposite wall of the apartment.

So, also, with the rays represented

by the lines r. and it. which arc respectively refracted towards the. lower

pat of the room. In this manner, by varying the angle of the reflecting

surface, the greater portion of the reflected light may be directed to any
portion of the room as desired. The body of reflected light ma}' be bent
from its course by placing a reflector to receive the refracted rays from the

surface, b, so as to direct the light towards a distant or out-of-the-way part

of the room. If required, the light from this secondary reflector may, in

like manner, be again caused to deviate from its path by means of a third

reflector, and thus be made to illuminate places very distant from the
first reflector, or which can only be lighted by causing the rays to tra-

verse a circuitous route. By the judicious arrangement of a series of

reflectors, dark or ill-lighted places in buildings may, at a comparatively
small cost, be rendered available for business purposes or domestic uses.

MECHANIC'S LIBRARY.

Algebra, for the use of Colleges and Schools, 7s. Todhunter.
Arithmetic, Art of Teaching, post 8vo, 3s. 6d. Hunter and Ross.
Astronomy, Six Lectures on, 4th edition, royal 12mo, 5s., cloth. Airy.
Chemistry, Hand-Book of, 2d edition, 8vo, 15s. Abel and Bloxam.
Chemistry of the World, crown 8vo, 6s., cloth. Johnson.
Chrono-Astrolabe, 8vo, 7s. 6d., cloth, limp. Lindsay.
Common Objects of the Sea-shore, illustrated, fscap. 8vo, Is., boards. Wood.
Mechanics, Applied, " Encyclopaedia Met.," crown 8vo, 12s. 6d., cloth. Rankine.
Medals of Creation, " Bonn's Scientific Library," 2 vols., 15s., cloth. Mantell.
Microscope, "World of Wonders Revealed by, imperial lGnio, 3s. 6d.

Mineralogy, Treatise on, two parts in one, 8vo, 14s., cloth. Shephard.
Photograph and Ambrotype Manual, 4th edition, 12mo, 6s., cloth. Burgess.
Photography, Manual of, 12mo, 3s., cloth. Coale.
Railroad Construction, Hand-Book of, 8vo, 18s., cloth. Vase.
Railway to Pacific, Explorations for, vols. v. and vi., 42s. each.
Slide-Rule Instructor, Complete, 18mo, Is., cloth, limp. PatteD.
Ventilation in American Buildings, 8vo, 12s., cloth. Reid.

THREE-CYLINDER TRUNK MARINE ENGINES.

By Messrs. Thomas Richardson & Sons, Hartlepool Ironworks, Durham.

{Illustrated by Plates 223 and 225.)

We now present the two elevations of these engines, in correspondence

with the plan which we gave last month, completing the series of illus-

trative figures of this important variety of marine steam machinery. In
the plan view, plate 223, the disposition of the three steam cylinders,

the two air pumps, the condenser, and the hot-water discharge pipes, is

clearly shown. Fig. 1 of the present large plate, 225, is an end elevation

of the engines complete, as seen in looking towards the ship's stern.

Fig. 2 is a corresponding side elevation of the engines on the valve
casing sido of the three steam cylinders, as looking on the starboard side

of the engines. These three views show that the arrangement consists

of three inverted trunk steam cylinders, supported by deep eye snugs
upon a set of eight vertical pillars carried by the bottom bearers, upon
which the bearings for the main screw shaft are carried. The connect-

ing rods of these three cylinders work downwards directly upon the

main shaft beneath, through three separate cranks. The valve gearing
is actuated through a separate horizontal shaft connected with the main
shaft by a pair of spur wheels. It is this secondary shaft which carries

the eccentrics for the valves, which are worked directly from them.

The two air pumps are actuated in each case by a pair of parallel lever

beams attached to double connecting rods in each trunk—these levers

being set upon vibrating pillar centres. The steam from the boilers is

supplied to the entire series of slide valves from the forward end, through

a line of pipes running from chest to chest ; and the exhaust takes place

through the back branch pipes, into the top of the tall condenser occupy-

ing the space between the steam cylinders and air pumps. The valve

gearing is handled by the large spoke wheel to the right of fig. 2 on
plate 225—this wheel being set upon a short shaft carrying a spur pinion

in gear with a clutch upon the end of the second motion valve shaft. In

this way, so long as the engines are working steadily, the valve shaft

revolves without interfering with the hand wheel ; but whenever the

latter is turned, the clutch is thrown out of gear, and the shaft ceases

to work. The main steam stop valve and injection valve handles then

enable the engineer to work the engines manually as may be required,

without any further trouble.

The more prominent points of improvement in these engines are the

superior length of the connecting rods, the perfect balance of the working
action, their capability of securing the greatest amount of expansive
action of the steam, and their facilities in handling. In fact, the engines

all but handle themselves. With all this, the engines occupy no more
space than ordinary marine engines of the same nominal power.

There are now a good many sets of these engines at work. In one

case, where they are fitted on board a 1,000 tons heavily-rigged East
Indiaman, the engines being of 60 horse power, with a screw 11 feet in

diameter and 15 feet in pitch, a speed of eight knots per hour has been
realised.

The Tasmanian, built for the European and Australian Royal Mail
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Company by Messrs. Laurence Hill & Co., of Port- Glasgow, has engines

of a very similar kind. They were made by Messrs. A. & J. Inglis, of

Glasgow, and have three inverted cylinders of 71 inches' diameter and
42 inches" stroke, worked by six boilers with 26 furnaces. The ship is

of 2.440 tons, and her nominal power 550 horses. When tried, she ran

the Cloch and Cumbrae course of 15| miles in 59 minutes, with 52 revo-

lutions of the engines and an average steam pressure of 19 lbs.

The Oneida was originally intended to have been fitted with three-

cylinder trunk marine engines. Perhaps, if she had been so fitted, she

would have been more successful than she turned out in practice. Their
success on various seas has been so satisfactory, that we shall doubtless

hear much more about the working of this type of engines before long.

CORRESPONDENCE.

SEAMLESS OR BAG CARTRIDGES.—GOSSAMER
CARTRIDGES.

Is experimenting with the ordnance seamless cartridge of paper, made
from the pulp in a mill, I find that the mucilage employed to give it

tenacity causes the fragments to remain in the barrel of the gun. This
is easily proved by firing one from Cooper's breech-loader. I make my
bag cartridges of thin linen or calico cloth, charged with gun cotton, and
when the breech-loader is fired, the cloth of the cartridge is carried out
of the barrel altogether, and whatever acid is left by the explosion of
the gun cotton is absorbed by the calico bag, leaving the barrel as clean
as that of an air gun. About fifteen years ago, Lord Cardigan fired

some of my seamless cartridges, from a dragoon's pistol, in his house in

Grosvenor Square, but these cartridges do not answer so well when
charged with gunpowder as when charged with gun cotton

;

because the intense heat of the former burns the cloth,

whereas gun cotton does not even scorch it.

Breech-loaders must soon supersede arms which load at

the muzzle, because, by loading at the breech, each cartridge

is inserted with all the grains of gunpowder effective, but in

loading at the muzzle much of the powder becomes non-
effective, from adhering to the barrel in its passage down,
and is, in consequence, formed into a wet paste in ramming
home.

My sketch exhibits my net or gossamer cartridge, being a permeable
bag of net filled with gun cotton.

J. Noetox.
SoslterviUe, May, 1858.

GAS EXPLOSIONS.

As explosion of gas, causing serious injury to person and property, hav-
ing occurred in this neighbourhood, and two other cases having been
lately reported in other parts, I have made inquiry as to the cause of the
escape of gas, and having ascertained that the escape was from the
hydraulic slide of the chandelier, in consequence of its becoming un-
sealed by the evaporation of the water, I beg, through your columns, to

call the attention of gas consumers to the fact, to point out the necessity
for attention to the hydraulic slides, and to recommend a simple remedy
against evaporation. \Vhen the hyraulic tube is supplied with water, a
teaspoonful of good salad oil should be afterwards added, which will

effectually prevent evaporation of the water. I have, in some cases, had
the hydraulic tubes filled entirely with oil, but found that the chandelier
did not work so well as in water, for any length of time ; my object was
to avoid the constant evaporation of the water, which object is effected

by the use of a small portion of oil, as above stated.

BeU Green, Sydenham.
Magsus Ohp.es, Gas Engineer.

REVIEW OF NEW BOOK.

Illustrative asd Descriptive Catalogue op Chaplis's Improved
Patent Portable Steam Excises asd Boilers, os the Forced Com-
eu-tios Principle, showisg their Application to Stationary, Pop.ta-
ele, axd Locomotive Purposes. 4to. Pp. 13. Lithographs. Glas-
gow: 1858.

This is another of those useful illustrated practical books which tell us
exactly what practical men are about. \\t have already noticed Mr.
Chaplin's "forced combustion " principle in more than one application.
The present volume shows its capabilities under several forms, and out

of these we have selected two, as being good examples, as well of the
peculiar principle of the boiler and furnace arrangements, as of the
general details of portable engines, with regard to economy of construc-
tion.

Fig. 1 of our engravings is a side elevation of an "agricultural or
roadway engine," as recently patented by Mr. Chaplin. It is mounted
upon four wheels, the front pair being capable of swivelling upon a

Fig. 1.

centre pin, and fitted with shafts for a horse. Beneath the driver's

seat is a water tank for the boiler supply. The crank shaft of the

engine has fast upon it a spur pinion, capable of being put in gear with

a wheel on the shaft of the hand wheels. In this way the engine is

rendered self-propelling when occasion necessitates its removal from

place to place—a horse or pony being harnessed in the leading shafts

merely to guide it.

Fig. 2 is a side view of a " contractor's locomotive engine," adapted

for working on rails. A pair of vertical steam cylinders are attached to

the front side of the boiler, working a err nk shaft beneath, geared to
the axle of the front wheels by spur wheel and pinion. The fire grate
is of wrought-iron, and arranged to burn common coal. Behind the
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boiler is a hot-water feed tank, and an enclosed space for the driver, -with

room for fuel, workmen's tools, and other materials. By suitably ar-

ranging the gearing, this engine may be at once set to draw light or

heavy loads, at corresponding speeds, varying from twenty to five miles

an hour.

The remaining illustrations of the volume refer to various other forms

of vertical boiler engines, hoists, and cranes, which practical men will

be glad to consult.

PROCEEDINGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

AriUL 20, 1858

" On tlie iron viaducts erected across the tidal estuaries of the rivers Trent

and Leven, in Morecambe Bay, for the Ulverston and Lancaster railway," by
Mr. J. Brunlees.

April 27, 1858.

"On the construction and arrangement of railway stations," by Mr. R. J.

Hood.
"On some further observations explanatory of former remarks, on the subject

of submerging telegraphic cables," by Prof. Airy.

A model of O'Neill's iron telegraph for railway trains was afterwards ex-

hibited.

Mat 4, 1858.

"On public works in the Bengal Presidency," by Major General Treoienheere.

May 11, 1858.

Discussion on General Tremcnheere's paper.

May 18, 1858.

" On the construction of the Southampton docks," by Mr. Alfred Giles.

The author stated that these docks were designed by the late Mr. Francis
Giles. The works were commenced in the autumn of 1838, by building a quay
wall from the shore towards low water, and by driving piles for a cofferdam,
for the enclosure of the dock. These works were stopped during a financial

difficulty, after an expenditure of about £7,000. They were resumed in 1840,
but an alteration was made in the mode of procedure in order to obtain a quay
berth for the vessels then building for the Royal Mail Steam Packet Company.
It was, therefore, proposed to build the quay walls in short lengths upon piles,

and afterwards to dredge the dock to the requisite depth. Subsequently, owing
to an increase in the size of the vessels, and to a delay in their completion, it

was considered desirable to enclose the whole area, so that the dock might be
excavated to one uniform depth, and the foundations of the walls be carried to
the bottom. For this purpose, an embankment was thrown up by tide-work,
enclosing about twenty acres, the soil excavated from the enclosure being used
to form the embankment. Some difficulty was experienced at the point of
junction of the embankment with the coffer-dams, which were 2,170 feet in

length. In November of the same year, during the occurrence of a violent
gale, a breach was made in the bank itself; but this it was not thought neces-
sary to repair, as the enclosure was nearly complete, and indeed was perfected
in the following March. The excavation of the dock was then proceeded with,
and the quantity of soil so removed amounted to 1,150.000 cubic yards, the
contract price for which was fourteen pence per yard. During the progress of
the excavation, the foundations and masonry of the walls were carried on as
rapidly as possible, but the walls had not been advanced to their full height,
when several heavy slips of earth caused some portions to move forward. The
piles were consequently strengthened, but as the walls still moved forward,
additional engineering advice was obtained, and a plan for land-tying the walls
was suggested and carried out. This plan consisted in drilling holes through
the walls, as low as the tide would allow, inserting strong bars therein, and
tying them back to heavy buttresses of piles, driven at a distance of upwards of
100 feet from the wall. After an expenditure of about £10,000, this plan proved
a failure, when further mischief was prevented by the removal of the soil from
the back of the walls. The walls were strong enough in themselves, but the
evil lay in the foundations. One wall, in a length of 600 feet, was found to have
moved forward three feet; whilst another, only 650 feet in length, had two
distinct bulges of two feet three inches and two feet six inches beyond the
straight line. These walls were thirty-eight feet in height from the coping to

the foundations; they were built on a timber platform six inches in thickness,
the front of which rested on piles driven to the batter of the wall, while the
back rested on longitudinal sleepers laid on the soil. Up to low-water mark,
they were built with brickwork and concrete bays, and above of rubble masonry,
faced with granite ashlar, and having a granite coping. The cost of the wall
was £40 per lineal yard. This dock, having an area of sixteen acres, with
quays 3,300 feet in length, an entrance 150 feet in width, and a depth of
eighteen feet below the average of low water of spring tides, was opened in

June, 1842.

In 1846, the first graving dock was constructed of stone, at a cost of £49,800.
The length of the floor was 282 feet, the breadth of the gates sixty-six feet, and
the depth over the sill at high-water spring tides eighteen feet. It was length-
ened to 343 feet in 1852, at an additional cost of £1,800.
In 1817, the second graving dock was executed, at a cost of £19,2D0.

Th length of the floor was 250 feet, the breadth of the gates fifty-one feet, and

the depth over the sill at high water spring tides fourteen feet. This dock was
built of brickwork and concrete, having only the nosings of the alters, and the

key of the invert, of stone. It was particularly free from leakage, and the

cost was small.

In 1851, it was determined to complete the excavation of the area which had
been partially cleared in 1840, and to build walls on two sides. This work was
executed in the summer of that year, at a cost of £18,000. The area of the

dock was ten acres, its depth of water was twenty-five feet, the length of the

walls was 1,800 feet, and the entrance of the lock was forty-six feet in width.

The quay walls were made of concrete, with a rubble-face, built of Purbeck-
stone, tied to the concrete by transverse layers of iron hoop bond. The con-

crete was made of blue lias lime and gravel, in the proportions of one to eight;

the gravel being obtained from the excavations. The cost of the wall, thirty-

five feet in height, from the coping to the foundations, was £19 10s. per lineal

yard. These walls had answered exceedingly well ; their great hulk afforded

security against backward pressure, and the width of the base tended to prevent

unequal settlement; and for economy they would bear favourable comparison
with any other walls. There was only one pair of gates to this dock, as the

neck of the entrance was too short to admit of a lock of adequate length for ordi-

nary steamers. As high water remained nearly stationary at Southampton for

from two to four hours, the gates were allowed to remain open for the ingress

and egress of vessels, for at least three hours out of every twelve hours. The
lock gates were made of oak posts, with fir bars and planking, and from being
framed during the summer, they became so light as to require loading when
hung. The bridge across the entrance was framed in two leaves running on
wheels, the overhanging parts of each leaf being balanced by the length on the

wheels. It was opened by each leaf being run backwards, under a vertebrated

and self-supporting platform, which was raised by the bridge itself. It was
used for carriages and railway trucks, and had raised footways on each side.

In 1853, the increasing size of the ocean steamers induced the Directors to

authorise the construction of a graving dock, having a length of floor of 425
feet, gates eighty feet in width, and a depth of twenty-five feet over the sill.

This work was completed in December, 1854, at a cost of £53,000, inclusive of

the coffer dam for making the entrance. The foundations were laid on concrete,

four feet six inches in thickness, upon which was built a base of brickwork and
tiles in cement to receive the brick invert, having simply a stone key, and stone

nosings and seats for the alters. This large dock could be emptied in less than

three hours, and in cases of emergency, docking and undocking had been re-

peated twice in the twenty-four hours. The gates were constructed of wrought -

iron beams, with oak heel and mitre posts. They were worked by ordinary

winches, and could be opened in six minutes by four men on each side. For
graving dock purposes, where leakage was objectionable, the author thought
gates entirely of wood were preferable, as iron being acted upon by changes of

temperature, the gates were liable to become leaky at the mitre posts.

When the first dock was opened in 1842, the tonnage of vessels entering and
leaving the port of Southampton was 276,000, whilst in 1857 it was 657,000.

The appliances now existing consisted, first, of an open dock, which all ordinary

vessels could enter, at all times of the tide, with quays 3,000 feet in length

;

second, of an inner dock, which large vessels could enter, or leave, for nearly

six hours out of every twent3r-four hours; third, of graving docks, which could
accommodate the largest class of vessels, with shears capable of lifting weights
of fifty tons ; and fourth, of a system of railways running all round the quays, in

connection with sheds and warehouses for the examination and deposit of goods,

and for direct transmission to all parts of England, without change of carriage.

The entrance to the inner dock was about to be widened, and both the entrance

and the dock itself to be deepened, whilst the walls were to be continued round
the south and west sides, with a view to the construction of another dock on
the western side.

The expenditure on the docks, dry docks, Custom-house, sugar refinery,

workshops, warehouses, sheds, rails, and all other appliances, up to the present

time, had been £705,000. The gToss return was £53,000 per annum, and
although the dividend to the original shareholders had not hitherto exceeded
four per cent., the country had been benefited by the conversion of a huge mud
bank into a useful national work.
" Description of works recently executed for the water supply of Bombay, in

the East Indies," by Mr. H. Conybeare.

It was stated that the water supply of Bombay had always been as deficient

in quantity as it was bad in quality; and as the population rapidly increased

from 254,000 in 1833, to 556,000 in 1850, and 670,000 in 1855, the frequent
water famines occasioned serious alarm. Already, in seasons of scarcity, water
was imported into Bombay, in boats and steamers, from the Island of Elephanta,
and the resources of the Great Indian Peninsula Railway were taxed to the

utmost, in bringing in a still greater quantity from Salsette. The population
was mainly dependant for water, during nine months out of the twelve, on the

rain caught during the monsoon, in old quarries and other shallow excavations,
which became thoroughly contaminated as the dry season advanced.
The first project for increasing the supply was due to Colonel Sykcs, late

Chairman of the East India Company. He proposed, nearly thirty years ago,
to collect and impound the rain water falling on the high ground at the south-

western extremity of the Island of Bombay. This plan was revived by Colonel
Jerves, in 1845. Another proposed plan was that made by the late Mr. Kivett,

who suggested that water should be collected and stored in the high grounds of

the adjacent Island of Trombay. In 1846, Major Crawford pointed out the
capabilities of the valley of the Goper, in the adjoining Island of Salsette. The
central plateau of Salsette, which is drained by the Goper and its affluents, is

bounded and intersected by ranges of hills, amongst which favourable sites for

the storage of water could be obtained. This plan lay dormant, with the others,

until the water famine of 1851, when Lieut. De Lisle was instructed to make
a preliminary survey of the valley. Soon after the question was referred to the
author, and the conclusion was arrived at, that the valley of the Goper was the

only possible source whence an adequate supply could be procured.
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The course recommended by the author having been adopted, he was selected

to carry out the works. It was then ascertained that the high ground in which

the Goper took its rise afibrdedfive sites for reservoirs,—two of which, the basins

of Vehar and Poway, were as large as lakes. As an investigation showed that

the Vehar basin was adequate to the collection and storage of all the water that

could be required for some years, the works were confined, in the first instance,

to the construction of this single artificial lake. It was considered, that the
1 rainfall available to the supply of the reservoirs might be safely assumed at six-

tenths of the total quantity (124 inches), or 74-4 inches over the area of the

gathering grounds. At this rate, the supply available from 3,948 acres (the

area draining into the Vehar basin, above the site of the impounding dams),

would be 6.604,834,787 gallons; and that available from 5,500 acres, to which

the area could be enlarged, about nine thousand million gallons. When filled

up to the level of the waste weir, the maximum depth of the Vehar lake was
eighty feet. It covered an area of 1.394 acres, and stood 180 feet above the

general level of Bombay. The water in the lake was impounded by three dams,

one of which contained nearly 300,000 cubic yards of earthwork and puddle.

These embankments were formed in regular layers, not more than six inches

in' thickness, each properly watered, punned, and consolidated. The puddle

wall was ten feet wide at the top, with a batter of one in eight ; and the exca-

vation for the foundations was carried down to the solid basalt, past all surface

springs. The slopes and surfaces of all the embankments were covered with

stone pitching, to protect them from the heavy down-pour to which the hill

districts of India were subject during the rainy season. The waste weir was
358 feet in length, and had a horizontal top width of twenty feet. It was faced

throughout with chisel-dressed ashlar, set in cement. The water was drawn

from the reservoir through a tower, provided with four inlets, fixed at intervals,

vertically, of sixteen feet apart. These inlets were forty-one inches in diameter,

and were provided with conical plug-seats, faced with gun metal. The three

not in use were kept closed by conical plugs, suspended from the balcony above,

and were raised or lowered by crane work. The inlet in use was surmounted

by a wrought-iron straining cage, covered with copper wire gauze, and fixed to

aconical ring, fitting into the inlet orifice. This strainer presented a surface

of fiftv-four square feet. The gauge was capable of being changed from a boat,

whenclogged. in ten minutes after the cage was drawn up to the surface ; or a

plug might be substituted for the cage, and lowered to its place in the same
time. A similar straining cage, but with ninety square feet of surface, was
fixed at the bottom of the inlet well, exactly over the orifice of the supply main.

The water thus passed through two strainers before it started for Bombay. By
this arrangement, the additional head of water due to the depth of the lake was
obtained, which would have been lost had the water been strained, as in the

more usual arrangement, at the outside foot of the dam. The supply main
traversing the dam was forty-one inches interior diameter, and the metal was

If inch in thickness. At the sluice house, situated at the outside foot of the

dam, this main bifurcated into two mains, each thirty-two inches in diameter

;

but in the first instance only one had been laid, as that was sufficient for the

present requirements of Bombay. The length of this pipe was upwards of 13^
nnles, the latter seven miles being carried alongside the Great Indian Peninsula

Railway. The only peculiarity in the distribution was the large proportion of

the population supplied gratuitously by means of self-closing public conduits.

IHSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.

Jaxcaey 28, 1858.

This was the eleventh annual general meeting, when the annual report of the

conncil was read. The financial statement showed a balance in hand of £407.
The total number of members for the year is 301, 15 being honorary, and 2

graduates. The papers read were

—

*" Tin an improved system of moulding and casting," by Mr. Robert Jobson,

of Wordsky.
11 On Wrigiey'a friction coupling for shafting," by Mr. B. Fothergill.
* ; On oil machinery," by Mr. A. Samuelson, of Hull.

Apbil 28, 1858.

"Ona horizontal pumping engine, '' by Mr. E. A. Cowper.
u On Lemielle's ventilating machine for mines," by Mr. Samuel Lloyd, jun.
" On a hydrostatic shearing press," by Mr. Charles Little.

SOCIETY OF ARTS.

April 21, 1858.

" On the progress of the electric telegraph," by Mr. C. W. Siemens.

April 28, 1858.

" On the progress and present state of British mining," by Dr. J. F. Lewis.

May 5, 1858.

"On iron; its commerce and application to staple manufactures," by Mr.
Charles Sanderson.

May 12, 1858.

14 On Canada ; it3 productions and resources," by Prof. John Wilson.

May 19, 1858.

" On the English settlement of the hill regions of India," by Mr. Hyde Clarke.

From the moment that the first English conquests were made in India, the

question had naturally been entertained of the extension of English population
in that country, but most Indian statesmen had on various grounds discouraged
the settlement of Englishmen there. The proposition to connect Calcutta with
the hill Sanitaria had been made before the recent revolt, and a committee of
the House of Commons was now occupied with the question, and it was collect-

ing evidence upon it. The hills had been first resorted to as places of occasional
retirement from the tropical heats ; then a few wealthy invalids sought relief,

and the advantages of the climate being acknowledged, the Indian Government
established Sanitaria, and thereby laid the foundation of that system of perma-
nant English settlement now in progress, and which it was the object of the
author to promote. Te causes which had impeded English settlement in India
had been—1st, The expense of transit; 2nd, Climate; 3rd, Legislative prohibi-
tions ; 4th, The imperfections of the governmental system, and the indifference
or hostility of the administration. The author was of opinion that the English
element was the chief one in the advancement of India. The improved state of
the commerce (of which statistics were givenin the paper) was entirely owing
to the English influence. This influence would be increased by encouraging
the settlement of English there, for which the hill country would be most
available.

ROYAL SOCIETY.

April 15, 1858.

" On tangential co-ordinates," by the Rev. Dr. Booth.

April 22, 1858.

11 On the differential stethephone," by Dr. Alison.
" On the stratification of vesicular ice by pressure," by Prof. Thomson.

April 29, 1858.

" Observations on the weather, made during the great solar eclipse, March
15, 1858," by Mr. E. J. Lowe.
"On the structure and functions of the hairs of the Crustacea," by Mr.

Campbell.
" On the theory of internal resistance and of internal friction in fluids," by

Mr. R. Moon.
"On the measurement of gases by analysis," by Messrs. "Williamson and

Russell.

CHEMICAL SOCIETY.

April 1, 1858.

"On a new method of preparing propionic acid," by Mr. J. A. Wanldin.
By means of sodium and zinc-ethyl, the author obtained a new compound,
sodium-ethyl, which, when treated with carbonic acid, became converted into

propionate of soda. This formation of propionic acid is a synthetic experiment,
correlative to Kolbe's well-known analytic experiments on the decomposition
of the fatty acids.

" On the compounds of iodide and bromide of mercury with the alkaloids," by
Mr. T. B. Groves. These were all crystalline bodies constituted of two pro-
portions of the iodide or bromide of mercury, and one proportion of the iodide
or bromide of alkaloid.

ROYAL INSTITUTION.

April 16, 1858.

"On the conditions which determine the probability of coal beneath the
south-eastern parts of England," by Mr. R. G. Austen.

MONTHLY NOTES.

Claudet's Stereomoxoscope.—Mr. Claudet, the veteran photographer, has
accomplished a particularly elegant result in his art, enabling him to produce
the stereoscopic illusion by the agency of a single picture. In the centre of a
large black screen there is a space filled with a square of ground glass, upon
which, by some light managed behind the screen, is thrown a magnified photo-
graphic image representing a landscape, a portrait, or any other object. When
we look naturally at that picture, with the two eyes, without the help of any
optical instrument, an extraordinary phenomenon takes place: we see the
picture in perfect relief as when we look at two different pictures through a
stereoscope. It is not necessary to be at a fixed distance from the picture ; it

may be examined as well at ten feet as at one foot, as an ordinary picture,

without the least fatigue to the eyes. Although considerably enlarged by the
instrument itself, we may magnify the picture still more by using large convex
lenses; and two or three persons at once can examine it with the greatest ease,

being able, while looking, to exchange any remarks, or express the sensations
suggested by the picture,—an advantage which is denied by the use of the
common stereoscope. By this remarkable discovery, Mr. Claudet has solved
a problem which lias always been considered as an impossibility by scientific

men,— for the stereomonoscope, by its very name, must sound like a paradox
to the ears of all those who are versed in the knowledge of the principles of
binocular vision, until they have had the opportunity of repeating the experi-

ments by which the author has found a new fact which they had not noticed or
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explained before. This new fact is, that the image on the ground glass of the

camera-obscura produces the illusion of relief. But the phenomenon does not

take place if the image is received on paper. When the medium is ground
glass, the rays refracted by the various points of the lens upon that surface,

are only visible when they are incident in a line coinciding with the optic axis.

So that the rays emerging from the ground glass, and entering the right eye,

are only those which have been refracted obliquely in the same direction, by
the left side of the object-glass; and those entering the left eye, are only those

which are refracted by the right side of the object glass: consequently, both

eyes have a different view and perspective of the object represented on the

ground glass, and the single image is, in point of fact, the result of two
images, each only visible to one eye, and invisible to the other. This is the

main point of Mr. Claudet's discovery, which cannot be fully understood without

reading the paper which he communicated on that subject to the Royal Society

in 1857, and without repeating the experiments described in that paper. The
stereomonoscope is founded on tlje same principle : it is nothing more than a

camera-obscura, before which are placed the two images of a stereoscopic slide,

and by means of two object-glasses, sufficiently separated, the two images are

refracted on the same space, at the focus of the camera-obscura on the ground
glass, where they coincide. By the same laws we have alluded to before, the
right picture is seen only by the left eye, and the left picture by the right eye

;

so that, although only one picture appears represented on the ground glass,

each eye sees on the same spot a differeut picture, having its particular perspec-
tive, and, consequently, in order to obtain a single vision, the eyes have to

converge differently to bring consecutively in the centre of both retinas the

different similar points of the two pictures according to their horizontal separa-

tion on the ground glass, the criterion of their respective distances. This
alteration of the convergence of the optic axis, according to the distances of

the various planes, gives the same sensation of relief we obtain when we look
at the natural objects, or at their photographic representations. This is one of
the most curious facts connected with modern discoveries in optics.

Proposed Exhibition in 1861.—At a special meeting of the Council of the

Society of Arts, held on the 14th of April, the following resolutions were
passed:—The Council of the Society of Arts, bearing in mind the part which
the Society took in originating the Great Exhibition of 1851, have considered
it to be their duty carefully to examine various suggestions for holding an Exhi-
bition in 1861, which have been submitted to them, and having resolved:—1.

That the institution of decennial exhibitions in London, for the purpose of

showing the progress made in industry and art during each period of ten years,

would tend greatly to the "encouragement of arts, manufactures, and com-
merce."—2. That the first of these exhibitions ought not to be a repetition

of the exhibition of 1851, which must be considered an exceptional event, but
should be an exhibition of works selected for excellence, illustrating especially

the progress of industry and art, and arranged according to classes, and not
countries; and that it should comprehend music and also painting, which was
excluded in 1851.—3. That foreigners should be invited to exhibit on the same
conditions as British exhibitors.— 4. That the Council will proceed to consider
how the foregoing resolutions can be best carried into effect. It remains to be
seen whether or not British manufacturers will respond to this appeal. We fear

that unless great changes for the better soon take place in commercial affairs,

there will not be much spirit in the country for such an undertaking.

Gas Light for Railway Trains.—In our Journaliov March last, an illustrat-

ed description was given of a system for lighting an entire train of carriages from
one gasholder. As there are circumstances where it would be necessary to have
the carriages independently fitted up, each with its own apparatus, we here
give longitudinal and transverse sections of a carriage, showing the position of

the gasholder, with all the detail arrangements, which will be readily under-

stood after referring to the illustrations given in the March number. The gas-

bolder, a, is a wrought-iron tube 9 feet long by 2 feet diameter, which carries at

eight atmospheres 216 cubic feet, sufficient for three lights for fifteen hours,

Imniing each 5 feet per hour. The self-regulating pressure apparatus, B, is fas-

tened upon the holder by bolts ; the gas must thus at once pass through the box
and be reduced to the ordinary gas-work pressure previous to its entering any
of the carriage pipes. The pipe, d, which couples the valve box to the perma-
nent pipes on the carriage may be flexible, thus avoiding any chance of the

straining or slight motion which might occur, causing a leakage. The cock, c,

is for the purpose of shutting on or off' the gas from the carriage. This is done
by means of the handles, M, which are situated in a convenient position outside

the frame; the shaft, L, connecting them carries a lever, which works the

cock, c. The pipe for filling the holder is shown at I. Where the pipe, fl, enters

the holder a valve is placed, opening internally, which keeps shut so long us

the pressure in the interior is greater than

that exerted externally. The cocks, I, are

therefore not requisite in case of the imperfect

working of the valve. The gasholder is car-

ried by means of the wrought-iron straps, e,

which clasp the holder, and are fastened by
means of four bolts and nuts, o, to the perma-
nent Hanged plates, f. Thus, if the holder has
to be removed, it merely requires the four bolts

to be taken out, and, if necessaiy, any other

holder can be placed in its stead of the same
diameter, as it does not interfere with any of

the pipes excepting the short flexible pipe, d.

The pipe, k, leading to the burners is perma-
nently fastened to the carriage. The position

of the lights shows an arrangement for a second-

class carriage ; for first- class carriages it is pre-

ferable to have the lights in the centre of each
compartment of a carriage. This is done by
having a number of small jets of gas, with a

large reflector. By this means a very brilliant light can be obtained, without

the necessity of lowering the burner glass lower than the ordinary oil lamp into

the carriage, which would be felt as an inconvenience. When filling gasholders

at stations, the end of the pipe, I, on the gasholder is connected to a coupling

apparatus, which is permanently fastened upon the end of the high-pressure

flexible pipe which comes from the stationary supply gasholders at the sta-

tion. This coupling consists of a nut, having projections upon its periphery,

which fits corresponding recesses cut in the end of the pipe, i
;
by turning the

nut partially round, theprojections upon it catch upon those on the pipe, i, ami

hold the two parts firmlv together. The end of the pipe from the supply gas-

holder passes into the interior of the coupling, and is brought into close contact

with the end of the pipe, I, by means of a hand-wheel, which screws the two

parts together. The gas cock, which regulates the flow of the gas from the

supply holder, is fitted between the hand wheel and the flexible pipe of the sta-

tionary holder. When a holder is to be filled, the projections in the coupling

nut are entered into the openings in the end of the pipe, I, and turned round

until they catch upon its projections, when, by means of a few turns of the

hand-wheel, a perfectly tight coupling is made. To uncouple the pipes, one

turn of the hand-wheel slackens the coupling cut, and the nut is then removed..

The time taken to fill the holder is half a minute. By this system the arrange-

n.ents as at present generally adopted, for having a communication between the

guard and the engine-driver, might be done away with, by having a locomotive

whistle attached to the gasholder of the guard's van. By this means an alarm,

equal to the engine whistle, may lie given.— [By a typographical error in the

article on this subject given in our March part, at page 213, we are made to sayj

" in such a holder 60 feet." This is obviously an error; what we wrote was
" 10 feet long," and we beg of our readers to make this correction.]

Foot Lever Press.—The principal feature in

this machine is its being worked by foot, leaving

both hands at liberty to arrange and hold the work

;

the frame and body are cast in one piece, which
renders it light, inexpensive, and not liable to get

out of order, and being of a tripod form, will stand

steadily in any position, without fixing. These
machines are useful for punching holes in paper,

leather, or metal, and for fixing or closing eyelets

in paper, leather, lables, boots and shoes, stays, &c.

They are also available for stamping or embossing

paper, and are made of various sizes and arrange-

ments, according to the purpose to which they are

applied. The extreme portability and usefulness of

these ingenious little machines will, doubtless, cause

them to be brought extensively into use, as they

may be readily modified and adapted for various

kinds of works. It is the invention of Mr. R.

Houchin, of Bridport Place, New North Road,
London, N.

Patent Law Amendment Act.—During the past month Mr. T. Duncombo,
one of the members for Finsbury, introduced to the House of Commons a bill

for the reduction of the present fees paid upon obtaining letters patent, and

otherwise amending the law of 1852. In moving the second reading of the bill,

Mr. Duncombe said it was proposed to reduce the amount of fees rather more
than one half. Sir J. V. Shelley seconded the motion, and stated that the

house ought to encourage inventions as much as possible, and not throw ob-

stacles in the way of poor men taking out patents for their inventions. The
Solicitor General opposed the bill, and in the course of a severe speech

criticised a clause which was intended specially to protect those persons who
failed to complete their patent within six months from the date of application,

and who made a second application prior to the expiration of the provisional

protection. He had never heard any one say that the period of six months was
loo short, and if there were an oversight the Lord Chancellor had power to

extend it. He believed that since the change in the law had been made, there

had been no case of a meritorious inventor being prevented obtaining a patent

through inability to supply the feesl After paying all expenses the Commis-
sioners of Patents held a small surplus, but the effect of reducing the fees wou'd
be to create a deficiency of £10,000 a year, which must be supplied from the

consolidated fund. After adverting to the intention of the Commissioners to

erect new buildings for their library and museum, and make other extensions,
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the hon. and learned gentleman concluded by saying that, under these circum-

stances he trusted the house would adhere to the determination of 1852, and not

make the reckless change which it was proposed by this bill to effect; he should

move that the bill be read a second time that day six months. After some
further discussion, the second reading of the bill was negatived without a

division, and was consequently lost.

Expanding Mixing Tool.—The ordinary crude plan of preparing blasting

bores for mining rock has often been the subject of attempted improvements,
such a? the formation of exploding chambers at the bottom of the hole by means
of acids. All these schemes seem to have failed, for more reasons than one;

but in particular for the reason that the

treatment with acid does not produce a

chamber of the necessary capacity. This
particular end has, however, now been
secured by M. Vergus, an engineer of

Cherbourg, whose simple contrivance we
now engrave in two views. In these

views the tool is shown both in its ex-

panded and collapsed condition, as it ap-

pears when in a bore. The main boring rod
is terminated by an enlarged portion, in

which two parallel slots or grooves are

formed, this piece being steeled to stand

the wear. This part is also fitted with
two screws entered into grooves formed
in the cutting blades, of which there are

two. These blades are steeled on their

edges, and they are coupled together by a
ttom central joint stud passed through the enlarged part of the operating rod,

set as to have a tendency to fall open, as in the first figure of the en-
's. In using this tool it is inserted in the ordinary plain bore, the cut-

ters then being, of course, in a folded condition, as shown in the second figure.
When at the bottom of this bore, the upper end of the rod is struck with a heavy
hammer, and this causes the two blades to open laterally, and cut into the stone
at that part. The tool is then turned slightly round, so as to bring the cutters
into contact with a fresh portion of rock. At the conclusion of the operation,
the chamber produced is of the form shown in the leading figure, being excel-
lently suited for the operations of the miner, as it enables him to obtain the
maximum effect of his exploding powder. When the chamber is thus completed,
the tool is easily withdrawn by pulling up the rod, as the screws engaged in
the grooves of the cutters then cause the latter to close in as at first.

Okeide—A New Metal.—By combining the undermentioned materials in

the specified proportions, viz.:— Pure copper, 100 parts in weight; zinc, 17
parts; magnesia, 6 parts; sal ammonia, 3-60 parts; quick lime, 1-80 parts;
common tartar, 9—Messrs. Mourier and Valient have succeeded in forming an
alloy closely resembling gold. This result was brought about by melting the
copper in a crucible, and afterwards adding by degrees, and in a pulverised
form, the magnesia, sal ammonia, lime, and tartar. The whole is then briskly
agitated for thirty-five minutes, and the crucible is then uncovered, the scum
carefully removed, and the alloy poured into moulds, formed either of damp
sand or of metal. This alloy is fusible at a temperature which will readily ad-
mit of its being used for purposes of ornamentation ; it possesses a fine grain,
is denticulated, malleable, and susceptible of the most brilliant polish. When it

has become tarnished by oxidation, its brilliancy is soon restored by means of a
small amount of acidulated liquid. By simply substituting tin for zinc, a still more
brilliant alloy is obtainable.

Hot or Cold Blast Indicator, or Pressure Guage.—This arrangement
is by Mr. Joseph Cadman, of Bridgend, Glamorganshire, and is intended to indi-
cate the pressure of the blast at the furnace tuyere, as well as loss from leakage
in the air pipes. Our engraving shows an elevation of one arrangement of the
instrument, as fitted up for indicating the weight of the blast at the tuyere, or
where it goes into the furnace, a is the handle of the indicator, b the nose

which fits into a plug hole at the tuyere, c is the valve, which is connected by
alinktothe lever, d. This lever is graduated into divisions, and carries the
two weights, e and f, the larger of which commences at two pounds, and the
smaller one at one pound. By means of this useful instrument the pressure of

' can at all times be readily and correctly estimated, and any loss that
may arise from leakage in the pipes or hot-air stoves be discovered and recti-
fied, if the loss bo more than ordinary.

Slate Instead of Boxwood for the Engraver.—Slate has been proposed
in France, by M. Eaphael Carmana, as a substitute for boxwood, for the wood
engraver's purposes. M. Carmana asserts that slate offers many advantages over
wood, for relief engraving of the class executed by the engraver on wood.
He finds that it is easily penetrated by the graver, and that the finest lines are

{
producible upon it with the greatest exactitude, whilst they are far more durable

1 under the action of the printing-press than those on wood.

Belgian Improvements in Photography.—The art of photography is con-
stantly assuming new forms and attracting to itself new processes. It is, there-
fore, always interesting to watch what is doing in it on the continent, where so

many minds are on the stretch for its practical development. One of the most
recent steps which have been made abroad is that of M. Waryenberch, of Liege.
The collodion which he uses for the production of glass negatives possesses
many advantages, not the least of which is, that in it iodurets and bromides are
dispensed with, and purified common salt used instead. The following ingre-
dients enter into its composition :

—

Sulphuric Ether 100
Alcohol 25
Gun Cotton 2

Purified common Salt 1

The improvement applied to this process has the effect of rendering more sen-
sitive the first material, the double cyanide of iron and of potash, and, as a con-
sequence, accelerating the operation; and also the obtainment, by the new
re-agents, of a precipitate of the desired colour, without discolouring the paper
itself, an inconvenience attendant on the old system.

FIRST BATH.

Distilled Water 100
Chloride of Sodium 2

Bichloride of Mercury 4

To be allowed to remain in this bath one minute, then dried, and the chloruret-

ted side plunged into the second bath.

SECOND BATH.

Distilled Water 100
Cyanide (Ferrico-potassique) 20

Allow it to dry by suspension, and then expose to the light as in the ordinary

manner. After being exposed to the light wash it well, and plunge it from
three to five minutes into a bath composed as follows:

—

THIRD BATH.—BLACK VIOLET COLOUR.

Tannic Acid 10
Distilled Water 100

Then soak it in water for twelve hours, renewing the water from time to time.

For a red sepia colour, the first and second baths are identical with those above
detailed, the third bath as follows :

—

Pyrogallic Acid
Ammoniacal Liquid..

. 1

.300

To be then washed and immersed in the fourth bath, washed again and left in

the water for three hours, renewing the water occasionally.

FOUKTH BATH.

Distilled Water 100
Ammoniacal Liquid 5

For a brown sepia colour, the first and second bath as above described for black

violet, the third bath as follows:— Tincture of nut galls, clarified and colourless.

Steep in this bath for five minutes, then allow to remain twelve hours in water,

which must be changed periodically, say every hour.

Improved Parasol Frames.—The inventor of the parasol frame which we
here illustrate, is Mr. A. Porecky, of the Hackney Koad, London. To make
the frames the inventor states that he takes sheet steel plate of No. 27, 26,

or 25 guage, according to the
strength desired, and cuts it

into strips of £ of an inch in

width, and of the length required

for the ribs or stretchers of

parasols or umbrellas ; he then
passes each of these strips

through a roller machine of a

particular construction, which
cuts it longitudinally into eight

equal strips, with the exception
of one or two inches of surplus

which is left uncut. To give it

additional strength and smooth-
ness it is passed through another
roller machine, which corru-

gates the eight strips at once,

within one inch from their junction with the uncut surplus, which is left un-

touched. Both the multiplying, cutting, and corrugating machines were in-

vented by Mr. Porecky for that purpose, but may be used for other purposes.

The uncut surplus is then submitted to the action of a die and press, which
bend it sideway into a tube, from which the eight strips form the branched
figure as shown in our engraving. The same processes are gone through with

regard to the stretchers, which are one guage thicker than tbe ribs. Thq form-

ing of the eyelets at the end of the ribs, either by pressing or punching, com-
pletes the mechanical work of the top part—namely, the eight ribs and top

notch, which is thus made of one piece, while the punching of the T-like parts

at the ends of the stretchers completes the bottom part of the frame—viz., the

eight stretchers, notch, and runner, which are again made in one piece. They are

then suitably hardened and tempered, and cleaned, and finally the ribs and
stretchers are joined together, forming an exceedingly light but strong frame.

New Argentiferous Alloy, by M. G. Toncas.—This alloy is composed of
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four parts of nickel, five parts of copper, and one part of a combination of the

following metals, tin, lead, zinc, iron, and antimony, fused in a crucible. This

alloy is ductile, and may be laminated in the ordinary way. It is nearly of the

colour of silver, and, for all purposes of manipulation, is quite as good as that

metal. It possesses firmness, is malleable, and susceptible of taking a high

polish, having all the brilliancy of platinum, and it may be plated in the ordi-

nary manner. It is especially adapted for the manufacture of articles of jewel-

lery, objects of decoration, and harness ornaments. For the fabrication ot those

articles which require to be hammered, the proportion of metals above given

will be found to answer well ; but in those articles which are cast, an increase

in the quantity of zinc will be found an improvement, as the alloy will then be

found to be more fluid than in the first case.

Mujr's System of Heating Boiler Feed-Water.—This effective mode of

economising fuel, and reducing the wear and tear of boilers,* has now had a

very satisfactory practical trial. On board Messrs. Burns' lioyal Mail steamer

Elk, which has been fitted up according to Mr. Muir's plan, the saving in coals,

as far as already checked, shows six per cent. The Elk runs between Glasgow
and Belfast, and was not at first fitted with the feed-heater, but after having
had it applied the saving was proved to be what we have stated. In a period

of eight months the saving over a corresponding period of the previous year

was 150 tons. The Elk has the ordinary return tube boilers, and she was
worked under precisely similar circumstances, in every way, during the two
terms of trial. Now, although the saving of 150 tons of coal is a direct piece of

economy which cannot be mistaken, there is another point of immense advan-

tage gained by Mr. Muir's arrangement, which, it appears to us, will be of at

least equal importance — and that is, the prevention of the burning of the
u uptakes." Under ordinary circumstances the uptake flues of boilers being
subjected to the action of excessive heat from the escaping currents, are rapidly

destroyed, causing great loss, as well in repairs, as in the time during which
the vessel must necessarily be laid up. But by transferring the heat from the

escaping currents, where it is of no use, to the feed-water, where it performs the

duty of so many tons of coal, the uptakes are kept quite cool, and they conse-

quently stand good for a much longer time. Messrs Burns' steamship the

Leopard, on the Glasgow and Liverpool station, has also been fitted up with the

new apparatus, and we hope to be able hereafter to record at least as great a
saving in her.

Air and Water Discharger for Steam Pipes.—This is a very ingenious

arrangement for discharging the air and the water of condensation from steam

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

pipes, by Messrs. C. & J. Thompson, of Green
Bridge Foundry, Padiham, Lancashire. Fig.

1 is an elevation, and fig. 2 a plan of the ap-

paratus. In this arrangement the steam is

supposed to be flowing from a pipe on the right

to one on the left, through a stop-cock, forming
a junction between the two ends of the pipes.

The upper end of the plug of this stop-cock is

fitted with a spur pinion in gear with a fixed

horizontal toothed rack, and the whole is so
set that when the pipes are heated up to the
determined pitch by the passing steam, the
expansive action consequent upon the heat
traverses the pinion along the rack, and thus
closes the thoroughfare by turning the plug.
When air or water accumulates, the consequent
reduction of the temperature causes the line

of pipes to contract, and thus the rack and
pinion action has a reverse effect, and the stap^
cock is opened for the discharge of the air and
water.

Photographic Ornamentation for Silk.—M. Tcrsoz the eminent French
professor of chemistry, in Paris, has recently shown how the most delicate
tissues of the Lyons loom, when saturated with bichromate of potash, become
instantly and permanently affected by solar light, so as to assume a subdued
but most seductive tint, which is capable of being varied by the infusion of
garance (woad), Campeachy wood, and other dyeing substances. To produce a
pattern it is only requisite to cover with leaves or any other fanciful design the
portion of the surface meant not to receive the impression of light. We hope
to give hereafter all the details of the process, and the different acids which are
used in it.

Composite Wt
ike Cord.—Mr. Ritchie, of the Canongate, Edinburgh, has re-

cently introduced a very useful modification of the composite wire cord, now so
much used for various suspensory purposes in house fittings, as for example in
the counterweight cords of gasaliers. This cord, as ordinarily made, consists of
a hempen or twine centre strand, with twisted wire strands put round it. In-
stead of this arrangement, Mr. Ritchie takes a stout copper wire as the nucleus
of his cord, and he envelops this in four twine strands, and gives the whole a
metal covering by winding on fine wire very closely, just as bonnet wire is

covered with thread. This produces a cord of very great strength, whilst it is,

at same time, quite flexible.

Manchester as a Workshop.—Manchester possesses in the shape of fac-
tories, 89 cotton mills, 15 silk mills, 1 worsted mill, 20 smalhvare mills, 3 print
works, 26 dye works, 56 machine shops, and 28 foundries, forming a total of
23S factory establishments. The average number of work people in them is

•16,500.

Illustrated fully at p. 182, part 115, Practical Mechanic's Journal.

MARINE MEMORANDA.

The Turkish Government has just completed contracts with three English

shipbuilders and three London engineers for ten war-steamers, ranging from
200 to 800 tons, to establish the Black Sea fleet allowed to them under the

terms of the Treaty of Paris. It is thought the total cost will be little less than

£300,000.
Four fine steamers, built by Messrs. White, of Cowes, and engine fitted by

Messrs. Summers, Day, & Co., of Northam, Southampton, have just been
formally handed over, en masse, to their respective owners. Two of the ships

are paddle steamerB, built for the Imperial Ottoman Company, to run on the

Danube, and two screws, built lor the Turkish Government, to run on the

Bosphorus and Dardanelles, for the purpose of towing vessels, or taking pas-

sengers, as may be required. The paddle ships are of uniform size, their di-

mensions being as follows:—Length over all, 170 feet; beam, 24 feet; depth,

9 feet 6 inches ; builders' measurement, 484 tons ; horse-power of engines, 100
{nominal). They have a very small draught of water, only five feet when laden,

to suit the shallow waters of the Danube. Each vessel is fitted with two
engines, so constructed that they can be disconnected from each other, and one
reversed while the other works ahead, for the purpose of turning the ship in a

small area. They severally have capacity for 90 tons of cargo, and are provided
with a neatly arranged saloon and ladies' cabin, and other accommodation for

passengers. Each ship will carry two pivot guns. The screw steamers are of

the following dimensions:—Length over all, 79 feet; beam, 16 feet; depth, 7

feet; builders' measurement, 82 tons; horse-power of engines, 25 (nominal).

Their draught of water is only 3 feet. They are fitted with geared engines,

with brass screw propellers, and Penn's patent Ugnum-tntm screw-shaft bearings.

Notwithstanding their small immersion these steamers run at a good rate of

speed, the paddles averaging 11£ knots per hour, and the screws 9£. All are

schooner rigged.

Of the ten ships intended by the Turkish Government to carry out the Treaty
of Paris, four of the number are about being built at Messrs. White's establish-

ment at Cowes—viz., two corvettes of 800 tons each, one despatch screw gun-
boat of 600 tons, and a gunboat of 200 tons. The other six are to be built in

London. A new screw boat, named the Bosphorus, was despatched from the

yard at Cowes on Monday last, as an accession to the fleet of the Chirket Com-
pany, for which twelve boats bad previously been built at the same place.

These vessels are to ply between the villages on the Bosphorus, which could
only previously be reached by the inhabitants in their caiques, and which is oc-

casionally difficult, the current always running one way, at the rate of four or

five knots per hour.

PROVISIONAL PROTECTION FOR INVENTIONS

UNDER THE PATENT LAW AMENDMENT ACT.

(JS*" When the city or town ia not mentioned, London is to be understood.

Recorded December 21, 1857.

3126. John H. Nosworthy, London—An improved apparatus for exhibiting caids, billy,

and other like advertisements.

Jiecorded February 6.

220, Louis F. Candelot, 16 Rue St. Quentin, Paris—Divers anti-nitrous cements, also

applicable to rendering damp surfaces impervious, and to flagging and similar

purposes.

Recorded February 9.

241. George Pringle, Prestonpans, Haddingtonshire—Improvements in machinery or

apparatus fur propelling ships or vessels.

Jiecorded February 16.

298. John Coutte, Wellington Lodge, Willington, Newcastlc-on-Tyne—An improved
paint, pigment, or composition, more particularly adapted for coating the halls

of ships, either iron or wooden, so as to prevent damp, corrosion, or fouling, and
apparatus tor drying and warming surfaces, and preparing and applying to the

same such paint, pigment, or composition.

Jiecorded March 8.

466. Bindon B. Stoney, Dublin—Improvements in buoys, floating beacons, and other
similar floating bodies.

Recorded March 9.

476. Henry Deacon, Widnes, Lancashire—Improvements in purifying alkaline lees.

Recorded March 10.

486. John F. Gee, Wrexham, Denbighshire—Improvement in the joining of earthen-
ware pipes fur drains, sewers, and telegram wire conductors, also suitable for the

conveyance of liquids, gas, and steam under pressure, when jointed.

Recorded March 11.

495. Friedrich E. D. Hast,Aldermanbury—An improved mode of manufacturing stearinc.

(Communication.)

Recorded March 12.

498. Mark Smith, Heywood, Lancashire—Improvements in looms for weaving.
508. Jean T. Coupier, Paris—Treating vegetable fibrouB matters, to render (hem appli-

cable for the manufacture of paper and pasteboard, and in apparatus connected
therewith.

Recorded March 15.

526. Josiah Aked and John Crabtreo, Halifax, Yorkshire—Improvements in the arrange-

ment uf machinery or apparatus for warping and beaming yarns for weaving.
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Recorded March 17.

542. William S. Clark, Upper Park Place, Dorset Square—Improvements in metallic

canisters for holding; gunpowder and articles of a similar nature.—(Communica-

tion from Messrs. Green, Wilson, and Green, Delaware, U.S.)

Recorded Marcli 20.

58S. John T. Pitman, 67 Graceclmrch Street—Improvements in the manufacture of soap,

and in the apparatus connected therewith.— (Communication from Campbell

Morrlt, Baltimore, Maryland, U.S.)

5S9. John T. Pitman, 67 Gracechurch Street—Improvements in the mode of preparing

and moulding: clay into bricks, tiles, pipes, and other similar manufactures.

—

(Communication from a citizen of the United States of America.)

Recorded March 22.

594. George Davies, 1 Serle Street, Lincoln's" Inn, and 2S St Enoch Square, Glasgow-
Improvements in the metallization (if objects for the electrotype or galvanoplastic

process.—(Communication from C. P. Nezeraux, Passy, near Paris.)

595. James Wright, 10 Alfred Place, Newington Causeway, Surrey—An improved method
of, and apparatus for, punching rolled metal plates and. angle iron.—(Communi-
cation.)

Recorded March 23.

BOB. Edward Peters, Grimsby—Dnprovements in burning bricks and other articles, made
of brick, earth, and clay.—(Communication.)

Recorded March 24.

617. Constantine X. Kottula, Liverpool—Improvements in purifying soda leys, whereby
they are rendered capable of saponifying all fatty matters or resins used in the

manufacture of soap.

618. Constantine N. Kottnla, Liverpool—Improvements in the manufacture of compact
neutral soap.

622. William Wood and Robert Wood, Radcliffe, Lancashire—Improvements in ma-
chinery or apparatus for spinning, doubling, and sizing yarns or threads.

624. Albert L. Tbirion, Aische-en-Refail, Xamur, Belgium—An improved method ofi

transforming circular movements.

Recorded March 25.

634. James Young, Knaresboro', Yorkshire—Improved apparatus for signalling on rail-

ways by day and night.

Recorded 3Tarch 26.

638- William Moxon, John Clayton, and Samuel Feamley, Blnepits, Lancashire—Im-
provements in machinery for paying out electric telegraph cables, ropes, and
other like articles.

640. Joseph Parkes, Birmingham—An improvement or improvements in eyelets.

642. Robert M. Butt, Fairfield Works, Bow—Improvements in the manufacture of night
lights.

644. Jean J. T. Schlcesing, 22 Rue d'Austerlitz, and Eugene Rolland, 21 Rue de Belle-

ehassc, Paris.—Improvements in the mauufacture of carbonates of soda.

Recorded March 27.

646. Victor F. Jeanne and Edmond M G. Martin, Paris, and 45 Essex Street, Strand

—

A machine for breaking stones.

650. Joseph Bushel! and Thomas Wright, Manchester—Improvements which make grids

for covering openings, through which fuel is deposited, in vaults or cellars, self-

securing.

652. William T. Eley, Broad Street, Golden Square—Improvements in cartridges.

654. Jean A. Y. Borq, Paris—Improvements in weighing machines.

6-i6. Frederick Bousfield, 20 Hereford Terrace, De Beauvoir Road, Kingsland—Improve-
ments in apparatus to facilitate the production of duplicate writings.

Recorded March 29.

658. William Garnett and Christopher Geldard, Low Moor, near Clitheroe, Lancashire*

and JohnDugdale, Blackburn, Lancashire—Lmprovements in looms for weaving.

660. WDliam Chadwick, Bun-, Lancashire—Improvements in the hoods or tops, and in

the footsteps and bearings of ventilators.

662. Joshua Horton, Smethwick, Staffordshire—New or improved machinery to be em-
ployed in punching metals.

664. Jean C. Dnrand, Pimlico—An improvement in the manufacture of chain cables.

666. George Paterson, Glasgow—Improvements in apparatus for effecting the combus-
tion of fuel and the consumption or prevention of smoke, applicable to boiler fur-

naces.

668. William Davis, 11 George Street, Chick's Buildings, St. Phillip's, Bristol, and
Thomas Harper, Brewery House, Broadplaines, St. Phillip's, Bristol—Improve-
ments in apparatus for cutting soap.

Recorded March 30.

670. Frederic Robinson and Edward Cottam, Pimlico, Westminster—Improvements in

hydrostatic and other presses.

672. William Weallens, 12 Elswick Villas, Newcastle-upon-Tyne—Improvements in

parabolic governors, and in the mode of applying the same to steam engines.

674. Thomas Steven, Thomas Reid, and Thomas Frew, Glasgow—Improvements in mak-
ing moulds for casting.

676. Walter G. Whitehead, Birmingham—A new or improved waterproof paper.

678* William Oldfield, Skipton, Yorkshire, and Thomas O. Dixon, Steeton, Yorkshire

—

Improvements in gas burners.

Recorded March 31.

680. John Masgrave the younger, Bolton-le-Moors, Lancashire—The application of the
heat from the furnaces of singeing or dressing plates to generating steam and
drying purposes, and improvements in the construction of such furnaces.

682, Joseph W. Duce, Wolverhampton, Staffordshire— Improvements in locks and
latches, and in attaching knobs to lock and latch spindles.

684. James H. Whitehead, Saddleworth, Yorkshire—Improvements in making woollen
bags.

686. James Mercer, Cambridge, U.S., and Liveipool—Improvements in the manufacture
of leather.

688. Henry Napier, Hyde Road, Ardwick, Manchester—An improved process in the pro-

duction of volatile oil of resin.
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6S9. John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, and 166 Buchanan Street, Glasgow—Im-
provements in articles of buoyancy, to be used either for swimming or for the
saving of life from drowning.—(Communication from Pierre Mazard and Co.,
Lyons, France.)

690. Robert Peter, Dundee—Improvements in gill machinery for the preparation or
manufacture of textile materials.

691. Robert Barr, Glasgow—Improvements in machinery or apparatus for making rivets,
spikes, nails, and screw blanks, and similar articles in metal.

Recorded April 1.

692. Antonio Pelez, 9a Mortimer Street, Cavendish Square—Improvements in hydraulic
machines.—(Communication.)

693. Emile A. Colette, Dieppedalle, near Rouen, France—Hashing meat with a mechani-
cal chopping board.

694. Arthur P. Dadley, New Hall Street, Birmingham, and Nehemiah Brough, Birming-
ham—An improved buckle or metallic adjuster for adjusting braces, belts, gar-
ters, and such like articles of dress.

695. Ferdinand R. Tavernier and Joseph A. F. Tavernier, 213 Rue St. Dominique, St.
Germain, Paris—Improvements in machinery for combing wool or other fibrous
materials.

696. Francois J. E. Oosterlinck, Paris—An improved valve or plug for the passage of
water or other fluids.

G97. Henry Ward, Hamburg—Improved machinery for expressing liquids from organic
substances.

69S. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Improved machinery for manufacturing
corks.—(Communication )

699. Henry Bentley, Horton, near Bradford, Yorkshire—Certain improvements in ma-
chinery or apparatus employed in preparing and spinning worsted and other
fibrous substances.

700. Thomas Boardman, Pendleton, near Manchester, and John Allcock, Stockport,
Cheshire—Improvements in looms.

701. Charles G. Russell, Manchester—Improvements in machinery or apparatus for
printing-

702. Thomas F. Robinson, Halifax, Yorkshire—Lmprovements in apparatus for cutting
cork.

Recorded April 3..

703. Thomas Greenshields, 11 Little Titchfield Street—Improvements in treating am-
moniacal liquor produced from coal in making gas and obtaining useful products
for making artificial manure.

Antonio Pelez, 9a Mortimer Street, Cavendish Square—Anew apparatus for deepen-
ing rivers and rendering them navigable.—(Communication.)

Vincent Gache, Nantes, France—An improvement in the construction of steam
engines for the use of vessels.

Antonio Pelez, 9a Mortimer Street, Cavendish Square—A circular cutter.—(Com-
munication.)

Antonio Pelez, 9a Mortimer Street, Cavendish Square—A new steam piston for

horizontal and vertical engines.—(Communication.)
John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, and 166 Buchanan Street, Glasgow—Im-

provements in ships' propellers.—(Communication from Benjamin Hill, Roches-
ter, U.S.)

Cooper Tress, Blackfriars Road, Surrey—Improvements in or applicable to the class

of hats made from palm leaf,, grass,, chip, Tuscan,. Leghorn, Panama straw, and
other like materials.

John Fowler, jun., 28 Cornhill—Improvements in apparatus, used when ploughing,
tilling, or cultivating land by steam power..

William Crowley, Newport Pagnell, Buckinghamshire-rr-lmprovements in combining
and working ploughs.

Duncan Morrison, Birmingham—Improvements in boiling oils.

Henry Cartwright, Dean, Broseley, Shropshire—Improvements in the construction
of excentrics and in the mode of working them when applied to steam engines.

Eliezer Edwards, Birmingham—An improvement or improvements in the manufac-
ture of glass finger plates for doors and other articles of like manufacture.

. Samuel Minton and Richard H. Thomas, Clough Hall Collieries, Staffordshire—An
improved construction of battery.

. Robert Targett, Windmill Street, Finsbury—Improvements applicable to lamp
glasses or shades.

. Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane— Improvements in machinery for cutting
veneers.—(Communication.)

. John Stobbs, Sidney Street, North Shields, and George R. Hall, Linskill Street,

North Shields, Northumberland—Improvements in pumps for raising water and
other liquids.

Recorded April 5.

. William Clark, 53 Chancery Lane—An improved construction of water tank for

ships and other vessels, and mode of applying the same on board a vessel,

whereby it is capable of conversion into a float for saving life and property in

case of the foundering of the vessel.—(Communication.)
William S. Clark, Upper Park Place, Dorset Square—Improvements in grain and

grass harvesting machines, and in the automatic delivery thereof of cut grain.

—

(Communication.)
Jules C. Dieulafait, 2 Rue Sainte-Appoline, Paris, and 45 Essex Street, Strand—An

improved method of manufacturing garments, whereby one garment may be
changed in form to that of several others.

John Smith, Oldham, Lancashire—Improvements in the manufacture of pile fabrics.

Richard C. H. Groombridge and Henry Groombridge, 5 Paternoster Row, and John
Musselwhite, 19 Aldersgate Street—Improvements in a black board and appara-

tus for teaching music.
Samuel Fox, Deepcar, Yorkshire, and James Chesterman, Sheffield—Improvements

in stayB or corsets, and in the manufacture of steel employed therein, and appli-

cable to other articles of dress.

Oliver Sarony, Scarborough, Yorkshire—Improvements in producing photographic
portraits.

Recorded April 6.

Louis T. V. Elven, Clapham Road, Surrey—Improvements in apparatuses for rais-

ing and lowering weights and bodies.

, William B. Webster, Adam Street—An improvement in making of butter.

Henry Wetherell and George Gray, Upper Chapman Street—An apparatus for pre-

venting down draughts and currents in chimneys, flues, and shafts.

Edward Owen, Blackheath, Kent—Improvements in the manufacture or production

of artificial fuel, and in the application of the same to metallurgical purposes.

John Camp, John Street, Tysoe Street, Clerkenwell—An improved construction of

expanding portfolio.

,
Richard Hornsby, jun., Grantham, Lincolnshire—Improvements in ploughs.

704.

705.

706.

707.

708.

710,

711.

712.

713.

714.

715,

716.

717.

718.

720.

721.

722.

723.

727,

728.

729,

730,

731,
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732. Charles H. Chadbuvn, Liverpool, Lancashire—Improvements in pressure gauges.

733. Herman Schwietsser, Joseph Holder, and John Broughton, Scarp Castle, Brighton

—

Concentrating and retaining the valuable properties of farm yard and stable

manure.
734. Jules Erckmann, Rue Faubourg St. Honore, Paris—Improvements in galvanic bat-

teries.

735. Denis Davy, William Bcntlcy, and Joseph Davy, Bradford, Yorkshire—Certain im-

provements in looms employed for weaving.
736. Bernard Blanche, Bordeaux, France, and 32 Essex Street, Strand—Using Malacca

and Manilla cane instead of whale-bone.
737. John Sangster, Newington, Surrey—Glazing in wood without putty.

738. John Bose, Glasgow—Apparatus for applying heat, cold, moisture, fumes, vapours,

and other agents in medicine and surgery.—(Communication.)
739. Robert H. Collyer, Marylebone—Improvements in the manufacture of paper.

—

(Communication from Martin Nixon, Philadelphia., U.S.)

Recorded April 7.

740. Etienne P. Sibille, 11 Conduit Street, Regent Street—A new apparatus for warming
or cooling atmospheric air, water, and all liquids of a similar density to it, warm-
ing them to the degree of heat necessary for their transformation into steam.

741. Anthony Casartelli and Louis CasartelH, Liverpool—Improvements in pressure and
vacuum gauges.

742. Frederick Haines, Lime Street—The application of manufactured India-rubber as a

substitute for whalebone, steel ribs, and other like articles, to various parts of

ladies' dre^s,

743. "William A. Gilbee, 4 South Street, Finsbury—An improved machine for corking
bottles,—(Communication.)

744. James Wright, 10 Alfred Place, Newington Causeway, Southward—Improvements
in the mode of treating leather in order to render it waterproof.—(Communica-
tion.)

745. William Armitage and Henry Lea, Farnly, near Leeds—Certain improvements in

the manufacture of iron.

746. Richard Worthy, Albert Street, Regent's Park—An apparatus for preparing medical
fomentations.

747. George W. Baker, Park Farm, Woburn, Bedfordshire—Improved signal apparatus

to be applied to railways.

748. William Nimmo, Manchester—Improvements in the manufacture of printed woven
fabrics.

749. El bridge Foster, Connecticut, U.S.—A new and useful or improved life-preserving

berth for navigable vessels.

750. James Doherty, Edinburgh—Improvements in buttons or dress fastenings.

751. Charles F. Whitworth, Sheffield—Improvements in signal apparatus for railways.

Recorded April S.

Stephen 0. Mason, Connecticut, U.S.—Certain new and useful improvements in

door hinges.—(Communication from John C. Mason, Connecticut.)
Edward Richmond, Massachusetts, U.S.—Certain new and useful mechanism for

reducing, or reducing and crushing, and in various other respects treating grain,

sugar cane, tobacco, or other substance or substances.—(Partly a communication
from Thomas Blanchard, U.S )

John Cartwright, Shrewsbury, Salop—Improved apparatus for transmitting motive
power for driving machinery,

George Davies, 1 Serle Street, Lincoln's Inn, and 28 St. Enoch Square, Glasgow-
Improvements in the manufacture of wads for ordnance.—(Communication from
Hebcr Marini, Paris.)

George E. Taylor, Oatlands, Leeds—Improvements in machinery for raising the
pile of cloths.

George Rowland, Brussels, Belgium—Improvements in the manufacture of artificial

whale-bone.
Frederick W. Mowbray, Bradford, and James Broadley, Saltaire, Yorkshire—Im-

provements in means or apparatus employed in weaving.
William Clark, 53 Chancery Lane—A burner for candles.—(Communication.)
Thomas Greenwood, John Batley, and Jacob Dockray, Leeds—Improvements in

machinery for carding, opening, straightening, and preparing to be spun, tow and
other fibrous materials.

Thomas Roberts and John Dale, Manchester—Improvements in the production of a
substitute for oil used with pigments, aud in the preparation of pigments suit-

able thereto.

Recorded April 9.

Thomas Greenwood and John Batley, Leeds—Improvements in machinery for heck-
ling llax and other fibrous materials.

Wilson Ager, Rohrsburg, Pennsylvania, U.S.—An improvement in rice cleaning
machinery.

Robert M'Cafferty, Lancaster, Pennsylvania, U.S.— Preventing incrustations in
steam boilers.

William R. Jackson, Baltimore, Maryland, U.S.—A self-acting railway brake.
George Smith, 21 Wichampton Street—Improvements in the manufacture of close

stools, night commodes, and water closets.

Henry Bayley and John Greaves, Staley Bridge, Lancashire—Improvements appli-
cable to certain machines for spinning and doubling fibrous substances.

Hon. William Talbot, Army and Navy Club, Pall Mall—Improvements in means or
appaiatus to facilitate the lowering and detaching of boats from ships or vessels,
which improvements are also applicable to lowering and disengaging other
bodies,

Henry Banerrichter and Charles G. Gottgetreu, Charterhouse Square, Glasshouse
Yard—Improvements in printing in gold, silver, bronze, and other metal, on glass

Recorded April 10.

Rowland M. Ordish, 18 Great George Street, Westminster—Improvements iu sus-
pension bridges and suspended girder bridges.

Asa Lees and David Schofield, Oldham, Lancashire—Improvements in the construc-
tion of carriages for certain machines used in spinning and doubling,

Germain Guyot, Denain, France—Welding broken cast-iron pieces,

Adolphus Neumann, London—An improved strop for sharpening razors, knives, or
other edged instruments.

Pierre Brun, No. 1. Rue de Grenclle, St. Honore, Paris—The application of an im-
proved blowing fan to steady or portable forges, with or without reverberatory
furnaces, as well as to ventilation in general.—(Communication from Francois
Maniquet, Lyons.)

Spencer T. Parmelee, Edinburgh—The manufacture of improved belting for ma-
chinery or other purposes.

Francois A. Lecomu, Paris—Improvements in drawing and levelling instruments.
William G. Armstrong, Newcastle-upon-Tyne—Improvements in the means of fir-

ing or igniting explosive projectiles.

752.

753.

756.

757.

758.

759.

7 GO.

7G2.

7G3.

7G4.

765.
766.

767.

769.

773,

774,

777.

778,

779,

780. John Pouncy, High West Street, Dorchester—Improvements in the production of

photographic pictures.

781. Daniel M'Crac, Greenock—Improvements in preserving ships' hot turns and other
exposed surfaces from fouling and injury or decay.

782. William Rowctt, Nctlieriicld Road, Liverpool—Improvements in the construction
of electric telegraph cables or ropes.

783. Alexandre Manbre, 10 Hath bone Place, Oxford Street—The manufacture of a colour-

ing matter for colouring spirits, beverages, and other liquids from the sugar of
potatoes, known as glucose and syrup "de fecule."

784. James Rae, Blackwall—Improvements in the construction of iron ships.

785. Amable U. Thibault, Paris—Improvements in the manufacture of paper-hanginge,
and in the machinery employed therein.

Recorded April 12.

786. James Bailey, Edward Oldfield, and Samuel Oddy, Salford, Lancashire—Improve-
ments in machinery for driving grindstones and glazers.

787. Samuel Bickerton, Oldham, Lancashire—A thermo-pneumatic lubricator for oiling

shafts, axles, machinery, &c.
788. Paul Michel, Paris—An improved neck-doth or tie, means of connecting tics to

collars, and an improved collar.— (Communication fium Charles A. Jordery
Paris.)

789. Thomas Kay, Oxenhope, near Keighley, Yorkshire—An improved method of pro-

ducing or obtaining heat suitable for the singeing of yarns and textile fabrics,

which heat is also applicable to other heating purposes.
790. William Clark, 53 Chancery Lane—Improvements in the pattern surfaces or cards

of Jacquaid apparatus.—(Communication.)
791. Pierre Ratel, Paris—A new or improved machine for depositing grain and manure

Recorded April 13.

792. Henry Whittles, Rochdale, Joseph Schofield and Edmund Leach, Littleborough, and
James Lord, Rochdale—Improvements in certain parts of steam engines.

793. Thomas Spiller, 5 Red Lion Square—Exhibiting slides in the stereoscope, and pre-

serving them from injury, to enable eacli slide to be conveyed to the point of view,

and then after use deposit them each in its place in the box, without handling or

exposing the slides to the chance of being soiled, keeping them always under
cover in safety; a box 18 in. by 8 in. square will hold and exhibit near 1000 slides.

795. Thomas T. Jopling, Dunning Street, Bishopwearmouth—Improvements in water-
closets.

79G. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street—Improvements in cranes or apparatuses for

raising and lowering weights.—(Communication from Jean B. Borde.)

797.. Philipp Schafer and Frederick Schafer, Brewer Street—Improvements in fastenings

for travelling bags, portmanteaus, and other like articles.

798. Peter A. Yardin, Moorgate Street—Improvements in trusses.

799. Thomas B. Ayshford, 1 Britannia Road, Walham Green, Fulhanj—Certain improve-
ments in the construction of carriages called omnibuses.

800. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Improved means for operating railway

brakes.—(Communication.)

Recorded April 14.

SOL Robert Armstrong, North Woolwich, and John Galloway, Manchester—Improve-
ments in apparatus and furnaces for heating", welding, or melting metals, parts

of which improvements are applicable to other furnaces.

802. George Pye, Blackburn, Robert Smith, Longridgc, near Preston, and Benjamin
Croasdale, Whittou, near Blackburn, Lancashire—Improvements in looms.

803. William C- Holmes and William Hollingshead, Huddersfield—Improvements in the

manufacture of metal castings.

805. Marc A- F. Mennons, 39 Rue de l'Echiquier, Paris, and 4 South Street, Finsbury

—

Certain improvements in voltaic batteries.— (Communication.)

806. John Gorham, Tunbridgc, Kent—Improvements in optical instruments by the re-

volution of which various designs or patterns may be produced to the eye.

807. Thomas Osborne aud Robert A. Bell, Derby—An apparatus for suddenly detaching
railway carriages or waggons.

808. John Gray, Uddingston, Lanarkshire—Improvements in ploughs.

809. Colin Mather, Salford, Lancashire, and Henry Charlton, Blackfriars Street, Man-
chester—Improvements iu apparatus for drying cotton, linen, wool, yarn, seed,

and other articles.

810. Edward Green, Wakefield, Yorkshire—Improvements in implements for harrowing,
pulverising, cleaning, and breaking up land.

811. John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, and 166 Buchanan Street, Glasgow—Im-
provements in sewing machines.— (Communication from Samuel Comfort, juu.,

Morrisville, Pennsylvania, U.S.)

812. John Knight, Woodhouse Mills, near Rochdale, Lancashire—Improvements in ma-
chinery or apparatus for scouring, washing, and cleansing textile fabrics.

813. Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Improvements in rotary pumps.—(Communi-
cation.)

Recorded April 15.

814. Charles Davies, Duffryn, William Jones, Caerleon, John Jones, Maiodee, near New-
port, Monmouthshire—An improved method of finishing tinned, terne, or lead

plates, without the use of grease.

815. Francis Preston and William M'Gregor, Manchester—Improvements in machinery
for forging and cutting files.

816. Frederick S. Thomas, Junction Street, Kentish Town—An improved mode of pro-

pelling carriages upon railways.

817. Lambert Cowell, Adelphi—An instrument or nippers for cutting the wired, corded,

or like fastenings of corked bottles.

818. John Meyers, Westmoreland Place, City Road—Improvements in the treatment of

dark fur skins, in order to render them more highly ornamental.

819. William Spence, 50 Chancery Lane—Improvements in the pedestals and journal

boxes of railwav carriages.—(Communication from Jacob C. Geisendorff, Cincin-

nati, Ohio, U.S.)

820. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Certain improvements in boots, shoes, and
other coverings for the feet.—(Communicalion.)

S21. John Harris, Woodside, near Darlington, and Thomas Snmmerson, Haughton-le-
Skerne, near Darlington—An improvement in railway chairs.

822. Anguish H. A. Durant, Conservative Club, St. James's—An improved apparatus
for husking and winnowing castor (and other) seeds and berries.

Recorded April 16.

823. Alfred J. Boot, Manchester—Improvements in machinery or apparatus for making
labels.

824. -John G. Hodges, Manchester—Improvements in machinery or apparatus for em-
broidering.

825. Peter Brotherhood, Chippenham, Wiltshire—Improvements in the construction of
locomotive and other steam boilers.
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£26. George G. Brown, 25 Wiekhani Terrace, New Cross, Peptford—Improvements in

ships* binnacles.

$27. George Walker, Edgbaston, near Birmingham—An improved union apparatus for

cleaning and polishing knives and forks, and b »ots and shoes, and which said

apparatus is also applicable for sharpening knives and sharpening or cleaning
other articles.

$2$. Astley P. Price, Margate, Kent—Improvements in the treatment of certain zinc

ores and compounds of zinc, and in the manufacture of zinc and oxide of zinc.

329. Astley P. Price, Margate, Kent—Improvements in obtaining cadmium, and certain
compounds thereof.

530. Astley P. Price, Margate, Kent—Improvements in the treatment and smelting of
certain argentiferous or silver ores.

531. John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, and 16S Buchanan Street, Glasgow—Im-
provements in preparing printing surfaces.—(Communication from John M'El-
heran, Brooklyn, New York, U.S.)

Recorded April 17.

832. Joze Luis, 1b Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square—A new system of window frames
for railway carriages.—(Communication.)

833. Eugene F. Sans, 'Epernay (Marne), France—Apparatus serving to measure upon a
large scale the smallest pressions of any fluid matters.

$35. Ad'.dphe A. Lutereau, Paris—The purpose, by machinery, to polish wholly or partly
leather paper-hanging, and all other febrile stuff, that is to say, that a piece can
be polished in several parts, having spaces unpolished.

836. Francois C. Gilbert, Paris—A disinfecting composition to purify waterelosets, and
all insalubrious places.

David Chalmers and John T. Swallow, Manchester—Improvements in looms.
£33. George W. Bancroft, Bow Road—Imorovements in the construction of eertain parts

of railway carriages, to ensure safety in travelling.

£39. John R. Chirm the younger, Birmingham—A new or improved chimney pot or top.
840. William Carron, Birmingham—Improvements in constructing moulds for easting

nails, spikes, and bolts.

£11. Marc A. F. Mennons, 39 Rue de FEchiquier, Paris—A certain medicinal compound
for the treatment of epilepsy.—(Communication.)

$12. Hare A. F. Mennons, 39 Rue de 1'Echiquier, Paris—An improved system of portable
tents fur military and other purposes.—(Communication.)

843. Marc A. E. Mennons, 39 Rue de 1'Echiquier, Paris—An improved substitute for the
pulverised cotton and wool employed in the manufacture of felted tissues, papers,
and other fabrics.—(Communication.)

844. Charles Hawker, Fishbourne, Binstead, Isle of Wight—An improved manufacture
of cartridge for fire-arms.—-(Partly a communication from Thomas P. Hawker.)

845. John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, and 166 Buchanan Street, Glasgow—Im-
provements in sewing machines.—(Communication.)

846. Thomas Luck, Spalding Common, Lincolnshire—Improvements in machinery fur
raking and seeding land-

847. William Latham, Russell Court, Drury Lane—Improvements in the manufacture of
hats and caps.

846. Josiah G. Jennings, Holland Street, Blackfriars—Improvements in the construction
of sew -rs. .ulverts, arches, and other similar structures, and in the manufacture
of blocks of clay, i-ottery, and other similar wares suitable to be used in such
constructions.

Recorded April 19-

849. Marcus B. Westhead and Hngh Baines, Manchester—Certain improvements in ma-
chinery or apparatus for the prevention of accidents, applicable to hoisting and
other lifting machines employed in connection with railways or other places
where heavy bodies require to be moved from one level to another.
n Drake, jun., HuddersfiebL Yorkshire—Improvements in sewing machines.

851. William H Ridgway, East View Place, Hanley, Staffordshire—Improved apparatus
for opening the covers of jugs.

B52. William Brillough and Joseph Harrison, Blackburn, Lancashire—Certain improve-
ments in looms for weaving, and in machinery for winding the cord used in the
manufacture of weavers' healds.

853. James Howorth, Famworth, Lancashire—Improved apparatus to facilitate the dis-
charge of smoke and prevent its return, which said apparatus is also applicable
for the ventilation of buildings..

854. Henry Edwards Dalston—Improvements in trowsers or other similar articles of
wearing apparel.

555. Mi :hael Henry, 77 Fleet Street—Improvements in the manufacture of candles, and
in preparing materials for the same, and in apparatus employed therein.—(Com-
munication from P. A. de Gemini.)

856. John M. Rowan, Glasgow, and Thomas R. Horton, Birmingham—Improvements in
steam engines, and boilers.

357. Edward K. Calver, Sunderland—Improvements in the formation of harbours of re-
fuge, which improvements are also applicable as a wave screen in other situa-
tions.

858. John Armstrong, 15 Nelson Street, Sunderland—Improvements in apparatus used
for preserving timber.

853l William Clark, 53 Chancery Lane—A new instrument for taking the altitude of the
sun, to be termed the u Helypsometer."—(Communication.)

Recorded April 20.

861. John Whiteley, Stapleford, Nottinghamshire—An improvement in machinery for
the manufacture of looped fabrics.

862. William S. Clark, Upper Park Place, Dorset Square—A nautical safe and life pre-
- C mmunication from F. C. Smith, Wheeling, U.S.)

663. William S. Clark, Upper Park Place, Dorset Square—An improved cultivator tooth
for agricultural purposes.—(Communication from Peter Hannay, Washington,
America.)

864. Ralph Peacock, New Holland, Lincolnshire—Improvements in apparatus for pre-
venting smoke in furnaces, and in effecting a more perfect combustion of fuel.

865. George Fuifayson, Gighty Barn, Forfarshire—Improvements in machinery or appa-
ratus for sowiiig or depositing seeds in land.

866. John B. Smith, Hockley, near Birmingham—Improvements in adjusting the posi-
tion of pendent and other lamps.

B67. Dar.i^l Moore, Brooklyn, New Y'ork, U.S.—An improvement in fire tongs.
868. Jaine* Leadbetter and George Terry, Leeds—Improvements in the manufacture of

metallic trunks, and other receptacles for property.
869. James Rawsf.rne, Abingdon Villas, Kensington—Improved means for stopping or

retarding the progress of ships or vessels.

Recorded April 21.

870. John Adkins, Church Street, Islington, and Thomas 0. L. Buss, Hatton Garden-
Certain improvements in ships' compasses.

871. Alexander Ogilvie, Denmark Street, Soho Square, and John Richardson, 449 New
Oxford Street—Improvements in apparatus for working steam engines.

572. Alfred Shrimpton, 112 Stanley Street, Pimlico—An improvement or improvements
in the manufacture of metallic bedsteads, and other articles for sitting, lying, or
reclining upon.

573. Maria Ross, Gallowtreegate, Leicester—Improvements in the manufacture of frames
lor looking glasses, pictures, and other representations.

874. James Copcutt, 50 St. John Street, Clerkenwell—Improvements in the manufacture
of gas, and in the apparatus employed therein.

875. William H. F. Talbot, Lacock Abbey, Wiltshire—Improvements in the art of en-
graving.

876. James Horsey, Greek Street—Improvements in India-rubber and other pouches,
and in elastic bands or ring fastenings for pouches.

877. Edward Green and Edward Green the younger, Wakefield, Yorkshire—Improve-
ments in apparatuses for generating and superheating steam, and for heating.

878. Joseph J. Lane, Newgate Street—An improved arrangement of punches and dies in
eyelet machines.

879. Benjamin Parker, Clapham and Millwall, Poplar—Improvements in the permanent
way of railways.

Recorded April 22.

880. William Bishop, Boston, Lincolnshire—Improvements in machinery or apparatus
for ticketing or labelling spools, bobbins, or reels, for adjusting the size thereof
for sampling patterns, for printing labels or tickets, affixing postage or other
stamps or labels, for cutting their edges, and dividing them into given quanti-
ties and sizes.

551. Thomas Hutchison, Paisley—Improvements in shawls.
552. Samuel Clegg, Dover Cottage, Putney—Improvements in gas meters.
S83. John Chattertou, 7 Devonshire Street, Islington—Improvements in combining and

coating insulated metal conductors for electric telegraphs.

554. George Gilmo'ur, Massachusetts, U.S.—A telegraph cable or rope shackle.
885. George Smith, Morriston, near Swansea, Glamorganshire—Improvements in the

manufacture of zinc.—(Communication.)
886. George Gilmour, Massachusetts, U.S.—A new and useful or improved messenger

shackle block.

887. Pierre Maugey, Paris—Improvements in diaphragms for optical instruments.

—

(Partly a communication.)
555. Henry A. de Saegher, Brussels, Belgium—A composition proper to prevent the in-

crustation of steam boilers.

S89. William Beck, New York, U.S.—Improved machinery for weaving fringes and other
fabrics.—(Communication.)

591. Timothy Harrii gton, Dover, Kent—Improved method of ventilating the hold and
other parts oi ships.

592. John B. Paddon, Grays Inn Boad—An improvement in gas regulators.
893. James Stocks, Berry Brow, and Charles Kaye,Lock\vood, Y'orkshire—Improvements

in apparatuses for coupling and uncoupling waggons and carriages on railways.
S94. Thomas Donkin, Bermoudsey, Surrey—Improvements in apparatus employed in

the manufacture of paper, applicable also to controlling the motion of travelling
webs and fabrics.—(Communication from Gabriel Planche.)

Recorded April 23.

81)5. Thomas Greenshields, 11 Little Titchfield, Street—Improvements in purifying gas
produced from coal, and obtaining ammoniacal and other alkaline salts.

897. Charles Atkinson, Sheffield—A certain improvement in Venetian blinds.

898. Herman J. Sillem, Liverpool—Improvements in the machinery for the manufacture
of sugar.

899. Joseph P. Pirsson, New Y'ork, U.S.—Improvements in the condensers of steam
engines.

900. William Foster, Black Dike Mills, near Bradford, Y'orkshire—Improvements in
multitubular and other boilers for the prevention of smoke and economising fuel.

901. Alfred Jenkin, Carrick Mines, Dublin—Improvements in furnaces for the reduction
and calcination of lead, tin, and copper ores.

902. John O. York, Paris—Improvements in obtaining power when bi-sulphuret of car-
bon is used.—(Communication from Bernard Hughes, Rochester, New York.)

903. Charles Lungley, Deptford Green Dockyard—Improvements in the construction of
portable ships and boats, and their appurtenances.

Recorded April 24.

905. Joseph Maitrc, residing at Thiefi'rain (Aube), France—Proper apparatus for washing
iron mineral.

907. Rudolph Bodmer, 2 Thavies Inn, Holborn—An improved apparatus for removing
sand and similar loose material from docks, rivers, and waterways.—(Communi-
cation from John Johnson, New York, U.S.)

908. Frederick Lillywhite and John Wisden, Coventry Street—An improved apparatus
for projecting cricket balls, or other similar articles.

909. William A. Clark, Bethany, New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.—Improvements in ex-
pansive bits.

910. John Horton, Ashburton, Devonshire—An improved construction of horse-hoe.
911. John Lawson, Leeds—Improvements in machinery used in spinning flax and other

fibrous substances.—(Partly a communication.)

Recorded April 26.

912. Leopold Newton, Oldham, Lancashire—Improvements in cop tubes used in spinning
machinery.

913. Benjamin Burleigh and Frederic L. Danchell, Great George Street, Westminster

—

Improvements in filters.

914. John M. Fisher, Taunton, Somersetshire—Improvements in chimney tops or cowls.

915. John Braidwood, Glasgow—Improvements in steam boilers and furnaces.

916. Joseph Westerby, Hudderstield, Yorkshire— Improved apparatus for lubricating

pistons.

917. Wright Jones, Pendleton, Lancashire—Improved machinery for ringing bells.

918. William A. Martin, 16 Powis Street, Woolwich—An improved shoe scraper.

919. Aaron F. Emery, Massachusetts, U.S.—A new and useful or improved machine for

sewing cloth or other material.—(Communication from William M. Horn, Massa-
chusetts.)

920. Joseph Seaman, Bedford—Improvements in machinery or apparatus for effecting

the working or cultivation of land, and in the means of driving the same.
921. William Foster, Lower Tower Street, Birmingham—An improved vent-tap.

922. Edwin E. Lee, Birmingham—Certain improved modes of applying vitrifiable ma-
terials for the ornamentation of metal, buttons, clasps, and other articles of dress,

and which said improvements are also applicable to the ornamenting of gilt-

jewellery, book-clasps, and mounts, also parts of lamp stands, chandeliers, and
other such like articles made in dies, moulded, or formed in any other way.

923. Thomas Dobson, Birmingham—Improvements in machinery or apparatus for forg-

ing iron.

924. William E. Newton, 6G Chancery Lane—Improvements in covering roofs and other
parts of buildings with slate or other materials.—(Communication.)
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Recorded April 27.

925. Edward Hunt and Henry D. Pochin, Salford, Lancashire—Improvements in the

treatment and application of resins and resinous substances.

926. Edmund White, Bath—Improvements ill facilitating- reference by means of indices.

927. Edward Simons, Birmingham—Improvements in cornices and cornice poles for win-

dow and other curtains.

928. Charles F. Vasserot, 45 Essex Street, Strand—Improvements in the arrangement

and construction of blast engines, pneumatic machines, and pumping engines

generally.—(Communication from Messis. H.Thirion and Son, Mirecourt,Vosges,

France.)
92P. John Fraser, Bluevale Chemical Works, Gallowgate, Glasgow—Improvements in

the manufacture of nitrate of potass.

930. James H Bennett, 8 Vamburgh Place, Leith—An improved arrangement of safety

valves for steam, gas, or any aireform or liquid body.

931. George R. Tovell, Mistley, Essex—Improvements in the construction of ships and

other vessels.

933. Mary Moss, 15 Marlborough Place, Old Kent Road, Surrey—Improvements in ladies'

petticoats.

934. John Hulett, Aldersgate Street—An improvement in shirt collars.

935. Maurice Sautter, Paris—A new and useful improvement in diving bells.—(Com-

munication fiom Benjamin Maillefcrt, Astoria, New York.)

936. Wedderspoon Keiller, Dundee and Perth—Improvements in apparatus for cutting,

reducing, or dividing vegetable, animal, and other substances.

937. William E. Newton, 6G Chancery Lane—Improvements in machinery for splitting

leather or skins.—(Communication.)

939. Jean F. M. Charpentier, 39 Southampton Row, Russell Square—A fire escape.

Recorded April 28.

940. Marc A. F. Mennons, 39 Rue de l'Echiquier, Paris—An improved apparatus for the

condensation of smoke.—(Communication.)

941. Marc A. F. Mennons, 39 Rue de l'Echiquier, Paris—An improved saponaceous com-

pound —(Communication.)
942. Marc A.F. Mennons, 30 Rue de l'Echiquier, Paris—An improved process for com-

bining silk with other textile substances.—(Communication.)

943. Brooke Martin and Charles J. Light, Great George Street, Westminster—Improve-
ments in railway turn-tables.

944. Edward Tomlinson, Manchester—Improvements in cop tubes, and in the machinery

or apparatus to manufacture the same.

945. Charles F. "Vasserot, 45 Essex Street, Strand—An improved waterproof fabric—
(Communication from Jules J. de Frey, Bordeaux, France.)

William Clark, 53 Chancery Lane—Improvements in railway crossings.—(Com-
munication from Emile Poiret.)

Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Certain improvements in the construction

of paddle-wheels.—(Communication.)
Lucien Tapie, Bordeaux, France—Improvements in shipbuilding.

Alois Winkler, Leicester Square—Improvements in printing or producing impres-

sions in gold, silver, and oil colours, upon metallic plates, and in the mechanism
employed therein.

John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, and 166 Buchanan Street, Glasgow—Im-
provements in furnaces for the melting and reduction of steel, copper, zinc, and

other metals.—(Communication from Charles Andre.)

946.

947.

948.

949.

950.

Recorded April 29.

951. John Martin, Barmer, near Fakenham, Norfolkshire—Improvements in machinery
or apparatus for reducing, cutting, or pulping roots and other substances.

952. Stephen Bartlett, 135 Lupus Street, Pimlico—Improvements in machinery for form-

ing gutta percha soles, and uniting them to the upper leathers of boots or shoes.

—{Communication.)
953. Edward Simons, Birmingham—Improvements in ordnance.

954. Angier M. Perkins, Francis Street, Gray's Inn Road—Improvements in high pres-

sure steam engines.

955. Charles Lawrence, Honley, near Huddersfield, Yorkshire—Improvements in steam-
engines.

956. Robert Johanny, Vienna—Improvements in the construction of furnaces.

957. William Smith, 18 Salisbury Street, Adelphi—Improvements in spinning machinery.
— (Communication from Joseph Hartog, Rouen, France.)

959. David Auld, Glasgow—Improvements in working furnaces and steam boilers, and
in apparatus connected therewith.

Recorded April 30.

9G0. R. B. Huygens de Lowendal, 89 Chancery Lane—Improvements in the construction
of springs, and for their new application to the working of machinery.

961. John Chadwick, Manchester, Arthur Elliott, West Houghton, Lancashire, and
William Robertson, Manchester—Improvements in machines for twisting and
winding silk direct from the cocoons, such machines being of the class commonly
known as throstles.

962. Joze Luis, 1b Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square—Proper apparatus for separating
two substances of different densities; among others may be mentioned pit coal

from the slate which it contains.— (Communication.)

9G3. Benjamin E. G. de Biun, Pantin, Rue de Montreuil, 18, Seine, France—Leather
tissue and other tissues rendered waterproof by a new process.

965. Edward T. Hughes, 123 Chancery Lane—An improved regulator and float combined,
applicable to the manufacture of paper.—(Communication from Pierre Denuelle,
Lyons.)

966. Jules C. Faucon, Paris—Improvements in bedsteads, bed-bottoms, seats, and articles

for lying and reclining on.

9G7. James Chapman, jun., North Foreland Lighthouse, St. Peter's, Thanet, Kent—Pro-
ducing a substance entitled felted-woody-fibre, convertible into useful articles,

and applicable to the internal fittings and decorations of dwelling-houses.

968. George H. Ellis, New Malton, Yorkshire—Improvements in cleaning boots and
shoes by machinery, and in apparatus for the same, which is also applicable to

cleaning other articles in domestic use.

9G9. William Clark, 53 Chancery Lane—Improvements in obtaining motive power, and
in the apparatus connected therewith.—(Communication.)

970. Peter A. Godefroy, 3 King's Mead Cottages—Improvements in the mode of sepa-

rating vegetable from animal fibres or fabrics.

971. Charles A. J. Demanet, 43 Rue de la Science, Brussels—The extraction of coals and
minerals from mines.

972. John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, and 1G6 Buchanan Street, Glasgow—Im-
provements in suspension hridges.—(Communication from Freidrich Schnirch,
Vienna.)

973. Andrew Smith, Mauchline, Ayrshire—Improvements in valves.

976.

977.

978.

979.

980.

981.

982.

983.

985.

9S6.

988.

989.

991.

992.

995,

997,

999.

1001,

1003,

1005,

1007.

1009,

1011.

Recorded May 1.

Robert Wardell, Stanwick, near Darlington, Yorkshire—Improvements in reaping
machines.

Robert Illingworth, Blackburn, Lancashire—Improvements in safety valves.

William Spence, 50 Chancery Lane—Improvements in the production and applica

tion of a material called French purple, and in the process employed in obtaining
it.—(Communication.)

Leon Talabot, 57 Rue de laChaussee d'Antin, Paris—Improvements in rolling rail-

way and other bars.

William Hopkinson and John Dowhurst, Manchester—Improvements in apparatus
for consuming smoke.

Frederick M. Gregory, Shavington, near Market Drayton, Shropshire—Improve-
ments in chaff-cutting machines.

Recorded May 3.

Jules A. Hartmann, Mulhouse, France—Improvements in preparing and combining
colours for printing cotton cloth.

Charles Schleicher, Bellevallee, near Aix-la-Chapelle, Prussia—An improved ma-
chine intended to make the points of needles, pins, and all other similar articles.

Samuel Etchells and Abraham Consterdine, Nottingham, and Samuel Cattell, Rad-
ford, Nottinghamshire—A reversing water tube iron to work with single blast

or double blast as occasion may require, and an arrangement of water tube irons
and parts connected therewith.

Edward S. Trower, Stansteadbury, near Ware, Hertfordshire—Improvements in

apparatus for treating fiax, hemp, and other fibrous matters requiring like treat-

ment.
John Taylor, Roupell Park, Streatham Hill, Surrey—Improvements in stoves and

fire-places.

John G. Appold, Wilson Street, Finsbury Square—Improved apparatus for laying
submarine telegraphic cables.

Recorded May 4.

Joseph Smethurst, Guide Bridge, Lancashire—Certain improvements in boilers for

generating steam.
John Swain, Hyde, and Matthew Swain, Dukinfield, Cheshire—Certain improve-

ments in metallic pistons.

Henri L. Meall, 3 St. Matthew's Place, Hackney Road—Improvements in spring
fastenings suitable to be used for dresses, brooches, and other purposes.

William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane— Improved apparatus for mixing and mould-
ing materials for the manufacture of fuel, parts of which apparatus are applicable
to moulding bricks and other analogous articles.—(Communication.)

Recorded May 5.

David Then and George A. Phillips, Pendleton, Lancashire—Improvements in ap-
paratus for bleaching and raising oil and fat.

William Ross, Glasgow—Improvements in taps or valves.

John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, and 166 Buchanan Street, Glasgow—Im-
provements in signal and indicating apparatus for railways.—(Communication
from Henry Maule, Philadelphia, U.S.)

William S. Hollands, 5 Anchor Terrace, Mawhey Road, Old Kent! Road—Improve-
ments in extracting and purifying oils and fatty matters.

Thomas Holstead, Carlisle—Improvements in machinery for the manufacture of
certain articles of confectionery, which improvements are also applicable to the
manufacture of biscuits and the like, and to other articles, from plastic sub-

.

stances.

Recorded May 6.

John Richards, Margate Street—Improvements in rotatory pumps.
John S. Willwav, Bristol—An improved arrangement of apparatuses for ringing

bells.

William Heap, Ashton-under-Lyne, Lancashire—Improvements in pipe joints or
couplings.

Hall Ashworth, Prestwich, Lancashire—Certain improvements in machinery or
apparatus for cutting hides or skins.

John Bridgman, Hamburgh—Improvements in cooling fluids, and in the application
of cold.

(ST" Information as to any of these applications, and their progress, may be had on
application to the Editor of this Journal.

DESIGNS FOE ARTICLES OF UTILITY.
Registered from 17th April to 19/ft May, 1858.

T. Truss, Chester—" Improved roof lamp."
W. M. Staunton, Birkenhead, Cheshire—" Improved spring mattress

for insuring purity of air and ventilation."

T. Parr, 55 Lower Union Street, Torquay—" Chimney top."
J. Pierre and Co., 82 New Elvet, Durham—" Corset fastener."
Burt and Potts, York Street, Westminster, S.W.—"Wrought-iron

window and frame."

C. Weintraud, jun., Offenbach—" Portmonnaie."
W. Spurrier, Birmingham—" Cover for jug."
Fossick and Hackworth, Stockton-on-Tees—"Cast-iron waggon

wheel."

H. Lane, Wednesfield, near Wolverhampton—"Rabbit trap."

J. Apperley and Co., Dudbridge Woi ks, Stroudwater, Gloucestershire—"Roller blind spring."
Levi Stead, 97 Norton Street, W.—" Portable combination chair

stool," etc.

Joseph F. Meston, Mundford, Norfolk—"Fruit and blossom pro-
tector."

TO READERS AND CORRESPONDENTS.

April 17th,

20th,

4078
4079

224,
24th,

26th,

4080
4081
4082

May 1st,

7th,

4083
4084
4085

8 th,

4086
4087

18th, 4088

19 th, 4089

T. P. F.—We replied to his queries by post, but as the signature was not very legible*

we have some misgivings as to the due arrival of the note.
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THE NEXT GREAT EXHIBITION.

Tms is an age of great cities, great exhibitions, great everythings, ex-

. real men. Perhaps it is because men, now-a-days, are so little

that they call everything "great." But perhaps, again, it is that man
I
ning to think more humbly of himself, and to have more exalted

ideas of outward nature, and finds somewhat of gratification in the ex-

ternal whole, when he knows that that which is seated within is full of

deformity and confusion. There is, however, something in great' exhi-

bitions which denies all this—something which, perforce, makes us

proud of ourselves. They are signs of conscious power. This is the

real secret of the interest they induce. Honest vanity is at the bottom

of them. They are the productions of the skilled labour of the adult

world—at least of the world in its age most approaching the adult that

man has known it. AH the past lies before us in them in many and

varied forms. The senses are agreeably exercised, and the imagination

is kindled, while judgment holds its high aDd stately place, and derives

complacency from the awards which it is compelled to make. Great

exhibitions are things of the ages. They are the flowers of the plant of

the world—perishable in themselves, no doubt, but, like flowers, the

consummation of a beauty—the beauty of human industry, which all

mar regard with pleasurable emotion, and, what is more, without any of

those drawback sentiments which so often intrude upon our few other

sources of delight.

They are pleasant teachers are these things, too ; because they speak

to us all and severally, each one in his own tongue, silently and plainly.

They praise us and they blame us with equanimity; but we are made to

feel the blame or praise readily enough. Any way, they are promptings,

excitements to consciousness, or excitements to imitation- In the for-

mer case, what we call genius is aroused. It grasps the idea, not yet

resolved into form, turns it to shape, and sets free the lovely thing. Its

parent knows its loveliness, in the simple fact of having created it, as

creation implies knowledge of the highest order. This thought may ex-

plain many curious, many seemingly inconsistent matters. We are apt

to fancy that Genius does not know in this manner. We are very apt

to fancy that what it creates—by which its own existence is shown—it

is completely ignorant of. The wit knows not the fine things he says,

the sculptor knows not the graceful forms he sets before us, the painter

knows not the harmonious blendings of the lines and colours upon his

canvas, the poet knows not the thoughts that glow and words that

bum. Forsooth ! we would urge all to believe no such idle story. The

real genius lives alone in his work, whatever it may be, and he sets it

before us, and thereby, in still noble but inferior souls to his own, pro-

duces what we have called excitement to imitation. He establishes a

school of a kind. This fact is observable on throwing the slightest look

around. All, except a point here and there, is imitation. Go where we

will, we find the same thing done which was done before. It may, in-

deed, be better done, it may be worse done, but there it is found done,

and done exactly as it was done of yore. In the long run, not a pin to

choose between them—the idea completely carried out in every tittle.

Thus Genius becomes a king of time to come, and sits exalted on its

throne, and sometimes so exalted as to be beyond the reach of human

ken. It is to this order, this class of imitators, that the lower arts of

life owe their being, as it is to the Praetorian band of genius that Genius

itself owes its life. There is, nevertheless, a community between both,

as between the creating and the created—the endowing and the en-

dowed, which binds them still into one, each being a public benefactor

more or less. Hence to genius in originating, and to patient pains in

imitating—each in an infinitely varying direction—man's home on this

earth has become what civilisation sees it : surrounded by its multitude

of scarcely recognised amenities and delights ; chequered, indeed, often

and often with cares and sorrows, but which are for the most part, if not

all, it may be, the expression only of voids into which neither Genius nor

Imitation has yet been at work.

Much, essentially, of this genius and this imitation of which we have
No. 124—Vol. XI.

spoken thus, in the general lies wholly concealed, simply because it is

obscure or difficult to trace. Who can tell, for instance, to what quan-

tity or quality of them he may be indebted for his very sentiments—his

very feelings? Who can tell how numerous may have been those

geniuses in the moral, unseen world, who, having worked while it was
day some thousands of years ago, left an impress upon the sensitive sur-

face of human life, which survives to this hour? " 'Twere too curious

to consider so." Not one whit. Remember what little things do pro-

duce lasting impressions, which prove their existence in conscious acts,

and how these acts become habits, and that habits are repetitions or

simply imitations of action. But much more, undoubtedly, of this

genius and imitation lies on the surface of things, and may be made pre-

sentable to sense. As the world grows older it possesses necessarilv

more of them, both in number and variety. In some things they abound,

and the containing vessel, from its fulness, overflows. Thus we are

capable of having these great exhibitions, and thus they become the

produce of the seed sown in good land, bringing forth fruit an hundred-

fold.

Every one must admit that the Great Exhibition of 1851 has been
productive of much more good, already, than was originally imagined it

would. Very little at first, indeed, was thought about it except as a

grand temporary display, and, indeed, in this lower respect it much ex-

ceeded the highest original hopes. We can tell what it has done, and
what it is even doing in many things ; but all it has done, and all which
it is doing, who may declare ? The coming show is proportionally im-

portant, for it will serve to increase or diminish the effects universally

acknowledged to have been produced by that of the great year. It

behoves all parties, therefore, having any interest in these things, by
every means in their power to make that show perfect, and as sugges-

tive as possible of future increased excellence and utility. There ap-

pears to be a hesitation to engage in the preliminaries. So great a

success was there before, that it is scarcely to be expected that any such

success can follow. People do not like to be second-rate. They hesi-

tate to put themselves in a bare possibility of a failure. The first great

enthusiasm has subsided. A cool business-like view of the matter has

supervened. All this may be very well in its way, but it is certainly

very unprofitable. The change has been produced, without question, by
the erroneous ideas which are afloat, as to the real character of such ex-

hibitions. We have above attempted to indicate what that is, and we
do sincerely hope that the more enthusiastic and intelligent Fellows of

the Society of Arts, with whom the matter at present entirely rests, will

be supported by the general intelligence of the whole empire in their

efforts to make the coming exhibition one of majesty and power :—of

majesty, to attract all peoples to view it ; of power, to cause all who
view it to be impressed with new and advancing forms of knowledge,

confirmed determinations to put such knowledge out to use, and novel

and brilliant ends to be accomplished.

Invention and creation, so far as we can have any clear conception of

the latter term, are identical. They are both turning old tilings to new
purposes. Let him who fancies he has genius ponder on this—diligently

inquire if it is not so. Let him turn to his own past. Has it not been

so in all he has produced of this high order ? Let him know that these

older days of world-labour, in which life more abounds, are fruitful of

more than average intelligences and workers, although not of the highest.

The highest come but at intervals. Hence Sympathy, a concomitant

with Genius, also abounds. Genius itself stands alone, always ; it has

no rivalries, no jealousies ; it is all love and all work. It loves society

of its kind and all society ; it likes to congregate together. An uncon-

scious bond of love unites Genius with the recipients of its manifold gifts.

Hence the absolute and pure nature of both Love and Genius. The prince

and the peasant meet on level ground. Glorious liberty of law, which

thus fosters all healthiness of body and soul, rendering even anticipation

enjoyment, and making enjoyment itself to be swallowed up in its own
blessing

!

Are we wandering from our theme ? We think not. We are all in-

stinctively acting on the truth indicated, without as yet being conscious

o
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of it. We all like exhibitions, but most would r.ot pay for them. Few
would have them at any cost. Are we not, then, generally unconscious

of their value ? There cannot be a doubt of it. We do not look at the

thing from the right point of view. It is simply the first gross impres-

sion which pleases us, and first impressions of the excellent are always

captivating. Our instincts, somehow or another, always go before our

reason ; or perhaps it is that reason stays behind as a rear-guard—a divi-

sion of reserve and support. "When both combine—when the impulse

of the former is controlled by the judgment of the latter— we become

on the verge of discovery,—it may be of great things. It behoves us to

keep both in good working order, so that we may discipline all our forces

well for the coming display.

Perhaps there never was such a jumble altogether as in the Great Ex-

hibition of 1851. Everything was admitted, from to ; and

every reader may, with truth of fact, insert in these blanks any oppb-

sites he pleases. AVe have improved in idea since then. The Paris and

American General Exhibitions have helped us to do so. They were great

failures, while that of Dublin was less than success. Why? Another

large display answers the question— Manchester. The three former

were simply imitations—the latter was something new.

Let us now see if we cannot devise something new again. It has been

said that an exhibition in London, similar to that at Manchester, would

be successful. It might— it might not. There would be great risk

about it. It would do good, no doubt ; for all such things must, by their

very nature, do that. Let us not risk it. The Society of Arts, very

wisely, do not intend it.

Then what is the Exhibition in 1861 to he; and why in 1861? The

Society of Arts have given out the desirability of having a great display

every ten years. We should not object to one a year ; but we entirely

disagree as to fixing every tenth year as the proper time. They ought

to take place only as occasion requires— as circumstances favour— as

the pulse of the people beats. This can readily be judged of; and we

believe the judgment sound which has proposed and fixed—for it is now

a fixed intention—1861 for the next display ; not because it is a decade

since the last in London, but because there are unmistakeable indications

of a want of the kind to be gratified, which cannot well be gratified be-

fore that time. A nation, and, therefore, the world, in some given five

years, may make more advance than in another given twenty years.

Wc trust the idea of decennial exhibitions in London, as regular things,

will lie abandoned. It is simply imitation of a peculiar kind.

Then what is the Exhibition in 1861 to be, we again ask, if it is to be

new in London ? The Society of Arts have again shrewdly determined

the point. We are to have pictures and drawings, and all art, and the

best of art-manufactures, and the best only of art-labour of other kinds,

and all things new in science, without but it is unnecessary to say

what it will exclude when it is to include such things.

The anticipation of it is glorious ; subdued it may be, but still glo-

rious. What a collection it may comprise ! If only London were to

send its' porters a few yards, taking a week to take down and put up,

what a collection might be seen ! But all civilization will contribute to

it ; and we very sincerely hope that the treasures in national collections,

at home and abroad, will take their places in due order of time on the

walls. But what walls will they be ? We shall have another and new

Crystal Palace. Where shall it be? We think the Kensington Gore

Grounds would be unobjectionable to any, and there it will probably be.

It would admit, in this place, of an outside show of fountains, flowers,

walks, and statuary. Facilities of access must be contrived, with all

possible conveniences of egress and regress. Ever}' individual in the

land should be excited to feel such an interest in it as to induce him to

do all in his own power to make it self-supporting. Let there be a

fashionable day, once a week, of course. The "upper ten thousand"

want it, and it is harmless to supply the want. But we insist that there

should be a free day, at least once a week, admission to which should be

by tickets, to be given, ad libitum, on demand to exhibitors. We think

that prizes should, as soon as conveniently can, be offered for competi-

tion for designs for the building. We would further offer prizes for

competition for designs for parts of the building which shall be intended

to be devoted to particular objects, the style of building being first

indicated. Glass and iron and Crystal Palace style will be the

leading idea. Prizes might also, with reasonable hope of beneficial

results, be offered for suggestions as to carrying out the whole scheme.

There is plenty of time for this, and for various mechanical contrivances

which might supersede the bungling modes of accomplishing many ends

in all the exhibitions. Provision should also be made as to the applica-

tion of the surplus funds, if any. We think none could be better than

by adding them to those of the 1851 Royal Commissioners; while to

provide in time for any deficiency, let a subscription be at once opened,

headed bj' the illustrious personage of our so justly beloved and gracious

Queen, and the Prince Consort, and the young and amiable Prince of

Wales (who is gaining daily the golden opinions of all), and the other

scions of the illustrious house of our land ; and what man, woman, or

child in all London would not wish to add the mite which would pre-

sently serve to stimulate the progress of the matter, and thus be the

means of carrying it out with success free from any depressing anxiety

!

Why, such a subscription cordially made would build up a kingdom.

We ourselves heartily wish the scheme success.

HISTORY OF THE SEWING MACHINE.

FOURTH ARTICLE.

An English patent was granted on the 9th of February, 1848, to a
Mons. Jean Marie Magnin, for a sewing machine, the invention of which
was partly communicated by Mons. Barthelmy Thimmonnier, of

Amplepuis, France. In this machine a needle or hook, a holding
nipple, and a rotatory thread carrier work in combination, so as to unite

two fabrics together by a one-threaded chain or tambour stitch. We
have merely given such illustrations as will explain the general action

and construction of the stitch-forming instruments, without entering

into any description of the mechanism employed for actuating such
instruments, beyond stating that the whole of the rotatory motions
required are derived from cords worked by treadles, and wound round
barrel springs, from which our readers will be able to judge of the

impracticable and complex nature of the working parts of the machine.

Fig. 21 represents a vertical section of a portion of Mons. Magnin's
machine, showing the position of the sewing instruments, with the

needle or hook about to enter the fabric. Fig. 22 is an elevation of the

Fig. 21.

same, representing the needle or hook as having penetrated the fabric,

and in the act of rising again. Fig. 23 is a side elevation, on a smaller

scale, of the thread carrier ; and fig. 24 is a corresponding plan of the

same. A is the needle, which carries no thread of its own, but operates

in a similar manner to a tambouring needle hook, that is, it draws the

thread supplied to it by the rotating thread carrier, b, through the fabric

and loop previously formed, producing the well-known chain or tambour

stitch, which is so objectionable by reason of its liability to rip out of the

fabric on one of its ends becoming unfastened. The fabrics to be united

are laid upon the table, c ; but no self-acting feed-motion is employed
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fir traversing it along, this being effected by the hands of the atten-

dant. The lengths of the stitches are regulated by the lengths of the
loops drawn by the needle through the fabrics. To regulate the lengths

I i these loops the needle is adjustable vertically, so as to make longer or

shorter loops, and so produce longer or shorter stitches. The thread is

supplied from a reel beneath the thread carrier, and after passing through
the tubular axis of the same it is passed through a hook or eye on the

end of the curved arm of the carrier, and thence up through the needle

hole in the surface of the bed plate or table. The stem of the needle

passes through a nipple, d, which is screwed to a tube, e, working

Fig. 23. Fig. 24.

B S
)

,;j..

vertically in the fixed guiding bracket, f, and enclosing, of course,

the needle stem. The needle stem is connected above with a forked

horizontal arm, which is depressed by a treadle, so as to cause the

needle to penetrate the fabrics, and is elevated again to withdraw
the needle and pull up the loop by the action of a rack and pinion

arrangement worked by a barrel spring. The needle thus works freely

up and down through the tube, e, and nipple, d. These latter also slide

up and down by a motion of their own, which is so arranged that on the

descent of the needle or hook the tube, e, will be forced down also till

the lower end of the nipple, D, comes down and presses upon the fabrics

on the table, as shown in fig. 22, thereby holding them firmly in position

until the needle passes back again. Before this upward motion of the

Beedle, however, the thread carrier, b, makes a revolution, as shown by
the dotted lines in fig. 22, and thereby twists its thread once round the

needle, so that when it rises its hook will catch the thread and draw it

up in the form of a loop through the fabrics. This loop remains on the
needle whilst the fabrics are traversed for the next stitch, and conse-

quently regulates the length of such stitch. The needle then again
descends, and the thread carrier having supplied a fresh loop of thread
thereto, this second loop is drawn up through the first loop, and so on
throughout the entire seam. It should be stated that the thread carrier

is rotated by a cord wound round its axis, and is brought back again by
a coiled spring in the spring box, d, such turning back of the thread
carrier taking place immediately on the entrance of the hook inside the
holding nipple during the ascent of the needle. The only point really

worth honourable mention is, in our opinion, the hollow nipple, u ; as it

forms a convenient holder for the fabric during the passage of the needle
therethrough, and might be found a useful appendage to other machines
in lieu of the ordinary yielding plate or presser foot for keeping the
cloth down on the table and stripping it from the needle.

Mr. William Thomas obtained a second patent, dated the 26th of Jul}',

1848, for various improvements which had been communicated to him.
The fourth part of this invention consists of an arrangement of appa-

ratus for sewing and connecting fabrics and parts of garments, whereby

Fig. 25. Fig. 26.

dies used are simply caused to pass bodily through the fabrics,
tli-, n Is of the threads being drawn through the fabrics by means of
hooks or suitable instruments for that purpose. Fig. 25 of our illustra-

Fig. 27.

tions is a side view of a portion of the machine, showing the actual sew-
ing mechanism; fig. 26 is a corresponding end view of the same; and
fig. 27 is a plan of the underside of the upper slides. The fabric to be
sewn is supported on the table, a. The
needle, b, is taken hold of and moved
by nippers, each of which consists of
a fixed jaw, c c', secured to the slid-

ing plate, o, and a moveable jaw, e e',

capable of turning on a centre in the
fixed jaws before mentioned. The
sliding plate, d, is guided in its ver-
tical movements by the stationary
guides, g, secured to the fixed bars, g'.

h h' are levers working on fixed cen-
tres, and caused to vibrate vertically

by suitable cams on the main shaft of
the machine, which is not shown,
however, in our illustrations. The
front ends of these levers are forked,
to embrace the projections, i, in the
slides, d. The holding jaws or nippers
were kept open by springs, k, and are
closed by the action of adjustable screw stops, l, which slide along the
face of the fixed guides, g, such face being recessed or cut away at those
parts where it is required that the jaws should be opened. The needle is

precisely similar to that patented by Weisenthal in 1755, and previously
referred to by us—that is to say, it is pointed at both ends, and has an
eye in the middle. The needle having been put through from the upper
to the under side of the fabric, the latter is moved a distance correspond-
ing to the length of stitch required, previous to the needle being pushed
through again from the under side. The needle having been taken by
its jaws through to the upper side, and moved upwards clear of the fa-

bric by the ascent of the upper slide carrying the jaws, then makes a
slight backward motion, the cam being properly constructed for that
purpose, by which means the thread will be slackened, and caused to

stand outwards slightly clear of the side of the needle. A hook, m, now
comes into action, and seizing hold of the thread carries it outwards.
This hook is formed on an arm fixed to the axis, n, which axis is carried

on the end of a third lever, o, made to vibrate vertically by a cam for

that purpose. On the upper end of the axis, n, is a second arm, p, which,
by means of the connecting rod, Q, receives the requisite rocking motion
from a cam, and causes the hook to make the required movements, as

shown by the dotted lines in the plan, for drawing out the thread. The
thread having been thus drawn clear, the stitch is tightened by the
ascent of the lever, o, carrying with it the hook and the thread engaged
with it. We may here mention, that there are no means described in

connection with this machine for feeding the fabric, neither is the posi-

tion of the reel or bobbin for supplying the thread shown or described

;

we presume, however, that a continuous thread is used. The nature of
the stitch produced by this machine will of course depend upon the mo-
tion of the fabric, for if the fabric be moved continuously in one direc-

tion, a running stitch alone will be produced ; whilst if an alternate for-

ward and backward motion be given thereto after each stitch, the class

of sewing known as back stitching would be obtained. The patentee,
however, leaves us entirely in the dark on these points, as he makes no
mention of them in his specification.

Mr. Thomas also describes a machine for producing a tambour stitch,

of which fig. 28 represents a vertical transverse section, and fig. 29 a
partially longitudinal section. In these figures, A is the needle, which is

carried by the bent bar, b, fixed to the sliding plate, c, which carries a
stud projecting into the groove of the cylindrical cam, d, on the main
shaft, e. The thread is supplied to the needle from the bobbin, f. The
fabric to be stitched is held between suitable clamps, g, and the sliding

plate, h, which has a step by step movement imparted to it by means of

the tappet, i, on the main shaft, e. This tappet in its rotation strikes

the lever, k, which works on a centre at its lower extremity, and at the

upper end carries a pall or driver, k', which takes into the rack teeth on
the sliding bar or plate, n, above referred to. The distance which this

bar shall move at each stroke of the pall, and consequently the length

of the stitch, is regulated by the adjustable screw stop, l, the end of

which comes in contact with the lever, k, at every back stroke. A
hooked instrument, m, has a horizontal movement given to it, so that

when the middle has carried its thread through the fabric in the form of

a loop, the hook, m, will take hold of the upper part of the thread which
lies across the bend of the needle, and hold it in the form of a loop whilst

the needle goes back again. On the needle again entering the cloth,

which has been previously moved for a fresh stitch, its point passes

through the loop held by the hook, M, which latter then passes to the

right of the needle, and thereby releases its loop, and in again passing

to the left it takes another quantity of thread to form a new loop. The
hook, >r, is carried by a sliding plate, n, which, by means of the lever, o,

has motion given to it from the tappet, i. p p' are springs for bringing
the levers, k and o, back again after each stroke of the tappet.
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A third modification of sewing mechanism is also described in this

specification, consisting of a mode of using a shuttle in connection with

a hooked instrument, in order to produce stitching. According to this

Fig. 28.

modification, a shuttle is employed, which is caused to traverse to and
fro along its race by the action of a pair of vibrating levers and drivers,

actuated by a pair of cams on the main shaft. A hooked instrument at-

tached to a slide worked by a

pj 29. cam passes through the fabric,

which is held vertically against
the side of the shuttle race. This
instrument, on being passed
through the fabric, receives the
thread from a bobbin, which
thread is lapped on to the in-

strument by means of a guide
or bent arm. The hook is then
drawn back, carrying with it a
loop of thread through the fa-

bric, and when the shuttle is

thrown across, its point opens
the loop, and the shuttle passes

through it, leaving its thread in

the loop, thereby producing the

ordinary locked or shuttle stitch. This sewing apparatus is said to be

particularly applicable to the sewing of leather, as well as fabrics, in the

manufacture of boots and shoes.

An English patent was granted on the 8th of February, 1849, to

Robert Brown, of Middlesex, for "improvements in machinery for per-

forating, sewing, stitching, pegging, and rivetting." As Mr. Brown's
apparatus would, if illustrated, occupy more of our limited space than

we feel justified in giving it, we shall merely give a general descriptive

outline of its functions. The fabric to be operated upon is held station-

ary in a frame whilst the operation of sewing or stitching takes place
;

at the same time the piercing and sewing instruments have a step by
step motion given to them, by their being carried by a travelling frame.

The needle employed is pointed at both ends, and has an eye in the mid
die similar to Weisenthal's needle. When it is simply required to sew
with a single thread, one needle only is used ; but when stitching is re-

quired to be performed, or a double thread used, there would be two
needles employed. The needles are held, pushed through the fabric, and

taken hold of on the other side by means of fingers, the action being

similar to that of the first machine in Mr. Thomas's patent last referred

to. The thread is attached at one end to the eye of the needle, and at

the other end it is held in the work, and in order to draw the thread

through and tighten the stitch, a hooked instrument is used. In the

case of thick goods, the penetration of the needle is facilitated by a per-

forating instrument or piercer, which makes the holes for the needle to

pass through. Provision is also made for performing an "pver-and-over"

or felling stitch, by causing the frame which carries the fabric to rise up
out of the way after every other movement of the needle, so that a stitch

will be made only at every alternate passage of the needle.

An English patent was granted i in the 9th of August, 1849, to William,

Thomas, and John Marsh, for "improvements in the manufacture of

looped fabrics, stays, and other parts of dress ; also, in apparatus for

measuring." The third part of this invention only relates to stitching
or sewing, and consists of improvements in ornamenting, stitching, or

sewing stays, and other parts of dress, by what is called the tambour
stitch. The cloth or fabric to be tamboured is laid horizontally upon a
table, and is pressed or held down thereon by a pressor foot worked by
a cam, and formed with an eye or opening through which, and through
the fabric, a hooked instrument descends. The thread, which is supplied
from a bobbin beneath the table, is carried round the hooked instrument
by a thread carrier. The hooked instrument then ascends and draws
the thread in the form of a loop up through the fabric, and also through
the loop previously formed, thereby producing the well known chain or

tambour stitch. Fig. 30 of our illustrations is a side elevation and
partial section of the actual sewing mechanism of this machine ; fig. 31 is

an enlarged elevation of the hooked instrument ; fig. 32 is a plan and side

Fig. 30.

Fig. 31.

iififl

Fig- 33.

elevation of the thread carrier on an enlarged scale ; and fig. 33 repre-

sents similar views of the presser foot for holding down the fabric. A
is the table, upon which the work to be tamboured is laid. B is the

carrier which conducts the thread from a suitable reel or bobbin to the

hooked instrument, c. This latter instrument is held in the sliding rod,

D, which is guided, as shown during its up and down movements, by
the fixed boss, e. This vertical motion is derived from a crank on an
overhead shaft working the link, f, which is connected to the upper end
of the sliding rod, d. The hooked instrument passes down through the

fabric, and when thus below the fabric, as shown by the dotted lines,

the thread carrier, B, is caused to take a movement round the hooked
instrument, and thereby lay its thread so as to pass into the hook of the

instrument, c, which then ascends, and the work being shifted for a

fresh stitch, the instrument descends again for a fresh loop, and the

operations are repeated. The peculiar motions of the thread carrier are

derived from the combined actions of the rod, G,

which slides longitudinally only, and carries

the thread carrier and the vibrating horizontal

lever, h ; one end of which only is shown in

our cut This lever carries bearings or guides,

i, within which slides the rod, a. The rod,

s, is connected at its inner end to a vertical

lever which is actuated bj' a cam on the driv-

ing shaft, and which imparts the requisite

forward motion to the thread carrier. The
lateral motion of the thread carrier is derived

from the lever, h, which receives its motion
from a second vertical lever worked by a cam
on the driving shaft, and connected at its

lower end to the end of the lever, h. It is thus obvious that by these

combined movements the thread carrier will be caused to pass on one
side, from a position behind the hooked instrument to the front of the

same, as shown by the dotted lines, then across the front of that in-

strument in a lateral direction, and finally back to its position behind
the same, thus passing entirely round the hooked instrument. It is on
this particular movement of the thread carrier that the patentees base
their claim to novelty. The presser foot, k, is fixed to a bar at the

lower end of the sliding rod, l, which works in suitable guides on the

front of the bracket, M. This sliding rod is constantly held upwards by
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the helical spring, o ; but is forced down so as to hold the work under
operation by a cam on the shaft above, which acts upon a curved blade

spring on the sliding rod, L. The object of this spring is to enable the

presser foot to yield slightly, and accommodate itself to different thick-

nesses of fabric, p is a lever for stopping or starting the machine when
requisite. This is the first actual sewing machine in which a yielding

presser foot has been employed for holding the fabric to be stitched

against a flat surface, during the passage therethrough of the needle or

sewing instrument, the fabric being at the same time free to be moved
in any required direction, and is in our opinion an important step in

advance towards the present perfected machines. Our readers will

observe, on referring to Mr. Thomas's first patent, that a presser plate is

contained in his machine for holding the fabric against the side' of the

shuttle race, but the fabric so held was entirely under control of the

baster plate to which it was attached, and could not be moved at will

by the hand of the attendant. There is no feed motion, however, de-

scribed in connection with the yielding presser foot of Thomas and
Marsh's machine.

MECHANICAL NOTES FROM AMERICA.

Stoves and Air-Heating Furnaces: Number of Patents for such—Danger of Fire from
Overheating of Hot-Air Pipes—Warming and Ventilating Apparatus in Mr. Peter
Caper's new Union Building—Ebenezer Barrow's Safety Air-Valve—E. Barrow's Air-

Heating Furnace.

Prior to January 1st, 1857, there had been granted, in the United States,

735 patents for stove "inventions," and 543 patents for "designs " for

stoves, 18 patents for methods of heating buildings, 15 for "heat gener-

ators." In addition to this formidable array, there were 188 for furnace

"inventions," and 8 for "designs" for furnaces. This enumeration of

furnace patents does not include those especially intended for other

purposes, among which are 76 for furnaces for smelting ores, and 28 for

steam boiler furnaces. Included in the stove patents are 27 for the

especial purpose of burning anthracite coal, 419 novel cooking stoves,

6 stoves for warming feet, and 3 intended especially for burning gas.

Although this review of the patented efforts at improvement, in a
single country, and in a single half-century, is too frightful to be con-

templated without extraordinary nerve, it probably includes far less than
the whole number of actual modifications. There can hardly be a doubt,

that, among the large number of rejected applications for alleged im-

provements in this class of subjects, as well as in all others, there are

novel points of considerable importance, which have been rejected for

lack of appreciation by the office, on account of their being carelessly or

unskilfully presented.

If there is a possibility of sweeping a field perfectly bare, if time and
human talent has ever so far developed an art that all the changes and
permutations, "new and useful," and new and ahominable, have been
gravely considered, and patiently tried, it would seem to have been
reached in the stove and furnace business. Yet this is one of the im-

perfectly matured arts. Varieties of opinions, or rather an absence of

opinion, should of course obtain, in regard to what is best, under all cir-

cumstances; and there should naturally be expected, among conflicting

interests, an immense diversity in the advice tendered to purchasers,

with regard to what is best for any particular purpose or situation. But
the case is worse than that ; there are few or no well established prin-

ciples relating to the subject. Subjects of very little importance to the

masses are taught much more thoroughly. The density of each of the

bodies in the solar system has been ascertained, and the aspirant for "an
education " is required to commit them to memory; but although a stove

in some form is now a part, and perhaps the most important part of the

household goods of every man, rich or poor, some of the most important
points connected with the same appear to be yet subjects of mere con-

are.

Take, for example, the danger of burning the building. In January
last a large school-house in Brooklyn, several storeys in height, was dis-

covered to be on fire, w hile the school was in session ; and in the rush of

some eleven hundred frightened children, which immediately followed,

seven of their number lost their lives by suffocation under the feet of
their fellows. The building was wanned by hot-air furnaces, and as the
fire was proved to have originated in the vicinity of the hot-air pipes,

it attracted unusual attention to this phase of the problem of warming
an 1 ventilation A long investigation before the coroner resulted in the
attachment of no blame to any one ; but some of the facts in the case
were diffused by the publication of the evidence, and it appears probable
that the whole of the registers were closed. Several workmen swore
positively, that long prior to the fire large portions of the flues ha 1 be-
come destitute of solder, and consequently exposed open seams of con-
siderable width through which the enclosed air could escape. To keep

ct within convenient bounds, it may be well to confine atten-
tion to this school-house case alone; and there are several lights in which
this is capable of being viewed. First, and broadly, it indicates that

,:' fir.j may arise from this system of heating. Next, it shows

that in this particular case the flues or pipes were extremely defective,

and that they were badly managed, as it is universally acknowleded to

be improper to close the registers while the heat is maintained in the
furnace. Third, and by no means least important, are the considerations
that the imperfections may have been caused by the same bad manage-
ment, and that the bad management may in its turn have been practi-

cally unavoidable.

The general system of warming by hot air is, I presume, the same
everywhere. A cast-iron stove, of some more or less elaborate construc-
tion, is placed on the lower floor, and supplied with fuel (anthracite coal)

in liberal quantities at long intervals. The products of combustion are
discharged from this stove or furnace directly into the chimney, and
fresh heated air is alone allowed to convey the caloric to the upper
and distant portions of the building. In some cases, provision is

made for a distant descent of the air from the upper storeys, to be re-

warmed and again returned, so that the same air is kept in circulation
for an indefinite period, alternately descending to the furnace and re-

ceiving heat, and rising therefrom to convey it to the upper rooms. It

is a more usual practice, however, to receive a continual stream of pure
cold air from the exterior of the building, and after heating it to diffuse

it through the house, and allow it to finally escape as best it may
through any accidental crevices. It is somewhat remarkable how slight

provision is required for the escape in this manner of large volumes of

air. In cases which have been observed with some care, the heated air

has continued to flow into a church or large lecture room for many hours,
through very capacious apertures provided for the purpose near the
floors, and to rise with a very considerable degree of vigour, although
there was apparently no provision aperture for its escape ; the walls and
ceiling being newly and tightly constructed, the windows fitted with
apparent tightness in then cases, and all the known apertures and ven-
tilators being shut as closely as their construction would allow. Theory
would indicate that the heated air should be expected to rise for but a
few seconds with much force under such circumstances, and that so soon
as the pressure within the apartment had been increased to a certain

very slight extent, the influx should be very seriously retarded, the
heated air coming in at the base only, so fast as the partially cooled air

which already filled the space could, in consequence of its surplus pres-

sure and its levity, force its escape through the slight accidental open-
ings and through the pores of the material It is probable that condi-

tions somewhat like this do exist, but the escape through invisible open-
ings in so widely extended an area is so much more rapid than might be
supposed, that the increase of pressure within the room, and consequent
retardation of the influx from below, is too slight to be perceptible by
any ordinary indications.

Fig. 1 represents a section of one of our most modern first-class city

buildings, warmed in this manner. The furnace is enclosed in a capa-
cious " arch," A, of masonry, which may be described as a fire-proof room

Fig. 1.

built within the cellar, and of such size as to enclose the furnace with
all its appurtenances, and to leave a sufficient space around it to allow

a man to move about in cleaning or repairing it. At the base of this

room, b, are numerous small openings to receive fresh air, and in its

arched roof are the required number of large apertures to which are con-

nected flues or pipes, c, d, e, f, leading to the room or rooms to be

warmed. These pipes are variously arranged to suit the exigencies of

the case. In churches and similar buildings, one or more large passages
leading upwards a few feet into register boxes in the floor, are all the
distribution that is required. In others, long and comparatively tortuous

flues are required, to lead a portion into more distant apartments. The
hot-air passages are in some instances constructed in the walls like

chimneys ; in others, they are simply tinned iron pipes secured together
by solder ; and sometimes both systems are united, the tinned sheet iron

ducts being enclosed within non-conducting flues of earth}' material.

The stove, or, technically, the furnace, is kept at a high temperature,
and the air issuing from the pipes into the apartment or apartments
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above is consequently hot. But it is evident that owing to the great

space around the furnace, some air may flow through the "arch" into

the flues without coming in contact either with the iron or with the

brick work, and consequently the contents of the hot-air flues is a mix-
ture of cold and hot air—those particles which have been in contact with
the furnace having been heated very hot, those in contact with the sur-

rounding masonry being moderately warmed, and those which have
chanced to miss contact with either being cold. The result under ordi-

nary conditions is a current of air at from 100° to 300° Fahr. rising

through the passage and mingling with the air in the apartment to be

warmed. The idea of the air in the apartment being mingled, although
not particularly important so far as is now seen, is probably strictly cor-

rect, at least during the early stages of the warming of the apartment,
for air is known to be an extremely slow conductor of heat, and little if

any heat is probably imparted from the hot particles to their new com-
panions. When, in the progress of the work, the mean temperature of

the air in the apartment rises, and the solid walls and furniture become
warmed, the cold particles may in return be warmed by " convection."

The air previously in the apartment being therefore either driven out or

warmed by this secondary process, the result under favourable conditions

is an even and delightful temperature of the whole. But the conditions

within the hot-air passages under some circumstances is far from desir-

able. The intensely hot air, which is usually mixed with liberal propor-

tions of cold in the flue, and again subjected to a mixing in the apart-

ment before it is felt by the occupants of the house, may by confinement
produce great mischief. The substantive "register" includes all the

varieties of valves which are employed to control the entrance of the hot
air into the apartments. There is invariably a register at the mouth of

each flue. When the register is closed the flow is stopped, and, except
for the leakage of the register and the pipes, the air contained therein

exists in one of the following conditions :—first, it maybe absolutely quiet,

or, second, it may be circulating to and from the furnace. In the first

case, it gradually loses its temperature as the pipe or flue absorbs its

heat and throws it off by radiation ; in the second, its temperature ra-

pidly rises until it may become dangerous, and even may melt the solder

from the pipes, and let loose among the thoroughly dried woodwork of

the floors and partitions a torrent of air at an intensely high temperature
—air which, although in its nature diametrically opposed to that of cold

water, would have the figurative effect of the latter on the ambition of

insurance companies.
The question whether the air confined in a closed pipe shall be quiet

and cool, or circulating and inflammatory, probably depends on the posi-

tion and character of the pipe. If it be much inclined and of small dia-

meter, with several abrupt bends, it will probably cool when the register

at its top is closed. If, on the other hand, it be vertical, and of large

diameter, active circulation will probably ensue. Between these extreme
conditions are the great majority of such pipes, and in all these ordinary
pipes the action may be considered to be what almanac-makers usually
predict of the weather—"variable."

Circulation may commence and continue without an overheating of

the pipe. The highest temperature which it is possible for the air in a
pipe to attain, is that of the hottest portion of the furnace. In case the
furnace always presents only moderately heated surfaces, the air heated
by it can never become dangerous, whatever may be the number of times
it is presented thereto ; but if, as usual, the furnace is heated to redness,

at any single point and at any time, there is possible danger from over-
heating of the flues.

Steam pipes and hot-water pipes are absolutely safe when employed
in a fire-proof case to heat air, and no ordinary or extraordinar}' con-
struction of furnace for this purpose can be equally so. Pipes filled with
steam at a high pressure may render resinous wood and many other
varieties of combustible materials very highly inflammable, and there is

consequently a possible danger in heating buildings by steam pipes when
the latter are allowed to traverse the rooms to be warmed. The tem-
perature of steam at a pressure of 100 lbs above atmosphere is about
340° Fahr., sufficient to be dangerous to wood work when directly ap-

plied in form of a rough metal pipe, but practically harmless when in the
form of heated air.

The "Union Building" (a large and very magnificent brown stone
building at the junction of Bowery and Fourth Avenue, recently con-

structed by a wealth}' merchant, and intended as a present to the city,

to be used for scientific lectures, a museum, &c.) is warmed by steam-
heated air, which is driven by a blower through pipes into all portions

of the building. Eight miles of small gas pipe is arranged in an ingeni-

ous labyrinthian manner beneath the stage of the lecture room in the

basement, in such manner as to be easily accessible for repairs or re-

newals, and these being kept filled with high-pressure steam, a "fan"
blower (twelve feet in diameter, and making an undetermined number of

revolutions per minute) is employed to urge a current of air through this

labyrinth into passages which distribute it. The same apparatus will

serve in summer to ventilate and cool the building. The distribution is

made unusually elaborate by allowing the air to flow through the whole
spaces beneath the floor, and holes about one inch in diameter allow its

rise under each chair. The room seats 2,300 persons, and the provision
for ventilation both summer and winter is designed to be the most per-
fect in the world. But although the building is sufficiently finished to be
in use, and the lecture room has been tolerably packed on a few occa-
sions, it is not the proper weather in the mouth of May to severely test

its merits.

To return to furnace heating, it is evident that if the registers or stop-

valves were at the bottom instead of the top of the distributing pipes,
there could exist little danger of their overheating. The time the
gaseous particles are retained in the arch, or within the influence of the
furnace when the registers are open, is too short to induce a destructive
temperature, and it is believed that the only cases of fires from this

cause in this city have occurred when the registers were closed. The
superior convenience of controlling the flow at the point where it enters
any apartment, and the difficulty of making any connection by mechanical
ap^liaucesbetween this point at the base of the pipes, are supposed to render
that remedy impracticable ; but one of the furnace manufacturers has
within a few weeks patented a device which will, it is hoped, be equally
effectual, and which, so far as has yet been tested, appears perfectly success-

ful. He mounts a self-acting valve at the junction of the pipe with the
arch. This is a disc of thin metal mounted on a horizontal axis near one
side, and so nearly balanced by a weight on the narrow side that a very
slight force will open it. Fig. 2 is a vertical section of this valve mounted
in a simple ring ready for insertion in a pipe and standing half open.
A represents the ring, b the axis, delicately supported, c the disc, d a
weight attached, and e an adjusting piece, which latter is secured by
a rivet to the centre of the disc, so that it may be turned to contribute
its gravity to either side of the axis as may be required. On opening
the register, the air rises with sufficient force to open the valve and
allow its almost unobstructed flow, but on closing the register the valve
instantly drops. On partially opening or closing the register, the valve
assumes such an intermediate position as will

allow a tolerably free passage for all the air

which desires to pass upward, without allow-

ing the existence of both an upward and a
downward current. In theory, this exactly

meets the requirements of the case, and re-

medies the evil perfectly ; but where such
delicacy in the adjustment must be preserved,

it is evidently premature to extol it very
highly, until it has been applied and kept in

use for a considerable period in a variety of

situations. At this date it has been applied in but two places, and for

but a few months, and no opportunity for further testing its operation,

by what may be properly termed "experience," will be found until the

return of cold weather. It gives promise of being a great improvement,
and one which, unless some difficulty yet unseen shall present itself,

should be applied to every air-heating furnace in existence.

The changes of temperature in the pipes, induced in one instance by
simply opening and closing the registers, is shown by the diagram, fig.

3. The irregular line denotes the fluctuations in temperature. The
thermometer was inserted in the pipe just within the register, and the

furnace was heated to a tolerable red heat,—a degree higher than usual,

though no higher than is often attained in careless management. After
the thermometer had attained a maximum
temperature of 330° with the pipe open,

the register was closed. The mercury
rose rapidly, the temperature being noted
at the several points indicated, until in

seven minutes 330° had been attained, with
an evident disposition to go higher. At
this point the register was opened, and the

mercury commenced sinking. In eight

minutes it was down to 275°, with a dis-

position to go lower. At this point the

register was again closed, and in three

minutes the ordinary soft solder employed
in the manufacture of the thermometer
softened sufficiently to allow it to separate

and the instrument was destrcryed. This
is the strongest example of rapid overheating which has been within
the obseivation of the writer, but the effect may have been no more
rapid than many instances which occur in practice without exciting
suspicion. If, as appears probable, the new self acting valve can ensure
immunity from all or the greater portion of this danger, it is worthy of
taking a high place among simple and important inventions.

Fig. 4 represents the form of air-heating furnace, invented by the
father of the same inventor, and which has been many years in highly
successful use. It is also attempted to exhibit, in the same figure, the
double arch frequently employed to make the disposition of the heat
more perfect, and to prevent the overwarming of the cellar. There are
two walls, one within the other. The fresh air is admitted at the top
of the exterior wall or case, and descends through the narrow space

Fig. 3.
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between it and the interior wall, thus absorbing much heat which would I is the hopper, b is the feeder, to which motion is imparted by a band

otherwise be radiated into the cellar, and be worse than lost. It then and pulley. At c is a cast-iron pipe which conducts the grain down-

enters through the aperture, j, into the interior case, and is both wards, and at the same time serves as a support for the extremity of an

warmed and moistened before its ascent from thence into the pipe for

distribution. It is not of course necessan'to explain that air drawn from

the exterior of a building in winter, and warmed to comfortable tem-

perature, usually requires addition of watery vapour before it can be

made to resemble the balmy breezes of spring or summer. The Barrow's

furnace, now being described, provides for this by inducing the products

of combustion when partially cooled to pass under an iron pan con-

taining some thirty or forty gallons of water. The water becomes hot,

and evaporating rapidly tends to produce a proper hygrometric condition

in the air within the building at all times, so long as any water

remains in the pan. The furnace is in other respects a very desirable

one, and worthy of introduction much more extensively than it has yet

been. The proprietors confine their attention almost entirely to this

city, and are content with the profits which continue to inure to them
from a very large trade in this locality, while other less desirable in-

ventions for the purpose have been by vigorous advertising made to

achieve a much higher fame abroad.

The furnace may be very briefly described by the aid of the letters of

reference, a is the "firepot," which is often heated to a bright red; b

and b are chambers above, which would in modern steam-engineering

parlance be termed "combustion chambers; " c are tubes, arranged like

those in the common locomotive boiler, through which the products of

combustion pass to another chamber, d. From this latter, these products

pass directly to the chimney whenever the damper rod, K, is drawn out

;

but when this rod is thrust in, as it always is intended to be after the

fire is well started, the hot products are compelled to descend through
f, circulate through the spaces 1 1, round and under the water pan h,

and rise again through the side passages, e e. In either ease, they finally

escape through the pipe, g g, into the chimney. The upper door, o,

- the supply of fuel at intervals, and the lower door, r,, allows of

the removal of the ashes.

Neither the safety valve nor the furnace are patented in Great Britain.

Seic York, June, 1358.

T. D. Stetson.

HIGH-SPEED GRINDING MILL WITH VERTICAL STONES.

Is a grinding mill recently introduced by a French engineer, M.
Falguiere, the grain is reduced between a pair of stones disposed so as to

have their faces in a vertical plane. The stones are of comparatively
small diameter, and to compensate for their reduced size, they are driven
at a very high rate, even up to 2,000 or more revolutions per minute.

This form of mill allows of its being made very portable, and especially

adapted for use in camps and on board ship, the total weight of the
mechanism being less than one cwt.

In addition to the grinding apparatus, the inventor has effected con-

siderable improvements in the bolting and cleansing machinery. The
weight of the whole of the improved apparatus complete is but three

cwt. One of the great obstacles hitherto in the way of the more general
use of fixed or portable mills has been the horizontal arrangement of the
stones. A frequent adjustment is necessary, and their use on board of
ships has been virtually prevented by reason of the motion of the vessel.

Another great defect consequent on the horizontal position of the stones
is that they are easily choked, when the grindingis but imperfectly accom-

L By placing the stones vertically, the frequent settings are

rendered unnecessary, and the risk of choking is considerably lessened.

Our engraving represents the new mill in sectional elevation. At a

endless screw arranged to cany the grain forward to the stones. The
screw is contained in a hollow shaft which has a screw thread cut upon
it for the purpose of regulating the degree of fineness to which the grain

is reduced. The hollow shaft is carried by the pedestal, n, and it has
upon it a wheel, e, with a screw cut inside it and working on the shaft.

'I he stones are cemented, or otherwise fixed in a pair of frames, and they
are surrounded by a copper casing fitted in two halves with hinges.

f is the pipe which conducts the flour from the mill. The running stone,

G, is carried upon a separate shaft driven by a belt pulle}', H ; the surfaces

of both stones are curved, for the purpose of allowing the grain to enter

between them, and the amount of rubbing surface does not exceed one-

fourth or one-fifth of their entire area. One of the bearings of this shaft

is fitted with a screw for setting the running stone up to its work. When
the mill stones are at a speed of 750 revolutions per minute, it will enable
them to accomplish as much work as an ordinary mill with stones of

five feet eight inches diameter, and running at a rate of 100 revolutions

per minute.

SOCIETY OF ARTS EXHIBITION.

Section IV.

Under the fourth section, " Philosophical Apparatus," we noticed a pe-

culiar arrangement of clock pendulum in an astronomical clock, by C.

Lange, of Salisbury Street, Strand. The clock has a free escapement,
with the pendulum suspended considerably above the movement, the
object being to make the pendulum more independent of the movement
than hitherto. Means are adopted for preventing the falling of the pen-

dulum in case the suspending spring should break, and an easy mode of

regulating the compensation is employed.
We were much pleased with a simple and ingenious " Time indicator

for use at night," by Meyer Drukker, of London Wall. This night indi-

cator consists simply of a small lamp, so attached to the going weight of

any ordinary clock as to throw the shadow of an index carried by the

weight upon a vertical scale having the hours, half-hours, and quarters

marked thereon. The size of the divisions of the scale render them
easily discernible across a room at night. From the specimen we saw,

we should say that there would be no difficulty in reading the time to

seven minutes, which is amply sufficient for the purpose required.

George Rowney & Co., of Rathbone Place, exhibited some excellent

perspective models, the invention of a Mr. E. L. Paraire. Those who
have experienced the difficulty there is in conveying a succinct idea to

a learner of the principles and the whys and wherefores of perspective,

will at once appreciate these useful little models. The objects to be
drawn are solid, as in nature ; and bona fide lines of thread—not imagin-

ary ones—representing the visual rays, are passed from the various points

in the model, such as the corners of a house, for example, and converge
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to one point, which answers to the vanishing point. These lines^ inter-

sect a transparent plane placed vertically fur that purpose, the points of

intersection corresponding to those from which the individual lines are

stretched. It is thus obvious that when the intervening lines of the pic-

ture are drawn upon the transparent surface, a correct perspective repre-

sentation of the actual object in true perspective will be obtained. One
glance at these models will do more than hours of ordinary instruction.

Mr. E. G. Wood, of Cheapside, exhibits a neat and amusing apparatus,

which he styles a Polyorama Stereoscope. It consists of an upright box,

fitted at its upper end with a pair of prismatic stereoscopic lenses; the

pictures to be viewed being fitted to an endless band passing over pullics

at the top and bottom of the box, and capable of being successively

brought in front of the lenses by simply turning a button. The lid of

the box is adjustable at any angle, and is lined with silvered glass, so as

to throw a powerful light upon the pictures. This is a great improve-

ment, undoubtedly, upon the old and tedious system of pushing in and
removing the slides by hand, but it is necessarily a much more expen-

sive apparatus.

We were much pleased with a notion of a Mr. E. Thompson, of Brigg.

It consists of a revolving pianoforte hammer. The hammer-head, or

striking portion, is of a circular form, and is covered over its entire peri-

phery in the manner adopted for the ordinary hammers, which are

covered only at the front part which strikes the wire, and therefore,

when the covering becomes cut or otherwise worn, it requires to be taken

out and recovered. By adopting Mr. Thompson's revolving hammer,
when it becomes worn at one point, it is simply necessary to turn the

head round so as to bring another part into use. Another improvement
of a simple but most effective kind, as regards the improved appearance

of the keyboard of a pianoforte, also attracted our notice. We refer to

Messrs. Brooks and Co.'s elliptical-fronted pianoforte keys. The fronts

of the keys, as the name implies, are slightly rounded in plan, in place

of being flat as heretofore, by which simple alteration a very pleasing

effect is produced, greatly enhancing the appearance of the keyboard.

Section V.

We shall now proceed with the fifth section—namely, " Agricultural

Implements and Machinery"—which forms one of the smallest sections

of the catalogue.

Messrs. Garrett and Sons exhibit a well-executed andii ; hly-finished

model of a horse hoe, the invention of Mr. John D. Garrett. The main
improvement consists of a mode of raising or lowering the mortice bar,

whereby the old system of effecting its adjustment, namely, by hand or

by hand and levers, is replaced by a screw shaft turned by a winch
handle, which projects beyond the rear of the framing. The rotation of

this shaft will cause two nuts on a pendant rod or lever to approach to

or recede from each other, and thereby increase or diminish the space

between the mortice bar and the framing of the implement, whereby the

angle of inclination of the hoes with the ground will be changed or regu-

lated as desired.

Mr. C. Burcham, of Heacham, Norfolk, exhibits a model of a farm
under his circular system of tilling land by steam or horse power.
According to this system of agriculture, the farm is subdivided into

a number of small plots or circular allotments, of about an acre or

half an acre in extent each. A platform of a length equal to the

radius of one of these circular allotments, and fitted with suitable instru-

ments for executing any required agricultural operation, is rotated over
the ground by steam or horse power, and effects the desired cultivation

of the ground by sweeping over the surface of each plot in a circular

manner ! May we live to see Mr. Burcham's system introduced ! We
have very strong doubts of it ourselves.

We were much more edified by Dr. Guyot's straw mat weaving loom,
whereby continuous lengths or bands of straw are woven or bound to-

gether by wire warps near each edge of the baud, so as to form a straw
matting. This matting may be applied to various purposes, and will,

we feel sure, be found exceedingly useful on a farm or in the brick-field.

It consists of thin bundles of straw laid parallel to form the warp of the

matting, which bundles are bound together in the loom by wire warps
as above described. This matting may be economically applied to all

purposes where hand-made straw mats or thatch are used ; as, for ex-

ample, to the sheltering of fruit trees and early vegetables, the covering

of ricks without the aid of hand-thatching, the protection of brick and
stone work from frost, the providing a cheap and expeditiously erected

shelter for ewes and lambs on open downs, or for live stock in agricul-

tural shows. We understand that this matting has in France been found
of great service as a cheap protection to vines. The loom employed for

producing this matting is of an exceedingly simple and cheap construc-

tion, and may be easily worked by a boy or blind man or woman.
We recognised Mr. James Payoie's adjustable cradle scythe, of the

excellent qualities of which we have already spoken.*

Mr. Andrew Scott, of Islington, London, exhibits a model showing his

Sec Practical Mechanic's Journal for June, 1857, No. 111.

improvements in g.\te stops. The stop is arranged so as to rise and fall

by the closing and opening of the gate, so that there will be no obstacle

in the roadway presented by the presence of the stop. An arrangement
is also adopted for closing the hole which receives the bolt of the gate,

so as to prevent it from becoming clogged when the gate is open.

Section VI.

Under the sixth section, "Building, Sanitary, and Domestic Appli-

ances," we find that vexed question of the embankment of the Thames
and removal of the London sewage (where to?) grappled by a Mr. Wie-
land, of Port-Glasgow, who exhibits models of " Proposed improvement
of the banks of the Thames." There was a time when we should have
hailed Mr. Wieland's scheme with delight, but "hope deferred maketh
the heart sick ;" and we have really seen so many feasible plans for im-

proving that river, which is at once the pride and shame of our great

metropolis—plans which have been as regularly shelved as they have
been brought out—that we now despair of ever getting rid of our fetid

mud banks and rieketty river frontage. We are almost carried back to

the days of the " Thousand and One Nights," when we read in the cata-

logue of how Mr. Wieland proposes to embank Father Thames, to re-

move the London sewage, to extend the wharfs and quays, to form a new
road from the West to the City, to construct a subterranean railway from
Charing Cross to London Bridge on the north side, and on the south side

the same advantage, so as to connect the South-Western and South-

Eastern Railways; and we ask ourselves involuntarily, "Is Aladdin's

lamp still in existence?" We cannot part from Mr. Wieland without

wishing him all the success in his present scheme which he could wish
himself.

Messrs. White and Bull, of St. John's Square, exhibit a useful appli-

cation of elastic India-rubber springs to blind rollers. A small cord is

attached to and wound round a drum on the blind roller, its other end
being secured to a short length of India-rubber spring, which is fixed to

the side of the window frame. A ratchet wheel and detent, with a dis-

engaging cord attached to the tail of the detent, serve to release the

blind when requisite, and allow it to be wound up by the tension of the
India rubber spring acting upon the cord round the drum, and to main-
tain the blind at any desired height. This is a very simple and econo-

mical spring roller blind, but not so neat in appearance as the more ex-

pensive coiled spring blinds.

We were extremely pleased with an economical model lodging-house

kitchen stove, b}' J. Cundy, exhibited by Mr. William Addis, of 6 Leices-

ter Street, Leicester Square. We cannot, without illustrations, convey
a correct idea of the construction of this useful little stove, but may ob-

serve that, in the stove exhibited, which is not more than two feet long,

by two feet high, and fourteen inches in depth, an efficient oven is con-

tained, eighteen inches long, eleven inches high, and fourteen inches

deep, a boiler which will contain three pails of water, an open fire seven
inches long, by nine inches high, by six inches deep, and a hot plate

formed by the top of the stove for the purpose of stewing and boiling, or

for heating irons. The oven is situated beneath the fire, and the flues are

constructed along the bottom and two ends of the oven, which is thus
heated on four of its sides. The patentee states that a stove of the above
small dimensions will cook 30 lbs. of meat, besides vegetables, at the

same time. We unhesitatingly recommend this stove to the notice of

all interested in the construction of dwellings for the poor, as it is not

only simple in its details, but effects a considerable saving in fuel.

The "patent wash-hand range," by Walter Macfarlane & Co., of
Glasgow, who have devoted considerable attention to sanitary matters,
is admirably adapted for schools, reformatories, barracks, &c. It is

constructed of cast-iron, and fitted with all the requisite appliances for

obtaining an immediate and copious supply of the pure element.

The "patent invalid bed," by Wilson, Newton, & Co., of High
Holborn, would be a boon to any patient suffering from severe illness.

By suitable mechanism attached to the bed, the patient can be gently
elevated without in any way being disturbed, so as to enable the bed to

be made.
Materfamilias will hail with delight the " patent nursing chair," by

the same firm. This chair is said to have all the properties of a real

living nurse, so far as the amusement of the infant is concerned. It is

supported upon springs ingeniously arranged to produce that dancing
motion which is considered by all good nurses as indispensable in the
treatment of children. We cannot answer for all this, however, as we
have not been fortunate enough to see the chair occupied.

H. Brooks and Co.'s "music canterbury, with writing desk," is a very
elegant and useful piece of furniture. The upper portion is fitted to

receive music books, and immediately below them is a sliding drawer,
which when extended forms a writing desk, supplied with every requisite.

J. Chedgey's " mangling and calendering machine" is an ingenious
application of glass to a novel use. The bed and rollers of this machine
are composed of glass. The rollers, it is stated, have borne a pressure of
thirty tons, and are usually worked under a pressure of ten tons. The
hard smooth surfaces of these rollers and bed must render them admirably
adapted to the purpose for which they are used.
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Section* VII.

Under the head of "Miscellanea," Messrs. Stevens & Fitch, of Great

Queen Street, exhibit some excellent contrivances for locking the stoppers

or lids of poison bottles or jars, and for locking and closing air-tight jars

used in medical jurisprudence. We strongly recommend these locked

receptacles to all who have the keeping of poisons, and think no druggist's

shop should be without them.

Drawings.

We were very much disappointed with the drawings, which are this

vear classed under a separate head in the catalogue. As mechanical

drawing is necessarily closely connected with the constructive arts, we
think there should be more of a spirit of emulation displayed by the

exhibitors of drawings at these annual exhibitions of the society.

Amongst the entire collection of upwards of fifty drawings, there were

reallv not half a dozen which were presentable. We hope next year to

see a better class, and, in fact, that the drawings exhibited will not

nierelv portray the ideas of the inventor, but will also show the skill of

the draughtsman.
Our pleasing task is ended, and in taking farewell of the tenth ex-

hibition, we do so with the sincere wish that we maj- have a still more

encouraging report to prepare of the eleventh.

RECENT PATENTS.

MAGNETO-ELECTRIC MACHINES.

F. H. Houies, Blachcall—Patent dated October 14, 1857.

Is our Journal for May last, we gave the substance of a specification of

Mr. Holmes, in which was detailed an improved mode of constructing

helices for magneto-electric machines, also commutators for the same,

and a svstem of arranging the helices in series. Since the period of that

invention, this gentleman has directed his attention to the production

of a complete machine of a very powerful and effective kind, from which

a maximum amount of electricity can be obtained at a very low speed of

working.
Fig. 1 of our illustrations exhibits a front elevation of one modification

of the patentee's improvements in magneto-electric machines ; fig. 2 is

an end view of the same. The framing of the machine consists of a rec-

tangular frame, a, forming the base of the magneto-electric arrangement

;

this frame is strengthened at its central part by a transverse base plate,

which serves to support the lower columnar standards of the series of
fixed magnets. On either side of the rectangular frame, a, are five

Gothic columns, from the capitals of which spring a corresponding num-
Vx-r of arches ; these support the entablature, c. Upon one side of the
framing, and equi-distant from its ends, is fitted a small direct-action

steam engine, the cylinder, d, of which is arranged with its slide valve
chest between it and the framing of the magneto-electric machine. The
piston rod of the engine is connected by means of the slings, e, to the
pin of the crank, f, which is fitted to the overhanging extremity of

No. 124.—Vol. XL

the shaft, G. The shaft, g, is carried in pedestal bearings, which are

bolted to the upper part of the entablature, c, of the framing. The jour-

nals of the shaft, g, are made of a duplex conical form, in order to avoid

any lateral traverse or shifting of the shaft, and these conical surfaces

are made to fit accurately to the
brasses in which they rotate. The Fig. 2.

central part of the shaft, g, has
fast to it two wheels, H ; the inner
portion of each wheel consists of

six strong radial arms terminat-
ing in a broad feathered rim ; this

portion of the wheel is by prefer-

ence made of cast iron. The rim
of the cast iron wheel, H, has fitted

to it a ring of brass or bronze,

which is firmly bolted or other-

wise secured to the peripheiy of

the wheel, H. This ring has pro-

jecting from it strong radial aims,
i, which connect the inner ring to

the outer rim, j, in which are ar-

ranged the cores of a series of heli-

ces, k. The brass rim, J, is made
of a trough-like form—that is to

say, it forms three sides of a rec-

tangular figure, and it is within
this recess that the helices, k, are

fixed. The helices consist in each
case of a hollow core of soft iron,

around which the wire is wound,
and through which the solid cores

pass. Each helix is secured to the
rim, j, by passing the solid core
through the sides of the rim and
the hollow core—the core thus forming a retaining bolt, which is firmly
secured by screwing into the metal in which it is inserted. The ex-
tremities of the solid cores are made to project slightly beyond the rim,

j, and so as to be in close proximity to the series of stationary magnets
arranged upon either side of the helices. The edges of the extremities
of the cores are bevilled or rounded off, in order to lessen the liability of

their coming in contact with the contiguous magnets ; and as a still fur-

ther precaution against an accident of this kind, the rim, j, is made with
a slightly projecting fillet upon either side, which projecting part extends
about one thirty-second part of an inch beyond the extremities of the
cores, k. The wires which form the coils, k, may be connected one to

the other in the usual manner, and' the terminal wires are carried down
one of the arms of the wheels, h, and through a tubular passage which
is made in the shaft, g, to the commutators. As applied to this magneto-
electric machine, the commutators consist each of two wheels, l, which
are fast to the tubular end of the shaft, g, though insulated from it.

Each of these wheels is made in two parts, which are put together parallel

to each other, and thus form a single wheel or disc. The periphery of

each disc is cut or otherwise formed into a series of tooth-like projections,

to which an indented, curved, or diagonal form is given. These horizon-

tal projections interlock with each other ; the spaces left between the
teeth prevent contact being established between the parts requiring to

be insulated, and also the deposition of dust or other matters which
would form a conducting medium, and thereby impair the efficient action

of the machine. There are, in this modification, two of these commuta-
tors, l, keyed upon the shaft, g, and each of them is in metallic connec-

tion (by means of the terminal wires which are carried through the

tubular passage of the shaft, g) with each series of helices—that is to say,

with that series which are shown opposite the poles of the magnets, and
the series which intervene or are opposite the spaces between the limbs
On either side of the commutators, l, a bracket, m, projects outwards
from the entablature of the framing ; upon the upper surface of each
bracket is fixed a slab of wood or other non-conducting material. To
each of the slabs of wood is fixed two short vertical standards, n, the

upper surfaces of which incline downwards towards the ends of the ma-
chine. The lower end of each of the angular faces of the standards, N,

carries a socket, in which is received the square portion of a forked rod,

o. The square portion of this rod, o, passes through the socket, and the

rod is adjustable to and fro in its socket by means of an adjusting nut.

The free extremity of the rod, o, is forked or divided into two parallel

cheeks, in which is fitted the spindle of a brass pulley or roller, p, the psri-

phery of which rests upon that of its contiguous commutator. A pin,

o., is fixed in the upper end of each of the standards, n; this pin passes

through a slot made in the rod, o, just behind the part where its forked

ends diverge. The pin, o., is furnished with a nut and India-rubber

washer, which is screwed down on to the spindle for the purpose of

keeping its roller, p, in constant contact with the periphery of the com-
mutator, thus allowing for wear. Each of the commutators, l, is fur-

nished with a pair of these conductors, p, the peripheries of which are

p
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separated a short distance from each other, and rest upon the surface of

the commutator, l, beneath. The wires which serve to convey the elec-

tricity away from the machine are passed through holes in the rods, o,

made for that purpose, and secured in the ordinary manner hy binding

screws. In this modification there are three series of stationary mag-

nets used, from which the current of electricity is obtained. But if found

desirable, the magnets may rotate whilst the helices remain stationary,

in which case four additional rollers will be required for bringing the

current on to the commutators. A columnar standard, b, is bolted to

the central base plate, and to each end of the entablature, upon its upper

surface, is bolted a corresponding horizontal stay. To the supports, r

and s, is attached an annular plate of iron ; the periphery of this plate is

made with deep curved indentations, the width of which correspond to

the space between the U or "horse-shoe" shaped magnets to be fitted

thereto. To the margin of each of the openings is fitted a magnet, t,

which is secured to the annular plate of iron by means of bolts or other

suitable attachments. The free ends or poles of the magnets project be-

yond the periphery of the annular plate. Each series of magnets, t, is

arranged upon its respective plate or frame in like manner, and the three

series are disposed parallel to each other, as shown in the end view. The
poles of the magnets are so disposed that opposite poles of opposite mag-

nets face each other, and in each ring or series is alternately north and

south. The central magnet frame is arranged between the two series of

helices, and the two others upon either side of the helices ; in these two
series the magnets are arranged so as to be in immediate proximity to

the poles of the cores of the helices, k. The upper parts of the magnet
frames are connected to each other by vertical standards and a cross-

head, thus making the whole of the stationary parts of the machine ex-

ceedingly firm, and not liable to tremor.

In magneto-electric machines, as hitherto constructed, it has been ne-

cessary to cause the helices or magnets to make a great number of re-

volutions in a given time—that is to say, from two hundred to one thou-

sand revolutions per minute. This excessive speed of working has been
found to be highly detrimental to the useful application of the machine,

inasmuch as the tremor thereby produced endangered the machine, and
necessitated the helices being placed so far from the magnets that a large

portion of the induced current was lost. In the present invention, the

wheels, n, carrying the helices, r., are caused to rotate regularly at a low
working speed by the direct action of the engine, thus dispensing with

the use of driving straps, and the consequent slips or irregularity of

driving attendant thereon. A maximum speed of about eighty-five re-

volutions per minute is sufficient with the improved machine to obtain

a powerful and continuous current of electricity. This reduction in the

number of revolutions in a given time is compensated for by the increased

diameter of the helix wheels, and the great number of magnets employed.

The patentee is therefore enabled to avoid the injurious tremor and cen-

trifugal force arising from high speed, and thereby obtain a more power-
ful current of electricity ; because the vibration being avoided, the helices

and the magnets may be safely brought into much closer proximity than

has hitherto been practicable. With these several arrangements, or

mere modifications thereof, constant and powerful currents of electricity

may be economically obtained^ and used for the various purposes to

which this peculiar agent is applicable.

HARPOON GUNS.

R. Tindall, Jun., Fraserburgh.—Patent dated Nov. 28, 1857.

Mk. Tindall is again in the field with further improvements in weapons
for whaling. Since his former patent was specified,* he has followed
up the subject with untiring and praiseworthy zeal.

This invention relates to various improvements in harpoon guns, such
as are used in the whale fishery, and in the ammunition or apparatus
to be employed therewith ; the objects of the invention being the ob-

tainment of precision in firing, holding the fish in whatever position the

expanding harpoon is lodged, increased efficiency by the combination
of a bomb with the harpoon, and great accuracy of aim. The muzzle of

the improved gun is of somewhat smaller diameter than the rest of the

barrel. This reduced part is for the fitting on of a ferrule or collar con-

tained in the centre of the harpoon spade or head when the harpoon is

to be discharged. This ferrule has attached on each side a short barbed
harpoon piece, projecting in front of the ring or collar. The line is

attached to these harpoon pieces by means of a thimble connecting it

with a shackle jointed to the harpoon pieces. The gun is loaded with a

long cylindro-conoidal ball or missile, a short piece of the after-end of

which is made to fit exactly to the bore of the gun, whilst the rest is of

a reduced diameter, terminating in a cone or point. The mouth of the

harpoon ferrule fits exactly to the smaller forward portion of the cylin-

drical ball, and it is turned out internally to fit the angle forming the

connection between the larger and smaller diameter of the ball. When

' See Practical Mcclianic's Journal fur December, 1857.

the gun is loaded, the ball is entered into the barrel close up to the
powder of the charge, and the ferrule, with its duplex harpoon, being
placed upon the muzzle, it follows that, when the weapon is discharged,
the ball, on emerging, enters the ferrule, but being caught therein by
its shoulder, it carries away the duplex harpoon and the line along with
it. This cylindrical ball contains an expanding harpoon, which, when
closed, presents the appearance of a plain cylinder, the two harpoon
pieces or arms which it carries being folded down and retained by the
barrel of the gun. A spring is placed within this harpoon, contrived to
act upon the two harpoon arms, so that, when the harpoon leaves the
muzzle, they are thrown out to a certain distance by this spring action.
When the harpoon lodges in the fish, the pull upon the line expands the
harpoon arms to their full extent. The arms of this expanding harpoon
or shot are disposed at right angles to those of the main duplex harpoon,
so that, when the expanding harpoon or shot carries away the other
harpoon from the muzzle of the gun, in any position, at least one of the
pairs of harpoon arms will gain a secure hold in the fish when the latter
is hit. In carrying out this arrangement, two small studs are fixed in
the forward end of the expanding harpoon shot, one on each side, and
fitted to work as rifle pieces, in rifle grooves formed in the gun's
barrel. These internal grooves may either be parallel with the axis of
the gun's bore, or twisted or rifled, and their action is to answer as a
guide to secure the right set of the relative positions of the two sets of
harpoon amis. The studs serve also to guide the cylinder in the centre
of the gun. This expanding harpoon shot may either have a conical or
pointed front end, or it may have a conical cap fitted to it. Another
portion of the invention relates to the combination of a bomb or shell
with the haipoon. This bomb is cylindro-conoidal, and it is charged
with combustible and detonating or explosive matter. When it is to be
used with the expanding harpoon shot, the front end of the latter is

squared and slightly reduced for a short distance, to fit the after end of
the bomb. The bomb has a conical or pointed front, and on which is

fitted a percussion cap, communicating by a fusee with the charge, and
which is exploded at the instant of leaving the gun. In using the com-
mon harpoon, the fish is often lost from the breaking of the shank ; but
with the improved apparatus this difficulty is entirely removed, inasmuch
as the twisting and strain, after the harpoon is lodged in the fish, are
entirely borne by the Tine. The duplex arrangements of the harpoon
arms crossing each other in their action, also insures a firm hold in the
fish. In another modification of harpoon, comprehended under these
improvements, the actual head or holding portion of the weapon is of
the common form, and is fitted with a solid cylindrical shaft, which is

passed through a central hole in a short cross piece or ferrule which fits

upon the muzzle of the gun. To this cross piece is attached the shackle
for connection with the line, as well as a pair of wings or feather pieces
of thin sheet iron or other solution, one on each side, for directing the
harpoon's flight. The after end of the harpoon shank has a stud or collar

piece upon it, fitted to the bore of the gun, and when the gun is fired this
collar piece strikes against the arm through which the shank is passed,
and thus carries the line along with it. To render the harpoon gun ac-

curate in aiming, it is fitted with a self-adjusting sight or elevation rod.
The gun is supported, in the usual manner, upon a swivel fork, the arms
or sides of which are prolonged upwards to a short distance above the
upper surface of the gun barrel. These prolongations are for partially
supporting a moveable sight bar upon a pin passing through the top of
them. The front end of the sight bar is steadied by passing through a
guide attached to the barrel of the gun. To the under side of the eleva-
tion bar and near its front end is attached a metal plate, the under edge
of which is carved, and rests or moves upon a pin passed through the
lower part of the guide shears. One end of the plate moves upon a centre
pin, and the other rises or falls by means of an adjusting screw. For
elevating or depressing the gun, a corresponding and proportionate rise

and fall takes place in the elevation rod ; so that, when aim is taken at
any object within range of the sight rod, the gun acquires at the same
instant the exact amount of elevation or depressing necessary. This
elevation bar also admits of an adjustment in a lateral or horizontal
direction, to counteract the tendency of the line to take the harpoon to
one side of the point aimed at.

In the specification referred to, there is shown a harpoon spade, or
barbed projectile, which fits on to the outside of the muzzle of
the gun, and is carried through the air by a cylindro-conoidal shot or
bomb which is fired from the gun and passes through the harpoon
spade, carrying the harpoon spade with it. The present improvements
consist in making the cylindrical part of the harpoon spade to fit in-

side the end of the barrel of the gun, instead of outside as heretofore.
This cylindrical part is made somewhat larger than the bore of the barrel,
and the inner end is reduced in diameter to fit the bore of the gun ; the
shoulder thus formed upon the cylindrical part abuts against the extre-
mity of the barrel. The twisted wire shackle is, in this arrangement,
passed through holes made in the rear ends of the barbs of the harpoon
spade, instead of being attached thereto by screws or bolts. An addi-
tional check to the shock or blow of the projectile, when it strikes against
the harpoon spade, is furnished hy binding or lashing the prongs of the
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spado with one or two layers of stout spuiiyarn, which is put on behind

the barbs. "When the gun is fired, the cylindro-conoidal shot or shell is

partially checked bv coming in contact with the lashing, so that it

receives the principal force of the charge. The spun yarn is cut through

by the shot or shell, and the harpoon spade is carried forward by the

enlarged end of the shot coming in contact with the socket of the spade,

through which it cannot pss. When a cylindro-conoidal percussion

shell Is used, the cap of the missile is exploded by striking against a

thin plate of metal fitted between the prongs of the barbs, and immediately

behind the spunvarn lashing. For the modification of the harpoon, in

which its flight is improved by the addition of a pair of vanes or blades,

the ring to which the lateral vanes are attached is made to fit the inside

of the muzzle instead of the exterior of the barrel, as heretofore. Under

another form, the harpoon shank is made conical at its inner end. The

base of this conical part fits the bore of the gun ; the rest of the shank,

until it nearly- reaches the spade, is cylindrical. A conically-shaped

copper ferrule 'is fitted on to the shank, upon which it slides freely, but

is too small to pass over the conical end of the shank. The ferrule is

covered over externally, or ''served" with spun or rope yarn. The whaling

line is spliced round the smaller end of the ferrule, and is secured to its

larger end by a lashing of the spun or rope yarn. Another mode of con-

structing harpoons consists in making them with a conical swell, or pro-

jecting part, at or about the centre of the shank. This part is made of

the same diameter as the butt end, and the shank has fitted thereto a

conical ferrule, which is made too small to pass the central projection.

The ferrule is " served" with spunyarn, and the whaling line is spliced and

lashed thereto. The line is also" fastened to a ring about half an inch

larger than the butt end of the shank, and it slides freely up and down

the°lower half of this part of the harpoon. When the harpoon is put

down the barrel, the conical ferrule and the ring are drawn up the shank

immediately hehind the spade. Upon firing the gun, the ferrule slips

down upon"the central conical part and the ring near to the butt end of

the shank. This arrangement serves to keep the line parallel with the

shank during the flight of the harpoon. When lodged in the whale, the

strain upon the line breaks the fastening to the ring, and the drag upon

the harpcon is then upon the centre of the shank in place of the end

of it. Both of these modifications of harpoons may be fitted with sup-

plementary vanes or blades to improve the accuracy of their flight. A
groove is made round the butt end of the shank, which is filled with tow

or other soft materia', to make the shank fit closely to the barrel ; and if

the barrel is rifled, the butt end of the shank has pins projecting laterally

therefrom, which follow the course of the rifle grooves.

The accompanying engraving is a side elevation of a harpoon gun,

having one modification of an improved self-adjusting sight or elevation

rod for obtaining accuracy of aim in firing applied thereto, and for pre-

venting injury to the elevation bar from the recoil of the gun on firing,

by making the support moveable. The gun, a, is mounted upon a swivel

fork, b, being carried upon a bolt, e, which passes through the duplex

extremities of the swivel fork, and is secured thereto by nuts. Upon
one extremity of the bolt, c, is fitted a vertical support, d, the lower end

of which abuts upon an angle bracket, e, that is bolted to the swivel fork.

The support, d, is retained in a vortical position, partly by the projecting

segmental piece, f, and bracket, e, which form a part of the swivel fork,

and partly by the spring, H, which is screwed to the bracket, e. The
support, d, has liberty to move forward as far as the stud, o, but in-

stantly regains the perpendicular position when left to itself. The ele-

vation rod" or bar, I, is secured to the support, d, by a bolt and nut, which

works in a slot cut in the support, d, which admits of the primary ad-

justment of the bar, i. The front extremity of the elevation bar, i, passes

between the guide shears, j, which are fixed to the side of the barrel.

The under side of the elevation bar at this part is curved downwards,

and rests upon a small roller, k, fitted between the vertical parts of the

guide shears, J. The elevation bar is primarily adjusted, so that, when
the marksman brings the sight, L, to bear upon the object, the barrel is

in the proper position to carry the projectile to that point. In this im-

proved harpoon gun, the hammer of the lock is actuated by an external

trigger, m, which is operated by the pressure of the marksman's finger,

in lieu of a lanyard a3 heretofore, the drawing or pulling of which is very

liable to alter the position of the gun after the aim has been taken.

According to this arrangement, as the marksman directs his eye along
the elevation bar, at the same time holding the stock of the gun in both
his hands, and with the forefinger upon the trigger, m, the sight, L, bears
upon the object, the trigger is pressed upwards, and the gun is fired with
as much ease and rapidity as an ordinary pistol. Near the muzzle of

the gun is fixed a vertical stud, n, which is carried by the projecting

piece, o, on the under side of the barrel. This stud serves to indicate

when the object is beyond the range of the gun ; for when the point of
this stud is visible to the marksman as he looks along the elevation rod,

the object is then beyond range. To the projecting piece, o, is hinged a

metal plate, p, the lower end of which is squared, and rests upon the
spring, q. The pressure of this spring serves to keep the plate, p, either

in a vertical or horizontal position as it may be placed. The upper part

of the plate, p, is curved to a semicircular figure, and the obj ect of the
plate is to support the shank of the harpoon centrally when placed in

the barrel of the gun. When the harpoon is placed in the gun, the
plate, p, is turned up vertically by hand, and, as the harpoon leaves the
gun, it turns the plate upon its axis, so that it does not impede the
flight of the projectile. In another modification, the side support is

continued downwards, and terminates in a heavy iron ring. This ring

encircles the billet head, in which the shank of the swivel fork is fixed.

The ring is made four or five inches larger than the billet head, so that

it oscillates freely to that extent. The side support turns freely upon
the centre pin, and it is retained in a vertical position by the weight of

the ring ; so that the elevation rod is always preserved in its proper
position, notwithstanding the rolling motion of the boat, which may in-

cline the swivel fork more or less to one side. By this means the marks-
man is enabled to take aim with less inconvenience from the motion of

the boat.

ORNAMENTAL FABRICS.

J. R. Cochrane, Glasgow.—Patent dated November 11, 1857.

In the month of November last, Mr. Cochrane specified an invention of a

machine for cuttmg the loose threads off the surface of lappet fabrics.*

The present improvements comprehend an additional rotatory cutter

for finishing the shearing or cutting operation, and removing any loose

thread that may have escaped the action of the reciprocatory knife.

The accompanying engraving represents a vertical section of a ma-
chine for cutting off or removing the loose threads of lappet fabrics,

arranged according to the patentee's improvements. The framing, A, of

the machine consists of two end standards united by malleable iron tie

rods, the moving parts of the machine are actuated from the prime

mover by means of an endless belt which gives motion to the pulley, e,

fast to the main shaft, c, which actuates the gearing from whence the

moving parts of the machine derive their motion. The fabric to be cut

is folded loosely, and laid upon the floor in front of the machine, and

is carried over and beneath a pair of tension bars, d, then upwards, and

partially round the roller, e, passing in front of the roller, f. The
spindle of the roller, e, carries at each of its extremities a lever, upon
which is hung a counterweight ; by this means the roller, e, is caused to

* See Practical Mechanic's Journal, Part 118, p. 261.
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press against its contiguous roller, f, the surface of which is roughened

so as to draw the fabric upwards. From the roller, F, the fabric passes

over a tension bar, and under the presser roller, a, which presses upon

the surface of a series of horizontally disposed fingers or piercers ; these

enter the loops or flushed threads of the lappet fabric. The loops are cut

off from the surface of the fabric by means of a reciprocatory knife, the

edge of which presses against the under side of the fingers or piercers, and
thereby severs them from the fabric. At the part where this cutting action

takes place, the fabric is carried downwards between the bars, h, and is

subjected to the secondary cutting action which forms the principal feature

of the present invention. This cutting or shearing operation is effected

by means of a rotatory cutter and a stationary knife ; these parts are

earned in adjustable bracket pieces which are bolted to the end standards

of the machine. By means of setting screws fitted in the brackets, the

spindle of the rotatory cutter may be raised or lowered in either direc-

tion, and the cutting edges thereby adjusted with the utmost accuracy

in regard to their contiguity to the fixed blade. The rotatory cutter, i,

consists of a wrought-iron spindle, to which is fitted a cast-iron cylinder

;

to this cylinder a series of helical ribs are made fast. To the ribs are

screwed helical blades, the outer edges of which are bevilled off to a fine

cutting edge; these blades rotate in contact with the edge of the fixed

blade or cutter, j. This stationary cutter consists of one or more steel

blades fastened between the jaws of a carrying bar by means of screws.

The extremities of the carrying bar are reduced in thickness, and each

rests upon an angular ledge cast on the supporting bracket piece. The
helical cutter when arranged in the machine is partially enclosed by the

guard, k, which prevents the particles of severed cotton from being

thrown about the room, for as the particles are cut off, they are thrown
against the guard and fall into the trough, l, which is fitted beneath.

Within the trough, L, is a secondary receiver, into which the particles

from the reciprocatory knife are deposited as they fall from the shoot

above. The presser bar, m, which serves to keep the fabric in contact

with the edges of the severing blades, has affixed to one of its extremities

a hand lever, n, by which the presser bar may be raised from or lowered

on to the fabric. This lever is held in either of the two positions by a

notched plate which projects inwards from the upper edge of the end
standard. To withdraw the fabric from the severing blades it is only

necessary to shift the lever, n, to the front notch in the plate, when the

joining of the two pieces of cloth is passing through at the shearing

point ; the hold which the roughened roller has upon the cloth draws it

away from the blades, the cutting operation of which is thereby sus-

pended. Motion is communicated to the rotatory and reciprocatory

cutters from a band wheel which is fast to the main shaft, c ; this wheel
is driven at a high velocity, and by means of an endless band gives

motion to a pulley that is keyed to the spindle of the rotatory cutter.

From the bars, h, the fabric passes downwards, as indicated by the

arrow, and beneath the presser bar, m, the acute bevilled edge of which
keeps a narrow line of the cloth just in contact with the severing blades.

The effect of this arrangement is, that as the rotatory cutter, i, revolves

against the fixed blade, j, in manner similar to the cutting action of a

pair of scissors, any loops or projecting particles of cotton that may
have escaped the shearing action of the reciprocatory cutter are effectually

removed in passing the blades, i and J. The sheared fabric passes round
the drawing roller, o, the surface of which is roughened ; it is by means
of this roller that the fabric is drawn through the machine, it being the

only one of the series which receives its motion from the prime mover.
The spindle of the roller, o, is made with a coupling so as to readily

connect it with the wheel by which it is driven, and it is put into or out
of gear with the wheel bj' means of a lever which is fast to a horizontal

shaft, p. The shaft, p, is carried in bearings attached to the outside of
one of the end standards, a ; it has fast to its front extremity a weighted
lever; by turning this lever either to the right or left hand, the attendant
can instantly disengage the roller, or vice versa. As it is by the drag
of the cloth upon the surface of the roller, o, that it is drawn through
the machine, it is necessary to keep it in contact therewith, and this is

done by means of the roller, q. The spindle of the roller, q, is carried

in the upwardly turned ends of a pair of levers which are centred upon
studs secured to the framing ; these levers have notches made in their

upper edges, in which the rings of counterweights are hung. By means
of this arrangement the pressure of the roller, q, against the drawing
roller, o, may be regulated by shifting the weights to and fro upon the
supporting levers. A smooth metal roller rests upon the surface of the

fabric as it passes over the roller, q, which serves to keep the cloth

perfectly smooth as it leaves the drawing roller, this roller being driven

by its factional contact with the drawing roller. The smoothing roller

is carried by a pair of arms which are centred upon studs projecting from
the inner sides of the end standards, so that the roller may be readily

lifted to pass the end of an uncut piece beneath it. After passing the

roller, it then falls upon the floor, where it is laid in regular folds, as

shown upon the right-hand side of the engraving. By means of these

several improvements, the cutting and removal of loose threads from the
surface of fabrics is effected in a far more expeditious and superior
manner than heretofore.

GARMENTS.

Robert Atkinson, Newcastle.—Patent dated October 5, 1857.

Thf. improvements specified under these letters patent consist in com
bining a vest or waistcoat front with any ordinary shirt, the two gar
ments being sewed, buttoned, or other-

wise fastened together, so as to form one
compound garment. The vest front may
be made of any desired form or cut, and
is tightened or adjusted to the figure by
a strap and buckle in the ordinary man-
ner.

The annexed engraving represents a

front elevation of the vest shirt complete.

A is the bod}' of the shirt, which may be of

any of the ordinary or improved shapes,

and b is the vest front, which is sewed,

buttoned, or otherwise secured or at-

tached to the body of the shirt at those

parts only which are indicated in the en-

graving by dotted lines at c c, namely,
from the shoulder strap to the arm pits ; the rest of the vest front be-

ing perfectly loose, and tightened or adjusted to the figure by the ordi-

nary straps and buckle, d.

A garment of this construction will be found much lighter and cooler

for summer wear than an ordinary vest used in addition to the shirt, by
reason of the back of the vest being, according to the present invention,

altogether dispensed with.

CLEANSING FABRICS.

James Goodwin and Andrew Boyd, C'ampsie.—Patent dated August 26,

1857.

Under one modification of this invention, the cleansing of the fabrics is

effected by means of an inexpensive and abundant material, instead of

using soap and chemical materials, wdiich form a costly item in the pre-

paration of printed goods. In the present invention, the fabrics to be
cleansed are first washed in cold water to free them from dirt and ex-

traneous matters, they are then submitted to the process for discharging

the diffused colouring matter from the ground of the fabric. One mode
of preparing the cleansing fluid, which is to be used in lieu of soap or

other chemical cleansing materials, is as follows :—The vessel in which
the cleansing liquor is manufactured may be a cylindrical boiler of the

ordinary kind, and set in brickwork in the usual manner ; this boiler is

furnished with a man-hole or other suitable aperture for charging and
discharging the solid contents of the vessel. The boiler must also be
fitted with induction and eduction pipes, for filling the boiler, and draw-
ing off the prepared cleansing fluid, the said pipes being furnished with
stop cocks or other means for controlling the passage of the fluids to and
from the boiler. Instead of using a cylindrical boiler with hemispherical

ends, a boiler with flat ends, or of a slightly convex shape, may be con-

veniently used for the purpose. In this arrangement the door for charg-

ing and discharging the solid contents of the boiler may be fitted at one

end of the boiler ; or the end of the boiler may be made so that it may
be removed at pleasure, thus affording great facility for removing the

contents and recharging the same. In this arrangement the end of the

cylindrical portion of the boiler is made with a broad flange, the face of

which is turned in a lathe, and a circular groove or channel cut in the

face of the flange. The cover or end piece is made with a corresponding

flange to fit the end of the body of the boiler ; the flange has upon its

face a projecting ring, which is turned to fit the face of the boiler end;
the face of the flange is likewise turned, so that the two opposing sur-

faces fit closely to each other. The circular groove in the boiler end is

packed either with gasket, vulcanised India-rubber, or other suitable

packing, so as to keep the junction of the two parts steam and water
tight when the end cover is fastened on. The cover is secured to the

boiler by bolts and nuts, or other similar fastenings. A vessel suitable

for the manufacture of the cleansing fluid, and arranged according to one
of the modes described, or a modification thereof, is to be filled, or par-

tially so, with water, an account being kept of the number of gallons of

water filled into the boiler. To each gallon of water is to be added five

pounds weight of sifted cinders ; that is to say, if five hundred gallons

of water have been pumped or otherwise filled into the boiler, two thou-

sand five hundred pounds weight of cinders is to be added thereto. The
cinders are put into the boiler through the man-hole, or other aperture

provided for the purpose. But if the boiler used for the preparation is

one in which the opening is at the end, or with a moveable end cover,

then the charge of cinders is put into the boiler first, and after properly
securing the door or end cover, the requisite quantity of water is added
thereto. The cinders used for the purpose is the ordinary partially con-
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sumed product of mineral coal ; these cinders are sifted prior to using

them, so as to free them from the fine dust and ash with which they are

usually mixed. Mineral coke, or the residuum obtained from the manu-
facture of coal gas, will also do for the purpose of preparing the cleans-

ing fluid. Or the coke may he expressly prepared for the purpose in a

suitable coke oven, similar to those ordinarily used for burning coke for

use in locomotive engines. If this arrangement be adopted, the heat of

the coke oven may be economically applied to the heating of the boiler

or boilers in which the cleansing liquor is prepared. The large lumps in

which coke is obtained are to be broken into pieces of about an inch in size.

Instead of using the cinders of mineral coal, or coke, vegetable charcoal

may be substituted for either of these substances, but preference is

given to either cinders or coke, as being cheaper and more easily ob-

tained in large quantities than charcoal. If, however, charcoal is made
use of for preparing the cleansing fluid, it is to be broken into pieces of

about one inch square, and sifted to free the larger pieces from dust and
refuse matters; the charcoal is then ready for use. Whichever of these

substances—that is to say, either cinders, coke, or charcoal—is used, the

requisite quantity is to be put into the boiler, and the proper proportion

of water is added thereto. This being done the fire is raised, and the

water made to boil. The boiling of the cinders, coke, or charcoal in the

water is continued for the space of five hours or thereabouts. A quantity

of chalk is then added to the liquor in the boiler, the added quantity of

chalk is to be in the proportion of one pound weight of chalk to each

gallon of fluid in the boiler. The chalk is to be added to the fluid in the

boiler in a powdered state, and is therefore to be ground or otherwise

pulverised, prior to putting it into the boiler. After adding the chalk to

the fluid, the boiling is to be continued for one hour longer ; the fire is

then withdrawn, or damped down, in order to allow the fluid in the

boiler to become clear, by the settlement or deposition of the particles of

chalk suspended therein. The clear supernatant liquor is now drawn off

from the boiler by means of the tap or valvular apparatus fitted to the

boiler for the purpose. Or, in lieu of this mode of procedure, the liquor

may be drawn off from the boiler when the second boiling is completed
;

in this case the fluid must be allowed to remain for some time in the

vessel into which it is run, in order to admit of the settlement of the

chalky matters held in suspension. Fpon the clear liquor being drawn
off from the deposit, the cleansing fluid is read}' for use, and may be put

up in barrels, bottles, or other vessels, ready for the use of calico and
silk printers, dyers, cleaners, and others. The charge of cinders, coke,

or charcoal, and chalk, is then to be removed from the boiler, and the

vessel is again ready for repeating the operation of preparing another
quantity of the liquor. The cleansing fluid prepared in the foregoing,

or other similar manner, exerts a powerful detergent, or other cleansing

action, upon textile fabrics, and it is to be used in lieu of soap, or other

chemical ingredients, for washing and cleansing cotton and silk fabrics.

It is impossible to state the exact proportions in which the cleansing

fluid is to be mixed with water to meet all the purposes to which it is

applicable; but, as a. general rule, it may be stated that a mixture of

one gallon of cleansing fluid to forty gallons of water will be found to

make an effective cleansing liquor, suitable for cleansing printed cotton

and silk fabrics. This cleansing fluid is particularly adapted for the use
of calico and silk printers, as it discharges, in a far more effectual manner
than by the use of soap, the colouring matters diffused over the ground
of the fabrics during the operations of printing and fixing the colours.

The cleansing fluid not only discharges the diffused colouring matters
from the ground of the fabrics, but it also heightens, or develops more
fully the tints of the printed portions of the fabrics, and gives a peculiar

brilliancy, and highly satisfactor3" effect thereto. Although not required
in the general purposes to which this fluid is applicable, yet, in some
cases a small proportion of alkali, either potass or soda, may be ju-

diciously and advantageously added thereto. The increase of strength
obtained by the addition of the alkali must be regulated according to the
nature- of the goods which the cleansing fluid is specially prepared for.

The fluid is also advantageously useful as a substitute for the " dunging
liquor,'' ordinarily used by the printers of textile fabrics to clear the
ground of the fabrics, and fix the mordants therein, and to all purposes
in the preparation or cleansing of printed silk and cotton goods, where
an economical, but effective and uninjurious cleansing or detergent ac-
tion is required.

MANUFACTURE OF BRICKS.

Hexet Wimbaj.l, Berkshire.—Patent dated Oct. 19, 1857.

The improvements specified under the present letters patent refer to a
peculiar construction and arrangement of pug mills, suitable either for

pugging or working clay or for making bricks, tiles, and drain pipes and
other similar articles, and consist in the employment of pug mills with
two or more shafts and sets of knives, instead of using only one shaft
and set of knives, as is at present the case. These shafts are geared
together, and consequently rotate in opposite directions ; and as the

No. 124—Vol. XI.

die or orifice for the passage of the exuding clay is placed between the
shafts, the clay is more readily and freely forced out than when the ori-
fice or die is situate immediately opposite the shaft of the mill. Ac-
cording to another modification, the lower portion of the shafts are fur-
nished with discs or wheels having cutting projections and corresponding
apertures in them, through which apertures the clay is pressed by means
of a stationary knife placed in an inclined position above them. If found
desirable, the clay may run on to carriages in place of on to a fixed plat-
form, and may be then cut or subdivided into bricks or pipes in any con-
venient manner. When carriages are used for the purpose of carrying
away the clay as it exudes from the pug mill, as described in the speciff-
cation of letters patent granted to the patentee on the 12 th day of Dec.
1S56,* moulds may be placed on such carriages to form articles of anv
shape, in which case the carriages must he driven in succession under
the pug mill, for the purpose of receiving the clay or other material to
be pressed into the form required.

Fig. 1 of the illustrative engravings represents a side elevation and
partial longitudinal section of one form of the improved pug mill and
brick-making machine. Fig. 2 is a corresponding plan of the same one
half of the pug mill being shown in horizontal section. A is the main
framing of the machine and b is the pug mill, which is situated in the
centre of the machine. This pug mill is furnished with two shafts and
sets of knives, c, o, in place of having only one pugging shaft as in ordi-
nary pug^ mills ; and the die or mouthpiece, n, through which the clay is
pressed, is placed in a central position between the two pugging shafts.
These shafts are geared together, so that they will rotate in opposite
directions, and by their motions will greatly facilitate the expulsion of
the clay through the die. Motion is imparted in any convenient man-
ner to one of the shafts, by bevel or other gearing, such motion being
transmitted to the second shaft by the spur wheels, b, e. At the bottom
of each shaft is secured a wheel or drum, p, fitted with a number of ra-

diating inclined knives, a, G, the immediate object of which is to force

the clay downwards into the moulds. The peripheries of the wheels or

drums serve to smooth off the ends of the moulded bricks or other arti-

cles, and also to force the clay outwards, or in the direction of the die

or mouthpiece. There are travelling moulding carriages, fitted with
wheels running along rails or trams. These carriages contain moulds or

matrices of any suitable form, according to the articles to be produced.

The engravings show the carriages fitted with moulds suitable for making
ordinary bricks. These moulds consist of a number of vertical division

plates, fixed transversely across the two longitudinal beams of the

carriages, the distances or intervals between the plates or divisions,

corresponding to the width of the brick. The bottoms of the moulds
consist each of a separate moveable plate, and the height from the bot-

tom plates, to the top edge of the division plates, corresponds to the

thickness of the brick. The top and two ends of the moulds are open,

and the clay is smoothed at these parts so as to be flush therewith by
the top and sides of the die or discharging mouth, and also laterally by
the action of the peripheries of the wheels or drums, F, F, in the pug
mill. The thickness of the peripheries or rams of such wheels or drums
should be enough to extend completely from the bottom of the mould to

a little above the tops of the division plates. The requisite travelling

molion is imparted to the mould carriages from the pug mill shafts by
the two endless link chains, which are passed round horizontal grooved
pulleys on the pugging shafts and round carrier pulleys, the spindles

of which are supported in suitable bearings in the main framing of

the machine. It is thus obvious, that on motion being imparted to the

pugging shafts, the chains will simultaneously commence to travel,

and will propel the carriages forward by means of projections, on the

chains which bear against the ends of the axis carrying the running

* Practical Mechanic's Journal part exxiii. pare G7, Juno, 1S58.
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wheels of the carriages. These projections must be so disposed, that as

fast as they leave one carriage, other projections will commence to act

upon the succeeding carriage, which will then push out the preceding

one, the motion in this way being continuous. In order to support the

chains and keep them perfectly horizontal, the patentee proposes to guide

them along fixed guide rails. The bottoms of the moulds are kept down
in their places whilst passing through the machine, by having the bot-

tom plates made to overhang or project slightly beyond the ends of the

moulds, and these projecting parts run under a ledge or rib, formed
on the inner sides of the framing. If found desirable, endless chains or

bands, having moulds or matrices made on them, may be substituted

for the travelling carriages, in which case the time and labour required

for wheeling back and readjusting the empty carriages will be obviated,

the motion of the endless chain or band of moulds being continuous. A
smoothing roller, covered with felt or flannel, is placed at the extreme

delivery end of the machine, for the purpose of compressing and smoothing
the top sides or faces of the bricks before they finally leave the machine.

The width between the standards or framing at this part is slightly con-

tracted, and is lined with smooth metal plates, for the purpose of com-
pressing and smoothing the ends of the bricks as they leave the machine.

If found desirable, compressing and smoothing rollers may be substi-

tuted for these plates, such rollers having their axes, of course, in a ver-

tical direction. As the carriages leave the machine, the finished bricks

are removed from their moulds by attendants, who simply take hold of

the ends of the bottom plates and lift out the bricks with them, the

empty plates being again deposited in their places ready for use. By
this means the necessity for any cutting apparatus is entirely avoided,

as the bricks are individual!}' moulded to their proper size and form be-

fore leaving the machine.

In another modification, the clay exudes from the pug mill in one
continuous stream, and requires to be afterwards cut into suitable lengths,

which may be effected by any suitable cutting apparatus. The pug mill,

as in the arrangement before described, is furnished with two pugging
shafts, the die or delivery mouth being similarly placed between the two
shafts. The bottom of the mill in this case is closed in place of being
open, and the elaj' is expelled laterally through the die on to a travelling

table or carriage, having hinged flaps similar to the table illustrated and
described in the specification of the patent reported at page 67 of the pre-

sent volume. The travelling table or carriage passes beneath the bottom
of the pug mill, the motion of the exuding clay serving to propel the
carriage without the necessity for driving the same by other means.
The principal improvement in this modification is the employment of

two wheels, having projecting rims or flanges fitted or formed" on their

upper and lower sides, which wheels are respectively secured to the
lower portions of the two pugging shafts, so as to be in contact, or nearly

so, with the bottom of the pug mill. The edges of the projecting rims
or flanges are cut through at suitable intervals, and the metal is bent or

turned up angularly at such portions, so as to form an inclined knife or

cutting blade, the object of which is to cause the clay, during the revo-

lution of the wheels, to enter therein between the rims or flanges, through
the apertures formed in such rims or flanges. The two shafts are further

supplied with the ordinary pugging knives, which continually force the

clay downwards, and the rotation of the clay in the mill is prevented, by
using a fixed inclined blade or plate attached either to the front side of

the mill or to the shafts ; but in the latter case it must be so connected
as to allow the shafts to rotate freely without imparting motion to the

knife or plate. Two fixed stops project at one end into the spaces con-

tained between the rims or flanges of the wheels, whilst their outer ends
form the vertical sides of the moulding die or delivery mouth. These
stops serve to prevent the clay from being carried round between the

wheels, and direct the stream in the proper direction to pass through the

die. The rims or flanges of the two wheels work in contact, or nearly
so, with each other, and the inner space between the peripheries of the

wheels, and the inner sides or faces of the rims or flanges correspond in

siz^ and shape, or nearly so, with the transverse section of the stream of

clay as it exudes from the machine. The die may, however, be made
rather smaller, if required, for the purpose of compressing the clay i

slightly as it passes through it. The patentee prefers to use dies having
one or more of their inner sides furnished with rollers, such rollers being

\

placed within the actual mouth of the die so as to form rolling sides

thereto, whereby the clay comes out smoother and more compact and
perfect at the angles than when ordinary dies are used. Drain pipes

and perforated bricks may obviously be made in this machine by using
dies and cores of the required shape for that purpose, as is well known
to practical brickmakers. By the adoption of the wheels hereinbefore

described, at the bottom of the pug mill, the clay is more directly pro-

pelled towards the die or delivery mouth, and a considerable economy of
power is consequently obtained.

ENAMELLING METALS.

AVii.liam Greening, Middlesex.—Patent dated October 28, 1857.

The beautiful art of enamelling is likely to receive an impetus from the
improvements introduced by Mr. Greening, whose invention relates to

an improved mode of enamelling metal or other surfaces capable of tak-

ing enamel, and of standing a great heat, whereby a better surface is

produced, and one which is capable of resisting the action of acids and
heat and cold. The ordinary colours well known to enamcllers may be
employed, but according to this invention the acids are first extracted
from such colours, and the colours (if a marbling effect is desired) are

then floated on water, the water being agitated in any convenient man-
ner (the patentee prefers to use a galvanic battery) for the purpose of
mingling the colours, so as to produce the marbling effect desired.

The surface to be enamelled is laid gently upon the surface of the
floating colours, when the film of colour floating on the water becomes
transferred on to it, and the whole is immediately placed in the enamel-
ling furnace, and subjected to a heat of from 170° to 200° Fahr. for a
period of about six days, more or less. The enamelled surface is after-

wards varnished, polished, and rebumt in the ordinary manner. The
extraction of the acids from the colours, which forms the main feature of

this invention, is effected by mixing or passing the colours through lime
water or other alkaline solution, when the aeids are decomposed by the

alkali, and leave the colours free and transparent.

The patentee also proposes to obtain a marbling or further ornament-
ing effect by adding to the colours used different metals, such as gold,

silver, &o., in the form of fine dust, filings, or tin foil, in which case the

specific gravity of the water should be increased to a sufficient density
to float the metals to be used. This may be done by the addition of

potash, chloride of sodium, or any other agent free from acid.

WEAVING.

Richard Watson, Galashiels.—Patent dated Sept. 26, 1857.

The patentee's improvements relate to the arrangement and construction

of looms for weaving various classes of goods, together with the mecha-
nical movements necessary for actuating the loom during weaving.
According to this invention, the usual overhead shafts, with their belts

and driving pulleys, are all dispensed with, and their place is supplied

by long horizontal reciprocatory bars or shafts, carried in bearings be-

neath, or on a level with, the floor of the weaving shop These bars or

longitudinally reciprocatory shafts are each driven from one end by
means of a crank or other suitable movement, one such bar or shaft

being provided for each row of looms, being disposed beneath the centre

of such row. At the part where the connection is to be formed between
the bar and the individual looms, the bar is suitably notched on its upper
side, this notch being so arranged as to work directly beneath the stay

or lathe of the loom. The lathe is fitted with a bottom tail-piece or rod,

carrying a jointed catch piece with an underneath catch or inverted hook.
This catch piece is connected with the loom stop rod, so that the atten-

dant can set the catch either in gear with the notch of the bar beneath,
or raise it free from the bar altogether. In this way, so long as the

catch is allowed to rest in the notch of the bar, the continuous recipro-

catory action of the latter gives the necessary reciprocatory action to

the lathe ; but when the catch is elevated, the disengagement occurs and
the loom ceases to move. It is this movement of the lathe which actuates
all the other movements of the loom. The lathe action is also available
for working Jacquard movements. The take-up of the woven fabric is

effected bj' ratchet or other movements of the ordinary kind, as may be

desired. This ratchet and pin-wheel picking action also affords an easy
means of adjusting the sequence of the picks as may be desired for vary-

ing the effects in the woven goods.

Fig. 1 of the illustrative engravings is an elevation or end view of a
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loom arranged according to one modification of the improvements. Fig.

3 is an elevation of the front of the loom. The loom framing, a, consists

"f two cast-iron side standards, united by cross rails at the upper and

lower parts. The back uprights of the side standards, A, are curved

above the warp beam so as to sweep forward towards the front of the

loom, and then upwards, their extremities terminating over the centre of

Fig. 1.

the framing. The different reciprocatory and rotatory movements of

the loom are wholly derived from the crank disc, B, to the pin of which

is attached one extremitv of the rod, c ; the other end of this rod is con-

nected to the bar or shaft, D. This bar or shaft, d, is carried beneath

the loom and midway between the end standards ; it is raised slightly

above the level of the flooring, and extends throughout the row or series

of looms. There is, consequently, a corresponding arrangement of a

crank disc and reciprocatory bar or shaft to each row of looms in the

weaving shed. The bar, d, is supported near the back part of each loom

bv means of a pair of standards, E, which are bolted to the flooring. To
the upper ends of these standards is jomted the rod, f ; the lower end of

the rod is forked to receive the bar, d, which is attached to the rod by a

pin. At the part of the bar, d, near the front of the loom, a notch or

curved recess is made in the bar, and into this notch a pin, which is fast

to the free end of the lever, g, falls. This lever is attached to the arm,

h, which is fast to the shaft, i, a partially-rotatory movement being com-

municated to the shaft from the reciprocatory motion of the bar, d, when
the crank disc, B, is caused to rotate. The backward end of the lever, g,

is connected bv a link, j, to the lever, K, which oscillates upon the shaft,

i. The free end of the lever, K, extends forward in front of the loom

framing, and is attached by a link, l, to the bell-

crank lever, si, which is centred upon a stud

fixed to the lower stay piece of the framing. The
other arm of the bell-crank lever, m, is connected

by the rod, s, to the lower end of the stop rod,

o. Whilst the stop rod is held in its retaining

check or detent, the front end of the lever, k,

is depressed, which has the effect of keeping the

backward end of the lever, g, raised, and the

fore end recessed in the bar, d. During this

position of the lever, G, it will, of course, move
to and fro in accordance with the bar, d, and
consequently impart a rocking or pendulous

movement to the arm, H, and a partially rotatory

motion to the shaft, i, from which the other move-
ments of the locm are taken. But the instant

that the stop rod, o, is released from its detent,

either by the hand of the attendant or by means
of the self-acting mechanism ordinarily used for

the purpose, the rod, x, is moved laterally, which
causes the bell-crank lever, m, to raise the front

end of the lever, k, and thereby depress the back-

ward end of the lever, g. The motion of the

s, about its axis lifts the pin at the fore

end of the lever out of the notch or recess in

the bar, d, and the loom is in consequence
instantly stopped. The raising of the fore end of the lever, o, is

assistedby the action of the spiral spring, p, one end of which is fastened

to the lever, g, and the other to the arm, h. When the stop rod is held

in the check or detent, and the lever, o, is in gear with the bar, i>, the

spring, p, is stretched to a certain extent. This tendency to raise the

fore end of the lever, g, is overcome by the stop rod, o. But upon the

stop rod being released from its detent, the recoil of the spring lifts the

lever, g, out of the notch or recess in the bar, d. The return of the stop

rod to its detent raises the after or backward end of the lever, G, and de-

presses the front end, the pin of which slips into the notch in the bar, n,

as it moves to and fro beneath. In this manner the starting and stop-

ping of the loom are completely under control, and as readily effected as

by the ordinaiy pulley and belt arrangement. The lathe, q, is suspended
by means of the swords, r, which are centred upon a stud projecting

laterally from each side of the upper part of the loom framing. The
lathe derives its pendulous motion from the shaft, i, to each extremity of

which a lever, s, is keyed. The upper ends of these levers are each con-

nected to the lathe, Q, by a link, t. These links are made with a shoulder

or projecting part, which comes in contact with a stop on the upper end
of each of the levers, s, and thus prevents the link from passing beyond
the proper point when at the extremity of its range. The picking mo-
tion, by which the shuttle is driven from either side of the loom at plea-

sure, according to the requirements of the pattern that is being woven,
is derived from the reciprocatory movement of one of the levers, s. In

this modification of the patentee's improvements, the right-hand lever,

s, is used for the purpose. A stud pin fitted to the lever carries a pawl,

u, the free extremity of which falls into the teeth of the ratchet wheel, v,

which is carried by a stud fixed to the lower part of the standard, a.

The ratchet wheel, v, is made with holes round its face, into which pins

or angularly-shaped projecting pieces of metal are fitted, as shown at w.
These pins or wedge pieces come in contact with a projection on the

inner side of the lever, x. This lever is fast to a small shaft, y, carried

in the standard, z, which is bolted to the flooring ; a corresponding ar-

rangement of a lever, x, and shaft, t, is fitted upon the opposite or left-

hand side of the loom, the inner extremities of the two shafts, y, being
connected to each other by the rod, a. The shafts, y, are capable of a

certain amount of lateral motion, or traverse in their bearings in the

standards, z ; but when not otherwise acted upon, the shafts and the

levers, x, are kept to the left-hand side of the loom by the tension of a

helical spring, 6, one extremity of which is fastened to the rod, a, and
the other to the lower part of the cross rail of the loom framing. When,
however, a pin or wedge piece, w, is inserted in the face of the ratchet

wheel, v, as the wheel rotates this wedge piece conies in contact with
the projection on the right-hand side of the lever, x. The pressure of

the wedge piece, w, against the lever, x, overcomes the tension of the

spring, 6, and causes the shafts, y, and levers, x, to move laterally to

the right of the loom. By means of this lateral motion, either the right

or left hand lever, x, is caused to actuate the picking stick above it, so

that the shuttle or shuttles may be thrown from either side of the loom
in any predetermined sequential order. Each of the levers, x, carries

upon its upper edge a pullej', c, which may be brought within the range

of the tappet, d, that in this instance forms a tail or prolongation to each
of the levers, s. Accordingly, as one or other of the levers, x, is brought
under its corresponding tappet, d, it will be depressed by the reciproca-

tory action of the tappet as it passes over the periphery of the pulley, c.

The backward ends of the levers, x, are connected by a shackle to the

rods, e, the upper ends of which are attached to the straps,// these straps

Fig. 2.

are secured to the cone pulleys, </, which are fast to the spindles, /;.

These spindles are carried in bearing plates, which are bolted to the side

standards, A, and to their front ends are fitted the picking sticks, i. Thus,

when the pulley, c, on either of the levers, x, is brought under its actu-

ating tappet, d, the lever is suddenly depressed, which imparts a corre-
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spondingly rapid motion or jerk to the picking stick connected therewith.

This motion of the picking stick and its picker drives the shuttle from

that side of the loom through the shed. The picking sticks are brought

back to their normal position by the reaction of the helical springs, j,

the lower ends of which are attached to studs fixed to the inner faces of

the side standards, A ; the upper ends of the springs, j, are fastened to

the straps, k, which are fast to the pulleys, g. These straps work in

opposite directions to the straps, /; so that, when the pick is made, they

are wound round the pulleys and the springs are thereby stretched; but

the instant the tappets, d, have passed the pulleys, c, the picking sticks

spring back by the recoil of the springs, j. The shedding action or

movement of the heddles in their appropriate sequential order is derived

from the reciprocatory movement of the lathe, Q, to the swords of which

a link, I, is attached. The other end of each of these links is jointed to

the central arm of the double bell-crank or _|_ shaped lever, m. The
two lateral or horizontal arms of the bell-crank lever, m, are connected

to the rods, n and o, the upper ends of which are linked to the levers, p
and q. These levers run loosely upon the spindle, r, which is carried in

pedestal bearings that are bolted to the upper sides of the standards, A.

Upon each extremity of the spindle, r, is keyed a ratchet wheel, t and u;

these wheels are actuated by the pawds, v and w, which are earned upon
studs fitted to the levers, p and q; the downward motion of one lever

causing its contiguous wheel to rotate by the drag of the pawl upon its

teeth, whilst the upward motion of the opposite lever does not affect its

neighbouring wheel, as the pawl slides over its teeth. The central por-

tion of the spindle, r, is fitted with a drum, s, which has a series of

grooves or indentations formed therein, and made from end to end of the

drum parallel to its axis. Into these grooves or indentations in the

drum, the links or connecting pins of the endless heddle chain, x, fall

;

there is a series of these chains placed parallel to each other, and corre-

sponding in number to the number of leaves of heddles in use. The
endless chains, x, are kept distended by a drum, which is fitted in

bearings upon the framing ; the chains are so made that projecting

nieces, z, may be readily attached thereto. These projecting pieces or

he Idle tappets, z, as the chain rotates, come into contact with the pul-

leys, which are shown in dotted lines in fig. 2. The pulleys are fitted

in the heddle levers ; these levers are carried upon a shaft, which is ar-

ranged parallel to the side standards, a, its bearings being carried by
the front and back upper cross rails of the loom framing. The inner

ends of the heddle levers are connected to the heddles by the cords which
are attached at their lower ends to the heddle shafts ; the outer ends of

the levers are attached by rods or cords, which are carried downwards to

a series of bell-crank levers. There is a bell-crank lever to each rod or

cord, and the series of levers is carried loosely upon a spindle which is

fitted in a pair of short standards that are bolted to the flooring. As the

lathe, q, vibrates, the double bell-crank lever, m, oscillates upon its axis,

and gives motion to the rods, n, and o, and levers, p, and q. "When
the lathe moves backwards, the rod, o, which is attached to the bell-

crank lever, m, draws down the lever, q, the pawl, w, of which causes
the ratchet wheel, u, to partially rotate ; this movement carries round
the chains, x, and those which have tappets, z, fitted to them will de-

press their corresponding heddle levers, the

heddles attached to the other ends thereof

being consequently raised. The depression
of the outer ends of the levers that are so

acted upon slackens the rods or cords, so

that the bell-crank levers turn upon their

axes, and the horizontal rods connected
therewith actuate the levers and the rods;

this movement thus compensates for the
upward motion of the heddles. In like

manner, when the heddles are not raised,

which only occurs when there are tappets,

z, on the chains, x, the required tension
of the heddles is maintained by the com-
pensating action of the rods or cords and
their respective bell-crank levers. When
the lathe, Q, moves forward to beat up
the weft, the front arm of the bell-crank lever, m, is depressed, and by
this means the rod, n, lever, p, and pawl, r, actuate the wheel, t, which
turns the chains, x, so that the rollers on the heddle levers rest in the
spaces on the chain between the tappets, z, in which position no shed is

formed. In this manner, any number of heddles required to produce a
particular fabric may be actuated in the sequential order necessary to
produce the predetermined pattern or effect.

ORNAMENTING PAPER.

L. L. H. Beuton, Paris.—Patent dated September 9, 1857.

The patentee's improvements consist in the manufacture or production
of a novel description of wrappers, covers, or envelopes, for containing

fabrics or goods of any nature, by the application to such wrappers,
covers, or envelopes, of trade marks or designs of any form or nature,

produced by pressure in any convenient manner, the mark or design so

produced being indelible, and of a transparent nature resembling the or-

dinary water mark.
The process which is preferred for the production of these indelible

trade marks or designs, consists in laying the paper or fabric to be
treated upon a metal plate having the required design engraved in relief

on its surface. Over the paper or fabric a copper or zinc plate is placed,

and over that again are laid one or more sheets of card board, and finally

another zinc plate. The whole is then passed through an ordinary cop-

perplate printing machine, or is submitted to pressure in any other con-
venient manner. Any other hard substance capable of containing a de-

sign in relief may be used in lieu of a metallic plate, such as paper,

papier maehe, &c, parchment, stone, or wood. On removing the paper
or fabric after it has been treated in the manner hereinbefore described,

the mark or design of the engraving will be found to be indelibly and
transparently produced upon it.

Paper or woven fabrics treated in the above manner may be applied

in various ways, as for bands, bags, tickets, boxes, cases, linings, and in

general may be used upon all occasions where wrappers or envelopes are

required.

CUTTING STONE.

The Earl of Caithness, London.—Patent dated Dec. 5, 1857.

In a former number of our Journal,* we had the pleasure of directing

attention to an ingenious mechanical arrangement for dressing stone,

which arrangement was the invention of the Earl of Caithness. The
improvements which we now report are the result of further efforts on
the part of the noble patentee in developing the mineral wealth of the

county from whence his lordship derives his title.

The present invention relates to a peculiar construction and arrange-

ment of machinery or apparatus for cutting or dividing stone, slate, or

marble, whereby greater facility is afforded for the admission of the sand
or cutting powder and water at each stroke of the cutter. According to

this invention, a straight saw or serrated cutting blade, or a blade having
a smooth edge, with notches at suitable intervals for the admission of

sand or cutting powder into the cut, is employed. This blade, which
in itself forms no part of the present invention, is fitted into a back or

holder in any convenient manner, so as to strengthen the blade and dis-

pense thereby with the necessity of straining it. The back of this cut-

ting blade is connected at each end to a slotted vibrating or oscillating

link or lever working on adjustable centres, situated either above or

below the back of the blade. These links are so arranged, as regards
their relative positions and attachments to the back of the cutting blade,

that when the one is in a perpendicular position the other will be at an
angle. A longitudinal reciprocating motion is imparted to the saw,

either by hand or by power, so as to give a horizontal cut or stroke of

Fig. 1.

the blade, whilst a vertical or lifting motion is imparted to each end of

the blade alternately for each stroke, by the action of one or other of the

two slotted links hereinbefore referred to, which lifting motion of the

blade allows the sand or cutting powder and water to enter the cut freely

at each stroke of the blade.

Fig. 1 of the accompanying engravings represents a side elevation of

the machine for cutting or dividing stone, slate, flags, or marble, taken
through the centre thereof; and fig. 2 is a transverse section of the same.
a are the main standards of the machine, which are connected together
and kept parallel by the crossbars, bc, placed respectively at the upper
and lower portions of the standards, n is the main driving shaft, which
works in bearings in the ordinary plummer blocks, e, bolted to the top

r Practical Mechanic's Journal for March, 1857, p. 313.
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flanges of the two standards. This shaft carries a pair of fast and loose

driving pullies, F, to enable the machine to be conveniently driven by
steam or other power On each extremity of the main shaft is fitted a

single crank, G ; the two cranks being fitted thereon at right angles to

each other. To the crank pin of each of these cranks respectively is

jointed one end of a long connecting rod, H ; the opposite end of each of

which is connected, as shown at i, to the backs, j, of the two straight

horizontal cutting blades, k, w hich are guided laterally bj' suitable over-

hanging brackets, l, bolted to each extremity of the two main standards

;

a reciprocatory or to and fro motion is thus imparted to the cutting

blades, one blade being at the end of its stroke when the other is in the

middle of its stroke. The cutting blades, k, are fitted in any convenient

manner into their respective backs, j, and are notched at intervals, as

shown at a, to facilitate the entrance of sand and water into the cut.

For this purpose also the cutting blades are caused to be lifted slightly at

each end alternately at every stroke ; and this is accomplished by the

Fig. 2.

-^T!^,.«^*!t

aid of the slotted links or levers, m, which work or vibrate upon the

centres, s, their slotted portions being each engaged with a stud or bolt

on each of the backs, J, of the blades. These links are so disposed that

one of them in each blade will be in a vertical position at the end of the

stroke, whilst the other is at an angle, by which means the rising or

lifting motion will be imparted at each end of each blade alternately. In
order to allow for the descent of the blades as the cutting proceeds, the

patentee proposes to employ a means of adjusting the height of the
working centres of the links so that they may be lowered as the cut

deepens. This may be effected by forming the working centres on slides,

c, which slides are connected with screw spindles and hand wheels, d,

so that on turning the latter the working centres may be raised or

lowered as required. It will be obvious that, by this peculiar mode of

working the cutting blades and arrangement of mechanism connected
therewith, the great desideratum of a long horizontal cut, with a lifting

motion at each end to allow the sand and water to enter beneath the

blade, is effectually accomplished, since the slots in the links are so

arranged, as regards their length, that they will of necessity individually

raise or lift one end of the blade slightly, just before the termination of

each stroke. Blades fitted with backs, as hereinbefore described, are

intended for dividing or paving the edges of slabs, stone, marble, slate,

or other materials of a like nature, which slabs, e, are laid upon suitable

supporting tables or bed plates, /. When it is required to form slabs

out of large blocks of material, it is proposed to use a horizontal frame
having several cutting blades stretched therein in the ordinary way, and
without backs, so as to allow the blades to pass down within the cuts.

This frame is reciprocated to and fro by cranks and connecting rods
;

but the two cranks in that case must of course work together—that is,

they must both be in a line with each other, and on one side of the

main shaft. The same arrangement of slotted lifting links as herein-

before described is then applied to the reciprocating frame, for the pur-

pose above referred to, which arrangement constitutes the principal or

main feature of the invention. The ordinary rising motion for elevating

the block of stone or other material to be cut into slabs will be employed,
and the framing of the machine must be so constructed as to allow of

the block rising between the standards.

MANUFACTURE OF MANURES.

Edward Owes, BlackJteath.—Patent dated October 14, 1857.

Usdee a former patent* the inventor of these improvements has applied

waste hops to the manufacture of gas ; in the present invention tins

waste product is converted into a serviceable manure.
In preparing manure according to this invention, brewers' spent hops

are mixed or combined with sulphate of ammonia arid nitrate of soda,

* FraUtial Meclumica Journal for September 1857, vol. x , page 152.

either separately or in combination with each other. The spent hops,

before being mixed with either or both of the chemicals above referred

to, may be reduced to a pulp or to a dry powder in any convenient man-
ner, or they may be partially dried by being pressed into cakes.

This combination of spent hops with sulphate of ammonia and nitrate

of soda, either separately or together, may either be used as a manure in

itself, or it may be previously mixed or combined with animal matter or

with phosphates of lime, such as bone ash, coporolites, or bones which
have been previously treated with sulphuric, muriatic, or nitric acid, or

the mixture may be used in combination with any of the well-known
existing manures. The patentee does not restrict himself to any par-

ticular proportions in the mixture of the ingredients, as such proportions
will be varied according to the peculiar nature of the manure required,

or the purposes to which it is proposed to apply the same.

REGISTERED DESIGNS.

ROLLER BLIND SPRING.

Registered for Messrs. J. Apperley & Co., Dudbridge Wurjcs,

Stroudwater, Gloucestershire.

This little contrivance is intended for holding such endless

cords as are used on blind rollers and maps at a proper and
continuous tension. The engravings represent the spring in

front and side views. At a is an eyelet for receiving the end-

less cord to be distended. It is connected to the upper end
of a helical spring, b, which is fastened at its lower end to a
hold-fast or pierced plate, 0.

This simple apparatus, without involving any unsightly

prominent parts, enables the stretched cords to act freely,

still keeping up an equable pressure upon the pulley over

which they pass, and thus preventing all slipping. It is a very
useful addition to our domestic fittings.

CHIMNEY TOP.

Registered for Mr. Thomas Parr, Torquay.

This improved chimney top is constructed with a view
of securingmore effective ventilation than has hitherto

been obtained, combined with an exterior that may
be easily arranged to harmonise with the architecture

of the building to which the registered chimney top

is applied. Fig. 1 of our engravings is a sectional

elevation of the improved chimney top ; and fig. 2 is

a transverse section of the same. As arranged under
this modification, the chimney top consists of a rect-

angular shaft, terminating at its upper part in an
angular apex. The middle portion of the shaft has
a projecting panel, a, formed on each face; these

panels are closed or united to the shaft at the top,

bottom, and one side, thus leaving
one side only of each panel open
for the admission of air or the
egress of smoke, as shown at b.

The upper portion of the shaft of

the chimney top is also made with
four projecting panels, c, which
cover rectangular openings, d, in

the shaft. These upper panels
are closed at the top and ends,

the bottom being left open so as

to ensure a free current of air

through the upper part of the shaft. The arrange-
ment of this chimney top is calculated to secure good
ventilation with freedom from the evils of back
draughts.

Fig. 2.
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KEVIEWS OF NEW BOOKS.

GAS-REGULATING VALVES.

By Messrs. Cockey & Sons, Engineers and Ironfounders, Frome,
Somersetshire.

{Illustrated by Plate 226.)

A remarkable simplification of the details of gas -regulating valves,

attended too with important improvements in the actual working of the

apparatus, has just been perfected by Messrs. Cockey & Sons, of Frome,
Somersetshire—a firm which has already frequently distinguished itself

by a more than ordinarily energetic spirit for mechanical improvement.
Our plate 226 represents what Messrs. Cockey have done for the im-

provement of gas-regulating valves, in eleven different figures. Fig 1

is a sectional plan of their valve, showing its application to a set of four

purifiers ; fig. 2 sectional detail, showing the valve cover ; and fig. 3 is

an elevation of the valve itself, partly in section.

The inlet of the valve is from beneath, as shown in the section, through
the central pipe. The outlet is also beneath, through the ring round
the inlet pipe, a is the inlet pipe to the purifier No. I, and the chamber
of the valve connected with it. At b is the outlet pipe and the chamber
from the same purifier. At c is the inlet pipe for purifier No. 2, and the

chamber of the valve connected with it, whilst d is the outlet pipe and
chamber from purifier No. 2. The inlet pipe for purifier No. 3, together
with the chamber connected with it, are represented at e ; whilst p re-

presents the outlet pipe and corresponding chamber for that valve. The
inlet pipe for purifier No. 4, and the chamber connected with it, are

shown at o ; whilst H indicates the corresponding outlet pipe and chamber.
When the cover of the valve is placed on the valve, so that a is over

a, the gas rising into the cover is directed through the chamber, a, to
the purifier No. 1 ; returning to the valve in the line of the arrows to the

chamber, b, whence it is directed by the passage in the cover, b, to the
chamber, c, and thence to the inlet of purifier No. 2 ; returning by the
chamber, D, to the valve, where it is again directed by the chamber in

cover, c, to the chamber in the valve, E, to the inlet of purifier No. 3

;

returning by the outlet pipe to the chamber of valve r, whence it is

directed by the passage from the chamber of cover d, to the outlet of the

valve ; the chambers of the valve o and h being covered by the chamber
of cover e, the purifier No. 4 is shut off. If the cover be now turned so

that a is on c, purifier No. 2 will be the first into which the gas is passed,

and No. 1 will be shut off. Again, if it be turned so that a is on e, puri-

fier No. 3 will be the first in action, and No. 2 shut off; and so on in

rotation, each purifier in succession being thrown out of action.

Fig. 4 is a sectional plan of another arrangement of valve as applied

to two purifiers ; and fig. 5 is a detail of the cover. In this arrangement, a
represents the inlet pipe for the valve, and the chamber of the valve con-

nected therewith, whilst at b are the inlet pipe and chamber forming the

inlet of the purifier No. 1. The outlet pipe from purifier No. 1, and the

connected chamber, are shown at c ; and d indicates the outlet pipe of

the valve and chamber. At e are the outlet pipe from purifier No. 2,

and the chamber connected therewith ; and at f are the inlet pipe of the

purifier No. 2, and the corresponding valve chamber. When the cover
of the valve is placed on it, so that a is on a b, the flow of gas will be
directed through the purifier No. 1, in the line of the arrows, to the out-

let of valve D ; but if the cover be turned so that a is on a f, the current

of gas will be directed through purifier No. 1, and purifier No. 2 will be
shut off.

By this simple contrivance four ordinary slide valves are dispensed
with, whilst the cover of this valve being so marked as to show at once
its position, any blunder on the part of the men in charge of the work
is rendered almost impossible. The depth of this valve for a nine-inch

passage being not more than eighteen inches, no inconvenience as re-

gards excavation can possibly arise.

Figs. 6, 7, and 8 show the valve as arranged for a " bye pass." In fig. 7

the iulet is at a, and the outlet at d. When the cover is placed so

that a is over a b, the gas is directed to the meter or other apparatus,

returning through the chamber, c, to the outlet, n, and when it is turned
so that a is on a d, the gas is directed through the " bye-pass."
The remaining figures, 9 to 11, on our plate, are details of the regu-

lating valves as applied to suit other parts of gas apparatus. The
simplicity and practical working value of these valves must speedily secure

for them the good favour of all gas engineers.

The Kaleidoscope
; its History, Theory, and Construction, with its

Application- to the Fine and Useful Arts. By Sir Uavid Brewster.
Second Edition. Murray, London : 1858.

Adulteration is not confined to the necessaries of life. If bread and
milk were the only articles deteriorated, although we should have much
to complain of, complaint must soon end. But the unhappy spirit of

commerce—the auri sacra fames—seems to be privileged to pollute all

it touches ; and if it is found not to do so, it is at the same time found that
the article still uncontaminated is one that in itself is incapable of re-

ceiving such dishonourably- profitable pollution. The detestable lie

which so great a multitude in so many forms thus thrusts upon human
nature, to its prejudice in every way, is not, unfortunately, confined to

the matters of ordinary commerce, but pervades even art and science.

We must not, however, dwell upon this here ; but the topic is necessarily
forced upon attention by the spurious little instrument which may be
purchased at so cheap a rate as a toy, and which assumes to tell the
general mass of the public what the kaleidoscope is. And we are in-

duced, a prion, to conclude that it must be a very interesting instrument
indeed when even such caricatures of it as are generally thus sold can
afford such gratification to the eye as they commonly do

It was a happy thought in our venerable and esteemed author, to

whom practical optics owe so much, to forego a little of the otium cum
diynitate, which we trust he is enjoying, to the preparation of the little

unpretending volume before us, which is carefully printed, carefully and
conveniently illustrated, and carefully rewritten in many parts.

It commences with a history of the instrument, and proceeds, succes-

sively and lucidly, to explain the principles respecting the effects of
combining two plain mirrors

; the special principles of the kaleidoscope,

and the formation of symmetrical pictures by the combination of direct

and inverted images ; effects produced by motion of the object and mir-
rors ; effects produced by varying the position of the eye or of the object

;

the intensity of the light in different parts of the field, and effects pro-

duced by varying the length and breadth of the reflectors ; the construc-
tion and use of the simple kaleidoscope ; the selection of objects and
mode of construction of the object box

;
the illumination of transparent

objects ; the construction and use of the telescopic kaleidoscope ; the
construction and use of the polyangular, annular, parallel, and polycen-
tral kaleidoscopes ; kaleidoscopes in which the effect is produced by total

reflection from the interior surfaces of transparent solids ; the applica-

tion of the kaleidoscope to the magic lantern, solar microscope, and
camera obscura ; its construction when intended to combine the colours
and forms produced by polarised light ; stereoscopic and microscopic ka-
leidoscopes ; the changes produced by the kaleidoscope ; its application

to architectural ornamentation, ornamental painting in general, and de-

signs for textile fabrics; the photographic delineation of the pictures

created by the kaleidoscope ; its advantages as an instrument of amuse-
ment; and concludes with a history of the combination of plane mirrors
which have been supposed to resemble the kaleidoscope.

Here are topics enough, with a vengeance ; but so well and clearly are

they treated in the short space of 183 small octavo pages, that there is

nothing to be desired except to have immediately at hand the various
forms of the instrument described, and to draw and invent, invent and
draw, new patterns of beauty of form and colour, separate or conjoined,

to our heart's content.

To criticise to its prejudice such a little work as this, from such a pen,
would be an ungracious task if it could be done. We shall more wil-

lingly pass over some trifling blemishes which might not disturb every
one, and which are no way of importance, in order to give some slight

notion of the instrument, perfected as it now seems to be, according to

the present state of knowledge regarding its accessories.

To those who are interested in discovery and invention, Sir David's
concise history of the kaleidoscope will be particularly interesting; and
if they peruse it with reference to some papers which appeared in our
columns some time since, on Discovery and Invention, they will have a
pleasant illustration of the principles there advocated. The kaleidoscope,
although everything was prepared for it, was not invented all at once.
Little by little, step by step, was the platform built up upon which this

ingenious instrument could alone be placed. Many and various were the
effects which had been observed before the inventor was himself prepared
to take "advantage of any suggestion which experiment might afterwards
throw in the way." It was an " accident" which finally produced the
idea. But there was the quick eye, all ready to observe, associated
with the mind cultivated to the point of observation. The tinder is

kindled, and a little effort produces the needed flame. All is known

;

desire is gratified on the particular and immediate subject ; and the
gushing, flooding, joyous delight of invention begins to stream quietly,
in many channels of pleasurable emotion, over the world of posterity.
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Let us see if we cannot show our younger and ingenious readers how
properly they may construct a veritable instrument.

They must get two pieces of glass or metal, or any other reflecting

substance, ground perfectly flat and highly polished. If of plate, glass,

thev should be rough ground on their outer side, or covered with black

varnish. They should" be from four or five to ten or twelve inches long;

their greatest breadth an inch when the length is sis inches, and in-

creasing in proportion as the length increases. They may be fixed to-

gether in a tin tube, at an angle of 60. One end of the tube may be

inclosed with a tin plate, having an eye-hole opening upon the narrow

end of the reflectors, and at a short distance within the angular point.

At the other extremity of the tube must be placed the object box, which

mav be made of two discs of glass—the inner one as thin as possible

(clear mica would do well, but " scratches" too readily), the outer one

of any thickness, ground finely on the outside. The objects, which
should be definite, not irregular forms, and of pure, not muddy, colour

(if coloured objects be desired), should overlap one another as little as

possible, and be made to be in as close proximitj' to the reflectors as

possible. This will require the object box to be very confined. By the

exercise of a little ingenuity, however, the constructor may readily make
a variety of object boxes, containing any variety of objects he pleases,

to keep by him for a change.

This would be a simple kaleidoscope in a perfect form. But, with

other contrivances, the form may be indefinitely varied, and the use and
application of the instrument will be varied accordingly. Consult these

few pages for these contrivances, and several others will probably sug-

gest themselves to the reader's mind, which may be productive of even
more delightful, amusing, and useful effects still. He must remember
that the difficulty of constructing a perfect instrument increases with

the length of the reflectors. " When the plates are long, it is more dif-

ficult to get the surface perfectly flat ; the risk of a bending of the plates

is also increased, which creates the additional difficulty of forming a

good junction, on which the excellence of the instrument so much de-

pends. By augmenting the length of the reflectors, the quantity of dust

which collects between them is also increased, and it is then very diffi-

cult to remove this dust without taking the instrument to pieces. From
these causes, it is advisable to limit the greatest length of the reflectors

to seven or eight inches." The reflectors may be either rectangular

plates, or plates having their broader ends from one to two inches wide,

and their narrower ends half an inch. "If the reflectors are of glass,

the newest plate-glass should be used, as a great deal of light is lost by
employing old plate-glass, with scratches or imperfections on its surface."

As to light, the tube may be directed to the brightest part of the sky in

the day-time, or in the evening to a candle or an argand lamp ; but it

will be found to give richer effects if it be directed to the window shutter,

a little to one side of the light, or is held to one side of the candle, or,

what is still better, between two candles or lamps placed as near each
other as possible.

The power of the kaleidoscope, in its simple form, is limited to tran-

sparent objects, or to the outline of opaque objects, held close to the
aperture of the reflectors : but this power may be extended to produce
perfectly symmetrical patterns from opaque objects, from moveable or

immoveable objects, at a distance, or from objects of such a magnitude
that they cannot be introduced before the opening of the reflectors. The
furniture of a room, books, and papers lying on a table, pictures on the
wall, a blazing fire (a fine object), the moving branches and foliage of

trees and shrubs, bunches of flowers, horses and cattle in a park, car-

riages in motion, the currents of a river, waterfalls, moving insects, the
sun shining through clouds or trees, and, in short, every object in mo-
tion may be introduced, by the aid of a lens, into the figures created by
the instrument, which, in this form, is called the telescopic kaleidoscope,
—very clear instructions for the construction of which are given in the
volume before ns.

As demonstrative of the extraordinary power of this little instrument,
we shall conclude our notice with the following extract :

—

" The property of the kaleidoscope, which has excited more wonder, and,
therefore, more controversy than any other, is the number of combinations or
changes which it is capable of producing from a small number of objects. Many
persons, entirely ignorant of the nature of the instrument, have calculated the

number of forms which may be created from a certain number of pieces of glass,

upon the ordinary principles of combination. In this wav it follows that 24
E glass may be combined 1,391, 724,288,887,252,999,425,128,493,402,200

times—an operation the performance of which would require hundreds of thou-

sands of millions of years, even upon the supposition that twenty of them were
performed every minute. This calculation, surprising as it appears, is quite

else, not from being exaggerated, but from being far inferior to the reality ! It

proceeds upon the supposition that one piece of glass can exhibit only one figure,

and that txm pieces can exhibit only two figures; whereas it is obvious that the
two pieces, though they can only be combined in two ways, in the same straight
line, yet the one can be put ahr/re and hdmn the other, as well as upon its right
side and its left side, and maybe joined, so that the line connecting their centres
may have an infinite nnmber of positions with respect to a horizontal line. It

follows, indeed, from the principles of the kaleidoscope, that if only one object

is used, and if that object is a mathematical line, without breadth, the instru-

ment will form an infinite number of figures from this single line."

Ventilation in American Dwellings; with a Series of Diagrams, pre-

senting Examples in different classes of Habitations. By I >. B. Reid.
M.D. To which is added, an Introductory Outline of the Progress of

Improvement in Ventilation, by Elislia Harris, M.D. 8vo; pp. 125.

Lithographs. Wiley & Halstead, New York. 1858.

Dr. Reid—the new Houses of Parliament—the enormous sums of money
spent upon their attempted ventilation, and the results arrived at—will

long live disagreeably in the memory of the British people. But, be this

as it may, every one must admit the reality of Dr. Reid's energetic devo-
tion to the theory of his subject ; and the practically instructive views
which he has here laid before us—supported as they are by a well-known
American philosopher of repute, and heightened in value by the practical

observations made under the most favourable circumstances during a

two-years' residence in the United States—are eminently deserving of

the consideration of all who interest themselves in the important ques-
tion of ventilation. Whilst residing in America, Dr. Reid had many
opportunities of witnessing the effects of extreme temperatures, and of
the sanitary condition of cities, on personal health, and of noticing the
extreme effects of the atmosphere in special hotels and other places

;

and he has now given the result of his experience, placing it in the form
of a series of examples, extended to all classes of habitations, from the
log hut, the temporary shanty, and the counting house, to the tenement
house, as well as to first-class dwellings in American cities.

The diagrams in the volume explain the resources adapted to meet
the wants and peculiarities that occur in existing buildings and new
structures ; and assist the non-professional reader in selecting the system
that may be especially applicable to his own wants, and the circum-
stances of individual rooms and large habitations.

Fifty7 of the diagrams are coloured with red, purple, and blue, to indi-

cate respectively a pure, a mixed, and a vitiated atmosphere ; a system
introduced by Dr. Reid, that conveys at a single view a great body of

information, and points in marked characters the course of those aerial

currents which are, under ordinary circumstances, entirely invisible.

As an example of the author's treatment of his subject, we extract a

short section on a point often discussed in this country, and especially

deserving of close inquiry—the ventilation of rooms loaded with the

products of combustion from gas, and subject to offensive cold currents
on the floor :

—

" In a room warmed by an open fire, there are great complaints of a current

of cold air passing along the floor, while the air on the line of respiration feels

heavy and oppressive, producing great restlessness, particularly when a series

of gas-burners are lighted that give a brilliant illumination. This is one of the
mos^common forms of complaint in numerous apartments, and the causes will

be obvious on inspecting the accompanying figures.
" The air admitted being very cold, and entering partly by a slight leakage

at the window, but principally below the door, from a passage not warmed arti-

ficially, has little tendency to rise, and passes along the floor to the fire-place.

The gas, however, induces a powerful current, which ascends with force and
strikes upon the ceiling, where it is soon diffused, and descends on every side

as it cools. Part of it mixes with fresh air below, and is carried off by the ac-

tion of the fire; the rest ascends again by a rotatory movement towards the

gas-burners, where it mingles a second time in the current, ascending and de-
scending as before. The upper portion of the air is accordingly largely charged
with moisture and carbonic acid gas, the principal products of its combustion.

" As to the principal arrangements necessary for removing these evils, a free

supply of air is admitted by a bottom flue, being drawn from a central apparatus
supplying warm air. A much smaller open fire is then sufficient ; with warmer
air it may be rendered unnecessary. In warm weather cold air is admitted by
the flue ; it is not permitted to enter abruptly at one place, but diffused at the
base-board by perforated zinc, or at a panel from which it escapes into the apart-

ment to be supplied. A vitiated air -flue, started at the level of the ceiling, con-

tinuously removes the bad air, and preserves fresh air at and immediately above
the zone of respiration, the great object in all ventilated apartments.

" The primary objects in all ventilation are the removal of vitiated air, and
the introduction of fresh air in an imperceptible stream. The diffusion of the

entering air in a chamber, air trunk, or channel, breaks its impetus in proportion

to the extent of diffusion. The warmer the air supplied, and the more distant

from the flue the portion of floor generally occupied, the less is the amount of

diffusion required."

In dealing with drains and closets, the author says :

—

" No arrangements conduce more to comfort and health in individual habita-

tions, than the right construction of the closets, drains, and sewers connected
with them. The drains at the National Hotel at Washington, during the pre-

valence of the severe illness that recently took place there, presented a marked
example of evils that are common both to town and country, to one side of the

Atlantic and the other, and in all places where the warnings of the nostrils are

habitually disregarded, and inadequate provision made for the effective removal
of decomposing refuse. In London, after the experience of a thousand years,

the magnitude of the evils arising from the pollution of the Thames has attracted

so much attention that millions of pounds are to be expended in improving its
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condition and counteracting the effects that have arisen from the unrestricted

discharge of the contents of the sewers into its waters. But the condition of

Paris, Berlin, and other large cities not provided with means of discharge by
water, without rendering what is available still more intolerable than the Thames
at London, a pre-eminence which the Seine, at least, has not attained, equally

presents an important problem for adjustment. Further, the innumerable habi-

tations in the suburbs of all large cities, and in country places, where extended

drainage and sewerage, if it ever be introduced, cannot, at least for one or more
generations, be expected to assume a systematic foim, demand the most careful

attention.
" When the supply of water is adequate, and a proper system of drainage and

sewerage in operation, the great desiderata in each habitation are the entire ex-

clusion of air proceeding from drains and sewers, and the ventilation of indivi-

dual closets.
" If a leakage of bad air be manifest from any drain, which is not removed on

flushing it with a copious stream of water, it should be carefully examined, re-

paired if any local defect be observed, and, above all, its gaseous contents should

be disconnected by a proper trap from the sewer into which it leads. A sewer

may discharge vitiated air into a drain that may pass into the house from which
it proceeds, and the whole contents of the gaseous products from miles of sewer-

age may, in certain cases, be conveyed to an individual building."

Everything which Dr. Rcid brings forward is copiously illustrated by
excellent diagrams, which leave nothing unexplained. This is a very
important feature of the volume, for the figures are all on a large and
clear scale.

The introductory outline of the progress of sanatory improvement, by
Dr. Elisha Harris, is a valuable epitome of this great subject, and it adds

much to the value of Dr. Reid's labours. We shall be glad to find that

the volume is read not only by those who design and build, but by those

who live in houses.

Ok Oil Mill Machinery. By A. Samuelson. 8vo. Pp. 16. Litho
graphs.

This pamphlet—by Mr. Samuelson, the engineer, of Hull—is an excerpt

from the minutes of the proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical
Engineers. As a good and concise history of the progress of oil ma
chincry, from the primitive Ceylonese squeezer, down to the enormously
powerful hydrostatic presses of our own country and times, many of our

readers will be glad to avail themselves of it in its present accessible form.

As an example of the more general portion of the author's matter, we
shall extract what he says upon the relative merits of the three most
modern classes of presses—the screw, stamper, and hydrostatic press.

" For all practical purposes the screw press is quite unfit to be com-
pared with either the stamper or the hydrostatic press, from the objec-

tion that it is constantly liable to break-downs when driven by steam
power, there being no portion of the machinery that will yield if the

pressure is not relieved in time either by the attendant or by some self-

acting contrivance, the best of which are very uncertain in their action

;

whereas in the case of the stamper press, the stamper being loose and
independent of the press box, any risk of breakage by an overstrain or

excess of pressure is in a great measure avoided by the stamper recoiling

and leaving the wedge at a fixed point after it is tightly driven home.
It might be thought that, since a greater pressure can certainly be ob-

tained by the screw than by the stamper press towards the latter por-

tion of the operation, and from the fact of there being nothing which will

yield except the seed, the screw press must consequently express the

oil more speedily and effectually : hut this is not the case, for the

stamper is made of sufficient weight to enable it to extract all the oil,

although at a slower rate ; and the regularity in its working, owing to

its freedom from break-downs, enables it to crush on an average quite as

much if not more seed in a given time than the screw press. If the loss

|
of profit during repairs, and the cost of the repairs themselves be taken

into consideration, there can be no doubt that the stamper press is far

superior to the screw, notwithstanding that the former seems, at first,

but a primitive appliance as compared with the latter. In this particular

of freedom from break-downs, however, the hydrostatic press is far su-

perior to either of the two ; for the safety valves of the pumps rise at

the precise moment when the requisite force is obtained ; and the force

can be increased far beyond that which can be obtained by either the

screw or stamper. Independently, however, of this latter advantage,

the hydrostatic press combines in itself the good qualities of both the

other presses, without their accompanying disadvantages. For in the

hydrostatic press there is a certain accumulation of force which is main-

tained for a sufficient length of time without any possibility of injury

occurring to the machinery : whereas, as has already been observed, the

accumulation of force in the screw is liable to he increased beyond a safe

point, leading to the destruction of the apparatus ; and in the stamper,

the verv safeguard which it possesses, in its tendency to recoil, leads to

a loss of time whilst it is performing its duty. Taking into considera-

tion, therefore, the freedom from derangement of the hydrostatic press as

compared with the screw, and its continuous action without loss of time

or power as compared wi h the stamper, it certainly ranks higher than

either, as a mechanical appliance for the required purpose. The wear
and tear in the working parts of the screw, as compared with that in the
other presses, has been quite sufficient to drive it from the field, and to

leave the only practical question between the stamper and the hydro-
static press. In corroboration of this point, independently of the fact

that the screw is almost entirely abandoned in this country, it was
clearly proved to be inferio'r to the other two, by a series of careful ex-
periments made some years ago, at considerable expense, at the Chateau
d' Eu, where an oil mill was erected by the late French King, Louis
Philippe, and worked by the three different methods under considera-
tion. This mill came under the writer's personal inspection about two
years ago, when he had occasion to visit it with Mr. Graham, of London,
a practical seed crusher, for whom he has since erected the machinery
in a mill near London. The hydrostatic press in the French mill was an
inferior piece of workmanship : had it been similar to those used in Eng-
land, the comparison would have been even more unfavourable to the

screw press.

"Next, as to the merits of the stamper as compared with the hydro-
static press, the experience of the practical crushers in this country will

give the most correct guide ; and the writer has ascertained from Mr.
Blundell, of Messrs. Blundell Ppence & Co., of Hull, to whom the present
state of perfection of oil mills is so greatly owing, that the cost of
labour with the hydrostatic press is 7d. per quarter of seed crushed,
whereas with the stamper it is 8d. for the same amount of work done,
being a saving of about 12£ per cent, with the hydrostatic press. More-
over, the wear and tear in the stamper mill, not only in the machinery
itself, but also in the building, is twice as great as in the hydrostatic
mill, owing to the incessant shocks caused by the falling stamper, which
are transmitted to the building and its foundation ; there is also a con-
stant destruction of wedges going on, which is altogether avoided in the

hydrostatic press, although against this there is in the hydrostatic press

the expense of the rams and pump packings. And, thirdly, as a prac-

tical proof, which is after all the best, we find that the mills in Hull,
which were originally worked by stampers, are now completely re-

modelled ; and there are ninety four hydrostatic presses in use, and only
fifteen stampers, the latter being equivalent in their productive powers
to only about five hydrostatic presses ; the stampers consequently now
form only about five per cent, of the machinery in use there. The writer

can also state that Messrs. Earles & Carter, of Liverpool, the most ex-

tensive seed crushers in the country, had nothing but stampers in use
in 1851, at which period one double hydrostatic pi-ess was fixed by his

firm in their establishment. This was tested very severely against the
stamper, and met with unfair usage for a period of six months ; for the
men soon finding that such a press would produce more than twice as

much as the stamper, feared that, unless the advantages of the hydro-
static press enabled the employer to increase his manufacture, it would
throw out of employment one half the number of press hands then em-
ployed. Like most uneducated men, however, they omitted to take into

consideration that the facility of production would necessarily increase

the sale of the article manufactured, and that if they were thrown out

of one branch they would find employment in another."

The descriptive portion of the paper is written as it ought to be written

for practical men ; and the illustrations are copious and clear.

The Book op Ornamental Alphabets, Ancient and Modern, from the
Ninth to the Nineteenth Century. By F. Delamotte. Oblong

;

pp. 50. Lithographs. London : E. & F. N. Spon. 1858.

This book, which is the work of a draughtsman and engraver of long

practical experience, is to be commended for use by all engineers and
surveyors and draughtsmen who have occasion to use ornamental alpha-

betical characters. It includes numerals, Gothic, church text (large and
small), German, Italian, arabesque, initials for illumination, rustic (large

and small), and ornamental characters which do not fall within the

limits of these sections. An analysis of the Roman and Old English
alphabets, large and small, is also appended.. Nothing improves a me-
chanical or architectural drawing so much as a good ornamental letter-

ing. A little time bestowed in this way is always well expended, for it

secures a finish which is quite unattainable by any other means. Orna-
mental work of this kind must not, however, run riot. It must be pro-

portioned, both in size and character, to the drawing oa which it is em-
ployed. Vulgarity of style and heaviness of dimensions are alike to be

avoided ; for improvement in this way must always be obtained by
means which simply heighten the general effect of the etrauglitsnian's

work without drawing detailed attention to the lines and letters which
accomplish this particular purpose. Mr. Delamotte cannot, of course,

guide the draughtsman in this essential respect ; but he can and does

give the power of selection from fifty different varieties of well-drawn
characters, the adf piion of which, if the user will but exercise reasonable

discretion, will be certain to secure an excellent effect.
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PROCEEDINGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

ROYAL INSTITUTION.

April 23, 1S58.

"On the geodetic operations of the ordnance survey," hy Col. Henry

James, The geodetic operations of the survey include the triangulation and

levelling, which extends over the whole United Kingdom, the measurement of

arcs of meridians, and the determination of the figure, dimensions, and mean

specific gravity of the earth.

The special'ohject for which these operations are required was first described,

and then the methods employed in performing them were briefly sketched.

The triangulation consists, 1st, of a primary series of triangles, the sides of which are

some of them upwards of one hundred miles in length, and the stations of which are

placed on the highest mountains, such, for example, as Snowdon, in Wales, Sea Fell, in

Cumberland, and Slieve Donard, in the county of Down, in Ireland ; the sides of this

triangle are each upwards of one hundred miles long. This great triangulation extends

over the United Kingdom; a series of stations are then selected to form a secondary

triangulation, the sides of which are from ten to fifteen miles long; and again another

series of stations are selected to form the minor or tertiary triangulation, the sides of

which are about three-quarters of a mile in length; and thus the whole country is

covered with a connected network of triangles, to form the basis of the detailed survey

which is now in progress. Upon the accuracy with which this portion of the work is

executed, mainly depends the character of fhe national survey for accuracy in its most

important features.

The minor triangulation is that which is immediately used for the detailed survey;

the field surveyors actually measure the length of each side with their chains, and cross

lines are also measured within the triangles. As the length of each side is previously

known, the correctness with which the surveyors perform theii work is tested in the

office, and accuracy insured in every part. The establishment of a general triangulation

also enables the engineer to employ large numbers of surveyors at the same time, and

without any fear of the work being distorted in any direction, as every object on the

ground mast, under this arrangement, be accurately represented in its true relative

position to all others, however distant they may be. Thus the houses represented on a

plan of a parish in the centre of the kingdom are not only in their correct relative position

to the houses in their neighbourhood, but also to every other house, whethei in Caithness

or Cornwall.

The levels on the plans are all given with reference to the mean tide level at Liver-

pool, or the line above and below which the tide rises and falls. Lines of levels from

this datum have been carried through all parts of the country; and thus the levels also

are in correct relation to each other, however distant the points may be which are com-

pared.

The curious circumstance was adverted to, that the levelling taken in Ireland, connect-

ing the mean tide level at a series of stations all round the coast, seemed to establish the

fact that the plane of the mean tide level was inclined from N.W. to S.E., and was three

feet higher on the coast of Donegal than on the coast of Wexford.

The speaker was not able to offer any other possible explanation for this, than that of

the impinging of the warm water of the Gulf Stream upon the north-west coast of Ireland,

and he offered this as a mere conjecture.

A set of the ordnance plans as now produced were exhibited at the meeting. They

consist of

L Plans of Towns, on the 1 -500th scale, or 42 feet to an inch.

2. Plans of Parishesr ou the l-2500th scale, or 25 inches to a mile ; or one square inch

to one acre.

3. Plans of Counties, on the scale of 6 inches to a mile.

4. Map of the Kingdom, on the scale of 1 inch to a mile.

All the plans which are drawn on the larger scales, are reduced by photography to the

gmaHer, and at a very trifling cost, and, as compared with all former methods of reduction,

with marvellous rapidity. This method of accurately reducing plans was first introduced

by Col. James, and will effect a very great saving in the cost of the survey. The plans

of the parishes are zincographed, but all the others are engraved on copper.

The methods employed for conducting the geodetic operations were then described.

The first consideration is the obtaining an accurate standard of length : the ordnance

standard of length is a bar of iron, on which the length of ten feet as derived from the old

parliamentary standard yard was set off. But this standard yard having been destroyed

in the fire which consumed the Houses of Parliament, a new standard has been con-

structed, by a commission, of which the Astronomer-Royal and Mr. Sheepshanks and Mr.

Bafly were members. The superintendent of the survey had therefore to ascertain the

length of the ordnance standard in terms of the new standard of length ; and for this pur-

pose he had an intermediate standard constructed on which 3$ lengths of the standard

yard were set off, and the ten feet thus derived compared with the original ten-foot ord-

nance standard. From the comparisons made between these, we have a proof of the ac-

curacy with which the national standard of length has been restored ; the difference would

not, in fact, amount to more than the l-13th of an inch in a mile.

With the ten-foot standard for reference, the late General Colby, who for many years

to ably superintended the survey, designed his Compensation Bars, foi the measurement

- lines for the trianenlation. General Colby, availing himself of the known un-
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equal expansion of brass and iron, combined bars of these metals in the base-meauuring

apparatus, in such a way as to preserve the distance between two points on the tongues

connecting the bars, at the constant distance of ten feet, under every change of tempera-

ture.

In the actual measurement of the bases, these bars were ranged in a perfectly straight

and horizontal line, and to prevent any possible disturbance in the position of the first

laid bars, they were separated by an interval of six inches, the interval itself being mea-

sured with a double microscope, the foci of the microscopes being exactly at six inches

apart, and their invariability secured by the bars connecting the two being made to com-

pensate each other's expansion in the same way that the ten-feet bars are compensated.

A central microscope between the two described serves as a pivot for reversing them, and

also for the purpose of establishing fixed points on the ground, as points of reference in

the iemeasurements taken.

Sir John Herschel and Mr. Babbage were present when 500 feet of the base at Lough

Foyle were remeasured, and the error amounted to only a third (by estimation) of the

breadth of the very finest dot which could be made with the point of a needle. We have

thus an assurance of the extreme accuracy with which the two basis, one on Salisbury

Plain, the other on the shores of Lough Foyle, in the north of Ireland, each about seven

miles long, were measured. These base lines may, in fact, be described as air-lines drawn

from the fine dot at one extremity to that at the other.

Having established an accurate base, the next operation is to establish some trigono-

metrical stations to form triangles with it ; and then, by means of a theodolite, the centre

of which is accurately adjusted over the dots at the extremities of the base, measuring

the angles between the stations, the data are obtained for computing the length of the

sides of the triangles. The sides of the triangles thus obtained become new bases, from

which the length of the sides of other triangles are in like manner computed ; and in this

way the exact length of every line in the great network of the triangulation is accurately

known. Of the accuracy with which the angles were taken, we have, first, the proof by

the summation of the angles in each triangle : and, secondly, the proof arising from a

comparison of the computed length of one base, as derived from the angular measure-

ments, and the actual length from the linear measurements.

The difference between the computed length of the Lough Foyle base, through the

triangles extending from it to Salisbury Plain, a distance of 360 miles, and the actual

measured length, was five inches.

But as this error could not be attributed to one base rather than the other, a mean

base was established by a correction to each in the proportion of the square roots of their

lengths, so that computing from the mean base, the measured bases have apparent

differences of plus or minus 2£ inches.

Three other bases were measured with Ramsden's 100 feet steel chains, one on Hounslow

Heath, another at Misterton Car, near Doncaster, and the third at Belhelvie, near Aber-

deen ; and the measured lengths of these bases differed in no instance three inches from

the lengths as computed from the mean base.

The observed angles have also been so corrected as to render the triangulation consis-

tent in every part ; and the result is, that taking any side of any triangle as a base, and

computing in any way through the triangulation, the same length will he reproduced.

The triangulation may, therefore, be said to be perfect in every respect.

The latitudes of thirty-two of the principal stations were observed with Ramsden's

great zenith sector, which was afterwards burnt in the great fire at the Tower, and with

Airy's zenith sector, which was made expressly for the survey.

The elements of the spheroid which most nearly represent all the distances and lati-

tudes, are

Polar diameter

Equatorial

7899'5 miles.

7926-5 miles.

1

Ellipticity

294

The elements of the spheroid, given in Airy's " Figure of the Earth," are

Polar diameter

Equatorial

Ellipticity . .

7899-1 miles.

7925-6 miles.

1

299-3

Our most recent determination, therefore, slightly increases the ellipticity, and we in-

crease the equatorial diameter of the earth by about one mile.

One of the chief difficulties which is encountered in the investigation of the figure of

the earth, arises from the local attraction at the stations at which the observations for

latitude are taken, in consequence of the irregular distribution of the masses of matter in

the mountains or hills near the stations, or the unequal density of the matter beneath the

surface of the earth.

Thus, for example, when observations are taken on the north end of the hill at Dunnose,

in the Isle of Wight, and also at the south end,—the great mass of the hill being between

the two stations,—the difference of latitude is found to be greater than is due to the actual

distance between the stations ; and this, because the attraction of the mass of the hill has

drawn the plumb line in each case towards it, and made the celestial arc greater than the

geodetic.

The detailed survey of Edinburghshire having been published with the contours, or

zones of equal altitude, engraved on the plans, and thus furnishing accurate information

as to the relief of the ground, the superintendent of the survey undertook, in 1854, to in-

vestigate the amount of the local attraction at Arthur's Seat; and this the more readily,

as it would furnish the data for computing the mean density of the earth itself. Obser-

K
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vations for latitude were taken nt the north and south ends of the mountain, and also on

the summit, and the geological structure and specific gravity of the rocks composing it

ascertained.

The attraction of the mountain was computed, by supposing it divided into a number of

vertical prisms, and summing their separate attraction, resolved into the direction of the

meridian.

The attraction of each prism is, according to the known laws of gravitation, propor-

tioned to the mass, and inversely proportioned to the square of its distance; similarly,

the attraction of the earth is in proportion to its mass, and inversely as the square of the

distance from the centre, the ratio of these attractions is equal to the tangent of the angle

Of deflection. This will be obvious from the inspection of a diagram, on which the attrac-

tion of the earth is represented by a vertical line, and the attraction of the mountain by

a short line drawn at right angles to it, showing the extent to which the plumb line is de-

flected or drawn towards the mountain.

Then, if the mountain be assumed to be of the same specific gravity as the earth, the

computed deflection at the

South end = 4*2

Nurth end . . . =3*8

Or the whole disturbance -= 8'0

but the observed sum of the deflections, that is, the excess of the celestial arc above the

geodetic arc, was found to be only 4 '07, or little more than half what it would have been

had the earth and mountain been of the same specific gravity; and consequently the earth

must be of nearly double the specific gravity of the mountain.

The specific gravity of the mountain was ascertained to be 2'75, and therefore as

4*07 : 8*0 : : 2
-75= 5*45 the mean density of the earth; by employing the full number of

decimals, we have 5-316 as the mean density of the earth. From similar observations at

Schehallien Mountain, Hutton derived the mean density = 5"0. From experiments on the

attraction of balls,

Cavendish obtained 5*44

Baily „ 5-67

Reich „ 5-44

The Astronomer-Royal, from experiments with pendulums on the surface of the earth

and at a great depth, obtained 6"55.

April 30, 1858.

" On the Geological Causes which have influenced the Scenery of Canada and
the North-eastern Provinces of the United States," hy Professor A. C. Ramsay

SOCIETY OF ARTS.

May 26, 1858.

11 On the influence exercised on ceramic manufactures, hy the late Mr. Herbert
Minton,"by Mr. M. D. Wyatt.
The author began by giving an outline of the rise and progress of ceramic

manufactures in England up to the time of the establishment, in 1758, of the

firm of which Mr. Minton's father was the founder. Mr. Herbert Minton's

industrial career might he looked upon as extending over some fifty years of the

present century—a period hitherto without a rival in the great history of civilisa-

tion. It appeared that about fifty years ago, Mr. Thomas Minton's establish-

ment, at Stoke, gave employment to about fifty hands, and that at the date of

his son's death upwards of 1,500 were in active occupation. It had been esti-

mated that the value of our exports of ceramic manufactures, which amounted
to £573,000 in 1840, had now reached £"2,500,000, having more than quadrupled
in the interim. To that rapid development Mr. Minton's activity had largely

contributed. The author then proceeded to examine, in some detail, the

various branches in which Mr. Minion had been particularly successful. These
were earthenware, and ordinary soft porcelain, Parian, encaustic tiles, azulejas,

or coloured enamel tiles, mosaics, Delia Robba ware, Majolica, and Palissy

ware. M. Wyatt said that in ascribing so large a measure of the progress which
our ceramic manufactures had made within the last twenty years to Mr.
Minton's activity, he wished carefully to guard against being supposed to ignore

or underrate the contemporaneous labours of others. It had been indeed mainlv
owing to the generous competition which subsisted between his firm and the
establishment presided over by Mr. Alderman Copeland, that Mr. Minton's
energy and resources had never been allowed to flag. The author also mentioned
the great assistance that had been afforded to Mr. Minton's efforts by Mr.
Blacktield, and others of his fellow-workers in the same field, and concluded by
paying a warm tribute of admiration to Mr. Minton's private character, which
secured him the affectionate regard of numerous friends, and the esteem of all

classes of society.

A discussion ensued, in which Messrs. J. G. Crace, Ilyde Clark, George
Wallis, Professor Tennant, Mr. Daniell, Mr. Blashfield, and the chairman, took
part.

CHEMICAL SOCIETY.

April 15 and May 6, 1858.

" On Atoms and Equivalents," by Dr. Odling.

MONTHLY NOTES.

LAW REPORTS OP PATENT CASES.

Composite Metal Capsules: Betts v. Clifford.—In this case, counsel
moved for a rule to show cause why the verdict found for the defendant at

Warwick, and reported by us previously, should not be set aside, and a new
trial granted on affidavits. The action was brought to recover damages for the
infringement of the plaintiff's patent for the manufacture of what is termed
" Bett's metal," extensively used in the manufacture of capsules, &c. The
defendant relied on the identity of the plaintiff's specification with that of

Dobhs's in 1804. On the previous trial of " Betts v. Menzies and another," the

defendants were unable to show that anything had been done under Dobbs's
patent; but at the trial a witness named Henshaw, who happened to be in the

court, tendered himself as a witness for the defendant, and lie proved that some
years previously he had set up a rolling machine for a gentleman at Birmingham,
who had rolled tin and lead under Dobbs's specification. Upon this and other
evidence the jury found a verdict for the defendant. The learned counsel now
produced numerous affidavits to show that the whole of Henshaw's evidence
was an invention or the result of a delusion, and contradicting his statements
in a most circumstantial manner.
The Court granted a rule to show cause.

Moulding—Macfarlane r\ Steven and Others.—This was an opposition

before the Solicitor-General. Mr Walter Macfarlane, of the Saracen Foundry,
Glasgow, obtained a patent on the 23d of November 1857 for "moulding or
manufacturing cast-iron pipes, and other generally similar hollow articles," em
bodying a great many most important improvements in the details of moulding.
Subsequently to this—namely, on the 30th day of March 1858—Thomas Steven,
an iron-founder, Thomas Reid, a moulder, and Thomas Frew, a pattern-maker,
all connected with the firm of M'Dowall and Co., of the Milton Foundry, Glas-
gow, applied for a joint patent for "improvements in making moulds for cast-

ing;" and Mr Macfarlane having reason to suppose that the intended patent
would interfere with his previous inventions, entered his opposition. On the
hearing, the Solicitor-General decided as follows :

—"The provisional specifica-

tion of Steven, Reid, and Frew contains parts of the invention described in Mac-
farlane's specification, so far as relate to the making of pipe cores, and if the
patent proceeds, that part of the provisional specification must be cut out."

Messrs Steven's patent was thus stopped until the interfering portions were ex-
cised, when it was allowed to proceed. Cases of this kind must satisfy bona

fide inventors and patentees that their inventions are not to be interfered with
with impunity.

Sewing Machines : Thomas v. Foxwell.—The judgment of the Court of
Queen's Bench has been delivered in this case in favour of the defendant. The
plaintiff obtained a verdict at the trial of an action for an infringement of his

patent, dated 1st December, 1846, for improvements hi machinery for sewing
or stiching various fabrics. The defendant subsequently obtained a rule to

enter a nonsuit or a verdict for the defendant, or for a new trial. The defen-

dant chiefly relied on the fact that the invention, or leading parts of it, had been
disclosed by earlier specifications. He referred particularly to the specification

under Fisher and Gibbons' patent, dated 7th December, 1844, in which was de-
scribed a machine for ornamenting fabrics, by sewing two thicknesses together.

The stitches producing the ornamentation were made by needles working in

conjunction with shuttles. Fisher and Gibbons' invention has been illustrated

in pages 30, 31 of our present volume. Now, the second claim in Thomas's
specification was for the application of a shuttle in combination with a needle
for forming and securing loops of thread, for the puqiose of producing stitches

either to unite or ornament fabrics, whatever be the means employed tor work-
ing such shuttle and needle when employed together. Thomas having after-

wards acquired a knowledge of Fisher and Gibbons' specification, entered a dis-

claimer, whereby certain words were attached to his second claim, the words
being— " But I do not claim the use in a machine of several needles and shuttles,

nor do I claim any of the mechanical parts separately of which the machinery
is composed." Thomas therefore limited his claim to the use of a combination
of a single needle and shuttle, however actuated. The court, however, held
that such a claim interfered with Fisher and Gibbons' invention, so that if the
latter had been posterior in point of time to Thomas's, he would have had a
right of action against them for an infringement. This being so, it was clear

that Thomas's invention was destitute of novelty, and his patent was therefore

invalid. The rule was consequently made, absolute for entering a nonsuit.

This decision is of consequence to all inventors of that important instrument,
the sewing machine. We understand that Mr. Thomas intends to appeal to a
higher tribunal—with little chance of success, in our opinion. If, however, the
superior court should reverse the decision of the Court of Queen's Bench, a con-
ditional order for making absolute the rule for a pew trial was granted on other
points.

Laying Submarine Telegraphs: Newall and Elliott v. Bass.—The
question in this case was whether the plaintiffs had published a patent invention
for paying out submarine telegraph wire by trying it as an experiment in the
execution of a contract in the Black Sea, in action brought against the defendant
for an infringement of the patent.

The Court were of opinion that the trial of the experiment was no part of the
execution of the contract, and was a fair and necessary trial, and gave judgment
for the plaintiffs.

MARINE MEMORANDA.

The number of steamers engaged in the home trade—the coasts of the United
Kingdom, or parts between the limits of the Elbe and Brest—has advanced from
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312 in 1849 (with a tonnage of 54,089 tons, and 4,442 men employed) to 388 in

ith a tonnage of 92.481 tons, and 6,462 men employed) ; the number
engaged, partly in the home, and partly in the foreign, trade has increased from

20 in 1S49 (with a tonoasre of 5,539 tons, and 262 men employed) to 66 in 1857

[with a tonnage of 20,859 tons, and 1.200 men employed) ; and the number en-

gaged in the foreign trade from 82 in 1849 (with a tonnage of 48,693 tons, and
3.742 men employed) to 445 in 1857 [with a tonnage of 268,023 tons, and 17.291

men employed.) The general increase has been from 414 steamers, with a

tonnage of 10S.321 tons, employed in 1849, to S99 steamers, with a tonnage of

381,363 tons employed in 1857. The total number of steamers built and
_> red in the United Kingdom between 1843 and 1857 was no less than

1.805. and the number built in one year advanced from 46 in 1843 to 228 in

1857. The average tonnage of those built was 133 tons in 1843, and 232 tons

iu 1857. The proportion of steamers built to sailing vessels was in 1843 7'05

per cent., and in 1857 21-71 per cent. ; and the tonnage of the latter has not

increased in the same ratio as that of steamers, the average being IIS tons in

1843, and 188 tons in 1857. The more rapid increase of steamers, as com-
pared with ordinary ships, may be further illustrated by the following com-
parative statement of the total number of vessels employed in the home and
toreign trade in 1849, 1853, and 1857:— 1849, 17.807 sailing vessels, and 414
steamers; 1853. 17.567 sailing vessels, and 639 steamers; 1857, 18,429 sailing

vessels, and 899 steamers. From this it will be seen that while the increase of

sailing vessels employed has been only 3*49 per cent., that of steamers has been
117-15 per cent., and the proportion of steamers to sailing vessels has advanced
from 2-22 per cent, in 1849 to 4-87 per cent, in 1857. The 18,429 sailing

vessels employed in 1857 had an average complement of 8*21 hands; the 899
steamers an average complement of 27-75 hands. The average tonnage of the

sailing vessels employed in 1857 was 207-83 tons, that of the steamers 424-20

tons.

The Bed Jacket, sailing clipper, is certainly one of the most wonderful of ships,

and has just completed six voyages round the world within four years, including

of course all delays at home and abroad, sailing over nearly 200,000 miles with-

out losing a spar or a sail. Her first voyage from New York to Liverpool was
made in thirteen days two hours ; from Liverpool to Melbourne in sixty-nine

days ; her last voyage from Liverpool to Melbourne occupied sixty-eight days
;

from Melbourne to Liverpool, sixty-eight days ; whilst the run from England
to Melbourne was made in sixty-three days. During these voyages the ship
has carried over 4300 passengers in safety and comfort, and brought home the

large amount of over two millions and a half of specie.

The White Star, belonging to the same owners, accomplished her last run
from the port of Liverpool to Melbourne in sixty-nine days, on which occasion
she sailed the astonishing distance of 3267 miles in ten successive days—a feat

we believe unparalleled by ship or steamer.

A new project, under the name of the " Atlantic Steam Navigation Company,"
has just been started by Mr. Lever of Manchester, who proposes to keep up a
fortnightly line of steamers between Galway and the American Continent.
Galway has often been proposed as a port for the despatch of ocean-
going steamers, but nothing so vigorous as this scheme has yet been put in

force—Mr. Lever having inaugurated his undertaking by placing the Indian
Empire, of 2.516 tons, and 800 horse power, upon the station. When tried the
other day, over the measured mile in Stokes Bay, she ran twelve knots within
the hour. She has side lever engines, with cylinders of eighty-two inches in

diameter, and nine feet stroke. Working at sixteen strokes per minute, she
developed 1.950 horse power. Mr. Lever has plainly made a splendid begin-
ning. He asserts his intention of sailing between Galway and Halifax in eight
days, whilst he will cany passengers and letters at a cost very much below
easting rates.

In launching the great iron steam-ship Hudson, Messrs. Palmer, of Sarron,
have won the credit of placing upon the Tyne the largest specimen of iron
naval architecture yet issued by that channel. The Hudson measures 3,000
tons, being 345 feet long over all, 40 feet beam, and 26 feet deep. Her
engines are nominally of 700 horse-power—practically they may be taken at

2,000. She is one of four first-class steamers—two built on the Clyde, and two
on the Tyne—for the North German Lloyd's. The Hudson is the seventy-first
iron ship built by Messrs. Palmer during the past six years.

The Peninsular and Oriental fleet has also just received a fine addition in the
shape of the Ceylon, built by Messrs. Samuda, at Blackwall. The Ceylon is

300 feet long, 41 feet beam," and 29 feet deep; burd«_-n, 2,376 tons; displace-
ment, 3,200 tons. Her engines are of 450 horse-power. She was fully masted
and rigged whilst on the stocks.

The prospectus of a marine steam enterprise, to continue the mail service to
Australia in place of the unfortunate European and Australian Company, has
just been issued. The new concern is to be called the British and Australian
Royal Mail Company, and is to cany on its operations from Liverpool, under
the management of Mr. Cunard. Government aid is relied upon, and prelimi-
nary arrangements have been made to obtain on eligible terms ten efficient

steamers, some of which are already at the proper stations. The capital is to
be £600,000, in shares of £100 each.

_
Ship Canal over the Isthmus of Suez.—The recent Parliamentary discus-

sion on this subject has led to ihe following observations on the matter, in its

broad aspect, in the columns of the Times. We transfer them to our pages, be-
cause they are couched in a spirit winch renders them equally applicable to scores
of similar projects which may yet have to be considered :—As a rule, ship canals
do not pay. Take our own Caledonian Canal, perfected at such great cost, and

at such enormous sacrifices. It was to have monopolized all the trade
between Denmark and the Baltic ports, and, looking at the map, this expecta-

p ared a certainty. It accommodates only a tew holiday steamers and an

occasional fishing smack, and it is only now kept in working repair because we
are ashamed to abandon so great a work. The promoters of this Suez Canal
scheme say their works could be accomplished for eight millions. Competent
and impartial engineers are of opinion that the plans as proposed would cost
twenty millions to execute, and when executed would be practically useless.

The proposed port in the Mediterranean must be made in that oozy and shifting

bottom to which the Nile is every year bringing down its new deposits of mud
and sand. To keep it from silting up would be alone a greater expense than any
probable return of dues would cover, while the enormous ever-acting steam power
necessary to keep the great stagnant trench supplied with water would he worked
at a cost w'hich those who know the price of coals at Suez can perhaps appre-
ciate. The advantages of a ship canal must be very great to cover working ex-
penses such as these—we are supposing for a moment that the money could be
raised and the works could be completed ; but what are the advantages ? The
projectors cannot expect that passengers would prefer a tedious course along
this ditch to a rapid railroad transit across the Desert. The passage must be
limited to vessels which in these days must be considered of small draught and
tonnage, and if there be any truth in the new doctrine, that the speed of a
steamer may be made to hold proportion to her length, the ship canal would soon
be found practicable only to a class of ships the usefulness of which has departed.
At the best it could never be used except for heavy goods, and time is not ot

such enormous importance in their case as to induce the merchant to increase
his payments very greatly for freight and insurance. Eight millions of money
will never be raised to commence a work which can never become commercially
remunerative ; twenty millions of money will never be raised to complete it

:

annual subsidies will never be forthcoming to keep it up.

Canal between the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.—A concession for
the construction of a canal, through the territories of Nicaragua and Costa .Rica,

for uniting the Atlantic with the Pacific Ocean, has been granted to a French
company. The company are to commence the work in two years and complete
it in six, and the channel is to be such as to admit two of the largest ships to
pass abreast. The direction, moreover, is to be entirely French, and the French
Government are to have the exclusive privilege of keeping a couple of ships of
war on the waters of the route throughout the whole period occupied in its con-
struction. A capital of £10,000,000 or £15,000,000 would not suffice, and the
public can easily judge the prospect of any such amount being raised within the
next twenty-four months on the Paris Bourse. The scheme originally pro-
posed in London, and most unfortunately rejected, was for a canal of 'much
more moderate dimensions, or even, in the first instance, for an ordinary transit
by improving the navigation of the San Juan, and crossing the eleven miles of
hilly land between Lake Nicaragua and the sea by a railway or other temporary
means, until the success of the enterprise should have encouraged further ex-
penditure.

Railway Signals for Trains in Motion.—An ingenious system of signals
for giving notice to the engine driver or guard, in case of fire or other accident
occurring to a railway train while in motion, has been patented by Mr. W. H.
Myers, of 202 Whitechapel Road, London. In the accompanying illustrative

engraving we have shown one modification of these signals as applied to a loco-
motive engine. Two tubes e are fitted to the back part of the engine, through
each of which a chain is passed, one extremity of each chain is attached to the
ends of a double armed key,
which actuates the valve of

the steam whistle, f. The
chains are carried down-
wards, passed round the pul-

leys, k, and each chain is at-

tached to the extremities of

a double-armed lever, g.

These levers are keyed to

a horizontal shaft, which ex-

tends across the framing of

the engine, and is supported
by hangers pendent there-

from. At each extremity of

the horizontal shaft is a pen-

dent lever, B, by means of

which the signal s are brought
into action. Upon one side

of the engine the lever b is

carried upwards, as shown at

v. The upper extremity of

this lever operates as a catch
upon one end of the lever B,

which retains the engine-driver's signal, m, in the position indicating " all right ;"

that is to say, the face of the signal is kept in a plane parallel with the sides of the

engine. But if the lower end of either of the levers is brought into contact with

any obstruction upon the line, or apparatus placed thereon for the purpose, the

lever b causes the shaft to which it is fast to turn upon its axis. This motion of the

shaft releases the end of the lever, v, from the arm of the lever, b ; so that its

other extremity no longer supports the spindle, p, of the signal disc. m. The
spindle, p, of the signal disc, m, is made with a helical groove in it, in which a

pin fixed in the retaining socket travels. When the spindle is released from
the lever, it, it falls through ihe socket a certain distance, turning round in its

descent ; so that the disc faces the engine-driver, and warns him of danger.

The steam whistle is also opened when the horizontal shaft to which the levers,

g, are fast is partially rotated. This signal apparatus may be actuated by a

chain attached to the lever, v; the free extremity of the chain being carried

back to the guard's van, and, if required, into each of the passenger carriages,

to enable the passengers to give the engine-driver notice of an accident. The
signal apparatus, both audible and visible, may also be actuated by means of the
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patentee's " fog or danger clip," which can be affixed in an instant to the rail.

This apparatus is secured to the rail by means of a screw-clip, and it has a

spring or tappet projecting upwards from its base. As the engine moves along

the rails, the lower end 01 one of the levers, b, comes in contact with the verti-

cal spring which pushes back the lever ; thereby causing the whistle-signal

and disc, m, to be brought into action. The signal disc, m, is intended only for

day travelling ; at night, the disc is removed, and a lamp is used in lieu of it.

Another modilication of the signal apparatus, which is adapted for the guard's

van, the patentee calls the "ratchet signal." In this arrangement a stellar

wheel is keyed upon the after axle of the van. Upon a horizontal shaft, fitted

in manner similar to that before described, is a frame, which carries two power-
ful springs. These springs are caused to advance or recede, by the action of a

lever handle, which is under the control of the guard, or by the motion of the

levers, b, when they meet with any impediment on the line. A grooved pulley,

n, is fitted with a winch handle, to which a chain, t, is attached ; this chain

is connected to rods fitted to the side of each carriage, and these rods are linked

to each other by chains, the extremity of which actuates the ratchet signal. This
arrangement admits of the engine-driver bringing the ratchet signal into action

when required to signal the guard; for upon turning the handle of the grooved
pulley, the springs are brought into contact with the serrated periphery of the

stellar wheel, causing a very loud, rattling noise to be made, which cannot fail

to be heard instantly by the guard. The guard's van is in like manner fitted

with a chain pulley and winch handle, to enable him to communicate with the

engine-driver. In arranging signal apparatus for the use of passengers in a

railway train, Mr Myers uses a lamp, which is fitted to slide up and down in

vertical guides secured to the end of the carriage. This lamp has cords or

chains connected to its sides, to the other extremities of which weights are at-

tached. These weights slide up and down the interior of the vertical guides
;

the cords or chains passing over pulleys fitted in the upper part of the guides.

The weights attached to the lamp are made purposely heavier than the lamp;
so that, when not in use as a signal, it requires to be kept down by a retaining

bolt : this bolt consists of a rod, which passes along the inner side of the roof of
the carriage. In each compartment of the carriage the retaining rod is furnished
with a handle for actuating the signal ; but the handle is inclosed in a glazed
case, so that the signal may only be used in cases of emergency by breaking the
glass. The drawing back of the rod liberates the lamp, which rises by the gravity
of the counterweights, and the guard has instant notice of the signal. When
not in use as a signal, the lamp answers the purpose of lighting the interior of
the carriage ; and for this purpose a small window is made in the carriage, op-
posite the lamp when in its lower position. During day travelling, the lamp is

superseded by a semaphore signal, of a weight corresponding to that of the
lamp, so as to ensure the proper action of the counterweights. Mr Myers' ar-

rangements appear to meet the requirements of railway train-signalling, and to

have overcome the difficulties inseparable therefrom. We think well of his system,
that it is simple, effective, and may be readily applied to railway trains, and
wish him all success in its introduction to public use.

Engine Koom Signal Apparatus.—In our notice of the Society of Arts
Exhibition last month, we noticed an effective signal apparatus for which Mr.
George Hornsey, of Southampton, has obtained letters patent. We have en-
graved an elevition of the arrangement, in order that our readers may be
enabled to form a clear idea of its utility. The apparatus is to be placed'in a
convenient part of the engine room, and consists of a dial which has marked on

its face the various words of command. This dial is mounted on a shaft which
may be rotated so as to bring any particular word or signal thereon opposite
an opening in the face plate of the apparatus, so that but one word is visible at
a time. A bell or gong is placed in the interior of the apparatus, which is

sounded at each movement of the dial, for the purpose of attracting the atten-
tion of the engineer. The whole of the working parts are enclosed by means
of metal plates, the side ones being perforated. Motion is communicated to the
apparatus by means of suitable gearing connected with an iron column placed on
the bridge or paddle-box ; on the top of this column is an index corresponding
to the dial plate in the apparatus, the handle of which can he turned either
way. The index on the top of the column is also made, if required, with an
illuminated dial for the purpose of being easily seen at night. Many attempts
have been made to supply steam vessels with a signal apparatus of this descrip-
tion. Scarcely a ship is built at the present time without some method being
adopted for communicating directly from the bridge to the engine-room without
the intervention of a call-boy; but, either through the imperfection or compli-
cation of the working parts of the apparatus, the machinery very soon gets out
of order, and is rendered useless.

Portable Compass Lantern.—The accompanying engraving represents n

view of a small portable compass lantern, which has recently been brought out
in a useful and inexpensive form for use in ships' boats, fishing smacks, yachts,
and other small craft at

night or in foggy weather.
It is made of japanned
zinc, and is divided into

two compartments, sepa-

rated from each other by a

plate of thick glass, one of

which is a dark hand lan-

tern, and the other a small

chamber containing a com-
pass, on which the light

is reflected through the

plate of glass from the lan-

tern or larger compart-
ment. The compass is

seen through a glass win-
dow or aperture in the
small chamber, while the
light is effectually shut out
from view, so that the
eyes of the person who holds it are not dazzled by the flame while observing

the compass card. A small box is attached behind to hold matches, cotton, Ac,
while the handle contains a metal oil bottle, so that the lamp can always be re-

plenished should it be found necessary. This useful compass lantern, the total

weight of which does not exceed 3lbs., is made by the old and well-known firm

of Vardon and Son, of Gracechurch Street, London.

Trial of Lawn Mowers.—Prior to the grand summer meeting of the Hor-

ticultural Society in the Cheswick Gardens, which took place during the past

month, a practical trial of lawn mowers was made. There were only four put

in competition, and lots were drawn by the owners for the portion of ground on

which the trial was to be made. The judges appointed to decide on the relative

merits of each machine were Colonel C. B. Challoner and Mr. Edward Easton

(of the firm of Easton & Amos, of the Grove, Southwark, engineers to the Royal

Agricultural Society). The plan which they adopted in their mode of decision

was, assigning a number of points to the price of the machine, the amount of

work done by each, and the lightness of construction, these being the qualifica-

tions which they deemed most essential for the test. The time allotted was
six minutes and thirty-five seconds, the quantity of square feet per minute and
the mode in which that quantity of grass was cut being certified by so many
points, sixty being the maximum at which the judges considered perfection could

be reached by such a character of machine for the purposes of lawn mowing.
The competitors were Messrs. James Ferrabee & Co., of Stroud, Gloucestershire

(No. 1) ; Messrs. Shanks & Son, Arbroath (No. 3) ; Mr. Sarnuelson, by Messrs.

Deane, Dray, & Co., of London (No. 4) ; and Mr. Green, of Leeds (No. 5). The
length of the knives was, in the first three cases, 22 inches, and in the last 24

inches. After the experiment had been tried on the different portions of lawn

assigned, and for the time above specified for each machine, the judges retired

and made their award, which they subsequently delivered in the gardens, as

follows :

—
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described Messrs. Shanks' machine at page 248, vol.

Bancroft's System of Railway Train Communication.—This is another
of the many schemes lately introduced for the purpose of enabling railway

passengers to communicate with the guard or driver of the trains. In a pamphlet
just issued, Mr. Bancroft states the essentials of his invention in the following
words:—I propose to pass a leather strap (chain, cord, or wire) of a certain

length along the roof of every carriage, in the inside, supported by and running
through two wheels fixed in the u ribs." On both ends of these straps I pro-

pose to fix a spring swivel, so that on forming a train the ends of the straps

may be connected by these swivels and form a continuous line the length of the

train. The end of this line, that terminates with the break van, I connect by
a simple contrivance with an alarum placed in the inside of the van. The other
end is connected with an equally simple contrivance, placed on the tender or

engine, which should make a report and show a signal at the same time. By
this means a communication is established from

1. The passengers to the engine driver and the guard, either separately or

together.

2. The guard to the engine driver.

3. The engine driver to the guard; and
4. In case an axle breaks or the carriages become detached, the strap is

tightened or broken, and an alarm is given to the engine driver and the guard
simultaneously.

He explains this by saying, that if it is necessary for a passenger to have a
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train stopped, he pulls the strap and alarms the guard and the engine driver,

hoth of whom, on hearing the alarm, show white. The engine driver thus

knows it is a " passenger signal," and shuts off steam. The guard at the same

time applies the brake. Supposing the guard of a train sees another train com-

ing up behind, he signals the engine driver, and shows red, keeping it out till

the danger is past. The engine driver immediately quickens speed until red

disappears. Suppose the engine driver sees a train ahead, or for any other

cause he thinks it necessary to stop the train. When he wants the brake applied,

he signals ihe guard and" shows red. If a passenger should signal the guard

alone". If the guard on hearing the alarm does not see the engine driver's white,

he signals him and shows green. The engine driver seeing green shuts off

steam. If a passenger should signal the engine driver alone.
_
If the engine

driver on bearing the alarm sees no guard's signal, he signals him, shows red,

and shuts off steam. The guard applies the brake. The guard and engine

driver might use a painted board, or flags for signals in the day time; and in

the night^a lamp showing the necessary colours at different sides. In another

modification, the inventor proposes to have the connecting straps passed along

the roof, outside the carriages, and to have gutta percha speaking tubes attached

to the ends of every carriage, which tubes can be easily connected and discon-

nected when the carriages are put together or removed. He also proposes

mouth pieces, or holes pferced through the divisions of each compartment of the

carriages. In ihis way, when anything goes wrong, a passenger, by applying

his mouth to the tube, can give the alarm, which is passed on by the passengers

in the carriage behind, and thence backwards until it reaches the guard. If the

euard. on knowing what is the matter, deems it proper to stop the train, he

signals the engine driver, and shows green. Mr. Bancroft also proposes to

place the brake van next the tender, retaining the speaking tube, but doing

awav with the strap, except from the guard to the driver.

The Atlantic Telegraph Cable-Maklxg Machine.—The accompanying

engraving illustrates the patent rope-making machine of Mr. Archibald Smith,

as used in the manufacture of the Atlantic submarine electric telegraph cable.

The reels, A, contain the wire, and are carried in a frame, B; this frame is fitted

the wheels, v, by which it is drawn off ready to be coiled up by hand or other-
wise. The reels, A, and their contents, together with the frames, B, by this ar-
rangement remain stationary, instead of being carried round a circle of from
four to six inches circumference, as is usual in other machinery constructed for
this purpose. The importance of this arrangement will be better understood,
and the saving resulting from its application to the manufacture of the Atlantic
cable, when we state that over 35,000 miles of covering strand has been made,
and the enormous number of 1,108,000,000 revolutions of the machinery was per-
formed, which would have involved moving one-and-a-half cwt. of wire through
a distance of 9,800,000 miles, had machinery on any other principle been used
whereas by these machines it was not moved one foot. Twenty of these ma-
chines sufficed to complete the work at Greenwich, where the principal part of
the cable was made, while upwards of eighty were used at the Birkenhead
works, where the remainder was manufactured. The other advantages pos-
sessed by this machine is less wear and tear, a saving of seventy-five per cent,
in the cost of laying, and fifty per cent, in the steam power required ; and by
enabling the workman to see the reels during the working of the machine, many
defects are avoided in the manufacture of the rope. These machines are like-
wise adapted for and used in the manufacture of ordinary wire rope.

Glasgow Agricultural Society's Summer Show.—The sixth annual show
of cattle and implements, under the auspices of the Glasgow Agricultural So-
ciety, took place during the past month, with the most satisfactory results ; and
we are glad to be able to announce, that whilst the collection of live stock
brought forward fully sustained the reputation of this flourishing association
that of farm implements was decidedly superior to all former shows. No fewer
than 225 separate articles were shown in this section. The following is the list
of the successful competitors in the class dealing with the mechanical appliances
of the farm :

—

Two-Horse Plough for General Purposes—John Gray & Co., Uddingston
Glasgow.

Double Mould-Board Plough for Forming Drills—John Gray & Co., Udding-
ston, Glasgow.

into bosses in the centre of a disc, c, one end being bored to permit the passage
of the wire from the reels, A. On the other side of the disc, at the root of the
boss, an annular opening meets the hole in the frame, B ; the boss projects
sufficiently so that the end of the next frame, B, does not interfere with the
wire on its passing through these openings. A balance weight is attached to

the under side of the frame to prevent its turning over. A series of discs, c,

are connected together by tubes or rods, D, and between each pair of discs is

mounted a reel for the wire and its frame as above described ; and on one of the
rods, i>. separating the discs, is fixed a small pulley, c', over which the wire

The frame is supported by rollers, F, placed under every alternate disc,

and steadied by two side rollers mounted on the frame, G, so as to permit of its

revolving freely, and it has attached to its front end, by means of the conical
stayi. e. a laying plate on " top," supported between three rollers, J, carried on a
frame, H. At its other end is keyed a shaft working in a pedestal bearing, 0,
having a fast and loose pulley thereon; also a screw or worm, Q, which gears
with the worm wheel, R. Attached to this wheel is a pinion gearing with the
wheel. T; this wheel gears with a similar wheel, v, and both are mounted on
an adjustable frame, s. On the face of the wheels, T and v, are fixed two grooved
wheels, over which the strands are passed, and prevented from slipping by
means of a roller, o, which is held down by a spring. The wires are led from
the reel, A, through the hollow ends of the frames, B, and by the annular open-
ings in the discs, c, over the pulleys, c 1

, thence along through holes in the in-

tervening discs till they reach the foremost one ; they then pass down by the
side of the conical stays, E, to the laying plate on " top," where they are brought
together. The wire from the first reel passes direct through the centre of the
first disc, c, and through a centre hole in the top, and forms the core around
which the remaining six are laid. By means of an endless belt passed round the
pulleys, p, motion is given to the frame, composed of the disc, c, and their con-
necting tubes or rods, the laying plate, H, and the grooved wheels, T, thus lay-

ing up the strand, which passes through a pair of rollers, k; these rollers have
a semicircular groove in each periphery of the size required. The rope then

e. L. attached to which is a registering apparatus, M, under
the bed, x, of the machine, which is supported by standards, Y, to and around

Two-Horse Grubber or Cultivator—Robert Law, Shettleston.

Drill Grubber for Green Crops—John Gray & Co., Uddingston, Glasgow.

Consolidating Land Roller—Alexander Jack, Maybole.
Harrows for Heavy Land—Alexander Jack, Maybole.
Harrows for Light Land—Alexander Jack, Maybole.
Common Swing Trees or Draught Bars—Wm. Gray, Cambusnethan.Wishaw.
Broadcast Sowing Machine for Grain and Grass—James Suttie, Inchture.

Drill Sowing Machine for Grain—Mrs. Thos. Sherriff, West Barns, Dunbar.

Sowing Machine for Turnips—John Gray & Co., Uddingston, Glasgow.
One-Row Sowing Machine for Beans—James Suttie, Inchture.

Straw-Cutter for Hand Labour—Richmond & Chandler, Manchester.

Grain Crusher, attachable to Thrashing Power—Richmond & Chandler, Man-
chester.

Machine for Digging Potatoes—Robert Law, Shettleston.

Machine for Pulping Turnips—Four entries, but as all were manufactured by

the same person, the prize was awarded to the maker. Mr. Bentall.

Feeding Troughs for Pigs—Wm. Smith, Hurlford Fire Clay Works, Kilmar-

nock.

Feeding Troughs for Sheep—Wm. Smith, Hurlford Fire Clay Works, Kil-

marnock.
One-Horse Farm Cart without paint—James Angus, Parkhead, Glasgow.

Light Spring Cart without paint—Robert Law, Shettleston.

Harvest Cart without paint—J. Angus, Parkhead, Glasgow.

Horse Stubble or Hay Rake—Richmond & Chandler, Manchester.

Scythe for General Purposes—James Payne, Kirkcudbright.

Dressing Fanners—A. k W. Smith & Co., Eglinton Engine Works, Glas-

gow.
Weighing Machine for indicating Measure and Weight—R. Forshaw & Co.,

Liverpool.

Churn worked by hand—James and Matthew Craig, Dam Fire Clay Works,
Kilmarnock.

Churn worked by power—David Cassels, Newton-Mearns.

Cheese Press—Robert Wallace, Fenwick, Ayrshire.
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-Hernulewicz & Co., self-

Curd Cutter, for Dairy Purposes—Wm. Wallace & Sons, Cross Roads, Kil

maurs.
Field Gate, constructed entirely of malleable iron

acting gate.

Iron Netting for Sheep Fence—Hernulewicz & Co., Garscube Road, Glasgow.

Traverse Divisions—Rack and Manger for Farm Stables—Wm. Smith, Hurl-

ford Fire Clay Works, Kilmarnock.
Tiles and Pipes for Field Drainage—Wm. Smith, Hurlford Fire Clay Works,

Kilmarnock.
Glazed Socketed Pipes for Sewerage—W. Smith, Hurlford Fire Clay Works,

Kilmarnock.
Self-Registering Dynamometer for Draught—Robert Law, Shettleston.

A corn meter, by Mr". Allan Pollock, of Fawside, Mearns, and shown amongst

the extra articles, was particularly commended as a useful indoor aid to the

farmer. The potato-digger, shown by the maker, Mr. Law, is the ingenious

contrivance of Mr. Hanson, of Belfast, and more than once noticed by us in this

Journal.* Mr. Payne's capital scythe for general purposes has also been al-

ready introduced to public notice in our pages.f The show_ of farmers' steam-

engines included some fine examples from the works of the chief English makers;

but the "forced-combustion" engine of Mr. Chaplin, of Glasgow, seemed to

offer by far the most important inducements to the farmer. No fine can now go

through a show of this kind without being struck with the vastly-increasing

attention which is now being paid by the farmer to the progress of his mecha-

nical aids. As engineers and agriculturists begin to understand one another,

this feeling must necessarily lead to still more beautiful and valuable results;

and even within the compass of another year, we are certain that we shall have

to record a still greater improvement in the progress of the mechanical engineers

of the farm.

M'Dowall's Steam Hammer.—The last contrivance developed by the late

Mr. M'Dowall was a very simple arrangement of steam or mechanical hammer,
which has been at work for some time in the Walkinshaw Foundry, Johnstone.

The stationary parts of the machine consist of a rectangular cast iron base,

which supports a column or pillar. To the upper part of this column is bolted

a phimmer block, which carries a segmeutally ended lever, or a beam somewhat
similar to the beam of the early pumping engines, and in like manner vibrating

upon a central axis. The beam projects over the front part of the base, and in

a vertical line below it is a grooved plate, which forms the guide for the ham-
mer block to work in. The guide plate is fixed to a frame which projects from

the front part of the fixed column or standard. Below the inner end of the seg-

mentally ended lever or beam, and in a vertical line therewith, to one side of

the central column is fitted a steam cylinder, which is bolted to the base of the

machine. The cylinder is made single acting, and the induction and eduction

ports are made in the upper part of the cylinder above the piston. The hammer
block is attached by a broad strap, or by a chain, or other suitable flexible con-

nection, to an eye at the outer end of the overhead lever ; and a strap or chain

is passed over the opposite or inner curved end of the vibrating beam, and the

lower end of this strap or chain is attached to the piston rod. Below the ham-
mer block, and on the side opposite to that on which the steam cylinder stands,

is fixed an anvil similar to those ordinarily used for steam hammers. The ad-

mission of the steam into the cylinder is controlled by a hand lever, and the

valve of the exhaust pipe by a wheel or other suitable arrangement, to enable

the attendant to regulate the emission of the steam. The hammer block is

raised by admitting the steam to the cylinder upon the upper side of the piston,

which is thereby forced downwards, and carries with it the belt or chain which
is attached to the segmentally ended lever connected to the hammer block.

The hammer descends by its own gravity, the force of the blow being regulated
by the velocity with which the steam is allowed to escape from the cylinder

;

the emission of the steam being under the control of the attendant who has
charge of the wheel or other arrangement by means of which the exhaust valve
is regulated. The eduction port is made of sufficient area to allow of the steam
escaping suddenly from the cylinder when the whole force of the hammer block
is required ; on the contrary, by checking the escape of the steam from the cy-
linder, the blow may be modified according to the nature of the work to be
forged.

Patent Self-Opening Cartridge.—We have this month engraved an
elevation of one of Messrs. Bell and Hall's improved cartridges, for which those
gentlemen have obtained a grant of letters patent, to which invention we

alluded in our journal for last month. The lower part of the
paper case which forms the cartridge contains the requisite charge
of powder, upon this is placed a wad, and above it the shot, upon
the top of which is put another, and the whole is enclosed by
gumming the maker's lable to the wad and circumference of the
case. A metal ring, having two or more pieces of narrow tape
fastened thereto, is fitted round the upper part of the cartridge,

the other extremities of the tapes are sewed or otherwise fastened
to the lower or powder end of the cartridge, the ends being some-
what separated from each other. The wads are, of course, made
to fit the bore of the barrel, whilst the metal ring, being larger

than they are, will not pass down the barrel ; so that when the
cartridge is put into the muzzle of the gun, the metal ring pre-

vents it from sliding down ; the ramrod is applied to the upper end of the

cartridge so as to force it down the barrel. The effect of this is, that as the

metal ring rests upon the barrel and is thereby supported, the tapes are torn
away from the lower end of the paper case. The powder being thus set free

descends the barrel, the wads and the charge of shot following it by the pressure

exerted upon the ramrod. The arrangement is exceedingly simple, effective,

and entirely does away with the old and highly unpleasant practice of biting

the end of the cartridge in order to liberate the charge of powder.

* See pa^es 190 and 273, vol. viii., Practical Mechanic s Journal.

f Sue page 73, v \ i., ^ec >nd series. Practical Mechanic's Journal.

Sluice Valve.—We have here engraved a vertical section of a sluice valve,

patented by Messrs. Brown and May, of the North Wilts Foundry, Devizes.

This valve is adapted for gas, water, or other fluids. The valve chest consists of

a segmentally shaped metal box, in which the valvular sluice is fitted to work
to and fro in a vertical plane. The valve is actuated

by means of a bevil pinion, which works in a toothed

rack that is cast upon the back of the valve ; the

pinion is rotated by means of a spindle which passes

up through a stuffing box on the top of the valve

chest. The upper plate of the valve chest is fas-

tened thereto by bolts and nuts, so that the plate

may be readily removed, and the interior of the valve

chest be completely exposed ; this arrangement
affords considerable facility for getting at the work-
ing parts. The valve face is kept in close contact

with the seating by pressure against two inclined

planes, and is constructed so as to be perfectly tight

under the full amount of pressure such valves are

usually subjected to. The arrangement of these valves is simple, so that they
can be produced at an economical price; they occupy but a very small space,

can be readily fitted to mains close to the surface of the ground, and they are

easily taken asunder to get at the working parts if necessary.

Manufacture of Watches in the Town of Besancon.—The following
statistics, showing the recent extraordinary development of the foreign watch
trade in the town of Besancon, will be perused with interest. The columns
show the number of gold and silver watches, and their value, made in each year
from 1848 to 1856 :—

Year. Gold "Watches. Silver Watches. Value.
1848 3,175 24,447 £45,043
1849 6,149 32,431 67,539
1850 11,235 48,626 103,522
1851 14,785 53,091 119,323
1852 19,419 57,052 137,449
1853 27,742 65,255 178,573
1854 32,594 73,482 187,839
1855 49,484 92,459 256,903
1856 60,511 99,654 319,071

On comparing the results of the two years 1848 and 1857, it will be seen that

the number of watches made in the latter year is twenty times greater than the

amount constructed in the first named year. But the relative values are only
increased seven times—in other words, a reduction of two-thirds of their cost is

demonstrated. This result lias been brought about by the extensive substitu-

tion of ingenious machinery for accomplishing ends for which hand labour was
formerly employed.

Welsh v. Newcastle Coal.—As a natural result of the scientific report
upon the respective qualities of Welsh and Newcastle coal, which we lately

published, the Welsh coalmasters are about to challenge the Newcastle coal-

owners to a test of the steam-gencrating powers of the two kinds of coal, in

order to ascertain which is really the best for steam purposes. It is said that

they contemplate finding the coal for a voyage from Liverpool to New
York and back for a first-class steamer, and to challenge the men of Newcastle
to do the same, the same steamer to be used, each party appointing their own
engineers. Of course there will be no alteration in the furnaces or machinery
of the vessel. The Newcastle men have shown, by a series of scientific experi-

ments, that their coal is the best for steam purposes, but the Welshmen are

confident of the powers of their coal ; hence the idea of a thorough test.

Nitric Acid in the Saltpetre Manufacture.—It has recently been pro-

posed by Mr. John Fraser of Glasgow to use nitric acid, added to muriate of

potash, in the manufacture of saltpetre, instead of nitrate of soda. By treating

muriate of potash with nitric acid in this way, saltpetre of superior purity is

alleged to be obtained, whilst muriatic acid of high commercial value is also

produced as a manufacturing result.

PROVISIONAL PROTECTION FOR INVENTIONS

UNDER THE PATENT LAW AMENDMENT ACT.

j§?° When the city or town is not mentioned, London is to he understood.

Pecorded March 15.

524. "William G. Taylur, Ashhy-de-la-Zouch, Leicestershire—Improvements in preparing
skins for tanning.

Pecorded March 22.

596. Aaron Lester, Coventry—Improvements in weaving ribbons, fringes, trimmingF,
and other narrow fabrics.

Pecorded April 9.

768. Jean B. Biebuyck and Joseph Van Landuyt, Brussels—An improved process for
separating the vinous and amylaceous principles from vegetable substances.

Pecorded April 14.

804. Marc A. F. Mennons, 39 Rue de l'Echiquier, Paris, and 4 South Street, Finshury

—

Improvements in obtaining motive power, aDd in the apparatus connected there-
with.—(Communication.)

Pecorded April 17.

834. Jacques Grassay, Ivry, Paris—Hangings and all sorts of papers, made waterproof
by a new process.
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Recorded April 20.

$60. Eugene Derogy. 33 Quay de l'Horloge, Paris—Improvements in instruments and
apparatus applicable to photographic purposes.

Recorded April 23.

$96. William Ryder, Bolton-le-Moors, Lancashire—Improvements in preparing moulds
and moulding boxes for casting metal or other materials.

Recorded April 24.

904. Alexander S.Stocker, IS Wimpole Street Cavendish Square—Improvements apper-

taining to articles to be affixed to boots or shoes, and to the feet of animals, aud

in the machinery and means employed in producing the same.

906- Joze Luis, 1b Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square—A moderator piston.—(Communi-
cation.)

Recorded April 27.

932- Bernard Drukker, 116 High Street, Whitechapel—Improvements in making shirts.

93$, David E. Hughes, New York, TJ.S—Improvements in the means of, and apparatus

for, transmitting signals and electric currents.

Recorded April 29.

95S. William Smith, IS Salisbury Street, Adelphi—Improvements in steam ploughs.

—

(Communication from Pierre KDingle, U.S.)

Recorded April 30.

964. Benjamin L. A. Peaucellier, Paris—An improved plough.

Recorded May 3.

9S7. William Clark, 53 Chancery Lane—Improvements in separating and in otherwise

treating matters in a state of fusion, and in apparatus for the same.—(Communi-
cation from Alphonse A- A. de Rostaing.)

Recorded May 4.

390. 'William H. Morrison, Nottingham—Improvements in means or apparatus cm-
ployed in the manufacture of bonnet and cap fronts, rouches, and such like ar-

ticles of millinery.

Recorded May 5.

994. Richard Sharp, Lowther Street, Liverpool—Improvements in pianofortes.

996. Charles D. Archibald, Rusland Hall, Lancashire—A new and improved mode of

treating air and gases, and applying the same for purposes of motive force.

—

(Communication from Henry M. Paine, Worcester, Massachusetts, U.S.)

99$. Thomas Preston.Nottingham—Improvements in the manufacture of cut pile fabrics,

in warp machines.
1000. John Lawson and Thomas Robinson, Leeds;—Improvements in machinery for hack-

ling and dressing flax, and other fibrous substances,

1002. David E. Hughes, Devonport, Devonshire—Improvements in the means of, and ap-
paratus for, transmitting signals and electric currents.

Recorded May 6.

1004. Marcus Davis, 5 Lyon's Inn—Improvements in carriage wheels, and in means of

retarding their motion.
1006. Joseph Whitley, Leeds—Improvements in the manufacture of iron, which improve-

ments are also applicable when obtaining other metals from their ores.

1008. Edward J. Scott, Glasgow—Improvements in the manufacture of boots and shoes.

1010. Thomas W. Thacker, Derby—Improvements in the construction of the finger-ends

of pianoforte, organ, and" harmonium keys,

1012. John Cassey and James Hughes, Spital Square—Improvements in looms for weav-
ing velvet ribbons.

1013. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Improvements in the manufacture of salt-

petre.—(Communication.)
1014. William Clark, 53 Chancery Lane—Improvements in "bitts" for horses' bridles.

—

(Communication.)

1015. James Wright, 10 Alfred Place, Newington Causeway, Southwark—Improvements
in treating madder for printing and dyeing, and also in the substances and pro-

eeesefl used in printing and dyeing with the same.—(Communication.)
1016. Henry Jackson, 2 Park Street, Leeds—Improvements in machinery for dressing aud

cleaning flax, hemp, and other fibrous substances requiring like treatment.
101". William WalHs, William Langford, and James Slack, Nottingham—Improvements

in pressure gauges.

Recorded May 7.

1013. Joseph Bunnett and Joseph G, Bunnett, Kent—Improvements in steam-engines.
1019. Charles J. Carr,Wen tworth, Yorkshire—Improvements in forge and other hammers.
1020. John Castle, Grantham, Lincolnshire.—Certain improvements in breaks used for

retarding the motion of carriages on ordinary roads.

1021. Richard Open-haw, Firwood, near Bolton-le-Muore, Lancashire—Improvements in

machinery for plating down or folding and measuring fabrics.

1023. James M. Duvard, Luc sur Mer, Calvados, France—An improved bedroom vase.
1024. James J, Field, Paddington—Improvements in evaporating or in extracting mois-

ture from liquids, and from substances in a liquid state, and in apparatus to be
employed therein.

1025. Archibald Neilson, Glasgow—Improvements in the manufacture of boots, shoes,

and other coverings for the feet.

1026. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Improvements in the construction of fire-

grates for furnaces, ptoves, and other fire-places.—(Communication.)
1027. George B. Coggan, 108 Friar Gate, Derby—A new portable apparatus to be called a

stereoseopia, for exhibiting stereoscopic pictures.

1023. Charles Rotten, jun., Clerkenwell, and Nathaniel F. Taylor, Stratford, Essex—Im-
provements in means or apparatus employed in measuring and regulating the
flow of 23,=. and other fluids.

1029. Robert Best, Birmingham—An improvement or improvements in illumination.
1030. Thomas Brown, Ei-bw Vale, and David Brown, Cwmbran, Monmouthshire—New or

improved machinery for filing or smoothing the ends of fish-plates, rails,

wnrajdit-iroo railway chairs, and other articles made by sawing bars transversely.
1031. Daniel Stothard, Lambeth, Joseph Jones, Southwark, and David Jonas and Benja-

min W. Jonas, Spital fields—An improved ships' block.
1032. William Clark, 53 Chancery Lane—Improvements in apparatus for sharpening

saws.—(Communication .)

Recorded May 8.

1033. John T. Robson, 45 Hugh Street, West Pimlico—Improvements in sheet-flue and
tubular boilers.—(Communication.)

1034. Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—'Improvements in machinery for manufactur-
ing paper.—(Communication.)

1035. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane— Certain improvements in grinding circular

saws.—(Communication.)
1036. Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—An improved manufacture of hard and water-

proof fabric, and the application of the same to the construction of boats, parts
of carriages, and of furniture, portmanteaus and travelling cases, and vessels of

capacity.—(Communication.)
1037. George Day, Old St. Pancras—An improved self-acting valve for regulating the

flow of liquids.

Recorded May 10.

1038. Robert B. Goldsworthy, Manchester—Improvements in machinery for grinding
emery and other materials.

1039. Charles F. Vasserot, 45 Essex Street, Strand—Improvements in the manufacture of
umbrellas and parasols.—(Communication from Pierre T. Trocard, Caudeion, near
Bordeaux, France.)

1041. William H. Ogden, Liverpool—Improvements in pumps.
1042. William C. Forster, 6 Great Tower Street—An improvement in the manufacture of

bricks and slabs for preventing damp in the walls of houses and other buildings.

1043. Isaac L. Bell, Newcastle-upon-Tyne—Improvements in the manufacture of iron.

1044. Jacques M. E. Masson, Rue des Fosses St. Thomas, Evreux (Eure), France—Im-
provements in diving apparatus.

1045. Robert Willan and Daniel Mills, Blackburn, Lancashire — Improvements in ma-
chinery or apparatus for drawing in, twisting, or looming textile materials.

1046. William G. Taylor, Ashby-de-la-Zouch, Leicestershire—Improvements in covering
the rollers employed in spinning cotton and other fibrous materials.

1047. John B. Pirn, Newington Butts, and Charles Payne, Bermondsey Street, Southwark,
Surrey^—Improvements in recovering useful matters from oil or floor cloth, tar-

paulin, American leather cloth, and other like substances.

Recorded May 11.

1048. Pietro Apparutti, Paris—A machine applicable for picking and choosing out corn.

1049. Jose Luis, 1b Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square—A mechanical washing appara-
tus for iron ore and other matters,— (Communication.)

1050. George H. Creswell, Devonport, Devonshire—Improvements in pads and apparatus
for inking stamps.

1051. John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, and 166 Buchanan Street, Glasgow— Im-
provements in madder dyeing—(Communication from Robert Patterson, Phila-

delphia, U.S.)
1052. Edward Fairburn, Mirfield, Yorkshire*—Improvements In machinery or apparatus

employed in carding wool or other fibrous substances.
1053. James Soutter, Hoxton—Improvements in washing machines.
1054. William Pare, Dublin—Improvements in metallic and other bedsteads, and other

articles of furniture.

1055. Alexander Parkes, Birmingham—Improvements in the manufacture of tubes and
cylinders.

1056. Alexander Parkes, Birmingham—Improvements in rollers or cylinders used for

printing and embossing.
1057. William Oliver, Cradley, Worcestershire—Improvements in combining ovens for

the manufacture of coke with the furnaces of steam boilers.

1058. Robert Halliwell, Bolton-le-Moors, Lancashire—Certain improvements in mules for

spinning and doubling cotton and other fibrous materials.

1059. George Lowry, Salford, Lancashire—Certain improvements in machinery for heck-
ling flax and other fibrous materials.

1060. James M. Gilbert, Manchester—Improvements in the construction of cylinders and
maundrils used in printing calico and other surfaces.

1061. John Dyson, Edwin W. Shirt, and Henry Shirt, Tinsley Works, near Sheffield

—

Improvements in the mode of rolling strips of steel for crinoline and other pur-
poses.

Recorded May 12.

1062. John Henderson, Glasgow—An improved apparatus for measuring fluids.

1063. Louis Durand, Marseilles, France—An improved tubular steam generator.

1064. M, Diosy, 123 Fenchurch Street—Improvements in machinery for preparing or ma-
nufacturing granulated potatoes for preservation.—(Communication.)

1065. Joseph A. Detroyat aud Faustin Teuhert, Rue de Choiseul, Paris—Improvements in

apparatus for cleansing hair conibs, and other similar articles.

1066. Joseph A. Clarke, Liverpool—Improvements in composition for coating vessels'

bottoms.
1067. William Mark, Stockton-on-Tees, Durham—Improvements in roofing and other tiles.

1068. Joseph West, 234 Shales Moor, Sheffield—A mode of covering and securing water-
taps and branches.

1069. Alfred H. Rogers, Fairfield, near Manchester—Improvements in lubricators.

1070. James Sharpies, Crawshaw Booth, near Lawtenstall, Lancashire—Improvements in

extracting moisture from and drying porous and fibrous substances.

1071. Richard Knight, Foster Lane, Cheapside—Improvements in apparatus for refrige-

rating, also for bottling aerated liquids, and in the preparation or storing salts

for the production of artificial mineral waters.

1072. Joseph G. Jackson, Belper, Derbyshire—A method of carrying roads over or through
land covered with water.

1073. James Biggs, Norton Folgate—Improved apparatus for compressing vegetable and
.other substances

1074. Alfred L. Lietout, Paris—Improved portable medical and hygienic and gymnastic
apparatus.

1075. Joseph S. Bailey and William H. Bailey, Keighley, Yorkshire—Improvements in

machinery for preparing and combing wool, cotton, and other fibrous materials.

1076. John Hamilton, Belfast—Improvements in the preparation and use of starch for

manufacturing, bleaching, and finishing purposes.

Recorded May 13.

1077. William Simons, Glasgow—Improvements in the construction of iron ships or ves-

sels.

1078. Robert Hislop, jun., Prestonpans—Improvements in machinery or apparatus for

dressing or cleansing and separating grain and seeds.

1079. Alexander M. Dix, Hauley, Staffordshire—Certain improvements in the process of

brewing or obtaining decoctions, and in apparatus connected therewith, which

apparatus is also applicable to condensing, refrigerating, or other such like pur-

poses.

1080. Felix A. Deliry, Soissons, France—An improved mechanical kneading trough.

1081. Auguste Wolff, Paris—Improvements in musical instruments.
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1082. Hiram Hyde, Truro, Nova Scotia—An improved mode of, and apparatus fur, manu-
facturing oils.—(Communication.)

1083. Joseph Gardner, Banbury, Oxford—An improvement in chaff-cutting machines.

Recorded May 14,

1084. Frederick Warren, Birmingham—Improvements in the construction of stands for

telescopes and other instruments.
1085. John Colgate, 5(3 Exmouth Street—A "pipe case handle" for walking sticks, canes,

riding whips, and umbrellas.

1086. Samuel Carpenter, Flushing, Queens, New York, U.S.—Improvements in escape-
ments for watches and other time keepers.

1087. David Dick, 55 George Street, Paisley—Improved cushions for trusses and other
similar uses.

1088. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Improvements in the construction of lamps
—(Communication.)

1089. George F. Chantrell, Liverpool—An improved waterproof lithic paint.

1090. John Macintosh, North Bank, Regent'sPark—Improvements in insulating telegraph
wires.

1091. Louis Pet re, Hatton Garden—Improvements in the application of glass to orna-
mental and useful purposes.

Recorded May 17.

1092. John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, and 166 Buchanan Street, Glasgow

—

Improvements in the construction of artificial legs and feet.—(Communication
from Douglas Bly, Rochester, U.S.)

1093. Daniel W. Hayden, 75 Pratt Street, Camden Town—Improvements in boilers for

agricultural and domestic purposes.

1094. John Allen and William Allen, Wallsend, Northumberland—Improvements in the

treatment of iron and copper pyrites, and in apparatus for same.
1095. Edward Tombs, Waterloo Terrace, Islington—Improvements in the manufacture of

ruche and other trimmings for ladies' apparel, applicable also to making cap
fronts and other fluted fabrics.

1096. Julius Wittenberg, Cambridge Villas, Not ting Hill—Improvements in motive power
engines actuated by air.

1097. William H. Bagnall, Masbro', Yorkshire—Improvements in stove grates.

1098. Walter Raymond, Dalston—Improvements in life rafts.

1099. Charles W. Harrison, Woolwich—Improvements in obtaining light by electricity.

1100. Selah Hiler, Havestraw, Rockland, New York, U.S.—An improved method of coating

or amalgamating iron with silver, copper, brass, or other metals, or alloys of

metals.
1101. Henry Curzon, jun., Kidderminster—Improvements in preparing printed yarns.

1102. Samuel Higgs, jun., Penzance, Cornwall—An improvement in separating or precipi-

tating copper from water having it in solution.

1103. Robert Imeary, near Gateshead, and Thomas Richardson, Newcastle-on-Tyne—Im-
provements in roasting small or disintegrated pyrites.

Recorded May 18.

1104. William J. Hixon, 8 Victoria Grove Terrace, Bayswater—Improvements in the con-
struction of reaping and mowing machines, and in the form or shape of the knife
or knives to be used in connection therewith.

1105. John Higgins, Oldham, Lancashire—Improvements in preventing explosions in
mines, and in the machinery or apparatus employed therein.

1106. James Mallison, jun., Bolton-le-Moors, Lancashire—Improvements in the process
of, and in the machinery or apparatus for, dyeing yarns.

1107. Alexander A. Croll, Coleman Street—Improvements in the treatment of sulphate of
alumina, and in obtaining alum.

1108. Ernest C. Brochand, Gerrard Street—A travelling mill and improved millstones,
part of the invention being applicable to other apparatus turned or worked by
horses.

1109. Samuel Higgs, jun., Penzance, Cornwall—Improvements in miners' safety lamps.

Recorded May 19.

1110. Giovanni M. Casentini, 24 Hercules Buildings, Lambeth, Surrey—The manufacture
of a solution for mixing with or guaging plaster of Paris (or any plaster having
sulphate of lime or any similar substance for its base), so as to produce a hardened
dense composition, the hardening or setting whereof may be retarded and regu-
lated by the person using the same.

1111. Jeremiah Brown, Smethwick, Staffordshire—Improvements in the manufacture of
iron, and in rolling iron and steel, and in machinery to be employed therein.

1113. William Macnaugbt, Manchester, and Walter R. Critchley, Salford, Lancashire

—

Improvements in the manufacture of copper or other metallic rollers or cylinders
for printing fabrics, and in apparatus connected therewith.

1114. Joseph Maudslay, Lambeth, Surrey—An improvement in the manufacture of iron,

and in the furnaces employed therein.

1115 James Bottomley and Alexander H. Martin, North Bierley, near Bradford, Yorkshire
—Improvements in means or apparatus employed in weaving.

1116. George M. Miller, Dublin—Improvements in the joints of bridge rails for railways.
1117. Charles M. Kernot, Gloucester House, West Cowes, Isle of Wight—Improvements

in distilling shale, boghead, and other mineral matters.

1118. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Improvements applicable to certain descrip-
tions of marine engines, and in the mode of mounting paddle-wheel shafts.

—

(Communication.)

1119. William F. Snowden, Longford, Gloucestershiie—An improved construction of chaff
and litter cutting machine.

1120. William Clark, 53 Chancery Lane—Improvements in machinery for manufacturing
knotted webs or nets.—(Communication.)

1121. Michael Henry* 84 Fleet Street—Improved apparatus for communicating, or trans-
mitting, or producing fac-simile copies of despatches, intelligence, or messages,
or characters,, drawings,, or devices.—(Communication.)

Recorded May 20.

1122. James Hesfoid, Bolton-le-Moors, Lancashire—Improvements in the construction of
stretching machines for cotton and other woven fabrics.

1123. Martin Brun, Vienne, France—Improvements in dyeing.

1124. Antoine F. Cossus, Cagliari, Sardinia—Improvements in treating oils and fatty
matters.

1125. Henry Brierly, Manchester—Improvements in mules for spinning.

1126. James Copcutt, 5 Park Place, Newland Street, Kensington—An improvement in

preparing materials employed to obtain light when using oxygen and hydrogen
gases.

1127. James Boydell, 65 Gloucester Crescent, Camden Town—Improvements in machinery
for propelling vessels.

1128. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street—A method of, and apparatus for, purifying
sulphuret of carbon.—(Communication from A. Seyferth, Brunswick.)

Recorded May 21.

1129. Thomas Settle, Bolton-le-Moors, Lancashire—Certain improvements in machinery
or apparatus for preparing. Blubbing, and roving cotton and other fibrous
materials.

1130. John C. Brant, Surrey Square, Old Kent Road—Improvements in the permanent
way of railways.

1131. Frederick C. Bake well, 6 Haverstock Terrace, Hampstead—Improvements in ma-
chinery for making bolts.—(Communication.)

1132. Michael Henry, 84 Fleet Street—Improvements in the manufacture or preparation
of ink and paper, to adapt them for copying purposes, in preserving food, Bklns,
and hides, in rendering lint, vesicatory paper, and textile fabrics absorbent, and
in treating mortar, cement, and other matters, in order to keep them in a damp
state.—(Communication from Messrs. Vasseur and Houbigant.)

1133. John Adamson, St. John Street Road—Improvements in the manufacture of parts of
gas meters.

1134. George F. Muntz, French Walls, near Birmingham—An improvement in preparing
yellow metal sheathing.

1135. James Apperly and William Clissold, Dudbridge, Gloucestershire—Improved ma-
chinery for condensing wool and other fibrous substances.

1136. Stephen Bryer, St. George's Terrace, Cheltenham, Gloucestershire—Improved in-
struments to be used in the sensitising and developing of photographic plates.

1137. James Sholl, Victoria Grove West, Stoke Newington—Improvements in the manu-
facture of paper used for letterpress, lithographic, and copperplate printing, and
for other purposes.

Recorded May 22.

1139. John Elce and James Cbampion, Manchester—Improvements in parts of machinery
used in preparing and spinning cotton and other fibrous substances.

1140. Pierre Feron, Theuville-aux-Maillots, France—An improved bandage or truss.
1141. James Ronald, Liverpool—Improvements in dressing hemp, flax, and other fibrous

materials.
1142. Edward T. Hughes, 123 Chancery Lane—Improvements in machinery or apparatus

for embroidering.—(Communication.)
1143. Edward T. Hughes, 123 Chancery Lane—Improvements in machinery or apparatus

serving the purposes both of saponification and of decomposing neutral fatty
substances into fatty or oily acid and glycerine.—(Communication from Jean
Boullenger and Louis J. Martin, Paris.)

1144. Joseph Foot, Spital Square—An improvement in the manufacture of fringes.
1145. Frederick G. Underhay, Wells Street, Gray's Inn Road, and Josiah L. Clark, Haver-

stock Hill, Hampstead—Improvements in cocks or taps, and in apparatus for
flushing.

1146. Thomas S. Cressey, High Street, Homerton—Improvements in apparatus for calcu-
lating wages.

1147. John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, and 166 Buchanan Street, Glasgow—Im-
provements in curtain rods.—(Communication from Jules A. Pelosse.)

1148. Astley P. Price, Margate, Kent— Improvements in the treatment and smelting of
certain argentiferous or silver ores.

1149. Astley P. Price, Margate, Kent—Improvements in the treatment of certain zinc
ores and compounds of zinc, and in the manufacture of zinc and oxide of zinc.

1150. George White, 34 Dowgate Hill—A liquor suitable for manufacturing beverages, and
for culinary purposes.—(Communication from Messrs. Fontaine and Co., Paris.)

1151. Adolphus Ellissen, Throgmorton Street—Improvements in signalling in railway
trains.

1152. Isham Baggs, Doddington Grove, Kensington—Improvements in electric telegraphs,
and in the apparatus employed therein and therewith, parts of which are appli-
cable to other electrical purposes.

1153. George F. Parke, Lower Smith Street, Clerkenwell, and James Briant, Curtain Road
—Improvements in bonnets.

1154. William Clark, 53 Chancery Lane—Improvements in machinery or apparatus for
moulding articles of cement.—(Communication from Francois Pallard, sen.,
Moulins, France.)

Recorded May 24.

1155. Richard L. Hattersley, Keighley, Yorkshire—Improvements in looms for weaving.
1157. Montague Stevens, Holywell, Flintshire—Improvements in machinery for pulping

straw and other vegetable fibres.

1158. John Scholfield and William Cudworth, Rochdale, Lancashire—Certain improve-
ments in machinery or apparatus for preparing, doubling, and twisting cotton,
and other fibrous substances.

1159. William Harding, Forest Hill, Kent—Improvements in revolver fire-arms.

1160. George Hamilton, St. Mar t in' s-le-Grand, and William R. Nash, Poplar—Improve-
ments in locks and keys.

Recorded May 25.

1161. Prince Antoine Galitzin, Serge Souschkoff, and Pierre E. Guerinot, Paris—An im-
proved apparatus intended to prevent boats or ships being destroyed and sunk
when running full against each other.

1162. John A. Phillips, Earl's Court Terrace, Kensington—Improvements in the produc-
tion of zinc, lead, copper, and silver,. fromiores containing these metals.

1163. William Webster, Jefferson, Washington, U.S.—Improved machinery for the pro-
pulsion of vessels.

fS$" Information as to any of these applications, and their progress, may Be had on
application to (he Editor of this Journal.

DESIGNS FOR ARTICLES OF UTILITY.
Registered from 2d June to 4tk June, 1858.

June 2d, 4093 J. Clayton, Wolverhampton—"A furnace for smelting and refining
iron."

4th, 4094 M'Intyre, Hogg, and Co., 26 Addle Street, Wood Street, London—
"The epaulette or double-shouldered shirt."

2d, 4095 M. Phineas, 42 Bold Street, Liverpool—"Inkstand."

TO READERS AND CORRESPONDENTS.

Flour Size for Twine-Makers.—A correspondent writes to ask us "What will give
consistency to the ordinary flour size used by twine-makers and others?"
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WOOD-CUTTING MACHINERY FOR IRREGULAR FORMS.

JBy Arthur Kixder, Esq., Worcester.

(Illustrated hi/ Plate 227.)

We have already delineated and described a large portion of Mr. Kinder 's

ingenious and effective inventions for the mechanical conversion or

differential shaping of wood into irregular forms,* and we now proceed

to go more into the actual details of the apparatus, as .manufactured 03'

Messrs. Greenwood and Batly, Albion Foundry, Leeds. The general

principles of the machine may be said to have been already fully de-

scribed in the article to which we have just made reference. We shall

now, therefore, go into some detail as regards its working capabilities.

The particular example which we now present in our Plate 227, ma}'

be aptly described as the "Universal Wood-Shaper ;" for it is capable

of producing almost every conceivable form of wooden details which the

practical man can require. If judiciously applied, it will be to the worker

in wood what the lathe is to the mechanical engineer, as the timber

leaves it, in most cases, perfectly smooth and complete.

Fig. 1 on our Plate 227 is a sectional elevation, taken longitudin-

ally, of the new shaper. Fig. 2 is a similar end sectional elevation, as

taken at right angles to fig. 1. Fig. 3 is a plan of the machine, with

part of the table broken away to show the lower details. Figs. 4 and 5

represent parts of the machinery in detail.

This machine consists of a bed-plate, with two A shaped standards, and

connected with a cross frame carrying four vertical slides. In these slides

are mounted a pair of frames and spindles, with right and left handed

screws on their ends. The frames and spindles are counterpoised bj' the

weights, and are connected with the pedal beams ; by which means each

spindle is raised when required. The horizontal beams, with ratchets in

the centre, serve to retain the spindles when elevated, and the screws in

the ends of these beams are for the more minute adjustments. On re-

leasing the catch, the frame slowly descends, a rectangular frame is fitted

in the centres on the top of the standards, and is capable of being fixed

at an angle by the quadrant and binding screw. This frame carries the

wheels and pinions with reversing gear for giving the traversing motion.

On this frame is fitted the table top, which traverses in the same line as

the axis of vibration, across the surface of the table ; and at right angles

with it are several T shaped grooves, into which the iron guide-bars are

fitted. These carry the timber attached to them over the opening. At

the back are fitted a pair of adjustable inclines, upon which the stud

shown in the back edge of the table bears, and which thus secures a com-

bination of the vibrating, longitudinal, and transverse motions. The

enlarged section shows the eccentric guide, which, being adjustable to

the same angle as the table, offers a square edge to the template. The

pillar cramp shown in the plate is, of course, moveable.

With a comparatively small number of tools, it will perform the fol-

lowing operations :

—

It will plane scantlings four feet six inches long, five inches by seven

;

work the edges of curved timbers on the square ; form regular or winding

bevils : work oblique sections of irregular figures ; cut tenons with

shoulders ofalmost any pitch
;
groove ; rebate ; box down or sink irregular

surfaces in such a manner that the surface destroyed is reproduced at the

required depth : whilst by it beads or mouldings, either on straight or

curved edges, can be produced just as readily.

In planing, the cross head with the cutting tools is attached to one of

the spindles, the other spindle and frame being lowered beneath the sur-

face. The timber is attached with suitable dogs to the table, and, after

adjusting the cutters to the proper height, the machine is put in motion,

and the table and timber traversed beneath the cutters.

In shaping curved work on the square, the D guides are placed in

Spindle frames. The cylinder cutters are then screwed on each spindle,

the thin wooden or metal template being secured on the under side of the

timber to be shaped. The operator then chooses a prominent portion of
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the guide, and removes the wood in excess of the template by degrees,

and finally finishes with a light cut, keeping the template in contact with

that portion of the guide which stands exactly in a line with the face of

the cutter—using the cutter that cuts with the grain, so as to ensure clean

work.

Regular bevils are worked by setting the table to the proper angle,

adjusting the cutters to the proper heights, and using the D guides, as re-

quired for square work. In both these alterations, the spindle not in use

always ought to be lowered, to allow of the piece of timber passing over

it, and to prevent accidents.

Winding bevils or warped surfaces are worked in this way : In the

centre of the piece of timber, and at right angles with it, is secured a guide

rib, which fits into the transverse slides. This compels the piece of tim-

ber to cross the table in such a manner that it always remains parallel

with the axis on which the table vibrates. Now, supposing the piece to

be square in the centre, the inclines at the back are brought up until

they are in contact with the stud projecting from the centre of the back

edge of the table. The table is now traversed the length of the cut, and

set to the greatest bevil, and the lower ends of the inclined bars are then

brought in contact with the stud, and the machine is ready for use. As

it traverses, the stud being kept in contact with the inclines, the bevil

regularly increases and produces the desired results. In cases where ir-

regular winding bevils are required, a curved template is attached to the

inclines, so that the parallelism of a waved bottom line is retained, in

conjunction with a regular decrease of width on the top.

Oblique sections of irregular form are produced in this wajr
: A hori-

zontal or vertical line is marked on the template, and a guide-bar, which

traverses in the slots, is fixed in the same line. The table is adjusted to

the right bevil, and the guide is adjusted so that it offers a square edge

to the pattern. It is therefore obvious, that as the timber passes the

respective cutters, the bevils will be of the desired pitch. In the in-

stance of an oblique section of a cylinder, the template being prepared,

the guide-rib is attached in the same line as its longest diameter, and

the wood to be operated on surrounding the cutter ; the obliquity of the

table being adjusted, it is clear that as the timber is confined to the table

top, and can only be brought up to the cutters by the joint motion of the

two slides, the cutting point will pass entirely round the cutter. Thus

the bevils on the front and back will be the same ; but at the sides, the

cut will be square. By this means, framings of carriages, furniture,

staircase hand-rails, and almost every description of curved and bevilled

work, if confined on the table top in the same position which they occupy

in the finished article, may be produced with the greatest accuracy.

In making tenons, upon one of the spindles a pair of circular planes

are placed, and separated by a washer the thickness of the tenon. A
wooden fence is fixed upon the table top, and the piece upon which the

tenon is wanted is secured by the pillar cramp. Then, upon traversing

the table, the portions not required are removed, and a clean tenon with

true shoulders is formed. By inclining the wooden fence, and tilting the

table, shoulders or tenons of almost any pitch may be cut.

In grooving, thick saws or cutters are used in combination with an

adjustable fence beneath the saw. The saw being elevated to the

proper height, and the fence set to the necessary depth, any work that

is flat one way may be grooved ; and by substitutiug circular planes for

the saws, rebates may be formed at a single cut. When pieces which

have a curved surface have to be worked, a flexible table top * may be

used with advantage. In boxing down or lowering irregular surfaces,

for the purjjose of retaining the prominent portion for moulding, the

adjustable curved fence is attached to the spindle, and kept close to the

saw, and prevented from revolving by the tail and pillar piece. The

guide coming in contact with the surface, allows the saw only to pene-

trate to the required depth. The operator depresses the pedal, and

brings the spindle another notch higher in the rack, taking another cut,

and so on until the operation is completed.

For working pieces of an unequal thickness these operations are re-

* Sec Practical Mechanic's Journal, January, 1S5S.
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versed, the timber being worked face downwards, and the cutters being
brought upwards.

This machine is perhaps the most comprehensive and perfect of its

class. It is, in short, capable of performing almost any operation in

shaping; and when we take into consideration the immense saving
which must be effected wherever it is introduced, merely by a little

management on the part of the proprietor, the machine being capable of

preparing timbers in such enormous quantities that it can be easily

kept in advance of the workmen, we are satisfied that the same results

cannot be arrived at with greater economy, either as regards power or cost.

Several specimens of the work produced by this machine were shown
at the recent Exhibition of the Society of Arts, where they attracted

universal admiration.

THE ROYAL INSTITUTION.

It is in the nature of human affairs to be fluctuating. A law governs us
by which we do not govern ourselves. However we may strive, a con-

trol of our efforts is exerting an influence beyond all our wisdom. Hence it

is that we are often made to feel conscious of being as but a balloon in the

ail', capable of making no resistance to any current ; and hence it is, also,

that when in our fancied onward sailing in increasing strength, a sud-

den unlooked-for calamity terminates our complacency for a season, and,

in vulgar words, makes us look about us.

The world-famous Friday evening lectures of this Institution have not
been, during the past session, of such high calibre as in former years.

Whether it is that there is really nothing new in science, or that our
Owens and Faradays and the " minor minstrels " are resting from their

labours, and now only " contemplating; " or that they and all are but

serving up old dishes in new forms, or telling old saws in new words,
we know not ; but certainly the recent discourses, although incapable of

being otherwise than interesting, have not ministered to our teaching in

any important degree—unless, indeed, importance is to be measured
by unascertained results ; and judgment on the matter is, therefore, wholly
precluded.

Such as they have been, however, we proceed to indicate, having al-

ready, as our wont has been, occasionally given some slight sketches
of some of them which our little bark has sailed past.

Professor Tyndall commenced the course with some of his usual acute
observations on his new subject, which he is making his own—some
physical properties of ice. In our number for March last, p. 317, we have
given our readers the principal topics of this discourse. We are induced
to enlarge upon one of his beautiful experiments, in order that our readers

may repeat it themselves, if only for amusement,—the experiment being
a very simple one. In examining how the interior of a mass of ice was
affected by a beam of radiant heat sent through it, sunbeams were con-
densed by a lens through some slabs of ice, the arrangement being so made
as to cause the focus to fall within the substance. The path of such a
beam through the ice was observed to be instantly studded with lustrous
spots, which increased in magnitude and number as the action continued.
On examining the spots more closelj', they were found to be flattened

spheroids, and around each the ice was so liquefied as to form a beautiful
flower-shaped figure, possessing six projections in the form of petals.

From this number there was no deviation. At first the edges of the Liquid

leaves were clearly defined; but a continuance of the action usually
caused the edges to become serrated like those of ferns. When
the ice was caused to move across the beam, or the beam caused to tra-

verse different portions of the ice in succession, the sudden generation
and crowding together of these liquid flowers, with their central spots
shining with more than metallic brilliancy, was exceedingly beautiful.

A slab of ice was prepared and placed in front of an electric lamp ; by a
Irn.s placed in front of the slab, the latter was projected upon a screen;
on sending a beam from the lam]) through the ice, the formation of the
flowers was rendered visible to the audience.

Mr. William Robert Grove followed on molecular impressions by light

and electricity. The lecturer remarked that, if there be any distinctive

character of the science of the present century, as contrasted with that of

former times, it is the progress made in molecular physics, or the successive
discoveries which have shown that, when ordinary ponderable matter is

subjected to the action of what were formerly called imponderables, the
matter is molecularly changed. He referred to some recent experiments
of M. Niepce de St. Victor. An engraving which has been for some time
in the dark is exposed to sunlight as to one half, the other half being co-

vered by an opaque screen. It is then taken into a dark room, the screen
removed, and the whole surface placed in close proximity to a sheet of
highly sensitive photographic paper. The portion upon which the light

has impinged is reproduced on the photographic paper, while no effect is

produced by the portion which had been screened from light. White
bodies produce the greatest effect, black little or none, and colours inter-

mediate effects. An engraving placed as before, then placed in the dark
upon white paper, conveys the impression to the latter, which will in its

turn impress photographic paper. Paper in a tin case exposed to sunlight,

then covered up by a tin cover, will, when opened in the dark, radiate

from the apertures phosphorescent force, and produce a circular mark on
the photographic paper, and even impress on the latter the lines of an
engraving interposed between it and the photographic surface. Phos-

phorescent bodies produce similar effects in a greater degree, and bodies

which intercept the phosphorescent effect intercept the invisible radia-

tions. A design drawn by a fluorescent substance, such as a solution of

sulphate of quinine, on paper, is reproduced, the design being strongly
impressed upon the residual parts of the paper. Mr. Grove had little doubt
that, had the discourse been given in the summer, he could have lite-

rally realised in the theatre of the Institution the Lagrado problem of

extracting sunbeams from cucumbers !

While fishing, Mr. Grove observed some white patches on the skin of a
trout, which he was satisfied had not been there when the fish was taken
out of the water. The fish having been rolling about in some leaves at

the foot of a tree, gave him the notion that the effect might be photo-

graphic, arising from the sunlight having darkened the uncovered, but
not the covered portions of the skin. With a fresh fish a serrated leaf

was placed on each side, and the fish laid down so that the one side

should be exposed to, the other sheltered from, light. After an hour or

so the fish was examined, and a well-defined image of the leaf was ap-

parent on the upper or exposed side, but none on the under or sheltered

side.

The following question was suggested by Mr. Grove : As telescopic

power is known to be limited by the area of the speculum or object glass,

even assuming perfect definition, as the light decreases inversely as the

square of the magnifying power, a limit must be reached at which the

minute details of an object become lost for want of light. Now, assum-
ing a high degree of perfection in astronomical photography, these may
be illuminated in an indefinite degree of brilliancy by adventitious light.

With a given telescope, could a better effect be obtained by illuminating

the photographic image, and applying microscopic power to that, than by
magnifying the luminous image in the usual way by the eye-glass of the

telescope ? Can the addition of extraneous light to the photograph per-

mit a higher magnifying power to be used with effect, than that which
can be used to look at the image which makes the photographic im-

pression ? In other words, is the photographic eye more sensitive than
the living eye; or can a photographic recipient be found which will re

gister impressions which the living eye does not detect, but which, by
increased light, or by developing agents, may be rendered visible to the

living eye? Much may be said ^n-o and con on this question, and it pro-

bably can only be satisfactorily answered by experiment, when photo-
graphic science is sufficiently advanced.

Mr. Grove stated that he felt deeply convinced that a dynamic theory
—one which regards the imponderables as forces acting upon ordinary

matter in different states of density, or as modes of motion, and not as

fluids or entities—is the truest conception which the mind can form of

these agents.

Since this discourse was delivered, Mr. Grove has observed a case of

molecular action which in some respects goes further than any yet re-

corded He happened to procure a small Galilean telescope or perspec-

tive-glass by Holland, Gi inches focus, and 1 3-10ths aperture, of which
the tripod stand was so arranged as to fold up and push into the tube.

When so packed it terminates opposite the object glass in a disc of brass,

having a central aperture 4-10ths of an inch diameter, aud in the centre

of this aperture an iron screw of 2-10ths of an inch. The distance of the

perforated disc from the inner surface of the object glass was J of an
inch. The impression of this disc and of the central pivot was delicately

etched on the glass, the polished surface being disintegrated opposite the

brass and iron, an aimulus opposite the space between these retaining its

polish. The molecular change is extremely delicate, and can only be

seen in certain inclinations to the light ; it does not seem to affect the

performance of the glass. Holland died in 17(31 ; but, whether made by
him or his son, the instrument bears evidence of being very old, and
was represented as having been fort}' years in the shop where it was
bought. We have therefore an experiment of very long duration, and
which presents these remarkable points : 1st, There is a notable distance

between the radiating surfaces; 2nd, The impression is permanently
etched, and not capable of being removed by any cleaning of the surface.

Hr. Lankester, on the drinking waters of the metropolis, treated very
ably an important subject, and one which has recently enforced greater

public attention from it being imagined—as is not, however, the case—that

the chief supplies of water for this purpose are derived from the offensive

Thames. On commencing the subject, he stated that he desired to ad

dress his audience, not as a chemist or as a naturalist, but as a medical
officer of health. He wished to make his lecture practical, and to answer the
question, What water shall we drink ? We can notice only some of his

general observations. Both kinds of water—river and spring—contained

organic and inorganic substances. The latter were dissolved, the former
for the most part suspended. In river waters, the inorganic matters
varied according to the rocks over which they flowed. The Dee con-

tained 5 grains in the gallon; the Exc, 15; the Wandle, 17; and the

Thames, 20. The organic matters of rivers are derived from the plants
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and minerals which are in them, and from the vegetable and animal re-

fuse cast into them. Spring waters contained more inorganic matters

than rivers. When the quantity was large or peculiar, they were called

mineral waters ; when the salts of lime abounded, they were called hard
waters : and when free from the salts of lime, and very large quantities

of other salts, soft water. Spring waters generally contained less or-

ganic matters than river waters. The organic matters were not injurious

when fresh or recent: but they assumed certain conditions of decompo-
sition which occasionally rendered them deadly. Their influence might be

estimated by the case of the Lambeth and Vauxhall Water Company's
strppfy during the years 1S4S aud 1854—two years in which cholera

visited London. In 1S4S both companies derived their supply of water
from the Thames at Battersea, and both supplied the same district with
water, and the houses supplied were equally visited with cholera. But
in 1S54 the Lambeth Company obtained an improved supply high up the

Thames at Litton. The consequence was that, according to Dr. Snow's
calculations, the deaths amongst the population supplied by the Vauxhall
Company, as compared with the Lambeth, was as 7 to 1, and even accord-

ing to the most favourable view of the case, as given by Mr. Swain, it

was oj to t. There was nothing to account for this difference but the

larger quantity of organic impurity in the water supplied by the Vaux-
hall Company. The outbreak of cholera in the Golden Square district

in September, 1.S54, was traced to the pump in Broad Street, which was
subsequently found to have communicated with the drain of a neigh-

bouring house.

Professor Faraday subsequently delivered a most profound discourse,

which was honoured with the presence of the Prince Consort, and which
the professor called " Remarks on Static Induction." The discourse was
of so technical a character, and the observations made so utterly incap-

able of being generally understood without witnessing the confirmatory

experiments, which, as usual, were most numerous, ingenious, and effec-

tive, that we feel compelled to refer our readers to the technical pages,

in which the verbal report of the lecture will be found.

VERTICAL WHEAT CLEANSER.

The efficient cleansing of foul wheat without crushing or injuring the

grain„has always been felt as a great difficulty, and we are glad to meet
with a new mechanical arrangement for the purpose, which promises to

Fig. 1.

_i

get rid of the defects of earlier contrivances of this class. This is the

recent invention of Mr. Ashley, of Croydon, who accomplishes bis object

by means of what may be termed " wire fringe "beaters. These beaters,

when extended outwards by the centrifugal force arising from rapid

rotatory action, open up the mass submitted to them and break away
the dirt, whilst they yield to the grain. Fig. 1 is a sectional elevation

of the apparatus ; and fig. 2 is a horizontal plan corresponding. The
vertical cylinder, A, is formed of sheets of screen wire, and fitted at the
top with a conical receiver, B, into which the uncleanscd grain is fed.

The under surface of the cone is corrugated, and situated parallel to the

upper and also corrugated surface of a conical dish, c, fixed upon and
revolving with the spindle, d. The distance between the surfaces of the

fixed hopper, b, and dish, c, is capable of adjustment by means of a set

screw at the foot of the spindle.

Upon the spindle, d, are fixed the Fi S- 2 -

arms, e, which carry the round
bars, p, having jointed upon them
the short lengths of strong wire,

o, placed one above another, and
forming rows of wire fringe, hav-
ing perfect freedom of horizontal

movement, and constituting the

beaters of the machine. The
machine is driven by the pulley,

h, fixed upon the upper end of the

spindle, the lower end of which
carries the fan or blower, i, for

the purpose of creating a powerful
draught along the spout, k. Both
the fan, i, and the interior of the
cylinder are supplied with pure
air (through the opening, l,) from the room below, m is an opening
through which the grain, after having passed through the machine,
passes into the spout, n, to be conveyed in any direction required.

The operation of the machine is as follows :—The grain is delivered

into the hopper, b, and falling upon the dish, c, is by its rapid rotation

driven forcibly upward between the two corrugated surfaces, and enters

the cylinder at the highest point : it then begins gradually to descend,

and is subjected in its progress to the action of the wire beaters, which
being thrown outward by the rapid revolution of the spindle, crush the

smut and clods against the screen, through which they are then instantly

carried off by the powerful current of air resulting from the rapid motion
of the beaters, the action of which also removes the small fibres or beards
from the ends of the grain, thereby achieving what has hitherto been
considered an unattainable perfection in the cleaning of wheat. The
grain after being thus scoured falls into the annular channel, o, where
it is carried round by the clearers, p, and passes out of the cylinder at m,

whence it falls, through the strong blast produced by the fan, i, (which
carries off the chaff along the spout, k,) into the spout, n, whence it may
be conducted to the bin, to be ground or otherwise as desired. This
machine is said to have turned out well in actual practice, and it

certainly appears to possess the essential elements of success.

MECHANICAL NOTES FROM AMERICA.

Absence of Standards and Scales by which to Measure and Record Degrees of Hardness
and Smoothness—A New Manufacture—The Situation and Business of Pittsburgh

—

Bessemer Iron Process—Renton Iron Process—Wood's Imitation Russia Sheet Iron

—Character of Russia Sheet—Peculiarities of American Iron—The New Article—The
Process of Manufacturing—Its Faults—Mississippi High-pressure Steamers—Physical
Characteristics of the Mississippi and Ohio Rivers.

Hardness is a quality which it is difficult to measure with any consi-

derable degree of accuracy. Cream is not as hard as butter, maple is

not as hard as box, nor a steel file as hard as iridium ; but neither the

absolute nor the relative degree of hardness of either can be at all clearly

expressed. Authors have attempted to make some eight or more de-

grees of hardness ; but the evidently imperfect idea conveyed by such a

classification only brings out more forcibly the fact, that hardness is, in

the present state of the arts, practically immeasurable ; and, to a very

great extent, the same is true of the, for many purposes,.very important

quality of smoothness. Beyond the giving of different names to a few
well-known surfaces of files and emery paper, we are almost or quite

without language to define degrees of this quality. The surface of a

slide valve in good condition is smooth ; the interior rubbing surface of

a steam-engine indicator is or should be smoother ; the eye-piece of a

reflecting telescope should be smoother still ; and the microscope reveals

the fact, that many of Nature's works, as the scales and stings of insects,

are still more smoothly surfaced. But neither common English language,

Arabic figures, algebraic symbols, nor the refinements of scientific no-

menclature, put it within our power to describe, with any considerable

accuracy, the exact degree of smoothness or of roughness—whichever

may be considered the positive quality—possessed by these and other

analogous varieties of fine surfaces, nor of comparing them cither with

each other or with the character of surface denoted "rough," when
speaking of the topography of a mountainous, a volcanic, or a coral for-

I
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mation. The figures of bodies, and the properties and relations possessed,

in consequence, have been canvassed with great zeal by the mathemati-
cians of an age or 'wo ago; the linear dimensions of bodies have been
ascertained, by the aid of modern instruments, with a degree of accuracy

absolutely astonishing, (the late base line measurements for the United
States coast survey showing a length of seven miles to be measured and

rcmeasured without an error of a tenth of an inch.) The density of

matter has also been ascertained with great nicety ;
and the mass of bo-

dies, or rather their ordinary weight in the atmosphere, is, by improve-
ments in the scales and balances of ordinary commerce, now ascertained

with a very close approach to perfection. But hardness and smoothness,

conduction of heat and electricity, transparenc}-
, flexibility, malleability,

ductility, magnetic qualities, and a half-score of other important proper-

ties, still remain to a great extent outside the pale of rigorous investi-

gation, or at best beyond the reach of rigorous description. They may
be alluded to in a general way, in the same manner as "earth" was by
the ancient philosophers, when all matter was thought to be composed
of four elements— "earth, air, fire, and water;" but the two or more
places ofdecimals, by which dimensions, specific gravities, atomic weights,

and, generally, those properties which have been investigated, are denoted,

must be dropped in treating of these additional properties. Science has
yet plenty of inviting fields for usefulness. The Newtons, Laplaces, and
Franklins, of the present and succeeding generations, need not necessa-

rily confine their attention to the rings of Saturn, the roots of Greek
verbs, nor to the flora and fauna of pre Adamic periods. The useful arts

are yet struggling painfully onward, with steps slow and unsteady, over
ground frequently treacherous, and sometimes lighted up only by "AVill-

o'-the-Wisps " instead of the clear light of patient, scientific, and care-

fully-repeated demonstration.
This dissertation is called out by an alleged new branch of iron manu-

facture—one in which iron is mechanically condensed into " an article

resembling steel," and is left by the rolls with a surface smoother than
any work from the lathe or plane, yet without any very considerable ex-

pense beyond that of ordinary malleable iron.

This letter dates from Pittsburgh, a city and suburbs of about 100,000
inhabitants, located in the western portion of Pennsylvania. Manufac-
tures have not yet become centralised in points in this country, as in

Great Britain and Europe. Perhaps they never will ; but Pittsburgh is

pre-eminently entitled to the name it very frequently bears, of " Iron
City." It stands on a tongue of land at just a sufficient elevation to be
above the freshets, at the junction of two great navigable rivers, the Al-
leghany and the Monongahela, and at the head of one far more widely
known, the Ohio. The opposite bank of the Monongahela is precipitous,

and contains an almost inexhaustible supply of bituminous coal, tolerably
free from sulphur. It is the best gas coal known in our country,
and is fully equal to the best Newcastle coal of England, except in den-
sity. The vicinity abounds in blast furnaces and all the necessary ma-
terials therefor. The whole section is notoriously healthy. Per conse-
quence, Pittsburgh is populous and wealthy, full of manufactures of all

kinds, especially of bad glass and good iron, and smokes like a half-

extinguished volcano.
"While the excitement raged with regard to the fallacious discovery by

Henry Bessemer, of London, that raw iron could be reduced in a few
minutes to something resembling malleable, by simply blowing air

through it, the Pittsburgh manufacturers continued on in the even tenor
of their way, While, a little earlier, when the lesser excitement raged, con-
sequent on the alleged discovery by James Ronton, of Newark, N.J., that
ore could be reduced directly to malleable iron, by heating with coal in
an air-tight retort, the Pittsburgh manufacturers were but slightly inter-
ested. But the invention, or alleged invention, by Win. Dewees Wood,
of a process for making an imitation of Russia sheet iron, a few years
ago, appears to have excited the enterprising 'Burghers to a very consi-
derable extent, partly, perhaps, because the originator was a resident in
this portion of the country. Both the Renton process for reducing ore
and the Wood process for making Russia surface were tried for a consi-
derable period, on a large scale, at M'Keesport, near by. The Renton
process has been since abandoned, but the imitation of Russia sheet has
been manufactured with some success under the Wood patent ever since.
Messrs. Morehead and Co., the firm conducting the business, affirm thai
the demand has increased a little with each succeeding year. Last year
the amount of sales was 136 tons.

Russia sheet iron is, and will probably remain for a long while, a mo-
nopoly in that empire. Its singularly-beautiful and evenly-glazed sur-
face defies and will continue to defy perfect imitation, except with the
same materials as occur in that country. Russia is of a clear, dark-blue
colour, and with a glistening surface, appearing as if varnished; but no
varnish or paint known could withstand a tenth of the destructive forces
through which Russia iron passes absolutely unchanged. Russia sheet
has been carefully examined both in this country and Great Britain, and
great efforts have been made to imitate it. The liberal reward once
offered by the British Government, to any party who should introduce
into your island the art of making Russia "iron, is, I believe, still offered;
but the materials at command will not probably allow of its ever being

awarded. It is about a quarter of a century since the subject was exter>

sively agitated, and there are those who still strive to make a surface

better than the common roughly-oxydiscd one, either by imitating what
they believe to be the Russian process, or by striking out independently.
During some eight years, our government had in Russia, as minister, a

gentleman who had been long a resident among the smoke of tin Iron

mills of Pittsburgh before his mission, and was active to learn the art

by every proper means while abroad, but the manufacture of Russia sheet

iron failed to be naturalised in this country by his efforts. The same
identical process which our acute diplomatic agent was induced to be-

lieve was the process while in Russia, failed completely, although pa-

tiently tried with every available variation in the Pittsburgh mills.

Of the imitations, Wood's process above referred to has been by far

the most successful. It consists in rolling the common sheet at a cer-

tain temperature while covered with linseed oil. The surface produced
by this process, when properly conducted, is extremely fine ; but no
means have yet been devised by which the sheets can be made as pliable

as Russia iron, without to a great extent destroying its good surface.

The best American iron under this treatment grows brittle, and in the

effort to anneal it in closed vessels, the colour and glaze is very much
affected near the edges, where the heat is greatest, while the brittle cha-

racter partially remains in the centre. Despite this evil, or these evils,

the imitation is in favour on at least one very extensive line of railway,

the Pennsylvania Central ; and is introduced not only for stove pipe

in all their stations, but for the jacketing or external protection of all

their locomotives. This latter use being one in which the iron is exposed
directly to the weather, its continued employment seems to be a pretty

strong testimonial in its favour.

Common sheet iron is worth, by wholesale, about 5 cents per lb. The
genuine imported Russia sheet sells for about 17 cents per lb., and the

imitation referred to for about 11 cents. These prices are, of course, a

tolerable criterion of their relative merits.

Presuming that American iron has never, to any considerable extent,

been used in Great Britain, a few words on its peculiarities may not be

amiss. Generally, it may be described as extra tough and soft. In

tensile strength it is unsurpassed ; in flexibility it is still more eminent,

Messrs Knapp and AVade, of the Fort Pitt Iron Works, in this city, and
the Cold Spring Iron Works, in New York, were, a few years since, em-

ployed by the United States Government to test the strengths of a great

number of American 'rons, and the large and very delicate machines

constructed by the frm for the purpose are believed to have been the

best ever used in such experiments. Many of the samples of cold blast

charcoal iron broke under a strain slightly exceeding 90,000 lbs. per

square inch, and the average of a large number of American irons rolled

in this city were found to have a breaking strain of from 60,000 to 80,000

lbs. per square inch ; while the average of British irons, tested on the

same machine, showed a breaking strain of only from 50,000 to 70,000

lbs. In softness and flexibility, American iron appears somewhat akin

to copper. The Washburn Wire-manufacturing Company of Worcester,

Mass., the manager of which is a relative of the writer, manufacture

wire of nearly every variety of metal known in the arts, and use large

quantities of American, Swedish, and Norwegian iron for the fine varie-

ties of iron wire, selecting the metal, of course, in accordance with the

use for which the wire is intended. For all purposes where great tough-

ness is required, American is uniformly employed ; and on one occasion a

large contract was made and satisfactorily filled for No. 10 wire, one of the

conditions of which was that the wire should, in a cold state, be capable

of being wound tightly around a wire of similar size, without cracking

or even roughing its surface. In this country wire suspension bridges

—

of which there is one very fine specimen at this place across the Monon-

gahela, and piers or towers for two more are in course of construction

—

arc almost invariably built of American iron wire. All these figures on

this subject are from memory alone, the facts having been investigated

several years ago ; and there may be slight inaccuracies, but the general

proposition is undeniable, that American iron is the best for wire, the

best for steam boilers, and the best generally where tensile strength

alone is required. For purposes where rigidity as well as strength and

toughness is required, Swedes or some of the varieties of sable (Russian

bar) are preferable.

Common sheet iron, of numbers as high as 27, Birmingham gauge, is

manufactured in considerable quantities, not only in this city and vici-

nity, but at a great number of establishments both in the east and west.

It is, as might be inferred from the above, somewhat more tough and

more useful for some purposes than English sheet, but usually sells for

about the same price. I am not aware that it differs sensibly from En-

glish in liability to oxydation. The imitation Russia above described is

manufactured at one or two points near the coast in addition to the ma-

nufacture here, but the amount made in the eastern mills is small in

comparison.
The new manufacture now to be criticised appears to have been the

result of an effort to compass the same end by different means. AYith a

view to produce Russia sheet, or imitation Russia sheet iron, a portion of

a well-known process used in the tin-plate manufacture was adopted.
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The result was. an article differing in important features both from Russia

sheet iron and from all other varieties of iron generally manufactured.

Under these circumstances, it has become an interesting question who,

if any one, is entitled to a patent for this new " article of manufacture."

Two parties have made application at the Patent Office—one the proprie-

tor of the mill in which the manufacture was commenced, and the other

an en»pfoj/e(the overseer of the boiling or puddling department), who in-

-
'

;. 1 and aided in conducting the operations. In Great Britain both

parries would probably be allowed to take out their respective patents

and lificrate upon their validity afterwards. In this country an " inter-

ference" is declared by the Patent Office, a day of " hearing" or rather

of reception of testimony. &c., is appointed, and a patent granted only to

the party who establishes priority of invention.

The method of manufacture is as follows :—Good charcoal iron is

worked by the ordinary means into a form corresponding to that required,

but a little larger. These ordinary bars or plates are then immersed for

about two hours in diluted muriatic acid (about one part acid, specific

gravity 1150. to 12 parts water). This is followed by an immersion for

one hour in cold water. The effect of this treatment is to separate the

scale from the surface. The iron is now placed in dilute sulphuric acid

(one part concentrated acid in 30 parts water), where it remains a short

time, and then is boiled for an hour in a weak alkaline solution (one

part soda ash to 80 parts water) to neutralise any particles of acid which

might otherwise remain in contact with the naked surface of the metal.

The prepared metal is then rolled, under great pressure, between accu-

rately turned and polished chilled iron rolls, each sheet being passed

many times through the rolls, The result is a polished white metal,

The amount of compression which it is practicable to give iron by cold
rolling appears to depend on the quality of the metal, the best enduring
by far the largest amount. The change of qualities due to the operation
is, therefore, much more apparent with the Junietta iron,—a choice va-
riety of charcoal iron worth about 80 dollars per ton. This iron will

bear a compression into but a little more than three-fourths its natural
volume. A cylindrical bar in this condition, although the reduction of
diameter should reduce its transverse strength according to the ordinary
well-established law, is actually found to be some 50 per cent, stronger
in resisting either a bending or a shearing force.

The importance of this compressed metal for many other purposes,
must depend largely on how nearly and in what respects it resembles
steel. In the absence of standards, detailed above, no clearer idea can be
given of its hardness, after testing with file and chisel, than to say, it is

perceptibly harder to the chisel and considerably harder to the file applied
at its surface.

Turning now from this whole subject of iron with the simple remark,
that the manufacture is very much depressed at this time, and that several
of the large works which, with the exception of a very brief stoppage
during the financial storm last autumn, have been steadily in operation
until the present, are now about suspending operations till the demand
increases, a few words on the peculiar steam engineering and navigation
of this section may be excused, although the subject was partly ex-
hausted in 1854.

The cheapness of fuel at this point makes it unreasonable to expect
any advance in the devices for economising it. None of the establish-

ments use condensing engines, though standing on the banks of cold

sensibly harder and stronger than ordinary iron of the same kind, and
ringing like steel when struck. 'When fractured, the interior of the metal
appears as usual, but the portions near the surface appear denser and
darker.

Although the subject has attracted considerable attention in this im-
mediate vicinity, and a considerable number of specimens have been
made in a great variety of forms and sizes, it is not yet in actual use to

any great extent, end the anticipations of its very extensive introduction

may prove to be ill-founded. The greatest objection yet found to attach

to it is its liability to oxydation. For some reason not very well under-
stood, its inclination to rust fform red oxide) at common temperatures,
is considerably greater than that of ordinary iron, even if equally unpro-

The surface of a a mmorj soft iron shovel or hoe, for example, ex-

hibits little disposition to rust urless exposed to a considerable degree of

moisture
;
but the naked surface of this beautifully-polished metal acquires

a thin coat of rust, even while testimony is being taken on the subject,

r three days of continuous dry weather. The rusting is probably
he existence of acid in the pores. If this difficulty cannot be

obviated, the use of the new article must be narrowed to portions of ma-
chinery, and the like, which can be kept covered with oil or some equi-

valent preserve. If. as is hoped, a ready and easy means can be found
for ensuring the production of the finished article in a perfectly straight

form, it i- estimated that shafting for all varieties of light mill-work can
died at about half the cost of the present turned and laboriously-

finished article. Machinery is now being constructed which is expected
mplish this end, and it is evidently not impracticable so to guide

and roll it.

rivers. All the mills, as also nearly all the boats, use horizontal or

slightly-inclined direct-acting non-condensing engines, with a boiler

pressure of about 150 lbs.—ascertained only by the load on the safety

valve—and cutting off at about half stroke. The steam is usually re-

leased at a sufficient pressure to be very distinctly heard at one or two
miles distance,

The general construction and arrangement of the mammoth floating

palaces which puff their uneasy way along the tortuous course of the

Mississippi and its tributaries, will be found described at page 270 of

vol. vii. There are many boats of a moderate size, however, which are

somewhat differently arranged, and of which a tolerable idea is conveyed
by fig. 1. The wheel or wheels in this latter style are at the stern, there

being two engines, connected to stout iron cranks keyed on the ends of

the shaft. The speed of this style of boats is less than of the side wheel

pattern, but as they are more convenient for many reasons, they foim a

large proportion of the "shipping." Of the thirty-seven steamers whii h
lay last evening against the well-paved and gently inclined bank of the

Monongahela, which is here termed " the wharf," only two were side-

wheeled boats, thirty-five being provided, like the one shown in fig. 1,
•

each with a huge wooden wheel, unhoused, and appearing, especially

when half enveloped in thick clouds of bituminous smoke, extremely

unpoetical. The very peculiar style of wharf, or rather the absence of

anything in the least degree resembling such an accommodation, is ren-

dered necessary by the changing level of the water, which would at some
stages of the river float craft upon the top of piers or quays, whilst a few
months or weeks later these would be pronounced by a stranger to be only
"in the vicinity " of the river.
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Pittsburgh is variously estimated at from 2,100 to 2,300 miles from the

sea by the course of the river. The distance, in fact, changes every

year, if not every hour, so that a scrupulously exact estimate is hardly
|

possible to be arrived at. In the soft alluvium of the Mississippi, islands

make and vanish rapidly. The river frequently becomes gradually more
and more serpentine, until its folds break through and communicate
together, thus straightening themselves and leaving great lagoons of

still "iter to be gradually filled up by deposits of mud.
Whether the greater or less distance be assumed as nearest the truth,

this place is probably the most distant from the sea, and the most ele-

vated "port" in the world. Pittsburgh is actually a port of entry, and
the privilege of importing goods direct from foreign countries is availed

of to a greater or less extent nearly every year. Heavy war steamers

have been constructed here for the United States Government in years
not long past, and floated down to the sea on the spring floods. The
elevation of the river at this place is, in a middling stage of the water,

708 feet above mean tide. Cleveland, Detroit, Chicago, and the other
|

cities lying on the great lakes, (which find a direct communication with
foreign ports through the Niagara and St. Lawrence rivers, and the

various canals and locks introduced to improve them,) are only about

S70 feet above mean tide ; the surveys for the Erie Canals, connecting the

Atlantic with Lake Erie, make the elevation of the upper lakes 565 feet,

while those for the Erie railroad, nearly parallel, make it 569 feet. The
lake cities export and import goods in small strong vessels, which are

capable of being raised and lowered by locks past the various falls and
rapids intervening between them and the sea ; but the towns on this or

any of the upper tributaries of the Mississippi can be reached from the
sea without any such aids. There is a single lock on the Ohio river at

Louisville, but in the times when the river is high, steamers of all sizes

pass in both directions over the dam without patronising or deigning to

notice the lock.

When the rivers are high, the time required by a raft of lumber, or any
similar floating object, to move downward to the sea from this point, is

usually about six weeks, equivalent to a mean velocity of about two or

three miles per hour. When the rivers are low. as in the summer and
autumn of dry seasons, the length of time required by the water to glide

down the tedious incline is indefinitely increased. There sometimes
appears to be but very trifling motion in the water remaining in the

irregular beds of the streams.

In the construction of the various great public works, and in the sur-

veys for the improvement by locks or otherwise of the Ohio and other

rivers, levels have been carried with considerable enre quite across all

the settled portions of this great territory. The profile presented a few
months ago of the country between the Mississippi and the Pacific was
merely barometric, as was fully explained at the time ; and it will pro-

bably be vet a long time before a complete- line of observations with tup

spirit level will have been taken across that wild and hopeless region.

Among the many facts, however, which are pretty well determined is

the general one, that the slope of all the rivers which flow into the Mis-

sissippi from the west is about 6 inches per mile, while the slope of those

on the east side is but about 3 inches. The mean descent of the Ohio
from this place to its junction with the Mississippi, 9.75 miles, is, how-
ever, about 52 inches per mile. The mean descent of the Mississippi

itself from the month of the Ohio to the Gulf of Mexico, about 1180 miles,

is 2 '8 inches per mile. These facts may be of some interest to general

readers, as showing the amount of fall required to maintain a given speed
in large rivers.

The fact is undoubtedly familiar to many of your readers, that the
lower portion of the Mississippi, like the corresponding portion of the

European river To, is at every flood several feet higher than the sur-

rounding valley, and is only restrained by levees or dams of earth along
its banks. Fig. 2 is a cross section of the Mississippi, a little above New
Orleans ;

the vertical scale being 100 feet to the inch, while the hori-

zontal scale is 5,000 feet—nearly
Fig- 2 - one mile—to the inch. The dif-

ference of level between the high
and low line is there only about
20 feet,—it being only 105 miles
from the great leveller, the ocean

;

but at Cincinnati, the most im-
portant city on the Ohio, 500 miles
above its mouth, and nearly the

same distance below this city, the

fluctuation in the level of the water
is frequently as great as 60 feet.

At the present moment, owing to

an unusual "fresh
1

' at the junc-

tion of the Ohio and the Missis-

sippi, a flourishing young town
there, the termination of a long and important line of railroad, is covered

with water to an average d-pth of from -Ito 8 feet. Only the tops of the

levees arc dry. These protections, it appears, were broken through by
the force of "the water at several points; and thus, for one season at

least, the river enjoys undisputed' sway over a section which, in its

natural condition, it is' destined to overflow nearly or quite every spring;

It may surprise some to learn on what a magnificent scale some inci-

dental operations are conducted by the "Father of Waters,"as the Indians
used tn term the Mississippi. The fact exhibited in fig 2, that, inde-

pendent of the artificial levees, the land is highest near the river, is due
to the natural annual deposits of mud npon the banks. At each overflow
the water which moved rapidly in the channel, and thus held its mud in

suspension, is retarded by the increased friction on the extended surface,

and becoming almost quiescent, deposits its earthy particles
;
the heaviest

and most, near the river, a lesser quantity in the more distant swamps.
Since the river has been so largel}' hemmed in by levees, it is cornpelmd
to bear a larger proportion of its mud into the sea ; and, according to the

careful experiments of several engineers and savans, tie- Mississippi

stream is now canying into the Gulf ofMexico, and depositing at various

distances from the mouth or rather the mouths of the river, an average
of 221 cubic feet, or a little over 8 cubic 3'ards, of solid earth per second.
The fact that sea-going vessels have navigated these waters many

times, has been alluded to above ; but usually the navigation of the Mis-
sissippi and its tributaries constitutes a world in itself: isolated from
ocean navigation, except at New Orleans, and a few smaller ports which
lie like it near the mouth of the Mississippi. The amount of foreign

matter held in suspension in the water compels the use of peculiar valves

and valve-motions—single poppet-valves, worked by levers and earns
;

and the construction of both engines and hulls adapts them only for

ephemeral existence. Referring back to fig. 1, a is the wheel, and
B the dotted outline of the engine- c is the tier of boilers, uniformly
two flued cylinders, mounted over a light brick " bed " and furnace.

These highly-popular, and it must be confessed immensely strong,

boilers are represented on a larger scale on page 270 of vol. vii., above re-

ferred to. d indicates the position of the exhaust-pipes, and e are the

pipes leading from the safety-valves (a very important portion of the ap-

paratus) into the chimneys, f is the pilot house, and n represents a pair

of stout poles or spars, by which the boat is lifted bodily when stuck on
a sand-bar. This very common operation consists in stopping the engines,

planting the ends of the poles on the sand, ami thrusting them down by
the aid of powerful tackles, and an extra engine, termed a "Nigger."
The effect is either to thrust the poles immoveably into the earth, or to

hoist the forward position of the boat vertically some two feet into the air,

and allow the engines, by a few backward turns of the wheels, to move
her into deep water. Not unfrequently both these results are produced

;

and the boat goes on her way, seeking at the next wooding station to

replace these indispensable portions of her equipment.

T. D. Stetson.

Pittsburgh, July, 1858.

MECHANICAL STREET-SWEEPER.

M11. WuiTwoiiTH showed, long ago, how well purely-mechanical appli-

ances could be made to sweep clean our streets and roads, but we still

rely upon inefficient manual labour for the performance of this work.

We still have our streets blocked up with brigades of men and brooms,

going through the operation by no means well, and at great cost. How
this arises, the governing heads of towns know best ; and to these men
in office we now address another reminder, to show what the mechanical

man can do for them in providing a really-satisfactory mechanical sca-

vi nger. The engraving given herewith is a perspective view of a sweep-

ing machine which has just been developed by Mr. Lorenzo Tindall, of

the Sherwood Foundry, Mansfield, Notts. It consists of an inclined

framework, having at its lower rear end a rotatory sweeping- brush, ac-

tuated by the motion of the machine, and sweeping up the dirt into a

receiving trough or cart body, swung or suspended on a horizontal centre

at the forward end of the frame. The whole is earned on a set of four

running ground wheels, two large ones at the front and two smaller ones

at the rear, or behind, where the rotatory sweeping brush is situated, so
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that the latter is brought close down to the surface of the ground. Rollers

are situated at the front and back of the framing to carry a wide endless

belt or carrying band of matting made of cocoa-nut fibre. The front

roller of this carrying sheet has on one end a belt or cord pulley, over

which an open endless chiving belt passes from a larger pulley on the

axle of the front ground wheels. Thus, as the machine is drawn or

pushed f rward, this driving-belt arrangement gives the upper length of

the carrying sheet of matting a forward traverse from the lower rear end
of the frame towards the higher front end, for the delivery of whatever

dirt may be upon the matting into the open top of the dirt-receiver,

which is suspended from the front axle so as to have its mouth just be-

neath the upper delivery roller. The front roller of the matting sheet

also carries a driving pulley, having upon it a crossed driving belt passed

over a corresponding pulley on one end of the rotatory sweeping-brush

spiudle behind, so as to give rotation to the brush in a direction the

reverse of that of the ground wheels. The brush is made of the ordinary

weed or rush commonly used for brooms, and it is fitted with a cover

and scraper to prevent the dirt from adhering to it, so as to be carried

round again after being once lifted ; and a scraper is so fitted to act upon
the delivery end of the canying belt of matting, that the mud shall be

certain to be taken off for delivery into the receiver without being again

returned to the rear. The belt of matting itself is supported upon a

board to steady it and give it the necessary stability, and it is enclosed

within a wooden cover. The cocoa-fibre matting is especially made and
prepared for the purpose ; and being rough on the surface, and driven at

a pretty high speed, it is capable of earning up mud of any consistency.

All the belts are cased in. and fitted with adjusting screws for tightening

and slackening. The dirt-receiving trough is fitted with a lever, so that

it can be swung over on its centre for emptying. A lever is also fitted

at the rear-end of the frame for easing the brush off the ground when
required. The action of the machiue is this :—As the machine traverses

along the unswept surface, the revolving brush at the rear sweeps up
the dirt on to the rear portion of the upper length of the carrying matting.
This traverses quickly forward, and conveys the dirt so swept up until

it arrives at the forward end, when it is discharged into the receiver,

which is preferably of the form of an open-topped cylindrical trough.

So far as it has been tried, this simplified sweeper has proved to be

highly successful, so that it is to be hoped that it will attract the notice

of municipal bodies and surveyors.

THE CHRONOMETRICAL THERMOMETER.

Tjtere : r; few persons who do not appreciate the value of a good ther-
- r. The success of the horticulturist depends in no small degree

upon i:s aid. and where a:ti eial heat is requisite in order to produce the

finer s <rts of fruits and vegetables, its use is indispensable. Without its

assistance the chemist would be baffled in many of his investigations

It guides the manufacturer in a multitude of processes which, in its ab-

sence, would be rendered abortive. In almost every branch of manufac-
turing industry the agency of heat forms an important element, and to

re the degree of intensity at which it is applied, is in most cases a
matter of considerable importance.

It is well known that heat has a great deal to do with health and
disease, and not only is the temperature of a sick room a matter that re-

quires, and now generally receives, careful attention, but the temperature
of any room at all in which human beings have to pass any considerable

portion of their time deserves more attention than is usually paid to it.

During the season of the year when living rooms are warmed with arti-

ficial heat, it is not perhaps too much to say, that the seeds of inveterate
- have been often sown in persons of weak constitutions bv the
i
riug of the rooms. It lias been stated that her Majesty, full}'

aware of the influence of heat upon the human frame, requires strict at-

tention to be paid to the temperature of the royal apartments, which are
ordered to be steadily maintained at one uniform point.

There are several modes in which an instrument may be constructed
to measure degrees of heat. Most solids and all fluids expand with an
increase of temperature, and many substances may be used for the pur-
pose of indicating variations of heat. Mercury has been found to be
most convenient for this purpose: but it has many disadvantages, and
the mercurial thermometer is by no means a perfect instrument. It is

not always easy, when the capillary glass tube has become foul, which
often occurs in a moist and warm atmosphere (for instance, in a lo;
house), to see the column of mercury at all ; but the principal disadvan-

the ordinary thermometer is, that it can only show the tempera-
ture for the time being; it cannot record it, so as to show what it has
been previously, and in many cases this is an important desideratum.
An attempt has been made to cause the ordinary thermometer to indi-

cate the extremes of temperature, or the highest and lowest points which
rcury has touched, and for this purpose two thermometers are re-

quired. In the tube of one of them a small needle is inserted, which the
mercury, as it moves along, pushes before it. This needle does not

return with the mercury, and in this manner it inlicates the highest
point reached by the mercury. A magnet must be used every time the
thermometer is set, in order to bring back the needle into contact with
the column To show the other extreme, or the lowest point, an alco-

holic thermometer is used, and a small glass index is placed within the
capillary tube, so that when the temperature falls this index recedes
with the alcohol ; but upon an increase of temperature, the alcohol alone
rises in the tube, the index remaining stationary, thus indicating the
lowest point of temperature. These have been termed self-registering

thermometers, and though useful as far as they go, they fail to give us
the complete information we want, which is the time when the tempera-
ture touched these extreme limits

; how long the temperature remained
at these points ; and what it has been during the interval. On these
points we are left in the dark ; and in many cases the}' are matters of
the highest interest and importance : for instance, in the wards of an
hospital, when human life may be hanging upon a thread so fine that a
sudden change of temperature might be sufficient to snap it asunder; or
in matters of less moment, the horticulturist for want of this knowledge
might lose the fruits of much industry and patient watching.
The chrononietrical thermometer, the invention of W. H. Gauntlett

of Middlesbro'-on-Tees, supplies all these requirements. In the first

place, it is a self-registering thermometer in the strict sense of the term,

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

^

or it might be termed a continually recording thermometer. Its action
consists in tracing upon a slip of paper a line which shows what the
temperature has been at any moment.
The expansibility of metals is well known. A tube formed of any
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metal will lengthen when brought into contact with heat, and become
shorter when heat is abstracted from it. From the high degree of ex-

pansibility possessed by zinc, together with its rigidity and firmness, a

tube formed of this metal is selected, and a rod of well-seasoned wood,
of a kind found to be very slightly (if at all) affected by heat, is placed
within this tube, and firmly attached to one end of it. While the metal
tube varies in length according to the changes of temperature, the rod of

wood undergoes no sensible change of length. Now, if a lever be attached
to the other end of the rod of wood, and made to bear upon the end of the
zinc tube, it will be sot in motion by the expansion and contraction of
the zinc tube. The short arm of the lever will be comprised within the
two points formed by the ends of the tube and the rod ; the long arm
may be extended to any length, and where required can easily be arranged
to move round a dial plate. To the end of the long arm of the lever a
drum or roller, made to revolve by means of a clock movement, is ap-

plied. A strip of paper is rolled round the drum, and a pencil is inserted
in the end of the lever and made to press slightly upon the paper. As
the drum revolves, a line will be inscribed upon the strip ; and as the
tube varies in length just as the temperature varies, the lever, obeying
the impulse given to it, will move backwards or forwards as the case
may be, and the line thus produced will be an exact record of the tem-
perature for the period during which the drum revolves ; and this can be
arranged for any desired time—as for instance, for twenty-four hours or
for a week.

Figs. 1 and 2 are sectional elevations taken at right angles. At A is a
tube of zinc, one end of this tube being opened, and rendered flat and fixed
to a projection, b, which is fixed to the case. The projecting plate, where
it comes in the notch or recess, is made with a knife edge, c. The other
end of the tube, a, has a link or eye fixed to it when the apparatus is to
be suspended by the tube ; but when the case of the instrument or other
end of the tube is to be fixed, the outer end of the tube will be free. At
D is a rod of wood, the outer end being fixed to the outer end of the tube,
the other end of the rod has fixed to it hooked formed ends, having a
knife edge resting within the recess or notch in the lever, e. At f is a

spring constantly acting to draw one end of the
lever, e, towards it. To the lever is fixed an
arm, g, by the screws, h, h. This arm carries a
marker at its other end, and the arm, g, is made
with a tendency to bear or spring towards the
surface of the barrel or cylinder, i, on the sur-

face of which the paper to be marked is applied.

At J is the clockwork movement to measure
time, giving motion to the screw shaft or spindle,

k, which gives motion to the cylinder.

The action of this thermometer is very quick.
Changes of temperature, however slight, are in-

stantaneously indicated : this arises from the
large amount of metallic surface exposed to the
heated medium. The mercurial thermometer,
on the contrary, is very slow in indicating slight

changes of temperature. This is owing partly
to the substance of the glass opposing an obstacle

to the transmission of heat to a certain extent,

and partly to the bulk of the mercury offering so

small a surface to be acted upon by heat, which
must be diffused throughout the mass before any
true indication can be given. This property of
instantaneous indication renders the chrono-
metrical thermometer peculiarly valuable for

scientific purposes, as by its means the temper-
ature of the ocean, from the surface to the lowest
depths, may be accurately ascertained and
written down by the instrument as it descends

;

and by its means, also, an equally-valuable record
may be taken of the temperature of the atmo-

sphere in various localities, in valleys, and upon the summits of moun-
tains. One of these instruments has been deposited in the exhibition

room of the Society of Arts for the last four months, where it has been
daily recording the temperature. The diagram, fig. 3, represents one of

the strips, on which the temperature for twenty-four hours has been
written off. When this was taken 200 people were present, and the

room was lighted up with gas.

THE FIRST EXHIBITION OF THE WORKS OF
ART-MANUFACTURE,

Designed oh Executed by Students of the Schools of Aet in con-

nection with toe Science and Art Dei>aktment, South Ken-
sington, London.

" Every carpenter and wurkmaster tliat lnboureth night and day, and tliey that c it and

grave seals, and are diligent to make great variety, and give themselves tu counter-

feit imagery, and watch tu finish work. The smith, also, sitting by the anvil, and

considering the iron work. The vapour of the fire wasteth his flesh, and he ftghteth

"with the heat of the furnace. The noise of the hammer and the anvil is ever in his

ears, and his eyes look still upon the pattern of the thing he maketh. He settlclh his

mind to finish his woik, and watcheth to polish it perfectly. So dotli the potter,

sitting at his work, and turning the wheel ahout witli his feet, who is always carefully

set at his work, and maketh all his work by number; he fashioneth the clay with

his arm, and boweth down his strength before his feet; he apphcth himself to lead it

over, and he is diligent to make clean the furnace. All these trust to Iheir hands,

and everyone is wise in bis work. Without these cannot life be inhabited; they

will maintain the state of the world, and all their desire is in the work of their craft."

A labge room on the first floor has been added to the South Kensing-
ton Museum, in which arc deposited the works of Art-Manufacture above
mentioned. The structure is temporary only ; and the walls and roof
are quaintly decorated in patterns of subdued red, blue, and yellow,—the
beams and girders being coloured in so novel a manner as to give the
appearance of gigantcsque specimens of Tunbridge-warework. Around
the sides of the room, immediately below the spring of the roof, runs one
long line of the inscription quoted above. The tout ensemble has not an
unplcasing effect ; but whether in correct taste, as attractive of attention
from the objects exhibited, we will leave others to decide. Sufficient for
us at present will be the Exhibition itself.

This is, without question, as important an Exhibition, and should be
as interesting an one, as has ever taken place in England. It is the first

fruits of Hope. Not extensive, and, with the exception of Graham and
Jackson's cabinet, not in any article pretentious, it comprises a collec-

tion of very beautiful things, of which our artist-manufacturers, and in-

deed every Britisher, may well be proud. The collection comes upon us
suddenly. AVe were not prepared for it. It is an agreeable surprise,

ending in what surprise does not ordinarily end in—complete satisfac-

tion. Thanks to the authorities who originated it ; and thanks, too, to

all wdio have any way lent a helping hand in carrying it out so success-
fully.

The collection is classified as follows :—Glass
;
ceramic manufactures

;

works in bronze, brass, iron, &c. ; silver-plate and plated wares, and
decorated arms

;
jewellery ; furniture and wood carving ; lace and linen

damasks; silks, ribbons, and trimmings
;
printed fabrics ; woven shawls,

&c. ; carpets and tapestry ; and miscellaneous, including carving iu

wood, marble and stone ; models in plaster
;
painted decorations and

paper-hangings ; and drawings of executed works.
The difficulties of producing such a collection are obvious ; but the

object—as stated in the well-arranged and printed catalogue, " to illus-

trate in some degree, and on a moderate scale, the action of the schools
of art throughout the country in relation to manufacturing industry "

—

is, in the highest degree, commendable, and is receiving its reward.
The works, we are told, are mainly by students past and present of the
former Schools of Design and the present Schools of Art ; a few examples
only being by masters engaged in the work of instruction, but nearly the

whole of whom also owe the greater portion of their art-education to these

schools. We are also told that the works collected represent but a very
small portion of those actually executed, either partially from designs by
students, or in their entirety, since it would have been impossible to have
traced many of these, or have procured them for exhibition. The in-

fluence of the schools is here made manifest ; and, as an example of many
in point, Nottingham lace-manufacturers, who have not actually em-
ployed students of the school as designers, acknowledge that the character

of the designs produced within the last five years has been altogether

changed, through the influence of the designs manufactured by those

who have employed the talent developed at the School of Arts. That
those who have passed through the schools are more intelligent workmen
than those of similar age and standing who have not attended the classes,

is, it seems, acknowledged by all having acquaintance with the subject.

In the very interesting introduction to the catalogue, by Mr George
Wallis, the special superintendent, we are, moreover, assured that, in

many instances where it was impossible to fairly show their works, for-

mer students of the schools have honourably and unhesitatingly ac-

knowledged their obligations, and expressed their regret that want of time,

commercial exigencies, necessitating the concealment of the origin of

manufactured goods, or the fear of piracy of new patterns, prevented

them contributing to this Exhibition in a manner which would be satis-

factory to themselves, and creditable to the manufacturers by whom they
were employed.
We proceed to notice some of the more immediately attractive objects,

but must premise that the whole contents are so generally good, that,

on every successive visit we have paid, we have felt it right to mark
with a "satisfecit" in our catalogue many previously undistinguished

specimens.
1. A water bottle, designed and cut by Thomas Davies, Birmingham,

employed by Messrs. Lloyd and Summerficld, is a charming production

;

6. Eight (of nine) examples of flint glass, manufactured by B. Richard-

son, and designed and executed by Thomas Guest, Stourbridge, under

a new process recently patented by Mr. Richardson, are particularly'
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efegant and new : and the engraving of a blue glass goblet, from the

same factory, but designed and executed by W. J. Muckley, master,

Burslem. deserves praise.

No. 34 is a very elegant porcelain jewelled plate with a portrait of the

Queen, painted by Thomas Allen, Stoke-on-Trent, from Minton and Co.,

who contribute most of the articles in the ceramic department, and all

of which are deserving mention, but more especially:— 36. A large

1 tateau with portrait of the Queen, painted by Thomas Kirkley, Stoke-

upon-Trent. and purchased by the Science and Art Department from the

Paris Exhibition, 1855 ; 40. A charming tazza cup, in imitation of

Limoges ware ; 55. A Talissy jug, from one in the Soulages collection

;

07. A white China saucer, gilt, designed by George Rhead, Newcastle-

nnder-Lyne ; 121. A large Jardinier, also purchased from the Paris

Exhibition : and 125. Celadon vase, designed and modelled by George

Frills. St ke-upon-Trent. 73 is a drinking cup, stated to have been

designed and executed by the student. Henry Hancock, Stoke-upon-Trent,

in his leisure hours. On one side is the portrait of his father, on the

other that of his sister. The ornamentation illustrates the occupation

of each—the former being a turner, the latter employed in needlework.

93 is a very elegantly designed jug, by William Ridge, Hanley, sent by

Charles Meigh "and Son : 114. A plate, being a specimen of printing in

five different colours on earthenware, neatly and carefully done, from

Maver Brothers and Elliot, also designed by W. J. Muckley; 126. A
charming plateau, the centre subject being Venus surrounded by Cupids

after Flaxman. in the style of the old Limoges enamel, manufactured b}'

Kerr and Binns : who also contribute 130, an elegant Chelsea vase, with

Rose du Barry ground, painted and ornamented, designed by S. Bott,

Worcester, who has also painted 131, a slab of the Holy Family, from

the Correggio in the National Gallery, very well executed indeed; 187

is a most elegant Naples cup and stand, with cameo heads and gold

border, painted by James Callowhill, Worcester, and manufactured by

Kerr and Binns ; 190 is a vase, noticeable for its newly treated snake

handle : 201. also from Kerr and Binns, painted by J. Eushton, and

gilded by Willoughby, is an anticpie cup and stand, bisque blue ground

with enamel heads—the blue, however, a little too dark. And then we
have the five porcelain plaques, illustrative of the arts of poetry, music,

an 1 painting, and inserted in the decorative pannels ofthe now celebrated

cabinet of Graham and Jackson, from the Paris Exhibition, painted by
Grey, exhibiting some of the best work of the kind that has yet

been done in England.

220. Mantelpiece, with figures of Apollo and the Muses, designed and

1 by Robert Jefferson, and manufactured b}' William Potts—

a

very interesting specimen, and deserving of high encouragement with

respect to a portion of our domestic environments, which is not now
treated so well as it ought to be. These enterprising gentlemen also

send 222. another mantelpiece, subject—Shakspeare, and types of expres-

sion suggested by his works. These contributions are specimens of a

new combination of materials, comprising marbles and historical electro

sits. The cast-iron mantelpieces, sent by Watson, Redmayne, &Co.,
are really very handsome, and, being capable of being produced at an

I ."e, are' likely to be much sought after, if builders know their cue,

for "what contributes to letting a house so soon as really handsome
mantelpieces ? Of course, we have here a few repetitions of old things.

Tims 242 is a bronze wheel of the Wellington funeral car, and standing

done, as it does, it very deservedly attracts attention for its beautiful

261. An iron garden chair formed of ferns, but the rhizoma

bounding it on evecy side renders heavy what would otherwise have

been light and tasty. This disposition has the effect of limiting the

id obtrusively so, which is diametrically opposed to one of the

important principles of true art.

.Among the silver articles must be noticed, with great commendation,

a vrrv elegant Etruscan-pattern tea and coffee service, designed and

modelled by J. J. Allen, Birmingham': 358. A plated and parcel-gilt

f a remarkably original form, designed by George Wilkinson

;

9, a presentation inkstand to Mr. Leslie, of choral fame, designed

and modelled by Thomas Brown. Her Majesty sends 340, a silver-

plated and parcel-gilt oxydised table, the pedestal designed and modelled

by Clark Stanton." This is altogether an elaborate piece of work, but

the pedestal and table agree in nothing except external colour, and in

that, not harmoniously. It must strike every one that the slab never

was intended for a table at all. It is much too small for the rather

heavy pedestal. In a shop window in the Strand is to be seen a similar

slab proposed to be used for its legitimate purpose—a salver. This is

one of those unhappy combinations of artistic efforts which are positively

i artistic feeling.

No 376 is a sword presented to H.R.H. the Duke of Cambridge, as a

ri of Birmingham manufacture. We notice it for the sake only

..lit, which is carved in steel, and was designed by J. J. Allen.

There are some very pretty things among the jewellery, although, as

was to be anticipated, not over costly. 380 (subnumber 6), are some
shirt st ith torquoise, very pretty and original, designed by H.
Caney; and ' amber 50), another set similarly ornamented,
designed by Thomas Ryder. There are also some entirely new articles

No. 1 25—Vol. XI.

here in this way. Some granite brooches from Aberdeen, mounted in

silver, in various patterns, of different coloured granites ; they form very
pretty ornaments. They were designed by Robert Ewen, joiner, Aber-
deen, and contributed by M. Rettie & Sons of that city.

Among furniture and wood carving are some interesting objects,

especially 395, an elaborate cabinet, in ebony, designed by Professor

Semper
; and 396, a satin-wood wardrobe, inlaid with various woods in

natural colour, designed bjr Richard Beavis. Two very beautifully exe-

cuted carved medallions, in lime wood ; one (400), subject :—Evening,
the Nightingale, the property of her Majesty; the other (401), subject :

—

Morning, the Lark, each with appropriate environments, both admirably
designed and executed by William Perry.
The lace and linen embrace many articles worthy of attention, both

by the public and manufacturers
; and most of them are interesting.

425 is the celebrated Honiton lace-veil, worn by her Majesty on the
occasion of her marriage, designed by Octavius Hudson. Nos. 452 to 458,
and 475 to 479, comprise lace window-curtains, manufactured by Hey-
man and Alexander, and designed by Samuel Oscroft, Nottingham.
Some of the patterns are very strikingly new and beautiful, and make us
feel sure that lace is yet capable of greater things still. Among them
we select 476 as exceedingly pretty, and likely to become a favourite.

475 and 477 are novel, but the pattern is rather for a diapered paper

;

but they will doubtless be attractive to many. 478 is a pattern wanted.
It gives in the upper part an appearance of a graceful valance. This
figure, applied to 476, would, we think, contribute to its beautiful effect.

489 is sent by Thomas Adams and Co., and was designed by J. Tuffnell,

Nottingham ; very pretty, with a good old border seldom met with in

these curtains.

The printed fabrics are less worthy of notice ; but among them are

some in yellow and Turkey-red for Indian garments, designed by James
Doeherty, and manufactured by Henry Monteith and Co., Glasgow, which
are in the right direction. Nos. 569, 572, and 574 are very superior.

We remarked also 591, a silk-printed plaid-shawl, designed by James
Wingate, and manufactured by Youill and Abercrombie of Paisley ; and
592, a printed shawl, designed by James M'Farlane, and manufactured
by Robert Kerr of Paisley.

Among the miscellaneous articles are No. 644, some coloured photo-

graphs (including one original), from a series of portraits of the Tudor
family, executing for the Princes' Chamber in the New Houses of Par-

liament, in the training school of the department, by Mr Burchett, head
master, and some of the students. The originals have the backgrounds
in gold, enriched by incised or impressed ornament,—being a revival of

a method of decoration common in very early pictures, suitable in every
respect, in gorgeousness and finish, to the place which they are intended

to occupy. No. 651 is a drawing of the gas-lamp in the central quad-
rangle of Buckingham Palace,—the shaft and branches being in cast-iron,

the finer parts, including the lamps, in brass, by C. P. Slocombe.
The paper-hangings exhibited are not quite what we would have them.

The conventional is sunk into the formal. We hope to see much im-

provement in this respect on future occasions. We recollect once being
at the rehearsal of a concert. Sir George Smart was conducting ; but
the accompaniments did not please the prima donna,—they were now
too slow, now too fast. The conductor got out of all patience with such
refinement of genius. " Gentlemen," said he, " musicians have first to

learn to play in time, and then to learn to plaj' out of time." Now, this

remark involves a principle of all art. For instance, in decorative art,

the artist has first to learn to treat natural lines in a formal manner; he
has then to rise to the conventional, which, in fact, is only an harmonious
combination of the constraint of dry formalism, and the licentiousness

of absolute freedom.

The Exhibition should be visited by all who can conveniently do so,

as we hope it will act as a stimulus to still higher efforts. We would
suggest to the authorities the desirableness of purchasing several of the
smaller articles as mementoes of this first display of the kind, and in

order to exhibit to our posterity the antitypes of future successes. As
our Poet Laureate has sung:

—

"Men, my brothers, men the workers, ever reaping something: new,
That which they have done but earnest of the things that they shall do."

HISTORY OF THE SEWING MACHINE.

FIFTH ARTICLE.

The combination, in sewing machines, of a yielding presser foot or plate

for holding down the cloth, with a self-acting step-by-step feed motion,

so arranged and worked that the cloth is free to be guided by hand in

any required direction over its supporting table, was first introduced

from America into this country by the late Charles Morey, Esq., who
obtained ah English patent for his invention on the 30th of August,

1849. Mr. Morcy's improvements, as regards this peculiar feed motion
of the cloth, which we shall presently refer to in detail, may be fairly

considered as the groundwork of the present perfected sewing machine
;
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indeed, many of the sewing machines now introduced to the public are

little more than modifications of some of the machines first patented by
Mr. Morey. Mr. Morey's patent embraces five different machines or

modifications thereof, which are adapted to different descriptions of

work, and perform three distinct kinds of stitches, whereby to connect
or ornament the fabrics desired to be so treated. Fig. ni of our illustra-

tions represents a side elevation of Number 1 of Mr. Morey's five

Fig. 34.

machines. This machine produces a basting or running stitch similar

to Bostwick's and Walker's machines, and is calculated, as stated in the

specification, for sewing the coarser descriptions of material, such as

canvas or sacking. The main difference between this machine and
Bostwick's is, the combination of a straight needle in place of a bent

one with grooved-toothed wheels. In Mr. Morey's machine the needle,

.\, which is perfectly straight, is held at one end, where the eye is

formed, in a fixed bracket or standard, b, whilst the pointed or opposite

end of the needle rests in a circular opening formed by the coincidence

of certain notches, formed one in each of the leaves or teeth of the

crimping or doubling wheels, c, c. Motion is communicated to the

shaft, o, by the winch handle, e, thereby causing both wheels to rotate.

The two thicknesses of cloth to be united are introduced between the

teeth of the wheels, c, which by their rotation form the cloth into a

scries of undulations, and push it forward on to the point of the needle

contained between the wheels. When the needle is full, its head is raised

from its holding socket, and the cloth is pushed off, to leave room for a

fresh supply. Mr. Morey has obviously no claim to the leaved or

toothed wheels for pushing the cloth on to the needle ; but he restricts

his claim solely, ;is regards this machine, to the combination of a straight

needle with the leaves of wheels for the purpose of sewing, as shown
in our illustration. The second machine is adapted for executing sewing
in the chain or tambour stitch, which is accomplished either by means
of a needle and hooked instrument, or by a needle and a point, which
latter is preferred by the patentee, as the stitch is thereby effected with
a greater degree of certainty, and the needle is not weakened by having
a notch formed therein, which is necessary when working with the

hook. As the machine itself is of too complicated a nature to illustrate

clearly on the small scale which our limited space alone will admit of,

we have merely shown those parts which actually perform the operation

of sewing. We will first take the combination of a needle and hook.
Fig. 35 represents a detached side view of these instruments, showing
the position of the needle, a, and hook, b, after the former has passed

C E3 „ FIG. 55. r^V:- c
"-

i fig. 36.

FIG.58.
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through the cloth. Fig. 3G is a view at right angles to fig. 35, showing
the book, b, in side elevation, in the act of holding the loop of the thread
whilst the needle, a, which is seen in end view, is passing through the
same. Fig. 37 is a plan corresponding to fig. 35, showing the needle,
a, putse I through the cloth; whilst fig. 38 represents the same view,

before the needle has entered the cloth. The needle, which is made with
an eye near its point, is carried by a reciprocating needle bar worked
byagrooved cam, and passes through the cloth in a horizontal direction,

the cloth being held in a vertical position. The hook is carried by a

horizontal sliding bar, c, to which a reciprocatory motion is imparted by
suitable cams on the bed plate of the machine. The thread is supplied
continuously from a reel or bobbin, and after passing through a guide
eye in the needle holder, it enters the eye of the needle, and its end is

secured into the cloth. A small weight is suspended on the thread, as
it leaves the bobbin, for the purpose of keeping up the proper degree "I'

tension. The cloth, d, to be stitched or sewn is fixed between two bars

of any convenient length, according to the nature of the work to be
accomplished; and these bars, with the cloth between them, are slid

along the front of the machine in suitable dovetail grooves, by means
of a rack connected with the inner bar, and worked by a pall on the
end of a vibrating lever, so disposed as to move the bars and cloth more
or less after every stitch, thus producing the length of stitch required.
It follows that the cloth, being held firmly between two bars wdiich are
at liberty only to move in one direct course along their guiding slots or

grooves, is altogether out of the control of the operator, and must of

necessity follow the direction of motion of such bars. As these bars in

the specification are shown perfectly straight, and working in corre-

sponding grooves, the cloth can only be moved in a straight or rectilinear

course, and therefore curved seams or ornamental patterns could not
be produced bjr this machine. Between each increment of motion of

the cloth bars, the needle is caused to penetrate the cloth, and carry its

thread in the form of a loop therethrough, as shown in fig. 35. The
hook, b, during this time is being brought forward by its cam, and
passes or slips over the thread without affecting it; but on its return or

back stroke, the hook will pass over the notch or opening in the side

of the needle, and will take hold of that portion of the thread which lies

across such opening, this hold being between the fixed end of the thread
contained in the cloth and the eye of the needle. The hook is inclined

in such a manner as to expand or open the loop at the same time that

it extends it, as will be seen on referring to fig. 36. The needle, which
has remained stationary during the'taking of the thread by the hook,

now commences to recede or withdraw from the cloth, and when suffi-

ciently clear thereof, the feeding pall comes into action and moves the

rack and bars carrying the cloth a distance equal to a stitch. The
needle then again enters the cloth, and in addition passes through the loop

last formed, and now held open for that purpose, see fig. 38. The hook
now advances and releases its loop, see fig. 37, and the several operations

are repeated, the released loop being drawn up close to the needle by
the action of the weight above referred to, which is suspended from the

thread. The hook, as before stated, is fixed to a bar, c, and its stem, b, is

made broad and flat so as to act as a spring, which presses down on a pro-

jection, c, fixed to the bed of the machine. The stem, b, being inclined,

FIC3 9.

the hook is raised up on approaching the needle, by which its correct posi-

tion with respect to the notch in the side of the needle will be insured.

The fall produced by the inclination of the stem, b, briftgs the hook and
loop down opposite the needle, by wdiich the correct passage of the

needle through the loop is effected. The same machine, with some
slight modifications, is also adapted for effecting the same stitch by
means of a needle and a point. Fig. 39 of our illustrations represents

a detached side elevation of the needle and pointed instrument); and fig.

40 is a corresponding plan of the same. The needle, A, is similar to the

preceding one, but has no notch, or only a very slight indentation

or hollow on its upper side near its point. In lieu of the hook above

referred to, a pointed instrument, b, is employed, which is secured to

the sliding bar, b. This bar is jointed at its back end to an extension

of the bar, c, which is continued out for that purpose to the required
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length. The free end of the bar, 6, is supported by means of an ad-

justing screw, i 1
, the point of which slides in a straight groove made

iece, e, thereby determining the height of the pointed instrument,

and also ensuring the parallelism of its motion. This instrument con-

sists of a point, b. which takes hold of the thread lying along the top of

the needle, and a broad surface, d, the under side of which is inclined to

the plane of the needle's motion, as shown in the detail section, fig. 41.

e is a slight spring which presses upon and holds down the bar, b, and
is attached to any convenient portion of the framing. The thread is

introduced as before described, passing through the eye of the needle

from the under side, and thence to the cloth, where it is secured. The
needle, a, on perforating the cloth, which is shown in dotted lines at

D, passes under the broad surface, d, of the pointed instrument, which
is in the position shown in fig. 42. This has the effect of raising

the pointed instrument, by reason of the incline formed on the under side

thereof. The backward movement of the point, e, now takes place to

the position shown in figs. 39 and 40, when, having cleared itself of the

needle, it will fall to its original position, regulated by the screw, t1
;

the point of the instrument, b, being just below the level of the upper
surface of the needle, as shown in fig. 39. The pointed instrument im-

mediately advances again, and its point, b, takes hold of the thread be-

tween the cloth and the eye of the needle, drawing out a loop, as shown
in fig. 43. The needle at the same time performs a retrograde move-
ment, so as to withdraw itself from the cloth, which latter is now moved
forward for the next stitch. The needle on again entering the cloth will

pass through the loop held for that purpose by the instrument, b, as

shown in tig. 43. On entering the loop, the needle again raises the

point, B, to the position shown in fig. 42, when the latter again moves
backwards, leaving the loop on the needle, and in its return stroke taking
hold of the thread as before for the next stitch. The loop released by
the retrograde motion of the pointed instrument, is retained by the suc-

ceeding loop on the withdrawal of the needle, and the several motions
are repeated, thus producing a precisely similar stitch to that above de-

scribed.

Figs. 44 and 4" represent respectively a side elevation and sectional

plan of Mr. Moray's third machine. We have illustrated this machine
more as a specimen of the first of its kind than for any real merit of its

own : but, as faithful historians, we feel it our duty to set before our
readers the various sources or starting points whence have sprung the

numerous varieties of sewing machines which we have still to refer to.

The machine before us is the first machine wherein the cloth to be
operated upon was fixed to a circular or continuous baster or carrying
plate, and wherein a shuttle was made to travel continuously in one di-

rection in a circular groove or shuttle race. The body of the machine is

Supported on a pedestal and pillar, a, to the top of which is fitted concen-
toically the 'ir nlar plate, v„ in which is formed the circular groove or
shuttle race for the -buttle, c, to travel in. as seen in the plan, fig. 45.

» is a ring or circular baster plate, for holding and carrying the edges of

the pieces of cloth or other fabric to be sewn or united by sewing. For
this purpose the exterior face or circumference of the ring is fitted at

proper intervals with curved or hooked supporting pins, on to which the
edges of the cloth are pressed. This ring is arranged eccentrically with
reference to the shuttle race, and is supported at one side on a suitable-

projection on the circular plate, b, whilst its opposite side rests upon an

arm, e, secured to the plate, B, and fitted with an anti-friction roller, which
bears against the inner face of the ring, for the purpose of guiding it in

its rotatory motion. Round the top edge of the ring, d, are cut a series

of rack teeth, and an intermittant or step-by-step motion, in a circular

direction, is imparted to this ring by means of a pall carried on the lower
end of the vertical vibrating lever, f. This lever is actuated by a suit-

able cam surface formed on the drum, g, fast on the driving shaft, e,

which may be rotated by a winch handle as shown, or by a driving strap

and pulleys. I is the needle, which is curved, and of a similar construc-
tion to the needle already described in reference to Thomas's first patent.

It is fitted into the lower end of the vibrating needle arm or carrier, k,

which is forked at its upper end so as to embrace the drum, g, and works
on a fixed centre at i. A suitable cam groove in the drum serves to

give motion to the needle arm, and cause the needle to penetrate and
withdraw from the cloth. The needle thread is supplied from a bobbin
or reel at m, and is kept at a proper tension hj passing under presser-

pads or springs on the needle carrier. The driving shaft, h, carries a
mitre wheel, m, which gears into a corresponding wheel, o, on the ver-

tical shaft, p. This shaft gives motion to the shuttle, c, and is fitted for

that purpose at its lower extremity with a driver, consisting of two spring
arms, Q, Q, fitted at their outer ends with studs or pins which take into

corresponding holes in the shuttle
;
and, as the arms rotate, they carry

the shuttle round along with them. The shuttle is curved at its front

portion, to correspond to the circular race in which it travels, and this

curved portion is also extended and tapered for facilitating the open-
ing of the needle thread loop. The stitch produced by this machine is

precisely similar to that produced by Thomas's first machine ; but in

order that the passage of the shuttle through the loop of the needle thread
may not be impeded by the studs or pins on the arms of the spring driver,

these arms are made to rise up in succession as the shuttle is passing
through the loop, so that their studs will be out of the way of the thread of

the loop ; and in order that the shuttle may be always under the influence

of the driver, one of the spring arms comes down upon the shuttle after

being elevated before the second arm commences to rise, sufficient time

being allowed for the loop to pass freely under the studs. The rising of

these arms is accomplished by causing them to pass over a double in-

cline or swell formed in the centre of the standard, k, immediately over

that portion of the shuttle race where the loop is formed. The same de-

fect occurs in this machine as in all previous ones where a self-acting

feed motion has been used,—namehr
, that the cloth is not free to be

guided in any required direction by the hand of the attendant whilst it

is being impelled by the feed motion, but must necessarily follow the

motions of the baster plate.

MECLIANIC'S LIBRARY.

American Plants, their History and Culture, crown 8vo, 2s. 6d. Paul.

Architecture of Chester, with Introduction by Grosvenor, 5s. Parker.
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Architecture, Portfolio of Greek, 4to, 28s , cloth.

Canals and Canal Conveyance, Prize Essay on, 8vo, 2s. Gd. O'Brien.

Capital Letters and Monograms, Portfolio of Ancient, folio, 10s'. Gd.

Designs for Chimney-glasses and Chimney-pieces, 8vo> 5s. Jones.

Drainage of Cities, 8vo, Is. 6d., sewed. Spurgin.
Drawing Book of Gothic Architecture, Portfolio or, 4to, 28s., cloth.

Engineering Engravings, Portfolio of, 4to, 2Ss., cloth.

Engineering Field-work applied to Land Surveying, 20s. Haskolt.
Encyclopaedia Britannica, 8th edition, vol. 1G, 4to, 24s., cloth.

Euclid, Gradations in, hooks 1 and 2, crown 8vo, 2s. 6d., cloth. Green.
Fire-arms, Manual of the History and Science of, 7s. 6d. Deanc.
Industrial Information, Boy's Book of, 12mo, 5s., cloth. Noyce.
Lunar and Planetary Theories, Tracts on, 4th edition, 8vo, I5s. Airy.

Mineral Substances, Text-Book of, 12mo, 2s., cloth. Dexter.
Matter and Foi'ce, Thoughts on, 12mo, 4s. 6d., cloth. Ewbank.
Ophthalmoscope, its Mode of Application, post 8vo, 3s. Gd. Hogg.
Ornaments, Old English and French, 4to, 28s., half-hound. Chippendall.

Pliysical Geography, "Eton College Atlas," part 1, 7s. Gd. Nicholas.

Physical Geography of the Sea, new edition, 8vo, 1U«, cloth. Maury.
Rifleman's Manual," 2d edition, 8vo, 7s. 6d., cloth. Bush.

Steam Navigation, Vessels of Iron and Wood, folio, £2 12s. 6d.

RECENT PATENTS.

MANUFACTURE OF STARCH.

Elijah Slack, Glasgow.—Patent dated Decembir 3, 1857.

WiTirm the past year or two practical chemists and manufacturers have
devoted much attention to the economical and effective production of

starch, the increasing demand for which has called forth no little

amount of mechanical skill and manipulative ingenuity, in improving

the apparatus and modus operandi of this branch of our chemical

manufactures. The improvements comprehended under Mr. Slack's

present patent relate to the treatment or preparation and use of wheat,

maize or Indian corn, and other grains of various kinds, and various

amylaceous vegetable substances, for the purpose of making or producing
"thickenings," "finishers," sizing and dressing materials for use in

various manufactures and articles of food. According to this invention

the unground grain or other substance to be treated for these several

purposes is primarily subjected to the chemical action of acids and
alkalis, as well as to that of diastase in solution, and other saccharine

matters. Wheat, Indian corn, barley, buckwheat, rye, corn, rice, or

other grains in the whole or unground state are taken and subjected to

the action of a solution of the caustic soda of commerce. The strength

of the solution of caustic soda is regulated according to the dryness and
quality of the grain, which is steeped in the alkaline solution, either in a

hot or cold state, until it is properly saturated and softened. The length

of time which this operation of steeping occupies is from four to twenty-

one days, according to the hardness of the grain. The process is, how-
ever, greatly facilitated if the grain be primarily subjected to a pressure

of from fifty to three hundred pounds upon the square inch, for a period

varying from six to twenty-four hours. Alter undergoing this prepara-

tory pressure, the grain is placed in the alkaline solution, as before de-

scribed, and now requires much less time to effect the softening or dis-

integration of its particles. Instead of using a solution of caustic soda
as a menstruum or steeping liquor, a solution of any of the following salts

or alkalis may be made use of for the purpose, namely, chloride of

soda, carbonate of soda, pearl ash, carbonate of potash, ammonia, carbo-

nate of ammonia, bi sulphate of soda, sal enixuin, caustic potash, caustic

barytes, and the solution of these salts or alkalis may vary in strength
from two to eight degrees of Twaddell's hydrometer. Whether a saline

or an alkaline solution be made use of as a menstruum or steeping liquor,

its strength must be regulated by the state of the grain, as the newer it

is the more quickly is it acted upon by the solvent. Another mode of
treating the different kinds of grain, hereinbefore enumerated, consists

in using an acidulated liquor as a menstruum in lieu of a saline or alka-

line solution. These acidulated solutions may be prepared by mixing
water with any of the following acids until reduced to a strength of from
two to eight degrees of Twaddell's hydrometer:— sulphuric acid,

muriatic acid, nitric acid, phosphoric acid, lactic acid, oxalic acid, or

other acids of a similar nature. In some cases the grain may be steeped
in warm solutions, but generally it is preferred to use a cold menstruum.
Under another modification of the invention, the whole or unground
grains, hereinbefore described, are mixed with a certain proportion of

malt, and the proportion preferred to be used is from four to ten pounds
weight of malt to each hundredweight of grain. This Tnixture may be
subjected to either a hot or cold menstruum ; if, however, a heated
solvent is made use of, the heat employed should not exceed one hundred
and seventy degrees of Fahrenheit's scale ; and a saline, alkaline, or

acidulated sulution may be used in the preparation of the steeping liquor.

In treating other vegetable substances for the purpose of obtaining
amylaceous products therefrom, potatoes, yams, maranta arundinacca,
cassava, or the j<n>ipha manikot, manioc, M. indiia, trussox, curcumas
plants, bulbous roots, and other vegetable substances rich in starchy

matters, are made use of for the purpose. These several vegetable
bodies may be used either in the natural or unbroken state, or they may
be cut or divided by means of suitable machinery, but it is preferred to

use them whole, because in this state a smaller quantity of chemical
matters or drugs is consumed in the subsequent processes. The roots

or other vegetable substances are, firstly, thoroughly cleansed by wash
ing in pure water, and agitating the roots therein. The next operation

is to steep the cleansed roots in a solution of any of the alkalis herein-

before named. The strength of the alkaline solution may vary from

two to sixteen degrees, as indicated by Twaddell's hydrometer ; the
requisite strength of the alkaline solution is, however, influenced to some
extent by the season of the year, and the particular kind of root or

vegetable substance subjected to its action. If potatoes are under opera-

tion, they will require steeping from two to fourteen days, or until they
become semi-transparent, with some of the drugs, and with others they

become quite soft. The time required for steeping the roots may, how
ever, be greatly shortened, and the process be facilitated by placing the

roots or vegetable substances in a closed vessel, and subjecting them to

a pressure of from fifty to three hundred pounds upon the square inch.

After the potatoes have been rendered semi-transparent or soft by the

steeping process, they are taken out of the solution, and are then cut

into small pieces by means of a cutting or dividing machine, such as is

ordinarily used for cutting turnips and other agricultural produce. The
divided vegetable substance is then drained and dried, and is ready for

grinding ; after grinding, they are then seived through a fine silk, wire,

or harn seive, which completes the operation, unless it be desired to

improve the colour of the amylaceous material thus obtained by bleach-

ing. This operation of bleaching the divided vegetable substances may be
readily effected by means ofa solution of chloride of lime, or chlorine water.

The cut vegetable matter is put into a suitable vessel, and a sufficient

quantity of the bleaching agent is p lured, or allowed to flow from a reser-

voir, over the substance to be bleached. The cut roots, after remaining in

the chlorine liquor until all or part of the colouring matter is removed,
are well washed in cold water, and soured if they require it, to take out

the chlorine gas, and are removed from the bleaching vessel, and are

dried either by exposure to the air or by subjecting them to artificial

heat, in a heated room or drying stove ; finally, the dried pieces are

ground in a mill, and seived through silk, hair, or wire, which completes
the preparation. When it is desired to clear out and remove the alkaline

matters from the vegetables under treatment, the latter are well washed;
and to remove the alkaline matter fully, the vegetables are subsequently
treated with an acidulous solution, and finally washed. The starchy
material, gum, or dextrine, obtained in this manner is well adapted as a
stiffening or finishing material for paper, woollen cloths, fustians, and
other textile fabrics. The amylaceous substance obtained from yams
may likewise be prepared by means of alkaline or acidulated steeping

liquors, as hereinbefore described in reference to grain and roots. In
preparing lime water for the purposes of this invention, one pound of

lime is added to each gallon of water. By the judicious application of

one or other of the hereinbefore described modes of treating amylaceous
substances, a variety of stiffening materials may be obtained, which are

suitable for various purposes, but applicable more particularly in the

manufacture of textile fabrics for giving body and rigidity to the fibres.

BAROMETRIC APPARATUS.

Cteokge Cumming, Edinburgh.—Patent dated August 29, 1857.

Dr. Cummino, the patentee of this invention, has for a number of years
devoted himself to the study of meteorological phenomena, and many of

our readers doubtless have seen and used the hygrometer which was
brought out by the Dr. some years back. In the present instance the in-

ventor has directed his attention to the production of an instrument a^

dapted for barometric and hygrometric purposes, in which minute changes
in the atmospheric pressure may be more easily observed, and which is so

constructed that an ordinarily intelligent person may reorganise the instru-

ment should at any time an accident occur to it. We need hardly say,

that to travellers this is a boon of no ordinary interest and importance

;

there are many wdio would gladly avail themselves of a barometer as a
companion on their journeys, seeing that it at all times affords much
useful and valuable information. But they are deterred in too many in-

stances by the inconveniences attending the mercurial barometer, and
the delicacy of construction and consequent liability to injury of the
aneroid. The second modification described in Dr. Cumming's specific*
ti< n is, on account of its portability and non-liability to injury, admirably
adapted for carrying about with one, being little more cumbrous than an
ordinary thermometer, whilst it combines the triple advantages of serv-

ing as a barometer, thermometer, and hygrometer.
The accompanying engraving is a partially sectional elevation of

one modification of the improved hygrometrical manometer, or in-

strument for measuring by the elastic force of a volume of confined
air saturated with moisture the variations in the pressure or den-
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sitv of the atmosphere. Where the instrument is to be stationary and

used for observations upon land, it is preferred to fit it to a pedestal base

or foot piece, a: this may he made of metal or wood, according to the

style in which the instrument is to be fitted up. The base must, however,

be' sufficiently heavy to insure the steadiness of the instrument. To the

upper part of the base a short tubular socket, b, is attached by means
of a screw and nut or other attachment. Within the socket, b, is fitted

a glass tube. c. the lower end of which is sealed. The tube may be fas-

tened into the socket with marine glue or other cement, or be firmly im-

bedded in some yielding material, to prevent the tube from fracture when
suddenly moved. The tube, c, which forms a cistern to contain the

fluid with which the instrument is worked or organised, is preferred to

be from fifteen to thirty inches in length more or less, and of about two
inches in diameter. To the upper extremity of

the cistern, c, is adapted a brass collar, D, to

which a cap, e, is screwed, thus enclosing the

internal parts of the instrument, to protect them
from injury or from being tampered with.

Within "the cistern, c, is suspended a second

glass tube, f. This tube may vary from twelve

to twenty-six inches in length, and from one-half

to three-quarters of an inch in diameter. The
upper extremity of the tube, f, is sealed by the

blow-pipe, and cemented into a brass cap, a, the

upper part of which is hollowed out to form a

socket for the ball, h. From the centre of the

bill, h, a sjrew, i, of abiut four inches in length

projects upwards. This screw passes through
th pate, J. and is seeur.-d thereto by the milled

edged nut, k. The tube, f, is suspended
within the cistern, c. by the plate, J, which rests

upon the edge of the collar, v, and in this

manner the tube, F, by means of its ball-and-

socket joint, swings freely in the cistern, c.

The plate, j, has upon its periphery two small

projections, which fit into corresponding notches
cut in the collar, d. This arrangement prevents

the plate from turning round when once placed

in its proper position. By means of the nut, k,

which works on the screw, i, the tube, f, may
be raised or lowered in the cistern, c, as required.

The cap, e, is locked to the instrument by
means of a short spiudle, l, which passes

through a tube projecting downwards from the

cap, e. The spindle, l, is made with an external

screw that fits a corresponding screw in the

tube. The lower end of the spindle, l, fits into

a hole made for the purpose in the plate, j,

and the upp?r end of the spindle is squared to

receive a box-ended key, 51, by means of which
the spindle, L, is screwed up or down, and
thereby lock or unlock the cap, E. The lower
end of the tube, f, is cemented or otherwise

fastened into a socket, n, into which a metal

plug, o, is screwed, the upper part being connected with the tube, p. The
upper portion of the plug, o, is hollowed out to form a small chamber or

conical valve seat. The'bottom of the recess terminates in a tubular

passage, extending downwards through the plug. A triangularly-shaped

piece of metal or wire is passed through the tubular passage in the plug,

on which is screwed a conically or other shaped valve, Q, which fits ac-

curately to the valve seat in the plug, o. To the lower extremity

of the "valve stem is attached a hollow metal float, e, the buoyancy of

which serves to raise the valve, <j, and thereby open a communication
between the cistern, c, and the tube, f, when the former is partially

filled with fluid. The bulb of a standard thermometer, s, is inserted into

the upper part of the tube, p, and fastened firmly therein by means of

marine glue or other suitable cement ; the bulb of the thermometer may
if necessary rest upon a plug of cork or other support fitted into the tube,

p. A small hole, T, is made through the tube, p, immediately under the

thermometer bulb, which allows the liquid in the cistern, c, to pass through

the valve, </. into the tube, p. and thence into the tube, f, and thus

form a communication between the barometric tube, F, and the cistern,

c. The stem of the thermometer is engraved and graduated into de-

grees in the ordinary manner, and a portion of the tube, f, is divided into

inches and tenths of the same, corresponding to the ordinary barometric

scale, and figured in accordance therewith : that is to say, from twenty-

seven to thirty-one inches. The fluid made use of to organise this in-

strument is by preference water, slightly coloured for the convenience of

ttion. Prior to adjusting the instrument for use, a quantity of the

coloured fluid is poured into the cistern, c, until it reaches a height of

about four inches more or less. The plug, <>. is now to be unscrewed
from the tube, f, and a sufficient quantity of the coloured water poured

therein to stand to the height of six inches when inverted. The plug,

o, is replaced, and the tube rapidly inverted, so that the valve may close

without allowing the fluid to escape. The height of the fluid is now re-

gulated by careful manipulation so as to stand at twenty-nine inches on
the barometric scale. The tube, f, with the inclosed thermometer, is now
to be lowered into the cistern, and its height carefully adjusted, so that
the level of the fluid both in the cistern and the barometric tube stands
at twenty-nine inches of the barometric scale. In making these adjust-

ments it is also preferred that the thermometer be so arranged that the
sixtieth degree of its scale likewise stands at the same level, namely,
the line indicating twenty-nine inches. The immerson of the lower end
of the tube, f, in the cistern, c, causes the metal float, e, to raise the float,

e, which carries the valve, Q ; the tinged water consequently flows up
through the plug, 0, and through the hole in the tube, p, into the tube,

F. When the water stands at a level in both the cistern and the baro-

metric tube, f, a mark should be made upon the exterior of the tube, c,

to indicate its height, so that a small quantity of the tinged water may
be added from time to time to supply loss by evaporation ; this loss will,

however, be very small. The instrument being thus adjusted, the volume
of air above the water in the cistern, c, and to which the external air has
access, is acting by its elastic force against the volume of aqueous vapour
confined within the barometric tube, f. Any variation in the pressure
or density of the atmosphere is indicated by the rising or falling of the
column of liquid in the barometric tube, f, the height of the barometric
column and the temperature as indicated b}' the thermometer being read
off simultaneously. By means of a short arithmetical operation the hy-
grometrical condition of the atmosphere is also readily obtained for each
degree of temperature. Ninety degrees are taken as an equivalent for

dry atmospheric air, and sixty degrees for air moist to saturation, the
mean of the two numbers being seventj'-five. Ninety is used as a con-
stant number in reducing observations to obtain the dew-point. Thus,
if the temperature of the air is sixty degrees, this number added to ninety
equals one hundred and fifty, the mean of which is seventy-five, from
which subtract sixty, leaving fifteen ; divide the fifteen by two, the quo-
tient is seven and five-tenths

; this being subtracted from sixty, gives
fifty-two and five-tenths as the dew point. If the temperature is seventy,
this added to ninety is one hundred and sixty ; divided by two, leaves
eighty ; subtract seventy, and divide the quotient, ten, by two, which
leaves five ; and this number being subtracted from seventy, leaves sixty-

five as the dew-point. In this manner all the higher and lower numbers
of the thermometric scale may be reduced, and the instrument thus be-
comes, in addition to its other qualifications, a first-class hygrometer.
In fitting the instrument up for use upon land, the ball-and-socket joint

may be dispensed with, and in lieu thereof the cap of the barometric tube,
f, may terminate in a tube having at its upper extremity a stop cock.
The exterior of this tubular passage has a screw thread cut upon it, to

which a nut is fitted, so that the barometric tube may be adjusted as to

height. It is preferred to make the stop cock with an ivory or silver

mouth-piece, so that upon opening the stop cock the lips may be applied
to the mouth-piece, and the coloured fluid drawn up into the barometric
tube, t. The stop cock is then shut, and the fluid allowed to find a level.

The adaptation of the stop cock affords great facility in adjusting the
height of the fluid within the barometric tube of instruments constructed
for observations upon land, the valve of the barometric tube being
opened either by the float resting upon the bottom of the cistern, or bj'

its buoyancy in the liquid. In arranging this instrument for use as a
substitute for the ordinary marine barometer, the instrument must have
the ball-and-socket fitting at the upper extremity of the barometric tube.
The foot, a, and the socket, u, are dispensed with, the instrument being
hung up by a hook on the cap, e.

Another modification consists of a glass tube sealed at both ends. The
tube is bent so as to form two parallel legs, extending upwards, and about
two inches asunder. At the centre of the horizontal portion of the tube,
an aperture is made by means of a blow-pipe, and to this opening a cen-
tral leg is joined thereto by the blow-pipe. The upper extremity of this

central leg is open. The three-legged siphonic instrument thus formed
is secured to a piece of wood by thin brass bands and screws. The piece

of wood has a groove cut in it at the back of the central leg of the siphon.
The groove is fitted with a corresponding piece of wood, moveable therein,

and to which is attached a barometric scale. The sliding piece of wood
carrying the scale is moved up and down by means of a rack and pinion,

or an equivalent therefor. The barometric scale is figured from the low-
est number downwards to the highest. A thermometer is inserted in the
central leg, the bulb of which rests upon a plug of cork or other material,

so arranged as not to interfere with the passage of the liquid with which
the vessel is charged. Or, instead of this arrangement, the glass tube

may be slightly contracted to form a rest for the bulb. The wooden back
of the instrument is fitted into a foot, and the whole protected by a wide
glass tube or shade. The instrument is charged by pouring tinged water
into the central leg until its level reaches the sixtieth degree on the ther-

mometer enclosed therein. The extremity of the central stem may then
be closed by a cap or plug not air-tight, but capable of being made so

for the convenience of travelling. As the density of the external air in-

creases, the fluid in the central column descends, whilst it rises in the
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two lateral legs, the increase of pressure being marked by the liquid

reaching a higher division of the barometric scale. On the contrary,

when the elastic force of the atmosphere decreases, the rising of the liquid

column in the central leg indicates a lower number on the barometric

scale, agreeable to the laws of the clastic force of confined aqueous vapour

at different temperatures. This modification of the instrument is appli-

cable to all the purposes of the first hereinbefore described.

By means of these instruments meteorological observations may be made
with great ease and facilit)', and without the disadvantages inseparable

from the construction of the mercurial barometer.

WASHING MACHINES.

Thomas Robson, London—Patent dated September 15, 1857.

Ocr engraving represents a perspective view of a portable washing
machine, constructed according to this invention ; in this figure the upper
part of the outer case is removed. There are two side frames supporting

the axis of a revolving drum, which is placed within an outer case, the

lower half of which case is water-tight, and is fixed and forms part of

the framework. This is also the vessel for containing the water and
other detergent matters. The frame of the drum may be of wood, that

is, the boss and arms, as also the rims to which the periphery of the

drum is attached ; or the rims, arms, and bosses may be of iron if

suitably galvanised to prevent oxidation of the metal, or they may be of

other suitable metal ; in either case they are fitted to the axis of the

revolving drum, which is divided internally by perforated partitions.

These partitions are formed of perforated metal galvanised and corru-

gated, having the corrugations running across the breadth of the drum.
The drum is closed at one end by a fixed disc of wood, whilst the oppo-

site end is moveable in two halves, which parts are removed for the

purpose of introducing or removing the articles into or from the drum.
The moveable parts are fixed and secured in position by thumb nuts.

To operate small machines a winch handle is fitted on the axis of the
drum, by which it is caused to revolve at a suitable rate. In washing,
the clothes or other articles to be cleansed are simply placed within the

four compartments of the drum, taking care to distribute them uniformly,

that is to say, as much in one compartment as another, so as to balance

the drum and insure its easy and smooth rotation. The compartments
must not be filled more than one-quarter or one-third full, as the opera-

tion of washing in this machine depends principally on the clothes

under operation having liberty of motion in the compartments of the

drum. Soap suds or water and soap are placed in the outer vessel, so as

to fill about one-half of it. The clothes or other articles to be washed
are then placed in the several compartments, and the ends fixed in

position by the thumb nuts, and the upper half of the cover placed on so

as to enclose the whole and prevent splashing. The drum is now
caused to rotate by the handle, but not at too great a velocity ; the

object being not only to immerse the clothes in the water and remove
them therefrom alternately, but also to allow the clothes as they arrive

at the upper part of their revolution to fall from the partition by which
they were raised on to that partition immediately in advance. The
repeated immersion, accompanied by the repeated falling of the clothes

from the one partition on to another, has the effect of removing dirt and
thoroughly cleansing the clothes or other articles or materials so operated

on. A tap is placed near the lower part of the outer vessel, to draw off

the dirty water when requisite, or for changing it if required. Instead
of plain perforated partitions, the patentee sometimes uses perforated

partitions of corrugated metal similar to the periphery. The corrugations
being placed parallel to the axis, have the effect of preventing in some
degree the clothes sliding towards the centre of the drum whin they
arrive near the highest point of their revolution, and just before they
fall from the one partition on to the other. The perforated periphery
permits the water contained in the outer vessel to enter and escape
freely fronr the drum ; the water entering is partially carried up by the
corrugations of the periphery, and is distributed in the compartments
amongst the clothes, which greatly facilitates the operation of washing.
The clothes having been subjected to the action of the drum a sufficient
length of time to be cleansed, are removed, and dried and finished in the
ordinary manner.

STEAM ENGINES.

Alex. Chaplin, Glasgow.— Patent dated Dec. 26, 1857.

The present invention relates to some further improvements iir steam-
engines, for which Mr. Chaplin obtained letters patent in April, 1855.

This invention refers more particularly to portable self-propelling steam
engines, and to boilers of the vertical kind. In arranging an engine
according to one modification, the boiler and engine is surrounded by
and carried upon a rectangular or oblong round-ended framing of iroir,

or of wood bound with iron, the whole being secured by means of
brackets and diagoiral stays. One end of the framing rests upon the
axle of the driving road wheels, and the other end upon the swivel or
guiding wheels ; the greater portion of the weight of the engine and
boiler is, however, borne by the driving wheels. The boiler of the
engine is vertical, and is fitted internally with a dome or egg-shaped
fire box, which has one or more tubes fitted across it ; these tubes com-
municate with the water space at each end, and they are so arranged as
to be higher at one end than the other This is done in order to cause
the heated water to flow upwards in a current through the tubes. The
" take up " or smoke pipe leading from the top of the fire box is in

shape somewhat similar to an inverted cone—that is to say, it is con-
tracted at its lower end, in order that the heat, after passing into it, may
be rapidly diffused owing to the increased area of the pipe. This
arrangement of the smoke pipe prevents the injurious action of the heat
upon it, whilst scaling is avoided by the inclination given to its sides

;

the increase of area likewise prevents the surcharging of the steam in

the boiler. The entire area of the lower part of the fire box fornrs the
space for the fire grate. In order to regulate the combustion of the
burning fuel, and to consume the smoke arising therefrom, a current of

air, slightly above the atmospheric pressure, is urged through the fire

grate by means of a fan. A portion of this compressed air is distributed

over the upper surface of the fire ; this is effected by means of one or

more pipes or tubular passages, placed in a vertical position upon the
bars ; over the upper orifice of each of these pipes is fixed a slab of fire

brick, or a flat plate of iron, in a nearly horizontal position. The com-
pressed air in its passage through the pipes becomes highly heated ; and
as it impinges upon the surfaces of the fire bricks or plates, it is dis-

tributed on all sides, and thus mingles with and ignites the combustible

gaseous matters. The combustion of the fuel is in this manner main-
tained at a regular and uniform rate, and without depending upon a free

communication with the external atmosphere, as in the ordinary furnace;

at the same time the fuel is economised, and an inferior quality may be

used. The engine or engines are attached to the front part and sides of

the vertical boiler, and are carried upon sole plate brackets and bolts.

The cylinder or cylinders are arranged overhead, near to the steam
chest; the pump and valve chest form a self-lubricating guide and
bracket for the piston rod, the crank shaft being fitted below. The
details of the mechanical arrangement for governing or controlling the

flow of steam to the engine, consist of a vertical spindle, which is carried

in collar bearings that are supported by brackets bolted to the surface

of the boiler plates. The vertical spindle is caused to revolve by means
of a bevil wheel, driven by a pinion upon the crank shaft. Upon the

upper extremity of the vertical spindle is fixed a socket, having jaws
upon each side to receive the joints of the ball levers. Above these

joints there is a loose piece which fits easily into the socket on the

vertical spindle ; this loose piece has grooves formed in its periphery,

which correspond to projections on the inner ends of the short pieces,

which are jointed to the ball levers. The loose piece is thus caused to

rise as the balls are depressed, and to fall as they are elevated by the

variation of their centrifugal velocity. This variable motion is trans-

mitted to the throttle valve by means of a light vertical rod, fitted to

the upper part of the loose piece, and which opens or closes the valve,

and thereby serves to control and regulate the admission of steam to the

cylinder or cylinders. The vertical rod swivels in a socket, in the

upper end of the loose piece ; on the free extremity of the vertical rod is

an adjusting screw, jaw, and pin, for connecting it to a lever on the

throttle valve spindle. The power of the engine is transmitted to the

propelling wheels by the following means :—The crank shaft, which is
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placed at the lower part of the boiler, and parallel to the axle of the

propelling wheels, has last to it one or two driving pinions. These
pinions are furnished with clutches or couplings, and hand levers, so

that one or both of the propelling wheels may be thrown into or out of

gear as desired, bv means of a spur wheel or wheels, keyed npon the

driving or road wheels. In this manner the motion of the engine pro-

pels the carriage over the ground, according to the ratio of the gearing

employed, by the traction of the propelling or road wheels. In arranging

and constructing the road wheels it is preferred to have a portion of the

periphery of the wheels serrated, so that when travelling over soft ground
the serrated portion sinks into and takes hold of the soil, thereby assist-

ing the locomotion of the engine over the ground. The serrated portion

of the periphery does not project beyond the plain part of the circum-

ference, in order that when the engine is progressing over firm ground,

the superincumbent weight is borne upon the plain surface of the wheels,

and the machine moves smoothly and steadily onwards. The projecting

teeth or serrations may be of various dimensions ; it is preferred to make
them of a simple V shape, and not placed close together, but at regular

intervals apart, around the periphery of the wheel. When the engine

is in motion, and travelling over the ground, it is guided in its course

bv the driver or engineer, who, by turning a hand wheel, actuates a

screw, worm wheel, and lever, which causes the leading road wheel or

wheels to turn in the required direction. One or two leading road

wheels may be employed at one end of the carriage, each wheel being
made to swivel upon its own axis, so as to cause the engine to deviate

to the right or left as required. These engines are also fitted with an
arrangement by which a horse or other animal may at any time be

yoked between trams, to guide the course of the engine ;
the propelling-

power being derived from the action of the steam engine, whether the

guiding of the carriage is effected by manual or horse power. An engine
of this kind may be used upon a road, a railway, or a tramway ; in the

two latter cases, the wheels are keyed upon rotatory axles, and the

guiding apparatus is dispensed with. In all cases, however, the ratio

of the gearing to the driving wheels may be changed from time to time,

in order to obtain the proper working velocity of the piston, and vary
the speed of the carnage according to the load imposed upon the engine.

The coal boxes, and tank for holding the feed water, are arranged be-

neath the main framing of the carriage, in the space usually left for the
swivelling of the front pair of road wheels of an ordinary carriage, or in

a portable engine of the ordinary horizontal construction The carriage

frame and wheels of this machine being removed, the boiler and engine
may be used for stationary purposes. The boiler of these improved
engines may be fixed either from a platform placed between the sides

of the framing or from the ground. With these several improvements,
locomotive and portable steam engines are thereby rendered more ex-

tensively available and economical in use, than has hitherto been the
i . - engines are, moreover, capable of going over marshy,

. . i r sandy land, with ease and celerity, so as to render them highly
useful adjuncts in situations where engines of the ordinary kind would

.less.

MANGLES.

Richard Howlaxd, London.—Patent dated June 27, 1857.

Although the construction of the "box-mangle" has been made the

subject of numerous letters patent, it yet appears to be susceptible of

further improvements, with a view of increasing its efficiency, and
facilitating the working of it. In the present invention, Mr. Howland
has added his quota towards the accomplishment of the desired end.

The improvements specified under these letters patent have reference to
what are termed " box-mangles," and are intended to make such mangles
run more steadily with less power, and more adapted to be driven by
steam-power than mangles as hitherto constructed, and also to effect an
improvement in the method of lifting the mangle box when required.
In carrying out this invention, the patentee em;loys a straight rack
(with one or two rows
of pins) firmly attached Fig. 2.

to the upper part of one
side of the box. The
pinion is mounted upon
a shaft, the other end
of which is connected
by a universal joint to

a short shaft or stud
revolving in bearings,

and carrying a spur
wheel, which is in gear
with a smaller spur
wheel upon the fly

wheel shaft. The han-
dle may either be at-

tached to one arm of the

fly wheel or to a winch
on the fly wheel shaft.

By this arrangement
the mangle wheel and
chain are dispensed
with, and the mangle
runs more smoothly and without jerks, and is consequently better
adapted to be driven by steam-power. In order to lift the mangle when
required, there is attached to the side of the mangle box, at each end,
an inclined plane, and through the central upright of the frame is a
slide carrying a friction roller or pulley at its inner end. When the
slide is pushed inwards by hand, the roller comes under one of the
inclined planes, and lifts the corresponding end of the mangle box off its

roller, and upon still turning on in the same direction the mangle box
lowers itself. The mangle box is provided at the centre with a double
inclined plane, which pushes the slide outwards as it passes, and prevents
it from lifting the box until again pushed in b}' hand.

Fig. 1 represents a side view of an improved mangle ; and fig. 2 an
end view of the same, a is the framing of the mangle, 6, the bed, c,

the rollers, and d, the box. e is the rack, firmly secured to one side

of the top of the box. f is the mangle pinion mounted upon the shaft,

g, the other end of which is connected by the universal joint or coup-
ling, h, to a short shaft or stud, upon which the spur wb.ee', i, is

keyed. The spur wheel, i, gears with a spur pinion, 1c, keyed upcn
the fly wheel shaft, I. m is the fly wheel, and », the handle, which
is so arranged as to be easily removed when the handle is not in use.

o are the two inclined planes, and p is the slide for lifting the mangle.
The slide, p, carries at its inner end a friction wheel, q, and is fur-

nished with a foot, r, bearing upon the plate, s, which thus receives

the weight of the mangle box when lifting, t is a double inclined
plane, which, being fastened to the mangle box, pushes the slide and
roller outwards as it passes, and prevents the box from being lifted until

the slide is again pushed in by hand.

SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS.

J. D. Morrison, Edinburgh.—Patent dated Dec. 30, 1857.

This invention relates to the artificial production and application of anaes-

thesia, or the anaesthetical condition involving a diminution or depriva-
tion of the sense of feeling in the parts of animal bodies, for the purpose
of effecting various surgical and medical operations, as well on man as

on the lower animals. Under one special form of application, the instru-

ments are peculiarly suited for the purposes of the dentist in the extrac-

tion of teeth and in the treatment of the gums and nerves. In carrying
out this application in dental practice, the operator produces a supply of

a cooled liquid in any convenient and well-known way, such as has been
hitherto used in effecting similar operations by the agency of the power
of congelation. The cold action thus induced is directed immediateh-
upon the tooth of the patient, by applying thereto a bag, cushion, or

other vehicle, which is in communication with the source of the cold

liquid. Whilst this is being done, the parts immediately surrounding
the tooth are subjected to the action of a current of cold air, the low tem-
perature of which is produced by the removal of the latent heat in the

air, by the well-known system or principle of alternated compression,
artificial cooling, and expansion. The cold action thus induced, both
upon and surrounding the tooth, nearly or completely removes the sense

of feeling, and enables the operator to extract the tooth with little or no
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pain to the patient. The modification shown in the accompanying en-

graving represents an instrument adapted for producing anaesthesia or

insensibility to pain, during operations connected with dental surgery,

by means of congelation or exposure to a low temperature ;
whereby the

animal heat is abstracted, and a numbness or insensibility to pain is in-

duced. Another instrument used in these or similar operations is in-

tended to cover the surface of the gum at the parts surrounding the root

of the affected tooth. The front, or the anterior part of the instru-

racnt, consists of a pair of oval cheek plates, which are arranged parallel

to each other, and connected by end ribs to the main tubular stem of the

instrument. The cheek plates are recessed or formed with a vertical

rim, to tin's rim is soldered, or otherwise attached, an inner plate of

metal, which is pierced with a series of fine holes. These inner plates

are brought into contact with, or in close proximity to, the gum. The
hollow cheek plates of the instrument eommuuicate with the tubular

stem by means of laterally-diverging tubes, which enter the enlarged

part formed at the anterior end of the tubular stem. To the free extre-

mity of the tubular stem is fastened one end of a flexible tube, by means
of which aeriform, gaseous, or vaporous fluids may be passed along the

tubular stem, the force or velocity of the current being controlled by a

stop-cock. The portion of the tubular stem in front of the stopcock,

and extending to the enlarged part of the instrument, is made with a

duplex channel, which enables the operator to cause a stream of liquid

or gas, of any required temperature, to circulate through it. The liquid

or gaseous fluid flows into the outer channel through a lateral tube, the

passage of which is controlled by a stop-cock. To the open extremity
of the lateral tube is adapted a piece of flexible tubing, the other end of

which is connected with the reservoir or vessel in which the requisite

supply of liquid or gaseous fluid is contained. The liquid or gaseous
fluid flows off through an outlet tube, to which a flexible tube is fitted to

cany it away to a suitable receptacle. To enable the operator to esti-

mate the temperature of the aeriform current as it flows through the

tubular stem of the instrument, a thermometer is adapted thereto. The
mercurial bulb of the thermometer is fitted inside the enlarged part of the
instrument, so as to leave a channel for the egress of the air into the air

chambers. The stem of the thermometer is bent in a plane parallel

with the longer axis of the bulb, so that it lies close to the surface of the

tubular stem. In using this instrument for dental operations, the flexible

tube which is attached to the tubular stem of the instrument is attached

to a reservoir, containing air in a highly compressed state—the latent

heat of this air having been abstracted by, during,, or subsequent to the
operation of compression. The flexible tube, which communicates with
the outer duplex channel, is, in like manner, connected to a vessel or

reservoir containing water, a saline acid, alkaline solution, or spirit, or,

if preferred, a gaseous fluid, the temperature of which has been reduced

by compression or other means. If a liquid is used, to ensure its circula-

tion through the outer channel the reservoir should be placed above the

instrument, in order to obtain a certain amount of columnar pressure.

The check-plates or air chambers of the instrument are passed over the
tooth that is to be extracted, so that the perforations in the plates are in

close contiguity to the gum. The stream of liquid, or the gaseous fluid,

is now allowed to flow through the outer channel, and the current of air

through the tubular stem. As the current of cold air flows through the

tubular stem, it impinges directly upon the metal surrounding the bulb
of the thermometer, and the change of temperature is at once made evi-

dent to the operator by the movement of the mercurial column. This
deprivation of heat, or the life condition of the part, produces a numb-
ness and insensibility to pain in the organic tissues

; so that the tooth

may then be extracted with little or no inconvenience to the patient.

Where, however, the operation is prolonged, and in cases where it is

necessary to retard the too sudden return of the natural life condition of

the part, the instrument shown in the accompanying engraving may be
advantageously made use of. This instrument consists of a pair of con-

centric tubes, which are connected by a joint at a ; the front ex-
tremities of the inner tubes, n, arc curved, and have their ends dosed,
On the inner side of each of the tube's, B, are small holes, through whiflh
the stream of air or vapour for effecting the congelation flows ; the cur-

rent of air or vapour passes through the parallel tubes beyond the joint,

a, which form a continuation of the tubes, B, These tubes arc furnished
with stop-cocks for controlling the. passage of the air, serifoura, or vapour-
ous current, which is admitted thereto by means of the flexible pipes

—

the free ends of these pipes being connected to the holder or reservoir in

which the supply of air, aeriform, or vaporous fluid is stored up. In this

instrument, the outer tubes, c, are made with duplex channels or pas-

sages for conveying a stream of liquid through the tube as well as the
aeriform current. The stream of liquid flows into the tubes, c, by lateral

passages, which are governed by the stop-cocks, n—the supplying streams
of liquid being conveyed to the lateral tubes by flexible pipes. In this

arrangement, the tubular channel around the air-duets are each divided

by a partition or diaphragm, which extends from the posterior end of
each of the tubes, c, nearly to the part where the terminal tubes, b,

emerge, as indicated by the dotted lines in the plan of the instrument
As the stream of liquid flows into each of the tubes, c, by the lateral

tube, it passes along the diaphragm, round its anterior extremity, thence
backward along the opposite side of the diaphragm, and out by the descend-
ing tube, x. In this manner, a constantly circulating current of fluid

or gas is kept up during the time the instrument is in use. In
applying this instrument to operations connected with dental surgery,
it is intended to be used after the instrument before described has been
removed from the patient's gum. The free extremities of the tubes, b,

are to be placed in contact or nearly so with the gum, and the stream of

air allowed to flow through the holes in the same, the current of liquid

being meanwhile circulated through the duplex channels of the tubes, c.

The current of air passing through the apertures in the tubes, n, is suffi-

cient to prevent the return of sensibility in the gum, without interfering

with the free use of the dental instrument; and when the dental opera-

tion is completed, the animal heat may, by means of the instrument, be
gradually restored by artificial heat, in order to avoid injury to the or-

ganic tissues. It is preferred to make these instruments of gold, pla-

tinum, silver, or other metal having a limited affinity for oxygen ; and
advantage may be taken of this to convey, by means of the instrument,

a stream of electricity to the affected part, where such a course of treat-

ment is deemed beneficial. In such cases the instruments may be rea-

dily made to form a portion of the electric circuit by securing the ter-

minal wires or chains thereto ; and in this manner either positive or

negative electricity may be conveyed to or abstracted from the part of

the bod}' under operation.

STEAM CULTIVATOR.

Thomas Kepdy, Hamhworth.—Patent dated August 18, 1857.

Tiie improvements specified under these letters patent consist of a ma-
chine tor tilling the land. The modification of the improvement shown
in our illustrative engraving is worked by steam power, but the patentee

states that his invention may be adapted for horse or other power. Tlie

accompanying engraving represents the invention in side elevation.

The interior part of the machine consists of guiding mechanism for the

purpose of directing the motion of the whole machine. The said guiding
machinery consists of a roll or rolls, a, the bearings of the said roll

turning upon a vertical shaft. A guide handle, r>, is geared by bevil

gearing to the shaft, c, and a pinion, n, on the bottom of the shaft, c,

engages with the teeth of the wheel, e, carrying the guide roll, a. I!y

turning the handle, n, the guide roll, a, may be turned in any direction;

The shaft, o, may be prolonged upwards, and a handle fixed on the top

thereof, as represented. The shaft on which the roll, a, turns has at its
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top a piston, F, which said piston works in a cylinder, o. Steam from

the boiler may be admitted either over or under the piston, f, by which

means the said piston may be raised or depressed in the cylinder, s, and

the guide roll raised or lowered to accommodate it to undulations or

inequalities in the land.

The second or middle portion of the machinery consists of a carriage

carrying the steam engine and boiler by which the machinery is actuated.

The said carriage moves on two heavy rollers, H, I, the said rollers either

being cylindrical or prismatic, that is to sa}', having a series of ten,

twelve, or other number of sides. The said rollers, h, i, are geared

together as represented, and a jointed endless band or platform, k, works

over the said rollers, H, i. The said band or platform, k, consists of a

series of metallic plates jointed together in a manner similar to door

hinges, the joints giving flexibility to the endless band or platform, and

allowing it to wort freely upon the rollers, H, I. These said rollers have

a series of nearly semi cylindrical grooves or depressions made upon

them, for the purpose of receiving the joints of the platform, k, as will

be understood by an inspection of the engraving. A series of small

rollers, l, are fixed upon a frame within the endless band, k, the said

rollers cause the lower portion of the endless platform or band to bear

in its whole length on the land, the said rollers, L, being so formed that

they engage with the joints of the said platform. These rollers alternate

with one another, as will be understood by an examination of the en-

graving, and thereby give great rigidity to that portion of the platform

which presses upon the land. The machinery is moved upon the land

to be cultivated by gearing the rolls, H, i, to the steam engine by cranks,

as represented, or otherwise. The upper portion of the platform may be

supported by small cylindrical rollers.

The third or posterior part of the machinery consists of two portions.

The first of the said portions consists of a series of screws, blades, or

rotatory tillers across the machine, marked m. The said screws or rota-

tory tillers are of the form represented, and are fixed at the bottoms of

the vertical shafts, s. Rotator}' motion is communicated to the said

shafts by the bevil gearing, o, the said bevil gearing being driven by
an endless chain or baud, p, driving the pulley, Q, upon the shaft, e.

The shafts, H, are geared together by spur wheels at w. One half of the

screws or rotatory tillers have rotation in a direction contrary to that in

which the other half rotate. Coulters, 1, precede or are placed between

the tillers, M. The frame, s, which carries the screws or tillers is capable

of being raised or depressed, so as to cause the said screws or tillers to

operate upon the land, or to raise them above the surface of the land.

The vertical motion of the frame, s, is effected by two screws, t, the

said screws being situated at opposite extremities of a diagonal to the

said frame, s. At the top of each screw is a worm wheel, u, into which
worms a diagonal shaft ; and by a handle, x, on this shaft motion may
be given to the screws, t. The screw boxes, v, attached to the frame,

s, are raised or lowered by the motion of the screws, t, and the tillers

thereby raised or depressed. The precise depth to which the tillers

enter the ground may be regulated with the greatest nicety by the

action of these screws.

The second portion of the after part of the machine consists of a series

of prongs, 2, fixed to a moveable plate, 3, beneath which moveable plate,

3, is a fixed plate, 4, the said plate, 4, having slots through which the

prongs, 2, pass. The plate, 3, carrying the prongs is raised from time
to time by means of a crank, 6, on the shaft, 7, by which raising the

prongs are scraped clean by the plate, 4. An oscillating or zig-zag

motion is given to the plate, 3, by means of the shaft, 8. This shaft

carries a cam and a pin on the lower plate, 4, passing through a slot in

the plate, 3, engaged in the zig-zag slot in the cam. Rotation is given

to the shaft, 8, by means of a chain or band passing over the pulley, 9,

from a pulley on the shaft, e. By the rotation of the shaft and its cam
an oscillating motion is thus given to the plate, 3, carrying the prongs,

2. A series of curved prongs, 10, follow the straight prongs, 2
;
the

said prongs are situated on an axis, and by a handle on same axis these

prongs are raised through slots in the plate, 4, and thereby cleaned.

These curved prongs serve to collect switch or other vegetable matter
from the land operated upon by the machine. The position of the
harrow is at the extreme back end of the machine.
Two large driving pullies may be placed one on either end of the

crank shaft. These pullies act as a fly wheel in giving uniformity to

the motion of the machine, and when the said machine is not being used
for cultivating land, the rollers, H, i, may be disconnected from the sti am
engine, and the said steam engine employed as a stationary agricultural

steam engine. In this case the large driving pulleys serve to transmit
the power from the steam engine to a thrashing machine, or any other
machine which it is wished to actuate.

When it is wished to transport the machine from place to place, or

for turning at the field ends, it 13 raised, so that the weight of the
said machine is not borne by the rollers, h, i, and platform, k, but by a
pair of large wheels, x ; the axle of the said wheels is connected with
the frame of the machine by a steam piston on each side. By forcing
steam into the piston, y, the carriage is raised, and its weight taken off

the rollers, H, I, and thrown upon the wheels, x, and the guide roll, A,

No. 125.—Vol. XI.

upon which the machine may be moved from place to place. A drilling

or sowing machine may be attached to and follow the oscillating harrow
or prongs.

REGISTERED DESIGNS.

SKEAN-DHU BROOCH AND PAPER OR FRUIT
KNIFE COMBINED.

Registered for Mr. Jas. Robertson, Jun., 5 St. James's

Square, Edinburgh.

This is a very pretty and ingenious adaptation of the or-

namental brooch fastener, a class of jewellery for which,

amongst others of the ladies' dress ornaments, the work-

ing jewellers of Edinburgh have become famous,

Our engraving represents the brooch complete, as shut

up for use as a fastener. It represents the sheathed

skean-dhu, or universal dagger-knife of the Highlander.

The scabbard, composed of silver inlaid with parquetry

like pebbles, contains a real dagger or knife of silver, the

hilt of winch is mounted in the head with a Cairngorm
stone. With a brooch of this kind, the wearer, in addition

to a very handsome ornament, also possesses a con-

veniently available paper or fruit knife ; so that the de-

sign may he said to be

" Contrived a triple debt to pay."

IMPROVED UNION JOINT.

Registered for Mr. E. Russell, 87 Holborn Hill, London.

We here introduce to the notice of our readers an improvement upon

the ordinary union joint, which has been recently registered by the

gentleman above named. Our engraving is a partially sectional eleva-

tion of the ends of two pipes to

be united. The pipe, a, has
formed at one end of it a cham-
ber, e, on the outside of the pipe

is a shoulder, c, which has an
external screw thread cut upon
it. The end, F, of the pipe, n,

enters the chamber, e, the

shoulder formed upon its ex-

terior abuts against the mouth
of the pipe, A. Immediately in

front of this shoulder there is

an annular groove in which is fitted a washer of vulcanised India-rubber.

The two ends of the pipes, a and e, are secured together by means of

the cap, d, which has an internal screw corresponding to the one on the
shoulder, c. With this arrangement the two parts are firmly and
effectually attached to each other, and by the mode of fitting the washer
it is kept firmly in its place and cannot fall out,—an occurrence that is

constantly taking place with those of the ordinary kind, giving rise to

leakage and waste.

REVIEWS OF NEW BOOKS.

Canal and River Engineeeins. By David Stevenson. 8vo. Engrav-
ings and Woodcuts. Pp. 165. Edinburgh : A. & C. Black. 1858.

The Encyclopaedia Britannica has proved to be a most useful addition to

our stock of technical literature in more senses than one. In it we have

a standard book which embodies the generalised learning of the time
;

and from it we inherit offshoots of special industrial teaching, from which
every one can pick and choose that which best suits his wants. The
" Canal and River Engineering" is one of these slips of technological

information ; and student engineers who are unable to get hold of, or who
are unwilling to wade through the great Encyclopaedia, may here lay

hold of all that is worth saying on the subject of " canal and river en-

gineering," as quoted from the large experiences of so great an autho-

rity as Mr. David Stevenson.

Our readers already know that Mr. Stevenson, although a great en-

gineer, is yet a successful author. So few of our great engineers have
really fulfilled the requirements of this double calling, that we cannot

V
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help drawing attention to this significant fact. The truth is, that few

eminent handlers of the raw materials of nature care to take the addi-

tional trouble of handling the pen for the description of what they have

done. Satisfied with the success of their practice, the matter ends there,

and the world learns nothing of the details by which success has been

reached ; neither does the young aspirant gain any real insight into

what his predecessors have done.

Mr. Stevenson is not one of these men ; and we record the fact with

the pleasure which always attends the recital of a case where the prac-

tice and the literature of engineering are carried forward hand in hand.

Mi*. Stevenson's book contains nine sectional chapters, in addition to

the introductory matter, and a table of the physical characteristics of

various rivers, which latter forms the terminal portion of the volume.

These sections comprise : Canals—Rivers, their physical characteristics

—The "River proper" department—Tidal compartments of rivers-

Application of these works in practice—Instances where the principles

of improvement recommended are not applicable—Works for accommo-

dation of vessels—-" Sea proper" department of rivers ; and the forma-

tion and reclamation of land. The subject-matter discussed under these

widely-ranging heads involves references to most of the great inland na-

vigation engineering examples of our times ; and from what the author

says in the elaboration of his subject, we cannot do better than extract

his remarks on
DREDGING.

"The introduction of mechanical appliances for the purpose of excavating materials

under water, raising them to the surface, and depositing them in barges, was an import

tant era in canal and river engineering. The first employment of machinery to effect

this important object is, like the discovery of the canal lock, claimed alike for Holland

and Italy, in both of which countries dredging is believed to have been practised before

it was introduced iuto Britain. The moving power at first employed in conducting the

process was manual labour, but in all large works dredging is now performed by steam,

and is probably the most effective and generally-applicable means of improvement at the

command of the engineer. The Dutch, at a very early period, employed what is termed

the 'bag and spoon 1 dredge for cleaning their canals. It consisted of a ring of iron

about two feet in diameter, flattened and steeled for about one-third of its circumference;

to this ring a bag of strong leather was attached by means of thongs, and the whole ap-

paratus was fixed to a long pole, which, on being used, was lowered to the bottom from

the end of a barge moored in the canal or river. A rope made fast to the iron ring was

then wound up by a windlass placed at the other end of the barge, and the spoon was

thus dragged along the bottom, and was guided in its progress by a man who held the

pole. "When the spoon reached the end of the barge where the windlass was placed, the

winding was still continued, and it was raised to the surface, bringing with it the stuff

excavated, and deposited in the bag during its progress along the bottom. The windlass

being still wrought, the whole was raised to the gunwale of the barge, and the bag being

emptied, was again lowered and hauled back to the opposite end of the barge for another

supply. This system is slow, and only adapted to a limited depth of water and a soft

bottom. It has, however, been generally employed in canals, and was much used in the

Thames; and the writer, in one situation where, from want of space and other peculiari-

ties, more perfect mechanical means could not he employed, used it to a pretty large ex-

tent, the quantity raised being about 135,000 tons. The process, although tedious, was

veiy convenient, and the cost of raising the materials did not exceed 7£d. per ton. An-

other plan practised at an early period was to moor two barges, one on either side of the

river; between them was slung an iron bucket or box, attached to both barges by chains

wound round the barrel of a powerful crab-winch in one barge, and round a capstan in the

other. The bucket was lowered at the side of the barge in which was the capstan,

and being drawn across the bottom by the crab in the opposite barge, was raised and

emptied ; after whit.li it was again lowered, and hauled across by the capstan for a repe-

tition of the process. But in all large operations these and other primitive appliances

have, as already stated, been superseded by the steam-dredge, which was first employed,

it is believed, in deepening the Wear at Sunderland, about the year 1796. This machine

was made for Mr. Grimshaw by Bolton and Watt. Receiving improvements from Mr.

Hughes, Mr. Rennie, Mr. Jessop, and others, the steam-dredge, as now generally con-

structed, is a most efficient machine, excavating and raising materials from the depths of

15 to 20 feet of water, at a cost not very different from that at which the same work could

be performed on dry land.

" For details as to the construction of steam-dredges, wc have to refer to the articles

in Wealds Quarterly Papers, already quoted. As to the nature and extent of work per-

formed by them, we may state generally, that almost all materials, excepting rock or very

large boulders, may be dredged with ease. Loose gravel is probably the most favourable

material to work in; but a powerful dredge will readily break up and raise indurated

beds of gravel, clay, and boulders. In such cases it is usual to alternate on the bucket-

frame, a bucket of sheet iron for raising the stuff, with a rake or pronged instrument for

disturbing the bottom. Hand-dredges have been used by Messrs. Stevenson at several

harbours, by means of which even disintegrated or rotten rock has been easily raised

;

and the writer believes that in very many cases the surfaces of submerged rocks near the

mouths of harbours may, by means of such machines, be broken up and removed, so as to

obtain in certain situations a considerable increase of depth, without recourse to coffer-

dams, which, on exposed coasts, involve great expense and sea--risk, as well as interrup-

tion to the trade. These small dredges are worked by eight or ten men, and cost about

£350.

"A well-constructed steam-dredge of I6-horse power wiD, under favourable circum-

stances, raise about 140 tons of stuff per hour. The excavated materials are first dis-

charged into lighters or barges, and then deposited in any convenient position where they

are sufficiently removed from the risk of being carried off by floods and again thrown

into the bed of the river.

"In some cases the discharge is made into hopper punts or barges, which are floated

out to sea, and the stuff is dropped in deep water. The cost of' steam-dredging varies

according to the nature of the materials and the circumstances of working, as regulated

by the tides and the distance of deposit. It has, in the writer's own experience, varied

from 4d. to 6d. per ton, or from 5Jd. to 8d. per cubic yard, including all expenses. "We

believe that in no place has steamrdredging been more extensively used than in the

Clyde, where the navigable depth has been increased and is maintained mainly by that

process. The following details as to the dredging on that river are given in a communi-

cation made to the Institute of Prance by the late Mr. Wm. Bald, who acted as resident

engineer on the Clyde. Mr. Bald says, that annual dredging to the amount of from

160,000 to 180,000 tons was necessary at the time he wrote, in order to maintain the navi-

gable depth of water in the Clyde in the eighteen miles from Glasgow seawards. In exe-

cuting this work, the river trustees employed five dredges, a steam-tug, two diving-hells,

and 160 punts ; the whole value of the working machinery being about £39,000, The fol-

lowing table gives the details of the dredging machines:

—

Details of Bredging-Machines used in Deepening the Channel of the Biver Clyde.
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1 1824 10 6 3 9 21 2 6 31 47 9 12

2 1826 14 4 24 2 6 33 52 11 16
s 1830 14 4 24 2 6 33 52 11 16
4 1836 15 6 4 3 26 2 6 34 54 7J 20
5 1841 17 to 19 ft. 4 4 27i 2 6 34 58 22

" All these dredges had governors, which regulated the speed to about 28 strokes per

minute in ordinary working stuff. The average pressure in the boilers was about 3$ lbs.

per square inch. In general, 14 buckets were discharged per minute. The speed of the

backets on the frames of dredges Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4, was 48 feet 5 inches per minute, and

that <in No. 5 was 49 feet 8 inches per minute. They consumed from 15ilbs. to 18 lbs. of

coal par borse-power per hour. The following is a statement of the amount of work

whkii v.\ls performed by these dredges and the expense of the process:

—

Year ending
Amount
expended.

Cubic yards
Excavated.

Rate per
Cubic yard.

£ s. d.

11,841 18 2

13.612 11 3
9.742 7 6*

10,659 3 8

218,110
313,810
294,440
317,660

£ s. d.

1 1

10*
8"

8

Mr. Stevenson also says a good deal that is pertinent as regards the

usually antagonistic questions of improving the rivers and reclaiming

the land. As his arguments are worth considering, we quote them here :—
-' Such twofold schemes as have for their ostensible object the improvement of rivers

and the formation of land, have generally been unsuccessful in benefiting navigation. We
do not affirm that river-works, constructed on the principle which we have advocated,

have not the effect of making land in the particular sense in which we shall afterwards

explain it; hut we do state that land-making is no part of sound river engineering. Ju-

diciously designed works may, as we shall presently explain, have the effect of reclaiming

and protecting land, while at the same time they, as their primary object, benefit naviga-

tion; but we know of no case whei'e the interests of navigation have been promoted by

any measure which has for its object the conversion of large tracts of tide-covered sands

into cultivated fields.

" We refer to the Dee, in Cheshire, as an aggravated instance of the incompatibility of

the two interests. The River Dee Company, incorporated by act of Parliament in 1732,

have from time to time reclaimed from the upper part of the estuary a large tract of

land, extending to about 4000 acres, which is now in full cultivation ; and alongside of

this gradually-gained teiritory the river has been condncted from Chester to near Flint,

in a narrow canal of about eight miles in length and 400 feet in width, A considerable

portion of land has also been reclaimed on the Flintshire side of the estuary, though not

by the proprietors of the Dee Company; and it is believed that the aggregate amount

which has from first to last been gained from the sea is about 7000 acres. Now, it is well

authenticated that, previous to the commencement of the land-making operations on that

river, there was a depth of not less than a fathom at low water of spring tides up as far

as Burtonhead, and that there was an anchorage for vessels of the largest size opposite

to Parkgate. But when the writer surveyed the Dee in 1838, the depth of six feet was not

found for more than six miles below Burtonhead, the low-water features of the estuary

having been forced to that extent further seawards by the extensive reclamation of land

in the upper part of the estuary, and the consequent diminution of the tidal scour. It

cannot, we think, be disputed, that the effect of the works executed on the river Dee,

whatever may have been the anticipations of their projectors, has been to shut out the

sea, and form land at the expense of the navigation. They are designed, in fact, in direct
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opposition to the general principle laid down in the present treatise, which provides for

the admission of the greatest possible quantity of tidal water." .

AVith a carefully-written book, the fruit of the professional exertions

of so good an authority as Mr. David Stevenson, the practical engineer

must be well provided for his working campaign ; and we therefore

heartily recommend the book before us for a place upon the most acces-

sible shelves of the civil engineer.

A Manual of Applied Mechanics. By AV. J. M. Rankine. 8vo. Pp.

640. Woodcuts. (Griffin & Co., London and Glasgow. 1858.

Messes. Willis and Moseley have already led us into good trains of

thought upon the subject of " applied mechanics." They have done

good service in two very opposite ways ; for, whilst they have directed

the practical man to the consideration of great mechanical truths in the

abstract, they have also kept the theorist within reasonable bounds, by
showing him to how large an extent visionary notions are circumscribed

by the stern necessities of facts and materials. In this line of teaching

Mr. Rankine now follows, in virtue of the conversion of what he has

done for the modernised edition of the Encyclopedia Metropolitana, as re-

gards " applied mechanics ;" and he has succeeded in carrying forward

the delineation of the science of mechanics, as applicable to structures

and machines, to a point beyond which even the severe requirements of

1858 do not go. His work is embodied under the following heads :

—

Preliminary dissertation on the harmony of theory and practice in me-
chanics—Principles of statics : Balance and measurement of forces acting

in one straight line—Theory ofcouples and of the balance of parallel forces

—Balance of inclined forces—On parallel projections in statics—On dis-

tributed forces—On stable and unstable equilibrium—Theory of struc-

tures : Definitions and general principles—Stability—Strength and stiff-

ness—Principles of cinematics, or the comparison of motions—Motions
of points—Motions of rigid bodies—Motions of pliable bodies and of fluids

—Theory of mechanism : Definitions and general principles—On ele-

mentary combinations and trains of mechanism—On aggregate combi-

nations—Principles of dynamics : Uniform motion under balanced forces

—On the varied translation of points and rigid bodies—Rotations of rigid

bodies—Motions of pliable bodies—Motions of fluids : Hydrodynamics—
Theory of machines : AVork of machines with uniform or periodic motion
—Varied motions of machines—On prime movers.

To this mass of matter there are added a set of seven tables of resist-

ances of various kinds, British and French measures, specific gravities,

and the dimensions and stability of the great chimney at St. Rollox.

The general heads of the work which we have here enumerated are

subdivided with extraordinary minuteness : so much so that the distinct

treated heads amount to no fewer than 705, This affords some idea of

the industry which the author has brought to bear upon his task, and
will bear us out in the view, that whatever may be the intrinsic merit of

the matter of the volume, there can be no doubt as to the great expendi-

ture of laborious patience everywhere visible throughout its voluminous
pages. But beyond all this, we have to thank the author for having so

well ''tackled" the subject of the harmony of theory and practice in

mechanics. AVe are every day impressed with the still great existing

necessity for fighting against this insidious enemy amongst mechanical
men. It is your "practical" men who give us most trouble in this

way, and who thus unconsciously retard our progress towards the per-

fection of applied mechanism.

" The words, theory and practice, are of Greek origin : they carry our though ts back to

the time of those ancient philosophers by whom they were contrived : and by whom also

they were contrasted and placed iu opposition, as denoting two conflicting and mutually-

inconsistent ideas.

" In geometry, in philosophy, in poetry, in rhetoric, and in the fine arts, the Greeks are

onr masters ; and great are our obligations to the ideas and the models which they have

nr times. But in physics and in mechanics their notions were very gene-

rally pervaded by a great fallacy, which attained its complete and most mischievous de-

- 1 amongst the mediaeval schoolmen, and the remains of whose influence can be

traced even at the present day—the fallacy of a double system of natural laws; one theo-

retical, geometrical, rational, discoverable by contemplation, applicable to celestial, aethe-

rial, indestructible bodies, and being an object of the noble and liberal arts; the other

practical, mechanical, empirical, discoverable by experience, applicable to terrestrial, gross

le bodies, and being an object of what were onoe called the vulgar and sordid

This is what Mr. Rankine says in the matter ; and we wish the doubt-
ers as to the value of theory and its effects upon practice would carefully
read the whole " preliminary dissertation," whence we have culled this
shred of observation.

That he may best lead the student reader from what he is but too apt
to consider untangible theory to actual practice, he invariably finishes
up the sections of his subjects with practical matter, as borne upon by
the pure theory with which he opens the discussion. It is this great
feature which recommends the book to the consideration of every mecha-
nical man ; for he can certainly have no better guide to the complete

discovery of the harmony which must always reign between imaginative
theory and positive practice.

Teneriffe; as Astronomer's Experiment, or Specialities of a Resi-

dence above the Clouds. By C. Piazzi Smyth, Her Majesty's Astro-

nomer for Scotland. London : Lovell Reeve. 1858.

This is an interesting account of Professor Smyth's visit to Teneriffe, for

the purpose mainly of ascertaining how far astronomical observation
would be improved by selecting an elevated station for the instrument,
so as to be above the clouds and disturbances of the lowest part of the

atmosphere. Sir Isaac Newton had, long ago, suggested the probability

of " a serene and quiet air pre-eminently fit for astronomical observation
existing on the tops of the highest mountains above the grosser clouds,"

and the astronomer was anxious to try the experiment. Government
gave £500 towards the expenses ; Mr.. Robert Stephenson lent his yacht
and her crew for the conveyance ofthe astronomer, his gallant wife, and
the requisite apparatus ; Mr. Pattinson, of Newcastle, lent his fine equa-
torial ; and from other friends various instruments were procured.

Through the professor's skill and energy, the expedition has been rich in

results which fully justify a repetition of it. First, the able conductor

tried his new apparatus for obtaining steadiness for an observer and his

instrument at sea, notwithstanding the motion of the vessel ; or, as he
expresses it, the problem was to enable an observer, without using his

hands, to keep, a telescope constantly directed on a distant object in spite

of the waves. The experiment seems to have been quite successful ; but

before any positive result could be obtained from it, the apparatus gave
way by the breaking of the steel-driving axles an inch in diameter.

In due time we find him landing at Teneriffe, and, after advising with
local friends, ascending the mountains, and finally taking up a position on
Guajara, a point 8700 feet high, on a ridge which surrounds the true

peak of Teneriffe like a rampart, having a. deep fosse between. This
rampart nearly surrounds the time peak, and has a vertical face ofprecipices

towards it, with a slope on the other side towards the sea. Here he
stayed thirty-six days (from July 14th to August 20th), employing him-
self in meteorological and astronomical observations, in taking photogra-

phic views, and scanning with a geological eye the structure of the vol-

canic mountain on which he was perched. Of course, the planning and
formation of a shelter for themselves and their instruments occupied

much time and occasioned a good deal of trouble. Not being well satis-

fied with the position afforded by Guajara, in consequence of being in-

commoded by what he calls the " dust haze," he resolved on ascending

the peak itself as far as a point named Alta Vista, at an elevation of

10,700 feet above the sea (where the mercury stood at little more than

20 inches), the utmost height to which mules can ascend. For this pur-

pose he had to descend from Guajara, cross the fosse, or, as he terms it,

the great crater, and then toil up the side of the peak, bare of vegetation,

scattered with pnmice, and encumbered with great blocks of lava. Find-

ing that this, if any, was the place to which the Pattinson equatorial

(up to this time left at the foot of the mountain) must be brought, Pro-

fessor Smyth, accompanied by his wife, who had been all the time his

companion in his mountain home, set off downwards to the sea-shore at

Orotava, where he began, without loss of time, to unpack the three

boxes containing the Pattinson telescope, and which were much too

large to be transported up the peak, with a view of dividing then con-

tents into smaller parcels. This was accomplished, whereupon he di-

rected his steps upwards once more, taking with liim the telescope stowed

away in smaller boxes. During his residence at Alta Vista, he visited

the fuming crater at the apex of the peak, 12,200 feet high, and the curious

ice cavern on its side, placed 1150 feet below the summit, of.which he

made a minute examination, and has framed a hypothesis as to its origin

(page 361). On the 19th September he finally left the mountain, and

embarked on board the yacht a few days afterwards.

As to the chief object of the expedition, it appears that the astronomer

was delighted and surprised with the marvellously-fine definition, of all

the stars seen through the smaller telescope and from the lower station.

They had all perfect discs and rings, with a magnifying power of 150.

From the higher station, and with the larger telescope, employing mag-
nifying powers from 160 to 800, the definition was admirable. Stars of

the sixteenth magnitude were seen without difficulty, and pail's only a

second apart were separated. "In fact," says the observer; "all the

highest tests that were then known to me, either as to brightness for a

proof of the transparency of the air, or as to closeness for a proof of its

steadiness, were transcended. Observing Saturn with a magnifying

power of 500, the general impression left on the eye was the remarkable

sharpness of the edges of' the planet and the ring. Owing to this cir-

cumstance, the fine division of the outer ring, a much disputed point,

came out with singular distinctness." Jupiter's disc, under higher

powers, presented the striking appearance of clouds borne along by winds.

An experiment was tried for the purpose of ascertaining whether the

moon's rays possess any heating power, as asserted by the Italian philo-

sopher Melloni. The result was, that the heat obtained on a favourable
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occasion was only equal to one-third of that given out by an ordinary

candle at the distance of fifteen feet.

The air was found at the stations already mentioned to be excessively

dry, there being frequently a difference of 60° between the temperature

of the air and the dew-point. The solar radiation was found to be ex-

cessively powerful. On one occasion 168° were registered, when the

reading of the shade was 67° ; but on another occasion the mercury rose

to about boiling point

!

The difference in the temperature of an exposed body between noon

and night sometimes amounted to 185°. Radiation decreased very ra-

pidly as the sun approached his setting, a fall of 82" having been ob-

served during the last hour. At sunrise, during the same period, the

increase had been 69°.

Observations were made as to the position of the dark lines, known as

Fraunhofer's Lines in the spectrum ; and the result showed that some of

them are produced by the action of our own atmosphere, whilst others

are caused by some much more distant medium, and are dependent per-

haps on the nature of solar light.

We must not omit to mention that the book is adorned by a novel kind

of illustration, namely, photo-stereographs, twenty in number, the ori-

ginal negatives of which were taken by the author, and are but a small

part of the total number taken.

Considering the great amount of valuable matter which the volume

contains, we cannot but regret that a little more elegance of language

was not aimed at ; and we could well have dispensed with some of the

French words that are too frequently employed. For instance, when our

own language has the words spot, place, site, position, station, sufficient

for every purpose, why have recourse so often to locals ? There are a

few slips in botanical nomenclature which it may be worth while to cor-

rect in a future edition. For instance, the Viola cMirantifolia, the high-

est flowering plant on the mountains, is misnamed V. Teydensis, and the

peculiar pine of the Archipelago, Finns Canariensis, is similarly mis-

named P. Teydensis. The bay-tree is spoken of, but that laurel does

not exist on the island. One of the four indigenous lawfi has evidently

been mistaken for it.

CORRESPONDENCE.

A Treatise on RorEMAKiNO, as Practised in Private and Public Rope-
TARDS, WITH A DESCRIPTION OF THE MANUFACTURE, Rui.ES, TABLES OF

AVeights, &c. By Robert Chapman. Pp. 98. London : E. & F.

Spon. 1858.

Mr. Chapman was formerly foreman to Messrs. Huddart and Co., Lime-
house, and master ropemaker to the Royal Dockyard, Deptford. There
being no work on the subject, he has written the present little volume
with the view of assisting the workmen in obtaining a knowledge of the

j

calculations he requires in his art. The information here given seems
j

to be of a highly useful and practical nature ; and it is a pity that Mr.
Chapman, who raised liimself by industry and attention from a humble
position to a high post in a royal dockyard, did not seek the assistance

of some one more skilled in the,art of literary composition than he is him-
self, to give a more correct form and a neater turn to his sentences.

CLEANSING STEAM BOILERS.

I am now an old man ; and throughout a long hard-working life in

connection with applied theories, I have never ceased to regret the non-
existence of properly organised scientific records. Had our matters-of-

fact been carefully observed and truly recorded as they arose, scientific

investigations would have been far more fully developed and adapted to

the wants of life. I am convinced of all this even by my own positive

experiences ; for I am satisfied that had I but devoted a reasonable

amount of attention to the recording of phenomena, changes and im-

provements in the matters in which I have been engaged, a very valuable

repertory of information might have been secured. But as a good thing
can never be begun too late, I shall now proceed to record some matters
which may perhaps be yet turned to some account. In the calico print-

ing works in which I am engaged, we have had at work, with the best

success, for eight or ten years, an arrangement which will probably in-

terest such of your readers as are connected with printing and dyeing.

The water which we use contains a little lime, which at one time formed
on the inside of our steam boilers a very hard coating. But at the period

to which I have referred, we made a new arrangement of boiler, and
erected a new steam-engine, under circumstances which compelled us
to economise our water as far as possible. The water which we used
was a mineral water, with the run from our dash-wheels and washing-
machines thrown into it. This was allowed to settle, and it was then
filtered. We found that the colouring and organic matters from our dyed
goods precipitated the iron and lime, both of which the mineral water
contained, with an excess of sulphuric acid. When filtered, very little

iron or lime remained.
The employment of this water in our boilers caused the deposit therein

of a considerable quantity of flocky matter, as we had expected ; and
arrangements were made so that the boiler-man could at any time run off

water from the bottom of the boiler, which he does twice a day. In this

way the precipitate is got rid of, and the boiler is kept clean. Once a
month eacli boiler is regularly cleaned out ; all that is required being
that the boiler man should let in some water from a reservoir, and then
sweep the interior of the boiler with a broom. This makes the iron per-

fectly clean ; and I think I can afford to compare the boilers with any in

the world. J. fi.

Belfield, Bochdale, July, 1858.

PROCEEDINGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

Deane's Manual of the History and Science of Firearms. Pp. 286.

Three Plates. Longman & Co. 1858.

Here we have a great deal of information brought together on the sub-

ject of firearms, by one who is thoroughly competent to impart it. First

the writer gives us an introductory account of the weapons in use before

the invention of gunpowder ; then follows a historical retrospect of the
progress of the art of constructing firearms

; and lastly, comes the main
object of the treatise—a description of the several arms now or lately in

use ; the principles of their construction ; their relative values, &c. Mr.
Deane is a well-known manufacturer of small arms, and, as such, has his

[

predilections and prejudices. His opinion cannot, therefore, always be
relied on. However, there is no doubt that a large amount of informa-
tion, of practical value, will be found in bis pages. We wish we could
say that the author's attempts at fine writing are uniformly successful

;

but the fact is, that a great deal of elegant language is here misapplied,

in dealing with a subject that only calls for clear words and intelligible

exposition. When a seco-nd edition is called for, it may be well to tone
down the book in this respect. Here is a sentence which exemplifies the
fault we allude to. After stating that a stranger ignorant of the subject

of guns must rely to a great extent oil the person he deals with, he pro-

ceeds :—" Though this may be truly said of everything that exchanges
hands between buyer and seller, yet is it especially so with reference to

the purchase of the products of an art, which, puiely mechanical in its

norm, in all time and everywhere—partly from the assumptiveness of

that exclusive, guild-like craft-mystery which is still hereditary in its

members and among its artisans—gives an ungraciousness even to their

intended urbanities that often awakes suspicion or disgust in a sensitive

and otherwise well-informed mind. Should the novice in question drop
in upon one of those rarer tj*pes of the craft, which happily are some-
times to be met with both at home and abroad, possessing the unison of

that aristocracy of the mind and feeling," &c.

ROYAL INSTITUTION,
June 4, 1858.

" On the Mer de Glace," by Prof. Tyndall, who paid another visit to the spot

in the summer of last year. The professor's conclusions from his observations

and experiments do not coincide with the propositions put forward by Prof.

James Forbes, whose views are attempted to be controverted, whilst pains are

taken to let down the Edinburgh professor easily. Prof Tyndall opposes that

leading theory of Forbes as to the viscous nature of ice ; and we think he has
shown pretty satisfactorily that the facts once deemed to favour this theory may
be better explained otherwise, and that there are other facts inconsistent with it.

Tyndall has shown that, on the application of sufficient pressure, ice will be

broken, in pieces, which will be immediately frozen together again if the tem-

perature is at or below freezing point. By means of pressure he has moulded
ice into cups, bentit into rings, and changed its form in a great variety of ways,

and he rightly contends that viscosity is not the proper term to apply to ice on

account of its undergoing a change of form when subjected to bruising and re-

gelation. Moreover, the property of viscosity causes the mass of matter in

which it is inherent to stretch when space is allowed it ; whereas a glacier is

cracked by rents. The dislocations thus caused are known as crevasses, and they

are abundantly seen in every glacier. A glacier moves faster in the middle

than at the sides, and the line of maximum progress in a sinuous glacier crosses

the central line of the valley at each point of contrary flexure, just as a river

would do. Tt has also been observed, that the upper part of a glacier has a

quicker motion than the part near the bed, friction there exercising a retarding

influence. Various other phenomena connected with glaciers were dealt with

by the professor in a way which shows that the subject had not been exhausted

by previous observers,

June 11, 1858.

" On Wheatstone's Electric Telegraph in relation to Science (being an argu-

ment in favour of the full recognition of science as a branch of education)," by
Professor Faraday.

ROYAL SOCIETY.
June 10, 1858.

" On the form and texture of lavas which have consolidated on steep slopes,

with remarks on the origin of the cones of Etna and Vesuvius," by Sir C. Lyell.
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CHEMICAL SOCIETY.

June 3, ISo^,

"On the extinction of sulphides, sulphites, hyposulphites, and sulphates, in

ofone another," by Mr, J. "W. Hynaston,
14 On the com: osilion of black ash. or ball soda," by the same.
" On nitrate of amyl and its derivatives," by Dr. F. Guthrie.

the metallic deposits found in the chimneys of gold and silver reverbe-

y raniaces,"by Mr. J. Napier.
" On the foliation of chrvsainnic acid irom aporctin," by Messrs.. W. De la

Kue Mid H. Mii 1 r.

" On a new mode of preparing peroxide of chlorine," by Messrs. C. Calvert

and E. Davies,

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

The Council of the Institution of Civil Engineers have just awarded the fol-

lowing premiums for papers read at the meetings during the past session :—
1. A T-.-lford medal, to James Atkinson Longridge, and a Council premium of books, to

Charles Henry Brooks, for their paper "On Submerging Telegraphic Cables.
1'

2. A Telford medal, to George Robertson, for his " Investigation into the Theory and

Practice of Hydraulic Hortar."

3. A Telford medal, to James Henderson, for his paper " On the Methods generally em-

ployed in Cornwall in dressing Tin and Copper Ores."

4. A Telford medal, to Robert Jacomb Hood, for his paper "On the Arrangement and

Construction of Railway Stations."

5. A Telford medal, to Major-General George Borlase Tremenheere^ for bis paper "On

Public Works in the Bengal Presidency.' 7

S. A Telford medal, to Alfred Giles, for his paper "On the Construction of the South-

ampton Docks."

7. A Watt iledal. and the Manby premium, to Guildford Lindscy Molesworth, for his

paper ^On the Conversion of Wood by Machinery."

8. A Watt medal, to Thomas Spencer Sawyer, for his paper ?'On the Principal Self-

acting and other Tools employed in the Manufacture of Engines, Steam Boilers,

&c." /

9. A Council premium of books, suitably bound and inscribed, to Frederick Charles

Webb, fur bis paper "On the Practical Operations connected with Paying-out and

Repairing Submarine Telegraph Cables."

ancH premium of book?, suitably bound and inscribed, to Henry Conybeare, for

his "Description of Works recently executed for the Water Supply of Bombay, in

the Ea?t Indies."

11. A Council premium of book?, suitably bound and inscribed, to Samuel Alfred "Varley,

for his paper "On the Qualifications requisite in a Submarine Cable, for mos.t ef-

iily transmitting Messages between distant Stations."

12. A C tmcil premium of books, suitably bound and inscribed, to Richard Card.cn Des-

i .j.r-i, for bi> " Description of Improvements on the Second Division of the River

ith Remarks on the Position of Canals generally."

13. A Council premium of books, suitably bound and inscribed, to Alexander Wright, for

his paper "On Lighting Mines by Gas."

14. A Council premium of books, suitably bound and inscribed, to James Erunlees, for

his ' Description of the Iron Viaducts erected across the Estuaries Leven and

Kent in Morecambe Bay, for the Ulverstone and Lancaster Railway."

The Watt Medal and the Manby Premium are now presented for the first

time. The Watt medal originated with the Council, who were desirous of pos-
itive means of rewarding excellence in communications upon

mechanical subjects. The medal was executed by Mr. Joseph S. Wyon. On
the obverse is a beautifully- executed medallion likeness of James Watt, and on
the reverse is a representation of the steam-engine, as constructed by him. The
Manby premium is the gift of Mr. Charles Manby, who filled the office of Secre-
tary to the Institution for 1& years, and on his recent retirement presented an
annual prize of £i0 in perpetuity to the Council.

MONTHLY NOTES.

LAW BEPOETS OF PATENT CASES.

Wiredrawing: Webster and Horsfall v. Smith.—This was an action
for the infringement of the plaintiffs patent, tried at Guildhall before Lord
Chief Justice Cockburn and a special jury. Horsfall obtained a patent in July,
1854, for irnprovi ments in the Manufacture of wire for pianofortes and other
musical instruments, and this patent became vested in the other plaintiff and
the patentee jointly, In July, 1855, the defendant obtained a patent for im-
provements in tl.e manufacture of steel wire for musical and other purposes.
The plaintiff's case was, that the mode of manufacturing wire described by this
specification was an infringement of their patent, or that the mode adopted by
the defendant, was substantially the same as that secured by their patent, even
if not in pursuance of the defendant's own patented plan. The defendant, on
the other hand, contended that these allegations were not true, and moreover
that the plaintiff's patent was bad, inasmuch as the invention was not new. In
support of this part of his case he called two persons named Lambert, father
and son, and another named Ganeval, who stated that they had for years pur.
sued in the way of their trade an analogous process to the plaintiffs in the hard.
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ening and tempering of steel for watch springs, and had sold the product pub-
licly, but they regarded the process as only known to themselves. In a few
instances steel wire produced according to this method by one of the witnesses
had been sold for musical instruments. The jury found a verdict for the defend-
ant, the judge having directed them to do so if they believed the evidence of the
Lamberts and Ganeval, the plaintiff's invention being, in his opinion, in that

event destitute of novelty.

Trade Marks : Mess v. Biddulph and Others.—This was an action to

recover damages for not furnishing iron according to agreement, marked with a
certain brand. The declaration slated the contract to be to deliver 500 tons of
" eagle brand refined metal," to be shipped in good condition at Swansea, the de-
fendants thereby guaranteeing the quality of the metal equal to anthracite refined

metal of the Ystalyfera Company ; and the complaint laid was that the defendants
did not supply and ship the metal according to such contract. The defendents
pleaded, first, generally, that they did supply the metal as agreed ; next, a special

plea, that they shipped a portion, and were ready to ship the rest, pursuant to the
contract, but that the plaintiff refused to receive and accept that which had been
shipped, wherefore the defendants did not ship the residue. To this plea the defen-
dants demurred, contending that it was not good in law, and they also took issue

upon it. It appearedfrom the evidence of the plaintiff, and from the correspondence,
that the defendants' fine metal had borne for some years the eagle brand, and
had acquired a high character in the market. The plaintiff had ordered a cargo
of this iron, but the defendants had supplied metal equal in quality to what was
called "eagle brand," but not marked with the bird, and the main question

seemed to be whether the contract was for iron of the eagle brand quality, or for

iron with the eagle brand mark on it. The plaintiff contended that he was
entitled to have all his iron marked in a particular way, inasmuch as the cargo
being intended for the German trade, and as foreigners placed great dependence
upon the existence of certain stamps on the goods, however good the iron was,
it would not suit the market so well if the indication of the maker was wanting.

The defendants' case was that the iron which they had supplied to the plaintiff

was of excellent quality, and quite equal to " eagle brand," but that having
broken their mould the impression of the bird was absent; that any one who
knew anything about iron could tell whether it was good or bad'by the appear-

ance of the metal at the point of fracture, and that, in fact, the plaintiff had
snffere'd no damage, even if the contract had been broken.. The jury gave the

plaint'iff a verdict with £44 14s. 5d. damages. The recent law cases bearing

upon "trade marks" show how much reliance is pla.cedupon them, 'they are,

or ought to be, if rightly used, a part of the manufacturer's real stock in trade.

Trade Marks: The Collins Company v. Reeves.—This case, which came

"before Vice-Chancellor Stuart, was a bill by the Collins Company, of Collins-

ville, in the county of Hartford, in the state of Connecticut, in the United

States of America, against the defendant, who carried on business as a sword,

gun-barrel, and edge-tool manufacturer at Birmingham, for an. account of the

profits made by the defendant from the sale of goods manufactured by him with
the trade mark and labels of the plaintiffs, and for obtaining payment of such

profits, and for an injunction to restrain the use by the defendant of the plaintiffs'

trade mark and labels. By virtue of a resolution of the General Assembly of

the State of Connecticut certain persons were, several years ago, constituted a

body corporate by the name of the Collias Company, to be located in the town
of Canton, in the county of Hartford, for. the purpose of manufacturing edge-

tools in the most advantageous manner t'and the bill alleged that for the pur-

pose of distinguishing their manufactures,,.for which they had acquired a high

reputation in various parts of the world, the company were in the habit of

causing to be stamped or engraved oh' the' goods manufactured l>y them the

words "Collins and Co., Hartford, cast-steel; warranted," and wem© also in the

habit of causing to be pasted or fixed "Oh the articles manufacture d by them
printed labels containing the words, ^Look for the stamp MartJr

ti rd, if you
want the genuine Collins and Co.— Sani'. W.. Collins," and upon axel i manufac-
tured by them printed labels containing the words-,- "Look for. the- stta mp Hart-

ford, on each axe, if you want the genuine Collins and Co.— Sam.. ~W. Collins."

The signature, "Sam. "vV. Collins, "-.was in Written characters, and1
. ,

formed a

fac-simile of the signature of Samuel Watkinson Collins, the managa r of the

company. The plaintiff' claimed an exclusive right to the above tr« le mark
and labels, and the bill alleged that- during the last year the company had for

the first time discovered that a great 'variety of tools of similar -m-anufactt ire, but

of inferior quality, had been imported from Etiglaiid into America Cuba,

Australia, and other places, with marks and labels thereon similar ft

stamped and affixed as before mentioned upon the articles made by the cob
and that upon inquiry they had ascertained- that the defendant had' Baa
using and imitating their trade mark ; and labels. The defendant in hisa
admitted the use of the trade mark and labels of the company, but he-i

that it was the custom at Birmingham for the manufacturers of- goods- tO'ra

orders from merchants to affix to their goods particular trade, marks, the 3
facturers relying on the respectability of the merchant for" his having au ,ii

to act either as agent to or under the licence of the persons whose, trade m
were used; and the defendant also in his answer said that he h,ad been infijn

that the company had employed persons in England to manufacture, goods- Hi

and to attach to their goods the trade mark and labels of the company. B>.i

answer, the defendant had submitted'to an order for an injunction, and the- ffi

now came on for hearing.

For the company, it was contended that they were entitled not only to am ' in-

junct ion but to an account of the profits made by the defendant.

The Vice- Chancellor said that the question was, whether the Court! sht cl, -1

make the injunction perpetual, and decide an account of the profits, as souglii t

by the bill. If a plaintiff had an exclusive right to a particular trade mark, ami
that right were invaded, the Court would protect that right, although the plain-

till might be an alien, and although the goods on which his trade mark might
have been improperly used were not usually sold by him in this country. In
this case the plaintiff asserted and adduced evidence to prove his exclusive
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right to the trade mark and labels. The defendant, by his answer, admitted

that right, but he stated therein circumstances which were to him (the Vice-

Chancellor) entirely novel, and had never in his experience occurred in any

case in which the Court had granted an injunction. The defendant said that it

was the custom in Birmingham for manufacturers of goods to affix on the order

of the merchant a particular trade mark, and that the manufacturer relied on

the respectability of the merchant, if known to him, for the fact that the mer-

chant had authority to act as agent or by way of licence of the person whose

trade mark was used. The plaintiff had not brought forward any evidence to

disprove that statement, and the Court must consider that there was primafade
evidence of its truth before it. The defendant also slated another circumstance

which the plaintiffs had not denied—that the plaintiffs, viz., had ordered goods

to be manufactured by English manufacturers at Birmingham, with the trade

mark of the plaintiffs, for sale in foreign countries. He (the Vice-Chancellor)

thought that the conduct of the defendant had been highly creditable, for when
remonstrated with on the use of the plaintiffs' trade mark and labels he had fur-

ther abstained therefrom. The defendant submitting, the injunction would be

continued, and the bill would be retained for a year, with liberty to the plaintiffs

to bring such action in the meantime as they might be advised.

Purification of Gas: Hills v. The Equitable (London) Gaslight Com-
pany.—The plaintiff is the patentee of an improved mode of purifying gas under

a patent dated the 28th November, 1849, and the present action was brought

to recover damages for an alleged infringement of the patent. Lord Campbell

presided at the trial. For the plaintiff it was stated that the invention consisted

of the application of a material called " hydrated oxyde of iron," to the purifi-

cation of gas while in the process of manufacture, with a view to absorb and

destroy a gas called sulphuretted hydrogen. That gas, which was evolved in

the process of manufacturing coal gas, or carburetted hydrogen, was of a most

offensive and noxious character, and, where effective contrivances were not re-

sorted to counteract it, it not only rendered the manufacture a great public

nuisance, but proved fatal to those who were engaged in it. It was therefore

necessary for the health and comfort of all that the sulphuretted hydrogen

should be absorbed, carried off, or destroyed. The plaintiff, who was a practical

chemist, bad been employed in more than one gas manufactory; and, in the

year 1848 be discovered that hydrated oxyde of iron, especially if a power could

be obtained of renewing it, was the best means by which this purpose could be

effected. He also discovered that this power of renewal could be obtained

simplv bv exposing the spent hydrated oxyde of iron to the action of atmo-

spheric air.

Before the plaintiff's case had been got through, it transpired that he had

previously brought an action in the Court of Exchequer against another party for

the infringement of his patent ; which action had been unsuccessful, but a new
trial had been granted, and the cause was still undisposed of. Lord Campbell

thereupon declined to try the present action, on the ground that another

action on the same patent was pending in another court of co-ordinate jurisdic-

tion ; and the trial of the cause was accordingly adjourned.

HlGGS v. Godwin.*—Damages were sought to be recovered in this action for

the infringement of a patent granted to the plaintiff, for an invention which, as

afterwards altered by disclaimer, was for " treating chemically the collected con-

tents of sewers and drains in cities, towns, and villages, so that the same may
be applicable to agriculture and other useful purposes." Various parts of the

specification were disclaimed; so that ultimately the inventor only claimed so

much of the original invention as applied to the precipitation of animal and

vegetable matter from sewage water, by means of hydrate of lime, commonly
termed slaked lime. At the trial, which took place before Mr. Justice Erie, at

the last assizes, it appeared that the local board of health at Hitchin, with a view-

to deodorise and purity the sewage water which Mowed into the river, had
adopted a system of filtering, by which they got rid of the animal and vegetable

matter held in suspension in the sewage, and afterwards they submitted the

sewage so far purified to the action of hydrate of lime, commonly called slaked

lime. By these latter means a chemical combination took place, and the im-

pure parts which were held in solution were rendered flocculent, and precipi-

tated to the bottom of the reservoir. The reservoirs were from time to time

emptied and the sediment removed, but it was not sold, and people were paid

to carry it away, The plaintiff contended that this latter operation was an in-

fringement of his patent. On the other hand, the defendants contended that

they had not infringed the plaintiff's patent, for they had not produced the ma-
nufacture contemplated by the plaintiff, but had only used hydrate of lime to

deodorise sewage water in a way which had been for years known and practised.

The learned judge, however, told the jury that such a use of hydrate of lime in

precipitating animal and vegetable matter from sewage water was an infringe-

ment of the plaintiff's patent, and the jury accordingly found a verdict for The

plaintiff. A rule was subsequently granted to show cause why the verdict

should not be set aside and entered for the defendant, or why a nonsuit should

not be entered ; or why a new trial should not be had between the parties upon

the grounds particularly set forth therein, and afterwards mentioned in the ar-

guments of counsel. In showing cause against the rule, it was contended that

the plaintiff's patent was good, his invention consisting in the precipitation of

the animal and vegetable matter from sewage water by means of hydrate of

lime. It was true that hydrate of lime had been previously used in cesspools,

&c, to prevent fermentation, and so to prevent noisome smells ; but this was
the first time it had been used to cause the precipitation of the animal and vege-

table matter in sewage. That constituted a new invention, for which a patent

could be maintained, and which the defendants had infringed. On the other

baud, it was contended that there had been no infringement, for the plaintiff

Contemplated a new manufacture applicable as manure to agricultural purposes
;

but the defendants had produced no such article, and had used the hydrate of

* Seo p. 22 of our present volume.

lime for an entirely different purpose—viz., to deodorise and purify the

wafer, a purpose for which it had been long used. The Court decided thai to)

plaintiff's patent was good, as being fur a new manufacture ; and that the diri

tion of the learned judge was wrong as to there being an infringement. The
rule would therefore be made absolute for a new trial. It was then agreed that.

the facts should be turned into a special case, so that the parties might go at

once to a court of error, instead of going there after a second trial.

Vulcanised Caoutchoucs—Goodyeak's Patent.—The American Govern-
ment has decided upon giving Mr. Goodyear an extension of his pateul term for

seven years. This important patent was obtained on the 1Mb ot June 1844, BO

that Mr Goodyear's monopoly will now hold good until 18G5.

Chimney Top—Blair &. Chappell v. Chadwick.—This was an action in

the Bury County Court, for the infringement of a registered design for a
" Spiral Chimney Top," engraved by us at page 18, Practical Mechanic's Journal
for April last. In giving his decision, the judge said— " The article, the shape
and configuration of which are charged to have been pirated, is an instrument of
a compound screw-like appearance ; and, to render it available, it is packed in a
tube, and by the interstices between the successive spiral edges of the article

and the inner circumference of the tube, grooves or channels are formed for the
passage of smoke; and the plaintiffs, in their act of registration, state that the
utility of the design consists in the shape or configuration of the interior of tin-

chimney top, forming a spiral, or curve, through which the smoke ascends; the
said spiral, or curve, preventing a downward draught; and, after indicating the
article and its combination with the tube by a drawing, the plaintiffs assert that

the novelty of the design consists in the said interior spiral, or curve, configu-

ration. From the evidence, it appears that, in January last, the plaintiffs pro-

\id d the defendant with a model of the article the subject of this action, who
eventually engaged to become the local agent for vending it in combination with
the tube. He at first expressed a desire to become the manufacturer of them.
This offer the plaintiffs declined, on account of previous arrangements ; and
subsequently the defender became the possessor, by order, of two constructed of
galvanised iron, and having so become possessed of the design of the article, he
manufactured one identically the same—at all events, a fraudulent imitation of
it, for the perpendicular length only is somewhat curtailed ; and, by combining
it with the mechanical appliances, and creating a revolving motion of it within
the cylindrical tube, to cause a draught upwards, as well as to prevent a down
draught, he applies this apparently ingenious and probably useful contrivance
to a chimney top, and disposes of the article so in combination for profit to James
Hill. This is the plaintiffs' case. In answer, the defendant affirms— first, that
the invention is not new ; secondly, that there is no infringement ; and thirdly,

that this is not an invention within the scope of the Copyright of Designs' Act,
but the object of a patent, as being an article not of itself useful, but only iu

combination with something else, to cure smoky chimneys. I will examine
these responsive allegations. In order to establish the first, two books were
produced, one of which was the fourth volume of the Repertory of Patent In-
ventions, for the year 1827, and at page 111 there is a description (but no draw-
ing) given of a large spiral tube, to be applied to chimneys. The other book is

one on Cottage Buildings (1849 and 1850), and at page 51 there is a description

and a section of an appliance to a chimney, the idea of which has general simi-

larity to the contrivance which has been attempted to be arrived at by the
defendant ; but these details are quite irrelevant to the question submitted, and
which was debated, that the design of the shape and configuration of the article

invented by the plaintiffs (I use the word article constantly, because it is the

term of the Act of Parliament) is not new ; and the parole testimony, adduced
by the defendant on this head, was, in my judgment, utterly valueless. Secondly,
it was insisted that there was no infringement. All the reasoning and evidence
on this head seemed to have thrown the real question, namely, the appropria-

tion of the design of the shape and configuration of a certain useful article,

invented and made by the plaintiff's, on one side ; aud, as I have concluded that

the design is new, I must find that there is an infringement. The third posi-

tion for non-liability was argued with considerable ability, and at first had the

semblance of consideiable weight ; but the language of the 2nd section of the

6th and 7th Vic, chap. 65, is, ' Any new or original design, for any article of

manufacture, having reference to some purpose of utility, so far as such design
shall be for the shape or configuration of such article ;' and the defendant's very
ingenious machine manifestly proves that the plaintiffs' invention has reference

to some purpose of utility, though isolated it may not be a useful article. My
judgment is, therefore, for the plaintiffs; and, regarding the circumstances
under which this appropriation of the design has been made, when the defendant
was in confidential relation with the plaintiffs, and considering that the Legis-
lature styles the sum to be paid as a penalty for piracy, I feel I ought to give the
full amount asked from the court, viz., £30." This case is so important, as bea. -

ing upon the rights of owners of registered designs, that we are glad to be able

to give the judgment in extenso.

MARINE MEMORANDA.

Happily for Captain M'Millan, the commander of the ill-fated New York, the

Glasgow and New York screw steamer recently lost »n the Mull of Cantyre,
during her outward passage, the investigating justices wdio had the matter in

band have pronounced the following judgment :
— " The justices find that no

blame can be attached to Capt. M'Millan regarding the wreck of the New York.

They find that he was attentive to his duties, and did even-thing in his power
for the safe navigation of the vessel. They are further of opinion that it would
have been a prudent precaution had he taken soundings after losing sight of

Sanda : but, considering the uniform and great depth of the water in the channel,

the fact of the bearing and distance of Sanda having been taken such a short

time before, the confidence Capt. M'Millan had in his position, and the fact of

his requiring to stop the vessel for a quarter of an hour in a strong tide to gel a

cast of the lead, they were not surprised that he did not do so. The justices

further find it sufficiently proven that Capt. M'Millan steered the proper course
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to take him clear of the land ; ami they beg to report to the Board of Trade

that it is their opinion thai the cause of the shipwreck was some defect in the

compasses, over' which Capt. M'Millan had no control.
11

Capt. M'Millan is_ de-

scribed by the owners and others as a very able and careful seaman, and it is

quite possible that he may have done all that eould be done under the circum-

stances'; but we may remark that we never heard before that fog had anything

particular to do with the action of the compass in iron ships. Two respectable

ship masters, however, came forward to prove this fact, and it is undoubted that

their evidence had much to do with the view taken by the authorities in giving

their decision. "We have given the subject some consideration, and cannot

e?c»pe the conclusion that the exercise of greater care aDd caution would have

averted this most deplorable wreck.

The puddled steel plates made by Mr. Clay at the Mersey Iron Worts,
Liverpool, have just been put to service in the construction of the Rainhow, 170

ton steamer, for the Niger expedition. She was built by Mr. John Laird of

Birkenhead, for Mr. M'Gregor Laird, the exploratory traveller. Her dimensions

are:—Length. 100 feet- beam, 16 feet. The hull "is sub-divided, by athwart-

ship and longitudinal bulkheads, into 10 or 12 watertight compartments, for the

purpose of giving greater strength, and rendering her more secure against

accidents. The high pressure engine is of 60 horse power, working up to 200

horse power, indicated; and the boilers, which have also been made of Mr.

Clay's puddled stesl plates, have been proved up to 200 lb. on the square inch,

though they will only require to be worked at 50 lb. to 60 lb. The advantage

of employing this material over the ordinary iron plates is that, with about half

the thickness, they give equal strength with the best iron boiler plates, so that

vessels of considerably lighter draught of water are able to be constructed than

formerly, a result which is likely to be of incalculable benefit in the navigation

of the shallow rivers of Africa and India. It will be remembered that Dr.

Livingstone took out a small steam yacht, the plates for which were formed of

the patent homogeneous metal, manufactured by Messrs. Shortridge, Howell,

and Jessop, of Sheffield, The advantage claimed for the puddled steel is that,

while possessing equal strength and nlaptaHIity for the purposes of shipbuilding,

it can be more economically produced. Indeed, it is said of the puddled steel

that the process of manufacture is so simple, and the cost so little in excess of

that of ordinary iron, that, by the saving of weight in the material, as compared
with iron of equal strength, it will become absolutely cheaper. The recent

experiments made by Mr. Clay in testing, at the Liverpool Corporation chain-

: machine, some samples of puddled steel bars manufactured at the

Works, showed that their average tensile strength was 160,832 per

square inch, while the strength of Russian iron is only 62,644; of English
rolled iron, 56,532 ; Lowmoor, 56.103; American hammered, 53.913 ; of tem-
pered cast steel, 150,000. We have already referred to this puddled steel pro-

- - being the patented invention of Mr. E. Riche. The trial trip proved
fafghly successful, the average speed attained being 12 to 13 miles per hour,

while there was almost entire absence of vibration, which is especially note-

worthy of a vessel constructed of steel plates of only 1-Sth of an inch thick.

She had all the stiffness and rigidity of a strong ship, and her performance was
declared to be exceedingly satisfactory.

Mr. Laird has sine-- built a ^tr-el screw steam yacht, the Drcrhound, for the

Duke of Leeds, so that we may fairly conclude that the puddled steel is really

getting under way. The Beerhmind is 96 feet long, 16 feet 6 inches beam;
measures 131 tons, and has a high-pressure engine of 25-horse power.

The trade between the Canadian and American lakes and Liverpool, begun,

as we noticed some time ago, by the arrival of the Dean Richmond from Chicago,
. at Liverpool, seems likely now to progress well. The route taken, as

some of our readers may remember, is down Lake Michigan, at the head of

which Chicago stands, and thence by Lake Huron, and through Lakes Erie

and Ontario, down the St. Lawrence to the open sea. The first despatch,
which we have quoted, has been followed by that of the ships Black Hawk and

i in from Cleveland, bringing grain, staves, black walnut wood, and other
agricultural produce into the Mersey. Besides these ships, we have since had
foe E. .$'. Adams from Lake Huron, entirely laden with black walnut wood,
which is most admirably suited for furniture purposes. Later still, the Clyde
has received the Indian Queen, bringing grain. It is rather singular that (he

JSlacJ: Hawk and Chieftain should be so well matched as to arrive in Liverpool
within the same hour after starting together and traversing a lake, river, and
ocean navigation of 4.500 miles. The run was made in 32 days. These arrivals

settle the question of direct navigation between this country and the inland
lakes, as they prove that vessels, sufficiently large to cross the Atlantic, can by
river, canal, and lake communication, reach the remotest districts of Lake Su-
perior ; while they can also skirt both the American and Canadian banks of the
other extensive lakes which intervene between it and the ocean. We cannot

rhe result of this new and peculiar trade ; but we must recollect

that the mnte brings us into navigable communication with Toronto and other
viadian towns, and clearly opens up a trade of vast importance to our

.

..

' ry.

It has been proposed to establish a monthly line of steamers between South-
tta round the Cape, specially constructed and fitted for

rr service, but to be employed also as passenger steamers. These
are to be of 5.345 tons, 432 feet between perpendiculars, 50 feet beam,

and 43 feet depth, fitted with paddles and screw like the Leviathan. The con
tract mini »f -peed h to be 300 rnih-s per day, or 42 days for the en-
tire voyage. The whole of the two decks before the engine-room, and the whole
of the forehold. will be fitted up for the transport of troops. Such vessels will,

it is ascertain--'.!. carry 1,000 men in comfort and order without parkin-, while
the ample nd total division from all other passengers in the ship will
enable the officers to maintain a discipline too often broken through. The pro-

for this project. They merely want a iruarantee for

10,000 out and 5,000 home, at the rate of £20 each.

As it was found impossible to get the American Empire ready in time for the
proper despatch from Galway, Sir. Lever made a purchase of the Prince Albert

screw steamer, of 2,000 tons, to take her place. The Prince Albert was de-

signed by Mr Dudgeon of Rosherville for the company known as La Societe

Cockcrill, and cost £65,000. On her trial trip, she ran at a rate of upwards of

15 knots per hour. She has been but once to India and back, and made her
voyage out and home in 53 and 54 days respectively, being the quickest passage
with troops ever made. The Prince Albert is bark-rigged, and her dimensions
are—length 286 feet, beam 38 feet, depth 29 feet. She is propelled by two en-
gines of the aggregate of 400-horse power. Her cylinders, of 60 inches diameter,
are inverted, the length of stroke is four feet, and the screw, worked directly, is

driven at 44 revolutions per minute. The screw is one of Beattie's patent, out-
side the rudder, has three blades, and is 18 feet in diameter, with a pitch of 34
feet.

Mr. Stevens' "regulating air-doors" for furnaces, noticed by us more than
once before, have been favourably received by some of the authorities who liave

charge of our marine steam-power. The engineer of the Trinity steamer Argus
—in which vessel Mr. Stevens' doors have been fitted up—reports thereon as
follows :

—" The invention prevented the emission of flame from the tops of the
funnels, and thereby materially diminished the heat therein, and the engine-
room was better ventilated. I have now to report that, after repeated trials and
weighing of different sorts of coals for many hours at each time, a saving of fully

10 per cent, is the result for "Welsh coal, and for Hartley coal a saving of fully

20 per cent., at the same time keeping good steam, and the smoke cut off very
quick. I would also state that, from the first fitting of the patent doors eight
months ago to the present time, no injury whatever has been done by the action
of the fires to the apparatus."

Much has lately been said with reference to Dutch ship building, and we find

that a really respectable beginning has been made in Holland by the building of

some irom steam vessels. Messrs. Fop, Smit, & Co. have just completed at

their building yard, the Kinderdyk, near Rotterdam, two iron steamers, named
respectively the Telegraaf^o. 2, and the Telegraaf No. 3. These have oscil-

lating engines by Messrs. Miller, Salkeld, & Co. of London, similar to those in

the Dover packet Prince Frederick William. They have both been put upon
the station between Rotterdam and Antwerp, and the " No. 3 " is said to have
run 21 miles in 59£ minutes.

The testimonial, so long promised, to Mr. F. P. Smith, for his exertions in

introducing and perfecting the screw propeller, has at last been given to him,
along with a dinner at the St. James's Hall, London. Mr. Robert Stephenson,
chosen, we suppose, because he is a railway and not a marine engineer, presided,

and remarked that he did not wish to claim for Mr. Smith any exclusive merit.

Mr. Smith had, however, workingfrom a platform which might have been ra
r sed

by others, as Watt had done, and as other great men had done, made a stride in

advance which was almost tantamount to a new invention. It was, in his

opinion, almost impossible to overrate the advantages which this country had
derived from the untiring and devoted patience which Mr Smith had bestowed
upon the subject of propelling vessels by means of the screwT

, and it was to

show the sense entertained of those services that they had invited Mr. Smith to

meet them that evening. The testimonial comprised a salver and claret jug.

When we constantly see large sums got together for presentation in cases of

comparatively trivial import, we are forced to the conclusion that either Mr. F.

P. Smith deserved nothing at all, or something better than this. A deserving
man's true testimonial lies in his own independent success. Away with these

eleemosynary aids altogether.

The unfortunate Collins line of American steamers to this country has been
re-established, the Baltic being chosen as the pioneer of the now new line.

The quickest sailing passage between Southampton and Australia has just

been accomplished by the Government Emigration ship Nugget. She did her
last journey from Southampton to Adelaide in 71 days.

The Lochlomond Steamboat Company has just launched upon the fair bosom
of the fairest of Scottish lakes a new steamer, the Prince of Wales, built by
Messrs. Scott, Sinclair, k Co. of Greenock. She is a paddle ship, with a pair of

diagonal or inclined engines, and her preliminary runs showed a speed of 15
miles an hour.

We have just lighted on two curious facts relating to oceanic steam navi-

gation. One is, that since 1850, we have shortened the time of a trip between
Liverpool and New York by just two days; the other is, that whilst this has

been done, the consumption of fuel for doing the work has been just doubled.

Engineering improvements have done much to effect economy, so that we are

here doubly impressed with the extreme sacrifices which must be made for the

obtainment of speed.

Tite Agricultural Society at Chester.— The Royal Agricultural Society

have held their annual meeting this year at Chester, where a level meadow on

the banks of the Dee has been appropriated to the use of exhibitors. At this

meeting, competitive trials of machinery for thrashing, cutting, pulping, and
grinding were arranged. Messrs. Easton and Amos are the Society's engineers,

and the judges were Mr. B. Fothergill, C.E., Mr. Woods, C.E., and Mr. Owen,
A general improvement was noticed throughout the class of agricultural steam

engines, but several of the engines proved to be disqualified from entering into

competition, in consequence of their not having complied with the conditions

laid down by the Society. However, 32 portable, and 16 fixed engines re-

mained. The conditions alluded to are thus described by the Times' reporter:
—" The steam having been raised to the working pressure of 451b. on the

square inch, and the time and consumption of fuel noted, the engine is set to

work i'nv a short time and cooled down. The working parts are then taken to

pieces by two of the exhibitor's men, the piston, slide, expansion-valve, and

pump valves being withdrawn for examination by the judges—the time occu-
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pied being taken into account. After this scrutiny, the engine is put through

the accustomed ordeal of testing the 'duty' performed, this being generally ex-

pressed by the length of time run with a given weight of coal when doing a

certain amount of work. And after this trial the judges (if they please) have

one or more tubes withdrawn from the boiler for their inspection, and in award-

ing the prizes they are to take into account ' the simplicity of construction and

probable durability of the engine considered as a whole and in detail, also its

portability, without losing sight of the strength required for safety, the economy

of working, and the price.' The performances of the engine are ascertained, as

heretofore, by means of a force resister or ' friction break,' in which the resist-

ance to the rotation of a drum driven by the engine-strap can be adjusted and

maintained at any required amount ; the weight sustained, multiplied by the

velocitv of the drum periphery, representing the power of the engine. To find

the ' duty,' then, or the amount of work obtained by tbe consumption of a given

weight of fuel, the break wheel is loaded with a certain number of pounds weight

(proportionate to the number of revolutions of the engine per minute) for every

calculated or nominal horse-power of the engine, and 141b. of Llangennech coal

served out to the fireman ; and thus, the resistance offered being proportioned

to the fuel provided, the longer the time run the greater the economy of work-

ing—that is, the less quantity of coal burnt per horse-power per hour. It is to

be regretted that means were not also employed to register the quantity of

water supplied to the boilers, to test their capacity and evaporative power ;
for,

though the united effectiveness of boiler and engine is sufficient information for

practical purposes, tbe separate merits of the working parts would have formed

valuable data for guiding future improvers." Of the eight horse-power portable

engines, the three best, Tuxford's, Clayton's, and Hornsby's stood in the same

relative position to each other as on the last trial at Carlisle three years ago.

" The peculiarity of Tuxford and Son's engine consists in the cylinder being ver-

tical, so as to avoid the oval wearing of horizontal ones ; while the working

parts are enclosed in an iron ' house' at one end of the boiler, and kept free from

dust and under lock and key when not in use. They had also a horizontal en-

gine in the yard, and the judges were offered whichever they chose for trial.

The engines chiefly sent out by this firm have both flues and return tubes—

a

somewhat more expensive construction, but giving the greatest durability and

freedom from liability to leakage or burning. Clayton and Shuttleworth's en-

gine has the cylinder placed in the smoke-box, and thus kept at a high tempera-

ture ; Hornsby and Sons have their cylinder in the steam-chamber, above the

fire-box, for the same purpose, the advantage of these arragements being ap-

preciated by all who would economise fuel or avoid the dangers of frosty

weather."
As to threshing machines, 46 exhibitors brought forward 87 examples. The

combined machines were taken first, and tbe trial was made in this way : 35

sheaves of wheat were first passed through the machine to get it into working

order, and then it was tried with 150 ; Mr. Amos's rotary dynamometer being

employed to measure the time and power. Ten sheaves of barley were then

passed" through, previous to the actual trial of GO. The machines that attracted

most attention were Clayton and Shuttleworth's, Hornsby's, Humphries's, and

Ransome's.
Then there was the contest for the £500 prize offered to steam cultivators,

amongst which Howard's (of Bedford) windlass and wire-rope cultivator, and

Fowler's steam-plough were conspicuous. Mr. Fowler has greatly improved

his machine, by adopting an endless rope passed in grooves round drums, in

place of coiling an. 1 uncoiling the rope. The windlass is attached for work in

a very short time, and the wheel-work connected with the drums is driven by a

belt from the fly-wheel. This machine works the balance plough, taking four

furrows at once. The attendants are two men and two boys, ami the whole ap-

paratus may be moved from one place to another by four horses at twice. The
experiments resulted in showing a saving of one half the expense by the use of

this steam plough. On another day the trench plough was put to its trial.

This took two furrows at once, and went two furrows deep. By this, a depth

of twelve inches was reached, and the work effected was considered to be fully

equal to spade trenching, the cost of which would be about £2 an acre, whilst

Mr. Fowler's machine would do it at a cost of no more than ten or twelve shil-

lings an acre. Altogether, this machine was acknowledged to be decidedly

successful. Further improvements may still be looked for, but the farmer is

already indebted to the machinist for a very effective implement, which he will

no doubt be eager to make use of. As to Boydell's traction engine, though it

has proved itself capable of getting through heavy work, its great weight renders

it useless in most agricultural operations.

When the visitors obtained admittance into the implement and steam machine
yards, they found 194 stands or tents, with 2000 machines arranged in avenues,

and presenting a somewhat bewildering spectacle, the more especially as the

steam machinery was in motion. Here was to be seen Croskill's bone mill,

driven by an ordinary farm steam engine by means of a belt, instead of shafting.

It is bolted to a foundation plate, has a friction sheave for preventing accidents

to the cutters, and will grind from 30 to 40 tons a day when worked by a 10-

horse engine or water wheel. Here, also, was Chamberlain's brick machine,

made by Bradly & Craven, Wakefield. This highly successful machine excited

some astonishment ; for tbe operations of pugging, moulding, and delivery go on
at tie- same time, and from 15,000 to 20,000 bricks can be turned out by it per

diem. Mr. Heywood, of Derby, exhibited a 3-horse-power portable steam en-

gine, adapted for the working of threshiug machines, and having various novel

points of construction that render it a highly useful aid to the farmer. This
exhibitor had also several other of the productions of bis foundry in the yard.

Mr. Austin of Fountain Bridge Mills, Edinburgh, exhibited a combined steam

plough and cart—a good combination of his own invention and manufacture.

It is, of course, impossible to give even the remotest outline of the articles

exhibited. All the leading makers produced specimens of their workmanship,
and the collection was of the utmost diversity—corn crushers, corn dressing

machines, chaff cutters, oil-cake breakers, bone mills, turnip cutters, root

pulpers, chums, cheese pressers, <fcc., &c. Cheeses themselves were exhibited

—a very proper arrangement for a cheese-producing country—and ISO exhibitors

have responded to tin- rail. Viewing tbe exhibition us a whole, no om . atei

tains a doubt that it has been highly successful, showing a marked advance on
previous ones.

Small Parcels Tost.—The committee appointed by the council of the

Societyof Arts, to consider the expediency of establishing a general governmental
post for the conveyance of such parcels, has lately made its report, from which

it appears that the chief conclusions arrived at, after a thorough examination of

the subject, are:—Firstly, that the unavoidable labour, and consequent expe'ise

and uncertainty of the transmission of very small parcels, particularly over

cross-country or through different lines of conveyance, whether by private

means or by the public, is at present in a large proportion of cases prohibit >ry.

Secondly, that the postal establishment, having an agency for the collection

and distribution of letters, (or what may be termed an universal porterage,

available for the collection aud delivery of small parcels), may, without any
materially increased establishment charges, and with compensation to the

establishment and profit to the revenue, render to the public the increased

service of the conveyance of small parcels, at an expense not exceeding that of

the book postage, or at a cheaper rate, as respects such small parcels, than

could possibly be accomplished by any separate agency for the purpo e.

Thirdly, that it may render this service, as has been already done ss respects

the conveyance of books, without any serious detriment to legitimate private

conveyance or railway service—but with increased profit to such private Bervice

by increased conveyance in bulk—arising from the increased transmission of

small parcels, consequent on the increased convenience for their collection and

distribution. Fourthly, that the proposed extension of the postal service to

the transmission of small parcels will be of great convenience and benefit to

the arts, to practical science, to industrial occupations, and to family and

trading inter-communication. Tbe committee therefore proposes to submit to

the Government, that it will, for the special interest of the arts, and of trade,

as well as for the general convenience of the public, as also in the interests of

the revenue itself, and with extra pay for extra work to the public servants

parforming it—exercise the authority with which it is charged, to remove the

limitation of the proposed rates of fourpence per lb to printed matter, and ex-

tend the conveniences of the postal delivery to all other matters, subject to the

like limitations for postal convenience to which the book parcel postage is now
subjected.

The Cost of Grand Schemes.—If the example is to be established that

persons may start enormous undertakings, draw individuals in as directors and

shareholders upon delusive representations, and rely upon national help when
it is discovered that they have used all the means they could otherwise obtain,

there would be no end to the magnificent works with which projectors would
recklessly seek to gain notoriety for themselves at the cost of the community.
We have already had such specimens in the Thames Tunnel and other enter-

prises, which, however they may have redounded to the profit and glory of in-

dividuals, have led to the ruin of those who embarked in them on the only

principle which should ever be recognised in such cases— namely, that of

securing an adequate pecuniary return. It may be fine to say that tbe Thames
Tunnel, Great Eastern, and other analogous constructions excite the wonder of

foreigners, and should gratify our pride. But there is nothing wonderful in

such things except the outlay, since it is an axiom that to engineers there is no
impossibility provided there is no limit to the supply of funds. If we are

desirous of national exaltation on such terms, we can secure it whenever we
please. We may build a tower on Salisbury-plain that shall reach to the heavens,

or cut a carriage-way under the sea from Holyhead to Dublin. Let it, however,

be understood at starting, that it is a work to be paid for from the Consolidated

Fund for the dignity of England and to immortalise Messrs. So and So the

designers. Whatever credit may attach to the execution of such schemes,

where delays and failures count for nothing because there is money to cover

them all, will then at least be fairly earned. But it can be little honour for

men to point to costly monuments and say, " We executed that at such and

such an outlay and at the ruin of a thousand families who were told it could be

accomplished at a third of the amount." It is time this system should be

seen in its true light, since it is not only a stain on the morality of the

country, hut is producing effects which threaten to render joint-stock

operations impossible, and to destroy that faith by the exercise of which alone

nations can execute noble tasks. No one now will trust any representations.

The public have the remedy at their own command. If it were not for the

laxity with which they suffer themselves to regard the achievements of those who
have acquired celebrity through the impoverishment of others by practices

which, perhaps, more capable but less presuming men would have declined to

use, the evil would soon be mitigated. Let them remember that if a projector-

or contractor pleads that he has underestimated the task he bound himself to

fulfil, it is tantamount to an avowal that he must have been either ignorant or

unscrupulous. The great test of capacity in all cases, whether in the triumphs

of war, or science, lies in the power to foresee and provide at the commencement
against all possible contingencies. If a man destitute of this power is found to

have put himself forward to squander the means entrusted to him, let him take

his place for the future as unfit for such responsibility. Supposing, on the

contrary, he admits he had an impression his calculations might break down, he

must then stand convicted of wilful concealment for personal ends. If the

scientific gentlemen who distinguish themselves in the world at the cost of

shareholders were certain, whatever wealth they might acquire, of being placed

by a healthy public sentiment in one of these two categories, we should hear

less of inflated monster undertaking-shall' a century in advance of the rational

requirements of the period, but should have the more solid satisfaction of tasting

the steady profits of a constant progress, which would develop everything de-

manded by the best energies of the time.

Manufacture of jEkated Bread.—Mr. Edward Kosa, of Edinburgh, has

recently given his attention to the raising of dough for bread, and other pur-
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poses, so a? to produce the necessary spongy or cellular condition in the treated

without the aid of the usual or other process of fermentation, by the

combination of common air, carbonic acid gas, oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen, or

i g ises, with the wheaten or other flour and water. This treatment of the

usual component parts of the dough results, after baking, in the production of a

light, spongy, or cellular bread fit for food; or the dough so produced may be

applied to other uses as may be required. In manufacturing dough suitable for

bread making and other uses, according to this invention, the process is carried

on in a strong metal vessel, -within which is a secondary open-topped chamber,

supported clear of the bottom of the main external chamber or vessel by suitable

feet, and having within it a suitable revolving swivel, actuated by a vertical

shaft passed into the interior through a stuffing box in the cover of the outer

vessel. This internal chamber is partially rilled with flour and water, so that it

can be mixed up when the rotatory agitator is turned. The internal vessel is

disposed eccentrically to the axis of the external vessel. In the widest space be-

tween the outside of the internal vessel and the inside of the external chamber,

there is entered, through the top of the outer chamber, an air or gas duct, by

which compressed air or gas may be led into the apparatus. At this part there

is also fixed a flour reservoir, so as to encircle the delivery end of the gas duct,

this chamber being placed near the lid of the external chamber. The space be-

tween the two vessels is tilled with water prior to commencing operations, when
the apparatus is charged with compressed air, or -with gas, and the contained

materials are allowed to remain under pressure until the water thoroughly ab-

sorbs the aeriform matter. After this, a valve, which opens up a communication
between the outer chamber and the inner one, is opened by a handle from
without, and when sufficient liquid has thus been added to the flour in the inner

chamber, the agitator is turned, gently at first, until the flour and water are

properly incorporated. When properly mixed, the external cover is removed,
and the dough is taken out, when the dough at once swells up on the removal
of the gaseous pressure. Instead of this routine of procedure, the separate

upper flour reservoir already referred to may be alone charged with flour, whilst

the internal vessel contains water—the apparatus b sing charged with air or gas

—

and the flour then shaken from the reservoir down into the inner chamber whilst

the agitator or mixer is turned. This system of manufacturing dough answers
well for all the purposes to which dough can be applied. The process answers
also for mixing and working up other plastic substances, such, for instance, as

are required in the manufacture of chemical apparatus, filters, tobacco pipes,

and other utensils and articles.

Mills' Flour-Dressing Machinery.—Mr. Thomas Mills, of the Bishop
Grain Mills, Partiek, Glasgow, has lately introduced a series of important, im-
provements in flour-dressing machines with vert ical spindles—the reduced grain,

in its rough, undressed condition, being fed into the machine at the top of the
dressing cylinder ; whilst the dressed flour is taken oft", laterally, lower down.
The main vertical spindle has upon it a long wooden cylinder or drum, to which
the brushes or working dressers are attached in the usual manner. The top of

this brushing-drum is fitted with a horizontal plate or disc, upon which the re-

duced grain primarily falls as it is being fed in from a shoot to be dressed. From
I

- the reduced grain is spread off, aVl round, by the contrifugal action,

so as to be brushed between the exterior of the brushing-drum and the interior

of a permeable cylinder of wire-cloth, which encircles the brushing-drum.
Under this action, the finest flour is passed through the upper part of the wire-

cloth cylinder, and it falls thence into an annular chamber surrounding the
cylinder. This external cylinder is a solid casing, fitted with an inclined bottom
terminating on one side in a discharging shoot, so that the fine flour is thus car-

ried off to its proper receptacle. The coarser part of the ground or reduced
grain descends lower down in the dressing cylinder, and the "seconds" or

coarser flour is similarly brushed through the lower part of the dressing cylinder,

and discharged by a second annular casing and shoot ; and this process goes on
through as many stages as may be desired—corresponding receptacles and shoots
being fitted up to suit the qualities to be produced ; whilst the bran finally passes
off from the inferior of the dressing cylinder by a central shoot.

Dressing machines of this kind are extremely simple in their details, and they
are very easilv driven ; whilst the work done is peculiarly good, and the produc-
tion great. Such machines may either be used as primary dressers, or as dress

-

- -ondary purposes. In working them in combination with horizontal

or inclined dressers, the rough meal or reduced grain is fed into the upper end
of the inclined silk dressing-cylinder—this end of the cylinder being fitted with

v or coarse sieve for the removal of nails and large foreign matters ; and
the vertical dresser, or " silk assister," as it may be designated, is fitted up at

fie other eid of the silk cylinder. The fine flour is taken off through the silk

of the cylinder, and is conveyed away by a screw-traverser to a proper shoot

;

the "seconds." "thirds," and li bran" are discharged at this end of the
cylinder. The "sharps" and "overheads" are ground over by a pair of stones
fitted up on the upper end of the vertical dressing-spindle, and they are then

in the silk assister along with the "seconds," "thirds," and "bran,"
which are supplied to the assister outside the stones—the thirds, bran, and
overheads being taken off at the lower part of this vertical dresser.

A vertical assister or separator may also be used to pass the rough meal
through prior to its passing through "the horizontal or inclined silk-machine

—

sing taken off from this primary separator, and removed by
creepers to a vertical assister at the other or lower end of the silk cylinder,
where it is treated along with the seconds and thirds. '

Grinding may be carried on by attaching stones upon the vertical assister-

-. under various modifications. Several pairs of stones, with intermediate
}<-- put on one ifne of vertical shafting; or several pairs of stones

maybe com in concert with these general arrangements, out of
the same vertical Kne, by ni ing belt-gearing;.

Exhibition of the Photographic ^ r >< iety.—The fifth annual exhibition is

now open, and deserves a visit from those interested in photography. It con-
sists of two departments—one embracing 572 subjects which are the work of

British artists, the other having 200 subjects exhibited by the French Photo-
graphic Society. The styles, modes of treatment, and effects of the photogra-
phers of the two nations may be thus advantageously compared. And we think
that, with all the superiority in certain matters of taste on the part of the French,
it is a comparison from which the British artists need not shrink. In landscape,
we were much struck with the beautiful subjects of Mr. Roger Fenton in our
own island, and the grand Eastern pictures of Mr. F. Frith. The studies of
fishermen and the scenes at Constantinople, by Mr. W. M. Grundy, are also

very interesting. Caldesi and Montechi's copies of pictures will delight the
visitor. In portraiture, the works of Mayall and Maull and Polyblank deserve
great praise. The catalogue very properly informs the visitor what process was
used for each subject, so that he may compare the e'fects of wet collodion, dry
collodion, Mr. Lyte's me'agelatine process, Taupenot's process, &c. The price
is affixed to several of the subjects ; with reference to which it strikes us that,

before photography can become the really useful thing it promises to be, the
cost of its workmanship, in other words, the price to the public, must -be greatly

lowered. The smallest subjects are marked 5s., whereas we see no reason why
they should be more than Is. ; and many of those for which half-a -guinea is

asked, must be reduced to a third of that sum, if more than a very limited number
are to be taken by the public.

"Steam is a Good Servant but a Bad Master."—This ancient dictum
has hardly ever been better exemplified than in the case of the late most deplor-

able explosion of a locomotive-engine boiler at the Atlas Works, Manchester.
It seems that a large locomotive engine having just been completed for Russia,

it was brought out for private trial in the Atlas Works prior to being sent away.
Steam was got up in the boiler to 116 or 118 pounds, when a plate gave way,
the explosion killing seven people and wounding several others very severely.

Amongst the killed, we regret to sa)r
, was Mr. Thomas Forsyth, the manager

of the works, and formerly locomotive superintendent on the Edinburgh and
Glasgow Railway—a very talented man, as we have occasion to know. The
boiler was made of 5-Sths plates, and the subsequent examination showed that

one of these was faulty and gave way—hence the explosion. Now, apart from
all questions as to the carelessness through which alone so bad a plate could

have been overlooked in a boiler of the kind, how is it that engine builders who
deal with such high-pressures do not adopt some safer mode of testing the

strength and substantiality of their work? Cast-iron water pipes and other me-
tallic structures are tested by hydrostatic power; and why not the boilers of

locomotives? We do hope that this severe lesson—melancholy, horrible, and
heart-rending as it is—will not be lost upon boiler-makers ; and that in future,

when new boilers to work so high pressures are to be tried, more care will, in

the first place, be taken to see that sound plates are used in the structure, and,

secondly, that the means of trial shall not be so overwhelmingly destructive as

steam.

Australian Rail-way News.—A tender for the construction of the

Melbourne and Sandhurst (Bendigo) railway, 108 miles, has been accepted for

£3,356,937. The works are to be completed at the end of 1861. The tenders

for the line from Geelong to Ballarat not being satisfactory, the line has been
advertised again. The line from Sandhurst to the Murray river will not be
undertaken at present. It is calculated that government will have to raise

£1,500,000 for each of the next four years on railway debentures; the annual
interest on the total sum at the end of that period will amount to £360,000, but
by that time the railways will be productive, and will, in the opinion of com-
petent judges, pay at least expenses and interest. The Hobson s Bay railway

now pays fourteen per cent. ; the St. Kilda railway rather more; the Geelong
and Williamstown line, 40 miles, only just pays its expenses, but then the

line is only partially opened, and labours under other disadvantages ; but it is

expected that there will be a profit when the Melbourne and Williamstown
line is completed, the latter being part of the Melbourne and Murray river line.

It is thought that the end of the dispute between the government and the

Geelong railway company will be that the former will have to take the line,

pay the capital, the debts, and expend about £300,000 to put the line in per-

fectly good order. Thej7 will then have the line for about a million. It appears

that the water communication between Melbourne and Geelong is in an efficient

state of management, and this will keep down the dividends of the railway.

The electric telegraph between Melbourne and Adelaide is now complete.

Steam-Drying Cloth for Turkey Red Dyeing.—In the ordinary mode
of preparing cloth for Turkey red dyeing, the several drying processes which
are necessary are effected by introducing air heated by stoves, into chambers in

which the cloth is hung or traversed through. This procedure is objectionable

on account of the risk of overheating the chambers and burning the cloth, as

well as on account of the inordinate expense of the fuel, and the amount of time

and labour involved in the matter; and, to get rid of* these difficulties, Mr.
Matthew Clark, of Alexandria, Dumbartonshire, has introduced surface steam

drying. To this end he arranges a series of steam chests in storeys, and tra-

verses the cloth over them ; and to carry away the disengaged vapour more
rapidly, he blows a current of air in between the cloth and the drying surfaces.

We believe that this arrangement is now in satisfactory operation at the

inventor's works in Dumbartonshire.

Architectural Museum, Kensington.—A prize of five guineas has been

offered by the Ecclesiological Society of London, through the committee of the

Architectural Museum, for the competitor who shall show himself most success-

ful in colouring a cast from that panel of Andrea Pisano's gates at Florence

which contains the figure of Faith, the outer border of the cast being omi.ted.

The candidate may adopt that medium for applying his colours which he pre-

fers, but he is expected to treat the panel as forming a portion of an architec-

tural composition, and not as a cabinet piece ; and although the original is of

metal, he will deal with it as if carved in stone, a material to which it is equally

applicable. Casts from this panel will be supplied on application to the Hono-
rary Secretary of the Architectural Museum, at 5s. each, at the Museum. The
casts in competition must be delivered in the Architectural Museum, carriage
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free, on or before the 1st of December, 1858, with the competitor's name and

address in full, and those of his employer (if any) attached. The committee of

the Ecclesiological Society will themselves adjudicate. Communications are to

be sent to 13, Stratford Place, W.
Machinery and Textile Manufactures.—In the new spinning and weav-

ing factory of Messrs. Taylor Brothers, at Wigan, is now to be seen perhaps

the finest example of modern machinery as adapted to textile manufactured, to

be found in the British islands. Here, under one roof, are four distinct steam-

engiuua of 75-horse power each, disposed two and two in pairs, with a fly-wheel

to each pair. These fine motors have just been started ; and it is to the notable

credit of the makers that they set to work in smooth and steady earnest, just

like old engines long accustomed to the work. In the older mill of the firm,

close by, are two other engines of 150-horse power each, working side by side.

These mills, with another in a different part of the town, belonging to the same
firm, will consume at least 500 bales of cotton weekly, which, we believe, ex-

ceeds the consumption of any other single concern in the world. It was very

striking to stand in the middle of an immense room, which is to contain 1600 to

1700 looms, and to carry one's eye into another, not so vast, though still large,

into which there are openings from the former.

Solid Upper Leather Boots.—A simple and effective plan of making boots,

whereby the " upper " is in one solid piece, instead of being divided and sewn
up as is usual, has been lately introduced by Mr. John Dewar of Edinburgh. In

this process of manufacture, the " uppers" are cut out of a flat piece of leather

to the usual external contour in the ordinary way, the leather being cut double,

so as to insure accuracy of form. Each upper includes the whole of the leather

forming the shoe, except the sole—the " quarters" bning allowed for in the

solid piece of leather forming what is usually the "upper." Each piece of

leather is cut through at the two ankle portions where the quarters are ordinarily

joined on, so as to form an inclined or sloping slit on each side. In this con-

dition the leather is crimped, to form the instep portion to the required shape,

on a wooden crimping block. The slitted portions at the ankles are now filled

up either with elastic gusset pieces or otherwise—such filling up pieces being

sewn to the edges of the slits, the open condition of the leather affording great

facilities for doing this. The leather so cut and crimped, and fitted with the

elastic side pieces, is now in a condition for sewing up at the extremity of the

heel, and for the attachment of the sole.

Steam Boiler Assurance Company.—Within the limits of a circle of ten

miles radius, with Manchester as its centre, there are said to be more than

50,000 working steam boilers, exerting day by day a mechanical effect equal to

that of 1,250,000 horses; and in spite of pretty watchful care, explosions are

far from uncommon even in that great centre of engineering skill. Prevention

is admitted to be better than cure; but as prevention seems to be unattainable,

Manchester has developed a new idea in the matter, by way of at least partial

cure. This is by the establishment of a "steam boiler assurance company,"
with a pecuniary capital of £100.000 in £10 shares. This is a very laudable

movement, for by combination on insurance principles the losses which now
fall so heavily in individual cases may be neutralised by very small annual
payments, whilst the cases of explosion themselves must be very materially

reduced under the operation of the careful inspectorship which necessarily forms
part of the new protective system. For the specific information of parties

favourable to this scheme, we may add that the offices of the company are at

29 Corporation Street, Manchester.

Election of Fellows of the Royal Society.—The annual election of the

fifteen for membership in this society lias resulted in tin 1 choice of the following

names:—A. Balfour, M.D., Captain E. M. Boxer, R.A., F. Currey, Esq., D.
Forbes, Esq., A. B. Garrod, M.D., \V. H. Harvey, M.D., the Rev. S. Haugh-
ton, H. Hennessv, Esq., D, Livingstone, LL.D., J. Lubbock, Esq., II. I). Rogers,
LL.D., W.S. Savory, Esq. M.B., W.W. Smyth, Esq., Lieut-Col. A.S. Waugh,
B.E., T. Williams, M.D. As we noted last year, a good many of the owners
of these names seem to us to be comparatively unknown to fame.

Wet Cotton Spinning.—As the results of some recent American practice in

textile manufactures, some important improvements have been effected in the

Spinning of yarn from cotton while it is in the wet state. It lias been discovered
that yarn may be advantageously spun from cotton in that state, and it will be
stronger and liner than when spun dry. The cotton is wetted, after having
been properly carded, with warm water, and is then spun between gutta percha
or leather rollers, these allowing only a certain quantity of moisture to be re-

tained. This is believed to be a decided advance in cotton spinning, and will

give us much finer fabrics in that material than we now possess.

PROVISIONAL PROTECTION FOR INVENTIONS
UNDER THE PATENT LAW AMENDMENT ACT.

fl§?** When the city or town is nut mentioned, London is to be understood.

Recorded March 4.

430. William Wilkinson, engineer, Bayswater—Improvements in machinery and appara-
tuses for spinning thread^, for preparing threads, for weaving and knitting, for

covering cores with fibrous and other materials, and for making ropes, parts of
which are applicable as pulleys, reels, and bobbins.

Recorded March 6.

4C0. Tanl A. Cap. 4". E-sex Street, Strand—An improved construction of billiard table

for drawing-rooms.

Recorded April 10.

77C. John Oxley, carriage build ". Beverley, Yorkshire—Certain improvements in the
doors and sashes of carriages.

Recorded May 7.

1022. William Duff and John Gilchrist, engineers, Liverpool—Improvements in apparatus
for measuring water and other fluids, also capable of being used as a motive
power

Recorded May 10.

1112. Henry Walker, Gresliam Street—Improvement^ in the manufacture of needles.

Recorded May 21.

113S. William Clark, 53 Chancery Lane—Improvements in the processes of treatment
of peat, and of the hydrocarburets it contains, and in the apparal as for the same.—(Communication.)

Recorded May 25.

1164. George W.Morse, Baton Rouge, Louisiana, U.S.—An improvement in fire-arms,
and cartridges to be used therewith.

1165. William Webster, Jefferson, Washington, U.S.—An improved method of rigging
vessels.

1166. Charles F. D. Monnin, 2G Rue Vendume, Paris—Improvements in the manufacture
of rivets, screws, spikes, pins, and nails, and in machinery fur that purpose.

—

(Communication.)
11G7. Charles F. Vasserot, 45 Essex Street, Sti and—An improved construction of rails for

fences and gates.—(Communication from Grassin-Balledans, Anas, France.)
1168. Price Griffiths, engineer, Manchester Road, Burnley, Lancashire—Improvements in

manufacturing bushes for fixing drums on shafts, and other similar purposes.
1169. George Alton and John Fernie, Derby—An improvement in the construction of

steam boilers and other vessels capable of resisting pressure, and in the manu-
facture of plates for the same.

1170. Julien F. Belleville, Paris—An apparatus for indicating the work of pumps.
1171. John Courage, Horsleydown, Surrey—Improvements in furnaces for smelting and

calcining.

1172. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Improvements in breach-loading fire-arms,
and cartridges for the same.—(Communication.)

1173. Robert C. Witty, Mitcham, Surrey—Improvements in protecting ships of war and
land batteries and fortifications from injury frum shot and other projectiles.

Recorded May 26.

1174. Frederick A. Gatty, Accrington, Lancashire—Improvements in treating cotton or
cotton yarns or fabrics when dyed with certain colours.

1175. Robert H. Nicholls, 42 St. Michael's Hill, Bristol—Improvements in taps or cocks
for drawing off ale or other liquids.

1 17G. Joze Luis, 1b Wclbeck Street, Cavendish Square—An apparatus for baking firebrick

clay —(Communication.)
1177. Joze Luis, 1b Welbeck Street, CaVendish Square—A distilling pipe.—(Communica-

tion.)

1178. Joze Luis, 1b Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square—An apparatus for cutting square-
headed corks for corking bottles with the same.—(Communication.)

1179. Joze Luis, 1b Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square—The application and use of the
fibrous textile plant, called in Arabia "diss," or in Latin " arundo festuca
patu la," or by botanists "festu coides et donax tenax," in the manufacturing of
pulp for paper, and tow for thread, tissues, and cordage.— (Communication.)

1130. John C. Riddel, Belfast, and David Ritchie, Andrew Watson, and John F.Allan,
Glasgow—Improvements in cooking ranges, and other fire-places.

1181. George Cheadle, Wolverhampton, Staffordshire—A new or improved flooriner cramp.
1182. William Bayliss, Wolverhampton, Staffordshire—Iron tubular fencing, to be used

for general fencing, as well as for the purpose of irrigation, and conveying water
where required for agricultural or horticultural purposes.

1183. William Cowan, Edinburgh—Improvements in machinery or apparatus for disen-

gaging horses from carriages in cases of accident.

1184. Pierre A. Fourgassie, Castres, France—An apparatus for clod crushing, rolling.

weeding, and scarifying, clearing, or preparing land.—(Communication.)
1185. Michael Henry, 84 Fleet Stieet—A new or improved fabric and improved sewing

and stitching machine, especially applicable for manufacturing the same.—(Com-
munication from J Imbs.)

1186. Samue] C. Lister, Bradford, and James Warburton, Addingham—Improvements in

spinning.

1187. James Stuart, Sly Kate's Hill, Chatham—An improvement in distilling asphalte,

pitch, tar, and other bituminous substances.

1188. Ferdinand Bouquie, Paris—Improvements in the manufacture of chains.

Recorded May 27.

11S9. Adam C. Engert, City Road—A method of preparing tin foil or leaf, in order to its

employment as a substitute for silver leaf.—(Communication.)
1190. Joseph Schofield, Rashcliffe Lockwood, near Iluddcrsfield, and George Harling,

Primrose Hill, Almondbury, Yorkshire—Improvements in means or apparatus
in weaving.

1101. Charles Cilit and Alexander Godfrey, Pari?—Improvements in railway breaks.

1192. William Clark, 53 Chancery Lane—Improvements in preserving butter.—(Commu-
nication from Louis Belin, Moulins, Allier, France.)

1193. Charles Cow per, 20 Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane—Improvements in ma-
chinery for combing and preparing wool, cotton, and other fibrous materials.

—

(Communication.)
1194. George H Bovill, Durnaford Lodge, Wimbledon, Surrey—Improvements in the ma-

nufacture of fuel.

1195. Vincent L. Vodoz, Albemarle Street—An improvement on the chimneys and glasses

of gas and other lamps.

1196. Charles Clarke, Exning, Suffolk—Improvements in machinery for dibbling wheat
and other grain or seeds and manure.

1197. Joseph Bower, Hunslet, near Leeds—Improvements in the manufacture of glass.

Recorded May 28.

1198. Samuel Osier, South Quay, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk—The manufacture offish into

guano and food.

1199. Charles Stanley and Joseph Fittall, Birmingham—Improvements in skylights and
glass roofing.

1200. Thomas Dunn and William Irlam, Manchester—Improvements in machinery for al-

tering the position of locomotive engines and carriages on railways.

1201. Marc A. F. Mennons, 39 Rue de 1'Echiquier, Paris—An improved key-joint for con-

necting detached pieces of wood or metal.—(Communication.)
1202. Marc A. F. Mennons, 39 Rue de 1'Echiquier, Paris—An aperient biscuit.—(Commu-

nication.)
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13 '. I reiizo Tindall, Mansfield. Nottinghamshire—Improvements in machinery, or ap-

paratus for sweeping and cleansing roads and streets.

unes F. Lackersteen. Young: Street, Kensington—Improvements in machinery for

cutting- and splitting wood.
1205. Anguste Godert, 31 Rue St. Hubert, Bordeaux, France—Improvements in raising

weights.
. : »uste Arnal. Rue du Faubourg St. Honore 191, Paris—A nose bag for horses.

Erasmus Bond, Wharf Road, City Road—An improved aerated liquid.

Recorded May 29.

'.: ~. Joseph Shuttleworth, Stamp End Works, Lincoln—Improvements in portable and

Other steam eugine boilers.

1205. Enoch Sykes, Reuben Sykes, and Philemon Sykes, Huddersfield, Yorkshire—Im-
provements in continuous spinning and roving machines for spinning and roving

wool, a part of which is applicable to spinning other fibruus substances.

I210t William and Henry Hodgson, machine and tool makers, Thornton Road, Bradford,

Yorkshire—Improvements in machinery or apparatus for preparing and spinning,

or producing motley yarns from rovings of unequal thicknesses of wool or other

fibrous substances.
1211. Alexander Dold, Chatham—Improved apparatus for winding clocks, which appara-

tus is also applicable as a motor for all machinery usually turned by hand, horse,

or other power, and for preventing the descent of smoke into chambers or other

places.

1212. Samuel Rocketf and John J. Reynolds, umbrella manufacturers, Strand—Improve-
ments in the manufacture of umbrellas and parasols.

1213. John Martin, Newman Street, Oxford Street—Improvements in means or apparatus

for the prevention or cure of smoky chimneys.
1214. Thomas V. Lee, civil engineer, Thames Chambers, York Buildings, Adelphi—Im-

provements in the construction of steam generators applicable to marine loco-

motive and all other uses where steam is applied as the motive power.

1215. Maze A. F. Mennons, 30 Rue de l'Echiquier, Paris—An improved fumigating appa-
ratus.—(Communication.)

1216. Douglas Hebson, consulting engineer, Liverpool—Improvements in ships' gear, part

of which is applicable to forming ropes for general purposes.

1217. Michael Henry, 84 Fleet Street—Improvements in, and in preparing agents for,

dyeing, preparing for dyeing, and tanning, and applying several of the resulting

products for obtaining pulp for paper and pasteboard, and the manufacture of

blacking.---{Communication from J. B. Vasseur and A. Hmibigant )

1218. Jos - Schloss, merchant, 75 Cannon Street West—A so-called book clasp, or im-
proved fastening of books, being also applicable to pocket-books, ledgers, blotting

cases, and similar articles where locks, bolts, or clasps are employed.

Recorded May 31.

1219. John Young and James Strang, Castle Glen, and Glasgow—Improvements in the

manufacture of starch, gum, or dextrine, and their compounds.
1220. John B. Thornber, Halifax, Yorkshire—Improvements in carriages for children,

commonly called " perambulators," which improvements are also applicable to

invalid and other carriages.

122i. Jean B. Girerd, ?,*} Newman Street, Oxford Street, and Paul F. Wohlgemuth, 57
New Bond Street, Hanover Square—Improvements in ornamenUl staining, dye-
ing, and fixing designs, writing, letterpress and type printing and ciphering, and
colours, on wood or any other substances, also extracting, transferring, or dis-

charging colours from the same.
..__. sorge K. Snow, Watertown, Massachusetts, U.S.—A new and useful machine for

affixing postage stamps to letters.
'

: iiam Parsons, Pratt Street, Old Lambeth—Improvements in steam engines, for

propelling vessels and other purposes, and iu bearings for the screw shafts of

steam vessels.

:
.'. 1. Herman Jae^ei, Paris—Improvements in dyeing wool.—-{Communication.)

1225. William E. Newton, 86 Chancery Lane—Improvements in printing and dyeing tex-

tile and other fabrics.—(Communication.)
1226. John Austin and James Armstong, manufacturers, Wellington, Salopshire—An im-

provement or improvements in the manufacture of coke.

Recorded June 1.

1227. Christopher Binks—Improvements in manufacturing soap.

rcnou, 22 Cranbourn Street, Leicester Square—A heel for hoots and shoes.
_- . Charles P. Vasaerot, 45 Essex Street, Strand—A kind of tramway to facilitate the

tiou of bedsteads.—(Communication from Antoine Gaud, Bordeaux,
Gironde, France.)

1220. Akmzo G. Grant, photographic artist, New York—A method of preparing paper in

order to render it waterproof, and adapted for the reception of photographic pic-

tares.

1231. Alonzo G. Grant, New York, U.S.—An improved stand or rest for cameras, theodo-
lites, guns, and other articles.

1232. I: V. Chandler, engineer, Bow, and Thomas Oliver, farmer, Hatfield, Hertford-
shire—-Improvements in agricultural apparatuses for ploughing and otherwise
operating upon land.

jeph Lang, Calder Vale, Garstang, Lancashire—An improved method of signalling

on Td.ii

Recorded June 2.

123-1. Fraici; 3. Candy, M.A., Haslemere, Surrey—Improvements in machinery for the
manufacture uf fi-hingand other nets.

. n Mannhardt, Munich, Bavaria—An improvement in machinery for the manu-
facturing of peat fit for fuel, and for the squeezing or forcing of fluids out of the
said turf, pear, or --irnilaT substances.
i.le Luis, 1b Welhecfc Street, Cavendish Square—A new farming implement, called

gleaner.
—''Communication.)

1231 Luis, Ib Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square—A new description of plough, with
sarriage applicable to all swing or common ploughs.—(Communication.)

1233. David Service, block cutter, Barrhead, Renfrewshire—Improvements in apparatus
for producing printing surfaces.

1239. Charles WheaUto&e, Hammersmith—Improvements in electric telegraphs, and in ap-
paratus connected therewith.

1240, Henry Brown, Brook Hodgson^and John Carter, Halifax, Yorkshire—Improvements
in machinery for introducing and withdrawing wires when weaving.

I mith— (mproYemenis in electro-magnetic telegraphs,

and app I for transmitting signs or indications to distant places bj
ctricity.

and Wright Shaw, Heaton Norris, Lancashire—Certain improvc-
. .

Chipping Norton, Oxfordshire—Improvements in motive
power engines.

Recorded June 3.

1244. John Meiklejon, horticultural engineer, Dalkeith, Mid Lothian—Improvements in

boilers for heating water, and in valves for controlling or regulating the flow ur
passage of the same.

1245. Robert Owen, Manchester—Improvements in water-closets, night-commodes, and
similar conveniences, and also in disinfecting processes.

1246. William Clayton and Jacob Goodfellow, engineers, Blackburn—A certain improve-
ment in pistons for pumps.

1247. John Hethell, 8 Parliament Street, Westminster—Improvements in the manufacture
of alum.

124S. Thomas Scholefieh', gas meter manufacturer, Paris—Improvements in gas meters.
1249. Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—An improved manufacture of woven fabric,

applicable chiefly where strength and durability are required.—(Communication.)
1250. George Dalton, Lymington, Southamptonshire—Improvements in furnaces for smelt-

ing the ores of iron and other minerals.

1251- John Mitchell, assayer, Duuuing's Alley, Bishopsgate Street Without—Improve-
ments in purifying paraffine.

1252. Robert Owen, Rotherham, Yorkshire—Improvements in the manufacture of railway
wheel tyres, and in machinery employed therein.

1253. Henry Edwards, Dalston, Middlesex—Au improved pipe stem or tube.
1254. Thomas Wilson, Bradmore House, Chiswick—Improvements in the construction of

mangles.
1255. Justus Baron Vou Liebig, Munich, Bavaria—Improvements in jirotectiug the sil-

vered surface of mirrors and other articles of glass.

Recorded June 4.

1256. William Hargreaves and Enoch Haley, Bradford, Yorkshire—Improvements in ma-
chinery or apparatus for preparing and combing wool, hair, silk, cotton, flax, and
other fibrous substances.

1257. Emil M. Stoehr, Manchester—Certain improvements in looms for weaving.—(Com-
munication from J. A. Henze, Wohldorf, near Hamburg.)

1258. John F. Dickson, engineer, 6 Russell Street, Litchurch, near Derby—Improvements
in the permanent way of railways.

1250. Vittorio Merighi, Paris—Means for preventing dust on railroads.

1260. Vittorio Merighi, Paris—Means for impeding and extinguishing fires on railway
trains.

1261. Thomas and John T. Crick, boot manufacturers, Leicester—Improvements in the
manufacture of boots, shoes, and slippers.

1262. Richard Quin, 5 Rodney Street, Pentonville—Improvements in ordnance and fire-

arms.
12G3. Richard A. Brooman, 16G Fleet Street—Improvements in preparing the fibrous por-

tions of certain textile plants, and the employment thereof when prepared either
alone or in combination with articles already in use for the purposes of stuffing.— (Communication )

12G4. John H, Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, and 166 Buchanan Street, Glasgow—Im-
provements in railway wheels, and in axle-boxes and bearings for the same.
(Communication from Dr. William B. Fahnestock, U.S.)

Recorded June 5.

1265. James Banks, Liverpool—An improved reaping machine.
1266. Michel Page, civil engineer, Valdoie, near Belfort, France—A steam or power knead-

ing apparatus.
1267. Henry Carter, gas engineer, Manchester—Improvements in gas burners.
1268. Charles Hancock, West Street, Smithfield—Improvements iu the manufacture of

electric telegraph cables.

12G9. Edward Cook and George Dickinson, Smethwick, Staffordshire—Improvements in
the manufacture of metallic and other bedsteads, and other articles for sitting,

lying, and reclining upon.
1270. Robert Orr, thread manufacturer, Glasgow—Improved apparatus to be applied to

various machines used iu the manufacture of yarn or thread.

1271. Alexander Manbre, brewer, Rathbone Place—An improved method of preparing
malt and other grain, and in extracting the saccharine matter therefrom, whether
for the purposes of brewing, distilling, or otherwise.

1272. Frederick H. Whiteman, 28 Essex Street, Islington—Rendering paper hangings for
decorating the interior of houses capable of being washed by soap and water
without detriment to the colours thereof.

1273. William Porter, civil engineer, 9 Lansdown Villas, Brompton—Improvements in
artillery ordnance, and some other descriptions of fire-arms.

1275. George Hadfield, varnish manufacturer, Carlisle—Improvements iu the protection
of carboys or other vessels and packages.

Recorded June 7.

127G. Edmund Scotson, Clayton, and Henry Charley, Preston.Lancashire—Improvements
in machinery connected with tiaction and other engines, and in endless railways,
to be used therewith.

1277. James Ferrabee, engineer, Thrupp, near Stroud, Gloucestershire—Improvements in
machinery for cutting, collecting, and spreading grass, and for sweeping.

1278. John J. Rowley, Rawthorne, near Chesterfield—Improvements in apparatus for ap-
plying lime, soot, and other matters to turnips and other crops, and manure to
land.

1270, John Boullenger, advocate, and Lewis J. Martin, Paris—An apparatus serving to
the decomposing neutral fatty substances into fatty or oily acid and glycerine.

1280. John M. Dunlop, engineer, Manchester—Improvements in apparatus for sizing
fibrous materials.

1281. Henry Wimball, brick manfacturer, Aldermaston, Berkshire—Improvements in ma-
chinery or apparatus for destroying the turnip fly and other destructive insects
on growing crops.

1282. Edward Vigers, Paddington—Improvements in the manufacture of bricks and other
articles moulded or formed from clays.

1283. Jean B. A. Lombard, and Xavier T. Esquiron, Paris—A new or improved method of
obtaining saccharine substances from cereal and vegetable matters, and applying
the products obtained to various useful purposes.

1284. Robert Hicks, Chatham Place—The mauui'acture of a composition or compositions
to be employed as black lead.

Recorded June 8.

1285. John M. Dunlop, engineer, Manchester—Improvements in bowls or rollers used in
machines for printing fibrous materials.

1286. Rudolph Wappcnstein, engraver and printer, Manchester—Improvements in the
manufacture of artificial whalebone, applicable to umbrellas, parasols, stays, hats,
bonnets, reeds, crinolines, and other similar purposes.

1287. Isaac Kctchum, merchant, 59 Canning Street, Liverpool—An improved self-acting
perforated baster.
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3288. John C. Quince, commission agent, Crosby Hall Chambers, Bishopsgatc—Improve-
ments in stoppers for bottles and jars.

1289. Richard A.Brooman, 166 Fleet Street—Improvements in the manufacture of copper
pipes and tubes.—(Communication from Messrs. Liehaut and Kgrol.)

1290. William Clark, 53 Chancery Lane—The manufacture or preparation of extract of

Peruvian guano.—-(Communication from Alexander Cochet, chemist, Paris,)

1291. Alexander Robertson, stove grate manufacturer, Sheffield—Improvements in stoves

or fire-grates.

1292. Joseph Bunuett, Deptford, Kent—Improvements in the construction of floors, roofs,

and arches.

1293. David Irons, 6 Cornwall Terraoe, Creek Road, Deptford, Kent—Improvements in

the mariners' compass.
121)4, James Rawlings, Collingbourn Pucis, Wiltshire—Improvements in thrashing ma-

chines.

1295. Arthur Rigg, sen., and Arthur Rigg, jun., Chester— Improvements in apparatus for

tipping-or upsetting coals, minerals, or other substances, and in brake machinery^

Recorded June 9.

1296. George Suares, merchant, 1 Cullum Street, Fencburch Street—An improvement in

fire-arms.—(Communication from Victor Collette, Liege, Belgium.)
1297. Frederick A. Gatty, man ufacturing chemist, Accrington, Lancashire—Improvements

hi dyeing cotton and other fibrous materials and fabrics.

1298. David Moseley, Chapel Field Works, Ardwick, Manchester—Improvements in ma-
chinery used in the manufactuie of vulcanised India-rubber thread.

1299. Samuel Lees, manufacturing chemist, Salford, Lancashire—Improvements in the

manufacture of tan or tanning, and in tanning bides to make leather.

1300. Edward T. Hughes, 123 Chancery Lane—Improvements in machinery or apparatus

for sowing grain.—(Communication from Auguste A. Scabell, Nienhagen, Prussia.)

1301. Edward C. Grimshaw, block turner, Denton, Lancashire—Improvements in furnaces

and steam boilers.

1302. William A. Gilbee, 4 South Street, Finsbury—Improvements in the construction of

railway wheels.—(Communication.)
1303. Oharlee F. Vasserot, 45 Essex Street, Strand—An apparatus for measuring and re-

gistering the flow of liquids.—(Communication from Charles A. Boudier and Al-

bert Baitre, Paris.)

1304. John Easterbrook, Sheffield—An improvement in ratchet braces.

1305. Philibert Dumont, Soutbwark Square, Borough, Surrey—Improved implements for

distributing or applying powder.
1306. Thomas W. G. Treeby, 1 Westbourne Terrace Villas, Upper Westbourne Terrace,

Paddington—Improvements in revolving fire-arms and cannon and cartridges.

1307. Henry Rollinson, Stepney—An artificial fuel.

1308. Thomas Robinson, brassfounder, and Heth Ogdcn, engineer, Manchester—Improve-
ments in safety lamps, and in apparatus connected therewith.

1309. John Roberts, Upnor, Kent—An improved construction of reflector or cover for

gas burners.
1310. Charles Cammell, steel manufacture!, Sheffield—Improvements in railway buffers.

1311. John Roberts, Upnor, Kent—An improved construction of stove.

Recorded June 10.

1312. George Castle, 10 Tamworth Road, Croydon, Surrey—Ventilating women's stays by
means of perforation.

1313. Thomas W.Mellor, manufacturer, and William Jamieson, machinist, Ashton-under-
Lyne, Lancashiie—Certain improvements in looms for weaving figured fabrics.

1314. Joze Luis, In Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square—An alenibic wine examiner.

—

(Communication.)
1315. Joze Luis, 1b Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square—An improved thrashing machine.

—(Communication.)
1316. Joze Luis, 1b Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square—An improved balance-beam

thrashing machine.—(Communication.)
1317. Joze Luis, In Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square—An improved nose-bag for giving

horses their oats, &c—(Communication.)
1318. Thomas Chatwiu and Charles Taylor, machinists, Birmingham—Improvements in

screw Bfcocks.

1319. James S. Crosland,cngineer,Ashton-under-Lync,Lancashire—Certainimprovemcnts
in steam engines,

1320. William Davis, wood turner, Loveday Street, Birmingham—Certain improvements
in the tangs of awls, also in the mode of manufacturing awl-blades, or similar ar-

ticles, and likewise in the stocks or pads for holding the same.
1321. George Hall, ironmonger, St. John's, Worcester—Certain improvements in cart-

ridges.

1322. Henry Reynolds, King William Street—An improved method of separating glyce-
rine from saline and other substances.

1323. William Wilkinson, engineer, Bayswater—Certain new textile and other combined
fabrics, and means o£ ornamenting fabrics and skins.

1324. William C. Wilkins, Long Acre—Improvements in lighthouses.

Recorded June 11.

1325. James Gemmcll, starch manufacturer, Belfast—Improvements in the manufacture
of starch.

1S2CL Lucius A. Bigelow, High Holborn—Improvements in sewing machines.—(Commu-
nication.)

1327. Lucius A. Bigelow, High Holborn—A new and improved machine for sweeping car-
peted and other floors.—(Communication.)

332S. George Bartholomew, edge-tool maker, Linlithgow—Improvements in that descrip-
tion of gas meters commonly called wet meters.

1329. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Improved apparatus for supplying boilers
with water.—(Communication.)

a330. Squier Chcavin, plumber and glazier, Spalding, Lincolnshire—An improved prepa-
ration or combination of mineral substances, applicable for use as a pigment, ce-

ment, or mastic, or to be used either alone or in combination with other well-

known materials for washing, scouring, cleansing, or bleaching purposes
1331. Leonard F. Leniere, manufacturer, Cauderan, France—Improvements in treating

hemp or tow for the calking of ships and vessels, parts of winch improvements
are applicable to washing and cleansing textile articles or fabrics impregnated
with greasy or oily matters, and in the apparatus connected therewith.

1332. George W. Hart, 5 Osborn Terrace, Southsea—Improvements in the manufacture of

locks.

1333. George T.Eousfield, Loughborough Park, Brixton, Surrey—Improvements in marine
6tcam engines.—(Communication from Daniel Barnum, Jersey.)

Recorded June 12.

1334. Gustaf T. Stioler, engineer, Manchester—Improvements in the means for generating
steam and economising fuel.

1335. Joseph Hall, marble mason, Derby—An improvement in the slide valves of steam
engines.

1336. William Clark, 53 Chancery Lane—Improvements in machinery for combing cotton
and other fibrous material.—(Communication from Jean J. Bourcart, Guebwiller,
Haut Ruin.)

1337. Allan Gibson, John Pollock, and John Martin, engineers, Stratford, Essex— I tup i-ivl-

ments in the construction of steam-engine boilers and furnaces for effecting the
prevention of smoke.

1338. William Clark, 53 Chancery Lane—A new treatment or preparation of a vegetable
product, and its application as a fibrous or textile material.—(Commuilicatii .

from Auguste A. dc Villencuvc and Camillc G.Bcaury, manufacturers, Pari...)

1339. Alfred V.Newton 66 Chancery Lane—Improved machinery for cutting veneers.—
(Communication.)

Recorded June 14.

1340. William Clark, 53 Chancery Lane—Improvements in curtain poles or rods.—(Com-
munication from Alphonse Loustaunau, Paris.)

1341. James H. Young, 66 Great College Street, Camden Town—Improvements in setting
up(com posing) and distributing types.

1342. Henry J. Daniell, Donington Park, Derby—A process by which the stamp on
bankers' cheques is cancelled, and the cheque indelibly and simultaneously
crossed.

1343. Henry N, S. Shrapnel, Medway Manor House, Bradford, Wiltshire—An improvement
in preparing iron and other metals, or mixtures of metals, for and in casting the
same in moulds.

1344. George Neall, gas engineer, Northampton—Improvements in gas stoves for warm-
ing, cooking, and other purposes; as also in the saucepans, kettles, or other
utensils to be used with the same.

1345. Joseph Hetherington, machinist, Store Street Mills, Manchester—Improvements in
guides or clearers used in machines for winding, reeling, and clearing threads of
cotton, silk, and other fibrous materials.

1316. John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln^ Inn Fields, and 166 Buchanan Street, Glasgow—Im-
provements in machinery or apparatus for breaking or crushing stones for road
metal, and other purposes, and for crushing ores and other hard and brittle sub-
stances.—(Communication from Eli W. Blake, Newhaven, Connecticut, U.S.)

1347. Joseph C. Henderson, Albany, New York, U.S.—Improvements in stoves.

Recorded June 15.

1318. Charles C. J. Guffroy, Lille, France—A new smoke-consuming apparatus, and also
a new method of introducing the coal or fuel into it.

1319. Louis C. S. Masson, draughtsman, and Felix de la Moriniere, manufacturer, Paris—Improvements in the manufacture of woven fabrics with coloured patterns.
1350. Benjamin Pitt, engineer, 4 Great Carter Lane, Doctor's Commons—Improvements

in the construction of knobs and roses used with locks, latches, and such like
.fastenings as are constructed with spindles.

1351. George Adshead, spinner, Staley Bridge, Cheshire—Improvements in steam boilers.
1352. Baron Ferdinand Julius, Wedel-Jarlsberg, Frederikswcerne, Norway—An improved

self-registering compass or control compass.
1353. William P. Wilkins, engineer, Ipswich, Suffolk—Improvements in the arrangements

and construction of refrigerating apparatus.
1354. Sir Francis C- Knowles, Lovel Hill, Berkshire—Improvements in the fabrication or

manufacture of steel.

1355. Hamilton S. Warner, Trinidad—Improvements in the manufacture of decolouring
and purifying charcoal.

1356. Alexander Dembinsky, Islington, and Adam C. Engert, City Road—An improved
fire-proof composition or wash.

1357. John Ruberyand Thomas Warwick, Birmingham—Improvements in machinery and
tools for making certain portions of umbrellas and parasols and lingoes,

Recorded June 1 6.

1358. Bartolomraeo Predavalle, engineer, 470 New Oxford Street, Bloomsbury—Improve-
ments in the mode of obtaining motive power.

1359. George T. Bousfield, Loughborough Park, Brixton—Improvements in apparatus to
be used in the construction of small boats.—(Communication.)

1360. Bryan Atwater, Connecticut, U.S.—An improved sewing machine.
1361. Charles W. Lancaster, gun manufacturer, New. Bond Street—An instrument or ap-

paratus for charging caitridgcs for breach-loading arms.

(J*??" Information as to any of these applications, and their progress, may be had on
application to the Editor of this Journal.

DESIGNS FOR ARTICLES OF UTILITY.

June 10th, 4096

— 4097

Uth, 4098

1.7th, 4099

ISth, 4100

23d, 4101
— 4102

28th, 4103

July 7th, 4104

9th, 4105
10th, 4106

Registered from \0th June to 10th July, 1S58.

J. Jaques, 102, Hatton Garden, London—" Portable backgammon,
chess, and draught boards."

S. Cartwright and R. llyall, Louth, Lincolnshire—" Tubular or pipe
steam boiler."

J. Morris and Sons, Astwood Bank, near Redditch—" Needlecase or
pincushion."

J. F. Elwall, 1, Albert Terrace, 'Royal Road, S.., London—" A stay
fastening or busk."

Fowler and Fry, Temple-gate Factory, Bristol—" Improved tumbler
cart."

E. Russell, 87, Holborn Hill, London—"The perfect union joint."
W. Wilson, 80, King Street, Manchester—"A hot-water cistern for

domestic purposes."

J. Bowman, 15, Shaw's Brow, Liverpool—''Bowman's double-action
travelling blocks, for facilitating the removal of an under tier of
casks."

J; Cowley, Paiks, St. Giles, Oxford—"An improved washing ma-
chine."

Smith and England, Stourbridge—"Spade or shovel."
T. H. Rees and J. D. Sprague, 54, Union Street, Soutbwark, London—"Improved cork bottle stopper."

TO READERS AND CORRESPONDENTS.

We are reluctantly obliged from want of space to postpone the publication of notices
of several inventions which we otherwise intended to appear in the present number.

We are happy to hear that the Royal Agricultural Society have awarded their silver

medal to Mr. Granzitlett for his chronumetriflal thermometer, which we have noticed at

length in another column. It is gratifying to find that this ingenions instrument has
been appreciated by the council in a manner it deserves.
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THE ENGINEER AND THE FARMER.

It is plain that we are but now beginning to change agriculture from

the condition of a mere natural or chance pursuit to that of a science.

Havins got pretty well under way with the chemist, the fanner is now

busily endeavouring to take advantage of what the mechanical engineer

can do for him in developing the hidden resources of Nature. The farmer

has a good deal to answer for, in having so long looked askance at the

supplier of mechanical aids ; but, on the other hand, the machinist has,

until lately, done little to induce his fellow-worker to become a steady

customer for his wares, for he has very seldom put fairly before him such

machines as were really advantageous substitutes for manual labour.

The fact is, that the farmer and the mechanic have not laid their heads

sufficiently close together. The farmer did not know exactly what he

wanted, and the mechanic was not exactly able—or did not give himselfthe

trouble—to tell him. The consequence was, that such machines as the

farmers were induced to try were so unsatisfactory in their working, that

they materially damped the ardour of the agricultural mind, small as it

was, in favour of mechanical, and consequently exact tillage. All this

time there was no reason why our fields and farm-yards should not have

been brought under the active dominion of mechanical science, to at

least as great an extent as our textile manufactures. The cultivation

of the earth is plainly the most ancient and venerable of pursuits
;
yet,

curiously enough, whilst spinning, and weaving, and hundreds of other

productive and convertive systems have profited in the highest possible

degree by the extension of machinery, here we have a far older pursuit

almost wholly left behind. It might reasonably have been supposed,

that from our longer acquaintance with the requirements of the earth,

in the way ofcultivation, more should have been done to meet them ;
but

somehow the mechanic and the field did not agree very well together.

The man who could perform wonders with machinery under cover was

at sea when he ventured into a field under cultivation. Even yet he

cannot satisfy the farmer that he can turn over the soil by the aid of

steam power at a cheaper rate than with the horse and plough. True

enough, we find engineers coming out at our great agricultural shows

with elaborate apparatus, involving fixed engines, portable engines, wire

ropes, anchors, and windlasses, by which they promise to plough for

about half the cost of horse-power. But in these calculations there are

usually a good many items of positive cost overlooked. There is wear

and tear of machinery, which is very costly, in the first instance
;

trouble and time in shifting ; and, lastly, the necessity of operating upon

large areas at once. These are points which tell heavily even upon the

large farmer, so that the}' shut up the small holder altogether. The

whole principle, in fact, of the existing application of steam-power to

out-door operations upon the soil is as yet too cumbrous to satisfy the

requirements of a working test. It wants flexibility, as well as a very

large proportion of those very elements which constitute the real differ-

ence between an engine which has steady, uniform work in a fixed posi-

tion under a roof, and unexposed to the severities and vicissitudes of

weather, and an engine which has the most irregular work to do, in rude,

inexperienced hands, and under the same weather as the fields them-

selves. It is not by taking an ordinary steam-engine, dressed up with

a collection of complexities, and placing it upon a farm, that steam-tillage

will become a reasonable and a paying fact. "We have the admirable

power all ready to our hand ; but we are yet a long way from grasping

a proper vehicle for its transmission to the solid earth. Many cool heads

and steady hands have already brought their designs and constructions

to bear upon the question. The show just held at Chester is an instance

of this. But whilst this gathering bore plain evidence of such labours,

it showed further how very much is yet to be done in bringing steam-

power solidly home to domestic and agrarian' pursuits.

The textile manufacturer, calico-printer, and manufacturing chemist

have always been eagerly anxious to catch up and apply every reason-

ably promising improvement connected with their peculiar pursuits. It

is by this constant adaptation and fostering of suggestions and improve-
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ments that convertive manufactures have taken the splendid position

which they now occupy ; and it is by the neglect of this most necessary

consideration that the tillage of the soil has got no further than we now
find it. In the minor articles of the machinery of the farm and home-

stead, the machinist and the farmer have usually worked well together.

Seed-sowers, pulpers, choppers or cutters, thrashers, winnowers, and

steaming apparatus, have in particular been brought to a very high state

of perfection, and have enabled the fanner to perform his in-door work

with an economy and certainty far beyond the reach of his immediate

predecessors. But the designing and construction of machinery of this

kind are plainly assimilated pretty closely to the manufacture of such

machinery as has been long in use ; and the machinist's task is con-

sequently, in such cases, a comparatively easy one. But in passing from

his well- accustomed work to such as is required in the field, the mechanic

must obviously meet with a terrible wrench in his ideas, and his diffi-

culties are a good deal increased, by the feeling held by the farmer, that

the machinist is ignorant of farming ; whilst he must himself plead

guilty to a similar feeling against the farmer, that he knows little of

machinery. When we get rid of this difficulty, we shall see our way

clearer towards real improvement. Let us see the steam-engine put into

such a simple and compact form that it may take its place amongst the

regular and acknowledged stock of the farmer. It is all very well to

get together a complex arrangement of machinery, man it with educated

hands, take it to a fashionable show, turn over an acre or two of soil,

and then point triumphantly to the apparently small cost of the coal

consumed in the operation as a test of its absolute economical ad-

vantages : all this proves nothing. Land is tilled by ordinary labourers,

not by educated engineers ; and whatever mechanical power is put into

their hands, must be such as will be met by them in the spirit with

which a workman looks at his accustomed tools.

Experience very naturally possesses the credit of being the best

teacher we have ; but her terms for instruction are exorbitantly high,

and her direct pupils but seldom get full value for their money. Let the

farmer think, instead of allowing the mechanic to think for him ; let him

throw aside local prejudices and narrow traditions, look the subject full

in the face, and without waiting for the initiative example of his neigh-

bours—that fatal bar to early improvement—let him found his notions

of improving change upon what he sees and knows, and then call in the

mechanic to put his views into working shape. If the mechanical en-

gineer were once really taken into the confidence of the farmer who
thinks for himself, we should soon see the dawn of that better change in

the tillage of the soil for which the world has long anxiously looked.

With the farmer the old proverb, " "When you cannot have what you

like, endeavour to like what you have," has always been a favourite.

It is now high time to reverse it. Persuade the farmer to use a few

great and bold efforts to gain what he likes, instead of sleeping upon

things as they are, and now and then wakening up to look at the last

kickshaw made to sell, and so brought to him, by the farm machine-

maker.

In moralising upon this most ancient of arts, we cannot avoid the

conclusion, that in it accident rules at least alternately with intel-

lect. Adventitious circumstances have their full swing in its concerns

;

they have weight accorded to them where no weight should be. The

British farmer, although the greatest of talkers, does not always talk to

the point. Market days and petty local meetings run away with a vast

deal of agricultural time, without producing much of a return. In such

cases, there is little else moving but stagnation. For, whilst this mental

attrition does bring with it something in the way of permanent and tell-

ing progress, the hands the while are rapidly going round the dial of

time ; and the layer of improvement, when spread over the broad expanse

of years through which it is developed, is thin and fragile indeed.

The farmer has already listened a good deal to his chemical adviser.

Let him follow out that course of lectures ; but, at the same time, let

him become a more intimate friend of the mechanical engineer.

As we write, we learn that the four steam-plough judges, Messrs.

Clark, Druce, and Shackel, and Professor "Wilson, appointed by the
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Royal Agricultural Society to adjudicate upon the actual field perform-

ances of the steam ploughs competing for the £500 prize offered by the

society, have presented their report upon the Chester trials. In this re-

port they admit, in the fullest manner, that Mr. Fowler's machine turns

over the soil in an efficient manner, and that the saving arising from

its use, as compared with horse labour, is, on light land, from twenty to

twenty-five per cent. ; on heavy land, from twenty-five to thirty per

cent. ; whilst in trenching, the economical gain actually reaches eighty

or eighty-five per cent. In addition to all this, they are of opinion that

the soil is left in a far more desirable condition, and better adapted for

all the purposes of husbandry, than when horse ploughed. They are

therefore unanimously satisfied that Mr. Fowler is entitled to this very

moderate prize of £500.

Such a result as this is certainly most gratifying, and the foundation

for the general use of the steam plough may therefore now be said to

have been securely laid. The farmer, being once assured that the thing

can be done, will soon fall into the new order of things, and thus render

it worth the while of the machinist to work out the steam plough to

such a form as will bring it within the category of the ordinary and ne-

cessary implements of the farm. The world owes a heavy debt to Mr.

Fowler, whose indefatigable industry, in the face of enormous difficulties,

has led to the success which we have just recorded. Surely there are in

the country many such men as Mr. Fowler, who, when they see their

way, will work out the problem in its entirety, either upon his principle

or their own.

MINERAL SHIPPING- APPARATUS FOR TIDAL RIVERS.

The shipping of minerals, such as coal, in tidal situations, has always

presented difficulties to the engineer. Either the coal has been tumbled
down lofty staithes, so as to induce excessive breakage, and consequently

loss, or, as in the case on the Clyde, complicated machinery, costly both

at first and in after working, has been resorted to. To meet the diffi-

culty at both ends, Mr. Robert Martin, the superintendent of the General
Terminus and Glasgow Harbour Railway, has devised the ingenious ar-

rangement which we now engrave. In shipping coal by this machinery,

the railway waggons are run up at right angles to the pier head or wall,

until they come upon a balanced tipping arrangement. This arrange-

ment consists of a frame set on suitable centres, and fitted with counter-

weights and frictioual brakes, so that, when the waggon is run on to

the frame, up the outer curved stops of the rails, the coal is tipped out

at once, the rate of descent being governed by the fractional brakes. As
the coal falls from the waggon, it descends upon the upper and landward

end of an articulated shoot or staithe, which is so inclined as to direct

the coal down into the hatchway or hold of the vessel in the tidal way
beneath. This shoot is of considerable length, and is in several pieces
articulated or jointed together, and capable of being wound upon a square
barrel or carrier, the shaft of which is set in end bearings in the pier-

head. The extreme inner or landward end- of this shoot is fastened to

the square barrel, each face of which is of the proper length for taking
up the individual jointed lengths of the shoot, and suitable catches are
provided for retaining the lengths in position as wound up. The barrel

I

is actuated by a winch-handle or other gearing, and its shaft carries at
j

each end a chain barrel or pulley, to which are attached supporting chains, I

passed up and round overhead pulleys carried in suitable framing posts,
|

and thence down fur attachment to the extreme outer end of the shoot.

In this way, by turning the barrel in either direction, the shoot is wound
up or let down to suit the level of the water in the tidal way, and the.

apparatus is available for service in all states of the tide To explain
the precise details of this new plan, we may refer to our engraving,
which represents a side elevation of the apparatus with the foundation
masonry in section. The brick or stonework of the wharf, a, has built

in it a rectangular recess, b, in which the main part of the machinery is

fixed. Two massive cast-iron end standards, c, are bolted to the flooring

of the recess, b, the upper part of these standards form sockets into

which the lower ends of the wooden framing, d, are fitted. Each of the

uprights of the framing, d, carries a grooved pulley, E, over which the

hoisting chains, f, are passed. One extremity of each chain, F, is made i

fast to the grooved pulleys, o, which are with the spur wheels, H, keyed
j

to the transverse shaft, I. The bearings of the shaft, i, are carried in I

the end standards, c; and the pulleys, o, and spur wheels, h, are arranged I

in close contiguity to each other immediately outside each standard. The
spur wheels, h, are each in gear with an intermediate wheel, J, which is

j

carried upon a stud fixed in the standards, c ; these intermediate wheels
\

are each in gear with a pinion, r, which is fast to the spindle on which
the winch handles, l, are keyed. The intermediate wheels, j, thus

serve to bring the winch handles, h, within convenient reach of the
|

operating workmen upon the wharf, a. The other or outer ends of the

hoisting chains, e, are fastened to the outer portion, m, of a jointed i

or articulated shoot. The outer part, m, of the shoot is made narrower ;

towards its extremity; the remaining portion consists of a series of

trough-like lengths of metal, n, which are bolted together so as to form
j

a continuous, but flexible spout or shoot, for conveying the coals or other

minerals from the wharf into the hold of the vessel to be loaded. Upon
the underside of the separate lengths of the shoot there are parallel ribs,

o, which are made with an eye or eyes at each end, the extremities of :

the ribs are made so that the end of one rib passes between the forked

or duplex end of the rib to which it is to be jointed. The separate

lengths of the shoot are connected to each other by bolts and nuts, or I

other convenient means of attachment ; the outer end of each bolt in

this arrangement extends beyond its retaining nut, for a purpose which
will be presently referred to. The several lengths of the articulated

shoot are wound upon metal centres, p, which are keyed to the shaft, i

;

these centres are square plates of metal. Near to each corner of the

centres, r, is a lug, to which is secured by a bolt and nut a link, Q, that

turns freely upon its centre. When the shaft, i, is put in motion by
(

means of the winch handles, l, the inner lengths, n, of the shoot are

wound upon the centres, r, and as each length is laid upon the centres,

the operator turns the link, q, near to its outer end, outwards, so as to
|

pass over the projecting end of the bolt which passes through the ribs, i

o By this means the several lengths, N, of the shoot are kept in posi-

tion upon the centres, p, and prevented from falling away from their

peripheries. When the lengths, n, of the shoot are unwound, the links

are thrown back as they pass in succession. The locking and releasing

of the separate parts of the articulated shoot may also be effected by
self-acting mechanical means, if desired, in lieu of the arrangement shown
in the accompanying engraving. When the water of the river or tidal

way is sufficiently high, the ship may be loaded, using only the front

portion, m, of the shoot for conveying the coal or mineral to the

hold of the vessel, and one of the lengths, n, to receive the coal from the

waggon. It is, however, to prevent the coal from being broken by fall-

ing through a greater height when the tidal way is low that the articu-

lated shoot is designed ; as when the shoot is unwound, the incline is not

rendered steeper, but simply extends further out, the extremity of the

part, m, being so much lower in consequence of this extension. Thus
when the water is low, a greater length of the .shoot is unwound ; and

as this is done, the inner vertical edges of the parts come in contact with

each other, and the several pieces form a horizontal plane. The angle

of inclination given to this plane is determined by the length of the

chains, e, which being adjusted in the first instance, the incline of the

shoot remains the same whether the minerals pass over the whole or a

portion only of its surface. Thus at high water the vessel to be loaded

may be close up to the wharf, whilst at low water she must be shifted

outwards, so that the extremity of the shoot is over the hatchway.

To prevent the shoot from altering its position after it has been arranged

for the loading of a vessel, a pawl, e, is fitted to a stud fixed to the
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standard, c : the free end of the pawl falls into the teeth of the interme-

diate wheel. J. and prevents its recoil. In the rear of this mechanical

arrangement for shooting the coal or mineral into the vessel is an appara-

tus for tilting the loaded waggons, so as to discharge their contents on to

the shoot. The loaded waggons are brought up upon rails or tramways
in the usual manner to within a short distance of the. framing, D, and
the distance up to the framing is completed by means of a pair of move
able rails, s. These rails are long enough to admit of a waggon standing

thereon. They are fast to a transverse shaft, t, which is carried in pe-

destal bearings that are bolted to the brick or stonework, A, of the wharf,

the supporting columns of the masonry being built with a recess at the

upper part to admit of the descent of the rails, s. The front extremities

of the rails, s. are curved upwards, and at this part they are connected

to each other by a transverse tie-bar. These upwardly curved ends each

form a stop to check the further progress of the waggon. To each of the

backward ends of the rails, s, a rod, u, is fitted, to which a counterweight

is hung. The gravity of these weights is sufficient to bring the rails, s,

and the waggon, v. back to their normal or horizontal position when
the coals or minerals have been discharged therefrom. When the loaded

waggon, v, is pushed on to the rails, s, its weight counterbalances the

weights on the rods, u. which causes the vails, s, to turn upon their centre

and tilt the end of the waggon over the shoot, s, thereby discharging

the load upon the incline of the shoot, from whence it falls into the hold

of the vessel. To prevent the too sudden descent of the waggon, v, the

downward movement of the rails, s, is controlled by a brake, the action of

which is regulated by the attendant. To one extremity of the shaft, x,

a brake wheel, w, is keyed ; to the periphery of this wheel is adapted

the friction brake, x. One end of the brake is fast to a bell-crank lever,

v. which is centred upon a stud that is fixed in a lug projecting up-

wards from the face of the base plate of this part of the machinery. The
longer arm of the bell-crank lever forms the controlling handle for regu-

lating the pressure of the brake- When the loaded waggon is pushed on
to the rails, s, the attendant, by means of the handle on the lever, y,

tightens the brake, x, on the wheel, w, and causes the waggon to descend
slowly and discharge its contents in an unbroken state upon the shoot,

x. In this way coals or other minerals may be shipped with great ease

and facility, and in a far better state than by the means heretofore em-
ployed for the purpose.

J INTERNATIONAL PATENT RIGHT.

A bill was brought into the House of Commons at the close of the last

session, by Mr. Seymour Fitzgerald, Mr. Henley, and Mr. Hardy, for

the purpose of making provisions to secure international patent right.

It was read a third time in the lower house, but on reaching the Lords
it was not proceeded with. After reading it over, we venture to say

that it offers as striking an instance of crude legislation, so prevalent

towards the end of a session, as has occurred for some years. It appears

to us that the framer of the bill is ignorant of the first principles of the

|ect, for he has made no attempt to meet any of the great difficulties

which surround it.

By this bill it is first provided that the Crown, by order in council,

apply the provisions of this act to inventions patented in foreign

states: and then, that on application to the Patent Office, on behalf of a

>_fn patentee, the application being accompanied by an authenticated

y of the foreign patent and specilication, these documents shall be

diled at the Patent Office, and a certificate issued to the applicant, which
certificate shall have all the force and effect of a British patent.

1. Now, oar first remark is rliis : The bill will be practically useless,

no foreign patentee could safely avail himself of its provisions.

Every one conversant with the law of patents in this country is aware
that the patentee's descriptions of his invention must be carefully framed
with reference to the numerous decisions of our courts of law ; and that

when a patent breaks down under judicial examination, the reason, in

cases out of three, was that the specification had been inaccurately

drawn up. We are quite sure that not one specification out of a hundred
prepared abroad would answer the re |uirement3 of our law; and there-

fore the privilege which the bill propos ss to give the foreign patentee is

one that, if well advised, he dar- n .; take advantage of. There is, rnore-

v.-hy the foreign patentee would shrink from avail-

of the provisions of the bill. In very many of the patents

obtained a r ,ad, the invention is c imposed of parts, some of which may i

be new, but others are already w 11 known here. Now, a foreign speci-

ficati .
.

.- icing ii : v: and old heads of invention cannot be safely

filed in this b .-cause a want of novelty in part vitiates the whole

2. Look at the injustice attempted to be perpetratedtowardsBriti.il
inventions. Before a British inventor can obtain a patent here, he must

ries of forms, framed with a view to give any of the
pui.: ;d hi the subject-matter of the invention 'an opportunity of

ingthat a patent ought not to be granted. Whereas, under this act,

all that a foreign inventor has to do is to lodge his papers, and the of

ficial certificate, which is to be granted as a matter of course on the
officer being satisfied that the foreign patent exists, is to have the full
force of a British patent.

3. As to the stamp duties paid by the British patentee, it is clear that
when the framer of the bill referred, in clause xi., to the fees which
were to be levied and taken from foreign applicants in the same manner
as fees under the Patent Law Amendment Act of 1852, he referred in
part, at least, to a clause in that act which has been repealed ; and it
appears to us that the foreign patentee would thus escape some of the
duties which fall on the less fortunate subject of this realm.

4. The public at present levies a large sum annually in the shape of
stamp duties from British patentees. This may or may not be a right
thing to do—but so it is. Now, if this bill should "become law, it

would be very easy for an inventor to evade several of these stamp
duties. _ Let him first take out a patent in a foreign country, and then
apply for a British patent under this act. He is then in a position to
claim the certificate which is to give him all the privileges of a Bri-
tish patent. It may be quite right to reduce the expenses of a patentee
in this country; but we submit that such a measure should be
brought forward in a direct way, and not effected by the unforeseen
reading of an undiscussed clause.

Such are some of the defects of the bill, and we trust that if there
should be any attempt to resuscitate it in the ensuing session, some of
our legislators will do service to the state by exposing its absurdities.
By stopping its progress, the legislature wiU'bs saved the trouble, and
the public the expense, of subsequently passing what will be inevitably
required if the bill should inadvertently become law, viz.—An act to re-
peal an act passed in the present (or last) session of Parliament, entitled,
An act to make provisions, &c.

GOURLAY'S STEAM HOISTING APPARATUS.
Fig. l.

The application of steam to hoisting purposes is by no means one of the
least important of the recent steps in mechanical practice. Whether on
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land or on board ship, such a help for raising and lowering heavy bodies

is most advantageous to those who have to deal with the transport of

large and heavy masses. Messrs. Gourlay, Brothers, of the Dundee
Foundry, Dundee, have latterly given much attention to this subject,

and they have produced several forms of steam cranes and winches of a

very useful character. One of these steam hoists consists of a pair of

parallel vertical side standards, bolted to a bottom plate, which is

carried upon the upper end of a strong central vertical column, forming
the centre of motion of the entire apparatus. The top of this column
has a strong shoulder upon it, bearing by means of anti-friction pulleys

or rollers upon the upper face of a supporting plate, which also forms a

spur wheel for causing the revolution of the winch. The central pillar

is entered through a deep collar in the eye of the wheel plate, which
wheel plate is fast to the deck, and passes down to a bottom bearing.

Upon the bottom plate of the framing, and inside the side standards, is

placed a small steam engine, by means of which the lifting and moving
is effected. The engine used for this winch or crane has two vertical

cylinders, placed side by side parallel with the winding barrel, and the

slide valve chests are fitted in between the cylinders. The piston rods

are attached, by means of forked connecting rods, to a cranked shaft

overhead, fast to which is a pinion in gear with a toothed wheel on the

winding barrel. Upon the other end of the crank shaft is a pinion, which
gears with one of two reversed or opposed bevil wheels on a separate

external vertical shaft ; and upon the lower end of this shaft is a pinion

in gear with the horizontal wheel fast to the deck. The two bevil wheels
are cast in one piece, and they are set upon their shaft by a groove and
feather, so as to be capable of being set up or down by an engaging
handle, to bring either one or other of them into gear with the bevil

pinion on the end of the winding-barrel shaft ; and by this means the

winch or crane is turned upon its axis, in either direction, as the bottom
pinion on the shaft circles round the wheel fast on the deck. The steam,

after having done its duty in the cylinders, passes off through an educ-

tiun pipe, carried through the mast, and thence into the funnel. This
arrangement obviously refers only to those cases in which the winch or

windlass is fitted on ship board. The lifting of goods or weights by
means of the improved winch or crane, is effected by the dh'ect action of

the engine ; but the lowering is done by throwing the engine out of gear,

and permitting the weight to descend by its own gravity—the velocity

of the descent being controlled by the action of a friction brake acting
upon the winding barrel.

Our engravings, figs. 1 and 2, respectively exhibit a front elevation

and end view of a double cylinder steam winch, as made by Messrs.
Gourlay, for use on board ship, and in other situations. The figures re-

quire little written explanation. Indeed, from what we have already
said, we think their details will be fully understood.

BEMENT'S HYDROSTATIC WHEEL PRESS AND ADJUSTABLE
BEARLNGS.

These are Philadelphian inventions from the "Industrial Works" of

Messrs. Bement and Dougherty, and they show us how much American
engineers have got into the way of thinking
for themselves.

The first apparatus which we have here
noted is for putting on and off the wheels of

locomotive engines, which require to be fitted
" metal to metal " with such accuracy and
tightness. Fig. 1 is an end view, and fig. 2 a
side view, of the apparatus. The framing con-
sists of three vertical cast-iron beams, stayed
at top and bottom by longitudinal tension

J 1

1

rods, and resting upon a foundation of ma-
/ BHbJIa sonry. The two beams to the right in fig. 2

/ llVi ac' as 'ue Pos't've resisting stays for the pres-

J_ ^EHni smS action, whilst the other <>m- carries tin-

hydrostatic pressure apparatus. This is actu-
ated by a pair of overhead belt-pulleys, the
shaft of which carries a short overhung crank
connected by a pendant rod with a curved-
link lever below. This lever is jointed at one
end to the top of a toggle joint or vibrating
lever-piece set on a stud on the framing, and
it is intermediately jointed to the vertical

pump spindle, the pendant connecting-rod
being adjustable at pleasure upon the curved
lever. The large pressure cylinder is fitted

up with a weighted lever safety-valve, and
hand-wheel screw discharge-valve for letting

off the water. The ram is brought back after

working out by a weight hung to a strap

pulley. This forms a compact and efficient

done by the adjustable action of the connecting rod and curved lever.

Fig. 3 represents one form of Mr. Bement's adjustable bearings for

Fie;, l.

Fig. 2.

passed over a supporting

press, whilst its power can be accurately proportioned to the work to be

shafting as adapted to hangers; fiig. 4 is a sectional plan of the a bust-
ing action ; and fig. 5 is a sectional elevation at right angles to fig. 3.

Fig. 3.

This contrivance is for setting the bearings accurately, both vertically
and horizontally, when the hangers are in their places. The bottom part
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of the bearing is formed with a screw tail-piece enveloped by a plain

tube, which again is passed down through an oval aperture in the bottom
bend of the hanger. The nuts upon
the screws above and below admit of

the vertical setting of the bearing,

whilst the horizontal or lateral set

is obtained by the three set screws

which are tapped through the

hanger, and made to bear with their

inner ends upon the tubular piece

surrounding the main screw. The
central portion of the long brass, as

shown in fig. 4, is spherical, the

bearing being turned out internally

to correspond, so that all angularity

of action is thus allowed for. The
external V grooves are for attaching

trays for the oil droppings, as

shown in fig. 4. The dotted lines

show how this arrangement comes
in for wall brackets.

Fig. 6 is another form of hanger
bearing. Here the bracket, A, is

formed with a central horizontal ring-piece, b, through which the pen-

dant spindle, c, is passed, the actual bearing, d, being jointed to the lower

forked end of this spindle. The spindle, c, has screwed into its upper

end a screw, by which the whole is suspended from the centre of the up-

per cross-bar of the hanger. On each side of this screw is a small disc,

Fig. 6.

E, and the upper and lower collar-pieces, f, are respectively cut out seg-

mentally to fit the curvature of the upper and lower sides of these discs,

so that the bearing can thus be slewed round at pleasure upon these

discs as a centre of suspension, the upper and lower tightening nuts, e,

answering for tightening up the whole at the angle set out by the lateral

set screws, h, below. The joint movement of the bearing below admits

of any vertical angularity there. The hangers are formed with eyed

bracket arms, I, for carrying any minor shafting which may be required.

BALDWIN'S INDICATOR FOR REGISTERING PRESSURE.

The object of this invention is the recording of the effective pressure of

steam acting expansively or otherwise in the interior of the cylinders of

steam engines during the time the velocity of the engine is constant,

but when the velocity varies, the action of the governor of the indicator

upon the measuring apparatus i3 such as to cause it to measure a pro-

portionally greater pressure when the velocity increases, and a propor-

tionally less pressure when the velocity decreases, than the true pressure

which is measured when the engine has a constant velocity. The sum
of these pressures being multiplied by the constant velocity, will give

the force exerted by the engine during the time it has been in motion.

Fig. 1 of the illustrative engravings is an elevation, and fig. 2 a plan

of the indicator. To the upper and lower parts of the framework, a, are

fixed the cylinders, b; the bottom one is shown in section, surrounded
by a helical spring and case, c. To each end of the spring is fastened a

No. 126.—Vol. XI.

metal ring, the bottom ring being secured to the cylinder and frame by
projecting snugs. To the upper ring is attached two rods, e, these rods
are secured to the cross slide, /, which is attached to the piston rod, g;
the pistons are shown at hh\ and the steam ways, ii, communicate with

Fig. 1.

the cj'linder of the engine. The link, h, is moveable on a stud passing
through the slide block, I, the said stud being fixed on the slide block,

m, which block is moveable along the oscillating slide plate, n; this slide

plate, n, is fixed to the shaft, o. A double lever, p, is fixed on the shaft,

o, and carries the joint, q, through which the round part of the lever, r,

slides. A sliding pedestal, s, carries the lever, r, and is moveable along
the cross plate, t. The connecting rod, u, is attached to one end of the
lever, r, by a universal joint, the other end being connected to the crank,

v, in a corresponding manner, w is a shaft put in motion by the engine,

on which is fixed the crank, v, and the wheel, x; the said wheel is

geared into another wheel fixed on the governor spindle, y. To the
sliding bush, z, of the governor is attached a rod, a, passing down the
spindle, y; on the top of the said rod is fitted a plate, n, which slides in

a groove cut in the cross plate, t. The plate, b, contains a curvilinear

groove, in which is placed the stud, c ; this groove is so constructed that

when the governor, d d, varies in speed, and thereby raises or lowers the

plate, b, the sliding pedestal, s, moves equal distances for equal varia-

tions in the speed of the governor, e is a double lever, moveable on a

stud fixed in the bracket, f ; to the said lever is connected, by means of

a stud at one end, the radius rod, G, the other end being connected to the

link, h. Another radius rod, H, is also connected at one end to the link,

k, the other end being attached to the lever, i. A rod, k, passes from
the lever, e, to the lever, i, for the purpose of keeping the said levers at

a constant distance from each other. The lever, i, is moveable on the

shaft, L, upon which is fixed a ratchet wheel, M, which is actuated by a

lever, s, fixed to the lever, i, and containing the clicks, o. A rod, p, is

attached to the cross slide of the piston rod, upon which is fixed a pencil

and holder, q, so that diagrams showing the working state of the engine
may be taken on the cylinder, k, which contains a spring arranged in

the usual manner, and is moved by the spring, s, attached to the lever,

r. A worm, T, is fixed on the shaft, l, which actuates a wheel connected
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with a counting apparatus, the index of which is shown under the. words
" Mean Pressure." There is also an index shown under the word " Revolu-

tions," which, by having its working parts connected with the shaft, o,

or other parts of the apparatus, is made to register the number of revolu-

tions made by the engine.

The shaft, to, being put in motion by the engine, and making one

revolution in the same time as the engine completes a double stroke, the

rod, w, and the levers, r and p, will be caused to vibrate once by the

action of the crank, v, for each single stroke of the engine; thereby

causing the plate, n, to vibrate once in the same time. The steam from

the engine, on entering the underside of the piston, h, and being of

superior pressure to the steam on the upper side of the upper piston, motion

will take place in an upward direction ; and if the plate, n, be situate as

shown by the dotted line, u u1
, the centre of the link, 1c, may be at u 1

,

whilst the levers, rp, &c, will be in the position shown by the dotted

lines. If the engine now makes one stroke, the plate, n, with the link,

Jc, will move over to v, and the radius rods and levers occupy the

position shown by the other dotted lines. The ratchet wheel will now
have moved through a space proportional to the space passed over by
the plate, », whilst describing the line, v u1, and so on in proportion to

the distance of the link, k, from the centre of the plate, n. If the steam

be now changed to the upper side of the piston, h1
, the link, h, may be

carried by the piston rod down to the point, v1
, and cause the lever, n,

to move backwards without moving the wheel, m, but the engine by
continuing its motion will carry the plate, n, and the link, k, over to the

point, u, and thereby turn the wheel, m, and the worm, t, acting on the

counter, will register the mean pressure corresponding to the line, v1 u.

If the speed of the engine increases, the governor raises the plate, n,

which, acting upon the stud, c, moves the sliding pedestal, s, and the

lever, r, towards the left hand, and since the vibrations of the lever, r,

do not vary in extent, the lever, p, will be caused by its increased dis-

tance from the centre, c, to move through a greater angle in the same
time, and therefore cause the wheel, m, to pass through more space than
that which represents the true pressure, and register the same as re-

quired. When the engine decreases in speed, the reverse of the last

operation take places, and the pressure registered will be less than the

true pressure. The index will therefore show the sum of the true and
false pressures

;
this sum being multiplied by the velocity of the engine,

when the instrument is registering true pressure, will give the force

exerted during the time the engine has been in motion. That part of

the instrument for taking diagrams is worked by the spring, s, and takes

a diagram answering to one complete revolution of the engine, as shown
at x.

Mr. Baldwin is also the inventor of another ingenious contrivance for

recording the pressure of steam. In this arrangement there are two
cylinders, which contain a quantity ofmercury. Within each of the vessels

is placed a cylindrical float. These Boats are attached to the end of a
beam which oscillates upon a central pillar, similar to an ordinary scale

beam. On each side of the pillar is a cylinder, the piston of which is

connected by a rod to the beam above. The lower part of one of these

cylinders is made to communicate by means of a pipe with one side of

the steam engine piston ; and the lower part of the other cylinder

communicates in like manner with the other side of the piston of the
steam engine. When the steam from the engine enters the cylinders

of the instrument, that cylinder which receives the greatest pressure
will have its piston moved in an upward direction, at the same time the
float attached at the same side of the centre of the beam will move also

iu an upward direction ; but the other piston and float will move in a
downward direction. The mercury contained in the vessel wherein the
float moved upwards will descend, whilst the mercury contained iu the
other vessel will ascend ; and the column of mercury above the bottom
of the descending float will be greater than the column of mercury above
the bottom of the ascending float. The difference between the height
of these two columns, multiplied by the area of the bottom of the float,

and by the distance of the centre of the cylinder from the beam centre,

will be equal to the difference of the pressures acting in the cylinders of

the indicator, multiplied by the area of Hie pistons, and by the distance

of the centre of the float on the other side of the beam from the centre

of that beam ; and if the greater pressure be put in the other cylinder,

the operation will be reversed. If a pencil is attached to one of the guide
rods of the floats, it will move over spaces proportional to the spaces
moved over by the pistons of the instrument, and therefore measure the

amount of effective pressure acting upon the piston of the engine, which
may also be shown by attaching a pointer to the beam or other suitable

part of the instrument.

REPORT OF COMMISSIONERS OF PATENTS FOR 1857.

The commissioners have lately issued their report as to the patent busi-
ness of the United Kingdom for 1857, and we now lay the substance of
it before our readers.

The number of applications for provisional protection recorded within

the year 1857 was 3,200 ; the number of patents passed thereon was
2,028 ; the number of specifications filed in pursuance thereof was 1,970;
the number of applications lapsed or forfeited—the applicants having
neglected to proceed for their patents within the six months of provi-

sional protection—was 1,172.

The number of applications recorded within the first six mouths of the

current year (1858) was 1,474; therefore, estimating the total number
for the year at about 3,000, a decrease of about 200 on the whole year,

as compared to the number of the year 1857, may be expected.
One thousand nine hundred and thirty-one patents bear date between

the 1st July 1854 and the 30th June 1855 ; the additional stamp duty of

£50 has been paid on 502 of that number; and 1,429 have become void
by reason of non-payment.

All the provisional, complete, and final specifications, filed in the office

upon the patents granted under the Act, have been printed and published
in continuation, with lithographic outline copies of the drawings accom-
panying the same, and within three weeks of the respective dates of

filing, according to the provisions of the Act 16 & 17 Vict., c. 1,15.

The provisional specifications filed in the office and lapsed and forfeited,

have also been printed and published in continuation.

Printed certified copies of the specifications filed in the office, as also

certified copies of patents, and of the record book of assignments of

patents and licences, have been sent, in continuation, to the office of the

director of Chancery in Edinburgh, and the Enrolment Office of the Court
of Chancery in Dublin, pursuant to the Act of 1852 and the Act of 16 & 17

Vict., c. 115.

The work of printing the specifications of patents enrolled in Chancery
previous to the Patent Law Amendment Act (1852), 12,977 in number,
the first dating October, 1711, was commenced in September, 1853. This
work has been completed.

ACCOUNT OF SALARIES PAID TO CLERKS AND OFFICERS FOR 1857.

Glerk of the Commissioners ....
Chief Clerk in the Patent Division of the Office

Second Clerk ......
Third Clerk
Fourth Clerk ......
Fifth Clerk ......
Sixth Clerk
The Superintendent of Specifications

First Clerk in the Specification Division of the Office .

Second Clerk ......
Third Clerk

Salaries of occasional and extra Clerks .

FEES TO THE LAW OFFICERS.

Payments made to the Attorney and Solicitor General for England,

and their respective Clerks, for the year 1857, on account of fees upon
patents for inventions :— -

To Sir Richard Bethell, Attorney-General, for

certificates of allowance of protection on pro-

visional specifications, 1,582 at two guineas each £3,322
Ditto, for fiats on reference of complete specifica-

tions, 14 at two guineas each . . .29
Ditto, for signing warrants, 1,047, at one guinea

each 1,099

£600
450
265
265
200
130
110

1,000
300
250
250
726

£4,546 I) II

4

7

To the Clerk of the Attorney-General on provisional and com-
plete specifications, 1,596, at 5s. each

To the Right Hon. J. S. Wortley, Solicitor-Gene-

ral, for 768 certificates of allowance, at two
guineas each ..... £1,612 16

Ditto, for 9 fiats on reference, &c, at two guineas

each . . . • . . 18 18

Ditto, for signing warrants, 442, at one guinea

each, from 1st January to 3d June 1857 464 2

£4,450 19

399

To Mr. Wortley's Clerk, on provisional and complete specifica-

tions, 1,777, at 5s. each .....
To Sir H. S. Keating, Solicitor-General, for 812

certificates of allowance, at two guineas each £1,705 4

Ditto, for 9 fiats on reference, &c. . . 18 18

Ditto, for signing warrants, 6 12, at one guinea each,

from 3d June to 31st December 1857 . . 642 12

To Sir H. Keating's Clerk, on provisional and complete specifi-

cations, 821, at 5s. each .

2,095 10

194 5

, 2,366 11

205 5

£9,711 19

COMPENSATIONS.

In pursuance of several awards and minutes of the Lords Commission-

ers of the Treasury, under the provisions of the 50th section of the Act,

allowing compensation to the under-mentioned officers, the following
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sums have been paid out of monies granted by Parliament for the pur-

pose, for the year 1S57 :

—

To Mr. David Graham Johnstone, patent clerk to the Attorney
and Solicitor General for England .... £850

To Mr. Moses Poole, clerk in the Patent Office of the Attorney
and Solicitor General for England .... 130

To Mr. Thomas Lynch, assistant clerk in the Patent Office in

Ireland . " ' . . . . . . 60

To Mr. Bartholomew M'Xamara, copying clerk in the Crown
and Hanaper Office, in Ireland . . . . 16

To Mr. John Charles Walsh, copying clerk in the same Office 14

To the Attorney-General for Ireland .... 1,200

To the Solicitor-General for Ireland . . . 800
To the Lord Advocate for Scotland .... 850 -0

To the clerk of the Attorney-General for Ireland . . 300
To the clerk of the Lord Advocate for Scotland . . 300
To Mr. Thomas Stinton, train-bearer to the Lord Chancellor of

Ireland 12

To Mr. J. P. Hallev, clerk in the Office of the Director of

Chancery in Scotland . . . . . . 30

To Mr. D.'M'Xeillie. ditto 22

To Mr. John M-Neillie, ditto, . . . . . 10

£4,584

err.r.EXT axd ixcidextal expenses.

The 49th section of the Act empowers the Lords Commissioners of the

Treasury to allow the necessary sums for providing offices under the Act,

for the fees, salaries, and payments to be allowed, and for the current

and incidental expenses of the office, to be paid out of such monies as may
be provided by Parliament for the purpose.
An account of the current and incidental expenses in the office of the

Commissioners, for the year 1S57 :

—

Paid for two copies of Gazettes for the use of the Office, cata-

logues of books for library, and translating titles of foreign

specifications, &c ......
Paid office keepers, carpenter's bill for packing cases for specifi-

cations, &c, sent to public offices in Edinburgh and Dublin,
chimney sweep, A-c. ......

Paid for coals, candles, gas, frc......
Postages, porterage, and sundries ....
Paid for 2,095 tin boxes, to hold the impressions of the Great

Seal attached to the patents, at Is. each
Paid the sealer of the Court of Chancery, for wax expended by
him upon 2,095 impressions of the Great Sal

Paid to the law stationers employed by the Commissioners, for

copying, out of the Office, at "the rate of three halfpence for

every ninety words, and for writing clerks employed in copy-
ing in the Office, and paid by time ....

This charge stands in the place of the salaries of forty copy-
ing clerks, or thereabouts, which number of clerks must
otherwise have been placed upon the establishment of the
Office, in addition to the nine clerks permanently ap-

pointed.

The documents copied consisted principally of specifica-

tions of patents and provisional specifications for the
printer, mostly of great length ; copies of indexes for the
printer ; office copies of specifications, patents, and other
records, made for persons applying for the same, the fees

thereon being paid in stamp duties ; office copies of pat-

ents sent to the public offices in Edinburgh and Dublin
pursuant to the Act ; three copies of each deed of as-

signment of a patent or licence of patent right recorded
in the Office pursuant to the Act, one copy for the record
books of the Office, the other two for the public offices in

E<H iburgh and Dublin, and two copies of the record book
for the same offices in Edinburgh and Dublin. These as-

signments and licence deeds are, with few exceptions, of

great length, and the fee of 5s. on recording each deed is

paid in a stamp duty ; copies of notices for the Gazette,

and various other records and documents.
Paid the lithographers employed by the Commissioners, for

lithographic forms, &c. .....
Consisting of forms of certificates of allowance of provi-

sional protection, notices to proceed, notices of objections,
forms tor patents, for the warrants of the law-officer, and
for transcripts of patents, &c.

Paid lithographers for colouring, tracing, and mounting draw-
ings on calico, Ac. ......

Paid messenger to the Lord Chancellor for obtaining the seals

to patents during his Lordship's absence from town (vacation,

1857)
Paid carpenter, joiner, painter, and smith, bills for constructing
and fitting up additions to Horary . . . 163 7 10

Paid for sewing drawings on the rolls at the Enrolment Office 66

£7,565 11 8

Account of Stamp Duties, paid upon passing patents for inventions

£754 6 8

191 19 5

51 12 3

36 15 10

104 15

157

5,465 15 2

under the Act to substitute stamp duties for fees (16 Vict., c. 5), for the
year 1857 :

—

3,200 petitions for grant of letters patent, at 5s. each . .£16,000
2,294 notices of intention to proceed with application, at 5s. each 11,470
55 notices of objection to the grant of letters patent, at 2s. each 110
2,031 warrants for patents, at 5s. each .... 10,155
2,028 patents sealed, at 5s. each .... 10,140
1,976 specifications filed, at 5s. each .... 9,880
716 entries of assignments of patents and licences, at 5s. each . 179
450 searches and inspections, at Is. each . . . 22 10
16,692 folios of office copies of documents, at 2d. per folio of

ninety words . . . . . .

510 patents upon which the progressive stamp duty of £50 has
been paid .......

1 patent on which the progressive stamp duty of £100 has been
paid ........

10 patents granted under 53d section of the Act, on which the
progressive stamp duty of £16, 13s. 4d. has been paid

5 duplicate patents issued in lieu of original patents lost or de-
stroyed, £5 each ......

£83,887 5 4

Balance sheet of income and expenditure, for the year 1857 :

—

Receipts.

117 16

408 2

47 14 6

In stamp duties in lieu of fees

By sale of prints of specifications, indexes, &c.
Surplus income on balance of accounts, from the 1st October

1852, to the end of the year 1856 . . . .

£83,887 5 4
1,463 16 11

13,678 11 6

£99,029 13 9

Payments.
Fees to the law-officers of England ....
Their clerks .......
Salaries of officers and clerks in the Commissioners' Office

Compensations .......
Current and incidental expenses in the Commissioners' Office .

Cost of stationery supplied by her Majesty's Stationery Office,

books for the free library established in the Patent Office, and
binding .......

Rent of offices and library .....
Messrs. Eyre and Spottiswoode, for printing specifications of

patents, indexes, &c, and lithographers' bills for drawings
accompanying specifications .....

Cost of paper supplied to printer and lithographer by her
Majesty's Stationery Office .....

Expenses incurred in respect of the Museum at South Kensington
Clerks' salaries for ditto......
* Revenue stamp duty account as below
Surplus hicome .......

£8,913 9

798 10

4,546
4,584

7,565 11 8

843 13 8

490

38,506 3 2

9,161

1,966
375

15,275

6,005 5

£99,029 13 9

COPYRIGHT OF DESIGNS.

Tue following is the text of the Act 21 & 22 Vict., cap. 70, lately

passed to amend the law relating to the Copyright of Designs. The two
amendments of the law which it effects aro—first, the extension of the
term from nine months to three years in the case of woven fabrics with
a printed pattern ; and second, the giving owners of a registered design
the right of taking proceedings in the count)' court for the prevention
of piracy.

An Act to Amend the Act of the Fifth and Sixth Years of her present
Majesty, to Consolidate and Amend the Laws relating to the Copy-
right of Designs for Ornamenting Articles of Manufacture.

Whereas by an act passed in the fifth and sixth years of the reign of

her present Majesty, intituled " An Act to Consolidate and Amend the

Laws relating to the Copyright of Designs for Ornamenting Articles of

Manufacture," herein-after called "The Copyright of Designs Acts,

* The Act of 1852, in lieu of the old duties upon patents, imposed a revenue stamp
duty of £5 upon the warrant of the law officer, £10 upon the certificate of payment of the
progressive fee of £40 at the expiration of the third year, and £20 upon the certificate of
payment of the fee of £80 at the expiration of the 7th year of the patent.

The Act of 1853 (16 Vict. c. 5) converted all the fees imposed by the Act of 1S52 into

stamp duties.

The Revenue stamp duty account for the year 1S57 is as follows :

—

2,031 warrants of the law officers for patents at £5 each . £10,155
510 patents on which the progressive duty of £50 has been

paid at the end of the 3d year from their respective dates,

(£10 being Revenue stamp du ty, and £40feestamp duty);

510 at £10 each . . . . . 5,100

1 patent on which the progressive duty of £100 has been paid,

£20 Revenue stamp duty, and £80 fee stamp duty . 20

£15,275
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1842," there was granted to the proprietor of any new and original

design, in respect of the application of any such design, to ornamenting

any article of manufacture contained in the tenth class therein men-
tioned, with the exceptions therein mentioned, the sole right to apply

the same to any articles of manufacture, or any such substances as

therein mentioned, for the term of nine calendar months, to be com-

puted from the time of such design being registered according^ to the

said act : and whereas it is expedient that the term of copyright, in

respect of the application of designs to the ornamenting of articles of

manufacture comprised in the said tenth class, should be extended, and
that some of the provisions of the said act should be altered, and that

further provision should be made for the prevention of piracy, and for

the protection of copyright in designs under the acts in the schedule

hereto annexed, and herein-after called "The Copyright of Designs

Acts :
" and whereas the purposes aforesaid cannot be effected without

tho authority of Parliament : be it therefore enacted by the Queen's most
excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the Lords

Spiritual and Temporal, and Commons, in this present Parliament

assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows ; that is to say,

I. In citing this act for any purpose whatsoever it shall be sufficient

to use the expression "The Copyright of Designs Act, 1858."

II. The said Copyright of Designs Acts and this act shall be construed

together as one act.

III. In respect of the application of any new and original design for

ornamenting any article of manufacture contained in the tenth class

mentioned in "The Copyright of Designs Act, 1842," the term of copy-

right shall be three years, to be computed from the time of such design

being registered, in pursuance of the provisions of " The Copyright of

Designs Acts," and of this act: provided nevertheless, that the term of

such copyright shall expire on the thirty-first day of September in the

second year after the year in which such design was registered, what-

ever may be the day of such registration.

IV. Nothing in the fourth section of " The Copyright of Designs Act,

1842," shall extend or be construed to extend to deprive the proprietor

of any new and original design applied to ornamenting any article of

manufacture contained in the said tenth class of the benefits of " The
Copyright of Designs Acts," or of this act: provided there shall have
been printed on such articles at each end of the original piece thereof the

name and address of such proprietor, and the word "registered," to-

gether with the years for which such design was registered.

V. And be it declared, that the registration of any pattern or portion

of an article of manufacture to which a design is applied, instead or in

lieu of a copy, drawing, print, specification, or description in writing,

shall be as valid and effectual to all intents and purposes as if such copy,

drawing, print, specification, or description in writing, had been fur-

nished to the registrar under " The Copyright of Designs Acts."

VI. The proprietor of such extended copyright shall, on application

by or on behalf of any person producing or vending any article of manu-
facture so marked, give the number and the date of the registration of

any article of manufacture so marked ; and any proprietor so applied to

who shall not give the number and date of such registration shall be

subject to a penalty of ten pounds, to be recovered by the applicant,

with full costs of suit, in any court of competent jurisdiction.

VII. Any person who shall wilfully apply any mark of registration to

any article of manufacture in respect whereof the application of the

design thereto shall not have been registered, or after the term of copy-

right shall have expired, or who shall, during the term of copyright,

without the authority of the proprietor of any registered design, wilfully

apply the mark printed on the piece of any article of manufacture, or

who shall knowingly sell or issue any article of manufacture to which
such mark has been wilfully and without due authority applied, shall be

subject to a penalty of ten pounds, to be recovered by the proprietor of

such design, with full costs of suit, in any court of competent jurisdic-

tion.

VIII. Notwithstanding anything in "The Copyright of Designs Acts,"

it shall be lawful for the proprietor of copyright in any design under
"The Copyright of Designs Acts," or this act, to institute proceedings

in the county court of the district within which the piracy is alleged to

have been committed, for the recovery of damages which he may have
sustained by reason of such piracy : Provided always, that in any such
proceedings the plaintiff shall deliver with his plaint a statement of par-

ticulars as to the date and title or other description of the registration

whereof the copyright is alleged to be pirated, and as to the alleged

piracy ; and the defendant, if he intends at the trial to rely as a defence

on any objection to such copyright, or to the title of the proprietor

therein, shall give notice of his intention to rely on such special defence,

and shall state in such notice the date of publication and other particu-

lars of any designs whereof prior publication is alleged, or of any ob-

jection to such copyright, or to the title of the proprietor to such copy-
right

; and it shall be lawful for the judge of the county court, at the

instance of the defendant or plaintiff respectively, to require any state-

ment or notice so delivered by the plaintiff or of the defendant respec-

tively to be amended in such manner as the said judge may think fit.

IX. The provisions of an act of the 9th and 10th Vict., cap. 95,
and of the 12th and 13th Vict., cap. 100, as to proceedings in any
plaint, and as to appeal, and as to writs of prohibition, shall, so far as
they are not inconsistent with or repugnant to the provisions of this

act, be applicable to any proceedings for piracy of copyright of designs
under the said Copyright of Designs Acts or this act.

The acts referred to in the schedule are 5 and 6 Vict., cap. 10O; 6
and 7 Vict., cap. 65; 13 and 14 Vict., cap. 104, and 14 Vict. cap. 8.

MECHANICAL NOTES FROM AMERICA.

Extension of the Goodyear Patent for Vulcanised Rubber—The Crystal Palace—The suc-
cessive Stages of Inventions—Paucity of Interesting Matter—Ericsson's Air Engines

—

Mammoth Lake Steamers—Pacific Railroad—Other Routes—The Collins' Steamers
—The "Charlotte Vanderbilt," Side Screw Steamer—Tile Grooved Piston again
—Wrecking at Sebastopol—Ruinous Low Fares for Railroad Travelling— Effect of
Broad Gauge— Suggested Alteration—The M Voyageur De La Mer,'

T Iron and Wood
Combination Yacht—Novel Valve Motion—Test of small Stationary Engines.

The few weeks just passed have developed several matters ofconsiderable
importance, by no means the least of which is the extension, by the
Patent Office, of Goodyear's patent for vulcanising rubber. The fourteen-

years patent granted to Charles Goodyear, in 1844, expired on the 15th
of June last, but has been extended seven years longer, by a decision to

that effect by the commissioner of patents. The manufactures of rubber
articles, under the patent in this country, is shown, by the sworn evi-

dence filed in the Patent Office, to amount in value to between four and
five million dollars annually, to give employment to about seven million
dollars' capital, and to some ten thousand operatives. It is probably safe

to assume, that half the income of these establishments is clear profit

—

an amount which, were the manufacture thrown open to the public,

would be reduced by competition to a meagre 6 or 10 per cent. Hay-
ward, the inventor of the sulphur process, testified that the vulcanising
process would be worth to the public, for the next seven years, one mil-

lion of dollars ; and another very extensive and wealthy manufacturer,
probably as well qualified to put a pecuniary value upon the invention,

does not hesitate to estimate it at " several millions." It is no insignifi-

cant matter to extend a monopoly of so extensive and extremely lucrative

a business
; but the reasons assigned by the commissioner, in his very

clear and able decision, appear very fully to justify it. The United
States of America probably owes to Charles Goodyear and his family a
very liberal reward for the benefits conferred by his " elastic metal," as
the attorneys have sometimes termed it. From mismanagement, rather
than from any vice or extravagance, Mr. Goodyear is now, at the close

of fourteen years of monopoly of this invention, a comparatively poor
man ; but there is little doubt that a large portion of the value of the

monopoly now granted will be realised by him. It is much to be re-

gretted that the scores—aye, thousands— of enthusiastic inventors, who,
like Goodyear, devote a lifetime to a single pursuit, cannot find, even at

a late day, a somewhat equivalent reward.
The Crystal Palace was, on the 5th of June, taken possession of by

the city of New-York, on the ground that the bond-holders had forfeited

all claim to tho property by allowing it to remain on the city land. They
now enjoy apparently undisputed possession ; have leased or proposed to

lease it to the American Institute ; and advertisements are now nearly
ready to be sent out, calling together articles for the usual annual fair in

October.

Last year the building was leased by the Institute for five thousand
dollars—the Institute paying all expenses for attendance, and the trifling

repairs necessary, and receiving all the money taken at the doors during
the entire year. The speculation would have resulted in loss, except for

the bold experiment of prostituting the building, by allowing it to be
used on a few occasions, at a heavy rent, for mammoth second-rate
gatherings, in the form of fancy balls and religious fairs. The principal

income is usually due to the few weeks of the Institute Fair in the

autumn ; and the great reduction of this by the financial crash last year
operated mainly to induce the loss.

The building is and will continue to be open every day, and a few are

always attracted there to examine the building itself, the statuary, and
the few articles of industrial interest ; but it has not yet begun to realise

the idea of a perpetual fair with working machinery in constant opera-

tion. It may be here again repeated, that all the other attempts to

realise this grand idea, in this or other American cities, have so far

proved failures, though they are not all abandoned. One in Boston is

now advertising for contributions of machinery and manufactures.
Business has not yet revived, except by a very infinitesimal quantity

;

and although the period of inactivity has developed great numbers of in-

ventions, they are not yet tested. Although promising, they are as yet
only promising. The most interesting stage of an invention is when it

has begun to perform—when it has been tested to a degree, and has won
some admirers. A little later, and it is either one of the established in-

stitutions, with a host of patrons, agents, &c, urging it forward with more
or less skill on the one hand, and an army of imitators, rivals, and ene-
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raies, of various names, on the other ; or it sinks quietly out of sight as

a failure—an impracticable affair which was tested briefly, and succeeded

in making a show of success for a time, but has sunk below the surface,

only to be effective in future either as a guide or aid to other operators,

or as a bar to progress in that direction, by rendering it more difficult to

: the device of a more skilful, more earnest, or more wealthy in-

ventor. At any period in the development of an invention, much earlier

than the testing stage, it is evidently too crude to be worthy of very

patient examination, except by the parties immediately concerned. The
invention in this stage is an egg—very possibly an addled one

;
the full

success is a bird abundantly able to take care of itself. Between these

stages is a period of which inventors, even of great improvements, can

well appreciate the longitude ; and one which, as appears from the above

sketch of the great rubber inventor, may, so far as individual profit is

concerned, last the whole duration of a patent, even when the invention

is one of the most valuable which the world has ever seen.

The fledgings in mind at this moment are less important than usual.

There really seems nothing worthy of enthusiastic dissection. Great

and little schemes seem alike to be stagnant. The man who was train-

ing mice to work in treadmills and supply power for factories, has

abandoned the idea in disgust. Spring clothes-pins, to clasp the washer-

women's linen upon the line, do not seem to " take," and the stock ma-
nufactured has been degraded—or promoted—to the position of paper-

holders on the desks of economical writers. The caloric engine, which
some months ago was to have furnished power in homeopathic doses of

one man or one rabbit power, more or less, as explained on page 283 last

volume, remains obstinately quiet. There are several who are about

to have, but I hear of none who actually possess, one or more in oper-

ation.

The six or more magnificent steamers plying on Lake Erie, which
formed the connecting link between the eastern and western portions of

the country, have been ruined by the railroad competition, and by the

swarms of mammoth and swift propellers ; and being too large to take

out by canals, are now, in the midst of the business season, lying idly at

their wharves waiting to be sold at the value of the old materials. A
railroad on the southern shore of the lake, and one or more somewhat
shorter ones on the northern or Canada side, running summer and win-

ter many trains per day, have killed the floating palaces, which could only

run when the lake is open, or about eight months out of the twelve. They
are strong and splendid boats, most of them only three or four years old,

but they cannot be transferred to tide water except by rolling them over

Niagara Falls ; and on the lakes they are as useless at present as were
the surface condensers and apparatus for distilling sea-water provided

by the wisdom of the British Admiralty for the earl}
- government vessels

used on these great fresh-water oceans.

The Pacific railroad is quiet. The discoveries of gold on Frazer's

River in the Hudson Bay Company's possession oil the North Pacific may
serve to give a greater prominence to the northern route, as it is termed,
which follows the general course of the Missouri and Columbia rivers,

and terminates on Puget's Sound, a score or two of miles south of the

new El Dorado. The report, possibly a true one, that the English go-

vernment has sent out a large party of engineers and assistants to sur-

an extension of the Grand Trunk Bailroad of Canada to the Pa-

arough the British possessions, has perhaps done much to arouse

interest ; but up to this date it has resulted in nothing more tangible

than eloquent newspaper articles. The only action of our government
in the matter, further than to prosecute and publish examinations of the

principal routes, was set forth on page 62 of this volume.
The re-opening the line of travel to the Pacific by steamers down each

coast to Central America, thence crossing through the San Juan River

and Lake Nicaragua, has assumed a very tangible form—a heavy loan

having been made to the government of Nicaragua by some New York
capitalists as a consideration for a favourable contract, but one which
binds them to have the route in full operation in a few months.
The steamers, late the Collins line of New York and Liverpool mail

steamships, continue to lie quietly at their dock.

A long and sharply-modelled steamer with four small higb-pressure

engines, giving motion to two large screw propellers partially immersed
at the sides, was described and illustrated on page 199 of vol. x. as fully

as its slight promise seemed to deserve. Financial difficulties have
tended to postpone the completion of this novelty, but she has now been
in occasional use for several weeks or months. Her speed is very much
below that of other steamers, and the experiment appears to be a dead
failure.

The frictionless piston, briefly described and illustrated on page 231,
last volume, has been put in use, with, as is reported, admirable success,

on three or more locomotives. The peculiarity consists in making the
pi3ton solid and of about the ordinary thickness, and grooving its sur-

face, so that the steam in leaking through the very slight annular space
between it and the interior of the cylinder is retarded and delayed by
whirling about in the grooves, a3 shown in the engraving. Asa pressure
regulator it has proved rather unsuccessful, as it commenced to leak
violently after a few weeks' use, but possibly it may succeed better

No. 126.—Vol. XL

for other purposes. It seems hardly probable that it would remain
absolutely tight for a long period ; but being on the interior of a cy-
linder where the motion of the piston is very rapid, the leakage cannot
be discovered very readily, nor is its effect very serious until the steam
cuts for itself a pretty liberal channel. The pistons of these locomotives
are some 16 inches in diameter, and 20
inches stroke. They are fitted verj- accu-
rately, and are partially supported by al-

lowing the piston rod to extend outward
beyond the cylinder, with a bearing at

each end, as shown in the figure. Thus
arranged, it seems a very impracticable
device ; but a somewhat larger piston in

a stationary engine in Brooklyn is about
bsing removed to make way for one of this

character, and the proprietors of the patent
profess to be sanguine that they will suc-

ceed in making this the style of piston for the next generation, on ac-
count of the difference in the friction, there being very little, if any, ex-
perienced with their use. If, as there is reason to believe, the grooves do
embarrass the flow of steam through the thin spaces, it would probably
be found of great advantage thus to groove the wearing surface of ordi-

nary packing rings, and then to set out the rings with much less force
than usual. The packing springs under these circumstances might be
extremely weak, and the friction of the piston be thus reduced one-
half or more without involving any very serious difficulty, or necessi-

tating extraordinary care in keeping the engine perfectly in line.

Of the two wrecking companies which left this country last year to

raise and remove the wrecks in the harbour of Sebastopol, one has re-

turned, and reports that the sunken ships are so badly eaten by worms
that they are worthless ; while the other company, Mr. Gowan's, noticed
on page 70 of last volume, remains at work, and sends home flattering

tidings of success. Both accounts cannot be true; probabiy neither

are.

The New York and Erie Railroad, a broad-gauge road leading some
five hundred miles west from this city, to which I have frequently allud-

ed informer letters, is, and has been for several months, carrying through
passengers for a very little more than one cent per mile. The cause is

a disagreement between the managers of this road and those of rival

lines. How the money and influence received compares with the actual
cost of each passenger to the company, is one of the deepest questions in

railroad business ;
and although the business must be a losing one, the

struggle, if long continued, may damage its rivals more than itself. But
if the financial condition of the railroads may be badly affected, a benefit

obviously accrues to the public, from riding in first-class carriages at

half the usual rates, unless—as has not yet appeared—the company is

less careful than usual in regard to speed, safety, and comfort.

The width of gauge of this road is six feet. An engineer of this city,

Mr. Henry Waterman, who has been experimenting with much care,

and with a very refined and ingenious draught-indicator, which gives

the mean resistance during a whole hour or day, recommends very ear-

nestly a change from this to the gauge of the Ohio rods, with which it

connects, which is four feet ten inches. He finds that the resistance to

motion on this six-feet road is in general greater than on the ordinary
narrow-gauge lines, not only where theory indicates, on curves, but on
every part of the track ; and although the locomotives are a trifle more
effective in proportion to cost, fuel, repairs, &c, they are not sufficiently

so to compensate for the difference in resistance. The general convic-

tion is becoming settled in favour of the four feet ten inch, or the five

feet gauge. One or two lines of comparatively recent construction—the

Ohio and Mississippi rod, for example—have adopted the broad, or six

feet gauge ; but outside of, and even on, the broad-gauge roads there is an
almost unanimous opinion that a narrower one is better. After a road
has been built, and fully stocked, it will of course require a very deep
conviction of this fact to bring about a change of gauge ; but it may yet

be accomplished. The change if effected must be sudden, and necessarily

expensive. On the New York and Erie road the cars could be changed
with little difficulty, as it would require but a comparatively trifling

alteration of the running gear; and it has already been decided to alter

this portion of all the cars, by providing new and longer axles, with the

bearings outside of the wheels, instead of, as at present, using inside

bearings. This alteration of the running gear has been commenced

;

and it is, of course, desirable to change the gauge at the same time, if it

is ever to be done, as it would cost comparatively but little more. The
track could be changed with very little difficulty, as it would involve

simply a moving of the rails inward upon the ties. The chief expense

would be in the item of locomotives. Some one hundred and fifty of

these machines, costingsome ten thousand dollars a-piece, would require to

be purchased, and the two hundred or more broad-gauge locomotives now
in use, of all ages and conditions, would require to be sold for a mere
song, to be broken up, and the parts used in driving manufactories, pro-

pelling canal boats, doing agricultural work, and the like. The new
locomotives would cost one and a-half million dollars ; the old ones

2 A
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would be worth about a-half million ; actual expense of the change, one

million dollars. This, on a road which has already cost nearly forty

millions, is not a very severe expense ; and the delay in consequence of

the change of track need not be so great as was caused by a general

engineers' strike on that road some year or so ago. One and a-half

million dollars' worth of orders for new locomotives, with about two

hundred and twenty larger ones to be dissected and adapted to new uses,

would fill our shops with work, and perhaps inaugurate a return of

tolerably active business again. But these chickens are being counted

before the eggs are laid. It may be well to wait till it is seriously

agitated by the company before we commence to congratulate the world

on the business which will be created by altering the gauge of this, or any

other monster railroad.

The double yacht—iron without, and wood within—built at Boston for

the Pacha of Egypt, was noticed on page 61 of this volume, as a vessel

which had been several months lying idle, but was then undergoing

changes which would probably make her one of the most successful

vessels of her class. She is a screw steamer, ship rigged, carrying two

heavy guns, and an assortment of small ones, and measures between

1,200 and 1,300 tons, but is termed a yacht. Her engine department

was badly botched at the commencement, the boilers being unable to

furnish reasonably dry steam, and the engines were unable to use with

advantage either the wet compound furnished, or any other fluid. The

several alterations have succeeded in making her a good and economi-

cal steamer ; and the valves and valve motion will attract attention, and

excite admiration, wherever she may show herself. They were built by

the Corliss Steam Engine Company, and the valve motion was invented by

the president of the company, Mr. George H. Corliss, for this special case.

I believe this to be one of the most creditable operations, in designing

and constructing a novelty under disadvantageous circumstances, ever

'laced on record. Two oscillating engines, each 54 inches diameter of

cylinder, with 3 feet stroke of piston, had been constructed and fitted up

within a very limited space, and with a valve motion which appears to

have been incapable of working the steam expansively, and was acknow-

ledged even by the designers to have proved a complete failure in respect

to every good quality. In three months from the date when the attention

of the Corliss Company was attracted to the subject, the ship made a trial

trip, in which the engines were most admirable in power, smooth action,

and ease of reversing—new valves, and an entire new valve motion, re-

versing gear, &c., having been within that time constructed in a shop

some 60 miles distant, and fitted in the ship without requiring a single

alteration, or the movement of any useful portion of the old work, or any

cutting away of the decks or other work in the vicinity. There are, as

in all the Corliss engines, two valves at each end of the cylinder—the

steam valve being opened by the positive mechanism, and closed by

powerful springs, at any point from commencement up to half stroke,

whether the engines are worked forward or backward, and the action is

almost noiseless. The ship sailed from Boston, for the Mediterranean,

on the 9th of July.

The practical test of "economy" and " perfection of regulation " of

small stationary steam engines at the Crystal Palace, was made on two

excell nt engines some weeks ago. Some points in the results must be

presented in the next or succeeding letter.

T. D. Stetson.

New YotIc, August, 1858.

HISTORY OF THE SEWING MACHINE.

ARTICLE SLXTH.

Tin-. 46 of our illustrations represents a vertical section of machine No.

4 of Mr. Morey's patent ; fig. 47 is a plan of the upper side of the same
;

and fig. 48 is a similar view of the under side of the machine. We con-

sider this machine as the most important of all the machines described

in Mr. Morey's specification, as it embraces a more perfect feed motion

than any of the machines previously described in our "History."

The bed or table, A, of the machine is supported on the standards or

supports, B, and is furnished with a metal plate, c, which carries most

of the working parts of the machine, the driving gear of which is placed

beneath the bed. The needle, d, is of a curved form, and is carried by

the vibrating needle arm, e, which works on a fixed centre at f. Motion

is imparted to the vibrating needle arm by the curved lever, g, which is

connected by a rod or link, H, to a crank on the shaft, I. A pinion, J,

on this shaft gears with a spur wheel, K, on the first motion shaft, l,

both shafts being supported in suitable bearings secured to the under-

side of the bed, a. The shuttle, u, a side elevation and plan of which is

shown at fig. 49, is pointed at both ends, and is curved alike on both

sides, either of such sides corresponding to the curve of the larger radius

of the shuttle race. It is formed with a groove on each side, which
grooves receive the edges of the plates, n, forming the two sides of the

race, and serving to guide and steady the shuttle during its movements

The curve of the shuttle race is struck from acentre, o, where the lever, p,

(fig. 48) is pivoted. This lever is provided with two fingers, or drivers,

which embrace the shuttle, and by the vibratory motion imparted to the

lever propel the shuttle to and fro as required. On the driving shaft, l,

is keyed a cam, q, having a spiral groove formed therein for the purpose

of giving motion to the lever, i>, and thereby driving the shuttle.
_
The

vibratory motion of this lever also imparts the feed to the cloth, which is

Fig. 40.

placed upon the bed, a, and beneath the bar, r. This bar is perforated

at one end, to allow of the passage of the needle through it, and is fixed

at its opposite end to the bed of the machine. The free end of this bar

acts as a presser foot, and presses just sufficiently upon the cloth to en-

able the teeth or roughened surface of the bar, s, beneath, to feed the

cloth along. For this purpose, the bar, s, is made, to vibrate to and fro.

The bar, r, being stationary, is smooth on its under side, to allow the

cloth to slip freely beneath it. Motion is imparted to the feeding bar, s,

by the T piece formed on the end of the vibrating driver, p, which, dur-

ing its lateral vibrations, acts alternately upon the two ends of the blade

spring, t, fixed upon the bent portion of the bar, s. A sliding motion in

a backward direction is thus imparted to the feeding bar, its return

stroke being accomplished by the spring, u. The amount of motion, and

consequently the length of stitch, is regulated by an adjustable stop,

Fig. 47.

which limits the return of the bar, s. This sliding motion of the bar, s,

causes a fresh hold of the cloth to be taken by the teeth or roughened
portion at each backward movement ; the slack, or that portion of the

cloth which has been sewn, being taken up by the pall, v, which acts

as a claw or foot at each movement of the needle arm. The stitch pro-

duced by this machine is the ordinary shuttle or lock stitch, similar lo

that produced by Thomas's first machine.
In this machine of Mr. Morey's we have the first introduction of what
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ire may temi the friction feed—that is, a feed wherein the cloth is held

and propelled by the sole "friction of a roughened plate agaiust the sur-

face of the cloth. There still remains, however, a defect to he remedied

in this feed, and that is. that the roughened plate merely vibrates in one

plane, and is consequently always in contact with the cloth, in place of

rising and striking the cloth when the latter is to be fed forward, and
then descending out of contact therewith to perform its back stroke in

readiness for the next feed. This great improvement, which renders the

feed-rat tion of sewing machines all that can be required, we shall be able

to trace presently.

No. 5 machine of Mr. Morey's specification is merely a modification of

the No. 1 machine for performing a running stitch, whereby it is rendered

Fig. 48.

there is nothing in the specification, however, which relates to the sew-
ing or uniting of two fabrics together by stitches produced in a mechani-
cal manner, we shall pass it over without further comment.
John Alexander Lerow, of the United States, obtained a patent in this

country for improvements in sewing machines on the 7th of November,
1850. Mr. Lerow has, quite unwittingly, no doubt, re-patented and claimed
specially the essential feature of Mr'. Morey's No. 3 machine, referred to

as a type of its class in our Fifth Article. He sets forth in his specifica-

tion for the public behoof, that his machine " differs from many others
in use in many important particulars," and then proceeds to state, that
tin se differences consist in using " a shuttle which travels around in an
endless groove or path ; such rendering his machine vastly or very much
superior to those machines wherein the shuttle has a reciprocating
rectilinear or curved motion, as it admits of the shuttle being driven i ir

moved at a great velocity without that liability of accident or wear in-

cident to such other machines."
Fig. 50 represents a vertical section of Mr. Lerow's machine, and fig.

51 is a corresponding plan of the same, with the upper works removed,

suitable for fine work. The general arrangement consists of a leaved or

wheel, working with a corresponding toothed rack, which carries

.. Jle in a groove formed in it for that purpose.

A patent m i 1 to Robert Parnall, on the 13th of November
instrument for facilitating the stitching and sewing

D fabrics." Although Mr. Parnall's apparatus cannot be said to

be a " sewing machine," yet. as its object is to facilitate the operation

o ' sewing by hand labour, we deem it within our province to give our

lealsrs a br' . :i of its nature and mode of operation.

According to Mr. Parnall's invention, the fabrics to be stitched or

sewed together are pierced or perforated with a number of holes in the

direction of the lines of stitches to be subsequently introduced, through

which perforations the uniting thread or threads are to be passed in the

ordinary manner of sewing by hand. The patentee states, that by this

invention much less care and" attention are required in the after process

of stitching or sewing, as the holes for the needle are already made in a

perfectly regular manner, and, whilst a great saving of time is effected,

the appearance of the work is superior to that done in the ordinary way.

Shins in an especial manner, it is stated, when stitched in holes, made
according to this invention, look much neater than when stitched in the

usual method. The perforating apparatus consists of a series of fine

piercers arranged side by side, in curves or straight lines according to

the contour of the stitefiing to be introduced. Thus, suitably shaped

perforators are as 1 C piercing the thread holes in the wristbands and
collars i lere curved lines of stitches are required, or for per-

forating shut fronts where the lines of stitches are straight and parallel.

The fabrics to 1 reed are laid in two or more thicknesses upon a
suitable bad or table, beneath a fly press, or other convenient pressing
or stamping apparatus. The perforator is then nicely adjusted on the
fabrics, and the follower of the press made to descend upon it, thereby
forcing the f fine piercers through the whole of the fabrics beneath,
after which they are removed to be subsequently stitched by hand.
A3 we have previously referred to machines intended merely for the

ornamenting of fa' -rics, and not for uniting fabrics, we may here mention
a pater." s Robert Beid on the loth of April, 1850, in the speci-

fication of which the patentee describes a system or mode of sewing or
working figures into cloth, during the process of weaving, by means of
small bobbins or pirns carried by suitable shuttles for that purpose. As

so as to shew the " endless
groove or path" {circular race)

of the shuttle, with the shuttle

contained therein. The stitch

produced by this machine is the
ordinary shuttle or lock stitch.

A is the needle carried by the
vibrating arm, e, which is driven
from the vertical driving shaft,

0, by the spiral grooved cam, d,

fast on the upper end thereof.

In conjunction with the needle,

a, works the shuttle, e, which
rotates continuously within the
circular race, f, (fig. 51), and passes with its filling thread through
the loops which are successively formed by the needle thread.

The mode of connecting this shuttle with its driver is identical with

Mr. Morey's, inasmuch as two studs, a, a, are employed, carried by
springs attached to the driving disc, G ; these studs take into corres-

ponding holes in the shuttle, and are successively disengaged and en-

gaged with the shuttle, to allow the loops to pass,by coming in contact

with a projection at h—the only difference between the two arrangements
being, that the studs take into holes in the side of the shuttle in place of

in the top. I is a presser foot for holding down the cloth, and stripping

it from the needle ; for which purpose it is perforated or forked at its fore

end to allow the needle to pass through it. k is a spring-catch for nip-

ping the thread at the point, b, when the needle ascends, so as to draw the

thread with it, and tighten the stitch. The cloth is carried by a ring, l,

fitted with sharp points, and rotating round the periphery of the fixed

rim, M, secured vertically to the front of the machine. Au intermittent

or step-by-step feed motion is imparted to the ring, n, by a pall actuated

from a cam surface, s, on the driving pulley, o—such pall taking into

the ratchet teeth formed on the edge of the ring.

Above the shuttle race and driver, G, is fitted to the bed of the machine
a plate, p, the under side of which is covered with wash leather, so as to

form a friction pad, between which and the top of the driver, g, the fill-

ing thread of the shuttle passes By this means its proper position is

preserved during the rotation of the shuttle, and it is moreover prevented

from becoming entangled with the driving springs or contrivances by
which the shuttle is actuated. Our readers will, at a glance, perceive

the similarity between this machine and No. 3 of Mr. Morey's machines.

David Christie obtained a patent on the 7th of November, 1850, for

a variety of improvements which had been communicated to him from

a foreigner residing abroad, amongst which improvements is combined a

sewing machine. From the sweeping claim which Mr Christie makes at

the end of his specification, we should suppose that he was altogether
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ignorant of the prior existence of any mechanism for sewing fabrics to-

gether.

From what we can gather from the drawings and description, which
are not of the clearest by any means, Mr. Christie's machine resembles,

in general formation, Thomas's machine of 1848, (illustrated at fig.

28 in our Fourth Article) with this difference, however, that Christie s

machine produces the ordinary shuttle stitch, in place of a tambour
stitch. A needle with an eye near its point, carried by a sliding curved

needle bar, and working in combination with a shuttle having a to-and-

fro rectilinear course, constitute the sewing instruments of Mr. Christie's

machine. The fabrics to be stitched are carried by a bar fitted with

pins or points, and a step-by-step feed motion is imparted to this bar

from the driver which actuates the shuttle, suitable ratchet teeth being

formed for that purpose in the bar which carries the fabric. There is,

however, a novel idea introduced into this machine, which we do not

recollect having met with before, and that is, the use of a stop lever on
the shuttle driver, so arranged that on the breaking or exhaustion of

the shuttle thread the feed motion of the cloth will instantly cease. We
give Mr. Christie's first claim verbatim:—"The forming a seam by
carrying the thread through the fabric by means of a needle attached to

a vibrating arm, and the passing of a shuttle (furnished with a bobbin

or spool containing the thread) between the needle and the thread, as

herein before described." A capital claim in its way, but sadly behind

hand as regards date. Four 3-ears earlier it might have been of some
service. >

A patent was granted on the 5th of February, 1851, to Frederick

R. Robinson, of the United States, for " a new and useful sewing ma-
chine." Mr. Robinson does not employ, in sewing with his machine,

a continuous thread unwound from a bobbin, as is done in the previous

machines we have had occasion to refer to, but uses a short piece of thread

such as a person uses when sewing by hand with an ordinary sewing
needle. This machine is adapted for producing what is termed "back
stitch " sewing, similar to the stitching on shirt collars and cuffs, and will

also produce ordinary sewing, namely, a running or basting stitch, where
the thread is simply passed through the fabric from opposite sides alter-

nately. By suitable modifications, it may also be made to produce

what the patentee terms the " cordwainer's " stitch, consisting of two
threa is which cross each other in the same hole every time they are

passed through the cloth, producing in fact the same stitch that a shoe-

maker or saddler employs in sewing leather.

As the thread in this machine is passed entirely through the fabric in

both directions, two needles or hooks are required, working one on either

side thereof, so that they may alternately pass through the fabric, re-

ceive the thread, and draw it through on their return or back stroke.

Fig. 52 represents a side elevation of Mr. Robinson's machine com-
plete, a is a circular base plate or table, carrying the working parts of

the machine, and b is the driving-shaft fitted with a fly-wheel and winch

Fig. 52

handle, c. An eccentric, i>, on this shaft works the needle frame e, which
oscillates on a fixed centre at f. This frame consists of two arms, united

at their upper ends, and connected together lower down by the curved
bar or are, o. The lower end of each of these arms carries a curved
needle, similar to either of the two forms of needles represented on
an enlarged scale at fig. 53. One of these needles is formed a
barbed eye near its point, and the other one is made more after the

form of a crotchet-hook, having no barb. When barbed needles are em-
ployed, they each pass through trumpet-mouthed guides, placed on either

side of the cloth-holder—wh.ch we shall presently refer to—for the pur-

pose of closing the barb during the passage to and fro through the cloth.

The front or outer one of these two guides serves also to prevent the
cloth from being drawn off the points of the cloth holder, and to strip the
same from off the outer needle on its withdrawal. H and i are two thread
guides, situate one on either side of the cloth-holder. These guides con-
sist of two bars, free to move vertically and laterally—the lower end of
each bar being forked to receive a pair of anti-friction rollers, as shown
at fig. 54, which is an enlarged detail section of the lower forked end of
one of the guides. The requisite motions are imparted to the thread

Fig. 53. Fig. 54.

guides by means of suitable projections on the arc, G, of the
vibrating needle frame. Helical springs, k, serve to raise the
thread guides when not acted upon by the depressing projec-

tions on the arc. A vertical flange, of an annular form, is

made on the base plate of the machine, which serves to sup-
port a thin metal hoop, L, fitted with a number of projecting
points or pins for the purpose of receiving the cloth to be stitched. This
hoop with its pins constitutes the cloth-holder. It is formed with ratchet
teeth on its upper edge, and is made to rotate intermittently round the
supporting flange on the base plate by suitable feeding mechanism.
This mechanism consists of a vertical vibrating lever, M, working on a

centre at n, and fitted at its lower end with one or more palls, o, which
take into the ratchet teeth of the cloth-holder. The upper end of the
lever, m, is actuated by a cam or wiper, p, on the driving shaft, so as to

push forward the palls, and move the cloth the required distance for a

stitch. A helical spring, q, draws back the lever to its original position

again after each stroke of the wiper.

On commencing to sew with this machine, a proper length of thread
is selected according to the stroke of the needle frame, and one end of
this thread is held by a suitable retaining spring, whilst the rest of the
thread is laid over the barb or hook of the back or inner needle, which
has been previously passed through the cloth. On the withdrawal of

this needle, the free end of the thread will be drawn through the cloth,

and also through the inner thread guide, between the rollers of which the
needle passed before penetrating the cloth. The latter is now fed on-
wards, and the front or outer needle in the mean time advances, and
passes through the front thread guide, and through a fresh portion of the

cloth ; during such advancement, a lateral movement of the inner thread
guide causes the thread to be laid over the barb or hook of the front

needle. The needles are next moved outwards, and during such move-
ment the thread is drawn back again through the cloth, and through
the front thread guide, being simultaneously drawn out of the eye of the

back or inner needle and thread guide. The back needle having passed
through the cloth again, the thread is laid over it by the lateral motion of

the front thread guide, in readiness to be again drawn through the cloth

;

and so on throughout the entire length of seam.

The thread guide through which either of the needles is about to pass

is previously moved downwards to its lowest position, or that in which
it should be to allow the needle to pass through it. So soon as the

needle commences to enter its thread guide, the opposite thread guide is

elevated so as to allow the thread, which it carries nipped between the

anti-friction rollers, to be raised above the path of the entering needle, so

that when this last mentioned guide is moved laterally, the needle may
pass directly under that part of the thread contained between the thread

guide and the cloth. On the depression of the thread guide again, the

thread will be fairly laid upon the needle as above described in reference

to the general working of the machine. To produce stitch and back
stitch sewing, the two needles must not be situate in the same vertical

plane, but should be arranged in two vertical parallel planes at a dis-

tance apart equal to the length of a stitch
; and the cloth holder should

be moved forward only during each outward movement of the needle

frame. For ordinary stitching, similar to a running stitch, the needles

must be disposed in the same vertical plane, and a forward movement of

the cloth holder should take place during each movement of the needle

frame. We must certainly give Mr. Robinson credit for novelty as re-

gards the general construction and mode of operating his apparatus, but

at the same time we cannot say that it is by any means a really practical

and useful sewing machine, as the complexity and multiplication of parts

would greatly tend to the derangement of the mechanism when running
at a high speed.

A patent was granted on the 10th of June, 1852, to Henry Holdsworth
for an embroidering machine, which, however, contained nothing in

common with a sewing machine, being intended solely for the em-
broidering or ornamenting of fabrics. We will therefore pass over this

invention without further comment, as also a patent granted to the same
gentleman on the 27th of July, 1852, for an invention relating to the

fixing, extending, and holding of cloth to receive embroidery.
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ANNULAR CYLINDER ENGINES FOR SCREW PROPULSION.

By Joseph Maudslay, Esq., London.

(Illiustrated by Plates 228 and 229.)

These marine engines—the invention of Mr. Joseph Maudslay, of the well-

known London firm of Maudslay, Sons, & Field—are the result of a modi-

fication of the "annular cylinder" engine introduced hy the same gentle-

man so far back as the year 1841. Since that date screw propulsion has

become developed as a successful fact, and hence Mr. Maudslay has been

induced to remodel and adapt his " annular " plan to suit the require-

ments of the screw, so as to form a strong and compact arrangement of

engine, especially adapted for commercial steam vessels, where it is not

necessary to keep the machinery entirely below the water line.

In the arrangement which we now engrave, the annular cylinder is

placed above the crank shaft instead of below it, as in the original ar-

rangement ; whilst the piston-rod cross-head is connected with the main

crank on the propelling shaft by a connecting rod passing from the pis-

ton-rod cross-head downwards through the central or inner cylinder, to

reach the shaft beneath.

Our two plates, 228 and 229, represent a pair of these engines in four

fully detailed views. Fig. 1, on plate 228, is a side view of the engines,

as coupled to work a screw propeller shaft, the after cylinder being in

elevation, whilst the forward one is in vertical section with its corre-

sponding crank on its top centre. Fig. 2, on the same plate, is a corre-

sponding front or end vertical section of the after cylinder, and its air-

pump, and valvular details, showing the crank at half stroke. Fig. 3,

plate 229. is a plan of the engines, the cylinder and air-pump of the

after engine being removed for the purpose of showing the details beneath

them. Fig. 4, on the same plate, is an external end elevation of the

after engine, corresponding exactly with the section, fig. 2, on plate 228.

The engines are wholly carried upon three transverse box beams or

bearers of rectangular section. On these bearers the steam cylinders

rest by means of an open cast-iron frame, which answers also to support

the air-pumps. The annular pistons, packed both inside and out, to bear

against the two surfaces of the annular space in the cylinders, are each

fitted with a pair of piston rods arranged fore and aft, being attached to

the piston at their lower ends by a simple nut and collar. The upper

ends of the piston rods are similarly entered through and bolted to the

two opposite ends of an overhead cross head, fitted intermediately with

a pair of slide blocks to work in between a set of four guide pillars

carried by the cylinder cover. These guide pillars are rounded

exteriorly, and surmounted by a moulded metal ring, forming a

neat finish to this, the most elevated part of the engines. The
connecting rod, which has both joint ends fitted up with holding

bolts instead of cutters, is jointed at its upper end to the longitudinal

centre of the cross hea4 and it works downwards through the centre of

the open inner cylinder of the annular arrangement, being jointed at its

lower end to the' crank on the propeller shaft, which works in a set of

four bearings carried by the box bearers beneath. The air-pumps are

worked in each case by a simple and very neat connection with the

tipper end, but not the joint, of the connecting rod. A double stud is

passed through the fiat and upper end of the connecting rod, for the at-

tachment thereto of the ends of a pair of thin wrought-iron beam bars,

which form a compound vibrating beam for working the pumps. This

beam is set on a transverse stud centre, carried on the upper end of a

short vibrating pillar, jointed at its lower end to a double bracket on the

cylinder. The outer, shorter, arm of this beam is jointed by a long stud

to the upper ends of a pair of light cylindrical link rods, which again

are jointed at their lower ends to a long cross head on the upper end of

the pump bucket rod beneath. The necessary plunger pumps are worked
by being attached directly to the two ends of this cross head.

The main cylinder slide valves are of the single cup kind, set up to

their faces from behind by a small screw. Each valve has a pair of

spindles prolonged downwards, so as to pass through guide eyes be-

neath. These spindles are fitted with an intermediate cross-head,

carrying the central stud for the slide block of the link of the double ec-

centric motion. This forms a very good and simple arrangement of the

link motion, the possession of which, in a marine engine, furnishes such
admirable facilities for reversing and varying the expansion. It is

alwav3 a matter of great surprise to us that the link motion is not more
commonly adopted, particularly for fast river purposes where stoppages

are frequent. On the Clyde, for instance, we still see the old hand gear

—a most umnechanical arrangement—which, besides the broken action

produced by it, entails severe labour on the engine attendants.

The advantages of the present improved arrangement of engine consist

—Firstly, in having the cylinder placed upright directly over the crank
shaft, and supported on short standards cast on the condenser or bed
plat.-, thus forming a very rigid and firm combination in itself, and not

requiring any connections from the vessel to steady it. Secondly, in

having the piston-rod glands and cro3S-head guides on the top of the cy-

linder cover, where they are more easily attended to than when placed

No. 1215.—Vol. XL

horizontall}' or below the cylinder ; and also in having all the joints and
moving parts of the engine arranged so that they can be conveniently
got at for the purpose of oiling, which is of great importance in engines
working at a great velocity, in order that the}' may be kept in good con-
dition. And, thirdly, in this arrangement a much longer connecting rod
is obtained than in ordinary engines, in consequence of which the side
thrust on the cross-head guides is considerably reduced.

RECENT PATENTS.

MOULDING METALS.

Walter MFarlaxe, Glasgoio.—Patent dated November 23, 1857.

Oue columns have, on several occasions, given evidence of the zeal and
ingenuity displayed by Mr. M'Farlane, in carrying out improvements
connected with the application of iron to various new and highly useful

purposes. The present invention affords still further proof of the

patentee's untiring energy in simplifying the details, and otherwise im-
proving the art of forming moulds for casting articles in iron. The
specification of these letters patent comprehends various mechanical ar-

rangements, contrivances, and means for moulding and manufacturing

cast-iron pipes, ducts, columns,
and other hollow or tubular ar-

ticles, in a more accurate, efficient,

and economical maimer than has
hitherto been practised. One part

of the invention refers to the
moulding and manufacturing of
the faucet part of pipes or hollow
cylinders, vertically, by means of

mechanism. The outside and core

of the pipe are formed in the
manner described in the specifica-

tion of former letters patent.

The plain cylindrical portion of

the outside mould is continued up
as high as the upper end of the
faucet, and the said portion of the
mould, to the extent of the faucet,

is then acted upon by a tool, which
the patentee designates " a template knife sleeker tool," which removes
the superfluous portion of the sand, and at the same time forms and finishes

the pipe faucet in the outside mould. In like manner, the corresponding
part of the core of the faucet is made separately, by placing a block of
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sand on a board or plate, which is made to revolve vertically ; and a

template knife sleeker tool, of the required shape, being brought into con-

tact with it, the faucet part of the core is formed and finished of sand

—

which is turned by a lathe in a horizontal position, and acted upon by
a tool, as already described ; it is then placed in the mould, and the core

is complete. Another part of the improvements and inventions is to exe-

cute the moulding or manufacturing of pipes and hollow articles, of

square rectangular trefoil, or other transverse section of a similar kind,

horizontally, by the use of patterns parted longitudinally in two or more
pieces—such patterns answering or fulfilling the double purpose of form-

ing the mould for the outside of the pipe or article, and also, in like man-
ner, the inside forming the core.

The figures we have engraved illustrate one system of moulding, ac-

cording to the patentee's improvements. Figs. 1 to 5 of the engravings

represent one system of preparing moulds and cores for casting hollow

articles—such moulds and cores being made with the aid of patterns, and
solely by the agency of suitable template knife sleeker tools. Fig. 1 is

a transverse vertical section of a moulding box, with the core formed by
means of the template knife sleeker tool. The " drag," or lower part

of the moulding box, a, is first laid down, and filled with sand, rammed
and compressed: a pair of guide bars, b, or a " template frame, " maybe
used in lieu thereof. The guide bars, b, are laid parallel to the sides of

the "drag," and imbedded in the sand; the upper face of each bar is

made flush with the edge of the box. A quantity of core sand is then

laid along the centre of the moulding box ; the quantity of sand thus

added should be rather more than enough to form the required core.

This sand is moulded to a semicircular shape, by means of a core tem-

plate knife sleeker tool, the operating face of which is shaped to the

exact size of the core. The central part, c, of the tool is semicircular,

and from the lower edges the cutting and sleeking surface is extended

laterally at d ; and in this modification, the lateral edges are bent down-
wards, as shown at e. These edges serve to keep the tool in its proper

place upon the guide bars, b; the tool is placed upon one extremity of the

bars, B, and moved along to the other end. In its course, the core tem-

plate knife sleeker tool cuts away the superfluous sand, which is thrown
off by means of the diverging diagonal wings or fins, Bj which spring

from the front part of the semicircular portion, c, and extend backwards,

in a diagonal direction, over the horizontal lateral parts, d. The wings,

F, guide off the superfluous sand, and prevent it from falling upon the

moulded part ; the operator guides the tool along by the horizontal

handle, G—nothing more being required than to merely move the tool

from one end of the "drag" to the other. The hangers are then put

into the guide rods, and a little parting sand or paper is put upon the

moulded surface, and the top part, n, of the moulding box is put upon
its corresponding lower half. Sand is then filled in, and the box is

rammed up in the usual manner—care being taken to avoid ramming
the sand so as to injure the moulded core. The upper half of the box is

now parted or lifted off from the under or drag part ; and the hangers

carry along with them, in the upper half of the box, the guide rods or

template, as the case may be—their under sides being now exposed.

The sand in the top part of the moulding box is moulded to a concave
form, corresponding to the core formed in the drag, A. The concave sur-

face of the mould is enlarged to the size of the exterior of the pipe, by
means of a mould template knife sleeker tool, as shown in fig. 2. The
mould template knife sleeker tool, i, is similar in construction and opera-

tion to the core template knife sleeker tool before described, excepting

that its shaping and sleeking surface is made convex, and larger than

the core-shaping tool, by the thickness of the metal of the duet to be

cast. The upper part of the circular portion at j is made horizontal,

which cuts the sand to a uniform level ; so that the two parts of the

complete mould are joined accurately at a central line. The laterally

projecting portions, k, of the tool are made to fit the guide bars, B, by
which it is guided truly along the sand. The drag and top part of the

moulding box are now put together, and from tins mould a gutter, duct,

or pattern in metal may be cast. Fig. 3 is an end view, showing the

drag part of the moulding box and half pattern, o, and the operation of

forming a core therein. The internal part of the pattern, o, is semi-

circular in figure ; this is partially filled up with sand. A core bar, l, is

placed upon the sand, and on this, the mandril, m. A quantity of the

moulding sand, more than enough to form the core, is heaped up ; and
this sand is moulded to the figure of the upper portion of the core by the

template knife sleeker tool, as shown in fig. 4. As the template knife

sleeker tool is pushed along the sand, it is guided accurately in its course

by the edges of the pattern ; so that the operator cannot possibly err in

forming the core truly cylindrical. The core is now removed, and the

pattern, o, taken out from the drag part of the moulding box. The top

part of the moulding box is then put on, and the half pattern laid upon
the core. The box is then partly rammed up ; the gate patterns are put

in their places, and the filling up is finished. When the patterns have
been removed, the mould is completed, as shown in fig. 5. Figs. 6 and
7 are an end view and plan of a template knife sleeker tool, of a semi-
circular figure. In these figures, n is the concave surface, which forms
the template and sleeking portion of the tools. The beviled part which

forms the template knife is shown in the plan, fig. 7. In both these
modifications of the template knife sleeker tools, their lateral edges are
extended downwards, where they overlap the half patterns, o. This
mode of guiding the tools may, however, be modified according to cir-

cumstances. The tools may also be so modified in their construction,
according to the particular use to which they are to be applied, that in

some cases the tool may form a template knife only
;
and under another

modification, a template sleeker only. The tools may also be actuated
either by hand or machinery, according to the class of work they are
applied to. With these several improvements in the preparation of
moulds and cores for casting, the art of moulding is greatly simplified,

labour and materials are economised, and the castings produced are

superior in point of workmanship and commercial value.

PREPARING WOOL.

Robert Archibald, Tillicoultry.—Patent dated January 16, 1858.

Mr. Archibald's improved machinery for piecing the lengths of carded
wool as they leave the carding engine, and forming these separate pieces

into continuous lengths or rovings, effects this delicate operation in a

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

very superior and highly effective man-
ner. As the rolls are delivered in

proper lengths from the carding engine
in the usual way, they are succes-

sively dropped or deposited in troughs
or reversing carrying channels, which
again deposit the rolls so supplied to

them upon suitable traversing carrying
straps, whereon the connecting action
for the piecing takes place. One card-

ing engine in this operation works in

conjunction with and supplies a num-
ber of piecing straps, from three up to

any number that may be found con-
venient, so that the operation of join-

ing the individual rolls, end to end, is

carried on with great regularity and
uniformity. The rolls or cardings fall

from the carder into angular troughs,

by which they are conveyed and dropped
on to the traversing straps beneath.

Fig. 1 of the accompanying engrav-
ings is a partially sectional elevation of

one portion of the arrangement ; fig. 2

is an elevation or front view of a part

of the details of the drawing machinery

;

and fig. 3 is a plan of part of a machine
for preparing wool or other fibrous ma-
terials, arranged according to the pa-

tentee's improvements. As here ar-

ranged, the improved machinery forms
an adjunct to or supplementary por-

tion of, the carding machine ordinarily

employed for preparing woollen fibres.

The framing of the machinery consists

of a pair of cast iron end standards,
united to each other by transverse tie

rods ; a secondary framing, which ex-
tends laterally from the main framing,
serves to support the mechanical de-

tails of the drawing head. Motion is

communicated to the moving parts
of the machinery from a wheel on the carding machine ; this

gears with a wheel that is fast to the principal shaft of the m
wheel

achine.
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To the arms of this wheel is attached a disc, from the periphery of which
arms diverge ; through each of these arms a pin is passed, which is

secured thereto by a nut. As the disc revolves, the pins successively

come into contact with the diverging fins which are cast on the front

of a face plate or disc, that is secured by a pinching screw to a shaft

which extends from one side of the machine to the other. This shaft

has fastened to it a quadruplicate trough, which forms a receiver for the

cardings ; as they emerge from the carding machine they fall successively

into the divisions of the trough. For this purpose an intermittent

motion is imparted to the shaft, which has the effect of turning it round

the fourth part of a revolution, and in this manner the divisions of the

trough are successively brought under the delivery of the carding ma-
chine. The rolls of carded wool fall from the divisions of the trough

into a series of rectangular metal troughs, A, which are caused to travel

in succession under the trough. This series of troughs is attached by
means of pins which project from their ends to plates of metal, which
are connected by links, and attached to two endless bands which traverse

the machine from end to end. The series of troughs, A, traverse forward

continuously ; but when a certain and predetermined number of cardings

have been deposited in the troughs, a mechanical action causes the

whole of the filled troughs to be turned over, so as to throw out the

carded rolls contained therein. This is done by means of two
cams, B, which are fast to the shaft, c, and as it rotates they come
into contact with the projecting arms of the bar, d. This bar is

fitted so as to have a lateral traverse to and fro ; the cams, b, causing

it to move inwards when they strike against the pendant part

of the arms. The bar, r>. has a number of notched stops projecting from

its upper side, and the effect of this inward movement is to cause the

projecting stops to come in contact with the catches, E, on the under
sides of the troughs, a. The rolls of carded wool thus thrown out of

the troughs, A, fall upon the endless bands, f, which are traversing in an
opposite direction beneath the troughs ; these bands are made of leather,

and have trough-like pieces of thin metal, G, passed through them. The
sides of the pieces of metal are curved outwards, and the bands thus
arranged form a series of endless flexible troughs. These endless bands,

which traverse round a corresponding number of band wheels, h, arranged
on a horizontal shaft, are carried thence round other band wheels
fitted upon the opposite side of the machine. Thus, whilst the series of

troughs, A, are travelling longitudinally, or from the back to the front

of the machine, the flexible troughs, F, are traversing in a transverse

direction, or from side to side of the machine. The rotatory motion of

the band wheels, h, causes the rolls of carded wool to move forward and
pass beneath the discs, I, the spindles of which are carried in the recessed

arms of a series of brackets that are bolted to the upper rail of the right-

hand end standard. Each of the discs, i, is a turned piece of wood, the

periphery of which just rests upon the roll of carded woo], and by its

pressure keeps the carding in the proper position, and prevents its being
drawn out too quickly by the twisting pulleys, j. \Vhen a series of

cardings are deposited in the troughs, f, they are earned forward to

the pulleys, J, meanwhile other cardings are deposited in the flexible

troughs, f, by the tilting of the troughs, a ; these last cardings are caused
to overlap the ends of those that are travelling between the pulleys, j.

The cardings pass between the fluted peripheries of the twisting pulleys,

j, which are arranged contiguous to each other, the peripheries of each
pair being opposite to the edge of the discs, i. The twisting pulleys, j,

are each cast with a grooved pulley at the back, and are carried upon
studs which are bolted to brackets, that are in like manner secured to

the cross rail of the framing. The twisting pulleys, J, are driven by
means of the endless cords, k, which are carried over the grooved pulleys,

and round the drum, l : this drum is driven by means of an endless cord,

which receives its motion from a pulley in connection with the carding
machine. The rotatory motion of the drum, l, causes the peripheries of

the twisting pulleys, J, to turn in similar directions, which act upon the

cardings as they pass between, so as to impart to them a slight twist,

or spiral working in a longitudinal direction, before they reach the

drawing rollers, M. These drawing rollers, st, are two plain rods of

metal which derive their motion from gearing which is driven from the
main shaft of the machine. The rolls of carded wool are kept upon the

drawing rollers, m, by means of the presser rollers, n ; these consist of a
series of short rollers placed end to end, and resting upon the rollers, m.

The presser rollers, x, are made so that either of them may be readily

removed in case of a carding breaking. At one end of each roller is a
groove, into which the projecting end of a stud from each of the twisting
rollers, j, enters, which serves to keep each presser roller in its place.

It is at the part immediately behind the disc3, i, that the junction of the
backward ends of the cardings that are passing through the machine,
with those that are following, is effected. The two ends being tapered
off by the action of the carding engine, they form a species of scarfjoint,
which secures uniformity of thickness in the roll ; at the same time, the
slow deposit of the rolls end to end, allows of the obtainment of regular
overlaps. The joining of the ends is effected by the pressure of the discs,

i, and the joint actions of the twisting pulleys, j, and the drawing rollers,

m and s. The troughs, f, and disc, i, travel at a slower speed than the

drawing rollers, so as the rolls are twisted by the action of the twisting
pulleys, j ; they are at the same time elongated, and made into uniform
rolls by the drawing rollers, which action makes the junction so uniform,
that the roll presents precisely the same appearance throughout, and is

almost imperceptible when closely examined. From the drawing rollers

the woollen rovings pass over the drum, o ; the shaft of this drum is carried
in brackets which are cast on the standards of the framing. The rovings
are finally wound upon the spool or roller, p, which is driven by frictional
contact with the drum, o. A lateral traversing motion is given to the
spool, p, by means of a rod which receives an intermittent motion from
a heart wheel or cam, which, as it rotates, comes in contact with anti-
friction rollers that are carried upon the free end of the rod. The rota-
tory motion of the heart wheel causes the rod to move to and fro in a
lateral direction, carrying with it brackets and spool, p. By means of this
lateral traverse the rovings are laid regularly and evenly upon the spool,
the width of each winding being regulated by the amount of traverse
given to the rod from the heart wheel. By this system of treating or
operating upon rolls of carded wool, yarns are obtained which are far
more uniform and level throughout than those manufactured in the
ordinary way, at the same time waste of material is avoided.

RAILWAY BRAKES.

James Wotherspoon, Glengarnock, Ayr.—Patent dated Jan. 29, 1858.

The railway brake invented and introduced by the patentee has been
practically tested upon more than one line of railway, and has been found
to answer in the most satisfactory manner. Under one modification, it
consists in the application of a spring or elastic medium for the purpose
of heightening or improving the working effect of the brake blocks. The
spring, which may be a metal helix or coil, is interposed between the
actuating power, and the actual brake blocks ; and it may be variously
arranged to secure the required end. For example, in a hand-lever
brake, such as is used on ordinary railway waggons, the coiled sprin" is
placed so as to convey the pressure of the actuating lever direct to the
frictional blocks, the effect being that the brake blocks are always kept
in actual braking contact with the wheels, when once put down into
action by setting the lever handle in the notches or retainers thereof

;

whilst the elastic medium enables the brakesman to temper his retard-
ing pressure with the greatest delicacy, as the pressure passes through
the spring to reach the brake blocks.

The figure shown in the engraving is an elevation of one arrangement
of the improved brake. The brake block, a, consists of a rectangular
piece of wood, to the ends or lateral faces of which are fastened, by means
of nails, two blocks of soft wood. The end faces of these blocks are
curved or hollowed out to correspond to the periphery of the wheels,
with which they come into contact when the brakes are brought into ac-
tion, and by their severe frictional pressure thereon speedily stop the

motion of the waggon. The brake block, A, has secured to its front, or
outer face, a strap, b, which is a rectangular plate of iron that is attached
to the block by means of bolts and nuts, which also serve to fasten it to

the vertical lever, c. The brake block, a, has a hole made through it in
the centre, and corresponding holes are made in the strap, b, and the
lever, c. This orifice in the block, a, admits of its being fitted upon a
stud which is fast to a horse-shoe shaped carrier that is bolted to the
framing of the waggon. The brake block, A, and the lever, c, are free to
turn upon the sustaining stud, the block being retained thereon by a
cotter which is passed through the stud on which it is centred. The
lever, c, above the block, A, is made with a laterally projecting part,

which forms a socket to receive the end of a spindle, d, the lower end of
which is retained in the socket by a cotter. Around the spindle, d, is a
helical spring, the lower part of which rests upon the socket in the
projecting part of the lever, o; on the upper part of the spindle is a
loose 'washer which rests upon the spiral spring. The upper extremity of
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the spindle, D, is made of a forked or duplex form, so as to be readily con-

nected by means of a pin or bolt to the hand lever, r. The spring is

enclosed by means of a cylindrical casing or box, which serves to pro-

tect the spring and prevent its being subjected to injurious strain or pres-

sure ; to this end a notch or recess is cut in the bottom of the casing

which fits over the arm or projecting part, and prevents the spring

from being depressed beyond the depth of the notch. The hand lever, f,

is of a curved form, and extends upwards at the back part of the waggon,

so that the actuating handle is brought within convenient reach of the

operator. The forward extremity of this hand lever, p, is attached by a

bolt to the upper end of the lever at e, the point of attachment being just

beyond the part where the spindle, d, is connected to the lever, p. The

hand lever is kept close to the side of the waggon, or nearly so, by a

guide, g, which is bolted to the framing, the main portion of the guide

being bent outwards to allow of the hand lever moving freely up and

down. Behind the guide, G, is a blade spring, which serves to hold the

hand lever, f, up when the brake block, a, is not required to be in action.

This blade spring is made with a projecting shoulder, upon which the

hand lever, f, rests during the time the brake is not in use
;
the blade

spring is fastened to the waggon by the bolt which secures the lower

end of the guide, o, to the framing. The upper extremity of the blade

spring passes through a slot made in the guide, g, and it terminates in

a handle, so that by pushing this handle inwards or towards the side

of the waggon, the hand lever, f, is released from the notch in the blade

spring, and is then free to descend. The hand lever is fixed to any

required point by means of a vertical rack, n, which is bolted to the back

standard of the waggon. The hand lever has upon its upper edge a

small catch or stop, which enters the teeth of the rack, and prevents its

shifting up when placed in position. When the hand lever, p,, is de-

pressed and retained by the teeth of the rack, h, the brake block, A, is

caused to turn upon its centre, and the frictional blocks are pressed

with great force against the rims of the wheels. This pressure, how-

ever, cannot be carried to an injurious extent on account of the elasticity

of the helical spring, which imparts a corresponding yielding action to the

hand lever, and enables the operator to adjust the pressure with great

nicety and rapidity of effect. This resiliency of the brake, as obtained by
the interposition of the spring, has also another important advantage,

that it enables the operator to leave the brake after adjusting the handle,

and attend to other brakes or duties connected with the safety of the

train. Another mode of arranging the parts forming this improved

brake, consists in fitting the helical spring within a conical cap or casing,

the apex of which cap or casing is jointed to the upper end of the lever,

e, which is bolted to the brake block, a. The inner part of this cap has

a short spindle projecting outwards from its centre, upon which spindle

is fitted the helical spring, the free end of the spindle is passed through

a hole made in a socket formed on a connecting link. The spindle is

fitted with a washer, and is attached to the link by a screw nut, but is

at liberty to move to and fro in the socket as the helical spring is com-
pressed or allowed to expand. The connecting link is made with forked

or duplex ends, by which it is jointed to the hand lever, f, at a short dis-

tance from its lower extremity. The lower end of the hand lever, f,

instead of being connected to the lever, c, is centred upon a fixed stud

which projects from the horizontal portion of the waggon framing. The
hand lever in this modification is curved upwards ; but in this arrange-

ment the rack,'H, is fitted so that its teeth are at right angles to those

shown in the engraving ; a retaining stop or catch being fitted to the

hand lever as hereinbefore described. In adapting the improved brake

to various kinds of carriages, other forms of springs than the helical or

spiral may be used in place of the helical spring, or elastic substances, as

vulcanised or mineralised India rubber may, in some cases, be used with
advantage. And where railway carriages or waggons are not required

to run upon inclines, a rectangular plate of metal having holes made
therein in the direction of its length, may be used in place of the spring

described in the second modification. There are two of these perforated

plates of metal used in this modification. They are fitted parallel to

each other, and bolted at then front extremities to the vertical lever, c

;

and are secured in like manner at the backward part to the hand lever, f,

the holes in the plates admitting of their being accurately adjusted as

regards length for the raising or lowering of the lever as required.

TREATING AND PRESERVING SKINS.

J. H. Johnson, London and Glasgozo (M. L. Peost).—Patent
dated December 28, 1857.

This invention consists of a peculiar system or mode of treating hides or

skins, furs, wool or fleece, and certain textile fabrics, such as woollen
goods and carpets, whereby they are preserved and purified, and are

rendered less liable to become deteriorated (as is the case with skins or

wool) by putrefaction. In the treatment of skins, hides, and other
articles capable of being stretched, the principal feature in the process
is the combination of heat and powerful tension—the skins being stretched

in suitable frames, and held therein by means of nippers or pincers,
which are closed tightly upon the edges of the skin, or other article
under treatment, by sliding rings or ferrules. The tension may be im-
parted b}^ the aid of a windlass, or other convenient purchase. The
chamber in which the skins or other articles are contained, whilst under
treatment, is made capable of being hermetically closed, and is heated,
by any convenient means, to a temperature of from 100° to 160° Fah-
renheit.

In order to accelerate the process, and render it also more efficacious,
the skins may be fumigated whilst in the hot chamber, by throwing on
to a brisk fire a mixture composed principally of chloride of lime and
flour of sulphur. The following ingredients and proportions will be
found to answer well, for fumigating the skins, wool, or other articles
under treatment :

—

Parts bv Weight.
Powdered Wood Charcoal, 100
Iron Filings, 100
Powdered Resin, ....... 50
Flour of Sulphur 375
Chloride of Lime, 125
Leaves and Wood of the Walnut Tree, . . . 100

The skins or other articles, having been thus subjected to tension and
heat, and to the fumes arising from the combustion of the above-named
mixture, for the space of six or eight hours, are removed, and placed in
an airy situation for about forty-eight hours ; at the expiration of which
time, the process is complete. When required for use, it will be simply
requisite to steep them in pure water—a greater or less time, according
to the length of time elapsed since the completion of the process above
mentioned. They will, in most cases, be found to be perfectly sweet
and fresh. If, however, the skins should have an unpleasant odour after
being once treated, they may be again operated upon with a double pro-
portion of chloride of lime, and three handfuls of onion peelings. The
process may be accelerated by placing within the chamber substances
which are powerful absorbents of humidity ; such as quick-lime, chloride
of calcium, and phosphorus. In treating furs, the process may be re-

peated several times, and odoriferous substances may be added to the
fumigating compound hereinbefore referred to. In treating fleeces or
wool, they are placed on a grating, and kept agitated and turned con-
stantly over by a set of rotating spikes, so as to subject them thoroughly
to the heat and fumes.
The annexed engraving represents a side elevation, partly in section,

of the apparatus, which it is proposed to employ in the treatment of
skins, and shows the mode of stretching the skin, a, a, are uprights,

having each a slot or opening formed along its entire length. In these
slots are fitted the two cross bars, b, c, the upper one of which, b, is free

to slide vertically by the action of the windlass, r>, with which it is con-

nected by the rope, H, passing round an overhead pulley, and is capable
of being fixed at pleasure in any desired position. The skin, e, to be
treated is attached to the top and bottom bars, b, c, by means of the
nippers, f, one of which is shown detached. These nippers consist of

two parts, which are made to grip the edge of the skin, more or less

tightly, by a ring or ferrule, /. Several skins may be connected together,

side by side, by the double nippers, G, all of which will be stretched by
the weight of the lower bar, 0, acting in opposition to the top bar, b.

This stretching frame is contained in an oven, or other close heating
chamber. For treating very small skins, such as those of fish, birds, or

very small animals, the size of the apparatus and chamber is, of course,
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considerably reduced. In the treatment of fleeces or wool newly cut

nom the animal, the wool is laid upon a grating in a heated chamber,

and agitated and turned over by rotating spikes or stirrers, so as to ex-

pose every part of it to the action of the heat and fumigating vapours

before referred to ; or the wool may be placed in a kind of hammock,
composed of open wire work, or other suitable material, suspended from

each side of the heating chamber. The wire-work hammock or holder

has arranged within it a revolving shaft, m, fitted with spikes, which, in

their rotation, turn over and agitate the wool, so as to thoroughly expose

it to the action of the heat or fumigating vapours.

GLAZING PAPER,

J. C. Martin, Surrey.—Patent dated April 20, 1857.

This glazing apparatus consists of metal cylinders, or endless plates,

fitted loosely over ordinary glazing rolls, and which revolve by the mo-
tion of the rolls against each other, always presenting a continuous glaz-

ing surface to the paper as it passes between them. This arrangement
of the glazing plates admits of the rolls being heated by steam, and the

paper glazed in continuous lengths, instead of being first divided into

sheets and glazed by cold rolls, as is the case at present with plate-

glazed paper.

To prevent the creasing to which paper is liable while passing between
rollers under pressure for the purpose of glazing, a plate of metal lined

with leather is fixed over about two-thirds of the circumference of the

upper glazing plate, and over this the paper is drawn by the motion of

the rollers before passing between the plates for glazing. The paper, as

it passes over the fixed plate, is covered with a sheet of canvas, fixed

on two rods, which keep it stretched over the paper as it is being glazed,

but which can be easily moved when required. The object of the pa-

tentee's improvements is to present a large fixed or resisting surface to

the paper immediately before passing between the rolls to receive the
pressure for glazing. This is in effect equivalent to using the roll itself

as a tension bar, but is more effective than any at present in use, as it

supports or holds back the paper until just before it passes between the

rolls. It will be readily understood that this arrangement of machinery
may be immediately behind the drying cylinders of a paper machine, so

that the paper may be glazed before it arrives at the cutting machine.
In the accompanying engraving, which represents an elevation par-

tially in section of one modification or arrangement of the patentee's im
proveroents, the glazing rolls, a, are of the kind in general use. These
rolls are encircled by the endless glazing plates or cylinders, e, between

the surfaces of which the web of paper is passed. The upper glazing

plat';, e, is partially surrounded by a sheet of copper, c, which is lined with
leather, and rests upon the glazing plate, covering about two-thirds of

its surface. The web of paper, as it comes from the drying cylinders

of the paper-making machine, passes beneath the guide roller, i, and
over the sheet of copper, c, the creasing of the paper being prevented by
a canvas covering, r, : one end of this canvas is stretched by means of

a bar which is held by the rack, F. The other extremity of the canvas
is secured to the fastenings, o, so that the canvas lies smoothly upon

.- of copper, c ; and as the web of paper passes between, all creas-

ing is prevented. The end of the sheet of copper is made fast to a trans-

No. 126.
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verse bar, H, the extremities of which are secured to the end standards of
the machine. The web of paper passes from the sheet of copper, c, be-

tween the glazing surfaces, b, round and beneath the lower roll, a, and
away from the machine, as indicated by the arrow, to the cutting ma-
chine. The requisite degree of pressure is imparted to the rolls, a, and
glazing surfaces, b, by means of the levers, k, the pressure of which is

adjusted by means of weights placed upon a vertical stud at the outer
extremity of the lower lever. The rolls, a, are heated to any required
temperature by means of steam introduced through the tubular spindles,

L, which work in stuffing boxes atta ched to the end standards of the
machine. The arrangement of the machine is such as to accomplish the
operation of glazing paper in continuous lengths in a very superior
manner.

LAYING SUBMARINE TELEGRAPH CABLES.

John Maclean, Comely Bank, Edinburgh.—Patent dated July 14, 1858.

The recent mishaps met with by the layers of the telegraph cable
connecting Europe with America, nave naturally induced many thinkers
to consider the mechanical part of the question ; and amongst the
rest, Mr. Maclean has put forward a plan which we shall now de-

scribe. Mr. Maclean's plan has for its object the delivery of the cable
from the vessel to the water, in such a manner that injury or fracture

of the cable can seldom or never occur. Under one form or arrangement
by which this invention is carried out, the cable to be submerged is

passed direct from the ordinary or any other paying-out apparatus.
From this apparatus it is passed beneath a grooved wheel running free

in bearings carried by the deck of the vessel ; and thence it ascends and
passes over a grooved wheel set in bearings on the top of a long vertical

traversing shaft or pillar, the lever end of which is set in a vertical tube
or guide carried by the vessel. This shaft or pillar and wheel is retained
at its highest elevation by the action of counter weights suspended from
chains attached to the shaft or pillar at the top, which chains are passed
over guide pulleys overhead. The bottom guide-tube of the shaft or

pillar also contains springs, on which the lower end of the shaft or pillar

bears when it is traversed downwards by any strain. After leaving this

portion of the apparatus, the cable descends and passes beneath a second
grooved wheel running loose upon the vessel's deck ; whence it again
rises and is passed over the upper grooved wheel of another compensat-
ing weight and spring arrangement, like that hereinbefore described

The cable-is then passed beneath another grooved wheel carried at or

near the level of the vessel's deck, or in such a position that the cable

may reach the water at an angle of about 45 degrees. ' Any convenient
or necessary number of these compensating weight and spring arrange-

ments may be used in a series, the one nearest the vessel's stern or

delivering part being fitted up with superior re -active strength. In this

way a sufficient length of cable is always retained within the limits of

the paying-out apparatus, to allow for the occurrence of any sudden
strains, as, when a strain arises, the increased tension upon the cable

in its zig-zag condition in the apparatus causes the elevated wheels and
their shafts to descend, compressing the bottom springs and also elevat-

ing the counterweights ; and when the strain is released, these parts

ascend again so as to take up the slack of the cable. Various agents may
be employed for causing the depressed wheels to regain then- elevation

as the strain passes off; as, for instance, the pressure of steam, air, or

other matter suitably applied, may be used. The same general arrange-

ment may also be employed to act in a horizontal position upon the

vessel's deck. In this case, the guide shafts or pillars are alternated

horizontally upon the deck in reverse directions, the cable being passed
zig-zag from one to the other. Compensation or counterweights may
be used in conjunction with springs acting vertically by means of chains

passed over suitable pulleys. There may be something to be said upon
the question of the actual details of such a plan as this, but we appre-

hend that the theory laid down meets at least the main requirements of

the case.

COVERINGS FOR THE HEAD.

James Johnston, Paisley.—Patent dated January 23, 1858.

'

According to this invention, hair-cloth is made use of to form the founda-

tion "shapes " or crowns for bonnets, caps, and other coverings for the

head. In carrying out these improvements in practice, the ordinary

hair-cloth of commerce is found to answer the end very effectively—the

hair itself being of important service in enabling the operator to block

or shape the fabric accurately to form, and in insuring the permanently

unchangeable shape to which it is blocked. But almost any fabric, of

which hair forms an important part, answers the purpose ; and hence,

hair fabrics, wherein the hair is woven up with cotton, linen, or other

2 c
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threads or materials, are available for the general purposes contemplated

by this invention. The principal details for which the hair fabric is

suitable, are bonnet crowns, hat crowns, and bonnet shapes ; but it may
be variously applied and used in the manufacture of other coverings for

the head, as it may be accurately blocked to whatever form may be re-

quired. The head coverings produced in this way may be treated and
covered for use in the ordinary way. They are highly elastic, and ex-

tremely durable, as they possess that peculiar stout elasticity which
enables them instantly to recover their shape, even when subjected to

excessive distortive pressure, such as would permanently distort bonnets,

or other head coverings, made of buckram, net, or other usual foundation
material. They also admit of free ventilation directly through them, and
they fit to the head in a very superior way.

REGISTEEED DESIGNS.

CORK BOTTLE STOPPER.

Begisteredfor Messrs. Rees & Speague, 54 Union Street, Southward,
London.

This stopper involves a compound of cork, wood, and
;lass. Our figure represents a longitudinal section of

it. The main body, a, is of cork, the head of which
is surmounted by a glass ring, b. Down the centre
of the cork is a taper wooden peg, c ; and the whole
is covered by a wax seal, d. The central peg forms
a stiffening back-bone for the cork, whilst the glass
ring gives the stopper the effect due to that brilliant

material. Terra cotta ware is, however, proposed to

be substituted for glass, on the ground of cheapness, and in some opinions,

on that of external effect.

BLACKING HOLDER,

Begisteredfor Mr. John Jex Long, 46 Trongate, Glasgow.

This is one of those little inventions in "common things," attention to
which we have so often urged. This design consists of an oblong
shallow earthenware tray or cup, with sloping sides, with the angles
taken off internally. When filled with blacking, it answers the double
purpose of preserving the article, and allowing of its entire use quite
down to the bottom of the hollow, without difficulty, and without involving
any loss.
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Geological Structure of Merionethshire and Caernarvonshire, 8vo, Is. 6d. sewed. Ramsey.
Iron Trades' Guide, 3d edition, 12mo, 10s. Hogg.
Landscape and Buildings, Drawing Book of, new edition, 5s. cloth. Prout.
Natural Philosophy, Conversations on, 13th edition, 10s. 6d. Marcet.
Natural Sciences, crown 8vo, 3s. 6d. cloth. Schoedler and Medlock.
Photography, Landscape, fcap. 8vo, 2s. 6d. cloth. Otte.

Leal Sciences, crown Svo, 3s. 6d. cloth. Schoedler and Medlock.
Pin i.'tina, BvO, His. cloth. Gurdon and Glendining.
Plane and Spherical Trigonometry, Treatise on, 5th edition, 6s. Hall.
Science and Art, "Geology, edited by Readwin," Is. sewed. Reynolds.
Telegraph, International Nautical, 2d edition, 2 vols. 25s. Reynolds.

REVIEWS OF NEW BOOKS.

The Book of Farm Implements and Machinery. By James Slight and
R. Scott Burn, Engineers. Edited by Henry Stephens. 8vo. Steel
Plates and Wood Engravings. Pp. 648. Edinburgh: William
Blackwood & Sons. 1858.

Wiiiis Mr. Stephens produced his wonderfully elaborate and admirable
"Book of the Farm," he accomplished a great work, even taken as the
product of the lifetime of one man. But this was not enough for our

industrious author, who, after devoting his untiring energy to the pro-

duction of the first really effective book on the fields and their live stock,

has again taken pen and pencil in hand for the elucidation of the prin-

ciples and practice of " Farm Implements," or the modern machinery
which the mechanical engineer has put into the hands of the tiller of the

soil, to aid him as well in his operations upon the earth, as in the con-

version of earth's produce into marketable food. The fanner is thus «et

up, as far as a technical library can set him up, in all directions of his

practice. Every one knows what the "Book of the Farm" is, and it

must be admitted that 048 large pages of letterpress, 40 steel engravings,
and 836 engravings on wood—all prepared with Mr. Stephen's well-

known care and perspicuity—form an excellent supplement to it.

The book before us was placed upon our table when the leading article

of the present part of this Journal had been written ; and it is satisfac-

tory to find how excellent a sequel it forms to our abstract remarks

—

written, of course, in ignorance of the great and direct aid which the

authors had thus brought to bear upon the subject which we had just

discussed. It has all along been nothing new to meet with jealousy and
apathetic indifference on the part of inventors, as to the publication of

their plans ; and we are painfully reminded of the existence of this short-

sighted and injudicious feeling in the book which we have just read.

This point is unsparingly remarked upon by Mr. Stephens in his prefa-

tory remarks, and we have undoubted testimony to the truth of what he
urges, in the fact that his list of firms and gentlemen to whom he prints

his obligations for their courtesy and trouble in furnishing information
as to then' machines, runs but to twenty names. These are all, without
exception, English makers. Much as generous enlightenment has
latterly progressed, it is odiously startling to find that the editor of a work
like the present has found it necessary for the substantiation of his own
credit as a technological author to advert to a fact so disagreeable as this.

Confined, as this portly volume very properly is, to the considera-

tion of machines and implements actually in use in agriculture, the
authors have divided them according to the two great purposes for

which they were invented—namely, into those used directly in the cul-

tivation of the soil, and those used only in connection with its products.

And, in treating of the mechanical construction of the several machines,
it was necessarily found to be of the highest importance to test the ap-

plicability of each and all to the purpose for which it had been devised

;

and in attaining this most desirable end, they have made it a prominent
feature of the work to elucidate primarily the scientific principles affect-

ing the choice of materials to be used, and secondarily to illustrate the
practical construction and operation of the machines and their adapta-
tion to agricultural work.

In working out their plan, they have divided the work into two books
—the first being entirely devoted to the consideration of "principles ;" the
second to that of "practice." Book the first, embodies "dissertations

elucidating the scientific principles which regulate the choice of ma-
terials and construction of the machines and implements, and the struc-

tures connected with them on the farm," and consists of four divisions

—materials employed in construction
;
principles of construction

;
prac-

tice of construction; and friction and force. "Practice," taken up in book
the second, relates to the "practical construction, properties, and uses

of farm implements and machines," and its four divisions comprehend

—

implements and machines connected with the cultivation of the soil

;

implements and machines connected with the products of the soil

;

moving powers of the farm ; and arrangement of machines in the
steading.

In this volume, the world has benefited by the labours of three several

authors, who have worked conjointly for the accomplishment of a most
harmonious and satisfactory result. It is not often that such an end is

gained by similar means.
How the task has been accomplished, we shall proceed to show next

month.

On the Construction and Principle of a Wave Screen, designed for
the formation of Harbours of Refuge. By Edward Killwick Calver,

A.M., Admiralty Surveyor. Pp. 70. London: Weale. 1858.

Mr. Calver divides his pamphlet into four sections : 1. He describes

those motions of water known as waves, and points out that whilst the

wave in deep water is simply an undulation possessing no horizontal

percussive force, the wave in shallow water is a true wave of translation,

possessing percussive force, and producing an effect proportioned to its

own mass, to the rapidity of its movement, and to the nature of the

obstacles opposed to it. 2. He describes the three principal kinds of

breakwaters, viz., the long slope, the upright wall, and the floating break-

waters. As to the first, he says that experience is entirely against it

as a means of resisting waves, and that the various causes of its weak-
ness will be apparent on considering the nature and action of waves.
With regard to the upright-wall breakwater, he deems it correct in

principle, but then its construction involves an enormous outlay. As to

floating breakwaters, he concurs in the general belief of their insecurity
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and inefficiency. 3. In the third section he maintains the propositions that

all close harbours have a tendency to silt up, in consequence of the sea

depositing in them the solid matters it holds in suspension ; and that

! breakwaters should, therefore, be so constructed as to allow of the unob-

structed passage of the tidal streams in and out, the surface breaker

! being, however, destroyed, but only so much of the deep water undu-

lation nullified as may be necessary for the security of the vessels

anchored within. 4. He expounds his own scheme, which consists of a

wave screen, composed of wooden pillars or shafts, secured by piles,

stavs, ties, linkbars, &c. The wooden shafts are placed at regular dis-

tances from each other, so as to allow the water to pass between them.

The screen is intended to carry a gangway along the summit, and to be

lighted at night. Without offering any opinion ourselves, on a subject

that requires much practical experience to form a just judgment, we may
say that Mr. Calver's plan certainly deserves the attentive consideration

of our marine architects. The subject is indeed a national one. In the

year 1857 the tonnage of British shipping, which entered or cleared from
ports of the three kingdoms, was 13,694,000, and of foreign, 9,484,000;

making a total of 23,178,000 tons. Taking the average of the five years

preceding 1S57, it appears that there occurred annually, on our coasts,

1,225 casualties, of which 437 resulted in wrecks or total loss. During
the same period, 830 persons annually lost their lives in these accidents,

and the annual loss of property was computed at a million and a-half.

Report ox Patent Slip Accommodation for the Habbour of Kingston,

Jamaica. By Daniel Miller. Svo. Tracing. Pp. 8. Jamaica:
1858.

This is a lucid statement on the subject of slip-dock accommodation for

a Jamaica harbour, by Mr. Miller, of the firm of Bell and Miller, civil

engineers, Glasgow,—gentlemen who have won some reputation in con-

nection with the great graving dock recently erected under their super-

intendence, for Messrs. Tod & M'Gregor, on the Clyde ; as well as other

works of a similar class. Mr. Miller's instructions were to ascertain how
a slip-dock, to take up steamers of 3,000 tons, could best be arranged

for Kingston Harbour, and here is his account of the matter. He has

selected four several sites, at any of which the proposed object may be
carried out ; and he illustrates the relative positions of these by a tracing

attached to the report as a plate. This tracing, which is a reduced copy
of a general map of the harbour laid down by Messrs. Bell- and Miller,

gives a very fair idea of the fine expanse of sheltered water which
Jamaica possesses at Kingston ; and the sections which accompany the
plan also show exactly the nature of the ground at each point.

Whilst thus offering the choice of four sites, Mr. Miller prefers the one
nearest Kingston, principally on account of that contiguity. He finds

the hard compact limestone quarried in the neighbourhood to be well

suited for the masonry of the works, and estimates that a dock of the
class required may be made at a cost of £30,000. We shall be glad to

see his views speedily carried into effect.

COBEESPOXDEXCE.

DISINFECTION OF TOWNS, SEWAGE, AND SEWERS.

I beg to send you a proposal by Mr. Alexander M'Dougall and myself,

for the disinfection of the sewage matter of towns,—a subject to which
public attention has lately been most strongly aroused by the arrival of

hot weather. We deal, of course, with the chemical part of the question

;

and we know well that our plan produces complete disinfection, and not
mere deodorisation, which, however, is either total or partial disinfection.

We propose to apply the disinfecting material by allowing it to flow into

apipe which shall intersect all, or the chief sewers at their highest part.

The sewers will in this way be disinfected throughout, and the towns,
of course, will receive the benefit. We have other modes of completely
disinfecting the streets and courts, by putting some of the material used
in the water carts, for example. The whole system will produce an
amount of purity not before seen in towns. We have already given
our plans, perhaps not so fully as may be required for any one particular
town, but in their general bearing, to the Town Council of Glasgow ; and
we understand that Mr. Baternan the engineer, and Dr. Anderson the

j
chemist, are requested to report upon them ; but we have not been de-
siied to give the gentlemen the results of our experience. This, how-
ever, will no doubt be arranged before a final report.

The proposals which have hitherto been made for dealing with sewage
are chiefly of two kinds. The first removes the sewage as rapidly as
possible on to the land in the vicinity of the town, and a system of
manuring by irrigation is carried on without interruption throughout
the year. The distribution of the sewage on the land is effected by

various methods. The second operates upon the sewage after it has
left the town, and converts the matters obtainable from it into a portable

manure. Circumstances will determine where one or other of these
processes may be adopted with advantage. We propose to deal with
what is, in fact, the most urgent necessity of the case, and to add a
provision to be adopted with either plan for preserving the air of towns
from pollution by noxious emanations from putrid sewage. This we
propose to accomplish by acting upon the sewage, so as to disinfect it

in its passage through the town. Offensive effluvia from sewers have
hitherto been dealt with mechanically ; stench-traps and similar means
of obviating the evil have been found imperfect and unsatisfactory in

their result. They have proved to be an apparatus difficult to wield in

sufficient force to make them a part of a perfect system. Our plan is to

act upon the sewage as soon as it enters the sewers, by a continuous
current of disinfecting material, so as both to remove its offensive smell
and to arrest the further generation of noxious gases ; the result will be
that the atmosphere of the sewers themselves will be preserved in a

state of comparative purity.

The substances we propose to apply are such as have been found to

be efficient by extensive use, viz., sulphurous and carbolic or phenic acid.

Hitherto we have used these substances in combination with lime and
magnesia, and have found them remarkably efficient as a disinfecting

powder—(MDougall's Disinfecting Powder).* In using them in cases

where it is needful that a flow of water should receive no interruption,

such as in a sewer, we do not propose to add the basis, or at least in very
small quantity. The substances used are known to destroy noxious
exhalations and to arrest decomposition. Our own experience with
them has been so varied and extensive, that we have not the slighest

doubt of then efficacy. We believe that science has not made known to

us any other substances so well adapted for the purpose. The sanitary

condition of towns is necessarily the first consideration—the economical
application of the refuse, though secondary , is not unimportant ; and on
this ground also the materials we propose to use are the best that could

be emploj'ed, as they preserve the substances to which they are applied

unimpaired for the purpose of manure. In other words, the manure is

pickled and kept ready for use, and after a long period is found to be
undiminished in value. This follows from the fact that the decomposi-
tion of the sewage, and the consequent exhalation of its valuable pro-

ducts, are prevented.

Those who advocate the precipitation of sewage and the manufacture
of solid manure, will no doubt appreciate the advantages of this plan, as

it delivers to them the sewage matter uninjured ; and they will be able

to obtain a much more favourable result than can be hoped for from
sewage which has become putrescent, and consequently deteriorated.

The advocates of liquid manures will also appreciate the advantages
resulting from this plan; they will obtain the manure in its fullest

strength and in a scentless condition to apply to the land. Its use in

irrigation will be as inoffensive as pure water, thus obviating one of the

great objections to the system.

The greatest advantages of the plan we propose are to be found in the

towns themselves, where disinfection will be almost universal, and, with
reasonable care on the part of the inhabitants, putrescent sewage will

be unknown. It certainly has been said by the advocates of the ex-

clusive use of liquid manure, that when it is carried rapidly away it can
give no offence, as it is put upon the land before it can decompose. It

has not been our fortune to find manure so entirely free from odour,

neither has our experience shown that it can be put upon land without

giving offence, unless previously deodorised.

It is our opinion that 2 lbs. of sulphurous acid and 1 oz. of carbolic

acid, will be sufficient to disinfect the excretions of 300 persons for one
day. This will cost about a penny, and the cost for a city of 2J millions

of inhabitants will be about £12,675 per annum, or for every 100,000

inhabitants, £507.
The cost of the plant required at each station where the disinfectant

is prepared, will be about £500. The services of a man and a boy will

be sufficient ; the number of stations required will depend much upon
the contour of the site of the town, and will require the consideration of

the engineer. The number for London will not be great, but the £12,675

includes the cost for the whole population. We believe that after the

sewers have been thoroughly cleansed, a much smaller quantity than we
have named will be sufficient for keeping them in a condition of com-

parative purity. It is ascertained that the disinfection is more easily

accomplished when the fceces are acted upon at a very early stage. It

will be economical to manufacture the disinfectant near to the highest

part of the sewers ; these we propose to connect with the vessels in which

the solution is prepared, the regulation of the quantity being under the

control of the attendant. There are many particulars connected with

the manufacture and use of the disinfectant which it is unnecessary to

introduce here ; they have been obtained by extensive experience, are

simple and of easy application.

Page 246, vol. ix., Practical Mechanic's Journal.
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We believe the following advantages will arise from the method pro-

posed :

—

I. The purification of the sewers and disinfection of the town. This

is a proposal entirely new in dealing with sewers. No one, as far as we
know, has previously attempted the prevention of smell in the sewers

themselves. It has indeed been asserted that the sewage can be re-

moved from the town so rapidly, that there is no time to allow of de-

composition. Granting the possibility : How rare is the fact

!

n. This system can be applied where precipitation is used._ The dis-

infected sewage passing through the town will be preserved without loss

of manurial ingredients. It can be precipitated as readily as if it had

not been disinfected, and the product obtained will be of greater value

and increased in quantity by the amount of matter preserved, when an

unexceptionable method of precipitation is arrived at. The inconvenience

of leaving large accumulations of putrid matter outside the town will be

removed, as there will be no fear of putrid exhalations from the mass, or

from the liquid whilst it flows through the drains, even if they should be

left uncovered.

III. This system can be applied where precipitation is not employed.

The disinfected sewage may be allowed to pass through peopled districts

and properties, where the passage of putrid sewage would be highly ob-

jectionable. Under this system it may flow without giving offence to

any one, and may be used in irrigation with greater advantage to the

crops, and without in the slightest degree polluting the atmosphere.

Experiments at Mr. Chamberlin's showed that liquid manure laid on the

land caused a nuisance so great, that the neighbours resorted to legal

proceedings for its removal ; but when disinfected by the method pro-

posed, no unpleasantness was perceptible.

IV. The expense of covered channels outside towns will be avoided.

If, for example, the proposal of taking the sewage through Essex were

adopted, a covered channel would be rendered unnecessary by this

method, although indispensable without disinfection.

V. In cases where the sewage is discharged into a river, it will pre-

vent putrid emanations from the surface of the water. This would re-

move one of the most obvious causes of offence from sewage, and would

apply to the Thames at London.
VI. The expense for all London will probably be under £13,000 per

annum,—a sum which can only be considered as trifling in comparison to

the advantages to be obtained.

R. Angus Smith.

Manchester, August, 1858.

THE CHISWICK TRIAL OF LAWN-MOWING MACHINES.

We observe, in your Journal for last month, that a full account is

j

given of the trial of mowing machines at Chiswick Gardens in the be-

1 ginning of June last. Permit us to make a few remarks on the subject,

in the way of illustrating how far this trial was a criterion of the merits
1 of the machines tried.

1st, The trial lasted only six minutes and some seconds ; and the mere
fact of deciding on the merits or worth of a machine tried for so short a

time, is purely ridiculous.

2d, Our machine was taken from its package, and placed on the

ground where it was to be tried ; the whole journals and working parts

of the machine were fitted with considerable care and nicety ; and con-

: sequently the machine was somewhat stiff to work at first. Every
mechanic knows that it is impossible for a machine, of an}' description,

if properly fitted, to work as easy when first tried, as it will do when the

working parts have been in motion for a short time. This was the case

with our machine ; therefore it follows, that because it was well fitted,

and had not some months' wear and tear taken off the working parts, it

must stand lowest in merit in this particular point.

3d, There was no list of rules, or other information submitted to the

competitors, as to the different points of merit on which the machines
were to be tested ; and in so far as regards the quantity of work per-

r >nned by each machine, the award must of necessity apply, not to any
merit in the machine itself, but simply to the manner in which the

machines were worked.

4th, Although the space allotted for each machine was as fairly dealt

to each competitor as was possible, still the quality of the grass of each

lot was not precisely equal. The turf had a finer and fresher appear-

ance at one place than it had at another, and consequently gave the

machine which operated on the finer turf an undue advantage over the

others.

It is an easy matter to get up a machine, for a trial lasting only for a

few minutes or even hours, to work very satisfactorily ; but this is not

the thing to be looked at. The point is—which is the machine that will

stand for a length of time the careless usage of a labourer, or some other

person not skilled in machinery, and work well and give satisfaction in

every other respect at the same time. If this is the thing to be con-

sidered as the best qualification for a good lawn mower, we can refer to

many hundred places in the kingdom, in proof that our machine stands

second to none.
A. Shanks & Sons.

Arbroath, July, 1858.

FLOWER HOLDER FOR THE FLORAL DRAUGHTSMAN.

I have lately constructed the little instrument (of which I send you a

sketch) for the purpose of overcoming a difficulty which one of my
children, who is fond of drawing flowers,

experienced in not being able, without in-

convenience, to place the flower in any
required position. It consists of a bronze
stand on three feet, supporting a globe

glass receiver to hold water and the flower

in an open socket formed by a bronzed
ornament, of such a size and so bent as

to perform with the receiver a ball-and-

socket movement. The stand may be
made with a telescopic tube, to be ele-

vated or depressed at pleasure. A small
additional clasping spring, which may be
fitted to the neck of the receiver, would
conveniently hold, in any position requir-

ed, any other object which the draughts-

man desires to draw. Besides its utility,

the instrument constructed forms a pretty

side-table ornament, whether holding or

not holding flowers ; but any of your
ingenious readers will readily be able to

construct one for mere utilitarian purposes out of a globular receiver, an
old candlestick, and a small length of copper wire.

Chelsea, August, 1858.

Thos. Leoakd Shuckard.

PROCEEDINGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

ROYAL INSTITUTION.

Fkiday, Mat 7, 1858.

" On the late earthquakes in Southern Italy," by Dr. Lacaita.

A paper giving a resume
1

of the earthquakes that have desolated one of the
fairest regions on earth since 1783 to the present time. During this period there

have occurred six great earthquakes, occasioning an immense destruction ofhuman
life, and great loss of property. In 1783-4, there were upwards of a thousand
shocks, and the number of lives destroyed was estimated at 80,000. In the

catastrophe of last December (as to the circumstances of which Mr. Mallett will

tell us something after a while) about 22,000 human beings perished. Well may
Sir Charles Lyell assert that several volumes would be required to give a just

idea of the sufferings which the inhabitants of many populous districts have
undergone during the earthquakes of the last 150 years. A bare mention of the
loss of life conveys no idea of the extent of misery inflicted.

Friday, May 21, 1858.

" On the phenomena of gemmation," by Prof. Huxley.
This was a discourse on what has been called parthenogenesis or agamogenesis,

in other words, the reproduction of species without a union of sexes,—a pheno-
menon seen in aphides or plant-lice, as well as in a few other animals of low
organisation. There is, moreover, a euphorhiaceousplant at Kew Gardens, which
annually produces fertile seeds, although the female organs only are present,

and no plant having made flowers exists in the gardens ; indeed, no male plant

has ever yet been seen. Prof. Owen has attempted to explain the phenomenon
of agamogenesis by asserting that some part of the primitive germ mass is re-

tained unchanged throughout the succession of animals, and that this germ
mass possesses a peculiar force by virtue of which it gives rise to independent
organisms. Prof. Huxley objects to this hypothesis that it is at direct variance

with the results of observation ; and that if it were true, it does not explain th"
phenomena. It is better when we are ignorant to say so, rather than to retard

the progress of inquiry by inventing baseless hypothesis that explain nothing.

INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.

July 28, 1858.

" On wood bearings as applied to the shafts of screw steam vessels," bv Mr.
Punn.
This paper went to show that the use of wood in screw shaft bearings has

been entirely successful.

"On a new dynamometer and friction brake," by Mr. W. Fronde, Darling-

ton.
" On a compressed-air forge hammer," by Mr. C. Beyer, of Manchester.
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MONTHLY NOTES.

LAW REPORTS OF PATENT CASES.

Copyright r>- Design: Norton v. Nicholls.— (Before Vice-Chancellor

Wood, July 12, 13. and 17.)—The object of the suit was to restrain, by injunc-

tion, the sale of what was known in the trade as the " mantilla shawl," with

the plaintiff's registered design applied thereto, or any shawl so as to infringe

upon such registered design. It appeared that the plaintiff had deposited with

the Registrar of Designs one of his shawls, containing the improvements in

point of design and shape, &c, for which he claimed protection, as being a new
and original design within the 5th and 6th of Victoria, cap. 100, but that he had

not deposited with the registrar any drawing on paper showing the particular

portions in respect of which originality was claimed. The defendant contended

that the design had not been properly registered ; but the Vice-Chancellor saw

nothing in the acts upon the subject laying down that the design must be on

paper, or on any particular kind of paper. Many instances might be suggested

in which the design could not be better shown than on the material to which it

was intended to be applied. "Why was it less a copy of a design, because it was
copied on to the very material to which it was proposed to he applied? The
defendant also contended that, although the design might be contained in the

shawl deposited, yet there was nothing to show him which was the part for

which protection was claimed. No specification, however, was required under

the act. It was enough to file the design, the defendant being hound to see if

there was anything new in it, and to avoid any infringement of such portion.

g as any part was new, the design was not vitiated by the circumstance

that much that was old, and for which protection could not be claimed, had been

retained. So far from the public being misled, they would be benefited by
having the design exhibited in its applied form, and not merely as a tracing

upon paper. The defendant's objection, therefore, failed.—The plaintiff having

praved for a perpetual injunction, the defendant contended that it could not be

granted without an action at law to try the right.—The Vice-Chancellor, having

taken time to consider, was of opinion that the injunction could not be granted

without directing an action to be brought. In Bacon v. Jones (-4 My. and Cr.,

333 . Lord Cottenham, in considering the principles of the Court in granting in-

junctions in patent cases, observed that he was very far from saying that a case

might not arise in which, at the hearing, the Court would grant an injunction

without having recourse to a trial at law, but added that it was not a very likely

case to happen, and that hie was not aware of any instance. Looking at the

anxiety of Lord Cottenham to uphold the jurisdiction of this Court, and his very

qualified language upon the subject, he did not think, in the present instance,

there was that combination of circumstances which would enable him to dis-

pense with the action if claimed by the defendants. The bill would be retained

for a year, and the injunction continued, the plaintiff to bring an action. The
case again came on as to the time within which the action should be brought,

and after some discussion (in the course of which the counsel for the defendant

for an immediate trial), his Honour said that it was not a case calling

npon him to put the plaintiff on such stringent terms. The defendant, when
the interlocutory motion for the injunction had been granted, made no point

about the right being tried at law. It was only when the cause came on for

hearing that this had been urged. The Court would direct that the action should

be tried in the sittings after Michaelmas Term, the plaintiff to serve his decla-

ration within a fortnight.

MAKIXE MEMORANDA..

The Turkish Government has just had a light-draught steam gun-boat, the

Boyana, launched from the building-yard of Mr. Thompson, at Rotherhithe, and
ith 16-horse engines by Messrs. Ravenbill, Salkeld, & Co. This vessel

has been fitted out expressly for the conveyance of troops up the shallow Bo-
yana river to the Montenegrin district, and her guaranteed draught was restricted

to three feet. "When launched, without her engines, she drew but 17 inches.

She is built upon the diagonal-planking system, and is to carry one pivot gun
in her bow.

The great care and ingenuity displayed by Mr. Newton, chief engineer of the

Virago, when the engines of that vessel broke down in the river Parana last

year, have elicited a letter of approbation from the Admiralty. It appears that
the main shaft of the engine broke on the starboard side of the plummer block,

so as to render the main crank of the starboard engine useless, although suffi-

cient bearing was still left within the plummer block to allow of the continued
use of the main shaft, and thus, fortunately, the port engine was left in compa-
ratively working order. The service of the ship was maintained under steam
by working the port engine and by driving the port wheel only. The other
wheel was dismantled of its arms, segments, and floats, for one half of its cir-

cumference, and then, by lashing the other half firmly, it was prevented from
impeding the way of the vessel through the water. By the rolling of the vessel

the paddlewheel is alternately raised out of the water and too deeply immersed.
In the former case, increased rapidity of motion is of course imparted to the
wheel, which, on falling again, gives a very violent shock to the machinery.
This inconvenience is to a great extent prevented by the working of the two

- together in the ordinary manner. To prevent the increased liability to

injury of the remaining main crank of the Virago, a very simple but ingenious
contrivance was employed. A pendulum was suspended in connection with a
lever, operating on the throttle-valve. "When the vessel rolled over so as to

-'.heel out of the water, the motion of the pendulum shut the throttle-
valve, cut off the steam, and prevented increased motion of the engine. When

;.-. the opposite direction, the valve was re-opened, the steam let on again,
and the necessary power obtained for contending with the increased resistance
to the more deeply-immersed wheel. On the arrival of the ship at Rio Janeiro,
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it was found that neither of the engineering establishments there could under-
take the reforging of the main shaft, which is three tons, and with cranks up-
wards of five tons in weight. Mr. Newton then proposed to set the engine at

work again, which he did in a very ingenious and novel manner. The plan
proved successful, and the Virago made a favourable passage across the Atlantic.

More than half the steam-fleet of the Peninsular and Oriental Company are
now screws. The numbers are 46, and of these 27 are screws. Their aggre-
gate tonnage is 54,480, and their horse power 3,744.

The small distance in which a steam ship can be made to turn, has just been
instanced in the case of the Brazilian steamer Princessa de Joinville, built by
Messrs. White, of Cowes, and fitted with engines by Messrs. Maudslay & Field.

Her speed on the trial was 13 knots per hour ; and on testing her in turning,

in several complete circles, she went round within 500 feet. The Princessa de
Joinville has been built for the Brazilian Steam Packet Company. Her dimen-
sions are :—length, 195 feet ; breadth, 30 feet ; depth of hold, 12 feet ; tonnage,
926. Messrs. White are also building a sister ship for the same company.

Harbours of Refuge.—It appears from the recently-published report of the

Select Committee of the House of Commons, that the number of ascertained

wrecks and casualties between 1852 and 1856 was 5,128—an average of 1,025
a-year. Of these 5,128, 1,940 were total losses by wrecks, &c, 244 total losses

by collisions, 2,401 cases of serious damage, and 543 collisions with serious

damage. The total loss, therefore, from all causes, was 2,184 vessels, and the
loss of life included 4,148 persons, or 830 in each year. In 1854, 1,549 persons
lost their lives in this way. The value of the property lost by total wrecks is

computed at £1,000,000 a-year at the least, and by other losses and casualties at

£500,000, making a total annual loss of £1,500,000 to the country. The com-
mittee enumerate as works needful, purely or mainly for harbours of refuge (to

be executed as national public works, and with the least possible delay)—1. A
harbour of refuge on the north-east coast of Scotland, to cost from £80,000 to

£335,000, according to the site selected ; 2. One on the north-east coast of Eng-
land, at an estimated cost of £800,000 to £860,000; 3. An extension of the har-
bour of St. Ives, at a cost of £174,000, or, if Padstow be adopted, at a cost of
£35.000 only ; 4. One at the Mumbles, or some place in the Bristol Channel, at

a cost of £300,000 ; 5. An improvement of the harbour of Carlingford. at a cost

of £20,000; 6. An improvement of the one at Waterford, at £20,000 ; 7. The
construction of a harbour of refuge at the Skerries, Portrush, at a cost of£100,000

;

and, 8. A pier in the Isle of Man, at a cost of £40,000—making a grand aggre-

gate sum of £2,000,000, or, if spread over ten years, at the rate of £200,000
a-year. The committee recommend the levy of an uniform charge on all ships

passing such harbours in their course, and it is urged, with respect to passing
tolls, that the greatest care should be taken (if the principle on which light dues
are levied he adopted with respect to harbours of refuge) to impose the dues
only on such ships as would pass the harbours in their course, and therefore be-

nefit by them. The committee entirely agree in the opinions of the Commis-
sioners of Local Charges on Shipping, and would apply the general principles

by them so wisely laid down in their strictest sense, in reference to the harbours

of refuge which the committee have recommended, It is thought that no charge,

if imposed, should exceed in any case Id. per ton upon all ships entering or

clearing from British ports and passing the harbours of refuge in their course,

and that, whatever rate is fixed on at first, it shall be reduced from time to time

so as not to exceed a sum total equivalent to three-fourths of the interest, which
should be computed at the rate of 3 per cent., and of the cost of maintenance.
The committee approve the plan of Mr. Rendel, as used at Holyhead, or as mo-
dified by Mr. Abernethy, as the best in every respect for the construction of

harbours of refuge.

Mr. Blanchard, of New York, has been startling the engineers of his parts

with the performances of his steamer, the John Gowan. She is 150 feet long,

24 feet beam, and measures 250 tons. She has paddle wheels of 22 feet diameter,

with float boards 6 feet long. Her draught is 4 feet 6 inches. She has two
engines :—one is of the beam condensing kind, with a 36 inch cylinder, and 8
feet stroke ; the other is a high-pressure horizontal engine, with a cylinder of

34 inches diameter, and 2 feet stroke. The high-pressure engine works at a

pressure of 80 or 100 lbs., and the steam escaping from it, at a pressure of 30 or

35 lbs,, passes off to work the condensing engine. The boiler is tubular—the

current of the flame being, first, direct from the furnace to the after end of the

boiler, then returning to near the furnace, through small tubes set below the

surface of the water ; and finally, through two cylindrical flues placed in the

steam space. After quitting the boiler, the flame is conducted round the tubes

of several attached heaters in succession, and the gaseous current is finally let

off cool through a funnel 6 inches diameter. The fire-place is shut up quite

air-tight, and the air for supporting combustion is forced into it by a pump.
The grate is of peculiar form—being highest in the centre, and sloping off to-

wards the sides, like the roof of a house. The top of the fire-place has a duplex
valve door in it ; and in firing, the upper door is opened, and 50 lbs. of coal

dropped in. The lower valve is then opened, and the coal is thus let fall upon
the grate, the inclined face of which spreads the fuel evenly out. The funnel

is only of use in lighting the fire, and to keep up combustion during stoppages :

when the ship is under way, it is shut entirely off. The operation of the steam
is this :—It issues from the boiler at 90 lbs., and then passes through the first

heater, where it is dried, and, of course, expanded. In this dried and highly

elasiic condition it passes to the high-pressure cylinder, in which it is expanded
by a cut-off, and it then passes off, after working at apressure of 30 lbs., through
the second boiler, prior to working the low-pressure cylinder. The feed water
is heated to the boiling point by being passed through the third heater. The
air supplied to the furnace is heated by being primarily passed through a fourth

heater.

In a trial of the John Gowan on the Hudson, 900 lbs. of coal were used to

get up steam, and after that, 1,100 pounds were sufficient to take the ship from
New York to Haverstraw, a run of 40 miles—the running time bein^ three hours
and six minutes. During the trip, 357 cubic feet of water, or 22.311 lbs. weight,
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were converted into steam. The great economy of Mr. Blanc-hard's plan is ex-

plainable by reference to what actually goes on in the combustion of coal.

Every lb. of coal requires l£ lbs. of oxygen for its combustion. Air is

composed of four parts of nitrogen to one of oxygen ; and as only one-half of

the oxygen of the air combines with coal burnt in a furnace, it results, that for

every lb. of coal burnt, nearly 12 lbs. of hot gases escape by the chimney.

These gases must be at 600° at least to produce a proper draught, and some-

times they pass off red-hot. But by means of his heaters, Mr. Blanchard rescues

this vast quantity of heat from wasteful destruction, and applies it in the pro-

duction of more steam—a very small portion of the mechanical force thus econo-

mised being used in the forcing action for the air consumed in the furnace.

Mahogany for Shipbuilding.—We have long ago shown the advantages

of mahogany as a shipbuilding material, and we are glad to find that the subject

has not been quite forgotten in our ship-yards. M. Arman, the Bourdeaux ship-

builder, some time ago, made some experiments to ascertain the strength of ma-

hogany as compared with French oak and teak. A piece of each kind of wood,

about four inches square, was placed across the machine used for proving chain

cables, and a piece of chain was attached to a ring fixed in the centre of it. A
strain being laid on, the oak broke under a force of 1,800 kilogrammes, the teak

with that of 3,300, and the Honduras mahogany of 3,400. The oak and teak

appeared as if crushed, but without a complete disjunction of the fibres; the ma-

hogany showed long splinters, indicating a much longer grain or fibre than the

others. M. Arman considers this result as a conclusive proof that mahogany is

superior for many kinds of shipbuilding purposes, and although it is less flexible

than good French oak, its permanent resistance under a direct strain is more
considerable. MM. Le Mire & Son, builders at Rouen, also confirm the opinion

of M. Arman, by giving an account of the results obtained in the use of maho-

ganj' in a vessel which they had built, the Adele, just returned from a long voy-

age. The captain, in a letter to the builders, gives a most satisfactory account

of the state oi the vessel, and expresses his decided opinion that the use of oak

in shipbuilding may be advantageously replaced by mahogany.

The pecuniary affairs of the Eastern Steam Navigation Company seem to be

in an unfortunate position. All the money subscribed has been expended, debts

to a considerable amount have been incurred, and all schemes for raising money
have failed. Efforts will, doubtless, be made to form a new company, for the

purpose of purchasing the vessel from the present one, and fitting her out for

sea. In any event the original shareholders will loose very largely. Suggestions

have been made, that when completed she should be sent to the Pacific, to trade

between Vancouver's Island and San Francisco, or some port further south.

As to this, it has been remarked that ships
1

bottoms are so greatly troubled with

shell-fish along that coast, that she would require to be docked after nearly

every voyage in order to clean her, and where is the dock ?

A steamship of a novel construction has arrived at Hartlepool from Green-
wich, where it has been built at the Victoria Works, to test the utility of an

ingenious contrivance for detaching portions of the vessel, and leaving entire

cargoes at any port on her route. The vessel, which is about 90 feet in length

and very narrow in the beam, is built of iron, and consists of three separate

moveable compartments, which fit together in sockets, and are fastened by strong

iron stays. The foremost section is occupied by the crew, the middle compart-

ment contains the entire cargo, and the aftermost part the engine. It is said

that the central section can be disconnected from the other two in a few minutes,

and an empty hold substituted in its place, so that the vessel can proceed on
its course either with a fresh cargo or in quest of one. The steamer is to be

tested by taking coal for the London market, and will take in between 30 and
40 tons. If the experiment should answer, a vessel of 2,000 tons burden is to

be forthwith constructed on the same principle.

The New Colony of British Columbia.—The territory, which has just

been formed into a distinct colony by the British legislature, lies for the must
part on the continent of North America, between the Rocky Mountains and
the Pacific. It is bounded on the south by the American frontier line, the 49th
parallel of north latitude, and extends northwards as far as the Russian terri-

tory. Its length is about 660 miles, and its average breadth from 250 to 300
miles. Its breadth at the broadest part is about 400 miles. The colony will

include Queen Charlotte's Island, but not Vancouver's Island. The whole colony
will comprehend about 400.000 square miles. The continental part has two
principal livers—the Frazer coming from the north, the Thompson from the
east—and these become confluent about 150 miles from the sea, which the united
streams enter opposite the southern end of Vancouver's Island, and within a few
miles of the American boundary. The latitude of the point of junction of the
two rivers is about 50 deg. 30 min. This would make it 300 miles north of the
parallel of Quebec; but the climate is much milder on the west side of the
continent than on the east coast. The gold, which is attracting such a large
and heterogeneous crowd, has been chiefly found in the fork of these two rivers.

A little gold has also been found in Queen Charlotte's Island. There is said to

be some tolerable land on the lower part of the Frazer River, and a large tract

of very tine country on the Thompson. The fisheries are stated to be valuable,

and its timber very good for marine purposes. It affords a bituminous coal, well
fitted for the generation of steam. A person well acquainted with the country
speaks in high terms of the district between the Thompson and the Rocky
Mountains, and says that it is iu every way suitable for colonisation. Hitherto
the country has been under the rule of the Hudson's Bay Company; but this

company will now be dispossessed, and the Crown is to be empowered, for the
period of five years, to make laws for the district by orders in council, and to

establish a legislature which at first will consist of the governor alone. After-
wards a nominative council and a legislative assembly are contemplated. Diffi-

culties with the populous tribes of well armed Indians are anticipated, to say
nothing of the immigrants themselves, natives of every country under the sun,
and many of them lawless men. Mr. Cunard has already made overtures to the

Government for the establishment of a line of steamers for letters, goods, and
passengers, by which it is calculated that the colony may be reached from Li-
verpool in about thirty-five days, by way of New York and Panama. As to

Vancouver's Island (where no gold has hitherto been found), it is expected to

become the principal station of our naval force in the Pacific. It affords the
only good harbour between San Francisco and the Russian settlement of Sitka.

There is here fine timber, and the coast abounds with fish. The climate is

wholesome, resembling that of England, and the island is said to possess every
advantage for making it one of the first colonies and best settlements of Britain.

It has a length of 250 miles, a mean breadth of 50 miles, and an estimated area
of 12,000 square miles. The gulf of New Georgia and Queen Charlotte's

Sound separate it from the main land. On the Pacific side there are several

good harbours, one of which is Nootka Sound. A range of hills extends from
one end to the other. Silver, copper, and iron, have been discovered here, and
at the northern extremity coal, of the kind called soft coal, which can be pur-

chased at the rate of 22s. per ton. Some native tribes inhabit the island, but

the number of persons is not known, though one estimate makes them as many
as 12,000. Fort Victoria, on the south-east coast, is considered the capital,

but the harbour though good is not large nor capable of receiving large vessels.

The harbour at Esquimalt, three miles distant across the peninsula separating

the two, has great depth of water up to the shore. It is accessible at all seasons,

and here lie the British ships of war. The contemplated naval arsenal will

probably be constructed at Esquimalt. Steamers are already established be-

tween Victoria and Fort Yale, on Frazer River, getting over the distance

between the former place and Fort Hope in 23 hours, and performing the
return vogage in 15A hours. The distances are these :—Victoria to mouth of

Frazer River, 90 miles ; thence to Fort Langley, 25 or 30 miles ; thence to Fort
Hope, 67 miles ; thence to Fort Yale, 12 miles. These forts are ports of the

Hudson's Bay Company. Above Fort Yale the falls and rapids render steam and
even boat navigation impossible. In 1849 the soil of Vancouver's Island was
granted to the Hudson's Bay Co. on condition of establishing a colony there, dis-

posing of the land to emigrants, and defraying its expenses, the Crown to resume
the land on the expiration of the grant of exclusive trade in 1859. The present

government is administered by a Governor appointed by the Crown, assisted

by a Legislative Council, and a House of Representatives chosen by the people.

The judges and magistrates are appointed by the Crown. Next j'ear it is said

to be the intention of the Crown to resume the soil, and the connection of the

company with the island will then entirely cease. How far the authorities have
been serious in attracting colonists to the island will appear when we state that

the fixed price of an acre of land was 20s., whilst land could be obtained in Ore-

gon at 5s. 6d. an acre.

How Railway Accidents Occur.— From a close examination into the

proximate causes of railway accidents, we are gradually being let into the

secret as to how these melancholy and horridly fatal casualties occur. During
the first quarter of 1858 there were three accidents on the Dublin and Wicklow
Railway, and they lead the officers of the Railway Department of the Board of

Trade to suggest the lengthening of platforms at stations, the better construc-

tion of sidings, and the application of additional brake-power to the carriages

on the line. There were also three accidents on the Lancashire and Yorkshire

line. One arose from the defective arrangements of the Wigan station, which
are disgraceful, dangerous, and insufficient. Captain Tyler says, u It is to be
hoped that this accident (which caused the death of an unfortunate man) will

induce the directors to hurry on their arrangements for a better station ;" and
he thinks it

u highly discreditable " to them that the present wretched tempo-
rary station should have been allowed to remain so long in its present state.

The second accident on this line was a collision at Townley station, on the

Burnley branch. Here there is a single line, overloaded with traffic, without

provision for the best means for working it. There was also neglect on the

part of the driver and fireman of the goods train, and, although the collision

was directly attributable to the carelessness of the company's servants, indi-

rectly it was the fault of the directors. The third accident was a collision at

the Victoria station, Manchester, where there is so great a want of accommoda-
tion that the directors have been ordered to act without delay. A perusal of

the details of these "arrangements" is sufficient to rouse the indignation of

the most apathetic. The risks incurred by the public at this station are daily

and hourly, and an insurance of life by persons stopping there or passing

through would appear to be the commonest act of prudence. The explosion of

a boiler on the Llanely line (29th of January) is due to the worn-out state of the

machine, and not to any undue pressure of steam. The old plate on the top

of the boiler had been reduced in thickness from 7-16ths to 5-16ths of an inch,

and in one spot, close to the steam dome, it was only 4-16ths of an inch thick.

A collision near New Cross, on the Brighton line, on the 22d of January, was
clearly caused by the mistake of the driver of the goods engine, and he admits
his mistake ; the night foreman of the traffic department also appears to have
" acted indiscreetly." The public will shudder when they are informed that at

this time of night (between 11 and 12) there was no pointsman in charge of the

switches ; the guard whose duty it was to work them was engaged with his

lamps, and so the driver actually held them over himself and resigned his engine

to the care of the fireman ; the wrong lever was turned, and the engine was
turned on the main line instead of into a siding. A collision at the Three
Bridges station, on the same line, on the 12th of April, was caused by the em-
ployment of the (Horsham) porter on a duty for which he was totally unfitted,

the daily practice pursued in the working of the line being, however, in dis-

obedience of the printed regulations. An accident at Towcester level crossing,

on the North-Western Railway, on the 28th of January, suggests the desirable-

ness of erecting a bridge over it, but the case is a very complicated and difficult

one. A collision near Chester, on the same line, on the 20th of February, was
due to carelessness, the faulty nature of the couplings of the waggons, and the

absence of a turn-table at Bescot. The cause of a third accident on this line,

which occurred near Watford on the 22d of March, is involved in no obscurity

whatever; an express train, by culpable negligence or folly on the part of a
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foreman of the plate-layers, was actually permitted to travel over a portion of

road '210 feet in length, on which the rails resting in chairs had the latter

secured on the sleepers in their proper position, and the gauge maintained hy
12 instead of 2S wooden pegs to each length of rail on each side, at an admitted

speed of 45 miles an hour at the least, without any caution to the driver that

the road was only partially relaid, and that he ought, therefore, to slacken his

speed. Of course, the engine got off the rails, and much damage was done to

the permanent way. The foreman stated that the practice had been a common
one elsewhere on the line ; and if so, fittingly observes Lieutenant-Colonel

Yolland, " the public have been placed in imminent danger on this line of rail-

way." Another collision, at Blisworth, on the North-Western line, on the 2d
of April, was due to the inefficient brakes and to the rashness of a policeman.

An accident near Oxspring station, on the Manchester, Sheffield, and Lincoln-

shire line, on the 1st of April, leads to the suggestion by the Board of Trade
that the condition of the carriage to which the accident occurred, and the want
of communication between the guard and the driver, ought to receive the careful

consideration of the directors. Full warning was given by the disagreeable

jerking motion of the faulty carriage, but a clerk in the office of the superinten-

dent, although he admitted that it was " notorious " for its uneasy motion,
actually got into it himself. The cause of the catastrophe was, that this jolting

carriage had been supplied with wheel-tyres of very bad and brittle iron, and
was travelling over a road " not in the best order." An accident on the Man-
chester, South Junction, and Altrincham line suggests the imperative necessity

of keeping an extra porter at the Old Trafford station. A collision at Broom-
side, on the North-Eastern Railway, is due to the neglect of the most ordinary

precautions by the directors and by the contractor, and it is manifest the safety

of the public is not provided for. An accident on the South Devon line {in

March' leads to a suggestion for lengthening platforms, and having a slope of

earth at the end of all platforms when raised. A collision at Fliniby Colliery,

on the Whitehaven Junction line, is due to the neglect of regulations and want
of adequate telegraphic signals. Is it not high time that railway directors

should be compelled to look better after their own business, and thus do away
with all accidents except what are really and truly unavoidable?
Sutherland's Patent Railway Brake.—The main feature of this inven-

tion is the use of friction drums, which are acted upon by means of friction

straps, in lieu of the ordinary arrangement of brake blocks. One of these

friction drums, which are by preference made of wood, is fixed to each axle of

the carriage or brake van ; the drum is encircled by a friction strap, one end of

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

which is attached to the framing of the carriage, the other extremity of the

strap is fastened to a longitudinal bar, which is carried in bearings beneath the

flooring of the brake van. This longitudinal bar is capable of a certain amount
of traverse to and fro in its bearings, so that when it moves, the friction straps

are tightened upon, or released from, the drums as required. One end of the

bar is connected by a link to a bell-crank lever, which is centred upon a stud
carried by a bracket fixed to. the framing of the van. The free extremity of the

bell-crank lever is attached to the duplex ends of a forked rod, the upper part

of which forms a nut that travels up and down a vertical guide fixed to the
flooring of the van. The nut is made with an internal screw, which traverses
upon a screw shaft fitted in the fixed guide ; the upper end of the screw shaft is

furnished with handles for operating the brakes. By
turning the handles in one direction, so as to cause
the nut to ascend the screw, the bell-crank lever is

raised ; this action draws the longitudinal bar so as to

tighten the straps upon the friction drums, and there-

by retard their rotation, and consequently that of the

axles to which they are fixed. By reversing the

motion of the screw shaft, the drums are released

from the pressure of the straps, and therefore rotate

without impediment. In the accompanying illustra-

tions we have shown another modification of Mr.
Sutherland's improvements, as adapted for goods wag-
gon s or mineral trucks. Fig. 1 is a partially sectional

elevation of the arrangement; fig. 2 is a plan corres-

ponding ; and fig. 3 a vertical section of one of the
block drums. According to this modification, the waggons or trucks are fitted with
a rocking lever and shaft across the centre of the framing, suspended by suitable
hangers. If both axles are mounted, a parallel rod is connected between the
slide rod and the rocking lever. If only one axle is mounted, the end of the
slide rod is merely shackled to the rocking lever. The brake is actuated by a
lever handle at each end of the shaft, consequently it can be used at both sides

of the waggon, which of itself is a great convenience. The friction drums may
be made of solid discs of wood, or in segmental pieces, as shown in fig. 3. In a
manufacturing point of view, the advantages of the block drum are considerable

;

the blocks may be cut to shape by means of templates, and with little or no
waste of material. They can be made so as to wear across the grain, which
adds greatly to their durability. They are speedily replaced and securely fixed
by the key blocks, and may be tightened at any time when required. Being
comparatively free from the sand and grit unavoidable in tb e ordinary blocks,
they are greatly superior in point of economy.
Tunnel through the Alps.—A tunnel has actually been commenced for

the purpose of making a direct road between Modane and Bardoneche, right
under the Alpine chain. Modane and Bardoneche are situated on opposite sides

of the Alpine chain which divides Piedmont from France, and precisely at a
point where the valleys of the Arc and the Dora, which lie nearly on the same

level, run parallel to each other, and
the mountain is narrowest. The
thickness of the intervening moun-
tain is 13 kilometres in a straight

line ; the actual tunnel will be 12i
kilometres. It is designed in the
same vertical plane, but, to facilitate

drainage, is somewhat higher in the
middle than at the orifices, so as to
form gentle slopes on both sides

—

one not exceeding an inclination of

five per thousand, and the other 23
per thousand, in consequence of a
difference of level between the two
extremities, the numbers being

—

Bardoneche (southern orifice), 1,324
metres ; culminating point, 1,335
metres; Modane (northern orifice),

1,190 metres above the level of the
sea. The crest of the mountain being
1,600 metres higher than the cul-

minating point, the sinking of shafts,

which is the method generally em-
ployed in order to begin boring tun-
nels at several points at once, was
out of the question ; hence the tunnel
could only be worked at its extremi-
ties, so that the labour by the ordi-

nary processes could not be accom-
plished in less than thirty-six years.

Then how was a depth of gallery of

three or four kilometres, and having
but one orifice, to be aired ? These
were all serious obstacles. MM. Elie

de Beaumont and Angelo Sismonda
having examined the mountain geo-
logically, found it to contain mica-
ceous sandstone, micaceous schists,

quartzite, g}
rpsum, and limestone, all

easy to blast, the quartzite alone
excepted ; but the stratum of this is

not likely to be very thick. The
other difficulties alone, therefore,

remained ; and these were at length

overcome by three Sardinian en-
gineers, MM. Sommeiller, Grattone, and Grandis, who proposed to turn the
abundance of water, for which the locality was remarkable, to account, by
applying it to a peculiar system of perforation and ventilation, which we will

now endeavour to explain. The first apparatus imagined by these gentlemen
consists in a hydraulic air-condenser, which is a syphon turned with its orifices

upwards, and communicating by one of them with a stream of water, by the
other with a reservoir of air. The water, descending into the first branch, en-
ters the second, and by the pressure it exercises condenses the air, which is then
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forced into the reservoir. This done a valve is opened, by which the water con-

tained in the syphon is let out, and the operation recommences. The emission

and introduction valves are regulated by a small machine operating by means of

a column of water ; and the air in the reservoir is maintained at a constant de-

gree of pressure by a column of water communicating with another reservoir

above. Thus, with a waterfall 20 metres in height, the air is condensed to six

atmospheres, equivalent to the pressure of 62 metres of water. This condensed
air is used for two purposes—first, as a motive power, and then for ventilation.

Two kinds of perforators, worked by condensed air instead of steam, are em-
ployed, one invented by Mr. Bartlett, the other by M. Sommeiller ; and the

manner in which these machines perform their duty affords the first practical

demonstration of the possibility of employing compressed air as a motive power
with advantage. By means of these perforators, holes for blasting may be bored

through the hardest sienite in one-twelfth of the time which would be required

if ordinary means were employed. In order to understand the importance of

this result, it may be stated that, in tunnelling, three-fourths of the time is em-
ployed in boring holes and the remainder in charging and blasting ; hence, acce-

lerating the former operation is an immense advantage. The perforators have
another advantage : in a place where three couples of miners would hardly find

room, eighteen perforators may be set to work ; so that, by these ingenious con-

trivances, as well as by others for clearing away the rubbish, the perforation of

the tunnel may be effected in six years instead of thirty-sis. The air that has
been employed as a motive power is used to feed the gallery ; but when the

latter shall have reached a considerable depth it will require 85,92-4 cubic metres
of air per 24 hours to replace that which has been vitiated by respiration, torches,

and gunpowder; and this quantity, in the form of 14,320 cubic metres of air

condensed to six atmospheres, the reservoir can furnish. A new and curious

fact has been observed during these works,—via., that when the air condensed
to the degree above-mentioned is shot into the gallery from the machine, any
water happening to be near the latter suddenly congeals, although the ambient
temperature be about 18 deg. centigrade (72 deg. Fahrenheit). Hence, when a
large mass of compressed air is driven into a gallery situated at 1,600 metres
below the outer surface of the earth, and where, consequently, the temperature
must be about 160 deg. Fahrenheit, the dilatation of the compressed air pro-

duces a diminution of temperature sufficient to counterbalance the excess alluded

to. The progress now making per day in boring is three metres on each side

of the mountain, or six metres per day in all.

Railway Accidents.—The following is the report of the Select Committee
appointed to inquire into the causes of accidents on railways, and into the possi-

bility of removing any such causes by further legislation :
—" That your com-

mittee has heard much evidence upon the subject matter of inquiry brought be-

fore it ; that the evidence has been chiefly given by officers of the Board of

Trade, by eminent engineers, and by directors and other officials of railway

companies ; that it appears to your committee, from that evidence, that the

causes of accidents on railways maybe classified under the three following
heads :—Inattention of servants, defective material (either in the works or roll-

ing stock), excessive speed. That it appears to your committee that the strict

personal supervision, which alone can check the carelessness of the men employed
on the lines, and detect the insufficiency of the material used on them, can best

be obtained by the attention of the companies themselves, and that the very
serious losses they incur by any accident ought to render it sufficiently their in-

terest to pay minute attention to these points; but cases having occurred when
these questions have been neglected by railway companies, your committee is

of opinion that the Board of Trade should be invested with the fullest powers to

investigate and report to Parliament upon any accidents which may occur on
railways. That your committee is of opinion that a rate of speed considerably
in excess of what is considered safe, in the opinion of the great majority of the
witnesses examined, is sometimes attained on many of the lines. That the evi-

dence taken further tends to show that such excessive speed has arisen, not so

much from the average speed required as advertised by the railway time-tables,

as from the want of strict punctuality in the time of the departure and arrival

of trains from each station, which leads to an excess of speed for the purpose of
endeavouring to make up time lost. That your committee, impressed with the
many ilillicuilies and complications connected with this part of the subject, and
also with the ini xpedic-ncy of relieving railway companies from the responsibi-

lity which now devolves on them, is not prepared to recommend any direct

legislative interference by the House upon the question of the extreme speed at

which railway trains may be permitted to travel. But your committee is of
opinion, that the perfect regularity in the time of the departure from and arrival

at each station by the trains, which would appear to be a material element of

safety in railway travelling, may be attained by legislative interference, to the

extent of enacting that, except under exceptional circumstances, the public

should have some means of obtaining prompt and cheap redress in the recovery

of penalties in every case of want of punctuality in the departure and arrival of

trains at every station, thereby rendering it imperative upon railway companies
not to advertise a rate of travelling which they cannot always maintain with
undeviating punctuality. That your committee is of opinion that it should be

made imperative on railway companies to advertise, a sufficient time beforehand,

the exact hour of departure and arrival of trains at each station. That your
committee is also of opinion that it should be imperative on every railway com-
pany to establish a means of communication between guards and engine-drivers.

Thai your committee has received much evidence with reference to the advisa-

bility of enforcing a system of telegraphic communication, and the utility of

enacting that trains should not be despatched without having ascertained by
such communication that the line was clear. That your committee is not pre-

pared to define the distance at which such telegraphic stations should be placed,

but it is of opinion that a recourse to this system would be a most effective

moans for the prevention of railway accidents, the largest proportion of which
arise from collisions. That, with respect to day and night signals, brakes, and
otherfrecautions, your committee is of opinion, from the evidence which it has
heard, that such details are better left to the management of the railway boards.

That your committee is, therefore, of opinion, that it is incumbent on the Board
of Trade to apply to Parliament for such further powers as may enable that de-
partment to carry out the above recommendations, which, in the opinion of your
committee, would tend greatly to diminish the number of railway accidents,"
The Aluminium Manufacture.—The discovery of the new metal alumi-

nium is oue of the great chemical facts of our own times. Contrary to the
discouraging views formerly held by most inquirers into the subject, the practi-
cal manufacture seems to have really taken root and established itself pretty
firmly already. In France there are now two establishments at work upon it.

Oue is at Nanterre, near Paris, founded by M. St. Clair Deville ; the other is

near Rouen. The Nanterre factory now produces about 130 pounds weight of
aluminium per month. The one near Rouen turns out about 175 pounds in
the same time. In the latter instance, the raw material used is kryolith, '3 Na
F, Al 2 F3 j, as recommended by Rose, and which exists in such enormous
masses on the Greenland coast that it is brought to the French ports at a cost of
about half-a-crown per 230 pounds weight; the proprietors engaging to furnish
3000 tons per annum for twenty years. Owing to the employment of this, the
price of aluminium will probably soon fall from its present price of £5 per pound
weight, to something under £1. It was not long ago at £20 per pound. Those
who have seen aluminium must have been struck with its extreme lightness.
Its density is but one-fourth that of silver, the metal which it resembles the
most closely in external appearance, being nearly as white. It is more elastic
than silver, and can be drawn into a fine wire. It undergoes no alteration
whatever on exposure to the air. A plate suspended in a court for more than
a year exhibited no change in weight or appearance ; and ornaments worked in
it three years since remain absolutely the same. Neither nitric nor sulphuric
acid will act upon it ; and as muriatic acid acts upon it very slowly, it has been
advantageously substituted for platiua in the voltaic pile. It is an important
fact in domestic economy that aluminium is the most harmless of all the metals,
not only avoiding the dangers of copper in culinary utensils, but also the ferru-
ginous taste produced by iron vessels, and the fishy one due to the protochloride
of tin. Its point of fusion is inferior to that of silver, but the fiercest kitchen
fires do not melt vessels constructed of it. Its specific heat is very considerable,
and when once heated it preserves its temperature for a long period. Its
sonority is equal to that of silver, and almost crystalline. It may be gilded by
means of the pile ; and by its aid, perhaps the problem of gold and silver orna-
mentation may be solved. At present those two metals cannot he associated,
owing to the blackening of the silver. A combination of copper with aluminium
produces bronzes which may be advantageously employed. The proportion of
ten per cent, resembles iron in almost all its physical properties, and can be
drawn into a wire of great tenacity, and much greater lightness than iron wire.
Protessor Schrotter recently communicated to the Vienna Academy some infor-
mation he had obtained from Dr. Schwarz, of the Austrian Consulate at Paris.
He has made a collection of the articles that have been fabricated in aluminium,
amounting to 159 in number, and valued at 7000 francs, showing that the metal,
whether in its pure or alloyed state, is well capable of useful applications. Its
alloys are three, tin, silver, and copper. That of tin (3 aluminium to 100 tin)

is harder and less liable to be acted upon by acids than tin alone, and is dis-

placing it for many purposes. The alloy with silver (of 5 parts of this to 109
of aluminium) is considerably employed for dessert knives; while that of 100
parts of silver and five of aluminium is admirably suited for medals, and will,

on account of its greater beauty and durability, at no distant time supplant the
alloy of silver and copper used for this purpose. The most important alloy is,

however, aluminium and copper, since with from five to ten per cent, of alumi-
nium we have an exact resemblance to the colour of gold, while the mixture is

distinguished by its firmness, elasticity, and unchangeableness when exposed
to the air or to alkaline and acid solutions.

^
Free School in New York.—Nearly ten years ago, the Free Academy of

New York was formally opened. The Legislature found the funds for the pur-
chase of the ground and the erection of the edifice, which is 125 feet long by 80
feet deep, and consists of a basement and three storeys. The cost of the ground
and building amounted to 75,000 dollars, and the latter was constructed with a
view to the accommodation of 1,000 pupils. The student receives here a tho-

rough collegiate course of instruction at no pecuniary cost to himself, and the
academy is, therefore, absolutely free. Its doors are open to all. The son of
the poorest man or woman, if he pass the required test at the examination, may
pass as freely through the whole course and receive the honours, though he be
the successful rival of the son of a millionaire, a senator, or a professor. The
invitation is to all, and the motto of the State is held up to the mind of the stu-

dent as his guiding star— "Excelsior." Such an institution is worthy of a great
people. Would that we had similar institutions in our own country! The funds
annually devoted to the support of education in Great Britain are enormous, but
they are grievously misapplied, and the result is trifling in comparison with
what it ought to be. Religious differences stand in the way of a general system
of education in this country. But surely the people will speak out soon, and
compel the Government to devise some scheme of universal application, leaving
religion to be dealt with by the parents according to their own views. We
lately met with an American gentleman, who told us that in his own family
there were Roman Catholics, Protestant Episcopalians, Presbyterians, Indepen-
dents, and Unitarians ; and yet that they all lived in harmony, carrying on their

intercourse without disputes or bickering. Such a thing would not be possible

with us. But to return to the New York Academy. A preliminary examina-
tion must be passed by an applicant (who must be thirteen years of age) in

spelling, reading, writing, English grammar, geography, arithmetic, elementary
book-keeping, history of the United States, and elementary algebra. The stu-

dent having passed his examination enters upon his course of studies. All the
supplies are furnished by the Institution—lexicons and text-books, even to the
slate pencil, paper for literary exercise, crayons, penholders, drawing materials,

and mathematical instruments. The academy furnishes the means, aod requires

only that the student shall furnish the industry, the talent, and the ambition to

use them to the best possible advantage. There is a well-selected chemical and

"
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philosophical apparatus from the best European and American establishments,

and additions are constantly made to these departments. The library now num-
bers several thousand volumes, including many of the most valuable literary and
scientific works in English. French, German, Spanish, Latin, and Greek. Ad-
ilitions are made to the iibrary from the annual appropriations out of the Litera-

ture Fund of the State, amounting at the present time to about 1.000 dollars

rer annum The Drawing School, which furnishes instruction in the fine arts,

and in every department of mechanical and practical drawing and descriptive

geometry, is furnished with a rich supply of the finest casts of the Ecole dcs

Beaux Arts, and also casts of many of the Elgin marbles. The department of

natural history is supplied with a fine cabinet of minerals, shells, skeletons, &c,
which contributions and additions are made from time to time, and which

will eventually become a valuable repository of specimens.

New South Wales Coal Field.—It "has been computed that the area of

this coal field is as much as from 15.000 to 16.000 square miles. Igneous rocks

have burst through at various places. The thickness of the coal, so far as has

iscertained, is not great. Geologically, the coal is supposed to be of the

same age as the coal of our carboniferous limestone. Coal has also been found

b Western Australia, New Zealand, and Tasmania. Some coal from the latter

Ided, on analysis. 68 per cent, of carbon and 19 per cent, of ash.

Johnston's Steam Engine Counter.— The useful contrivance we here

is the invention of Mr. W. Johnston, of Carron Bank. Falkirk, who
has paid a good deal of practical attention to the devising of mechanism
for showing what work a steam engine goes through, as well as to many other

engineering matters appertaining more directly to mining pursuits. In the

present instance. Mr. Johnston has succeeded in scheming a simple mechanical

plan of noting and recording the strokes of a steam engine. Our engraving
represents it in play. It consists of a shallow7 rectangular box, 14 inches by 9,

which contains everything. This box is screwed down to the top of the beam
of the engine, at its centre, so as to vibrate with it. Near the centre of the

box there is a light horizontal shaft supported in end bearings, and having at

I a ratchet wheel of coarse pitch, fitted with a pendulous lever with

duplex ratchet catches. This pendulous lever is heavily weighted at its lower

end, and as the box vibrates with the engine beam, it shifts the ratchet round
li. so that each double vibration is represented by one tooth of the

wheel. The shaft has upon it a worm wheel in gear with a pair of large spur

running loose upon one stud, and having 100 and 101 teeth respectively.

This is the old device for obtaining an extensive counting power by simple

is; for the wheels being parallel, and the worm being set to gear with

f each, it follows that every complete turn of one wheel, the other will

hold a position one tooth different to it; and thus, an index upon the upper
wheel pointing to a graduated circle upon the lower one, carries up the count

to 10,000. The other end of the box contains a simple clock or lever titne-

the hour shaft of which carries a graduated dial card, on which there

bears a weighted pencil actuated in horizontal vibrations by an eccentric on
the worm shaft. The result of this is, that as the clock dial revolves, the

vibrating action of the pencil delineates a zig-zag upon it of a coarser or finer

pitch. Hence, whilst the differential arrangement of the duplex spur wheel
gearing indicat f:- directly the number of strokes performed within a given time,

.'.: dial shows exactly when the engine went fast, and when it went slow.

In ibis way a complete register of the performances of the engine is most
ately kept.

Kew Gardens.— Sir Win. Hooker, the director, has lately issued his annual
report, from which it appears that, during 18.17, 361,978 persons vi*ited the

ber of visitors has annually increased from 1841, when they
raly 9.174. The Botanic Garden has. during that time, been enlarged
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from fourteen to seventy-two acres. Whilst speaking of the flourishing state of
the gardens generally, the director calls loudly for a new conservatory for Aus-
tralian and New Zealand plants, many of which have suffered past recover}' from
want of space. We hope the Government will attend to his repeated represen-
tations, and no longer postpone the building of a suitable conservatory. These
eardens are one of the few national establishments that are really well managed.
They form a place which is at once of the utmost value to the scientific man,
and affords the greatest enjoyment to the people. A new museum was opened
during the year reported on—a three-storeyed building, with three rooms on each
floor, containing altogether 11,000 superficial feet of glazed mahogany cabinets.
The old museum contains glazed cabinets measuring 6,000 superficial feet.

These two buildings are stored with objects collected from all parts of the world.
illustrative of the uses to which vegetable productions can be applied. Here
may be seen thousands of curious useful and interesting things—woods, drugs,
dyes, fibres, gums, resins, seeds, &c. In what is called the Pleasure Grounds
has been formed a nursery for supplying trees and shrubs to the metropolitan
parks. During the last transplanting season, nearly 13,400 young trees and
shrubs were sent to the London parks from the nurseries. We know not whe-
ther it is more a subject for rejoicing that the people of our huge metropolis
have such an agreable place of resort on their holidays, or that the nation has
an establishment worthy of itself which can attract the attention of the men of
science of the whole world.

The FliENCH Society of Acclimatisation.—In 1854 !he society purchased
half of the only herd of yaks which had been imported into Europe, and this
animal has been, by its means, successfully acclimatised. In 1855 the society
distributed several hundred thousand bulbs of the yam, which is now largely
cultivated, and which, it is hoped, may ultimately be a successful rival to the
potato. The cultivation of the Sorghum saccliaratum has been largely promoted

by means of the society's efforts. This i.o.v

furnishes to the central and southern districts of
France a very excellent and abundant food for
cattle; and it is hoped that, owing to the
sweetness and purity of its juice, it will afford
to the southern provinces a source of profit
equal to that which the cultivation of beet-root
"las afforded to those of the north. The so-
ciety has become possessed of a large number
of young plants of the loza, a kind of buckthorn,
from which is extracted the beautiful Chinese
green, and which is found to resist even the
severest winters known in Paris. Two flocks
of the Angora goat, so remarkable for the fine-

ness of its hair, have been imported, and these
animals are found to increase in numbers ea 1:

year, without showing any sign of degeneracy
in the breed. Not only has this society suc-
ceeded in acclimatising that species of s'Ikwonn
which feeds on the castor-oil plant, but it has
also been able to modify the food of th'i se
worms, and to substitute the leaf of the com-
mon teasel for that of the castor-oil plant, which
is difficult to cultivate in France ; and the regu-
lation of the time of hatching has been so far
effected, as to make the production of the worm
itself almost contemporaneous with that of the
leaf on which it feeds. By the assistance of a
large number of French missionaries, the pro-
pagation in the open air of another species of
silkworm, which feeds on oak-leaves, has al-

most been effected. Two new kinds of the
Chinese oak are now growing in the nursery
gardens at the Jardin des Plantes. The

,,,..,. , white Chinese nettle, from which it is said
that fabrics of a stronger and more glossy character than those made from
ordinary flax and hemp may be manufactured, is now being cultivated under
the auspices of the society. The cultivation of a species of pea, which produces
ml in great abundance, and is found to be an excellent article of food, is very
largely promoted by the society, which has, moreover, received living specimens
of the trees known as the wax-tree and the varnish-tree, with the insects that
inhabit them. With the view of restoring the fine qualities of the potato, which
have been, to a great extent, lost by too extensive cultivation in Europe and
by disease, the society has imported a large number of roots taken from the
sides ot the Cordillera mountains. A piece of land in the Bois de Boulogne has
been granted by the city of Paris to this society, with the view of establishing
zoological and botanical gardens, in which may be acclimatised foreign animals
and vegetables, that may produce articles either of utility or luxury. The ex-
penses are to be borne by a company which is in course of formation.

PROVISIONAL PROTECTION FOR INVENTIONS
UNDER THE PATENT LAW AMENDMENT ACT.

&3" When the city or town is not mentioned, London is to be understood.

Recorded Maij 1.

974. John Phymoni, Crooked Lane—Improvements in apparatus for catching
tidal rivers and other water courses.

ish in

Recorded May 24.

115G. John Edwards and Thomas Lovcridge, 74 and 77 Aldermanhury—fmprovfcn>iit>
in the manufacture of buttons and other fastenings for articles of dress.
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Recorded June 5.

1274. William Hooper, Mitcham, Suirey—Improvements in the manufacture of projectiles.

Recorded June 16.

"William Sawney, Beverley, Yorkshire—Improvements in apparatus applicable to

screening, winnowing, and corn-dressing machines.
James J. Cretreen, Plough Road, Rotherhithe—Improvements in the treatment of

India and China grass, pine apple, hemp, flax, and other similar fibrous materials,

and in the machinery or apparatus employed therein.

James H. Dickson, manufacturer, Stanley Terrace, Rotherhithe—Improvements in

machinery or apparatus for scutching and hackling flax, hemp, and other similar

tibrous materials.
James (.'.Hill, iron master, Wildon Iron Works, near Abergavenny, Monmouthshire
—Improved apparatus for ascertaining and indicating the height of water in steam
boilers.

Joseph Westwood, ship builder, London Yard, Isle of Dogs, Poplar—Improvements
in the constiuction of iron ships.

G-Jorgc Davics, 1 Serle Street, Lincoln's Inn—An improved equilibrium slide valve

For steam engines.—(Communication.)
Thomas Steven, ironfounder, Glasgow—Improvements in making moulds for casting.

1362.

1363.

1364.

1365.

1366.

1367.

1368.

1369.

1370.

1371.

1372.

1373.

1374.

1375.

1376.

Recorded June 17.

Joseph H. Horsden, hat manufacturer, Manchester—Certain improvements in the

manufacture of hats.

Frederick Walton, manufacturer, Wolverhampton, Staffordshire—A new or im-
proved manufacture of japanned wares.

John Haslam, Preston, Lancashire—Improvements in looms for weaving, and also

in shuttles and pickers connected therewith.
John Allardice, Glasgow, and William Miller, Blantyre, Lanarkshire—Improvements

in gasaliers.

Alfred Dawson, engineer, 14 Barnes Place, Mile End Road, St. Dunstan's, Stepney
—Improved apparatus for converting small coals or coal dust, or small coals and
coke, or coal dust and coke, with the admixture of water or other materials, into

artificial fuel.

George Hale, Tavistock Street, Covent Garden—Improved apparatus for obtaining
motive power.

Samuel and David Taylor, machinists, Rochdale, Lancashire—Improvements in ma-
chinery or apparatus for putting machine straps or belts on to pulleys or drums,
and for removing the same.

Chailes Crockford, smelter, Holywell, Flintshire—Improvements in the treatment
of the ores of zinc, and in spelter making.

Recorded June 18.

1377. William Blizzard, 14 Victoria Terrace, Ladbrokc Road, Notting Hill—Improvements
in India-rubber, gutta percha, and drying and other oils.

1378. James Shaw, Cheapside, Leicester—Improvements in fire-arms.

1379. Robert S. NewaH, Gateshead, Durham—Improvements in the manufacture of cords,

ropes, and cables.

1380. William Spence, 50 Chancery Lane—Improvements in clogs;, shoes, or supports for

the feet.—(Communication.)
1381. Pierre B. E. Martin, civil engineer, Paris—Improvements in obtaining electro-motive

power.

Recorded June. 19.

1382. Francis G. Spilsbury, Dresden, Saxony—Making tungstic acid and certain of its

salts, and for using the same to decolour acetic acid and its compounds.
13S3. Samuel Hewitt, cuiiiinission ji^r-nt, Manchester—An improved application of printed

designs to cotton and other fabiics, and for improvements in the treatment dur-
ing the processes of printing and finishing such fabrics.

1385. John Bradshaw, millwright, Bolton-le-Moors, Lancashire—Certain improvements in

apparatus for obtaining and producing motive power.
1386- Ross and Thomas Winaus, Baltimore. Maryland, U.S.—A new and useful improve-

ment in the form of the hulls of steam vessels.

1387. Ross and Thomas Winans, Baltimoie, Maryland, U.S.—A new and improved steam
vessel.

1388. Ross and Thomas Winans, Baltimore, Maryland, U.S.—A uew and useful improve-
ment in ocean steamers.

1389. Ross and Thomas Winans, Baltimore, Maryland, U.S.—A new and useful improve-
ment in the mode of combining the engines and propeller shafts of steam vessel?.

1390. Richard Halldon, locksmith. Willcnhall, Staffordshire—Certain improvements con-
nected with engines worked by steam oi atmospheric power.

1391. Hippolyto Been, Merville, France—Improvements in the manufacture of laths, and
in fixing and nailing the same.

Recorded June 21.

1392. Sir James C. Anderson, Fermoy, Cork—Improvements in locomotion, parts of which
are applicable for other purposes.

1393. Henry H. Henson, 38 Parliament Street—Preserving or waterproofing ropes,
strands, cordage, cables, and other similar articles.

1394. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street—Improvements in steam cocks.—(Communi-
cation from A. Reding.)

1395. Richard A. Brooman ,166 Fleet Street—Improvements in treating wood to preserve
and colour it, and in apparatuses to be employed therein.—(Communication from
Messrs. Liege and Pirounet.)

1356. James Lawder, lieutenant, E.I. 0.—A method of supporting or carrying knapsacks,
packs, and other weights on the back.

i:;i7. John Crossley, glass manufactuier, St. Helen's, Lancashire—Improvements in ma-
chinery for grinding, smoothing, and polishing glass.

1398. William C. Wilkins, Long Acre—Improvements in lamps.
1S99. William Thrift and Adam High, plum hers, Bedford Street, Commercial Road East

—

Improvements in house water-closets.

1400. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—An improved method of effecting the se-

paration of the fibres of wood for the manufacture of paper therefrom, which is

also applicable to the separation of the fibres of flax or other substances, for the
manufacture of textile fabrics, and also to the separation of other substances for

similar or other purposes.—(Communication.)
1 101. Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lnne—An improvement in the manufacture of

spoons and forks.—(Communication.)
1 102. William E. Newton, 66 Chanceiy Lane—Improvements in the process and machinery

for obtaining from waste and refuse felted fabrics of wool, fur, or other materials,
fibres in a suitable condition for being worked into felt and other fabrics.—{Com-
munication.)

1 103. Gardner R. Scriven, Philadelphia, U.S.—An improved apparatus for ventilating, and
for circulating, moving, or otherwise acting upon air or other fluids.

1404. Henry Deacon, alkali manufacturer, Widnes Djck, near Warrington, Lancashire

—

Improvements in purifying alkaline lees.

Recorded June 22.

1405. Miles Mayall and George Jackson, Mossley, Lancashire—Improvements in machin-
ery or apparatus for spinning cotton and other fibrous substances.

1406. George Schaub, electro-metallurgist, Birmingham—Improvements in the manufac-
ture of door plates, sign boards, and other surfaces having inscriptions, designs,

or ornaments thereon, and in the manufacture of detached letters, designs, and
ornaments to be affixed to walls and sign boards, or used for other like purposes.

1407. William and John Galloway, engineers, Manchester—Improvements in machinery
for cutting, bruising, chipping, and rasping, and otherwise treating or preparing
dye woods and roots, or other vegetable substances.

140S. John Pym, Trinity Square—Improvements in machinery for felling trees.

1409. Jules A. Raine, 16 Wells Street, Gray's Inn Road—Improvements in collapsible

framework for bedsteads, sofas, and other like articles of furniture.

1410. William E. Kenworthy, chemist and shoddy merchant, Water Lane, Leeds—Im-
provement in manufacture of steel.

1411. Peter Brown and Benjamin Young, glue manufacturers, Spa Road, Bermondsey,
Southwark—Improvements in the manufacture of white lead.

1412. Edward, Henry, and Francis C. Cockey, engineers, Frome Iron Foundry,
Somersetshire—Improvements in apparatus employed in the manufacture of

cheese.

1413. James Robertson, machinist, Glasgow—Improvements in apparatus for regulating

the flow or passage of fluids.—(Communication.)

Recorded June 23.

1414. Samuel Barlow, bleacher, Stakehill, near Middleton, Lancashire—Improvements in

machinery or apparatus for bleaching or cleansing textile fabrics or materials.

1415. Thomas Spencer, analytical chemist, 192 Euston Road, Euston Square—Improve-
ments in the treatment of iron ores and ferruginous sands, and certain applications

arising therefrom.
1416. Charles Vero and James Everitt, hat manufacturers, Atherstone, Warwickshire

—

Improvements in the manufacture of hats.
1417. Peter J. Livsey, engineer, and Frederick L. Stott, machine maker, Rochdale, Lanca-

shire—Improvements applicable to machinery for warping yarns or threads.
1418. William and Joseph Clibran, Manchester—Improvements in apparatus or arrange-

ments for distributing, governing the pressure of, and lighting gas.
1419. Robert Armstrong, consulting engineer, Noith Woolwich—Improvements in steam

boilers and furnaces.—(Partly communication from David W. Bowman, Pernam-
buco, Brazils.)

1420. Sir Joseph Paxton, M.P., Rock Hill, Sydenham—Improvements in the manufacture
of horticultural buildings or glazed structures for horticultural and other pur-
poses.

1421. Robert Rumney, manufacturing chemist, James Mellor, chemist, and William S.

Macdonald, mechanic, Manchester—Improvements in dyeing and printing cotton,
wool, silk, and other materials and fabrics.

1422. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Certain improvements in centrifugal go-
vernors for steam engines and other motors.—(Communication.)

Recorded June 24.

1423. Charles Bordas, 8 Upper Stamford Street, Blackfriars Road—Improvements in the
mode or method of producing embroidery.

1424. James Bates, spinner, John York, iron moulder. Hyde, Chester, and William Parkin,
iron founder, Sheffield—Improvements in pistons and plungers.

1425. Price Griffiths, engineer, Manchester Road, Burnley, Lancashire—Improvements in

the manufacture of shaft couplings.

1426. George Collier, Halifax, Yorkshire—Improvements in means or apparatus for the

stretching and drying of woven fabrics.

1427. Joseph Robinson, East India Road—Impiovements in applying and adapting watei-
closets to ships, so as to ensure the safety and more perfect ventilation of the
same.

142>. William E.Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Improved machinery foi manufacturing fric-

tion matches.—(Communication.)
1429. John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, and 166 Buchanan Street, Glasgow

—

Improvements in machinery or apparatus for making bolts and rivets.—(_Com-

munication.)
1430. Ralph Pickering, Lockerbie, Dumfriesshire—Improvements in apparatus for com-

municating signals from one part of a railway train to another.

Recorded June 25.

1431. Charles W. Cahoon, Maine, U.S.—An improved machine for sewing seed or ferti-

lising material or other substances broad-cast.

1432. John Betts, Strand—Improvements in obtaining surfaces on which to print maps
and other designs.

1433. Charles Nightingale, Wardour Street, Soho—Improvements in apparatus applicable

to curling and spinning machines for hoise-hair and other materials.

1434. Thomas Booth, Rahere Street, Gaswell Road—Improvements in mounting and
fitting wheels and axles to carriages, which improvements are also applicable to

pullies and other parts moving on axes.

1435. Peter R. Smith, 45 Essex Street, Strand—Improvements in fire-arms and ordnance,
and in the projectile to be used therewith.

1436. Joseph Maudslay, Lambeth, Surrey—An improvement in the construction of fur-

naces for melting iron, steel, and other metals.

1437. Joseph Westwood, London Yard, Poplar—Improvements in the plating of ships and
floating and other batteries, to render the same shotproof.

1438. John Taylor, Swanton Novers, Norfolkshire—An improvement in the construction
of horse-hoes, applicable also to drills.

Recorded June 26.

1439. Patrick M. Crane, Athy, Ireland—Improvements in the manufacture of fuel from
peat.

1440. Thomas Lemon, Duke Street, Cardiff—Improving Cartwright's original patent
chain harrow.

1441. William L. Tizard, Mark Lane—An improved method of treating brewers' and
distillers' malt or grist.

1442. Samuel Whitehall, Huskinson Street, Nottingham—Certain improvements in finish-

ing lace and other fabrics.

1443. William Woofe, Gloucester—Improvements in implements for paring, hoeing out,

and clearing land, and for depositing seed.

1444. James A. Manning, Esq.—An improved mode of intercepting and treating the

sewage of London, and towns and cities similarly situated.

1445. Thomas V. Flinn, Camberwell Green, Surrey—Improvements in sash-bars for the

purpose of drainage.

/•v
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14-ti Daniel Campbell. Wemyss Castle, Kirkcaldy, Fifeshire—A new grubbing and har-
iowing land-roller.

1447. Edouard Pinehon and William R. Harris, Elbeuf, France—Improvements in ma-
chinery for manufacturing heaids or harness used in looms for weaving.

1448. Edme E. D'Heurle, Paris—Improvements in boxes for keeping and measuring
coffee, tea, and other substances requiring to be preserved from contact of

the air.

1449. William H. Preece, 7 Bernard Street, Primrose Hill, and Josiah L. Clark, Adelaide
Road. Haverstock Hill—Improvements in electric telegraphs.

1450. Charles Erbard, 7 Rue des Navarin, Paris—Improvements in apparatus fur boring
wells.—(Communication from Messrs. Chanoit and Catelineau.)

Recorded June 28.

1451. Isaac Hammond, Winchester—Drawing the cartridge case from the barrel of a
breech-loading gun.

1452. Joze Luis, 13 Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square—An apparatus permitting the

different parts of machinery- working in the water of screw vessels with wells

to be examined and mended.—(Communication.)
1453. Joze Luis, 13 Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square—An improved machine for reaping

com.—(Communication.)
1454. Juhn Morgan. Rotherithe, Surrey—Improvements in machinery or apparatus for

manufacturing or spinning rope yarns or other yarns,
i 1453. George Morris, Regent Street—Au improvement in shirt and other collars.

1456. James C. Coombe, 10 Alfred Place, Newington Causeway, Southwark, Surrey—Im-
provements in the method of and apparatus for manufacturing manures fiom
fecal and other matters.

157. Charles W. Siemens, John Street, Adelphi—Improvements in cleansing tidal rivers.

1458. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—An improved mode of and apparatus for

making nails.—(Communication )

. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—A new mode of applying engraved plates,

or electrotype or other substitutes for such plates, to the cylinders of printing
presses, and of applying other parts of such presses in combination with the
cylinders to enable perfect impressions to be taken from the cylindrical surfaces

of the plates.—(Communication.)
. ). Benjamin Young and Peter Brown. Spa Road, Bermondsey—An improved method

of collecting and disposing of the sewage of towns or cities.

Recorded June 29.

14*51. Francis A. Calvert, Manchester—Improvements in machinery for cleaning and
preparing cotton, wool, and other fibrous materials.

14*52. Ebenezer Stevens, 5 and 6 Cambridge Road—An improved cooking utensil.

1463. John Shaw, Manchester—A machine to manufacture square paper and other bags.

1464. John Shaw, Manchester—A machine to manufacture conical paper and other bags.

1465. Joseph Harcourt, Broad Street, Birmingham—An improved adjustable spindle

for locks and latches.

1466. Henry N. Nissen, 43 Mark Lane—A method of preparing paper for receiving stains

or copies from letters and other writings.

i. William Baker, 8 Albert Villas, Seven Sisters Road, Holloway—Improvements in

constructing covered ways for the passage of sewage on the banks of rivers.

- -. Hugh Greaves—Improvements iu apparatus for moulding, casting, and coating
metal articles.

Recorded June 30.

1469. Pierre P. C. Barrat and Jean B. Barrat, 33 Boulevard St. Martin, France—Im-
provements in machinery for digging, reaping, mowing, and performing certain

agricultural operations, and for cutting drains and excavating, partly applicable
to arrangements for communicating mi-tinn for other purposes.

1470. William S. Wheatcroft and James N. Smith, Manchester—Improvements in locks,

fastenings, or safeguards, making them self-acting or partially self-acting.

1471. Santini Fattorini, Milan—A universal meridian applicable to mathematical, geo-
metrical, and prerise instruments.

1473. William Capstick, Liverpool—Improvements in wheels for carts or vehicles to

run on common roads.

1474. John Petrie the younger, Rochdale, Lancashire—Improvements in machinery or
apparatus for drying warps of yarn or thread, and woven fabrics.

Recorded July 1.

1475. Henry G. Pearce, Liverpool—Improvements in reefing the sails of navigable vessels.
1476. Thomas Whiteley, Stainland, Halifax, Yorkshire—Improvements in the manufac-

ture of millboard, and in machinery or apparatus for cutting millboaid and
paper.

1477. William Clark, 53 Chancery Lane—Improvements in gridirons.—(Communication
from Messrs. Poirot, Bouilliant, and Co., Paris.)

1478. Jeffries Kingsley, 52 Great Coram Street—Improved mechanical arrangements
applicable to preventing the sudden bursting of steam boilers.

. Thomas Blinkhorn, Spalding, Lincolnshire—Improvements in the construction of
steam boilers and engines.

. Thomas Riddell, Carracon Terrace, Old Ford, Bow—Improvements in the con-
struction of omnibuses, and in brakes to be applied to such and other wheel
carriages.

1481. Henry W. Wimshurst, 7 Wilmot Road—Improvements in manufacturing sheet
metal.

Recorded July 2.

-. WiEiam T. Smith, 21 Lincoln's Inn Fields—Improvements in and the combination
of certain machinery or apparatus for winnowing, washing, sifting, and separat-

graro, ballast, sand, shot, minerals, and other materials.
Charles F. Vasserot, 43 Essex Street—An improved wire conductor for electro-

magnetic machines.— (Communication from Louis B. S. C. de Sainneville,
France.)

\ Morri?, Salford, Lancashire—An improved construction of or improvements in

the construction of copper rollers or cylinders for printing fabrics.

ichmond and Henry Chandler, Salford, Lancashire— Improvements in

machines for cutting hay, -straw, and other vegetable substances.

I.
Edward Lord, Todmordcn, Yorkshire—Improvements in looms for weaving, parts

of which are applicable to other machines, and in machinery for making the
cranl wins and other machines.

1487. Pi il R. : idge, 16 Chalcot Crescent, Regent's Park, and George Spencer, 6 Cannon
Street West—Improvements in the means of preventing or regulating the recoil
of springs used in railway engines, carriages, and station buffers.

1488. .

' wton, 66 Chancery Lane—Certain improvements in lamps.—(Com-
muni'j.v

tiers, Philadelphia, U.S.— Improvements in machinery for turning metal
shafting or bars and cylindrical rings and cutting screws.

1401.

1492.

1493.

1494.

1495.

1496.

1497.

1493.

1499.

1500.

1501.

1502.

1503.

1504.

1505.

Thomas Mellodew, John Duxbury, and Edmund Layfield, Oldham, Lancashire—Im-
provements in machinery or apparatus for spinning and doubling or twining
cotton and other fibrous materials.

Josiah L. Clark, Adelaide Road, Haverstock Hill— An improvement in electric

telegraph cables or ropes.
Dudley Le Souef, Twickenham—An improved shaft-bearer or tug, and an improved

manner of affixing the same to the harness.—(Communication from Charles
Giarardet, Vienna.)

Recorded July 3.

Thomas Scott, Drummond Street, Euston Square— Improvements in dressing,
separating, and cleaning seeds, and in apparatus for these purposes.

John Billing, Abingdon Street, Westminster— Improvements in fire-places or
stoves.

Sylvester Lees, Bun-, and John Jaques, Preston, Lancashire—Improvements iu the
means for generating steam and economising fuel.

Carl Buhring, Great College Street, Camden Town-—Improvements in apparatus
for filtering liquids and other fluids containing impurities.

Thomas Restell, New Kent Road, Surrey—Improvements in breech-loading fire-

arms and ordnance, and in ammunition to be used in breech-loading arms.
William Bond and Thomas Standing, Preston, Lancashire—Improvements in appa-

ratus for churning, mixing, and stirring cream, milk, and other liquids.

John Chisholm, Bermondsey, Surrey—A method of disinfecting and deodorising or
treating sewage and other matters and structures and places.

Josiah G. Jennings, Holland Street, Blackfriars, and Thomas Culpin, 25 Royal
Hill, Greenwich—Improvements in apparatus for measuring, regulating, and
preventing waste when supplying fluids.

Oliver Sarony, Scarborough, Yorkshire—Improvements in treating and colouring
photographic pictures.

Josiah G. Jennings, Holland Street, Blackfriars—Improvements in air-bricks, and
in bricks for bonding hollow walls.

Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Improvements in soldering irons.—(Com-
munication.)

Josiah G. Jennings, Holland Street, Blackfriars, and James Lovegrove, Victoria
Park Road—Improvements iu water-closets, and in apparatus used in ventilating
house drains or sewers.

Edward Haeffely, Kcarsley, Lancashire—Improvements in recovering oxides of
manganese from products arising out of the manufacture of chlorine, and in

raising commercial manganese to higher oxides.

(Communication from Stuart

-Improvements in the

Recorded July 5.

1506. Edward Simons, Birmingham—Improvements in castors for furniture.

1507. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street—Improvements in the manufacture of cast
steel.—(Communication.)

1508. George J. Newbery, Straitsmouth, Greenwich, Kent—Improvements in the manu-
facture or production of coverings for floors, applicable also to the manufacture
of table mats, and other articles or coverings.

1509. John Hodgkinson, Atherton, Lancashire—Certain improved machinery or appa-
ratus for kneading dough in the manufacture of bread.

1510. Thomas Woolner, Blue Pits, Lancashire—Improvements in apparatus for feeding
steam boilers with water.

1511. Mortimer Nelson, New York, U.S.—Improvements in propellers for vessels.

1512. James Greenwood, South Audlcy Street—Improvements in marine propellers.

Recorded July 6.

1513. John T. Davies, Liverpool—An improved lock-

Perry, Newport, U.S.)

1514. John Dodd and Thomas Phillips, Ruabon, Denbighshire-
slide valves of steam engines.

1515. Hesketh Hughes, Homerton—Improvements in gauffering and crimping machine*,
parts of which are applicable to the manufacture of continuous belts and shutters.

1516 William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Improvements applicable to roller blinds.

—(Communication.)
1517. James Davis and Thomas Evans, Ulverston, Lancashire—Improvements in engines

to be actuated by steam, air, or gases.

1513 John Buchanan, Port Glasgow, Renfrewshire—Improvements in propelling ships,

vessels, and boats.

Recorded July 7.

1519. William A. Smith, Belper, Derby—Improvements in machines for making bricks,

tiles, or pipes of clay.

1520. Henry C. Schiller— Certain improved apparatus for laying down and recoveriug
submarine telegraphic cables.

1521. Jean J. Florence, France—Improvements in reels or spooling wheels.

1522. Pierre Mercier, France—Improvements in the treatment of peat, and in preparing

the same for fuel.

1523. John Holland, Gibb Street, and Ferdinand Potts, Moore's Row, Birmingham—Cer-

tain impiovements in ornamenting metallic bedsteads, and which said improve-
ments are also applicable to the ornamenting of other metallic surfaces.

1524. William Clissold, Dudbridge, Gloucester— Improved machinery for cutting or

rasping dyewoods.
1525. Thomas James, Saint George's-in-the-East— Improvements in treating sewage

matter.

1526. George A. B. Chick, 56 Milk Street, Bristol—An improvement in the preparation

of graphite or plumbago or black lead.

1527. George T. Bousfield, Loughborough Park, Brixton, Surrey—Improvements in appa-

ratus for ironing linen and other fabrics.—(Communication.)

152S. Joseph D. Weston, Stour Valley, Bristol—Improvements in rolling iron for the

manufacture of bolts and pins.

1529. Adderley W. Sleigh, Mansell Villas, Wimbledon Park—Improvements in the con-

struction of floating sea barriers, or artificial beaches, breakwaters and batteries.

Recorded July 8.

1530. John F. Stanford, Howard Street—A new and improved method of and apparatus

for applying heated air in drying corn, hay, and other like articles, in the stack

or otherwise, and in drying goods, and in heating and drying rooms and build-

ings.

1531. John Marland, Glotlwick, and James Widdall, Abbeyhill, Lancashire—An improved
self-acting hook or holder to prevent accidents in lifting, hoistiug, or winding at

coal pits, or other similar purposes.

1532. Henry Gidlow, Atherton, Lancashire—Improvements in brakes for steam engines.

1533. JohnB. Booth, Preston, and Robert Ashworth, Heyvvood, Lancashire—Improve-
ments in the means of stopping or retarding the progress or velocity of raiiway

carriages.
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1534. Pierre F. Demoulin and Joseph Cotclle, France—Improvements in treating the

heavy oils obtained from the distillation of coals, schists, and other hydro-
carbons,

1535. Tlmmas T. Chellingworth, West Broomwich, Staffordshire—A high-pressure steam
engine.

153C. Paul R. Hodge, IS Chalcot Crescent, Primrose Hill—Improvements in brewing
fermented liquors, and in treating materials used therein for purposes of food.

1537. Richard Smith, Pond Street, Sheffield, Yorkshire—An improved adjustable pipe

tongs.—(Communication.)
1538. Samuel Samuels, New York, U.S.—Improvements in laying submarine telegraphic

cables.

1539. Samuel Harrison, Stanhope Street, Clare Market—Improvements in ovens.

1540. Richard J. Crickmer, Borough Road, Surrey—Improvements in treating the sewage
of London and neighbourhood.

1541. Robert G. C. Fane, Upper Brook Street—Improvements in treating sewage, and
in apparatuses to be employed therein.

1542. Michael Scott, 3 Stanhope Street, Hyde Park Gardens—Improvements in construct-

ing breakwaters, and other like structures.
1543. George Collier, Halifax, Yorkshire—Improvements in means or apparatus for the

drying of wool and other fibres.

1544. George Sampson, Bradford, Yorkshire— Improvements in means or apparatus

employed in the finishing of woven fabrics.

Recorded July 9.

1545. William Simons, Glasgow—Improvements in or connected with ships or vessels.

1546. George Parsons, 50 High Street, Lambeth, Surrey—Improvements in apparatus for

the prevention of injury to and the sudden bursting of steam boilers.

1547. James Broadley, Saltaire, near Bradford, Yorkshire—Improvements in means or

apparatus employed in weaving.'

1548. Frederick Sang, 42 Charing Cross, and Thomas W. Rammell, 16 Spring Gardens

—

Improvements in the means of conveying letters and parcels from one place to

another.
1549. Constantino N. Kottula, Liverpool—Improvements in the manufacture of manure.
1550. Frederick H. Edwards, Gateshead-on-Tyne—Improvements in pneumatic springs

for railway carriages and other purposes.
1551. John M. Rowan, Glasgow—Improvements in manufacturing wrought-iron wheels

and bosses or centres, and in the mode of, and furnaces for, heating the same
during such manufacture.— (Communication.)

1552. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Improvements in the construction of

umbrellas and parasols.—(Communication.)

Recorded July 10.

1553. Alexander Porecky, 7 York Street, Hackney Road—Improvements in the manufac-
ture of certain articles of whalebone, horn, tortoiseshell, and other corneous
matters, or the artificial imitations thereof.

1A54i George H. Wain, Liverpool—Improvements in reefing and furling sail-:.

1555. William Langshaw, Bolton, Lancashire—Improvements in machinery or apparatus
for weaving fancy-looped or knotted fabrics.

1556. John F. Watson, 3 Lonsdale Villas, Bayswater, and Valentin B. Fadcuilhe, New-
ington Crescent, Surrey—Improvements in the preparation of cocoa and choco-
late, and also of nutritive compounds from the seeds of the plant called Soja
Hispidi and Cicer Arittinnm.

1557. Percy Burrell, 2 Middle Scotland Yard—Improvements in ventilating sewers and
other receptacles of sewage.

Recorded July 12.

1558. William Northen, 14 Vauxliall Walk, Lambeth, Surrey—The application of stone-

ware, or earthenware, coloured or plain, to improved and original designs.

1559. John Loach and John Cox, Birmingham—Certain improvements in ornamenting
glass with perforated metallic and other plates.

1560. John Macintosh, Aberdeen — Improvements in apparatus for the manufacture of

articles of confectionery.

1562. Marc A. F. Mentions, 39 Rue do l'Echiquier, France—Improvements in the con-
struction of lire engines and similar apparatus.—(Communication.)

1563. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street—Certain new or improved machinery for the

manufacture of wire heddlcs.—(Communication.)
1564. David S. Wilton, 30 Tihbertou Square, Lower Road, Islington—Improvements in

pianofortes.

1565. Nathan Defries, 5 Fitzroy Square—Improvements in apparatus for measuring gas.

1566. John Taylor, Roupell Park, Streatham Hill, Surrey—Improvements in the manu-
facture of blocks for the construction of sewers, drains, and arches.

1567. Thomas Eainshaw, Cambridge Terrace, Thornton Heath, Croydon, Surrey— Im-
provements in the manufacture of night lights.

Recorded July 13.

(568. Ebenezer Chard, Islington—Improvements in pianofortes.

1669. James Webster, Birmingham—An improved manufacture of certain kinds of me-
tallic ingots.

1570. James A. Fussell, Birmingham—A new or improved method of ornamenting chan-
deliers, pendants, and brackets, for gas and other lamps, which method of oraar
menting is also applicable to curtain bands.

1571 John Travis, Thomas Sugd.-n, aud Frederick Sugden, Oldham, Lancashire—Certain
improvements in lubricating the valves and pistons of steam engines

1572. John Edwards, Aldermanbury, and Thomas Newey, 70 Navigation Street, Birming-
ham—Improvements in the manufacture of blind furniture.

1573. James J. Field, Paddington—A new method of supporting and carrying telegTaph
wires, ropes, and cables.

1574. George Buchanan, Bucklersbury—Improvements in sugar-cane mills.

1575. Andrew Shanks, 6 Robert Street, Adclphi— Improvements in machinery for

nlaning, slotting, and shaping metals.

1576. William Beadon, Otterhead, Honiton. Devonshire—Improvements in the manufac-
ture of bags for corn and other articles, and sails for ships.

1577. Robert Wilson, 9, and Albert Horwood, 8 Salisbury Mews, Great Quebec Street,

Marylehoue Road—An improved pipe joint.

Recorded July 14.

1579. Charles de Poorter, Brussels—Improvements in hand or power looms.

1580. William Woodcock, 86 Great George Street, Westminster—Certain improvements
in apparatus for warming air.

1581. Robert Burns and Joshua Rea, Liverpool—Improvements in machinery for griuding
bones and other hard substances.

1582. Joseph Cowan, Livetpool—An improved screw nail.

1584
1585
1586

1587

15S8

1589

1591,

1595.

1596.

1597.

1598.

1599.

1600.

1601.

1602.

1604.

1605,

1606.

1607.

1608.

1609.

1610.

1611.

1612.

1613.

1614.

1615.

1616.

1617.

1613.

1619.

1621.

1623.

1624,

Francois Chapusot, Turin, and Victor Avril, France—Improvements in producing
a more or less perfect vacuum, ami in applying the same to industrial pun

James Jones, Oxford—Improvements in meters for measuring liquids.
Edward Owen, Blackheath, Kent—Improvements in distilling.

Thomas Wheeler, Oxford—An improved combination of machinery for cutting
slicing, grating, and pulping turnips, mangold wurzel, and other roots.

John Maclean, Edinburgh— Improvements in machinery or apparatus for laying
or submerging telegraph cables in water.

Thomas Wheeler, Oxford—Improvements in washing, wringing, and mangling ma-
chines.

Henry W. Wimshurst, Wilmot Road, Dalston—An improvement in stove grate-.
John Fowler, junior, 28 Cornhill—Improvements in apparatus used when plough-

ing, tilling, or cultivating land by steam power.

Recorded July 15.

Charles W. Williams, Liverpool—Improvements in locomotive and other boilera
for giving them increased power in generating steam.

Richard Brazier, Wolverhampton, Staffordshire—Improvements in repeating fire-

aims.
Christopher P. Aston, Cross Street—Improvements in breech-loading arms.
William A. Gilbee, 4 South Street—Improvements in the mode of covering cotton*

woollen, and other thread with silk,and in the apparatus connected therewith.

—

(Communication.)
Henry Bevau, Shrewsbury, Salopshiie—Anew or improved machine for effecting or

facilitating arithmetical operations.

Alfred H. J. Bastable, Ranelagh—Improvements in apparatus employed in the
production of light.—(Communication.)

Thomas Bartlett, King's Road, Bedford Row—Improvements in stoves, fire-places,

and furnaces.

Peter Fairbairn, Leeds, Yorkshire—An improvement in lathes.—(Communication.)
William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—An improved mode of giving alarm in cases

of fire in houses, ships, or other buildings.—(Communication from Francois Tovo,
Turin.)

William Betts, Wharf Road, City Road—Improvements in the manufacture of cap-
sules aud in the apparatus to be employed therein.

Recorded July 16.

Thomas Leigh, Manchester—Improvements in machinery or apparatus for sizing
warps.

Frederick Priestly, 15 Berners Street—Improvements in condensing steam engine*.
Charles de Bergue, 9 Dowgate Hill—Improvements in electric telegraph cables for

submarine purposes, and in the machinery for manufacturing such cables, and
also in the machinery to be used in paying such cables out of ships at sea.

Marcus Voss, 12 Billiter Square—Safely submerging ocean telegraph cables and
other heavy bodies in rivers, lakes, and seas, by means of inflated buoys and
connecting gear.

Peter ArkelJ, North Woolwich, Kent, and Alfred Melhado, Queen's Garden?—Im-
provements in the submerging of telegraph cables.

Astley P. Price, Margate, Kent—Improvements in the treatment and smelting of
certain ores or compounds of tin, and of tin, and of certain alloys thereof.

Clark S. Putnam, New York, U.S.—An improvement or improvements in the appa-
ratus for hardening vegetable gums, oils, and other substances susceptible of
being hardened by steam.

Thomas F. Chorley, 9 Cottage Place, City Road— Improving the form of bankers'
cheques, and other similar documents, with the view of preventing fraudulent
dealings therewith.

William A. B. Bennett, 13 Rue Tant perd tant prie, Boulogne—Improvements in
military capes or cloaks.

Recorded July 17.

Thomas Hart, Glasgow—Improvements in taps or valves, and in apparatus for
regulating the flow of fluids.

James Speuce, Liverpool—An improvement in the manufacture of tin plates and
terne or leaded plates.

Josiah T. Smith, Dudley, Worcestershire—A new or improved manufacture of coke
William Wildes, Maidstone, Kent—An improved arrangement oi arrangements o

machinery for reducing vegetable matter to pulp.

Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street—Improvements in apparatuses for the re-
ception of fecal and sewage matters, and in the treatment of fecal matters.

—

(Communication.)
William Pidding, Southwark Bridge Road, Southwark, Surrey—Improvements in

securing and forming envelopes.

William A. Lloyd. Portland R<>ad, and Edward Edwards, Menai Cottage. Anglesea
—Improvements in aquaria tanks and similar receptacles for aquatic animals and
plants.

Recorded July 19.

Jules J Desmares, France—A new process for oiling wool?.

Charles Bray, 14 Alfred Terrace, Queen's Road, Bayswater—Improvements in ice

safes.

Henry Smith, Brierly Hill Iron Works, near Dudley, Worcestershire—An improve-
ment or improvements in the manufacture of harrows.

Charles Reeves, Birmingham—Improvements in repeating fire-arms.

Thomas Greenwood, John Batley, and John Salt, Leeds, Yorkshire— Improved
machinery for preparing silk to be spun.

Joseph W. Wilson, Duke Street, Adelphi, Westminster—An improved preparation
of materials to be used for roofs and other parts of buildings, and for various
purposes for which wood is now generally employed.

<§?" Informalism as to any of these applications, and their progress, may b* had i

application to the Editor of this Journal.

DESIGNS FOE ARTICLES OF UTILITY.
Registered from \~th July to 4th August, 1858.

July 17th, 4107 M. Sehelham, Birmingham—"Penholder."
22d, 4108 C. H Hall, Grosvenor Street, London—"Apparatus for containing

and supplying blacking and other fluids."

August 2d, 4109 Bathgate and Wilson, Canning Foundry, Liverpool—" A ship
ventilator."

4th, 4110 B. Goodfellow, Hyde, Chester—" Boiler flue."
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PROSPECTS OF SCIENCE.

"Knowledge grows, and through the ages one increasing purpose runs,

And the thoughts of men are widened with the process of the suns."

The numerous additions to science, and aids to science, which have

been made in recent times, have naturally excited surprise and admira-

tion. These additions, however, have varied very much in quality, and

it is significant that in the oldest established science it is that the

grandest addition has been made. For although the electric telegraph

is an astounding contrivance, and photography is an astonishing art,

the examples before us of these latter two must rather be considered as

simple first steps, than as climaxes of previous performance. The
grandest thing of modern times, looking at it by itself, and without re-

ference to the amenities of social life, has, unquestionably, been the dis-

covery of the planet Neptune, through the instrumentality of the logic,

merely, of algebra. With our eyes we may see, and yet some cannot

do so. With our ears we may hear, and yet how difficult a matter it ap-

pears to be to some ! But, by a mere act of mind, to have a magnificent

picture—such as an enormous world must certainly be deemed to be

—

presented to actual vision, was something completely unprecedented in

the world's history. It took by a strange surprise those to whom sur-

prise had become long familiar with constantly accruing wonders—it

kindled again a flash of admiration in those in whom the sentiment had
long since dwindled down into calm delight. The truth is, that as the

mind itself has to be trained and cultivated to a certain point before it

can appreciate the learning at that point, so sciences themselves must
be trained and cultivated to a certain pitch before any great addition or

discovery may be made at that pitch. Copernicus happened to make one

guess among many, but it was left to Newton to prove that the guess

was right, and Newton, even, could not have done so but for the demon-
strations made by Kepler. We may, ourselves, now guess many thino-s,

one of which may be the truth
; but all our guessing cannot make it

truth. So we may guess on for ever, but they are perversely constituted

who would blindly act on such guess-work when important matters are

concerned. No. Nihil per saltum. The principle is the same in science

as in every thing else. To move on at all, we must move step by step,

until we find, as it were, a platform or landing place upon which to rest.

Thenee, and thence only, may we presume to start again, step by step,

as before ; and so only can we journey on to the goal before us in all

things; There are, indeed, some " fast men " in these matters, as there

are in the world of life ; but their perturbed thoughts are soon made to

yield to the calmness of fact.

Thus it is that science, at the present day, presents us with some sin-

gular phases. The sciences are not concurrently progressive, and they

are not so from the fact that they arise one out of another. This needs

no proof; for a very little consideration will show that it must be the

case. "We know, that whatever new sciences aie coming—and we know
not how many are coming—they must arise out of those of our present

boast. Some unexplained or inexplicable facts attract attention, and
they are thenceforth transferred to another category altogether. New
relations are found and others elicited, and it is then that a novel

superstructure of science is raised.

The result is that some are very old sciences, others very new ; and
the old sciences have the distinguished characteristic of being the most
reliable. Everybody trusts to astronomy, even if he cannot see an
eclipse ofthe sun which is passing behind a cloud ; but everybody does not

trust to the young sciences. Indeed, so much is this the case, that many
persons will not even concede the noble name of science at all to some of

them. Science ha3 a probation to go through, which is wholesome both
to it3 own interests and those of its cultivators. It has a pans asinorum
to pass over before it can even appreciate difficulty. A certain commu-
nity of facts must first assemble around it, before it can erect itself into a
city ; and many cities have to be founded and established before it can
become a flourishing kingdom.
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We have really few such flourishing kingdoms at present. We talk

a great deal of our wealth, and are doubtless sufficiently pleased with our

acquisitions ; but almost all our talking is but as a parrot speaking. We,
most of us, take the cue from others whose imagination in the matter

has preceded their judgment, or whose judgment is limited or lopsided.

If we took a general view of the position of each of the generally acknow-

ledged sciences, we could not but arrive at a conclusion which should

make us very humble. It is true that the wants, comforts, and even the

luxuries of civilised life, are provided for abundantly through the instru-

mentality of the arts, and, more particularly, of those arts which depend

upon science for their advance. But it is to be remembered that this

fact ought to have no influence on our judgment. Those wants, com-

forts, and luxuries all lie hid within " the rim of our horizon ; " and it is

clear that the Romans, one thousand years ago, or the Greeks, two thou-

sand years ago, or even the Egyptians, four thousand years ago, might,

upon the same principle, have supposed themselves to be standing on

the highest pinnacle of perfection. The conclusion which we would

come at is, however, a wholesome one ; for, while it presupposes a status

of complacency, it stimulates us to "look up and look out." Without

being dissatisfied, we hold out our hand to grasp at more, and no doubt

this has been the case with all the successive races of mankind. Modern

science has unquestionably placed us in a better position than that oc-

cupied by any of our ancestors. It sets a reasonable hope before us of

overcoming obstacles and difficulties by mere patient observation

and pains-taking ; and, in this respect, this hope alone can nourish us in

very many of the sciences. For, in most of them, all the benefits de-

rived are referable more to the discovery of the simple facts upon which

the science is erected, than
:
to the general principles, laws, or theories

which those facts have called into being, and which, in reality, give each

separate collection of facts the title of science.

The sciences are like the kingdoms and peoples of the world : some are

more advanced in civilisation than others ; some are at the top, and some

at the bottom, of the scale of true empire. They are, in this respect,

like the individual man himself. Here we see one slowly plodding on,

making very little advance from the cradle to the grave ; there another

has been absolutely stationary ; while a third is seen—•" the noble in

reason"—approaching the "infinite in faculties," and in apprehension

like a god ! Now, one of the sciences appears to have attained perfec-

tion ; another has but begun its course ; while the many have long since

halted, or are now halting, in an intermediate state. The conciseness with

which we are obliged to treat these general subjects in our pages, pre-

vents our giving illustrations ; but we believe it will not be difficult for

any of our readers to supply such, on pondering the proposition.

The fact which we have thus broadly stated leads directly to another

interesting view of the matter— we mean, the difference between the

progress in science, and the prospects of science.

For our present purposes, we shall make no distinction between science

and philosophy. We would, indeed, differ from all who hold the reality

of any such distinction. Therefore, although we have hitherto adverted

to science alone, eo nomine, we would desire that the reader should know

that we would include philosophy in the term. Simple observation is

certainly at the root of both, however "your philosophy" may ambi-

tiously take upon itself to collect principally the laws of science as facts

for its more proud grasp. This is the only difference between the facts

in each ; if, indeed, philosophy so called does not, on -many occasions,

condescend to notice things which ' lie scientist does not deign to notice,

or supposes out of his sphere. These last mentioned acts of philosophy,

to our mind, place it precisely on the same category as is science, and

hence, in fact, science swallows up philosophy ; for all the philosophies

themselves—who knows—may be collected together hereafter, and form

but a body of strange facts, which " the coming man " is to elucidate.

In this case, philosophy would be found to be multitude, and science

unity, contrary to the almost universal assumption that the converse is

the truth.

Progress in each science can be estimated only by comparison of the

present with the past, in respect to the particular facts upon which the

2 p
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science is founded. The prospects of science are to be seen only by a

contemplation of the progress of all the sciences, and by collecting in-

ferences of future by past growth, not limited to one, but demonstrable

in all. It is obvious that any reliable conclusions on this point can be

founded alope on truths actually ascertained : no imaginations, no

theories, no principles alone will suffice to construct this foundation. It

must be truth, and truth alone. Mind, the subject, the within, or the

me, acting upon, or being acted upon, by body ; the object, the without,

or the not me, has produced a mass of information, most of which is often

accepted for truth itself ; but so far only as such information is correct, is

it to be considered as truth. The judge of the correctness is that some-

thing within us which involuntarily makes us exercisejudgment—an act,

by the way, which is perhaps rarely intermitted. And we can depend

upon the correctness only by making the information our own, according

to the strictly etymological meaning of the word—form-
ing in ourselves the truth before us.

The principle which we have here barely proposed

—

but which would require far greater space to enforce by

example and illustration than we can devote to the sub-

ject, and which, probably, if not caught at a glance, all

elaboration would be inadequate to convey to the reader's

mind—is absolutely essential to be established before any

may trespass upon what we cannot but call the sacred

ground of the prospects of science.

To kindle so sweet a sentiment as Hope, is to do far

more than all the philosophers hitherto have c'one.

Where it has hitherto been excited, it has previously

only lain dormant, and been aroused by the genial voice

of compassion spoken to the weary or the fainting. It is

now to be thrust upon mankind as a good within their

grasp. The times are peculiar. There is great pressure

from within and from without. There is uneasiness

abroad and at home. Something is unsatisfactory in the

midst of our abundant satisfactions. A constant dream of this appears

to preclude analysis of its cause, or we are pondering wrongly, or, perad-

venture, we are ignorant altogether. But if the case be thus with the

multitude in general, it follows not but that one of that multitude may

not have been steadily—unconsciously, it may be, at times—pursuing

his avocation, his destiny, his mission, as some call it. Something may

be ready to bo launched into the sea of life, which may float in a nobler

form than anything yet upon it—a creation, in a certain sense. The

times are ripe for it. It cannot be

that we must thus go on plodding

without aim as we have done.

We want a line marked out. The

natural historian wants something

more than in a kind of steeple-

chase to pick up as he passes the

objects for which he cares, The

man of science in other depart-

ments (why departments ?—a rule

must come some day making all

departments one), without really

more compellable authority, takes

up one principle or one sentiment,

and blunders on from the centre of

light into the remote darkness
;

while the so-oalled philosopher

—

the soi-dimnt philosopher—abso-

lutely begins in the dark, and there

he sticks. A better time, we trust,

is coming. We are promised it

by everything surrounding us and within us. We cannot go on thus

for ever. It may come upon us but as a little cloud at first, no bigger

than a man's hand ; but we feel satisfied it will grow, and grow, and

grow, until the whole firmament of man's life shall be filled with its

magnificence. These are strong expressions, to which, without further

explanation, we scarcely like to give vent ; but what we have written,

we have written.

In a succeeding number, we trust to lay before the reader who shall have

conned this paper some further reasons for the hope that is within us

on the point mentioned; and when we shall have occasion to draw his

attention to one of the most remarkable publications of the present day,

and which is altogether unprecedented—Professor WhewelTs " History

of Scientific Ideas."

WOOD CARVING MACHINE.

The carving machine of which we present two views —a front elevation,

fig, 1, and a side view, fig. 2—is the invention of M. G. F. Mathieu, a

Fig. 1.

Continental engineer, who has satisfactorily schemed a plan of working,
whereby he can produce duplicate sculptures in relief in wood, marble,
or other carveable material. The whole of the movements of the ma-
chine are driven from the belt pulley, A, fast on the end of the shaft, b,

the other end of which is geared by bevil wheel swith the vertical shaft,

c. The upper end of this shaft carries a horizontal pulley, t>, an end-
less belt from which it passes in a zig-zag direction round the small pul-

leys, E, which are fast upon a set of vertical cutting spindles disposed in

a row, each spindle having a cutter at its lower end. The shaft, b, is

also geared by spur wheels, f, with an upper shaft, on which is an end-

Fig. 2.

less screw or worm gearing with a worm wheel, G, fast on a long trans-

verse shaft above. On each end of this shaft is a disc, h, slotted to re-

ceive the stud of a connecting rod, i, and thus act as the crank for the

latter. The other ends of these rods are jointed to the frame, J, which
thus receives a continuous traverse action. On this frame are the up-
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rights carrying the metal pattern which is to be reproduced by the carv-

ing action. The underside of the frame, J. has attached to it a plate, k,

can-ving upturned catches, which, as they traverse to and fro with the

frame, come alternately in contact with the stellar wheel, l, fast on the

end of the horizontal screw spindle, m. Each of these shifts causes the

slide which carries the framing, s, to progress sideways between its

guides, which are fixed on the main framing. In the fixed framing is a

groove to receive the slab, o, of wood or marble to be carved. This slab

can be raised and lowered as required, according to the exigencies of the

pattern or matrix, p, by a handle which actuates the train of gearing

working a set of four vertical screws—the whole, or a portion of the

screws being workable at once, as required.

The carving action of this machine is made up of four distinct motions.

These are—the direct rotatory action of the cutters ; the back and for-

ward traverse of the frame carrying the catches operating upon the

stellar wheel : the transverse motion of the cutters due to the stellar

wheel and screw action ; and the raising and lowering action for the

slab under treatment. As the machine works, a spring, bearing up-

wards, keeps the upper end of the cutter spindles in contact with the

underside of the pattern, p ; and as the various traverse motions before

described gradually direct the cutters over every increment of the sur-

face to be carved, "the material is cut away in exact accordance with the

contour of the pattern.

THE HISTORY OF THE SEWING MACHINE.

ARTICLE SEVEXTH.

A fatext was granted to Edward Joseph Hughes on the 10th of August,
1852. in the specification of which he describes, amongst various other
improvements communicated to him from abroad, certain modifications

of sewing machines.
As these machines, and others of an analogous description, are very

extensively used at the present day, we consider it important that our
readers should be made intimately acquainted with their construction

a is the table or bed plate of the machine, which is fitted with an over-

hanging bracket, b, containing the mechanism for actuating the straight

needle, c. This needle is fitted into a slide, working vertically in grooves

Fig-. 5;.
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and mode of operation, and shall therefore give a detailed description
and illustrations of the three forms of sewing machines contained in Mr.
Hughes' specification.

Kg. 55 of our illustrations represents a longitudinal vertical section of
one of Mr Hughes' machines ; fig. 56 is a transverse section of the lower
portion or base of the same ; and fig. 57 is a sectional plan of the machine.

in the front end of the bracket, b. This slide is connected to the free

end of a vibrating bell-crank lever, n, contained within the bracket, and
working on a fulcrum at E. The lower end of this lever carries an anti-

friction roller, which works in a spiral cam groove, in the cam, f, fast on
the main driving shaft, a. This shaft is carried in bearings beneath the
table, A, and is fitted with ordinary driving pullies, h h, or with a fly

wheel and winch handle, according as the machine is to be driven by
power or by manual labour. A second cam, i, is fitted on to the driving
shaft, and serves to impart a reciprocatory or vibrating motion to a seg-
mental-toothed rack, k, the teeth of which gear into a spur pinion, l, fast

on the stem of the circular needle, m, shown more clearly by the enlarged
details, figs. 58 and 59, which represent respectively a side elevation

and plan of the circular needle and pinion. The stem of this needle
works in a small bracket, N, bolted to the underside of the table,

as shown in fig. 56. The feed motion consists of a bar, o, working
by means of a slot on a fulcrum or pin in the small bracket, p, so

as to be capable of vibrating up and down at its free end, and of
sliding longitudinally, for the purpose of imparting the requisite

feed to the cloth. This bar is fitted with an adjustable screw
spindle, Q, having a flat plate on its inner end nearest the driving
shaft, against which plate strikes the feeding cam or wiper, r,

on the driving shaft, and consequently forces back the feeding
bar, o, more or less, according to the distance between the plate

and the cam. By this means the length of the stitch is regu-

lated. A second cam or wiper, s, strikes a prolongation of the bar,

o, on the under-side, thereby elevating the free end of such bar
slightly at each stroke of the cam, s. These two cams or wipers
thus produce, in combination, a vertical and a horizontal motion
of the feeding bar, suitable springs serving to return the bar to

its original position, both vertically and horizontally. The free

end of the feeding bar is curved upwards, as shown clearly in

fig. 56, and on the upper surface of this curved portion is a
horizontal plate, the upper surface of which is roughened or serrated, to

enable it to take hold of the cloth which is laid upon it. This roughened
plate (the surface of which is flush, or nearly so, with the surface of the

table), works in an aperture in the table, of sufficient size to admit of the
horizontal vibratory motion of the plate. The cloth to be sewed is laid flat

upon the table, A, and is held down on to the surface of the roughened plate
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by the yielding presser foot, t, which, in our illustration, is shown elevated.

This foot consists of a plate, having an opening or slot made in it for the

passage of the needle—a corresponding opening being made in the table,

so that, when the needle descends, it may pass its point and eye entirely

through the cloth. The presser foot is attached to a vertical slider, and
is held down on the cloth, when in action, by a helical spring. When
out of action, it is elevated, and kept or held up by a lever catch, u,

Fig. 57.
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jointed to the top of the slide, and so disposed as to bear upon the top of

the bracket, b. A "fork lever" is also described in the specification,

carried by the segmental rack, for the purpose of tightening the stitch.

In sewing by this machine two threads are used ; the one supplied

from the reel or bobbin, v, to the straight needle, which is made with

an eye near its point, and the other from a second reel or bobbin, v, to

the circular or curved needle, M. This latter needle—which may be

Fig. 58.
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scarcely said to be a needle, as it never penetrates the cloth—is also made
with an eye near its point, and is grooved for the purpose of holding the

thread on its periphery—a second eye being formed at the commence-
ment of the curve, through which the thread is first inserted before pass-

ing into the groove and through the eye at the point. The cloth having
been laid upon the table, A, and the presser foot brought down upon it,

the driving shaft is rotated, when the straight needle descends and passes

through the cloth, forming a loop on the underside of the same.

The circular needle, m, then commences to rotate partially, and in so

doing it inserts its point with a loop of the second thread through the

first loop. The straight needle now rises, leaving its loop round the

curved needle, and the cloth is moved forward the length of a stitch.

Before the curved needle returns again to its original position, the

straight needle descends again and passes another loop, through the

loop formed by the second thread on the curved needle, which needle

then returns to its former position, whilst the straight needle still

remains below the cloth. This backward movement of the circular needle

leaves the first formed loop of the straight needle round the loop of the

circular needle, thereby locking it and preventing it from being drawn
out of the cloth again by the tightening of the straight needle thread.

The circular needle during its back stroke also leaves its own thread

looped round the stem and thread of the straight needle
;
but before that

needle rises again, the point of the circular needle makes another advance,
and forms another loop through the loop of the needle thread, whereupon
the needle rises, the stitches are drawn tight, the cloth moved forward
for another stitch, and the operations repeated throughout the length of
the seam.
The result of these movements is a double locked chain stitch, consist-

ing of two threads looped together below the fabric, and differing from
the. ordinary shuttle stitch, in so far as the filling thread is double or
loop-formed in place of single. The stitch produced by this machine
is of a totally different nature and appearance to the stitches produced
by a~iy of the previous sewing machines, which were confined solely to

the production of the one-thread chain or tambour stitch, and the ordi-

nary shuttle stitch with two threads. In order to draw the thread of
the straight needle tight during its ascent, a small roller, w, is fitted to

the bracket, b, and
, a projecting piece of metal is fitted to the

needle slide in such a position as to rub against the roller dur-

ing the motions of the slide; and as the needle thread is so

guided as to pass between this projection and the periphery of

the roller, it is nipped between them during the time they are in

contact with each other, and consequently no slack is formed.
Another great improvement in this machine is the peculiar feed

motion, which allows the roughened plate to descend from con-

tact with the cloth before it makes its return stroke to be in

readiness for the next feed, and then to rise again so as to lay
hold of the cloth before impelling it forward. This combina-
tion of vertical and horizontal motions in the feeding foot or plate

is of very great importance, and is new up to the date of Mr.
Hughes' patent. It enables the cloth to be more easily guided
by the hand of the attendant in any required direction, so thit

curved and straight seams may be produced with equal facility.

This is undoubtedly a much superior feed-motion to that of
Mr. Morey's No. 4 machine ; but in all probability the idea was
suggested by that machine, which had been specified in this

country nearly three years before the date of Mr, Hughes' patent.

MECHANICAL NOTES FROM AMERICA.

Progress and Effects of Translantic Telegraphing—The difficulties in the way of a com-
plete triumph—Ericsson's Hut-Air Engine in use—Lockitt's System of Cooling and
Ventilating.

The Emerald Isle, which forms the extreme outpost of Europe, has, by the

successful laying of a submarine telegraph cable, been placed in electrical

communication with a great but heretofore little esteemed island, sus-

taining a nearly equivalent relation to North America. The wire or wires

have proved to be continuous and well insulated ; electrical currents

have been transmitted with such force as to be felt by the instruments at

the opposite end ; and it has been made the medium for successfully

transmitting a message, in each direction, between the highest repre-

sentatives of the two Anglo Saxon peoples. This is a great record.

True, the experiments have not yet solved the great problem, whether
telegraphing across the Atlantic is, in the present state of the arts, com-
mercially practicable ; they have not yet proved that communications
can be transmitted with certainty, or with even tolerable rapidity ; but

they have demonstrated, by actual experiment, that it is possible to send
readable messages from shore to shore by electricity. We may conceive

the industrial energies and inventive talents of the two great countries

to be fully determined to make this event an important era in the world's

history. Unless prevented by extraordinary bad management, the flash-

ing of market reports, and orders from Manchester to New Orleans, the

Corn Exchange to Chicago, and from Broadway to the silk weavers of

Southern France, will affect the value of the products of each country.

It is yet very questionable whether the narrowing of the Atlantic will

be an immediate benefit to the people of this continent ; but the time for

hesitating to take a progressive step from considerations of expediency,

is already some years advanced into antiquity. The United States, like

the British Islands, have derived some of their greatest and most valuable

peculiarities from their isolation. The precise distance of each from each

other, and from "the world" in general, has been and is an important

element in their condition. Great Britain the workshop, and America
the farm, may, by the working of a submarine telegraph, be made to

assume more strongly than before the distinctive features of purely

manufacturing and agricultural districts, and this may result in damage
to large classes in one or both countries ; but as a formula for universal

application, it may be set down, that the grand total result of the diffu-

sion of intelligence of any hind is good. The working of the great At-

lantic telegraph will unquestionably result in " the greatest good of the

greatest number," and nearly all may therefore afford to unite in re-

joicing that the gigantic enterprise is already so nearly a success.

But the ancient adage, with regard to frictional movements between

the cup and lip, must be kept in mind during the demonstrations of en-

thusiasm. The telegraph is as yet so feeble a success, that it may ulti-
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mate, like the hot-air ship, in a very discouraging failure. The retarda-

tion of the current, in flowing through so long and slender a conductor,

is very great ; and electrical signals, like Mr. Ten Broeck's race-horses,

are found to deteriorate in crossing the Atlantic. A signal given sharply

and quickly becomes not only weaker, but longer, and less distinctly de-

fined. Per consequence, the Morse telegraph—that most generally used
in this country, and which ordinarily transmits on land lines about

twenty words per minute—finds its capacity reduced some 90 or perhaps

99 per cent, when applied to the long cable.

The Hughes telegraph, a system of printing telegraph in which only

one signal is required for each letter, has been talked into considerable

importance by the leading daily newspapers of this city, and has by the

same great manufacturers as well as indicators of public opinion been
frequently named in connection with the Atlantic telegraph. The se-

cret of this extra noise probably lies in the fact that the agent of the
" associated press " is a part-proprietor of Mr. Hughes' patent. The
leading journals in this city, from motives of economy, are associated to-

gether to procure news by telegraph, and an active man is employed as

agent to procure and transmit to their several editorial rooms the latest

intelligence from all quarters. It is evident that the influence of the

agent in pushing before the public any new step in telegraphing is im-

mense. The invention in question has extremely fine points, which Mr.
Hughes, who has recently sailed for England, will no doubt make pub-
lic : but the system will probably prove rather ill adapted to operate on
the long cable. There is, as before remarked, but one signal for each

letter. It would, of course, be impossible to communicate unless the

signals differed in some way. In the Hughes telegraph, the difference

is simply in the time of their arrival. A shock which, arriving at one
instant, indicates " A," and prints that letter distinctly upon the paper,

is by the peculiarity of this method of telegraphing made to indicate a

different letter if it is transmitted a hundredth of a second earlier or

later. On short lines, where the arrival of the signal at the recording

end of the wire is practically simultaneous with the corresponding action

at the other end, this system succeeds very well ; and it is now in regu-

lar use on two important lines leading from this city—one extending
eastward to Boston, and the other extending southward to Philadelphia.

H the signals were uniformly delayed by any well-determined amount,
an allowance could be made therefor, and the telegraphing could go on
as before : but if, as is probably the case, the time required for the trans-

mission of a signal from end to end of the Atlantic cable is variable—if,

for example, it varies with the degree of electrical " saturation" of the

wires, and thus is transmitted more slowly when it follows another with
a short interval than with a long interval of time between the signals,

its use in operating through that cable appears at present impracticable.

But until the results of the experiments now being made on the cable

are accessible, it will be impossible to say precisely how great are the dif-

ficulties in transmitting messages through it, or what is the chance of

their being overcome -without the aid of new inventions. The system
now in use, or rather in experiment, is what we should terra simply a
slight modification of Morse's, the letters being respectively indicatedby
the length, the number, and the order of succession of shocks. But it is

found that a sharp quick shock becomes wiredrawn in traversing the

cable, and reports itself at the termination of its journey by an electrical

disturbance, which begins very faintly, increases to a maximum, and
then gradually expires, requiring altogether some seconds for its com-
pletion. This is a very unfavourable diagnosis ; and the case, if it

baffles the skill of the ordinary physicians, will afford a splendid oppor-

tunity for some inventor to distinguish himself. By putting it in the
power of the electricians to communicate with sufficient speed to make
the enterprise remunerative, the inventor will secure the thanks of two
hemispheres.

Up to the present moment, the enterprise is both a success and a
failure. The cable is laid and has transmitted intelligible dispatches.

It is thus a success. It is an unparalleled triumph of human intelligence

over natural difficulties. On the bottom of the Atlantic, where, within
the lifetime of the youngest reader of your journal, the ocean was re-

garded simply as unfathomable ; where, according to the teaching of
professedly scientific books, the densest metal could not sink on account
of the great pressure of the water ; two miles below the lowest plunge
of the ordinary sailor's deep-sea lead ; two miles below the extremest
verge of daylight, even when the sun shines with its fullest power upon
the calmest surface of the crystal fluid ; far, far below deepest swimming
of the finny tribes ; below the lowest home of the shell fish ; below any
form of life, whether animal or vegetable ; below any manifestation of
the constant development and decay which makes earth bright and joy-
ous, or dark and painful on its surface ; and throughout a distance which
our swiftest ocean steamers labour daily and nightly a long week to ac-
complish, human intelligence travels at will, and in two seconds com-
menees to record itself before the face of an operator, who patiently
awaits what he considers its tardy demonstrations. This, and this only,
the Atlantic telegraph has successfully accomplished. Considered
simply as an experiment to test the possibility of such communication,
its triumph is complete. In any other light it is, so far as has yet ap-

peared on this side the "water, rather disheartening. With a knowledge
of but little that is behind the scenes, the enterprise may be considered
now in the attitude of waiting until inventive skill, either that in the

pay of the company or that of some outsider, overcomes the difficulties.

The results of many inventions, perhaps of most, or even of all, seem
impossible until the proper means have been proposed. Columbus' pro-

blem, to make the egg stand on its little end, was not tbe first:; and the

present, to hasten the transmission of intelligible signals through a very
long conductor, will not be the last instance of the kind. It is very pos-

sible that there already exists in the brain, and perhaps has been memo-
randumed and partially tested, the identical invention which is required.

It is possible that such an invention is already in the possession of the
company ; but this, or even the supposition that all the telegraph sys-

tems now in use have been thoroughly examined in connection with the

subject, is rendered improbable by the fact that, three days ago, the pre-

sident and directors of the company were in a workshop in this city

inquiring into the working of the Hughes instruments for confessedly

the first time. It is evident that the electrical operations have been en-

trusted chiefly or entirely to the savans employed,—men who have not
been ver}' full}' infused with the untiring industry, energy, and judg-
ment of those who in past times have conducted the details of great me-
chanical enterprises.

A kind of fatality for blundering seems to have attended the mechanical
operations incident to this enterprise from the commencement. Even
in trying to celebrate its completion by a display of fireworks, the City
Hall, the chief public building of this metropolis, was set on fire, and its

roof and upper storey destroyed ; and in attempting to salute the Niagara
on her arrival at this port, a few days later, the 100 guns were fired for

the screw steamer City of Washington, which chanced to come up the

harbour a little in advance, and was mistaken for her.

On pages 282 and 283 of your last volume, the caloric or hot-air engine
of Ericsson, in its latest development, was canvassed very fully. At
that period it had only been used as a toy, and for experimental purposes

;

but there are now several in operation, performing useful work with a
regularity and reliability which appears, on merely a half-hour's investi-

gation, to closely resemble that of the best steam engines. A single

engine, occupying a space some 4 by 8 feet on the floor, and sold for 5
horse power, is working in the basement of a small printing establish-

ment in Nassau Street, in this city, and the proprietor advertises that he
is able to print better and cheaper than his rivals, because he employs a

caloric engine. One large machine and four small ones are driven by
this engine, which is provided with a governor like a steam engine, and
seems to require little attention. The cylinder is about 30 inches in

diameter, with a stroke of about 1 and 3 feet ; by which I mean that the

outer piston has a stroke apparently about 1 foot, while the inner and
slighter piston moves altogether about 3 feet. It makes about 30 double

strokes per minute. Being a single engine, and single acting, it has
necessarily to be provided with a tolerably heavy fly-wheel to steady the

motion. The work is all left rough, except on the rubbing surfaces, and
the price of the machine is 800 dollars. The fuel burned is stated by
the attendant to be about 200 lbs. per day of 10 hours. The operation

should be investigated with more care before any of these points be ac-

cepted as fully established; but having in the previous letter descanted

at some length on the theory, this is given as an approximation to the

practical working.
In the neighbouring city of Brooklyn is an extensive slaughtering

and salting establishment, in which a system of cooling has been suc-

cessfully worked during a great part of the present summer, which seems
deserving of an extended notice. It is an example of the reverse of

warming by furnaces and flues. By the aid of a blower, artificially

cooled air is forced into the building ; and the air being usually cooled

to about 32° Fah., by being forced through iron pipes covered with ice, it

is found practicable to maintain the interior of a room at a temperature
very nearly as low. In the form in which it has been worked, the ice

has been stored in a suitably protected ice-house at the top of tbe build-

ing—the pipes in which the air is cooled lying on the floor, under the

whole mass of the ice, and the cold air has been simply allowed to flow

through pipes into such apartments as were to be cooled. No outlet has

been provided for the escape of the air from the rooms, it being found to

escape with sufficient and even too great rapidity through the usual

cracks and slight openings. The policy, therefore, has been to make the

several portions of the building in which the cooling and salting is con-

ducted as nearly air-tight as practicable, and to supply it with cold air

under a slight pressure. The particles of air in the apartment, by con-

tact with the newly-killed meat and the walls of the building, and by
the presence of the men employed, and the tanks of hot lard, rapidly

rises in temperature ; but the constant escape through the pores and in-

visible openings allows a constant accession of fresh cold air through the

pipe, and thus the general temperature is kept low. The proprietors and
inventors of this system of cooling are Messrs. Lockitt and Co. By an
additional refinement which they have recently proposed to introduce,

the cold will be more effectually utilised, and the system will deserve

very considerable attention.
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The engraving is a longitudinal section through a building, cooled and
ventilated on the latest system. From the ice-chamber, e, at the top, the

cold air descends in a pipe, with branches so arranged that a stop-cock or

register is provided in each room. By this disposition of the pipes, the

coldest air can at pleasure be admitted into either apartment ; but as

ordinarily operated, only the valve, a, is opened, and consequently only

the apartment marked " 1 " is

cooled to the greatest possible

extent. But the cold air, after cir-

culating freely for a brief period

in that apartment, flows out into

apartment 2, and from thence into

3, cooling the contents of each

room, but to a less degree than

before, until it finally escapes

through an aperture in the last

room, and is allowed to mingle

with the external atmosphere.

If the temperature in the pip 'S

be 32° F.—and it may be made
lower even without the aid of ice,

by the well-known though not

often adopted plan of compressing

and again expanding the fluid—the temperature in room No. 1 may be

33°, in No. 2, 34°, No. 3, 35°, No. 4, 36°, and in Nos. 5 and 6, where hot

lard, for example, is first exposed to be cooled, the temperature may be

40° or 50°.

By this system, the heat is absorbed from meat rapidly, and far more

uniformly, than by any other practicable means yet known. To apply

ice directly to the meat in each room, is troublesome and inconvenient in

a high degree, and is considerably more wasteful of the refrigerative in-

fluence than even the imperfect form in which the system is now used.

By the latest plan, all the cold is utilised, except that remaining in the

air when finally ejected from the building, while a very tolerable ventila-

tion is found to result from the continuous flow of a liberal stream of

the air from each room to the next.

It might, as a matter of convenience, be desirable to store the ice at the

base rather than at the highest point in such a building ; but as the su-

perior density of the cooled air, which would tend to prevent its rising, is

made available to aid the blower, H, in promoting its circulation through the

pipes when the ice chamber is located at the top, that place has on the

whole been considered preferable It might be an improvement to locate

the boilers, the engine, and even the blower, at the base of the building,

allowing the air, after passing through the blower, to rise at its ordinary

temperature through a pipe to the ice room, after which it may he cooled

and treated as before. But this is evidently a matter of detail, which

may be disposed of according to the fancy or views of the proprietor.

The location of the openings by which the air is allowed to flow from

one room into the next is of more consequence. If these openings are

low, the coldest air will escape and flow away as soon as received, while

the warmest air would remain undisturbed for a long period in the upper

portion of each room. By arranging the openings as in the figure, this

effect is avoided, and the warmest air is always discharged first.

It is possible that this system may in some instances be used with

advantage in hospitals, where fevers and other diseases peculiar to hot

climates are treated.

New York, September, 1858. T. D. Stetson.

SOUTH AFRICA, No. I.

THE POETUGDESE POSSESSIONS ON THE WEST COAST.

Geooraphicai, discoveries are important to manufacturers and machi-
nists only so far as they disclose new markets. Wherever numbers of

uncivilised men are existing in a country possessing objects that have a
saleable value amongst civilised communities, it becomes of importance
that the latter should cultivate friendly relations with the former, with
the view of supplying their wants by an exchange of manufactured
articles for natural superfluities. Intercourse of this kind between
civilised and savage peoples must necessarily result in the diffusion of

civilisation amongst the latter, and hence the philanthropist is deeply
interested in the establishment of such an intercourse. He sees, more-
over, that trade established on a legitimate basis is a preventative of that

horrible traffic in human flesh which has so long disgraced Europeans.
Of all nations the British has shown itself to be the most energetic, per-

severing, and successful in its explorations. What travellers have
exhibited so much gallantry, fortitude, contempt of danger, and self-

devotion, as those who have gone out from us? And who amongst
them has displayed these qualities more conspicuously than Dr. Living-
stone? A bombastic poet turned colloquial satirist may nickname our
explorer "Reverend Amnion ;

" may term his views on the extension of

trade in Africa " Biblical -cottonian gammon," and tell us that it is de-

nounced as Mammon in .Scripture. But when was there ever any dis-

covery that promised to further human civilisation, as to which some
one did not start up to affirm it was contrary to Scripture ? Let us ask
if legitimate trade is not in every way preferable to the slave trade ?

And again, Whether any instrument is half so potent in bringing about
civilisation amongst savage nations as this same denounced commerce?
We purpose to devote a few papers to a description of some of the
countries this traveller has visited, but only with the view of pointing
out the vast fields which offer themselves to commerce; and shall begin
with the Portuguese possessions on the west coast of Africa, combining
with materials drawn from the doctor's book, others obtained elsewhere.
The government of the Portuguese colony Angola is divided into three

sub-governments, viz., Angola, Benguella, and Mossamedes. This part of
Africa was discovered by a Portuguese navigator in 1485, but no settle-

ment was attempted until 1575. The territory claimed by the Portu-
guese extends 510 miles along the coast, the farthest inland station is

300 miles from the sea, and its area is estimated at 153,000 square
geographical miles ; but much of this is only nominally under subjection.

The inhabitants amount to about 500,000, of whom the great majority are

negroes, and of these 112,000 are slaves. The sub-government of Angola
is divided into seven presidios and nine districtos, besides the city of

Loanda ; that of Benguella into the city of that name, one presidio

and four distrietos. The public revenue amounts annually to about
£52,800, and this is less than the expenditure—a system of management
copied from that of the mother country. The military force consists of

nearly 4,000 men, besides a black militia amounting to 20,000. St. Paul
de Loanda, the capital of Angola (8° 48' S. lat., 13° 12' E. long.), is said

to have an imposing effect when beheld from the sea, but on landing it

is seen to be in a decaying state. It contains about 12,000 inhabitants,

of whom about 800 are white people, 2,400 half-caste, and 9,000 black,

5,000 of the latter being slaves. The place is defended by three forts.

Many of the houses are large stone buildings, amongst which the
governor's house and the edifice containing the government offices are

conspicuous. There are several churches, some of wdiich are devoted to

secular purposes, and others are falling to ruin. Here are barracks,

hospitals, and two theatres. The houses of the natives are of rough wood
called wattle, and mud or clay. Trees are planted here and there, for

the purpose of affording shade. The police is said to be effective, and
the custom-house well managed, but the port-charges are heavy. The
water of the town is brackish, and most of that consumed is brought in

boats from a river some miles distant. Previous to 1648, the Dutch, who
were then masters of the place, commenced a canal to connect the river

Coanza with the city, but the work was never completed, and as long
as the Portuguese have anything to do with the affair it never will be

finished, for they as a rule never finish anything. There are two
American traders here, but no English, although the greatest part of

the commerce is carried on by means of English calico, taken first to

Ljsbon. The Americans carry on a fair business, chiefly in flour, bis-

cuit, cheese, and butter. About 1845 some English houses endeavoured to

commence a direct trade with the place ; but just then the slave trade

received a severe check, and the bills being drawn on Rio de Janeiro,

where the merchants became bankrupt, the exporters lost their goods,

and have not since repeated the experiment. Cattle are cheap at Loanda,

a beast costing about twenty shillings. Labour is low, the usual rate

of pay being for field labourers twopence, and for carpenters, smiths,

&c, fourpence a-day.

A low sandy island, having a population of 1,300 persons, principally

native fishermen, lies in front of the town, and forms the only harbour.

This is becoming gradually shallower, partly by sand blown in high
winds off the island, and partly by soil washed in the rainy season from
the mainland. Hence ships are now compelled to anchor a mile north

of their former station. In the palmy days of the slave trade, great

numbers of blacks were shipped at this port, and the government de-

rived a considerable revenue from the duties levied on exported slaves.

On the suppression of the traffic, this revenue was sacrificed ; but that

arising from lawful commerce now exceeds the loss at first experienced.

The subjects of foreign powers are not allowed to become proprietors

of land ; whilst the Portuguese merchants hasten back to the mother
country as soon as they have amassed what they consider a sufficient

fortune. The Lisbon Government has placed here a large staff of officiils

—a governor-general, a bishop, priests, judges, secretaries, &c, besides

regiments of soldiers, and a commandant in each district. These officials

are, after the custom of the Portuguese Government, very much under
paid, and are, therefore, liable to corrupt influences. When a captain's

pay will scarcely do more than keep him in uniform, he must, per force,

have recourse to extraneous means to supply other necessities.

The climate is hot and damp ; and both Europeans and natives are

very liable to fever, especially near the coast, and in the neighbourhood
of streams. There are two large rivers near Loanda; one of which, the

Coanza, has its rise several hundred miles distant in the interior, and is

navigable by large canoes for upwards of a hundred miles from its mouth,
where there is unfortunately a bar which prevents the entry of ships.

There are some fortified towns on this river, the banks of which are flat,
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and well suited for a railway. Such a road could be cheaply made, and
would be extremely useful for the transport of the products of the interior

to the coast. Massangano, one of the fortified towns, has two churches

and an hospital in ruins. Dr. Livingstone saw ten or twelve large

canoes, laden with country produce, pass this place every day. On the

north side of the river the land belongs to an independent tribe, who deal

largely in salt, which forms, after calico, the commonest medium of ex-

change in the colony.

The country in the immediate neighbourhood of Loanda is sandy and
sterile ; but man}- parts of the interior are extremely rich and fertile, and
the mountains, in several places, are covered with forests, amongst which
are ferns, climbing plants, and gigantic grasses. Amongst indigenous

trees are the oil-palm (Elaeis guineensis), from the juice of which an in-

toxicating liquor is obtained, the cocoa-palm, the silk cotton-tree, and
the Baobab, so remarkable for the size of its trunk. Many useful plants

have been introduced from Brazil ; such as the cashew tree, custard-

apple, coffee, rose-apple, guava, pitanga, papaw, manioc, castor-oil plant,

tobacco, banana, fig, orange, vine, and pine-apple.

The sugar-cane is cultivated : and there is a large sugar manufactory
on the banks of the Senza or Bengo, worked by slaves. The country is

admirably adapted for sugar and cotton ; and if it had belonged to the
British, these articles would have been largely produced. As it is,

machinery for the manufacture of sugar is being introduced. The cotton
does not appear to be of a good quality, and is with difficulty separated
from the seed. In some districts a considerable quantity is grown ; the
fibre is spun by the women, and woven by the men into a poor calico,

used by the natives in providing the scanty clothing they are accustomed
to wear. Orchilla-weed is an article of export. It is believed that many
of the plants of the interior possess dyeing and medicinal virtues ; but
little is known on this head. The forests are capable of yielding timber,
useful both in ship-building and in ornamental work.
The coffee-tree has spread rapidly, and produces abundantly. Mention

is made of a gentleman who purchased a few years ago, for £16, a piece

of forest, upon which he planted 900 coffee-trees. ^Vhen three years old,

they begin to yield, and in six years are in full bearing condition ; so
that the original purchase money is annually returned sixty fold. The
chief trade of the Portuguese is in the exportation of ivory and bees'
wax, the latter article being chiefly taken to Brazil. The natives subsist

principally upon ground nuts, yams, and the coarse meal prepared from
the roots of the manioc—a plant almost every part of which is turned to

account : the wood supplying fuel ; the ashes yielding an alkali ; and
the leaves, when boiled, being eatable. The meal is cooked in a great
variety of ways

; but the nutritious part is small compared with its

bulk. In Brazil, tapioca is prepared from this meal for the English
market. On the mountains maize is grown, and forms an excellent item
of aliment. Such is the productive energy of the climate, that fruit-trees

yield twice a year ; whilst two crops of grain and three of pulse can be
easily obtained.

Copper, iron, lead, tin, and quicksilver have been found in the colony
;

but the only mine is one of black magnetic iron-ore, near the junction of
the Lucalla and the Coanza. Native miners and smelters, employed by
Government, produce about 500 bars of malleable iron monthly.

It may readily be supposed, that the Portuguese, who have neglected
to develop the resources of the mother country, will have done little to-

wards that end in the distant colony of Angola. Roads are utterly
wanting, and therefore the conveyance of goods from the interior is at-

tended with the greatest difficulty. Formerly the traders who penetrated
into the interior purchased a sufficient number of slaves to convey their

commodities to the coast, and these, on arriving there, were exported as
well as the goods. But since our cruisers have been more watchful in this

part, andmore stringent regulations have been forced upon the Portuguese,
this plan isno longerpursued, and a new system ofcompulsory carriage was
adopted by the Government. "A trader," says Dr. Livingstone, " who
requires 200 or 300 carriers to convey his merchandise to the coast, now
applies to Government for aid. An order is sent to the commandant of
a district to furnish the number required. Each head man of the villages
to whom the order is transmitted must furnish 25 to 30 men, according
to the proportion that his people bear to the entire population of the dis-

trijt For this accommodation, the trader must pay a tax to the Govern-
ment of about three shillings per load carried, and must also pay the
carrier the sum of twopence a-day for his sustenance. As a day's journey
is never more than from eight to ten miles, the expense which must be
incurred for this compulsory labour is felt to be heavy by those who were
accustomed to employ slave labour alone. The fact of a change from
one system of carriage to another, taken in connection with the great
depreciation in the price of slaves near the coast, proves the effectiveness
of our efforts at repressing the slave trade on the ocean."

VEGETABLE PARCHMENT.
Seveeal of our readers are doubtless aware that an invention was not

go brought before the public, by which common unsized paper

was converted into a substance strongly resembling parchment, and
which received the name of vegetable parchment or parchment paper.

Mr. Gaines was the inventor, but the working of the invention has been
undertaken by Messrs. T. De La Rue and Co. The process consists in

immersing the paper, for a few seconds, in sulphuric acid, diluted with
half its volume of water—the acid being afterwards got rid of. The sub-

stance thus produced has been submitted to Dr. Hofmann, the eminent
chemist, a copy of whose interesting report is now before us ; and our
readers will probably be glad to have the substance of it laid before them.
The substance (says the doctor) exhibits in most of its properties so close

an analog}' with animal membrane, that the name adopted for the new
material seems fully justified. In its appearance, vegetable parchment
greatly resembles animal parchment ; the same peculiar tint, the same
degree of translucency, the same transition from the fibrous to the horn-
like condition. Vegetable like animal parchment possesses a high de-

gree of cohesion, bearing frequently repeated bending and rebending,
without showing any tendency to break in the folds ; like the latter, it

is highly hygroscopic, acquiring by the absorption of moisture increased
flexibility and toughness. Immersed in water, vegetable parchment ex-

hibits all the characters of animal membrane, becoming soft and slippery

by the action of water, without, however, losing in any way its strength.

Water does not percolate through vegetable parchment, although it slowly
traverses this substance like animal membrane by endosmotic action.

After remarking that to produce a perfect result attention must be paid
to the exact proportion of acid and water, the time of immersion, and the
temperature

; and after stating that he had proved experimentally that

the acid had produced no chemical change in the constitution of the

paper, but had caused only a molecular arrangement of the constituents,

he says, that he next proceeded to ascertain whether the process em-
ployed to remove the sulphuric acid from the paper had produced the de-

sired effect. BT any acid remained, the destruction of the paper, within
a greater or less period of time, was certain. Now, the process consists

in long continued mechanical washing with cold water, immersion in a
dilute solution of caustic ammonia, and, lastly, renewed washing with
water. This process was found, on analysis, to have been attended with
complete success ; for not a trace of free sulphuric acid could be found.

The doctor then performed some experiments on the strength of this

material, as compared with that of the animal parchment, with which it

is likely to enter into competition. For this purpose, bands of vegetable

and of animal parchment both J of an inch in width, and as far as pos-

sible of equal thickness, were slung round a horizontal cylinder, and
appropriately fixed by means of an iron screw clamp pressing both ends
upon the upper part of the cylinder. The band assumed in this manner
the shape of a ring, into the bend of which a small cylinder of wood was
placed projecting on each side about an inch over the band, and carrying
by means of strings fastened to each end a pan, which was loaded with
weights, until the band gave way. A set of experiments made in this

manner led to the result, that paper by exposure to the action of sul-

phuric acid in the manner described, acquires about five times the

strength which it previously possessed, and that for equal weights, ve-

getable parchment possesses about three-fourths of the strength of ani-

mal parchment. It was found, moreover, that bands of vegetable parch-

ment taken from different sheets of the same kind of paper, exhibited a
remarkable uniformity of strength, whilst in animal parchment, which,

owing to its mode of manufacture, must always present considerable in-

equality of thickness, extraordinary variations were observed, even if

the bands were taken from the same skin. Vegetable parchment, then,

as far as strength goes, is not quite equal to animal parchment. On the

other hand, the new article greatly surpasses real parchment in its resist-

ance to the action of chemical agents, and especially of water. As has
been already stated, vegetable like animal parchment, absorbs water and
becomes perfectly soft and pliable ; but it may remain in contact, and
even may be boiled with water for days, without being affected in the

slightest degree, retaining its strength, and regaining its original ap-

pearance on drying ; on the other hand, it is well known how rapidly

animal parchment is altered by boiling water, by the protracted action of

which it is converted into gelatine. Even at the common temperature,

animal parchment, in the presence of moisture, is very prone to putre-

factive decomposition ; whilst parchment paper, in which nitrogen, tins

powerful disturber of chemical balance, is absent, may be exposed to

moisture, without the slightest change either in appearance or properties.

It would in fact be difficult to find a paper-like material endowed with
greater power of resistance to the disintegrating influences of water than
vegetable parchment.
Taking into consideration the chemical composition of the new ma-

terial, its cohesive power, and its deportment with chemical solvents,

especially water, both at the common temperature, and at the tempera-

ture of its boiling point, it is obvious that this substance unites in itself,

in a most remarkable manner, the conditions of permanence and dura-

bility ; and there need be no hesitation in stating that vegetable parch-

ment properly prepared is capable of resisting the tooth of time for many
centuries, and that under various circumstances it will last even longer

than animal parchment.
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The valuable properties of vegetable parchment suggest a great variety

of applications for the new material. There is no doubt that parchment
paper may be adopted, with perfect security, for all legal documents,
policies of insurance, foreign bills of exchange, bills of lading, scrip cer-

tificates, and other similar documents, as a substitute for the skins

which are now generally used. On the other hand, its comparatively
low price would appear to suggest its application in a variety of cases,

in which, at present, paper is employed ; for instance, for private ledgers

of banking houses, or other large establishments, as well as for registries

of wills, marriages, baptisms, and deaths, indeed, for all documents the

preservation of which is of importance. Many of the documents in ques-

tion, in order to protect them' from injury in case of fire, are generally

kept in safes, the majority of which are now encased with solid water,

—the water of crystallisation in alum, and other similar hydrated com-
pounds. The interior of these safes, in case of exposure to heat, must
obviously become filled with steam of a high temperature, and it cannot
be doubted that documents written on vegetable parchment, owing to

the extraordinary power with which this material resists the action, of

boiling water and of steam, will stand a much better chance of preser-

vation under such circumstances, than those written on common paper
or animal parchment.
As another advantage of vegetable parchment, as compared with ani-

mal parchment, the experience may be quoted, that vegetable textures

are much less attractive to insects than animal structures. Moreover,
to increase the security of vegetable parchment in this respect, the

paper, before conversion, may be incorporated with chemical agents
which, like salts of mercury, for instance, have been employed with such
advantage in the manufacture of paper for public records. Another ad-

vantage is, the great difficulty with which words are erased from its

surface, and others are substituted in their places. Deeds written on
parchment paper acquire thereby a certain degree of security against

falsification.

Its strength and resistance to water appear to recommend parchment
paper in an eminent degree for engineers' and architects' plans, and
especially for their working plans, which are often unavoidably subjected

to rough usage and moisture. The thinner sheets of parchment paper,

on account of their transparency, present the additional advantage of

being useful as a most durable tracing paper. Another field of consider-

able extent for the application of vegetable parchment appears to be in

bookbinding, especially ornamental. Books bound in parchment paper are

remarkable for the beauty and solidity of their binding, Experienced book-
binders, to whom these were submitted, believed them to be bound in

r;al parchment. Even in the manufacture of books and maps, which,
like those ttsed for educational purposes, have to stand1 considerable wear
and tear, parchment paper may find a very useful application. The
printing on ordinary paper is not changed by the treatment with sul-

phuric acid, but owing to the shrinking of the paper during the process,

it will probably be found more convenient for such purposes to print on
the paper after it has undergone the transformation. Vegetable parch-
ment is remarkable for the facility with which printer's ink, as well as

writing ink, may be applied to it, and for its attraction for dyes generally,

many of which it appears to take even more readily than calico.

Among the numerous more or less important applications in which
parchment paper is sure to be found useful as soon as it becomes access-

ible to the general public, its adaptation for household, and especially

for culinary purposes, must not be left unmentioned.
In closing the orifices of vessels for preserves, &c, few housewives

will hesitate to substitute an elegant material like vegetable parchment
paper for animal membrane, which is now generally in use.
Formed into bags of which the seams are cemented with the white of

egg, parchment paper will be found very useful for the purposes of boil-

ing and stewing, according to the principles of a refined and scientific

cuisine.

Nor can the chemist fail to derive some benefit from so Interesting an
achievement of his own science as the transformation of paper into
parchment. In the laboratory, vegetable parchment will become a ma-
terial of general use for connecting retorts and condensers, or other
similar apparatus, and on account of its indestructibility by many of the
fluids usually employed in electric batteries, it will probably find a
further and even more important application in the construction of dia-

phragms for galvanic apparatus.

THE ROYAL INSTITUTION.

We continue our condensed notices of some of the additional Friday
evening discourses which have been delivered.

Mr. Edmund Beckett Denison, whose article on "locks," in the
Encychpmdia Britannica is so well known, and a second edition of
which, in a separate form, we noticed some time ago,* detailed in a very

* See P. M. Journal for November, 1857.

interesting lecture some of the improvements in locks since the Great
Exhibition of 185t. After adverting to the mode in which the old
Bramah and Chubb locks had been picked by Mr. Hobbs, of picklock
fame, Mr. Denison stated his belief that there was still a notion pre-
vailing among persons,, who ought to know better, that the picking of
locks by this method required singular skill and dexterity, such as need
not be feared from ordinary lock-pickers. This was quite a mistake,
now that the method is so well-known to everybody in the lock trade,

and to all who take the trouble to look into any books on the subject.

He stated that the long delay of the thieves who opened the box with a
Chubb lock on the South Eastern Railway, in the gold dust robbery, only
proved that they were greatly ignorant of their business. Any mo-
derately good hand, among, not merely Mr; Hobbs', but Mr. Chubb's
own workmen, would have opened the box and shut it up again between
Loudon and Reigate. Indeed, in a trial before Lord Campbell, a few
years ago, one of Mr. Chubb's men confessed, that the picking of one of
his locks, or of any others then known to him, was merely a question of

time; and Mr. Hobbs has several times said in, public, that he is ac-

quainted with persons, both in the trade and out of it, who can pick
locks quicker than he can, now that the proper way of doing it is known.
The lecturer strongly recommended, for cheapness and comparative
safety, Tucker's, Parvelt's, and Hobbs' small locks. He stated that one
of the good effects of the exposure and defeat of our best locks had been
the invention of a greater variety of really different locks, in the last six

years,, than in the previous sixty or six hundred. The greater number
of locks now made has induced the formation of an establishment by
5Ir. Hobbs for their exclusive factory, and in which, like Colt's revolvers
and the American clocks, they are made by special machinery. The
small prices at which they are sold is, of course, the result of this mode
of construction. It was stated that the common three-inch drawer
locks, with four tumblers, equal to the best of 1851, are now sold at 27s.

a dozen. The principle of all locks above the rank of the common
warded locks, whatever may be the details of their arrangement, is this:

—There are a number of similar pieces (which may have the name of

tumblers; levers, sliders, discs, rings, or pins, according to circumstances)
each with a notch in it at a different place, and until all these notches
are brought together into one given position, the pieces in question, or

some of them, prevent the passage of another piece in the lock, on which
its opening depends. Mr. Denison exhibited a model, made not to re-

semble any particular lock, but to illustrate this general principle of them
all; and he showed on it the application of the "tentative" mode of

picldng, by applying pressure to the bolts, and then gently moving each
of the tumblers or sliders, &c, in succession, on which any pressure is

felt, until all the notches come under the piece which has to enter them,
and then the bolt yields to the pressure and goes back. The lecturer

gave a synopsis of some improvements which had been, made, and re-

ferred with much commendation to the first invention which really

defeated this lock picking, by Mr. Hobbs, in what he calls his " protector
"

or moveable stump lock. In this, as soon as you try to make the bolt

press upon the tumblers, the pressure is taken off them altogether, and
transferred to a fixed pin. in the lock, which would prevent it from being
opened in that state of things, even if all the tumblers were then raised

to the proper height. This is done by the moveable stump, the action

of which is freely described in the rudimentary treatise on locks in

Weale's, Series. Mr. Denison said that this invention, in its present
form, is perfectly effectual against any mode of picking yet known. He
then described a lock of his own invention, not intended for furniture

and small work, but for doors of safes, prisons, and other places where
strength and security are required.

The Rev. Professor Baden Powell on a subsequent evening delivered

one of the most interesting lectures on "Rotatory stability, and its ap-

lications to astronomical observations on board ships." The object of the

discourse was to explain an apparatus recently contrived, for the purpose
of giving perfect stability for the nicest astronomical observations on
board a ship pitching and tossing with every wave and gust of wind.
This contrivance has been the result of a principle of rotatory motion,

which, although long since understood and acknowledged in theory, has
been but lately considered with regard to its practical results, and when
first tangibly exhibited in the gyroscope or free balanced revolver, had
excited unbounded surprise. It was forgotten how perfectly similar,

and equally paradoxical in its nature, is the common and familiar result

of a top sustained by the mere act of spinning in a position from which
it directly falls when the rotation ceases. On a former occasion, on the
3rd of March, 1854, the Professor brought under the notice of the mem-
bers the principle of "composition of rotations," and those applications

of it which had been formed in certain rotatory phenomena of projectiles,

illustrated by the gyroscope in its several earlier forms, as successively
modified by Bonenberger, Atkinson, Fessel, and Wheatstone, showing
the identity of those results on a small scale, with the grand cosmical

phenomenon of the precession of the equinoxes. Since that time the

same principle had been applied by M. Foucault to prove the earth's ro-

tation on its axis, and which the lecturer said had been pointed out

eighteen years before, by Mr. Sang, of Edinburgh, and only not prac-
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tieally accomplished from the expense of the necessary apparatus. The
rotatory apparatus, which the lecturer proceeded to explain, for giving an
invariable plane or platform for astronomical instruments used at sea,

was invented by Professor C. P. Smyth. Two simple first principles in;

dynamics give the clue to the whole of the applications. 1. The tendency

of a body in rotation to retain that rotation in the same place, when
perfectly balanced, irrespective of the motion of external objects, which
is termed "the fixity of the plane of rotation." 2. "The composition of

rotatory motion," or that when a force is impressed on a body in rotation,

it does not show itself directly, but is compounded with the fixed mo-
tion, so that the rotation takes an intermediate direction, or the axis

shifts its position in space. This being the cause of the motion of the

earth's axis, giving rise to the precession of equinoxes, it is generally

called a " precessional motion."
One of the most important desiderata of nautical astronomy has

always been the means of observing at sea the eclipses of Jupiter's

satellites—so frequently recurring, and affording so simple and direct

a means of obtaining the longitude. Stability on board ship is essential

to this, and many schemes have been invented for the purpose of sup-

porting the telescope, and the observer with it, so as to be free from.the

motion of the ship. In general, to procure this stability, it seemed an
obvious resource to suspend any object which it was desired to keep
steady by cords from a fixed point in the vessel. But a body thus suspend-

ed is like a plumb line ; when the point of support is itself set in motion,

it acquires a part of that motion, and becomes a pendulum; and it oscil-

lates more irregularly and violently, from the accumulations of motions
impressed upon it continually by every fresh motion of the ship.

Nairne's or Trwin's " marine chair " for carrying the observer and the

telescope was simply an application of this principle. It was found not
to answer, as the principle upon which it was constructed tended to

perpetuate disturbances rather than destroy them. In these cases the

centre of gravity is beloic. If it were suspended in gimbals, so that the

centre of gravity should be at the point of suspension, the tendency to

oscillate from this cause would be overcome. But still any slight cause
might disturb the level ; there would be no principle of permanent
stability. Thus, to produce this desirable stability for a place or stand

on which the telescope is to be rested, we must have recourse to the free

revolving disc accurately balanced within- gimbals, on its centre of

gravity. The balancing must be perfected by means of the adjustable

plugs before-mentioned, both in the disc, and in the gimbal frames

;

the pivots of the gimbals must be of perfect workmanship, to turn with
the least possible friction, yet without looseness or displacement. An-
immense rotatory velocity must be communicated to the disc by machin-
ery, of which its suspension must be quite independent, so that the
moving power can be instantaneously withdrawn. The Professor stated,

that all these conditions are fulfilled in the form of the machine, which,
after repeated trials, has been adopted by Professor Smyth, exhibited by
him at the Paris Exhibition, 1855, and successfully tried on board Mr.
Stephenson's yacht, "Titania," on his voyage to Teneriffe in 1 856. A
free revolving disc in gimbals, externally turning on pivots horizontally

resting on supports fixed to the deck, will suffice to preserve the telescope

from all deviation due to pitching and rolling. The addition of another
disc, freely revolving in a vertical plane, whose external pivots turn
vertically in a frame attached to the top of the former internal frame,

the upper pivot projecting through it, and carrying a small platform for

the telescope, and the whole, of course, balanced below, will preserve the
telescope from any lateral deviations of the ship. And the combination
of the two will give a plane retaining its parallelism against all those
causes of disturbance. But under favourable circumstances this last

cause of disturbance is but small, so that this addition may often be of
little importance. Thus we have the whole construction of what the
inventor designates as "the compound precessional free revolver stand."
The professor concluded by taking a summary view of the whole sub-

ject. By direct consequence from the simplest acknowledged mechanical
principles, the gyroscope, when its equilibrium is slightly disturbed, de-

monstrates the precession of equinoxes, explains the boomerang, and
sustains itself in the air against gravitation. When its equilibrium is

undisturbed, it exhibits to the eye the actual rotation of the earth ; and
when restricted to one plane, it acts as a magnetic needle without mag-
netism, or spontaneously rotates in parallelism with the earth. To
these remarkable, diversified, and somewhat paradoxical applications,

there is now added another of far higher utility—that it gives perfect
stability for the nicest astronomical observations on board a ship pitching
and tossing with every wave and gust of wind.
The learned Professor and ingenious inventor of the lastly described

nautical instrument, C. Piazzi Smyth, on the next Friday evening, gave
an account of the astronomical experiment of 1856 on the Peak of Tene-
riffe. We have but little to add to our report of this discourse as given
in our May number, page 46. We omitted to notice that the Professor
stated, that on erecting their telescopes on Mount Guajara, not only was
each star, whether high or low, seen with an exquisite little disc and
nearly perfect rings, but the space-penetrating power was extended
with the sarn-i instrument and same eye from the 10th magnitude at the

127—Vol. XL

sea level, to the 14th on Guajara. Mr. Smyth concluded with an al-

lusion to the claims of science to respect among men for its services in

promoting the union of nations and the brotherhood of mankind ; and
asked whether, of this admirable and humanising tendency, the experi-
ment on Teneriffe was not an example within its little range? "See,"
said he, " an observer sent out by the English government, received in

a fortified town of the Spaniards, not only without distrust, but as
frankly as if one of themselves. He took no notes of their forts and
guns and military array

;
he applied himself to his scientific business

alone, and if he brought away anything more from Teneriffe than the
result of his astronomical observations and experiments, it was respect
and admiration for the Spanish character, and grand ideas of the results

to astronomy as well as some other sciences, if that first experiment

—

that mere trial of a new method—were annually repeated and energeti-
cally carried out."

Dr. Carpenter succeeded, in a very agreeable discourse " On the
lowest (rhizopod) type of animal life, considered in its relations to
physiology, zoology, and geology." He adverted to the now generally
repudiated doctrine of Ehrenberg, as to the complexity of organisation
possessed by the minutest forms of animalcules. The wonders of
animalcular life are not, however-

, in the least lessened. As great
and small are merely relative terms, it may be questioned whether
the marvel of a complex structure, compressed within the narrowest
space we can conceive, is really so great as that of finding those opera-
tions of life which we are accustomed to see carried on by an elaborate
apparatus, performed without any instruments whatever ; a little par-
ticle of apparently homogeneous jelly changing itself into a greater
variety of forms than the fabled Proteus, laying hold of its food without
members, swallowing it without a mouth, digesting it without a stomach,
appropriating its nutritious material without absorbent vessels or a cir-

culating system, moving from place to place without muscles, feeling (if

it has any power to do so) without nerves, multiplying itself without
eggs, and not only this, but in many instances forming shelly coverings
of a symmetry and completeness not surpassed by those of any testaceous
animals. The amoeba is an-example of this type of existence. It is a
minute mass of " savcode," presenting scarcely any evidence of organi-
sation, even of the simplest kind ; for although its superficial layer has a
somewhat firmer consistency than the semifheid interior, this differ-

entiation does not proceed to the extent of constituting even a body so
simple as the " cell " of the physiologists, which consists of a definite

membrane investing and limiting its contents. The actihophrys is

another of these creatures, having a body whose form is more constantly
spherical, but extends its sarcode into radiating filiments, of extreme
delicacy, which are termed pseudopodia ; and it is by the agency of these,

rather than by the change of place of its whole body (as in.amceba), that
it obtains its food. The nature of their aliment, and the method of its

introduction, principally serve to distinguish these creatures from vege-
tables. A large proportion of the rhizopods are invested with a shelly

investment, either calcareous or silicious. The foraminifera among the
former are mostly composite fabrics, evolved, like zoophytes, by a pro-
cess of continual gemmation, each gemma or bud remaining in connec-
tion with that from which it was put forth

; and according to the place
on which this gemmation, takes place, will be the configuration of the
composite body thereby produced. Where the segments succeed each
other in a line, that line is very commonly bent into a spiral ; and each
new segment being a little larger than the preceding, the spiral gradually
opens out, so that the shell very closely resembles that of the nautilus,
both in its form and in its chambered structure, with this essential differ-

ence :—That whereas in the nautilus, and other chambered shells formed
by cephalopod molluscs, the animal lives only in the outermost chamber
—all the inner ones having been successively vacated by it—each
chamber in the foraminiferous shell continues to be occupied by a seg-
ment of the composite body, communicating with the segments within
and without by threads of sarcode, which traverse minute passages left

in the partitions between the chambers.
The most extraordinary manifestation of this type of life presents it-

self in the " nummulitic limestone," which may be traced from the region
of the Pyrenees, through the Alps and Apennines into Asia Minor, and
again through Northern Africa andEgypt into Arabia, Persia, and Northern
India, and thence, it is believed, through Thibet and China to the Pacific,

covering very extensive areas; and attaining a thickness in. some places
of many thousand feet. Another extensive tract is found in the United
States. It also .appears in the Paris basin, and it is not a little remark-
able that the fine-grained and easily worked limestone, which affords

such an excellent material for the decorated buildings of the French me-
tropolis, is entirely formed of an accumulation of minute foraminiferous

shells. Even in the nummulitic limestone, the matrix in which the
nummulites are embedded is itself composed of minute foraminifera, and
of the comminuted fragments of larger ones. It is interesting to know
that a like process is at present going on over various parts of the sea-

bottom of the Gulf of Mexico and the Gulf Stream ; casts of foraminifera

in green sand being brought up in soundings with living specimens of
the same types.

2 o
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WORKSHOP ECONOMICS.

BOLT AND •RIVET MAKING MACHINE, BY MON8. HAVARD, PARIS.

The immense demand, in these days of leviathan structures, for bolts

and rivets, renders the production of these articles, in an economic and
expeditious manner, a matter of very great importance, and has led Mons.
Havard, an extensive manufacturer of these articles in Paris, to devote

some amount of time and labour to the construction of a machine which
shall fulfil the necessary requirements of economy and despatch in the

framing, a, carries the maindriving shaft, b, on which is fitted the
pinion, c, by the end of a peculiar coupling, D, which is so arrangj A
as to sever the two bolts or pins which connect the pinion with the
coupling collar, whenever any undue strain is applied to the machine,
thereby stopping the same, and so preventing a break down. A fly-

wheel, e, and a pair of fast a'ld loose driving prdleys are also carried by
the shaft, n. The pinion, c, gears into a large spur-wheel, f, keyed
on to the shaft, o, which also carries the cams, 11 h. These latter im-
pait motion to the levers, i i, which actuate the sides, k k, and dies,

L L, attached thereto, for the purpose of forming the heads of the bolts

or rivets. The eccentrics, m, which are also Jieved on to the cam

Fig. 1.

fig. 2.

J^^c-J

production of bolts and rivets. Before entering into the numerous ad-

vantages to be attained by the use of M. Havard's machine, we will first

give our readers a succinct description of the machine itself, and its modus
operandi.

Fig. 1 of our illustrations represents a side elevation of the machine
complete ; fig. 2 is a corresponding plan of the same. A cast-iron

shaft, G, serve to withdraw the dies after the head is formed, and allow

the completed bolt or rivet to be expelled, which is accomplished by the

onward movement of the bar, from which the bolts or rivets are manu-
factured. These eccentrics, m, serve also to impart a sufficient forward

motion to the dies, to bring them into contact with that portion of the

length of bar destined to form the head. The pair of eccentrics or cams,
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x s, also keyed on to the shaft, G, actuate the connecting rods, p o,

which impart motion to the cranks, p p, the action of which determines

thai of rue pall, ^, working into the teeth, of the ratchet wheels, w,

m listed on a shaft which carries a pair of grooved wheels, x, and spur

wheels, v. These latter wheels join into corresponding wheels, z, the

spindle of which carries a second pair of grooved wheels, a, correspond-

ing to the grooved wheels above referred to. These two grooved wheels

constitute the feed motion which supplies the rough bar to the machine.

By lengthening or shortening the throw of the cranks, p, the length of

the bolt or rivet to be manufactured may be regulated with the greatest

ease and precision. b b are two rods, which are actuated by the cams,

ec, and impart motion to the. toggle or knee-joint levers, dd, working

the cutting slides which sever the bolts or rivets from off the bar to any
desired length, and imparting motion also to the nipping slides, which hold

the bar whilst the head is being formed. A cross bar, e, serves to tie

together the two side, brackets, ff, leaving at the same time a clear

passage for the slides to work in. The two small levers, gg, acted upon
by blade springs, are for the purpose of releasing the nipping or holding

slides, after they have acted uponthe bar. The clips or straps, h h, serve

to regulate the pressure of the dies, which are retained and held in place

by the screws, i i.

The principal advantages, amongst others, to be derived from the use

of this machine are, that bolts or rivets may be made from either hot or

cold bars, and may be produced at a diameter of from 1 inch and a

quarter downwards, and of any desired length. This machine will produce

from 60 to SO bolts or rivets of 1J to j of an inch diameter per minute, and
from SO.to 100 per minute of a diameter of § of an inch downwards. Faci-

lity is also afforded for varyingthe form of the bolt or rivet head at pleasure.

Up to % diameter, the rivets may be made from the cold bar, but above
thar. size the bar will require to be previously heated. The working
speed of the machine is so regulated that a heated bar of 7 feet 6 inches

length can be made into bolts or rivets during one heat, thus preventing
the great loss of time which would otherwise occur in reheating the bar.

One man and two boys are the sole attendants required, the man adjust-

ing and watching the operations of the machine, one of the boys keep-

machine supplied with iron bars or rods, and the other gathering
up.and removing the bolts or rivets as fast as they are manufactured
aud drop through the dies. Our illustration shows a double machine,
so.arranged that whilst one die is forming a rivet or bolt head, the bar

in front of the second die is being fed forward in readiness for the stroke

of the second die ; hence there is no loss of time between the completion
of one rivet and the commencement of the next.

THE GLASGOW HARBOUR TIME BALL.

About two years since was erected, upon the north bank of the Clyde
one of those admirable institutions which so.well deserve the title of a
"Sailor's Home." This noble structure w^as designed by Mr. Rochead,
and certainly reflects the highest credit upon the architect's skill. It is

not our present task to deseant upon the arrangement of the building, or

we could say much upon the solid comfort to be found within its walls,

i'.jr these are, as we think, the only public dwellings in which Jack's wel-
fare, when ashore, is truly cared for. All that we could say of the merits
of the internal arrangements would beln.its favour; but we have other
matters to speak of. At the eastern extremity of the building is a lofty

and elegantly designed tower, nearly two hundred feet in height, and
forming a very conspicuous object for a considerable distance up and.
down the Clyde. The position of the " Home " offered a very favourable
opportunity for the erection of a time ball upon its summit, and the oppor-
tunity was not carelessly thrown aside by the Trustees of the Clyde Har-
bour, but was at once adopted and carried out in a business like manner ; the
execution of the work being intrusted to Mr. Alex. M'Kenzie of Glasgow,
an engineer who has had a long and very varied experience as a machinist
and'electrician. As the construction and arrangement of the details of this

time ball differ from all others in the kingdom, we propose to give our read-
ers a brief description of it, in the hope that the simplicity of the plan
may recommend its adoption elsewhere. We will commence, then, with
the prime mover, which is a very fine time keeper, by Messrs. M!Gregor
&. to. of Glasgow. This timepiece keeps very , accurate time, its. rate
rarely exceeding a loss of two-tenths of a second per diem. But in
order to ensure the isochrordsm. of the pendulum with the seconds hand
of a standard chronometer keeping true Greenwich mean time, Mr.
M'Kenzie has applied to the pendulum an arrangement by which its

vibrations maybe accelerated. This consists of a fine spring, which
encircles the rod of the pendulum with a single turn ; one end of the
spring is fast to a bar at the back of the pendulum, and the other is at-

tached to a horizontal rod which passes out through the casing of the
clock and terminates in a nulled head. A portion of this rod has a screw
thread cut on it, and this part works through a stud that projects from
the fixed bar behind the pendulum. In tnis manner, by turning the
milled head, the diameter of the circular spring may be contracted or en-

larged at pleasure. Shortly before one o'clock each day, the attendant

observer carefully notes the difference, if any, between the beats of the

standard chronometer and the time keeper; he then adjusts the area of

the spring, until the two time keepers beat exactly in, unison with

each other. It will be. obvious that tire time keeper requires a special

arrangement for it to communicate, the. electric signals from., the base-

ment of the building to the summit, to disengage the ball upon the in-

stant that the seconds hand reaches the hour of one r.si Mr,. M'Kenzie's

arrangement of the time keeper is shown in fig. 1 of the accompanying

engravings. The wheel, a, makes a revolution once in 24 hour's ; this

wheel lias an indentation cut in, one part of its periphery. An. arm, n,

fig. 1.

rests upon the periphery of the wheel, Ay this,arm is fast to tire, vertical

rod, c, which is carried 'in studs that project from .the clock plate, the rod

being insulated from the metal of the' clock by ivory- collars let into the

studs. The rod, c, has a secondarm, d, secured to it, the. antifriction

roller of which rests upon the periphery of the minute wheel,!?, which

has three indentations cut in the.rim. The seconds hand, f, is made of

gold, and the electric circuit is completed by causing it to come in con-

tact with the small pendent gold plate, o, which is attached to the third

arm on the rod, c. The wire, i, from one pole of the battery is attached

to a binding screw on the lower part of the rod, c, the other wire from

the battery is secured to the binding screw,. h, which is fast to the clock

plate. The wheel, A, is driven by a
,
pinion on the hour wheel, and

whilst the arms, b and D, rest upon the peripheries of the wheels, a and

e, the rod, c, is kept up, so that the galvanic circuit is interrupted. The
notch in the wheel, a, and the first in ..the .wheel, E, are so arranged that

at five minutes to one, the rollers of the arm's, b and d, fall into these

notches, which allows the rod, c, to descend ; .'contact is made with the

plate, G, and the seconds hand, and a. signal is given. As the minute

wheel, e, rotates, the arm, d, rises out of the first notch and keeps the

plate, G, from coming into contact .with the seco'iids hand. The second

notchj in the wheel, e, is so arranged that it, comes under the

roller, of the arm, D, at two minutes to one. The contact is at this

instant completed between the, . seconds hand, p, and the plate,

G, and this contact gives the signal to the attendant in the upper part

of the building to raise the ball. This being done, as we shall presently

describe, the minute hand, e, continues its rotation, the arm, d, is raised

out of the second notch, and remains so until the instant of the seconds

hand reaching the first second of the hour 1, when the arm, d, falls into

the third indentation in the wheel,, E. This action liberates the ball.

By this time the wheel, a, has moved ro.und,;so that the -arm, B, is resting

on the periphery of the wheel, and the whole movement continues out

of, action for the next 24 hours. It will be observed that the contact is

made but thrice in the 24 hours,' and then for an instant only, namely,

to give the signals and release the ball. This we believe to be a feature

peculiar to this arrangement, and one of the highest importance ; because

the retarding influence of frequent contact is avoided, and the rate of the

timekeeper is consequently much more correct.

From the 'timekeeper, the wires, J and k, are carried up to the actuat-

ing mechanism of the time ball through a metal tube. The parts con-

nected with the time ball involve some very heavy castings, and in order

that the tower itself might not be injured by this extra weight, it was

necessary to build up the whole, so that the ball and its connected me-
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chanisra should be supported independently of the tower. This threw

a large amount of extra labour upon the shoulders of the engineer. Mr.

M'Kenzie has, however, very ably accomplished his difficult task; which
was rendered the more so, in consequence of the building being com-

pleted, and fully occupied. A strongly trussed framing of timber is

carried up from the lower part of the main building, within which the

ball and its appurtenances are erected. The pedestal which supports

the air cylinder, the shaft, and the ball, is a massive pillar of cast-iron
;

the flooring to which this pedestal is bolted, is supported by the framing

before referred to. The pedestal has at its upper part, a broad flange, to

which is bolted the air cylinder; this is 9 feet long, by 10 inches di-

ameter. The use of this air cylinder is to regulate the descent of the

ball, and to prevent it descending upon its seat with a sudden and
injurious concussion. The piston which works within the cylinder

forms the extremity of a square bar that is attached to the ball ; this

bar is made of mahogany, and is 36 feet in length. To one of the

faces of the bar is bolted a rack, 8J feet long, which is raised by
means of a pinion, which slides to and fro upon a short horizontal

shaft that is actuated by a winch handle. This portion of the appa-

ratus is fitted in an upper room in the tower, and above the one in

which the air cylinder is fixed. The bearings of the horizontal shaft are

carried in the opposite plates of a square casing, which encloses the

machinery. The end of the shaft which projects outside the casing has

keyed to it a fly-wheel and handle, for raising the bar and ball. The
upper part of the bar to which the rack is fixed is made round, and this

portion slides up and down in the' hollow staff fixed on the summit of

the tower. The staff is 8J feet in height, and the ball slides down it

a distance of 8 feet—it being firmly secured to the sliding bar. The
ball is formed internally of several radially disposed trussed frames, to

which the segments of mahogany that form the globe are attached ; the

wooden ball is covered externally with sheet zinc, to protect it from wet
The ball is 4 feet 9 inches in diameter, and weighs, with its sliding bar

and piston, about 15 cwt. The ball is raised by an attendant, who, upon the

given signal communicated from the clock, puts the pinion in motion by
means of the handle : this lifts the rack, and with it the bar and ball.

When raised to its proper height, the ball is kept in its elevated position

by means of two clipping levers, which are arranged parallel to the sides

of the sliding bai. These levers have a stud projecting from the inner

faces next the bar, and they are connected at the backward ends by a
spiral spring, so that they press with some degree of force against the

sides of the bar. The front ends of the levers project some inches beyond
the bar. When the ball is raised to the full height, the studs on the

lateral levers enter holes made for the purpose in the sides of the sliding

bar, and while the parts are in this position the ball will remain sus-

pended. The signal for elevating the ball is given at five minutes before

one p.m., and this is effected by means of the magneto-electric and me-
chanical arrangements shown in figs. 2 and 3. The wires, j and k,

proceeding from the clock, are connected by the binding screws, L, to

the wires of a magneto-electric arrangement contained within the cylin-

drical holder, m. Within this casing are arranged three horse-shoe

magnets, n, surrounded with coils of copper wire. Immediately in front of

the poles of the magnets is the armature, o, which is jointed at q to the

lever, r, which is centred to a small column standing upon the base of

the casing, m. The lever, p, extends out beyond the case in which the
electro-magnets are contained, so as to uphold the end of a lever, e.

This lever has an adjustable piece of metal, s, fitted by screws to its

extremity, which is made with a notch or step in its under side, as shown
in fig. 3. A few minutes before one, the attendant places the lower edge
of the catch piece, s, on the extremity of the lever, p. When the contact

is made at five minutes to 1, the armature is attracted to the magnets

;

tliis action draws away for an instant the lever, p, and the catch piece,

s, falls with its notched extremity on the lever, p, as shown in fig. 3.

The attendant now winds up the ball half way, and at two minutes to one
he gets a second signal, on which he winds the ball to the top of the stall',

where it is upheld by the lateral levers, read}' for disengagement when the

contact is next made at the instant of completing the hour. The attendant
then slides the pinion along its shaft out of gear with the rack. The disen-

gagement of the levers from the sliding bar is effected by the lever, k,

which is fast to a horizontal spindle, t, fig. 3 ; this spindle has at its

centre a catch, n, which serves to support the catch, v, of a wedge-
shaped weight, w. This weight, w, slides up and down a pair of vertical

guide rods, x, so that it is always in the same plane. When the seconds
hand arrives at the first second of the horn', the contact is again made
and at the same instant the end of the lever, p, is drawn away from the
catch piece, s. The lever, e, falls and liberates the catch, v, of the
weight, w, which descends and separates the lateral levers, and the ball

thus freed from retention descends upon its seat. While it is necessary
that the ball should descend with a certain velocity, it was required that

this should be done without shock to the building or rebound of the ball.

Mr. M'Kenzie has overcome this difficulty in a very simple manner, but
one that was not accomplished without a good deal of thought, and the

planning of all sorts of valves and apparatus for regulating the efflux of

the air. As now arranged, the piston in its rapid descent compresses
the air, which checks it to a certain degree. A portion of the air is

allowed to escape through a lateral aperture ; but when the piston has
passed this orifice, its further escape being prevented, it forms an elastic

cushion which allows the ball to come down upon its seating without
the slightest shock, and any rebound is prevented by means of a metal
plate, which is secured to the under face of the piston

; this plate is move-
able, and between it and the piston are arranged spiral springs, so that

when the air is compressed to its greatest extent, its reaction is spent

upon the spring plate, which gives way to its elasticity, and prevents

the lifting of the piston, and the consequent rebound of the balL Al-

together the whole of the arrangements reflect great credit on the parties

engaged in carrying them out. The time ball has now been in operation
for upwards of twelve months, and without a single failure or misadven-
ture. The Clyde Trustees have, we understand, expressed to Mr. Alex.
M'Kenzie their approbation of the manner in which he has carried out

the work, and the accuracy of its performance ; a corresponding meed of

praise is also due to Messrs. M'Greger& Co., for the attention they have
given to the careful regulating of the time keeper, and the duties con-

nected with the chronometrical observations.

In conclusion, we cannot avoid the remark, that if Glasgow needed a

time ball, how much more is such a useful appendage to a port required at

Greenock? The position of the place is eminently adapted for its erec-

tion, and as outward-bound vessels are generally detained there for some
days, it would certainly prove far more useful than even the one at

Glasgow. We trust that the hint we have thus thrown out will not be

lost upon those who are interested in the matter.

RECENT PATENTS.

SHIP'S SAILS AND SPARS.

WrLLiAM James Giffoed, Middlesex.-

1857.

-Patent dated November 13,

The specification of this invention comprehends a great number of im-
provements in the construction and arrangement of the masts, spars,

rigging, and sails of ships. These improvements are calculated to effect

a complete revolution in the present system of rigging and fitting vessels.

The descriptive deed is very voluminous, and the accompanying draw-
ings highly elaborate. From these we select some examples, which
illustrate one of the patentee's systems of arranging the spais, rigging,

and sails of a vessel upon the improved principle.

Fig. 1 of the illustrative engravings represents a side elevation of a

ship having its sails, masts, and rigging constructed and arranged ac-

cording to the present invention ; fig. 2 is a plan of the same, correspond-

ing to figure 1.

In order to render the description of this system of rigging more
clearly understood, we shall class the canvas carried by each mast into

"divided" and "undivided" sails—that is to say, into sails which are

made in two parts, or divided at the mast ; and sails that are made entire,
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or undivided at the mast. The " divided " sails, like fore-and-aft sails,

present either surface to the wind, according to the tack ; they are the

topsails, and all below them, as shown generally in fig. 1, and ordinarily

form the principal part of the canvas, which in sails of this class is

divided and distributed in two nearly equal parts, one afore and the

other abaft the mast : the mast thus forming a " vertical central line
"

between the two divisions. The division abjift the mast has precisely

the same action as a common "fore-and-aft" rig, whilst that aforethe

mast is brought when close hauled to windward of that abaft, and in a

plane parallel to the aft division, or nearly so, the essential point being

to shelter the mast from the action of the wind, every part of the lee

leech of the fore division remaining to windward of the mast, and so on

each side alternated for each tack. This is accomplished in the square

sails, which are placed above the principal gaff-yard by a transverse

parallel movement of the spar to which the foot of the fore division of

the sail is bent This spar, which is shown at A, figs. 1 and 2, the

patentee terms the crab-tree, and is carried by the gaff-yard, b.

The gaff-yard is a horizontal spar balanced as a yard, but with the

swing and action of a gait'. It may, in fact, be considered a gaff with

rounding the top yard, so that the after end of the swing batten with

the sail is free to adjust itself to windward of the mast in either tack,

following thus the traverse of the "crab-tree." It is retained there by
weather lines, passed round sheaves. These weather lines on each side

of the fore division of the sail pass over then- sheaves on the gaff-yard

arms, and are attached on each side of the centre and aft end of the

crab-tree, A, so as to ensure to the crab-tree its parallel position when
traversing from side to side on the cross bars, c. When changing tack,

these lines are simply let go before the helm is put down, upon which
the wind takes the fore division of the sail across from one side of the

gaff-yard to the other, the crab-tree running along the cross bar, s - as

to bring the fore division of the sail ready for the next tack to windward
of the mast. There are two weather lines, one on each side of the crab-

tree, which lines unite below into one endless line, so that on pulling
either side of this endless weather line, the two supplementary lines

above connected therewith and attached to the centre and aft end of the

crab-tree on either side, will bring that spar into the position required to

windward of the mast, and always parallel to the yard according to the

.tack. Another set of weather lines, are set upon the after ends of the swing

Hlllltll .ii II"'
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Fig. 2.

its jaws produced before the mast, and forming fore yardarms, which
may either again join in the same plane, or they may otherwise be con-

tinued separate and parallel, having one or more cross bars or cross

ropes, c, bstween them, along which the crab tree, A, moves freely in a

transverse direction at each tack, so as to keep the fore division of the

sail always to windward of the mast when close hauled.

The latter mode of construction has been adopted for the larger or

principal gaff-yard, which always remaining fixed at one level, forms the

"horizontal central line,
1

' above and below which the sails of each mast
are nearly equally distributed. By this gaff-yard the whole of the posi-

tions of t!i«; sails above and below it are regulated. The centre of its

swing is in the central line of the top mast, and the level of the " hori-

zontal line " of the yard is immediately above the head of the lower
mast. The swing batten, i>, to which ti:- head of the fore division

of the divided sail is bent, is attached at its fore end to the top yard,

E, and is further supported by a line at its free end and latchets sur-

battens, d, and 'tween battens, <Jj when these latter are present, soas to

secure to windward the upper part of the lee leech of the fore division ot

the sail. Both weather lines lead down to sheaves on the cleat rail to

form endless ropes with those on the other side, by which arrangement

the weather lines never " slack " during the swing of the sail. The

'tween battens are employed for portioning the sail in a horizontal di-

rection, whether for "divided" or "undivided" sails, and render the

position and equable tension of the sail more secure in reefing. The

abaft part acts as a sort of gaff, and is provided with jaws which embrace

the mast, whilst the fore part acts as a swing batten, and is provided

with a smill hoop or traveller, which runs on a horizontal cross bar

joining the jaws of the aft batten. The " fore division " of the sail may
either be an entire square sail, or otherwise composed of two triangular

sails, so placed that on either taek the whole presents to the wind but

one weather leech. The former example is shown in the case of each

division (fore and aft) of the square sail just described. The latter ex-

J
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ample (viz., that in which the square sail is composed of two triangular

sails) is shown by the " fore division " of the canvas below the " central

horizontal line " formed by the lower gaff-yard, and as seen at h and i.

The patentee terms the for; portion of the sail, marked h, (where the

triangle is reversed,) the kite sail, and the after portion, marked i, the

duplicate sail. And in order to explain this more fully, he takes the

example shown in the mizen-mast in this figure, where this triangular

kite sail is seen with its apex downwards, and fjrrus, in combination
with the triangular or duplicate sail, i, having its apex upwards, a square
sail divided diagonally, which combined sail he terms the "subduple "

sail. The two triangular sails are so placed relatively to each other that

there shall be but one weather leech, the diagonal of the square being
formed by the lee leech of one, namely, the kite sail, overlapping and
sheltering from the wind, when close hauled, the weather leech of the

other or duplicate sail. The kite sail is bent at its head to the crab-tree,

a, of the gaff-yard, b, immediately above it, and at the foot it is con-

nected by a line, which passes down to a radial horse, J, at the foot of

the mast, as seen in the mizen-mast, so that it will traverse from side to

side with the crab-tree and fore division of the square sail above it, whilst

the second portion, i, of the "subduple" sail remains stationary, being
hoisted on the forestay of the mast. Its exact fellow is on the forestay

on the opposite side of the mast, both stays extending to the gunwale.
It is thus obvious, that for each tack the "subduple" sail is composed
of the same kite sail, but with alternately one or the other of the two
stationary duplicate sails; this "subduple" sail, therefore, forms the
fore division of the canvas. In combination with these kite sails, the

gunwale or duplicate sails are seen bent at foot to gunwale spars or

booms, kk, and are hoisted on the two lateral forestays of the lower
mast, such stays forming the weather leech of each gunwale sail. This
combination of kite sails and duplicate or gunwale sails will form in effect

a square sail, with one weather leech, as stated, the kite sail in each tack
being brought in a line with each gunwale sail alternately, the weather
leech of such sail being thereby sheltered from the wind by the lee leech

of the kite sail, whilst the lee leech of the duplicate sail shelters the

mast, each one in its turn on either tack. Tbe jibsail, l, is bent at the

foot to the vibrating jibboom, m, which is pivoted at its centre, n, on
the end of a double-sparred bowsprit or "beak," o, and swinging nearly

horizontally thereon, or with the "stive" of an ordinary jibboom. This
sail is of a triangular shape, with its apex upwards, and may be hoisted

by two halyards, each Leaning through a sheave in a block at p, travers-

ing at each change of taek the cross bar or rope horse, c, of the fore

ga 1-yard, hereinbefor ; referred to, but in a direction the reverse of the

fuie division sails. The two halyards, one leading on each side of gaff-

yard, join below to form an endless rope for effecting the requisite tra-

verse of the block, p. The third jib halyard leads through another sheave
of the same block, and descends within the small loops attached to tie

weather leech of the jib, returning under the jib to a strutt, after the

manner of a martingale, ami having divided ends that reach to each fore

channel. The sails of the aft division, below the "central horizontal

line," are respectively designated the spenser, spanker, or trysail, ac-

cording to the position of the mast, and are severally seen at u, s, and
t. Having all the s ime characters they may be all included in one
description; they are trepezium sails, having each a peaked gaff or gaff
batten, u, for the head of the sail.

The important feature in the arrangement of the spars, as regards the
sails, and which distinguishes it from every other, is, that the peak end
of the gaff is invariably attached to the gaff end of the gaff-yard when
the sail is set, whether reefed or not, the effect of which is, that the
plane of the canvas abaft the mast throughout the whole extent of top-

sail and spanker is maintained one and the same—a result never yet
attained, and an advantage that can be well understood by seamen.
The triangular space above the gaff, that is, between it and' gall'-yard

marked v, may be filled up with canvas or not ; when filled up, it may
be so done by a separate sail or otherwise ; the cloths of the trepezium
sail may be taken of sufficient length to reach up close or nearly close

to the gaff-yard. In this latter case the gaff is formed of duplicate spars

called gaff battens, one applied to each opposite surface of the sail. This
triangular position to a certain extent takes the place, in this instance,

of the halyards. The gaff or gall" batten ends in jaws at the "nock,"
and in some cases is attached by pin and staple to a bracket of the strutt

fork, as at w, by means of which the gaff is suspended when the peak
halyards are let go. In other cases it remains fixed, as at x, its peak
end being always joined to the end of the gaff-yard. In every case the
triangular portion falls down on the gaff, and is there furled when the
canvas is taken in. The " undivided " sails, like ordinary square rig

sails, present only one of their surfaces to the wind; but unlike them,
this surface is the reverse to theirs, namely, that furthest from the mast,
so that the sails are blown towards the mast instead of away from it, the

horizontal yards or spars being so arranged as to keep the canvas from
and off the vertical spars or mast. These "undivided" sails are all

additional or supernumerary sails, and like studding sails, are only used
when carrying on is required; they are all hoisted aloft above the top-

sails. They include royals, ganter sails, and top riggers, any one of

these varieties being used to the exclusion of the others, and not at the
same time; in all of them the canvas is bent head and foot t > parallel
spars or yards. A royal is the smallest, and requires no additional
masting; a gunter sail requires a gunter mast, which extension of the
masting is hereafter described. One is shown at y, hoisted 011 the head
of the mainmast, and must be placed to windward of the mast on eacli tack
when sailing close hauled, whilst the "top riggers," z, are constructed
so as to present their proper side or surface to the wind (without the
necessity of being lowered) alternately on each change of tack. This
latter variety, shown at the head of the foremast, requires a particular

desoription, more especially as for boats or small vessels it may be
used alone and to take the place of all other sails. Suppose a common
yard of square rig, fixed by a swivel to the extreme upper end of the
mast, in a vertical position, and so as to be capable of vibrating on either
side like a balance. At right angles to this spar, which constitutes the
reversing spar or mast, is fixed at its centre a horizontal yard, whicli
may be supposed to be in the line of the keel; two similar but smaller
yards being fixed each one at the top and bottom of the vertical spar,

in a direction parallel to the central horizontal spar. When this variety
of sail is used alone, so as to take the place of all other sails, as in small
craft required to sail very close to the wind, two sails and masts are
necessary, which masts are single stump masts, of about half the length
of the reversing spar, this latter spar will obviously be capable of re-

versing or turning over to either side of the masts, according to the tack.

Suitable lines are used for effecting the reversing of this sail, and at each
tack one of them alternately becomes the leeward stay. For tbe wind-
ward stay a single line is employed, which is used in both taeks. The
mast abaft should always be somewhat longer than that afore. From
gunwale to gunwale at each mast runs a common horse with traveller,

to which the end of the reversing spar is hooked at each tack.

The main objects of the patentee's improvements as regards reefing

and furling the sails are—1st, to prevent as much as possible the neces-
sity of going aloft either for reefing or furling; 2d, to reduce the oanvas
from above and below towards the " central horizontal line " of the lower
gaff-yard, whereby the reduced sails are brought as near the centre of
effort as may be, and also to enable the braces to be equally available

for the canvas, whether reefed or not. According to this system of
reefing and furling, the canvas is brought also towards the " vertical

central line " or mast. This system embraces three different modifica-

tions, according as the sail is of the square, three-comered, or spanker
variety:—First, as regards the "square sail," considering the fore and
aft "divisions" as one combined sail. These fore and aft divisions are

drawn together by lines, in the manner shown in fig. 1, where the line,

a, beginning with the fore division of the sail, is sewn to the sail from
the weather leech, and after extending across about two-thirds of that

division in a horizontal direction, it ends in a "buntline " which is free

of the sail, but passes through small loops attached to the sail, and
arrives at the lee leech of the fore "division," whence it leads across the

mast to the luff of the aft division, and again passes through a number
of loops (one to each seam), and arrives at a small jigger block at b,

which is the inner termination of a line, c, attached to the aft portion of

the sail, and corresponding to that above referred to as being attached

to the fore part thereof; the buntline thence leads up to another block

at d, and passes down to the cleat rail. In the lower portion of the sail

the buntline passes down to a similar block, whence it passes to the

cleat rail as before. The effect of hauling either of these two buntlines

is to draw the two corresponding divisions together at that portion of

the sail where the buntline is connected, which should always be (in

the case of square sails) midway between the top and bottom spars, or

in the centre of the space contained between the " 'tween battens" and
the spars. By this means a great part of the sail is brought in in

diagonal or radial folds towards the mast, and it is also, by means of

the loops on the sail, brought into vertical plaits at the parts nearest

the mast, as shown by the half-reefed top-rigger, z, fig. 1, which plaits

merge at the parts furthest from the loops in and among the radial folds.

In the second modification, where there is no foot to the sail, as in the

case of the triangular or "kite" sails, h, or in the third modification,

where the foot trough attached or laced is detached when reefed or

furled, as in the spanker or trepezium sails, s ; the second modification,

namely, that for triangular sails, is illustrated by the several " kite sails
"

at fig. 1. The action in reefing or taking in these sails is very similar

to that for square sails, and what is further required is supplied by
" brails " in the ordinary manner well known to sailors. In reefing and
furling the spanker, suppose a portion of the line, e, which is laced or

sewn to the sail diagonally from the peak of the gaff-batten, u, to the

bracket, f, marked off in the direction from the peak towards the bracket,

such portion being about equal to tbe length of the gaff-batten, and
there make a bringle-hole, as at g. This is called the "nock bringle,"

and affords attachment to one or two buntlines, but the patentee prefers

two which lead up to the " nock " at w, through a sufficient number of

loops, in the same manner as the buntlines already shown for the square

sail. The foot of the sail is brought in first by a line seized to the outer

earing, and leading under the hoops, and the outer earing is then secured
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to the new sheets or guys for the reefed sail, the sail is theu detached

ill the hoops, or unlaced if lacing is used. The buntlines, which
are duplicate, are now hauled upon, and the bringle (and with it the

sail) is thus drawn up and furled close to the nock by which that portion

of the line, e. from the bringle to the peak of the gaff-batten, u, becomes
the bolt rope to form the new head of the reefed sail, which is secured

to the gaff-battens by ' : tyes," in the usual manner, by hand. In a

straight line from the bringle (which is now securely fastened to the

jaws of the gaff-batten for a new nock), following the direction of the

inner seam of gaff-yard canvas, down to the foot of the sail, at a point

that nearly divides the foot of the sail into two equal portions, are the

tyes that serve to form the new luff of the reefed sail, for which purpose

the requisite portion of the sail is folded in any convenient manner,
whether in radial folds or otherwise, by one or two hands on deck, and
is then brought close abaft the mast, to be fastened by means of the tyes

last referred to, to the hoops, thus completing the furling. The improved
system or mode of masting ships and boats, and arrangement of standing

I;_. _'. is shown in figs. 3 and 4. Fig. 3 is a side elevation of the

overlapping portions of lower and top mast, with the strutt fork attached

in its proper place. Fig. 4 is a corresponding front view of the same.

The topmast, h, which carries the proper square sail, is the spar that

regulates the line of the "central vertical axis," which axial Hue passes

(when the yards play b\T jaws) through and down the centre of this

mast, being thence truly continued down to the deck by the trysail mast
brackets. And in this case the topmast has its overlapping part as

regards the head of the lower-mast, i, always abaft the lower-mast, and
is rounded throughout its whole length except a small portion at the

heel, which is flattened to correspond with a flat surface of the hounding

to prevent it rotating, the lower-mast being hollowed by battening to

correspond to the overlapping puts.

The above supposes the masting to be composed of two pieces, but

applies equally when the masting is composed of three overlapping

pieces, as in the case of the mainmast of a three-masted vessel, when
the highest piece is still called and considered the "topmast," the two

- below being called respectively the middle piece, h, fig. 1, and

the deck piece, t, since in the gaff-yard rig there is no topgallant-mast

rigged as such, and the highest piece that carries standing rigging

always preserves the same characteristic of sails, swing cross-

md standing rigging, and is the spar that regulates the
" vertical central axis." 1 he lower mast is a single tree, which
may be rounded or not, and has neither trestle-trees, fixed cross-

trees, nor hounding proper, with the exception of brackets, /,

fig. 4. and battening. /, which latter is carried up nearly as

- -he upper cap. m, for the purpose of leaving a space for

the attachment of the collars of the lower standing rigging.

This attachment consists of strong iron bands, n, with loops in

place of ordinary collars, particularly when wire rope is used,

such bands being placed immediately beneath the upper cap.

The strutt fork, o, is immediately attached to the lower gall-

yard, and forms one piece therewith. The strutt fork is repre-

1 as formed of two cambered or bent pieces, somewhat
similar to a gaff-yard, but it may be made of straight instead

abered pieces, properly inclined. It may also be con-

1 as a prolongation of the lower-mast, to winch it be-

comes a moveable head : by taking this view of it, its relations

and action may in some respects be better understood. The
horns or forks of the strutt fork serve to carry the gaff-yard

lifts usually carried by the head of the lower-mast. At p are seen

the two jaws that play round the tubing of the upper and lower caps,

m in
1

, respectively. The strutt fork ends at its lower portion in either

a slender stick or horse, so as to fulfil the function of a trysail mas I.

In both cases a bracket in the line of the vertical axis is provided,

serving as a centre for the swing of the strutt fork shown at f, in the

mizenniast, fig. 1 . The use of the strutt fork in preventing the gaff-jrard

having any other movement than its swing is obvious. The caps are

each formed of two hoops or pieces of tubing, one for the lower-mast, i,

and the other for the topmast, h, to go through ; these tubes are joined

together by two strong iron bands, to which they are welded, the space

between the bands are for the jaws, p, of the strutt fork to play in. The
tubing of the upper cap, m, is also prolonged above the bauds, for the

plav of the jaws, <jf, of the gaff-yard truss. The lower mast tubing both

ipper and lower cap is prolonged downwards, to secure the attach-

ment of the caps to the mast, the upper one serving also to carry the

staples, r, of the swing cross-trees hereinafter referred to. The several

f the strutt fork and gaff-yard truss encircle the hoops or tubing

of the caps by means of wire rope, which keeps them close up, whilst

the bands or flanges surrounding the caps keep the jaws from slipping

up or down. Between the upper and lower cap is the ordinary middle

band or wedged hoop for binding the two overlapping parts of the mast
r in the manner now commonly done. When it is desired to

the masting from below, as is the case of the mainmast of a

three-masted wo ] ieces above described may be supposed to

be hoisted upon a third or deck-mast, the lower-mast or deck-mast above

described being then the middle piece, as shown at k, fig. 1, and a
similar arrangement of caps to that above described is used for connect-
ing the deck piece with the middle piece. In place of using a fixed top-

gallant mast with its gear, the patentee proposes extending the masting
aloft, when the top riggers are not employed, by means of what he calls

a gunter-mast, u, shown in fig. 1, consisting of a light spar tapering at

both ends, and secured at its middle (when raised) by the gunter-cap, «,

which is placed just under the swivel, and is secured at its lower end
by lines leading to the two horns of the strutt fork ; this mast can be
lowered below the head of the topmast pole when required. In fig. 1

this gunter-mast is shown elevated on the maintopmast, and carrying
the gunter sail. On the fore and mizen masts it is represented as housed
or brought down below the topmast pole.

It will be obvious from the foregoing that complete command of the
3'ards and canvas can be obtained as regards their positions, so that in

"coming round " from one tack to the other the sails are made available

at every point of the compass, not only for staying but also for making
progress throughout the act of staying to within at least a point or one-
and-a-half points of the wind ; this is, therefore, one of the useful results

of the patentee's invention.

MANUFACTURE OF PAPER.

G. Bektraji, Edinburgh, and W. M'Nivfn, Lasswade-
dated February 4, 1858.

Patent

Mr. Bekteaji and his co-patentee follow up, with praiseworthy persever-
ance, the improvement of paper-making machinery. In a former number
of this Journal* we reported the specification of a patent taken by the
above patentees, in which is described a " knotting machine " or pulp-
strainer, of an improved construction. In one of the arrangements re-

ferred to, the pulp is forced through the seive or strainer by atmospheric
pressure—a partial vacuum being produced below the seive in which the
pulp is contained. The present invention is more or less based upon the
former patent, and consists in constructing the knotting machine in such

manner that the pulp is strained by means of aerial displacement. We
have engraved one modification of the patentees' improvements.

Fig. 1 is a longitudinal vertical section of the improved knotting
machine ; fig. 2 is a section taken at right angles to fig. 1. According
to this modification, the vat, A, is a cast-iron vessel, the bottom of which
ij of a semi-circular figure, and forms an incline that extends from one
end of the machine to the other. At the lower end of the inclined bottom,
an apeiture is made in the end staudard, which aperture is fitted with a

plug, n, or with a valve or cock, by opening which, the vessel, a, may
be washed or otherwise cleaned out when necessary. Within the vat,

A, is arranged a strainer, through the interstices of which the finer

particles of uncleansed pulp are drawn, by means of an air displacing

process. The strainer consists of two brass end plates or discs, c, formed
with tubular or hollow gudgeons, d, which are supported in brass bushes
that are fitted into circular apertures cast in the ends of the vat, a—the
gudgeons, D, being ground into the bushes so as to rotate therein without
leakage. The end plates, c, are connected to each other by brass rods
or bars, e, upon which are arranged the segmentally shaped perforated

plates, f. These form the cylindrical strainer through which the pulp
is drawn. The plates, f, are made of brass, and are cast with transverse

ribs on their under sides. In the thinner part of the metal between
these ribs, are made series of slits or narrow longitudinal openings, to

admit of the passage of the pulp to the interior of the strainer. In this

* Part iii. vol. x., p. 73.
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arrangement, the periphery of the cylindrical strainer is made up of three

of the strainer plates, f, and there are three series of these plates, disposed

with their ends abutting against each other, to make up the length of

this part of the apparatus. The end's and abutting parts of the strainer

plates, F, are secured to the framing of the strainer by means of copper

hoops, o, which bind and retain the plates thereon. Outside the plates,

F, and upon their abutting longitudinal' edges, are fixed three radial

float-boards or wings, h, which serve to agitate and prevent the settle-

ment of the pulp when the strainer is put in motion. Rotatory motion
is communicated' to the strainer from a steam engine, or other prime
mover, through the shaft, I, and pinion, I, to the spur-wheel, k, that is

keyed' upon the right-hand tubular gudgeon, D. Irr this manner, a slow

rotatory movement is imparted to the strainer, and at the same time the

airis rarefied, and put into rapid motion from the interior thereof; so

that the pulp is forced through the interstices of'the plates, f, partly by
the- external atmospheric pressure, and by the means made use of for

keeping the interstices of the plates, f, clear of deposit. This effect is

obtained by using flexible air vessels, similar in' construction to the

circular bellows in ordinary use. In this modification, there are three of

these air vessels, arranged equi-distant and parallel to the end plates, c.

Each of these air vessels consists of a pair of end plates or discs, L, and
m, which are connected to each other by a flexible belt or ring, N, formed
of vulcanised or mineralised India rubber, or other air-proof materia).

In the first or right-hand air vessel, shown in fig. 1, the end plate, c, of

the strainer forms one of the discs of that vessel. The flexible belts, n,

which fbrm the central or main portion of each air vessel, are secured to

the end' plates by rings or hoops of copper, which are riveted or bolted

to the rims of the end plates, c, l, and' h, so that each forms a perfectly

air and' water-tight chamber. The right-hand end plates, m, of'the two
inner or left-hand air vessels are held concentrically within the strainer

by the radial supporting arms, o, which are made with concave or

forked' ends, to admit of their sliding to and fro upon the longitudinal

bars, e. The opposite or left-hand end' plates, r>, are made Cast to discs

or centres, r, which are arranged upon- the central shaft, Q. These
centres are fixed in their proper positions by nuts, which are fitted to

threads cut upon- the shaft, q. The end plate, i>, of the innermost or

left-hand air vessel is secured to the shaft, q, by a simple nut, as shown
in the sectional view, fig. 1. The end plates, L, of the two outermost or

right-hand air vessels are made with tubular centres, which project

laterally therefrom. To each of these tubular parts are secured the ends

of two>intermediatc flexible tubes, u. The other extremities of the tubes,

R, are in like manner secured to two copper tubes, s, which are riveted

or otherwise fastened' to the plates, m, of the two inner or left-hand? air

vessels-
1

. In this manner the three air vessels are connected to each
other. While the shaft, q, passes throughout the scries, the outer end
of this shaft passes through a brass bush, fitted in the right-hand tubular

gudgeon,. r>, of the strainer. A short and rapid reciprocatory movement
is imparted to the shaft, q, by means of the connecting rod, t, which is

actuated from a crank or cam', it, on the shaft, v. This shaft is driven

by means of an endless belt, that derives its motion from a steam engine
or other prime mover, and imparts it to the cone pulleys, w, on the

shaft, v. But the shaft, v, is fast to the end plates of the air vessels,

and must therefore rotate with the strainer, as well as give motion, to the

Fig. 2..

air vessels. This compound motion is obtained by making the end of
the connecting rod, T, where it is attached to the shaft, q, with a swivel
joint, to allow of the rotation of the shaft at the same time that it is re-
ceiving its reciprocatory movement from the crank. The unstrained
pulp is allowed to flow into the vat, a, until it covers the. periphery of
the strainer which is put in motion, as well also as the shaft, q. The
motion of the shaft, y, causes the air vessels to rapidly collapse and ex-
pand—the collapsing action having the effect of rarefying or attenuating
the volume of air contained within the strainer. The consequence of

this rarefication is that the pulp is forced through'the interstices of the
strainer by the external atmospheric pressure; and when the expan-
sion of the air vessels takes place, the air is suddenly put in motion, and
forced outwards. The effect of this is to drive off, from the periphery of
the strainer, the film of particles that may have adhered thereto. In
this manner the interstices of the strainer are kept constantly free and
open for the passage of the finer particles of pulp to pass through them,
resulting in the production of a very clear and superior quality of pulp.
The cleansed pulp, which has passed through the plates, p, flows off

through the left-hand tubular gudgeon, d, the passage of which is con-
trolled by a valve, x, into the box or receiver, y. From the receiver, y,
the pulp passes through the pipe, z, into the "breast," a, of the vat,
from whence it flows on to the wire cloth of the paper-making machine
in the ordinary manner. The machinery for effecting the straining of
pulp, by this mode of aerial displacement, may also be varied in its ar-

rangement, and adapted to the modifications described in the first part
of this specification.

IMPROVED THRASHING MACHINE.

Thomas Piiue, Nether Kinmundy, Aberdeenshire.—Patent dated
January 19, 1858.

This invention relates to certain mechanical arrangements connected
with the drum and appendages of thrashing machines, whereby the grain
is thrashed out and separated from the straw with much greater ease and
effect than has hitherto been the case. The improved drum has fitted
to it angled or inclined feathers, disposed in parallel, rows over the drum

surface, each row having its individual feather pieces set at an incline

or angle the reverse of its neighbour. These feather pieces, which are

disposed at an angle of about forty-five degrees with the axial line of

the drum, act the part of the ordinary solid beaters, and they effect the

thrashing action with less power than is required in the common appa-

ratus ; and they are less liable to bruise the grain and straw.

Our illustrative engraving is a sectional view of one modification of

the improved thrashing machine. The wooden framing, a, of the ma-
chine, is of a rectangular figure, and is cased in so as to enclose the

working parts. The moving parts are put in motion by a main shaft,

which derives its motion from a steam engine or- other prime mover.

The driving shaft is carried in bearings which are bolted to the upper

cross rail of the flaming, A, and near the extremity is keyed a wheel

which gears with a pinion on the end of the shaft, b. The shaft, b, has

fast to it the drum, c, by the rotatory motion of which the thrashing

operation is effected, consisting of a series of cast-iron discs, which are

keyed to the shaft, b. These discs are covered externally with staves

or segmentally-shaped pieces of wood, forming a cylindrical drum; the

surface of which is covered with thin sheet iron: to this drum the

beaters, d, are attached. The beaters, D, are rectangularly-shaped pieces

of cast iron, having a series of curved teeth formed on the upper surface

of each; these teeth are arranged diagonally across the face of the

casting. The beaters are secured to the drum, c, by means of bolts

which pass through the wood and the rims of the discs. The beaters

are arranged upon the periphery of the druui, at equal distances asunder,

the teeth of each alternate beater being placed in the opposite direction

to those of the adjoining beater. The drum, e, in this modification, is

shown as made with a series of six beaters, but this number may be

varied according to the size of the machine. The grain to be thrashed

is fed into the interior of the machine from the hopper fitted across the

upper part of the machine, from whence it is carried by the rotatory

motion of the drum, c, downwards, and brought into contact with a
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scries of breast plates, E, against which the beaters, d, operate in beating
the grain out of the ear. In this modification, the "breasting" of the

machine consists of a series of these breast plates, e, arranged side by
side across the machine, and are carried in a cast-iron frame, r, which
is fastened to the sides of the machine. The front portion of the plates,

E, are curved inwards to correspond to the periphery of the drum, c, and
they are made with a roughened or reticulated' surface. The plates, E,

are fitted into their retaining frame, p, so as to have a certain amount of

traverse in a backward direction, but" are kept up to their work by the
springs, g, which are carried upon a transverse bar, and their pressure
regulated by the adjusting screws which pass through the transverse

rail at the back of the springs These screws press against the back of

the springs, g, so as to force their upper extremities against the plates,

E, the flexibility ofthe springs admitting of the plates moving back when
any extraordinary pressure comes upon them. By screwing the screws
inwards, the pressure of the springs, a, on the plates, e, is increased, and
vice versa; the flexibility of the springs admits of any one or more of the
plates, e, moving backwards, should a stone or other impediment pass
betweon the face ofthe plates and the beatere, d. Below the breasting,

E, a curved grating, h, is fixed, through which the greater portion of the
thrashed grain falls into the hopper beneath. The frame, f, has fitted

to it an adjusting screw, by means ofwhich the distance of the breasting,

e, from the dram, c, may be increased or lessened at discretion, thereby
regulating the thickness of the feed or quantity of grain passing between
the breasting and the drain. As the wheat or other unthrashed grain is

fed into the machine, the ears are beaten by the rapid rotatory motion

,

of the beaters, d, against the reticulated part of the breasting, e ; a por-

tion of.the grain fails through the grating of the breasting into the hop-
per or sboot, k. The straw and 'grain entangled therein are earned for-

ward by the action of the beaters on to the riddles, i, to which a reciproca-

tory movement is imparted from the crank, j. This crank is driven by
means of a pulley and endless band, which is carried round a pulley on
the main shaft. The two riddles, i, are connected at each end to crank
shafts, the cranks of which he parallel to the central crank, j, the rota-

tory motion of which imparts a rising and falling motion, as well as a
reciprocatory traverse to the riddles, I. The oscillation of the riddles, I,

causes the grain to fall from the straw into the hopper k, from the well
of which it may be raised by an endless chain of buckets, or other me-
chanical means. The reciprocatory motion of the riddles, i, carries the
thrashed straw forward, and passes it over the tail board of the machine,
from whenee it may be removed by an attendant as it accumulates.

A\ ith these several improvements in thrashing machinery, the opera-
tion of thrashing cereals is greatly facilitated, at the same time the
work is done in a better manner, and in a shorter time than heretofore.

MANUFACTURE OF CAUSTIC SODA.

He:;ey Deacos, Warrington, Lancashire.—Patent dated November 30,

1857.

This invention relates to the manufacture or production of caustic soda, I

from liquors obtained in the manufacture of alkali, which contain a
considerable proportion of caustic soda, and also to the boiling of soap,

and consists of a peculiar construction and arrangement of apparatus
for boiling such liquors or soap, whereby
they are prevented from boiling or:effer-

vescing over the sides of the vessel
whilst being boiled or evaporated; or
whilst the said caustic soda liquors are
acted upon by Ditrate of soda or other
oxidising agent. The apparatus consists

of a tube or tubes, placed in the liquors

to be treated, and reaching to, or nearly
to the bottom of the vessel or vessels

containing such liquors. These tubes
extend a few inches above the level of

the liquors in the vessel, and admit of
such liquors entering freely therein, at

the lower extremity or mouth, so that the
boiling or effervescence takes place over
the upper lip of the tube into the vessel,:

in place of over the sides of such vessel,

and becoming thereby wasted.
Fig. 1 of the engravings represents a vertical section of an ordinary

caustic soda pot heated by a furnace, and fitted with the improved
apparatus ; fig. 2 represents a similar view of a soap copper, heated by
CfflUa of steam pipes, and also heated with the improved apparatus of a

modified form. In fig. 1, a is the caustic soda pot, which is

set in suitable brickwork, b, and heated by the furnace at c. In the
middle of this pot is placed vertically a tube, r>, which the patentee calls
the 'geyser" tube, as it is through the centre of this tube that the
ebullition or effervescence takes place. In practice it is found that the

best result will be obtained by making the diameter of the " geyser "

tube, at its smallest part, about one-eighth the diameter of the surface

of the liquor at the top of the pot, and having its upper end projecting

Fig. 2.

Fig. 1.
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about six inches above the surface of the liquor. For ordinary soap

coppers, one fourth the diameter of the copper will be found a convenient
size for the diameter of the smallest part of the tube, with a rise of about
three or four feet above the surface of the liquor. As a general rule, in

proportion as the liquor is viscid, or the heat rapidly applied, so must
the diameter of the tube and its rise above the surface of the liquor be

increased. In order, that the boiling over of the liquors may take place

mainly within the "geyser" tube or tubes, it is desirable that a con-

siderable portion
,
of the heating surface be covered by such tube or

tubes, or that there should be a Bat or slightly dished or.concave plate,

with an opening in, its centre, fitting over such heating surface. This
plate, which is shown at e in the engraving, the patentee calls the

"gathering" plate, and from it the "geyser" tube or tubes may rise,

as shown in the engravings. By means of this plate the steam and
vapour, or gases, generated in the liquors will be conducted, as shown
by the arrows, up the centre of the "geyser ""tube or .tubes. When
steam pipes are used for heating the liquors, as shown, at f: in fig. 2,

they may either be placed wholly within the diameter.of the " geyser
"

tubes, or a " gathering " plate, e> may be used, of sufficient diameter to

cover the steam pipes. And should the copper be heated by the com-
bined action of internal steam pipes and external fire heat or steam,

then the " gathering " plate should be sufficiently large to cover an area

of such heating surfaces, proportionate to the amount of heat derived

therefrom.

The "geyser"' tube and "gathering" plate, as shown in fig. 1, are

united, and this is found to be the most convenient arrangement for

caustic soda, or other boiling vessels which do not require the apparatus

to be of a very large size ; but for soap boiling coppers, where large

apparatus is required, a telescopic construction of " geyser " tube, similar

to that shown in fig. 2, will be found most convenient.

On referring to this figure, it will be observed that the tube is made
in several lengths or sections, fitting one within another, the inner

sections resting on the bottom of the copper when the tube is collapsed,

whilst the outer ones are supported by the "gathering" plate. By this

arrangement the number of parts is diminished, whilst free access for

the steam to the tube is provided, so .soon as the first or inner portions

of such tube are raised, which may be accomplished by means of a

chain or rope, G, passing over an overhead pulley, and attached by a

metal strap or bar, H, to the upper edge of the inner section of the tube.

As the outer sections of this telescopic " geyser " tube rest upon the

"gathering" plate, the steam is prevented from rising or entering

between their joints. The dotted lines in fig. 2 represent the position

ofthe "geyser" tube when partly raised. Openings may be made in

the "gathering" plate, closed by doors, for the introduction therein of

pumps or other apparatus. The "geyser" tube and "gathering" plate

need not be united, nor is it necessary that the tube should be perpen-

dicular, or in the centre of the vessel. Where a variable height of tube

is required, a flange may he formed round its upper lip, the raising or

lowering of the upper lip, in relation to the surface of the liquor, being

effected by moveable rings, which are put on or taken off the flange at

pleasure.
2 H
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PROJECTILES.

James Hknjmskson, Glasgow.—Patent dated February 24, 1858.

During the late war, a vast amount of attention was paid to the construc-

tion of shells, and a large sum of the public money was expended thereon,

showing the high importance attached to the subject by military men.
The shell introduced by Mr. Henderson appears to us to possess advan-

tages over all those that have come under our notice, and we doubt not

that in actual practice would be found a far more effective missile.

The figure shown in the accompanying engraving is a vertical section

of one modification of the improved shell or explosive projectile. In this

modification, the shell is of a spherical figure, and is made of cast iron.

The outer portion, a, of the shell does not di ffer materially from shells

of the ordinary kind ; that is to say, it is a hollow sphere of thick metal

Within this hollow sphere is a secondary

she'll, e, forming a chamber to receive the

exploding charge of powder, c. The inner

spherical shell, or powder chamber, b, is

much thinner in metal than the outer

shell, A, and it is cast in one piece with

the outer shell . The powder chamber, b,

is arranged concentrically within the outer

shell, a, and is connected thereto by means
of the tubular passage, d, and the radial

stays or arms, e. It is within the annular

space thus formed between the inner

surface of the shell, A, and the outer

surface of the powder chamber, b, that

the balls, jp, or other missiles are placed.

This annular space is charged with balls

or other missiles, by means of a tubular passage cast in the metal of

the outer shell, A. This tubular passage has an internal screw cut

therein, to which is fitted a screw plug, g. After the annular space be-

tween the shells has been filled with balls or other missiles, the plug, g,

is screwed tightly into the tubular passage in the outer shell, so as to

secure effectually the contents of the same. The tubular passage,

D, serves as a channel or duct whereby the inner chamber, ' b, may
be readily charged with gunpowder, fulminating powder, or other

explosive compounds, as shown at c. The charge of powder is

poured through the tubular passage, d, which is then stopped with a

screw-plug, H\ This plug is bored longitudinally; the aperture, I,

is, however, not carried through the lower end of the plug. A small

orifice, J, is niade through the metal of the plug, H, in a lateral direction,

or at right angles to the longitudinal orifice, which forms a chamber to

receive the igniting fuse, k. A short length of fuse or slow-match, k,

is inserted iij the longitudinal chamber, i, of the plug, h. When the

sltell is fired from a gun, the fuse is lighted by the explosion of the

powder, and it continues burning during the flight of the projectile

through the air. When the ignited match burns down as far as the

lateral aperture, .1, the fire passes through it, and ignites the charge of

powder, €, confined within the inner shell. In this arrangement of an
explosive projectile—the bursting charge of powder being confined within

an inner chamber, and not allowed to get scattered among the balls, f—
its destructive effect is greatly increased. Moreover, the elastic force of

the ignited charge is exerted from a central point, and in all directions

alike, resulting in the more complete and entire destruction of the outer

shell, a, and the more forcible scattering of the missiles, f. This mode
of arranging or manufacturing duplex or concentric shells may also be

applied to cylindro-conoidal shaped shells, or other forms used for ob-

taining increased accuracy in the flight of the shell.

COMPASS BINNACLES.

J. E. Cook, Greenock.—Patent dated February^ 19, 1858.

The inventor ofthe.se improvements is also the patentee ofthe well known,
and now widely used, preservative composition for coating the bottoms
of vessels. An invention that we are happy to state has been highly

successful. In the present instance, Mr. Cook has directed his attention

to the improvement of the mariner's compass, in which he has been
most ably seconded in the practical department bj' the enterprising firm

of Messrs. Scott & Co., of Greenock. Judging from the careful experiments
made by these gentlemen, we have reason to believe that the patent

binnacles will come into general use on board ship. The improvements
specified under the letters patent relate to the arrangement and con-

struction of binnacles, or apparatus for holding marine compasses, for the

purpose of doing away with the deranging influence of local attraction, and
at the same time preserving all the lively power and effect of the needle.

The actualholding part ofthe improved binnacle consists ofametal cylinder,

within which, is a second cylinder of cork, an annular space of consider-
able width being left between the two cases. This inner case has within
it suitable apparatus for holding the compass, which may be of any or-

dinary kind. The metal preferred for the outer case is steel, or what is

technically known as " homogeneous metal," or it may be of iron, and
the space between the two cases may either be left open, as is preferred,

or it may be filled up with any suitable non-conducting material. This
arrangement has the effect of nullifying local attraction, whilst it leaves
the powers of the needle unimpaired.
The accompanying engraving is an elevation partially in section of one

arrangement of the improved binnacle or case for holding a marine compass.
According to this modification, the binacle, A, is a cylinder of iron or

steel, closed at its lower part, thus forming a basin like holder, in the
centre of which the compass is suspended. The binnacle or compass
holder, a, may be made of iron or steel ; in either case the metal may be
cast or wrought, so as to be of uniform thickness throughout ; or the

binnacle may be cast or forged roughly, and afterwards turned in a lathe

to give it a smooth face and equalise the thickness of metal. If pre-

ferred, however, the binnacle or outer holder may be made of " homoge-
neous metal," which is peculiar for its uniform structure throughout.
The binnacle or outer holder, a, is supported by means of the gimbal, b,

which turns freely in the outer suspending ring, c. Concentric with the

interior of the binnacle, A, is arranged a cylinder of cork, e, or of cork

combined with other suitable non-conducting material. This cylinder

or non-conducting medium, e, may be made up of pieces of cork joined

together with shellac or other adhesive material ; or it may be formed of

layers of cork and silk, or other textile material cemented together by
means of a solution of shellac. In the patentee's specification are

shown two ways of arranging the cork cylinder, so as to connect it with
the binnacle, a. According to one mode, the cork cylinder, e, is secured

to a circular base, f, which is formed of wood or other non-conducting

material. This base is fastened to the bottom of the binnacle, A, so that

the cylinder, e, is exactly concentric with the binnacle. The cylinder of

cork has fitted to it an external ring of brass, g, which serves to

strengthen the upper part. Concentric with the ring, g, is an inner

ring, h, in which the supporting arms of the gimbal, i, are centred. The
inner gimbal, J, and the compass, k, are arranged within the gimbal, i,

in the ordinary manner. This part of the arrangement does not differ

from the compasses in ordinary use. The other mode of arranging the

cork cylinder, e, consists in suspending it freely within the binnacle, A,

by means of a gimbal fitted

to the exterior of the cylinder,

in place of the ring, g. The
projecting arras of the cylin-

der gimbal are carried in a
ring, m, which is fitted tightly

within the binnacle, A. One
mode of arranging or fitting

up the binnacle, a, consists in

making the outer ring of

metal, c, with projecting arms,

forming a gimbal. The arms
of the gimbal may be carried

in a pair of columnar or other standards, springing from, or affixed to

a suitable base. This stand may be made with four of these columns,
the other two being connected by an arched or curved bar of metal,

for the purpose of supporting one or more lamps to illuminate the

compass card at night. It is obvious, however, that the external fitting

or arrangement of the metallic binnacle may be greatly varied, so as to

adapt it to the paiticular purpose or position in which the compass is to

be placed.

The effect of surrounding the compass with a metallic binnacle or case,

and an internal non-conducting material, is to counteract any external

or local attraction that would otherwise interfere with the efficient per-

formance of the instrument. ' In this manner of arranging marine com-
riasses,' the power of the magnetic needle continues unimpaired, irre-

spective of its position or contiguity to metals or other substances ex-

ternal to the binnacle that would otherwise disturb its action.

ROTATORY STEAM ENGINE.

By Messes. J. & E. Hakthan, Timbersbrook, CongUton, Cheshire.

{Illustrated by Plate 230.)

The search after a good mechanical means of obtaining a direct rotatory

action from steam has occasionally slackened, but it has never wholly
stopped, and this is not to be wondered at when we consider the advan-

tages which seem to be obtainable from the superior compactness of this

class of machinery, and the more direct junction of the steam with its

work, with other points of gain which speak plainly for themselves.

The last attempt at a design of this kind is now before our readers, in
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the shape of a rotatory engine, wherein the expansive and reactive

forces of the steam are brought combinedly into play. This arrangement
is by Messrs. John or Ezra Karthan, of Timbersbrook, Congleton, Che-
shire, and it is now at work with the most successful results.

Fig. 1 on. our plate, 230, is a side elevation of the engine, partially in

section. Fig 2 is a corresponding elevation, at right angles to fig. X.

The main, framing consists of a couple of parallel vertical side standards, A,

carried upon a base, plate, b. The engine itself consists of a plate wheel
oi disc, c, mounted upon a shaft, d, which works in ordinary plummer
blocks, e. on the main standards, a. The periphery of this wheel is

fitted or formed with a series of spaces, or chambers, c, shown in dotted

Hues, and partly in section in fig. 1. These chambers, in this arrange-

ment, present somewhat the appearance of the buckets of an ordinary
overshot water wheel, but in place of the bottoms of the chambers being
flat, they are curved from one side of the chamber to the other, in the

direction of the axis of the wheel, as shown at c. The propelling

medium, which may be either a jet or jets of steam or air, is brought to

bear successively upon the several chambers of the wheel by means of
the jet-pipe, f. This pipe is inserted into the casing, g, surrounding the
wheel, c, and is extended inside the casing for the purpose of bringing
the let orifice into close proximity to the mouths of the chambers, c, in

the periphery of the wheel, but without actually touching them; this

jet-pipe is placed near one side or edge of the periphery of the wheel,
the opposite side or edge having an exhaust or escape pipe, H, placed in

close proximity thereto. The jet of steam or air impinges on the curved
bottom of one or more of the chambers, c, and imparts a rotatory motion
to the wheel, c, thereby bringing the next chamber under the influence

of the jet, and so on throughout the entire series. The wheel will con-
sequently continue to rotate so long as the jet is in action. AVhen the
steam or air has struck one side of the bottom of the chamber, the curve
will divert it in the direction of the discharge pipe, h, placed at the other
side of the series of chambers. The mouth of this discharge pipe is ex-
panded, so as to embrace four or more of the chambers, and should be
placed as nearly as possible in the direction in which the steam or air

issues from the chambers, the more readily to allow of the free escape
thereof from such chambers. By this arrangement there is turned to

account, not only the first pressure of the jet, but also the reactive force

which it exerts en its leaving the chambers. If found desirable, the
engine may be worked with low-pressure steam in a vacuum, in which
ease the shaft, n, may work through stuffing boxes, I, fitted into the
casing, g. The stuffing boxes and their glands are made in two halves,
to admit of their being readily fitted on to the shaft. A small discharge
cock is also fitted into the bottom of the casing, for the purpose of
drawing off any condensed steam which may collect therein. The speed
of the engine may be brought down by proper gearing, and for this

purpose the inventors key a small spur wheel or pinion, t, on to each
extremity of the engine shaft, which wheels or pinions severally gear
into the large spur wh :els, m. fast on the second motion shaft, K. This
shaft is carried in bearings, o, in the lower or other convenient portion
of the mam standards, and may be continued or extended on either side

of the engine, for the purpose of driving any machinery required.

In another arrangement, the chambers, c, instead of being open at the
periphery of the wheel, are open at the sides. The bottoms of the cham-
bers are here also still of a curved form but as they are open at the
si lei only, the jet-pipe, F, must be so disposed as to direct the jet

laterally into the chambers, and as nearly as possible in a direction

tangential to the motion of the wheel. In this modification the mouth
of the jet should be so constructed as to be rather less than the width of

the openings of the chambers, taken in the direction of the radius of the
wheel.

One of these engines, weighing altogether but 126 pounds, works the
whole of the machinery in the shop of Mr. E. Scragg, of Buglawton,
near Congleton, consisting of three-slide lathes, a planing machine, a
shaper, two upright drills, and a blast fan. Other engines of this class
are at work in Messrs. Harthan's silk mills, and in the machine works
of Mr. Lowndes, at Congleton.
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REGISTERED DESIGN.

BOILER FLUE.

Registered for Mr:. Benjamin Guodff.li.ow, Hyde, near Manchester.

Thf; purpose of utility to which the shape or configuration of the new

parts of this design has reference, is, to obtain elasticity in the ends of

Fig. 1.

the boiler, to prevent or diminish the injury consequent on the unequal

expansion of the shell or outer Fi „_ 2 .

casing and the flue or flues, and at

the same time to keep up the proper
amount of heating surface, and to

displace the requisite amount of

water.

Fig. 1 is a longitudinal, and fig.

2 a transverse section of a boiler to

which the improved flue is applied.

A is the outer shell or casing of the
boiler ; b, are the two ends ; and
c, are the flues, which are cylin-

drical the greater part of their

length ; but the ends of the flues,

marked r>, d, are tapered. The flues

are connected to the ends of the
boiler by angle-irons, e, in the usual manner.

REVIEWS OF NEW BOOKS.

The. B.oo.k of Fakm Implements and Machtkeet. By James Slight and
R. Scott Burn. Engineers. Edited \>y Henry .Stephens. 8vo. Steel

Plates and Wood Engravings. Pp. 648.' Edinburgh : William
Blackw ood & Sons. 1 858

.

SECOND notice..

We last month introduced our readers but to the threshold of tins inter-

esting volume, by summarising its scope and general character. We
now proceed to look into its actual details. In discussing " principles,"

the authors have very judiciously thrown a blind, over abstract theory,

by starting at once with examples which come ^familiarly home to the

thoughts of the farmer. An instance of careful consideration on this

head is given in one of the first of the chosen, examples ; this is the

thrasher's flail, which, as we have all seen, is vgry generally made with
an enlargement at the outer end of the joiiifed beaterl Now, every one
who has handled a flail knows how difficult'it is to make the beater fall

fair and flat upon the straw
;
but he does not always know that the un-

equal fall arises from a malformation of the beater, which ought to

taper off to its outer end, in order to give the level and satisfactory

stroke, which can alone secure a proper thrashing effect. ' Another in-

stance of this nature is given with reference to the ordinary field gate,

showing how its force should always be reduced to triahgula'tion, to

secure the most strength with the least expenditure of material:' In pro-

ceeding to the actual consideration of materials,'much useful' informa-

tion is given upon preservative processes ; but the impregnation of tim-

ber with creosote is not sufficiently clear, and -the text induces the reader

to think that the process is a patented one, whereas the patent has long
since expired. In treating of the "principle of the angles of draught,"
much useful information is given as to' how the carter may attain the

best effect from his horse, with the least fatigue to the animal. It would
have been well if the authors had also entered their protest against the

braking of the front wheels of waggons, or indeed against any braking
which produces that horrid downward vibratory pressure upon the ver-

tebras of the animal, arising from the imparting of the braking strain to

the shafts. We have written more than once upon this.yery subject our-

selves. In entering upon the division of ".practice," we find one of the

most important sections devoted to ploughs
;
going very properly to

Small's plough as the type of the Scotch implements, and to Howard's
" P. P." plough, as an illustration of the most favourably known English
form. Nothing, however, is said against the mysterious complexities

with which the ordinary plough abounds, and which, considering the

extreme simplicity of the operation of turning over strips of the soil, are

certainly, in our eyes, quite unnecessary. Mr. Hanson's "potatoe-
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digger" deservedly comes in for an illustrated description, with an ex-

pressed dread, however, that the action of the revolving forks will injure

the potatoes. We have seen this very useful machine in action, and we
can answer that this view is not very sound. The fact is, that the forks

as they revolve, quickly though it be, really strike the earth, and not the

tubers, and the shock separates the two without anything but rarely

exceptional injury to the vegetables. Speaking of the question between
wheel and wheelless ploughs, we find the following paragraph, which we
here extract as a useful hint :

—

"It will be pretty generally admitted that, as a rule, the soil possessing a uniformity

of character is more frequently met with in England than it is in Scotland, where the

unequal soil is prevelant. May not this circumstance give us somewhat of a clue to the

reason why in England wheel-ploughs are such favourites—the swing an equal favourite

in Scotland? It certainly seems to us that this is a more philosophical way of accounting

for the difference of opinion than that generally received, which attributes it to mere

prejudice—one mutually held by English and Scotch agriculturists. Prejudice may
sustain its power for some time, hut when its maintenance is found to he at the expense

of time and money, it soon loses its force and influence. A statement may be here per-

mitted, and one which is pregnant with meaning, namely, that the opinion of Scotch

agriculturists, long and almost universally inimical to wheel-ploughs, is fast becoming

modified, and that they are being introduced successfully into practice. May not this

arise from the circumstance that some soils, through superior culture, have assumed that

uniformity uf character which enables the wheel-plough to be worked where, in times

gone by, it would have been found almost inoperative? Indeed, we may state it without

hesitation, that as long as the soil contains a large proportion of loose though even small

stone?, there the use of the wheel-plough is impracticable, and the swing-plough imple-

ment U required to wend its way through them by skill, and not by mere force. 'On the

other hand, smooth soils are just the medium for the exercise of the wheel-plough

machine."

This section naturally leads to an examination of the prospects of the

steam plough; and it is well that we should allow the authors to speak
for themselves, as we also have before spoken on this point :

—

" 'Steam-culture' and 'steam-ploughing' are terms which, though used synonymously,

differ widely in their signification : steam-ploughing is precise and defined, steam-culture

is vague and indefinite. Steam-culture may include a variety of implements, or may
apply only to one; steam-ploughing refers to one implement only. By steam-ploughing

we understand at once that the plough, in its ordinary form, is accepted as the implement

best calculated to prepare the soil for the after processes; the term steam-culture, on the

contrary, leaves the question an open one as to what really constitutes the best method

of preparing the soil. While by no means denying that there may he a method by which

the soil will be prepared in a more economical and philosophical manner than that

obtainable by the plough, still we think it will be admitted that, with the majority

of practical men, the plough is considered the best implement which has yet been intro-

duced, and that for many years to come it will be the only one which will be employed.

Certainly, of the many plans proposed to prepare the soil by means other than the plough,

none have taken that position which would induce practical men widely to introduce

them. The whole question is in a transition state, and the experience of a few years may
show that steam-ploughing—that is, applying the power of steam to drag the ordinary

plough—is a mere necessity of a particular implement, and that it will be more econo-

mical to adapt a new implement to the new power; while, on the other hand, experience

may tend to fix the plough more firmly in the estimation of practical men, and prove that

what is really wanted is the application of a new power to the old implement. The
general adoption of deep culture would necessitate the adoption of steam-power. Taking

this view, then, that steam-ploughing is a thing accomplished—apart altogether, how-

ever, from the question of commercial success—and that all other methods of cultivation,

as ( rotatory ' or ' steam-digging,' are but little removed, if any, from the field of specula-

tion and conjecture, we propose to direct attention to the practical details of those plans

of steam-ploughing which have been successful in practice; and the two we take as

examples are the plan of the Marquess of Tweeddale and that of Mr. John Fuwler, C.E.
'* With reference to the preliminary operation of loosening the soil, the Marquess states

that the more he investigates the subject, the more fully, is he convinced of its necessity.

The soil should be rendered as friable as possible, and every impediment removed which

would check the speed at which the engine can work. We are well aware that this will

by many be objected to, as involving unnecessary labour; but it will be obvious on con-

sideration that the more uniform in character we can obtain the material upon which any
machine we employ is to operate, the more uniform will lie the result, and by consequence

the more economically and certainly will it be obtained. Take, for instance, the various

processes involved in the manufacture of cotton. No objection is made by the manufac-

turer to the preliminary processes by which the material is prepared to undergo the

finishing operations. On the contrary, every exertion is made to secure mechanism by

which these can be best accomplished, manufacturers being well aware that the more

completely what is called .the 'preparation' is effected, the more satisfactory will be the

after process, or 'spinning.' It would be, to say the least of it, a roundabout way of

proceeding to lake the crude cotton and spin it as best they could, and thereafter have

machines to rectify all the defects brought about by want of attention to those prelimi-

nary processes calculated to bring the material into the best condition fitted for the final

ones. And yet something of this sort is done every day in farming. We see processes

carried on at great expense of time and trouble, and complicated mechanism to aid them
withal, which are in fact the mere necessities of an un philosophical mode of culture,

that neglects the preliminary process which, if effected, would leave the soil in the con-

dition best calculated to produce the crop, and obviate all necessity for after proceedings;

these after proceedings being in fact simply attempts to get rid of peculiarities which

could have been prevented more quickly and certainly at first. It is in truth a much
more reasonable way to prevent weeds from growing, than to invent and use an eloborate

machine to pluck them up when grown; to pick out boulders from the path of. a steam-

plough than to spend time and money in repairs of accidents which their presence has

brought about, or to stop the progress of the machine till the. impediment has been

removed. It is by far the most philosophical way, as it certainly would be the most

economical, to bring the material on which any machine is to operate to that' condition

which will enable the machine to perform its work with as little variation. as possible.

The more any piece of agricul tural mechanism departs from the character of an implement

and approaches to that of a machine, the greater is the necessity for the preparation of

the material. A close investigation of the agricultural inventions of some years back

has showu us that more, or at least as much, attention has been paid to the bringing out

of what may be called ' preventive ' than ' preparative ' mechanism'."

We seriously recommend this section of the work before us to the careful

thinking of the farmer. We need say no more in its favour, than that it

strikes the very vein in which we have ourselves so often discoursed.

In passing from ploughs to grubbers, we very naturally encounter Mr.
Tennant's useful implement on the threshold, together with Mr. James
Slight's plan for preventing the choking of the tines, by clearing away
the weeds. This is accomplished by the use of the " swan-necked tine,"

where the downward or concave curve of the ordinary tine is surmounted
by an upward or convex bend, where the tine is attached to the bar.

With this elegant little addition, the implement carries the weeds clear

over the bar, and frees them from the tine.

CrosskiU's original clod-crusher deservedl}7, receives prominent notice
;

but the far more important machine made by Mr. Patterson, of Beverle}7
,

is ignored. This is an oversight, which should be remedied hereafter.

The same maybe said of Mr. Martin's "revolving horse-hoe," which
certainly ought to have found a place here.

In speaking of broad-cast sowing machines, which naturally come to

be discussed next, the subject is thus introduced :

—

"We have had occasionally to notice the rather curious facts of the introduction of

certain practices from England into the Scottish system of farming. Such practices have

either remained stationary in the former country, or have been but partially extended,

whereas the practices thus borrowed by the latter have been improved on, and widely

extended. The machine now under consideration is another example of this ; for though

it appears to have been originally brought into Scotland from Yorkshire, we believe it is

even now but sparingly used in England, while in Scotland it is in extensive use in the

best arable districts, and still rapidly extending. In the course of some inquiries as to

the period when this machine was first adopted in Scotland, we have been enabled,

through the kindness of Mr. Scoular, late of Haddington, to fix the time of its introduction

to the year 1S17, and the first machine so made appears to have been by Mr. Robert

Lowrie, Edington, who makes the following statement:—'The first broad-cast sowing-

machine that came into this county (Berwickshire) was ordered by myself from England

from Mr. Short of Chiverton by HackhiU; it was a smart thing, wheeled by a man, and

was about 8 feet long; it is still iu the possession of Mr. Wilson, Edington Mains. I got

that machine in 1816, and in the following year I made one from it for Mr. Wright, late

tenant in Prenderguest, which was 15 feet long, and was drawn by one horse. So far as

I know, this was the first sowing-machine made in Scotland; and after it had sown Mr.

Wright's crop of that season, I exhibited the machine at the agricultural shows of Cold-

stream and Kelso, and received premiums for it at both places ; this was in 1817 ; and in

the following yeai I made one of the same dimensions for Mr. Wilson's father, the late

Mr. Abraham Wilson.' From Berwickshire the machine made its way immediately into

East-Lothian, where the manufacture of it was taken up by the late Mr. Adam Scoular,

after the machines of Mr. Lowrie above referred to, and was successfully carried on by

his successors, Messrs. Scoular and Company of Haddington. The machine here referred

to as having been brought from Chiverton, is the same as those yet to be found in the

northern and eastern counties of England, and used chiefly for sowing grass-seeds; its

application to the sowing of grain having made little progress, or it may rather be con-

sidered as having been superseded by the drill-system of sowing, so much practised in

these counties.

"In the early application of the broad-cast machine, it was mounted on two wheels;

but a few years' experience pointed out the advantages of a third wheel, which was

applied to it by Messrs. Scoular about the year 1830, the third wheel being applied as a

swivel or fore-carriage. The carriage is still subject to considerable variety of con-

struction, but these varieties are not of a nature to alter its general character. A carriage

of a nearly triangular form is very generally adopted, the apex being in front over the

swivel-bar. A rectangular carriage is also very much employed, and this is the most

workmanlike construction, though perhaps not the cheapest, but it is withal the most

convenient and useful form. As regards the general construction, an important improve-

ment has been introduced within the last six years; this is, the cutting of the seed-chest

into sections. The chest is usually made 18 feet long, which being far beyond the width

of any field gate, produced a necessity for changing the position of the chest when passing

through a gateway. It was therefore the practice to lift the chest from its working

position parallel to the axle of the machine, and deposit it parallel to the horse-shafts

until it had passed through the gate. This was clearly both imperfect and inconvenient,

and these defects gave rise to the cutting into sections, the middle part being 9 feet, and
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the extremes each 44 feet, so that when the latter are folded up, the extreme length of

chest is 9 feet."

¥e have ourselves often noticed this tendency on the part of Scottish

machinists and agriculturists, to extend and improve what they have
originally borrowed from their English contemporaries ; and we are glad

to see here a thoughtful reminder on the subject. We should have been

better pleased, however, if, in speaking of the necessity for an occasional

longitudinal disposition of the seed chest of sowers, in passing through

gateways and narrow thoroughfares, we had found an illustration of the

ingenious means of attaining the end by setting the chest upon a central

swivel stud, as in the very long chested sower shown at the Glasgow
exhibition of the Highland Society in 1S57. That arrangement was a

really mechanical one, which secured all that was required without any
objectionable features as regards the general working of the implement.

Forbes' plough sower, and potato planter, might also have been figured

with credit to the book. In all other respects the treatment is wide
enough to secure the most minute discussion of all that relates to imple-

ments for the cultivation of the soil.

In getting into the section involving implements and machines for the

treatment of the soil's products, we meet with a similar microscopic

treatment. This section is judiciously opened with an account of " hay-

tedding" machines.

"The hay-tedding machine is extensively employed by the English farmers in the

preparation of meadow-hay. prepared from the mixed natural grasses, in contradistinction

from the artificial rye-grass and clover hay. The modes of sawing or winning these two

fcii d of hay are different even in England, where hay-making is best understood; while

in Scotland all hay-making is decidedly bad, rye-grass hay being the chief kind of hay in

Scotland. Bnt it is highly probable that rye-grass hay might he prepared by the English

method, greatly to the advantage of its nutritive qualities.

"The chief objection to the hay-teddingmachine in Scotland is, that, in the peculiarity of

its action, it scatters the seed out of the rye-grass. The objection originates -in the

perseverance ofa bad method of raising hay. When the rye-grass is allowed to stand so

long before it is mowed as to ripen its seed, it has stood too long to become good hay.

When the rye-grass is mown in its best state for hay, there is no seed in it to scatter

abroad. When rye-grass is grown for the sake of its seed, it should be treated in an

entirely different manner from what it should "be when made into hay. The tedding-

machine, in truth, is just as capable of making gttod hay in Scotland as in England."

Now, this is all very well; but it does not probe the matter sufficiently

deeply—nay, it but touches the margin of a question which, perhaps, of
all others, at present, requires a severely careful investigation. With
anything like favourable weather in England, hay is made and housed
within three days. In Scotland, the process more generally occupies
three weeks. Did ever any one in Scotland inhale that exquisite aroma
which always pervades an English hay field? We think not, and a
short consideration of the practice in the two countries will explain the
difference. There are two reasons for it. One is, that the Scotch far-

mer is not sufficiently nice in his choice of hay grass—coarse rye grass
being the chief kind applied to this purpose. The other is, that the time
occupied in making and housing the hay in Scotland is most absurdly
and injuriously long. The English farmer " works" his hay ; the Scotch
fanner lets the elements work for him. From the time that the grass is

cut in England, the fanner never lets it rest, but turns it over and over
to such good account, that what is cut in the dew of the morning, be-
comes almost hay ere the dew of evening falls upon it. In Scotland, the
very opposite system is pursued—the grass is turned over at very dis-

tant intervals, and is allowed to remain in the field in thick masses and
"big cocks" so long that all its virtue is lost—the dry, woody bones
alone are retained ; the marrow and essence are lost.

The use of the " rick cloth " is very properly advocated in these terms :

"The rick-cloth is an important article in the English fanner's stock in trade, not so

much for its value as for its usefulness, and the extension of its use amongst fanners in

general is a matter deserving of consideration. It is of essential service to the hay-

maker on the English system in the building of his large hay-stacks or ricks, since by
its use, when spread over the stack, he is independent, in some degree, of changes of

weather, as it forms a sure defence against rain, should that overtake him in the midst
of his operations. We are happy to be able to say, that the rick-cloth has been used m
some parts of Scotland for several years past"

In speaking of mechanical reapers, the authors say :

—

" It is difficult to account for the reason why Bell's machine has not been more exten-

sively adopted. For a period of nearly twenty years it was successfully used; and yet it

seems doubtful whether, with practical agriculturists, it has so high a reputation as its

American rivals—the machines of Hussey and M'Cormick—yet to be described. 'There
have always,' says the RepOTt of the Royal Agricultural Society, on the exhibition and
trial of implements at Chelm3ford (185S), 'been some points of excellence in Bell's

machine not shared by any other. The power of cutting in any direction, of delivering

the corn on either side, right or left, and of requiring no scytheman to prepare its way
are advantages peculiar to this machine. These have hitherto been considered as counter-

HHfawpd by tbe excessive draught of the machine, by the liability of the delivery-web to

become disordered, and by the labour and difficulty of steerage. These drawbacks have,

since last year, been in a considerable degree removed. The delivery-web has been

superseded by three gutta-percha bands, which, without deducting from its former efficient

delivery, has reduced friction and greatly diminished draught. Other minor altera-

tions have been made, still further diminishing draught.*" 'The improvements here

alluded to have been introduced by Mr. Crosskill, the well-known agricultural engineer

of Beverley, in Yorkshire. It is but right, however, to state that these modifications on

the original plan have been introduced without the sanction or approval, we 'believe, of

the inventor, the Rev. Patrick "Bell."

It is to be regretted that the late, improvements of Mr. George Bell of

Inchmichael, Forfarshire, has not found a place in this volume 4 but we
cannot contest the opinion here given, that " it is a fact, not less curious

than unaccountable, that this operation of reaping, simple though it may
appear, continues to be almost entirely performed by the sickle and the

scythe. Reaping by machine, doubtless, is now gradually extending,
and considerable efficiency has been secured ; but the attainment of a
completly effective reaping-machine is an object, yet to be sought for."

The first rational attempts at thrashing by machinery are here as-

signed to Northumberland, the date being seventy years anterior to the
present time. The experiments by Mr Elderton of Alnwick, and Mr.
Osley of Floddeii, contained the germs which led to the now perfect ma-
chine. Amongst the transitionary steps which intervened, were some
experiments by Sir Francis Kinloch, whose models having been put into

the hands of Mr. Andrew Meikle of Houston Mill, East Lothian, served
as a groundwork for that ingenious mechanic to work upon

—

"To Meikle, therefore, has been ascribed theanerit of the thrashing-machine; and that

he is entitled to this, as having produced the first really effective machine, there can be

no question; but there can be as little, that those who pioneered the way, and brought

the machine so near the mark, deserve their share of the merit. The previous machines

appear to have contained the essential parts of the thrashing apparatus, the feeding-

rollers and the beater or scutcher.; and though it is usually alleged that Meikle gained

the palm by having devised the drum with its beaters, yet we are now well aware that a

close cylinder or drum is not by any means essential to thrashing, and that the beater

when set upon open arms, and revolving at the proper velocity, will perform the work

perhaps better than with a close drum. The drum, however, has taken such hold on the

minds of Scotch .millwrights and farmers, that it has hitherto beeu little less than sacri-

lege to propose its dismissals there is, however, every probability that the day is not

distant that will see the drum beaten out of the barn by the long-rejected open beaters.''

This is a very satisfactory opinion, with which we fully coincide. The
authors divide thrashing machines into two great classes, English and
Scotch ; and as the latter was undoubtedly the precursor of the former,

they give to it the first place in their description. In the Scotch ma-
chine, the beater action is nearly always upward. The corn is kept un-
der the beating action for too short a time, and the action is so far defec-

tive. As to the performance of modern Scotch thrashers, we find that a
six horse engine can produce 45 bushels per hour, with a drum not ex-

ceeding 3J feet long by 3 feet diameter. In this way the entire produce
of a 500 acre farm could be thrashed out in 30 or 40 days. The revolu-

tions of the drum are now kept at about 350 revolutions per minute. For
situations where the proportion of arable land is too small for a larger

machine, a one horse thrasher has been judiciously introduced in Scot-

land. These machines are made with a small horse wheel, driving a
drum 27 inches long, and 30 inches diameter, striking downward at a
rate of 250 turns per minute. This thrasher turns out 12 bushels of oats

per hour
.; but four people are required to attend it, and the shaking and

dressing are performed afterwards. Its cost is £20.

In comparing the English and Scotch machines, the authors chiefly

restrict their views to the consideration of the question as between the
"" drum" and a " beater." The English machine really operates by
"rubbing*" the ears against a wire grating, and it accomplishes its work
in such a manner that no ears however they may enter the machine can
possibly escape being thrashed. Instead of a short exposure to the beat-

ing action, as in the Scotch machine, the beating action is carried on
throughout three quarters of the circumference of the beater cover. The
diameter of the beater never exceeds 24 inches, with a length about tbe
same ; but it makes 600 or 800 revolutions per minute. The English
machine is portable, though its thrashing motion is at the rate of 4000
feet per minute ; but the influence of the beaters extend over a length
of 4 feet, and the produce is 36 bushels of wheat per hour. It is obvious,

as the authors urge, that by a combination of the general arrangements
I of the Scotch machine with the good principle of the beater and concave
' cover of the English plan, alone can the best effects be secured. In a
future edition of this book Mr. Pirie's*thrasher may perhaps find a place.

The following is the practical summing up of the relative advantages of

the two leading systems :

—

"There has not yet been sufficient experience of the English thrashing machine in

Scotland to form a correct judgment of its superiority over the Scotch thrashing-machine.

Scottish farmers, however, seem already convinced that the beater or drum of the English

machine takes the grain more cleanly from the straw, breaks the straw much less, and

thrashes out a larger quantity of grain in a given time than the Scotch machine. Thus

far the English machine affords decided advantages. On the other hand, it has been

found that the English machine indents or mutilates the grain itself, especially new or
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uuwon wheat, and even destroys its vitality. It is believed that if the downy substance

at one end of the grain of wheat is taken away, the grain loses its vitality. It is quite

possible that the sharp quick stroke of the English beater may actually injure the grains

of wheat, and so may those beaters which rub out the corn from the straw, but one can

hardly suppose that either the beating or the rubbing of the English drum could remove

the downy substance from the grain ; so that if the vitality of wheat is really effected by

the English machine, it must be so by the hummeller within it, which seems to us to

endeavour to do too much in the way of cleaning the grain by a thrashing-machine. It

is well, indeed requisite, that a thrashing-machine should take the grain from the straw,

and divide the grosser impurities of chaff and roughs from the grain, hut a question may
reasonably be raised whether the grain should be cleaned to the degree fit for market by

the thrashing machine. For our part, we have never yet seen a thrashing-machine that

cleaned the grain as it should be for market, according to our judgment of cleanliness;

and, in our opinion, the English machines attempt too much, and ruu the risk of injuring

the grain. Now, the Scotch machine, by its slow motion, never injures the grain, and

few attempt to clean it for the market; but the cleansing process by the Scotch fanners

and the hands of women-workers is perfect and innocuous. The improvement which we

would therefore desiderate in Scotland in the thrashing of grain, is the adoption of the

high-speed English beater to the degree of not injuiing the grain, with a combination of

the most perfect Scotch cleansing process. Under such auspices the grain would escape

injury, and be perfectly cleansed to the degree to insure its vitality. It is the true

object of the farmer to preserve the vitality of the grain he sells, that it may he sold

alike to the farmer to be sown, or to the miller to be ground. If the miller finds that

the farmer's extent of cleansing does not suit him, he must himself prepare the grain for

his own purpose ; but the farmer, for bis own interest, must on no account adopt any

process that will deprive the grain he has to sell of its vitality."

The subject of earts very property occupies the authors' attention to a
considerable extent, and the superior economy of the Scotch single horse

two-wheeled system is strongly insisted on—the " tilt " or " tippling
"

cart, with one horse or an occasional tracer, being, in reality, the most
important vehicle on the farm, as it answers fully nine-tenths of all the

purposes of conveyance during the year.

In speaking of the unwieldy English farm-waggon, the following ob-

servations are used, with them we most closely agree :

—

"The waggon has never yet found its way upon a farm in Scotland, nor is it likely

ever to find it, as it seems to possess no decided advantage over the common cart. It is

true that the waggon can convey a very heavy load, and bears no stress upon the horse's

back ; but a veil-balanced load upon a cart bears no undue strain upon a horse's back j

and it has already been proved, that a horse draws a load all the better and the steadier

by bearing a proportionate share of the load upon his back.

"Hay, being the most bulky load of the farm, is the most trying one for horses, and

yet we have seen 100 stones of hay—which in Scotland weighs nearly a ton—delivered

by a single horse at several miles* distance, and H tons is no uncommon load of hay for

a pair of horses in a double-horse cart.

"A waggon, therefore, that would carry a heavier load than that just stated, would

not be of particular service on a farm in preference to a cart, inasmuch as the horses

would either be overstrained by it, or their number would require to be increased ; and

besides, a large and heavy load occupies too long time in loading and unloading for hoises

to be standing idle in the yoke.

" On a comparison between a waggon and cart, as the means of conveying all kinds of

agricultural produce, it cannot be denied that the very appearance of the cart at once

determines it to be the moie handy and easily-managed machiue."

Some excellent hints on the necessity of more frequently using the

cart steel-yard, are next deserving of consideration :—
"In all manufacturing establishments, the raw material consumed is carefully ascer-

tained as well as the finished goods. Farming is but another name for a manufacture of

goods, the most important of all others—the staff of life; and why should the farmer not

adopt the same correct system in conducting the details of his business, which is every

day followed in the establishments of those who are employed probably in the re-«nanu-

facturing of his produce? It is not meant to be urged, that he could gain anything

directly by adopting the practice of weighing all his outgoings and incomings of manures,

produce, &c. ; hut the satisfaction of knowing at all times what he is putting into his

field, or diawing from that, in tons and hundredweights, is a matter of no small importance;

and, what is more, it would form part of a system based upon close attention and vigi-

lance towards the details of the business in hand, and which vigilance and attention are

the mainstay of all sound management."

In the class of straw-cutters, preference is given to the excellent form
produced by Messrs. Richmond and Chandler, of Salford, and we think
that the authors' confidence is not misplaced. Bushe and Barter's

"root-grater" is also similarly favoured. Steaming apparatus for the
preparation of food is illustrated by the productions of Richmond and
Chandler, and Messrs. C. and W. Smith, of Glasgow. The latter ar-

rangement resembles what we think is an earlier plan by Messrs. Sand-
ford and Owen, of Rotherdam,* and which perhaps ought to have been
given. As to churns, in which so much has been dune in late years, the

preference is given to the old principle of the plunge or vertical action

—

at any rate, when animal or purely mechanical power can be applied
;

* Page 181, vol. i., first series, Practical Mechanic's Journal.

but admitting the conveniences arising from the use of the more compact
chamber apparatus fur band purposes. As sickles are still and must ever
remain, at least to some extent, in common use, we have illustrations of

both the plain and toothed kind, with a useful hint on tin- mathematically
correct curvature of the blade, as regards the form which will give the
reaper the least work in cutting. This is termed the " curve of least

exertion," and it possesses this peculiar property, from the fact, that
with lines diverging from the centre of the handle, and intersecting tin-

cutting edge, all the diverging lines will form equal angles with the tan-

gents of the curve, at the points of intersection. This secures a con-

tinuous tendency to cut throughout its entire length, with merely a direct

pull on the handle. The Irish reaper, who annually earns so large a
proportion of his income by the sickle, may not comprehend the theory
of this, and it is not necessary that he should do so ; but it is well that

the sickle-maker should know what is the best form to put into his hands.
We have looked for some illustration of the relative advantages of the

toothed and plain sickle ; but we do not find it in the pages before us.

In scythes, too, we find that the excellent arrangement by Mr. James
Pa3'ue, of Kirkcudbright,* has been overlooked.

In the section " English and Scotch cart-harness," illustrations of the

English and Scotch modes of yoking a pair of horses, tandum ways, to a

double-horsed cart, are given. In the Scotch mode, double reins are

used to guide the horses, when the driver chooses to ride on the cart

;

the English mode affords no reins. Again, in the English mode, crup-

pers are used for both horses ; in Scotland, they are always dispensed
with, for the very good reason, that they are apt to gall the tail.

While on this point, we may ourselves draw attention to the cumbrous
system at present imposed upon the southern English farmer, by the use

and administration of the English waggon. This ponderous machine
never goes out without its waggoner, waggoner's mate, and boy. The
Scotch system proves that the two men are by no means always required

;

and as to the boy at the head of the horses, he is a useless encumbrance.
The same objection falls against the southern ploughing system, where
several horses may usually be seen yoked one after the other, in line, in

a most injudicious way as to expenditure of power, and with a boy at

the head of the leading horse. More than two good horses, harnessed
abreast, are hardly ever really required ; and the Scotch ploughman
would laugh at the boy, and dismiss him, as he always conducts his own
horses with reins, and ploughs well into the bargain.

Amongst " implements useful on the farm," we find Mr. Macpherson's
ingenious rope and stake fence f deservedly praised, as " an excellent

fence, in high pastoral districts, along march Angliee 'boundary' fences."

But in the same section, we see the " docking-iron," for amputating the

tails of work-horses. We never could see any valid reason for this bar-

barous process, which, whilst it deprives the animal of its proper defence

against flies, can, at the best, but save the attendant from a little trouble

in cleaning off the gathered dirt.

In detailing the " moving powers of the farm," due prominence is

given to reactive water wheels or turbines as being convenient and ef-

fective with high and slender supplies of water; but this division is in-

complete without a reference to Mr. Dempster's improved turbine, as

made by Messrs. Macadam of Belfast.^ Perhaps it was hardly neces-

sary to treat the farmer to a dissertation on the evaporative values of

different fuels. As for his limited consumption, he must be content with
what is conveniently within his reach ; but if this question was to be
discussed, why were Messrs. De-la-Beche and Playfair's experiments
given to the exclusion of the later and more satisfactory results of the

Newcastle trials by Messrs. Armstrong, Longridge, and Richardson.

The division on farm engines gives a very fair account of the present

conditio)} of this class of engineers ; and this, with a few general notes,

winds up the volume. Throughout its pages we have found, firstly, dis-

criminating lessons for English and Scotch farmers, as affecting the good
and bad practices of each ; but we have nowhere seen that the latter are

taken to task as they ought to be, for that everywhere evident lack of

neatness and order which are the rule in England. We have often re-

gretted that in -Scotland, where so many things are well done, neatness,

whether in the farm house, the offices, the yard, or the labourer's cottage,

is universally the exception. There is as much of economy in neatness
and cleanliness as there undoubtedly is of external and evident elegance.

The wood cuts of the volume are excellent specimens of the art, and
their number is such as to leave nothing unillustrated, whilst their

value is enhanced by short discriptive titles under each. The plates, too,

are fairly executed ; but they have no references to the passages of the

text where they are described, which would have saved a good deal of

trouble to the reader. But looking at the book as a part of a farmer's

library, we can have no hesitation in saying, that whatever opinions

there may be as to the respective merits of English and Scotch agricul-

turists, there can be but one on the point of the great superiority of the

works which Scottish authors have presented to the tillers of the soil.

* Page 72, vol. ii , second series, Practical Mrchanic's Journal.
| Page 201, vol. ii., second series, Practical Mechanic's Journal.
\ Practical Mechanic's Journal, vol. vi., p. 13.
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The Permanent Way axd Coal-Bussing Locomotive Boilers of Euro-
pean Railways ; with a Comparison of the Working Economy op

ElTROFEAN AND AMERICAN LlNES. AND THE PRINCIPLES UFON WHICH Im-

pkovement mcst proceed. By Zerah Colburn and Alexander L.

Holler. With 51 engraved plates, by J. Bien. Folio. Pp. 168.

New York : Holler & Colburn. 185S.

' Wor.xs which eat themselves up as fast as do ours, must be founded on

a low standard of engineering:." When we find this sentence in Messrs.

Colburn & Eolley's introduction to their book, which professes to give

"a comparison of the working economy of European and American lines,"

we need be at no loss to see to what that comparison must point. For
the first time in our experience, we meet with two American engineers

who s'and forward in condemnatory terms upon the fundamental struc-

ture of a vast mechanical engineering system—no less than that of the

railways of the United States. Hitherto, even such of our own engineers

—who. by the way, are not usually disposed to prodigalise their praise

—

as have crossed the Atlantic to peep at the engineering works of the

most pushing of all countries, have always returned to us with the most
favourable accounts of American mechanical practice. To be sure, when
the small-wheeled engines came over from America to work the Bristol

and G loucester line, Mr. Kobert Stephenson at once opened up their de-

fects ; and the other day, Mr. Mackay wrote home to the Illustrated

that he never travelled upon an American railway when he could

be conveyed in the right direction on board an American steam-boat.
'" The magnificent American steamers," he remarks, " are as invariably

good as the railways are invariably bad." Now, however, we have
fallen in with men of the country, who are sufficiently bold and candid

to treat the subject as it deserves. The substantial matter of the volume
was originally prepared as a private report to a fe w railway companies

;

but on completion, it assumed such extensive and important dimensions,

that the authors thought it worthy of being put into form for public use
;

! and in doing this, they have certainly operated with a wise discretion.

The following little extract from the introduction, lets us at once into

I the secret :

—

"The subjects considered—roadbed and superstructure and locomotives—represent-

t gether, about threerfourths of the total cash cost of the railways of this country. And

i r.tenanoe of way,' and fuel, repairs, and attendance on engines, form one-half to five-

- :.s of the total operatingexpenses.

"In comparing oar railways, in these respects, with those of Europe, we find that while

the first cost of the roadbed and superstructure of those of the latter is but little greater,

their expenses per mile run, for maintenance of way, is but two-fiftlis of that in this

country, while their consumption of fuel for equal mileage, is less than 60 per cent, of the

quantity burned in our lucoro

"The railways of this country are operated at an annual expense of D. 120,000,000.

The cost of operating the English railways for the same mileage, is but D.80,000,000

—

the difference alone being nearly equal to the annual production of the gold mines of

California. The expense of maintenance of way of American lines, is from D.31,000,000

to D.35,000,000 annually. That of English lines for the same mileage, D.12,500,000—

difference say D.20,000,000 annually. The cost of fuel for the former is, D.18,000,000

yearly, that of the latter, for the same mileage, is but D.7,500,000 or D.10,500,000 against

our system.

" The circumstances affecting English railway working are easily cstirnated, excepting

that of climate, the comparative effects of which, in the two countries, must be a matter

of judgment. The loads are 20 per cent, lighter on English railways, (the per-ccntage of

fixed charges being thus greater,) the speeds 25 per cent, higher
;
prices average 20 per

cent, less, for the usual items of materials employed in repairs. The English lines do not

have the great advantage commonly supposed, in respect to easy grades, and, as the

expenses are reduced to a standard of so much per mile run, the effects of grades are

shown rather by Increasing the number of miles run to effect a given amount of tonnage,

than in increased cost for each mile run. In alluding to fuel, we considerquantities only,

but in respect to prices, the difference is still more in favour of English railways, very

few paying more than six cents per mile run, for fuel.

" Equating all these circumstances, there remains a large economy in the working of

English lines which can only be explained by referring to their engineering and physical

condition. It is very common to attribute all examples of economy to 'management, 1

implying thereby, organisation, discipline, retrenchment, devotion, integrity, and business

talent. These are of the greatest importance, but in none of these respects are English

railways managed greatly different from those of this country, excepting that the former

have, in nearly all cases, a responsible engineering head, permanently retained in the

service. But in character and quality of structure, English lines are materially different

from those of America."

We have left the money details in their original dollars, because, al-

though an Englishman knows best what he is about with pounds ster-

ling, yet the figures given will show quite as well the relations between
the Eur .pean and American costs. The authors seem candidly to speak
the truth when they say :

—

" In most of our works of construction, everything, the future especially, is sacrificed

to the present. Quantity, not quality, is the staple demand. Thus the higher develop-

ments of engineering are systematically undervalued, and we boast the extent of our ex-

ecuted works and the enterprise with which they have been carried forward, while their

quality , as disclosed in their frequent disastrous failures, to say nothing of their extrava-

gant maintenance, is too often a reproach upon our civilization.

" Engineering, in all but its routine merely, is a business for which every tyro, sur-

veyor, speculator, or large stockholder, deems himself entirely competent. There is no

standard whatever of qualification, excepting that of doing the most work for the least

money. Aud engineers themselves have followed this so far as to have often robbed their

works of their vital proportions. "While it is an object of the most honourable ambition

to utilize, by simplified or more effective arrangements, the greatest practicable capacity

of the materials employed, nothing can be more unprofessional, nothing more desperate,

than to trespass, wantonly or ignorantly, upon the known limits of strength, stability, or

durability of those materials. And wherever engineers have thus degraded themselves

and their profession, by sacrificing their better judgment to the cupidity of ignorant pro-

prietors, they have fallen, hopelessly, to the rank of mere tools for contractors and rail-

way directors, And thus the latter have often obtained absolute sway in matters upon

which only an educated engineer can properly decide.' 1

'They admit—what they cannot, in fact, escape—that, " as a science,

engineering is ably cultivated and creditably applied in Europe ;

" whilst,

with themselves, quality is sacrificed to quantity, and engineering is

sunk to the vulgarest of commercial levels. They tell us, also, that
owing to this state of affairs, very few American engineers have made
more than one line of railway, each new line " having its own ' chief
born to the occasion ; and who, thus raw and compliant, devotes himself
to the routine of the field and of the office, whilst the president of the

concern dictates the proportions of the earthworks, the shape and quality

of the rails, and the selection of the machinery aud material generally."
Since 1849, the carrying cost on American railways has increased by at

least 50 per cent., and this has taken place in the midst of the severest

retrenchment, thus proving the case of the authors, that a bad and cheap
beginning makes a bad and expensive ending. The speeds, at the same
time, have been reduced to the lowest tolerable rate. Coal-burning en-
gines, now getting so well under way with us, are virtually unknown in

America, where wood is the staple fuel ; thus keeping up the expense
and the difficulties of working to a large extent. The rapid burning of

wood, and the consequent increased trouble in carrying fuel and firing,

ought to have set United States engineers before us in this respect, had
they reasonably attended to their duties.

On the link motion, we find the following remarks, which we think
Mr. Howe will read with some surprise :

—

"The link-motion was first made by Wm. T. James, of New York, in 1832. It was

employed as a variable valve motion, and had §-inch lap on each end of the valve. But

one pair was built,—that being for the Baltimore and Ohio Railway. The engine exploded

its boiler in 1834, and this was the last of the link until 1843, when one Howe, employed

by Robert Stephenson & Co., reinvented it and embodied it in the engines built by that

house. Thomas Rodgers adopted it in this country in 1850, and by successive improve-

ments in its suspension, and in the adaptation of the valve aud ports, aud by resolute

will, he established it here as a standard arrangement. It encountered the strongest

ptejudice, and in New England, especially, locomotive builders and railway mechanics

would have nothing whatever to do with it, until about 1855, when all opposition

suddenly gave way, and each vied with the other in its immediate adoption."

This the first time we have heard of this veritably English invention

being claimed for a foreigner. The instance cited, however, is too weak
to induce any one to rob Mr. Howe of his repute. In going into the de-

tails of their subject, the authors discuss " Permanent Way," under the

heads of—comparative working of European and American lines ; earn-

ings and expenses ;
fuel ; equating coal and wood ; consumption of wood

on American lines ; loads ; speeds
;
grades ; alignment ; climate and soil

;

prices ; causes of economy ;
results ; elimination of cost of English per-

manent way
;
parliamentary expenses ; land and land damages ; financial

management
;
physical features ; tunnels ; earthworks ; bridges

; engi-

neering ; double track ; stations ; station approaches ; equipment ; cost

of French Railways ; comparative cost of English and American perma-
nent way ; financial necessity for improvement ; financial results of

British railways ;
earthwork and drainage ; ballast ; sleepers ; rails ; rail

joints ; and general conclusions as to " coal burning locomotives."

The subjects are—English and American coal ; combustion of coal ; coal-

burning boiler, of the London and North Western Railway
; M'Connell's

boiler ; coal-burning boilers with inclined grate ; and conclusions, with
an appendix.

After a carefully minute examination of the chief details affecting the

economy of railway operations, they come to the following conclusion as

to the vital point of the relative consumption of fuel on European and
American lines :

—

"These facts show a general average cost of maintenance of way and works, in England

and France, of 10 cents per mile run, against 25 cents in the Northern United States.

They show also, a consumption of fuel but little more than half as great on the European

roads as those of the Northern United States.

"While the economy of European railways is an example to those of this country, it

must be borne in mind that European engineers are yet sanguine of attaining a still

greater economy. The adoption of raw bituminous coal, in place of coke, will save one-

third of the present cost of fuel. Heating the feed water generally is estimated to save
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15 per cent, of the fuel. The use uf pure water instead of the ordinary unprepared waters

is estimated to save 10 per cent, of fuel.. Protecting the cylinders and super-heating the

steamy 10 percent.; improved expansion apparatus, 25 per cent.; correct counterbalancing,

10 per cent. ;, and putting these together, estimating each saving successively upon a

previous saving,, the whole would save 58 per cent, of the present locomotive expenses,

—

50 per een t. at a round' estimate. Whether or no this degree of economy is ever attained,

there Ls nothing better established,. than that all of the proposed means are both important

and entirely available.. Mentioned in their connection with the relative economy of

European and American railways, they indicate a wide field' for improvement on the part

of American lines."

The Americans ate for ever telling us that they are ago-a-head' people,

superior m nuost mechanical matters to all other nations. The candid

volume before us, however, tells another, and a more humiliating story.

We get manj' good things from the land of the stars and stripes ; but

the great railway system of this country gains little from them.
In the economics of law costs, purchase of land, and " compensations,"

we must admit that they beat us hollow ; but our country and theirs

stand in a very different light, as regards such heads of expenses, and
it will not do to quote the preliminary and extrinsic costs of running a

line through a wild prairie of the United States, with a similar under-

taking carried out here where populous towns, noblemen's seats, and
highly cultivated tracts of land intervene.

Metropolitan Gas Supply : Evidence given by Mr. William Ckosley
before the select committee of the h'oube of commons. june 22,

and 7&. 1858.

This evidence throws a great deal of' light on the subject of gas-meters
with reference to the- conflicting interests of gas manufacturer and con-

sumer. The object to be aimed at, of course, as the just thing between
both parties, is. an accurate meter, and one that cannot be tampered with
by either party. One fact elicited from Mr. Crosley is suffitient to show
the necessity of some arrangement from which the consumer may
know when he has been famished with a correct meter, and one that

may be relied on. Out of 36 meters made in London, but in use at Man-
chester, 2!4 defrauded the consumer, probably unknown to the compa n y

CORRESPONDENCE.

I beg to. enclose a drawing- of improvements I have introduced in the

fireboxes and furnaces of' locomotives, and which I have secured by
letters patent in Canada and the United States. If you think the im-

provement worth a place in your journal, I shall consider myself highly
favoured by the insertion.

You will perceive that my chief object has been to introduce a simple
and inexpensive method for regulating and distributing theproper quan-
tity of atmospheric air to the ignited fuel with the greatest accuracy,

apart from other important advantages that these improvements possess

where wood is used as fuel. With the existing forms of, firebars and
damper, as applied to engines in this country, it is almost impossible to

control the fire when engines are standing under steam. This causes an
unnecessary consumption of wood and water, and in. addition to this,

great danger is incurred when engines leave a siding to pump up on a
single line.

You will perceive that firebars and ashpans are entirely dispensed
with. These are an item of great expense in maintenance and renewals.

The cast-iron conical grates I have had in use in a number of engines
over ten months, and to all appearance they are in as good condition as

when first applied.

Engines furnished with the new firegrate and damper may with per-

fect safety be left standing with a full fire and under steam for any length
of time, and without any perceptible combustion, waste of fuel or water,,

if the damper is closed, the heat being retained in the furnace and the

air entirely cut off, thereby arresting further combustion instantly until

the damper or furnace door is opened. With this arrangement of fire-

grates and damper, boiler explosions are impossible when engines are

standing under steam, and which are only too frequent an occurrence in

America.
I am also of opinion that the destruction of fireboxes and tubes is

mainly caused by the unequal distribution of heat inside the firebox, to-

gether with the frequent contraction and expansion that boilers and
firebars are subjected to by the daily heating and cooling down, es-

pecially during the winter months. This damaging effect is obviated

with the close fitting damper ; for, with a little management on the part

of the engineman, engines will retain their steam and fire through the

night, and may be left in the shed with safety, thereby dispensing with
the danger and expense of lighting fires in the steam sheds.

And in addition to the above advantages obtained with fuel, I find

that a saving of forty per cent, is obtained in water alone, in engines
employed with freight or construction trains. There is also anothi r ad-

vantage derived over the old form of fireboxes, which is of great import-
ance where wood is used as fuel. With the new firegrates it is impos-
sible, when engines are on duty, for any hot brands or ashes to escape
or be dropped out upon the wooden structures or scattered over the line.

This is only too frequent an occurrence when firebars become warped
and displaced.

I may add, that up to the present time I have sixteen engines at work
with these improvements applied, and from the very favourable results

obtained during the past twelve months, the improvements are being
adopted on several of the American roads.

I have also an engine on duty with the furnace constructed as shown
in the engraving. This works admirably with wood or coal, and as a
proof of its steam generating qualities, and the entire control of the
elements of power which the engineman possesses, I may mention that
when the engine is at work with a full; fire, and without altering the

regulator or feed, that by closing the damper the steam will descend by
the pressure gauge thirty pounds in two minutes, and when re-opened,

will return to the same point, or rise thirty pounds in three minutes.
I beg to apologise for troubling you with so long a letter ; but in going

ovei what I have written, I find; that I could have said something more
on adapting the single conical grate to coke or coal-burning engines, by
using a covering of perforated fire bricks, also upon the area for the

admission of air, as compared with the existing form of locomotive fur-

naces.

Heney Yates, Mechanical Superintendent.

Brantford, Canada Wist,

Buffalo and Lake Huron Railway Company,
Jiugust, 1858.

In the drawing accompanying our correspondent's letter, four modifi-

cations of his improved fire-box are shown. From these we have selected

frhe one engraved above, as it embodies, not only the essential feature of

the improvement, but also an arrangement peculiar to itself. The fire-

box, A, has fitted within it the conical grate, b, which, as here arranged,

is made double—the supply of air for supporting the combustion of the

fire being admitted through the hollow stays, c. The feed water passes

through the water spaces, d, at the bottom of the fire-box, A, and as it

becomes heated, circulates upwards through those formed between the

external and internal surfaces of the conical grate. The vertical pipe, E,

affords means for the efficient circulation of the heated water and steam.

An additional supply of air may be admitted, when necessary, to the fire-

box, through the lateral hollow stays, f. The cold water, as it is pumped
from the tank, flows through the heaters, o, before entering the water

spaces, d. These heaters are supplied by means of the pipes, h. The
conical grate, b, is furnished with duplex dampers, i, the upper one of

which closes the top part of the grate when the fire is low ;
whilst the

bottom one shuts off all access of air to the fire through the grate, b.

These dampers are arranged to work independently of each other by
means of a lever arrangement, actuated by a hand lever within reach of

the attendant stoker. Ed. P. M. J.
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DISCOVERY OF ELECTRO-ANAESTHESIA.

I did not expect that the simple announcement of the application of

electricity to dentistry by Mr. Snape would have attracted so much
attention. I fear that the statement I am about to make will be another

pro £ that there is nothing new under the sun.

From the circumstance of having been the first person to inhale chlo-

roform—administered by the discoverer, Professor Simpson—I have

taken great interest in its application, and have used it in nearly 6000

cases without the slightest accident. I have always been exceedingly

particular as to its purity, and that a proper admixture of air should be

simultaneously inhaled. Nevertheless, there can be no doubt that for

dental as well as for some other purposes a perfect local anaesthetic would

be preferable.

Years ago, but more particularly in 1856, I used electricity as an

anaesthetic, without attaching much value to its practical results ; but 1

8

months ago, happening to have my foot bruised while in the state com-

monly known as "asleep," and not at the time feeling any pain until

the return to the natural condition, I was led to identify the prickling

sensation accompanying this return with the usual effect of a galvanic

current. This sleeping state seeming to be a natural anaesthesia, it

occurred to me that it might be artificially produced. I immediately

put this idea to the proof, by sharpening the point of one of the wires of

a battery and thrusting it under one of my nails, while I held the other

in my hand, and not feeling any pain, I proceeded to extract a tooth

from a patient, when I discovered that the application of electricity,

while producing its own peculiar sensation, changes the electric condi-

tion of the part under treatment, and thus dissipates the feeling of pain.

Having followed up this discovery by a series of experiments, I, in

April, 1857, considered myself justified in publishing my success. Th»
following is what appeared in IPPhaiVs Journal for May, 1857 :

—

"Electricttt.—\V"e understand that Mr. Morrison, dentist, Edinburgh,
has discovered the perfect application of electricity as an anaesthetic—in

other words, depriving any organic part of life, and consequently of

feeling—in surgical operations."

Subsequently I found that certain vascular structures could not thus

be satisfactorily treated ; and this accounts for Mr. Snape attaining only

partial success in some cases. It struck me that, probably, the applica-

tion of graduated cold air might supply the deficiency. On communi-
cating this to Professor Simpson, I was much gratified to find that he
entirely agreed with me, and that want of leisure alone had prevented
him making the necessary experiments. These I conducted, and the

result was a patent granted to me on the 29th of December, 1857,* for

the separate and combined processes.

From the difficulty of getting workmen to comprehend the practical

details of machinery essential for the success of such an application as

this, and the consequent delay arising therefrom, I have not hitherto

been able to make public my double-current electro-serial apparatus ; but
I am now happy to state, that before this letter reaches you my arrange-

ments will be complete, and I shall then be prepared to treat every case

successfully.

Notwithstanding my opinion of the limited range of electricity as an
anaesthetic, I think it right thus publicly to assert my claim to the dis-

and to state that any person using electricity as an anaesthetic

agent without my licence necessarily infringes my patent rights ; but,

desiring to alleviate human suffering, as well as to advance science, I

do hereby grant to all hospitals, infirmaries, asylums, and all other

charitable institutions, together with all veterinary colleges and schools

throughout Great Britain and Ireland, France and Belgium, full liberty

to use my patent in any way deemed most expedient by their respective

medical officers.

James D. Morrison, Dentist.

Edlnlurglu Sept., 1858.

MONTHLY NOTES.

LAW REPORTS OF PATENT CASES,

Lavtsg dows Telegraph Cables; Newall v. Elliot & Glass.—We
have already reported the anterim proceedings in this case. It appears that in

July last, a reference was made to Mr. "Webster the barrister who decided,

—

'That the letters patent of Mr. Hewall were not illegal; and that Messrs,
Elliot & Glass had infringed the said letters patent; and that Messrs, Elliot

k Glass should pay to Messrs. R. S. Newall k Co., the sum of £50, as compen-
sation for the use of the apparatus on board the ProponU&, in laying down the
submarine telegraph wire." The arbitrator then stated the following case,

for the purpose of enabling the parties to take the opinion of the Court of

Common Pleas, on the points of law therein stated. Case— The plaintiff

carries on business at Gateshead, and, in the course of such business, has made

* Already illustrated and described in the Practical Mechanics Journal for Aucrust last.

No. 127.—Vol. XI.

and laid down several submarine cables, for telegraphic purposes. The defen-

dants carry on business at East Greenwich, and, in the course of such business,

have also made and laid down submarine cables, for telegraphic purposes. The
plaintiff, on the 15th December, 1854, entered into a contract with the British

Government, to lay down a telegraphic submarine cable between Varna and
Balaklava, and Eupatoria, in the Black Sea, in the execution of which contract

the apparatus, the subject of the letters patent, dated the 14th May, 1855, was
employed, such employment taking place before the date of the said letters

Patent. Previous to the making of the contract for, and the laying down of,

the Varna cable, by the plaintiff, submarine cables for telegraphic purposes had
usually been coiled, in one or more oval or elliptical coils, in the hold or fore

and aft of vessels, such coils being made as large as the vessel would permit.
These coils were supported on the outside, by the part of the vessel with
which the coil came in contact, and also occasionally by stays at other parts of

the coil, where the coil was not in contact with the sides of the vessel ; but
these coils were usually without support in the interior; in one instance, how-
ever, guano bags, and in another instance, a solid cylinder had been introduced
as a core, to fill up and wedge the interior of the coil, and to prevent it from
shifting by the motion of the vessel, but such external and internal supports
were removed, previous to the uncoiling or laying of the cable, and were not
employed or adapted for the purposes described in the specification of the said

patent. It had been the practice, before the date of the said contract and
letters patent, to coil ropes and cables on or about cones and cylinders, in the

course of manufacture; also, telegraph cables had been coiled in circular tanks,

such coils being supported at their exterior, by the vertical side of the tank,

and at their interior by a cylindrical brick pier, whereby the coils were pre-

served in a proper form, and capable of being subjected to water and other

experimental operations, previous to the cable being removed into, and stowed
away in the vessel, for the purpose of being laid down. The successive layers

of such coils being usually tied together, for the purpose of preventing the
different layers being interlaid, and also to retain the successive layers in their

places. In the laying of these cables, one end of the cable was passed out from
the hold through the hatchway, or through the opening in the deck to and
through the break apparatus, and made fast to tbe shore, the cable being drawn
out of the hold as the vessel passed onwards, to and from the points between
which the cable was to be laid. As the cable was so drawn out from the coil,

by the motion of the vessel, men were employed to cut the fastening of the

successive layers of coils, and to handle the cable so as to prevent kinks in the

cable, as it passed from the coil; the effect of such kinks being to destroy, or

materially to interfere, with the insulation; and it being necessary, should a
kink occur, to stop the operation of laying the cable, and cut out the kink, and
join the two severed portions of the cable. The uncoiling of the cable, for the
purpose of paying out and laying down, was attended with danger, as the men
were liable to be caught in the bight of the rope; also, the rate at which the

cable could be uncoiled and laid down, depended to some extent upon the

facility with which the men so employed could handle the cable, in the process

of uncoiling. This service required a great number of smart, active men, who
were paid a higher rate of wages than for other ordinary service.

On the 15th December, 1851, the plaintiff entered into a contract with the

Government, to lay down and establish an electric telegraph communication
between Varna and Balaklava, and Balaklava and Eupatoria, subject to the
following amongst other conditions:—The Government to appoint an experi-

enced naval officer to accompany the plaintiff's vessel, who would certify as to

the shipment of the cable. The satisfactory completion to be certified by an
engineer.

In the course of the preparations for carrying out this contract, a cone was
constructed with poles in the works of the plaintiff, and a small cable coiled

round such cone, and drawn off at different speeds, for the purpose of ascertain-

ing the effect in the kinking; but the cable was not spread out and formed into

a flat coil, as on board the vessel for the laying, ai^d the experiment was stated

not to have been satisfactory or sufficient to dispense with the necessity of an
experiment on a larger scale, as to the utility of a cone in the laying of a sub-

marine cable, or to have fortified the judgment of the plaintiff to a greater ex-

tent than he was already fortified by theoretical considerations, as to the utility

of a cone in laying a cable at sea in deep water, under the circumstances ordi-

narily attending the laying of a submarine telegraphic cable. This experimental
cone was made in the works of the plaintiff, from which the public were ex-

cluded, and came to the knowledge of many persons employed on those works;
but it did not appear to have come to the knowledge of the public generally, or

to have been in use by any other persons, or in any other manner than for the
purpose of such experiment.
The "Varna " cable was made at the works of the plaintiff, and shipped from

the wharf of those works into a vessel called the Black Sea, the property of the

plaintiff. The vessel was fitted with a cone and external supports, as described

in the specification ; the cable was coiled round such coue, the coil being sup-

ported at its outside by vertical supports, arranged in a circle as described in

the specification. The Black Sea, witli_ the cable so coiled in the hold, started

on her voyage, but meeting with an accident from bad weather, was compelled
to put into the Thames, and the cable was transferred from the Black Sed to

the Argus, also the property of the plaintiff, and formed into a coil, and coiled

about a cone, and supported at the exterior in the same manner as in the Black
Sea. Precautions were taken to prevent what was going on at the works of the

plaintiff becoming known, and precautions were taken to conceal the fact of the

Black Sea being in the Thames; but during the original shipment of the cable,

and during the transference from the Black Sea to the Argus, various persons,

other than those on board in the employ of the government and of the plaintiff,

visited the Black Sea and the Argus, and such persons had the means of be-

coming acquainted with the apparatus so constructed, but it did not appear that

any use was made of such knowledge; or that an apparatus consisting of a cone
about which the cable was coiled, or of a cone in combination with external

supports, was in use by others than the plaintiff before the date of the said

2 i
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letters patent, or by the plaintiff before the date of the said letters patent, ex-

cept in executing the contract, as hereinafter mentioned.

The Argus, with the cable so stowed, sailed for the Black Sea on the 1st

March, 1855. On her arriving there, the top of the cone and rings, as described

in the specification, were applied to, and adjusted, and the laying of the cable

completed on the 26th April, 1855. The apparatus described in the specifica-

tion of the letters patent of the 15th May was employed in laying down such

cable under the contract of the 15th December, 1854. The plaintiff' received an

agreed or stipulated sum for the whole contract ; the laying of the cable under

that contract, and the means or apparatus to be employed in the execution of

that contract, being left to the plaintiff's choice and discretion.

The said letters patent were applied for by the plaintiff in accordance with

the intention previously entertained of applying for such letters patent, in case

the apparatus should prove successful in laying down the cable. The use of

the said apparatus enabled the cable to be laid with fewer hands than the sub-

marine cables previously laid, and without the occurrence of any kinks.

The defendants, in May, 1856, fitted a vessel called the Propontis with a

cylinder having a domed or hemispherical top, and fastened to the bottom of

the vessel, with an outside cylinder of vertical supports arranged in a circle,

and also fixed to the vessel.

A submarine cable was coiled around this cylinder, the outside of the coil

being supported by the vertical supports arranged in a circle or outside cylinder,

the coil about the cylinder being thereby prevented from shifting. The cable

in being laid down was passed through a hole in the deck, and a hawse tube and

other apparatus of the ordinary description, and drawn up against the cylinder

as the laying down proceeded. The cylinder with the domed top assisted the

paying out, and diminished the tendency of the cable to kink in the paying out

and laying down, in the same manner though not so perfectly as a cone, and the

outside cylinder or supports prevented the coil from shifting.

The defendants did not use any ring or rings, as described in the plaintiff's

specification, adjustable to the height of the coil as the cable was payed out.

The length of the cable laid by the defendants by the use of this apparatus was
about eighty-five miles. After the date of the patent, the defendants were the

first to use an outside cylinder, that is to say, vertical supports arranged in a

circle and fixed to the vessel in combination with a cone or internal cylinder

about which the cable was coiled, and the coil being prevented from shifting in

its place by the outside cylinder, and the cable as it payed out passing up
against the cylinder; and such a combination was an improvement on the ap-

paratus in use for laying down submarine telegraph cables before the laying of

the Varna cable by the plaintiff.

Apparatus for laying down a telegraphic cable, in which the cable was to

be coiled about and drawn off' a cylinder and supported externally by cylindrical

supports, was designed in 1852, as preparatory to laying down a submarine
telegraphic cable ; and drawings were made of such apparatus, but such ap-

paratus was not published or used before the date of the plaintiff's patent.

Jt was contended, on behalf of the defendants, as matters of law : First, That
the use of the supports placed cylindrically outside the coil round a cylinder,

could not be an infringement of the above letters patent. Secondly, That the

letters patent were invalid, because the provisional specification contained no
description of or reference to the rings described and claimed in the specifica-

tion. Thirdly, That the letters patent were invalid by reason of a publication

during the operations in the Black Sea and the Argus, respectively, or

one of them, of a material part of the invention claimed. Fourthly, That the

letters patent were invalid by reason of the use by the plaintiff, prior to the date

of the letters patent, of the apparatus for which the letters patent were granted,

in executing a contract for profit under the circumstances above stated.

The contrary was contended on behalf of the plaintiff, and the arbitrator de-

cided each of the above points of law in favour of the plaintiff. The case came
on for argument before the Court of Common Pleas, on the 21st and 22d April,

and that court, on the 30th April, 1858, pronounced the following judgment:

—

Mr. Justice Byles,—The first objection of the defendants was, that the defend-

ants' apparatus is not an infringement of the plaintiff's invention.

It was for the arbitrator to decide any question of fact, and the court there-

fore are not at liberty to interfere with his finding, unless they see that there

was no evidence of infringement before him. But the substitution by the de-

fendants of a cylinder, having a dome or hemispherical top for the cone, or the

cone with conical apex in the plaintiff's apparatus, both the plaintiff's and the
di fondants' apparatus being used for the same purpose and in nearly the same
manner, is, in our judgment, not only evidence, but strong evidence, to support

the arbitrator's finding.

The second objection was, that the provisional specification contained no
mention of the rings claimed in the full specification. But the office of the pro
visional specification is only to describe generally and fairly the nature of the

invention, and not to enter into all the minute details as to the manner in which
the invention is to be carried out ; otherwise the provisional specification must
be as full as the complete specification, and drawn with as much care and deli

beration. Indeed, the statute itself indicates the distinction between the pro-

visional ami the final specification, for it calls the latter the complete specifica-

tion, implying that the firmer is, or may legally be, in some respects, executory
and incomplete. Moreover, it enacts (s. 6) that the provisional specification is

to describe the nature of the invention and no more, but when the statute comes
to speak of the complete specification its language is altogether different. It

enacts (s. 9.) that the complete specification shall describe not only the nature of

the invention, but also the manner in which it shall be performed, and not only

describe, but particularly ascertain it.

We therefore think that the provisional specification in the case under
consideration sufficiently describes the nature of the invention, though it does
not enter into a detail of all the means by which it is to be accomplished.

The third objection was, that the plaintiff's invention had been disclosed and
published before the date of the letters patent. But a necessary and unavoidable
disclosure to others, such as here appears, if it be only made in the course of

mere experiments, is no publication, although the same disclosure, if made in

the course of a profitable use of an invention previously ascertained to be useful,
would be a publication,— In re Adamson, 25 " Law Journal/' ch. 457.
The answer to this third objection, therefore, depends on the fourth and last

and main objection, which was this i—that the use of the apparatus for profit be-
fore the date of the letters patent, was a uae which avoided the patent.

It must be and is conceded, on the part of the plaintiff, that an inventor's
public use for profit of an invention already ascertained by previous experiment
to be useful, is a gift of the invention to the public, and avoids a subsequent
patent. And it is conceded by the defendants, that a use before the patent,
merely experimental and tentative, does not avoid it.

Now the use here made of the invention, in actually laying down the cable,,

was a use which partook of botb characters -

T on the one hand, it was experi-
mental and tentative, but, on the other, the experiment itself turned out to be
not only successful, but beneficial to the inventor at the moment.
The true question, therefore (looking to the decision of the arbitrator), seems

to be this—is an experiment performed in the presence of others, which not
only turns out to be successful, but actually beneficial in the particular instance^
necessarily a gift of the invention to the world? We think it is not.

In the case under consideration, experiments on dry land are found to be in-

decisive. The decisive experiment still remains to be made on a large scale,

and in deep water. An opportunity presents itself in the course of a Govern-
ment contract, not a contract for the use of this particular apparatus, but a con-
tract for laying down the cable by any means the contractor may select. The
experimentor is obliged either to experiment in a way that may turn out to be
useful in the particular instance, or else not to make any efficient and decisive
experiment at all. The coincidence of an experiment with actual immediate
profit or advantage from it if successful, is unavoidable.

Suppose even that this coincidence had been accidental. Suppose that, in the
course of the voyage, the inventor had tried some further and new experiment,
with an alteration of the apparatus, which alteration had at once answered some
useful purpose, surely that further invention would have been his property.
Otherwise a man cannot have the property in an invention which starts from his

brain so fully matured and armed, that it not only succeeds at the first trial, but
accomplishes, on that very trial, some profitable or useful purpose.

If, indeed, the plaintiff in the present case had on other and subsequent voy-
ages used his apparatus and unnecessarily delayed his application for a patent,
he would have given his invention to the world. But here the arbitrator must
be taken to have found (as he well might on the evidence before him) that the
inventor lost no time, but applied for his patent witb reasonable expedition.

There must, therefore, be judgment for the plaintiff.

Purification of Gas—Hills v. London Gas Light Company.— The trial

of this action took place at Guildford, before Mr. Baron Bramwell and a special

jury, and lasted four days (August 10-14). The action was brought to recover
damages for the infringement of the plaintiff's patent for a mode of purifying
coal gas from sulphuretted hydrogen by means of hydrated oxyde of iron. The
substantial defence was, that the plaintiff was not the true inventor, and that the
invention was not new. It is well known that after the gas is separated from
the coal by means of heat it contains two impurities, which it is necessary to re-

move before it can be used—namely, ammonia and sulphuretted hydrogen. The
ammonia is removed by passing the gas through water ; and the old method
of removing the suphuretted hydrogen was by means of lime. The disadvan-
tage of this was, that there was a large residuum, which was very offensive and
dangerous to health and life ; and, in order to do without it, chemists turned
their attention to the discovery of other substances that would effect the same
result, without injurious consequences. In the years 1847 and 1848 Mr. Hills,

the plaintiff, who is an operative chemist at Deptford, performed some experi-

ments on the subject, and in 1849 he took out a patent for the use of hydrated
oxyde of iron for this purpose, which he mixed with sawdust, and then passed
the gas through the mixture, the effect produced being that the iron retained

the sulphuretted hydrogen and the gas passed in quite pure. This patent also

included a mode of reviving the hydrated oxyde of iron after it had been charged
with the sulphuretted hydrogen, so that the same material might be used over
and over again, some process of revival being absolutely necessary in order to

make the use of the oxyde of iron of any practical value in consequence of the

expensive nature of the material. Mr. Hills' process of reviving the oxyde ap-

peared to be a very simple one, being merely exposure to the air. This plan,

it appears, has been found perfectly successful ; but the originality of the inven-
tion was disputed, and this action was, in fact, brought in order to establish Mr.
Hills' claim as the true and original inventor. It appeared that so early as

1840 Mr. Croil had patented a process of purifying gas from sulphuretted hydro-
gen, and had in his specification mentioned among other things the oxydes of
iron, and it was contended that this was a disclosure of that which the present
plaintiff sought to patent. In answer to this it was said that there were several
forms of the oxydes of iron, some of which were hydrated and others are un-
hydrous, and that Mr. Hills' had specified and patented the hydrated form only

;

and that as the process indicated by Mr. Croll for the revival of his oxydes only
referred to unhydrous oxydes, his specification could not be taken to have di-

vulged as a fact the use of the hydrated oxydes. It was also said that Mr. La-
ming had discovered and made known the use of the hydrated oxyde in 1846,
and had spoken of it under the name of carbonate of iron. Many scientific wit-

nesses were examined on both sides. The jury returned a verdict for the plain-

tiff ; but several points of law were reserved for discussion in the full court, leave
having been given to the defendants to move to set the verdict aside.

Ships' Winches: Wood and Others v. Adamson and Others.— This
action was brought by the plaintiffs, who are engineers at Liverpool, against

the defendants, who are shipbuilders at Sunderland, for the infringement of a
patent granted to Charles Lamport on the 19th of June, 1850, for an invention
of (among other things) an improvement in winches. This patent had been as-

signed to the plaintiffs by the patentee.
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The invention consisted in adding to an ordinary winch an apparatus for work-

ing chains, termed a " gipsy," so as to make the winch applicable to working

chains as well as ropes. The gipsy consists of a pulley fixed upon an axle, with

which it turns, and has several pairs of projections, called "snugs," placed op-

posite each other at intervals around the groove of the pulley, so as to form re-

cesses to receive the links of a chain as they enter the groove alternately edge-

ways and sidewavs, and thereby preventing "the chain from slipping when motion

is given to the gipsy pulley by turning the axle. The patentee by his specifica-

tion claimed the combination of a gipsy with a barrel used for working a rope in

an ordinary winch. The gipsy and the rope barrel were both admitted to be

old ; but it was alleged that they had never been combined in the same winch,

and the plaintiff called witnesses to prove the novelty of the combination.

On the part of the defendants, it was proved that a patent was granted to

Thomas Pratt, on the 23d of February, 1839, for an improvement in ships', cap-

stans and winches, which consisted in adding to them a pulley the same as a

gipsy. Pratt's specification drawings, however, did not show a rope barrel, but

only an ordinary pulley fixed upon the same axle as the gipsy, although it

showed a rope barrel and a gipsy combined in a capstan.

It was also proved that a patent had been granted to Thomas Brown on the

'20th of April, 1847, for improvements in the gipsies added to capstan, windlass,

and other barrels, but the drawings did not show a winch containing both a

gipsy and a rope barrel.

For the defendants it was proved, that anterior to the plaintiff's patent, a Mr.

Gibson had purchased Pratt's patent, and made winches under it, containing

ordinary rope barrels as well as gipsies.

The plaintiffs counsel then admitted that he could not sustain the patent, and

the jury at once found a verdict for the defendants, on the ground that the in-

vention was not new at the date of the patent.

Screw Propellers : Griffiths v. Royal Mail Steam Packet Company.
—Before V. C. Wood—Motion for an injunction to restrain defendants from
using on board their ships any screw propellers constructed in imitation of

plaintiffs patented invention ; and also to restrain the defendants from despatch-

ing from Southampton their ship Tasmania, being fitted or furnished with, or

having on board, any propeller made according to the plaintiffs said invention.

The Tasmania was at the date of the motion engaged to sail immediately for

Point de Galle, in the island of Ceylon, to take up the Australian mail postal ser-

vice, and at the hearing, an arrangement was entered into permitting her de-

parture upon an undertaking by the company to submit, in the event of the

Court being of opinion that the plaintiff's right had been infringed, to pay such
an amount for the use of the propeller referred to as the Court might think jiro-

per to make. The alleged infringement of the plaintiffs patent consisted of

two parts—namely, the employment of a boss or centre of a form and size si-

milar to that which, as he contended, was covered by such patent, and the al-

I adoption of bladrs tapering towards their extremities, in the manner de-

d in his specification, instead of blades widening in that direction, according
to the usual pattern. The infringement was denied by the defendants in their

affidavits, which pointed out the real nature and exact objects of the form of

propeller employed on board the Tasmania. Upon the hearing of the motion,
it was ordered to stand over, with liberty to the plaintiff to bring an action at
law to establish the fact of infringement.

Bottle Capsules : Betts v. Mexzies.—Application on behalf of the plain-

tiff, to commit the defendant, for an alleged breach of the injunction granted
by the Vice-Chancellor in March, 1857, whereby the defendants were restrained

from importing into England, or from vending in England, any metallic capsules
from the material described in the specification of the plaintiffs patent. The al-

leged breach of the injunction consisted in capsules having been manufactured
by Messrs. Wildney at Malines, and consigned by them to consignees in Lon-
don for transshipment into Ireland, whence they were imported by parties

there, and thence forwarded to customers at Liverpool, the capsules thus sold

being stamped with the names of the parties to whom they were so forwarded.
It was now arranged that the motion should stand over until the next term ; the
lefendant, Wildey, undertaking not to make or sell any more capsules with the
names "Price and Co.," or " Tyrer, Liverpool," or any other English mark,
upon them, and in executing orders for any part of the United Kingdom to give
a written caution to purchasers not to sell in England. In the action brought
by the plaintiff against the defendant, in pursuance of the order made in March,
1857, for the infringement of his patent, he obtained a verdict, and the defend-
ants thereupon obtained a rule absolute for a new trial, which has not yet been
heard.

Myers and Others p. Baker and Another.—The plaintiffs are manufac-
turers of steel pens and holders at Birmingham, and the defendants are manu-
factr- ilar articles at the same place. The action was brought under
the 5th and 6th of William IV. cap. 83, sec. 7, to recover penalties for impro-
perly stamping their goods with a view of counterfeiting the plaintiffs' mark.
The Judge told the jury that if the plaintiffs had a valid patent they could have

-ht their action for an infringement in the ordinary way, but they had
chosen to bring this qui lam action, and therefore they had to be satisfied that
the d had not only used the plaintiff's' marks, but that they had done
so with a view to counterfeit them, because that animus was of the very essence
of the inquiry. The jury returned a verdict for the defendants.

MARINE MEMORANDA.
The four iron Tdegrao./ paddle steamers, built by Messrs. Fop, Smit,

jun., 4 Co.. at Kinderdyk, near Rotterdam, and fitted with oscillating
engines by Messrs. Ravenhill of London, are spoken of in very high terms.
. ere fitted out for the accelerated steam communication between Rotter-
dam and Antwerp. The speed, and the beauty of the fittings of these boats,
have attracted a superior amount of patronage since they began to run. No. 3
has done 21 nautical miles in 59.} minutes.

That splendid ocean steamer the Persia continues to hold her own. She has
just made the homeward run, from St John's to the Bell Buoy in the Mersey, in
five days and thirteen hours. The Atlantic was never traversed with such ra-

pidity before.

Messrs. Palmer, Allport, & Co. of Jarrow, on the Tyne, have just completed
the Hudson, the first of two sister iron screw steam-ships, for the North
German Lloyds, to run between Bremen and New York. She is of 3,000 tons

;

length of keel, 318 feet ; length over all, 345 feet ; width, 40 feet ; depth, 33
feet. The engines, which are by Messrs. J. B. & M. Palmer, are of 746
nominal horse-power, capable of working, however, up to 2,600 horse-power.
She is worked by four boilers, with twenty-four furnaces. The steam cylinders
are 90 inches in diameter ; the screw shaft is 125 feet long, and 16 inches in
diameter. She will accommodate 70 first class passengers, 100 second class,

450 third class, and a crew of 130 ; 740 persons in all. The next vessel is to be
called the Weser, so that the names of the two will correspond with those of
the rivers which they will assist to join.

Neall's Gas Stove for Cooking and Heating.—Our sketches represent
this ingenious and economical contrivance both in its covered and its open form.
It is the invention of Mr George Neall of Northampton. The apparatus is

composed of a pair of concentric sheet-iron cylinders, the inner one being per-

forated with holes at the top. When in action, the heated air passes down-
wards about half the length of the apparatus, that is to say, as far as the
inner is covered by the outer cylinder. In this way the inner cylinder

w^m.

is enveloped with heat to this extent, and whatever smoke .is formed is con-

sumed The figure on the left represents a small stove, which is attached for

operating upon kettles or saucepans, for cooking vegetables. This adjunct is

merely a cast-iron frame, with a small hole up its centre for the admission of a

single jet of gas through. The air rushes through with the gas, and the joint

combustion produces a blue flame of intense heating power. Frying and broil-

ing can also be thus effected.

Steam Association in Glasgow.—The Institution of Mechanical Engineers
in Scotland has issued a proposal for the formation, in and near Glasgow, of an
" association for promoting safety, economy, and absence of smoke, in the rais-

ing and use of steam for land, marine, locomotive, and all other purposes/' thus

imitating what has long been successfully carried out in Manchester. The
Manchester society is called an " association for the prevention of steam-boiler

explosions, and for effecting economy in the raising and use of steam ;" and it

is composed of all the principal manufacturers, engineers, and other persons and
firms employing steam, within a circle of 35 miles radius, with Manchester as a
centre. What has been done by it, we have often recorded in these pages. It

is now suggested that Glasgow should be taken as a Scottish centre for a similar

purpose, operating over an area of like size. The expenses are to be met by an
entrance fee of £2, and an annual guinea subscription for each boiler. We shall

be glad to see the plan carried out.

The Highest op Factory Chimneys.—The 450 feet chimney of Messrs.

Tennant's at St. Rollox, Glasgow, is shortly to be rivalled by one to be erected

by Mr. Joseph Townsend, the manufacturing chemist, at Crawford Street, Port

Dundas, and is to be 460 feet high. The diameter of the chimney at the foun-

dation is settled at 50 feet ; at the ground base it is 32 feet. At the base it is

5 feet 2 inches in thickness of brickwork. To add to its solidity and strength,

at every 25 feet in height, there is to be inserted in the brickwork a malleable-

iron ring, 3£ inches deep by J thick, set edgeways. The chimney is to be lined

with an internal flue 50 feet high, and 14 inches thick. It will swallow up

about a million and a, half of bricks.

Copyright in Works of Art.—In moving for a committee of the House of

Lords to inquire into and report upon this subject, with a view to the amend-
ment of the law, Lord Lyndhurst said:—For a long period of years it has been

the custom to grant protection to works of the mind when they assume a

material and useful form. Ever since the time of Queen Anne copyright has

been granted to authors for the protection of their works. If a painter, not

being satisfied with the remuneration for his works, should determine to engrave

them, that engraving would be protected by the law of copyright. The portec-

tion of a copyright was even extended to works of design, applied to manufac-
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tnres. But it is a strange circumstance that to painting, the most delightful of

all the arts, no protection by copyright has ever been given, and yet by the

same principle it is an invention of the mind assuming a useful and beneficial

form. In practice, the effect of the present state of the law is that a very exten-

sive circulation of spurious copies issues, which is most injurious to artists of

different descriptions, and which operates injuriously in many ways. The
artist has lost the copyright in his works, and has been injured in reputation

in consequence of their being copied by inferior artists. The public has been

injured by the frauds committed. The extent of those frauds is most surprising.

In making spurious copies the greatest pains are taken to deceive and mislead

the public. They are generally the same size as the original, are painted on

similar canvas, and are subscribed with the name or peculiar mark of the artist

to whom they are to be attributed. There are regular dealers in these spurious

copies, who employ artists of an inferior character for the purpose of carrying

ou the fraud. The copies are disposed of sometimes at private sales, at others

at public auctions in London, or, more generally, in large commercial cities,

such as Liverpool, Manchester, &c. It is not easy for the artist to reserve the

copyright, because pictures frequently change hands, and there are no means
of preventing these spurious copies getting into circulation.

PROVISIONAL PROTECTION FOR INVENTIONS
UNDER THE PATENT LAW AMENDMENT ACT.

flg?" When the city or town is not mentioned, London is to be understood.

Recorded April 13.

794. George A. H. Dean, 11 Ludgate Hill—An improvement in stereoscope's slides.

Recorded April 22.

890. Pierre E. Aimon, France—Improvements in railway indicating and signalling

apparatus's.

Recorded July 14.

1590. Joseph Rheinauer, Offenburgh, Grand Duchy of Baden—Improvements in the bear-

ings for axles and shafts, in order to lubricute and exclude dust from such

hearings.—(Communication.)

Recorded July 19.

1G2G. William Tasker the younger, Waterloo Iron Works, near Andover, Hants—Im-
provements in combined thrashing machines.

1627. Thomas F. Chorley, 9 Cottage Place, City Road—Improvements in the form of

bankers' cheques, and other similar documents, with the view of preventing
fraudulent dealings therewith.

1628. William Herapath, Bristol—An improvement in the manufacture and treatment

of paper with a view to the prevention of forgery.

1G29. Charles Lambert, Sunk Island, Yorkshire—Improvements in collars for horses and

other draught animals
1630. Solomon Maw, Aldersgate Street—An improved feeder for administering food.

Recorded July 20.

1631. Jean Schmitt, 44 Greek Street, Soho Square—Cementing, hardening, and tempering
rails for railways and also axles for railway carriage wheels.

1032. James Chadwicte, Castleton Print Works, near Rochdale, Lancashire—Improve-
ments in the application of certain woven fabrics to printing purposes.

1633. James Shawl, Blackfriars Road, Surrey—Improvements in fire-engines and pumps.
1U34. Thomas Bailey, 17 Russell Street, Birmingham—Improvements in repeating tire-

arras.

1635 John C. Hill, Kentish Town—Improvements in making joints for connecting pipes

and other articles by means of lead or other soft metal.

1636. Reuben Clarke, Cwmbran, near Newport, Monmouthshire— Improvements in

windows, window blinds, and shutters.

1637. Charles Doley, Birmingham, and Edwin Bigland, and Thomas H. Worrall,

Smethwick, Staffordshire— Improvements in ornamenting metallic and non-
metallic surfaces.

1638. George Wheatley, Bethnal Green Road—An improvement in the ornamenting of
sticks.

1639. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street—Improvements in moveable apparatuses for

receiving fecal and sewage matters.—(Communication from G. M. Lege.)

1640. William N. Nicholson, Newark-on-Trent—Improvements in crushing mills.

1641. Johann V. N. S. Petrziwalsky, Pall Mall— Improvements in the manufacture of

bread, and in the apparatus to be employed therein. -

1642. William Asquith and Joseph Asquith, Leeds, Yorkshire—Ornamenting the surfaces

of raised pile fabrics, and in the apparatus employed therein.

Recorded July 21.

1643. Edwin Hardon, Stockport—An improved manufacture of woven fabric for covering
umbrellas and parasols.

1644. John W. Wilson, Barnsley, Yorkshire— Certain improvements in machinery or
apparatus for turning and cutting wood and other substances.

1645. Matthew Matley, Ashton-under-Lyne, Lancashire— Improvements applicable to

steam boilers for consuming smoke and economising fuel in the generation of

steam.
1646. Thomas Piatti, France—An improved propeller.

1647. Leon Cunq, Bordeaux, France—Improvements in calculating machines.

1648. Henry Allnutt, 77 Fleet Street—A vehicle for lamplighters.

1649. John W. Giles, St. Martin's-le-Grand—Improvements in locomotive or traction

engines.

1650. James Meacock, Snow Hill—Improvements in wet gas meters.

Recorded July 22.

1651. David W. Warder, 4 Caroline Place, Chelsea—Improvements in the manufacture
of beams, girders, ships' ribs or frames, and other structures of wrought iron.

1652. Benjamin Blake, Eccleston, near Prescot, Lancashire—An improved kiln for burning
earthenware and other similar articles.

1653. Henry Green, Liverpool—A new or improved hinge for hanging and closing doors,

gates, or windows.
1654. Charles Gammon, 9 Cloak Lane—Improvements in the fastening of envelopes and

letters.

1655. William L. Thomas, Union Street, Berkeley Square—Improvements in ordnance,
flre-arms, and appaiatus generally in which gunpowder is employed.

1656. J 'an B. P. A. Thierry, junior, Paris—'Improvements in furnaces.
16J7. Ai'chibaM B. Tripler, 1 Michael's Grove, Brompton—Improvements in obtaining

products from a species of asphaltum at present found in the island of Cuba, and
called Ohapafote.

1J58. Henry Higgins and Thomas S. Wlntworth, Salford, Lancashire—Improvements in

machinery for spinning and doubling or twining cotton and other fibrous
materials.

1659.

1660.

1662.

1663.

1664.

1665.

1666.

1667.

1670.

1671.

1672.

1676.

1677.

1678.

1679.

1680.

1681.

1682.

16S3.

16S4.

1685.

Recorded July 23.

Levy J. Marks, Newport, Monmouthshire—Improvements in compasses.
William A. Gilbee, 4 South Street, Finsbury—An improved rotary engine.

—

(Communication.)
Robert P. Walker, New York, U. S.—Improvements in machinery for hulling and

finishing rice and similar grains.

Harby Barber, Leicester—Improved machinery for producing knitted fabrics.

George Brockelbank, 71 Lombard Street—Improvements in laying submarine cables
for telegraphic purposes.

William Parsons, Pratt Street, Old Lambeth— Improvements in separating the
solid matter from sewage waters.

Henry J. Giffard, Fiance—Improvements in feed apparatus for steam and other
boilers, which improvements are also applicable to the raising and forcing of
fluids.

Recorded July 24.

Charles Atkinson, Sheffield, Yorkshire—A certain improvement in Venetian blinds.
Michael Shanty, Soho Square—A mercurial level, to show the heights of liquids in

enclosed and opaque vessels, vases, and principally for steam boilers.—-(Com-
munication from Edward Legris, Paris.)

William Merry, 9 Park Place Villas, Paddington—Improvements in apparatus for
preventing the escape of foul air from area, kitchen, and scullery drains of
dwelling-houses, also from street, stable, and slaughter house drains.

Michael Shanty, Soho Square—A metallic trimming for intercepting water, air, gas,

or steam round piston rods,of whatsoever they may he, the same may be applied
to the joints of steam machines.—(Communication fom Edward Legris, Paris.)

Squire Townend, Blossom Street, York—Improvements in cranes.

Julien F. Belleville, France—An improved smoke-consuming apparatus or furnace.
Helen C. Traphagen, New York, U. S.—Improvements in ladies' skirts.

Recorded July 26.

Daniel Adamson, Hyde, Chestershire—Improvements in hydraulic apparatus for

raising and lowering heavy articles, and in the application of hydraulic power
for rivetting metallic structures, as iron ships' boilers, tanks, and similar
articles.

Charles F. Vasserot, 45 Essex Street, Strand—Improvements in glass roofs, sky-
lights, windows, and other glass structures.—(Communication from Pierre F. R.
Gonsault, Montargis, France.)

Alphonse Sax, France—Improvements in wind musical instruments.
James Cooke, Belfast— Improvements in singeing, treating, or finishing textile

fabrics.

John Haidie, Stirling—Improvements in apparatus for regulating the flow or
passage of fluids.

James Taylor and John Nimmo, Glasgow—Improvements in healds, and in ma-
chinery or apparatus for making healds.

Ei'njamin T. Hairis, Brooklyn, New York, IL S.—Improvements in registers for

indicating the presence or absence, and the time of arrival and departure, of work-
men or employees.

Charles de Jongh, Lautenbach, France—An improved system of and machineiy for

heckling or combing flax, silk, or other fibrous substances.

Thomas Hall, Mildmay Park, Islington—Improved apparatus for indicating a rise

of temperature in confined spaces.

Edward Jones, Olive House, Camden Town— Effecting a better system of drainage,

and the machinery and apparatus necessary for the same, whereby the sewage
manure is collected and conveniently exported for use, and the noxious effluvia

prevented from contaminating the air of populous cities and towm,aud whereby
the drains may he more L'trongly and securely built, by the manufacture of a
more suitable and better material.

Henry Jackson, 130 Powis Street, Woolwich, Kent—Improvements in preparing
lubricating matters.

John Hope, Rhode Island, U. S.—A new and useful mechanism or apparatus for

supporting and adjusting a graver of a machine, for engraving the surface of a
calico printer's roller, prepaiatory to the same being etched.

^" Information as to any of these applications, and their p?'ogress, may be had on
application to the Editor of this Journal.

DESIGNS FOE ARTICLES OF UTILITY.

August 7th,

18th,

Registered from 1th August to 25th August, 1858.

4111 W. H. Atkinson, Tynemouth—"Improved wet gas meter."
4112 A. J. Clarke, Wolverhampton—"Safety cab and carriage lamp."
41 13 W. Gillett, Market-place, Hull—" The atmospheric hat."

4114 C Weintraud, jun., Offenbach on the Maine—"Fastening for

porte monnaies, pocket books, and other cases."

4115 W. Broughton, 7 South Street, Finsbury—"A close or open fiie

kitchen range."
4116 G. Barnes, 9 New Court, Goswell Street—"Improved braces."

4117 A. Browse, Grove Villa, Compton, near Plymouth— "Church
hassock."

TO READERS AND CORRESPONDENTS.

Press of matter compels us to postpone the insertion of several illustrated articles, and

a large portion of our monthly notes, which we shall, however, overtake in our next.

J. S. H. Hyde.—Received too late for notice last month. The exhibitor is right. The
atmosphere acts antagonistically. Read Lardner on the steam engine, or any similar

book.
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HORIZONTAL MARINE ENGINES OF THE SCREW
STEAMER " METBOPOLIS."

By Mr. Thomas Meacham, Victoria Foundry Company, Greenwich.

(Illustrated by Plate 231.)

The first plate which appeared in the Practical Mechanic's Journal re-

presented "Joyce's double cylinder pendulous condensing engines for

manufacturing purposes," as made at the Greenwich Iron Works. Now,

after the lapse of 128 months, we return to that establishment for another

example of its engineering productions. The works are now known as

the "Victoria Foundry," and are in the hands of a company under the

engineering-management of Mr. Thomas Meacham, who was long asso-

ciated with the late Mr. Joyce. That Mr. Meacham thinks for himself

to some purpose, in marine engineering designs, is clearly evident, we

think, from his engines, which we represent in full detail in our plate 231.

Fig. 1 on that plate is a. forward elevation of the engines as looking

aft in the ship—the steam cylinders being on the starboard side, and the

air-pump and condensing details being on the port side. Fig. 2 is a cor-

responding sectional elevation of the forward engine ; fig. 3 being a sec-

tion of one of the air-pumps and condensers as corresponding to fig. 2,

but shown in separate detail for the sake of convenience. Fig. 4 is a

side view of the engines as looking on the cranks on the starboard side.

The arrangements embodied in these engines were patented in 1854,

by Messrs. Joyce and Meacham ; and the principle has since been suc-

cessfully carried out by the patentees, and other engineers, in several

vessels of considerable tonnage, both as full and auxiliary power. The

plan possesses the great merit of occupying a comparatively small space

in the vessel ; a point which, in auxiliary-powered ships, is of the utmost

importance, as it leaves so much the more space available for the heavy

cargoes which such vessels usually carry. Another point is the obtain-

ment of a long connecting rod, much longer than can possibly be used

in ordinary direct- action engines. In this particular feature, the arrange-

ment will stand a comparison with the trunk engine, as now much used;

when placed horizontally for screw-propelling purposes ;
whilst no draw-

back is encountered—as in the trunk plan—in the shape of a necessity

for cylinders of increased diameter and weight, to compensate for the

space taken up by the trunk.

The main objects here provided for by Mr. Meacham are—the perfect

stability of the pistons ; the diminished friction of the parts ; freedom

from leakage ; avoidance of the waste of steam by condensation from

an unnecessary exposure of surface
; complete accessibility to, and con-

trol of, the working parts ; a minimum diameter of cylinder, and con-

sequently a minimum of occupied space, and a reduction in weight—all

which are advantages coming out with prominence, in comparison with

the trunk engine, hitherto so great a favourite with horizontal screw

engine makers.

The Metropolis-, iron screw steamer, built expressly to run between

London and Jersey, with passengers and merchandise, affords us a very

good example of the practical development of the plan ; and it is from

the engines of this vessel that our plate 231 has been prepared. That

this ship has been successful, is shown in the fact that she runs at an

average speed of thirteen miles an hour, with great steadiness ofaction

in all her mechanical details. Both hull and engines were built at the

Victoria Foundry Works, and she has been on her station since June,

1857, performing her duty in a most satisfactory manner. Her principal

dimensions are—length between perpendiculars, 150 feet ; extreme

breadth, 24 feet ; draught ofwater at load line, 9 feet.

Her tonnage, O.M., is 417 tons. Her engines consist of two cylin-

ders, of 33 inches diameter, with a length of. stroke of 2 feet ; revolu-

tions, 80 per minute. The screw is a three-hladed one, 8 feet 6 inches

diameter, with a pitch of 17 feet. The air-pumps are of duplex action,

10 inches in diameter, and with the same stroke as the steam cylin-

ders. The working steam pressure for the speed we have quoted is 12

pour.

No. 128.—Vol. XI,

Our illustrations of the engines are clear enough to render a detailed

account of them almost unnecessary. By the adoption of two piston

rods in the same vertical plane for each piston, and a cupped or hollowed

piston, with a similar cupped cylinder cover and end, a much longer con-

necting rod is obtained than could possibly be had in the ordinary direct

action, single piston-rod engine, without a great sacrifice of space and

weight. Then, by prolonging the piston rods through the bottom or

closed ends of, the cylinders, great steadiness of action and uniformity of

wear are insured.

The steam cylinders are disposed longitudinally, side by side, upon a

deep transverse sole plate, which, besides answering as the foundation

for the entire machinery, also contains the condenser. The screw shaft

pedestals are bolted down in line upon the centre of the sole plate, and

are each furnished with transverse projecting brackets, for bolting to the

ends of open bracket frames, which are again bolted at their wider ends

to the cylinder covers. This forms a firm connecting stay between the

cylinders and the main shaft—binding the whole of the working and re-

sisting parts into a firm and compact mass.. Both cylinder end covers

are very deeply cupped or recessed, and the back end of the piston is

correspondingly cupped—its convex part working inside the concavity

of the back end cylinder cover, whilst its concave side similarly embraces

the long convexity of the front end cylinder cover,. during the working

action. Each piston has two parallel piston rods, disposed in the same

vertical plane. They are cottered into holes in the piston, nearly mid-

way in their length—their after projecting portions being arranged to

work through guides, in closed tube pieces bolted' on to the back cover.

The front working portions of the piston-rods are cottered, at their ex-

treme ends, into a "T" cross head ; the central prolongation of which runs

back into the concavity in the front end cylinder cover. These prolonga-

tions are composed of a pair of parallel wrought-iron plates, through the

inner end of which the joint pin for the connecting rod is passed; and

between which the connecting rod works forward from such pin to the

crank. This arrangement insures great steadiness in working, which is

still further improved by the support received by the lower side of the

crosshead, from the plane of the sole plate on which it works.

The steam is supplied through the curved forked or. branch pipes at

the back of the cylinders
;
and the slide valves, which are on the upper

sides of the cylinders, are actuated by link motions, from eccentrics on

the main shaft—the links being connected to the lower studs of short

rocking-shaft levers, directly jointed to the valve spindles.

The handling of both valves is effected by a spoked wheel at the after

end of the engines, the shaft of which carries a spur pinion in .gear with

an upper spur wheel, fast on one end of a horizontal shaft, carrying levers,

connected by link rods with the link motions of the eccentric gearing.

The injection and blowing through valves are worked by the small

handles close to the spoked wheel. The shafts and bevil pinion gearing,

connected with these handles, bring all into simultaneous action..

The double acting air-pumps are placed inside the condenser, and

worked off the crossheads of the engines by means of a strong well-guided

bar, which itself serves the purpose of a guide for the crosshead. The

feed and bilge pumps, in duplicate, are worked from the fore end of the

main shaft by a disc and pin—the pumps being suitably placed in an in-

clined position on both sides of the shaft for that purpose.

The slide valves are of the equilibrium kind, and are so balanced as to

be easily manipulated ; whilst the whole of the gear for the injection

and blowing through arrangements is concentrated in.one convenient

spot, so as to give the engineer complete and ample view and control

over the machinery.

The boilers are of the ordinary multitubular kind, and, excepting that

they have a most ample allowance of fire-grate area, and heat absorbing

surface, they do not call for detailed remark.

The indicator tell-tale cards show that these engines have worked up

to three and a quarter times the nominal horse power. Then' practical

working has always been satisfactory, and they may be fairly described

as good, substantial, and effective engines for their particular employ-

ment—the driving of the screw-propeller.

2k
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SOUTH AFRICA, No. II.

THE ZAMBESI RIVER.

We will now track .our enterprising traveller from the centre of the con-

tinent down the Zambesi to the east coast. Accompanied by the chief

of the Makololo tribe, and about 200 followers, he started from a negro

town called Linyauto (lat. 18 deg. 17 min. 20 sec. S., long. 23 deg. 50 inin.

9 sec. E.), situate on the Chobe, a river composed of many tributaries

that traverse the interior of the country in all directions, and proceeded

towards the north-east. About 140 miles from Linyanto, the Chobe joins

the Leeambye, a great river flowing from the north. A few miles below

the point ofjunction, where the river has now become the Zambesi, are

the vast falls of Mosi-oa-tunya, the most striking natural phenomenon
beheld by our traveller in the whole of his rambles. The native name
signifies Souuding Smoke, and ought to be retained in place of the one

which the doctor, in not particularly good taste, proposes to substitute.

" After twenty minutes' sail, we came in sight, for the first rime, of the

columns of vapour appropriately called ' smoke,' rising at a distance

of five or six miles, exactly as when large tracts of grass are burned in

Africa. Five columns now arose, and bending in the direction of the

wind, they seemed placed against a low ridge covered with trees—the

tops of the columns at this distance appearing to mingle with the clouds.

The whole scene was extremely beautiful. The banks and islands dotted

over the river are adorned with sylvan vegetation, of great variety of

colour and form. At the period of our visit, several trees were spangled

over with blossoms The falls are bounded on three sides by
ridges 300 or 400 feet in height, which are covered with forest—the red

soil appearing among the trees. When about half a mile from the falls,

I left the canoe by which we had come down thus far, and embarked in

a lighter one, with men well acquainted with the rapids, who, by passing

down the centre of the stream in the eddies and still places, caused by
many jutting rocks, brought me to an island situated on the middle of

the river, and on the edge of the lip over which the water rolls. But
though we had reached the island, and were within a few yards of the

spot—a view from which would solve the whole problem—I believe that

no one could perceive where the vast body of water went ; it seemed to

lose itself in the earth—the opposite lip of the fissure into which it dis-

appeared being only 80 feet distant. At least I did not comprehend it,

until, creeping with awe to the verge, I peered down into a large rent,

which had been made from bank to bank of the broad Zambesi, and saw
that a stream of a thousand yards broad leaped down a hundred feet, and
then became suddenly compressed into a space of fifteen or twenty yards.

The entire falls arc simply a crack made iu a hard basaltic rock from the

right to the left bank of the Zambesi, and then prolonged from the left

bank away through 30 or 40 miles of hills. If one imagines the Thanres
filled with low tree-covered hills, immediately beyond the tunnel, ex-

tending as far as Gravesend ; the bed of black basaltic rock instead of

London mud ; and a fissure made therein, from one end of the tunnel to

the other, down through the keystones of the arch, and prolonged from
the left end of the tunnel through 30 miles of hills ; the pathway being
100 feet down from the bed of the river instead of what it is, with the

lips of the fissure from 80 to 100 feet apart ; then fancy the Thames
leaping bodily into the gulf, and forced there to change its direction, and
flow from the right to the left bank, and then rush boiling' and roaring

through the hills—he may have some idea of what takes place at this

the most wonderful sight I had witnessed in Africa. In looking down
int" the fissure on the right of the island, one sees nothing but a dense
white cloud, which, at the time we visited the spot, had two bright rain-

bows on it. From this cloud rushed up a great jet of vapour, exactly
like steam, and it mounted 200 or 300 feet high ; then condensing, it

changed its hue to that of dark smoke, and came back in a constant
shower. On the left of the island we see the water at the bottom a white
rolling mass, moving away to the prolongation of the fissure. I judged
the distance which the water falls to be about 100 feet. The walls of

this gigantic crack are perpendicular, and composed of one homogeneous
mass of rock."

This very curious rent in the rocks is supposed to be, geologically

speaking, of modern date. At a former epoch, there is good reason for

believing that a vast sheet of water covered the basin-shaped interior of

the country from 17° to 21° S. lat., and that other lakes existed in other

parts of the interior, all of which have been drained by fissures made in

the rocks during the process of the upheaval of the country. Lake Nyami
is the remains of the vast central lake, the waters of which made their

escape by the fissure at the great falls. In confirmation of this view,
Dr. Livingstone says, that the whole space where the lake is supposed to

have existed is covered with a bed of tufa, more or less soft, and that

fresh-water shells are found in it identical with those now living in

Nyami and the Zambesi. Again, the river system of this part of the con-

tinent is very curious. The rivers have nowhere deep beds ; their courses
are very tortuous ; and the natives affirm that they are connected with
each other by branches ; so that a canoe may ascend one, cross by a

branch into another, and descend that. The interior of this part of the

continent must be pictured as a vast basin, of moderate elevation, bounded
towards each coast by a granite ridge 200 miles broad, from whirl: rid

there is a slope to the level coast on both sides. In the latitude ol il '.

Zambesi river, the central depression has a breadth of about lino miles.
,

It is damp, with numerous streams ami thick woods, amongst whidh range
herds of wild animals. Below the falls, the river flows nearly eastward
for about a degree of longitude, and then takes a north-easterly course,

receiving many streams on its way, and passing through a very rough
hilly countrj'. Livingstone, however, struck off at once to the north-

east, and here the chief and many of the company departed homewards.
One hundred and fourteen men remained—this large troop being required
to carry the ivory they were taking to the ooast. His path led up an
ascent, as if he was now leaving behind the great lake country. The
ascent continued until he reached the altitude of 5000 feet, where, of

course, the temperature was much cooler, and the climate healthier.

This was in the Batoka country, about lat. 26 deg. 40 min., ten days'

journey below the great falls, on a granite ridge to the east of the

river Kalomo. This elevated country extends up to the river Zambesi
(by which it can be reached—there being only one short rapid in the

whole course), and northward in the other direction to an unknown dis-

tance. It is to be hoped that it will be further investigated, as it offers a

very desirable site for European stations, out of the reach of valley fevers.

At present there are no inhabitants in this mountain district ; but further

in the country swarms with inhabitants, and abundance of maize, ground
nuts, and corn are raised.

In twenty da}'s after leaving the freit falls, our traveller had reached
Monze's village, whose people seem anxious to hold peaceable commercial
intercourse with Europeans. They cultivate large gardens, have goats
and fowls, but no cattle ; for which, however, the pasturage is well
adapted. For several days he passed through a beautiful country of hill

and vale, and struck the river Kafue, a large tributary of the Zambesi
flowing from the westward. In this longitude are the Kansala rapids

on the Zambesi. This district is highly cultivated, and vast quantities

of grain, sweet potatoes, &c, are produced, as well as sugar-cane. Cross-

ing the Kafue, which abounds in hippopotami, he passed amongst hills,

in several ranges 900 or 1000 feet high, which form a sort of low fringe

on the coast side of the grand ridge. When he arrived at the top of the

most easterly range, he was struck by the splendour of the prospect,

which we shall let him describe in his own words :

—"At a short distance

below us we saw the Kafue winding away over a forest-clad plain to the

confluence, and on the other side of the Zambesi, beyond that, lay a long
range of dark hills. A line of fleecy clouds appeared lying along the

course of the rivers at their base. The plain below us, at the left of the

Kafue, had more game upon it than any where else I had seen in Africa.

Hundreds of buffaloes aud zebras grazed on the open spaces ; and there

stood lordly elephants feeding majestically, nothing moving, apparently,

but the proboscis. I wished that I had been able to take a photograph
of a scene so seldom beheld, and which is destined, as guns increase, to

pass away from earth. When we descended, we found all the animals
remarkably tame. The elephants stood beneath the trees, fanning them-
selves with their long ears, as if they did not see us at 200 or 300 yards'

distance. The number of animals was quite astonishing, and make me
think that here I could realise an image of that time -when megatheria
fed undisturbed in the primeval forests."

Not far from the junction of the Kafue and the Zambesi, he passed a

forest of silicified tree-trunks, of the coniferous order. A little below the

confluence, the flow of the river was at the rate of four miles and a half

an hour. Its banks abound with beasts and birds, its waters with fish,

and the islands are numerous. The party pursued their way with diffi-

culty through rank vegetation and thick bushes, where there were no
tracks save those of wild animals, for the natives employed canoes. Here
were great numbers of buffaloes, zebras, water-bucks, wild pigs, &c.
After a while, they reached a district where it was evident dealing for

slaves had penetrated ; and the people showed symptoms of hostility.

Passing M. Curuma's village, ranges of hills, which line both banks of

the river above this, came close to the stream, forming a narrow gorge,
and leaving only a narrow path for travellers. At length the confluence

of the Loangwa (coming from the north) and the Zambesi was reached
(lat. 15 deg. 37 min. 22 sec. S. ; long. 30 deg. 32 sec. E.). Here are the

remains of a deserted Portuguese station called Zumbo. All this district

is infested with the fly called tsetse, the sting of which is destructive to

oxen. Here the heat becomes great. The Zambesi is a wide river, con-

taining many inhabited islands. The banks are set with dense bush and
rank grass ; the sides covered with forests.

The time came when it was desirable that our traveller should cross

to the south side of the Zambesi, and he effected the passage by means
of canoes at a place where the river, still pursuing a westerly course, was
1200 yards wide, with a current flowing at the rate of 3J miles in the

hour. The people in these parts were enemies of the Portuguese, and
had been at war with them. Still trade was carried on, and there was
abundance of English cotton goods in the country. Heavy rains fell, and
filled the great river and its tributaries, the crossing of which gave him
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so much trouble that he deemed it best to quit the neighbourhood of the

<i. Striking southward (long. 31 deg. 43 ruin., E.), he crossed

another forest of silieified trunks, and arrived at a thin- seam of coal in a

district where the sandstone beds had been disturbed by basaltic dykes.

After a long wandering. Livingstone arrived, on the 3d March, at the

Portuguese settlement of Tete on the Zambesi flat. 1(3 deg. 9 min. 3 sec.

S.. long. 33 deg. 28 min. E.). The place is defended by a wide fort, and
has about 2000 inhabitants, of whom less than 100 are Europeans, inr

eluding the military. Formerly Tete was a place of considerable trade

;

millet, and maize, coffee, sugar, oil, indigo, and ivory were ex-

ported. Gold dust was collected in the neighbourhood to the extent of

more than 130 lbs. annually ; but the labour by which these articles were
cultivated or collected was slave labour, and when the slaves were sold

to Brazil the original trade ceased. The war with the natives completed

the ruin of the merchants. In the vicinity of Tete there are several

seams of good coal, which could be easily worked, though now altogether

neglected. There is a'so a hot spring, to show that igneous action is not

yet quite extinct. The rocks of trap, greenstone, porphyry, &c., as well

as the dislocations of the strata, prove that the action of internal fire was
in past periods abundantly displayed. The scenery around is picturesque

from the number of trees, and the soil of the valleys is fertile. Free la-

bourers are paid at the rate of two yards of unbleached calico a day
;
and

masons and carpenters are paid no more. The goods imported for sale

to the natives are, besides calico, thick brass wire, beads, gunpowder,
and guns, and the total annual value is about £15,000. The gold dust is

obtained in minute scales from sand by a tedious process of washing. It

is offered for sale in goose quills, and 24 yards of calico are demanded for

a penful, worth about £2. Iron is found abundantly, of excellent qua-

lity : but there is no copper or silver. There is much cultivation in the
surrounding country : rice and sago are raised in addition to the grains
before mentioned, as well as the ground-nut, beans, pumpkins; and me-
lons. A little cotton of a bad quality is produced. The district abounds

nits that yield dyes and medicines of unknown value. The river,

which in March is about 1000 yards broad at Tete, rises suddenly several

feet three or four times a year, the swellings being occasioned by rains

in the interior. Low-lying places are flooded, and rendered very produc-
tive. As to the temperature, the thermometer in the middle of March
indicated. 84 deg. at 9 a.m., 90 deg. at noon, and 87 deg. at 9 p.m., the
lowest reading being 81' deg. at sunrise. AVhen a sudden fall of a few
degrees occurs, as is sometimes the case, Europeans are liable to fever.

After seven weeks' residence at Tete, Livingstone started eastward
with a reduced troop of attendants on the 22d April. A few miles below
Tete, the river enters the Lupata Gorge, two miles in length, and be
tween 200 and 300 yards wide. Below the gorge it expands into a
stream two miles in width, studded with inhabited and fertile islands.

The banks are flat nearly the whole distance to Senna, another Portu-
- tl lent, standing on the right bank, where he arrived on the

27th. He found this place to be 23-i hours' sail from Tete, and its geo-
graphical position to be lat. 17 deg.,27 min. 1 sec. S., long. 35 deg. 10
min. K The natives, in going up from one place to the other, tow then-

boats by long ropes from the shore, and they are occupied twenty days
in this operation. The condition of Senna, is stated to be very bad, the
fort and buildings being half ruined, and the neighbouring natives very

- jme. It is an unhealthy place, there being stagnant pools and
i-lands at hand, and the country far and near being covered with

forests and bush. Ou the opposite side of the river are some ranges of
hills. The pay of the officials is some years in arrear, and they are com-
pelled to engage in trade, notwithstanding the prohibition of the Govern-

Neat boats, valued at from £20 to £100, are made by negro-slaves
belonging to the Portuguese. On the 11th of May the party left Senna,
and proceeded down the river, passing the mouths of several tributaries

on their way ; one, the Shire, baring a moutli 200 yards broad. Maruru
is a settlement a few miles above the delta, belonging to a Portuguese
of Qailimane. The. sugar-cane, coffee, and cotton plants are cultivated

;

tie are good, and the natives a finer race than those below, living
in better huts. The climate is cooler and healthier than near the sea.

A neighbouring village called Mesan is a neat place, with plantations of
palms and mangos. Hippopotami haunt the river, and on the banks are
elephants and lions in abundance. Maruru may be reached in four or
five days from the sea in boats, but it only takes two days and a half to

1"ijr the first thirty miles above the delta, there is much wood
on the banks, and much cultivation around the numerous villages and

Here may be seen mangos, bananas, and garden vegetables. The
living on the south of the Zambesi belong to a bold tribe called

Landeens, who refuse to acknowledge the Portuguese authority. The
delta of ;es at Mazaro. Before it divides its waters

cribed as a magnificent river, half a mile wide, without islands
;

its banks covered with forests of fine timber. Unfortunately fever is rife

in all this district. Livingstone's course was to the Portuguese settle-

| lilimane, which stands at the mouth of what was once a branch
of the Zambesi, but has of late years been partly filled up. He was in

to leave his boats behind and to proceed some
] foot until he reached the river of Quilimane, when a sailing

launch being lent to him, he arrived at his destination on the 20th of May.
The village of Quilimane has an unhealthy position on a mud bank, sur-

rounded by swamps and rice grounds. The view houses are built of

brick. There is a dangerous bar off the river, on which a heavy sea
breaks; and vessels have been repeatedly lost. Livingstone remained at

this place six weeks, and then, obtained a passage in a Queen's ship to

the Mauritius, whence he came to England by the Red Sea and the Me-
diterranean. The Zambesi has four or five principal mouths, but the
main outlet is the Luabo, which has an. entrance about two miles in width,
with a bar through which there is a narrow passage. There is a rise

and fall of 22 feet at springs ou this bar. At the rainy season, that is, in

January and Februaiy, a very large district is overflowed, and then the
water escapes by many channels. There is a large negro village about
eight miles from the mouth, on the right bank, with much cultivated
ground about it. Here is a building once used as a barracoon or guard-
house for slaves waiting to be exported, some large cargoes having been
formerly got off from this river. The Luabo branch is very tortuous but
deep ; it is computed to be 70 or 80 miles long, from the sea to the apex
of the delta, where the Quilimane river, dried up during several months
of the year, diverges. The whole district is hot, steamy, and feverish.

The delta is claimed bjr the Portuguese, but the southern bank of the
Luabo is in the possession of independent Caffres. It seems to us that
if the British have any serious intention of forming commercial connec-
tions with the interior, they should begin by obtaining a footing at the
mouth of the Zambesi. This it would probably be easy to effect by pur-
chasing land from the independent negroes; Here a trading depot should
be formed. We should, then have a right to navigate the river without
asking permission of the Portuguese, and a chain of fortified settlements
could be made at intervals on the banks as far into the interior as we
chose.

The mountainous district on the borders of ths central basin is stated
to be healthy, and Livingstone proposes to establish missionary settle-

ments in this part. These in time would be the nuclei of trading estab-
lishments. The first object, of course, will be to secure a road thither

from the coast, both for the facility of safe travelling, and in order that
Europeans might pass from.the unhealthy coast region- with the greatest
possible speed. For the first 300 miles, that is, from the sea to the rapids
above Tete, there is no obstruction whatever to the progress of a mode-
rate sized steamer during some months of the year; and after these
rapids have been surmounted, there is another reach of 300 miles of un-
impeded navigation Thus the foot of the eastern chain of mountains
can be easily reached. It was with the view of performing such a voyage
on the waters of the Zambesi that Dr. Livingstone carried with him, on
his new expedition, a small iron steamer, capable of being taken in

pieces, so as to be readily transportable on men's shoulders at the rapids.

From the great falls of Mosi-oa-tunya. to the east is a distance of about
800 miles, and the general velocity of the river is thought to be three
miles and three-quarters an hour. The declivity of the bed may be about
seven inches a mile.

It remains but to say, that the Portuguese settlements on the Zambesi
are comprehended in the governor-generalship of Mozambique, which ex-
tends from the 10th to the 26th parallel of S. lat., having a line of coast
of about 1200 geographical miles, and a width in the broadest part of GOO
miles. The area is estimated at 306,000 square geographical miles. It

is divided into seven districts,, and the population is roughly set down at

300,000, of whom upwards of 42,000 are slaves. Like all the foreign
possessions of Portugal, it is miserably managed. The capital is the city
of Mozambique, which contains about 11,000 inhabitants. The dis-

coverer of the Mozambique coast was the celebrated Portuguese navi-
gator, Vasco de Gama, after doubling the Cape in 1497.

MECHANICAL NOTES FROM AMERICA.

Fairs, how Conducted—Practical Tests at-Fairs—Advantages of—Difficulties attending

—

The Tests of Stationary Non-Condensing Steam Engines at the Crystal Palace—The
Programme—Methods finally adopted.

It is the season for the commencing of the various annual fairs. A na-
tional agricultural fair at some central point in the valley of the Missis-
sippi, a grand State fair at some easily accessible point in nearly each
of the thirty-two States, and a country fair or "cattle show " in a large

number of the smaller subdivisions of territory, make a very respectable

number of annual industrial exhibitions within the limits of the United
States; and all come off..wi,thin this and the ensuing month. AVhether
all may be as creditable in character as could be desired, or as could be

easily attained by a little effort, is another question, but all are conduct-
ed according to pretty nearly the same general formula. In each, the
President of the body in charge of the affair makes a speech, in which the
benefit of steamboats and railroads are discussed, and the general con-
clusion is arrived at that mankind are progressing ; in each, a very im-
portant function is performed by a man who stands at the entrance, and
receives the tickets of the thronging visitors; in each, the articles are
passed upon by judges, who are supposed to be familiar with the classes
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of goods submitted to them for examination ; in each, a premium com-

mittee, after learning the opinion of the judges, awards premiums, of

more or less value, to the exhibitors of what arc believed to be the most
deserving in each :—the long list of awards is too tedious ever to be read

;

and in each, the committee of managers congratulate themselves and the

world on the fact that the exhibition has been more successful than any
previous effort. But it is not intended to enter at this juncture into a

full examination of the natural history of industrial expositions, nor to

show the peculiarities of American fairs, as distinguished from those of

Donnybrook and other equally classic localities. The subject is too ex-

tensive, and has, as already intimated, been made the subject of some
hundreds or thousands of opening addresses, each autumn ever since

Young America began to extend its hand, and feel for a place among the

nations. The substantive "fair, " whether applied to a sex, or to a col-

lection of mammoth pumpkins and washing machines in a tent, alwaj's

awakens rather pleasant associations ; and conceding, for the sake of

avoiding argument, that both kinds of "fairs" are invariably useful, as

well as ornamental, we may descend at once to the particular point to be

noted—one connected exclusively with the awarding of premiums
In the last letter but one, was promised some notes of the performance

of the steam engines tested by the American Institute in concluding

their last (the twenty-ninth) annual fair ; and that, or some preceding

letter, enlarged, or should have done so, on the importance generally of

"practical tests " of articles exhibited for premiums. If recollection is at

fault, however—if the difference between premiums on the mere external

appearance, and premiums on the practical merits of articles, has not

been discussed, both in their immediate effects on the exhibitors, and in

their ultimate effect on the appreciation by the public of the value of a

premium, it may be assumed, perhaps, that the subject is one which will

elucidate itself without discussion. All articles capable of being tho-

roughly tested without too serious expense, during the short period avail-

able for such work at an industrial exhibition, should invariably be thus
tested, either by the judges or by some party under their supervision, be-

fore a decision is made on their actual or comparative merits. The
amount of expense which may be assumed in thus testing the articles

offered, should depend, of course, on the importance of the fair, or rather

on the resources at command to warrant expenditures. In most instances,

the exhibitors themselves would rival each other in their alacrity to en-

ter on such tests, and to furnish, if need be, liberal quantities of their

respective productions or manufactures, to be sacrificed in the course of

the experiment. Generally, the principal or only objection to such tests

lies in the trouble they entail upon the managers of the exhibition. So
long as they content themselves with allowing the judges to walk pencil

in hand among the articles, listening to the explanations of the few ex-

hibitors who fortunately chance to be present, or to be represented by an
agent capable of talking well, and learning as best they can the merits of

others which st md without an advocate; and so long as the awards of

the premium committee, based partly on the judges' reports, and partly

on the observation of the committee itself, or on those of some of its

members, are generally acknowledged to be of little real importance ;—so

long as this condition of affairs exists, the management of this depart-

ment of an industrial exhibition is comparatively easy. To be sure, some
disappointed exhibitors complain of unfairness and neglect, and a few
profess to believe that the judges or committee have been prejudiced or

even bribed; but the majority give indication of that indifference which
usually passes for contentment. If, however, the attempt is made to

test the merits of articles, a swarm of new difficulties arise, and novelties

in this line, as in every other, appear much more important than old and
familiar objects. The testing of ploughs, reapers, &c, generally under-
taken at the fairs, are very liable to be affected by chance fractures or

other accidents. Frequently too little or too great zeal on the part of

some of the operators exerts a serious effect on the indications afforded

by the experiment ; and there is invariably sufficient of chance, of trick-

cry, or of some visibly disturbing element, to annoy all parties, and
make the conduct of such trials a very severe and thankless species of

labour.

When, during the exhibition of 1S53—which stands related to all

others in this country somewhat as does that of 1851 to all the previous

and subsequent efforts in fireat Britain—a movement was made by one
of the exhibitors to procure a practical test of fireproof safes, each ex-

hibitor declared himself anxious for such a trial, but each must, it appear-

ed, be allowed to prescribe the conditions. One would allow each to

manufacture a safe of a certain size, thickness, &c, for the especial pur-

pose ;
another must allow each to make his safe in such style and dimen-

sions as he saw fit; a third would have a committee appointed to select

one safe made by each from those already sold and in use; a fourth

would allow the manufacturers to designate a certain number, say five or

ten such, from which the committee would choose ; a fifth, distrusting

the ability or the honour of the committee, would allow each party to

choose for themselves among the safes already sold by them and in use;
while a sixth would test no other than the safes entered for exhibition.

The evident impropriety of sacrificing the elegantly-wrought structures

prepared merely for exhibition, afforded most of the exhibitors a quite

reasonable excuse for declining to enter the competition on the basis last

named.
There are almost invariably good objections to every programme that

can be made for such a purpose
; but while the fact exists that articles

prepared "merely 1
' for exhibition take the first prizes, it should be the

effort of every board of managers to add to the perfection of such tests

as are now referred to, and to diminish the difficulties in the way asrapnllv
as possible. If, as the published reports and addresses assure us, all the
exhibitions are yearly becoming more interesting and beneficial, the
making of practical tests, rather than superficial surveys of competing
articles, should be distinctly recognised; and there is no journal more
proper than yours in which to enunciate the proposition, as the next step

to be taken in any really "great" industrial exposition. Let the tests

be public, and as thorough as practicable. If the world is not prepared
—if, in other words, it is not yet practicable to make any sucli tests, let

it be understood simply that this is the direction in which true progress
will be found. This understood, with all the able committees and presi-

dents to study the problem of overcoming the difficulties, it can hardly be
supposed long to escape a solution. It must be acknowledged that there

are, it would now seem, a great majority of articles which cannot by any
means yet imagined be tested. It would be difficult, for example, to test

the efficiency of a novel style of lightning-rod, the permanency of an ink,

or the durability of a piece of timber saturated with some novel chemical
;

and such articles must continue to be judged by their composition and
appearance alone. How large a number of articles may be made to

stand practical tests during, or in connection with, our ordinary annual
fairs, can only be ascertained by experiment. At present, the range is

very narrow, being confined almost exclusively to a few of the most gen-
erally diffused agricultural machines and implements, with an occasional
semi-official test of the speed of horses, and very rarely of the prowess of

man.—the preparations in the latter case being all comprised in a volun-
tary movement on the part of the crowd to stand back, and allow the ri-

val candidates to "strike out from the shoulder." There appears no
reason why the efficiency of pumps, and the relative power required to

drive them, .ditto of blowers, and all the varieties of analogous machines,
the perfection of the rival gas regulators, ditto of steam pressure regula-

tors, the absolute and relative effect of different materials for illumination,

and of different lamps and reflectors, including the powerful pencils of

rays projected in nearly parallel lines horizontally forward from the differ-

ent styles of "head lights" for locomotives,—all these, or rather some
important points relating to these, could be tested, without seeming to

involve any very grave difficulties, at an ordinary first-class fair ; and
experiments of any similar character, which should be conducted public-

ly, are always attractive and instructive, and could properly test the
accuracy of the mathematical and other instruments exhibited by rival

makers. It is but a few years since the first prize was awarded in one
of our principal fairs to a beautifully polished machinist-lathe, which was
subseqently demonstrated to have been not only very much out of line

at the time, but from its construction incapable of ever being properly
adjusted. The faults, either in its design or execution, or both, were such
as for ever to forbid its being usefully employed in the shop; and the
only profitable use to which it was deemed susceptible was to exhibit it,

—a trick the success of which is a sufficiently severe reflection on the

value of premiums as ordinarily awarded.
A tolerably full summary of the results of the test of stationary steam

engines, at the twenty-ninth Annual Fair of the American Institute, may
serve to illustrate both the good effects of such tests and the difficulties

attending their introduction.

The fairs of the succeeding autumn are usually advertised in May or

June, with a programme of the premiums to be awarded. Among those

on which some stress was laid last year, was the offer of a gold medal
to the best, and a bronze medal to the second best steam engine ; the

engines to be tested practically in the presence of a committee of five

disinterested gentlemen, to be selected from as many different States, in

order to avoid, as far as possible, any local preferences or prejudices.

This was, as will appear, too magnificent a programme to be carried out

in the present state of exhibitioneering. A definite size and proportion

was prescribed, each cylinder to be twelve inches in diameter, with three

feet stroke of piston, in order to avoid all possibility of dispute in regard

to the advantage or disadvantage due to a difference in these respects

;

but this was afterwards so far waved, that the only two engines finally

tested differed considerably in these important points. The points on
which the awards were to be determined were advertised to be as

follows :—1st, Economy, or the development of much power with a
small consumption of steam ; 2d, Regulation, or the uniformity of the
motion under different conditions ; and 3d, Cheapness, or the moderate
expense of the machines for first cost and repairs. These points were
kept prominently in view during all the postponements and alterations

in the programme ; and the results given below, though not nearly as

full as could be desired, are of considerable interest in showing, or tendinis

to show, the economy and regulation of the non-condensing steam engine

of the present day.

A number of engines were entered for exhibition, some four of which
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were said to be intended as competitors in the practical test. Two were
connected to the boilers, and used in the ordinary manner to generate

power, during the exhibition. It was intended to test the engines at,

or immediately after, the close of the fair, and the various members of

the committee, men of great judgment and integrity, were agreed on,

and invited to be preseait at an appointed day and hour. This was
several times repeated, and on each occasion, either but a portion of the

committee were present, or a disagreement with regard to how the tests

should be made, rendered the whole proceeding ineffectual. The ex-

hibitors, and nearly all the members of the committee, resided at points

from 50 to 400 miles distant, and the repeated postponements was ex-

ceedingly inconvenient to all parties. It was not till April, of the

present year, that the steps were taken which led to the final trial. -At
this period Mr. William Sewell, late chief engineer in the navy, was
invited, in conjunction with the writer, to examine into the affair, and
report to the institute what had better be done. The report urged the

necessity of a radically different method,—that of allowing one alone to

arrange for and conduct the tests according to his single judgment,
publicly, and in the presence, if practicable, of a portion or the whole of

the committee, but without interference therefrom, and that all the

results should then be submitted to the committee for a decision. The
report detailed a tolerably full programme, with estimates of the expense,

&c, which was finally adopted by the institute, and the writer was
employed to proceed on the plan therein proposed. After notifying a new
committee—the fifth, I think, since the commencement—and spending
nearly a week in preparation, the tests were made on the 4th and 5 th

of June last, spending one day on each engine. The committee pre-

ferring to receive a report in which the results should be reduced and
compared, as well as also all the notes in their original form, the want
of leisure delayed the completion of the report until the 1st of the
present month, and the committee have not at this date (September 25th)

made public their award.

The engraving shows the brake apparatus—the various parts w?re con-

structed at different times, and under the superintendence of different

parties. It was intended to be equivalent, in its finally perfected form,

to a De Pronv friction brake, and was made capable of being fitted upon
different sized shafts, by simply using for each suitable cheeks, to fill

the space between the boss of the brake wheel and the shaft, a a re-

present the brake wheel, made in two parts, and bolted together as

represented. B b represent the two cheeks referred to. c represents a

pin, inserted through both the boss of a, and also through b, into a

shallow hole bored for the purpose. In each of the shafts, n, n, d, is an

iron strap, to the inside of which is secured a lagging of hard wood,

which, fitrJBg tightly to the wheel, forms the brake. The lever, E, hav-

ing a fulcrum at E1
, is held in a horizontal, or nearly horizontal position,

by the spring balance, f. The corresponding lever, a, attached in a

similar manner to the other end of the strap, d, was variably weighted,

according to the amount of resistance required. The rubbing surfaces

were freely " lubricated " with water, by leading a small stream through

to the highest point in the wheel.

The strap, d, is therefore pulled vertically downward at each extremity,

and by subtracting from the effect of G the effect of E (which latter, at

any moment, was to have been ascertained by reading the scale, f), the

true resistance in pounds offered to the rotation at the surface of a was
intendel to have been easily ascertained. As the experiments finally

resulted, this portion was an entire failure ; and the fact goes to argue
with so iie force against the practicability of making scientific experi-

ments under such circumstances. A preliminary test of all portions of

the apparatus was made in advance, on ra:h of the engines ; but in re-

! the experiments formally, en the days of trial, the :cale, f, which
had been thus tested, was exchanged fur another; and on account of this

ap;ar ntly trifling circumstance, all expectation of deducing the power
he friction brake was, as it ultimately proved, completely frus-

trated. The new scale employed, which was supposed to be better than
its predecessor, because more readable at a distance, employed an index,

- it subsequently appeared, became deranged, and shifted its

place on its axis at each of the many slight blows and collisions to

which it was subjected. That portion of the notes taken during the

trials, which were intended to show the pull due to the lever, e, were
at different periods, therefore, erroneous in almost every possible

manner. The error was discovered before testing the second engine
;

but the competitors objected, and as it appeared with reason, to testing

_-ine with any different apparatus from the other. The brake,

therefore, served to restrain the engine with any desired degree of force,

by weighting the lever, g, to the desired extent ; and this was the only
function performed by this portion of the apparatus.
The perfection of the regulation was, in addition to the usual method

of timing by watch, tested by a slight apparatus, improvised for the occa-
sion, with very fair success. Timing in the ordinary manner, by count-
ing the revolutions in a minute, or quarter of a minute, suffices very
correctly to ascertain the average rate of a machine during those periods.
But no method in general use suffices to show the fluctuation in speed
at different periods therein. To ascertain this latter point as exactly as
possible, the paper-feeding apparatus of a common recording telegraph
instrument was employed to move a slip of paper steadily forward, while
a pencil, secured on the shaft of the engine, made, at each revolution, a
transverse mark across it. By comparing the length of these gradua-
tions, an estimate was formed of the uniformity of the speed. If the
motion of the paper could have been absolutely uniform, and the pencil
secured.so that no elasticity in its fastening, or end play of the shaft,

could affect its indications, the record thus obtained would evidently
have been mathematically perfect. In practice, the errors were probably
very slight, and the results obtained may be considered quite reliable.

I shall complete what I have got to say on this subject, next month.

T. D. Stetson.
New-York, October, 1858.

THE HISTORY OF THE SEWING MACHINE.
ARTICLE VTil.

The next sewing machine described in Mr Hughes' specification is a
shuttle machine producing the well-known shuttle stitch. The chief
feature in this machine worthy of special notice is the feed motion, which
is of a novel construction. Fig. 60 is a longitudinal section of the
shuttle machine, and fig. 61 is a transverse section of the same. The
straight needle, c, and vibrating carrying slide or holder with the presser
foot, remain substantially the same as in the last described machine

—

Fig. CO.

the mechanism employed for imparting the up and down motion to the

needle slide being slightly modified by the substitution for the bell-crank

of a rotatory di-jc, d, with a pin in it working in a slot in the back of the

slide as shown in fig. 60. In the lower part of the machine, a shuttle, m,
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carrying a second thread, is substituted for the circular or curved needle

and lower spool or bobbin, a rectilinear reciprocating motion being im-

parted to the shuttle driver by a similar arrangement to that employed
for actuating the needle slide, namely, a crank pin working i 1 a slot in

the back of the driver, such pin being caried by the lower or second mo-

tion shaft, a, the rotation of which causes the shuttle driver to slide to

and fro along the groove of the shuttle race. This driver is forked at its

upper end, and the shuttle lies with a slight play between the arms or

prongs of the fork, so that when the driver acts upon the back end of the

shuttle to force it through the loop of the needle thread, there is sufficient

space between the forward end of the driver and the nose of the shuttle

to allow the loop to pass over the shuttle. At the end of this motion, the

shuttle remains in a stat^ of rest for an instant, whilst the driver receives

a slight backward movement to permit the passage of the thread between

Fig. CI.

the back end of the shuttle and the driver when the needle draws the

stitch. After the shuttle has been carried through the loop, it has a

slight additional forward movement whilst the needle is rising, and at the

same time the feed motion is given to the cloth, as we shall presently

explain. By this means there are three pulls given simultaneously,

namely, the upward pull of the needle on the needle thread, the feed

motion of the cloth in one direction, and the motion of the shuttle in the

opposite direction, so that the two threads ai'e thus drawn together to.

tighten the stitch. A friction pad, or finger, w, worked by a small pro-

jection on the cam disc which actuat -s the needle slide, serves to hold the

thread during the downward motion of the needle, and so prevent the

formation of slack above the cloth. On the rising of the needle again,

this pad or finger simply holds the thread in its place, consequently
there is no tendency to draw out the loop.

The feed motion of this machine differs very materially from any of

the feed motions introduced up to the date of Mr. Hughes' patent.

This feed mechanism consists of a wheel, o, working on a fixed stud

centre, and having its periphery cut into a number of very fine annular
grooves, the edges of the projecting ribs between such grooves being
slightly serrated, so as to lay hold of the cloth, which is'pressed upon the

periphery of the feed wheel by the presser foot above referred to. The
periphery of this wheel projects very slightly above the surface of the
table, a, and the straight needle on penetrating the cloth passes down
along the side of the wheel. The specification gives a most slovenly de-

scription, or rather attempt at description, of the mode of imparting mo-
tion to the feed wheel ; but as we have fortunately had a working ma-

chine before us, we are enabled to throw a little more light upon this

part of the invention than the writer of the specification has considered
necessary. Round the periphery of the feed wheel, and near the front

edge of the same, is formed a groove, in which groove is placed a band
of cat-gut or strong cord, a, so as to encircle the greater portion of the

circumference of the wheel. One end of this hand is secured to a spring,

b, fixed to one of the supports of the base plate, whilst the other end of

the band is attached to a screw spindle, c, which is conne ted by an ad-

justable nut with a lever arm, d. This arm is fast on a rocking shaft, e,

which carries a second lever arm, /, actuated by a tappet or wiper, g, on
the shaft, g. At every revolution of this wiper it depresses the lever

arm,/, and consequently draws back the arm, d, and pulls the cord sur-

rounding the feed wheel to a greater or less extent, according to the

length of stitch to be producad. This pulling of the cord is allowed for

by the spring, b, and as the cord is pulled it imparts a slight rotatory

motion to the feed wheel, which thus propels or feeds forward the cloth.

A friction detent prevents the feed wdieel from moving back again in the

opposite direction when the tappet has passed the lever,/, and the spring

draws back the cord to its original position, by which means a constant

step-by-step feed motion is imparted to the wheel in one direction only.

The regulation of the length of stitch is effected by the adjusting nut on
the screw spindle, which has the effect of increasing or diminishing the

distance between the wiper and the lever arm,/ so that this arm may
be acted upon by the full stroke of the wiper ; or, if maintained at a

slight distance from it, by a portion of its stroke only. Motion is fust

imparted to the machine by the spur wheel, h, which works on a stud

centre, and is fitted with a winch handle, ;'. This wheel gears simul-

taneously with two other smaller wheels, k and I, respectively fixed on
the upper and lower shafts of the machine.

Of Mr. Hughes' third machine we shall say but little, as it has never,

so far as we can lea:u, been put into pr.ictic^ in this country.

The nature and operation of this machine will be sufficiently well

understood on referring to the diagram plans, figs. 62, G3, and 64. In
this machine two straight needles, a and b, are used, fitted respectively

on to adjustable spring needle bars or carriers moving on the same plane

obliquely, but in a horizontal direction towards each other from opposite

sides of the cloth, c. The adjustability of the amount of lateral de-

flections of the spring needle bars enables various lengths of stitches to

be produced. The. cloth, which is held in a vertical position between a

pair of holding plates, is drawn along, as fast as it is sewn and released by
the needles, by a weight or other equivalent, one of the two needles

being always in the cloth to prevent it from being drawn entirely through

the holding plates. The needles are both made with an eye near their

points and are supplied with co t'n ou ; lenc ths of thread from their re-

sp.ctive reels or bobbins. One of the nc.idle'i is mrde to penetrate the

cloth, and form a loop or bow of its thread on the opp jsite side of the

cloth to that on which it entered, as shown in fig. 62. The second

needle then advances, as in fig. 63, and passes its thread through the

loop of the first needle, and also through the cloth, whereupon the first

needle withdraws (see fig. 64), leaving its loop round the stem and
thread of the second needle. The cloth is now drawn forward, and the

first needle again penetrates it in a fresh place, and passes through the

Fig. 02. Fi _:. r,". Fig. 64.

loop of the second needle, which then withdraws ; and so the work pro-

ceeds, the result being a looped chain stitch, since the two threads are

alternately looped over and through one another ou both sides of the

cloth.

A patent was granted to Julian Bernard, Esq., for an invention relating

principally to the manufacture of boots and shoes, but comprising also a

stitching machine for the purpose of producing " double stitching," as

described by the inventor, similar to that adopted by saddlers and boot-

makers, wherein the two threads are passed through the same hole, in

the manner described in Mr. Robinson's specification. Mr. Bernard's

invention relates also to the production of " back and fore stitching," as

practised by tailors in the making of seams in garments. In producing

the "double stitch," two ordinary needles and three needle-holders are
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employed—one holder being placed on one side of the frame in which
the fabric is stretched, and the other two on the opposite side of the

same. A piercer advances, and perforates the fabric ; and the needle,

carried by the single holder, is passed through the hole so made, and
.-, ceive 1 by the second or empty holder on the opposite side of the fabric.

The second needle carried by the third holder is now passed through the

same hole in an opposite direction, and is received by the first-mentioned

holder : thus crossing the two threads in one hole in the fabric. The
frame holding the fabric is then moved forward the length of a stitch

;

a second hole is made by the piercer ; and the needle held by the first

holder is reversed, so as to present its point to the fabric, and is passed

through the hole just made, and received as before by the second holder.

The second needle in the third holder is now reversed or turned over,

and passed with its thread through the hole ;
and so the operation of

stitching is continued—the two threads being successively passed through
the same hole in opposite directions.

In producing " back and fore stitching," that is, ordinary " back
stitching," one needle only is employed, in conjunction with two holders.

The fabric frame, however, requires a peculiar motion to be imparted to

it in producing this kind of stitching. Between its successive forward
morions, it must be moved backward a distance equal to half the forward
motion. The needle having passed the thread through the material,

the frame carrying the latter is moved forward the length of two stitches,

and the needle is again passed through in the opposite direction, when
the material is mtved baik one stitch ; after which the several move-
ments are repeated and continued until the same is completed.
The patentee also proposes to use a needle pointed at both ends, simi-

lar to Weisentl al's, by which means he obviates the necessity for re-

versing the needle each time it is passed through the fabric. He also

proposes to use a needle of an angular form in transverse section, where-
by stitching or sewing may be produced different to that produced by
the ordinary needle. For example, if the needle be of the shape of a

square awl, it will produce in appearance what is commonly called
" square-awl " stitching. "When double pointed needles are employed,
the end of the rod which pushes the needle through the material is made
with a taper or conical hole, so that the end of the needle may be re-

ceived therein without injury to its point.

Mr. Bernard's idea of stitching is based upon the same principles as

Mr. Robinson's—both parties using short lengths of thread, which are

drawn entirely through the material to be stitched. But whereas in Mr.
Bernard's machine an ordinary sewing needle may be used and passed
through and through the material, in Mr. Bobinson's arrangement the

needles must be specially adapted to the machine, and are only partially

passed through the material. Both machines are intended for producing
the same kind of stitching.

William Edward Newton obtained a patent for " improvements in

machinery or apparatus for sewing," dated the 19th of October, 1852—
the invention having been communicated to him from a foreigner resid-

ing abroad. Mr. Newton's machine is identical, with one or two very
slight alterations, with the first or circular needle machine described in

Hughes' specification. Indeed, so much similarity is there between the
two machines, that we'eannot but believe they originally emanated from
the same brain, and have been separately imported into this country.
Mr. Newton describes a further improvement, however, which is not

mentioned in Mr. Hughes' specification, and that is, a simple and effec-

tive mode of imparting a drag or friction to the bobbins or spools which
supply the thread to the two needles. Fig. 65 represents a longitudinal

section of one of the spools, with the improved tightening apparatus ap-

Fig. 65.

plied thereto, a is the spindle which carries the spool, b, and which is

secured at one end to the framing of the machine. At the foot of and
around this spindle is placed a helical or vulcanised India-rubber spring,

or elastic cushion, c, upon which rests a small tubular metallic cone, u,

having an opening in it sufficiently large to allow it to be passed over
the spindle. The spool is then placed on the spindle, and the small end
of the cone enters a short distance inside the hollow of the spool. A
similar cone, e, is then placed on the upper end of the spindle, and made
to enter partially inside the spooL which is now tightened up so as to
- nt of "drag" or tension to the thread, by screw-
ing up :. 59 the tightening nuts, f. Mr. Newton also describes
a rijod? :i folding binding on to the edges of fabrics when desired.

For this purpose a small guide, A, is used, as shown in fig. 66, of a
proper shape for folding the binding upon the edge of the fabric, and
provided with a slot, through which the binding passes when folded.

Fig. 66.

This guide is so arranged as to be readily removed from the machine
when other work is to be done.

CUTTING MACHINE OF LONGITUDINAL AND TEANSVEESE
ACTION.

Fig. i.

Fig. 2.

The two engravings, figs. 1 and 2, at the head of this article, represent

a most ingenious arrangement of cutting machinery, whereby the

operations of slicing or reducing substances into pieces or strips of

uniform length and breadth are effected very expeditiously, and in a

much better manner than can be accomplished by hand. Under one

arrangement—of which fig. 1 is a complete elevation, and fig. 2 a trans-
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verse vertical section—suitable for cutting; vegetable materials into narrow
pieces of uniform length, the apparatus consists of a pair of steel rollers

made with deep grooves or indentations. These rollers are arranged
one above the other, the annular projections of one roller being opposite

to the grooves or indentations of the other. In this manner the sharp
angular edges of the annular projections divide the materia] as it is

passed betwen them, in a manner similar to the cutting action of a pair

of scissors. The rollers have fast to each of their spindles a toothed

wheel, one of which is put in motion by means of a handle secured to

the end of the spindle. The material to be cut is prevented from lodging
in the interstices of the cutting wheels, by serrated pieces of metal, the

teeth of which are directed towards the grooves of the wheels. It is

preferred to have two of these comb-like clearers—one for the upper
roller, and one for the lower one ; and they are fixed across the apparatus
just above and below the line where the cutting action takes place.

The severed material is carried away from the cutting rollers by a pair

of plain rollers, wdiich are arranged parallel to the first pair. These
rollers are driven by an intermediate wheel, which is in gear with one
of the toothed wheels on the cutting rollers ; the plain surfaces of these

rollers press upon and grip the severed material, carrying it away from
the cutting rollers and out of the machine as fast as it is divided. IX

the material or substance is required to be cut transversely, a cutter is

fixed longitudinally in one of the drawing rollers. As the roller rotates,

this cutter divides the substance into pieces of corresponding length.
This cutting and reducing apparatus is inclosed in a suitable casing,

adapted to the particular purpose to which it is to be applied. The
apparatus is well suited for confectioners' use, in dividing cinnamon and
other substances, also for dividing paper, parchment, leather, and other
substances, either longitudinally or transversely, and for cutting railway
tickets, also slicing and reducing drugs, and for other analogous
operations.
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RECENT PATENTS.

MANUFACTURE OF BOOTS AND SHOES.

Wit, M'Lexnan, Glasgow.—Patent dated February 23, 1858.

The introduction of the sewing machine, and its application to the boot
and shoe trade, has wonderfully extended this branch of our manufac-
tures. And since the application of that most useful material, gutta
percha, as a substitute for leather soles, the manufacture of what may
be correctly termed machine-made boots has enormously increased.
The object of Mr. M'Lennan's improvements, to which we now direct
attention, is to facilitate the manufacture, and increase the durability of
what are technically known as gutta percha boots and shoes.

_
Fig. 1 of our illustrative engravings is an elevation, partially in sec-

tion, of the machine or apparatus for moulding and attaching the soles
to the " uppers " of boots and shoes ; and fig. 2 is a plan of the mould-
ing apparatus corresponding to fig. 1.

The moulding apparatus, as arranged in this modification, consists of
a curved bar, A, the ends of which are turned upwards at right angles
to the horizontal portion. Each of these upwardly turned parts has a
cross piece, b, formed thereon, or attached to it, and above this the ends
are rounded, and have an external screw thread cut in them. The bar,
A, has near its central part a hole made in it, so that it may be readily
placed upon the upper extremity of the vertical rod, c, upon which the

moulding apparatus, and parts connected therewith, are supported, and
is made to turn freely thereon, so that the apparatus may be placed in
any position the workman may require. The cross pieces, n, of the bar
a, serve to support a skeleton mould or shaper, which is made in two
parts, d and e ; these parts are connected to each other by a pin and nut
at the backward or heel end of the mould, and by a band of v i l I

- nj

India-rubber, or other elastic material, secured to the two parts D and \..

near their front ends. The backward extremities of the jaws, d ami e,

nearest to the heel part of the mould, arc bevilled in the direction of
their length, to admit of the two parts being opened or distended at the
opposite end. Circular apertures are made in the squared ends of the
parts d and e, to enable them to be passed over the vertical ends of the
bar, a, and the two halves are held down upon the cross pieces, b, by
corresponding parts, f. Above the parts D and E of the skeleton mould
is fitted a sole cover or holder, o ; it consists of a bar of metal, the
underside or lower portion of which is shaped to the contour of the sole
of the boot or shoe. The backward end of the bar wdiich forms the
upper part of the sole cover or holder, a, is curved inwards, to fit and

partly encircle the cross piece, f, and when in its place on the parts

d and e, the heel or backward end of the bar is held down by the milled

nut, H. The other end of the sole cover, o, has a hole made therein, so

that it may be passed over the front end of the bar A, and it is here

held down by the thumb nut, i. The two parts, D and e, of the skele-

ton mould are made to open, so as to admit of the insertion of the last.

The squared portion of the front ends of the halves, d and e, have a

circular recess made in each, in which is secured the ends of a helical

spring, j. The pressure of this spring against the back part of the re-

cesses, forces the front part of the halves, D and E, asunder, sufficiently

wide to admit of the ready insertion of the last and "upper." The
halves, d and e, are brought closely together by means of the lateral

screw, k, which screws into an internal screw formed in the half, d, of

the skeleton mould. The two parts, d and E, of the mould are also

brought accurately together as regards horizontal adjustment, by means
of a projecting piece of metal which is secured to the part, e, by a screw

L ; this piece of metal is bevilled off at the edges, to correspond to the

dovetailed groove, m, which is made in the front part of the half mould,

n. The curved bar, a, has two vertical hand screws, K and o, fitted to

it, which serve to support the front and back parts of the last. The
screw, h, which supports the toe part of the last, has secured to its

upper extremit}' a piece of brass, p, the upper suifaee of which is curved

to a concave figure, corresponding to the external form of the front or
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toe part of the last. The front part of the toe piece, p, is made with a

projecting fin. q. which fits into recesses cut for the purpose ; in the

halves. D and e. the fin, q, slides freely between the halves, d and e, to

admit of the adjustment of the toe piece, p, by means of the screw, N".

The last, which is used in conjunction with the- moulding apparatus, is

made of metal ; the extremity of the heel part, which is made to extend
beyond the ''upper." is hollowed out to receive the upper end of the

screw, o. When the last is placed in the moulding apparatus, a curved
spring, s. is fastened by means of a screw to the inner portion of the
last, which, at this part, is made with a groove or recess for the purpose.

The upper part of the spring, s, is notched ; this spring presses against,

and serves to hold in position, the instep piece, t. The instep piece

consists of a blade spring, t, which is jointed to the last, R, by means of

the brass joint, u, so that the free extremity of the instep piece, t, may
be placed in either of the notches of the spring, s, and be retained in

that position by the pressure of the spring towards the front part of the

last. The bottom or sole of the last, r, has fitted to it a piece of brass,

T, which corresponds in its contour to the figure of the sole ; the piece

of brass, v, forms an "insole" presser, its office being to prevent the
" insole " from bulging upwards during the making, as will be presently
described. The insole presser, v, is secured to the last, R, by the thumb
screw, w. which passes through the presser, and enters an internal

screw made for the purpose, in the sole of the last, r. In manufacturing
boots or shoes, according to this invention, the " insole, " if made of

leather, is moulded to the form of the sole of the last, prior to placing
it thereon. To this end, a piece of brass or other metal is made
exactly corresponding in figure to the sole of the last, and upon this a

piece of wetted leather is placed. This piece of leather is cut some-
what larger than the intended "insole," and when placed upon the

metal mould, its edge is drawn over or beyond the mould. The "in-
sole " is secured to the mould by means of wire clips, which are bent
so as to form a series of spring clips, the pressure of which serves to

keep the leather in close contact with the mould. The leather is allowed
to remain on the insole mould until dry, when it will have assumed the

figure corresponding to the mould: the superfluous leather which, ex-

tends beyond the edge of the mould is then trimmed off, and this com-
pletes the making of the " insole." After removing the clips and
the " insole " from the mould, it is transferred to the last, r, the insole

presser, v, is adjusted in its place, the screw, w, is passed through it,

which secures the presser and the insole firmly to the last, r. Pro-

vision is made in this invention for forming the " counter " or stiffening

at -the heel of the boot, of moulded gutta percha. Before placing the
" upper " of the intended boot or shoe upon the last, r, a piece of, gutta
percha suitable for the " counter " is softened by heat, bent to form, and
is placed inside the heel part of the "upper," which is then put onthe
last, r. The " upper " is now carefully adjusted in its place, the toe

part being drawn over the front part of the last, and fastened down by
a nail ; there is a hole in the forepart of the last, which is plugged with
wood, into which plug the retaining nail is driven. The edges of the
"upper," which now stand up above the "insole," are then perforated

by means of a shoemaker's hand punch. The last is then transferred

to the moulding apparatus, and adjusted in position by means of the
screws, s and o ; the front end of the last being supported by the toe

piece, p, and by the vulcanised India-rubber spring, z. The screwing
up of the parts, d and e, serves to compress the softened gutta percha
around the heel of the " upper," and mould the " counter " to the re-

quired figure. The cavity in the heel part of the moulding apparatus is

hollowed out to mould the " counter " to the proper figure ; the moulded
gutta percha which forms the " counter " is shown at a, in fig. 1. The
edges of the "insole," beneath the surplus or projecting part, is then
spread over with softened gutta percha, and the perforated part of the
upper is then pressed down upon the adhesive material spread on the
insole. The surplus part of the upper is now drawn tightly over the
edge of the last by means of pinchers, so as to cause the upper to fit

closely to the last. During this operation the insole presser, v, keeps
the "insole" well down upon the last, and prevents it from bulging
upwards whilst the surplus part of the upper is being pressed thereon.

The screw, w, and insole presser, v, are then . removed, and the sole of
the shoe or boot presents the appearance shown in fig. 2. A portion of

the adhesive material used for cementing the " upper "to the " insole
"

passes through the perforations made therein, and when cold and solid

firmly rivets it, as it were, to the insole. Before this solidification takes

place, and immediately after the removal of the presser, v, a heated or

softened piece of gutta percha, which is to form the sole, is laid upon the

insole, and the tinned in part of the upper. The sole cover, a, is then,

slipped into its place, and rests upon the outer surface of the sole ; the
thumb nut, i, is screwed down so as to press the cover forcibly down,
upon the sole. The pa -is .re allowed to remain in this position until

the adhesive material and the sole have become hard, the sole cover is

then taken off, the fast is n moved; and the manufacture of the boot or

complete. The patentee also describes other modifications for

manufacturing boots and shoes without an " insole," and also with an
of gutta percha.

No. 128.—Vol. XI.

ARTIFICIAL FUEL.

James Templeman, Glasgow.—Patent dated February 25, 1858.

Mr. Tejsplemax's improvements consist in the manufacture of a cheap
and cleanly fuel, in a form which is peculiarly convenient and well
adapted for domestic use. This fuel is manufactured in cakes, which
are partiallly divided into small oblong blocks. One of the: e small
blocks is sufficient to light- an ordnary fire, which it does in a rapid and
effectual manner, being of a highly inflammable, yet persistent nature.
The materials the patentee prefers to use for the manufacture of the

improved artificial fuel consist of resin, and finely divided wood or saw-
dust, of the kind commercially know as "veneer-dust." The first

operation consists in reducing the resin to be used in the manufacture
to a powdered state, and for this purpose the mill or grinding apparatus,
shown in fig. 1, is used. The mill consists of a rectangular framing of
wood, a, which forms the base of the machine ; this framing is enclo el
on its four sides, a door being made in one side to afford access to the
interior. A circular aperture is made in the base, A, into which is fitted

the hopper, a; to this is bolted the metal cylinder, c, which forms the
body of. the mill, and in which the material to be ground is placed. On
each side of the cylindrical body, c, is cast a vertical standard, d ; these
standards are connected to each other by the cross head, e, and at their
upper extremities are fitted with pedestal bearings, in which is carried
the horizontal shaft, f. To one extremity of the shaft, p, is keyed the
fast and loose pulley, g, which derives its motion from a steam engine
or other prime mover by means of an endless belt. To the opposite
extremity of the shaft, f, is keyed the fly wheel, h, and near its central

part the bevil pinion, i ; this pinion gears with a wheel, j,. on the upper
extremity ofjthe vertical shaft, k. The lower end of the shaft, k, rests

in a footstep,bearing in, the lower grinding disc, h, which, is supported

Fig. 1.
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upon the inner horizontal edge of the hopper, b, and" is seoured ; thereto

by pins formed upon its under side ; these pins drop into holes made for

the purpose in the hopper, b. The upper part of the shaft, k, passes
through' the cross head, e, and is supported by a collar bearing fitted

therein, and towards its lower part it has keyed to it the laterally

diverging grid or crushing frame, m. This grid consists of a, horizontal

metal bar, having parallel vertical bars pendent therefrom ; the grid isfitted

to the shaft, k, just below the cover, n, which encloses the cylinder, c, and
serves to prevent the resin dust from escaping into the workshop. The
vertical bars of the grid, m, work through the upwardly turned bars of

a corresponding grid or crushing frame, o, which is fast to the cylinder,

c. The shaft, k, passes through the stationary grid, o, and has keyed
to it, immediately below it, the movable grinding disc, p. This
grinding disc, p, consists of a wrought or cast-iron rim, strengthened by
radially diverging and rectangular arms; the intervening spaces are

foimed of ribs or slips of metal, which are angularly arranged, and with
2 L
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their upper and lower edges in the planes of the upper and under sides of

the disc. The lower grinding disc, I., is constructed in like manner to

the foregoing, excepting that the spaces between the angular ribs are

made much finer, so that only the minutely divided material will pass

through them. The resin is first crushed by the motion of the grid, m,

as it passes through the bars of the stationary grid, o, which crushes

the resin into small pieces that will pass through the spaces between
the vertical bars of the grids, m and o. These pieces fall on to the rota-

tory grinding disc, r; and as it rotates, the bar of the grid, o, serves to

crush the small lumps against the edges of the angular ribs, and to force

the crushed resin through the spaces on to the stationary grinding disc,

l. As the disc, p, traverses over the surface of the lower disc, the resin

is powdered by coming in contact with the finely set edges of the disc,

h ;
the motion serves also to force the powdered resin through the inter-

stices, from whence it falls into the hopper, b. The powdered resin is

leceived in a wheeled carriage, q, which is passed under the hopper, e,

through the door in the base, a ; by this means the powdered resin is

readily transferred to the scales to be weighed. The proportions of resin

and veneer-dust which the patentee prefers to use are six pounds and three-

quarters of resin, to five pounds and one-quarter of veneer-dust ; this

quantity of the ingredients is sufficient to charge one of the fuel moulds.
The resin and the veneer-dust are weighed out in these proportions, and
each quantity is laid separately upon a sheet of paper or in any suitable

receptacle. The several quantities of the materials aie then passed

Fig. 2.

through a seive, in order to combine them more effectually, and separate

any coarse particles or lumps therefrom. The moulds in which the

preparation of the fuel is completed consist of rectangular iron boxes
furnished with wheels so as to be readily moved to and fro. The sides

and end of each box are jointed to each other at one corner, the opposite

corner being secured by a pin. This arrangement admits of each end
and side of the box being opened out and separated from the bottom, so

as to leave the cake of prepared fuel standing thereon. A sheet of paper
is placed on the bottom of one of these moulds, and upon this the weighed
quantity of powdered resin and veneer-dust is laid ; the surface of the

ingredients is made level by passing the edge of a piece of wood or

metal over it. The levelled surface of the materials is then covered by
a sheet of paper and a plate of iron, corresponding in size to the interior

of the moulding box, and laid upon the paper. The mixture of resin

and veneer-dust is then subjected to the action of heat, the plate of iron

serves to press down and consolidate the materials as the resin melts,

and the particles of the mass become more closely assimilated. The
heating operation is effected in the oven, shown in fig 2 ; it is to facili-

tate the introduction of the moulds into the oven, and their withdrawal
therefrom, that they are furnished with wheels which are made to run
upon the rails, d. The heating apparatus or oven is shown in elevation,

and partially in vertical section; as here arranged, it consists of two
heating furnaces, e, the heated products of which pass through lateral

flues,/, into the large heating chamber or oven, g, and from thence to

the chimney. The brickwork, h, which forms the front of the oven, g,
lias openings, i, formed therein through which the mould boxes are run.

The rails, d, are laid along the platform on which the moulds are charged
with the resin and veneer-dust, and are carried onwards across the sole

of the oven. A series of the moulds, equal in length to the depth of the
oven, are charged and run into the oven, g, the opening, i, of which is

then closed by the lifting door, j The oven, as here arranged, is made
to contain four scries of the moulds ; this number may be varied as de-

sired, and the introduction and withdrawal of the moulds are so arranged
that the work may be carried on continuously. After being subjected
to the action of the heat for about half an hour, or until the resin is tho-
roughly melted and incorporated into a compact mass of uniform density

hroughout, they are withdrawn from the oven, and the iron plate and

the sheet of paper beneath it removed. The next operation is to divide

the cake of fuel into pieces or cakes of a size suitable for packing, and
to partially divide these cakes into smaller masses suitable for ligb iug
fires or other purposes. The cake is divided into these portions while
it is in a heated or softened state, and by means of cutters which are

heated in order that they may more readily pass through the cake of

fuel. There arc two of these cutters used—one for the longitudinal

divisions, and one for the transverse
; each consists of a rectangular iron

frame, in which is set a number of parallel blades, which are arranged
at a distance asunder, according to the size of the intended cakes. In
the longitudinal cutter, the central blade is made somewhat deeper than
the others, so as to cut the cake completely through ; the other blades

not being quite so deep, the cake is not completely severed at the parallel

lines. In the transverse cutter every alternate blade is made somewhat
longer than its contiguous blade. The cake of fuel is in this manner cut

into twelve cakes, each containing twelve smaller ones, which may be
readily broken of by the consumer, the larger cakes being of a size con-

venient for making up into parcels for sale. The cutters are kept in a
heated state, and successively passed through the interstices of presser

plates which are alternately laid upon the cake of fuel ; a block of wood
is then passed under the bottom of the mould, the sides of the mould
box are opened out by withdrawing the pin, and the cake of fuel is left

upon the bottom of the mould, which is supported upon the block. When
cold, the cakes of fuel are ready for being packed in paper or otherwise
done up for the consumer's use.

GILL MACHINERY.

Robert Peter, Dundee.—Patent dated March 31, 1858.

Is the improvements which Mr. Peter has introduced, in his present
letters patent, these advantages are obtained :—A radial drop action

;

superior strength in the bar; increased speed of working; reduction of

prime cost, and of wear and tear. We have here engraved two of the

figures from the patentee's drawings.
Fig. 1 of the engravings is a vertical section of a portion of a " gill

machine," the said portion being sufficient to show the nature of the

improvements thereon ;
fig. 2 is a plan of the arrangement corresponding

to fig. 1. As arranged in this modification, the gill bars, a, are made of

a cu.wed form, that is to say, the main portion of the bar is straight;

but near to each extremity the bar is bent upwards in an angular
direction, as shown at b, whilst the ends, c, of the bar are horizontal,

or in plane parallel to the main portion, a. The gill teeth or heckle

pins, d, are affixed to the front of the bar in the usual manner, and
project therefrom at right angles to the face of the bar, as shown in fig.

1. The ends, c, of the gill bars are rounded, and are fitted into the

flanged rings, e, which have apertures, e 1
, made therein for the purpose

;

these flanged rings, e, form a part of, or are attached to the spur wheels,

f. There are two of these wheels with corresponding flanged rings, e,

to receive the ends of the gill bars, A ; the wheels run loosely upon the

stationary horizontal shaft, G, the extremities of wdiich are fixed in the

parallel vertical standards of the machine. The spur wheels, F, are put

Fig. 1.

in motion by the driving pinion, h ; the rotatory movement of the wheels
carry the gill bars in a like direction. A curved or eccentric path or

course is imparted to the gill bars, a, by means of differentially curved
cam guides, i, which are keyed to the stationary shaft, n. The greater
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portion of the periphery of these fixed cam guides, i,,is of a circular

figure ; hut at the upper part the periphery rises upwards, forming a

species of inclined plane. From the extremity of the inclined part, j,

the periphery of the cam guides curves suddenly inwards at k, forming
a radial drop to admit of the sudden descent of the gill bars, as they
successively reach the extremity of the incline, J—the motion of the

gill bars being in the direction to the left of fig. 1. As the gill bars

pass over the incline, J, they are prevented from touching the lower

drawing roller by the curved guard, l
; and as they pass round with the

motion of the rings, e, they come in contact with another guard, m,

which serves to turn the gill bars upon their axes, and thus bring the

heckle pins, d, again in a proper position for acting upon the flax or

other textile material. Both of the guards, l and M, are fixed to a con-

venient part of the framing of the machine, or other stationary part, in

which they will duly perform their intended office. The flax or other

textile material passes firstly between the retaining rollers, N, and is then

operated upon by the heckle pins, d, as the gill bars, a, traverse over

the inclines, j, of the cam guides, i. The flax or other textile material

passes onward to the drawing and pressing rollers, o, just previous to

reaching which, the heckle pins are released from the material by the

gill bars, a, passing over the incline, J, from which point they are

successively guided round the radial drop, k. The peculiar form and
arrangement of the gill bars admit of their being traversed close up to

the drawing roller—a point of the utmost importance in these machines.

At the instant each gill bar arrives in close contiguity to the drawing

roller, it turns upon its axis and falls clear of the fibrous material—the

radial drop, k, or inwardly curved portion of the cam guide, I,

admitting of this sudden descent of the gill bar, whilst the guard, l,

prevents the points of the heckle pins from coming into contact with the

drawing roller, o. Among the advantages attending these improve-

ments, are increased strength of the gill bars, reduction of the prime

cost of the machine, the working speed may be greatly increased, at the

same time the wear and tear is lessened.

STOP COCKS.

James Ftfe, Greenock,—Patent dated September 7, 1858.

The modern stop cock is even yet an imperfect example of mechanical con-

trivance, and many are yet hard at work endeavouring to perfect it. The
latest of these attempts is that of Mr. Fyfe, which we now engrave.

According to one arrangement, as in fig. 1 of our engravings, this cock
- of a tube or thoroughfare piece, cast with an internal transverse

diaphragm or division piece, so as to separate the tubular shell into two
distinct portions. Both such divisions have lateral apertures on their

upper side, surrounded by a horizontal disc face piece, to which is

screwed an elevated cap piece, or chamber for containing the working
parts of the valve. The disc is fixed on its upper side, so as to form
working valve surfaces for both openings, which are covered and
governed by an elastic disc of caoutchouc material, held down round its

edge by the screws which attach the cap chamber to its supporting
face. Over the elastic disc, and inside the valve chamber, is

placed a small disc of metal, fixed on its lower side, to bear down upon
tie disc, and close up or open the water way, through the disc

face of the shell, as may be retjuired. This moveable metal disc, or

actuating valve piece, is grooved down or along each edge, to fit upon
diametrically disposed guide rib pieces on the inner surface of the valve
chamber or cap, so that whilst it cau move up and down, or in directions

coincident with its axial line, it cannot turn round. The upper surface

of the moveable metal disc is formed with inclined edge pieces, to gear
with, and be operated upon, by corresponding inclined surfaces o.i the
under side of a second moveable disc piece, placed in the chamber above,
and which upper disc is fitted with stop pieces, to prevent it from turn-
ing too far round in one direction ; whilst, in the other, the stop action
is effected by the gearing together or correspondence of the notches or
recesses forming the terminations of the respective inclines, en the two
moveable discs. The upper disc is fitted with a central stud, passing
through a central aperture in the top of the chamber or valve cover,
and screwed to receive a cross handle or other detail for working the
stop cock or valve. In this way, by turning the handle, or operating
spindle, in one direction or the other, the action of the geared inclines
on the moveable discs will force down or lift up the elastic diaphragm
or disc from the thoroughfares in the disc face beneath. A spring may

Fig. ?.

he added if necessary, to relieve the parts in the elevating movement

;

but the head pressure of the fluid to be passed through the valve, will
usually be sufficient to ease the elastic disc off its face beneath, and the
fluid then passes through from the inlet portion of the tubular shell, and
descends on the other side of the partition, and thus reaches the outlet

end of the shell. When the elastic disc or diaphragm is forced down
by the reverse movement, of course the pressure of the elastic material
upon the face beneath closes the thoroughfare. According to another
arrangement, as in fig. 2, the elastic diaphragm may be operated by a
hinged disc pressure piece inside the valve chamber—such hinged disc

being itself worked by the rotatory traverse of a stud or eccentric piece

on a central working spindle passing through the cap from above, or in

any other convenient way. Both these valves may be operated also by
screwed spindles, instead of the details hereinbefore described.

COMPOSITION FOR COATING SHIPS.

Daniel M'Crae, Greenock.—Patent dated April 10, 1858.

The preservation of the submerged parts of the hulls of boats, or the
metal sheathing of ships, and the prevention of the adhesion of marine
zoophytes and alga? thereto, is a subject of the highest importance to

shipowners, and others interested in the speed and safety of vessels.

Mr. M'Crae proposes to accomplish this object by means of a preservative
coating, of a greasy nature, the composition of which we shall presently
describe. From trials that have been made with this material, on ships
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that have made voyages to seas abounding with animal and vegetable

life, there is every reason to believe that the use of this preservative

material will become general, and that it will rapidly rise into favour

with owners and captains.

In preparing this preservative material, according to one modification

of the invention, the several ingredients are melted together in a copper

or cither vessel, such as is ordinarily used for similar purposes. One in-

gredient in this preservative material is what is technically known as

"bone grease." This material is the greasy matter that lines or fills

the cells of bones in their natural state or condition, and is obtained

therefrom by boiling the bones in water, and afterwards separating the

grease from the liquid. In order to prepare oneton of the preservative

coating or material, five cwt. of the bone grease is placed in the copper

or boiling vessel. To the bone grease is to be added a like quantity of

butter, which must be previously deprived of salt, if any has been mixed

therewith. The commonest kinds of butter, or that which has become

rancid, may be made available for the purpose of manufacturing this pre-

servative material. To these ingredients is added five cwt. of " skin

grease," that is to say, the fatty matters which line the inner side of the

skins of sheep. The fourth ingredient in the preservative material is

" dripping," or refuse kitchen stuff, of which five cwt. is added to the

other materials. The greasy matters are boiled together in the copper

or boiling vessel, until they assume the proper consistency. The time

necessary to obtain this degree of solidity will vary with the natural or

atmospheric temperature ; but, as a general rule, it may be stated that

the boiling may be continued for one hour, or one hour and a half, to

obtain the requisite degree of solidity. The consistency preferred for

this preservative material is somewhat softer than the oidinary state of

butter—the object being to make it of such consistency that it will not

peel or break off from the ship's bottom, or other surface, when applied

thereto. On the other hand, if the material approaches too near to the

liquid condition, it will be washed off by the friction of the water on the

vessel's sides ; or if applied to an exposed, but not submerged surface,

it will be too readily acted upon by the heat of the sun's rays, or varia-

tions in the atmospheric temperature. In order to impart a darker colour

to the preservative material—which is in most cases desirable—the

patentee mixes with the ingredients, either prior to, or during the boil-

ing operation, a small quantity of Archangel tar, sufficient to give to the

entire bulk the desired tint. After completing the boiling of the pre-

servative material, it is removed from the copper or boiling vessel, and

packed in casks, or other vessels, ready for use. Previous to applying

the preservative material to the surface to be coated, it is reduced by
heat to the fluid state, and is then laid upon the iron, wood, or other sur-

face, by imans of a brush, in the same manner as paint is ordinarily ap-

plied. In applying the coating to iron ships, it has been found in prac-

tice that the grease sinks into the pores of the. metal, and preserves it

from oxidation far more effectively than the coating of red-lead paint

ordinarily applied to the plates. In new vessels, the preservative

material may therefore be applied to the natural surface of the metal,

without its requiring any previous preparation. The preservative ma-
terial may, in like manner, be applied to coating or covering the sub-

merged or the exposed parts of the hulls ofwooden vessels. The smooth
unctious surface thus imparted to the submerged portion of the hulls of

iron and wooden vessels, tends to repel the water, and greatly facilitates

the passage of the vessel through the sea. Thus, in addition to preserv-

ing the hull of the vessel, its sailing qualities are also improved. The
most important object, however, is to prevent the adhesion of barnacles,

alga;, and other marine animal and vegetable substances, to the sub-

merged surface of the vessel, which, as is well known, not only retard

the vessel's progress, but rapidly destroy the hull itself. This object is

effectively obtained by means of the preservative coating ; the unctious

nature of which affords no hold for the adhesion of either animal or

vegetable substances—the surface ofthe grease remaining perfectly clear,

and free from any parasitic matters. Hence this preservative coating is

a valuable agent for coating the surfaces of copper-bottomed vessels, as

well as those which are plated with zinc, or what is known as " patent
sheathing;" for in all these cases the surface of the metal speedily be-

comes roughened by the chemical action of the sea water, and at once
affords a hold for the adhesion of zoophytes and alga;. The coating of

the preservative material thus not only prevents the adhesion of animal
and vegetable life, but it preserves the metal also from the chemical action
of the water, at a cost which is merely nominal, compared with that of

the metal. It will be obvious, that this preservative material may be
advantageously applied, in a variety of cases, to the surfaces of wood or

iron, where such surfaces are exposed to the action of water or weather.

MANGLES.

George Halkerstox, Frewchie, Fife.—Patent elated August , 17, 1858.

The old fashioned box mangle, although a highly useful . machine in its

way, has been but little patronised by private individuals, or families,

on account of its costliness, cumbrous nature, and the space it occupies

in a room. Hence, when the compact and portable vertical mangle

Fig. 1.

was introduced, it at once established itself in the estimation of the

public, as being peculiarly adapted for the service of families living in

Fig. 2.

country places, and away from persons who gain their livelihood by
mangling clothes. In the accompanying engravings, we have illustrated
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an improved vertical mangle, recently patented by Mr. George Halker-

ston. Kg. 1 is a front view or elevation of the mangle; and fig. 2 is

an elevation corresponding to the right hand side of fig. 1.

The patentee's improvements relate to the arrangement and construc-

tion of mangles, such as are used for mangling clothes, and other textile

fabrics, whereby the mangling or finishing operation may be conducted

with great efficiency, with a small expenditure of working power, and

by the agency of simplified details of machinery. As applied to domestic

purposes, the mangle consists of a pair of vertical parallel standards of

east-iron, held together transversely by horizontal tie rods and stays.

-
I hiding details consist of bars of wood, interposed between the

standards, so as to abut at their ends against the standards, and then-

tension rods of metal laid parallel with the wooden bars, and bolted at

the ends through the standards. In this way, the framing is both trussed

: - d and tied together. The actual mangling details consist of a

pair oi" wooden rollers, of large diameter ; the upper one of which has at-

tached to it the ordinary taking-in eloth. The end journals of the lower

roller—on which the pressure comes—rest in each case upon a pair of

antifricrbn disc wheels : the stud spindles of which run in bearings,

carried by an adjustable block or saddle piece, let into an opening in the

standard." The end journals of the upper roller run in vertically adjust-

able bearings, fitted into slots in the main standards above—the pressure

npon the pair of rollers being regulated by a compound plate spring, the

two ends of which bear upon the bearings or their holders ;
whilst the

centre of the spring is pressed upon by a screwed stud-spindle, fitted

with an adjusting hand wheel. One side of the mangle is furnished with

a hinged folding-table : so that, whilst it stands firmly up for use, it can

be folded down out of the way when not required.

The upper roller has keyed to the right-hand extremity of its spindle

a spur wheel, which receives its rotatory motion from a pinion that is

carried upon a stud fixed in a bracket which projects from one of the

side standards, as shown in fig. 2. The pinion is driven by means of a

handle in the ordinary manner. The working of the machine is par

ticularly easy, and its arrangement such as will recommend itself to

pnblic favour, whilst the first cost is extremely moderate.

EEYIEWS OF 2sE\T BOOKS.

Railway CoxsTECcnox : from the Setting out of ttie Centre Lixe
to the Completion' of the Works. By W. Davis Haskoll, Civil

Engineer. 2 vols. Svo. Plates and Woodcuts. London : Atchley

&Co. 1S57.

The continuation of the voluminous title of this work informs us that

it contains— " Instructions for ranging curves, and setting out lines and
levels in earthworks, permanent way, bridges and viaducts, on the

square, on the skew, and on curves. A treatise on taking borings ; with
practical rules for designing works, and getting out working drawings

of masonry and brickwork, timber, wrought-iron and cast-iron, and
examples of specifications, and tables for earthwork."

Mr. Haskoll is by no means a stranger to technical authorship, and
handsome volumes now before us are, in themselves, evidence

of this ; from the fact that the}- involve, to a large extent, a working out

of the views and details laid down in a former book of the author's. He
is, moreover, modest enough to say that even this elaborated effort is

not put forward as being capable of affording any great help to the

professed railway engineer, contenting himself with the view that it

may aid the student and the average practical man. It embodies ten

separate chapters, made up of the following heads :—Setting out the

centre line with or without a theodolite ; on boring, with practical geolo-

gical notes : working section—setting out slopes—preparing land plans
;

section—setting out levels of cuttings and embankments, bridges,

viaducts : setting out works on the square, on the skew, and on curves
;

earthwork ; specifications ; foundations, mortar, cements, concrete, and
puddle : bridges of stone and brickwork, retaining walls, management
of masonry and brickwork, technical terms, centres for railway arches;

cast and wrought-iron girders ; timber bridges and carpentry ; aqueduct
bridges ; legal regulations as to railway bridges ; table of specific gravi-

ties, weight per cubic foot, and cubic feet per ton, of materials ; table of

sets and deflections on cast-iron girders from the passage of train ; ex-

periments by G. Rennie
;
permanent way, formation, drains, ballasting,

levels of rails: table of gradients; table of quantities for earthwork.
The preliminary instructions which the author gives for setting out the
centre line of a railway, are well deserving of careful attention from the

cautiousness with which they are detailed; and this section of the work
is clearly one of the most important for the student and young unprac-

Dgineer, for the reason that a bad beginning can have but a bad
result. It is weD illustrated by diagrams of the different processes; so

the chapter on boring, the different tools being all engraved in
detail. We extract from this section a description and figures of a

"jumper " much used on the Continent for deep bores. The three figures

are an elevation, plan, and section of the jumper :

—

"When the chisel or spear jumper has been applied by its weight to fracture any hard

substance in a bote, and when it has proceeded a certain depth, it is necessary to with-

draw it, unshift the jumper, and fix on the auger to

extract the splinters; this takes up considerable

time. The jumper here described is employed to

avoid this loss of time, as by its form it breaks, and

at the same time collects the fragments, when they

are brought up to the surface. It consists of a

wrought-iron fluted cylinder, of 3} inches diameter.

There are from 12 to 14 flutes, each of which is about

4 inches deep; at the lower end are four spikes,

which serve to break and pierce into the bore ; at

the topis a cup which collects the coagulated broken

materials, and from this cup proceeds a square shank,

4 inches longer than the cup, with an eye to receive

a rope. The cylinder, with the spikes, is 2 feet long,

th 2 spikes being 3 inches long aDd J of an inch square.

This jumper is lowered down the bore by means of

the rope attached to it, instead of rods, and is raised

and let fall again about IS inches or 2 feet, taking

care, however, to turn it round every time in the

direction of the twist of the rope, to prevent flutes

being formed i.i the rock, which would interfere with

the insertion of an auger afterwards ; it can thus be

raised and lowered 30 or 40 blows per minute; the

spikes fracture the rock, and if the bore be kept

wet, the splintered and powdered materials, as the

spikes proceed,are driven up the flutes and gathered

into the cup. When the jumper has been driven a

certain number of inches, it is raised by means of

the rope, either by hand or by a crab, the magma
is scooped out of the cup, the flutes and spikes are

cleared out, and the operation recommences. Should

any of the spikes be broken off, they are easily re-

newed, as these screw to about the depth of one

inch into the cylinder; they can be forged by any
village blacksmith, but it is better to have two or

three in store, in case of accident. The rope at the

junction with the shank should be occasionally ex-

amined, in case it should get worn, when it may be fastened an inch or two higher up.

With this instrument alone bores of a very great depth have been executed, and with
greater rapidity than with the chisel jumper and auger, to which it has been much pre-

ferred."

The whole of this part of the book is worthy of careful study, as it

really involves a complete essay on the subject of boring.
The division on "specifications " is a long and well-detailed one, and

it must be of essential service to the young engineer, from the insight it

affords as to the basis on which railway works are arranged for. The
same may be said of the chapter on "foundations," and the "materials to
be used in such substructures," which every engineer knows to he often
very difficult of treatment.

In the second division of the work, after treating brick and stone bridges
in a very full and clear manner, Mr. Haskoll gives us the following, on
wooden bridges and viaducts :

—

" Wood, as a material for the construction of bridges and viaducts, may be selected in

preference to stone or brick, on the score of economy, and from the comparative rapidity

with which such structures may be erected; but it is of course very inferior to the last-

named materials as regards strength and durability; and in designing and constructing

such works, the inherent defects of wood must as much as possible be counteracted. Ex-
perience has proved that the most simple combinations of timber are superior, for strength,

to complicated systems; and these have latterly become almost entirely abandoned.

By calculation, a scientifically-framed truss maybe made; the almost impossibility in

practice of making such a perfect assemblage of the timbers as the calculations would have

been based upon, renders such complicated combinations unwise; moreover, to obtain

even that degree of perfection of which practice is capable, we must resort to an excess

of strapping, bolting, keying, morticing, and every description of jointing, which becomes
very expensive, and when we have done all this, the destructive effects of rain, sun, and
wind, increase in the very proportion of complication introduced in the system of con-

struction; unavoidably, also, a considerable quantity of material is wasted, which might

be profitably reserved for increase of strength under a more simple mode of treatment.

The intention of a truss, composed of a multitude of timbers, is not only an equable dis-

tribution of the superimposed weight, but also a dispersion of the shaking and vibration

resultant from the motion of weight; this, nothing but the most perfect workmanship

could obtain, and all practical men know the extreme difficulty of obtaining this, however

great the expense incurred. In Colonel Emy's very clever work On Carpentry, and

Dempsey's Timber Bridges, the student will find a variety of systems and combinations;

and several useful trusses, witli details, have been given in this work.

"For great spans, the laminated arch is unrivalled for strength and elegance; it is
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formed of planks laid one upon the other, "breaking Jdint in length and breadth, and bolted

together. Colonel Emy, above mentioned, claims the invention, in 1819. From the tend-

ency of the planks—which, however, appears to be but small—to spring back to their

original straight line, the thrust of such an arch ou piers or abutments is no greater than

that of a single beam. On this description of arch, originally applied to the construction

of roofs, two distinct systems of bridge arches have been based ; the one by the super-

position of the platfurm on the laminated arch, and the second and best, by suspension

from it. The following note of dimensions of viaducts of this description may not be here

out uf place.

Kate of Dimensions rf some Laminated Arches.

Name of Viaduct, or Bridge.
Name of
Engineer.
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Ouse Bridge, Ea^t Anglian Railway
Dinting Vale, Sheffield, and Man-

J.S. Valentine. 121,6

125,0

120,0

11G,0

79,0

81,6

£2,6

14,4

25,0

30,0
3j,i;

V.,,0

8,9

7,0

3,8

4,6

3,9

3,G

2,3

2,3

1,9

J 2,9

I 2,2

2,4

1,10

1,10

1,5

1,5

1,5

Wellington, Dean, Newcastle, North
Shields, & Tynemoutli Railway

Ouse Burn, do., do., Railway . .

Seghill

Newcastle-upon-Tyne and North
Shields

J. & B. Green.
The same.
The same.
R. Nicholson.

The same.

" In the Sheffield and Manchester, Wellington Dean, Ouse Burn, and West Durham, the

platform of the railway is supported by struts or spurs, which rest upon the laminated

ribs, which abut on cast-iron bed-plates resting on stone piers ; there are three ribs in

each arch.

" In the Seghill and North Shields, in which the laminated arches form flat segments,

the platform is suspended from the arch by wooden ties strapped to the arch, and braced

together laterally ; the rib springs from a joggled cast-iron shoe, resting on the platform

which surmounts stone piers.

" In the Ouse Viaduct, on the East Anglian Railway, the platform is also suspended from

the laminated rib; but, most judiciously, the engineer has suspended the platform by

means of wrought-iron rods."

This shows what may he and has been done with comparatively light

timber structures in large spans
; and the accompanying plates leave

nothing l'or the young engineer to grope for, in his investigations as to

the details by which such works have been carried out.

The rest of the volume treats, in a careful manner, of the subjects

which we have already enumerated ; affording us a largely sufficient

reason for referring the engineering student and reader to it for a really

practical disquisition upon "railway construction
"

The volumes are very unequally divided, the first being only about
half the thickness of the second, for which there is no very apparent
reason, except that the second contains the bulk of the plates. But
as they are paged on from one to the other, the two may hereafter be

bound up in one. The latter contains the index for both,—a practical

defect which ought never to occur. Each volume should always possess
its own index, for reasons which must be obvious to every reader.

The great bulk of the plates have no titles, nor is there any reference

made upon any of them to the pages of the letterpress where they are

discussed ; and perhaps still worse, the text has no reference to the
plates, so that the reader has everything to hunt out. This is a very
great defect, for which there is not the slightest reason. The reader,

looking at the plates, sees nothing but the words "Elevation," or "Sec-
tion," and can derive no information from them as to what particular

points the}' elucidate, or in wdiat part of the volume their discussion is

carried on. Instead of putting upon the plates the interesting words,
" Published by Atehley & Co." &c, would it not have been better to

have imprinted something of real use ?

The Permanent Way and Coai, Burning Locomotive Boilers of Euro-
pean Railways; with: a Comparison of the Working Economy of
European and American Lines, and the Principles upon which Im-
provement must Proceed. By Zerah Colburn and Alexander L.
Holley. With 51 engraved plates, by J. Bien. Folio. Pp. 168
New York : Holley & Colburn. 1858.

second notice.

The loads moved upon English railways are generally 20 per cent, lighter
than those on American lines ; but the average of dead weight to paying
load is about the same in both countries. The average speed of the
express trains on the London and North Western line, including all

stoppages, is 40 miles per hour ; that on the Great Northern is 39J miles

;

whilst, on the Great Western, the Exeter express averages 37^ miles; and
the South Western 35 miles. These are given as existing speeds; but
they were a short time back much higher, for we have run on the

Great Western from Paddington to Bristol, 117 miles, in two hours;
and the Great Northern formerly ran a through express from King's
Cross to Edinburgh, 400J miles, in 10 hours 50 minutes. Our goods
trains average 15 miles per hour, including stoppages; but as these are

frequent and very uncertain, this average affords no notion of the

actual rates, which often reach 30 miles an hour. The average of ill

our passenger trains, including stoppages, has been calculated at 24
miles an hour,—the reduced rates on the branches and out of the way
lines balancing the high express speeds to this extent. Comparing
these data with American railway work, we find that the Illinois central

lines passenger trains average less than 18 miles an hour; on the

Hudson River line, it is something less than 21 miles. On the Massa-
chusetts lines, the average is under 23 miles; goods trains, 12 miles. In

other states the speeds are much higher. But in looking at these points

of comparison, we must recollect that our lines have a formidable draw-
back ;n the shape of stoppages, the average being one to every 2J miles

;

we have 70 miles of tunnelling, and our climate is much more moist than

that of the United States. The following are the results of the authors'

comparisons :

—

"While English trains are from 20 to 30 percent, lighter than those of American lines,

they also average 25 per cent, faster. Practically these conditions must very nearly

equate each other. As to gradients, some advantage exists in favour of European rail-

ways, notwithstandng the formidable array of grades presented. In alignment, the Eu-

ropean roads are quite superior to onrs. In climate, the English lines have less severe

difficulties to contend with, although there are some of considerable magnitude peculiar

to that country. In connection with climate, the heavy earthworks involve considerable

expense in maintenance of way. In piices, the advantage is in favour of English lines, say

20 per cent, less than ours for the usual quantities of labour and materials for repairs. These

considerations may account altogether for an economy of 30 per cent, under our expenses,

in maintenance of way, but they cannot account for the great actual economy of nearly t>0

per cent., Enelish roads averaging for this item lfM cents per mile run, whereas ours aver-

age 25 cents. In fuel, especially, the circumstances exhibited in favour of English lines

might account for an economy (in quantities of fuel used) of 15 per cent., bnt the actual

economy is 44 per cent, under our consumption.

" In examining English and French railways to account for their economy, we find them

to have more substantial and better drained earthwork than is usual on American roads.

The formation-level is wider, the slopes flatter and generally grassed down, and the ditch-

ing, ballasting, and drainage is more thorough than with us. The English rail has much

more stiffness than ours, being generally five inches deep, where the American standard

is 3J inches. The joints of English rails have generally some support, independent of the

tie, whereby the iron is saved and the resistance is diminished. The sleepers on English

lines are larger, of more uniform sizes, and are chemically preserved to last 15 years.

There is so much difference of opinion as to the relative ease of working of English and

American rolling stock, that it would only embarrass the present discussion to introduce

that question here. If the American rolling stock is superior, the true economy of English

and French permanent way is necessarily greater than has been shown."

In analysing the cost of making our lines, the authors have come to

the conclusion that the actual cost of the permanent way, regarded
simply as a mechanical structure, is but little higher than the American
lines. The actual excess of cost with us arises from parliamentary
contests, and the "compensation" paid for the pretended injuries to

land passed through. The fabulous prices formerly paid—and even yet
demanded—for land, almost exceed belief. The other day, in the case

ot the Glasgow Water Company, a Mr. M'Gregor asked nearly £100,000
for a little bit of ground on the margin of Loch Katrine. He has been
awarded £670. What a contrast between this view and that of Mr.
Aytoun, of Edinburgh, who lately gave all the land necessary for carry-

ing a line through his estate in Fife, on the honest assumption that he
would be the gainer, from the fact of his possession of so superior a
channel of communication with distant parts !

We have already said, that on our 8,000 or 9,000 miles of railway, we
have 70 miles of tunnels. In America, with 28,000 miles, the aggregate
of tunnels is but 11 J miles. Our earthworks, too, cuttings and embank-
ments, are far heavier than those of America, the long flat expanses of

which are so favourable to railways.

In discussing " earthwork and drainage " we find the following, with
which British engineers will cordially agree :

—

" Having compared the working of Em opean and American lines, it is seen that the eco-

nomy of the former is confined entirely to maintenance of way and engines and working.

These items average, on English lines, less than one-half the amount of similar expenses

on the railroads of New York and Massachusetts. It has already been shown that the

consumption of fuel, measured by the quantity used, and without reference to price, is but

about one-half as great per mile run, on the railways of England and France, as on those

of the Northern United States. This fact is a key to the whole subject. For the consump-

tion of fuel, with a given load, is a measure of the resistances overcome, and these resist-

ances will almost exactly represent the wear and tear of road and machinery. Hence, the

economy of working exhibited in favour of English railways must be due to superiority of

original construction, and to the superior running condition maintained. And examina-

tion discloses, as will be more fully shown in subsequent chapters, that the duration of

rails, under a given amount of traffic, is twice as gTeat on English as on American roads,

that the life of sleepers is also twice as long, while the repairs of roadbed, of the former.
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an? tricing as compared with those required for the latter. This brings us to a compari-

son ot the construction of foreign railways with that of our own, when we at once discover

> difference—not so much in the general plan of the work, as in the execution,

- character when finished. The earthwork is the foundation and support of the

whole superstructure, and, as such, must be uniformly firm. Euglish and French engi-

neers seek this conditiou by giving much care to the material, preparation, form, and drain-

age of earthwork. As no excellence of superstructure can compensate for the evils of in-

sufficient earthwork, or those occasioned by standing or running water or by frost, foreign

engineers allow very liberal widths of formation level, easy slopes, and ample ballast, while

Ihey provide the most thorough arrangements for the removal and exclusion of water."

This section of the authors' production is deserving of the most care-

ful reading, for it goes well and thoroughly into what is really the heart

and soul of a railway. Their conclusions are, that iron and sleepers

last twice as long in British railways as in American ones ; that the re-

pairs of the roadbed are far less, whilst the consumption of fuel and
repairs of rolling stuck, for their mileage, are here only one half what they

are in the Unired States. "It is certainly true," they say, " that in

respect to cost of maintenance, and that of the power required to move
a given tonnage at a given speed, the railways of the United States are

t to those of any other country." The great railway of the

world, the London and North AVestern, cost, in 1S55, but one fourth of

as much per mile run. for maintenance of way, as the great railway of

Ameriea—the New York Central. " Ccal-burning boilers " are treated

in a separate section of the volume. The use of coal in the United

States lines seems to have anticipated our practice, for we find that in

1857, a hundred engines out of one hundred and forty-two on the Reading
line were burning coal. The authors, however, seem to have come to

us for experience in the actual philosophical details which have been
specially developed for the purpose of using coal in locomotives instead

of coke. Accordingly, they give us a most interesting chapter on the

leading varieties of coal-burning boilers in use here. The British

engineer will find here the best information yet to be had on this most
important subject. The conclusions arrived at are, that whilst we go
to great cost and complication in fitting out fire-boxes to burn coal, the

American engineers manage to attain the same end by such simple
means that " hardly ten dollars are required to convert a wood engine
into a full-fledged coal burner." We are not, however, favoured with
an illustration of the practical accomplishment of this feat.

We have read this volume with great satisfaction. It is written in

earnest, and that is saying a good deal for a book in these days. Mr.
Bien's plates are very fairly executed as regards their line work. The
shading is defective. The great chalk lithograph of the Paddington
station shows good drawing, wasted upon a very inferior specimen of

lithographic printing. The railway map of Great Britain looks as if it

had been filched from Bradshaw. It differs, however, from his well-
known delineation, in being full of misspelt names of towns : and
worse than this, there is no alphabetically detailed index—a grave fault.

But these are trifling blemishes ; and we welcome the volume, not more
for its intrinsic value, than for its being extremely well timed.

Progressive Agriculture: a Pamphlet ox Steam Cultivation, dedi-

cated by permission to the Right Hon. Lord Berners. By J. A.
Williams, of Baydon, Wilts. 8vo. Pp. 22. Lithograph. London

:

Ridgway, Piccadilly. 1858.

The readers of the Practical Mechanics Jovrnal are already well ac-

quainted with some of the many things which Mr. Allin Williams has
done for the mechanics of agriculture, and they will therefore admit
that he has an excellent title to a hearing on the vast subject of '.' Pro-
gressive Agriculture." Like many other observant thinkers on the

subject— amongst whom we must reckon ourselves—Mr. Williams
starts with the opinion that "a large portion of the soil of our country
will, ere long, be economical!}- cultivated by the gigantic power of
steam

;
'" and then proceeds to argue with the view of doing his best for

the prevention of that misapplication of a great and novel power, which
is so much to be apprehended when the farmer takes it in hand. He
therefore considers his subject under the following leading heads :

—

"1-t. ] Lvantageons mode of laying out fields for steam culture.

lining a self-acting supply of water for the engines and other famn pu.-

,'
'- •

"3rd. The grabbing and clearing of hedgerows and timl>er, by means of the engine and

log machine, and making use of the same for fuel.

"4th. The levelling and filling ap of pits, and blasting of rock-stone, where existing.

" 5th. The beneficial exchange of lands between neighbours where lying intermixed ; the

facility with which it might be done.

" 6th. A few words on autumn cultivation."

laying out fields for steam culture, Mr. Williams gives some
a taking advantage of all concavities of surface, and re-

ducing the disadvantages of convexities
; to do this, the engine must

always work from the highest point, so that the rope will run clear of

the ground. In further illustration of this subject, he gives a diagram,

representing a plan of a farm of 640 acres, divided into 10 fields of 64
acres each, supposed to be broken up from a forest or common, for culti-

vation and working by steam power. Our annexed engraving represents

this arrangement, on which the author says :

—

"I have left a tramway of 9 feet between each field for the engine to travel on.

These should be laid down in grass, and will measure rather more than half an acre each,

but will be of incalculable service for the engine to work to and fro upon, and moreover,

will serve well to haul the manure and produce from place to place. There is a main

tramway at right angles with the others, 60 feet in width, leading through the centre of

the farm to the homestead. Adjoining this tramway, the greater part of the produce of

the farm should be stacked for the purpose of threshing, feeding, and making manure.

Were I to undertake the laying out of such a farm, it should be as it is there drawn. It

represents two farms, one cultivated on the four-course system, the other on the five. A

to E, representing a four-course tillage, having its fifth field down in saintfoin. F to J>

representing a five-field system, saving the grass for old seeds, &e. By farming on this

principle a vast amount of stock might be kept, and the quantum of artificial manure

reduced.

"It is important that in laying out a farm of this description as few fixed buildings

should be constructed as possible, and it will be seen that at the homestead I have only

placed one barn for threshed corn, and for grinding, chaff-cutting, &c. &c, with au

engine-house in the tramway, for a portable engine. Opposite to fields c, D, G, and I, are

stationed rick-houses : these are on grooved wheels, running on triangular wooden rails,

dowelled at the end, and removed from the rear to the front as the house travels forward,

drawn by the engine at a slow pace by means of the hauling windlass used for ploughing.

At harvest they can be placed where required, that is, two at least opposite the roots,

the others near the lent corn. Those opposite the roots could be filled with wheat; after

harvest and the wheat threshed out, the building will then make a bullock-shed for the

remainder of the year; a part of it being used for chaff-cutting, turnip-slicing, &c, the

engine at the same time turning a windlass for hauling the roots from the field opposite,

into the building where required. This could be done either with the ploughing windlass,

or with drums of a lighter description attached to the building for the purpose. As the

field of roots, opposite the sheds, became clear of the quantum to be drawn off, the straw

on the opposite side used up, and the manure accumulated, the engine could pull the

building opposite to another part and begin afresh ; the hay and corn-ricks affording a

supply, ad libitum, and the roots being fed close to where they grew. Thus, by stacking

the produce in the field (thereby making the most of valuable time in harvest), the

manure being left in the right place, and the roots brought in by the engine, an amount

of hauliug would be saved quite unprecedented, and it will be found to be much less cost

and trouble to move the buildings than the produce!

"Of course, such a field as this can only be found where the land lies together, but I

know several large farms that could be thus laid out to advantage, and more than f100

a-year saved in hauling alone. And again, if the land were so undulating that each

field could not be made the uniform width, it would not matter, as some could be wider,

some narrower, according as the inclination of the field might be ; and if the sides did

not run parallel, and the level for the engine should bring the field wider at one end than

the other, it can easily be done, though not to so great advantage.

"It is desirable, therefore, that great care be taken to ascertain the best situation to

place the engines, so as to make the most of the limited amount of power we are con-

strained to use, on account of its portability."
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The mode in which Lord Berners drains his land at Kcythorp, has

suggested to Mr. Williams how a good supply of water may be obtained

for the use of the engines. On this point he says :

—

"His lordship digs a number of holes about his land to find where the water is stag-

nant, and if those holes fill with water, he then cuts a drain to take it away. Now, I

propose that when a field is laid out for steam culture, that in the tramway or headland

which is left in grass on the lower side of the said headland, there should be a row of

tanks made, say, one to every furlong if it is a long field, or two if a short one, that the

engines might pump up a supply as they move on to their work. I have myself tried

this experiment, and built one 6 feet in diameter, and 13 feet deep, in a neighbourhood

where no water could be got, except from a distance ; it fills from the surface-water of the

field, through a drain and the road hard by. It was very soon full after being finished,

and although I have used a considerable quantity for ploughing, it has been always filled

again at the next rain-fall, and is now full to the top The cost of it was as follows :—

Digging the tank -------
Laying the bricks and well ramming the clay, &c.

1,500 bricks at 35s. 6d. per 1,000 -

£1
1 19

2 13 3

£5 12 3"Total cost .---_-
The small circles on the margins of the tramways on the plan of the

farm indicate the number and position of these tanks.

Mr. Williams ver)' properly observes that the greatest obstacles to

steam cultivation exist in the form of hedgerows dividing respectable

fields into mere corners. Here he says :

—

" The way I treat these hedgerow-pests is, when the engines are ploughing the field

where they arc in the way, the roller on the machine which propels itself (and engines

attached) forward by means of a chain, and which from lieing reduced to a slow speed is

equal in power to 70 horses, I put a man to superintend the grubbing, who gets grub

hooks and chains round about eight roots, and attaches the hauling chain to the one on

the roots; when the engine is at liberty he throws the roller into gear, when in about

half a minute the roots are out of the ground by making fast the wheels of the engine.

The same with trees, by opening the top of the soil for a fall, outting off a few of the

lateral roots, and placing a wire rope at the end of the chain for the sake of distance, the

other end being fastened round the top of the tree, the 70 horse power obtained from the

slow motion of the roller is multiplied by the leverage of the tree, and an amount of

power equal to hundreds of horses is obtained, which pulls the trees down without diffi-

culty, provided the chain, &c. is stiong enough; the roots should then be stacked till

they are dry, and when the engine is again in or near that field they can be used with

coal for fuel, a circular saw being attached to the ploughing machine for the purpose of

cutting them up; thus, what was an obstacle to the work, might be made to assist it."

Mr. Williams concludes his well-timed observations by showing what
gain may be attained by the mutual exchange of portions of intermixed

land, between neighbouring farmers, so as to secure compactness in the

holdings; and adding a few ideas on "autumn cultivation."

Steam must assuredly soon be the great cultivator, and to those who
agree with us on this leading point, we say, read Mr. Williams' pam-
phlet.

Observations in Reply to Several Letters which have recently
APPEARED IN THE JOURNALS OF GLASGOW, FROM MESSRS. BatEMAN,
Pollok, & Hill, upon the Treatment of its Sewaoe, and the Puri-

fication of the Clyde. By James Alexander Manning, Esq., of the

Inner Temple. 8\o. Pp. 52. 1858.

We have an objection to long titles at the head of reviews, and we have
materially curtailed the frontal display of the pamphlet before us. In

order, however, that the "Author of the Lives of the Speakers of the

House of Commons" may tell his own story in his own way, we will

add that he goes on to say—" With some remarks upon the evidence ad-

duced before the parliamentary committee on the condition of the

Thames, and a statement of facts." Mr. Manning, as many of our
readers may have occasion to know, is the " patentee of several inven-

tions, and improvements of inventions, for the treatment and utilisation

of town wastes ;
" and he clearly has a prescriptive right to address the

public on the subject here taken in hand. The story, as here detailed,

is a long one. It is much less a reply to the published views of Messrs.

Bateman, Pollok, and Hill, than "a statement of facts " attending the

well-known patented processes of the author's, for the treatment ofsewage
waters on the precipitating principle. The pages of the Practical Me-
chanic s Journal have already afforded publicity to the ingenious inven-

tions by which Mr. Manning's precipitating principle is carried out in

practice ; and they have shown that, whilst the inventor can convert

the filthiest of sewage into the purest and most limpid water, he can
also produce from the solid precipitate, aided by the dry refuse or waste
of towns, a manure which has proved no mean competitor for the place

which the costly exotic guano has achieved. Not that, ton for ton, sew-
age manure can ever hope to rival guano; hut being producible with a
profit at little more than one-twentieth of the cost of guano, whilst its

fertilising value is in very different proportion, the scientific farmer is

beginning to See that he can obtain a more efficient tillage agent at his

own door, than the fashionable article brought on shipboard from the far-

off islands of Peru.

The dry sewage manure has already been pretty extensively tried by
Scottish farmers, and they, good judges as they are, admit its value. It

is to be hoped, therefore, that the manufacture will be pushed, so as to

bring it fairly into the agricultural market.

The essence of Mr. Manning's views is, that whether the sewage of

towns is collected in expensive sewers, and then conveyed away clear

out to the sea, so as to avoid the pollution of our rivers
;
or whether it

is turned to some account, at the expense of the health of the people, by
usage on the principle of irrigation, the results are as nothin'g, com-
pared with what are obtainable from the system whereby, on the one
hand, our sewers are practically converted into pure rivulets ; and, on
the other, the solid matter held in suspension is made available as a most
conveniently portable manure, of surprising fertilising power.. And we
think he is right.

Turners' and Fitters' Pocket Book, for Calculating the Change
Wheels for Screws of a Turning Lathe, and for a WiiEEL-CurriNO
Machine. By J. La Nicca. 12mo., Pp. 34. London; E. & F.N.
Spon. 1858.

As a practical man, Mr. La Nicca has experienced the practical difficulties

which beset the average mechanical workman, when he has any such
calculations as those relating to screw and wheel cutting to make in

the din and hurry of his workshop avocations ; and having experienced

them, he has resolutely set to work to provide a remedy for them—and
here it is. He has treated his subject in eleven chapters, beginning,

very properly, with the pure elements of his subject, and carrying for-

ward his matter in such a way, and to such an extent, as to meet all the
requirements of the mechanic who has to deal with screws of all pitches.

Nothing can be plainer than Mr. La Nicca's treatment of his subject

;

and his little hook possesses the additional merit of enabling the me-
chanic to judge for himself, and keep himself right under all circum-

stances of irregularities of details, which the ordinary workshop tables

cannot reach. Turners and fitters will find a safe and valuable guide
in this little book.

CORRESPONDENCE.

THE ECONOMICS OF STEAM BOILERS:

I shall be glad if you or some of your intelligent correspondents will

give me an idea of the best form of steam boiler for raising steam at

from fifteen to thirty pounds pressure. We have at these works four

boilers, thirty feet long, and eight feet diameter, each with two fire-

boxes, and two flues through them. Many authorities consider these to

be very good boilers, and I shall hold the same opinion until I hear of

something better. We used to work at eight pounds pressure
; but some

little time ago, after thinking over the subject for some time, I determin-

ed upon adopting fifteen or sixteen pounds, in the expectation that we
should derive an advantage in the quicker heating of the vessels in use

for dying and other purposes. When the change took place, I of course

found this to be the case, as the higher the pressure, the more heat there

is to be given out to the water or liquor in the vessels, with less loss

by condensation.

We had also, at the same time, two Dudley, Butterly, or fish-mouthed

boilers, twenty-four feet long, by eight feet diameter, which we ceased

to work when we increased the pressure, as the form of the fire-place

was not approved of on the score of strength, although strong enough I

daresay for a pressure of fifteen or sixteen pounds. In fact, I believe

that some people work them far higher. After a careful examination of

the two boilers, we found one of them quite strong enough to alter,

which we did thus:—We took out the fire-place and fish-mouthed flue,

and pieced the boiler up into an ordinary cylinder, with two fire-boxes,

and one flue through the boiler, and a chamber just behind the fire-

places, as a mixing chamber, if I may so call it. In this chamber there

is an aperture four inches by three inches, for the admission of air. The
fires are carefully attended to, first, getting a good fire in each box, and
then firing alternately, always taking care that the fire in the box
which is not being fed is in a highly incandescent state whilst the

firing is going on in the other, and thus the flame of one fire utilises

the escaping gases of the other. The fire doors are perforated with

small holes, and with these simple arrangements a nearly smokeless

fire is kept. In a four days' trial with the twenty-four feet boiler, as

compared with the thirty feet one, the result was something like twenty
per cent, more water evaporated with one cwt. less coal. The steam

from both of the tested boilers was delivered into the main pipes, which
received the steam from other five boilers. In the mixing chamber for

the gases, I have put two vertical boiler plate pipes so as to support the
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box against the internal steam pressure, the water, of course, travelling

through them in a constant current.

And now, after showing you what we have accomplished here, I

should be glad if yon could give us a design for a good, cheap, and simple

boiler, so that we'may see if we can improve upon our results, when we

come to put in another, as I think we must do shortly. J. B.

Beljidd Print Works, Rochdale, October, 1858.

PROCEEDINGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

ROYAL INSTITUTION.
Mat 28, 1858.

" On the production of organic bodies without the agency of vitality," a

highly interesting lecture by Prof. Frankland.

The earlier researches of chemists brought them into contact with two classes

of bodies, distinguished from each other by well-marked and obvious peculiari-

ties. One of them was met with in the inanimate or mineral kingdom, the

various materials of which were distinguished by their comparative stability or

resistance to change, and by the facility with which the greater number of them

could be artificially produced from the elementary bodies composing them. The
other class of bodies was found exclusively in the animate portion of the crea-

tion, or was directly derived from the productions of the organs of plants and of

animals: these compounds were distinguished by their proneness to undergo

change, and by the impossibility of producing them by artificial means. By no

processes then known to chemists could the elements composing these latter

bodies be made to unite, so as to produce compounds, either identical with, or

analogous to, the substances generated by the organs of plants and of animals.

These substances were consequently, from their origin, termed organic bodies

or organic compounds. They were regarded as dependent for their origin upon

the influence of what is sometimes called vital force; and it was generally

believed, that we should never produce these bodies artificially, until we could

form and endow with vitality the organs from which they were derived.

However, in 18*28, "Wohler succeeded in artificially producing urea, a body
which had up to that time been known only as a product of the animal organism.

This discovery was followed many years later by the artificial formation of

acetic acid. The subsequent production of methyl from acetic acid, added one

of the organic radicals to the list of compounds producible from their elements.

These discoveries completely broke down the barrier between the so-called " or-

ganic " and " inorganic " bodies.

The recent ingenious researches of 51. Bertholet have greatly extended this

branch of chemical inquiry, and have, in a most important degree, increased

the number of bodies capable of artificial formation. The production of chlo-

ride of methyl and the members of the olefiant gas family up to amylene furnish

ns with the whole series of alcohols and their derivatives, from amylic alcohol

downwards. Phenylic alcohol and naphthaline, both artificially produced by
Bertholet, yield a host of interesting bodies ; whilst phenykarbamic acid enables

us to step from the phenylic to the salicylic group, since, when treated with

hyponitrous acid, it yields salicylic acid. Lastly, he has succeeded in artificially

forming glvcerine, the basi3 of animal and vegetable oils and fats, and also in

forming grape sugar ; the latter however is obtained by the contact of glycerine

with putriiyinsr animal matter, and consequently cannot be said to be produced

altogether without the agency of vitality ; although the putrifying organic

matter contributes none of its constituents to the new compound, and does not

g any appreciable change in weight or appearance during the process.

These substances yield such a numerous class of derivatives, that upwards of

"net organic compounds can now be produced from their elements

without the agency of vitality.

The processes employed for the artificial production of these bodies, though
deeply interesting, present, with one or two exceptions, little or no analogy to

the natural mode by which organic compounds are formed in the tissues of

plants ; but close attention to the nature of the inorganic materials assimilated

by the vegetable kingdom, and their relations to the more important organic

compounds derived from plants, leads to the belief, that such compounds can

be successfully produced by processes strictly analogous to those employed by
The constitution of the so-called organo-metal lie bodies, in which the

production of complex organic compounds from inorganic ones by the replace-

ment of elements by organic groups, can be so clearly traced, affords a valuable

clue to the formation of organic bodies in general, and leads directly to the

conclusion, thai if the organic compounds of the metals be formed upon the

mod^l of the oxides of the respective metals, the organic compounds of carbon
- ill organic compounds) are formed upon the model of the oxides of

It has long be known, that with slight and unimportant exceptions, the only

materials employed by nature in the construction of the most complex organic

compounds, are carbonic acid, water, ammonia, and nitric acid. The fact that

a vast number of organic compounds are cast in the molecular mould of water,

has been proved ; and the wonderful fertility of the ammonia model has been
shown. It would also not be difficult to prove the claim of nitric acid to be
considered as a third model, upou which a number of other organic compounds
are built up.

Guided by the constitution above referred to, of the organo-metallic bodies,

and bearing in mind the replacibility of the oxygen in water and binoxide of

. and the chlorine in terchloride of phosphorus, by organic radicals,

! Ibe and Prof. Frankland were led to the following hypothesis regarding

watitation of several important classes of organic compounds.
1. The replacement of one atom of oxygen in carbonic acid by hydrogen, or

logues, produces an organic acid, either of the fatty or of the aromatic
series.

Jfc. 128.—Vol. XI.

2. The like replacement of two atoms of oxygen in carbonic acid, produces
either a ketone or an aldehyde.

3. The like replacement of three atoms of oxygen in carbonic acid, produces
an ether.

4. The like replacement of all the atoms of oxygen in carbonic acid, produces
a radical, a hydride of a radical, or a double radical.

The authors of this hypothesis attempted to verify it by direct experiment,
but failed. However, another chemist, Mr. Wanklyn, in his newly-discovered
sodium and potassium compounds of the organic radicals, came into possession
of re-agents, which enabled him at once to effect the desired substitutions. His
memoir on the production of propionic acid by the action of sodium-ethyl upon
carbonic acid, lately communicated to the Chemical Society, proves the first

proposition of a hypothesis, which considerably simplifies our views of the mo-
lecular structure of organic bodies, and which, if proved to be throughout cor-

rect, cannot fail to enable us greatly to increase the number of organic com-
pounds capable of being procured from their elements without the intervention
of vitality.

In the long list of organic bodies capable of being artificially made from their

elements, it may be observed, that the artificial formation of urea, lactic acid,

and caproic acid, is interesting in connection with certain functions of the animal
economy. Pine apple oil, pear oil, and apple oil, are instances of the artificial

production of the delicate flavours of fruit ; whilst oil of wintergreen and nitro-

benzole are like examples of the formation of esteemed perfumes. But of all

the bodies hitherto thus produced, alcohol, glycerine, and sugar are undoubtedly
the most deeply interesting, owing to the part they take in the nutrition of ani-

mals : they prove to us the possibility of producing, without vegetation or any
vital intervention, an important part of the food of man. Should the chemist
also succeed in forming artificially the nitrogenous constituents of food, without
which life cannot be maintained, it would then be possible for a man, placed
upon a barren rock, and furnished with the necessary apparatus and inorganic

materials, to support life entirely without either animal or vegetable food. No
one of these nitrogenous constituents has, however, yet been artificially pro-

duced, and the absence of all clue to their rational constitution forms at present
a formidable barrier to their non vital formation. At present, the possibility of

economically replacing natural processes by artificial ones in the formation of

organic compounds, only attains to probability in the case of rare and excep-
tional products of animal and vegetable life. Thus, valerianic acid, which for a
long time was extracted from the root of the Valeriana officinalis, could now
probably be more cheaply prepared from its elements ; but a still cheaper source
of this acid has been in the meantime discovered, viz., the oxidation of amylic
alcohol, a waste product formed in the manufacture of spirit of wine, and obtain-

able at such a moderate cost as not to prevent, in an economical point of view,
the successful production either of amylic alcohol or valerianic acid by any arti-

ficial and exclusively non-vital processes at present known. It is also highly
probable, that if we could produce artificially such bodies as quinine and the

rare alkaloids, or alizarine and similar powerful and valuable organic colouring

matters, we should be able to compete with organic life in the formation of these

bodies ; nevertheless, the discovery of the processes of artificial formation would
doubtless be preceded by a knowledge of methods, by which such rare bodies

could be produced from more abundant, and consequently cheaper forms of

vegetable or animal matter ; and it is therefore exceedingly improbable that

any purely non-vital process will he successfully, and at the same time econo-
mically employed for the manufacture even of such rare and valuable vital pro-

ducts. Such being the economical bearings of the case with regard to the rare

and exceptional educts of vitality, when we turn to consider the great staple

products of the animal and vegetable kingdoms, the hope of rivalling natural

processes becomes faint indeed. Still the achievement is not impossible. It

must be remembered, that this branch of chemistry is as yet in its infancy, and
that it has hitherto attracted the attention of few minds ; and further, that many
analogous substitutions of artilicial for natural processes have been achieved.

Thus, under certain circumstances, we find it less economical to propel our ships

by the force of the wind, and our carriages by animal power, than to employ
steam power for these purposes. We do not find it desirable to wait for the
bleaching of our calicoes by the sun's rays ; and even the grinding of corn is no
longer entirely confided to wind and water power.

In such cases, where contemporaneous natural agencies have been superseded,

we have almost invariably drawn upon that grand store of force collected by the

plants of bygone ages, and conserved in our coal fields. It is the solar heat of

a past epoch that furnishes the power which we now utilise in our steam-engines.

One important element in cheap production is time, and it is precisely in regard
to this element that we economically supersede, in the above instances, the con-
temporary resources of nature. Now, time is also an important element in the
natural production of food ; and although it is true that the amount of labour re-

quired for the production of a given weight of food is not considerable, yet it is

nevertheless true that this weight requires a whole year for its production. By
the vital process of producing food, we can only have one harvest in each year.

But if we were able to form that food from its elements without vital agency,
there would be nothing to prevent us from obtaining a harvest every week ; and
thus we might, in the production of food, supersede the present vital agencies

of nature, as we have already done in other cases, by laying under contribution

the accumulated forces of past ages, which would thus enable us to obtain in a

small manufactory, and in a few days, effects which can be realised from present

natural agencies, only when they are exerted upon vast areas of land, and through
considerable periods of time.

MEETING OF THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION IN LEEDS.

The great manufacturing capital of Yorkshire has this year done honour at

once to science and itself, by receiving the British Association for its annual week
of science under a social administration. Dr. Lloyd opened the proceedings,

and then resigned his chair to Professor Owen, who delivered the following

address :

—

2 M
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In reviewing the nature and results of our proceedings during the last

twenty seven years, and the aims and objects of our Association, it seems as

if we are realising the grand Philosophical Dream or Prefigurative Vision of

Francis Bacon, which he has recounted in his " New Atlantis." In this noble

Parable the Father of Modern Science imagines an Instil ution which he calls

" Solomon's House," and informs us by the mouth of one of its members, that

"The end of its Foundation is the Knowledge of Causes and Secret Motions of

Things ; and enlarging of the bounds of Human Empire to the effecting of all

things possible." As one important means of effecting the great aims of Bacon's
"six days' college," certain of its members were deputed, as " merchants of

light," to make " circuits or visits of divers principal cities of the kingdom."
This latter feature of the Baconian organisation is the chief characteristic of the

"British Association;" hut we have striven to carry out other aims of the
" New Atlantis," such as the systematic summaries of the results of different

branches of science, of which our published volumes of "Reports" are evidence
;

and we have likewise realised, in some measure, the idea of the "Mathematical
House " in our establishment at Kew. The national and private observatories,

the Royal and other scientific Societies, the British Museum, the Zoological,

Botanical, and Horticultural Gardens, combine in our day to realise that which
Bacon foresaw in distant perspective. Great, beyond all anticipation, have
been the results of this organisation, and of the application of the inductive
methods of interrogating nature. The universal law of gravitation, the circula-

tion of the blood, the analogous course of the magnetic influence, which may
be said to vivify the earth, permitting no atom of its most solid constituents to

stagnate in total rest ; the development and progress of Chemistry, Geology,
Palaeontology ; the inventions and practical applications of Gas, the Steam
Engine, Photography, Telegraphy :—such, in the few centuries since Bacon
wrote, have been the rewards of the faithful followers of his rules of research.

He dwelt on the importance of direct observation, as illustrated in the history
of Astronomy—referred to the discovery of Galileo, the application of his

discovery by Kepler and Horrocks, and continued—Without stopping to trace

the concurrent progress of the science of motion, of which the true foundations
were laid, in Bacon's time, by Galileo, it will serve here to state that the found-
ations were laid and the materials gathered for the establishment by a master-
mind, supreme in vigour of thought and mathematical resource, of the grandest
generalisation ever promulgated by science—that of the universal gravitation

of matter according to the law of the inverse square of the distance. The same
century in which the "Thema Coeli" of Lord Verulum and the "Nuncius
Sidereus" of Galileo saw the light, was glorified by the publication of the
" Philosophise Naturalis Principia Mathematica " of Newton. Has time, it may
he asked, in any way affected the great result of that masterpiece of human
intellect V There are signs that even Newton's axiom is not exempt from the
restless law of progress. The mode of expressing the law of gravitation as
being " in the inverse proportion of the square of the distances" involves the
idea that the force emanating from or exercised by the sun must become more
feeble in proportion to the increased spherical surface over which it is diffused.

So indeed it was expressely understood by Halley. Prof. Whewell, the ablest

historian of Natural Science, has remarked that " future discoveries may make
gravitation a case of some wider law, and may disclose something of the mode
in which it operates." The difficulty, indeed, of conceiving a force acting
through nothing from body to body, has of late made itself felt; and more
especially since Meyer of Heilbronn first clearly expressed the principle of the
"conservation of force." Newton, though apprehending the necessity of a
medium by which the force of gravitation should be conveyed from one body to

another, yet appears not to have possessed such an idea of the uncreatability
and indestructibility of force as that which, now possessed by minds of the
highest order, seems to some of them to be incompatible with the terms in
which Newton enunciated his great law, viz., of matter attracting matter with
a force which varies inversely as the square of the distance. The progress of
knowledge of another form of all-pervading force, which we call, from its most
notable effect on one of the senses, " Light," has not been less remarkable than
that of gravitation. Galileo's discovery of Jupiter's satellites supplied Romer
with the phenomena whence he was able to measure, in 1676, the velocity of
light. Descartes, in his theory of the rainbow, referred the different colours to
the different amount of refraction, and made a near approximation to Newton's
capital discovery of the different colours entering into the composition of the
luminous ray, and of their different ret'rangibility. Hook and Huyghens, about
the same period, had entered upon explanations of the phenomena of light con-
ceived as due to the undulations of an ether, propagated from the luminous
point spherically, like those of sound. Newton, whilst admitting that such
undulations or vibrations of an ether would explain certain phenomena, adopted
the hypothesis of emission as most convenient for the mathematical propositions
relative to light. The discoveries of achromatism, of the laws of double refrac-
tion, of polarisation circular and elliptical, and of dipolarisation, rapidly followed:
the latter advances of optics, realising more than Bacon conceived might flow
from the labours of the " Perspeciive House," are associated with and have shed
lustre on the names of Dollond, Young, Malus, Fresnel, Biot, Arago, Brewster,
Stokes, Jamin, and others. Some of the natural sciences, as we now compre-
hend them, had not germinated in Bacon's time. Chemistry was then alchemy:
Geology and Palaeontology were undreamt of: but Magnetism and Electricity

had begun to be observed, and their phenomena compared, and defined, by a
contemporary of Bacon in a way that claims to be regarded as the first step
towards a scientific knowledge of those powers. It is true that, before Gilbert
(" De Magnete," 1600), the magnet was known to attract iron, and the great
practical application of magnetised iron—the mariner's compass—had been
invented, and for many years before Bacon's time had guided the barks of
navigators through trackless seas. Gilbert, to whom the name " electricity

"

is due, observed that that force attracted light bodies, whereas the magnetic
force attracted iron only. About a century later, the phenomena of repulsion as
well as of attraction of light bodies by electric substances were noticed: and
Dufay, in 1733, enunciated the principle, that "electric bodies attract all those

that are not so, and repel them as soon as they arc become electric by the
vicinity of the electric body." The conduction of electric force, and the different

behaviour of bodies in contact with the electric, leading to their division, by
D< siguliers, into conductors and non-conductors, next followed. The two
kinds of electricity, at first by Dufay, their definer, called " vitreouB " and
"resinous,"—afterwards, by Franklin, "positive" and "negative,"—formed an
important step, which led to a brilliant series of experiments and discoveries,

with inventions, such as the Leyden jar, for intensifying the electric shock.
The discovery of the instantaneous transmission of electricity through an
extent of not less than 12,000 feet, by Bishop Watson, together with that of
the electric state of the clouds, and of the power of drawing off such electricity

by pointed bodies, as shown by Franklin, was a brilliant beginning of the appli-

cation of this science to the well-being and needs of mankind. Magnetism has
been studied with two aims : the one, to note the numerical relations of its

activity to time and space, both in respect of its direction and intensity ; the
other, to penetrate the mystery of the nature of the magnetic force. In refer-

ence to the first aim, my estimable predecessor adverted, last year, to the fact,

that it was in the committee-rooms of the British Association that the first step

was taken towards that great magnetic organisation which has since borne so

much fruit. Thereby it has been determined that there are periodical changes
of the magnetic elements, depending on the hour of the day, the season of the

year, and on what seemed strange intervals of about eleven years. Also, that

besides these regular changes, there were others of a more abrupt and seemingly
irregular character—Humboldt's "magnetic storms"—which occur simultane-

ously at distant parts of the earth's surface. Major-General Sabine, than
whom no individual has done more in this field of research since Halley first

attempted " to explain the change in the variation of the magnetic needle," has
proved titat the magnetic storms observed diurnal, annual, and undecennial

periods. But with what phase or phenomenon of earthly or heavenly bodies, it

may he asked, has the magnetic period of eleven years to do ? The coincidence

which points to, if it does not give, the answer, is one of the most remarkable,

unexpected, and encouraging to patient observers. For thirty years a German
astronomer, Schwabe, bad set himself the task of daily observing and recording

the appearance of the sun's disc, in which time he found the spots passed
through periodic phases of increase and decrease, the length of the period being
about eleven years. A comparison of the independent evidence of the astrono-

mer and magnetic observer has shown that the undecennial magnetic period

coincides both in its duration and in its epochs of maximum and minimum with
the same period observed in the solar spots.

A few weeks ago, during a visit of inspection to our establishment at Kew, I

observed the successful operation of the photo-heliographic apparatus in depicting

the solar spots as they then appeared. The continued regular record of the

macular state of the sun's surface, with the concurrent magnetic observations

now established over many distant points of the earth's surface, will ere long
establish the full significance and value of the remarkable, and, in reference to

the observers, undesigned, coincidence above mentioned. Not to trespass on
your patience by tracing the progress of Magnetism from Gilbert to Oersted, I

cannot but advert to the time, 1807, when the latter tried to discover whether
electricity in its most latent state had any effect on the magnet, and to his great

result, in 1820, that the conducting wire of a voltaic circuit acts upon a magnetic
needle, so that the latter tends to place itself at right angles to the wire.

Ampere, moreover, succeeded, by means of a delicate apparatus, in demonstrat-

ing that the voltaic wire was affected by the action of the earth itself as a

magnet. In short, the generalisation was established, and with a rapidity

unexampled, regard being bad to its greatness, that magnetism and electricity

are but different effects of one common cause. This has proved the first step to

still grander abstractions,—to that which conceives the reduction of all the

species of imponderable fluids of the chemistry of our student days, together

with gravitation, chemicity, and neuricity, to interchangeable modes of action

of one and the same all-pervading life-essence. Galvaui arranged the parts of

a recently-mutilated frog so as to bring a nerve in contact with the external

surface of a muscle, when a contraction of the muscle ensued. In this sug-

gestive experiment the Italian philosopher, who thereby initiated the inductive

inquiry into the relation of nerve force to electric force, concluded that the

contraction was a necessary consequence of the passage of electricity from one
surface to the other by means of the nerve. He supposed that the electricity

was secreted by the brain, and transmitted by the nerves to different parts ot

thp body, the muscles serving as reservoirs of the electricity. Volta made a

further step by showing that, under the conditions or arrangements of Galvani's

experiments, the muscle would contract, whether the electric current had its

origin in the animal body, or from a source external to that body. Galvani

erred in too exclusive a reference of the electric force producing the contraction

to the brain of the animal: Volta in excluding the origin of the electric force

from the animal body altogether. The determination of "the true" and "the
constant " in these recondite phenomena, has been mainly helped on by the

persevering and ingenious experimental researches of Mateueci and Du Bois

Reymond. The latter has shown that any point of the surface of a muscle is

positive in relation to any point of the divided or transverse section of the same
muscle ; and that any point of the surface of a nerve is positive in relation to

any point of the divided or transverse section of the same nerve. Mr. Baxter,

in still more recent researches, has deduced important conclusions on the origin

of the muscular and nerve currents, as being due to the polarised condition of

the nerve or muscular fibre, and the relation of that condition to changes which
occur during nutrition. From the present state of ne lro-electricity, it may be

concluded that nerve force is not identical with electric force T but that it may
be another mode of motion of the same common force : it is certainly a polar

force, and perhaps the highest form of polar force :

—

"A motion which may change, but cannot die;

An image of some bright eternity."

The present tendency of the higher generalisations of Chemistry seems to be
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towards a reduction of the number of those bodies which are called " elemen-

j
tary

;

" it begins to be suspected that certain groups of so-called chemical

elements are but modified forms of one another.; that such groups as chlorine,

iodine, bromine, fluorine, and as sulphur, selenium, phosphorus, boron, may be

but allotropic forms of some one element. Organic Chemistry becomes simpli-

fied as it expands ; and its growth has of late proceeded, through the labours of

Heftnann, Berthck-t. and others, with unexampled rapidity. An important

series of alcohols and their derivatives, from amylic alcohol downwards; as

extensive a series of ethers, including those which give their peculiar flavour

to our choicest fruits; the formic, butyric, succinic, lactic, and other acids,

together with other important organic bodies, are now capable of artificial

formation from their elements, and the old barrier dividing organic from inor-

ganic bodies is broken down. To the power which mankind may ultimately

exercise through the light of synthesis, who may presume to set limits? Al-

readv natural processes can be more economically placed by artificial ones in

the formation of a few organic compounds, the " valerianic acid," for example.

It is impossible to foresee the extent to which Chemistry may not ultimately,

in the production of things needful, supersede the present vital agencies of

nature, "by laying under contribution the accumulated forces of past ages,

which would thus enable us to obtain in a small manufactory, and in a few days,

effects which can be realised from present natural agencies only when they are

exerted upon vast areas of land, and through considerable periods of time."

Since Niepce, Herschel, Fox Talbot, and Daguerre laid the foundations of

Photography, year by year some improvement is made,—some advance achieved,

in this most* subtile application of combined discoveries in Photicity, Electricity,

Chemistry, and Magnetism. Last year M. Foitevin's production of plates in

relief, for the purpose of engraving by the action of light alone, was cited as the

latest marvel of Photography. This year has witnessed photographic printing

in carbon by M. Pretsch. Prof. Owen continued by alluding to the application

of photography for obtaining views of the moon, of the planets, of scientific and

other phenomena. After referring to the discoveries in Electro- magnetism, the

lecturer continued—Remote as such profound conceptions and subtile trains of

thought seem to be from the needs ot even-day life, the most astounding of the

practical augmentation of man's power has sprung out of them. Nothing might

seem less promising of profit than Oersted's painfully-pursued experiments,

with his little magnets, voltaic pile, and bits of copper wire. Yet out of these

has sprung the electric telegraph! Oersted himself saw such an application of

his convertibility of electricity into magnetism, and made arrangements for

testing that application to the instantaneous communication of signs through

distances of a few miles. The resources of inventive genius have made it

practicable for all distances; as we have lately seen in the submergence and

working of the electro-magnetic cord connecting the Old and the New World.

On the 6th of August, 1858, the laying down of upwards of 2,000 nautical miles

of the telegraphic cord, connecting Newfoundland and Ireland, was successfully

completed ; and on that day a message of thirty-one words was transmitted in

thirty-rive minutes, along the sinuosities of the submerged hills and valleys

forming the bed of the great Atlantic. The first message expressed—"Glory

to God in the highest : on Earth Peace, Goodwill towards Men." Never sinc.e

the foundations of the world were laid could it be more truly said, " The depths

of the sea praise Him ! " More remains to be done before the far-stretching

engine can be got into full working order ; but the capital fact, viz., the practi-

of bringing America into electrical communication with Europe, has

been demonstrated; consequently, a like power of instantaneous interchange of

thought between the civilised inhabitants of every part of the globe becomes

only a question of time. The powers and benefits thence to ensue for the

human race can be but dimly and inadequately foreseen. After referring to

the labours of Ray, Linnreus, Jussieu, Bufion, aud Cuvier, he said: To perfect

the natural system of plants has been the great aim of botanists since Jussieu.

To obtain the" same true insight into the relations of animals has stimulated the

labours of zoologists since the writings of Cuvier. To that great man appertains

the merit of having systematically pursued and applied anatomical researches to

the discovery of the true system of distribution of the animal kingdom; nor,

until the Cuvierian amount of zootomical science had been gained, could the

value and importance of Aristotle's "History of Animals" be appreciated.

There is no similar instance, in the history of Science, of the well-lit torch

gradually growing dimmer and smouldering through so many generations and

centuries before it was again fanned into brightness, and a clear view regained,

both of the extent of ancient discovery, and of the true course to be pursued

by modern research. Rapid and right has been the progress of Zoology since

imption. Not only has the structure of the animal been investigated,

even to the minute characteristics of each tissue, but the mode of formation of

such constituents of organs, and of the organs themselves, has been pursued

from the germ, bud, or egg, onward to maturity and decay. To the observation

of outward characters is now added that of inward organisation and develop-

mental change, and Zootomy. Histology, and Embryology combine their results

in forming an adequate and lasting basis for the higher axioms and generalisa-

tions of Zoology properly so called. Three principles, of the common ground

of which we may ultimately obtain a clearer insight, are now recognised to have

governed the construction of animals:—unity of plan, vegetative repetition, and

fitness for purpose. The independent series of researches by which students

of the articulate animals have seen, in the organs performing the functions of

jaws and limbs of varied powers, the same or homotypal elements of a series of

like segments constituting the entire body, and by which students of the verte-

brate animals have been led to the conclusion, that the maxillary, mandibular,

scapular, costal and pelvic arches, and their appendages, sometimes

forming limbs of varied powers, are also modified elements of a series of

ally similar vertebral segments,—mutually corroborate their respective

conclusions. It is not probable that a principle which is true for Articulata

should be false for Vertebrata: the less probable since the determination of

homologous parts becomes the more possible and sure in the ratio of the per-

fection of the organisation.

After pointing out the distinction between Affinity, which indicates an

intimate resemblance, and Analogy, which indicates a remote one, he continued

—The study of homologous parts in a single system of organs—the bones—has
mainly led to the recognition of the plan or archetype of the highest primary
group of animals, the Vertebrata. The next step of importance will be to

determine the homologous parts of the nervous system, of the muscular system,

of the respiratory and vascular system, aud of the digestive, secretory, and
generative organs in the same primary group or province. 1 think it of more
importance to settle the homologies of the parts of a group of animals constructed

on the same general plan, than to speculate on such relations of parts of animals
constructed on demonstratively distinct plans of organisation. What has been
effected and recommended, in regard to homologous parts in the Vertebrata,

should be followed out in the Articulata, and Mollusca. In regard to the

constituents of the crust or outer skeleton and its appendages in the Articulata,

homological relations have been studied and determined to a praiseworthy extent,

throughout that province. The same study is making progress in the Mollusca

;

but the grounds for determining special homologies are less sure in this sub-

kingdom. The present state of homology in regard to the Articulata has suf-

ficed to demonstrate that the segment of the crust is not a hollow expanded
homologue of the segmentofthe end-skeleton of a vertebrate. There is as little

homology between the parts and appendages of the segments of the Vertebrate
and Articulate skeletons respectively. The parts called mandibles, maxilla?,

arms, legs, wings, fins, in Insects and Crustaceans, are only " analogous " to

the parts so called in Vertebrates. A most extensive field of reform is becom-
ing open to the nomologist in that which is essential to the exactitude of his

science—a nomenclature equivalent to express his conviction of the different

relations of similitude. Most difficult and recondite are the questions in face

of which the march of Homology is now irresistibly conducting the philosophic

observer. Such, for instance, as the following:—Are the nervous, muscular,

digestive, circulating,, and generative systems of organs more than functionally

similar in any two primary provinces of the animal kingdom? Are the homolo-
gies of entire systems to be judged of by their functional and structural connec-

tions, rather than by the plan and course of their formation in the embryo?
It may be doubted if embryology alone is decisive of the question whether
homology can be predicated of the alimentary canal in animals of different

primary groups or provinces. It is significant, however, of the lower value of

embryological characters, to note that the great leading divisions of the animal

kingdom, based by Cuvier on Comparative Anatomy, have merely been
confirmed by Von Baer's later developmental researches. And so likewise with
regard to some of the minor modifications of Cuvier's provinces, the true position

of the Cirripeda was discerned by Straus Durkheim and Macleay, by the light of

anatomy, before the discovery of their metamorphoses by Thomson. If, however,
embryology has been over-valued as a test of homology, the study of the develop-

ment of animals has brought to light most singular and interesting facts, and I

now allude more especially to those that have been summed up under the term
"Alternate-generation," " Parthenogenesis," " Metagenesis," &,c. John Hunter
first enunciated the general proposition that "the propagation of plants de-

pended on two principles: the one, that every part of a vegetable is 'a whole,' so

that it is capable of being multiplied as far as it can be divided into distinct

parts; the other, that certain of those parts become reproductive organs, aud
produce fertile seeds." Hunter also remarked, that "the first principle operated

in many animals which propagate their species by buds or cuttings;" but that,

in animals, it prevailed in "the imperfect orders," and in vegetables "of every

perfection." The experiments of Trembley on the freshwater polype, those of

Spalanzani on the Naids, and those of Bonnet on the Aphides, had brought to

light the phenomena of propagation by fission, aud by gemmation or buds,

external and internal, in animals, to which Hunter refers. Subsequent research

has shown the unexpected extent to which Hunter's first principle of propagation

in organic being prevails in the animal division. But the earliest formal super-

cession of Harvey's axiom, " Omne vivum ah ovo," appears to be Hunter's propo-

sition of the dual principle above quoted. The experiments of Redi, Malpighi,

andothers, had progressively contractedthe field to whiclrthe uye?ie?'a(iOCE2m"roca"

could with any plausibility be applied. The stronghold of the remaining advo-

cates of that old Egyptian doctrine was the fact of the development of parasitic

animals in the flesh, brain, and glands of higher animals. But the hypothesis

never obtained currency in this country ; it was publicly opposed in my " Hun-
terian Lectures," by the fact of the prodigious preparation of fertile eggs in

many of the supposed spontaneously developed species; and in then suggesting

that the Trichina spiralis of the human muscular tissue might be the embryo of

a larger worm in course of migration, I urged that a particular investigation

was needed for each particular species.

Amnng the most brilliant of recent acquisitions to this part of Physiology, have been

the discoveries which have resulted from such special investigations. Kuchenmeister

and Yon Siebold have been the chief labourers in this field. After noticing some of the

results of those labours,, he said—Since the time when it was first discovered that plants

and animals could propoxate in two ways, and that the individual developed from the bud

might produce a seed or egg, from which also an individual might spring capable of again

budding,— since this alternating mode of generation was observed, as by Chamisso and

Sars, in cases where the budding individual differed much in form from the egg-laying

one—the subject has been systematised, generalised, with an attempt to explain its prin-

ciple, and greatly advanced, especially, and in a highly interesting manner, in Von Siebold's

late treatise, entitled ""Wahie Parthenogenesis bei Schmeterlingen und Bienen," in which

the virgin production of the male or drone-bee is demonstrated. Von Siebold, having

subjected to the closest microscopic scrutiny and experiment the conclusion to which the

practical Bee-master Dzierson had arrived, relative to the cause of queen-bees with crip-

pled wings producing a swarm exclusively of drones, has demonstrated that the male bee

is produced from an egg which has been subjected to no influence save that of the mater-

nal parent ; whilst such egg, if impregnated, would have produced a female or worker

bee. The now well-investigated phenomena of parthenogenesis in Hydrozoa have re-
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suited io showing, as in the analogous case of Entozoa, that animals differing so much

in form as to have constituted two distinct orders or classes, are really but two terms of

a cycle of metagenetic transformations—the acalephan Medusa being the sexual loco-

motive form of the agamic-rooted budding polype, just as the cestoid taenia is of the cystic

hydatid. In Hydrozoa (hydroid polypes or sertularians) the young are propagated, as in

plants, by "buds," and also, as in most plants, by "germs" or "seeds:" these latter are

contained in "germ-sacs" projecting from the outer surface, which is another analogy to

the flowering parts of plants. The first acquaintance with these marvels excited the

hope that we were about to penetrate the mystery of the origin of different species of

animals; but as far as observation has yet extended, the cycle of changes is definitely

closed. And, since one essential step in the series is the fertilised seed or egg, the Har-

veian axiom, " Omne vivum ab ovo" if metagenetic phases be ascribed to one individual,

may be still predicated of all organisms which bear the unmistakable characters of plants

or animals. The closest observations of the subjects of these two kingdoms most favour-

able to clear insight into the nature of their beginning, accumulate evidence in proof of

the essential first step being due to the protoplasmic matter of a germ-cell and sperm-

cell; the former pre-existing in the form of a nucleus or protoplast, the latter as a granu-

lose fluid. In flowering plants it is conveyed by the pollen-tube, in animals and many

flowerless plants, by locomotive spermatozoids. The changes of form which the repre-

sentative of a species undergoes in successive agamically propagating individuals are

termed the "metagenesis" of such species. The changes of form which the representa-

tive of a species undergoes in a single individual, is called the "metamorphosis." But

this term has practically been restricted to the instances in which the individual, during

certain phases of the change, is free and active, as in the grub of the chaffer, or the tad-

pole of the frog, for example. In reference to some supposed essential differences in the

metamorphoses of insects, it had been suggested that stages answering to those re-

presented by the apodal and acephalous maggot of the Diptera, by the hexapod larva of

the Carabi, and by the hexapod antenniferous larva of the Meloe, were really passed

through by the orthopterous insect, before it quitted the egg. Mr. Andrew Murray has

recently made known some facts in confirmation of this view. He bad received a wooden

idol from Africa, behind the ears of which a Blatta had fixed its egg-cases, after which

the whole figure had been rudely painted by the natives, and these egg-cases were cover-

ed by the paint. No insect could have emerged without breaking through the case and

the paint; but both were uninjured. In the egg-cases were discovered,—1st, a grub-like

larva in the egg; 2nd, a cocoon in the egg containing the unwinged, imperfectly-developed

insect; 3rd, the unwinged, imperfectly-developed insect in the egg, free from the cocoon

and ready to emerge.

The microscope is an indispensable instrument in embryological and histological

researches, as also in reference to that vast swarm of animalcules which are too minute

for ordinary vision. I can here do little more than allude to the systematic direction now

given to the application of the microscope to particular tissues and particular classes,

chiefly due, in this country, to the counsels and example of the Microscopical Society of

London. A very interesting application of the microscope has been made to the particles

of matter suspended in the atmosphere; and a systematic continuation of such observa-

tions by means of glass slides prepared to catch and retain atmospheric atoms, promises

to be productive of important results. We now know that the so-called red-snow of

Arctic and Alpine regions is a microscopic single-celled organism which vegetates on the

surface of snow. Cloudy or misty extents of dust-like matter pervading the atmosphere,

such as have attracted the attention of travellers in the vast coniferous forests of North

America, and bavc been borne out to sea, have been found to consist of the "pollen" or

fertilising particles of plants, and have been called " pollen showers." M. Daneste, submit-

ting to microscopic examination similar dust which fell from a cloud at Shanghai, found,

that it consisted of spores of a confervoid plant, probably the Trichodesmium erythranim,

which vegetates in, and imparts its peculiar colour to, the Chinese Sea. Decks of ships

near the Cape de Verde Islauds, have been covered by such so-called "showers" of impal-

pable dust, which, by the microscope of Ehrenberg, has been shown to consist of minute

organisms, chiefly "Diatomaceic." One sample collected on a ship's deck 500 miles off

the coast of Africa exhibited numerous species of freshwater and marine diatoms bearing

a close resemblance to South American forms of those organisms. Ehrenberg has

recorded numerous other instances in his paper printed in the "Berlin Transactions;" but

here, as in other exemplary series of observations of the indefatigable microscopist, the

conclusions are perhaps not so satisfactory as the well-observed dara. He speculates

upon the self-developing power of organisms in the atmosphere, affirms that dust-showers

are not to be traced to minetal material from the earth's surface, nor to revolving masses

of dust material in space, nor to atmospheric currents simply; but to some general law

connected with the atmosphero of our planet, according to which there is a "self-develop-

ment" within it of living organisms, which organisms he suspects may have some relation

to the periodical me teorolites or aerolites. The advocates of progressive development may
see and hail in this the first step in the series of ascending transmutations. The unbiassed

observer will be stimulated by the startling hypothesis of the celebrated Berlin Professor

to m'ore frequent and regular examinations of atmospheric organisms. Some late exami-

nations of dust showers clearly show them to have a source which Ehrenberg has denied.

Some of my hearers may remember the graphic description by Her Majesty's Envoy to

Persia, the Hon. C. A. Murray, of the cloud of impalpable red dust which darkened the

air of Bagdad, and filled the city with a panic. The specimen collected was examined

by my successor, at the Royal College of Surgeons, Prof. Quekett, and that experienced

microscopist could detect only inorganic particles, such as fine quartz sand, without any

trace of Diatomacea? or other organic matter. Dr. Lawson has obtained a similar result

from the examination of the material of a shower of moist dust or mud which fell at Corfu,

in March, 1857 : it consisted for the most part of minute angular particles of a quart-

zose sand. Here, therefore, is a field of observation for the microscopist, which haa
doubtless most interesting results as the reward of persevering research.

To specify or analyse the labours of the individuals who of late years have contributed

to advance Zoology by the comprehensive combination of the various kinds of research

now felt to be essential to its right progress, would demand a proportion of the present

discourse far beyond its proper and allotted limits. Yet I shall not be deemed invidious

if I cite one work as eminently exemplary of the spirit and scope of the investigations

needed for the elucidation of any branch of natural history. That work is the monograph
of the Chelonian Reptiles (tortoises, terrapenes, and turtles) of the United States of

America, published last year at Boston, U.S., by Prof. Agassiz.

Observations of the characters of plants have led to the recognition of the natural

groups or families of the vegetable kingdom, and to a clear scientific comprehension of

that great kingdom of nature. This phase of botanical science gives the power of further

and more profitable generalisations, such as those teaching the relations between the par-

ticular plants and particular localities. The sum of these relations, forming the geo-

graphical distributions of plants, rests perhaps at present necessarily on an assumption,

viz., that each species has been created, or come into being, but once in time and space;

and that its present diffusion is the result of its own law of reproduction, under the dif-

fusive or restrictive influence of external circumstances. These circumstances are chiefly

temperature and moisture, dependent on the distance from the source of heat and the

obliquity of the sun's rays, modified by altitude above the sea-level,.or the degree of rare-

faction of the atmosphere and of the power of thesnrfaee to wastefully radiate heat. Both

latitude and altitude are further modified by currents of air and) ocean, which influence

the distribution of the heat they have absorbed. Thus large tracts of dry land produce

dry and extreme climates, while large expanses of sea produce humid and equable climates.

Agriculture affects the geographical distribution of plants, both directly and indirectly.

It diffuses plants over a wider area of equal climate, augments their productiveness, and

enlarges the limits of their capacity to support different climatal conditions. Agriculture

also effects local modifications of climate. Certain species of plants require more special

physical conditions for health ; others more general conditions ; and their extent of diffu-

sion varies accordingly. Thus the plants of temperate climates are more widely diffused

over the surface of the globe, because they are suited to elevated tracts in tropical lati-

tudes. There is, however, another law which relates to the original appearance,, or crea-

tion, of plants, and which has produced different species flourishing under similar physical

conditions, in different regions of the globe. Thus the plants of the mountains of South

America are of distinct species, and for the most part of distinct genera, from those of

Asia. The plants of the temperate latitudes of North America are of distinct species, and
some of distinct genera, from those of Europe. The Cacteai of the hot regions of Mexico
are represeuted by the Euphorbiaceae in parts of Africa having a similar climate. The
surface of the earth has been divided into twenty-five regions, of which I may cite as ex-

amples that of New Zealand, in which Ferns predominate, together with generic forms,

half of which are European, and the rest approximating to Australian, South African, and
Antarctic. forms; and that of Australia, characterised by its Eucalypti and Epacrides,

chiefly known to us by the researches of the great botanist, Robert Brown, the founder of

the Geography of Plants.

Organic Life, in its animal form, is much more developed, and more variously, in the

sea, than in its vegetable form. Observations of marine animals and their localities have

led to attempts at generalising the results; and the modes of enunciating these generali-

sations or laws of geographical distribution are very analogous to those which have been

applied to the vegetable kingdom, which is as diversely developed on land as in the ani-

mal kingdom in the sea. The most interesting form of expression of the distribution of

marine life is that which parallels the perpendicular distribution of plants. Edward
Forbes has expressed this by defining five bathymetrical zones, or belts of depth, which

he calls—1, Littoral; 2, Circumlittoral; 3, Median; 4, Infra-median; 5, Abyssal. The
life-foims of these zones vary, of course, according to the nature of the sea-bottom, and

are modified by those primitive or creative laws that have caused representative species

in distant localities under like physical conditions—species related by analogy. Very
much remains to he observed and studied by naturalists in different paits of the globe,

under the guidance of the generalisations thus sketched out, to the completion of a perfect

theory. Butin the progress to this, the results cannot fail to be practically most valuable.

A shell or a sea-weed, whose relations to depth are thus understood, may afford important

imformation or warning to the navigator. To the geologist, the distribution of marine

life according to the zones of depth, has given the clue to the determination of the

depth of the seas in which certain formations have been discovered to be deposited.

Had all the terrestrial animals that now exist diverged from one common centre within

the limited period of a few thousand years, it might have been expected that the remote-

ness of their actual localities from such ideal centre would bear a certain ratio with their

respective powers of locomotion. With regard to the class of Birds, one might havo

expected to find that those which were deprived of the power of flight, and were adapted

to subsist ou the vegetation of a warm or temperate latitude, would still be met with

more or less, associated together, and least distant from the original centre of dispersion,

situated in such a latitude. This, however, is not only not the case with birds, but is

not so with any other classes of animals. Tne Quadrumana, or order of apes, monkeys

and lemur, consist of three chief divisions—Catarhines, Platyrhines, and Strepsirhines.

The first family is peculiar to the "Old "World; " the second to South America; the third

has the majority of its species and its chief genus (Lemur), exclusively in Madagascar.

Out of twenty-six known species of Lemurida?, only six are Asiatic, and three are African.

Whilst adverting to the geographical distribution of Quadrumana, I would contrast the

peculiarly limited range of the orangs and chimpanzees with the cosmopolitan powers of

mankind. The two species of orang (Pithecus) are confined to Borneo and Sumatra ; the
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two species of chimpanzee (Troglodyte?) are limited to an intertropical tract of the

western part of Africa. They appear to be inexorably bound by cliamatul influences

regulating: the assemblage of certain trees and the production of certain fruits. Climate

rigidly limits the range of the Quadrumana latitudinally;. creational and geographical

causes limit their range in longitude. Distinct genera represent each other in the same

latitudes of the New and Old Worlds;. and also,. in a great degree, in Africa and' Asia.

But the development of an orang out of a chimpanzee, or reciprocally, is physiologically

inconceivable. The order of Rumlnantia is principally represented by Old World species,

of which 162 have been defined; whilst only 24 species have been discovered in the

New World,.and none in Australia,. New Guinea, New Zealand, or the Polynesian Isles.

The camelopard is now peculiar to Africa; the musk-deer to Africa and Asia.; out of

about fifty defined speeies of antelope, only one is known in America,.aud none fn the

central and southern divisions of the New World, ralreontology has expanded our know-

ledge of the range of the giraffe; during Miocene or old Pliocene periods,. species of Camc-

lopardalis roamed in Asia and Europe. Geology gives a wider range to the horse and

elephant kinds than w-as cognisant to the student of living species only. The existing

Equids and Elephantida? properly belong, or are limited to, the Old World; and the ele-

phants to Asia and Africa, the species of the two continents being quite distinct. The

horse,as Buffon remarked, carried terror to the eye of the indigenous Americans, view-

ing the animal for the first time, as it proudly bore their Spanish conqueror. But a

species of Equus co-existed with the Megatherium and Megalonyx, in both South and

North America, and perished apparently with them before the human period. Elephants

are dependent chiefly apon trees for food. One species now find conditions of existence

in the rich forests of tropical Asia; and a second species in those of tropical Africa. Why,
we may ask, should not a third be living at the expense of the still more luxuriant vege-

tation watered by the Oronooko, the Essequibo, the Amazon, and the La Plata, in tropical

America? Geology tells us that at least two kinds of elephant (Mastodon Andlum, and M.

Humboldt-i) formerly did derive their subsistance, along with the great Megatherioid

beasts, from that abundant source. We may infer that the general growth of large forests,

and the absence of deadly enemies, were the main conditions of the former existence of

elephantine animals over every part of Hie globe. We have the most pregnant proof of

the importance of Palaeontology in rectifying and expanding ideas deduced from- recent

zoology of the geographical limits of particular forms of animals, by the results of its

n to the proboscidian or elephantine family., But such retrospective views of

life in remote periods, in many important instances, confirm the zoologist's deductions of

the originally restricted range of particular forms of mammalian life. The sum of all the

evidence from the fossil world in Australia proves its mammalian population to have been

essentially the same in pleistocene if not pliocene times, as now; only represented, as the

Edentate mammals in South America were then represented, by more numerous genera,

and much more gigantic species, than now exist. But Geology has revealed more impor-

tant and unexpected facts relative to the marsupial type of quadrupeds. In the miocene

and eocene tertiary deposits, marsupial fossils of the American genus Didelphyshave been

found,. both in France and England? and they are associated- with Tapirs like that of

America. In a more ancient geological period remains of marsupials, some insectivorous,

therium and Triconodon, others with teeth like the peculiar premolars in the

a genus Hypsipromnus, have been found in the upper oolite of the Isle of Pur-

beck. In the lowei oolite at Stonesfield; Oxfordshire, marsupial remains have been found

having their nearest living representatives in the Australian genera Myrmecobius and

Dasyurus. Thus it would seem, that the deeper we penetrate the earth, or, in other words,

the farther we recede in time, the more completely are we absolved frum-the present laws

of geographical distribution. In comparing the mammalian fossils found in British

pleistocene and pliocene beds, we have often to travel to Asia or Africa for their homo-

logues. In the miocene and eocene strata some fossils occur which compel us to go to

America for the nearest representatives. To match the mammalian remains from the

English oolitic formations, we must bring species from the Antipodes. These are

truly most suggestive faots. If the present laws of geographical distribution depend, in

an important degree, upon the present configuration and position of continents and

islands, what a total change in the geographical character of the earth's surface must

have taken place since the "Stonesfield slate" was deposited* in what now forms

the ionnty of Oxfordshire ! These and the like considerations from the modifications of

geographical distribution of particular forms or groups of animals, warn us how inade-

quate mast be the phenomena connected with the present distribution of land and sea

to guide to the determination of the primary ontological divisions of the earth's surface.

Some of the latest contributions to this most interesting branch of natural history have

been the result of endeavonis to determine whether, and how many, distinct creations

of plants and animate have takeu place. But I would submit that the discovery of two

of the globe, of which the respective Fauna; and Flora; are different,, by no means
i t" r concluding as to distinct acts of creation. Such conclusion

is associated) perhaps unconsciously, with the idea of the historical date of creative acts

:

it pre-supposes that the portion of the globe so investigated by the botanist and zoologist

has been a separate and primitive creation,—that its geographical limits and features are

still in the main what they were when the creative fiat went forth. But geology has

demonstrated that such is by no means the case with respect to the portions of dry land

now termed continents and islands. The incalculable vistas of time past into which the

same science has thrown light, are also shown to have periods during which the relative

of land and sea have been ever changing. Already the directions, and to a cer-

tain extent the form?, of the submerged tracts that once joined what now are islands to

-
, and which once united now separate or nearly disjoined continents by broad

sgm to be laid down in geological maps, addressing to the eye such

. and -.'radually progressive alterations of the earth's suface. These phenomena
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shake our confidence in the conclusion, that the Aptcryx of New Zealand and the Red-
grouse of England were distinct creations in and for those islands respectively. Always,
also, it may be well to bear in mind that by the word " creation " the zoologist means
"a process he knows not what." Science has not yet ascertained the secondary causes
that operated when "the earth brought forth grass, and herb yielding seed after his

kind," and when '''the waters brought forth abundantly the moving creature that hath
life." And supposing both the fact and the whole process of the so-called "spontaneous
generation" of a fruit-bearing tree, or of a fish, were scientifically demonstrated, we
should still retain as strongly the idea,. which is the chief of the "mode" or "group of

ideas" we call "creation," viz., that the process was ordained by and had originated from
an all-wise and powerful First Cause of all things. When, therefore, the present peculiar

relation of the Red-grouse (Tetrao scoticus) to Britain and Ireland—and I cite it as one of

a large class of instances in Geographical Zoology—is enumerated by the zoologist as
evidence of a distinct creation of the bird in and for such islands, he chiefly expresses
that he knows not how the Red-grouse came to be there, and there exclusively; signifying

also by this mode of expressing such ignorance his belief that both the bird and the
islands owed their origin to a great first Creative Cause. And this analysis of the real

meaning of the phrase "distinct creation," has- led me to suggest whether, in aiming to

define the primary zoological provinces of the globe, we may not be trenching upon a
province of knowledge beyond our present capacities; at least in the judgment of
Lord Bacon, commenting upon man's efforts to pierce into the "dead beginnings of
things."

On the few occasions in which I have been led to offer observations on the probable
cause of the extinction of species, tlie- chief weight has been given to those gradual
changes in.- the conditions of a country affecting the due supply of sustenance to animals
in a state of nature. P have also pointed out the characters in the animals themselves
calculated to render them most obnoxious to such extirpating influences; and on one
occasion I have applied the remarks to the explanation of so many of the larger species

of particular groups of animals having become extinct.,.whilst smaller species of equal

antiquity have remained.. In proportion to its bulk is the difficulty of the contest which,

as a living organised whole,. the individual of such species has to maintain against the

surrounding agencies that are ever tending to dissolve the vital bond and subjugate the

living matter to the ordinary chemical and physical forces.. Any changes, therefore, in

such external agencies as a species may have been originally adapted to exist in, will

militate against that existence in a degree proportionate,.perhaps,.in a geometrical ratio,

to the bulk of the species. If a diy season be gradually prolonged) the large mammal
will suffer from' the drought sooner than the small one;, if such alteration of climate

affect the quantity of vegetable food,.the bulky herbivore will first feel the effects of

stinted nourishment '

r if new enemies are introduced,.the large and conspicuous quadruped

or bird will fall a prey, while the smaller species conceal themselves and escape. Smaller

animals are usually also more prolific than larger ones. "The aotual presence,.therefore,

of small species of animals in countries where larger species of the same natural families

formerly existed* is not the consequence of any gradual diminution of the size of such

species, but is the result of circumstances which may he illustrated* by the fable of the

' Oak and the Reed ;? the smaller and feebler animals have bent and accommodated them-

selves to changes which have destroyed the larger species."" No doubt the type-form of

any species is that which is best adapted to the conditions under which such species at

the time exists; and as long as those conditions remain unchanged, so long will the type

remain; all varieties departing therefrom being in the same ratio less adapted to the

environing conditions of existence. But, if those conditions change, then the variety of

the species at an antecedent date and. state of things will become the type-form of the

species at a later date, and in an altered state of things. Observation of animals in a

state of nature is required to show their degree of plasticity, or the extent to which

varieties do arise;., whereby grounds maybe had for judging of the probability of the

elastic ligaments and joint-structures of a feline foot, .for example,, being superinduced

upon the more simple structure of the toe with the non-retractile claw, according to the

principle of a succession of varieties in time. Observation of fossil remains is also still

needed to make known the ante-types, in which varieties, analogous to the observed ones

in existing species, might, have occurred, so as to- give rise ultimately to such extreme

forms as the Giraffe, for example. The aboriginal laws of the geographical distribution

of plants and animals have been modified from of old by geological and the concomitant

climatal changes ; but they have been much more disturbed by man since his introduction

upon the globe. The serviceable plants and animals which he has carried with him in

his migrations have flourished and multiplied in lands the most remote from the habitats

of the aboriginal species. Man has also been the most potent and intelligible cause of

the extirpation of species within historic times. He alone, with one of the beasts which

he has domesticated—the dog—is cosmopolitan., The human species is represented by

a few well-marked varieties; and there is a certain amount of correspondence between

their localities and general zoological provinces. But, with regard to the alleged con-

formity between the geographical distribution of man and animals, which has of late been

systematically enunciated, and made by Agassiz, in Gliddon & Nott's "Varieties of Man-

kind," the basis of deductions as to the origin and distinction of the human varieties,

many facts might be cited, affecting the conformity of the distribution of man with that

of the lower animals and plants, as absolutely enunciated in some recent works. Nor can

we be surprised to find that the migratory instincts of the human species, with the

peculiar endowment of adaptiveness to all climates, should have produced modifications

in geographical distribution to which the lower forms of living nature have not been

subject. Ethnology is a wide and fertile subject, and I should be led far beyond the

limits of an inaugural discourse were I to indulge in a historical sketch of its progress.

But I may advert to the testimony of different witnesses—to the concurrence of distinct

2 N
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species of evidence—as to the much higher, antiquity of the human race, than has been

assigned to it in historical and genealogical records.

Mr. Leonard Horner discerned the value of the phenomena of the annual sedimentary

deposits of the Nile in Egypt as a test of the lapse of time during which that most recent

and still operating geological dynamic had been in progress. In two Memoirs communi-

cated to the Royal Society in 1855 and 1S58, the result of ninety-five vertical borings

through the alluvium thus formed are recorded. In the excavations near the colossus of

Rameses n., at Memphis, there were 9 feet 4 inches of Nile sediment between 8 inches

below the present surface of the ground and the lowest part of the platform on which the

statue had stood. Supposing the platform to have been laid in the middle of the reign

of that king, viz., 1361 b.o., such date added to a.d. 1854 gives 3,215 years during which

the above sediment was accumulated; or a mean rate of increase of 3A inches in a century.

Below the platform there were 32 feet of the total depth penetrated; but the lowest 2

feet consisted of sand, below which it is possible there may be no true Nile sediment in

this locality, thus leaving 30 feet of the latter. If that amount has been deposited at the

same rate of ?>\ inches in a century,it gives for the lowest part deposited an age of 10,285

years before the middle of the reign of Rameses II., and 13,500 years before a.d. 1854.

The Nile sediment at the lowest depth reached is very similar in composition to that of

the present day. In the lowest part of the boring of the sediment at the colossal statue

in Memphis, at a depth of 39 feet from the surface of the ground, the instrument is re-

ported to have brought up a piece of pottery. This, therefore, Mr. Horner infers to be a

record of the existence of man 13,371 years before a.d. 1854:—"Of man, moreover, in a

state of civilisation, so far, at least, as to be able to fashion clay into vessels, and to know
how to harden them by the action of a strong heat." Prof. Max Miiller has opened out

a similar vista into the remote past of the history of the human race by the perception

and application of analogies in the formation of modern and ancient, of living and dead,

languages. From the relations traceable between the sis Romance dialects, Italian,

Wallacliian, Rhsetian, Spanish, Portuguese, and French, an antecedent common "mother-

tongue" might be inferred, and consequently the existence of a race anterior to the

modern Italians, Spanish, French, &c, with conclusions as to the lapse of time requisite

for such divisions and migrations of the primitive stock, and for the modifications which

the mother-language had undergone. History and preserved writings show that such

common mother-race and language have existed in the Roman people and the Latin

tongue. But Latin, like the equally "dead" language Greek, with Sanscrit,"Lithuanian,

Zend, and the Gothic, Sclavonic, aqd Celtic tongues, can be similarly shown to be modi-

fications of one antecedent common language ; whence is to be inferred an antecedent race

of men, and a lapse of time sufficient for their migration over a tract extending from

Iceland in the north-west to India in the south-east, and for all the above-named modifi-

cations to have been established in the common mother "Arian'' tongue.

Prof. Owen next dwelt on the importance of National Museums of Natural History, and

then proceeded to refer to the ignorance which had for so long prevailed on all questions

involved in Sanitary Science, and to the painful results of this ignorance, presented not

only in large workshops and densely-populated towns, but in our naval and military ar-

rangements, as shown during the Crimean campaign. When authority becomes impress-

ed with a conviction stimulating to action of the importance of Sanitary Science, it will

insist on the possession, by the army medical officers, of the elements of that science, as

well as of the principles of practice in the cases of disease and the treatment of wounds.

But, in order that an army may benefit by the doctor's knowledge of preventive medi-

cine, authority should direct preliminary examinations and reports of sites for encamp-

ment,—for buildings for barracks and hospitals,—of clothes fur extreme climates, and the

like; ami should command that such reports be acted upon, where no urgent drum-
stances or inevitable movements precluded the adoption of the means for the prevention

of decimating fevers and cholera. Bonaparte's military science was characterised by the

rapid concentration of his forces upon a given point. A like success ami superiority may
attend the commander who keeps the greatest proportion of his men in good working

trim. The healthier the man, the longer and quicker will he march. And the care

which fbXQBeee and provides for the efficient fighting order of a force is quite compatible

with the most intrepid handling of that force in the field of battle. As to the dense po-

pulations in civil life, the number of towns in England in which the sewage is rapidly,

efficiently, and economically carried off by water-power and hydraulic apparatus, con-

stitute so many experiment a\ demonstrations of the success attending a proper uninter-

mitting water-supply and co-adjusted system of tubular drainage. It has been shown
by the Sanitary Commissioners, as a general result, that nearly one-half the prevalent

diseases are due to one or other form of atmospheric impurity, impurity from decompos-

ing f*cal or animal and vegetable matter, within and without human habitations, and

beneath the sites of towns, and atmospheric impurity from over-crowding. For the pre-

vention of the diseases arising from these causes, the sanitary physician must direct his

requisitions, not to the apothecary, but to the professors of new arts, which are only

partially created,—the art of the sanitary architect and the art of the sanitary engineer,

'the latter has already been officially shown how he may collect water from natural and

artificial springs, convey it into houses, unintennittingly fresh, and without stagnation,

and by its means remove from houses, through self-cleansing drains and self-cleansing

sev ers constantly, and before noxious decomposition can commence, all the fa;cal and

waste animal and vegetable matter. In our time physicians have ably exerted them-

selves in aid of the sanitary engineer and administrator. I: is to the landlord,—to the

representative landlords and owners of habitations, in Parliament,—to whom exhorta-

tions are iiuw required to lie addressed, to raise their minds above " the sordid consider-

ations" of the expenses of cuie, that is, of the expenses of those sanitary works of com-
bined drainng and water-supply, which it is their province to provide. It is right, how-
ever, to state, that advances in well-directed applications of sanitary science arc advances

in economy; that two houses and two towns may receive constant supplies of water at

the expense formerly incurred for supplying one on the intermittent system, with its

stagnancy and pollutions in house cisterns and large storage reservoirs. It remains for

the legislature and local administrations to make prevalent that which 16 proved to bo

practicable for the public good, and to insure that good at the economical rate at which

particular instances afford demonstrations that it is achievable.

Agriculture has of late years made unusual progress in this country, and much of that

progress is due to the application of scientific principles; chiefly of those supplied by

Chemistry; in a less degree of 'Zoology and Physiology. Geology now teaches the precise

nature and relations of soils: a knowledge of great practical importance in guiding the

drainer of land, in the modifications of hie general rules of practice. Palaeontology has

brought to light unexpected sources of valuable manures, -in phosphatic relics of a'heient

animal life, accumulated in astounding masses in certain localities of England, as, for

instance, in the red-crag of Suffolk, and the green-sands of Cambridge. But quantities

of azotic, ammoniacal, and pliosphafic matters are still suffered to run to waste; and, as

if to bring the wastefulness more home to the conviction, those products, so valuable

when rightly administered, become a source of annoyance, unremunerative outlay, and

disease, when, as at present in most towns, imperfectly and irrationally disposed of.

In the operations of Nature, there is generally a succession of processes co-ordinated for

a given result: a peach is not directly developed as such from its elements; the seed

would, a priori, give no idea of the tree, nor the tree of the flower, nor the fertilised germ
of that flower of the pulpy fruit in which the seed is buried. It is eminently character-

istic of the Creative Wisdom, this far-peeing and prevision of an nltimate result, through

the successive operations of a co-ordinate series of seemingly very different conditions.

The further a man discerns, in a series of conditions, their co-ordination to produce a given

result, the nearer does his wisdom approach—though the distance be still immeasurable

—to the Divine Wisdom. One philanthropist builds -a fever hospital, another drains a

town. One crime-preventer trains the boy, another hangs the man. One statesman

would raise money by augmenting a duty, or by a direct tax, and finds the revenue not

increased in the expected ratio. Another diminishes a tax, or abolishes a duty, and

through foreseen consequences the revenue is improved. Water is the cheapest and most

efficient transporter of excreta: but it should be remembered that the application of the

water-supply as a transporting power is to be,limited to all that comes from the interior

of the abodes; this alone can be practically and successfully applied to agriculture.

Whatever flows from the outside of houses, together witli the general rainfall of the town

area, should go to the neatest river by channels wholly distinct from the hydraulic ex-

cretory system. Agriculture, let me repeat, has made, and is -making, great and en-

couraging progress, but much yet remains to be done. Were agriculture adequately ad-

vanced, the great problem of the London sewage would be speedily solved. Can it be

supposed, if the rural districts about the metropolis were in a condition to avail them-

selves of a daily supply of pipe-water not more than equivalent to that which a heavy

shower of rain throws on 2,000 acres of land, but a supply charged with thirty tons of

nitrogenous ammoniacal principles, that such supply would not be forthcoming, and made
capable of being distributed when called for within a radius of one hundred miles? To

send ships for foreign ammoniacal or phosphatic excreta to the coast of Peru, and to pol-

lute by the waste of similar home products the noble river bisecting the metropolis, and

washing the very walls of our Houses of Parliament, are flagrant signs of the desert and

uncultivated state of a field where science and practice have still to co-operate for the

public benefit.

Some of our sciences are deeply concerned in one progressive step— the "uniformity of

standard in measure and weight throughout the civilised world : in urging on which step,

energetic an d unwearied efforts are now being made by a Committee of our fellow-labour-

ers of the Royal Society of Arts, amongst whom the name of the prime promoter of this

and kindred reforms, Mr. James Yates, deserves special and honourable mention. Che-

mistry is more concerned in the uniform expression of the results of her delicate balances

amongst her cultivators of different countries: Natural History is no less interested in

the use, by all observers, of one and the same scale for measuring, and of one set of terms

for expressing the superficial dimensions of her subjects. In reference to the relations

now subsisting between the State and Science, my first duty is to express our grateful

sense of such measure of aid, co-operation, and countenance as has been allotted to scientific

bodies, enterprises, and discoveries. More especially to acknowledge how highly we prize

the sentiments of the Sovereign towards our works and aims, manifested by spontaneous

tribute to successful scientific research, in honourable titles and royal gifts, and above

all, in the gracious expressions accompanying them, with which Her Majesty has "been

pleased to distinguish some of our body. Happy are we, under the present benignant

reign, to have, in the Royal Consort, a Prince endowed with exemplary virtues., and with

such accomplishments in Science and Art as have enabled His Royal Highness effectually,

and on some memorable occasions, in the most important degree, to promote the best in-

terests of both. We rejoice, moreover, in the prospect of being honoured and favoured

at a future meeting by the Presidency of the Prince Consort; and that, ere long, this As-

sociation may give the opportunity for the delivery of another of those " Addresses/

pregnant with deep thought, good sense, and right .feeling, which have placed the name
of Prince Albert high in the esteem of the intellectual classes, and have engraven it deeply

in the hearts of the humblest of Her Majesty's subjects.

On the part of the State, sums continue to be voted in aid of the means independently

possessed by the British Museum and the Royal Society, whereby the Natural History

Collections in the first are extended, and the more direct scientific aims of the latter in-

stitution are advanced. The Botanical Gardens and Museum at Kew, and the Museum of-

Practical Geology, in Jermyn Street, are examples of the national policy in regard to

Science, of which we can hardly over-estimate the importance. Most highly and grate-

fully also do we appreciate the co-operation of the " Board of Trade " with our meteoro-

logists, by the recent formation of the department for the collection of meteorological ob-
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serrations made at sea. But not by words only would, or does, Science make return to

Guvernmenis fostering- and aiding her endeavours for the public weal. Every practical

.: n of her discoveries tends to the same end as that which the enlightened states-

man has in view. The steam engine in its manifold applications.,, the crime-decreasing

gas-lamp, the lightning conductor, the electric telegraph,.the law. of storms, and rules for

the mariner's guidance in them, the power of rendering surgical operations painless, the

measures for pieserving public health, .and for preventing or mitigating epidemics— such

are among the m*re important practical results of pure scientific research with which

mankind have been blessed and States enriched. They are evidence unmistakeable of the

close affinity between the aims and tendencies of Science and those of true State policy.

In proportion, to the activity, prodnet ivity, and prosperity of a community is its power of

responding to the calls of the Finance Minister. By a far-seeing one, the man of science

will be regarded with a favourable eye, not less for the unlooked-for streams of wealth

that have already flowed, but for those that may in future arise,.put of the applications of

the abstract truths to the discovery of which he devotes himself. This may, indeed, de-

mand some measure of faith on the part of the practical statesman. For who that watched

the philosophic Black experimenting on the abstract nature of Caloric could have foreseen

that his discovery of latent heat would be the stand-point of Watt's invention of a prac-

tically operative steam engine! How little could the observer of Oersted's subtle ar-

rangements for converting electric into magnetic force have dreamt of the application of

such discovery to the rapid interchange of ideas now daily practised between individuals

in distant cities, countries, and-continents! Some medical contemporaries of John Hunter,

when they saw, him, as they thought, wasting as much time in studying the grow.th of a

deer's horn as they would have bestowed upon the symptoms of their best patient, com-

ited, it is said, the singularity of his pursuits. But by the insight so gained into

the rapid enlargement of arteries, Hunter learned a property of those vessels which em-

boldened him to experiment on a man with aneurism, and so to introduce a new opera-

tion which has rescued from a lingering and painful death thousands of his fcllow-ereat-

ures. Our great inductive physiologist, in his dissections and experiments on the lower

animals, was '^taking light what may be wrought upon the body of man." The production

of Chloroformis amongst the more subtle experimental results of modern Chemistry. The

blessed effects of its proper exhibition in the diminution of the sum of human agony are

indescribable. But that divine-like application was not present to the mind of the

scientific- chemist who discovered the anaesthetic product, any more than was the gas-lit

town to the mind of Priestley, or tjje condensing engine to that of Black.

The meeting nest year is to be held in Aberdeen, with Prince Albert in the

chair.

KOYAL COKXWALL POLYTECHNIC SOCIETY.

September 29, 1858.

This was the annual exhibition of the society, which has now existed thirty-

two years. It took place in. the Polytechnic Hall, Falmouth, which was
elaborately decorated for the occasion.

The following prizes were given in the mechanical department:—Method of

improved process of separating ores from the shaft's mouth, with improved
waggon, Capt. Skewes, second silver medal and L.l for model. Model oi steam
engine, James "Williams, L.l. Model of steam engine on polished granite,

"William. Verran, L.2. Model of improved method of dressing tin, especially as

affects cost, Capt.. A. Pearse, 2nd silver medal and L.l. Pedal safety cot,

rocked by the foot at any distance, leaving the hand free, Mr. C. E. Bull,_2nd

bronze medal. Apparatus for out-door cooking, Samuel T
:
errill, L.l. Cooking

apparatus, Samuel Terrill, 2nd bronze medal. Patent nautical regulator, 4 ball

steam governor, Silver &, Co., 2nd silver medal. Improved method of lifting

stamps, John Adams, 1st bronze modal. Cloth boots, Andrew Thomas,
(blind man), 5s. Fox's improved dipping needle, Michael Olive, 1st bronze

medaL Improved drill for boring, Nicholas Sara, 2nd bronze medal. Clack

valve, 31 r. Sims, 1st bronze medal. Improved throttle valve, W. Bone, 1st,

silver medal. Improved augur handle, "W. Bone, L.l. New design for bed
foundations, W„ Bone, 2nd bronze medal. Machine for clothing copper wire

for electrical purposes, Alfred Jefitee, 10s. Improved assay mould, John
Mitchell, prize 5s. Blackett's patent inaccessible lock, 2nd bronze medal.

Violin, "William Owld, prize 10s. Artificial leg, Learwood, 2nd silver medal.

Sirring crutch, ditto, L.l. Observations on the chrystalline forms of the native

. and on polished surfaces of rocks, Capt. W. Vivian, 1st bronze medal.

Carnsew Granite Polished Slab, Polcanago, ditto, and Polished Obelisk, and
Dye, Messrs. Freemen, 2nd silver medal.

Mr. Tilly, the chairman of this section, delivered a useful address on the

several articles shown, and discoursed with considerable acumen upon the

respective qualifications of the new things.

MONTHLY NOTES.

MARINE MEMORANDA.

The Great Eastern has been got into the water, but that is all. She is yet but
r hulk " off Deptford, doing no good to any one, and spending an enor-

mous fortune in the shape of the interest upon her cost of L. 640, 000. The large
.. . ,'jOO more is required to fit her out for actual work, and to raise

this sur;,. rsed to form a " Great Steamship Company, (Limited) " with
at L.l each. If such a company is formed, the ship will be sold to it?

and it is asserted that the new company would possess the ship at a rate per ton

less than that of a first-class sailing vessel, and little more than one-fourth of

that of a first-class steamer, whilst compared with the latter, her working
expenses, from her immense size, which enables her to carry double the pro-

portionate tonnage, at double the velocity, will also be proportionately less.

With a speed of twenty miles an hour, and the freedom from objectionable

motion, secured by her enormous length, she may reasonably enough be sup-

posed to have the most powerful claims upon public patronage. It is presumed
that the vessel, when finished, will he enabled to make eight voyages "within

the year to Portland or New York, and that, according to statistics of existing

traffic, the- earnings of the ship, after deducting insurance, wear and tear, and
every possible contingency, will leave a balance from which a dividend can be
declared of 15 per cent. The estimate of the ship's earnings is as follows, pre-

suming that she makes eight voyages out? and home within the year:—200 first-

class passengers at L.21; L.4,200 ; 400 second-class at L.15 ; 2,500 at L.7,

L.27,700 (less dietary, L.4,700) ; homeward, 900 passengers (less dietary)

L. 11,500 ;.-cargo 3,000 tons out and 2,000 home, at L.3 and 30s., L.6,000,—total,
L. 38,000. From this there is to be deducted L.6,330 for agency commission,
loading, and unloading, making the receipts per voyage L.31, 870, or for eight

voyages L.254,960. The estimated expenditure for the eight voyages would
be L. 101,500, leaving a balance of L. 153,200, From this there will remain to

he deducted L.40,000 for insurance, L.49,500 for wear and tear and depreciation

at 15 per cent.; management, L.5,000 ; contingencies, L.9,200 ; leaving for divi-

dend, at 15 per cent., L.49,500. The question now is, will the public come
forward 'to shape this project to real form?

The launch of the Patent Derrick Company's " Patent Derrick, No. I.," has
naturally excited a good deal of attention, as to what is possible to be done for

the recovery of sunk ships. Although, as we have remarked elsewhere, our
mechanical contrivances do not enable us to prevent shipwrecks, yet they may
recover for us some of the lost treasures seized by the sea. The floating derrick

ship was built at the Thames ship-building yard, Blackwall. She is nothing
but a very large and strongly-built iron vessel, of peculiar form,, and carrying

cranes or purchases suited for raising sunk ships of large size from great depths.

The following are the leading details of the ship and apparatus :—The power is,

hoisting capacity above the surface of the water, 1,000 tons ; gear for working
10 sets of crabs, independent of each other, worked by two oscillating engines

of 30 nominal horse power each, with Barran's patent cup-surface boilers. The
weight of the hull (without derrick) is 750 tons ; of the derrick, including legs,

boom, " king post," castings, and rods, 250 tons, viz., legs of derrick, 65 ; boom,
80; "kingpost," 55; castings and rods, 50; making a total weight of scow and
derrick, without propelling or hoisting machinery, 1,000 tons. The dimensions
are—length over all, 257; feet ;. breadth, 90; depth, 14; height from deck to

boom, .80 ; ditto of "king post" above boom, 50 ; radius of boom, 60. This
machine is capable of depositing its load anywhere within a circle the diameter

of which is 120 feet. The tonnage of the vessel is 5,000 tons. The whole of

the machinery was manufactured by Messrs. E. and T. Hughes, of New-cross.
Deptford, and the entire cost is about £45,000. The vessel herself is worked
by chain paddles, with the view of obtaining a great clawing power suitable for

her special work.

Mr. Webb, who some time ago brought the 23 ton Charter Oak across the
Atlantic to this country, has now accomplished a second voyage, in the Ulvris-

tojpher Oolwmhus, of 45 tons, accompanied by a crew of two boys, entirely new
to nautical pursuits. This small craft is 53 feet long over all, with a 45 feet

keel, and 16 feet wide. She carries a mast 50 feet 6 inches long, and her great-

est draught of water is 6 feet. She was forty-five days in coming from New
York to Southampton. This adventurous craft was executed entirely by her
captain, Mr. Webb, who is a man but of twenty-nine years of age.

We are glad to find that what is now called the " Lever line " of steamers
between Galway and British America, and the United States, is even more
successful than,was anticipated by its promoters. Every steamer which has yet
left Galway has been loaded to the full with passengers and goods. The Prince
Albert^ which has just left, took from Belfast alone, manufactured goods of the
value of nearly £17,000, and 41 passengers. This success has pointed out that

Galway might reasonably enough become an extensive manufacturing centre,

as there is plenty of water power, with other advantages for the purpose.
It-has.been determined to carry forward the views of the new Galway line of

transatlantic steamers by means of a company, instead of by the individual ef-

forts of Mr. Lever, whose energetic spirit cannot be too highly spoken of. The
line is to consist often first class ocean steam ships, of the highest speed and
greatest carrying capacity procurable, and these are to be aided by, at least,

eight other steamers to be employed as coasters and feeders to the main line

—

to run from the ports of Antwerp, Havre, Southampton, Plymouth, London,
Liverpool, Bristol, and Glasgow, and to touch at such points on the Irish coast

as may turn out to be conveniently available for collecting passengers and goods.
The vessels at present on the line are to run until November, when the larger

ships are to take their place, as the existing ones, although well suited for sum-
mer work, are hardly big enough or strong enough for winter work. At pre-

sent, it is difficult to get hold of such ships as will answer the purpose, as

vessels with, any pretensions to speed are really beyond all price. But such ex-

ertions, ,,are being-jnade that this great north Atlantic steam ship compan}' is

expected to have a weekly ship between Galway and New York by next spring.

The slowest of the present ships will then retire to the second place. It is ex-

pected that the Indian Empire will show very differently when she re-appears
on the line, as she has been lengthened 30 feet and otherwise improved. The
company contemplates opening some 2,000 booking offices, all in connection
with the Bank of Ireland, so as to offer peculiar facilities for money and com-
mercial transactions. The continued success of the line is showm by the fact,

that during the last run of the Facific, more than L.3,000 was received as passage
money ; whilst one of the second-class packets, in a late homeward run, took
nearly L.2,000 from passengers alone.

The screw steamer Borussia and the paddle steamer North Star, the first
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belonging to the Hamburgh and New York line, and the other to the Vander-
bilt line, have just had a very close run across the Atlantic. The North Star

is a paddle ship of 2,500 tons, and 1,000 horse power, whilst the JBontssia is

2,200 ions, and but 500 horse power. The North Star beat by the mere shave

of four hours and a-half.

The screw steamer City of Baltimore, of the Liverpool, New York, and

Philadelphia Steamship Company, has just made the run from New York to

Liverpool in ten days and two hours.

The screw collier Connector, to the design of which we have already referred,

has turned out most successful. On a late trip from Hartlepool, with a full

cargo of coals, she ran from that port to Oifordness, with strong head winds,

in thirty-two hours. This was done with a mere ten-horse engine for her three

sections of 110 feet. Her stoppage at Orfordness was caused by bad weather,

and when that passed off she proceeded onwards to London, and delivered her

coals at Vauxhall after passing all the bridges. The Jointed Ship Company are

actively proceeding with arrangements for laying on a line of jointed screw

colliers in the London coal trade, and have received support to a large extent

in Hartlepool. It is stated that estimates made by competent persons show,

that owing to the great saving of time by transferring the engine and crew
section from one vessel to another at both ends of the route, the facility of

carrying an immense cargo and distributing it in sections to all waterside pre-

mises on the Thames, coals can be carried from the northern coal perts of

England at a cost for transit of only "2s. per ton, which even at the present very

low freights would leave a wide margin for handsome profits, and defy all rail-

way competition.

An iron screw steamer, built by Messrs. Scott, of Greenock, and fitted with

a pair of Messrs. Rowan's expansive engines, of 100 nominal horse power, has

been tried during the past month. The indicated horse power, at the highest

grade of expansion, was 240 horses, and the speed something under ten knots an

hour. The engines made fifty-five revolutions, with a screw of 12 feet in

diameter, and 20 feet pitch. The consumption of coal was said to be only at

the rate of two-tenths of a pound per indicated horse power per hour. We do

not ourselves place much reliance upon a statement of this sort : our test is a

voyage.

Mr. M'Gregor and Iron Shipbuilding in Scotland.— The compara-

tively untimely death of Mr. John M'Gregor, of the well-known firm of Tod
& M'Gregor, of the Clyde Foundry, Glasgow, has recalled our attention to a

few interesting facts in connection with the vast trade in which Mr. M'Gregor
was engaged. The firm of Tod & M'Gregor built the first ocean-going iron

steamship, the Princess Royal, a notable vessel in her day for speed and carrying

capabilities, as we happen to know from having sailed in her. Her success gave

a vast impulse to this brand) of engineering ; and the result'hasbeen, that David
Tod & John M'Gregor, both starting in life as working mechanics, became
leading steamboat engineers of the day. Since the day of the Princess I'oyal,

the firm has built and fitted out above a "hundred iron ocean-going steamers.

They built many of the finest ships in the Peninsular and Oriental Company's
fleet, as well as the whole of the ships of the Glasgow and New York Steamship
Company, projected and yet greatly upheld by the firm. It is not. too much to

say that Mr. M'Gregor's death is a severe loss to the entire engineering and
mercantile community.

Boomer's Full-Way Safety Valve.—This is an arrangement by Mr. It.

Bodmer, of London, for the purpose of securing an efficient steam way in safety

valves when the pressure rises high enough to blow off". Our engraving repre-

sents a vertical section of the valve, which is of the weighted lever kind. The
upper flange, a, of the lever chamber, b, of the valve, has bolted down to it a

flanged plate, c, forming the valve seat, and cast in one piece, with a piston

which is covered by a cap piece, D, answering also as the valve for the seat

on the plate, c, below, bored internally to fit to the piston. The central

conical depression in this cap receives the hinged pressure pin, e, jointed t-o

t e valve lever, f, this lever being centred on one side on the top of a pillar

bolted to the valve chamber, and passed through a slot in the head of the

other pillar, where it is confined to a given range by an upper stop pin. The

piston is bored cut cop.ically to receive the -corresponding prominence of the
top cap, and it is formed with a tubular piece projecting downwards, and con-
tinued to reach below the boiler water level by a screw on the tube, <3. The
weight upon the free end of the valve lever is made to correspond with the de-
sired working pressure in the boiler; and as soon as the steam pressure increases

the water from the boiler, which is forced up through the tube, o, to fill the
space between the piston and its cap, gradually raises the cap from ii eat,

until the open space between the valve and its face is equal to the effective

area of the spaces between the radial feathers on the piston. The further ele-

vation of the valve lever is then arrested by the stop pin above it. The cap
valve bring thus raised, the steam escapes from the boiler until tin- pressure is

properly reduced, when the weight recloses the valve. The inventor nlso

shows another form of this valve, wherein the steam pressure in the boiler is

made to answer as the working power for the valve.

Rival's Steam Pressure Gauge.—This instrument is based upon the well-

known principle of the loss of weight by any body immersed in water, equiva-

lent to that of the .bulk of water displaced by such immersion. Jn tht: .arrange-

ment which we have before

us, advantage is taken of this

principle, by adopting mer-
cury as the fluid of immersion,
as the superior density of that

substance enables the maker
to reduce the size of the ap-

paratus to the smallest limits.

Our engraving exhibits the

apparatus in sectional eleva-

tion- It consists of an open
topped cylinder, a b, lined

with caoutchouc, containing

the mercury, in which is

either a solid metal plunger
or a closed cylinder filled with
mercury, this inner cylinder

being suspended from the free

arm of a lever set on a fixed

centre, d. Beneath the fixed

end of this lever is a small

plunger fitted into a short

cylinder, and operated upon
by the steam pressure of the

boiler, through the medium
of a flexible diaphragm. The
curved pipe leading from the
boiler is kept full of water,

so that the pressure really

acts through the water. The
suspended mercury cylinder

is also jointed to the vertical

spindle of a dial indicator

alone, the disc of which can
be turned round to face any
direction. In another modi-
fication, the suspended plung-
er or cylinder floats on the
mercury, in place of being
immersed in it ; and the point

of resistance of the lever is at

C, instead of at d—that is to

say, it effects its indications

by forcing the cylinder down into the mercury. The indicating dials of these

gauges are graduated according to an algebraical formula, consisting in multi-

plying the weight of the mercury displaced by the immersion of the cylinder
by the total length of the lever, dividing the product of the area of the piston

multiplied by c D—2. The quotient indicates the number of atmospheres
which the gauge can measure.
City Telegraphs.—Messrs. Waterlow, the wholesale stationers, who have

three establishments in London, have lately formed a telegraphic connection
between them. The double line of wire has a length of about 4894 yards, and
is supported on poles fixed to the tops of the houses at such convenient dis-

tances as are most readily obtainable, and for this purpose there has been used
a kind of saddle, in cast-iron, carrying a socket into which the supporting pole

is fixed. The saddle fits on the ridge of the house, and is held in its place by
two screws into the ridge tree and four into the rafters. The pole is kept
steady and firm by means of guy wires from its extremity to the rooL No
injury whatever is done to the house by the fixing of the supports. Six screws
only are used, and when removed, all that has to be done is to fill up and make
good the holes from whence they are withdrawn. The telegraph wires are

No. 14 gauge, and are of steel, but little larger than common bell wire, thus
combining strength with lightness. Very little difficulty has been encountered
in obtaining the assent of the various proprietors of house property over which
the wires pass. In almost every case a written agreement is entered into to

remove the supports and .wires at a short notice if required, making good any
damage which may have occurred. The cost was at the rate of £50 per mile,

including poles, wires (double line), insulators, labour, and everything, except
the instruments, the whole fixed and painted with three coats of paint in oil.

A novel and ingenious method for painting the wires without stopping the
current was adopted. The cost of painting a double line of wire is about £4 a
mile. The telegraph used is the single-needle instrument, requiring only a
single line of wire; the double line is put up, in case it may be hereafter found
necessary or desirable for any reason to make use of it, the extra cost of stretch-

ing a second line at the same time as the first being comparatively small. The
cost of a single-needle instrument is £5 ; alarums, £4 4s. each. It is calculated

that the whole of the police-stations and fire-engine establishments in the

metropolis might be brought into communication with each other in this way
for an outlay not exceeding £5,000.
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Invalid's Couch.—This ingenious mechanical arrangement, for affording

ease and comfort to persons suffering from illness, is the invention of Mr. Thomas
icre, o( MillwaJl, London, engineer. It forms abed or couch, an easy

chair, a leg or foot rest, and night commode, combined in one. The back board

can be set to any angle, and held there, either by the rack and pall, or by the

set screws in the arms. As the back rises or falls, the arms always keep level.

The leg-rests can also be raised or lowered, either together or separate, and
kept in position by the segment and set screw, and the foot-boards can be

adjusted to any length by the nuts underneath. The pan is held up by two
small catches, and is easily removed. The wheels can be taken off" in a few
seconds, and the springs can be adjusted to carry any weight. The India rub-

ber bed has each compartment to fill separate from the other, so that one or

more can be made much harder than th • others, if support is required for a par-

ticular portion of the body. The cushion in the centre is put up from below
after the pan is removed, "forming one fair surface on top of the bed.

British Columbia.—Frazer River is thought to be a thousand miles in length

if its windings are traced. It is difficult of entrance for large vessels, on ac-

count of sandbanks near its mouth. A vessel drawing sixteen feet may go up
60 miles, and smaller vessels can advance 40 miles beyond. Fort Hope stands

at the entrance of the pass leading across the mountains to Thompson River.

This pass is difficult, being covered with snow until midsummer. At Fort Yale
commences a rocky gorge, fifteen miles long, where the river is hemmed in by
cliffs 500 feet high, and is troubled with rocks and rapids, so that a canoe has
great difficulty in ascending. The river is navigable by small craft above this

^s far as the junction of Thompson River, where there is a port of the Hudson
Bay Company. The river is swollen during the months of May, June, and July,

and the water in the gorge rises as much as 60 or 80 feet. At this period it is

altogether unnavigable, and those who wish to reach the upper country are

compelled to have recourse to the mountain pass from Fort Hope. Gold has

been found from the mouth of Frazer River upwards, for the distance of 200
ad Thompson River is thought to be quite as rich in the precious metal.

Adjustable Self-acting Grinder foe Carding Engines.—The efficient

grinding np or sharpening of the points of the wire card teeth used in preparing

textile materials is a very important matter to the spinner, as good and bad
work depends very much upon how this operation is performed. The machine,
which we now engrave, and which gives a true and uniform face to the teeth,

without involving the application of the emery roller, is the invention of Mr.
Joseph Rigby of Ashton-under-Lyne, and it is now being introduced by Mr.
Thomas Sibley the machinist, of the same town. Our figure shows the appa-

ratus in front elevation. It is supported by the upright sockets, A, and e is a

r extending the entire breadth of the machine, whilst c arc two slides

so fitted as to work freely upon the cross bar. At D is a driving shaft with a
small belt pulley at each end. This shaft carries a small bevil pinion gearing
with a bevil wheel on a cross shaft, on which latter is fitted a cam, e, working

and thug producing a traversing motion. At f are two adjustable

the thumb screws, h, so as to raise or lower the strickle, G, ex-
.' over the whole width of the cards. The machines can either be ap-

plied to the i ylinder and doffer at the sam v time, or separately ; and as they are

light and portable, they can be readily applied to carding engines, or to the
grinding frames of rollers and elearers.

Fromoht'8 Grease Cock.—Our sectional elevation of this lubricator illus-

trates what has recently been done in steam-engine cylinder lubricators, by one
of the most eminent practical French
engineers. The improvements brought
about in this contrivance consist, firsts

in allowing the free escape of air from
the spherical chamber, at the time that
the oil is introduced—this being effected

by putting the sphere in communication
with the external atmosphere, by means
of the passages, A, b, the lower end of

which can be turned to correspond with
the aperture, d, in the shell ; and, se-

condly, in allowing the steam to exert its

pressure upon the surface of the oil

when in the sphere, c. The oil is pour-
ed into the circular receiver, screwed on
to the top of the shell of the lubricator,

whence it flows through the apertures,

d, and thus reaches the passage, d, in

the shell bypassing through a thorough-
fare in the central plug. In this way
the oil chamber, c, is supplied. Near
the bottom of the shell is a lateral pas-

sage, G, in correspondence, when the plug is so turned with the upper end of

the passage, e, in the plug. Similarly the upper end of the longitudinal passage,

f, down the body of the plug, coincides, when turned round, with the aperture,

d, in the shell, whilst its lower end, like

the passage, e, opens directly into the
pipe leading to the part to be lubricated.

In the position of the parts, as here
drawn, the air is passing out from the
sphere up through the spindle, whilst

the communication with the oil-conduc-

tor at the bottom is cut off. When the
plug is turned half round, the steam
passes up from below, along the thor-

oughfare, f, and thus enters the sphere
above the oil, whilst the latter flows

down by the passage, e.

Fromont's Boiler Water Gauge.
—One of the most frequent causes of

the fracture of the common glass gauge
tubes ofsteam boilers, proceeds from the

great difference of temperature between
the two ends of the tubes—steam being
in one end, and water in the other. In
M. Fromont's plan, steam is admitted
into the tube, a, by the pipe, b, and the

steam, on its way to the tube, imparts
a portion of its heat to the water which
surrounds the steam-pipe, and thus
raises the temperature of the water very considerably.
maintained through the tube, c.

Patent Law Changes in France.—A project of law (not yet published)
will be presented to the Corps Legislatif at its next session, introducing some
important improvements in the law of patents. Among them the following are
the principal :—1st, The time allowed for putting a patented invention into ope-
ration is to be extended from two to three years ; 2d. Instead of granting patents
without examination, as hitherto, all applications and plans are to be submitted
to competent " experts " named by Government, and either refused {on success-

ful opposition) or confirmed by the Ministry
; 3d, Instead of

the onus of prosecution being left to patentees, as at present,

all infractions on patent rights are to be prosecuted by the
Procureur-Imperial : this results from the preceding rule

—

Government thus first proving, and then undertaking to de-

fend the ingenious discoveries of the inventor ; 4th, If any in-

vention be found of such public utility as to render its freedom
beneficial, Government is to have the right of buying it up
from the patentee on fair terms, determinable by a jury com-
posed of three arbiters named by the inventor, three by the Mi-
nister, and three by the Presidents of the Com* Imperial. The
annual payment of 100 francs to he still continued, instead of

the increasing scale recommended some time ago.

Bond's Railway Accident Signalling Apparatus.—The
object of this invention is to afford a ready means of communi-
cating signals on railways to approaching trains, or to a sta-

tion, in the event of accident or obstruction occurring. Elec-

tro-magnets are placed along the railway, at such parts of the

line and at such distances as the number of trains running may render requisite.

Two insulated wires extend between station and station, at one of which they

are attached to a galvanic battery, but do not otherwise communicate with each

other. One of them, in its course, is carried round each electro-magnet in suc-

cession. An alarum apparatus, of simple construction, is fixed to the engine

or the guard's carriage ; and in connection with it are two soft iron plates or

armatures, which are supported within a short distance of the rails. To send a

signal, the two wires must be brought into metallic contact, so as to complete

the galvanic circuit ; and this is readily done by means provided at frequent

points along the line. When contact is made, magnetism is induced in all the

magnets which are within the circuit; and consequently, when a passing train

brings the armatures of the alarum within their influence, the armatures are

The water level is
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drawn towards them, and motion is thus given to other parts of the apparatus,

through which a whistle or bell is caused to give the desired signal.

The accompanying engraving exhibits some of the details of the method here

referred to ; but other methods are described in the patentee's specification. On
opposite sides of the engine are two blocks, which are fixed to two horizontal

bars. Against these blocks the armatures slide vertically, and they also sup-

port a transverse axle, on which are two crank-pins. These pins are drawn
down whenever the armatures are attracted by the electro-magnets. When the

attraction ceases, these pins, together with the armatures, are brought back to

their former position by a counterpoise. But when the pins are drawn down,

an opposite arm is raised, and a snail or horizontal lever is liberated. This

lever has a crank-pin at its backward extremity, which draws down the vertical

rod, thereby releasing the weighted arm, which immediately falls, and opens

the whistle. Two or more eleelro-magnets are placed near each other at various

parts of the line, as may be required. The horizontal bars to which the blocks

are fixed are connected with the axle boxes of two pairs of wheels, to preserve a

uniform distance between the blocks which support the armatures and the rails.

Mr. Win. Bond Paul, of Langport, Somerset, is the inventor and patentee.

Colonial Railway News.— The Great Southern Railway of New South

Wales is advancing step by step, twelve additional miles having been opened

last May. The total distance now complete (Sydney to Campbeltown) is 34

miles. The first four miles of the recent extension cost £7,500 per mile, the

remainder £7,0U0 per mile, exclusive of rolling stock, which amounted to £9,')00

per mile. The earthworks of the first four miles averaged 13,000 cubic yards

to the mile, the worst gradient being 1 in 100, and the smallest radius of a curve,

30 chains. The earthworks of the other portion were 5,000 cubic yards per

mile, and the sharpest curve has a radius of 50 chains. The permanent way is

a single line laid with a double-headed rail, 75 tt>. to the yard, on cross sleepers,

with chairs and fish-jointed. Broken sandstone obtained on the line supplied

ballast.

Cqpfi Town Railway.—A railway 54 miles in length is about to be commenced
from Cape Town through Stellenhosch to Wellington. The local legislature

has guaranteed interest on any sum not exceeding £500,000 at the rate of six

per cent, for 50 years from the opening of the line. This line was originally

proposed in 1853, so that a good deal of time has been lost.

The Highland and Agricultural Society's Show at Aberdeen.—
That great Scottish agricultural event, the Highland Society's Show, has again

come and gone, Aberdeen being the place of meeting this year. It was, as it

always is, most completely successful, both as to cattle, and implements, and
visitors. The following is the list in full of the prize holders for the machinery

of the farm :

—

Two-horse plough for general purposes, L.3, James Taylor, Cobairdy,

Hun-tly.

Trench or deep-furrow plough, L.3, George Seller and Son, Huntly.

Subsoil plough for two horses, L.4, Robert Law, Shettleslon, Glasgow.

Subsoil plough for moor or stony land, for three or four horses, L.4, Robert

Law, Shettleston, Glasgow.
Double mould-board plough for forming drills, with boards adapted for bulking

and lifting potatoes, L.3, P. M'Gregor & Sons, Keith.

Ribbing or drill-paring plough, L.2, James Buchan, Balquhain, Pitcaple.

Two-horse grubber or cultivator, L.4, James Kirkwood, Tranent.

Drill-grubber for green crops, L.2, James Kirkwood, Tranent,

Norwegian harrow, L.4, James Kirkwood, Tranent.

Consolidating land-roller, L.5, Alexander Dick, Smithy Green, Liberton.

Pulverising land-roller, L.5, Wm. AVilson & Son, Berwick- on-Tweed,
Land-presser for preparing seed-bed for grain, L.5, George Annand, Port-

Elphinstone, Keith Hall.

Ribbing machine, L.2, James Kirkwood, Tranent.

Harrows for heavy land, L.3, E. H. Bentall, Heybridge, Maldon, Essex.

Harrows for light'land, L.3, E. H. Bentall, Heybridge, Maldon, Essex.

Harrows for covering grass seeds, L.3, E. H. Bentall, Heybridge, Maldon,

Essex.
Common swing-trees or draught bars, L.l, James Kirkwood, Tranent.

Equalising sowing-trees or draught bars, L.l, James Kirkwood, Tranent.

Horse hoe for drilled grain crops, L.6, Mrs. Thomas Sherriff, West Barns,

Dunbar.

Broadcast sowing-machine for grain, L.6, James Finlayson & Sons, Gighty
Burn, Arbroath.

Drill sowing-machine for grain, L.6, Mrs. Thomas Sherriff, West Barns,
Dunbar.

Sowing-machine for grass seeds. L.6, James Finlayson & Sons, Gighty Burn,
Arbroath.

Sowing-machine for turnips, L.4, James Finlayson & Sons, Gighty Burn,
Arbroath.

Sowing-machine for mangold-wnrzel, L.4, Peter M'Lellan, Abornethy.
Sowing-machine for carrots, L.l, Mrs. Thomas Sherriff, West Barns, Dunbar.
Three row sowing-maclune for beans, L.4, Mrs. Tin,mas Sherriff, West

Barns, Dunbar.
One-row sowing-machine for beans, L.4, Tyrie & Bury, Errol.

Machine for distributing guano in drill or broadcast, L.6, Mrs. Thomas
Sherriff, West Barns, Dunbar.

Liquid manure distributing machine, L.4, Young, Peddie, & Co., Edinburgh
and Glasgow.

Liquid manure pump, L.2, David Falconer, Causeyside Street, Paisley.

Machine for singling turnips, L.4, Peter M'Gregor & Sons, Keith.

Machine for raising potatoes, L.4, Robert Law, Shettleston, Glasgow.
Scythe for general purposes, L.l, Wm. Hanton, Newton of EtUie, Arbroath.
Reaping machine, L.20, Lord Kinuaird, Rossie Priory, Inchtnre.

Horse stubble or hay-rake, L.2, Young, Peddie, & Co., Edinburgh and
Glasgow.
Hand stubble or hay-rake, L.2, Wm. Kirkwood, Duddingston Mills, Porto-

bello.

Thrashing-machine, adapted for two or more horses, L.6, Williamson
Brothers, Canal Iron Works, Kendal.

Steam-engine and machine to thrash, shake, clean, and prepare grain for

market, L.30, R. Robey &Co., engineers, Lincoln.

Dressing- fanners for grain, L.4, Robert Boby, Bury St. Edmunds.
Dressing fanners for grass seeds, L.4, Robert Reid, Coleston Mill, Arbroath.
Weighing-machine for grain, L.4, Heriot & Co., 115 Graeme Street, Glasgow.
Weighing-machine, indicating from 1 ft), to 2 tuns, L.4, A. &. W. Smith &

Co., Eglinton Engine Works, Glasgow.
Straw-cutter for hand labour, L.2, Richmond & Chandler, Manchester and

Liverpool.

Straw-cutter for power, L.3, Richmond & Chandler, Manchester and Liver-

pool.

Turnip-cutter for sheep, L.2, Richmond & Chandler, Manchester and Liver-

pool.

Turnip-cutter for cattle, L.2, Picksley, Sims, & Co., Bedford Foundry, Leigh.
Turnip-cutler for sheep, attachable to a cart, L.3, James Kirkwood, Tranent.
Machine for pulping turnips, L.2, E. H. Bentall, Heybridge, Maldon, Essex.

Root-washer, L.l, Richmond & Chandler, Manchester and Liverpool.

Steam apparatus for preparing food, L.4, Smith Brothers & Co., Kingston
Engine Works, Kinning Street, Glasgow.

Feeding-troughs for byres, L.2, John Robson, 47 Cook Street, Glasgow.
Feeding-troughs for sheep, L.5, Wm. Kirkwood, Duddingston Mills, Porto-

hello.

Sheep-fodder rack, L.2, James Kirkwood, Tranent.
Linseed bruiser for hand labour, L.2, E. R. & F. Turner, St. Peter's Iron

Works, Ipswich.

Oil-cake bruiser for hand labour, L.l, E. H. Bentall, Heybridge, Maldon,
Essex.

Grinder or bruiser for power, L.6, Richmond & Chandler, Manchester and
Liverpool.

Churn worked by hand, L.2, Philip Hunter, Edinburgh.
Churn worked by power, L.3, Philip Hunter, Edinburgh.
Cheese-press, L.2, John Gray & Co., Uddingston, Glasgow.
General set of dairy utensils, L.l, Philip Hunter, Edinburgh.
One-horse farm-cart, L.4, James Simpson & Co., Peterhead.
Harvest cart, L.4, Alexander Scrimgeour, Methven, Perth.

Light spring-cart, L.4, Robert Law, Shettleston, Glasgow.
Traverse divisions, rack and manger, L.l, Harper <fc Co., Aberdeen.
Farm harness, L.l, Hay Downie, saddler, Corstorphiue.

Stone or iron stack pillars, with framework, L.2, Young, Peddie, & Co.,

Edinburgh and Glasgow.
Field-gate, constructed entirely of iron, L.l, Young, Peddie, iCo., Edinburgh

and Glasgow.
Field-gate, not entirely constructed of iron, L.l, Thomas Wight, Perth.

Dunghill gate, to open at different elevations, L.l, Harper & Co., Aberdeen.
Iron hurdles for cattle-fence, L.l, Harper & Co., Aberdeen.
Iron netting for sheep-fence, L.l, Young, Peddie, & Co., Edinburgh and

Glasgow.
Light wooden hurdles for sheep, L.l, Harper & Co., Aberdeen.
Tiles and pipes for field drainage, L.l, John Robson, Cook Street, Glasgow.
Glazed socketed pipes fur sewerage, L.l, Wm. Keith, jun., Aberdeen.
General set of hand implements for the farm, L.l, Benjamin Reid & Co.,

Aberdeen.
Extra Implements.—The Judges commended ornamental rustic seats, John

Tod Alexander, Panmure, Carnoustie
;
patent corn screen, Robert Boby, Bury

St. Edmunds ; rope twisting machine, Robert Brown, Mcgray, Stonehaven

;

plough, James Buchan, Balquhain, Pitcaple ; 30 gallon garden or farm engine,

Thomas Chines, Aberdeen
;

potato riddle, Thomas Gorrie, Perth ;
* ( the

farmer's veterinary medicine chest," Grant & Donald, Union Street, Aberdeen

;

gravel weeding machine, David Hanton, Lunan, Chance Inn, Ai"broath ; patent

dressing apparatus for grain, Robert Hislop, jun., Prestonpans, highly commend-
ed ; slate kitchen sink, slate cistern, slate bath, slate manger for stable, slate

meat safe, Wm. Keith, jun., Commerce Street, Aberdeen ; improved portable

sheep fence-making machine, Alexander Macpherson, Oldmill Cottage, Car-
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stairs ; potato riddling1 machine. Robert R. May, Dunecht House, Eclit ; national

coal-gas apparatus, J. T. B. Porter, Lincoln; steel mould hoards, G-eorge Seller

^ Son. Hunily ; patent: haymaking machine. Smith & Ashby, Stamford; meat
cooler for the farm yard, John Wingate, Alloa.

Absexic ra Wall Paper.—Some months ago, certain statements appeared

in the newspapers on the subject of wall paper, coloured emerald-green, which
alarmed alike the public and the paper manufacturers. Dr. rTalley of London
told us how he had been prostrated and placed under the care of two physicians

in consequence of sitting for some hours during the evenings in a small room,
the walls oi which were covered with an emerald green flock paper, the room

: _hted with gas from a single burner. There being no doubt that the

colouring matter of the paper consisted of arsenic in combination with copper,

he further stated that with a view to ascertain whether any of the arsenic had
been removed by volatilisation, he tested the air of the room by means of sheets

of paper soaked in a solution of the ammonia-nitrate of silver (a very delicate

test for arsenic), and that crystals of arsenious acid were distinctly visible under
the microscope, these being sufficiently well defined and numerous to preclude
the possibility of mistake. He also averred that he had made some experiments
with an aspirator, and amongst the results was this ; the products of the com-
bustion of gas passed through an aspirator filled with the arsenical paper gave
distinct evidence of the imbibition of arsenic in the passage of the air through the
paper, crystals of arsenious acid being obtained from it. The conclusion he
drew from all the facts, or what he considered facts, was that, although from
temperament, &c. the deleterious effects produced by this combination of arsenic
in the paper with the products of combustion of carburetted hydrogen gas vary
considerably in character and amount of intensity, still that they are very gene-
rally experienced by persons inhabiting rooms so decorated and thus exposed to

the influence of these papers ; and when it is considered that the experiments
upon the air in the room above detailed extended over a period of only some ten
hours each, and yielded distinct crystals of arsenic, it might be readily under-
stood how a person constantly breathing—physiologically the most active means
for imbibing the poison arsenic—for several consecutive hours should suffer so

severely in consequence of inhabiting a room so papered. No doubt the first

impulse ofpersons reading Dr. Halley's circumstantial statement, thus presented
in a scientific form, was to imitate him in removing at once the source of the
poison from the walls of thMr rooms, although the paper may have been "a
costly, new, and handsome one." The manufacturers, on their side, must have
been considerably annoyed that the public would have nothing to do with their

stores of emerald-green paper, and that such paper was henceforth altogether
proscribed. However, they took the step of requesting the services of some
professional chemists, the report of one of whom (Mr. G. Phillips) is now before
us. Certain experiments with emerald-green wall papers containing nearly
twelve grains of arsenious acid to the square foot are there described. The
conclusions he drew from his experiments were the following :—1st, That even
when a small bulk of air is allowed to remain for a considerable time in contact
with a large surface of the arsenical paper (that is, paper coloured with what is

known as emerald-green, a compound of arsenite of copper and acetate of copper),
and that, too, at a temperature of 80° F., not the slightest traee of arsenious
acid is diffused in the air. Still less could the air of an ordinary room which
ocenpies a large space in proportion to the surface of the walls, and which js

being constantly changed by ventilation, become contaminated with the poison.
2d, That the products of the combustion of gas do not facilitate the liberation
of arsenious acid from the surface of the paper. 3d, That arsenious acid is not
volatilised from the surface of such paper, except at temperatures too high for

human endurance. It will have been observed that Dr. Halley did not analyse
the crystals, which he assumed from their appearance under the microscope to

be arsenious acid. If he had, he would have discovered that he was mistaken
in his assumption, and that they were simply crystals of nitrate of silver. Such
crystals were found by Mx Phillips on his sheets of test paper saturated with
ammenio-nitrate of silver, the evaporation of the water from the paper having
concentrated the solution to such an extent as to cause the nitrate of silver to
crystalis 1"; out. There was also a dingy yellow amorphous on the test paper,
and this proved to be, on analysis, sulphide of silver. Mr. Phillips states that
he ha? for three years past occupied sitting and sleeping rooms hung with ar-

senical paper; but neither he nor his family experienced the smallest ill effects

from it- Moreover, he shows that Dr. Halley's experiments did not furnish any
evidence as to the presence of arsenic in the air of the room hung with the
emerald-green paper, and were not capable of yielding any evidence as to this
point. From all this, it would appear that the alarm in the public mind as to
the deleterious nature of the atmosphere of rooms hung with these green papers
was a false one, and that we may continue to please our eyesight with brilliant

emerald-green walls without fear of evil consequences.

Great Tc.vxtl, Birmingham Caxal.—Canals, that some of us are wont
to consider almost extinct, have not yet arrived at that point, old fashioned

•ht:y be. One of them, indeed, has lately shown signs of vigorous ani-
mation. We allude to the great tunnel recently formed by the Birmingham
Canal Company through the Bowley hills, for the purpose of making a direct
and uninterrupted communication between important mineral districts. Hitherto
the only means of communication by water between Birmingham, Wolver-
hampton, the East Dudley, the West Dudley, and East Worcestershire districts,
has been the old Dudley tunnel, as it is termed, which is of such a limited
character that only one boat at a time can pass along? and that was propelled
by manual labour. This having been found inadequate to the necessities of the
greatly increased traffic of recent years, and the importance to Birmingham and

y district of ready access to the valuable tic-Ids of ten-yard coal abound-
ing in the neighbourhood of Netherton, Old Hill, Cradley, and Kingswinford,
the eompany projected the stupendous work just completed. The tunnel is a

rv magnitude, and the works of the most perfect and sub-
stantial character its entire length is 3,035 yards, it is 27 feet wide, 17 feet

r, a tow-path 5 feet wide on each side, and 16 feet high from the water

level. The new canal and tunnel extend from Dudley-port to the Delph, where
a junctiou is formed with the Stourbridge canal. The total cost has been, it is

said, about £300,000, which it is proposed to recover by an extra toll of four-

pence per ton upon all goods passing through.

Jonval Turbine under a Fall op 160 Feet.—The highest fall to which a
turbine or water-pressure wheel has yet been fitted is at Saltillo, Mexico, where
a cotton mill of 10,000 spindles has been erected. The stream supplies 600 cubic
feet per minute ; and when the matter was first discussed, an iron overshot water-
wheel, 100 feet in diameter, was talked over for the site. This motor would
have involved very great expense, both in first cost and transport, as well as
a loss of more than a third of the fall. In the meantime, however, Mr. Geyelin,
of Philadelphia, proposed to apply his double jonval turbine, so as to economise
the entire fall, and give a power of 128 horses at a first cost of £687. This pro-
posal was accepted ; and in order to suit the requirements of the buildings, the
turbines were placed 18 feet above the lower level of the water. The water is

taken down by an iron pipe, 20 inches diameter, and 450 feet long. Two tur-

bines are set upon a horizontal shaft, so as to balance the working pressure.
The shaft is of steel, 2^ inches in diameter. The outer ends of the guides,
and of the buckets of the turbines, have wrought-iron bands shrunk around them,
both guide wheels, and turbines proper, being encased in cast-iron chambers.
Each moving wheel or turbine proper has 15 buckets of polished steel, 2 inches
high, and 1^ inches radial length. The total area of orifices of discharge in

each wheel being 13 square inches. The external diameter of the moving
wheels is 11 inches. The velocity of the wheels is 1860 revolutions per minute.
Gearing.—Wrought-iron pinion on the turbine shaft, 7 inches diameter at the
pitch line ; 1^ inches pitch ; 9 inches face ; which runs at a speed of 1860 revo-
lutions per minute. This pinion gears into a mortise wheel on the counter shaft,

of 56 inches diameter at the pitch line ; 1 J inches pitch and 9 inches face ; the
cogs are of hickory wood, soaked in warm linseed oil ; this wheel runs at a
speed of 232 revolutions per minute. The power is transmitted to the line shaft

in the mill by a belt 24 inches wide, running over a pulley on the countershaft,

of 3 feet diameter. The pedestals which support the turbine and counter shafts,

aud also the iron chambers in which the turbines revolve, are all fastened to a
strong iron bed-plate, 15 feet long and 4 feet wide. These notes on American
practice will be read with interest by European engineers.

New Safety Lamp.—The accompanying engraving represents one of M.
Dubnille's patent lamps. In this modification, the peculiar features of the Davy
and Mueseler lamps are combined with the patentee's original ideas. A is the

body of the lamp, or reservoir for oil; c, thick iron-wire

guards ; e, guaze, as in the Davy lamp ; e, chimney ; d,

corrugated iron cover to receive the action of the flame,

and prevent the heating and rapid destruction of the

gauze. The guard rods, c, support the diaphragm, which
is placed upon the body of the lamp, and in the modifica-

tion of the Davy the guaze is connected thereto. This

diaphragm is fixed on the lamp with a bayonet joint, the

stops, P, engaging in catches provided in the -diaphragm.

The lamp being lighted and closed, cannot be opened
without first extinguishing the ilame. This is done in

the following manner :—The male vertical screw, g, is

engaged in a nut with a female screw, h, forming part of

the wick-holder, I, which moves up and down in a slide

by turning the button, k. The wick-holder, when lowered,

acts upon the forked extremity of a wire that releases the

spiral spring, t,, which, when the lamp was closed, forced

its upper extremity into a hole in the diaphragm, and pre-

vented its turning. This wire once lowered, the top of
,

the lamp can be taken off; but as the wiek-holder has

been previously lowered, the flame has been extinguished

before it is possible to open the lamp- Instead of em-
ploying the screw, g, to raise and lower the wick-holder

and compress the spring, l, the wick-holder can be fur-

nished with a hook-shaped wire, which moves a pinion

placed upon a horizontal arm extending beyond the re-

servoir, and carrying a similar button to k, and the oil

reservoir can by this means be made shallower. The wick, when burnt, can be
knocked off by means of the bent wire moved by the button, m, M. Dubrulle
had his lamps at the Paris Exhibition, and has obtained a silver medal from the

Societee d'Encouragement. As to weight, this'lamp is somewhat lighter than
the Davy, whilst its illuminating power is considerably greater—being equal to

any which has yet been produced. The lamps have for some time been under-

going a practical test in the mines d'Anzin, 3500 being in use. The testimonial

from Mr. Lebret, the manager of the mines referred to, is of a flattering cha-

racter, and there appears nothing to prevent the general adoption of these

lamps.

PROVISIONAL PROTECTION FOR INVENTIONS
UNDER THE PATENT LAW AMENDMENT ACT.

OaT" When the city or town is nut mentioned, London is to be understood.

Recorded May 10.

1040. Charles F, Yasseiot, 45 Essex Street—Improved driving machinery applicable

either for thrashing, winnowing, cleaning, and bruising grain, cutting straw, or

other agricultural purposes—(Communication from Le C.J. B. de Galaid-Bearue,

Charentc, France.)

Recorded July 12.

1561. Marc A. F. Mennons, 39 Rue de l'Echiquier, Paris—An apparatus for stopping leaks

in ships.—(Communication.)
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Recorded July 14.

157S. Edmc J. Maumene and Louis B. Jaunay, Reims, France—An improved method of
and apparatus for the production of sparkling wines.

Recorded July 19.

1620. Charles F. Vasserot, 45 Essex Street—An improved artificial manure.—(Communi-
cation from S. A. Grillion, Ornc, France.)

Recorded July 24.

1G73. Henry "Wikoff, Holly Lodge, Kensington Gore, Middlesex—An improved aperient
medicine to be used in the shape of biscuit, cake, or sweetmeat.—(Communica-
tion.)

Recorded July 26.

1686. John Davies, Sandhurst—Improvements in cloaks for military and other purposes.
1687. Peter A. Godefroy, 3 Kingsmead Cottages, New North Road, Islington—Improve-

ments in the cleansing of gutta-percha, and in the more perfect insulation of
electric telegraph wire.

1688. Henry Glover, New York, U. S.—Improvements in instruments for measuring
angles and taking altitudes.

Recorded July 27.

1689. Henry Ashton, Bewley Street, Kirkdale, Lancashire—Improvements in thefumaees
of steam boilers.

1690. John Scott, Tain, Ross-shire—Improvements in pumps, which improvements are
also applicable for the propulsion of ships, vessels, and boats.

1691. John Ernes, 110 Great Russell Street, Bloomsbury—A portable folding bedstead.
1692. Thomas Line, Lower Tower Street, Birmingham—Improvements in engines for

raising beer and other liquids.

1693. Alexander Taylor, 1 Wellington Cottages, Kingsland— Improvements in piano-
fortes.

1694. Constantine N. Kottula, Liverpool—Improvements in the manufacture of soap.

1695. James L<mg, Little Tower Street—Improvements in cooling brewers* and distillers*

worts and other liquids.

Recorded July 28.

1696. George Hurn,Norwich, Norfulkshire—Improving the manufacture of ceitain articles

made from fibrous materials.

1697. Arnauld Kellermann, France—The employ of new vegetable substances for dyeing,
and especially to replace cochineal dye.

1698. Alexandre Pougault, Decize, France—An improved apparatus for purging or clear-
ing steam engines of their condensed water.

1699. Matthew Johnson, Sandbach. Cheshire—An improved rotatory steam engine.
1700. Ralph Howarth, Bolton-lc-Moors, Lancashire—Improvements in furnaces for steam

boilers for the purpose of consuming smoke and economising fuel.

1701. Joseph Manton, Birmingham—A new or improved candlestick.

1702. William A. Gilbee, 4 South Street, Finsbury—Improvements in the preparation of
hydrated oxide of chromium.—(Communication,)

1703. William E.Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Improvements in gas meters.—(Communi-
cation.)

1704. James Taylor, John Lang, and James Uttley, Stalybridge, Chester—Improvements
applicable to self-acting mules for spinning and doubling.

1705. Henry Harden, Duudalk, Ireland—Improvements in the construction of tubular
steam boilers.

1706. John Miles, Risca, Monmouth si lire—Improvements in annealing pots used in the
manufacture of iron, steel, and other metals.

1707. Edward A. Cowper, Great George Street, Westminster—-Improvements in generat-
ing power from steam, and in engines and apparatus for that purpose.

1708. William Buckingham, Broad Street, Bloomsbury, Charles Humfrey, Camberwell,
and Luke R. Bytes, Duke Street, Manchester Square—Improvements in the
construction of telegraphic cables.

1709. John CUff, Lambeth, Surrey—Improvements in the manufacture of soap.

Recorded July 29.

1710. Giuseppe Cavaggia and Anselmo Spinelli, Avignon, France—Improvements in

obtaining and applying motive power.
1711. James Musgrave, Belfast—Improvements in stalls and enclosures for horses, cows,

and pigs.

1712. Angus te Gallard,58 Aldersgate Street—A new system of trusses.—(Communication
from John Rainal and Joseph Rainal, his son, Paris.)

1713. George S. Parkinson, 10 Lambton Terrace, Kensington—An improved connecting
apparatus for working railway breaks, and effecting a communication between
railway guards and drivers.

1714. Jesse Brierley, Kirkheaton, Yorkshire—Improvements In machinery or apparatus
for spinning wool and other fibres.

1715. Joseph L. Hinks, Birmingham—Improvements in machines for cleaning knives,
forks, spoons, and such other ai tides as are or may be cleaned by polishing, also

in machines for sharpening knives.

Recorded July 30.

1716. Joseph F. W. Featherstonhaugh, Surrey Square, Newington, Surrey, and Francis
Wise, Peckham Gfrove, Camberwell—An improved self-acting apparatus foi

admitting water to steam boilers, and indicating the water level.

1717. Jozc Luiz, 1 Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square—A machine for cutting up almonds
for the use of confectioners and others.—(Communication.)

1718." Joze Luis, 1 Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square—An apparatus for cooling beer and
other liquids.

1719. Joze Luis, 1 Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square—A new system of infusion appa-
ratus.—(Communication.)

1720. George. W. Reynolds, Birmingham, Warwickshire—A new or improved cradle.

1721. James Spence, Liverpool—An improvement in the manufacture of sheet, hoop, and
nailrod iron.

1722. James Watkins, Newport, Monmouthshire—Improvements in machinery or appa-
ratus for the manufacture of tallow and other candles.

1723. Christian Schielc and Frederick Schiele, Oldham, Lancashire—Certain improve-
ments in " hydro-extractors," or centrifugal drying machines, and in the method
of lubricating their bearings, which method is also applicable to other bearings
where lubrication is required.

1724. Henry Bessemer, 4 Queen Street Place, New Canon Street—Improvements in the

treatment of pit coal, and in the separation of foreign matters therefrom.

1725. Thomas Webb and James Craig, Tutbury, Derbyshire—Improvements applicable

to spinning, doubling, winding, and warping yarns and threads.

1726. John Davey, Hugh Sims, John Mayne, William Hodge, and John Gerrans, Gwennap,
Cornwall—An improved construction of valve applicable to various descriptions

of engines or machinery.
1727. John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields and 166 Buchanan Street—Improvements

in candlesticks or holders for candles.—(Communication.)

1723. Nathaniel S. Dodge, 44 St. Paul's Churchyaxtf—Improvements in treating waste
vulcanised India rubber.—(Communication.)

Recorded July 31.

Joseph S. Bailey, Keighley, Ynikshiri.—Iinpnpvemviits in lua.-hiiir-rv i-.r r-.. inline
wool and other fibrous materials.

Howard Douglas, Bart., Green Street, Grosvenor Square—Improvements in fieeing
screw propellers from wreck or gear with which they may become entangled.

William Hartley, Bury, Lancashire—Improvements in the arrangement of slide
valves and slide pipes, or valve casings of steam engines.

William C. S. Percy, Manchester—Improvements in arrangements and meehani m
or apparatus for the manufacture of bricks, tiles, pipes, and other articles Blade
of plastic earths.

George Ashcroft and Henry W. Wood, Cardiff; Glamorganshire—An improvement
in hydraulic machinery.

George Davies, 1 Serle Street, Lincoln's Inn— Improvements in apparatus foi
planing electrotype and stereotype plates.— (Communication from Robert
Wheeler, Brooklyn, New York, TJ. S)

John Houston, Nelson Square, Blackfriars Road, Surrey— Improvements in the
means of effecting the consumption of smoke in furnaces.

Henry Conybeare, Abingdon Street, Westminster—Improved apparatus ajid ma-
chinery for the laying of submarine telegraph cables.

Henry Conybeare, Abingdon Street, Westminster—Improvements in apparatus f<ir

generating and superheating steam and for producing the condensation of steam.
George T. Bousfield, Loughborough Park, Brixton, Surrey— Improvements in

knitting machines.—(Communication.)
Edward J. M. Cctti, Brook Street—An improvement in barometers, gauges, and

other analogous instruments.

1729

1730.

1731.

1732

1733.

1734,

1735.

1736,

1737.

1733.

1739.

1741.

1742.

1743.

1744.

1745.

1746.

1747.

1748.

1749.

1750.

1751.

1752.

1754.

1755.

1756.

1757.

1758.

1759.

1760.

1761.

17 G2.

1763.

1764.

Recorded August 2.

Eugenio Agneni, 29 Devonshire Street, Queen Square, Bloomsbury— Increasing
particularly the effect of decorative pictures, landscapes, drawings, and prints.

William H. Crispin, Marsh Gate Lane, Stratford, Essex—Improvements in the
construction of electric telegraph cables.

George S. Hill, Ryde, Newchurch, Isle of Wight, Southampton—Improvements in
hydro-pneumatic machinery.

Joseph W. Schlesinger, Red Grove House, South Lambeth, Surrey-^A new or im-
proved machine for roasting and basting articles of food.—(Communication.)

Robert R. Jackson, Blackburn, Lancashire—Certain improvements in machinery
or apparatus for sizeing yarn.

George Davies, 1 Serle Street, Lincoln's Inn—Improvements in the manufacture of
bituminous mastics.—(Communication.)

Stephen Hine, Macclesfield, Chester—Certain improvements in machinery or appa-
ratus for twisting, doubling and retwisting and winding silk or other similar
fibrous material.

Chailes Mortimer,. South Carolina, TJ. S.—Improvements in apparatus for raising
and lowering ships' boats.—(Communication.)

William B. B. Harvey, Bagnal Villa, Gresham Road, Brixton, Surrey—Improve-
ments in fly or screw presses.

James L. Norton, Belle Sauvage Yard, Ludgate Hill—Improvements in apparatus
for drying wool and other substances.

Edward Heywood, Liverpool, and William Heywood, Manchester—Improvements
in the construction of metallic pistons.

Hugh Greaves, Westminster—Improvements in constructing streets, roads, and
ways, thereby facilitating traffic and providing for the more convenient con-
veyance of sewage, drainage, gas and water supplies, and telegraphic wires along
the same.

Martin Billing, High Holborn—Improvements in metallic bedsteads and cots.

Recorded August 3.

William Taylor, Titley Cottage, Kington, Herefordshire—An improvement in the
manufacture of iron.

George Davies, 1 Serle Street, Lincoln's Inn—A process and apparatus for the ex-
traction of oils for illuminating and lubricating purposes, and of earburetted hy-
drogen gas, from the native bitumen of the West Indies.—(Communication.,)

Thomas Greenhalgh, Bury, Lancashire—Improvements in apparatus applicable to
steam boilers.

John Shaw, Manchester—A machine for the manufacture of pasteboard and card-
board.

Robert Cunningham, Paisley, Renfrewshire—Improvements in the production of
letterpress printing surfaces and surfaces used in reproducing ornamental pat-
terns or devices by printing or otherwise, and in the apparatus connected there-
with.

James Steel, Glasgow—Improvements in brewing and distilling.

George Bell, Fore Street—Improvements in embossing and printing dies, and in

the manufacture of "lace"or perforated embossed paper.
Jeffries Kingsley, 52 Great Coram Street—Improvements in the construction of

steam boilers.

John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields and 166 Buchanan Street—Improvements
in inkstands.—(Communication.)

John Greenwood, Rawden, near Leeds, Yorkshire—Improvements in the construc-
tion of steam boilers and other apparatus for heating water or superheating
steam, which improvements are also applicable when heating air.

Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Improved machinery for forging nails and
other articles.—(Communication.)

flS?" Information as to any of these applications, and their progress, may be li>ad on
application to the Editor of this Journal.

DESIGNS FOE ARTICLES OF UTILITY.

Registeredfrom loth September to 9/A October, 1858.

Sept. 15th, 4118 T. Patstone, 8 Icknield Square, Monument Lane, Birmingham—
"Improved hall lamp."

20th, 4119 S. Robb aud J. Waudly, Oatwell, Cambridgeshire—"Root slicer

and cutter."

22d, 4120 C. Rowley and Co., Newhall Street, Birmingham—"The Eureka
buckle."

Oct. 7th, 4121 J. Bremner, 13 Eldon Street, Kensington—"The Hercules shirt,

without gathers."

9th, 4122 T. R. Barlow, 143 Tooley Street, Southwark—" The uniform front."
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SAFETY FOE THE MINER : MINER'S SAFETY CAGE.

By R. Arrorx, Esq., Kirkness House, Lochgelly, Fifeshire.

{Illustrated ly Plate 232).

The loss of human life in the collieries of Great Britain averages at the

rite of 1 death for every 224 employed. There are about 230,000 persons

employed in labour of this kind, and the quantity of coal annually raised

is about 70,000,000 tons; so that, for every 6S.000 tons, or thereabouts,

we lose a man. Can we not diminish this fearful waste of human life,

which, be it remembered, occurs in collieries alone ? Mr. Aytoun thinks

so, and he has benevolently turned his practical attention to the subject.

Fire and choke damp, "quick creeps," the influx of water, and other

incidental dangers of the insidious class which surround the working

existence of the miner, are not easily avoidable. They certainly do not

fall within the direct scope of abstract mechanical preventives. Me-

chanical invention will often do a great deal for the miner's safety, even

in these respects ; but its operation must always be limited to excep-

tional cases. There is, however, another and a most fruitful source of

danger in working mines, and that is, the to and fro passage up and down

the mine shafts. A treacherous winding rope or chain fails, and all in

the suspended cage aie dashed to the bottom ; the engineman, whether

negligently or unavoidably, allows his engine to "overwind " the cage,

and the unfortunate occupants are tossed over, to meet a still more terrific

fate—the more terrible, because they are then dashed from near the level

of safety into the abyss of destruction. Mr. Aytoun, himself an extensive

mine owner, has seen his way to a mechanical remedy for these fatalities

;

and we now present it in the Practical Mechanics Journal. In these cages

the actual winding rope or chain is connected at its lower end by a ring

or hook, to which, again, is attached, a double chain, connected diagonally

to the cage, through the intervention of certain spring clipping levers.

On each opposite side of the cage there is centred a duplex jamming or

clipping lever, set upon a fixed stud centre, and disposed in opposite or

reversed directions as regards each other. It is to the shorter arm of

each of these levers that the double chain already referred to is attached,

the two ends of the chain being attached respectively to a lever. This

end of each lever has also a spring attached to it, the other end of these

springs being connected to fixed studs upon the cage. The opposite,

lon<»er arms of the jamming levers are formed with lateral projections,

embracing the main vertical guides of the mine shaft, the relations of the

parts being such, that so long as the jamming levers are kept in a hori-

zontal position, the cage can work freely up and down the guides ; but

when they are thrown out of the horizontal line, the lateral projections

upon the levers jam firmly upon the guides on each face. The action

of the arrangement is this :—so long as the winding rope is in order, its

tensional action, as induced by the weight of the cage, retains the jam-

ming levers at or about the horizontal line, so as to clear them from

their hold upon the shaft guides. When, however, the winding rope

fails, the reaction of the springs attached to the jamming levers brings

those levers into the proper angular position for jamming upon the

guides, thus holding the cage from falling. After which, the reaction of

the spring and the weight of the cage acting in concert, increase the jam-

ming. To prevent the jamming edges from injuring the guides, by in-

denting them too severely, the acting edges may be somewhat rounded

off: and to prevent the jamming action from wearing the guides too much,

by the continual jamming of the lever holders at the top and bottom, of the

shaft, the guides at these parts may be protected by sheet-iron, or other-

wise.

Fig. 1, on our plate 232, is an elevation or side view; and fig. 2 an end

view, taken at right angles to fig. 1, of an ordinary miner's cage, as

fitted up according to Mr. Aytoun's improvements. According to this

arrangement, the lower part of the cage consists of a rectangular

framing, x, of timber, upon which the planks that form the flooring, b,

of the cage are laid. To each corner of the framing, a, an iron upright,

c, is bolted, and these are connected at the upper parts by correspond-
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ing pieces of flat metal, n, and at the ends by malleable iron tie rods.

The cage is covered in at the top by an angular metal roof, which is

secured by bolts and nuts to the vertical framing, c, and transverse tie

pieces, j>. The cage is kept in a vertical position, as regards the lower

part, by the guides, e, and the metal slides, f, bolted to the framing, x.

The tipper part of the cage is, however, guided on each side by a hori-

zontal lever, G, which is centred upon a stud fixed to the transverse

pieces, d, of the cage. The inner ends of the levers, g, are made with

laterally projecting cheek plates, the two projecting parts forming a

recess similar to that of the slides, p, and in like manner made to fit '

the vertical guides, e. The two levers, G, are fitted to the framing,

d, with their longer arms directed outwards to the angles of the framing
)

but in opposite directions, as shown in fig. 3. A stop or projecting

piece of metal, h, is attached to each of the transverse tie pieces, d
;

these stops project above the levers, G, and serve to prevent them from

passing beyond the horizontal position in an upward direction. On the

under side of each lever, near its outer end, a staple is formed, through

which a strong band of vulcanised India rubber, I, is passed ; the ends

of each spring are secured by a bolt and washer to a bracket, j, which

is bolted to the upright, o. Each of the levers, G, has an eye at its

outer end, to which is connected one extremity of the chain, K, which

exteads in a diagonal direction across the cage, as shown in fig. 3.

Prior to attaching the chain, k, to the levers, g, it is passed through

the shackle, L, which forms the extremity of the hoisting chain or rope,

M ; in this manner the cage is suspended by the single chain, k, which is

made fast to the opposite diagonal corners of the framing. While the

hoisting chain or rope, m, and the connecting chain, k, are in perfect

working order, the cage travels freely up and down the pit shaft, being

kept in a vertical position by the slides, p, and those on the levers, G, as

they traverse up and down the guides, e. During this position of the

several parts, the levers, a, press upwards against the stops, h, the

levers being kept in a horizontal position by the weight of the cage and

the tension of the chain,, k ;
the springs, I, are at the same time kept

stretched to a certain extent, by the horizontal position of the levers,

G. When, however, the chain or rope, m, or the chain, k, breaks or is

otherwise disconnected, the springs, i, contraot to their ordinary

length ; the effect of this is, that the longer arms of the levers, G,

are drawn downwards, and out of the horizontal line. This devi-

ation of the levers causes the laterally projecting cheeks of the

sliding parts to press with much force upon the sides of the guides, e,

and in this manner the levers, G, serve as jamming levers, and instantly

arrest the downward progress of the cage. In this modification, the

levers, g, are brought into action, by the contraction of the springs, i

;

but it will be obvious that helical or blade springs may be used in lieu

of the vulcanised india-rubber springs, i. According to another arrange-

ment, the cage is fitted with duplex jamming levers, in lieu of the single

lever, before described. That is to say, the upper part of the cage has a

lever arrangement precisely similar to that before described, but instead

of the slides, f, that are shown in figs. 1 and 2, there is a second hori-

zontal lever fitted upon each side of the cage at the lower part. These

lower levers are made with projecting sliding parts, which traverse freely

upon the vertical guides, and they are centred upon laterally projecting

studs, in manner similar to the levers, G, hereinbefore described. To the

other ends of each of the lower levers a rod is attached, which passes

through snugs or eyes fitted to or projecting from the framing of the

cage. The upper extremities of these rods project above the cage, and

the central part of each rod has fast to it one end of a helical spring,

the other end of which is in contact with one of the snugs through

which the rod passes, or it may press against any other kind of fixed stop

In this arrangement, there are two suspending chains, which are passed

through the shackle of the hoisting chain or rope, the two ends of one

chain being fastened to the upper levers as before described, and the

other two extremities being attachedto the upper ends of the rods of the

lower pair of levers. In this state of things, and while the suspending

ropes or chains are perfect, the springs of the upper levers are stretched

or extended, whilst the helical springs of the lower levers are compressed

2 o
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against the fixed stops upon the cage. Upon the breakage of either of the

sustaining ropes or chains, the contraction and extension of the springs

throw the levers out of the horizontal position, and both pairs arcjammed

against the sides of the vertical guides, thereby instantly checking and

stopping the descent of the cage. In this arrangement the two levers

upon each side of the cage are disposed with the extremities of their

longer arms directed outwards, but in opposite directions ; so that the

duplex levers on one side of the cage extend to its opposite diagonal

corners, and in this manner the cage is supported from the four upper

comers or angles. According to another modification of the safety

apparatus, the two jamming levers are arranged upon each side of the

cage, with their extremities in the same direction. The pair of levers

upon the other side of the cage are arranged in like manner, but with

their ends extending outwards in the opposite direction; so that the ends

of the upper pair of levers may be connected by a single chain, as in the

arrangement shown in the engraving. Each pair of levers are connected

to each other by a vertical rod, so that the two work in unison ; and

they are prevented from rising beyond the horizontal line, by a stop

against which the upper levers press when attached to the suspending

chain. The levers upon each side of the cage are brought into action

by a vulcanised india-rubber band-spring which is passed through a link

pendent from the under side of each of the upper levers, its ends being

fastened to a bracket projecting from the framing, or to the oage itself.

Upon the severance of the suspending chains or ropes the contraction of

the springs causes the slides of the four levers to jam against the guides

and thus stop the downward motion of the cage and its contents. So

that by the use of one or other of these arrangements the falling of

the cage from the fracture of the rope or chain may be prevented, and

the sacrifice of life and property from this cause be avoided.

Safety cages such as this must be a great boon to such'Colliery owners

and miners as can be prevailed upon to use them. It is a strange

feature, however, in our great branch of mineral industry, that it is not

always easy to persuade either masters or men to adopt such contri-

vances, simple, effective, and cheap, though they be. Mine proprietors,

we might suppose, would be instinctively induced to use remedial means,

so as to keep clear of the actions for damages, so often brought by the

employed against the employer; and similarly, we might reasonably

fancy that the feeling of self-preservation would be strong enough in the

minds of the working miners to cause them to gladly accept a most

obvious means of safety. But motives of a mistaken economic class

often sway the masters, whilst superstitious prejudices work upon the

men. Let us hope that Mr. Aytoun's invention will be successful in

combating these feelings, and that we may ourselves be satisfactorily

instrumental in bringing about the engrafting of another element of

safety upon our great mining system.

PROSPECTS OF SCIENCE.—No. II.

"I evek alter when I add," was the notable, the very notable remark

—

one to be much remembered, of anotable, a very notable man. " Thirteen
times with my own hand," no less! had he thus added to and altered

the original manuscript of what all the world has for long known,
and will know, no doubt, for much longer, as the novum organon,

and which Bacon knew was not, or ought not, to be done in a hurry.

Nihil inventum est et perfectum—a sage maxim! We can now see how
the truth which is in it came upon him, although he may have taken it

at first on the ipse dixit of the sage luminary of the law, as he stumbled
upon it in his compulsory legal studies. "Nothing is invented and
perfected at the same instant." Very wise—very humiliating. But
when all knowledge was to be turned topsyturvy— when it was to

be demonstrated to be no knowledge whatever. After all, there is

something grand in the idea. A 3'outh beginning to think, happens to

pitch upon a happy thought—very terrible at first in its complete new-
ness to him. In the midst of a dull murky haze of bewilderment and
chaos, a little tiny light is seen—-very brilliant. Is it a delusion? A
delusion of Satan, perhaps ! for it may make us read in a different sense
many a stereotyped legend even on the heart. Then, to see him turn-

ing it about, and turning it about, not for a day or two, or even onty a
year or two, but almost a whole lifetime : well, a whole lifetime, if

life is to be measured by what we do. Thinking of it, morning, noon,

and night, we well know it must have been—trying it in all manner of

conceivable ways, right or wrong, it matters not to us, and gradually
becoming convinced that there "is something in it "—not leaving that
indefinite " something " go one moment ; caught, it must yield up
its life, and show itself in propria persona. Such fish does not often

come to the net of the fisher, be he ever so skilful in his art. A whole
world rescued out of a bottomless bottom of tom-foolery and nonsense,
and to become really knowing. Thirteen times were the strong
thoughts made stronger by seeing them in black and white, Ever and
ever growing, growing ; and that little tiny spec of light—brilliant

though from the beginning—getting larger and larger—at first lighting

up few things, at last illuminating all. There must have been some
work here. A sublime sight to us at this distance. No end of dwelling
upon it. At court, at home ; in bed, out ; waking always ; asleep

often. Ay, we may see him in the black wintry nights searching in the
dark for his writing materials, and jotting down something about it not

to be forgotten on the morrow. Well remembered, and very fruitful

on the morrow, we may conceive. But so it was; and so it

must be with all things great. Rome was not built in a day; nor
has been the city of which he laid the foundations,—the foundations,
mind you—the sine qua non of the buildings. The buildings are other

things. Of these presently. The city itself is beginning to appear to

our eyes very beautiful, very interesting, very useful—much, to many of

our purposes—an enormous swallower up of time. That's one good of

it. Its temples and palaces, its thousand other courts are rising before

us in wonderful bearing—all in keeping, too, one with another. Even
where colours prevail, the colours harmonise. The grey bird from
Guinea, with the hooked beak and red tail, might have learnt, long
before this, all that we have been saying, and have repeated it as we do.

We know what a twice-told tale most often is, but who was satis-

fied with looking at the comet once? We never tire seeing greatly

beautiful things, or hearing about them—whence they come, how they
come, and whither they tend. And that is the point we are upon.
Now, then, for the buildings—the buildings on the true foundations

;

the beautiful things, whither do they tend?
It would seem that Professor Whewell is not quite satisfied with his

"Philosophy of the Inductive Sciences." There is something there

deeper than his philosophy—than all his previous dreams. He is now
altering it, perhaps, again and again. We do not wonder

; for there was
really little in the first edition of his " Philosophy " which had not been,

and was readily visible, in his " History of the Inductive Sciences " He
is, however, in some right road now, and we shall expect great things.

We may, before they come, consider for a while their nature as it must
be, and their evident direction. Something beyond what your " finger-

ing slaves " ever dreamt of, although very near to them—nearer to them
than anything else. How strange is it that wise eyes have all along
hitherto presumed to state, that they see more clearly things at a dis-

tance than things close at hand—aye, closer still ! There is something,
perhaps not wrong—for all is right in time, we shall presume for the

present—perhaps not wrong, but wants shifting in position—bringing
out of the mud to the light of day—putting up to be clearly seen, not
merely felt, occasionally. Show it, and it is to be felt and seen of all

men at first impression like many—no, not many—some few other truths

—one hitherto called the most important of all—the earlier born sister

in time, with which we have nothing to do on this occasion ; but the

learning of which may have given us most of our veritablest heroes and
heroines, whose lives and names may, in all but a few, have been written
on water, although they principally have made us what we are.

But to the building.

The materials which an architect—and the synthesis t is an architect

of a certain kind, and so we can speak in a kind of allegory, in no case

strictly on all fours—the materials which an architect uses are the
builder's arm and head. These properly alone. In all else he descends

to a builder himself. With the province of the architect, therefore, we
have little to do ; because in this respect we are altogether impotent

—

" sans teeth, sans eyes, sans taste, sans everything." We presume to

look high—indeed, very high—but not so high. Step by step is, as we
have said, and all must say, the only course. Something in that way
may come by and by—not yet—even with your Oceanus, and your
gravitating double stars, and your atoms, and nuclei, and nucleoli, and
your steam hammers, and hydrostatic presses, and your Atlantic tele-

graph—you physicists. We will do with the builder alone who builds

after a design which he knows not comes from whence ; but there it is

before him, to be realised—not again on paper, as at first ; but prac-

tically, in good solid gravitating compounds of all kinds. Something
real to be done now. No sham. Substantial, too—capable of enduring
—an atom of the city which is to he.

What, then, have we here ? An entirely new class of facts to deal

with altogether, irrespective of the foundation, which we will suppose
duly laid. Mathematically square stone is to take its place now, and
iron, and glass, and colour, and silver, and gold. Aye, silver and gold,

and some of the purest, too—no tinfoil, no Dutch metal—if it is to be

real, abiding, as we have said.
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An entirely new class of facts to deal with altogether. But here our
allegory fails us as totally. Our materials are of a different order, and
come from a different place. The Baconian " facts "—all that the il-

lustrious man could see, although he saw so widely—are of the earth,

earthy. There is another mass of facts to be explored, which, indeed,

need journeyings to collect, but journe3Tings also of a different descrip-

tion—the only museum for them, our own consciousness.

The senses, says Dr. Whewell in many places (vol. i. pp. 302,

307 have each its peculiar powers. Perhaps we shall have to learn

thruugh him hereafter that the senses are but modes of operation of one
power, as the materials used by the builder are to the idea of the archi-

tect. He tells us, truly, that "the sciences are not figuratively; but

really, the interpretation of nature," (p. 42.) In another place (reference

not readily findable, but not important) he says, "The progress of

moral, and political, and other knowledge is governed by the same laws
as that of physical science." A good, wholesome truth, perhaps, as we
may find out by and by—particularly as regards the "other know-
ledge." which is not denned. He qualifies this afterwards, as we pre-

sume he intends, very widely ; for " each science has its logic, that is,

its mode of applying the general rules of human reason to its own special

case" (vol. ii. p. 146.) This point may be debatable. Logic, we
may remember, is the foundation of each building in the city. One for

all, we opine, it must be—sufficient substance. The logic of progress,

the logic of induction—that must be the foundation
;
perhaps we may

find it not long hence the foundation of even the architect's idea. " The
present age seems, by many indications, to be called upon to seek a

sounder philosophy of knowledge than is current among us" (p. 7.)

No doubt.

As a commencement of the good work before us—" to be completed at

leisure/' we presume—Dr. Whewell makes the following remarks, which
we ourselves have often made in our pages, but may be repeated here in

extenso, with the learned author's own amplification :

—

" "We have been led to the doctrine, that though in the antithesis of Theory and Fact

there is involved an essential opposition, namely, the opposition of the thoughts within

a?, and the phenomena without us; yet that we cannot distinguish and define the mem-
bers of this antithesis separately. Theories become facts by becoming certain and fami-

liar; and thus, as our knowledge becomes more sure and more extensive, we are con-

stantly transferring to the class of facts opinions which were at first regarded as theories.

" Now, -are have further to remark, that in the progress of human knowledge respecting

any branch of speculation, there may be several such steps in succession, each depending

upon and including the preceding-

"The theoretical views which, one generation of discoveries establishes, become the

facts from which the next generation advances to new theories. As we rise from the

particular to the general, so, in the same manner, they rise from what is general to what

is more general. Each induction supplies the materials of fresh induction ; each generali-

sation, with all that it embraces in its circle, may be found to be but one of many circles,

comprehended within the circuit of some wider generalisation The whole of

the history of science is full of suggestions and exemplifications of this course of things.

It may be convenient, however, to select a few instances which may further explain and

confirm this view of the progress of scientific knowledge.
** The most conspicuous instance of this succession is to be found in that science which

has been progressive from the beginning of the world to our own times, and which ex-

far the richest collection of successive discoveries—I mean Astronomy. It is

easy to see that each of these successive discoveries depended on those antecedently

made, and that in each the truths which were the highest point of the knowledge of one

age, were the fundamental basis of the efforts of the age which came next. Thus we find,

in the days of Greek discovery, Hipparchus and Ptolemy combining and explaining the

particular/ocis of the motion of the sun, moon, and planets, by means of the theory of

ind eccentric;;—a highly important step, which gave an intelligible connection

and rule to the motions of each of these luminaries. When these cycles and epicycles,

thus truly representing the apparent motions of the heavenly bodies, had accumulated to

an inconvenient amount, by the discovery of many inequalities in the observed motions,

Copernicus showed that their effects might all be more simply included, by making the

son the centre of motion of the planets, instead of the earth. But in this view he still

retained the epicycles and eccentrics which governed the motion of each body. Tycho
Brahe's observations, and Kepler's calculations, showed that, besides the vast number of

facts which the epicyclical theory could account for, there were some which it would not

exactly include; and Kepler was led to the persuasion that the planets move in ellipses.

But this view of motion was at first conceived by Kepler as a modification of the concep-

tion of epicycles. On one occasion he blames himself for not sooner seeing that such a

modification was possible. * What an absurdity on my part !

' he cries, as if libration in

the diameter of the epicycle might not come to the same thing as motion in the ellipse !

But again, Kepler's laws of the elliptical motion of the planets were established; and

these law^ immediately became the/ac(s on which the mathematicians had to found their

mechanical theories. From these facts, Newton, as we have related, proved that the

fthe nm retains the planets in their orbits, according to the law of the in-

tance. The same law was shown to prevail in the gravitation of

the earth. It was shown, too, by induction from the motions of Jupiter and Saturn, that

the planets attract each other; bycalculations from the figure of the earth, that the parts

rth attract each other; and by considering the course of the tide*, that the sun

and moon attract the waters of the ocean. And all these curious discoveries being es-

tablished as facts, the subject was ready for another step of generalisation. By an un-

paralleled rapidity in the progress of discovery in this case, not only were all the induc-

tions which we have just mentioned made by one individual; but the new advance, the

higher flight, the closing victory, fell to the lot of the same extraordinary person.

" The attraction of the sun upon the planets, of the moon upon the earth, of the planets

on each other, of the parts of the earth on themselves, of the sun and moon upon the

ocean; all these truths, each of itself a great discovery, were included by Newton in the

higher generalisation of the universal gravitation of matter, by which each particle is

drawn to every other, according to the law of the inverse square ; and thus this long ad-

vance from discovery to discovery, from truths to truths, each justly admired when
new, and then rightly used when old, was closed in a worthy and consistent manner, by

a truth which is the most worthy of admiration, because it includes all the researches of

preceding ages of Astronomy.

"We may take another example of a succession of this kind from the history of a

science, which, though it has made wonderful advances, has not yet reached its goal,

but seems to have before it a long prospect of future progress. I now
refer to Chemistry, in which I shall try to point out how the preceding discoveries af-

forded the materials of the succeeding; although this subordination and connection is, in

this case, less familiar to men's minds, than in Astronomy, and is perhaps more difficult to

present in a clear and definite shape. Sylvius saw in the facts which occur when an

acid and an alkali arc brought together, the evidence that they neutralise each other.

But cases of neutralisation, and acidification, and many other effects of mixture of the

ingredients of bodies, being thus viewed as facts, had an aspect of unity and law given

them by Geoffroy and Bergman, who introduced the conception of the chemical afiinity or

electric attraction, by which certain elements select other elements as if by preference.

That combustion, whether a chemical union or a chemical separation of ingredients, is

of the same nature with acidification, was the doctrine of Beecher and Stahl, and was

soon established as a truth which must form a part of every succeeding physical theory.

That the rules of afiinity and chemical composition may include gaseous elements, was

established by Black and Cavendish. And all these truths, thus brought to light by

chemical discoveries—affinity, the identity of acidification and combustion, the impor-

tance of gaseous elements, along with all the facts respecting the weight of ingredients

and compounds which the balance disclosed—were taken up, connected, and included as

particulars in the oxygen theory of Lavoisier. Again, the results of this theory, and the

quantity of the several ingredients which entered into each compound—(such results,

for the most part, being now no longer mere theoretical speculations, but recognised

facts)—were the particulars from which Dalton derived that wide law of chemical com-

bination which we term the Atomic theory. And this law, soon generally accepted among

chemists, is already in its turn become one of the facts included in Faraday's theory of

the identity of chemical affinity and electric attraction."—Vol. i., pp.49, 50.

These observations on the progress of science are large indications of

the prospects of science—the prospects not being yet very clear to us.

The view is opening, however, and we are beginning to apprehend a
comprehensible region. But when shall we see a man of science arise

from amongst us, taking up, as simple facts, for generalisation, all the

philosophies of all civilised peoples, and all the dreams of others?
Dreams! What are most of our civilised philosophies but dreams?
Ancient or modern, mostly dreams. And yet, surely there "must be
something in them." It cannot be that the powers of the mind have
been for so many ages fruitlessly exerted, or absolutely viciously em-
ployed in entire wasted time. We cannot believe this. And }

Tet
f
nothing

seems to come of it all. From between the horns of this dilemma one
road appears safe—consistent with the dignity of the human mind, and
with the attributes of Him who made it. That in all these seemingly
foolish courses—in all these seemingly extravagant, sometimes even con-

tradictory, speculations—there is a truth, a wisdom, latent, and not yet
observed—a means of reconcilement not yet pointed out. We must
hope for one impressed alike with physical and moral truths—whose
consciousness and whose conscience shall have been above all other

things educated— whose whole being shall, under peculiar helping cir-

cumstances of his life, have been, as it were, turned inside out. The
man wanted must have ransacked all stores of observation and thought.

How often do we hear the expression, "The longest life is unequal to

such demands upon attention!" It is acknowledgeable that no one mind
could possibly prove all the observations upon which such philosophy
is to be founded, and obtain an adequate comprehension of the antecedent
philosophies themselves. A new method of proceeding is therefore

indispensable ; and it seems to us that a new method of acquiring the

necessary facts is attainable within the limits of even a short life. Study
one fact and any one science well—get a comprehensive idea of it and of

its relations to other facts in other sciences, and so of facts in those
other sciences, and take the deductions only of all the philosophers as

simple facts of being such deductions, and we soon must have something
to excite attention, if it have not the power to retain it. It is obvious,

that even for such limited inquiries as we have suggested, all stores of

literature, science, and philosophy must be pretty well ransacked, and
that, too, by an earnest and inventive mind—one that shall be able not

only to point backward, but to direct forward. It may need one who
shall not, when he catches a glimpse of the truth, hesitate to offer up
his earlier knowledge, his thoughts, his writings, as a sacrifice to the

new-found kebla. Self, family, even country, may all have to go, and
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the cross and the shame have to he endured. We may well ask who
will Ik sufficient for these things? And yet they appear to us absolute

conditions of a great progress—absolute necessaries to enable us to have

some glimpse of the prospects of science. In these remarks we have

regarded simply the possible. We have not, as we might have done,

anticipated the probable, although we are not unimpressed with a vague,

indefinite sense of the presence or immediate approximation of a time

of great renovation of idea beyond the venerable logics of induction and
deduction.

In our next number we propose enlarging upon the theme before us,

and hope to point out, more particularly, the nature of the work of Dr.

Whewell, to which we have alluded, and the great design contemplated

by its author

THE HISTORY OF THE SEWING MACHINE.

ARTICLE IX.

Mr Beli.ford obtained a patent for "improvements in sewing machines"
on the 6th of October 1852, which improvements had been communi-
cated to him by a foreigner residing abroad.

The stitch produced by Mr. Bellford's machines, of which he describes

two varieties, is a two thread or locked stitch, and the main feature of

novelty in the invention consists in the employment of a rotating hook,
by which the loops of the first or needle thread are extended or opened,

upon being passed through the cloth, to a suitable size to allow the

bobbin, carrying the second thread, to be passed bodily through them.
The thread is supplied to the needle by a bobbin, which may be either

stationary, or move with the needle; and the second or filling thread is

carried by another bobbin, which, as we have above stated, has to pass
through every loop after it has been duly extended or opened by the
rotating hook. The bobbin carrying the back thread may either be
stationary in the line of its axis, or it may have a reciprocating motion
imparted to it in the same line. In case of the bobbin being stationary,

it is so formed and arranged in relation to the rotating hook that as the
hook extends the loop it will pass over the bobbin; but if the bobbin re-

ceives a reciprocating motion, it is passed in alternately opposite direc-

tions through the loop. Every passage of the bobbin through a loop
forms a stitch, or rather secures a stitch when the loop is tightened.

FiB. C7.

r,o.

a is the main driving shaft of the machine, fitted with a dri\ ing pulley,

and carrying the rotating hook n, which serves to open the loop of the
needle thread and pass it over the bobbin or spool,

c, shown more clearly in the section, fig. 68. This

hook consists of a plate or portion of a disc, which
is concave in its face, and has portions of two
threads of a screw formed on its periphery, a part

of such periphery being notched or cut away to

form the nose of the hook. Within the concavity

in the face of the disc is held the bobbin or spool,

c, by means of a ring, n, attached to an adjustable

bar, E, which serves to hold the bobbin or Bpool

in its place, and allow it to rotate on its own axis

when required to supply thread to the loops. This bobbin resembles
somewhat the bobbins employed in the carriages of lace machines, being

Fie. 67 of our illustrations represents a front elevation of one of Mr.
Bellford's machines, havinr a rotating hook and stationary bobbin, that
is, stationary as regards the line of its axis; fig. 68 is a section (on a

larger scale) taken at right angles to Sg. 67 along the maindrivi
and fig. 69 is a perspective detail of the rotating hook.

' shaft

:

made as fiat or narrow as possible, so as to occupy very little space longi-

tudinally to its axial line. The edges of the two plates or discs, compos-

ing the bobbin, are brought nearly close together, as shown, but are bellied

out towards the centre, for the purpose of holding a larger quantity of

thread. The needle, f, is slightly curved, and is

carried by the vibrating arm, g, which works on

a centre, H, and carries a second arm, i, for receiving

the bobbin which supplies the thread to the needle.

The needle arm is actuated from an eccentric, J, on
the main shaft, the rod, k, of which is jointed to an

arm, L, on the working shaft, n, which constitutes

the working centre of the needle arm. The feed

motion of the cloth is obtained from a suitable

cam surface on the main shaft, which has the effect

of raising and traversing a bar and toothed spring,

which latter seizes the cloth laid upon the sewing

table, and propels it a distance equal to the desired

length of the stitch, after which it descends slightly

so as to detach its teeth from the cloth before pre-

paring for the next stroke. In principle this feed mo-

tion closely resembles the feed contained in Hughes's

machines. In sewing by this machine, the needle passes a loop of thread

in the usual manner down through the cloth, which loop is caught by the

nose of the rotating hook and expanded and carried round the bobbin or

spool containing the second or filling thread, and on being drawn tight

completes the stitch. An important feature in this invention is that

each stitch is tightened by the act of opening or extending the loop in

forming the succeeding stitch, for which purpose a device is applied to

the hook, which prevents the loop from passing entirely over the bobbin

until the succeeding loop is caught by the rotating hook, and the tight-

ening of the former loop commences.
Fig. 70 represents a front elevation of a slightly modified machine,

wherein the bobbin or spool, carrying the second or filling thread, is made
to reciprocate and pass in opposite directions through the loop of the

needle thread. Fig. 71 is an end elevation of the machine ; and fig. 72

is a section of the same, taken along the axis of the main shaft. In this

machine the driving shaft, A, is made hollow or tubular, and is grooved

on its surface so as to act as a cam for the purpose of imparting the

reciprocating motion to the bobbin or spool, c, which may be of the

ordinary construction. The hollow of the shaft, A, is large enough to

contain* the bobbin or spool, c, which is moved to and fro, that is to say,

in and out of the hollow shaft, by means of a rod or driver, d, worked

by the cam groove. One end of this driver is connected to a piston rod,

e, th? piston of which works freely within the shaft, and serves to push

out the bobbin when requisite. The opposite end of the driver is curved

up so as to lie across the front end of the bobbin and force it into the

shaft when the motion of the driver is reversed. Bis a stationary spindle
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which receives the bobbin when the latter is pushed out from the hollow

in the shaft, a. The rotating hook, B, is formed upon the front end of

the shaft, and is ofa spiral shape, cut away at one part to form the nose of

the hook. The needle, f, is carried by the arm, g, working on the centre,

H, and actuated as before by an eccentric on the main shaft. On the
passage of a loop through the cloth by the descent of the needle, this

loop is extended by the hook on the end of the shaft, the nose of which
passes the needie when the latter is at its lowest position. As the hock con-
tinues to revolve, it draws down and extends the loop, one half of which
is in a straight line across the extremity or mouth of the shaft, whilst
the other half is engaged behind the screw thread forming the hook,
and is consequently retained upon the periphery thereof. When the
hook has accomplished about five-eighths of an entire revolution from
the needle, the loop will be sufficiently extended to permit of the passage of

the bobbin or spool, whj ;n i- then moved through it by the rod or driver,

d. This travi rs; of the bobbin is ejected so qi ickly that the shaft has
only tm- t perform a very small frao'ion of a revolution during such
ti rerse, anl the bobbin is conseqi entry through th:- loop before the
hoo't completes its revolution. A- th; shaft continues to rotate, that
portion of the loop which was re: in. 1 on its periphery is moved out-

Is by the action of the screw-thread or spiral form of the hook,
slips off the end of the hook, and passes between the ends of the shaft, a,

and stationary spindle, s. Meanwhile the needle has been raised by the
action of the eccentric, and is again depressed to carry down a second
loop, which in its turn is caught and expanded by the rotating hook, so

as to allow of the bobbin boing passed back again through it in the
reverse direction to that in which it moved on passing through the pre-
ceding loop. The hook in this machine also draws up or tightens each
loop by the act of extending or opening the preceding loop.

A rotating hook for extending the loop and passing it, over a bobbin
or spool is certainly a novel idea, and one that has more recently been
modified in various ways by other patentees, as we shall be enabled to
show before onr history is t.-rnvnated. As regards the second machine,
wherein a bobbin is passed to and fro through an extended loop, we are
really at a loss to discover any merit in it, for it is nothing more than a

- imitation of a shuttle machine. The traversing bobbin is to all

and purposes a shuttle, and one moreover of such a rude con-
struction, that it requires the loop to be opened for it before it can pass
through.

MECHANICAL NOTES FROM AMERICA.
in Steam Engines—Its Operation in these

Lv. (Vorki ig—-Per Centage of
[eat actually Converted into Mechanical Effect—Fluctuations in Speed under

Uniform L -ads—Ditto under very Variable Loads—Method of Recording Circum-
stance—Methi d of Changing Load—Assisting Regulation by the Hand—Table of

Results, relating to Economy.

I resume the consideration of the trial of engines, partly given in my
list letter.

The only basis on which to estimate the power of either engine, was
the cards or diagrams obtained by the indicator. Believing it imprac-
ticable to ascertain the quantity of steam consumed in short periods of a
few minutes, or hours, either by measuring the water evaporated iu the
boiler, or the fuel consumed, the only data from which the quantity of
steam, and consequently of fuel, used by either engine, under any given
circumstances, were also obtained from the indicator diagrams. The
uses of the indicator, and also its faults, as it is commonly employed,
are probably familiar to a large proportion of your readers. The power
was deduced by measuring the area of the card or diagram, and the
quantity of steam used was obtained from the terminal pressure, or the
pressure of steam in the cylinder at the end of the stroke. I should have
remarked at an earlier period, that both engines were regulated by
changing the point of cut-off, or, in other words, by varying the degree
of expansion to which the steam was worked ; and that as both engines
were intended to work the steam very expansively, under all conditions,

with a view to obtain its greatest possible effect, the pressure at the end
of the stroke was always quite low. It is hardly necessary to remark
here, that the actual quantity of steam used, or rather the whole quantity
of water disappearing from the boiler, never corresponds with the amount
of pressure existing in the cylinder at the end of the stroke, but always
exceeds it ; in other words, although in theory the quantity of steam in

the cylinder at the end of the stroke can be very accurate^ ascertained,

by comparing the terminal pressure with any good table of pressures
and densities, the amount thus ascertained is always much less than the
quantity of water disappearing from the boiler. An important field, for

the investigation of savans, is connected with this subject. It should be
much better understood than it now is, what proportion of the water dis-

appearing from a boiler, disappears in the form of vapour, and what of

simph' minutely divided water. It is probable that the discrepancy in

the amounts indicated by the measurements at the two points

—

i.e., by
measuring the quantity forced into the boiler, and by measuring the
quantity of steam, thrown out as steam, from the engine—is due to three

causes : first, to the escape of unevaporated water, mingled with the
steam from the boiler ; second, to the condensation of vapour, by the
radiation of heat from the pipes and cylinders ; and third (a point never
yet alluded to, so far as I am aware, in this connection), to the annila-

tion of heat, or its change into mechanical effect in the cylinder. It has
been proved, by the investigations of Holtzman, Manhiem, your Mr.
Joule, of Manchester, and M. V. Regnault, (the latter acting under the

French government), that in the performance of any work, or, in other
words, in the production of mechanical power by any form of heat-using
engine, a quantity of heat proportionate to the power disappears ; being
either annihilated, or actually changed into mechanical work. In a
former number you have published a paragraph of much interest, giving
some of the latest results ascertained in relation to this subject. The
quantitj' ofheat corresponding to a given quantity ofmechanical power has
not yet been ascertained with absolute precision; but that there is such
a relation, and that a quantity of heat does thus disappear, is beyond
question. If steam is generated in a boiler, and blown off through a
safety valve, all the heat disappearing through the boiler will be found
either in a sensible or latent state, in the vapour ascending through the
escape pipe ; but if the same steam is used in a well-constructed steam
engine, so as to utilise any considerable portion of its power, less heat
will he found in the escaping steam, however carefully the radiation from
the pipes and cylinder may be guarded against. It is reported to have
been found, in some experiments instituted b}' the French government,
that only from one-half to three-quarters of the water disappearing from
an ordinary boiler, existed in the form of vapour at the termination of

the stroke of an engine working very expansively. Whatever may
have been the loss of heat from these causes, it is evident that the
system adopted in the tests under consideration measured only the
steam existing at the end of the stroke, and are thus liable to consider-

able error in attempting to estimate the water disappearing from the
boilers.

For the sake of comparison of the engines with each other, in the
plainest form, however, and also to approximate to the true condition
of affairs, I have assumed a well-arranged stationary boiler to be capable
of evaporating just eight pounds of water for each pound of fuel, or

rather of evaporating so much more than eight pounds, that one pound
of fuel would be required for each eight pounds of steam actual!}' dis-

charged from the engine. Whether any boiler is capable of performing
so well as this, or whether, on the other hand, a majority of good
stationary boilers do not actually do better, is a question which each
reader must decide for himself. As usually tested

—

i.e , by the disappear-

ance of water pumped into the boiler—boilers are reported capable of

evaporating every quantity, from four to twelve pounds of water for each
pound of fuel, and that the absolute theoretical effect of a pound of pure
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carbon would be to perfectly evaporate some two and a balf pounds more
than tins greatest quantity ; the water being in each ease assumed to

be pumped into the boiler at a temperature of 212° Fall. The evapora-

tion (from a temperature of 100
=
Fall.) in the boilers of some half a score

American naval and marine steamers, a few years ago, averaged 7 '235

pounds per pound of anthracite coal.

Owing to the great importance attached to the indicator diagrams in

the tests here adopted, it may be well to explain that large indicators

were attached, one at each end of the respective cylinders. The area of

each piston was one inch, and the scale of motion twenty pounds per

inch. To adapt these large instruments, which were designed for slow

working engines, to record perfectly the effect of the steam in those of

quicker action, the cocks were bored out of a larger size than usual, to

allow as free and rapid ingress and egress for the steam as possible ; and
to avoid the evils due to the elasticity of ordinary cords, the motion of

the engine was communicated to the cylinders of the indicators by
slender wires running over turned pulleys, and all the fixtures were
made as non-elastic as possible. The atmospheric line was, in each

instance, produced with as scrupulous accuracy as possible. Owing to

the oscillations or vibrations of the pencil under such quick action, it

became necessary to measure the area with unusual care, and each dia-

gram was divided into very narrow spaces, to obtain the average height

with great accuracy. To compute the quantities of steam used, with

any approximation to mathematical exactness, the capacity of the clear-

ance, the ports, &c., should, of course, be added to that of the cylinder

proper ; and the capacity of these spaces I ascertained with tolerable

care, by filling the end of each cylinder with water, while the crank was
near its centre. It should be observed, that in every instance proper

allowance was made for the steam already in this space, before the open-

ing of the steam valve, as, although neither of the engines "cushioned "

the exhaust steam to any considerable degree, allowance for the weak
steam in this space produces a sensible effect on the results. To ascer-

tain the boiler pressure, and also the pressure in the pipe near the

engine, new and accurate steam gauges were attached at both points,

and the pressure generally, while working, was only about one pound
less in the steam chest of the engine than in the boiler. The tab'es

given herewith show, in a tabulated form, the results deducted from
twelve diagrams taken on one, and of thirteen taken from the other

engine.

One point of very considerable general interest and importance
appears very prominently in the tables of results from both engines,

and that is, that while both engines vary the r

r point of cut-off from almost

the verv commencement to half stroke, the degree of economy, compared
with the quantity of steam used, increases as the ratio of expansion

of both engines is decreased ; in other words, the economy appears

greater when the steam is cut off at half stroke, and only expanded to

twice its original volume, than when cut off at any earlier period and
expanded to a larger extent. This would evidently not be the case with

engines which receive the steam more freely, so that the pressure

previous to the closing of the steam valve would be very nearly up to

that in the steam chest; but a series of experiments which shall deter-

mine the exact value of the expansive principle in both condensing and
non-condensing engines of all the usual styles is very much wanted.
The above table gives the performance, in these respects, of two of what
were supposed, by their respective exhibitors, the best and most econo-

mical engines in this country ; and the results, as far as they reach, go
to raise the reputation of the few ancient dotards who continue to hold
the opinion that the expansive principle is of no practical value what-
ever in steam engineering. In a discussion in the Mechanics' Club last

winter, a long and well written essay was read, from the pen of one of

our oldest and most practical engineers, arguing against the expansive
use of steam by an}- possible arrangement. The author of that paper
contended that the supposed gain by expansion was all fallacious, and
that all engines would perform with maximum economy if they were
constructed with liberal openings, quick acting valves, little clearance,

&c, and receive steam at full pressure throughout the entire stroke of

the piston. The argument was received with the coldest kind of courtesy

by the majority of the members ; but the fact was developed that several

present cherished the same views, and, in short, that a considerable

minority of purely practical mechanics and engineers considered the

ordinarily received law of hyperbolic logarithms a very ridiculous

humbug. It is hardly necessary to say, that the truth lies somewhere in

the broad space between these parties. There is a gain by the use of

steam expansively under almost any circumstances, unless the principle

is carried too far ; but the gain due to this is never, under even the most
favourable circumstances, quite equal to the rule on which it is generally

calculated. Multiplying the direct effect of the steam at full pressure

by the hyperbolic logarithm of the ratio of expansion, plus 1, gives a
larger estimate of the effect of expansive steam than is realised by any
engine, either in Cornwall or outside of that almost fabulously economi-
cal locality. Besides assuming the temperature of the steam to be
maintained at the initial point—which is notoriously impracticable even
if the weakened fluid be allowed to absorb heat through the sides of

the cylinder from a jacket of steam at full pressure outside—the expan-
sive use of steam is always too much interfered with by the slow shut-

ting of the steam valve, by other defects in mechanism, and by the

necessary increase of friction of the engine, to allow the perfect realisa-

tion of all the gain which theory, or rather which false theory, assigns

to it. If Lord Bacon's eiyerimentum cruris could be fairly applied to

the expansive use of steam under some six or eight varieties of conditions

very commonly met with, and if the results could be carefully tabulated
or otherwise "salted down" for the information of the engineering
world, it would do much to extinguish one of what the same immortal
author designated, by a less Latin but almost equally mysterious term,

the "idol of the tribe." In plain language, mankind are prone to find

a greater degree of order, regularity, simplicity, and certainty, of true

theory controlled by simpler laws than is actually indicated when the

facts are closely observed. It is an "idol" of the whole human race to

"go off at half cock," and to base on a single experiment, or on no ex-
periment at all, a hideous pile of falsehood, in lieu of the beautiful truth

which would be developed by a proper combination and application of

patience and industry. The absence of gain by expansion in the engines
in question was partly due to its being, under the circumstances, carried

in every instance too far. Neither engine was capable of following the
piston beyond half stroke. When the load was light, the}' each "cut
off" the steam at a very small fraction of the stroke, and as the load was
augmented, automatically increased this fraction until it reached about
one-half; but if loaded beyond their ability, neither could follow further,

but must stop. Both engines were thus brought to rest by the brake at

several periods during the tests
; but it is hardly necessary to say, that

no diagrams, taken when the engine was unable to continue its motion,
were made the subject of calculation. The "ratio of expansion" given
in one column of the above table relates not to the fraction of the stroke
during which the steam valve was actually open in these engines in the
several instances, for that was not easy to ascertain definitely, either

by observation at the time or by examining the diagram produced ; but re-

lates solely to the expansion which would, in a theoretically perfect engine,

of the same dimensions, have consumed the same quantity of steam, or,

to be more critically exact, which would have reduced the steam to the
same terminal pressure. As will be observed, it ranges in the table from
3 66 (implying a cutting off of the steam at a little later than one-fourth
of the stroke from the commencement) to as high as 8'45, implying
that the cut- off operated at a little more than four inches from the com-
mencement. In point of fact, both engines closed their ports earlier

with the lighest, and held them open considerably later with the heavy
loads than these figures indicate; but the clearance or equivalent space
at the end of the cylinder in the one class, and the insufficiency of the
supply of steam, while the valve was held open, in the other class of
instances, accounts for the discrepancy. In most of the diagrams, the

piston of the indicator vibrated very violently, being projected upwards
by the sudden influx of steam to a point on the scale above even the
boiler pressure, thence returning partially and vibrating above and
below its true position during the entire stroke, which it must be re-

collected occupied but half a second. No effort was made to check these

vibrations, as all the ordinary expedients for the purpose involve a loss

of accuracy in the results, either by increasing the friction of the indi-

cator or by preventing the full effect of the steam thereon. In some
instances, however, the time of the several changes in pressure would

conspire to increase the vibration to an extravagant degree, and in others

the same influence would nearly or quite destroy it. This latter effect

is very finely apparent in the production of the diagram shown above,

which is a reduced fac simile of the third diagram in the above table,
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one in which the steam pressure was nearly up to the highest point

allowed, and the load extremely light,—that of the lever alone, which
exerted a force on the brake strap equal to about 400 ibs. In this figure,

a a is the atmospheric line drawn by the indicator, b b the imaginary

line for absolute vacuum, c c a similar line showing the boiler pressure,

and D the point thereon where the steam should have commenced to

expand, id order to sink to the same pressure at the termination of the

stroke, according to the law of Boyle and Marriotte, or the hyperbolic

formula. It should be recollected that all these calculations are on

the indicator power, taken without any allowances for friction. The
pressure being less than that of the atmosphere, during nearly half the

stroke, it requires no explanation to see that all the friction of the piston,

the piston rod, cic, during that useless or rather negative portion of the

stroke, was a dead loss, and a deduction of a similar kind should be made
for friction at every point. The negative effect of the pressure alone,

during the last portion of the stroke in very expansive working, is in

every instance deducted from the positive effect of the other portions

before entering the power in the table. If due allowance is made in

each computation for what some investigators have termed the " unloaded
friction" of the engine, which is of course equal at all points in the

stroke, and being due to the tightness of the packing, the weight of the

parts, the diameters of the journals, &c, is equal to that which would
obtain if the steam followed at its full pressure through the whole,
instead of a portion of the stroke ; if due allowance is made for this

element of resistance, and for this peculiarity thereof—its constancy—it

will be seen that the loss in these engines, due to a too high degree of

expansion, is in practice very considerable, except when loaded up to

very nearly their maximum power.
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There are man}' points of more or less interest presented in the first

table, but want of space allows particular attention to be invited to but
one more—the per centage of the mechanical equivalent actually realised.

The last column in the table brings out, in a very strong light, the
broad margin which yet remains for improvement in the use of heat as

a means of generating power. Of all the heat produced by a given
quantum of fire, a large amount—from one quarter to one half—escapes
up the stack in the heated gases. The remainder penetrates the metal,
and entering the water, combines therewith, and forms the steam, which
rises, an:l flows through the connections into the cylinder, acts on the
piston with full pressure through a portion of its travel, is then isolated

(or "cut-off," as it is invariably termed in this country) from its con-
nection with the boiler, expands itself as the piston proceeds, until, at

the end of the stroke, its tension is but little more than sufficient to

overcome the friction of the engine when it is released; and after

travelling through a "heater" to warm a supply of feed water, it floats

away into the atmosphere, gradually imparting its remaining heat thereto
and being itself absorbed thereby. If the round of operations is properly
performed in the manner here indicated, it is the most economical use
normally made of heat in connection with non-condensing engines ; but
the proportion which is thrown out to serve the ignoble end of warming
the external atmosphere, ranged in the engines in question between 89
and 99 per cent., even of the fraction which had been manufactured into

steam. The calculations in the last two columns in the table are based
on the approximately correct supposition that each pound of steam con-
tains, including both sensible and latent heat, 1212° Fah. above zero,

or about 1000 units above the ordinary boiling point ; and that the abso-
lute mechanical equivalent of a unit of heat, or sufficient to warm one
pound of water one degree Fahrenheit, is the elevation of 772 lbs. one
foot.

Table B.

—

Variations in Speed under uxiforji Loads.
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Table C.

—

Variations in Speed under Loads very suddenly varied.
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The results in regard to perfection of the regulation is a point so
purely practical, that but little seems required beyond a faithful exhibit
of the actual results obtained. Table B shows the fluctuations in
velocity of the engines under uniform loads. The lever, it should be
understood, was subjected, during the experiments noted in this table,
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to no change of load ; and supposing the quantity of water applied to the

brake to be uniformly the same, and the resistance due to the frictions

consequently unchanging, the fluctuations in velocity, amounting to some
thirty per cent, of the true speed on one engine, may be explained only

by supposing, what was really the fact, that the governor was subject

to considerable fluctuations, and consequently changed the point of cut-

off incessantly.

The next and last table is of most interest as showing the rapidity

of the regulation, or, in other words, the amount to which the speed of

the respective engines varied under loads changed very suddenly from
extremely light to extremely heavy, and vice versa. The strips of

telegraph paper marked by the means above described, as also all the

diagrams produced by the indicator, were severally inscribed with a

number or letter, by which they could be easily designated, and a cor-

responding number or letter being entered in a large sheet of notes kept
for the purpose, allows the precise time, pressure, load, and every other

important fact relating thereto, to be ascertained with certainty. A
mark with coloured pencil was also made on the telegraph strips at the

moment an order was given to change the load, the colour blue or red
indicating whether the load was put on or taken off. The method of

applying the load was to weight the lever, <>, to about as great an
amount as one man could conveniently lift, and to allow an active man
first to raise the lever and hold it at a considerable elevation, and then
at a given signal to suddetdy bring it down, adding to it the whole
weight of his body, and holding it down until another signal should in-

duce a return to the first position. The engine would of course, when
suddenly lightened, move quicker than its proper rate, and when it had
taken time to nearly or quite recover, a sudden increase of load would
reduce its speed below the proper velocity. The greater load in the

largest engine in the fifth experiment was due to the placing of two men
instead of one upon the lever. One engine, it will be observed, was
more subject to increase than to decrease of motion under these circum-
stances, while the other was faulty in the reverse direction—the differ-

ence being due to peculiarities in the governors and valves, and in the

connection of these elements, which was very dissimilar in the two
engines. For the benefit of your American readers, who may, aside from
the general questions involved, feel an interest in the actual merits of

these rival machines, it should be stated that the regulation of the
Bangor engine was, in one other respect, quite inferior to that of the
other—the former requiring to be at times partially regulated by the
hand of the engineer, although no such aid, of course, was offered while
the tests were applied. On one occasion, during the observations, the
former engine being left to itself, gradually increased its speed, until, at

the end of a half-hour, running with high steam, and a veiy trifling

load, its rate was eighty revolutions per minute, being some sixty per
cent faster than desired. This is an evil which can usually be avoided
without much difficulty, by the promptness of the attendant, who is fre-

quently required to aid by hand at very short intervals the regulation
of engines, in which the governor is employed in connection with the
ancient throttle valve ; but no such aid was required by the Newark
engine, nor by any engine in which the atometic regulation is worthy
of the name. This fault in the Bangor engine weighs very heavily
against the considerable advantage it is shown to possess over its rival

in economy alone.

T, D, Stetson,
New York, November, 1858.

THE ROYAL INSTITUTION.

We propose, at present, to conclude our notices of the more important
lectures during the last session.

Mr. Henry Thomas Buckle, whose recent work on civilisation is so
well known and justly appreciated, delivered a discourse '•' On the in-

fluence of women on the progress of knowledge." The two leading
propositions which Mr. Buckle attempted to establish are— 1. Women
are naturally deductive, men inductive ; 2. Women, by encouraging and
keeping alive habits of deductive thought, have unconsciously accelerated
the progress of knowledge, by preventing men from being as exclusively
inductive ; or, in other words, as one-sided as they would otherwise be,

We do not ourselves admit these propositions to be true, not even in a
general form ; for we think that, properly considered, women are as much
inductive as men. Knowledge, Mr. Buckle said, was commonly divided
into two parts—art and science ; but it does in reality contain a third de-

partment, which he stated to be superior to the other two, and which it

is the business of philosophy, properly so called, to investigate. This
third or highest department (?) is method. In studying any subject, the
first question should always be, " What is the proper method of pro-
ceeding?" There are only two methods—the inductive and the deduc-
tive. Induction proceeds from the external world to the internal, i.e.,

from facts winch are presented to the senses, to ideas which are presented
to the mind. Deduction proceeds from the internal world to the external,

i.e., from ideas to facts. Women he represented as being less practical

than men. They are more enthusiastic, more emotional, and live in a
more ideal world. They naturally prefer the deductive to the inductive
method. In England, he stated, it was constantly said, that since Bacon,
all great discoveries had been made by induction, in opposition to the
more ideal method. If this were true, the deductive influence of women
must, in reference to such discoveries, have done more harm than good.
He alleged this not to be true, and attempted to corroborate his assertion

by a concise analysis of the method presumed to have been adopted by
Newton, in regard to his discovery of the law of gravitation; by Haiiy,

in regard to the pseudo-law of the derivation of the secondary forms of

crystals
; by Goethe, in regard to the law of the morphology of plants :

and by ( )ken, as respeots his discovery of the vertebral composition of
the cranium. He concluded by observing, that the most advanced
thinkers are looking to a period when we shall deal with problems of a
much higher nature than any yet solved ; when we shall incorporate

mind and matter into a single study ; when we shall seek to raise the

veil, and penetrate into the secrets of things. Everything indicates, he
further observed, that a struggle of this sort is impending; and, to

achieve success, the imagination will have to aid the understanding more
than it has yet done. We shall need every faculty, every resource, and
every method. The intellectual peculiarities of both sexes must be com-
bined, before we can expect to conduct to a prosperous issue that great
contest, as the lecturer curiously termed it, between man and nature, of
which this generation may witness the beginning, but of which our
distant posterity can hardly hope to see the end.

The Rev. John Barlow took rather a different subjeot. Mr. Buckle
had spoken of intellectual lights ; Mr. Barlow took up the most common
of all—simply physical sources of illumination:— " Mineral candles, and
their products, manufactured at Belmont and Sherwood, according to

processes patented by Mr Warren de la Rue." The novelty of these

substances consists— 1. In the material (a semifluid naphtha) from which
they are obtained ; 2. In the method by which they are elaborated ; and
3. In their chemical constitution. These several points were well illus-

trated by the lecturer, who, amongst other things, informed his audience
that a Bclmontine candle, weighing one-eighth of a lb., will give as much
light as a candle, weighing one-sixth of a lb., made of spermaceti or of

stearic acid.

Mr. Robt. G. Austen followed, "On the conditions which determined
the probability of coal beneath the south-eastern parts of England." In
answer to the question, What is coal? the lecturer stated that it is pure
vegetable matter—the product of plant growths. And, with respect to

the mode by which it has been accumulated, two theories have been
proposed. There is the "drift" theory, which accounts for its occur-

rence as the accumulations of vegetable matter, brought down by
weighty rivers, and deposited in lakes and sea margins, which the

lecturer considered contained something too turbulent to account for

our great seams of fossil fuel : and then there is the theory that coal is

the product of a vegetation which grew upon the very spots, and covered

the areas over which our coal-beds extend, like the peat-beds of the

present day, The lecturer did not, however, consider that this latter

theory contained anything too quiet to account for many of our scams
of coal. Why should not both theories be held as operating with all

their force, but in different places, at different times ? This theory

would be consistent with every fact relating to our coal measures. Mr.
Austen urged that the restoration of the physical features of a portion of

the earth for any given past period, is not so difficult, nor so purely

speculative as some may imagine, and held out hopes of our becoming
very good geographers, eventually, of the earth at the time of the for-

mation of the Alps, and the disruption of one continent from another.

He stated that the question, as to the probability of coal in the south-

east part of England, depends on the relation between the physical con-

figuration of the present surface, as compared with the older surface.

We, ourselves, would rather consider it dependent on such relations as

between countries producing and not producing coal at the present

time. He contended that the principle on which the existence of a band
of coal measures may be eonjeeturally placed along the south-east

counties of England is this, that like physical features have a like sig-

nificance ; and he stated that the precise probability of the continuity of

the coal-band along our south-east area is great. The existence of coal

beneath Blackheath is therefore not so great an improbability as was
once supposed ; nor, in the absence of the whole series of secondary
formations, from the white chalk downwards, is its depth probably very

great.

Col. Henry James's discourse " On the geodetic operations of the

Ordnance survey " we have already noticed in our pages. We must,

however, notice some further points. These operations include the tri-

angulation and levelling which extends over the whole United King-

dom, the measurement of arcs of the meridians, and the determination

of the figure, dimensions, and mean specific gravity of the earth. The
triangulation consists— 1. Of a primary scries of triangles, the sides of

which are, some of them, upwards of 100 miles in length, and the sta-

tions of which are placed on the highest mountains, such as Snowdon,
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Sea Fell, and Slieve Donard. These are all upwards of 100 miles long.

This great iriangulation extends over the United Kingdom. A series

of stations are then selected to form a secondary triang-ulation—the sides

of which are from 10 to 15 miles long. Another series of stations are

selected to form the minoror tertiary triangulation—the sides of which are

about three-quarters of a mile in length ; and thus the whole country is

covered "with a network of triangles to form the basisofthe detailed survey
now in progress. The levels on the plans are all given with reference to

the mean tide level at Liverpool, or the line above and below which the

tide rises and Mis. Lines of levels from this datum have been carried

through all parts of the country, and thus the levels also are in correct

relation to each other, however distant the points may be which; are

compared. A singular fact was mentioned. It had been ascertained,

during the levelling taken in Ireland, connecting the mean-tide level

at a series of stations all round the coast, that the plane of the mean-tide
level was inclined from N.W. to S.E., and was three feet higher on the
coast of Donegal than on the coast of Wexford. The lecturer stated

that all the plans which are drawn on the larger scales are reduced by
photography to the smaller, and at a very trifling cost, and, as compared
with all former methods of reduction, with marvellous rapidity. This
method, it should be stated, was first introduced by the lecturer, and will

effect a very great saving in the cost of the survey. The plans of the
parishes are zincographed, but all the others are engraved on copper.
Errors in the measurement are singularly trivial. In a remeasurement
of 500 feet of the base at Lough Foyle the error amounted to only a
third (by estimation) of the breadth of the very finest dot which could be
made by the point of a needle ; while the difference between the com-
puted length of the Lough Foyle base, through the triangles extending
from it to Salisbury Plain, a distance of 360 miles, and the actual
measured length, was but five inches. The spheroidal figure of the
earth is generally known, and the consequence of it, viz., that the de-

grees of latitude, as measured towards the poles, must be unequal and
continually increasing. This truth is made to come home to us in the
following ascertained facts :—The length of a degree in the parallel of
Edinburgh is 100 yards longer than a degree at Southampton, while in

the Shetland Isles it is 200 yards longer.

Professor Andrew C. Ramsay followed, " On the geological causes that
have influenced the scenery of Canada and the north-eastern provinces
of the United States." The discourse, however, depended so much upon
the pictorial illustrations and sections exhibited, as to be utterly unin-
telligible without reference to them. The main point aimed at by the
Professor was to suggest a mode of estimating geological time fromsome
hypothetical facts connected with the Falls of Niagara.
Dr.JamesP. Lacaita, "On the late earthquakes in Southern Italy," gave

some terrible particulars of the devastations which had been committed
by earthquakes in the locality referred to, and particularly by the great
earthquake in Calabria, in 1783. He stated, that in the course of seventy-
five years, from 1783 to 1857, the kingdom of Naples had lost at least

111,000 inhabitants from this cause alone. Several touching anecdotes
were told in the course of the narrative. In 1783, Eloisa Basili, a beau-
tiful girl of sixteen, was buried under some ruins with a child in her anus,
who died on the fourth day. She was so wedged in, that she could not
get rid of its lifeless remains. She was dug out alive after eleven days,
which she had counted from a ray of light which reached her. She re-

covered, but remained sad and gloomy ; could not bear to see a child
;

and would neither marry nor become a nun. She preferred solitude
;

turned away with a shudder from houses ; and liked to sit musing under
a tree, whence no buildings were seen. She pined away, and died at
twenty-five. A lady with child was dug out, after thirty hours, by her
devoted husband, whe nearly died from over-fatigue. On being asked
what her thoughts were during the time, she answered, " I was wait-
ing." Instances were mentioned, showing how tenacious life could be
under the most trying circumstances. In 1783, a baby was dug out
alive on the third day, and lived. At Montemurro, in December last,

Maria Antonia Patermo, and her two little girls, one of them only thir-

teen months old, were dug out on the eighth day, and lived. With some
animals, the length of time they had stood alive was remarkable. A
donkey was found living yet on the fifteenth day ; and, in 1783, two
mules and a chicken were found still alive on the twenty-second, and
two pigs on the thirty-second day.
The next discourse was by Professor Huxley, "On the phenomena of

gemmation." The ver3" singular phenomena connected with the ascer-
tained generation of several animals, but first and More largely developed
in the aphides, or those little green creatures which are such pests on
geraniums and rose-trees, have latterly received renewed attention.
After a brief sketch of the mode of life of the aphides; ofthe structure of
their singular piercing and sucking mouths ; and of their relation to
what are called "blights," the circumstances which have more par-
ticularly drawn the attention of naturalists to these insects were fully
detailed. So long ago as between 1740 and 1750, Bonnet, acting upon
the suggestions of Reaumur, isolated an aphis immediately after its birth,
and proved to demonstration, that not only was it capable of spontane-
ously bringing forth numerous living young, but that these and their de-
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scendants, to the ninth generation, preserved a similar faculty. It has
since been shown, that under favourable conditions of temperature and
food, there is, practically, no limit to this power of sexual multiplication,

or, as it has been termed by Professor Owen, "parthenogenesis," and
by others, " agamogenesis." The current notion, therefore, that there

is a fixed number of broods, nine or eleven, is founded on a mistake.

During the summer months, it is unusual to meet with other than vivipar-

ous aphides, whether winged or wingless ; but, ordinarily, on the approach
of cold weather, or even during warm weather, if the supplies of food fall

short, the viviparous aphides produce forms which are no longer vivipar-

ous, but are males and oviparous females. The former are sometimes
winged, sometimes wingless. The latter, with a single doubtful excep-

tion, are always wingless. The aphis, therefore, is full}' manifested, not
in any one being or animated form, but by a cycle of such, consisting of

—

1. The egg; 2. An indefinite succession of viviparous aphides; 3. Males
and females eventually produced by these, and giving rise to the egg
again. The Professor folly adopted the views which had been enter-

tained by some as to the mode in which this singular viviparous genera-

tion took place, namely, that it was produced by " the individualisation

of a previously organised tissue." The only organic operation with
which this mode of development can be compared, is the process of bud-

ding or gemmation, as it takes place in the vegetable kingdom, in the

lower forms of animal life, and in the process of formation of the limbs

and other organs of the higher animals. And the lecturer stated, that

the parallel is complete, if such a plant as the bulbifcrous lily, or the

mavchansia, or such an animal as the hydra, is made the term of com-
parison. Some very singular facts were stated concerning the produc-

tion of the drones among bees, as described by Von Siebold
; and Mr. Hux-

ley drew attention to a plant on the table, the CaAobogyne Uicifolia, a

female euphorbiaceous shrub, the male flowers of which have never yet

been seen, and which, nevertheless, for the last twenty years, has pro-

duced its annual crop of fertile seeds in Kew Gardens. The principle

seems to pass into the commonest phenomena of life. AH life, in fact,

is accompanied by incessant growth and change ; and every animal and
plant, above the very lowest, attains its adult form by the development
of a succession of buds. When these buds remain together, we do not

distinguish the process as anything remarkable ; when, on the other

hand, they become detached and live independently, we have agamo-
genesis or parthenogenesis. Why some buds assume one form, and some
another; why some remain attached, and some become detached—we
know not ; and in this state of ignorance, it appeared to the Professor

better not to invent hypotheses involving the assumption of structures

which have no existence, and of " forces which (their laws being un-

determined) arc merely verbal entities.

Professor E. Frankland next gave a very profound chemical discourse,
" On the production of organic bodies without the agency of vitality ." He
began by observing, that the earliest researches of chemists brought

them into contact with two classes of bodies, distinguished from each
other by well-marked and obvious peculiarities. One of them was met
with in the inanimate or mineral world ; the various materials of which
were distinguished by their comparative stability or resistance to change,

and by the facility with which the greater number of them could be arti-

ficially produced from the elementary bodies composing them. The
other class of bodies was found exclusively in the animate portion of

creation, or was directly derived from the productions of the. organs of

plants and of animals. These compounds were distinguished by their

proneness to undergo change, and by the then impossibility of pro-

ducing them by artificial means. By no processes could the elements

composing these latter bodies then be made to unite, so as to produce

compounds, either identical with, or analogous to, the substances gener-

ated by the organs of plants and of animals. These substances were, con-

sequently, from their origin, termed organic bodies or organic compounds.

They were regarded as dependent for their origin upon, the influence of

that aggregate of conditions, sometimes called vital force ; and it was
generally believed that we should never succeed in producing these

bodies artificially, until we could form and endow with vitality the

organs from which they were derived. The subsequent artificial produc-

tion of urea and acetic acid, together with their derivatives, completely

broke down the barrier between "organic" and "inorganic" bodies.

The name "organic," however, is still retained for the class of bodies to

which ft had at first been assigned. Upwards of 7.0O. distinct organic

compounds can now be produced from their elements without the agency

of vitality t Mr. Frankland adverted to the great progress in this matter

likely to follow Mr. Wanklyn's memoir on the production of propionic

acid by the action of sodium-ethyl upon carbonic acid, not long since

communicated to the Chemical Society. The lecturer stated, that this

proves the first proposition of a hypothesis which considerably simplifies

our views of the molecular structure of organic bodies ; and which, if

proved to be throughout correct, cannot fail to enable us greatly to in-

crease the number of organic compounds capable of being procured from

their elements, without the intervention of vitality. Of all the bodies

hitherto thus produced, alcohoS, glycerine, and sugar are, undoubtedly,

the most deeply interesting, owing to the part they take in the nutrition
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of animals; they prove to us the possibility of producing:, without,

vegetation or any vital intervention, an important part of the food of

man. But, by no process at present known, can we produce sugar,

glycerine, or alcohol, from their elements, at even one hundred times

their present cost, as obtained through the agency of vitality.

Professor Tyndall, "On the Mer de Glace ;
" and Professor Faraday,

" On Wheatstone's electric telegraph in relation to science," (being an
argument in favour of the full recognition of science as a branch of edu-

cation,) wound up the past series of lectures with brilliant eclat. But
each of the discourses of these distinguished men could only properly

be laid before our readers in extenso.

We cannot conclude our notice of these lectures before congratulating

the authorities of the Royal Institution upon its own gradually increas-

ing stability. The report of the annual meeting now lies before us, from
which it appears that the yearly income is rising. The annual contri-

butions last year were more than had been received in anj' previous

year ; while the receipts from subscriptions to lectures were greater than
in any of the three preceding years, or than the average receipt from
that source in the last ten years, during which period the members and
annual subscribers have increased one-third. The funded property was
£25,160, 5s. lOd. ; the balance at bankers, £930, 13s. 8d. ; and there were
no liabilities.

As to the Actonian prize, the managers have reported that, in their

judgment, no essay had been received by them within the period of seven

years, since the last awarded in 1851, of sullicient merit to entitle the

author thereof to the prize of £105; that consequently no prize had
been awarded this year; and that the £105 intended to have been awarded
would, pursuant to the trust deed, be retained and awarded, with another

sum of £105, in 1865, of which due notice would be given.

STONE-BREAKING OR CRUSHING MACHINE.

Fif. I.

Fig. -'•

A useful machine for reducing stones has lately been introduced by
Messrs. Ellis and Everard, at their extensive works. Bardon Hill, near
Leicester ; the practical developer and maker being Mr. Hodgkin of Bir-

mingham. Our engravings, figs. 1 and 2, are respectively an end eleva-

tion and front view of the machine. The arrangement, resembles that

of a common brick mill, the stones to be broken being simply passed be-

tween a pair of rollers having indentations on their surfaces. But in the

ordinary passing of granite or other hard stone through iron rollers, the

stone rapidly wears away a portion of the rollers, and renders them use-

less. To get over this difficulty, Messrs. Ellis and Everard make their

rollers with hexagonal wrought-iron spindles, upon which spindles cast-

iron indented reducing discs are threaded, in such a way that the indenta-

tions run spirally or helically along and round the roller. As the discs

wear on their circumferential surfaces, the rollers are brought closer to-

gether by adjusting screws, one on each side, until the indentations are

worn out. The spindles are then taken out, and fresh plates are put on,

the old ones being recast to furnish new supplies. The machine is driven

by a spur wheel, A, on the first motion shaft of the engine. This wheel
is in gear with the large spur wheel, b, the shaft of which again is geared

by the spur series, c, with the rollers, d, of which there are two pairs,

upper and lower, the individual rollers of each pair being disposed in the

same horizontal plane.
~'

The mill is fed by an endless apron, driven by the separate top gear,

the stone is shovelled upon the apron, and the cogged roller, e, which re-

volves in a direction the reverse of the apron's traverse, and about six

inches above it, serves the double purpose of spreading the stones, and so

regulating the feed, and preventing stones of too large a size from enter-

ing the mill. The arrangement of the driving pinions at a distance from
the mill standard, allows of the introduction of frictional corrections, to

save the machinery from fracture in cases of accidental jamming. As
the stones are fed in, they first drop upon the upper pair of rollers, and
being passed through them, they drop upon the second and lower pair,

of a finer pitch. When broken, the stones are passed through a cylindrical

riddle, having fine meshes at the entering and coarse ones at the discharg-

ing end, so as to separate the reduced materials into different sizes for

market. About twelve horse power are required to drive one mill, with
feeding gear and sifting apparatus, and it can break about six tons of

stones per hour.
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RECENT PATENTS.

HULLING SEEDS.

J. H. Jorrxsou, London and Glasgow (C. T. Labokey, Paris).—Patent

dated December 17, 1857.

In order to hull cereal grain, it is necessary to submit it to two distinct

operations: firstly, in the hulling cylinder; and, secondly, in the brush

cylinder, which latter deprives the grain of its fibrous adherents. How-
ever, in treating cotton seed, and other oleaginous grain, these operations

are used in an inverse order. They are submitted firstly to the brush

cylinder, and then to the hulling cylinder. The effect is to deprive the

cotton seed of the fibrous material in which it is enveloped. The grain,

then, having lost its coating, and only then, is in a state to be operated

on by the second cylinder, otherwise the decortication would be but im-

perfectly accomplished. One of the leading principles of this method is

to treat' the cotton seed (having been first of all deprived of the cotton

which envelopes it), in order to extract the oil therein contained ; where-

by a much better result is obtained than by the ordinary plan, in which
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the cotton adhering to the grain considerably mars the operation, and
retains a large portion of the oil extracted.

Figs. 1 and 2. in the annexed engraving, represent a longitudinal sec-

tion and end view of the apparatus and its accessories. The grain is

placed in the hopper, a, and falls into the smut machine, b, where it is

deprived of all extraneous substances. The oscillatory or sifting motion
of this smut machine is imparted by the cam wheel, c, which causes the

grain to descend into the shoot below : thence it is introduced into the

brush cylinder, d. On the shaft of this cylinder are fixed three reels, in

each of which are six caps. These caps are fitted with screws and check
nuts, which serve to force out, or otherwise, the six cane brushes in or

from contact with the rasped sheet-iron or wire gauze that forms the

periphery of the cylinder. A rotatory movement is given to these

brushes through the intervention of gearing placed at the back part of

the machine. The cotton seed being put in rapid motion, between the

brushes and the interior of the cylinder, is subjected to the first tearing

process necessary to separate the fibres from the kernel. In leaving the

cylinder, d. the grain is subjected to the action of the fan, e, which
separates the fibres from the grain. The former escapes by an upwardly
inclined passage, and the latter by the shoot, F, which leads into the

hulling machine. A long angular passage forms a secondary communi-

cation, in the event of its being necessary to subject the grain a
second time to the decorticating action of the hulling machine, with-
out necessarily passing it through the brush cylinder, d. The grain
being received into the hopper, o, is distributed in the machine by means
of a fluted roller, h, which regulates the amount allowed to enter. When
the grain proves of unusual hardness, two distributing cylinders are
used in place of one. The distance between these can be varied at

pleasure by means of nuts and screws. The operation of these duplex
!T3 roughly breaks the skin or shell of the grain, and so prepares

it to be acted on by the decorticating cylinder. A moveable sluice or

door, on the left of the hulling cylinder, opens itself when the space
between the drum, i, and its covering or outer cylinder, j, becomes filled

with grain. It is kept in a suitable position by means of a curved rack,

the upper end of which is secured to the hopper, o. The time that the
allowed to remain in the decorticating machine depends on the

« given to the self-acting sluice or door, which thus
regulator, to be used according to the amount of diffi-

culty that tli rs whilst undergoing the process. The covering
cylinder, j, of the drum, i, i? composed of two or three cast-iron

iiich are divided into two parts. These are made with flanges,
which are joined together by means of screws. To these rings are fixed

curved plates of iron, the surfaces of which are file-cut in the direction

of the length of the cylinders. A space is left between the drum and its

outer cylinder, according to the size of the grain under treatment. This
space is requisite, in order to allow of the seed kernels making their

escape from the machine as they become freed of their coating. The
drum, i, is formed of two cast-iron reels ; a shaft passes through their

centre ; the reels are covered by the plates, which form the periphery of

the drums. These plates have teeth cut in each of them. The
plates are fastened at their extremities and centre by means of screws
entering the cast-iron reels. The requisite speed for driving the drum, i,

is about 300 revolutions per minute, when treating cotton seed ; when
grain of a softer nature is being operated on, 250 revolutions per minute
will be found preferable. Motion is transmitted from the prime mover
to the apparatus by means of a leather band passing over the fast and
loose puliies on the right of the longitudinal section, fig. 2. Having
made several revolutions in the interior of the apparatus, the grain, being
well decorticated, descends by a vertical shoot into the dividing cylinder,

k. The periphery of this cylinder is covered with wire gauze, or per-

forated sheet-iron, according to the nature of the grain under treatment.
This machinery effects the complete separation of the fibres of cotton

from the seed or kernel ; thus making full use of all the fibrous material
yielded. The cotton seed being in this manner completely and easily

deprived of its husk or covering, is in a state to be submitted to the oil

press, with the same facility as oleaginous seeds of any other land.

PRODUCTION OF ALUMINIUM.

J. H. Johnson, London and Glasgow (L. P. B. E. Cumexge, Paris).—
Patent dated March 6, 1858.

The first part of this invention relates to obtaining of aluminium from
the sulphuret of that metal, by heating such sulphuret with anhydrous
sulphate of alumina, or with anhydrous alumina in a non-oxidising

atmosphere ; and the second part relates to obtaining aluminium from
the sulphuret of that metal by passing a dry current of hydrogen through
or into it, when heated to a red heat, whilst the air is excluded. With
regard to the first part, the patentee employs the sulphuret of aluminium,
produced by sjay known method ; for example, by passing the vapour of

sulphuret of carbon over alumina, heated to a red heat in a suitable

apparatus. This sulphuret must be placed in a furnace of suitable form
and size, with such a proportion of sulphate of alumina as that the

oxygen given out, when heat is applied, may by union with the sulphur

of the ingredients form sulphurous acid, the proper porportion of which
can be easily calculated by chemists and metallurgists. The mixture
is raised to a high temperature in a non-oxidising atmosphere, where-
upon the whole of the sulphur and the oxygen contained in the ingre-

dients disappear in the form of sulphurous aeid, and the aluminium of

the ingredients remains behind in the metallic state. In place of sul-

phate of alumina, anhydrous alumina may be employed, if care be taken
to proportion alumina to the sulphuret, so that the oxygen of the former
may combine with and carry off' the sulphur of the latter in the state of

sulphurous acid. The operation may be facilitated by keeping the

ingredients well stirred. When the aluminium has been obtained, it

may be treated in a similar way to that practised in puddling iron, and
it may then be either rolled or subjected to the hammer. At the termi-

nation of this operation, the metal with which it is desired to make an
alloy, of a more fusible nature than the pure metal, may be introduced

;

and if desirable, small quantities of potassium or sodium may be added,

in order to obtain aluminium having certain qualities distinguishing it

from the aluminium of commerce. In case an alloy is to be manufactured,

the patentee recommends a metallic oxide to be introduced into the

furnace at the conclusion of the operation, in order to consume the

carbon that may be held in combination with the aluminium, the

oxygen of the oxide forming oxide of carbon, with the carbon of the

carburet, and the two metals combining into an alio}7 . The fluxes to

be used will necessarily vary according to the materials to be operated

on, and these are well known to persons engaged in operations of this

nature. With regard to the second part of this invention, the patentee

employs, as before, sulphuret of aluminium, produced by any ordinary

mode, and places it in a crucible or other receptacle of suitable size and
form. This is subjected to ared heat whilst the atmosphere is excluded, and
hydrogen is then passed through or into it. The sulphur of the sulphuret

will thereupon be carried off in the form of sulphuretted hydrogen. In
case the sulphuret of any other metal should be present, an alloy of the

two metals will thus be obtained. If the combined sulphuret should

simply be reduced to a minimum of sulphurisation by the hydrogen, the

aluminium may be separated from the proto sulphuret by a separate

process of melting. The hydrogen emploj'ed in this process may be

economically obtained by passing steam over red hot coke or charcoal.

The sulphurets of other little known metals, having properties similar

to those of aluminium, may be heated by either of the methods above
described. The patentee states that the size of grate and heating
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surface of the furnace, speaking with reference to the process described

under the first part of this invention, ought to be so proportioned as to

throw out a good white heat, and the fuel should be laid on the bars in

sufficient quantity to convert the bulk of the air passing through it into

oxide of carbon. The flame ought to be a good reducing flame and non-

oxydising.

EOILERS.

J. H. Johnson, London and Glasgow (Chamekoy).—Patent dated January
12, 1858.

This invention relates to a peculiar construction and arrangement of

boilers, applicable either as ordinary steam boilers for marine, stationary,

or locomotive engines, or for the distillation, dessication, or cooking of

various substances, or for the evaporation of liquids ;
also for hot water

or steam heating apparatus for baths, wash-houses, and all domestic

purposes. The principal feature of this invention consists in the appli-

cation and use of a number of tubes of iron, copper, or other suitable

metal, closed at one end, whilst the other end is open, communicating
directly with the body of the boiler, or main heating apparatus. These
tubes may be of various forms and dimensions, and may in some cases

Fig. 1.

be made or bent in the form of a syphon, both ends being open, and
both communicating with the water space of the boiler. Tubes of this

description may be applied to all ordinary flue boilers, or they may be

disposed round a vertical cylindrical boiler, the base of which forms the

furnace, so that their exterior surface 'is exposed to the action of the

flame and heat of the furnace.

We have here engraved one modification of the improved boiler. Fig.

1 is a 'vertical section ; and fig. 2 a plan of the arrangement ; fig. 3 is a

section of one of the bent heating tubes, to be used in lieu of the plain

radial tubes, shown in figs. 1 and 2. The lower part of the boiler con-

sists of a cylinder, the lower closed end of which is immediately over

the furnace bars. The open upper part of the cylinder is riveted to the

lower part of a cylinder of larger diameter, which forms the upper por-

tion of the boiler, and which rests upon the brickwork of the furnace,

so that the smaller cylinder is suspended within the enclosing wall or

flue spaces. The vertical portion of the small cylinder has rows of holes

made in it, in which are fixed short copper tubes; these tubes are closed

at the outer ends, but at the inner ends are open to the water in the

boiler. The flame and heated matters arising from the furnace pass
through and around these series of tubes, and very quickly heat the

water contained therein, which heat is communicated to the body of

water in the boiler. Another mode of arranging these heating tubes
consists in making them of a bint figure, as shown in fig. 3 ; this

arrangement is calculated to produce a more rapid circulation of the

water to be heated.

Boilers of this construction offer a larger amount of heating surface,

a considerable augmentation in the production of steam, a notable
economy in fuel, increased strength and greater compactness, whilst

their net cost is considerably reduced. In addition to these advantages,
the construction is greatly simplified, and is less liable to get out of

order, whilst repairs can be readily executed.

AXLE BOXES.

J. H. Johnson, London and Glasgow (I. P. & J. L. Wendell, Phila-

delplda, U. S.)—Patent dated January 19, 1858.

The improvements specified under these letters patent relate to a
peculiar construction and arrangement of the boxes and axle journals of

common road carriages, and also to certain modifications of the same,
applicable to journals and bearings generally, whereby, in the case of

carriage wheels, greater facility is afforded for removing and replacing

the wheels, and in all cases the lubricating chambers and material art

entirely protected from the accidental admission therein of dust or other

extraneous substances, whilst at the same time a more complete lubri-

cation of the journal is effected. The accompanying engraving is a
longitudinal section of an improved box for the hub of a carriage wheel,
with the journal of the axle adapted to the same.
A represents the end of a carriage axle, e is a collar, between which,

and the inner face of the box, is fitted a washer of India-rubber or other

suitable substance. Round the inner and enlarged bearing surface of

the journal is a collar, c, on each side of which are the intermediate

bearing surfaces ; d is the extreme end bearing surface. The box con-

sists of two parts—namely, the outer part, e, and the inner part, f, the
latter being in two halves, divided transversely. The outer part, e, of

the box screws into the inner part, t; so that the end of the former shall

bear against the circular flange on the latter, or against intervening
washers. When the boxes are thus screwed together, the collar, c, is

confined between the shoulder formed on the inside of the outer portion

of the box, and the end of the inner portion, f, not tightly, however, as

more or less end play should be allowed. It will be observed that two
recesses, a and H, for the reception of oil, arc formed in the box, the first

being in the inside of the outer portion of the box, and the second in the

inner portion of the same. The oil is admitted into the chamber, G,

through an orifice, i, in which is a screw plug capable of being with-

drawn and replaced at pleasure, and the oil thus admitted into the first

chamber finds admission into the chamber, h, as the wheel revolves.

In order to facilitate the passage of oil from one chamber to the other,

one or more small passages communicating between the two chambers,
and with the recess for receiving the collar, may be cut across the inter-

mediate bearing surfaces of the box.

In securing the box to the hub of the wheel and introducing the journal

to its place in the box, the exterior portion, e, of the latter (disconnected

from the interior portion) is first driven tight into the hub of the wheel,

until its flange bears against the same, the usual wings, j, preventing it

from turning. The two halves of the inner portion, f, of the box being-

then held in their proper position on the journal, the latter is inserted

into the outer portion of the box until it comes in contact with the threads

of the screw, when the wheel, and with it the box, is turned until the

end of the outer portion comes in contact with the flange of the inner

portion of the box, or with intervening washers.

It will be seen that, as the usual exterior nut and washer for retaining

the box in its place are dispensed with, the oil is effectually retained

within the box in that direction, and that it is efficiently prevented from
escaping ii} the opposite direction by the elastic washer between the

collar and the box. The whole end strain in either direction is resisted

by the bearing of the collar, c, either against the collar of the outer por-

tion of the box in one direction, or against the end of the inner portion of

the same, where it is not only free from sand and dust, but is in constant

contact with the oil, so that but little wear on the collar can take place

When it is necessary to reduce the end play of the box on the axle, the

outer portion, e, of the box may be unscrewed, its ends reduced by filling

to the desired amount, and again screwed on the inner portion. Or,
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what is preferable, a series of thin washers may intervene between the
eat of the outer portion, f, of the box and the flange of the inner portion,

e, so that by removing or adding one or more such washers the end play
may le regulated at pleasure.

SELF-DETACHING HOOK.

Cap:ain the Hen. Wir. Talbot, 21s£ Boi/al Fusiliers.—Patent dated
April 9, 1858.

When lowering and disengaging boats from ships, considerable difficulty

aad danger are experienced in obtaining the release of the boat at the

instant of its coming in contact with the water; and the object of Capt.
Talbot's invention is, that the hooks attaching the boats should be so

formed that so soon as the weight of the boat is removed therefrom, by
contact with the water, such hooks may be

/V^T\ self-releasing. In the annexed engraving,
we have shown the hook closed, or as it

appears when closed or supporting a weight,
the dotted lines indicate its position when
it has released the load. Each hook or

support forms a lever, one end of which is

connected by a pin joint to the correspond-

ing end of the other lever, whilst the axis

of motion of these levers diverge therefrom,

and at the points of their suspension form
two separate links which hang from a ring

common to both. The lower ends of these

levers are bent into the form of a hook, and
are capable of lying one across the other,

as shown in the engraving. AVhen a

weight is hung to the hooked ends of the levers, and they are caused

thus to cross each other, in that position they form a secure support.

But as soon as the weight is relieved therefrom, these levers open or

separate at their hooked ends, and clear the ring or other attachment by
which they held the weight. Supporting connections thus formed are

applicable as self-acting releasers when lowering merchandise, minerals,

&c., and thereby save labour.

DRESSING FLOUR.

Andrew Dunlop and Alexander Stark, Renfrewshire.—Patent dated
March 18, 1858.

In the present invention the dressing or sifting operation is effected by
moving the frame, to which the dressing or sifting cloth is attached,

rapidly up and down in a vertical or approximately vertical direction.

The dressing cloth is preferably of silk, but it may be made of any
suitable permeable fabric, such as is used in ordinary dressing machines,
and it is extended on its supporting operating frame, horizontally as

regards its width, but with a slight inclination longitudinally. The
flour or meal to be dressed is supplied at the upper end of the dressing

fabric, and in consequence of the rapid and energetic upward and down-
ward motion given to the frame carrying the dressing fabric, the fine

flour or meal is quickly sifted, or passed directly through the fabric into

a receptacle beneath, whilst the coarser particles, which do not pass
through the fabric, gradually pass down to the lower end of the latter,

and are discharged into their own special receiver.

Fig. 1 of the accompanying engravings is a longitudinal elevation of

one modification of the improved machine for dressing or sifting flour

and meal ; fig. 2 is a transverse vertical section taken at right angles to

fig. 1. The framing, a, of the machine is in this modification of wood,
and consists of end and central standards united by longitudinal and
transverse rails. The longitudinal rails, b, are fitted so as to incline

towards one end of the machine. The sides and ends of this rectangular
frame are enclosed at the lower part by a closely fitting casing of wood.
The upper part of the frame is enclosed by the moveable frames, c,

which are made to fit the standards, a ; the lower edge of these frames
rest upon the upper edge of the casing, and the frames are securely
fastened in their respective compartments by means of buttons. Inside
the framing, a and B, is arranged a rectangular frame of wood, F, which

- in a direction parallel to the rails, b. At each corner of the
r, is fastened a piece of hard wood, the surface of which is made

smooth ; these pieces of wood slide up and down the metal guides, o, each
of which is secured to the end cross rails. In this manner the frame, F,

up and down within the guides, but has no lateral or longitudinal
motion. To the sides of the frame, f, are screwed, or otherwise fastened,
vertical pieces of wood, which serve to support the light rails, H, that
form a rectangular frame parallel to the frame, f. The dressing cloth,

which is preferred to be of silk, is extended upon and fastened to the frame,

f. The edges of the silken fabric are in the first place strengthened by
pasting, or otherwise attaching thereto, strips of calico of about two
inches wide, forming a kind of selvage to the cloth. The edges of the
dressing cloth, prepared in this manner, are next fastened to strips of
wood

;
about one inch in breadth of the selvage of the dressing cloth is

laid upon the strip of wood, and upon this another and corresponding

Fig-. 1.

strip of wood is laid, which is glued and fastened by screws to the lower

one. The duplex strips of wood are then screwed or otherwise firmly

secured to the frame, f. The dressing cloth does not extend to the

lower cross rail of the frame, f, but terminates in a flexible shoot, which
extends downwards to the lower part of the machine. In fitting the

dressing cloth to the frame, f, it is made to bag down a little in the

centre, so as to be about half an inch below the level of its edges, in

order to give it a high degree of elasticity when put in motion, as will

presently be described, and thus prevent the fine flour from choking up
the interstices. The dressing cloth is enclosed on all sides, so as to

form a chamber in which the Hour to be dressed is received, the sides of

the chamber being enclosed by the side cloths, i, and the upper part by
a covering cloth which is put on tightly ; these cloths are fastened to the

frame, f, and the rails. The sifting r dressing operation is effected by
imparting to the frame, f, a rapid

vertical or approximately vertical

motion from two crank shafts, j and
K, fitted equidistant from each ex-

tremity of the frame, f. These crank
shafts are carried in pedestal bearings

which are bolted to the longitudinal

rails, B ; the right-hand shaft, q, has
fitted to one of its extremities a pul-

ley, L, which is driven by means of

an endless belt that is actuated from
a steam engine or other prime mover.
The pulley, l, has projecting from its

outer face a crank pin, to which one
extremity of a connecting rod is at-

tached, the other end of this rod is

secured to the crank on the end of

the shaft, K. The crank shaft, j, has
keyed to its other extremity the crank,

m, which is connected by means of a
rod with the opposite extremity of the

shaft, k ; the pins of the cranks on
the shaft j being fixed at right angles

to each other, and the pins of the cranks on the shaft k being fixed in a

similar manner. The cranked parts of the shafts, J and k, are in this

manner caused to move in unison with each other when the pulley, l,

is put in motion, and the frame, F, being connected to these shafts, a

corresponding rapid vibratory movement is imparted thereto. To the

under side of each of the longitudinal rails of the frame, f, are fixed two
open frames, n, which are fitted so that the cranked parts of the shafts,

j and k, are in the centres of each pair of frames, n. Each of the cranks

on the shafts, 3 and k, are encircled by the sliding blocks, o, which are

composed of two pieces of hard wood bolted together, and accurately

fitted to the journals of the cranks. The upper and lower faces of the

sliding blocks, o, are flanged, to prevent them from moving laterally in

the frames, si, in which the}* are fitted so as to slide freely to and fro

therein in a longitudinal direction. When the pulley, m, is put in
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motion, the blocks, o, having no play in a vertical direction, the frame,

p, rises and falls with the vertical motion of the cranks upon the shafts,

j and k. The motion of the cranks in the horizontal direction does

not affect the frame, F, as the blocks, o, are free to traverse to and fro

in the openings of the frames, m. The flour to be dressed is fed into

the sifting chamber through the flexible shoot, p ; the rapid upward and
downward motion of the frame carding the dressing cloth causes the

flour to be tossed with great rapidity up and down upon the dressing

cloth, and this action drives the line particles of flour through the

interstices of the dressing material. The dressed flour or meal falls from
the dressing cloth into the receiver, q, which is formed by extending
cotton cloth or other suitable material downwards, so as to form a

chamber beneath the frame, f, as shown in the lower part of fig. 2.

The coarser particles of flour or meal which are too large to pass

through the dressing cloth, gradually descend the inclined surface of the

cloth, and pass through a cloth shoot into a receiver, n, fitted for their

reception at the lower end of the frame, f. If it is desired to impart a
beating action to the frame, f, it may be readily obtained by allowing

a certain amount of play between the pieces of hard wood and the metal
guides, g. Or a similar effect may be obtained by fitting the sliding

blocks, o, loosely in the frames, m, so as to have the requisite amount of

play in a vertical direction. The mechanical arrangement for actuating

the dressing chamber may be variously modified, so as to produce the

vertical or compound vibratory movement, cither from above or below,

and in other ways without adhering precisely to the construction herein-

before described.

VALVES.

Andrew Smith, Mauchline.—Patent dated April 30, 1858.

Fis. I.

Fig. 2.

In this invention the patentee has introduced a variety of modifications of

valvular apparatus, for controlling the passage of steam, liquids, or gases

through pipes. Mr. Smith's patent valves arc tubular in form, and are

so arranged that, when opened, they do not impede, in the slightest de-

gree, the flow of the gaseous or liquid body through the pipe. When
the pipe is closed by the valve, the steam, liquid, or gas has access to the

interior of the valve ; so that the greater the pressure, the closer the valve

fits the pipe. The accompanying engraving, fig. 1, is a vertical sec-

tion of one modification of the patentee's improved tubular valve or

cock, suitable for stopping, controlling, and regulating the flow of

fluids through pipes and tubes; and fig. 2 shows the valve in elevation

and plan. In this arrangement the fluid or liquid passes through the

horizontal pipe, a, which is intersected at right angles by the vertical

pipe, b, within which is arranged the valve, c. This valve consists

simply of a piece of brass, or other metal tubing, somewhat larger in

size than the internal circumference of the tube or pipe, b. The tubing

the patentee prefers to use for the purpose of making these valves, is the

smooth drawn tubes known as "telescope tubing," which is made in

various sizes to fit tightly one within the other. The piece of tubing, o,

which is cut to the proper length of the valve, is then divided longitudi-

nally, and a portion of the metal is cut away from this divided part.

In this modification the valve, c, has a triangularly-shaped piece cut

out of it longitudinally, as shown in figure 2. A piece of metal,

n, of a shape corresponding to this triangular opening, is riveted or
otherwise secured to the inside of the vertical tube, B. The tubular valve,

c, is fitted within the tube, b, so that the triangular piece of metal, n,

and the longitudinal opening in the valve, are in the same vertical line
The effect of this arrangement is, that when the valve, c, is pushed
down by means of the handle, o, the piece of metal, h, acts us a wedge

1 upon the valve, 0, forcing the edges of the opening asunder, and fixing

the valve firmly in the lower part of the tube or pipe, b. By this ar-

rangement the tubular valve fits very closeby to the interior of the tube

j

or pipe, b, effectually stopping the passage of the fluid or liquid through
the horizontal pipe, a. To the inside of the tubular valve is soldered or

|
otherwise secured the forked piece of metal, d, into which the lower end

|
of the valve rod, E, screws

; the valve rod passes through a stuffing box,
f, that is screwed into the cap, which encloses the upper part of the
pipe, b. The upper extremity of the valve rod is furnished with a handle,
G, by means of which the valve is actuated, so as to open or close the
passage of the pipe, a. The lower end of the tube, e, is closed by a disc

of metal, which is soldered or otherwise fastened to the tube. The valve
rod, e, has cast or otherwise formed upon it a conically-shaped projec-

tion, i, the angular surface of which is upwardly directed. This conical
part fits into a corresponding recess made in the cap—the two oppos-
ing surfaces being ground to fit each accurately, and prevent the leakage
of steam or liquids through the stuffing box. A corresponding conical
projection, j, is also formed upon the upper part of the valve rod, e, which
fits a similar recess in the stuffing box, f, and thus prevents all leakage
when the valve is down. In another modification of the valve or cock,
the lower end of the pipe, b, has an external thread cut thereon, to which
is adapted a cap, having a stuffing box screwed therein. Through this

stuffing box a spindle passes, the upper end of which has a thread cut in
it, and below this screw a shoulder, on which a loose metal disc rests.

The screw of the spindle enters a laterally projecting part of a wedge-
shaped piece of metal, which has a longitudinal slot cut therein. Pro-
jecting from the inner side of the tube, b, is a pin, which passes through
the slot, and prevents the wedge from moving in a lateral direction, but
does not interfere with its motion vertically. When the valve, c, is

pushed down by the handle, i, the valve is wedged as before described
;

but this expansive pressure upon the valve may be increased at pleasure
by raising the wedge. This is done by turning a thumb screw on the
lower extremity of the spindle, as the wedge cannot move laterally ; the
turning of the screw on the spindle causes the wedge to ascend in the
longitudinal opening of the valve, and force its edges asunder

; thereby
firmly securing the valve at the lower part of the pipe, b. In another
mode of applying this action to valves or cocks, the wedge is forced
between the sides of an opening made in the valve, c, the sides ofwhich
opening are parallel at the face of the valve, and slightly widen out in-

wards. The wedge fits into this longitudinal opening, and has at its

central part an internal screw, through which the screwed end of a lateral

spindle passes. The spindle projects out beyond its stuffing box, and
has a shoulder, M, which fits a corresponding recess in the stuffing box,
to prevent its moving to and fro; the outer extremity of the spindle is

fitted with a thumb screw. By turning this thumb screw to the right,

so that the screwed end of the spindle enters the wedge, it will be drawn
outwards towards the periphery of the valve, thereby distending it so as
to force it in close contact with the internal surface of the pipe, b ; and
thus it will remain until the wedge is again released.

These several arrangements of valvular apparatus afford the means of
controlling and regulating the passage of gaseous or liquid bodies, under
all the circumstances where such apparatus may be required, and at a
primary cost far less than those at present in use.

MANURE.

I. & J. Beown, Carlisle.—Patent dated March 29, 1858.

In carrying out this invention, the patentees employ a compound which
they term "sulphuretted carbon," prepared by mixing sulphuric acid
and charcoal in proportions suited to the nature of the manure or fer-

tilising agent to which this mixture or compound is to be applied. The
admixture of the compound thus obtained with guanos fixes the volatile

ammonia contained therein, and renders the phosphates soluble ; at the
same time, it improves the fertilising properties of such manures, and
reduces the cost one third. The patentees also apply this mixture
(" sulphuretted carbon") to the dissolving of ground bones, bone dust,

and other substances containing phosphate of lime, for the purpose of
manures. The carbonaceous matter thus combined with the manure
acts beneficially as an absorbent to the whole and a distributor of the
fertilising matter to the plant. Although it is preferred to use sulphuric
acid in the preparation of the "sulphuretted carbon," yet the patentees
do not confine or restrict themselves to that acid, as any acid which is

found to have the like effect upon ammoniacal matters and phospate of
lime, when conveyed through the medium of charcoal, or any other car-

bonaceous matter, may be employed for the purpose.
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EEGISTEEED DESIGNS.

HALL LAMP.

Registeredfor Mr. T. Patstone, 8 Ichnield Square, Monument Lane,
Birmingham.

This lamp is here shown in two views—an elevation and sectional detail.

It is suspended by three hooks, mounted
with India-rubber washers, fitting under
three notches cut in the rim of the lamp.

The sectional figure represents the glass

pendant or "drip" for holding a candle

or oil lamp, where gas is not available.

This portion of the lamp is made with
three overlapping or grooved catches, by
which it is fastened to the lamp globe.

Two of these grooved catches are passed

obliquely upwards over the inwardly
curved edge of the lower part of the

globe. To admit of the passing of the

third catch a notch is cut in the globe,

and when the pendant is turned slightlj"

round, it rests securely upon the curved
edge of the glass. The design is alto-

gether neat and effective.

CINDER SIFTER.

Registeredfor Mr. D. Jones, Dartmouth Works, Birmingham.

Our engraving represents this useful contrivance in elevation, with a
part of the shell broken away to show the internal

details. The crude cinders and ash are placed
in the sifter by the top door, and when the sifter

is shaken, the ashes fall through the inclined
grating, and then descend along the correspon-
dingly |inclined surfacs of the sheet iron dia-

phragm beneath, until they reach the ape tare at

the lower end, by which they gain access to the
bottom of the actual shell of the sifter. This
arrangement prevents the dust from rising into
the room where the sifting goes on, and the
cleansed cinders may then be thrown upon the
fire without causing any disagreeable dust. The
refuse is periodically withdrawn from the bottom
of the sifter by a door in front.

BENCH VICE.

Registeredfor Messrs. Easterbeook & Allcard, Albert Works, Sheffield.

In- working with the common bench vice, the mechanic has often a
good deal of trouble in getting taper, conical, or irregular figures pro-

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

the new vice, and fig. 2 a plan, showing it holding a piece of tapered

work. Here, a is the fixed, and b the moveable jaw, the latter termi-

nating in a spherical ball c, fitted into a corresponding socket in the vice

foot. The binding screw for the jaws operates through a similar ball-and-

socket action at the top, hence the ball and socket, c, at the bottom
allows ofplenty of motion for such aposition as is represented in our plan.

EEVIEWS OF NEW BOOKS.

Humble Creatures : the Earth-worm and the Common House-Fly. By
James Samuelson, assisted by J. Bruxton Hicks, M.D. With Micro-
scopic Illustrations. London : Van Voorst. 1858.

This is one of those popular and interesting little works which Mr. Van
Voorst is sometimes induced to publish, in addittion to the more abstract-

edly scientific treatises which he more often issues to the public. To all

taking an interest in natural history, or commencing an inquiry into

its curiosities and wonders, we can recommend this little treatise, which,
in the form of eight letters, conveys more real and solid information,

and suggests more means of investigation, than many a bulky volume.
The plates, moreover, are very cai'afully drawn and lithographed, and are

evidently not the work of a mere copyist, which is the standing fault of

too many illustrations in works of the kind. The life history of each
object is concisely given, and its economical uses exhibited with a very
pleasant enthusiasm, not devoid of refined thought. Truly marvellous
is each little story

; and while the authors have carefully selected, from
the writings of those gone before them, facts relating to the subject, they
have done good service to science in general by detailing some new and
original observations. It seems somewhat strange, in these socially ac-

tive times, to be informed that, as regards the fly, "its external members
as well as its internal organisation have been almcst as carefully scru-

tinised and accurately described as those of man;" but the strangeness
of the information exhibits only our own ignorance, or rather forgetful-

ness that the majesty of the Great Creator is not more displayed when
He hurls through space before our eyes so magnificent a thing as the
comet which lately visited us, than when He condescends to regulate the

being and the welfare of such commonly despised humble creatures as

the earth-worm and the house-fly. Several portions of these pages sug-

gest observations with regard to homological facts and theories, but we
are restrained from entering upon them. Suffice it to say, that the
volume is thereby rendered as interesting to the adept as it is to the tyro

in the department of science on which it treats.

periy held. In Messrs Easterbrook &AIIcard's vice, however, the hold
is sure, no matter how taper the work may be. Fig. ] is a side view of

Memoirs of Hugh Edwin Strickland, M.A. London : Van Voorst.

1858.

"Take care, take care—you'll fall !" "No." "You'd better wait and get

apass for the line." "No." On he walked, along the banks, till he came
near the top of a deep railway cutting. This was what he had come to ex-

amine. Diligently studying the rock as he went down the steep incline,

all his life seemed to be summing up, as fact upon fact came before his

observation, and theory upon theory presented themselves to his com-
paring mind. A short distance—a better view of the more comprehen-
sive phenomena before him. Down to the level, and along the sides, and
at the sharp curve, heedless of all other surrounding things

All was over ! In an instant Science lost one of her youngest and
worthiest sons—one who had contributed something considerable to her
stores ; who was contributing more to her ordinary progress ; who, had
the passing train spared him, must have contributed still more to her
highest progress ;—one who had thus done, and was doing, lay with the

golden bowl broken, and the cistern shattered at the wheel. Poor
Strickland ! who that knew him did not regret him 1

A baronet, distinguished in science, sits down to compile a loving me-
morial—a memoir extending to 265 large octavo pages, and a collection

of contributions to science filling 441 more. But forty-two years, to

which his short life had extended, were few for the production of so much
But he laboured earnestly and well ; and his method increased his in-

dustry, as good method always does. A geologist, an ornithologist—he
had given attention to mechanics

;
but nothing appears to have come

before his mind without exciting profitable thought. Beginning at the

age of sixteen with a " Plan for uniting a wind-gauge with a weather-

cock," and ending with a paper on " Pseudomorphous crystals of chlor-

ide of sodium ; " while in the meantime papers were contributed by him
to various publications, on " The red viper," " The luminosity of glow-
worms' eggs," " Sharon Turner's history," " The preservation of vege-
tative powers in seeds," " Opening the ports to slave-grown sugar,"
" SbootiDg stars and aerolites," " Phonotypics," " Anastatic printing,"
" Improvements in drainage," "Phonetic alphabets," " Papyrography ,

"

" Accent and quantity," " Statistics and literature," besides numerous
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papers on his principal topics, and occasional observations of other things,

during his many journeys at home and abroad, in Greece, Asia Minor,

&c,—wonderful for one mind.
Conscious of some superior powers must the youth have been who

commences a journal at fifteen with the following sentence :
—"Before

I begin my regular journal, it may not be amiss to give a sketch of my
life up to the present time." Some extracts from this journal are inter-

esting and instructive.

"In thia way passed 1S23, in which year / spent every night under the same roof, and

which I am not aware I ever did before, and most probably never shall do again. . . •

"I was to have accompanied him [Mr. Monkhouse into Cumberland], but was disap-

pointed, as well on account of a severe illness which my mother had, as that I was ill with

an inflammation of the lungs at the same time, which I had caught with listening to the

nightingales (which were unusually plentiful that year) in the cold nights in April. . . .

"In this state of uncertainty I commenced my journal, in my own bed-room, at Henley

Park."

At this age he had already began, as he tells his mother, to " potter

after fossils, ' &c. In the same letter he expresses surprise at the want
of curiosity in another—" By the by, my aunt has lived here [Lincoln]

twelve years, and has never yet been up any of the towers, not even
Great Tom's. I tried to persuade her to come with me to-day, but she

said—what was fair enough, to be sure—that if I would not accompany
her to the ball, it was not likely she would come with me to the bell."

Here are some more extracts from the journal :

—

"The ice bore this day for the first time this winter. . . . Coming back, conversed

witl) a gipsy, who gave me the following words of his language, &c. . . . Finished

writing the 'List of Britisli shells,' with their. habitats, which I flatter myself is very

complete, as it contains many new species with a vast number of habitats." [This at

fifteen !]

A few days afterwards he

"Stayed in, copying the hieroglyphic alphabet in the last number of the Edinburgh

Review, which makes out that the Egyptian hieroglyphics are for the most part letters,

and not symbols ; that is, that the Egyptian name for the thing represented begins with

the letter which that thing stands for. Thus Strickland would be expressed by a spear,

a free, [a ring], an ibex, a fcing, a lute, an altar, a nose, a duck. . . .

"I am rather surprised at neither of my communications being either inserted or

noticed in the magazine of this morning, as they have been acknowledged as received

some time; but I suppose it is owing to the press of matter that the editor cannot find

room yet."

And so he goes on. We can well understand how useful this method
becomes ; and it is easy to trace, in the few notes given us of this journal,

many of the veins of thought which are afterwards expanded in the
papers.

It is seldom that a publication of more interest to the naturalist and
to the philosopher appears. There is so much that is fresh in it ; and
so it always will be when men really think for themselves in a true

method. Too many, we are well aware, do think for themselves ; but
it is in a false method, and hence their cogitations become either of no
moment, or offensive. Strickland exemplifies the advantage of an uni-

versity education in an eminent degree. He had caught hold of the
principle upon which it proceeds in a loving spirit, because it was har-

monious with his nature. His method was not so much the result of

judgment, as it was an instinct. It was not mere reliance on authority,

as it is in most cases; and so where the authority is forgotten, the method
is forgotten also. It was abiding with him, and seems to have affected

unconsciously all his thought. A mind of this oalibre must always
strike off something new. Thus it was that the idea of the Ray Society
was, as the editor informs us, first thought of by him—the plan being
afterwards developed by the activity of a fellow labourer, and a much-
valued friend. This was the first of those societies which have con-
tributed so greatly and economically to the libraries of man}' students,

and to which there seems no limit of benefit to the general public, if

judiciously followed out. For a few shillings' annual subscription, many
volumes of standard works may be obtained, which, in the ordinary course
of book-buying, would cost as many pounds. He deserves some gratitude
who first conceived this plan.

Mr. Strickland's treatise on the "Dodo and its kindred" will un-
questionably form his principal claim to scientific remembrance—a work
which has called forth the praise of the praised, and which is certainly
as profound as it is interesting.

He may. perhaps, have taken up too many subjects. His was naturally
a discursive mind ; and ha had not fully trained himself into the convic-
tion, that licence might be found for the pleasure attendant upon dis-

cursiveness as well in divisions of one subject as in subjects of different

kinds. He was beginning to learn this practically, when he was taken
from us. His " Dodo " was in this direction ; and there is no doubt
that, had he lived, he would have merged all his other pursuits in that
of ornithology, to the progress of which he contributed in the later years
of his short life very largely

We will

tract from a table prepared by Mr. Strickland, in considering the struc-

tural relations of organised life. The construction of this table is inter-

esting, and affords a clue to his great success in his pursuits.
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Thus we find that the raven has

—

" Organisation in common with all Organised beings.
A nervous system " "

Animals.
A vertebral column " "

Vertebrata.
A peculiar circulatory system .

" " Birds.

Perching feet " "
Incessores.

A conical beak ....... *' "
Conirostres.

The nostrils covered by feathers

.

" "
Corvidae.

Ridge of the beak arched ... " "
Corvinae.

An even tail " " Corvus.
And a wholly black plumage . .

" " Carrion crow."

Some of the plates illustrating this handsome volume are deserving of

it ; but we think the editor might have obtained, in these times, some
better specimens of lithograph}' than those introduced.

A Letter on Steam Cultivation, addressed to the Right Honourable
Benjamin DTsraeli, M.P., containing an account of the Experiments
and Practice of the Author, with some Reasons for the same. By
William Smith, of Woolston.Bucks. 8vo. Pp. 22. Lithograph and
Wood Cuts. Wesley & Co., London.

Steam cultivation has had few, if any, more assiduous workers than Mr.
William Smith, of Woolston, Bucks. He is one of the very foremost of

those practical pioneers who are now, and long have been, resolutely

preparing the way for that larger class who take good things when they
find them, asking, as we suppose, no questions for conscience sake.

Few such men possess the power, or take the trouble, to give their

experience to the world in a really instructive form ; and we may cer-

tainly well afford to thank an authority like Mr. Smith, for what he has
here given us in his "Letter on Steam Cultivation."

Starting at the root of his subject, Mr. Smith tells us of his views as

to a basis of operations, thus :

—

"When we are seeking for an implement to be worked by steam or any other power which

may be an economical substitute for the plough or spade, it becomes naturally a subject

of inquiry whether we should not rather seek to produce the best effect of both, than bind

ourselves down to a slavish adherence to the exact mode of operation of cither.

" Now the most approved of our common ploughs simply and absolutely turn over the
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soil, placing the former surface from four to six inches below, and bringing up the smoothed

surface of the under soil to the top. By this process all the seeds, weeds, and roots are de-

posited below the surface; whence the weeds which are propagated from roots or layers

—such a;, couch-grass, water-grass, crowfoot, coltsfoot, and others, and which really are

the plagues of the farmer,—being divided by the plough, are indefinitely multiplied; and

do in fact, after four or five years, become increased to so great an exteut, as to render it

ly necessary for the farmer to leave his land partially barren, for the purpose of re-

moving these obnoxious weeds; to do which the plough entirely fails him, and he is driven

to the seuaier, cultivator, or other implement which he has invented for this purpose.

Those portions of the annual weeds which have germinated arc, it is true, for the most

part destroyed, but the seeds which have been deposited lower are from time to. time

brought again to the surface, where they germinate, and require to be constantly destroyed

by the use of the hoe. Roots also of the thistle kind spread horizontally just beneath the

pan, which is trodden down by the horses, and unless recourse be had to subsoiling, can

scarcely t>e eradicated at all."

>~ thing: can be truer than this. He next turns to spade husbandry,
easily disposing of its claims to be considered as the best system of all,

and showing how it does not afford the full turn over of the soil which
the plough secures, but deciding " that spade husbandry is superior to

cultivation by the plough ; not because it turns over the soil more com-
pletely, but because it disturbs it deeper, mixes it better, more effectually

removes noxious weeds and grasses, and more freely admits the perco-
lation of the water and the action of the atmosphere."

Mr. Smith speaks very positively on the subject of the non-necessity
of turning over the soil, and details the results as given on his own clay
and gravelly-clay farm, worked by his subsoil plough and patent culti-

vator. This was in the 18-55 harvest, when on his home farm he had

-16J bushels of wheat per acre ; whilst on the rest of his land, ploughed
in the usual way, his average was but 42J bushels. It was the report

of the Royal Agricultural Society on implements which first awakened
him to attempt at deciding upon the use of steam for cultivation ; and
finding the balance of advantages so much in favour of stationary power
with traction ropes, he succeeded in proving that a powerful implement,
which could trench and break up the soil in straight lines or nearly so,

at the will of the guide, could be easily drawn across a field, and turned
to go back, with the greatest facility. His experiments have since been
successfully continued, and he believes that " the great object of the
farmer will be more readily obtained by this breaking up and admixture
of the soil, and leaving it in a state of porosity, with the weeds and
obnoxious grasses on the surface, to be removed" or to perish, than by
the action of the common plough, which cuts them to pieces and places

them under the soil, to germinate and increase year after year, till a
fallow becomes a matter of absolute necessity."

Mr. Smith gives us illustrations of four different cultivators which he
uses. They are essentially of the "grubber" kind, but fitted with
ground wheels for the adjustment of the depth, and a front pair with a
back lever for guiding; and one for autumn preparation of the soil has a
central share and double mould-board, with an additional pair of wheels
to raise the plough at the land's end. He also shows us exactly how
his engine and windlass ate arranged for ploughing a field, by means of

an endless rope carried round suitable pulleys anchored at the corners
of the ground. It is the turning bow of the plough which really gives
a practical value to the arrangement. The simplicity and value of this

contrivance must commend it at once to the notice of the practical agri-

culturist.

We. last month, recommended believers in steam cultivation to study
Mr. Williams' iittle pamphlet, and we now, with at least the same satis-

faction, advise them to investigate the excellent views enunciated by
Mr. Smith.

A Letter to C.urArs Gaj.ton, R. E., Secretary, Railway Department,
Board of Trade, in Reply to Lieutenant-Colonel Yolland's Report on

. trative Experiments with Messrs. Newall and Fay's Brakes.
By Charles Fay. 8vo, Pp.. 8. Manchester: 1858.

Mr. Xewali. and Mr. Fay, both Lancashire engineers, are rival inventors
of railway brakes. Sometime ago, Lieutenant-Colonel Yolland was
appointed by the Lords of the Committee of Privy Council for Trade to
examine and experiment upon their respective inventions. The con-
sequent report was in favour of Mr. Newall. Mr. Fay considers himself
aggrieved by this decision; hence the present pamphlet letter to Captain
Galton.

In it. Mr. Fay calls the attention of the Lords of the Committee to
the fact, that whilst Mr. NewalFs experimental train, travelling at the

hut 34'6 miles an hour, was not pulled up within 106 seconds,
or within 1450 yards ; the train with Mr. Fay's brake, travelling at the
rate of 39 1 miles an hour, was pulled up in 87 seconds, and in 1070 yards.
We agree with Mr. Fay, that this simple fact is of overpowering impor-

,1 a- we lire aware that his brake is by far the simpler of the
agree with him in the policy of calling attention at head quar-

ters to leara to be ,<. leaning against him.
No. 129.—Vol. XI.

CORKESPONDENCE.

THE GAFF-YARD RIG.

In the Practical Mechanic's Journal for October last, I find an epito-

mised description of my new invention, the "gaff-yard rig." As I

conceive, however, that the notice in question hardly explains the

principles on which my new system is founded, I will now detail my
plans more fully.

In the language of our nearest continental neighbours, two words
will suffice to explain these principles—these are,

"U Oriente" and
" L'Abrite;" the first corresponding to the new and characteristic "set"
of the canvas, the second to the system of sheltering the masting and
gear when close hauled.

The general results of the two combined are :

—

1st, The whole effect (or nearly so) of the wind on the inclined surface

of the canvas, when sailing closed hauled, is obtained at every angle of

inclination.

2nd, A much smaller angle, than the one usually considered the

smallest, can be confidently reckoned on, and with equal rate of sailing,

e.g., four or even three points, instead of five or six.

3rd, The wind, as a progressive agent, can be made available at any
angle greater than 10° or 15° degrees on either side of the dead-on-end
point.

This is not the place or occasion to enter upon the theory of the

point velique, or those problems, mathematical and physical, interesting

as they are, upon which close hauled sailing depends. My object rather

is to explain, in the most familiar and commonplace manner, the
difference between my own system and those in common use, so that a
landsman may be made to understand in what this consists as well as

the seaman.
To the former, sailing before the wind is plain and easy enough ; but

making head against the wind is always a mystery and stumbling-block

;

he must be content, therefore, to take for granted that the results stated

can be obtained ; and also with the information that the completeness of

these results are due to the perfection of those means, and to certain con-

ditions of them, which it shall be my endeavour to render clear and
palpable.

With this intention I will make reference to the most common objects

on land as analogies. Thus, to explain the condition called the gaff-

yard "set" of the canvas, take the example of an ordinary brick wall of

uniform thickness, built in a straight line. From this we can derive

the abstract idea of a perfect and permanent plane surface. Now, let

us suppose that from any cause

—

e.g., a too great weight laid on—the

wall is caused to buckle vertically, a plumb line dropped by the side

from the top would, before this change, touch the side at every part

;

but not so in the second supposition, when this change had taken place,

for then the curve or buckle would present a hollow on one side, and a
convex surface on the other; but only in the vertical direction, for

in the horizontal direction the Avail is still perfectly straight, supposing
this buckling to be uniform throughout.
Now, in the gaff-yard set of the sails, the canvas is in precisely this

last predicament—that is, perfectly straight in any horizontal line, but
curved or "bellied," as the phrase is, in the vertical sense. Of these two
conditions, the first is permanent and unalterable, the last is more or

less in degree according to the haulage.

We can now dismiss our wall, as "•Vimmortel Villiams " caused his to

make its "exit," when he had no further use either of his wall or the

hole in it ; and bearing in mind the ideas derived from the analogy,

make use of these in following the details of the actual combination of

sails and yards.

Let two yards (say two common top-mast yards) be slung on a mast,

and kept horizontal and parallel by their lifts, and in the same plane by
braces ; let the distance of one from the other be exactly ten feet. Now,
attach a number of cloths placed vertically from one yard to the other,

ranged in order as if for a complete sail, only the breadths are not yet to

be sewn at their edges (or selvages) to each other. Let each cloth be

exactly 10J feet long, and bent at either end to the yard top and bottom.

It will be evident to every one, seaman or landsman, that when these

cloths are filled out or bellied by the impulse of the wind, each of them
will form an exactly similar arc, with a cord of exactly the same length,

viz., the arc 10J, and the cord 10 feet by m 'asurement, according to

our premises. Now, if we take another straight spar and apply it to

these cloths (or arcs) at any part or interval between their fixed hori-

zontal yards, this spar will touch every cloth (or arc) at the same
moment, provided that it be applied in a position horizontal and parallel

to the two yards.

We have here the proof positive and palpable of a plane, "straight

horizontally," but curved more or less vertically, i.e., the gaff-yard set.

The injunction given in the specification of my patent is, that all the

sails are bent to horizontal spars, both at foot and head. Any of my
2Q
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readers may make the observation, " Oh! but that is no novelty." I

do not contradict, but simply desire him to go to a rigger and sailmaker,

and direct that for his square-rigged vessels (of say 500 tons), the square

top-sail be bent to the main yard at the foot, in the same manner as I

have stated above. The rigger will tell him to go somewhere else, for

he (the rigger) is not quite such a fool. He will add, perhaps, "Why,
sir, do you think your sail would last out the first gale of wind, or even

the first time that the weight of the lower yard told at all on the middle

breadths of the sail ? " And he would be quite right.

In the gaff-yard system, all the sails are bent head and foot, and in

addition, means are provided to do this with perfect security :

—

1st, By a novel arrangement of the masting and spars, by which all

undue and irregular strain is prevented, at least much more effectually

so than could be done in the ordinary systems ; and,

2nd, And more directly, by the application of the means called the gaff-

yard canvas, described in specification, by which the sail is strengthened

longitudinally (i.e., in the vertical direction of the cloths), intermediately

between the leech bolt-ropes—each cloth of gaff-yard canvas (one or

more, ad libitum) taking the place of ordinary canvas, and each capable

of sustaining a tension equal to a bolt-rope.

This is my novelty, viz., this combination of the two things—the bend-

ing at foot and bead, and the strenthening or securing the sail as de-

scribed; and this is the essential condition, the "point de depart" of

all my improvements. Its intrinsic value, 1 hope, will be now clearly

seen ;
and its relative value, as regards the second " improved principle,"

(if the term allows of this latitude of expression), will be appreciated,

whin the correspondence and dependency ofone and the other are brought

to view.

To carry out this second improved principle, then, the specification

enjoins, that " the canvas before the mast be placed in a plane to wind-

ward of that abaft the mast, so that the lee leech of the fore division sail

shall be (if only a few inches) nearer the wind than the mas'ing and

gear—the masting and gear being between the fore and aft divisions,

and this alternately for each tack." Thus the wind is enabled to pass

off from the fore division sail, and to immediately impinge upon the aft

division, without striking the masting, &c.—this last being becalmed
when close hauled ; and this is our Abrite.

I am asked, " Why would not the ordinary system do for this purpose

as well as your gaff-yard set ? " I ask, in reply, " What would you say

if each slate or tile on your roof, instead of being perfectly straight, as

it is in the direction in which the rain falls, were to be hollowed out, and

curled up, top and bottom, like an ordinary or bellied sail?"

In the example of the roof, however, the rain strikes the tiles at an

angle of 45°, or so ; whereas in that of sailing close hauled, the wind
strikes the sail at an angle of 20° in the ordinary systems ; but in mine,

from 15° down to 10°, or less, and with effect as a motive force. -A for-

tiori, then, is the folly of curling the surface horizontally of the sail ; and

by this the reader may judge of the defect of the present system, and

the superiority of the one now brought before the public.

As bearing directly on this point, I take the liberty of the insertion of

a paragraph from a small pamphlet, published by Norie and Wilson, on

the " Gaff-Yard Rig," page 3 :

—

" For sailing close to the wind, it is manifestly necessary to diminish

to a minimum all direct impediment, such as masts, gear, bulwarks, or

any surfaces that ' take the wind ;
' but the special object should be, that

nothing be allowed to interfere with that narrowed section of the wind
which strikes the canvas when the plane of the latter is placed obliquely,

and at a small angle to it, since this section is evidently more and more
reduced in breadth the more oblique the position of the canvas, and is

the sole motive force. Let attention be given, then, to any square-rigged

vessel, her yards braced back in the attempt to sail at five points ;
and

observe the position of her masting ropes, tops, &c., relative to this

narrowed section of the wind, and placed exactly, indeed, so as to neutral-

ise this force. We ask how it is possible for a craft so rigged to sail

close to the wind? " &c.
We have now before us the whole gist of the matter, in which the two

properties that constitute the improved principle are, I hope, made clear

to the understanding of every one. Without these properties or condi-

tions, the system, with all its details, would be comparatively valueless.

With them, I have no doubt that the system may be further developed,

and its details simplified even more than those found in the specifica-

tion, which, such as they are, you have been pleased to receive so favour-

ably, as to say that the}' are "calculated to effect a complete revolution

in the present systems of rigging and fitting vessels."

I fear I have already tired the reader, but must venture, notwithstand-

ing, to beg to be allowed one example, showing the advantages and the

striking applicability of my system. Take the case of a full-rigged ves-

sel, of 1,000 tons, furnished with auxiliary screw power, say up to the

duty of six knots an hour
;
put her at two points against half a gale of

wind and heavy sea. Now, to speak within bounds, four out of her six

knots are lost in driving her masts and gear through the wind—point her
yards, or do what you will ; while she is perhaps rolling her spars under
water. With the gaff-yard rig, the whole six knots could be obtained,

less the drawback of hull, bulwarks, and part of the standing rigging,

to which we must submit to; for at two points the yards and booms
are braced to from 1 to V5 points, i.e., from 11° to 17° (about), according

as the gale is wild or steady.

The qafj-ifard set will maintain the whole of the canvas ufuU u
at

either of these angles, and without "shake." All the masting and gear

will be becalmed, the same as at four points
; and indeed more easily,

seeing that the fore division"sails need not be brought quite as many
inches to windward.

Lastly, we may observe that the nearer we brace the yards, even at

the risk of a partial shake now and then, the more canvas we can dare

to carry ; since, though the intensity of the motive force is increased by

a course of more direct encounter with the wind, the volume of air that

strikes the sails is lessened in breadth, from their being more oblique to

the wind.

The motive force, it is true, would not give more than two knots an
hour, or perhaps not so much ;

but my system gives the negative advan-

tage of enabling the auxiliary steam motive force to act without impedi-

ment, and it also gives the incidental positive one of preventing

excessive rolling, nearly at every point of the compass. A model of a

two-masted vessel, with the gaff-yard rig. may be now seen at 31 Fleet

Street ; and another of a simpler modification, a one-masted vessel, at 19

Princes Street, Red Lion Square.

London, October, 1858. W. J. Glffoed.

TELEGRAPHS AND SUBMARINE TELEGRAPHIC
CONDUCTORS.

The chief difficulty with which telegraphic engineers have to contend
in submarine or underground telegraphs, is the current induced by the
original current passed through the cable for the purpose of conveying
the signals. Practically speaking, a submarine cable represents a Leyden
jar, the insulated wire forming the inner coating of the jar, and the sea
or earth the outer coating. The current sent through the wire charges
the gutta percha of the cable, by induction with opposite kinds of elec-

tricity on its inner and outer surfaces ; and as this induced current travels

along the wire in an opposite direction to the original current, its effects,

as may be imagined, produce confusion in the signals, and render it im-
possible to telegraph with any degree of rapidity. These influences are

such, in a line so long as the Atlantic cable, that it is calculated by Mr.
Henley that four words a minute will be the maximum rate of transmis-
sion. Such a speed would barely be sufficient to make the line pay a
small dividend, whilst it would be quite insufficient for the number of

messages required to be sent, and it would consequently be necessary to

lay down several other cables.

To overcome these difficulties, I have recently obtained a patent for

improvements in telegraphs and telegraphic conductors. The improve-
ment in cables consists in using two insulated wires for the conduction
and return of the current transmitted from the battery, instead of using
what is technically termed " the earth circuit." By this means there

is no conductor afforded for the transmission of the induced electricity,

and consequently it does not interfere with the original current. The
same conductor is open for the transmission of the induced current from
one side or the inner coating of the gutta percha to the other or outer
side ; consequently, as in the Leyden jar, a discharge can take place.

In my improvements there is no conductor from the inside to the outside

of the gutta percha, and consequently no discharge can take place.

It is well known that the mere length of wire would not afford any
impediment to the rapid working of a line across the Atlantic

; and with
the use of this improved form of cable, there will be no greater difficulty

in telegraphing from Ireland to America, than from London to Edin-
burgh.

One of the improvements relating to telegraphs consists in the mode
of making the coil or galvanometer. Instead of one continuous wire
being used to form the coil, two wires are taken, one for each half. By
this means a larger conductor is formed, whilst the same length of wire
is used. The patentee also uses two or more coils, placed one behind the

other, so that more needles than one may be used—two wires being used
for each coil.

The other improvement consists in telegraphing signals both to the
right and the left with one current of electricity. To effect this, threo.

batteries are used, and the indicating needle and the magnetised needle
are fastened to the same axis. These needles are so arranged, that when
two of the batteries are used, the indicating needle is vertical, and the
magnetised needle at an angle. When one of the batteries is removed,
the latter needle is not inclined at so great an angle from the vertical

line, and the other needle takes a position on the other side of the vertical

line ; and wdierr the three batteries are used, the magnetised needle is

still further deflected from the perpendicular line, whilst the other needle
takes a position but slightly deflected to the left of the vertical line. It

is necessary, in using this telegraph, that two of the batteries should be
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used to keep the indicating- needle perpendicular, and that one of these

batteries should be removed, or the third added, when signals are trans-

mitted. John Tatlock.

Floopersbrook, Cliester, Nov., 1858.

INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL CLUB AT GAND, BELGIUM.

The eminent position which you occupy in connection with the indus-

trial press, has enabled you frequently to perceive how many difficulties

surround the publishing of new systems. The foreign inventor above

all encounters them, and he frequently only overcomes them hy great

trouble and expense.

The administration of the Industrial and Commercial Club of Gand
has sought for the means of remedy for this town, and with the elements

of which this society is composed it appears easy to arrive at that result.

The members of the club are all connected either with commerce or

manufactures ; these are, the chiefs of the houses, to which discoveries are

addressed, and which have raised our town to the rank of the first manu-
facturing centre of the country.

The administration has then resolved to work in the very heart of the

club more easy and direct means of reciprocity between inventors and
manufacturers ; aud, with this end in view, they have decided upon con-

secrating a part of their vast premises to the establishment of a museum
of inventions. They have confided to us the honourable mission of

bringing this resolutiou to your notice.

To acquit ourselves of this task, we beg of you to kindly give the

publicity of your columns to the following arrangements, which they

nave made for regulating and conducting this institution. All persons

desiring to make known a process or discovery, useful in the arts, are

permitted to have recourse to the means of publicity instituted by the

club for that purpose. The reports of inventions, particularly detailed

descriptions, drawings, models, or specimens of apparatus on a small

scale, will be received by the club, and kept in their premise?, at the

disposal and for the inspection of the members interested therein.

Special apartments are devoted to the display of drawings, specimens,

or models. The packages will be exhibited under the care of secretaries,

and the inventor will be enabled to attend at the club on the day he
may indicate, to bring himself in contact with such of the members as

the invention may interest. The administration will decide the best

means of order and publicity.

The goods to be simply deposited should be announced as such, and
will lie on the premises without responsibility ofthe society. All letters

and communications must be prepaid, and addressed to the administra-

tion of the club, at the address of the society, " Place auMarais." Never-

theless, the schedules to the specimens, drawings, and models, as well as

all particular applications, are to be directed separately to the secretary.

We will not dwell upon the advantages which this arrangement
affords— the experience of your readers will suffice. We will merely point

ont one feature to your favourable notice, viz., the value of a reunion of

manufacturers formed round an inventor, who explains his invention,

and the confidence with which the facility of judging and understanding

in common should surround his invention. The zeal which you have
always shown in everything which could aid in the communication and
progress of industry, causes us to hope that you would kindly assist by
lending us the publicity and patronage of your important publication.

J. Voop.tmax, Vice President.

Gand, November, 1858. E. Detcret, Vice-President.

DRY COLLODION PHOTOGRAPHY.

The Rev. J. Lawson Sisson, who resides at Lausanne, and whose ex-

cellent "turpentine-waxed paper" negatives are well known to photo-

graphers, has communicated to us a new "dry" collodion process. As
this process is certain and simple—even more so than the "Fothergill"

process—and as the specimens we have seen enable us to say that it is

unquestionably successful, we ask leave, through your columns, to give

the following description of the manipulation :

—

The plates which it is intended to prepare being properly cleaned,

i thus. Have four dishes of the usual kind, in three of them put

sufficient filtered rain water (distilled water would be better) to

thoroughly cover a plate, in the fourth dish put about the same quantity

of raspberry syrup and water, in the proportions of Joz. ofsyrup to 3 oz.

of distill.-d water. (The raspberry syrup, which there are chemical

for using, is that usualh' sold by confectioners.) Arrange the

dishes side by side, the syrup dish being last. A plate is then coated

and sensitised in the ordinary manner, and is put, film upwards, in the

first water dish. A second plate is coated and sensitised, and when
ready to be lifted from the nitrate bath, the first plate is removed to the

second water dish, the second plate being put in the first water dish.

A third plate is then prepared, and plates one and two moved on to the

adjoining dishes ; then a fourth plate is sensitised, and at this stage

plate one is immersed in the syrup dish, and plates two and three in the

second and third water dishes. After preparing a fifth plate, plate one
is ready to be lifted from the syrup dish, and is then placed upright upon
blotting paper, to drain and dry.

In this order the process is continued, the time required for coating

and sensitising a plate measuring exactly the time any other plate shall

remain in one of the four dishes. The plates will keep as long, and, in

use, are quite as sensitive as those prepared by any of the existing

keeping processes
;
there are no blistering or albumen difficulties, nor is

any special condition of collodion or bath requisite.

Mr. Sisson uses the ordinary pyro-gallic developer, merely, in the
first place, putting for a few seconds a little water on the negative.

Murray & Heath.
43 Picadilly, London, Nov. 1858.

PROCEEDINGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

MEETING OF THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION AT LEEDS, 1858.

The following- is an abridged report of the proceedings:

—

Section A.

—

Mathematical and Physical Science.

' Continuation of report on luminous meteors for 1857-8,' by Rev. Professor

Powell.
'On radient heat,' by Mr. B. Stewart.

These experiments were performed with the aid of the thermomul ti pi ier, the source of

heat being for tiie most part bodies heated to two hundred and twelve degrees. Four

groups of experiments were considered. Group the first contaius those experiments in

which the quantities of heat radiated from polished plates of different substances at a given

temperature, are compared with the quantityradiated from a similar surface of lampblack

at the same temperature. The result of this group of experiments is, that glass, alum,

and selenite radiate about 98 pel cent, of what lampblack does—thick mica, 92—thin mica,

81—and rock salt only 15 per cent. The second group of experiments was designed to

compare together the quantities of heat radiated at the same temperature from polished

plates of the same substance, but of diffeient thicknesses. The result of this group was,

that while the difference between the radiating power of thick and thin glass is so small

as not to be capable of being directly observed, there is a perceptible difference between

the radiation from thick and thin mica, and a still more marked difference between the

radiation from plates of rock salt of unequal thickness. The third group of experiments

was made with the view of comparing the radiations from various polished plates with

that from lampblack, as regards the quality of the heat,—its quality being tested by its

capability of transmission through a screen of the same material as the radiating plate.

From this group of experiments it appears that heat emitted by glass, mica, or rock salt

is less transmissible through a screen of the same material as the heated plate than heat

from lampblack,—this difference being very marked in the case of rock salt, which only

transmits about one-third of the rays from heated rock salt. The common opinion that

rock salt is equally diathermanous for all descriptions of heat is therefore untenable. The

fourth group of experiments shows that heat from thick plates of glass, mica, or rock salt

is more easily transmitted by screens of the same nature as the heated plate than heat

from thin plates of these materials. It was shown that all these experiments may be ex-

plained by Prevnst's theory of exchanges, somewhat extended. This extension consists

of the following laws:— 1. Each particle of a substauee has an independent radiation of its

own equal in all directions and without regard to tho distance of the particle from the

surface of the body. 2. The rad iation of a particle equals its absorption, and that for every

description of heat. 3. The flow of heat from within upon the interior surface of a polish-

ed plate of indefinite thickness is proportional to the index of refraction of the body, and

that for every description of heat. The bearing of these experiments on Dulong and Pe-

tit's law of radiation was then attempted to be traced. It was idiown that unless bodies

from simply being heated change their transmissibility for the same description of heat

(which there is no reason to suppose), the radiation of thin plates or particles at a high

temperature will bear a less proportion to the total radiation of that temperature than at

a low,—the consequence will be, that the radiation of single particles will increase with

the temperature in a less degree than Dulong and Petit's law would indicate. It may even

be that the radiation of a particle or very thin plate may be proportional to the absolute

temperature of that particle. Taking a piece of glass or mica, therefore,at alowtempera-

ture, as it is very opaque with regard to the heat radiated by itself, we may suppose that

the total radiation consists of that of the outer layer of particles only, that from the inner

layers being all stopped by the outer. At high temperatures, however, we may suppose

that there is not only the radiation of the outer layer, but also part of that of the inner

layer which has been able to pass, swelling up the total radiation to what it appears in

Dulong and Petit's experiments. This way of looking at radiation may possibly bring

the radiative power of particles to obey the same laws with the conducting power of par-

ticles, which Prof. Forbes has shown decreases with an increase of temperature.

1 A communication on heat, and the indestructibility of elementary bodies,

by Miss Rosina M. Zornlin,' read by Mr. W. S. Ayrton.
' On the distribution of heat in the interior of the earth.' ' Note on obser-

vations of temperature.' 'On the constitution of comets.' 'On the con-
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ditions of equilibrium in the spheriod of rotation.

Stockholm,' by Dr. P. A. Siljestrom.

On the magnetic dip at

On a general method of deriving the properties of umbilical surfaces of the

second order, having three unequal axes, IVum the properties of the sphere,' by

Dr. Booth.
t , ,

1 On the use of amethyst plates in experiments on the polarisation of light,

by Sir David Brewster.

In order to determine the exact position of the plane of primitive polarisation it was

usual to observe when the intensity of theextraordinary image of the analysing prism was

a minimum ; but as it is difficult to obtain light perfectly homogeneous, the light oi" this

image could not be completely extinguished. In his experiments on the rotatoiy phe-

nomena of quartz, M. Biot employed a coloured glass, which transmitted only the extreme

red rays of the spectrum; but tin's method, owing to the great loss of light on the polar-

ised pencil, was attended with so many inconveniences that fifteen or twenty trials were

required before he could determine the zero of his instrument. In order to remedy this

evil, M. Soleil interposed between the polarising apparatus and the analysing prism two

plates of quartz of equal thickness, the one right-handed and the other left-handed. These

plates were united so as to give the same tint when the plane of the principal section of

the analysing prism coincided with the plane of primitive polarisation. This ingenious

apparatus was submitted to the Academy of Sciences on the 23rd of June, 1845, and has

been used since that time by M. Senarmont and others in their experiments on polarisa-

tion. In the year 1819 I communicated to the ltoyal Society of Edinburgh the very same

method of placing the principal section of the analysing prism in the plane of primitive

polarisation: but in place of using two plates of right and left handed-quartz,I used a single

plate of amethyst, in which the two kinds of quartz were combined, during the formation

of the crystal. This piece of apparatus, which is obviously superior to that of M. Soleil,

is thus described in the paper to which I have referred:—"The properties of amethyst,

which have now been described, render a plate of this mineral a valuable addition to our

apparatus for conducting experiments on the polarisation of light. If we wish to place

the principal section of the aniysing prism exactly in the plane of primitive polarisation,

we have only to intCTpose a thin plate of amethyst like that shown in the figure, and if

the tints of both sets of veins are exactly similar, the analysing prism will have the re-

quired position. If the one set of tints is bluer or whiter than the other, or if there is the

slightest difference between them, the position of the prism must be altered till that dif-

ference is no longer perceptible. If we wish to place a plate of sulphate of lime or any

other crystal, so as to have its principal section in the plane of primitive polarisation,

the interposition of the amethyst plate will givens the same assistance, by indicating that

the circular (rotatory) tints are not affected by it, whereas if we wish to place the axis of

the sulphate of lime at an angle of forty-five degrees to the primitive plane of polarisation,

the amethyst will point out this position when the opposite circular tints suffer an equal

change."

' On the heating of the lower strata of the atmosphere by contact with the

earth's surface,' by Professor Hennessy,

The temperature of the atmosphere depends principally on the heat which it receives

from the sun and on what it loses by radiation. A portion of the solar heat is absorbed

in passing through the air, while another portion penetrates to the eartlfs surface. The

ground becomes thus heated, and the lower strata of the atmosphere acquire the greater

part of their heat from contact with the warmed surface. It is admitted that the mode

in which the air becomes heated by contact with the ground must be a kind of circulation

analogous to that seen in the movements of a heated mass of liquid, such as boiling

water. When studying the vertical movements of the atmosphere, with reference to

which Prof. Hennessy had made -a communication to the Association last year, he had

been led to consider the connection between such movements and the influence of the

heated ground. In order to experimentally study the question, thermometers were

suspended at different heights above the ground, and under different circumstances of

exposure to the influence of the supposed currents. Observations were made every

minute, during short intervals, about the middle of the month of May, on days when the

sky was clear, and during which there was consequently a great deal of solar radiation.

In general the thermometers exhibited fluctuations of temperature, the intensity of

which diminished the more they were protected from the influence of circulating currents

in the air. The greatest fluctuations were presented by thermometers with blackened

bulbs exposed in the sun. This arose from the ciicumstance that the blackened bulbs,

by acquiring a high temperature, became themselves disturbing agents in the calorific

conditions of the surrounding air. Evidence of similar phenomena appears to be pre-

sented by the curves of temperature obtained by the aid of photographical registration

at the Tt;ulcliffe Observatory in Oxford. Attention has been called by Mr. Johnson to a

remarkable serration in the temperature curves during the day. This serration is found

only when there is a considerable amount of solar radiation, it disappears during sunless

and cloudy weather. 'While it is explained by referring it to the influence of the solar

heat upon the ground, and the consequent circulation of small atmospheric currents, it

affords a very satisfactory -confirmation of the trustworthiness of the photographical

method of registration.

' On the decrease of temperature over elevated land,' by Professor Hen-
nessy.

He showed that the decrease of temperature in ascending through the atmosphere de-

pended not only on height above the sea level but also upon the absolute height above

the nearest surface of solid land. In this way the decrease of temperature over plains,

mountains, and plateaus, would be necessarily very different, and we cannot immcdiately

infer the state of the phenomena in the two latter instances from what may exist in the

foimer. Some of the results of observations made on some of the hills and mountains of

Ireland during the Ordnance Survey, as contained in tin. volume recently published by

Col. James, were referred to as illustrations of these general views.

Admiral Fitzroy thought that one circumstance was too much overlooked by Fmf.
Hennessy in these researches, namely, that along with these ascending currents tin-

whole body of the air was carried along by horizontal currents, so that it could not In;

assumed that it was the very same air which gave some of the indications which afforded

the others. Again, it had been clearly shown that a thermometer placed upon the groundj

or close to it, frequently fell 17 deg. or 18 deg. below one placed a few feet or inches

above it, while somewhat higher up still the indications of the thermometer again fell,

thus clearly indicating a spot at which there was a maximum temperature. As (o the

latter part of what he stated, it was so commonly observed that if you placed a ther-

mometer in the lower window of a house, and another in the window immediately above

it, in nine cases out of ten you would find the latter indicate a lower temperature than

the former.

Prof. Stevelly said that, besides what Admiral Fitzroy had pointed out, there were two

other circumstances of much importance to he attended to in such observations as Prof.

Hennessy had been making. First, that evaporation was going on more or less rapidly

according to the circumstances of the locality where the observations were conducted.

Secondly, that the air, when having—either gradually, as in some cases, or abruptly, as

in others—to ascend in its course very elevated ground, was compelled to contract in

volume, become condensed, and yet in some cases part with a portion of its vapour, and

thus form the cloud which we so often saw capping the hills, as well as giving origin to

the high winds and storms which so frequently prevailed there.

Br Tyndall said that he had just returned from Switzerland, where, on the tops of

Monte Rosa, and even of Mont Blanc, he had a full opportunity of witnessing these

phenomena on a scale of grandeur truly sublime. The snow in these regions was natu-

rally as dry as dust, and he had frequently an opportunity of witnessing columns of it

whirled up to an immense height by the ascending currents of air into regions where it

was soon dissipated, or melted and dispersed into vapour. It was also to be observed that the

sun's heat had a power of penetrating water and other screens, such as the clouds formed]

far surpassing that possessed by heat derived from less intensely ignited or heated

sources, as, for instance, from bodies heated red hot, or from vessels filled with hot water

and the like. Hence, the sun's rays, though they penetrated the clouds and the earth, yet

there they totally lost their former powers, and when radiated back possessed no such

power as before of penetrating clouds or other screens, and thus the earth and its atmo-

sphere became a kind of trap for the solar rays.

' On the fixed lines of the solar spectrum,' by Dr. Gladstone.

'On some optical properties of phosphorus,' by Dr. Gladstone and Rev, T.
Pel ham Dale.

' On the perihelia and ascending nodes of the planets,' by Mr. A. J. Cooper,
M.P.

' On some properties of a series of the powers of the same number,' by Mr.
John Pope Hennessy.
'On the mutual relations of inverse curves and inverse curve surfaces.' by

Rev. Dr. Booth.

'Notice regarding astronomer Broun's having successfully established a

meteorological and magnetical observatory in Travancore at 6,200 ft. above the
level of the sea ; ami as to the result of magnetical observations at Trevandrum,
as communicated in a letter from Mr. Broun to General Sir Thomas M. Bris-

bane,' ' On the desirableness of renewing balloon ascents in England for

meteorological objects,' by Colonel Sykes.

'Notice of the instruments employed in the magnetic survey of Ireland,

with some of the results,' by Rev. Dr. Lloyd.
' On the results of the measures of gamma virginis for the epoch 1858, as

determined by Admiral Smyth.' ' On the discovery of a new variable star

(R. Sagattarii) by N. Pogson, Esq.,' by Dr. Lee.
1 Meteorological phenomena at Huggate for 1857,' by Rev. T. Rankin.
' On the notion of distance in analytical geometry,' by Mr. A. Cayley.
' On the configuration of the surface of the earth/ by Rev. J. Dingle.
' On certain abnormal structures in the crystalline lenses of animals, and in

the human crystalline.' 'On the crystalline lens of the cuttle fish,' by Sir

David Brewster.
' On the fusion of rocks under pressure,' by Mr. James G. Marshall.

'Notes on the Atlantic telegraph,' by Mr. Wildman "Wliitehouse.

The author described a peculiar embarrassment arising from the different rates at which,

under some circumstances, successive signals travelled through the cable, some overtak-

ing or encroaching upon those which had preceded them. This was traced to the condi-

tion of the cable immediately preceding such signal, and the difficulty was met and effect-

ually removed hy the adoption of a system of antecedent compensation

Admitting that, for overground telegraphs, the size of the conductor need be limited

only by considerations of convenience or expense—and could not, electrically speaking, be

too large—the author alluded to the widely different conditions which obtained in sub-

marine conductors, where the loss by induction alone could he shown, under some cir-

cumstances, to consume a very large proportion of the whole force employed. He adduced

some experiments in which the use of additional instated conductors as parallel circuits,

though of course lessening the resistance to continuous currents, yet largely augmented

the retardation observed upon every signal, and actually diminished their force. He
further stated his opinion, that 'the induction to which submarine conductors are neces-

sarily subjected removes this question from the sole operation of those simple laws which

regulate the usages of other conductors, and introduces a new element into the calcula-

tion, the value and fnrte of which I do not anywhere find fully recognised.'

A series of carefully-noted observations, with diagram, showing that the same lengUi

of cable which at 40* Fahr. gave one and a half degree of deflectim 1 y its 1 akage, at 71°
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Fahr. gave loss to the amount of seventy and a half degrees deflection upon the same in-

strument. This loss was transient, and ceased altogether on the fall of temperature at

to return again with its rise the following day.

1 On a modification of RuhmkorfFs induction coil,' by Mr. "W. Ladd.
1 On the phosphorescent appearance of electrical discharges in vacuum made

in Hint and potash glasses.
1

' On induced electrical discharges when taken in

aqueous vapour.' by Mr. J. P. Gassiot.
* On an apparatus lor exhibiting optical illusions illustrative of spectral

phenomena,' by Mr. H. Dircks.
* On the mathematical theory of sound,' by Mr. S. Eamshaw.

her evidence of lunar influence on temperature,' by Mr. J. Park

Harrison.
1 On a mode of constructing the rectangular hyperbola by points,

1 by Mr. G.

Thurnell-
1 A method of forming tables of squares and cubes,

1 by Mr. C. M. Willich.
' On a new law of binocular vision.' by Mr. J. Dingle.
* On the magnetic survey of Great Britain,' by Major-Gen. Sabine.
* On the daily comparison of an aneroid barometer with a Board of Trade

r. by captains of ships at sea.
1

' On a rock crystal prism micrometer, 1

by Dr. Lee.
' On the influence of light on polarised electrodes,

1 by Mr. "W. R. Grove
(communicated by Mr. Eamshaw]

.

1 On the intensity of the terrestrial magnetic force,
1

' On the development

of a physical theory of terrestrial magnetism,
1 by Mr. James Dnimmond.

'On scientific researches at Mont Blanc,
1

by Professor Tyndall.
' 0q a fresh form of crystallisation which takes place in fallen snow under

intense cold,* by Mr. J. "Woolley.
* On vision through the foramen centrale of the retina.

1
' On the duration

of luminous impressions on certain points of the retina,
1 by Sir David Brewster.

:11 known that the duration of luminous impressions on the retina is one-third

ofa second for white light of ordinary intensity. In the Report of the Belfast Meet-

ing, I have shown that the small circular area at the end of the axis, whether it he retina

or choroid, retains light longer than the general retina, after the eye has been exposed

to light: and I have recently observed that certain points of that membrane, situated

apparently near its termination at the ciliary processes, have even a greater retentive

power In order to observe this curious phenomenon, we must extinguish, suddenly, a

gas-flame to the light of which the eye has been for some time exposed. "We shall then

observe a number ofbright luminous points arranged in a circle, the diameter of which is

about 72 degs. These bright points, or stars, apparently placed at equal distances, vanish

so qaickly that I have found it very difficult to deteimine their number. They may

amoant to 15 or 20. I have sometimes observed them upon extinguishing a candle, and

also upon quickly shotting the eyes. The parts of the retina from which these points of

light emanate are probably places where the retina is attached to the ciliary ring, or othei

parts in the interior of the eye, and may therefore be detected by the anatomist.

1 On the formation of hail as illustrated by local storms,
1 by Mr. "W. R.

Bowditch, B.A.
* On a danger attending the use of red and green signal lights at sea,

1 by
Professor G. Wilson.

* On moon blindness.
1 by Sir G. Robinson, (communicated by Prof. Stevelly).

4 On a new kind of dial, with a model, 1 by Mr. "W. Carlile.

* Contributions on the submarine telegraph,
1 by Mr. W. Whitehouse, (com-

municated by Mr. Eamshaw).
' On photography.' by Mr. W. M'Craw.
'On the mutual relations of inverse curves and inverse curve surfaces,

1 by
Rev. Dr. Booth.

* On an optical instrument constructed by Professor Petzval, of Vienna, 1 by
Sir David Brewster.

1 On a portable self-registering anemometer, 1 by Mr. F. Osier.

'On Dr. W'hewell's views respecting the nature and value of mathematical

definitions,
T by Mr. J. P. Hennessy.

Section B.

—

Chemical Science.

* On M. de Luca's claim to be the discoverer of the non-presence of iodine in

atmospheric air, rain water, and snow. 1
' On an improved electric lamp, in-

vented and. manufactured by Mr. W. Hart, Edinburgh.' 'Notes on the pro-

duction of a frosted surface on articles made of aluminium,' by Mr. Stevenson
Macadam. Ph.D.. F.K.S.E.

'On the effects produced on glass bv exposure lo the action of mud in

water/ by Mr. C. W. Bingley, Ph.D., F.C.S.
( On the alkaline wa :rs of Leeds,' by Mr. W. Hnggon.
' On chloro-arsenio.13 ajid, and some of its compounds,' by Mr. W. Wallace,

F.C.S.
* On animal ammonia, its detection, evolution, and office,

1 by Rev. J. B.

Beade, M.A., F.R.S.
* On a new method of determining the quantity of carbonic acid contained in

the air." by Mr. Edward Smith, M.D.
' On trie combustibility and other properties of the rarer metals,

1 bv Mr. A.
Hatthiessen, Ph.D., F.C.S.

It embraced a description of the very beautiful metals obtained from the alkalis and

alkaline earths, and was illustrated by the exhibition of a variety of these metals, as

attractive a-' unusual The specimens of .sodium, lithium, potassium, calcium, strontium,

&c. f
were regarded with great interest, arid their combustion in an intensely brilliant

whiU light, elicited frequent expressions of admiration. Their extreme lightness was

dwelt on, lithium being lighter than any liquid, and possessing little more than half the

specific gravity of water. From magnesium the combustion resulted in an ash hollow

throughout.

'On the practical applications of aluminium, 1 by Mr. R. Reynolds, F.C.S.

Mr Reynolds presented for the examination of the section a spoon and fork manufac-

tured by Messrs. Coulson & Co., of Sheffield. The spoon closely resembled silver in

colour, having, however, perhaps a faint tinge of blue. It could be produced at about

half the cost of silver. The weight was only two and a half times that of water, and oue

third that of silver. The sensation of handling so light a metal was a very singular one.

On the Continent, the manufacture of aluminium is pretty general, brooches, studs, &c,

being made of it in consequence of its offering, with an alloy of copper, a very close re-

semblance to gold, in all but the property of weight. Mr Coulson had stated that with

from o to 10 per cent, of aluminium he could obtain any shade of gold.

In reply to Sir J. Herschel, Mr Reynolds said that it resisted the action of sulphur.

' On the expansion of metals, alloys, and salts,' by Mr. F. Crace Calvert,

F.C.S.
' On colorific lichens,' by Mr. James Bedford.

He observed that these weeds, although apparently finding their necessary home near

the coast, had been discovered by Dr Livingstone in his recent travels, five hundred

miles inland, on the banks of the river Loeva. The paper was illustrated by some beau-

tiful experiments, by a simple extemporaneous test, by which a vivid red and a very

rich violet colour were produced.

Mr Calvert stated that the powerful and soft violet or purple colour that had just been

obtained, and which was called, from its fugitive character, ladies' despair, had just been

successfully fixed by a silk-Iyer, at Lyons, who, after five or six years' trial, had obtained

a permanent dye. He had himself tested it, and the colour remained perfectly fast. In

answer to a gentleman in the body of the room, Mr Calvert said that worsteds, wool,

cotton, &c, had been submitted successfully to similar tests.

1 On a method of observation applied to the study of some metainorphic rocks,

and on some molecular changes exhibited by the action of acids upon them,'
by M. Alphonse Gages.

' On the relation of the atomic weights of the families of the elements,' by Mr.
J. Mercer, F.R.S.
'On an instrument for maintaining a water-bath at constant temperatures,'

by Mr. J. Waterhouse, F.R.S.
' On an instrument for measuring the varying intensity of ozone,' by Mr. E.

Lankester, M.D., F.R.S.

This instrument consisted of two small rollers included in a box, which were moved by

means of ordinary clockwork. Over the roller a strip of paper, prepared with iodide of

potassium and starch, is allowed to revolve, the paper becoming exposed to the air for an

inch of its surface in the lid of the box. Twenty-four inches of paper pass over the rollers

in the course of the twenty-four hours, and thus registers, by its colour, the intensity of

the action of ozone in the atmosphere. By this instrument the intensity of the ozone

for every hour in the twenty-four could be registered, and minima and maxima with an

average be ascertained. The register of ozone could also be compared with those of the

anemometer, and the relation of ozone to the direction and force of the wind ascertained.

Dr. Lankester pointed out the importance of ascertaining the presence of ozone, on

account of its undoubted relation to health. He drew attention to a series of tables

which had been drawn up from the registrations of the anemometer made at London,

Elackheath, and Felixstow, on the coast of Suffolk. From these it was seen that the

relation of these three places was as 0, 22, and 55. The instrument acted also as a clock,

and the time could be accurately marked upon the ozonised paper.

' On the action of hard water upon lead,' by Mr. "W. Lauder Lindsav, M.D.,
F.L.S.
'On electrical discharges as observed in carbonic acid vacuo,' by Mr. J. P.

Gassiot, V.P.R.S.
* On the atom of tin,' by Mr. "W. Odling, M.D., F.C.S.
' On reciprocal decomposition between salts and their acid solvents,

1 by Mr.
J. H. Gladstone, Ph.D., F.R.S.

' Observations on dry collodion processes,' by Mr. W. Sykes "Ward, F.C.S.
' On a process for the estimation of actinism,' by Mr. R. J. Fowler.
'How to exhibit photographs in colours,' by Mr. J. Mercer, F.R.S.
' On choice of subject in photography, and the adaptation of different pro-

cesses,' by Mr. W. Lyndon Smith.
' On nitro-glycerine,' by Mr. J. B. Edwards, Ph.D., F C.S.
' On a new variety of pyro-electric wavellite,' by M. Alphonse Gages.
' On the source of ammonia in volcanic emanations,' by Mr. R. "Warrington.
' On some double salts formed with bichromate of potash,' by Professor

Sullivan.
' On the purple dye obtained from coal tar,

1 by Mr. W. H. Perkins.

'On the aliotropic conditions of oxygen,' by Professor Schonbein, (com-
municated by Dr. Jones).

' On a remarkable deposit of carbonate of lime about fossils in the lower
lias of Dorsetshire,' by Mr. G. Gladstone.

' On the constitution of the mineral portions of bones, and the analysis of

common bone ash, animal charcoal, &c.,' by Professor Voelecker.
' On a new method for the determination of nitric acid,' by Dr. Pugh.
'On the carbonates of alumina, chromic oxide, and ferric oxide,' by Dr.

Wallace.
'On the annual yield of nitrogen per acr3 in different crops,' by Mr. J. B.

Lawes, F.R.S., and J. H. Gilbert, Ph.D., F.C.S.

'On the estimation of organic matter and carbonic acid in the air,' by R.
Angus Smith, Ph.D., F.R.S.
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Section C.

—

Geology.

' On the comparative geology of Hot-ham, near Cave,
1 by Rev. J. W.

Norwood.
'On the marine shell bed of the South Wales coal basin,

1 by Mr. P. G.

Bevan, M.E., F.G.S.

'On the geology of a part of Lincolnshire hitherto unexplained,' by Rev.

E. Trollope.
4 On the geology of the Scilly Islands,' by Rev. F. E. St atham.

'On the effect of currents in producing the structure of the millstone grit,'

by Mr. H. C. Sorby.

'On the deposits of the Aire Valley,' by Mr. T. P. Teale.
' On the geology of the Lake District,' by Mr. ,T. G. Marshall.

'On a recently discovered ossiferous cavern, at Brixhain, Devon, and a report

on the progress made in the excavation,' by Mr. W. Pingelly.

On ' Brixham bone cave,' by Professor Ramsay.

'Notice of some phenomena at the junction of the granitic and schistose

rocks in West Cumberland,' by Professor Phillips.

'On the distortion of fossils,' by Professor Harkness.
' On the jointed structure of rocks, particularly as displayed in some localities

in Ireland,'' by Professor King.
' On some peculiarities in the arrangement of the minerals in igneous rocks,

and on a new method of determining the temperature and pressure at which

various minerals and rocks were formed," by Mr. H. C. Sorby.

'Further contributions to the paleontology of the " tile stones," or siluro-

devonian strata of Scotland,' by Mr. David Page.
' Observations on the genus pteraspis,' by Professor Huxley.
' On the conglomerates near Fronie, and their organic remains,' by Mr.

Charles Moore.
'On some remarkable Yorkshire fossils, including the unique plesiosauri in

the museum at York, with pictorial restorations by Mr. Waterhouee Hawkins,

of the Crystal Palace,' by Mr. Edward Charlesworth.
' On the fossils and yellow sandstones of Dura Den,' by Dr. Anderson.
' On the lead-bearing districts of North Yorkshire,' by Mr. S. Eddy.

'On two new species of Crustacea from the coal measures in Queen's County,

Ireland ; and some remarks on forms allied to them,
1

by Mr. W. H. Baily.

' On the discovery of strata of supposed permian age, in the interior of North

America, by Mr. Meek, and other American geologists,' by Professor Rogers.
' On remarkable Yorkshire fossils,' by Mr. Charlesworth.

'On the arrangements of the small stones on certain base levels in northern

localities,' by Mr. J. Woolley, M.A.
' On the volcanoes of Central Asia, commencing with the Baikal in Oriental

Siberia, and extending into Mongolia and Chinese Tartary,' by Mr. T. W.
Atkinson.

4 On some molecular phenomena produced by the action of acids on hydrous

magnesian rocks,' by Mr. A. Gages.

'On a new genus and species of pterodactyle, with remarks on the geological

distribution of the flying reptiles,' by Professor Owen.
'Results of recent research among the older rocks of the Scottish Highlands,'

by Sir R. Murchison.
' On the a?e and relations of the gneiss rocks in the North of Scotland,' by

Professor Nicol.
' On the relations of the metamorphic and older palaeozoic rocks of Scotland,'

by Mr. D. Page.

'On the hematite ores of North Lancashire, and a communication from R.

Baker, jun.. on the hematite deposits of West Cumberland,' by Professor

Phillips.
' On the origin of breccias of the southern portion of the Valley of the Nith,'

by Professor Harkness.

"'On vegetable structure visible in the coal of Nova Scotia,' by Mr. W.
Dawson.

' Remarks on certain vermiform fossils found in the mountain limestone

districts of the North of England,' by Mr. Albany Hancock.

'On an ichthvolite found in the Devonian slates of East Cornwall.' 'On
the trilobite found at the Knoll Hill, Newton Abbot, Devon,' by M. W. Pen-

gelly.
' On the skeleton of a seal from the pleistocene clays of Stratheden, Fifeshire,'

by Mr. David Page.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

The Council of the Institution of Civil Engineers have recently awarded the

following premiums, for papers which were read during the past session :

—

1. A Telford medal, to -lames Atkinson Longridge, M. Inst. C.E., and a

Council premium of books to Charles Henry Brooks, for their paper 'On Sub-

merging Telegraphic Cables.'

2. A Telford medal, to George Robertson, Assoc. Inst. C.E., for his paper,
' An Investigation into the Theory and Practice of Hydraulic Mortar.'

3. A Telford medal, to James Henderson, Assoc. Inst. C.E., for his paper

'On the Methods generally employed in Cornwall, in dressing Tin and Copper

Ores.'

4. A Telford medal, to Robert Jacomb Hood, M. Inst. C.E., for his paper

'On the Arrangement and Construction of Railway Stations.'

5. A Telford medal, to Major-General George Borlase Tremenheere, Assoc.

Inst. I I.E., for his paper ' On Public Works in the Bengal Presidency.'

6. A Telford medal, to Alfred Giles, M. Inst. C.E., for his paper 'On the

Construction of the Southampton Docks.'

7. A Watt medal, and the Manby premium, in books, to Guilford Lindsay

Molesworth, As-oc. Inst. C.E., for his paper 'On the Conversion of Wood
by Machinery.'

8. A Watt medal, to Thomas Spencer Sawyer, for his paper 'On the Prinei-

pal Self-acting and other Tools employed in the Manufacture of Engines, Steam
Boilers, &c.'

9. A Council premium of books to Frederick Charles Webb, Assoc. Inst.

C.E., for his paper 'On the Practical Operations connected with Paying-out
and Repairing Submarine Telegraph Cables.'

10. A Council premium of books, to Henry Conybeare, M. Inst. C.E., for his

paper, 'Description of Works recently executed for the Water Supply of Bom-
bay, in the East Indies.'

11. A Council premium of books, to Samuel Alfred Varlcy, for his paper 'On
the Qualifications requisite in a Submarine Cable, for most efficiently trans-

mitting Messages between distant Stations.'

12. A Council premium of books, to Richard Carden Despard, for his paper,

'Description of Improvements on the Second Division of the River Lee, with
Remarks on the Position of Canals generally.'

13 A Council premium of books, to Alexander Wright, Assoc. Inst. C.E.,

for his paper 'On Lighting Mines by Gas.'

14. A Council premium of hooks, to James Brunlecs, M. Inst. C.E., for his

paper, 'Description of the Iron Viaducts erected across the Esiuaries of the
Leven and Kent, in Morecambe Bay, for the Ulverstone and Lancaster Railway.'

The Council invite communications on the following, as well as other subjects,

for premiums :

—

1. A review of the plans which have been proposed, at different times, for the

emharkment of the river Thames.
2. On the principles upon which the works for the improvement of river

navigation should be conducted, and the effects of the works upon the drainage

and irrigation of the district; including accounts of the systems of moveable
dams ('barrages mobiles') in rivers on the Continent.

3. On the effect of engineering works in causing injurious scour, flooding, or

silting-up, in tidal estuaries, or rivers.

4. The inundations of the Rhone and the Saone in the year 185G, the causes

to which they may be attributed, and the means for averting their recurrence.

5. On the main natural and artificial drains of the country, the extent to which
they have been effected by the increasing amount of agricultural land drainage,

and the general influence upon the main river outfalls.

6. On reclaiming land from seas and estuaries.

7. On the results of the employment of steam-tugs on canals, and of other

measures for the improvement of canals as a means of conveyance for heavy
traffic.

8. On the methods of constructing foundations, for large structures, in deep
water.

9. The history and practical results of timber andiron piling, for foundations,

or other purposes, and for wharf and dock walls ; with notices of the mechanism
employed in driving, and of other modes of inserting the piles.

10. On raising submerged vessels, and on submarine operations by means of

diving, or other apparatus.

11. Description of cast, or wrought, iron cranes, scaffolding, and machinery,
employed in large works, in stone quarries, hoists, or lifts on quays, in ware-
houses, &c>, especially where either steam or water is used as a motive power.

12. On the results of experiments on the crushing weights of different ma-
terials, particularly as to the resisting powers of rubble masonry, set in dif-

ferent limes and cements.

13. The selection of sites for the construction of docks on the course of tidal

streams, with reference to communication with railways, and with inland na-

vigation.

14. The selection of sites for, and the principles of the construction of, break-

waters, harbours of refuse, piers, moles (whether solid, or on arches), sea walls,

ami shore defences; illustrated by examples of known constructions.

15. The construction of lighthouses; their machinery and lighting apparatus;

with notices of the methods in use for distinguishing the different lights.

16. On the mechanical methods of boring and of sinking large shafts, of intro-

ducing the tubbing and the impervious lining, and of traversing running sand,

and other difficult strata.

17. The results of contrivances for facilitating the driving of tunnels, or drifts

in rock.

18. The results of a series of observations on the flow of water from the ground,

in any large district ; with accurately-recorded rain-gauge registries, in the same
locality, for a period of not less than twelve months.

19. On the construction of catch-water reservoirs in mountain districts, for

the supply of towns, or for manufacturing purposes.

20. Accounts of existing water-works ; showing the methods of supply, the

distribution throughout the streets of towns, and the general practical results.

21. The comparative duty performed by, and improvements in the construc-

tion of, modern pumping engines for raising water, for the supply of towns,

or for the drainage or mines ; noticing in the latter cases the depth and length

of the underground workings, the height of the surface above the sea, the geo-

logical formation, tlie contiguity of streams, &c.

22. The results of the use of bucket and rotarypnmps, for lifting large quan-

tities of water to a limited height; as at the Haarlem Mere, or at Whittlcsea

Mere : with descriptions of the machinery employed, and the application of such

machinery to the raising of the sewage of large towns.

23. On the methods in use in various countries for raising water for the

purposes of irrigation.

24. The drainage and sewerage of large towns; exemplified by accounts of the

systems at present pursued, with regard to the level and position of the outfall,

the form, dimensions, and material of the sewers, the prevention of emanations

from them, the arrangements for connecting the house drains willi the public

sewers, and the disposal of the sewage, whether in a liquid form, as irrigation,

or in a solid form after deodorisation.

25. On boiler inspection as practised in this country and on the Continent,

with remarks as to the comparative merits of the two systems.
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26. On the most recent systems of smoke prevention, in stationary, marine,

and locomotive boilers; and a discussion of the existing difficulties.

27. On the causes of the alleged failure in economising fuel, in working
steam expansively, and the probable conditions for insuring success.

28. A practical exposition of the doctrine of the mechanical equivalence of

heat.

29. On the results of the use of superheated steam.

30. On substitutes for steam, and the causes of their failure.

31. On the results of the use of tubular boilers, and of steam at an increased

pressure, for marine and other engines, noticing particular!)' the difference in

weight and in speed, in proportion to the horse power and the tonnage.

32. On the best methods of reducing the temperature of the engine and
boiler room of steam vessels, and of preventing the danger arising from the

over-heating of the base of the funnel.

33. The substitution of machinery for manual labour, for raising, lowering,

and reefing the sails, weighing the anchor, &c, on board ship.

3-t. On steam vessels of light draught for the shallow rivers of India, &c.

35. On the form and materials for floating batteries ('vaisseau be'lier"),

and the points requiring attention in their construction.

36. On the ascertained duration, and other qualities, of the numerous sys-

tems of permanent way in use in England and in other countries, with their

original cost and expense of maintenance.
37. Improvements in the construction of railway carriages and waggons, with a

view to the reduction of the gross weight of passenger trains; also of railway

wheels, axles, bearings, axle-boxes, and brakes, and of bearing, traction, and
buffer springs; treating particularly their ascertained duration and their relative

friction.

38. Descriptions of the various kinds of machinery in use in the principal

shipping ports, for the shipment of coal ; noticing particularly those in which
the greatest expedition is combined with the least amount of breakage of the

coal ; and also accounts of the means of unshipping and measuring, or weighing
the coal, on its arrival in port.

39. On the means of utilising the products of the distillation of coal, so as

to make coke commercially as cheap as coal ; with descriptions of the ovens,

and of the best processes used in Great Britain and on the Continent, in the
manufacture of coke.

40. The precautions adopted for guarding against accidents by fire-damp

and after-damp in mines.

41. The most effective arrangement and form of centrifugal and reciprocat-

ing blowing apparatus.

42. The chemical analysis, and the application to economic purposes, of the
gases generated in iron blast furnaces.

43. Description of modifications of the present systems of smelting iron ores,

of improvements in the conversion of cast iron into the malleable state, and of

the manufacture of iron generally, comprising the distribution and management
of iron works.

44. An investigation of the causes of "red" and of " cold-shortness" in

malleable iron, and other chemical characteristics with affect the physical
properties of cast or of wrought iron.

45. On flaws in boiler pla.es, and forgings of large dimensions, with sugges-
tions for diminishing the liability of their recurrence.

46. Improvements in the manufacture of iron for rails and wheel tyres,

having special reference to the increased capability of resisting lamination and
abrasion ; and accounts of the machinery required for rolling heavy rails, shafts,

and bars of iron of large sectional area.

47. On the use of steel bars and plates in engine-work and machinery, for

boilers and for shipbuilding.

48. The process of manufacture and mode of treatment of aluminium.
4J. On the importance of balacing the rotating, or alternating parts of

machinery.
In the forms and dimensions of journals of machine-shafts, axles, &c;

with the best composition for the linings of bearings, and the most approved
methods of lubricating.

51. On the mechanism of astronomical instruments, with suggestions for

its improvement.
52. On machinery adapted for the better separation of the various substances

found in combination with metallic productions.
53. On machinery for crushing ores.

54. On the substitution ofmachinery for manual labour in mining operations,
and on hydraulic machinery in mines.

55. On the improvements which may be effected in the buildings, machinery,
and apparatus for producing sugar from the cane in the plantations and sugar-
works of the British colonies, and the comparison with beet-root, with regard
to quantity, quality, and economy of manufacture.

56. Accounts of the improved systems of storing, cleansing, and drying
corn, and of producing flour.

57. Description of the machinery adapted for the preparation of Indian cotton.
58. Improvements in flax machinery, and in the processes for preparing the

flax for manipulation.

59. The uses of vulcanised or mineralised caoutchouc; the means of in-
creasing its durability, and the modes of causing its adhesion to metal.

60. On the application of photography to engineering.
61. The construction of clocks to be moved simultaneously by the agency of

galvanic electricity.

62. On the form and construction of submarine telegraph cables, most
able for certain specified depths; and an investigation into the nature of any

new substances adapted for the insulating medium.
63. Memoirs and accounts of the works and inventions of any of the follow-

ing engineer-:— Sir Hugh Middleton, Arthur Woof, Jonathan Hornblower,
Richard Trevetbick, William Murdoch, (of Soho), Alexander Nimmo, and John
Rennie.

Original papers, reports, or designs of these, or other eminent individuals,

are particularly valuable for the library of the institution.

The communications must be forwarded, on or before the 30th of January

1859, to the house of the institution, No. 25, Great George Street, "Westmin-

ster, S.W., where any further information may be obtained.

November 9, 1858.

' Description of the line and works of the Lisbon and Santarem Railway,'

by Mr. J. S". Valentine.

November 16, 1858.

' On the railway system in Ireland, and the nature and results of county
guarantees,' by Mr. G. W. Hemans.

ASSOCIATION OF FOREMEN ENGINEERS.

It is with great willingness that we this month direct attention to the existence

of a society in London, which has for several years past been quietly effecting

among a valuable body of men no inconsiderable amount of good. We refer to

the " Association of Foremen of the various branches of the Engineering Trade."
In 1852, certain gentlemen holding the posts of foremen, under some London
firms, inpressed with the desirability of drawing closer the bonds of friendship

among all placed similarly to themselves met and devised a plan for eifecting that

object. By dint of steady perseverance, that well known " badge ofall their tribe,"

they at length succeeded in founding the nucleus of the present extensive sys-

tem of friendly co-operation. Without resorting to any means but the gradual

promulgation of the objects of the association throughout the ranks of their

fellow foremen, these pioneers advanced the cause until its permanent reali-

sation rewarded their efforts.

Perhaps the brief preface to their rules may not inappropriately be appended
to this notice of the London Association of Foremen Engineers. And if the

publicity which this Journal will give to the excellent aims of the society, as

expounded in that preface, should prove serviceable to the members, our purpose
will be served. It states that the want of co-operation among foremen of

the engineering trade was long and deeply deplored. There had existed be-

tween them no public and recognised channel of communication, and as a body
they were unable to consult for their general interest or individual advantage.

Personally strangers, in most instances, they did not possess the power of

(justly) recommending each other for vacant situations, nor was there any such
thing as a fund from which those who happened to be unemployed could claim

as aright pecuniary aid. In short, until the foundation in 1852 of the London
Association of Foremen of the Engineering Trade, foremen engineers were com-
pletely isolated from each other. Similarity ofposition, circumstances, and feeling

naturally raised mutual sympathy, but no tangible bond of fellowship existed

through the medium of which that sympathy could be made practically valu-

able. "A fellow feeling made them wondrous kind," but no machinery had
been invented for governing and directing that kindness to useful purpose, and
spontaneous good feeling but " wasted its sweetness on the desert air."

Out of this want grew the Association of Foremen of the Engineering Trade,
and it is hoped that its rules go far to obviate the serious evils and inconveniences

alluded to. Friendly intercourse, intellect lal enjoyment, and physical good,

are the basis upon which these rules are framed. Such, therefore, as are eligible

for membership are invited to examine them, and to unite for common welfare in

the ranks of the society.

A library is in course of formation. This, consisting principally of mechanical
works, forms one of the extra attractions.

The monthly meetings partake of the character of scientific assemblages among
more pretentious associations, papers being read thereat, and discussions

following them. If anything, these rather partake more, as might be expected,

of the practical than the theoretical, and form media for the interchange of ad-

vice, and of knowledge gained by experiment and experience. To these and
indeed to all meetings employers are admissible whether members or not. The
Association of Foremen Engineers does not discuss on any occasion the politics

of the trade. It has no secrets, but courts rather complete publicity. It num-
bers among its members the editors of several scientific publications, and its ob-

jects are purely and solely philanthropic and instructional.

It essays to assist its members in fairly, creditably, and peacefully filling the

important posts confided to them, to relieve them under pressure of incidental

difficulties, and to afford timely assistance to their sorrowing relatives when the

wings of death overshadow them and make their homes desolate.

It may be further stated that country foremen are quite eligible for member-
ship, and that the Secretary, John Jones, Esq., of 7 Arlington Square, New
North Road, Islington, London, will furnish full information to such as may
desire to hear further of the Association of Foremen Engineers.

INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.

October, 1858.

This was the opening meeting of the session 1858-9, when the president, Mr.
Rankine, delivered an appropriate address, principally as a review of what had
been done by the institution during last session.

The papers read were

—

'On a centrifugal pump, with exterior whirlpool, constructed for draining

land,
1 by Mr James Thomson.

' On engaging and disengaging gear,' by Mr. David More.

November 3, 1858.

'On a safety hoist,' by Mr B. Fothergill.
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' On the burning of Welsh steam-coal in locomotive engines,' by Mr. Joseph
Tomlinson, junior, Cardiff.

'On a direct-acting expansive steam engine,' by Mr. T. P. Chellingworth,

Westbromwich.
After the general business was over, Mr Fernie, of Derby, exhibited speci-

mens of his flange-edged boiler plates.

SOUTH WALES INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERS.

October 20, 1858.

This was an important meeting of the new institute, Cardiff being the scene

of operations, with Mr. Ebenezwr Rogers in the chair.

The following papers were read

—

'On the Somersetshire coalfields,' by Mr. Greenwell.

'On Bruntcn's ventilating fan,' by Mr. Huscbam.
1 On the inventions of Henry Cort, of the puddling furnace, balling, piling,

and fagotting processes, and the grooved roller,' by Mr. Webster.
' On the comparative value of fuels,' by Mr Tryas.

MONTHLY NOTES.

LAW REPORT OF PATENT CASE.

Composite Metal Capsules: Betts v. Clifford.—We last reported this

apparently endless case in July. The subsequent proceedings have arisen

principally from the questionable evidence given by a Mr Henshaw, in favour of
the defendant. This witness said he had seen such metal as the plaintiffs

made in Birmingham, for about a yeai and a-half, and that it was quite a regular
thing, and he described the process of manufacture, which was exactly the same
as that described in the plaintiffs specification. This evidence naturally excited
some surprise and suspicion; but, in the result, the jury found a verdict for the
plaintiff on the question of infringement, and for the defendant on the question
of novelty. Some question arose at the trial as to the plaintiff's specification,

and upon this the defendant obtained leave to move to enter a verdict, and,
accordingly, a rule was subsequently granted for that purpose. A cross rule
was also applied for and obtained by the plaintiff to set aside the verdict, and
for a new trial, upon the ground that the plaintiff bad been taken by surprise by
the evidence given by Henshaw, and numerous affidavits were filed, with a
view to shake the credit due to his (Hensbaw's) testimony. On the other hand,
the defendant filed numerous affidavits in answer, tending to explain the circum-
stances under which Henshaw became a witness, and also to corroborate his
evidence.

The Court, in the first instance, disposed of the question of surprise. The
argument lasted nearly the whole day, and, as the decision was ultimately in
favour of the defendant on this point, it became unnecessary to have the question
as to the plaintiff's specification argued.

Lord Campbell said, he was of opinion that the rule for a new trial ought to
be discharged. That Mr Betts was an inventor of this process he (Lord Camp-
bell) most\>incerely believed, but if that process was previously in public use,
the patent could not be supported. There was conflicting evidence, upon which
the jury had to form their opinion, and no objection was made as to the manner
in which it was submitted to them. Looking at the manner in which Henshaw
had behaved, and the account he gave of himself, there was enough of suspicion
to induce him (Lord Campbell) to concur with the rest of the Court in granting
this rule, in order that the matter might be more fully examined into; but, after
the affidavits which had been read, he (Lord Campbell) was satisfied that Hen-
shaw came into the box without previous concert and without any fraudulent
intent. He was at Warwick for a lawful purpose, and, being in the gallery at
the trial, he recollected the evidence he could give, and communicated it to the
defendant's attorney. His Lordship thought that both Henshaw and the de-
fendant's attorney were relieved from all suspicion of trick or contrivance, and
that Henshaw gave evidence which, if believed, would support the verdict.
The jury had believed that evidence, and he (Lord Campbell) could not say they
were wrong in so doing. Now, instead of being contradicted, Henshaw's evi-
dence was materially corroborated by the subsequent evidence, though the
evidence given at the trial was sufficient to support the verdict. The only ground
on which the rule was granted was surprise, and the belief that there was no
intention on the part of the defendant to prove a previous user of the plaintiffs
process. His Lordship, however, thought that the plaintiff's attorney, who was
no doubt a respectable professional man, must have been aware that the defen-
dant would set up a previous user as a defence, for he had witnesses there for
the purpose of answering such a case. If so, the ground of surprise was
answered. It was a case of conflicting evidence, upon which the jury had
found a verdict which he (Lord Campbell) thought the Court would not be
justified in disturbing. His Lordship concluded by saying, that he would not
comment any further upon the case, for there was the case of "Betts w. Menzies"
which was to be tried, and he did not wish to say anything that might affect
the trial of that cause.

Mr Justice Wightman and Mr Justice Erie, at some length, and Mr Justice
Hill, briefly expressed themselves to the same effect.—Rule for a new trial

discharged.

MARINE MEMORANDA.
Light and Fog Signals.—The following order has just been issued by

the Admiralty, as to the lights and fog signals by sea-going vessels, for the
prevention of collision:

—

Steam Vessels.— All sea-going steam vessels, when under steam, shall,

between sunset and sunrise exhibit the following lights:

—

1. A bright white light at the foremast head ; a green light on the starboard
side ; and a red light on the port side.

2. The masthead light shall be so constructed as to be visible on a dark
night, with a clear atmosphere, at a distance of at least five miles, and shall show
a uniform and unbroken light over an arc of the horizon of twenty points of
the compass, and it shall be so fixed as to throw the light ten points on each
side of the ship—viz., from right ahead to two points abaft the beam on either
side.

3. The green light on the starboard side, and the red light on the port side,

shall be so constrnoted as to be visible on a dark night, with a clear atmosphere,
at a distance of at least two miles, and show a uniform and unbroken light over
an arc of the horizon often points of the compass, and they shall be so fixed as
to throw the light from right ahead to two points abaft the beam on the star-

board and on the port sides respectively.

4. The side lights are to be fitted with inboard screens projecting at least

three feet forward from the light, so as to prevent the lights from being seen
across the bow.

5. Steam vessels under sail only are not to carry their masthead light.

Fog Signals.—All sea-going steam vessels, whether propelled by paddles or
screws, when their steam is up, and when under way, shall in all cases of fog
use as a fog signal a steam whistle, placed before the funnel at not less than
eight feet from the deck, which shall be sounded once at least every five

minutes, but when the steam is not up they shall use a fog horn or bell, as
ordered for sailing ships.

Sailing Vessels.— 1. All sea-going sailing vessels, when under way, or
being towed, shall, between sunset and sunrise, exhibit a green light on the
starboard side, and a red light on the port side, of the vessel, and such lights

shall be so constructed as to be visible on a dark night, with a clear atmosphere,
at a distance of at least two miles, and shall show a uniform and unbroken
light over an arc of the horizon often points of the compass, from right ahead
to two points abaft the beam, on the starboard and on the port sides respec-
tively,

2, The coloured lights shall be fixed whenever it is practicable so to exhibit
them, and shall be fitted with inboard screens projecling at least three feet

forward from the light, so as to prevent the lights being seen across the bow,
3. When the coloured lights cannot be fixed (as in the case of small vessels

in bad weather) they shall be kept on deck between sunset and sunrise, and on
their proper sides of the vessel, ready for instant exhibition, and shall be
exhibited in such a manner as can be best seen on the approach of, or to, any
other vessel or vessels, in sufficient time to avoid collision, and so that the
green light shall not be seen on the port side, nor the red light on the starboard
side.

Fog Signals.—All sea-going sailing vessels, when under way, shall, in all

cases of log, use when on the starboard tack a fog horn, and when on the port
tack shall ring a bell. These signals shall be sounded once at least every live

minutes.

Sailing pilot vessels are to carry only a white light at the masthead, and are
to exhibit a flare-up light every fifteen minutes, in accordance with Trinity-
house regulation.

Vessels at Anchor.—All sea-going vessels when at anchor in roadsteads
or fairways shall, between sunset and sunrise, exhibit where it can be best seen,
but at a height not exceeding twenty feet above the hull, a white light in a
globular lantern of eight inches in diameter, and so constructed as to show a
clear, uniform, and unbroken light all round the horizon, at a distance of at

least one mile.

Mr. Laird of Birkenhead recently converted the Malta from a paddle into a
screw steamer for the Peninsular and Oriental Company with capital results.

The following figures show the dimensions of the steamer :

—

As a Paddle. As a Screw.
Length between perpendiculars, . . . 20!) feet. . . . 285 feet.

Beam (between paddles), 35 „ ... 38 „
Ditto (over sponsons), 39 „ ... —
Depth of hold, 21 „ ... 29 „
Tonnage, 1,225 tons. . . . 2,021) tons.

In a recent voyage from Southampton to Alexandria and back, the Malta at-

tained a first-rate speed, as the following statement shows;

—

Distances. Time. Speed.
Miles. H. M. K. Frns.

Southampton to Gibraltar, . 1,151 . . 95 44 . . 12 2-10ths.
Gibraltar to Malta, $181 . . 81 30 . . 12 3-10tlis.

Malta to Alexandria, 819 . . 65 30 . . 12 4

Total 2,951 . . 242 44
Average speed from Southampton to Alexandria, . . . . 12 1 2-10ths.

Alexandria to Malta, . .

Malta to Gibraltar, . . .

Gibraltar to Southampton,

Total 2,951 . . 262 20
Average speed from Alexandria to Southampton, . .

819 . . 64
981 . . 80 5

1,151 . . 118 15

12 6 4-10ths.

12 2 l-10th.

9 5 9-10ths.

Average total of whole voyage, . 2,902 . .505 4 . . 11 5 5-lOths.

The Malta was also lately subjected to the test of an Admiralty trial at Stokes
Bay. On this occasion she accomplished a mean speed of 14*02 knots, thus
establishing her superiority as compared with several other fine screws, as ap-
pears from the following table:

—

Knots.
3Falta, 14 02
Himalaya, 13 '00
Nortkam, 1344
Simla, 1335
Ceylon, 13"34

Pera, .

Candia,
Nubia, .

Alma, .

Knots.
1^-63

12'44

1214
12-13
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The Peninsular and North African Steam Company is the title of a new
scheme for running screw steamers monthly between London and Lisbon, the

passage being extended to Cadiz, Mogador, the north-west coast of Morocco,

and the Canary Islands, with a mail service between Lisbon and Madeira, The
capital is to be in 10,000 shares of £5 each.

Royal Mail Steam Company.—The fleet of this company now consists of

the following 22 steam-ships;—Atrato (iron), 3,467 registered tonnage, 800

horse power; Parana, 3,070 do. 800 do. ; Magdalena, 2,943 do. 800 do. ; Orinoco,

2,901 do. 800 do. ; La Plata 2,404 do. 1,000 do. ; Oneida (iron screw), 2,284 do.

530 do.;Tvne {iron), 2,184 do. 400 do.; Avon, 2,069 do. 440 do.; Tamar, 1,963

do. 400 do- ; Medwav, 1.895 do. 430 do. ; Thames, 1,889 do. 430 do. ; Trent, 1,856

do. 430 do.; Solent, 1.S04 do. 400 do.; Teviot 1,744 do. 450 do. ; Dee, 1,699

do. 440 do.; Clyde, 1,371 do. 430 do.; Conwav, 895 do. 260 do. ; Wye (iron

screw), 819 do." 180 do.; Derwent, 794 do. 260 do.; Eagle, 603 do. 250 do.

;

Camilla (iron), 539 do. 250 do.; Prince (iron), 398 do. 200 do.; total, 39,618

registered tonnage, 10,380 horse power. Building, Paramatta (iron), 3,092

tons builders' measurement, 800 horse power; Yarra (do.) 3,092 do. 800 do.;

Shannon (do.) 3,092 do, 800 do.; Mersey (do.) 1,132 do. 250 do.

Ever since 1851 the number of passengers from the United States to Europe,

has steadily increased year by year. For instance, in September last, 16 steam-

ers brought 2619 passengers fromNew York, being the largest number everknown
to have crossed the Atlantic. The VandcrWt brought the largest number in one

bottom, 429.

Shipwrecks in 1857.—Scientific advances do not prevent, nor even reduce

marine disasters; and the annual wreck charts of the united kingdom are still

thickly studded with those ominous specks marking the sinking places of

noble vessels. During the past year, 384 vessels, considerably more than one a

day, have been totally lost on or near our shores. The whole of the wrecks
and casualties for the year 1857 may be thus classed:—Totally wrecked, 384;
totally lost in collision, 53; seriously damaged, 482; damaged seriously by col-

lision, 224; total, 1,143. The number of disasters for one year is at the rate of

more than three per diem. The number of wrecks in each month of the year
1857 is thus given:—January, 281; February, 64; March, 166; April, 76; May,
33; Jane, 34; July, 33; August, 75; September, 66; October, 135; November,
94; December, 86; total, 1,143. No fewer than 600, or more than one-half of

the wrecks, occurred between Dungeness and the Pentland Frith. Along this

perilous coast, no fewer than 150,000 vessels pass every year. Along the south

coast, from Dungeness to the Land's End, but 84 wrecks occurred, from the

Land's End to Greenock, there were 286 wrecks; whilst on the Irish coast

r were 175. A vast amount of these casualties arises from the unseaworthi-

ness of vessels: but this apart, mechanical invention ought to do far more than it

do;s for the prevention of our dreadful losses at sea.

Americas Dry-Clay Bbice Machine.—The dry-clay brick machine, of

which we here give a detail, is the invention of Mr. "Wagner, of Philadelphia.

Its main features are two mould wheels. A, with serrated faces, driven in con-

cert by a pair of equal-sized coupling spur-wheels on their spindles. The in-

dentations of these mould wheels come opposite each other as they successively

fall in the horizontal lines which would join the axles of the wheels, and when
in such position, they respectively form rectangular boxes, B, of the standard

brick size. A clay hopper is fitted over and on the sides of the two moulding

wheels ; and as the latter work between the face pieces formed by the side of

the hopper, the flat sides or main faces of the bricks are squared off. The clay

is fed into the hopper in its untempered condition, and the action of the mould-
ing wheels expels the air, and the moulded bricks are carried down to an end-

less belt, c, which conveys them away. As the bricks, of course, adhere to the

moulds, a tappet apparatus. i>, is employed for driving them out. This ap-
:" a vertical rod, with a tendency to stand upwards, owing to

the action of a helical spring upon ifs lower end. As the machine works, tap-

e - upon one of the coupling spur-wheels act upon catches on the rod, d, and
drive each brick out. This machine is extremely simple, and its rate of

moulding is very high ; in fact, its production is limited for the most part to the

of the attendants to remove the bricks.

Decimal Coinage for Canada.—A new coinage for Canada, on the decimal

principle, is in pro :es9 of being struck at the Royal Mint. It consists ot '£0

cent, 10 cent, and 5 ceni pieces of silver, and 1 cent pieces of bronze. The
20 cents are of the same size and weight as the francs of France ; whilst the

Ho. 129.—Vol. XI.

10 and 5 cents correspond with the half and quarterfrancs of the same country.

The bronze pieces are exceedingly thin, and 100 of them weigh precisely 1 lb.

avoirdupois. Considering that they are of the same current value as the British

halfpenny, and that 48 of these latter weigh 1 lb., the economy of metal in this

coinage becomes apparent. The designs for the whole are the productions of
Mr. L. C. Wyon, and they appear to be not inferior to that artist's usual works.
The obverse of the 20 cent piece consists of a well-engraved likeness of the
Queen. A laurel wreath encircles the head of her Majesty, and the words
" Victoria, Dei Gratia Regina, Canada," surround the profile. The pro-
tecting edge is somewhat bolder and broader than that of our own shilling, and
this gives a better finish to the work. The reverse, at a first casual glance, re-

sembles the well-known impressions on the shilling and sixpenny coinage; but
on examination is found to be quite different. In place of the laurel and oak
wreath, this exhibits a wreath of maple leaves, with the imperial crown sur-

mounting it, and in the centre of this is placed conspicuously the value of the
coin and its elate. The maple tree is abundant in Canada ; and hence, probably,
the cause of the selection of its sycamore-like leaf for ornamentation in this case.

The smaller silver coins are reduced foe similes of the larger, and are very
sightly, although the 5 cent piece is very thin and small. The bronze piece has
a much brighter hue than the copper coinage of England. The design of the ob-
verse is an enlarged counterpart of that of the 20 cent, but that of the reverse is

somewhat different. Maple leaves form a continuous wreath, passing round
the whole circumference, and enclose the words " One Cent" and the date.

Seventy thousand pounds worth of the silver decimal coins, or rather over three
millions of pieces, are required at present, with twenty tons weight, or 4,480,000
pieces of the bronze ; so that it may be conceived that the operation of coining
them will extend over a comparatively long period—probably two months.
When will the 5,700 tons of copper coins, circulating in the British islands, be
called in, and re-issued in the form of a bronze decimal coinage ?

Mr. Horace Mann on Competitive Examinations.—The principle of
competion is now fully recognised by the great majority. It was true that Clive
might not have succeeded in a competition, but it was a question whether com-
petition might not have produced aman even better fitted than Clive to meet the

emergencies which he had to encounter; and there could be no question at all

as to the propriety of filling the Indian service with idle boys, in the hope of

catching another Clive. Writers, concerned for the future of stupidity, plain-

tively asked what was to become of all the stupid people. The stupid people
must take care of themselves : they may seek for private employment : there isno
obstacle to their admission to the bar, and it seems now that they may write for tl e
press. But in any case he protested against the public service being made a re-

fuge for the destitute minds of the country. The number of persons composing
the civil service appointed by the central authority was about 80,000. These might
be divided into six classes, of which the third, to which the speaker referred

principally, was composed of salaried officers below the rank of clerks, and who
did not rise to that rank, such as tidewaiters, letter carriers, messengers, <fcc.

The average number of vacancies in this class was in every year 180 in the Cus-
toms, 350 in the Post-office, and 150 among messengers, «&c. To this class he
proposes that the principle of competition should be applied. In large towns,
such as London, Edinburgh, Dublin, Liverpool, &c, all vacancies may be
provided for beforehand by an aggregate periodical competition, and in

small towns and rural districts by subsequent competition. He proposes,

however, to retain a certain portion of the system of nomination, such as a cer-

tificate of fitness to compete from masters of schools, &c, which would allow

of the general effects of open competition without the abandonment of any
necessary guarantee which the nomination system could give. The standard of

attainments would not be beyond that which any pupil might have attained

upon leaving a national or British school, and which would be wholly outside

the possibilily of "cramming," being merely reading and writing, writing from
dictation, arithmetic, &c. Mr. Maim warmly urged the importance of such a

system as a promoter of education, by giving to it what in the eyes of the humbler
classes it now wanted—a direct " bread and butter " value ; and holding out to

every boy who left school a positive inducement to keep up to the standard of

attainment at which he had arrived when withdrawn from the teacher's care.

What Working Men mat do in Science.—At a late meeting of the Leeds
Mechanics' Institution, Sir R. Murcbison gave the following refreshing account
of the " pursuit of knowledge under difficulties" in the far north. In pursuing

his observations in the Highlands, and going beyond Sutherland and Caithness,

it was his gratification a second time to meet with a remarkable man in the

town of Thurso, named Robert Dick, a baker by trade, whom he was proud to call

his distinguished friend. When be went to see him, he spread out a map of

Caithness, and pointed out its imperfections. He (Dick) had travelled over the

country in his leisure hours, was thoroughly acquainted with its features, and de-

lineated to him, with flour on a board, not simply its geographical features, but

certain geological phenomena which he desired to impress upon his attention.

Here was a man who was earning his daily bread by his hard work, who was
obliged to read and study by night, and who yet "was able to instruct the

Director-General of the Geographical Society. But this was not half of what he
had to tell them of Robert Dick. When he became better acquainted with this

distinguished man, and was admitted into his sanctum,-he found the busts of

Byron, of Sir Walter Scott, and other poets, and he found also books carefully

and beautifully bound, and which this man had been able to purchase out of the

savings of bis single bakery. He also found that Robert Dick was a profound

botanist. He found, to his infinite humiliation,,that this baker knew infinitely

more of botanical science—aye, ten times more than he did, and that there were

only some 20 or 30 species of flowers which he had not collected. Some he

had obtained as presents, some he had purchased, but the greater portion had

been accumulated by his own industry in his native county. These specimens

were all arranged in most beautiful order, with their respective names; and he

was so excellent a botanist that he might have well been a professed ornament

of Section D. of the British Association. This uncommon example of perse-

verance is indeed well worthy of being read and re-read by our working triends.

2 R
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Long's Brooch Lock.—An ingenious addition to brooches and other similar

articles of jewellery has been recently patented by the inventor, Mr John Long,
of Tiverton, Devon. The article in question consists of a small lock or safety

fastening, for retaining the end of the pin so as to

prevent its becoming unfastened when once properly

secured. To make the construction of this Lilliputian

lock clear to our readers, we have engraved two
views of it—an elevation in section, and an end view.

It consists of a small metal box, which contains a

spiral spring, and the retaining catch piece. A curved recess or indentation is

made in the box, to receive the end of the brooch pin, and the working parts are

enclosed by a lateral plate, which is secured by two screws that pass through the
box. The lower screw passes through the catch piece, which serves to retain

the brooch pin. The lower projecting extremity of this catch piece is pressed
down by the spiral spring, which is fitted at one side of the box; the pressure

upon this part serving to keep the upper part or hooked extremity of the catch
in close contact with the inner side of the curved recess. The catch piece has
a projecting nib, which extends out beyond the open end of the box. The lock

is soldered to the brooch in the place of the ordinary wire hook. In using the

patent lock, the brooch pin is simply pressed down past the hooked end of the

catch piece, the pressure of the spring serving to keep the catch piece in contact
with the side of the box, so that the pin cannot get loose until released by de-

pressing the projecting nib. These locks are made to open either with the right

or left hand, and in various designs. The invention is one the utility of which
is self evident, and will we think come into general use.

Sulphate of Baettes Paint.—The Academy of Sciences has recently had
a paper on this subject from the pen of M. Kuhlmann, who was the first to adopt
the new painting medium. Sulphate of barytes is white, and is preferable both

to white lead and to oxyde of zinc, not only on account of its durability, but also

because it produces no injurious effects upon the health of the workmen. To
obtain it, M. Kuhlmann first deprives the natural carbonate of barytes, or wither-

ite, which exists in large deposits in the north of England, of its carbonic acid,

by putting it in contact with the vapours of hydrochloric acid issuing from the

furnaces where sea-salt is decomposed for the purpose of obtaining soda; after

which he transforms it into a sulphate by the addition of sulphuric acid. This
sulphate is afterwards well washed, in order to deprive it of every trace of the
acid. The excess of water is then expelled either by pressure or swift rotation,

and the paste which remains is put into barrels for sale. Sulphate of barytes

might be reduced to the form of dry cakes like white lead, but it is preferable

to keep it in the state of a paste, because, when once dry, it cannot be again re-

duced so easily to a tine powder, such as it was when first precipitated. It is

used with great advantage in the manufacture of paper-hangings, and has been
successfully applied to oil painting, a coating of this paint being much more du-
rable than any other known. In examining the rubbish remaining after the de-

molition of one of his furnaces for the transformation of chloride of barium,
M. Kuhlmann observed a green and blue substance, strongly resembling ultra-

marine, and, in presenting a sample of it to the Academy, expressed his belief

that it would not be impossible to obtain artificial ultramarine from barytes.

Colliery Accidents.—The whole number of separate fatal colliery accidents

in the island during the year 1857 has been 760, and the number of lives lost

1,119, being a decrease of 41 in the number of accidents, and an increase of 92
in the number of lives lost, as compared with the previous year. The whole
number of accidents included 74 explosions of fire-damp, causing a loss of 377
lives; 360 accidents arising from the fall of coal or the roof and sides of work-
ings, causing a loss of 372 lives; 144 shaft accidents, causing a loss of 163 ; and
1S2 miscellaneous accidents, causing a loss of 208 lives. During the year 1856
there were about 230,000 persons employed in and about the collieries of Great
Britain, and about 66,500,000 tons of coal were raised. The loss of life was,
therefore, at the rate of about one person killed in each 224 employed, and one
killed for each 64,751 tons of coal raised. In 1857 the production of coal was
considerably increased in some districts, while in others there was a slight de-

crease, the total production being probably about 68,000,000 tons. The loss of

life, therefore, in 1857 was about one person killed for each 60,769 tons pro-
duced.

Welsh and North op Enoland Steam Coal.—The result of the recent
Newcastle experiments with the two leading varieties of steam coal, having
now attained an official form, has aroused the Welsh proprietors to a due con-
sideration of their position, and has led to a proposal from Cardiff for a new and
more satisfactory trial. The published letter on the subject is signed by Messrs
Powell & Son and Mr Nixon, as acting for the South Wales colliery proprietors
generally. The following are the proposed conditions of trials for ascertaining
the relative evaporative power and general usefulness of the Aberdare and
Hartley steam coal for the purposes of steam navigation:—"That the trials be
made under the direction of a commission appointed by the Admiralty, and
that each district shall hi1 at liberty to have two persons present during each
trial; that all persons to be employed in making the trials be selected and ap-
pointed by the said commissioners, and that the stokers employed be selected
from those now in her Majesty's navy. That the object of the trials be to
ascertain the following particulars relative to each description of coal:—The
evaporative power. The quantity of clinker and ash produced. The economic
weight and stowage properties. The quantity of smoke evolved. The number
of times the furnaces, tubes, and flues required to be cleaned. The amount of
care and attention required in stoking. That the most satisfactory mode of
practically ascertaining the foregoing particulars would be—That the trials be
made on board a steamer fitted with the ordinary description of multitubular
boiler in use in her Majesty's navy. That the trials be made as nearly as pos-
sible under the same conditions that arise in practice in ordinary steaming, and
that each trial be continued for a period of not less than six days uninterruptedly."
The arguments of the Welsh owners are fair enough. There is not at present
any steamer burning north country coal without smoke; and no transatlantic
steamer uses any other but Welsh coal.

London Omnibus TRAFFIC.—The conveyances of the London General
Omnibus Company carried 16,800,000 passengers during the first half-year of

1858. The total receipts in fares for that period amounted to £291,604, and
the expenditure to £282,523, leaving a profit of £9,080. On comparing the
receipts with the corresponding half of 1857, there appears to be a decrease of

£16,807, while on the other hand the expenses show an increase of £5.G15
over those of the first half of 1857. The traffic, however, has not diminished,
for in the first half of 1857 about 16,100,000 passengers were conveyed, and
in the past half-year about 10,800,000 passengers, showing an increase of 700,000
passengers. In 1857 the omnibuses running daily averaged 560, the days of

omnibuses 103, G00, and the mileage run, 5,689,023 miles. In 1858 there was
an average of 581 omnibuses running daily, 106,904 days of omnibuses, and a

mileage run of 5,815,036 miles, showing an increase of 21 omnibuses, 3,304 days
of omnibuses, and 126,013 miles. The business had increased, but the amount
received had been less, because it had become requisite to reduce the fares, and
the proportionate expenses had increased, because it was necessary to maintain
their position against their opponents at any cost. During the past half-year 74
new omnibuses have been put to work, and 221 others have had their roofs

raised, and ventilating apparatus fitted in them. On the 30th of June, there

were 198 entirely new, and 199 improved omnibuses at work, and 6,385 horses

in use for them. The French "correspondence" system does not seem to have
made much way here. This is perhaps a good deal owing to the confirm i d habits

of Londoners, and in part to the different arrangement of the streets as com-
pared with those of Paris.

The Loftiest Railway in the Would.—When we sometime ago noticed

the "mountain top railway " of the Vienna and Trieste line, we thought that

such iron lines would not soon be again carried up to such a level. The summit
of the Sommering Pass is 3,000 feet above the level of the sea, but Chili can
now show a line with an elevation of 4,075 feet. This is on the Pabellon and
Chanarcillo extension of the Copiapo line, which has yet, however, to be carried

still nearer the clouds, for two miles beyond its present temporary terminus, it

will attain the height of 4,479 feet. Some of the extension lines from Rio

Janeiro cross the Sierra das Orgaes, and in time they will reach the mountain
regions of Minas Goraes, hut at present the Copiapo Railway has the claim of

being the highest railway in the South American continent.

Angle-Jointed Steam Boilers.—Messrs. Alton and Fernie, of the Derby
locomotive works of the Midland line, have recently introduced apian of making
boilers with solid angle junctions for the plates, instead of riveted overlaps. The
plates are all rolled slightly thicker along their edges, tapering off inwards to

the proper thickness, and these edges are bent over at a right angle, and rivets

passed through the turned up portions. Mr. Fairbairn has shown us, that if the

strength of an ordinary boiler plate be taken at 100, then a single riveted joint

will be only equal to 56, and a double riveted one to 70. But in Messrs. Alton
and Fernie's arrangement, the joints are fully as strong as the solid plates,

whilst the work is exteriorly far neater than the overlapped joints.

Capital in Railways and Canals.—The total amount of share capital in

English railways paid up on the 31st of December last was £187,973,117, of

which £141,160,344 was ordinary, and £46,812,773 preferential share capital.

The rate of dividend for the year was 3'82 on ordinary, and 4*95 on preferential

shares. £5,412,945 was applied to the payment of dividends on the former

capital, and £2,317,651 for the payment of dividends on preference share capi-

tal. The total amount of rates, taxes, and passenger duty was £742,607. In

Scotland the dividends averaged 3-53 and 4*36 per cent., and in Ireland 3-40

and 6-17 per cent. The total share capital of canals in England was £13,053,696,

and the dividends were respectively 3*72 and 3-28 on original and preferential

shares. The total capital of railways in the whole of the united kingdom at the

end of 1857 was £225,805,058, and that of canals £3,775,924.

Composite Grubbing and Harrowing Land Roller.—A land roller, com-
bining with its ordinary rolling action the operations of grubbing and harrow-

ing, has lately been successfully introduced in Scotland, by Mr. Daniel Camp-
bell, the forester at Wemyss Castle, near Kirkcaldy, Fifeshire. Our sketch ex-

hibits the implement as looking upon it from behind. The roller, which is here

supposed to be 3 feet 3 inches long, is studded with grubber and harrow teeth,

in alternate rows. The individual teeth in each row are so set, that as the roller

revolves, the two classes of teeth " break bond," as it were, with each other

—

the spaces in one set being opposite the teeth in the other. This implement is

highly approved of by the Fifeshire farmers, who find that it is an excellent

preparer of land for green crops, as it leaves even heavy soils light and friable.
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British Hiking is 1S56.—In 1S56 there were produced in the United King-

dom 66,445,450 ions of coal, valued at the pit's mouth at L.16,663,862 ; 24,257

:ons o; fine copper, valued at L.2,983,611 ; 3,586,377 tons of pig iron, valued at

1.. 13,345.508; 73,127 tons of metallic lead, valued at L.l, 755,096; 6,177 tons of

white tin, valued at L.821,541 ; and 614,180 ounces of silver from lead, valued

at L. 153,470. In 1857, 10,444 colliers arrived in the port of London, and the to-

talities of eoal brought to London both by sea and by land amounted to

4,368,708 tons.

Self-Fittixg or Bokixg Stopcock.—The peculiar arrangement of stopcock

which we here engrave, is intended for use in all casks, or what may be called

original packages. The cock is fitted with a boring bit, so that it bores its own

hole to fit accurately the entered-barrel portion. This avoids the trouble of
first tapping, and then corking and afterwards driving in an ordinary cock. It

also prevents waste. It is the invention of Mr Joseph Cadman, of Bonville's
Court Collieries, Tenby. >

PROVISIONAL PROTECTION FOR INVENTIONS

UNDER THE PATENT LAW AMENDMENT ACT.

6^° When the city or town is not mentioned, London is to be understood.

Recorded June 30.

'2. Benjamin Xichol, 42 Regent Circus and 46 Lombard Street—Improvements in
circular knives and saws.

Recorded August 3.

S3. Charles de Jongb, Lautenbach, near Guebwiller, France— Improvements in ma-
chinery for assorting- and. preparing for spinning silk and other fibrous sub-
stances.

1770.

1771.

1772.

1773.

1774.

1776.

1777.

1778.

1779.

.'
t,

1782.

..

Recorded August 4.

Charles Callebaut, 2 Rue Ste. Appoline, Paris—Improvements in sewing-machines.
James Spence, Liverpool—An improved method of rolling sheets from puddled steel

1 iron.

7am - T.iylor, Birkenhead—Pneumatic and hydraulic machines.
John J. Russell, Wednesbury, Staffordshire—Improvements in machinery for cut-

ting and screwing the ends of tubes.
''. Giles, Sydney, New South Wales—An improvement in propelling vessels.
Badcock, High Street, Highgate—Improvements in apparatus to be applied

to ladies' dresses and other articles of wearing apparel.

[am Clay, Liverpool—An improved manufacture ot metallic hoops, bands, and
other analogous articles.

Charles M. Archer, 3 St. James' Gardens, Haverstock Hill, Hamptsead Road—Im-
provements in electric and submarine telegraph cables and wires.

James B. Pascoe and John R. Thomas, Chacewater, Cornwall—An improved method
of and apparatus for feeding boilers of all steam engines with liquid, without the
aid of the force pump heretofore used.

Recorded August 5.

Lawrence Hall, Black Lane Mill, near Bury, Lancashire—Certain improvements in
looms for weaving.

Joze Luis, 1 "Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square—A new system of truss,—(Com-
munication.)

Joze Luis, 1 Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square—A machine for pulverising shell,
horn, and whalebone.—(Communication.)

Joze Lais, I Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square—A new waterproof tube without
seams or rivets, and in the apparatus connected therewith.—Communication.)

Joze LA-, 1 Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square—A machine for drilling and groov-
ir. : the naves of wheels, and also to force the axle box into the naves.—(Com-
munication.)

Walker Moseley, 17 and 18 New Street, CoventGarden, and William S. Champness
Surrey—An improved self-filling reservoir penholder.

Evan Leigh, Manchester—Improvements in machinery or apparatus for preparing
and -pinning flax, wool, silk waste, or other fibrous materials.

I r.deraon, Lasswade, Mid-Lothian—Improvements in machinery for weaving
plain or figured fabrics.

Donald M'Cruinmen, Gouroek, Renfrewshire—Improvements in the manufacture or
production of paper.

17S4. Colin Mather, Manchester—Improvements in shearing machines.
1TS5. Richard A. Brooman, 1G6 Fleet Street—Improvements in knitting frames.—(Com-

munication from M. Ulysse Puecb, Paris.)

17S6. William Clay, Liverpool— An improved mode of manufacturing cast steel and
wrought iron into ingots and other forms.

1787. William Clay, Liverpool—Improvements in the construction of certain descriptions

of bridges and girders.

178S. Alfred V. Newton, GG Chancery Lane—Improvements in the manufacture of lace.

—

(Communication.)
1789. William E. Newton, G6 CTiancery Lane—An improved mode of ornamenting textile

fabrics.—(Communication.)
1790. John Smith the younger. Coven, near Wolverhampton, Staffordshire—Improve-

ments in agricultural steam engines, and locomotive steam engines to be used on
common roads.

Recorded August 6.

1790. Carl Barthelemy, 27 Bush Lane—Certain improvements in hats.

1791. George H. Bovill, Durusford Lodge, Wimbledon, Surrey— Improvements in the
manufacture of gas, also in the manufacture of coke and other fuel.

1792. Francis H. Stubbs, Leeds— An improved mode of communication between the
guard and engineman on locomotives and other trains.

1793. Charles F. Kirkman, Regent Street—An improved mode of treating sewage for

agricultural uses, and for machinery to be employed therein.

1794. Stephen Carey, Clink Street Wharf, Bankside, Southwark, Surrey—An improved
system of forming the permanent way of railroad transit, also common tramway,
and channel or watercourse, by the means of cast-iron plates or boxes peculiarly

constructed, so as to make one continuous way or channel.

Recorded August 7.

179.'i. George Watson, 6 Pond Hill, Sheffield—A washing machine.
1796. George P. Lock, Liverpool—Improvements in the composition of paints for coating

iron ships, and for other useful purposes.
1797. John Walker, City Road—Improvements in the manufacture of electric telegraph

cables.

1798. James Webster, Birmingham—A new or improved metallic alloy.

1800. Joze Luis, 1 Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square—A new twisting bobbin.—(Com-
munication.)

1801. Joze Luis, 1 Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square—A new covering, doubling, and
twisting machine.—(Communication.)

1802. John Imray, G5 Bridge Street, Lambeth, Surrey—Improvements in apparatus used
in printing.

1803. John Taylor, Roupell Park, Streatham Hill, Surrey—Improvements in the manu-
facture of blocks for the construction of sewers and drains.

1804. James Walker, Glasgow—Improvements in machinery or apparatus for moulding
or shaping metals.

1805. John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields and 1G6 Buchanan Street, Glasgow—Im-
provements in apparatus for working railway brakes.—(Communication from
Thomas Hopper, Newark, U. S.)

180G. Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Improvements in pianofortes.—(Communi-
cation.)

Recorded August 9.

1S07. John G. Picking and Thomas P. Purscglove, Battersea, Surrey— An improved
pressure gauge for steam, gas, or other fluids.

1808. Joseph J. Murphoy, Belfast—Improvements in the construction of floating bodies,
and in the means of supporting floating structures.

1S09. Thomas Ingram, Bradford, Yorkshire—Improvements in means or apparatus for

operating railway brakes.
1310. Henry Clayton, Upper Park Place—Improvements in machinery for manufacturing

bricks and tiles, and other articles of brick, earth, clay, or other plastic material.

1811. Willoughby Smith, 3 Montrose Villas, Pownall Road, Dalston—An improved com-
pound for coating or insulating electric telegraph wires, and for coating other
surfaces.

1812. Thomas G. Messenger, High Street, Loughborough, Leicester—Improvements in

the manufacture of garden engines, which are also applicable to fire and other
engines.

1813. Alfred H. Williams, Cornhill—Improvements in fastenings for porte-nionnaies,
pocket-books, and other like articles.

1814. William E. Newton, GG Chancciy Lane—An improved method of arranging and
applying magnets to counteract or compensate for the effects of local attraction

on the mariner's compass.—(Communication.)
1815. William E. Newton, 6G Chancciy Lane—Improvements in machinery for drawing

and twisting wool, and other fibrous materials.—(Communication.)
1816. William Spence, 50 Chancery Lane—The precipitation of purple colouring matter

by chloride ofxalcium.—(Communication.)

Recorded August 10.

1817. Thomas Pickford, Mark Lane—Improvements in the preparation and manufacture
of manure.

1818. Alfred Barchou, 49 Saint Augustin's Road, Camden Town—Improvements in the
j

mode of fastening the soles and heels of boots and shoes.— (Communication.)
1819. Michael Henry, 84 Fleet Street—Improvements in the manufacture or production

of saltpetre, and the preparation of materials for the purpose.—(Communication.)
1820. Robert H. Collyer, 3 Park Road, Regent's Park—An improved coating composition

to protect vessels from marine animal and vegetable substances.

1821. Francois Haeck, Schaerhcck, near Brussels—Improvements in the construction of
cocks, taps, or valves.

1822. Montague Moses, Portsdown Road, Maida Hill—Improvements applicable to um-
brella and parasol sticks.

1823. James H. Whitehead, Royal George Mills, Saddleworth, Yorkshire—Improvements
in the manufacture of woollen bags.

Recorded August 11.

1824. John T. Pitman, 67 Gracechurch Street—An improved mode of operating apparatus
for lifting and pressing.—(Communication.)

1825. Samuel F. Cottam, Manchester—Improvements in machinery for doubling cotton
and other yarns or threads.

1826. Robert C. Gist, 36 Cannon Street—Improvements in knitting machines.—(Com-
munication.)

1827. John B. Joyce, John Cure, Joseph Boyes,and Jonathan Clough,Biadfurd, Yorkshire
—Improvements in machinery or apparatus for combing wool and other fibrous

materials.

1828. John G. Appold, Wilson Street, Finsbury Square—Improvements in the manufac-
ture of wire ropes or cables.
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1831.

1832.

1834.

1835.

1836.

1837.

183S.

1839.

1840.

1841.

1842.

1843,

1844.

1829. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street—Improvements in time-keepers.—(Commu-
nication from F P. Vaglica, Palermo.)

1830. Enrico Tamberlick, Brussels— Improvements in apparatus used for exhibiting

advertisement6.--(Commuuication.)

Recorded August 12.

William Meckel, Friday Street—Improvements in textile fabrics.

William Knowles, BoIton-le-Moors, Lancashire—Improvements in certain parts of

machinery used in preparing and spinning cottorTand other fibrous materials.

John Scott, Shoreham, and Antonio Martinucci, Brighton, Sussex—An improved
steam engine.

George Houghton, Birmingham—An improvement or improvements in saddles.

Jacques H. M. Maissiat, Paris—Improvements in wheels.
George Metzler and James Waddcl, Brompton—Improvements in the construction

and formation of valve musical instruments.
James Fogg, Great Lever, near Bolton, Lancashire— Improvements in pressure

gauges.
Reuben Baxcndale, Manchester—Improvements in brushes, mops, or apparatus for

washing and cleaning.

Alexander J. Paterson, Edinburgh—An improvement in propelling ships and
vessels.

Robert Jobson, Wordsley, Staffordshire—Improvements in apparatus used when
making moulds for casting shells and other articles.

Edwin Smith, Dudley Port, Tipton, Staffordshire—An improvement in puddling
iron.

Robert Jobson, Wordsley, Staffordshire—Improvement? in apparatus for supplying
water to axletree boxes and other journal bearings to lubricate the same.

Henry Smith and Thomas W. Ashby, Stamford, Lincolnshire— Improvements
applicable to hay-making machines, whereby such machines are rendered useful

for other agiicultural purposes.

Robert Jobson, Wordsley, Staffordshire—Improvements in apparatus for crushing
and sifting.

Recorded August 13.

William B. Norlcliff, Fellgrove, near Hudderstield, Yorkshire—An improvement in

dyeing woollen, worsted, cotton, silk, linen, and other textile fabrics and fibrous
substances.

Louis Autra, Wardour Street—Improved apparatuses for exhibitingadvertisements.
Francois J. Manceaux, Paris—Improvements in stocks for fire-arms.

Charles L. Light, Pall Mall East—Improvemeuts in electric telegraph ropes or
cableB.

Thomas Rickett, Buckingham— Improvements in locomotive engines and other
carriages to facilitate their transit.

John Petrie, ,jun., Rochdale, Lancashire—Improvements in machinery or apparatus
for stretching and drying woven fabrics.

Thomas Worth and Henry Spencer, Rochdale, Lancashire—Improvements in ma-
chinery or apparatus for preparing for spinning, and for spinning, cotton and
other fibrous materials, in winding and warping yarns of the said materials, and
in making wire cards for such preparing machinery.

Georgo Schaub, Birmingham—New or improved machinery to be used in the manu-
facture of certain kinds of printing types, and also in the manufacture of spaces
and quadrats used in setting up printing types.

John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, and 1GG Buchanan Street, Glasgow—Im-
provements in the treatment of crude India rubber, gutta pereha, or other
vulcanisable gums, and in the manufacture therefrom of what are usually called

hard rubber articles.—(Communication from Austin G. Day, Seymour, Connecti-
cut, U. S.)

Thomas G. Pengelly and Henry Brown, Old Road, Enfield Highway—Improvements
in apparatus for straightening gun-barrels.

Recorded August 14.

John Cartrael, Stamford St-reet, Surrey—Improvements in the manufacture of hats,

caps, and other coverings for the head.
Marc A. F. Mennons, 39 Rue de I'Echiquier, Paris—Improvements in the con-

struction of Jacquard looms.—(Communication.)
Joseph Holt, Shelf, near Halifax, Yorkshire—Improvements in looms.
James Smith and Sydney A. Chease, Liverpool—Improved arrangements for obtain-

ing and applying motive power.
Archibald Slate, Adelaide Road, Haverstock Hill—Improvements in blast furnaces

and in smelting iron ore.

Samuel C. Lister and James Warburton, Manningbam, Yorkshire—Improvements
in dyeing wool, hair, cotton, flax, and similar materials, also yarns and textile

fabrics made from such materials, also in dyeing and tanning other substances
and materials, also in washing wool, and in discharging the gum from silk.

Charles O'Neill, Manchester—Improvements in the manufacture of artificial gums
from starch faiina, and other amylaceous substances, and in apparatus for such
manufacture.

George Bel.jcmann, George W. Betjemann, and John Betjeraann, Upper Ashby
Street—An improvement in book^slides.

William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—An improved combination of metal with
India rubber or gutta pereha, or with India rubber or gutta percha combined
with other substances, in the manufacture of belting, hose, valves, and other
articles.— (Communication.)

1864. Louis A. Forot, 45 Essex Street, Strand—A new mode of ornamenting fabrics, and
in the apparatus connected therewith.

Recorded August 16.

1865. George K. Geyelin—Folding bedsteads, and which he calls the universal and
folding joint for bedsteads.

1866. Paul E. Cbappuis, 69 Fleet Street—Improvements in stereoscopes and stereoscopic
apparatus.

1867. Christopher G. Cutchey, 15 Portland Cottages, Forest Hill, Kent—A railway
danger-signal whistle.

1868. Louis A. Hermann and Ernest I. E. Hermann, Paris—Improvements in connecting
together pipes, tubes, or ways for the conveyance of water or other fluid, and in
moans or apparatus for regulating the flow or discharge and supply of such fluids,
and in means or apparatus fur facilitating the forming of such connections.

1869. Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Certain improvements in machinery for
forging horse-shoes.— (Oummunieat ion-)

1870. Pierre Richard, 17 Rue St. Jean, Faubourg St, Germain, Paris — Improvements in
apparatus lor obtaining motive power.

Recorded August 17.

1871. James Webster, Birmingham—A new or improved projectile.

1840,

1S47.

1843.

1849,

1850,

1851.

1852.

1853.

1855.

1856,

1857.

1858.

1859.

1860.

18G2.

1863,

1872.

1873.

1874.

1875.

1876.

1877.

1878.

1S79,

1880,

1881.

1882.

1883,

1884

1885.

1886.

1887.

1889.

1890.

1891.

1892.

1893.

1894.

1895.

1896.

1897.

1898.

1899.

1900.

Wardle E. Evans, Norfolk Street, Sheffield—Improvements in harmoniums, con-
certinas, organs, and other similar keyed Instruments.

James Jackson and Aaron Fisher, Sheffield—An improvement in the manufacture
of hats.

George Halkerston, Frcuchie, Fifeshire—Improvements in mangles.
John Norton, Rosherville, Kent—Improvements in projectiles.

Francis Shaw, Siddals Road, Derby—Improvements in spindles for the spinning of
silk and other fibrous material.

Geoige Mills, 5 St. George's Terrace, Queen's Road, Regent's Park—Improvements
in machinery for cutting wood for staves.

David Lichtenstadt, Surrey Square, Old Kent Road, and Charles Duff, Hill Street,

Peckham, Surrey—Improvements in treating tan and Canning refuse Co obtain
valuable products therefrom.—(Communication,)

Recorded August 18.

Jozi? Luis,l Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square—A new safety system forpreventing
an accidental discharge in fire-arms.—(Communication.)

Achille V. Pinta, 63 King William Street—Improvement:- in blank-forms of chequcR
or drafts on bankers, payable on demand, relating to the crossing ol such cheques
or drafts.

William Soelman, 3 Bennett Street—Additional improvements in the construction

of propellers.

Thomas Williams, Aberdaron, Caernarvonshire—An apparatus to be osed for a
churn or for a washing machine.

Robert Anderson, Black Braes, Stirling—Improvements in stuffing boxes and
packings.

Thomas O. Duke, Kennington—Improvements in preparing cheques and such like

documents, and in the means of preventing forgery «r surreptitioas alterations.

Recorded August 19.

Alexander Filbeam, 2 Lonsdale Place, Notting Hill—A bradawl screw,
William Hudson, Burnley, and Christopher Catlow, Clithero, Lancashire—Certain

improvements in looms for weaving.
William F. Padwick, Hayling Island, Hants—A machine or implement to be em-

ployed on land sown with turnips, to protect them from the ravages of the ifyr
applicable also to the protection of other crops.

John C. Plomley, Maidstone, Kent—An improvement in joists and laths used for

supporting hair and other previous floors in oast-honses.

Maximilien F. J. Delfosse, Regent Street — Improvements in electro-magne tie

machines.
William Smith, 18 Salisbury Street. Strand—Improvements in steam engines.

—

(Communication Irom Mr. H. W. Guile tt, Russia.)

Recorded August 20.

William Pearce, Bristol—Improvements in the manufacture of afr tight bottles,

jars, or similar articles.

William A. Munn, Throwley House, near Feversham, Kent—An improved method
of constructing railway carriages whereby greater safety is insured in case of

collision.

Fiancis Preston and William M'Gregor, Manchester—Improvements in machinery
for cutting files.

Henry Hood, Leeds Iron Works, Leeds—Improvements in the manufacture of rail-

way tyre-bars, boiler plates, bar iron, and forgings.

Louis F. H. Droinet, Paris—Improvements in bearings and packings for rotating
and reciprocating shafts, and joints of pipes, and other like purposes.

Peter Spence, Pendleton, Lancashire—Improvements in the manufacture of alum.
James L. Figgett, Missionary Place, Walworth, Surrey—An improved construction

of syringe or hand putnp.
William Clay, Liverpool, and Edmund L. Bcnzon, Sheffield—Improvements in the

manufacture of iron and steel.

Thomas Km*wles, Gomersal, Yorkshire— Improvements in looms for weaving.

—

(Communication.)
Albert Baker, Bos tun, TJ. S., and 6 Lambeth Road, Southwaik—An improved method

of and apparatus for submerging or laying under water electric cables, wires, or

lilies, and for the recovery thereof.

Jj§?" Information as to any of these applications, and their progress, mag he had on
application to the Editor of this Journal.

DESIGNS FOE AETICLES OF UTILITY.
Registered from 14(7; October to 4th November, 1858.

Octr 14 th, 4123. J. Jf/Lintock, Westgate House, Barnslev,—"Stav fastener."

15th, 4124. D. W. Lovell & A. Wilson, 9 Wine Office Court, Fleet Street,—" The
horizontal dome inkstand."

15th, 4125. J, Cramb, 52 Magdalen Yard Road, Dundee,—"Revolving panoramic
stereoscope."

20th, 4126. Easterhrook & Allcard, Albert Works, Sheffield,—" Improved bench
vice."

21st, 4127. H. E. B. Farmer, Northampton,—"Sprig for binding boot and shoe

heels."

25th, 4128. C. Brown, Market Place, Leicester,—"Brown's improved convex
washing board."

Nov. 2d, 4129. D. Jones, Dartmouth Street, Birmingham,—"Cinder sifter."

3d, 4130. J. Sadler & T. Davis, Birmingham,—" Hinge."

4th, 4131. Edward P. Capper, West Maitlaud, New South Wales, Australia,—

"Well bucket."

TO READERS AND CORRESPONDENTS.

Coal Statistics.—A correspondent sends ns the following:
—"Will you be kind

enough to answer the following queries through your Journal, and you will oblige the

writer, as well as a number of vour subscribers. How many tons of coals are raised an-

nually in Great Britain and Ireland ? What quantity is used annually for our stationary

steam engines? for our steam vessels? for our locomotives, in the shape of coke? and for

our iron-smelting furnaces? And also the estimated power of all the steam engines at

work in this country." This first query is answered in our leading article of the present

month.





en
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MECHANICAL STREET-SWEEPER.

By Me. L. Tesdall, Sherieood Foundry, Mansfield, Xotts.

{Illustrated by Plate 233.)

It is a fact that the mechanical cleansing of the streets of large towns is

a much cheaper and certainly far more speedy operation than manual

cleansing with brooms. But we still encounter, in all our great thorough-

fares, hosts of thickly placed squalid men, each armed with a broom,

getting through the work of sweeping away filth in a verj' inefficient

manner, right in the way of all traffic, and sprinkling mud on all passers

by. A few years ago, Mr. WhitwortU worked very hard for the introduction

of a mechanical system of thorough cleansing, and to him we must cer-

tainly give the credit of having been the first to test the power of directly

applying mechanism in the matter. Mr. Ulundell, Mr. Ferrier, and others,

followed in the same line ; but we have still the same story to tell, viz.,

that hand-sweeping is the undoubted rule, and mechanical sweeping the

faint exception. "We now bring forward another attempt at the solution

of the difficulty, and, we think, a very fair one as to its chances of

success. This is embodied in the machine recently patented by Mr.

L. Tindall, of the Sherwood Foundry, Mansfield, Notts, and now
engraved in our plate 233.

Kg. 1 on our plate is a side elevation of the sweeper, and fig. 2 a plan

corresponding. The body of the machine, which forms a receptacle, A,

in which the mud or dirt is deposited, is of a trough-like form, and by
preference made of wrought iron. A tubular shaft, b, extends across the

trough or receiver, a, the flanges of which are bolted on the one side to

the trough or receiver, and upon the other to a box or recess, c, made to

receive the nave of the contiguous bearing wheel. The axle of the

bearing wheels, d, pass through the tubular shaft, b, and through the

rectangular framing, e, which encompasses the upper'part of the receiver,

A. The front portion of this framing is made of wrought iron, and to

the transverse piece the horse shafts, f, are attached. The back portion

of the framing, E, is curved upwards at the rear end of the receiver, a,

and from thence descends in an angular direction, forming an incline,

as shown in figs. 1 and 2. The inclined portion of the framing, e, is

strengthened by the transverse tie pieces, c, and the open metal frame

is covered in by the wooden casing, h. The lower part of this casing

extends upwards, to allow room for the brush beneath, and it is hinged

at the centre, to afford access to the interior. Two adjustable pendent

brackets, i, are bolted to the opposite sides of the framing, e ; these

pendent brackets may be lengthened or shortened by adjusting the

number of washers at the part, j. Each of the brackets, i, carries at its

lower extremity a stud, on which the wheels, k, are carried. These

wheels serve to support the framing, e, at the proper height from the

ground, this distance being regulated by altering the length of the

brakets, as hereinbefore described. Within the inclined portion of the

framing, e, is fitted a secondary and moveable frame, l. The frame is

made of sheet iron, strengthened by means of transverse rods and di-

agonal stays. The framing, e, has along each of its inner sides, pro-

jecting pieces of angle iron, upon the upper edge of which, antifriction

rollers move. These rollers are carried in brackets that are attached

to the sides of the moveable frame, l. The stationary framing, e, and

the moveable frame, l, are fitted together, so as to prevent as much as

possible the access of dust and dirt to the rollers. A roller, m, extending

across the framing, l, is fitted at the upper part of it ; this roller derives

it3 motion from the "offside" driving wheel, d, as will be presently

described. An endless belt or sheet of thick matting, n, passes round

the roller, >l This endless belt serves to carry up the mud or dust into

the receiver, a. It is by preference made of cocoa-nut fibre closely

woven for the purpose. The endless belt, s, is strained round a roller,

o, arranged at the lower part of the frame, l. This roller, o, is smaller

in diameter than the upper roller, and its bearings are carried in a slot

made in each of the side pieces of the frame, L. By means of the screws,

No. 130.—Vol. XI.

p, the roller, o, may be moved outwards to the extremities of the slots

in the side pieces of the frame, L. This adjustable action affords the

means of regulating the tension of the endless belt, n, as required. An
upward traversing motion is communicated to the carrying belt, n, from

the "offside" wheel, d. This wheel has a metal ring, q, attached to

the spokes. To the face of this ring are bolted the brackets, it, which

form a part of, or are secured to, the toothed wheel, s. This wheel, s,

gears with an intermediate wheel, t, the spindle of which is carried in

a bracket, u, that is bolted to the framing, e, and in a downwardly

projecting part of the framing, which part is more clearly seen in the plan,

fig. 2. The shaft of the intermediate wheel, t, also carries a pinion, v,

which gives motion to the pinion, w, on the spindle of the roller, si.

WThen the machine is drawn along the ground, the gearing causes the

carrying belt, n, to traverse round the rollers, M and o, and any matters

deposited on the upper surface of the belt are carried over the upper

roller, and deposited in the trough or receiver, a. The frame, l, is pro-

vided with an arrangement for raising it clear of the ground, to admit of

the roller, o, being lifted out of gear or passed over any obstruction. At
each side of the fr.m:e, l, on its under side, is a rack, x, in gear with

which are two pinions, Y, that are fast to a shaft, z, carried in the pen-

dent brackets, a. The shaft, z, is put in motion by means of the winch

handle, b, inside which is fitted the ratchet wheel, c, into the teeth of

which the pawl, d, that is carried on a stud projecting from the bracket,

a, falls. Upon turning the handle, b, the frame, l, with the carrying

belt, N, and its rollers, traverse upwards over the rear end of the

receiver a so as to lift the lower end of the frame and take the wheel, w,

out of gear with the wheel, v. The mud or dust is swept on to the

carrying belt, s, by means of the rotatory brush, e, which consists of a

wooden drum, i, filled with small pieces of split cane or wood, arranged

helically, as shown in fig. 2. The journals of the brush, e, are carried

in bearings, which are fitted in the free extremities of the arms, g, the

other ends of these arms being fast to the horizontal shaft, h. This

shaft, h, works in pedestal bearings that are bolted to the upper face of

the framing, e. Motion is imparted to the rotatory brush, e, from the

"near side " wheel, d, the nave of which is sunk in the recess, c; the

wheel is thus arranged to admit of the brush, e, sweeping up to the curb

of the street. To the spokes of the "near" wheel, d, is bolted the spiked

pulley, i, round the grooved periphery of which is passed the endless

chain, j, through the links of which the spikes of the pulley, i, pass, as

the wheel, d, rotates. The chain, j, is also passed round a spiked pulley,

k, which is made fast to the wheel, I, and runs loosely upon the end

of the shaft, h. The wheel, I, gears with the ]3inion, m, on the spindle

of the drum, /, and thus causes the brush to rotate when the machine is

put in motion. The spindle of the brush, e, is made with a feather, to

admit of the pinion, m, being thrown out of gear when the brush is not

required to be in use. The pinion, m, is held fast on the spindle by a

key, shown in the plan, fig. 2 ; when the pinion is taken out of gear with

the wheel, p, the key is taken out, the pinion slipped along the spindle,

and the key put in on the inner face of the pinion. The machine is also

provided with an arrangement for adjusting the height of the brush, e,

from the ground. On the extremity of the shaft, h, which projects out

from the " off side" of the machine, is keyed a segmental wheel, n, that is

in gear with the vertical worm, o, which is carried in a bracket project-

ing from the stationary framing, e. The spindle of the worm, o, extends

upwards above the cover, and terminates in a hand wheel, p. By turning

this hand wheel, p, it raises or depresses the segmental wheel, n, and this

being fast to the shaft, h, which carries the arms, g, the brush, e, is

thereby raised from the ground, or lowered, according to the nature of

the work to be done. To prevent the worm, o, from turning when not

required, a pin is passed through a hole made in the spindle, the

extremity of which is fixed in one of a series of notches made in the

boss through which the spindle passes, so that it is kept exactly in the

position required. At the upper part of the inclined portion of the

framing, e, is a bolt, q, which is passed through the frames, E and L, and

serves to fix the latter whilst the machine is at work. Beneath the

roller, u, a brush or scraper is arranged to clean the surface of the belt,

2s
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n, as it passes under the roller, jr. As here arranged, the hrush, r, which

is shown in dotted lines, and extends across the belt, i», is attached to

the extremities of two levers, s, which are centred upon the transverse

stay, t, that is carried in the framing, e. The other ends of the levers,

s, extend towards the front of the machine, and are connected by a

transverse rod ; in this manner the brush, «-, oscillates upon the support-

ing stay, t, so that it may be caused to press with more or less force

upon the belt, n. A scraper may also be adapted for cleaning the surface

of the belt, n ; this scraper may be a sheet of iron or a rod. The trough

or receiver, A, is hung upon the axle of the wheels, D, and, in order to

discharge the contents of the receiver a windlass is fitted over its front

end. The standards, u, are bolted to the front end of the framing, e.

The windlass barrel, v, is carried upon the shaft, w, which has keyed to

one extremity the wheel, x. This wheel is driven by the pinion, y, which

is carried upon the end of the shaft, s, projecting from the contiguous

standard. Motion is given to the wheel, x, by a winch handle, and the

barrel is prevented from turning in the wrong direction by the pawl and

ratchet wheel. A chain is made fast to the barrel, v, and carried

beneath the trough, a, and fastened to its rear end. Upon winding up

the chain, the front end of the trough, a, is raised, and the contents

are discharged at the rear end. When emptied, the trough is lowered

to the horizontal position, and secured by the holt, 1, which passes

through the framing, e. With these several improvements, the opera-

tion of sweeping the streets by mechanical agency may be effected in an

expeditious and highly effective manner,

We have rarely neglected an opportunity of pointedly attracting

attention to the primary necessity—growing stronger every day—of

devoting more consideration to the improvement of " common things,"

and we shall certainly endeavour not to fall behind in adducing good

practical instances of the spread of such views. Mr Tindall's invention

is an eminent example of what we mean, and we illustrate it here in the

full spirit of the conviction that mechanical genius can never be better

employed than when at work upon the commonest of things,

THE HISTORY OF THE SEWING MACHINE.

ARTICLE X.

Mr. Bellforp obtained another patent for " improvements in sewing
cloth and other materials," (a communication) on the 12th of October,

1852. Strange to say, we find in this specification another of the

machines described in Mr. Hughes' patent of August 10th, 1852. We
refer to the oblicpue double needle machine, diagrams of the needles of

which are given at figures 62, 63, and 64 of our eighth article. The
two machines are in fact identical in their construction and modus
operandi.

Charles Tiot Judkins obtained a patent for a sewing machine, on the
16th October, 1852.

Fig. 73 of our illustrations is a longitudinal vertical section of Mr.
Judkins' machine. Our readers will not be able to discover any very

Pic. 73.

great novelty in its construction or mode of operating, since it consists
of a vibrating needle, a, a horizontal traversing shuttle, b, and a serrated
feeding bar, c, all working after the manner described in Mr. Hughes'

specification, and producing the like results. As Mr. Judkins' machine
is so well known to the public, under the title of " The Lancashire
Sewing Machine," we consider that our readers would naturally expect
to see an illustration of it in our paper; otherwise, we should have con-
tented ourselves with a mere passing remark, as we cannot perceive
that there has been any striking novelty or improvement introduced
therein.

A patent was granted, on the 6th of November, 1852, to Messrs. John
Ryall Corry and James Burrett Corry, for a mode of sewing gloves.
The invention consists of a new form of stitch for connecting the parts of
gloves elastically, and thereby rendering the same more durable. Ma-
chinery may be employed for producing this stitch, or it may be pro-

duced by hand in one of Winter's glove-holders, illustrated by fig. 1 of

our "history."

John Henry Johnson obtained a patent for an improved sewing
machine, communicated to him from abroad, on the 11th of November,
1852, which machine, by reason of certain additions made thereto, is

capable of stitching leather as well as woven fabrics. In the general
construction or arrangement of the machine there is nothing very
striking as regards novelty, and therefore a brief verbal notice of it will

answer our purpose. The stitch is produced by a straight needle, de-

scending vertically through the material, and carrying a loop of thread
with it, through which loop a second or filling thread is passed by means
of a reciprocating shuttle, working in a rectilinear groove or race. The
feed motion is similar to the "wheel feed motion" described in Mr.
Hughes' specification. When stitching leather, a small oil reservoir or

can is fitted to the top of the overhanging arm or bracket, through which
reservoir the thread is made to pass on its way from the bobbin to the
needle!

Alfred Vincent Newton obtained a patent for " an improved sewing
machine," on the ISth of January, 1853, which had been communicated
to him from abroad. His invention consists of an arrangement of ma-
chinery wherein a bearded needle is employed for throwing a line of

looped stitches into the fabric to be stitched, snch stitching, when com-
plete, being nothing more oi less than ordinary tambour stitching. In
conjunction with the bearded needle, and carried side by side with it

on the same vibrating or reciprocating arm, is a piercer, or as the paten-
tee calls it a " stiletto," which pierces holes in the fabric to allow of the
ready passage of the needle therethrough The fabric is carried upon
pins or tenter hooks, which project from two circular racks, working in

corresponding grooves made in the lace of the circular bed plate of the

machine.
Fig. 74 of our accompanying illustrations represents a vertical section

of Mr, Newton's machine ; fig. 75 a partial elevation and section of the

same, looking at right angles to the first mentioned figure, or towards
the point of the needle

; and figs 76 and 77 are detailed sectional plans
of a portion of the bed plate of the machine, showing the two oppesite
positions of the bearded needle and piercer. The main framing of this
machine consists of the circular bed plate, a, having a vertical rim., b,

formed round it, in which rim two annular grooves are formed to receive
the circular racks, c c1

. These racks are each furnished with tenter
pins to receive the fabric to be operated upon, and hold it in tension
whilst it is being operated upon by the sewing instruments. The feed
motion for imparting the requisite step-by-step movement to the racks
is driven froni the spur pinions, shown in fig. 75, the spindle of the
lower one of which carries a ratchet wheel, actuated by a pall, d, worked
from the vertical cam surface, E, on the driving shaft, f, through the
intervention of a small bell-crank and anti-friction roller, as shown
clearly in fig. 75, a helical spring serving to withdraw the pall after each
forward stroke. A lateral cam surface is also formed on the cam before
referred to, the object of which is to impart a forward and backward
movement to the needle twice for every revolution of the cam shaft.
The needle, o, and piercer, h, (shown clearly in figs. 76 and 77) are
both carried on the end of a horizontal arm or rod, 1, which slides freely
to and fro longitudinally in suitable guides bolted to the bed plate. The
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bed plate is slotted immediately below the needle rod, to allow of the

projection through such plate of a saddle piece, k, fig. 74, which forms

the connection between the needle rod and its actuating lever, the free

end of which is shown at l. A helical spring, m, ensures the quick
return motion of the needle rod. after the needle has passed through the

fabric. The rim, b, of the bed-plate has two small holes perforated in

it, (as shown in figs. 76 and 77) to allow of the passage of the needle

and piercer through the rim. When the needle is driven outwards, the

piercer accompanies it and pierces a hole through the fabric, the length
of one stitch in advance of the operation of the needle, so that at the
next thrust of the needle rod, the needle will pass through the perfora-

tion previously made by the piercer. A bracket, n, is bohed to the rim,

B, near to the point at which the needle passes, and this bracket carries

a guide or pressor piece, > l
,
pierced with holes corresponding to the two

holes made in the rim, b. This guide serves the double purpose of

pressing or holding the fabric firm during the entrance of the piercer

and needle, and also of acting as a presser plate for closing the beard or

barb of the needle when making its return or inward stroke ; the outer
edge of the hole in the guide, which corresponds to the needle, being
chamfered or bevilled so as to permit of the free passage of the barb,

o is a spring thread carrier, which has an upward movement imparted to

it as the needle moves back or inwards, such motion being derived from
a roller or pulley, p, carried by the needle rod, being brought to bear
upon a raised portion on the under side of the thread earner. On the

passage of the pulley, p, a spring draws the thread carrier down again.

The thread is supplied from a reel at q, and after passing under a friction

spring or pad, and through a guide eye, e. proceeds through the eye
formed in the end of the thread carrier. A few words as to the action

Kg. 7(5. Fig. 77.

of this machine will render the whole clear to our readers. The needle
. being driven out, will cause the piercer to make a hole through

the fabric, and at the next outward stroke the needle itself will pass
through the hole so pierced, such hole having been brought to coincide
with the path of the needle, by the feed motion before referred to. As
the needle rod is drawn back again by the helical spring for thai, pur-
pose, the roller or pulley, p, will pass under the raised portion of the
spring thread carrier, and will consequently elevate it, thereby laying
the thread under the barb of the needle, which will now, as the needle
recedes, be pressed down on to its stem by passing through the hole in
the guide piece, s1, and the thread thus secured will be drawn through
the fabric in the form of a loop. The needle being now clear of the
fabric, the latter is carried forward by the feeding racks one stitch, when
the motions of the needle piercer and thread carrier are repeated, and
the loop of thread so obtained is drawn through the fabric and through
the loop previously made, thus producing the well-known chain or
tambour stitch. We are not aware of this machine having even been
pnt into practice in this country; we should rather suppose it had not,

as it appears to be a much too complicated and expensive machine
' when the inferior nature of the stitch produced by it is taken into ac-
count.

PROSPECTS OF SCIENCE—Concluded.

A history of scientific ideas* by, in some sense, one of the most
remarkable men of the day, cannot at any time be regarded with
indifference, for Dr Whewell, the writer, has rendered himself famous
in all the civilised world for his universal attainments. AVhen, however,
the first edition of his Philosophy ofthe Inductive Sciencesappeared, itby
by no means took the world by storm. All correct and in order, it simply
detailed facts with which every reflecting mind was familiar. But, since

then, some new light appears to have struck the learned author, and he has
been induced to re-model his thoughts, and to re-frame his work. The two
volumes before us are now called the first part of the Philosophy of the
Inductive Sciences, and to them we will now give place. They are very
remarkable in their way, and we ask the reader's attention, but more
particularly to the prospects before alluded to, and here opened out more
widely

.

The first volume of the work was formerly published as a portion of the
Philosophy of the Inductive Sciences, founded upon their history. For
these introductory chapters the author has chosen the title of "History of
Scientific Ideas." The leading features are discussions of theories tend-
ing to make them consistent with the conditions of human thought.
The human mind, as the preface has it, deriving its knowledge of truth
from the observation of nature, cannot evade the task of determining, at

every step, how truth is consistent with itself. This, Dr Whewell says,

is the metaphysics of progressive knowledge ;
and this is the matter of

the present history.

The ideas, of which the history is here given, are mainly the follow-

ing :—Space, time, number, motion, cause, force, matter, medium,
intensity, scale, polarity, element, affinity, substance, atom, symmetry,
likeness, natural classes, species, life, function, vital forces, final causes,

historical causation, catastrophe, and uniformity, first cause- an awful
roll, involving suggestions of all sorts of prohibitions to attention, and
which " harmless drudgery " alone could almost possibly overcome. It

will give the reader some idea of the elaborateness of the work when he
is informed that a mere dry list of the topics touched or enlarged upon on
these several points occupies no less than 2 1 octavo pages. The whole of

the first part is taken up with the consideration " Of Ideas," and is made
to comprise ten books, which are divided into chapters and sections.

Book i. is substantially and principally taken up with the considera-

tion of " necessary truths " (exemplified by those in numbers), in which
the opposite cannot be distinctly conceived. In a following chapter, the
author maintains that experience cannot prove necessary truths, unless
aided by ideas. The grounds of necessary truths are " fundamental
ideas," and these fundamental ideas appear to be the original conception
long held by many, but generalised by our author, upon which he
anticipates founding a new logic of scientific advancement, but which is

still to appear.

Among the many difficult problems dealt with is none more closely

relating to the subject, or upon which clearer ideas should be entertained,

than the properties of matter; for, in discussing this, it is obvious that

the properties of the supposed opposite—mind —cannot but repeatedly
cross the thought. ^Dr Whewell says, that, in explaining the properties

of matter, the assumption of solid, hard, indestructible particles is of no
use or value (vol. ii., p. 63). The consequence of a conviction of this,

and of the truth which it involves, with its corollaries, would necessarily

be the maintenance of the Berkeleian philosophy in its widest form.
But we would ask, what is the use of discussing such subjects, accom-
panied as they are by never ending controversies ? Where it is necessary
for us, in our intercourse in life, to believe in matter, we are compelled
to do so nolens volens; where it is not so necessary, it might be well for

us—philosophers as well as practical men—to leave them to take care

of themselves. This is something like the geological doctrines of

catastrophe and uniformity. Some will have all phenomena to have
been produced by one only of these' causes. Why not accept in belief

(if belief is necessary) the nearest cause for the particular phenomenon
being observed, without troubling ourselves unprofitably, as we think

—

being, indeed, a kind of gambling spirit—in inquiries "too curious to

consider," and which can lead us no whither?
The author proceeds upon this tack, and, after descanting upon the

syllogism, agrees with the bulk of thinkers that it can produce no new
truths—that axioms are needed, and that these depend upon ideas (as

do definitions) ; but in each the idea is not completely expressed. It is

well known that it has not been by entertaining definitions that man
has made progress, but by pursuing instructively the course of practice.

A definition may express a part, but certainly, as the author says, does

not express the whole of the essential character of an idea. We have
too long regarded the possibility of reasoning on any subject, without
reference to its necessity in human affairs in general. AVithout some
conventional mode of definition, there would be no such possibility ; and

* " History of Scientific Ideas," by William Whewell, D.D. ; being the First Part of the
Philosophy of the Inductive Sciences. 2 vols. Parker & Son, London. 1858.
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we must inevitably, either consciously or unconsciously, admit certain

characteristic marks, by which all things may be defined in words, so as

to become the foundation of our reasoning. Dr Whewell has evidently

been led to such views by his studies in natural history, which has

already helped many, and will help more, we think. He says (vol. ii.,

p. 121):-

"These views of classes determined by characters which cannot be expressed in words

—of propositions which state, not what happens in all cases, but only usually—of parti-

culars which are included in a class, though they transgress the definition of it—may

very probably surprise the reader. They are so contrary to many of the received

opinions respecting the use of definitions, and the nature of scientific propositions, that

they will probably appear to many persons highly illogical and unphilosophical. But a

disposition to such a judgment arises in a great measure from this—that the mathe-

matical and mathematico-physical sciences have, in a great degree, determined men's

views of the general nature and form of scientific truth, while natural history has uot yet

had time or opportunity to exert its due influence upon the current habits of philosophis-

ing. The apparent indefiniteness and inconsistency of the classifications and definitions

of natural history belongs, in a far higher degree, to all other, except mathematical

speculations; and the modes in which approximations to exact distinctions and general

truths have been made in natural history may be worthy our attention, even for the

light they throw upon the best modes of pursuing truth of all kinds."

For this purpose, the author says (p. 34) his endeavour will be to show
that the acts of the mind, both direct and reflex, are governed by certain

laws. His intention is to analyse the various combinations of our ideas

and observations into the original faculties which they involve—to show
that these faculties are original, and not capable of a further analysis,

and to point out the characters which mark these faculties, and lead to

the most important features of our knowledge. He says these ideas are

not objects of thought, but rather laws of thought—something entirely

new, and deserving of deep reflection. These laws of thought regulate

the active operations of the mind, by which coherence and connection

are given to its passive impressions (p. 114). They (the laws of thought,

or fundamental ideas) are not generated, but unfolded ; not extracted from
the external world, but evolved from the world within (vol. ii., p. 240).

They are not, moreover, derived from experience, because experience
cannot establish necessary truths. With all this, he does not ascribe to

the mind innate ideas—ideas which it would have, even if it had no
intercouse with the world of space, time, and matter—because we cannot
imagine a mind in such a state (p. 219). In this respect he follows the
doctrine of Locke and common sense, but it is a refinement on Locke in

some respects. Thus, he says (vol. ii., p. 232) that

—

"The mode in which sensations are connected in our minds, so as to convey to us the

knowledge of objects and their relations, is by being contemplated with reference to

ideas. Our sensations, connected by the idea of space, become figures; connected by the

idea of time, they become causes and effects ; connected by the idea of resemblance, they

become individuals and kinds ; connected by the idea of organisation, they become living

things. . . Without these ideas, there can be no connection among our sensations, and

therefore, no perception of figure, action, kind, or, in short, of bodies under any aspect

whatever. Sensations are the rude matter of our perceptions, and are nothing, except

so far as they have form given them by ideas. But, thus moulded by our ideas, sensation

becomes the source of an endless store of important knowledge of every possible kind."

Space is thus one of the ideas not derived from experience, as geome-
trical truth shows. The simplest relations of space are seen by intui-

tion (p. 98). It is a form of intuition. Intuition the learned author
defines in another place "imaginary looking" (p. 140), but this definition

does not help us much. The most of us have a better knowledge of
intuition than what his definition affords, for we should have to ask
what is an imaginary looking. Our knowledge of space and its proper-
ties is derived rather from the active operations than from the passive
impressions of the percipient mind (p. 122). By conceiving the idea of
space to be a condition of perception in the mind, we can conceive the
existence of necessary truths, which apply to all perceived objects (p.
92). Space is thus called a form belonging to our perceptive power
(p. 93) ; but whether we call the conception of space a condition of
perception, a form of perception, or an idea, or by any other term, it is

something inherent in the mind perceiving, and not in the objects per-
ceived (p. 94). He enforces this doctrine in many ways. Thus, he
says, the source of geometrical truth is to be found in the form or condi-
tions of our perception—in the idea which we unavoidably combine with
the impression of sense; in the activity, and not in the passivity, of
the mind (p. 102). This becomes true in the more advanced knowledge.
Thus, a limit, in the higher geometry, is " a peculiar and fundamental
conception," and some evident truths are self-evident in virtue of the
idea of a limit. The idea is thus made to be, not a derivative result of
experience, but its primary rule (p. 106), and even the parelloquence of
forces becomes a necessary truth. The idea is introduced into our
experience by the Active, and not the passive, part of our nature
(p. 173.).
So of time. Time is not only a form of perception, but of intuition

(p. 134)—of intuition of the external world (p. 135). It is not an idea

derived from experience. It is a form of experience, and the question is

opened, Is time derived from motion ?

Passing on to mechanics, we are told that in that science, no less than
in geometry, there are fundamental principles of axiomatic evidence
and necessity, and which derive their axiomatic character from the idea

which they involve—namely, the idea of cause (p. 212).

Dr Whewell's observations connected with those last-named subjects

cannot well be omitted. He says :

—

"The doctrine of motion, of which we have here to speak, is that in which motion i

considered quite independently of its cause—force—for all consideration of force belong!!

to a class of ideas entirely different from those with which we are here concerned. In

this view, it may be termed the pure doctrine of motion, since it has to do solely with

space and time, which are the subject of pure mathematics. Although the doctrine of

motion, in connection with force, which is the subject of mechanics, is by far the most

important form in which the consideration of motion enters into the formation of our

sciences, the pure doctrine of motion, which speaks of space, time, and Telocity, mi^ht

be followed out, so as to give rise to a very considerable and curious body of science. Such

a science is the science of mechanism, independent of force, and considered as the solution

of a problem, which may be thus enunciated:—' To communicate a given motion from a

first mover to a given body.' The science which should have for its object to solve all

the various cases into which this problem would ramify might be termed pure mechanism,

in contradistinction to mechanics proper, or machinery, in which force is taken into con-

sideration. The greater part of the machines which have been constructed for use in

manufactures have been practical solutions of some of the cases of this problem. We
have also important contributions to such a science in the works of mathematicians; for

example, the various investigations and demonstrations which have been published

respecting the form of the teeth of wheels, and Mr Babbage's memoir on the language of

machinery. There are also several works which contain collections of the mechanical

contrivances which have been invented for the purpose of transmitting and modifying

motion, and these works may be considered as treatises on the science of pure mechanism.

But this science has not yet been reduced to the systematic simplicity which is desirable,

nor is, indeed, generally recognised as a separate science. It has been confounded, under

the common name of mechanics, with the other science -mechanics proper, or machinery

—which considers the effect of force transmitted by mechanism from one pait of a

material combination to another. For example, the mechanical powers, as they are usually

termed (the lever, the wheel and axle, the inclined plane, the wedge, and the screw), have

almost always been treated with reference to the relation between the power and the

weight, and not primarily as a mode of changing the velocity and kind of the motion. The

science of pure motion has not generally been separated from the science of motion,

viewed with reference to its causes. Recently, indeed, the necessity of such a separation

has been seen by those who have taken a philosophical view of science. Thus, this

necessity has been urged by M. Ampere in his 'Essai sur la Philosophic des Sciences.'

' Long,' he says (p. 50), ' before I employed myself upon the present work, I had remarked

that it is usual to omit, in the beginning of all books treating of sciences which regard

motion and force, certain considerations which, duly developed, must constitute a special

science, of which science certain parts have been treated of, either in memoirs or in special

works, such, for example, as that of Carnot upon motion, considered geometrically, and

the essay of Lang and Balancourt upon the composition of machines.' He then proceeds

to describe this science nearly as we have here done, and proposes to term it Kinematics

Cinamatique, from ' kinema,' motion " (vol. i., p. 156).

So again of cause. The idea of cause is not derived from observation,

for cause cannot be observed, being only constant succession. This idea

is still a part of the active powers of the mind. The relation of cause

and effect is a condition of our apprehending successive events—a part

of the mind's constant and universal activity—a source of necessary

truths, or, to sum all this, as the author emphatically says, a funda-

mental idea (p. 183).

"The consequences to which we are directed by the preceding opinions are of very great

importance in their bearing upon our general views respecting human knowledge. I trust

to be able to show that some important distinctions are illustrated, some perplexing

paradoxes solved, and some large anticipations of the future extension of our knowledge

suggested, by means of the conclusions to which the preceding discussions have conducted

us," (vol. 1, p. 234).

He is very bitter against poor Hegel and Schelling in respect of many
of their views of physical science, and no doubt this is richly deserved,

in one view of their reasonings. But we incline to believe that what
the learned professor has yet to tell us himself will be found intimately

connected with some of the matters already told us by one or other of

these two German philosophers.

From the whole scope of the work before us, we are led to think that,

if we may expect any new moving truths, they may reasonably be

expected at the handsof Professor Whewell. His vast attainments, both

in science and literature—the result of a long and industrious life— his

high position as a mathematician—his familiarity with the vernacular

writings of ancients and moderns—all point to a hope that such vast

accumulations of knowledge may not be productive only of a chronicle

of what others have done, but which may lead to something which those

others have not attempted, or, if they have attempted, have not achieved.

In these volumes he is seen, as it were, struggling with himself—under-

going a kind of labor-paice only, as if he were striving to make sure of
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his game, not by boldly firing as it rises, but by erecting a set of fences,

and narrowing still mere the converging limits, until they shall of them-
selves eventually expose the great truth in the background. It is

scarcely possible to believe but that he is labouring hard at the evolution

of some great additional priuciple which he entertains in an indistinct

form, and which, to defend more certainly to himself, and, therefore, to

put him in a better condition to elucidate it, he has elaborated this new
form of these volumes. The result enforces an impression that the time
has now arrived for the evolution of some principles of thought and
action governing every topic affecting humanity ; and the conviction that

the distinguished professor, if he be true to his learning—if he have
sufficient courage, and if he be prepared to make sacrifices—enormous
sacrifices to preconceived opinions, is on the eve of propounding to the

world a truth, a principle, a theory, called by what name you may,
relating to all science—moral, intellectual, and physical—which shall

hive, and hold, a power as much above all other forms of moral power
now generally acted upon as the law of gravitation was above all other

physical theories at the time of its promulgation. Hence, we shall

anticipate with eagerness and proportionate curiosity, but not without
misgivings, his promised succeeding " second part " of this \ery noble
work
We are compelled to this conclusion by pondering the words with

which he has finished his present labour—words which, coming from so

cultivated a source, and whose cultivation is acknowledged in all the

world, we ought not to receive as the idle wind of the spirit rapperlaying
hold on unsubstantial things and " going mad," as the proper phrase is.

" We have been employed hitherto in examining the materials of knowledge, facts and

ideas—facts in our former history, and ideas in the present history. "We have dwelt at

- .. on this latter element, inasmuch as the consideration of it is, on various accounts,

and especially at the present time, by far the most important, having hitherto been least

distinctly attended to as a special element of scientific knowledge.

'"There still remains an important task, with a view to which we have undertaken this

survey of the past course of human thought and discover)'—namely, the task of deter-

mining the processes by which these materials may actually be made to constitute

knowledge.

'•We have surveyed the stones which lie before us—partly built, and partly ready for

buHding. We have found them exactly squared, and often curiously covered with

_int imagery and important inscriptions. "We have now to discover how they may
; fitted into their places and cemeuted together, so that, rising stage above stage,

they may grow at last into that fair and lofty temple of truth for which we cannot doubt

that they were intended by the Great Architect.

risk—the description of the processes by which scientific truth is discovered

and established—we shall, as has already been said, entitle, in reference to previous

attempts of the same kind, Xovura Organum Senovalum."

MECHANICAL NOTES FROM AMERICA.

Destruction of the Crystal Palace—Safety of Iron Structures Generally—Bad General-
ship of the Manager- ofthe Fair—The American Union Perpetual Fair—NewPrinting

—
: .ering Claims for the Monopoly of its Manulacture—Action of American

Patent Office in such Cases.

At about six o'clock on the evening of the 5th of October, the New York
Crystal Palace was destroyed by fire, together with nearlj' all its con-
tents. It is rarely the case that the date of such a transaction can be
fixed with such close precision. It is common to indicate the period at

which the fire was first discovered, and allow the reader to suppose, as,

indeed, it is generally stated, that the work of destruction proceeded for

several hours or days before it was completed; but in this instance the
discovery of the fire and the destruction of the magnificent building were
simultaneous events. A professional gentleman who was present avers
that he looked at his watch at the moment the alarm was given, and
again at the moment the dome fell, and found the lapse of time to have
been exactly 16 minutes. It may seem singular that this gentleman
could display so much coolness, or that his fondness for chronology could
thus lead bim to its study while so many treasures lay within reach
inviting his aid to save them; but all agree that the destruction was un-
paralleled in rapidity, and some estimate the time to have been less than

minutes. No person was injured; but there was probably never a
luilding burned by which the number of losers was greater. The

thirtieth annual fair of the American Institute was in its second or third
week. All the contributions, great and small, had been received, and
exhibitors Lad not begun to withdraw their goods. The loss has been
estimated at half-a-mil!ion dollars, exclusive of the building itself. The
value of the latter cannot well be calculated, on account of its peculiar
position in a financial or political point of view, and it is almost equally
difficult to estimate the value of many of the articles embraced among

They were, in many instances, pets, which could not be
i. Among the treasures of art destroyed, was Kiss's famous

bronze equestrian statue of "The Amazon Attacked by a Lion" im-
ported by the Crystal Palace Association from Munich at a cost of

15,000 dollars ; Thorwaldsen's original plaster figures of '.' Christ and the

Twelve Apostles;" and many marble figures, life size, valued by the
agents of their Italian proprietors at very high figures.

Some small articles were saved. Many of the larger articles were
dragged to the vicinity of the door, and then abandoned, as it was found
impracticable to remove them, on account both of their retarding the
escape of the women and children, as also of their crowding each other

—the wheels of elegant coaches becoming locked with those of light

fancy buggies, and splendidly painted and silvered fire-engines, in a
confusion, in which they remained until the examination of the ruins

displayed all that was uuconsumed. The fire was of so rapid and flashy

a character that articles which, like heavy machine tools, possessed con-

siderable ability to resist it for a few minutes were, in some instances,

recovered after the fire without very serious damage.
The extreme rapidity of the destruction of the builiing has excited

much remark. Iron structures had been supposed bj' the masses to be
particularly impregnable to fire; but the burning of the iron steamship
Austria, with an almost unparalleled loss of life, and the simultaneous
destruction of the Crystal Palace before the hose and fire engines which
were ready in the interior could be brought to bear upon the flames,

tend to induce a strong reaction. Iron structures of all kinds are now
considered by some to be immense stoves, filled with kindling wood, and
ready to consume their contents the moment a match is applied.

The construction and loss of the unfortunate Austria cannot here be
criticised. She was an iron shell, with a wooden interior ; and, in conse-

quence of some peculiar management or mismanagement, became a

floating furnace, burning all who remained in, or clung to her, except
a few who were on the bowsprit and the rigging beneath, where they
were shielded from the fire. Its destruction seems to teach nothing,
further than the necessity for care in operating with red hot chains and
tar in the interior of crowded vessels in mid-ocean, and the great expedi-

ency of providing competent, as well as polite and popular, commanders.
But the destruction of the Crystal Palace might be the subject for a

considerable volume. Its history has been given in books and news-
papers, but little or nothing has been said of the efforts made to obtain

grants of land and erect such a building in this city for s ;veral years
prior even to the erection of the Hyde Park Palace. Little or nothing
has at any time been publicly said of the conflicting interests brought to

bear on the election of architects, the contracting for, and furnishing of,

the castings, or on the erection of the work and its subsequent preserva-

tion. Nothing has been said of the defective joints, and of the quantities

of lead poured in to fill cavities, nor of the circumstances which led to

the construction of a row of additional columns a few feet within the

circumference of the dome to compensate for the weakness of the supports

of this supremely important portion of the structure. In point of fact,

the building was designed very skilfully, but with a rather small surplus

of strength, and, in the haste with which it was constructed, was built

hardly strong enough for safetj'. The extra row of columns—or rather

of, like the other columns, short, slender, pipes, mounted one upon
another, and braced by the floors to keep them in line—was added, and
the building was made tolerable ; but there have been misgivings when
large crowds have convened in it. Some of the columns have cracked

at a few points. The bolts and fastenings have, of course, oxj'dised,

more or less ; and, at the period of the last mammoth ball within its

spacious walls, a large number of policemen were present, with orders

to prevent any dancing or any considerable gathering at any point,

except on the ground floor. The rapidity of the fall of the building is

due, not so much to any extraordinary combustibility in its floors or

roofs, as to the feeble strength of the work immediately about the dome.
The fire commenced in an old lumber room near the machine arcade, and
so soon as it had burned sufficiently on that side of the building to induce
any serious disturbance in the equilibrium, either by removing or dis-

tending any part of the network of castings, the delicately poised columns
at one side of the centre were bent, and allowed the dome—a dome 100

feet in diameter, the second finest in the world—to fall. All agree that

the fire had not actually reached that portion of the building when the

fall occurred.

If iron is necessarily a dangerous material for buildings, or for any
other structures in which it has become popular, it should at once be
acknowledged. But such is not the fact. If iron is a material which
tends to induce danger by leading architects into extravagant risks, such
as designing buildings which can but just stand of themselves, and will

fall, with a fearful result, on the first disturbance, this also should

be made known. I believe this latter proposition to be true. Greater-

abuses are now made in the use of iron in architecture than could
possibly exist without detection in brick or stone. Every journeyman
mason is accustomed to estimate by his eye the strength of a structure,

and, however much it may be sneered at by the mathematician, that

same member of the human organisation is a splendid guide when
applied to work to which it is accustomed. But iron buildings are new,
and our eyes are untrained. The construction of strong, safe, and
durable iron buildings should receive a very liberal amount of elaborate

calculation—a much larger amount than it receives at the hands, or
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rather from the heads, of many of our American builders ; and it may he

presumed that a similar evil, though, from the habits of the two countries,

much less in degree, exists in Great Britain.

The managers of the fair of the American Institute have been much
blamed for sins of omission and of commission in connection with the

destruction of the property. It is about a hundredfold easier to find

fault than to sit down and programme a proper course to be pur-

sued ; tut it is evident that a wealthy association like the American

Institute should have extended to the suffering exhibitors all the aid

practicable. They should have advised with them in regard to the best

course to be pursued—should have provided them with rooms in which

to store the remains of their property for a few weeks or months free of

expense—should have treated them, as a mass, with great courtesy, and

should have been reasonably meek in bearing with any who were un-

reasonable in their disposition to find fault. But neither of these points

were attended to.

A feeling which has long existed with many against the American

Institute has, since this fire, been strengthened into an attempt to

establish a rival concern. Several public meetings have been held for

the purpose, one of which was presided over by the mayor of our city

—

a gentleman who is himself a manufacturer, and was a large exhibitor

in the palace. The principal movers in the matter propose to establish

a great national institute, and to hold a perpetual fair, to be called the

American Union Fair; but there is a slender prospect of the movement
surviving hej'ond a very few months. The managers are active, how-

ever, and advertise that they have hired a large new building on Broad-

way, in the heart of the city, and that it is ready to receive goods. This

was, it will be recollected, about the expiring stage of several more
solidly founded attempts at perpetual fairs, of which your readers have

been previously advised. If it should succeed, it will be alluded to

again.

The subjoined diagram shows the principal working parts and

the motions of a style of printing press which has lately become quite

popular for printing small jobs. It

prints rapidly and well, has not been
patented abroad, and may be of interest

to the craft, both from the simplicity

and beauty with which it operates, and
the cheapness with which it can be con-

structed and afforded.

a is the bed, or the part on which is

fixed the forme of type. This bed is

hinged to a stationary frame at the

point a, and is free to oscillate thereon,

as shown by the dotted lines, b is the

platten, the flat portion, which, properly

shielded by an elastic blanket, receives

the sheet of paper, and presses it into

contact with the type. A and b are

permanently hinged together at the

point, as represented, so that the mo-
tion of one controls that of the other.

c is a stout link, or, rather, a kind of

toggle lever, hinged to the platten at b, and to the fixed framing at c.

The motion of the platten b, and also of the link e, is indicated by dotted

lines, d is a connecting rod or shackle bar, connected at e to a crank,

the motion oftwhichis denoted by the dotted line e. As e is revolved

by any power applied for the purpose, the parts A, b, and c, assume,

alternately, the positions represented by the strong lines and the dotted

lines, so that the form of type—which important element in the machine
is represented simply by a double line—is presented fair to b, and forced

into a suitably close contact therewith at each oscillation of the parts.

f are inking rollers, so mounted as to have considerable play, so that

they may always press under them. A properly curved inking table,

a, is attached to, or rather is a part of, the bed, as represented, so that,

at each revolution of the crank e, the forme, and also the inking or dis-

tributing table, passes once in each direction under the rollers p.

The paper is of course supplied to, and removed from, the platten

when it is in the nearly horizontal position shown by the dotted lines.

Suitable grippers are provided, not represented, by which the sheet is

caught and held, to prevent its displacement while the platten is being

carried down and returned ; and a frisket is employed, with the usual

effect, whenever the size of the sheet or other circumstances render it

desirable.

The invention is in dispute between two individuals—one a pattern

maker belonging to this city, and the other a printer in Rhode Island

The matter is now in litigation, or rather undergoing that semi-legal

investigation within the Patent Office denominated " an interference,"

which has been alluded to in former letters. The principal points in

this case may be of value in throwing light on this phase of American
patent practice. George H. Babcock, the eastern printer, it appears from
the evidence, conceived the invention in 1855 ; showed a sketch to a
friend in October; showed full detail drawings in February, 1856 ; ordered

its construction in June ; applied for patent in August ; set it in operation
in September; proceeded to improve and perfect it, and was granted a

patent in December of the same year, 1856. He has proceeded to manu-
facture and advertise the machine, and exhibit them at fairs in distant

portions of the counti*}'; and, in August last, was several thousand
dollars in debt beyond his assets, but had established a tolerable busi-

ness, having a score or two of presses in successful operation, with
orders coming in very rapidly. At this date, August 20, 1858, an
interference was declared by the Patent Office between his patent of

December 23, 1856, and a pending application filed by Frederick 0.

Degener, the New York pattern maker referred to, and both parties were
required to bring forward their evidence of priority. On the hearing,

Mr Degener proved that he was, in 1853, employed by Mr George P.

Gordon, a manufacturer of printing presses in this city ; and that, during
an interval of leisure in the absence of his employer, he constructed a
model of this identical invention, and showed it to several parties. Its

merits and demerits were discussed by the workmen and others, but
with what effect does not appear, except that no more was heard of -the

model or of the inventor by any witness until the issue of Mr Babcock's
patent, between three and four years afterwards. Mr Degener then
showed his model, and consulted about obtaining a patent ; but the result

of this only appears in a deep silence for a year longer, when he, or

parties acting in his name, quietly applied for a patent—allowed his

application to be rejected, as, of course, it would be, by reason of the
prior patent of Babcock, and to lie rejected nearly another year, when
the interference was demanded, and the above facts developed.

It is not well determined whether the Patent Office is justified in

investigating, in such cases, any other question than the identity nd
dates of the respective inventions. The model produced by Degener,
and sworn by several to be the one seen in the summer of 1853, was in

an impracticable form, and the invention was, no doubt, voted to be an
ingenious nothing by all the practical parties to whom it was shown at

this time; but it contained the chief feature of the invention

—

i.e., the
bed and platten hinged together, and arranged very much as in the

diagram above. When the model was privately exhibited by Degener
on the issue of Babcock's patent, it was slightly broken—a fact which
he explained by remarking that it had been long neglected.

When the Patent Office is satisfied that the new applicant was "a
prior inventor," it is required to grant a new patent, and allow the two
patentees to take their chances in the courts. But patents have some-
times been refused the second applicant, even when the priority was
distinctly proved, on the ground that the invention had been abandoned
to the public, or conceded to the other parties. I will allude to this case

in a future letter, and state the final results. It may suffice for this

tune to say that the office has once decided on the evidence above con-

densed, that a patent shall issue to Degener, as a prior inventor ; but an
effort will be made to bring the whole subject up again before such a
patent is allowed to issue. T. D. Stetson.
New York, December, 1858.

PRIZES PROPOSED TO BE AWARDED BY THE "ACADEM1E
DES SCIENCES "

In the Yeaes 1858, 1859, 1860, and 1861.

I. Grand Prize for Mathematics, offered in 1858.—A gold medal,
valued at 3,000 francs. This was competed for on the 1st November, 1858.
" The Academy proposed to establish rigorously the theorem of Legendre—That a mathematical progression of any kind should be given A— C,

2 A— C, 3 A — C, &c. ("Theory of Numbers," vol. ii., page 76, edition

of 1830); in the event of this theory, of which an insufficient demonstra-
tion only is given, being correct, or, on the contrary, to show how it

ought to be replaced."

II. Grand Prize for Mathematics, offered in 1856, to be given in

1859.—Gold medal worth 3,000 francs. To be competed for April 1st,

1859. " To improve in any important point the mathematical theory of

tides."

HI. Grand Prize for Mathematics, offered in 1854, delivered in 1856,

and prolonged to 1860.—Gold medal of 3,000 francs. To be competed
for April 1st, 1860. " To resume the comparative examination of the

theories relative to capillary phenomena— to discuss the mathematical
and physical principles upon which they are based—to point out the
modifications which may be required for adaptation to the actual circum-
stances in which these phenomena are produced, and to compare the

results of the calculation with careful experiments made within all the
limits of measurable space, in such conditions that the results obtained

by each shall be unquestionable."
IV. Grand Prize for Mathematics, already offered in 1853, and after-

wards in 1857, and extended to 1861.—Cold medal of 3,000 francs. To
be competed for the 1st of July, 1861. As none of the papers sent in up to

this time upon the problem proposed in 1857 contains the solution of

that problem, such problem is withdrawn, and replaced by the following :—" To improve in any important point the geometry of polyhedrons."
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V. Giuxp Prize for Mathematics, offered in 1847, 1854, and 1857,

and extended to 1860.—Gold medal of 3,000 francs. To be competed
for July 1st. I860. The problem proposed in 1S45 is, by reason of its

extreme difficulty, withdrawn, and the following' is substituted:— " What
may be the numbers of value of well-denned functions which contain a

given number of letters, and how are the functions, for which there

exists a given number of v ". to be formed?"
VI. Grass Prize for Mathematics, offered in 1855, remitted to com-

petition in 1857, and prolonged to 1S61.—Gold medal of 3,000 francs.

To he competed for the 1st of July, 1861. No paper having been pre-

sented on the question given in 1857, it is withdrawn, and replaced by
the following:—"To find what should be the caloric state of an
indefinite solid homogeneous body, that a system of isothermal curves,

produced at the moment, shall remain isothermal after any length of

time, in such manner that the temperature of one point may express

itself in the function of time, and of two others variable and independent."

VII. EXTRAORDINARY PrIZE OF 6,000 FrANCS FOR THE APPLICATION OF
Steam to the Navy, offered in 1857, and remitted to 1859.—To be com-
peted for the 1st of December, 1859.

Till. Astronomical Prize, founded by Lalande.—A medal awarded
each year to the person who shall have made the most interesting

observation, description, or work, the most useful to the progress of

astronomy.
UN. Annual Prize for Mechanics, founded by M. de Monthyon.—

Gold medal of the value of 450 francs, awarded to the person who shall

have rendered himself the most worthy, by inventing or improving im-

plements useful to the progress of agriculture, of the mechanical arts or

sciences. To be competed for on the 1st of April in each year.

X. Annual Prize for Statistics, founded by M. de Monthyon.—Gold
medal of 477 francs, awarded to the author of any work containing the

most useful researches on one or more questions relative to the statistics

of France. To be competed for on the 1st of January in each year.

XI. The Boedin Prize of 1858.—Gold medal of 3,000 francs. To be
competed for on the 1st of May, 1858. " From various points in the
thermometrical scale, and for the differences of temperature brought
back to one degree, to determine the direction, and compare the relative

intensities, of electric currents produced by the different thermo-electric

r.ees."

XII. Bordin Prize, offered in 1856, remitted to 1857, and extended to

1859.—Gold medal of 3,000 francs. To be competed for the 1st of May,
1859. The question proposed in 1857 is replaced by the following:

—

" To determine, by experiment, the causes capable of influencing the
differences of position of the optic focus and the photogenic focus."

XIII. Tp.ement Prize.—A sum of 1,100 francs will be awarded during
the term of three years from 1861 to any scholar, engineer, artist, or

mechanic, to whom assistance may be necessary, to attain a useful and
glorious object for France, if he have presented in the course of the year
any discovery or improvement apparently answering to the intentions

of the founder.

XIV. Prize of Madame Laplace. — A complete collection of the
works of Laplace will be presented each }

rear to the first pupil leaving
the Polytechnic School.
XV. Grand Prize for Physical Science, proposed in 1856 for 1857,

extended to I860.—Gold medal of 3,000 frs. To be competed for 1st April,

1860. " To study the mode of formation and structure of the sporules,

and other organs which concur in the reproduction of fungi, their physi-
ological action or function, the germination of sporules, and particularly

of parasitical fungi, their mode of penetration and development in other
living organised bodies.

X \ I. Annual Prize for Experimental Physiology, founded by M.
de Monthyon.—A gold medal of 805 francs value will be awarded to the
author of the work, either printed or in manuscript, which shall have
best contributed towards the progress of experimental physiology. The
competition to terminate on the 1st of April in every year.
XVII. Various Prizes of TnE Monthyon Legacy. — One or more

prizes will be awarded to the authors of works or discoveries which shall
be judged most useful in the healing art, and to those who shall have
found the means of rendering any branch of industry less unhealthy.
The competition to terminate on the 1st of April of each year.
XVTII. Cctier Prize.—Gold medal of 1,500 francs, to be awarded at

the public sitting of 1860, to the author of the work which shall be con-
sidered the most remarkable amongst all those which shall have appeared
from the 1st of January, 1857, to the 31st of December, 1859, cither on
the animal or geological kingdom.
XLX. Ai.hump.ert Prize, for natural sciences, offered in 1854 for 1856,

and remitted to 1859 —A gold medal of 2,000 francs. Competition to
terminate the 1st of April, 1859. "To study the mode of fecundation
of eggs, and the structure of the generative organs in the principal
natural groups of the class of polypes, or in those of the acalcphes."
XX. Boedin Prize, offered in 1857 for I860.—Gold medal of3,000 francs

value. Competition to terminate on the 31st of December, 1859. "To
determine experimentally what influence insects can exert on the pro
duction of maladies in plants."

XXI. Bordin Prize, offered in 1856 for 1857, and remitted to 1859—
Gold medal of 3,000 francs. Competition to terminate on the 1st of

October, 1859. " On the metamorphism of rocks."
XXII. Quinquennial Prize of Moss, de Moroques.— This prize,

derived from the interest of a capital of 10,000 francs, will be awarded
in 1863, and every fifth year after that time, to the author of the work
which shall have effected the most progress in the agriculture of France.
Competition to terminate on the 1st of April, 1863.

XXIII; Breant Legacy—A prizeof 100,000 francs will be awarded to

the person wdio shall have found or discovered a medicament which will

cure the Asiatic cholera in animmense majority of cases, or shall have indi-

cated in an incontrovertible manner the causes of Asiatic cholera, so that

by removing such causes the epidemic may be stopped ; or shall have
discovered a certain proplrylaxy, as for example that of vaccination, for

variola. Until this prize be gained, a sum of 4,000 francs could be
awarded annually to the author of works on epidemic diseases, or on
the healing of skin diseases and their cetiology.

XXIV. Jecker Prize.—To be awarded during the sitting in 1858, to

one or more works considered most proper for accelerating the progress

of organic chemistry.

RECENT PATENTS.

STEAM ENGINE GOVERNORS.

William Weallens, Newcastle.—Patent dated March 30, 1858.

Mr, Weallens has in this patent directed his attention to the arrange-
ment of suitable controlling mechanism or apparatus for the purpose of
preventing an excess or accumulation of momentum in the balls of para-
bolic governors during their rising or falling motions. These improve-
ments consist in the application and use of an air cylinder, similar to

the "cataract" employed in pumping engines, or in lieu thereof a
spring or weight is employed, or other controlling mechanism or

apparatus, the action of which offers a certain amount of resistance to

the balls when they change their height. Or this effect may be aGcom-
plished by a modification of the parabolic curve in which the balls or

gear connected therewith travel.

The illustrative engraving represents a side elevation of one modifica-
tion of the improved parabolic governor in connection with a regulating
valve. The governor balls, a, are connected by short stems with the
anti-friction rollers, b, which travel with the balls, the latter describing

a parabolic curve when ascending or descending upon the sweep, c

The rollers are connected in the ordinary manner with the slider, d, by
means of two links, e, and the slider by rising and falling imparts
motion to the lever, f, which is connected at its opposite end with any
convenient form of regulating or throttle valve, G. An air cylinder, h,

is attached to or connected with the slider, d, within which cylinder is a
piston, i, attached to the spindle, k, of the governor. In the upper
cover of this cylinder is a small opening or inlet, the size of which is

regulated at pleasure by the conical screwed plug, L.

The governor spindle may be rotated either by bevil gearing, as shown
at m in the engraving, or by a cord and pulley or other convenient
arrangement ; and as the balls, by reason of a change of speed in the
engine, move upwards or downwards, this motion will be limited and
controlled by the greater or less freedom with which the air is allowed
to escape from or enter into the space above the piston in the upper
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portion of the cylinder, which passage of air is capable of being nicely

regulated or adjusted by raising or depressing more or less the plug, l,

hereinbefore referred to. It is thus obvious that this air orifice deter-

mines the time in which sufficient air can be forced out of or drawn into

the cylinder to produce an equilibrium of pressure with that of the

external atmosphere, and, consequently, the speed with which the

governor balls will rise or fall. In another modification, a helical spring

is substituted for the air cylinder previously referred to. This spring is

coiled round the spindle, k. The balls in this arrangement cannot

obviously rise without compressing the spring, which offers sufficient

resistance to prevent any undue momentum in rising. The regulating

motion of the governor is transmitted to the expansion slide valve, o,

in place of to a throttle valve ; and this motion is communicated by
means of the lever, p, actuated at one end by the slider, d, whilst the

opposite end transmits a rising or falling motion through the vertical

rod to the block in the suspended link, o, which latter is actuated by an
eccentric, p. To this block is jointed the end of the rod, q, which gives

motion to the expansion slide valve, g. As the governor balls rise or fall,

it is evident that the block in the link, o, will also rise or fall, and, con-

sequently, the travel of the expansion valve will be increased or

diminished, and the engine made to work more or less expansively.

In another modification, weight is used for the purpose of controlling the

momentum of the balls, and preventing their too rapid action, such
weight being applied to the underside of the lever, f, or of the working
centre or axis of the same.

SUSPENSION BRIDGES.

J. H. Johnson, London and Glasgoic (F. C. Lowethorp, Trenton,

United States.)—Patent dated October 2, 1857.

The improvements specified under these letters patent have reference

to the construction of iron truss frame girders and suspension bridges,

and consist in so connecting the upright posts of truss frame girders to

the upper and lower chords, and supporting the whole on the founda-

tion or piers, that the posts may be allowed to vibrate, and the upper

chords to accommodate themselves to such vibration, in order that the

girder may be erected and adjusted with facility ; that turning, boring,

planing, and other expensive work, may be avoided to a great extent,

and that the girder may accommodate itself to the effects of sudden

expansion and contraction, as well as to any sudden shocks from passing

trains and other causes.

Fig. 1 of the engravings is a front elevation of a truss frame girder

bridge, with these improvements ; fig. 2 is a ground plan of one portion of

the bridge ; and fig. 3 represents two transverse sections, taken through

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

different parts of fig. 1. The figures represent part of a railroad bridge,

constructed with two of the improved trass frame girders, a are the

foundations or piers; p., cast-iron posts; c, the straining pieces, which

form the upper chord of the truss frame ; e are the shncs which rest and
slide on the caps, and which support the main longitudinal beam, P ; to

the latter are attached the cross beams or sleepers, o, to which arc

secured the rails, n, of the road, as well as the longitudinal strips or

guard rails, i, which are continued along the top of the pier. The longi-

tudinal beams, f, rest with their ends in recesses formed in the pi rs.

j, are what the inventor terms the combination plates, to which are

connected the lower chord rods, k, and the posts, B, and the diagonal
rods, m, and the counter diagonal rods, n. The end rods, r., are for

maintaining the truss frame in position, the plates, p, secured to the
foundations or piers for receiving the bottoms of the end posts. The
upper transverse struts, q, are jointed to the caps of the opposite truss

frames, r ; the diagonal rods, r, are also for the same purpose. The
lower transverse struts, s, are for connecting the posts of the opposite

frames together, the diagonal rods, i, being for the like purpose, and the
diagonal rods, o, for staying the end posts to the foundation. The cap,

d, has on one end a recess, and on the opposite end a projection. The
recessed end is so turned and faced as to receive the turned end of one
of the straining pieces, c, the projection of the latter fitting accurately
into the recess of the cap, but not reaching to the end of the same, so

that the bearing surface may be on the outer edge, and thus form a
rigid connection. When the two are brought together, the projection

on the opposite end of the cap, however, bears with its rounded end
against the bottom of the recess in the opposite straining piece, c, the

cap and straining piece being free from contact with each other at all other
points, thereby forming a moveable connection. Thus, throughout the
whole truss frame girder, the straining pieces are connected to the caps

at one end by moveable, and on the opposite end b}f rigid or immoveable,
connections. A semicircular recess is formed under each of the caps, D,

for receiving the rounded top of the post, b, the recess being so formed
that the post can vibrate in the same, but have no other movement
independent of the cap. All the posts have recesses at the bottom, those

of the end posts fitting on to rounded projections on the foundation
plates, p, and those of all the other posts fitting on to the rounded pro-

jections on the combination plates, J, all the projections being so formed
as to allow the posts to have a vibrating movement. On the upper
edges of each cap, r>, are projections, over which fit the bent lips of the

shoe, e, in such manner that the latter can have a longitudinal move-
ment only independent of the cap. To each of the shoes is bolted the
longitudinal beam, p. The diagonal rods, m, and counter diagonal rods,

n, are connected by simple eyes to the bolts, one of which passes
through and is secured to each of the caps, d, the head of the bolt

forming an eye, to which are jointed the transverse struts, q, and
diagonal rods, r, which serve the purpose of connecting the caps of the
opposite truss frames to each other, as well as of steadying the whole.
The diagonal rods, m, and counter diagonal rods, n, are jointed (also by
eyes) to other bolts, one of which passes through each of the combination
plates, j. The lower chord rods, k, are connected to the combination
plates, J, and to each other in the following manner :—In the structure

illustrated, in the accompanying engravings, eight rods are used to form
the lower chords of each truss frame. The screwed ends of the chord
rods, k, pass freely through the combination plate, J, projecting a suitable

distance beyond the same, and screwing into elongated lengthened nuts,

into which also screw the ends of the opposite rods, k. On to the other

rods, k, are screwed nuts of the ordinary size, so that when both nuts
are screwed tight against the combination plate, and the opposite chord
rods, k, arranged in respect to the nuts and plate, the opposite rods are

firmly secured to the plate, as well as to each other. The posts, b, are

so constructed in the middle as to afford a means of connecting the

transverse struts, s, and diagonal rods, t and u, to the same, the oppo-

site end of the rod, t, being connected to the top of the posts. The rods,

l, are connected at one end to the nearest combination plates, j, the

opposite ends passing through holes in the foundation plates, p, on each
side of which they are furnished with suitable nuts. It should be

understood that the rods, i., perform no other duty than that of retaining

the frame in position, the nuts being so adjusted that the rods may have
more or less play in the plates, in order to allow for expansion and con-

traction.

FLOATING BUOYS AND BEACONS.

B. B. Stoney, Dublin.—Patent dated March 8, 1858. -

In carrying out this invention, it is proposed to apply one or more keels

to buoys or floating beacons of any kind, arranged in such a manner
that the relative motion of a large body of water will be confined or

restrained. The keels may be made to cross each other in a radial or

in a parallel direction, or a circular keel may be used, so as to confine

the motion of the body of water, and so preserve the beacon or buoy in

a constantly vertical, or nearly vertical, position. The accompanying
illustrative figure represents a partially vertical section of a floating buoy
or beacon, constructed according to one modification of the invention—
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namely, with a circular projecting keel at its base. The main body, a,
of the buoy or floating beacon may be of any of the ordinary or other
shapes or constructions, and composed of wood, iron, or other suitable

material, b is the ordinary water-tight
bottom, fitted with a mooring chain, o, in

any convenient manner. The sides, A a,

of the buoy or beacon are prolonged below
the bottom, B, as shown at d d, and this

prolongation consequently forms a species

of keel of a circular, square, or any other
configuration, according to the shape of the
buoy, which keel serves to steady or main-
tain the buoy in a vertical position when
under the influence of winds, waves, or

currents, by confining or restraining the
motion of a considerable body of water.
D d are a number of air holes or vents to

allow the air to escape freely from beneath
the bottom, b, when floating the buoj'. In
place of continuing or prolonging the sides of

the buoy or beacon below the bottom thereof
to form a keel, the same result may be obtained by fixing a number of
plates or projecting ribs or feathers to the bottom of the buoy, and
arranging them in a radial direction or otherwise, as found most con-
venient. These keels may be connected to the bottom, b, by rivets and
ribs of angle iron, or other convenient means, and they may be
strengthened or supported by a conical, annular, or other shaped
stiffener. According to another arrangement, the patentee proposes to
apply projecting ribs or feathers to the sides of floating buoys or beacons,
or to extend the bottom of such floating beacons beyond the sides.

METAL PIPES.

J. H. Johxson, London and Glasgow (C. F. Sebille, Nantes).—Patent
dated January 28, 1858.

The invention, communicated by M. Sebille to Mr J. H. Johnson, con-

sists in manufacturing lead or other soft metal pipes, and, at the same
time, coating them, either internally or externally, with tin. This
operation is effected by means of suitable apparatus, which is so arranged,

according to one modification, that both the interior and exterior of the

pipe are tinned smultaneously.

The accompanying engraving represents a vertical section of the im-

proved pipe-tinning apparatus applied to the body of a press for forming
endless pipes, and shows the process as having just commenced. The
principal apparatus which constitutes the ordinary machines for making
endless or continuous pipes is a cylinder, a, within which a. piston, b,

presses upon the molten metal, c, contained within the cylinder, and
causes it to recede through the aperture of a die or draw-plate, d, in the

centre of which aperture is fitted a solid mandril, which leaves between
its outer surface and the edges of the aperture in the draw-plate an
annular space, corresponding in width to the thickness of the metal of

the pipe to be produced. The mandril is of the form of a hollow

cylinder, e, if intended to be used in the tinning of pipes of large

diameter, and fixed to a cross head, f, which is contained inside the

cylinder, a, and bears against the under surface of the die or draw-plate,

D. This cross head is composed of four arms, which are made extremely
thin at the part coinciding with the course of the metal through the die

or draw-plate, in order to offer as little resistance thereto as possible.

The tube or pipe, a, during the process of its manufacture, having
exuded a short distance through the die, d, the mandril, e, will become
completely enclosed or surrounded thereby ; and a quantity of molten
metal, duly prepared with the requisite resinous agents for the process

of tinning, is poured into the pipe. This molten metal fills the hollow

mandril, and may probably rise some distance above the top thereof

inside the pipe, a, according to the quantity of tin required. The
mandril, as before stated, Ls perforated at d, through which perforations

the tin flows, and enters the annular space, e, formed by the hollow
made on the outer surface of the mandril. As fast as the tube exudes
through the die, it will be continuously coated inside with the tin, which
fills the space, e; and, as the tube rises, the projecting collar, Er on the

upper end of the mandril, performs the office of a soldering iron, ani
causes the tin to enter the pores of the lead pipe. Above the mandril,

again, the interior surface of the pipe encounters the bath of molten tin

contained above the collar of the mandril: In tinning pipes of a small

diameter, a solid mandril may be employed, the molten tin occupying
the annular space formed by reducing the diameter of the mandril at its

middle portion, and also rises some little distance inside the pipe. The
mandril is furnished with a ring, which is screwed into the upper portion

thereof, and serves as a convenient means of fitting and adjusting the

mandril in its place in the end of the cylinder, a. This ring is removed,
however, by unscrewing it when the mandril has been properly adjusted.

No. 130.—Vol. XT.

In operating upon pipes of a large diameter, the mandril, if stationary,
would offer too great a resistance to the passage of the metal through
the die

; and, in order to obviate this, the mandril, e, is secured at its
lower extremity to the ram or piston, b, whilst, its upper end is suitably
shaped to receive the tin, and allow it to deposit itself against the
interior sides of the pipe. This portion of the mandril is therefore
slightly expanded, so as to serve as a soldering iron and sleeker or
smoother, by bearing against the interior of the pipe, as before described.
The operation of tinning the pipe is effected in a precisely similar manner
to that before described, with this difference, that the mandril rises with
the ram or piston, in place of being stationary. Under another modifi-
cation, the patentee is enabled to tin the outside, as well as the inside, of
soft metal pipes. The pipe is forced through the die or draw-plate, D,
as before described. The mandril is attached to the piston or ram, and
is formed with a reservoir at its upper end to receive the molten tin. In
this modification, an outer cylinder is fitted to the die, d, outside the pipe,

so as to enclose or surround the same at the part where it passes through
the die. This outer cylinder forms a receptacle for the tm which is

required for coating the outside of the pipe, the internal and external
coatings being effected simultaneously, and. as fast as the pipe is pro-
duced. The coating of tin thus applied to the two surfaces of the pipe
renders it more rigid, without removing, nevertheless, that amount of
flexibility requisite for the laying down of the same.. The patentee also
proposes to employ, in combination or not with, the improved apparatus,
or with the ordinary pipe-facing machines, a second apparatus, which
will complete the operation of the first in- cases where the pipes are
required to be strongly tinned. On leaving this press, the pipe, whether
tinned or not, is passed over a grooved pulley, and descends into a bath
of molten tin, the reservoir being constructed of cast or wrought iron, or
copper. This bath is supported over a small furnace, to keep the tin at
a proper temperature. In order that the pipe may be well immersed in
the tin bath, it is carried beneath a second grooved pulley, which keeps
it at a proper depth beneath the surface. After having received this
external coating of tin, the pipe passes over a roller, which serves to
support it, and the extremity of the pipe is fastened to the drum of a
windlass, upon which drum ft is wound as fast as it is produced. By
using this external tinning apparatus in conjunction with the internal

and : external tinning apparatus as shown, the pipes may receive the
successive coatings of tin with the greatest facility, and without loss of

time, or more hand labour than is at present required ; whilst, for some
purposes, their value will be greatly enhanced.

COMBING WOOL.

Geoege Ceoft and S. D. Steel, Kcighley, Torh.-

December 24, 1857.

-Patent dated

The patentees' invention relates to a peculiar construction and arrange-

ment of self-acting mechanism for combing and preparing wool, cotton,

silk, flax, hail', and other fibrous substances, and consists in the employ-
2t
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merit of a number of combs, forming each a segment, and fixed to the

outer ends of a set of radiating arms, carried by a horizontal table or

disc, which rotates freely upon a vertical central shaft, the disc and

shaft being severally driven by suitable bevil gearing of their own,

worked from a horizontal shaft in the lower part of the machine, which

latter shaft receives its motion from a main driving shaft, carried in the

framing of the "drawing off" mechanism, or any other more convenient

part. The combs, whilst rotating continuously, pass in front of a feeding

apparatus, and whilst advancing thereto have a peculiar combing motion

imparted to them by means of cranks, or other mechanical contrivance,

which causes them to rise and fall, whilst, at the same time, they advance

in a radiating direction from the centre of the rotatory carrying disc.

Suitable bevil gearing is employed, driven from the vertical central

shaft, for the purpose of actuating the cranks or other apparatus which

impart the requisite combing motion to the combs. As fast as each

comb takes its proper quantity of wool from the feeder, which may be

of any of the well-known descriptions, it carries it direct to the "drawing

off" rollers, which may be of the ordinary construction. If it is also

found desirable, a double combing machine may be used, and so

arranged that the wool or other fibrous substances will be combed
between them, on their way to the " drawing off" rollers. The combs,

Fig. 1.

just before they arrive at the " drawing off " rollers, approach again to-

wards the centre of the disc, and are freed from " noil " and dirt by a

circular brush, after passing the "drawing off" mechanism. Suitable

self-acting clutches on the shafts which actuate the combs are thrown
in and out of gear by means of forked or other levers, worked by a cam
or guide, so as to stop their peculiar combing motion during the time

the sliver is being drawn off, and the combs are passing through suitable

heated boxes, or chambers for heating the comb teeth.

Fig. 1 represents an elevation and partial section of our double combing
machine. Fig. 2 is a corresponding plan of the same, with the feeding

and drawing off mechanism connected therewith.

The driving or first motion shaft carries a pair of ordinary fast and
loose driving pulleys, a. The shaft is represented as working in bear-

ings in the framing of the " drawing off" mechanism ; but it may be
placed in any othei convenient situation if found desirable. Motion is

transmitted from this shaft to the horizontal shaft, c, bj' spur gearing,

which is indicated by dotted lines in fig. 1 ; and from this latter abaft,

D, are conveyed all the requisite motions to the feeding and combing
machinery.
The patentees prefer to arrange the machines in pairs. A portion of

the second machine is shown in fig. 2. This machine is an exact

counterpart of the other, with the exception that the comb teetb of one

point downwards, whilst the corresponding teeth of the other point

upwards. On the shaft, c, are keyed two mitre wheels, which gear

into corresponding mitre wheels fast on the vertical shafts, n, of

each machine; but the wheels are so disposed as to cause the two
vertical shafts, d, to rotate in opposite directions. The shafts, n, work
in footstep bearings, and are supported by an ordinary plummer block

bearing which is bolted to a cross rail of the framing. To the upper

end of each of the shafts, D, is keyed bevil wheels, which gear into a

number of bevil pinions, e, working loosely on the inner ends of the

radiating spindles, f, and capable of being brought into or out of action

by sliding clutches. These spindles are supported at their inner or con-

verging ends in suitable bearings in hollow brackets, which brackets

surround the shafts, p, and are bolted to the central portion of the

circular revolving tables, e, whilst the outer ends of the spindles, f,

work in brackets, n, bolted to the outer edges of the tables, g. These
tables are fitted or formed with long collar bosses, which work
freely round the shafts, D, and are held up or supported by fixed

collars, secured to the shafts, n, by set screws, or other suit-

able contrivance. To the outer end of each of the radiating

spindles, f, is fixed a bevil pinion, i, which gears into a bevil

wheel, j, carried by a short spindle, which works in the bracket

h, but at right angles to the spindle, f; and it carries at each
extremity outside the bracket a disc, eccentric, or counter-

balanced crank, k. On the outer face of each of these discs, k,

is a crank pin, the two pins of each pair of discs being connect-

ed to the arms of the segmental combs, l. These arms slide

freely in a longitudinal direction, through swivel guide eyes in

the ends of the brackets, h, such guide eyes forming the centres

of oscillation of the combs when the dies, k, are rotated on their

axis.

As the arms of the combs are connected directly to the rotat-

ing discs, it follows that they will not orrly have a longitudinal

motion imparted to them in a radial direction to the extent
of the stroke of the crank pin, but will also simultaneously
receive a vertical rising aird falling motion on the centres or
swivel guide eyes. These combined motions of the combs in

each machine produce a combing action which assimilates very
nearly to the motions of the hands in hand-combing, the two
machines being so arranged that their respective combs will

simultaneously move in opposite directions ; that is to say,

the combs on primary machine, having their teeth pointing
upwards, will ascend, whilst those on secondary machine, having
their teeth pointing downwards, will descend, the two combs
thus passing each other in their course, and combing the wool
or other fibrous material between them. The clutches, m, be-

fore referred to, are worked by short levers, which are forked
at their upper ends, to embrace their respective clutches, and
work upon fixed centres in lugs bolted to the revolving tables,

G. The lower ends of these clutch leycrs pass through open
irrgs in the tables, arrd are each fitted with an anti-friction

pulley, which runs freely in a groove in the horizontal fixed

cams, n, earned by cross rails in the upper part of the framing.
The tables, M, receive their rotatory motion from the shaft, a,

which has keyed on to it at each extremity a spur pinion gear-
ing into a spur wheel, which works loose upon a stud centre in

the side of the framing. This spur wheel is irr one piece, with
a smaller spur wheel or pinion, which latter drives a spur
wheel fast on one end of the horizontal shaft, o. The inner
end of the shaft, o, in each machine carries a bevil pinion,

which gears into and draws a corresponding bevil wheel
fast upon the long boss of each of the revolving tables.

A slow rotatory motion is thus imparted to each of the tables, a, but in

opposite directions. And as these tables carry the combs and their

actuating mechanism, the combs will have a continuous slow rotatory

motion imparted to them, which enables them to take a supply of wool
or other fibrous material from the feeding mechanism, and convey it to

the "drawing off" mechanism, such fibrous material being combed and
straightened during its passage, by the combing action of the contiguous
combs in the opposite machines, as hereinbefore described and illustrated

by our drawings. Motion is communicated to the feeding mechanism
of each machine by the shafts, o, working in bearings at one end of the
framing of the combing machines, and in corresponding bearings in

the framing which carries the feeding mechanism. A bevil pinion
keyed on to one end of the shaft, q, gears into and receives motion from
the bevil wheel, p, on the boss of the revolving table before referred to.

On the opposite end of the shaft, Q, is keyed a second bevil pinion,

which gears into and gives motion to a bevil wheel, n, on the transverse
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working in bearings in the framing of the feeding mechanism.
From this shaft motion is transmitted to the fluted rollers and feeding-

card bands, s, by a train of spur gearing. The circular brushes, t, serve

move the "noil" arid other refuse and dirt from the card bands.

The " drawing off

'

: mechanism receives its motion from the main driving-

shaft. On this shaft are keyed two spur pinions, one for each set of

drawing off rollers, which rollers receive their motions from the pinions

by means of a train of gearing.

Heating boxes are secured to the main framing, and heated by steam,

gas. hot water, or other convenient means. The combs traverse through
these boxes in order to be heated whilst on their passage from the drawing
off rollers to the feeding rollers. The teeth of the combs in each machine
are cleaned from "noil"' and dirt after passing the drawing off rollers by
a circular revolver, which is carried in brackets bolted to the side of the

main framing. In combing wool and other fibrous materials by this

machine, the tables, c, are rotated, carrying round the several segmental
combs, L, along with them. These combs as they approach the drawing
off rollers are kept in towards the centre of the machine, the mechanism
which imparts the combing action to them being at that time out

of gear. This is accomplished by making the contours of the fixed cam
grooves, x, which actuate the clutch levers, of such a form as to push
out the lower ends of such levers, and draw back or disengage the
clutches, which are then held disengaged until the combs, having passed

through the heating boxes, arrive at the feeding rollers. Immediately
before a comb arrives at this point, however, the lower end of the clutch

lever of that particular comb is pushed inwards by entering a portion of

the cam groove which is of a smaller radius. This has the effect of

throwing into gear the combing mechanism of that comb, whereupon
the comb immediately proceeds to advance from the centre of the machine
towards the feeding rollers. This outward motion of the comb brings it

sufficiently near to the feeding rollers to enable it in its perpendicular

motion to take a proper quantity of wool from the feeding rollers, the

rotatory motion of the rollers still going n. The conib-aetuating mechan-
ism is kept in gear by the groove in the cam, until the table, o, has
made a portion of a revolution ; and the opposite machine having
in the meantime performed the same functions as those we have just

described, the combs of the opposite machines will during their circular

course come sufficiently near to each other to comb the wool, such
combing being carried on during the circular traverse of the combs.
By the time the wool has been thus properly combed and further

straightened and cleaned from " noil " and dirt, and the combs brought
in again towards the centre of their respective machines, the clutch

levers of these combs will have arrived at the larger radius of the cam
ve, and will consequently be pushed outwards at the lower end,

thereby disengaging the clutches, and stopping the comb-actuating
mechanism of those particular combs. These clutches remain out of
gear during about two-thirds of the revolution of the combs, so as to

allow the wool to be drawn from off them by the " drawing oif " rollers,

whilst the combs are passing in front of them. The combs having been
thus freed from their wool, and from the remaining " noil " and refuse,

pass on through the heating boxes again, and repeat the operations
above described.

Although these machines. may be used separately, the patentees prefer-

to use thera in combination, as by that means a better combing, cleaning,

and straightening of the fibres is obtained.

ARTIFICIAL LEGS.

J. H. Jonxsox, London and Glasgou; (a communication).—Patent dated

17th May, 1858.

The improvements specified under these letters patent relate to the con
struction and arrangement of artificial legs and feet, in order to obtain a
closer assimilation to the movements of the natural limbs than has
hitherto been accomplished. According to this invention, a lateral and
diagonal flexion of the foot at the ancle joint is provided for, as well as

the ordinary forward flexion. This is accomplished by connecting the
foot to the leg by means of two sets of cords and springs, in combina-
tion with a universal or ball-and-socket joint. These two sets of cords
and springs operate antagonistically to each other—one set being placed
on each side of the ball-and-socket joint. Hence, it is obvious that a
perfectly universal flexion of the foot is obtained in any direction. The

. used serve as muscles, and are made of india-rubber tubes, whilst
ve as sinews, and are so connected to the springs as to be

; capable of adjustment by nuts and screws, so that their tension may be

\
regulated with the greatest nicety. Cords and india-rubber springs are

j
also employed for connecting the toe or puint of the foot to the body, so

I as to allow of free play at that part when required. The illustrative

I
engraving represents a vertical section of an artificial leg constructed

.ding to this invention, a is are the two sets of antagonistic coids and

j

springs. The springs, c, maybe composed of short lengths of vulcanised
india-rubber, and serve the purpose of the muscles of the human leg, whilst

the cords answer the purpose of the tendons. These cords and springs

are secured by nuts, d, which afford facility, also, for adjusting their

tension, and are disposed in two sets—one set on each side if the

universal joint, e, which is composed of a ball fitting between corre-

sponding cavities formed in the loot and leg, so that the combination of
the whole will afford facility for bending or turning the leg upon the foot

in a lateral and diagonal, as well as in a forward and backward direction
;

and, as the foot is connected with the leg by the intervention of a ball-

and-socket joint, it follows that the foot can be moved or flexed in any
direction around the whole circle, which is a very great advantage in

many cases, as, for example, in walking or standing on the side of a
steep hill, or when accidentally treading upon a stone or other obstacle,

or irregularity of surface, likely to twist the foot laterally or diagonally,
or when one leg is required to be placed at some distance apart from the

other—in all which cases the power of lateral and diagonal flexure of

the leg upon the foot will be found highly advantageous. The patentee
does not confine himself to any particular form or mode of attaching the
springs, cords, and ball joint, so long as the combination is such that the
several springs and cords, or artificial musles and tendons, will act

antagonistically to each other on opposite sides of the joint, and permit
of a lateral and diagonal play or action thereof.

MECHANIC'S LIBRARY.

Art, Atldress at the Cambridge School of, 18mo, Is. sewed. Rnskin,
Astronomy, Physical and Political Geography, Atlas of, 30s. Milner.
Builder's and Contractor's Price-Book, 1859, 12mo. 4s. cloth.
Builder's Diary and Daily Journal, 1S50, 4to, 2s. 6d. cloth, Skyring.
Carriage Roads, Progress of, 8vo, Is. sewed. Philp.
Chemical Analysis, Qualitative, 10s, Gd. cloth. Northcote and Church.
Hydraulic Engineering, "Weale's Rudimentary Series," Part I., Is. (id.

Illuminated and Missal Painting, 12mo, 6s. 6d. cloth. Jewitt.
Inventions, Great Facts, a History of Remarkable, 3s Gd. Bakewell.
Photography, A B C of, 10th edition, crown Svo, Is. sewed.
Science, Past and Present, Curiosities of, &c, 8vo, 3s. 6d. cloth. Timhs.
Steam, Triumphs of, Stories from Lives of Watt, &c, Illustrated, 3s. lid.

Statics, Treatise on, 4th edition, 8vo, 10s. cloth. Earnshaw.
Sun and Planets, Laws of the Polations of, Is. 6d. cloth. Linton.
T legraph, Chart of the Atlantic, broad Sheet, Is. 6d.
Useful Arts and Manufactures, 4to, 4s. cloth, sewed. Tomlinson.
Watt, Life of James, 8vo, 10s. cloth. Muirhead.
Wrought-Iron Bridges, Constructi.m of, 5s. cloth. Latham.

REVIEWS OF NEW BOOKS.

Fragmentary Remains, Literacy and Scientific, op Sir Hujiphrey
Davy, Bart,, late President of the Royal Society ; with a Sketch of
his Life, and Selections from his Correspondence. Edited by his
Brother, John Davy, M.D., F.R.S. Churchill : 1858.

Tire lives of the illustrious are a continuing feast. In that in which
they have shown themselves illustrious, the whole world is their constan
debtor. It is impossible not to feel interested in their every movement
and thought. Their character as regards the growing interest thus
experienced is distinguishable, too, from the merely good and amiablet
These latter we are made to know all at once, for the essence of their,

characters is made up of little traits, invisible to all but the microscopic
sight of a constant looker on, whereas the illustrious in science burst out
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over all things in the world—altering their forms and powers—on a

sudden, and almost blind us to moral excellence or depravity. Hence
it is that the lives of the illustrious become a continuing feast. Traits

of character gradually ooze out, or are rummaged up, which become
interesting in the exact ratio which they bear to acknowledged
eminence ; and here it is that, where there exists but a hope ofsome such

gratification, we all grasp at it as we do at such a volume as lies now
before us. "History," said Dr Johnson, "may be formed from perma-
nent monuments and records, but lives can only be written from
personal knowledge, which is growing every day less, and in a short

time is lost for ever."

Born at Penzance on the 17th of December, 1778, dying at Geneva on
the 29th of May, 1829, a life of fifty-one years was not longto accomplish

very great things, interrupted, too, as it was, by a somewhat unfortunate

marriage during seventeen years of the time. Yet it was long enough for

us present, who, indirectly or directly, are hourly profiting by the labours

of the man. Directing his attention, in his earliest days, to branches of

chemistry connected with the useful arts, and to the then captivating and
infant science of galvanism, or voltaic electricity, he soon showed such
a capacity for experimental philosophy as to attract attention in his

neighbours, which was not long in extending itself further off. Some
of the principles upon which he acted are now extractable from a note

book, and indicate great early power. Read these :

—

" Consistency in regard to opinions is the slow poison of intellectual life,

the deslroyer of its vividness and energy."
u Another evil has originated from favourite hypotheses—namely, experi-

ments mutilated and not to be relied on. He who is governed by preconceived
opinions, may be considered as a person viewing objects through coloured
glasses, each object assuming a tinge similar to that of the glass employed."

Again, in some letters we find such thoughts as follow :

—

" In organised nature everything is minute ; nothing can be done by rapid

generalisations of aspiring genius which makes use of no instruments but words.
But all things are effected by laborious, by patient investigation, by the mecha-
nical but important material apparatus of hands and eyes."

" Such moments as I am now passing in the crowded city prove to me how
fitted our being is for independent and solitary thoughts ; how much its strength

depends on its own effoits, and how little it owes to general society."

Now, there is something very sterling in all this, and in a juvenile,

too, something indicative of high work about to be done, and of a strong
will to do it.

And what did he do?
This has long been pretty open to the world. The great discovery of

the metallic bases of the fixed alkalies gave, in itself, so powerful an
impetus to chemical research, that it and its consequences may be said

almost to have re-founded the science. The French, with Napoleon the

Great at their head, awarded him for it the gold medal of the institute.

A unique compliment was also paid him by the authorities of France

—

then at war with us—empowering him to travel freely, for scientific

purposes, over all parts of the empire ; and it is worthy of mention that,

in this journey, commenced in 1813, he was accompanied by Faraday,
who has since emulated his fame, and haply exceeded it. Knighthood
could not be withheld from Davy, and it was a graceful accolade on the

eve of his marriage.

The " Davy lamp " is now also perpetually associated with his dis-

tinguished abilities. Worked out in a rough mechanical way by George
Stevenson, the principle was caught and elaborated in the deeply
philosophical and elegant mind of Sir Humphrey to perfection, for all

improvements of it do not touch the principle. A patent of baronetcy
soon followed, as did, on the death of Sir Joseph Banks, the presidency
of the Royal Society—a post of honour which, to a mind like Davy's,
must have been regardedwith almost fabulous respect. " It is curious,"
says his brother, " to see how, in the composition of the document (the

patent of baronet), occupying two skins of parchment, his special
services are altogether neglected, and qualifications are introduced to
which he had no claim, such as ancient family, inheritance, and estate."

To such things must science submit, as times have gone
; but we trust

to see a better order prevail.

Health soon failed—too short is the recital—and some solace is to be
found in travel and in favourite pursuits, fly fishing, the contemplation
of the absolute and eternal, and the like. The delightful volumes of
"Salmonia," published some short time before, and " Consolations of
Travel " some short time after, his death, afford very pleasant memorials
of his inner spirit, and of its loveable nature ; and we presume most of
our readers arc familiar with them. Perhaps he accomplished as much
morally by these works as he did physically in those which first brought
him into notice. He must not be forgotten, neither, in respect of the
Polar exploring expeditions, in which he took a great interest; or in
having been one of the first and most influential in the establishment of
the Zoological Society with its popular gardens in the Regent's Park, and
the famous Athenaeum Club. It is very pleasant to read his letter to
his friend. Mr A. Knight, in which he says :

—
" 1 have had some conver-

sation with Mr Peel on the subject of a society for the introduction of

new races of animals. He has taken it up earnestly, and I am sure if

we can set it agoing it will be very popular." This was in 1826. We
are likewise reminded by his biographer that the first gun with a per-

cussion lock seen in the north of England was one he brought with him
on a visit to Newcastle, and where he gave proof of its superiority by
killing with it a blackcock in heavy rain—-the first he ever shot. The
present Dr. Charleston of Newcastle relates the anecdote, and still

remembers with interest his excited feeling, as a boy, in seeing "a
philosopher." Notwithstanding all this, it is very remarkable to read,

in a letter of Davy's when abroad, " I asked two or three junketting
parties where Klopstock lay. It was only from the fourth person I

learnt where the greatest of the poets of Germany sleeps." How singular
that he seems to have known nothing of Schiller or Goethe, the latter so

congenial a spirit too! We are near deploring it.

In addition to the interest created by its principal subject, the volume
before us includes some very interesting correspondence of the great (?)

Coleridge, and Southey, and others. The following is not uninteresting

in an early letter of Priestley to Davy :

—

" I was nearly forty before I made any experiments on the subject of fiir.

and then without, in a manner, any previous knowledge of chemistry. This I

picked up as I could, and as I found occasion for it, from books. I was also

without apparatus, and laboured amid many other disadvantages. But my
unexpected success induced the friends of science to assist me, and then I wanted
for nothing."

There are some thoughts like prophetic inspiiation in Coleridge's

letters ; thus the penny postage system was not far from his mind.
"The letters of a nation," he says, " ought to be paid for as an article of

national expense." Again, the value of Egypt is tolerably known to us
now ; and long ago poor Coleridge possessed the knowledge, exclusively

of our then great politicians. " Alas !

" he says, " for Egypt—and Menu 1

However, I trust the English will keep it if they take it, and something
will be gained to the cause of human nature."

There is something very touching in the following burst out of genius
to genius. Coleridge writes to Davy :

" Let me hear from you, if it be
only to say, what I know already, that you will be glad to see me.
0, dear friend ! thou, one of the two human beings of whom I dare hope
with a hope that elevates my own heart! bless you!" And how
true was Davy's estimation of this one of his early co-spirits! He says
of Coleridge, in a letter to Poole :

" His eloquence is unimpaired
;
perhaps

it is softer and stronger. His will is less than ever commensurate with
his ability. Brilliant images of greatness float upon his mind, like

images of the morning clouds on the waters. What talent does he not
waste in forming visions sublime, but unconnected with the real world!
I have looked to his efforts as to the efforts of a creating being ; but as

yet he has not laid the foundation for the new world of intellectual

forms." And how singular, however painful it is, to find Coleridge
himself confirming this opinion ! Coleridge says honestly, in a letter to

Davy: "There is something, an essential something, wanting in me.
I feel it ; I know it, though what it is I can but guess. I have read
somewhere that in the tropical climates there are animals as lofty, and
of as ample girth as forest trees : so, by a very dim likeness, I seem
to myself to distinguish power from strength, and to have only the
former."

It is amusing, too, to hear Southey, then struggling up the rugged
hill of literature, and utterly unscientific, saying, " Volta's experiment
is important," it so carries us back to early times, and the land of

long-ago.
Altogether a very pleasant, readable volume.

On Naval Warfare with Steam. By General Sir Howard Douglas,
Bart. 8vo. Pp. 155. London : Murray. 1858.

There is, perhaps, no subject of more importance to the interests of our

island home than those on which Sir Howard Douglas now writes. As
far as we can at present see, " Naval Warfare by Steam " will, or ought
to be, better managed by Great Britain than by any other nation

;
and

there are abundant and obvious reasons why Sir Howard Douglas's
endeavour to give unity of system to the tactics of war by land and sea,

as well as military strength to the formations of fleets, by applying the

principles which regulate the dispositions and movements of armies to

the new system of warfare on the ocean, should be regarded as most
valuable acquisitions in this great field of practical research. Sir

Howard Douglas has spent the greater part of a long and active life in

the actual practice of the subject on which he now writes. He was born

and hard at work, certainly, long before steam became an element either

in warfare or commerce, and by so much is he the better qualified to

advise us now as to its best application. He is one of the real old school

—

grown up amongst naval artillery—with this great advantage, that he
has allowed his eyes to be opened to progressive improvements, and has

at once admitted the value of the great modern mechanical agent in the

practice of war by sea. In this respect he has had but few followers or
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seconders, and we ought to thank him all the more for the help which
he has thus afforded in the great struggle between steam-power and old-

world views.

He starts with the assumption that

—

'We are now at the commencement of a new era in naval warfare, in con-

sequence of the introduction of steam as a propelling power for ships, and its

application, by all the maritime powers of Europe, to vessels of war, from those

of the lowest class to line-of-battle ships of the greatest magnitude. This new
power will necessarily modify, and, to a great extent, overturn, the present

tactics of war on the ocean."

And he then proceeds to enforce his views by his chapters " On the

application of steam-power to the propulsion of ships of war," and " On
the tactics of naval warfare with steam," to which he adds an appendix,

embodying a list of the British steam navy—war navies of the several

continental powers of Europe, and of the United States—and on the

formation of a new code of naval tactics.

Although starting with the opinion that the screw7 is superior to the
paddle-wheel for war purposes, the author yet qualifies his views as

follows :

—

' It is certain that a screw, except when the ship is small and has much
pitching motion, is never exposed above water to an enemy's shot, but it may
be doubted whether, from the propinquity of the screw to the stern-post and
rudder, the damage the ship might receive would not be more injurious than
that which would be produced by a shot striking a wheel ; the whole stern of a
screw-steamer forms a broad target exposed to fire, which, supposing good
gunnery on the part of the enemy, might, by the stern-post being disabled or

carried away, cause the screw- to be put out of service, and perhaps the shaft

broken by the overhanging weight of the steerage apparatus. In small screw-
steamers, the propelling shaft may be made to hear on a collar in the main
stern-post, instead of passing through it, and by this construction any damage
done to the outer stern-post would not much affect the action of the machinery

;

but with the larger screws, weighing from four to eight or ten tons, a bearing

on the outer stem-post becomes indispensable. It is remarkable that, as far

as present experience goes, the paddle-wheel escapes, in a wonderful manner,
the action of shot ; and it remains to be proved whether or not the sterns of

screw ships, in which the rudder, rudder case, trunk, yokes for steering, the

inner and outer stern-post, all lie in close propinquity, will be equally fortu-

nate."

This, the opinion of an old practical hand, must be borne in mind by
the great advocates of the screw, as well as the passage further on, where
he says :

—

" It is now proved that, in steam navigation, a greater amount of locomotive
power is obtained by means of the paddle-wheels than by means of the screw,
with an equal consumption of fuel ; of the two kinds of vessels, when moved
bv steam only, one with paddle-wheels can, therefore, keep the sea a longer
time, or perform service of longer duration, than one of the other kind ; but
the advantages are on the side of the screw when steam is used in both, in con-
junction with, or an auxiliary to the sail."

It thus appears that there are a great many points to be taken
into consideration when the two leading mechanical agents of marine
propulsion come tobe antagonistically considered in their especial bearing
upon the art of war at sea. The screw is certainly less exposed than
the paddle to injury from contact with floating objects. The paddle is

right in the way of whatever may be floating near, but the screw has a
very efficient shield in such cases from the ship itself. Still, it is

extremely liable to entanglement with ropes and other loose matters,

the result being usually much worse in the case of the screw than that

of the paddle ; for, whilst the latter may clear itself, or get oft' with a
few broken floats, the former, if it once gets hold, constantly winds on,

until serious damage arises. The author gives a very good instance of

this in the case of the Melbourne, when her screw got fouled by the wreck
of her own rigging in a gale, and she lay like a log in the water. As a
remedy for this very serious evil, he proposes to make all screws self-

clearing, by attaching strong and sharp steel knife edges to the metal
trunk in which the screw works, and close to both edges of the blade, so

that, as the rope is drawn in by the screw action, it would be severed
and cleared. He further suggests that the same object may be attained

by the use of circular fixed cutters, acting in a direction parallel to the
shaft—the cylindrical portions of the screw boss, on which ropes will
wind, being brought under the cutters as the screw revolves. This
would be all very well if the cutting edges could be kept in cutting
trim. But we cannot see how it is to be expected that cutting edges
worth anything can be kept even for a few days in sea water.

Although we have spent some time in discussing the early portion of
the volume, we are persuaded that if the author has advanced his subject"
at all. it is in the second portion, " On the tactics of naval warfare with
steam." This is the branch of his subject on which we at present stand
most in need of education—and it is this on which Sir Howard Douglas
is best qualified to discourse. It is this part of his book which will, or

'
- be. read by every naval commander ; but it is precisely that

part which, from the very nature of the subject, we are precluded from
ing in detail. He clearly shows both what screw war vessels

can, and cannot do ; and lays down rules as to what naval men are to

expect from the use of steam, in the way of advantages, and how much
they are to allow for in the way of defects.

His appendix furnishes a very useful detail in a "list of the British

steam navy," with the guns and horse power of the ships ; and it is

wound up with a clear and full index of contents,—a feature which we
invariably point out when we find it, and draw attention to it, as a
point which can never be too well attended to. We may dismiss the

volume with the remark that its contents are principally sound and
good, and that the sooner naval men master it, the better for themselves

and the country they serve.

Text Book of Modern Carpentery ; comprising a Treatise on Building-

timber, with Rules and Tables for Calculating its Strength, and the

Strains to which each Timber of a Structure is subjected; Observations

on Roofs, Trusses, Bridges ; and a Glossary, explaining at length the

Technical Terms in use among Carpenters. By Thomas W. Silloway.

8vo. Plates. Pp.180. Boston (U.S.): Crosby, Nichols, & Co., 117

Washington Street. London : Sampson Low, Sons, & Co. 1858.

We have transcribed the whole of the title of this book, as the best means
of letting the reader know at once what is promised him in the body of

the neat little volume which it heads. Mr Silloway tells us at the outset

that he purposes his work as a book of reference for the master-carpenter,

and as a manual of instruction for the journeyman and the apprentice;

to give, in fact, the most of what the actual worker requires for practical

purposes, without encumbering him with a weighty and overly theoretical

volume, or inflicting upon him a too serious expense. We are glad to

be able to say that Mr Silloway's precepts and promises are very ably

seconded by his practice, and that he has given us a book which may
well be recommended for a prominent place in the drawer, and on the

desk, the bench, and the bookshelves of the modern worker in wood. The
details of the book comprehend—Carpentery, with the nature and pro-

perties of timber—Kinds of timber in use—Foreign timber—Felling

timber—Seasoning timber—Preservation of timber—Durability of timber

—Strength of timber—Rules for determining the tensile, cross, and
compressive strength of timber—Geometry—Equilibrium of strains on
timber—Scarfing timber—Floors—Trussed beams—Roofs—Domes

—

Bridges—Arch-centrings -Joints in framing—Iron—Tables for calcu-

lating the quantity of timber in any given stick, and a glossary of

technical terms.

The result of this treatment of his subject is a compact little hoik,

which every carpenter and joiner will find useful, not merely from the
clearness of the text particulars, but as well from the excellence of the

copperplates, which put into form the principles laid down.

Things not Generally Known Familiarly Explained : Curiosities of

Science—Past and Present; aBookfor Old and Young. By John Timbs.
8vo. Pp. 248. Wood Engravings. London : Kent & Co. 1858.

As Phillips' "Million of Facts," no doubt, induced Mr John Timbs to

give us his annual supplies of "Arcana of Science," and " Year-book of

Facts," so the latter seem to have led their author on to present us with
his present " Curiosities of Science." Mr Timbs has been an industrious

worker, in his chosen line, since 1828, and we may therefore conclude

that he is, at any rate, in earnest, and has stuck manfully to his pursuit.

This present volume is sent forth as an instalment of his series,
" Things not Generally Known," and, in these days of scientific practice,

as pervading, more or less, all the arts of life, he has, we think, judged
correctly in devising a volume for the special treatment of such curiosi-

ties as appertain to science.

The sciences principally treated of in the volume now in hand are,

astronomy and meteorology—geology and paleontology—physical

geography—sound, light, and heat—and magnetism and electricity.

The author opens with a few pages of general introductory matter,
included in sections taken from the Edinburgh Review, Cosmos, and a

few other works, bearing generally upon scientific matters ; and he then
proceeds, \>y the way of " physical phenomena," to his array of extracts

touching the real "curiosities of science."

The few ardent inquirers on set subjects will, of course, always apply to

the standard works of the time bearing upon the actual matter chosen
for discussion; but the far greater section of the community—the average
general observers—do not take this trouble. Here, however, is an
inducement to study, or rather, we should say, to become informed
without much studying. For this "philosophy in sport, mide science

in earnest," there may be found a reader in every house; for under an
anecdotical guise Mr Timbs' book seduces the general reader into read-

ing, learning, and inwardly digesting a vast number of those facts,

without a knowledge of which, on the part of the world's inhabitants,

the world is itself deprived of one-half its charms, be it looked at how it

may.
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Metropolis Management; or a Few Words on the Present Position of

the Local Boards, and the Public Generally, in reference to the Gas

and Water Companies ; with Suggestions for the Future. By Samuel

Hughes, C.E. 8vo. Pp. 24. London: Hanford. 1858.

" The gas com panics seem resolved to rush upon their own destruction."

So says Mr Hughes ; and in the pamphlet before us he proceeds to

show in detail how King Monopoly has begun his despotic reign in the

metropolis. Mr Hughes tells a great many tales of the curious schemes

resorted to by the several companies for the perpetuation of their mono-

polies; and he suggests, as remedies for this inordinate evil, either that

the local boards should combine to erect gas works of their own on the

outskirts of the metropolis, or th'at the boards should introduce a bill

into Parliament to bring all the London gas companies under the im-

mediate operation of the Gas Works Clauses Act, and to give apower
of arbitration to the Board of Trade, or some similar authority, in case

of dispute between the local boards and the gas companies. As regards

the first of these suggestions, Mr Hughes is, of course, ably backed by

the result of the Manchester system, which, as carried out by the town

for the town's benefit, realises a net profit of £30,000 a-ycar. The
other proposal tells its own tale, and there can be no doubt as to its

corrective influence. The author considers the metropolitan water-

supply to be under far better regulations than that of gas, but he pro-

perly insists on the extension of the "constant service at high pressure
"

—showing how our fire-engines and fire-insurances may be done away
with in this way.

In discussing* the statistics of street watering, the author brings out

some very curious discrepancies as to costs in different quarters ; and, if

a comprehension of difficulties is any approach to a remedy, here the

remedy is. Mr Hughes winds up his remarks by a disquisition upon

the necessity for a totally new and complete system of town maps,

without which, as a detail of buildings, and gas and water ramifications,

solid improvements cannot well be matured.

The Stephenson Monument : What Should it be ? By Thomas Oliver,

Architect 8vo. Pp. 17. 'Newcastle: 1858.

This pamphlet is in the form of a remonstrance against the threatened

intrusting of the proposed Stephenson monument at Newcastle to a

sculptor. Mr Oliver argues very successfully in favour of the craft to

which he belongs, and whilst he admits that a good statue of the man
as he actually lived amongst us should, by all means, be a prominent

feature of the memorial, yet that this sculptural jewel should be encased

in a fine architectural casquet. He says :

—
"A monument to George Stephenson, then— almost a Newcastle man—'to

be erected in the most conspicuous place in the town,' should be something

more than a mere statue ; fur the town that can boast of one of the finesl

architectural stone-built streets in the world— a church steeple of such wondrous

construction that even Sir Christopher Wren boastfully copied it—a castle keep

that has descended to us almost intact from the Normans—a Grainger Town
unequalled by any in the kingdom—a monument column unsurpassed for

elegance of proportion—a railway station second to none in the empire, with

numerous other ancient and modern architectural records of its taste and

industry, should surely have a monument in harmony with these, and with the

taste mid opulence of the district of which it is the metropolis. But how un-

suitable and unworthy would be a mere statue, whether of bronze or marble !
"

For the statue, Mr Oliver very judiciously insists that it should be an

exact re-production of the great engineer " as he lived and moved, and

had his being." AVe are glad to find such an opinion coming from a

prac'i:al man, as it is time that statues should be mule at least B "ne-

tting like their originals, instead of making them in capriciously designed

accessories. We cordially agree with Mr Oliver that a tr iod architectural

structure would be by far the most fitting memorial of George Stephen-

son.

Fire Place Logarithms. Arranged by Edward Sang, F. R. S. E.

Duodecimo. Pp. 32. W. Blackwood & Sons. Edinburgh : 1859.

Tins little waistcoat pocket guide, measuring but 4 inches by 2|, ought

really to be a most intimate companion of calculating men. It appears

to be most accurately executed, and as it is clearly printed, and

arranged most conveniently for reference, its extreme portable form

must 'secure for it a warm reception amongst all who find the value of

logarithmic calculations.

Description of Griffiths' Patent Screw Propeller, wjTn its present

Improvements. Lithographs. 8vo. Pp. 12. London: 1858.

Mi:. GRIFFITHS is well know n as a hard worker for the practical progress

of screw propulsion, and he has here presented us with notes of his most

recent experiences in the matter. The illustrative figures which he gives

are from the drawings of the screw lately supplied to the Himalaya.

Mr. Griffiths has also supplied his screws to several steam ships in the

Royal Navy ; as the Duns frigate, which has a brass screw of 20 feet

diameter. They are also fitted to the Peninsular and Oriental Company's
ships Benares, Salsette, and Nor/ham, all of 400 horse power. Those
who are anxious to see in what light Mr. Griffiths regards the screw —
and it must be admitted that he has done some good service towards its

improvement—may read his hook to some purpose.

CORRESPONDENCE.

BELL'S "HARMONICA" VIOLIN.

The violin maybe justly termed "the king of musical instruments,"
from the fact of its being the only one capable of rendering every sound
perfectly in tune. It is ascertained to have been a very ancient instru-

ment, and that which is indicative of its perfection of form is, that

whilst some musical instruments have undergone changes, and others

have been forgotten, the violin is well authenticated to have maintained
its present outward appropriate form and appearance during man}'
centuries. We are informed, on the authority of Dr. Pococke, that

there was a bas-relief of a musical instrument on the guglia totta, or

broken pillar, in the Campus Martins at Rome, resembling the form of

a violin, having a bridge, strings, sounding holes, and fingerboard. The
pillar on which it was so represented was dug out of Caracalla's baths
at Rome, where the Farnese Hercules was also discovered, thus carrying
back the date of the violin to the third century. The pillar was thrown
down and broken during the sacking of the city of Rome by the Duke
of Bourbon, constable to Charles the Fifth, in the year 1575.

In the Cottonian collection of the tenth century, in the British

Museum, there is a manuscript volume of David's Psalms, in the front-

ispiece to which five glee-men are represented before. King David, one
of whom plays with a bow upon a kind of violin.

Besides the violin or violino, as it is called in Italy, we have the tenor

or viola, the bass or violincello, and the violone or contra-basso, to

which, for variety's sake, may be added the piccolo or little kit, dedi-

c.itrd to the danseuse.

We learn also, from ancient authority, that so highly was the music
of these instruments esteemed, that no family of distinction in "merrie
England," during the sixteenth, and to the middle of the seventeenth
century, thought their establishments complete without the addition of a

set of viols, as they were then called. Previous to this period, however,
these instruments appear to have been scarcely known in England, the

lut i having taken precedence of them as a chamber instrument, and con-

tinuing so until the pianoforte had the effect of throwing it, for a time,

into the shade. The lute is referred to by Sir W. Scott in his tale of
" The Abbot," as follows :

— " Nay, dame Mary," answered Sir Herbert
Glendinning, "I never loved such useless menials (a lady's page ) It

may well suit the proud English dames to have a slender youth to bear
their trains from bower to hall, fan them when they slumber, and touch

the lute fur them when they please to listen." Congreve tells us of the

estimation in which the lute was held in his day, the more so as a

pleasing accompaniment to the female voice ; he having inscribed the

following lines at the foot of Sir Godfrey Kneller's charming portrait of

"The Lady Arabella Hunt," who died in the bloom of life, about the

year 1707. She is represented as accompanying her voice on that instru-

ment, from which a fine mezzotinto engraving has been published, viz.

:

" Were there on earth another voice like thine,

Another hand so blest with skill divine;

The late afflicted world some hopes might have,

And harmony recall thee from the grave."

I am disposed to think that a revival of the liite would be welcome 1

by many of our young ladies in the present day, as well from its novelty

as its elegance and portability; the purity an 1 delicacy of its tones,

which resemble those of the Irish harp, affording a pleasing accompani-

ment to the female voice ; the method of performance too is easily ac-

quired.

Early in the sixteenth century, some attempts were made to improve

the violin, which were attended with but little success, such as that

called the "viol d'amour "—an instrument played with a bow, and
having four metallic additional strings placed under the fingerboard, and

tuned one-fifth below concert pitch. These were called sympathetic

strings, their sound or vibration being wholly caused by the reverbera-

tion of the original strings. Another instrument, somewhat similar,

appeared shortly after, having twelve strings, on two bridges, the lower

six tuned an octave below the superior ones. This was called the " im-

proved viol d'amour," but, like its predecessor, has long since gone to

rest. So far hack as the twelfth century, the viol or tenor, as well as

the sombre-toned Spanish guitar, were common instruments amongst
the Provencal troubadours—those romantic knights in love and war

—

being used chiefly as an accompaniment to the voice, viz. :

—
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" Gaily the troubadour touch'd his guitar.

While he was hast'oing home from the war;
Singing:, ' From Palestine hither I come,
Ladye love ! ladye love ! welcome me home."'

The Welsh claim the origin of a rudely-formed oblong square instru-

ment, called by them the " erwth," to which the English gave the name
of fiddicula, or fiddle, until the importation of the perfected article from
Italy, whence the name of " violin " was introduced.
Music was not much cultivated in Britain until the beginning of the

seventeenth century, though in Italy it had attained to a considerable
degree of perfection. In the reign of Charles the First, music suffered a
long and grievous depression, and during the Protectorate organs .were
removed from churches. In Charles the Second's time, engraved music
first appeared, aud musical science then advanced rapidly, and has since
progressed until the present day.

It has been generally understood that the finest-toned violins were
produced at Cremona, early in the seventeenth century, by Hieronymus
Amati, who was succeeded by another member of this ingenious family,
named Antonius Amati. Then, towards the close of the century,
Nic las Amati and Antonius Straduerius were also celebrated. Early in
the eighteenth century, Joseph Guarnerius flourished as an artist, whose
instruments reached to a high degree of perfection. Those by
Hieronymus Amati are the most elegant; those by Antonius Amati
not so carefully got up; those by Nicolas Amati rather smaller, and
usually called " small Amati's ;

" those by Straduerius were the flattest
in form, but of most approved tone ; those by Guarnerius are also flatly

formed, and are very scarce. Steiner's fine-toned Tyrolese instruments
vary considerably, "both in tone and form, from those made in Italy.
They are much esteemed, and bring favourable prices, as also do those
of Klotz. Some other Tyrolese makers have resorted to fraud, by
imitating the Italian makers, and bringing forward their changelings as
genuine samples.

Very good instruments have been, and continue to be made in Ger-
many, and some in France ; the makers being particularly careful,
especial \y the former, in obtaining the best materials, and putting their
work out of hand in good style ; consequently their well-finished instru-
ments are much and justly approved of in Great Britain and on the
Continent.

_
We have just reason to be proud of the high degree of merit of those

violins made by our late talented countryman, Mr. Perry of Dublin, who
earned a world-wide celebrity in this respect, early in the present century,
his instruments possessing in an eminent degree that power, purity, and
brilliancy of tone so desirable and anxiously sought after. Those in-
struments have latterly become scarce, good specimens bringing large
prices.

Although the violin possesses most important features, as compared
with other musical instruments, yet with the exception, perhaps, of rare
and fine-toned specimens of the old Italian, Tyrolese, and other makers,
the instrument has hitherto proved more or less deficient in affording
that satisfactory brilliancy and purity of tone, for ages anxiously sought
after, and even then obtainable only"at a considerable cost.
An object so eminently desirable has, for a long time, had my careful

consideration, in the anxious expectation of ultimately improving the
tones of the violin, violiucello, and also the lute, guitar, and other
stringed instruments, so as to produce a degree of perfection of tone,
approaching in some degree to that obtainable from the celebrated Dr.
Franklin s harmonica or musical glasses, owing to the purity, conjointly
with rapidity in the vibration of glass, being considerably quicker than
that of any other material ; hence the most approved and melodious
sounds. The result has been eminently favourable, chiefly through the
curious introduction within the body of the instrument of an elliptical

glass chamber, thus inducing the delicate echo to combine therein her
musical energies in purifj'ing the tones producible in the usual manner
from the instrument, as well as in giving a greater power and fulness
of tone. This improvement is still further aided by other efficient in-
ternal changes in the sound-post. What renders the whole the more
acceptable is, that no change is made in the outward shape of the in-
s:rum. nt, or method of performance thereon, nor is the weight increased
beyond that of three or four ounces when in the performer's hand.

Henry Bell.
Belfast, December, 1858.

SCIENCE IN COURTS OF LAW.
I have long wished to tell the public that science has not a fair stand-

ing in our courts of law. May I do so with your aid ? A lawyer I
suppose to be a man who understands law, and part of whose business

the relation of individual facts and actions to the law of
the country. A scientific man, or scientist,* is one who understands

Scientific men are so little a part of the community, that they have no name even.
lextigts as a convenient word needed in nearly all Europe. [Our readers will

beAware that we have ourselves already proposed the use of this term.

—

Ed. P. M. J.]

natural laws, and whose chief province it is to show the relation of
special facts to the laws of nature. But although this definition of a
lawyer may be very appropriate for a judge on the bench or a counsel
in consultation, it does not suit the pleading barrister, whose business
it often is, to show that some special act comes under some special law,
and not under the other law advocated by his opponent. His interest is

not in absolute truth, but in gaining his cause. Now, I think it desir-

able that there should not be a class of scientific men corresponding to

the barrister, whose business it shall be to prove that some special fact

comes under a particular law of nature, which will be more favourable
to his client. The laws of men may be occasionally bent with advantage,
but it is a reprobate only who trifles with the divine truths which
science leads us to understand. I know that it maj' be said, that in the
one case the law is only an expression of our mode of viewing natural
truth, and in the other it is an expression of our mode of viewing social

truth, and that the same authority, therefore, exists with both. But,
not to discuss it, most persons will believe that the truths of experi-
mental science must for a long time be more exactly known than man3'
of the complicated phenomena of social life, which has frequently to deal
with an order of truth much higher, more complex, and less scrutable.

Men can be justified in disputing onty when there is a difficulty in

obtaining the truth, and the methods of obtaining it arc frequently per-

fectly exact in science. It is clearly the case, therefore, that the
scientists stand in a position different from the barrister, who will be
found to despise them after he has made them twist their expressions
to suit private purposes, instinctively allowing that he and they stand
on different ground. The scientists are honourable men from habit of
mind, but it is true that, like other classes, they are imperfect, although
even the best may suffer when subjected to the examination of an
unscrupulous barrister, where the coutt gives no opportunity of reply.

Science has no standing in a court of law, except as a witness. The
student and exponent of the laws of nature is put into the same position,

as the wretched boy who tells of some miserable companion who stole

a turnip valued at less than a penny. The law itself, a dread law,
which cannot be altered or even modified, is brought into court in exactly
the same position as the wretched fact of the stealing of the turnip.

The court docs not believe it until it is proved by a person subjected to

cross-examination, in order to induce him to make a mistake. If he
should blunder in expression and raise a laugh against himself, the great
law falls to the ground. The barrister by his wit has put nature to

shame. A glorious position for a barrister ! I can imagine a wretched
street boy putting majesty itself to shame for an instant, but not to the
honour of the imp.

Scientists, like other witnesses, are sworn to speak the truth, the
whole truth, and nothing but the truth. If they dare to speak the
whole, they are silenced. Barristers know best what suits their case.

The truth is therefore given partially, lest the whole should rather cover
than make clear the point aimed at. It would be presumptuous in the
scientist to rise up and give an opinion on law before a court, but is it

not presumptuous in the barrister to give his opinion as to what shall

be considered the whole truth of a scientific question ?

Yet this happens in cases where the whole importance of the suit

rests on the words of the student of science, and where the work of the
barrister is a mere formality. The legal licence of a barrister and the

social dignity of a well-earned judgeship can give no right to overrule
the words, and in them the opinions, of a class of men whose mode of

reasoning, after all, is somewhat foreign to them. Still I do not blame
the barristers : their position decides their mode of action.

The conclusions of the representatives of science must be respected
even in a court. It is a legal fiction that a barrister can understand all

things ; it is well to remember that it is a fiction. To make scientific

men respected, they must not take part as a matter of course with him
who pays first or best ; but to enable them to stand independently in

court, a change of custom there is necessary.

In all scientific law inquiries there are many points fully ascertained
and undeniable. Passing them, a point is reached where opinion begins,
demonstration not being found. Now, the present method makes no dis-

tinction, at least attempts are often made successfully to make no dis-

tinction, between the points well ascertained and those which are

questionable. The opinion of a man often weighs as much as a law
established by generations of scientific men. I would propose to distin-

guish these points clearly in the court. It is sometimes done by long,
expensive, and ruinous reasoning, by such gropings of the lawyers as
occur when you have to lead a stranger in the dark over a road which
you have travelled daity for years. A few minutes' discussion or con-
versation of the scientific witnesses would relieve the question of a great
amount of well-ascertained matter. These witnesses would send in
their report, and the Bar would then begin its legitimate labours. I
believe that the report can never be made well, except in writing.
Scientists, accustomed to weigh well their words quietly at home, may
not be able to express themselves with equal deliberative accuracy
viva voce in the bustle of a court.

To obtain a purer representation of science there are three points which
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seem desirable :— 1. That the opinions on the scientific points shall be

given in writing. 2. That acknowledged scientific facts and the

opinion of individuals shall be stated distinctly under these heads.

3. That if the opinions need explanation, the Judge, or one who is not

a partisan, shall elicit it before the cross-questioning of the Bar
commences.
The first sets aside, in great measure, at least, the verbal equivocations

and undignified truth extraction which sometimes make our courts so

amusing, to the disgrace both of law and science. The second defines

where the point of disputation shall begin. It will at once remove a

great deal of that confusion so often thrown on a subject by its partizans.

The third claims for science an independent position in a court, one, at

least, not under the barrister, and one which must be respected by the

Judge. The examination-in-chief is by this plan made into a deliberate

and carefully prepared statement, which brings out all the talent of the

scientists who prepare it, instead of a very partial explanation, drawn
out with difficulty by a barrister who may not know how to extract it,

and who never knows how much he has left concealed. Cross question-

ing by the barrister would be necessary, but the whole subject would be

in such order that he would know at once what to ask, and the conclu-

sion would soon be reached.

It seems to me that it would be well that each party should appoint a

scientific adviser, and that the court should do the same, in order to

overrule any unjust arrangements. This establishes, in fact, a scientific

tribunal to prepare questions for courts of law ; but it takes no power
from the present staff' ; it only relieves them of a portion of their duty

for which they are not well fitted, and for which they have not been
educated.

Many other points occur to me, but I am desirous of beginning the

subject with very general remarks. If it be taken up by lawyers, they
will probably be best able to sift it, and to find out a method which will

best suit the peculiar capacities of themselves and those who are engaged
in science. I brought the subject before the Social Association at its

first meeting at Birmingham, and the few remarks there made are pub-

lished in the Transactions. I have also spoken to scientific men and
lawyers, and all agree that there is much evil in the present method.

Science is not yet fully recognised as a power in the state as well as

a great social reformer. If we believed in it as we ought, we would not

grudge an expense equal to the support of fifty men-of-war for its promo-
tion, and the world would bless us for our devotion.

R. Angus Smith.

Manchester, December, 1858.

PROCEEDINGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

MEETING OF THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION AT LEEDS, 1858.

Section D.

—

Zoology and Botany, including Physiology.

' Report (provisional) on Dublin Bay dredging, by Professor J. R. Kinahan,
M.1V ' Report on Dublin Bay Crustacea,' by Dr. Wright.

1 Some observations on the fishes of the Lake district, by John Davy, M.D.,
F.R.S-,' by Sir John Richardson.

'On suburban gardens,' by N. B. Ward, Esq.
' On the geological distribution of plants in some districts of Yorkshire,' by

Dr. Carrington.
' On the death of the common hive bee, supposed to be occasioned by a

parasitic fungus.' 'On the liability of shells to injury from the growth of a
fungus,' by Rev. Henry H. Higgins.

' Further report on oyster beds, and on the habits of oysters,' by T.. C.
Eyton, Esq., F.L.S.

1 On the plants of the Oolitic moorlands,' by J. H. Davis, Esq
' On the homology of the skeleton,' by Mr. G. M. Humphry.
' On the arrangement of birds,' by Mr. T. C. Eyton.
'Report on the British discoid medusa;, by Professor J. Reay Greene,' by

Dr. K. Tercival Wright.
' On three new species of sertularian zoophytes,' by Rev. T: Hincks.
1 Report by self and Professor J. Reay Greene, on. the marine fauna of the

south and west coasts of Ireland,' by Dr. E. Percival Wright.
' On aquaria,' by Mr. N. B. Ward, F.R.S.

'On myrmecophilous goleoptera, by Dr. J. A. Power,' by Mr. W. Hey,
jun.

' On our native wild-geese,' by Mr. A. Strickland.

'On the epidermal cells of the petals of plants,, by Tuffen West,' by Dr.
Lankester.

'On some additions to his portable microscope,' by Mr. R. Warington.
'

« In some improvements in the stand of the microscope,' by Mr. C. Brooke.
* Ou a magnetic stage for the microscope,' by Mr. W. Ladd.
' On the multiplication of actinia in aquaria,' by Mr. R. Warington.
' Report of the Belfast dredging committee,' by Mr. G. Hyndman.
' On a new species of laomedea, with remarks on the genera campanularia,

and laomedea. 1 'On some new and interesting forms of British zoophytes,'

by Rev. Thomas Hincks.

'Exhibition of a hybrid species of acacia,' by Dr. Heaton.
'On some points in the anatomy of the araneidae, or true spiders, and espe-

cially on the internal structure of their spinning organs,' by Mr. R. H. Meade.
' On the formation of the cells of bees, by Mr. H. T. Stainton.
' On the cause of the instinctive tendency of bees to form hexagonal cells,

by Mr. Ellis,' communicated by Dr. Whewell.

Ho supposed that the bee was led to the excercise of this instinct by the use of their

organs of sight. It was well known that, in addition to their facetted eyes, they had three

single eyes: and he supposed that these eyes were placed in such a position as to enable

them to work within such a range as to give the walls of their cells an angle of 120 de-

grees.

Mr. J. Lubbock gave an account of the experiments by Mr. Darwin, in which be bad

found that bees made circular cells in the circumference of their combs, but that these

were always worked again into a hexagonal form when another row was placed beyond

them. That the material of the circular cell was removed for this purpose he had ascer-

tained by painting the outside of the external row of cells with carmine, indigo, and other

substances, which were invariably worked up into the next row of cells. In answer to Mr.

Ellis's theory of the eyes, he could state from observation that bees in ninety-nine cases

out of a hundred worked in the dark. Wasps made hexagonal cells from the beginning.

He believed the tendency of bees to make hexagonal cells was acquired, and that origin-

ally bees made circular cells, but from a deficiency of material had at last acquired the

habit of making hexagonal cells.

Mr. Bayldon stated that he kept a laige number of bees, and that he had seen them

make hexagonal cells at first. The outer cells alone were circular.

Dr. Lankester said it was an interesting physiological question as to whether the eye

or some other organ was the first recipient of the impression which induced the move-

ments that resulted in the bees' work. An impression must be made on some organ of

the animal, as all the actions of the lower animals were excito-motory, and probably the

antenna; were the organs acted on.

Dr. Edwards suggested that the materials with which the bee worked were sufficiently

receptive of light to act upon their organs of vision, and thus the eye might be still the

exciter of the instinctive actions.

' On the reproductive organs of sertularia tamarisca,' by Rev. T. Hincks.
' On the occurrence of bombyx mori in this country,' by Rev. F. F. Statham.
'On the formation of organic balls found on the shores of the Mediterranean,'

by Mr. Samuel Smith.
'Notes on earth-worms and larvae,' by Mr. Henry Pickitt.

'Report by Michael Council and William Reddie, on animal, vegetable, and
mineral substances imported from foreign countries into the Clyde,' by Dr.
Lankester.

' Remarks on the migration of birds,' by Mr. C. Collingwood, A.M., F.L.S.
' On some practical results derivable from the study of botany,' by Mr. N.

B. Ward, F.R.S.
'On some peculiarities in the spines of two species of echinodermata,' by

Mr. C W. Peach.
' On the anatomy of the brain of some small quadrupeds,' by Mr. R. Garner,

F.L.S.

Sup-Section D.

—

Physiology.

' Notes of experiments on digestion,' by Dr. George Harley.
' On the structure of the choroid coat of the eye, and more particularly on the

character and arrangement of the pigmentary matter,' by Mr. Thomas
Nunneley, F.R.C.S.

' On the pressure of the atmosphere, and its power in modifying and deter-

mining hemorrhagic disease,' by Mr. John Milligan.
LOn the structure of the retina at the punctum centrale or foramen of

Soemmering,' by Mr. Nunneley.
' On the emotional, sensational, intellectual, and instinctive capacities of the

lower animals compared with those of man,' by Dr. Fowler, read by Claude
Wheelhouse, Esq.

' On the influence of various circumstances in causing loss or gain in the
weight of the prisoners in Wakefield convict prison,' by Mr. Milner.

' On the form of the eye-ball, and the relative position of the eutrance of the
optic nerve into it in different animals,' by Mr. Thomas Nunneley, F.R.C.S.
'On the spinal cord as a sensational and volitional centre,' by Mr. G. A.

Lewis, read by Professor Owen.
' On the methods hitherto adopted for the determination of the carbonic acid

contained in the expired air, with the description of a new method.' ' The
results obtained from an extended inquiry into the quantity of carbonic acid

evolved from the lungs under the influence of various agents,' by Dr. Edward
Smith.

* Some observations connected with the anatomy and functions of the third,

sixth, and seventh pairs of nerves and the medulla oblongata,' by Dr. Aehille

Foville.
' On co-ordinated muscular movements in relation to sensory impressions,' by

Dr. Russell Reynolds.
' On an effect produced in reptiles by strychnia favourable for observations on

their circulation,' by Mr. G. Morley, F.R.C.S.

Section E.

—

Geography and Ethnology.

The President opened the section with a brief address, and then communicated
letters from Dr. Livingstone, on the Zambesi.

' On the effects ofcommixture, locality, climate, and food, on the races ofman,'
by Mr. John Crawfurd.

' On the geography of British North America, more particularly British

Columbia, Frazcr River, &c.,' by Dr. Norton Shaw.
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'On The navigation of the Ucayali, an affluent of the Amazon,' by Mr.
ents R. Mnrkham.

•Notes on the physical geography of North-Western Australia, 1 by Mr.
Jam s S. Wilson.

'Notice of the Kanikars, a hHl-sich trib? in the kingdom of Trevancore,'
by Astronom r Brown, (communicated by Col. Sykes).

• No os on the Kusso-Chinese frontier aid the Amur River,' by Dr. W. G.
Blaclue.

•On Pr. PritchanTs identification of tb.2 Russians with the Roxekvni,' by
Mr. Cull.

; Reports to H.M. covTnnrnt on th? physical geography of the country
examined by the expedition exploring th: soith-western regions of British

North America.' by Capt. John Palliser an I Dr. Hector.
'Intelligence confirming th? rumour of the death of M. Adolnhe Schla-

. tweit, a* Tartar I, a- c iramuaicated by Mr. W. Russell, of the Times, in a
letter from Simla.' by Sir R. Mux. lr.-on.

A geognosnc sketch of the western portion of Timor,' by Dr. S. Miiller,
- " d by Mr. Yeats).

• ||
; the physical g ography of th neighbourhood of Bombay, as affecting

ign of the works recently erected for t'ae water supply of Bombay,' by
Mr. II. Coaybeare.
'On the Uim trin? homes of thi ancient Swiss,' bv M. Troyon, (communi-

I by Mr. Cull).
4 On the general and gradual desicca'ion of the earth and atmosphere,' by

Mr. M. J. Spotswood Wison.
his geom i il projection of two-thirds of the surface of the sphere,'

by Colonel James. R.E.
' On the formation of a railway from the A flantic to the Pacific Ocean,

through the British possessions of North America,' by Mr.. Asa Whitney, of
New York.
'On the extension of our communication by m:ans of electric wires,' by

General Chesney.
»n the Ya^g-t-e-Keang, aid the Hw.n^-Ho or Yellow R"v?r,' by Mr.

Williara-Lockhart.
N tea of a journey thro igh parts of the Alatou, in Chinese Tartary,' by

Sfr. J. W. Atkinson.
"

• Language no test of rate." by Rev. G. C. GeUlart.
' On t 'le s^nera

1

d siri »ut:on of the varieties of language and physical con-
formation, with remarks upon the na'ure of ethnological groups,' by Dr. R. G.
La ham.

' On the race and langu^-: 1 o" srip ie%' by Rev. T. W. Norwood.
'On Pacific railway seamier a- communicate 1 by the Earl of Malmesbury

President of 1 G iph'cil So -iety,' by Consul Douchoe.
ning of a ' a i ier sn lchra1 tunrilu; in the township of

Bridlington, Yorkshire, 1 by Mr. EJward Tiuddl, (communicated by Mr.
Thomas Wrigl .

' A shirt not :ce of th? people of Oudi and of their leading characteristics,'

by Mr. II. M. Greenhow.
r to S :

r R. Murchison, on the p~o;e"t of a canal across the Isthmus of

Kraw, which divide the Gulf of Be:iga! from that of Siatn,' by Sir R. Scliom-

3 o'th - Virghig from the sleppes to their summer past ires

- T« rtary,
1

by Mr. T. W. Atkinson.
1 On th - configuration of the earth,' by Mr. W. Dingle.

'On the spherical printing of globes,' by Mr. T. J. Silbcrmann.

Section" F.

—

Economic Science axd Statistics.

Inangural address, by President.

'Water supply to great towns— its extent, cost, uses, and abuses,' by
, John Strang, LL.D.

1 Trade and commerce the auxiliaries of civilisation and comfort,' by Mr.
Thomas Bazley.

• On the history o£ prices of 1857 and 1858,' by Mr. William Newmarch.
'An examination of the influence of overcrowding and density of population

« of the respira'ory organs, applied to some
i [he rec :ni report of the sanitary condition of the army,'

by F. &. I*. Nie
• ( >n the woollen manufactures of England, with special reference to the Leeds

net,' by th President.

he iron trade of Leeds/- by Mr. James Kitson, jun.

ie in i istrial economy of Leeds and its district,' by Mr. Robert Baker.
( On the rise, progress, and present state of the worsted manufactures of

y Mr. John Ja

("m the registry of deeds in the West Riding,
1 by Mr. J. E. Dibb.

' f m the rate of mortality in the metropolitan improved dwellings for the
;

;• Dr Bateman.
1 Public service—

a

I teachers' examinations,' by Mr. James Hey-
r.ic.s.

• practical progress of the principle of competitive examinations,* by
via Chadwick, l !.B.

;aminations,
1 by Mr. John Pope Hennessy.

On the degree of education of persons tried at the Middlesex sessions,' by
Dr. Bateman.

•
' m the results of Free trade,' by Mr. H. Walker.

ibjects conn - crime and punishment,' by Mr. W. M, Tartt.

i m ..ry and capital,' by Mr, Ilamcr Stansfield.

if wages in the we3l of Scotland in 1851, 1857, and
ing, LLJD.

to which a depreciation of the precious metals, con-

i 130.—Vol. XI.

sequent upon an increase of supply takes place, considered in connection with

the recent gold discoveries,' by Professor Cairnes.
' On the financial prospects of the British railways,' by Mr. Samuel Brown.
' On the sewing machine in Glasgow, and its effects on produce and wages,'

by John Strang, LL.D.
' On free trade in Belgium,' by Mr. Van der Maaren.
' Sketch of the rise and progress of the British Association,' by Mrs. Fison,

(communicated by the President).
' On the investments of the labouring classes,' by Dr. Baseman.
' On the mining industry of Yorkshire,' by Mr. Robert Hunt.
' On the flax manufacture in Yorkshire,' by Mr. J. G. Marshall.
' Notes on Indian fibres, with specimens,' by Colonel Sykes.
' On the prices of cotton,' by Mr. John Pope Hennessy.
' On military education,' by Captain Chesney.
1 On the manner in which agricultural statistics are collected in Ireland,' by

Mr. Donnelly.
' On self supporting dispensaries in Warwickshire,' by Mr. II. C. Braccbrklge.

Section G.

—

Mechanical Science.

Address by the President.
' On the loss of ships at sea,' by Mr. J. Oldham.

To remedy, in some measure, the dreadful suspense into which multitudes are thrown

by ships missing', a gentleman, John Gresham, Esq., proposed that every vessel should

he provided with one or more copper buoys bearing her name and the port to which she

belongs; that these buoys should have an Admiralty mark, and a Board ofTradenumber;

aid that each should be provided with a chamber with a small spring valve made to open

outwards, and capable of resisting any pressure, which should be used for receiving

letters, or even treasure, so that if the ship were lost the buoy would float offin safety,

a id the information it contained would be communicated to the pa "ties interested by any

ship which might pick it up. The buoy was intended to be made of strong copper painted

in bright red and white stripes, and to be fitted with a small bell and flag on the upper

part.

1 On the economy of water power,' by Mr. J. Glynn.
' On the construction of floating and fixed batteries,' by Mr. G. Rennie.
' On the performances of steam vessels,' by Admiral Moorsom, (communicated

by Mr. J. E. M'Connell)
' On the submersion of telegraph cables, 'bv Mr. J. Maclean, (communicated

by Mr. H.Wright).
' On the recent improvements in railway signals, electro-galvanic and

mechanical,' by Mr. C. F. Whitworth.
' Report of the committee on shipping,' by Mr. C. Athcrton.
( On expanding pulleys,' by Mr. J. Comb.
' On so ne modern appliances for raising water, with illustrations,' by Mr. W.

E. Garret t.

'Report of the committee on patent laws,' by Mr. T. Webster.

It was a review of the history of the mDvennnt for amending the Patent Laws. The
objects considered to be requisite for the efficient protection of the inventoi, the simplifi-

cation of Patent Laws, and kindred matters, not having been attained, the Committee pro-

posed that the subject should be further considered at the present meeting of the Associ-

ation. The publications were already sent to nearly all the principal towns in England

and America, and had had the result, in several instances, of promoting the institution of

free libraries and reading-room^. The amount paid by patentees during the last year was

upwards of £33,000; and after the commencement of the payment of £100 at the expira-

tion of the seventh year, the amount levied on inventors will not be less-than £100,000

per annum,—a sum which, as levied on inventions and inventors, may reasonably be ex-

pected to be expended on objects in which inventors have interest. In reference to this

bianch of the subject the following questions would appear to arise for consideration:

—

1st, Should the piesent scale of payments be retained or reduced, so as to leave no great

surplus beyond what may be necessary for the official assignees ? 2nd, If the present scale

be maintained, how should the surplus be appropriated? It appears that the second pay-

ment of £30 before the end of the third year is not made in respect of more than about

on'- -fourth of the whole number of patents; s:> that payments being made on about 500

out of 2,000 patents, 1,500 are permitted to lapse, the cost of which, in money, to the pa-

tentees, cannot be taken at less than £75,030, or a loss which cannot be estimated at less

than £t50,000 per annum. Could not something be dane with this money in the way of

obtaining better information, and for the improved education of the people?

Mr. Roberts said, he had advocated cheap patents for years, and he thought no more

fees ought to be taken than would pay office expenses. No patent paid its cost, on the

average, under seven years.

Mr. Eddison pointed out the shameful neglect of these patent specifications inLeeds, and

expressed a hope that a room would now be found for their public exhibition in the Town

Hall.

Mr. H. Richardson thought that new patents were not sufficiently advertised, and

recommended that the Gazette, and both London and provincial papers, should be used to

a greater extent than at present.

Mr. Haywood, Prof. Calvert (Manchester), Lord "Wiottesley, and Mr. "\Yoatherhead

(America), also spoke.

Sir P. Fairbairn, in reply to Mr. Eddison, stated that, with respect to the specifications

now in the Town Cierk's 03ice, the Corporation could not help themselves prior to the

erection of the Town Hall. Now, however, a good room would be found for them in that

building; and they would be so arranged and exhibited as to be easy of access to the peo-

ple of Leeds. Referring to the subject of the Report, he thought it would be an improve-

ment if we introduced the system now established in France. B.- t'.is plan, any man
2u
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could go to the patent office and take out his patent for about 100 francs Of course, the

inventor in that country must run the risk as to whether his patent is a new or old one.

The President summed up the discussion. He had taken an interest in patent reform

for some years; and his ohject, which was also the ohject of other parties who had moved

in the matter, was to give the working man an opportunity of coining forward with his

invention. The plan of periodical payments he considered to he a great boon. He should

like to see the business more economical ; and he also contended that the £100,000 surplus,

to which reference had been made., should not exist as a tax upon the inventive talent of

the public. That surplus should either be devoted to the reduction of the price of patents

or else to the relief of .unsuccessful inventors.

' On the application of mechanical power to the bellows of organs,' by Mr.

D. Joy,
1 On the roof of the Leeds Town Hall,

1 by Mr. C. Broderick,

The principal points which are worthy of notice in this roof are the absence of tie beams,

which allows of the ceiling of the hall being brought nearer to the exterior of the roof

than is usually the case. The roof consists of eight sets of principals framed together.

Each principal consists of a semicircular laminated rib, formed of twelve l^-inch planks,

9 inches wide, nailed together and fastened with wrought-iron bolts and straps. They

are placed in couples, and stand immediately over each of the columns in the hall. They

are respectively 4 feet and 38 feet apart. The width of the room is 71 feet, and the

springing of the ribs 53 feet from the ground. The entire height to the top of the roof is

99 feet, the hall being 73 feet high in the clear. This system of roofs has been adopted

more frequently in France than in England, the only one with which he was acquainted,

of any con iderahlc size, being the station of the Great Northern Railway, at King's Cross.

The laminated rib is the invention of a French engineer. It was at first suggested for a

bridge over the Khine.in the year 1811. Several years later M. Emy constructed several

roofs on this plan ; but all his roofs, as well as the one at King's Cross, being very near

to the ground at their springing, and without ceilings, are consequently much more

manageable than the roof of the Town Hall, which has a very elaborate plaster ceiling

attached to it, and as the springing is at a considerable distance from the ground, he had

taken the precaution to insert several additional struts and braces as a preventive against

any< hange of form or owtward thrust. Both these points had been attended with the most

complete success, there being not the least perceptible outward thrust or change of form

since they were put up. The latter fact was proved yery satisfactorily by the plasterers,

who were enabled to run the mouldings on the ceiling from the centre. -The brackets

for these mouldings were not gauged from 5 centre, but fastened to the ribs according

to their sizes. In constructing these semicircular ribs, he was much struck with the

small amount of springing or alteration of form. If the principle of .these laminated ribs

were better understood, he was of opinion that many of our church-building architects

would adopt it instead of depending on three or four over-strained joints for one tie.

'Notice of pome^af the principal objects of interest in the JJOjCal Exhibition

of Industry,' by Mr. .T. Buckton.
* Description of a hand beliostat,' by Mr. F. Galton.

By this simple instrument, which was comparatively inexpensive, as portable as a

ship's compass, and whi' h was moveable, a light could be flashed ten miles in such a man-

ner a^ would attract the observation of the most careless person. It could be used from

any spot where the stir's rays reached, as from between the trees of a forest, from a deer-

hill side, or from the spasthead of n ship. It did not require a 'sky line.' It had

another peculiarity, in beiug enabled to flash Its messages in perfect secrecy, except to

those who happened to be stationed in *be narrow path along which they were sent.

Many occasions .would arise* especially In jpaa tune, where ihh Invention would be of

use. If the signaller was ignorant of the whereabouts of his correspondent, he must

sweep the kox&gon with his flash until it had been seen, and a response cludted.

* On combined steam, illustrated by farther fiEparimentB/ by Hon. J.

Wetbered.

He Ind long been convinced that steam, as now used, was a very impure vapour, inas-

much as it contained a considerable quantity of water in the shape of smill globules

mechanically mixed with it in the prqeess of ebullition, and taken with it to the cylinder

of the engine. This water acquired its temperature; nearly up to the degree of vaporisa-

tion, at a considerable cost of fuel, and with a great disadvantage, inasmuch as, from its

lower temperature, it was constantly robbing the steam ofits power by condensation, from

the moment it passed from the surface water of the boiler until it left the cylinder, more

particularly when the steam was under expansion in a vessel of a -lower temperature than

that of the steam—the result of which was, that the same pressure was never maintained

in the cylinder as was shown in the boiler, and in many cases the annoyances ofwhat was

known a* 'priming' was experienced. -His efforts had been chiefly directed to over-

come this great and acknowledged enemy to the full power of steam. Aftertryingsupei-

heated steam without success, he conceived the idea of combining ordinary steam—which

by itself was too much saturated with water—with surcharged steam—which was of itself

too Ory; and he discovered in practice not only that the objections to both were removed,

but that in 'combined steam' a new power was produced, a distinct and new elementary

compound, an eflectivc and economical combination of fire and water, applicable to all

purposes for which steam was employed, howsoever generated, and howsoever applied.

In addition to the usn<tl steam.-pipe which conveys the steam-chamber of the boiler to the

engine, he added another pipe, which conveyed part of the steam from the boiler through

plpea which wi re convoluted or otherwise, and placed in any convenient form in the up*

take or chimney of the boiler, and joined to the ordinary stcanvpipe at or near its

Into the cylind -r. In its parage through these pipes, this steam was more or

i bed to a temperature of some M0 degs, orGOOdegs. Fahr. by the waste heat passing

up the chimney. This heat, thus arrested, was conveyed to and utilised in the cylinder

of the engine by its action upon the saturated steam direct from the boiler, the combined

steam being worked in the cylinder at temperatures varying between 300 degs. and 400

degR. instead of at the less tern pet at u res at which it was now employed. The paper then

went on to show the experiments which had been made in the United States, and the

results of these experiments., which were favourable, were stated in great detail.

1 Deportation of a floating dry dock,' by Mr.. G.. Bayley.
1 Report, on the collapse of tubes, globes, and cylinders,' by Mr. W. FairbaJrn.

At the last meeting, a report was read upon the collapse of wru«ght-irou cylindrical

tubes by uniform external force. Those experiments upon a ductile 'and fibrous material

led to some novel and important results, and suggested the propriety of similarly testing

the existing powers of a perfectly homogeneous, crystalline,, and rigid material ; in order

that our knowledge of the laws that govern the resistance of vessels to collapse might

be confirmed and extended. Glass was selected, not only because of its fulfilling better

almost than any other material the conditions sought for, and from the case with which

it could be manufactured into tiie forms required, but alsu because it was hoped that the

results would be of practical value in those cases in the arts and in experimental science,

in which it is so extensively employed. The experiments were conducted in a similar

manner to those upon iron. Sjme cylinders and globes, blown out of good flint-glass,

were procured direct from the maker. The open ends were hermetically sealed by means

of the blow-pipe; and the globes, &c, were placed in a strong wrought-iron vessel capable

of sustaining a pressure of 2,000 lb. to the square inch. Water was pumped in by means

of a force-pump; the pressure was recorded by a Suhaffer's gauge; and the point of rupture

was indicated by an explosion within the vessel, and by a sudden decrease of pressure.

The first experiments were upon glass globes, intended to be perfectly spherical, but in most

instances somewhat flattened upon the side opposite to that from which they were blown.

Notwithstanding this clliptic'ity, seme of the globes bare enormously high pressures,

especially when the extreme tenuity of the glass was consi lered, amounting as it did

from only 3-100th to 2-100ths of an inch in thickness. Mr. Fairbairn referred to. and i x-

plained a table showing the diameter, thickness, and resisting powers of seven globes,

three intended to be 5 in. diameter, one 5J in., and three 8 in., but varying as before

mentioned. The bursting pressure of the first four was 232 lb., 410 lb., 470 lb., and 475

lb. to the square inch—equivalent in the last case to 20 tons upon a 5i in. globe, loOtli

in, thick, before it was fractured. The 8 iu. globes burst respectively at 351b , 42 lb. and

60 lb. to an inch; but they were unfortunately all elliptical to a serious extent, the

diameters of that which burst at 42 lb. being respectively 8'20 in. and 7'30 in. The next

experiments were upon glass cylinders blown with hemispherical ends. In the experi-

ments upon iron, a remarkable law had been deduced—that the strength of cylindrical

vessels exposed to a uniform external pressure, varied inversely as the length. Thus,

with vessels precisely similar in every respect, one twice the length of another bore only

half the pressure; one three times the length bore only a third, and so on. It was now
found that a similar law applied in the case of homogeneous glass cylinders. A cylinder

4'0G in. diameter, 13J in. long and *0d5 in. thick, collapsed under a pressure of 180 lb. to

the square inch; while another, 405 in. diameter, 7 in. long, and '016 in. thick, yielded"

only under a pressure of 380 lb. to the inch. Various other examples were exhibited in a

table.

'On the construction of telegraph cables,' by Mr. J. Mackintosh.
' On steam tugs on the Aire and Calder navigation,' by Mr. W. H. Bartho-

lomew.
' A few facts connected with the manufacture of pig iron in t,be neighbour-

hood of Leeds,' by Mr. W. G. Armitagr.
'Some account of Louis Paul and his invention of the cotton spinning and

carding machines, and hip claim to the invention, to the exclusion of John
Wyatt,'i>y Mr. B. Cole.

Mr. Baines^ in his * History of the Cotton Manufacture,' slated that Wyatt was the in-

ventor, but that 'a patent was taken out in 1738, in the name of Louis Paul, a foreigner,

with whom Wyatt had connected himself in partnership, and the name of John Paul only

appears as a witness.' This statement (Mr. Cole said) was founded solely on information

furnished by members of John Wyatfs family. Mr. Cole undertook to prove that Louis

Paul was the sole inventor of the machine for spinning cotton by rollers; and that Wyatt

had nothing whatever to do with the invention, or carrying it into execution, beyond ad-

vancing money to Paul, and being a workman in Paul's employment, at weekly wages.

Some years ago, he (Mr. Cole) added to hiscollection the patents and papers of Louis Paul.

Amongst them he found several hundred letters addressed to Paul—13 by Dr. Johnson

;

about 20 by Edward Cave, editor of the Gentleman's Magazine; 30 or 40 by Dr. Robert

James, of 'fever powdei ' celebrity; anil upwards of 200 from Thomas Warren, the Bir-

mingham bookseller. Nearly all of them related to the cotton machinery ; and there -were

similar letters from John Wyatt and others. Louis Paul was the son of a doctor, whom
Mr, Cole inclined to believe was not a foreigner. He was very young when his father died,

and he was left to the guardianship of Lord Shaftesbury, and his brother, the Hon.

Maurice Ashley Cooper. All that was known of -Paul between 1729 and 1738 was that he

patented a machine for pinking .crapes, tamminys, &c., for burying-suits or shrouds—in

carrying out which he made considerable profit. A. daughter of Dr Swynfen (Johnson's

friend) was a pupil of Paul's to learn the art of pinking; and there was a deed extant by

which he, for £200, allowed Eleanor Steadraan to use the ruaclunc. There were no traces

of experiments and trial s-rwhich Paul no doubt made after the death of his wife— for com-

pleting his spinning machine; but his first patent for it was dated the 24th of January,

1^38, and was for fourteen years. It was then requisite for one who obtained a patent to

make an affidavit that (amongst other things) he was -' the first and sole inventor' of the

machine sought to be patented; so that, if he was not really so in this case, Paul must
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have perjured himself.. As soon as he obtained the patent, Paul began to grant licences,

thus realised ironside Fable sums. The deed of May, 1739, was signed by John Wyatt,

as attesting witness; in it the machine is referred*to as '•invented*by bhe said £.ouis Paul/'

and Paul covenants to fit it up. Pr James, in writing to Warren, dated 'Loudon, 17th

July, 1740/ said.. 'Yesterday we called to see Mr. Paul's machine, -which gave us entire

satisfaction, both in regard-to the carding and' the spinning. Ycu have nothing to do but

to get a purchaser for your grant; the sight of the thing is demonstration enough. I am

certain that if Paul could begin with £10,000, he must, or at least might, get more money

in twenty years than the City of London is worth.' "Wyatt had clearly advanced money

to Paul at first; and he continued to do so either as loans, or for wages, until the total,

reached £S00. Wyatt was a carpenter, and his own letters showed that he was employed

by Paul. Iu consequence of the debt, there was a mortgage deed prepared between Paul

' Wyatt, referring to 300 spindles for spinning 'according to the said new invention of

the said Louis Paul/ which were conveyed to Wyatt, his heirs, &c , to whom Paul coven-

I within six months to give ' the same plan for working/ &c, ' as he hath already

gone by, or which at any time hereafter, during the residue of the said term of fourteen

years' 'he shall goby/ in erecting and working his machines, and generally to give as-

sistance to Wyatt and his workmen in the matter. It was further covenanted by Paul to

give to Wyatt ' a plan of another machine which the said Louis Paul hath lately invented

and made for the carding of wool and other things for the use of the before-mentioned

line or engine for spinning.' At a subsequea retime, when in the Fleet for debt, Wyatt

wrote to Sir Leicester Ilall, 'I am the person tfia.t was the principal agent in compiling

the spinning engine;' and when, in 1747, he conveyed his 300 spindles to Mr. Samuel.

Touchett for £300, he wrote to the manager of the works at Northampton, 'You have

herewith the reversion of old giracracks, which, by order of M>. Yeo, 1 am directed to send

to you.' The patent of 1738 expired in 1752 ; but in 175S (after some trouble), Paul ob-

tained a renewal of it. ilr. Cole read many of the original letters, in extenso; and frora

one of them, when Paul was trying to eiect one of his machines in the Foundling Hospital,

reby, as he said, 'a number of mixed children between five and fourteen years might

be enabled to earn their food and clothing; ' he stated that during twenty years he had

realised £20,000 by his invention.

* On a plan for giving alarms in passenger trains,' by Mr. J. O'Neill.

•Report on the measurement of water,' by Professor Thomson, (cornrnuni-

Mr. H. Wrighl .

•On an instrument for describing- spirals and volutes, invented -by Henry
Johnson, of London,' by Rev. J. Booth.

• Progress made in machinery for reaping corn,' by Mr. A. Crosskill.
* Manufacture of wrought iron and steel, and the operation of the patent

doable steam hammer,' by Mr. J. Naylor, (coram nicated by Ms. H. Wright).

•On the cause of steam-boiler explosions, tnl means of prevention,' by Mr.
J. Hopkinson.

• On the application o£combustible ma'erials for war,' by Mr. J. Mackintosh.

'On a new method of constructing the permanent way and wheels of rail-

wavs,' by Mr. W. Bridges Adams, (communicated by Mr. H. Wright).
4 On liver steamers, their form, construction, and- fittings, with reference to

the necessity of improving the present means of -shallow water navigation on

the rivers of British India,
1 by Mr. A. Henderson, (communicated by Mr. H.

Wrighl .

s On a proposed footing lighthouse,' by Mr.. J. J. Murphy.
Description of doable cylinder expansive engines for steam ships,' by Mr. J.

Elder.

These engines. were constructed /with the view of getting the greatest amount of power

from a given quantity of steam at a given pressure. "With these engines a steam ship

c.ul 1 steam the greatest distance possible with a given quantity of coals; a given distance

I be performed in the shortest time,, on account of the small weight of coals necessary

to be carried; a larger amount of cargo and passenger accommodation was thus obtained;

a less expensive ship was thus necessary, and the number of firemen and stokers would

be also reduced.. The cylinder capacity was so great as to admit of the steam being ex-

' panded to within 21 lb. of the pressure iu the condenser at the end of the stroke, while

! the engines were working full power. In order to ieduce the violent shock of high-pres-

sure =team on such a large piston, a cylinder with a piston one-third the size was placed

se to it. This small cylinder received the steam direct from the boiler during one-

,
third ofits stroke, and was then cut off. This steam was consequently reduced to one-

third of Its original pressure at the end of its stroke, and it then entered the second

cylinder, where it was expanded three times more. Thus 3G lb. of steam was expanded

to -i 11 -, viz., fr-.m, 36 lb. to 12 lb. in the first cylinder, and from 12 lb. to 4 lb. in the

i second; bat as (he -second piston was three times the size of the first, the load would be
'

the same on both pistons, and the piston rods, cross heads, and connection rods might be

i duplicates of each other. The steam and eduction slide valves were wrought with ec-

centric- ; the Mearn valve was a grid iron with large lap, the eduction valve which served

: for both cylinders having no lap at all. The eductions remained open during the entire

:- of the piston, thereby giving a free egress for the steam, and ample escape for

' water, should it form.. The cylinders were steam jacketed, and then covered with, feU.

There- waa a -mill engine pump for forcing the distilled fresh water from the jaok'ets, or

into the freshwater tanks, if necessary. The boilers were tubular, with three large super-

ing npta!-:*s, two feet in diameter, and fifteen feet in height, leading up through an

steam-chest to the funnel. The feed-pipe of the boiler had twelve spiral convolu-

rnside the funnel to heat the feed-water ; this might be shut off when desirable. As

omy, several gentlemen could certify that the engine had been thoroughly

:.,'., ful. Daring the run from Glasgow to Liverpool, the consump-

raa 2*33 lb. per indicated horse power per hour of a large steamer called the Val-

' paraiso; while a smaller steamer, called the Bride of Erin, having the same kind of flue

boilers and machinery, consumed, during oh hours, 4*27 lb. per horBe power per huur. In

both cases the surface blows were open, and other circumstances duly considered. Mr.

Elder added, that tile ships he had furnished, on coming home to be refitted, would return

with thirty feet space gained amidships for passengers and cargo, in consequence of the

saving of room, by reducing the necessity of boiler and coal space, and that the vessels

were expected to consume 500 tons less on the voyage, and the ship would have 20 per

cent, more accommodation, which of itself was valuable.

* On an instrument for setting out curve lines,' by Mr.. R. P. Williams
' On a universal printing press.' * On a universal cock,' by Mr., T. J. Silber-

man, (communicated by Sir- H. "Wright).
' On machinery for the submersion of telegraphic cables, 'by Mr..H..Conybeare,

F.G.S._
' On the effects produced on shot in*the bursting of guns, "by Mr. S. Smith,

F.E.C.S.,
• On.the drainage qf tjie metropolis,' by Mr. E.. Jones..

'A. wreck intelligencer,' exhibited by Mr. R. Smith.

SOCIETY OP ARTS..

November 17, 1858.

This was the opening meeting of the session, and< Mr*. C.W.. Dilke, the
chairman of the council, delivered an introductory address, after which, the
prize medals of the past session were presented as follows :—
To Mr. J. Algernon Clarke, for his essay* " On the application of steam

power to the cultivation..of the soil."

To Mr. A. Gc. Finlay, for his, paper," On.the^progress- of the- English light-

house system.''

To Mr. Wentworth Lascelles, Scott, for " A self-registering maximum ther-
mometer for great depths at sea."

To Mr, Wm. Stones, for his paper ** On New Zealand and its resources."

To Mr. F. R. De la Tre'honuais, for his paper " On the past and present of
French agriculture."

To Mr. John Underwood, for his paper " On.the history, and chemistry of
writing, printing, and copying inks, ,and a new plan- of taking manifold copies
of written and printcd^&ueuniepts, &c."

To Dr. J. Forbes Watson, for his paper " On the composition and relative

value of the food' grains of India."

To Mr. William Williams, fo'r.Ms " Machine for cutting and dressing stones
for building purposes."

To Mr. J. W. Wilson, for .his. " Combination of the tubular gouge and disc-

paring tool for wood-shaping machinery."
To Professor John Wilson, F.R.S.E., for Ins paper "On Canada: its pro-

ductions and resources."

November 24, 1858.

" On a method of rendering engraved copper plates capable of producing a
greatly increased number of impressions," by Mr. F. Joubert.

The last century, he said^ produced many engravers of great merit, and in

this country, foremost amongst them were Hogarth, Sir Robert Strange, and
James Heath. The excellence of their work gave rise to such a demand for

print impressions of their engravings, that some forty years ago, when it was
found that a copper plate could not yield a sufficient number of impressions for

the demand, steel plates were introduced. It became, however, a desideratum
to harden the surface of the peeper plate, and protect it from wear while print-

ing. The present invention consists of covering the printing surface with a
very thin and uniform coating p-r. film of iron. This is effected as follows :—At
the positive pole of a galvanioj battery a plate of iron is placed, and immersed
in a proper iron solution ; another copper plate being placed at the opposite

pole and likewise immersed. If the solution be properly saturated, a deposit of

iron, bright, and perfectly smooth, is thrown upon the copper plate. This coat-

ing may be removed and renewed as often as is found necessary, and thus it is

stated that 12,000 impressions have been produced from one copper plate.

December 1, 1858.

" Cn copper smelting," by Mr. Hyde Clarke.

December 8, 1858.

" On guide-way agriculture," by Mr. P. A. Halkett.

ROYAL SOCIETY.

November 30, 1858.

This was the anniversary meeting, when Lord Wrottesley delivered bis annual
address, reviewing the progress of science during the past year. The medals
were then awarded as follows:—The Copley medal, to Sir Charles Lyell, for

his.various researches and writings, by which he has contributed to the advance-

ment of geology ; a royal medal to Mr. Albany Hancock, for his various re-

searches tin the anatomy of the mollusca; and the second royal medal to Mr.
William Lassell, for his various astronomical discoveries and researches; and
the Rumford medal to Prof. Jamin, of Paris, for his various experimental re-

searches on light. Sir Benjamin Urodie, Bart., was elected president.

* This essay was sent in competition for the medal offered in the society's premium
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ROYAL SCOTTISH SOCIETY" OF ARTS.

November 22, 1858.

This was the opening meeting of the session, when Professor Piazzi Smith,

the President, delivered an address on the progress of science, and particularly

on the position which Scotland had attained in its practice.

Dr. Stevenson Macadam then gave an elaborate exposition of the Atlantic

submarine telegraph cable, illustrating his remarks by drawings, specimens of

various submarine cables, and by experiments on model wires arranged in the

hall. He explained the construction and manufacture of the cable, snowing in

what manner it differed from other existing cables. He then detailed the

mechanical construction and the principles of the instruments employed in

working the wires ; and afterwards addressed himself (o the consideration of the

faults supposed to exist in the cable, and the probabilities as to how they were
produced. On the latter head he agreed with the opinions already mooted, that

in some rapid shoaling of the cable, about 270 miles from the shoves of New-
foundland, an abrasion had been caused by the sharp rocks of the submarine
plateau piercing the protecting coats, and laving bare the electric wires. In
connection with the subject of telegraphs, Dr Macadam exhibited an instrument
recently invented, termed the " telegram carrier, "the use of whichhe explained

as follows :— Messages were constantly arriving in London from distant parts,

and in foreign languages, to various destinations about London. These had to

be written out at the head-office, and transmitted to the receivers by messen-
gers, as the telegraph company could not afford to keep clerks at the under-
stations who hud a correct knowledge of different languages. To remedy this

inconvenience, the "carrier" was invented. It consisted of a heavy tube

wadded at one end, and the message being inserted within it at the head-office,

it was placed in a leaden pipe laid down between the sub station and the central

establishment, and u shot " to the former by air-pressure. Leaden pipes of this

description were already laid down in connection with two sub-stations in Lon-
don, where the system was in operation. The "bullet,' before being placed in

the "telegraph gun," was well greased, and the end nearest the central office,

immediately on the air discharge, expand' d, thus allowing no passage for the

escape of the propelling medium. Powerful engines of two cylinders, and each
five feet in diameter, were used to propel these subterranean messages. He
said lie was informed that some fifty females were employed in the head-office

in London telegraphing foreign messages, all of them being versed in different

modern tongues. Their wages averaged from 10?. to 20s. per week.
Mr. Bow then offered a few remarks upon the paying-out of telegraphic cables

in deep water, and the great danger of breakage from the pitching of the vessel.

Various inveiitinns, some patented, had been brought forward with the view of
equalising the strain, but, at best, they could only do away with a portion of the
evil, and offered in themselves sources of accident. It appeared to Mr Bow
that a radii al error had been committed in paving out the cable over the stern
of the vessel, where the effi ot of the pitching was so great. It should, in his

opinion, have been passed downwards through the bottom of the ship near the

keel amidships. Of course, to effect this, a well would require to be built in

the vessel, with walls rising a few feet higher than the sea surface level, and
fitted with proper guiding rollers. This erection need not offer any great
obstruction to the stowin- of ihe cable. Mr Bow said, however, that he only
considered this suggestion as possibly possessing some value in relation to cable's

of great specific gravity, stub as those that had up to that time been used for

submarine telegraphing.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

November 23, 1858.

" On the successful working, by locomotive power, over gradients of 1 in 17,
and curves of 300 feet radius, on inclines in America," by Mr. T. S. Isaacs.

November 30, 1858.

Discussion on Mr. Isaac's paper.

December 8, 1858.

" On a breakwater at the port of Blyth, and on c rtain implements in break-
waters, applicable to harbours of refuge," by Mr. M. Scott.

December 14, 1858.

This was the annual general meeting, when the report of the council was
read. This report furnished a rapid sketch of the chief engineering works of
the past session, and ended with the gratifying announcement that the financial
position of the institution was most flourishing.

CHEMICAL SOCIETY.

November -i, 1858.

Dr. Hofmann gave an account of some new ureas that he had recently pro-
duced, in which half the nitrogen was replaced by phosphorus, the whole of the
hydrogen by ethylic radical, and the carbonic oxide by carbonic sulphide. The
new ureas were interesting also from their property of uniting eiirectly with
chloride and bromide of ethyl.

November 18, 1858.

"On the analysis of the water of a spring at Billingborougb, Lincolnshire,''

by Mr. Kynaston.
The water contained 27-7 grains of saline matter per gallon, including 2*1

grains of carbonate of soda, and 0'G grain of combined potassa.

Dr. Hofmann, on the part of Prof. Fritzsehe, exhibit d some crystalline com-
pounds of nitro-picric aciel with benzine, napthaline, and other hydro-carbons.

"On bibrom-acetic acid," by Me-ssrs. Pcrkin and Duppa.

December 2, 1858.

" On the analysis of the water of Holywell, North Wales," by Mr. J. Barratt.
" On the relations of the atomic weights of the elements," by Mr. J. Merci r.

The author showed how the atomic weights of elements belonging to the

same natural group might be rendered comparable with those of homologous
hydrocarbons of the ethyl series. He also adverted to the parallelism in the

atomic weights of the chlorine and nitrogen families.
" On a new double salt of iodide and nitrate of silver," by Dr. Hofmann.
" On the detection of alum in bread," by Mr J. Horslcy.

MONTHLY NOTES.

LAW RETORTS OP PATENT CASES.

Sewing Machines: Fisher v. Gibbons.—An application, with a view to

obtain a prolongation of the term of this patent, was made to the Judicial Com-
mittee of the Privy Council on the 29th ult. The Lords present were Lord
Kingsdown, the Lord Justice Knight Bruce, Dr. Lushington, and Sir Lawrence
Peel. The patent bore dale December 7th, 184:4, and was granted to Mr.
John Fisher, and Mr. James Gibbons, for "improvements in the manufacture
of figured or ornamental lace, or net, or other fabrics; " the specification may
be relerred to at page 30 of our present volume. The application was maele on
behalf of Mr. John Fisher, under the following circumstances:—From the

statement in the petition it appeared that at the date of the patent Mr. John
Fisher was a minor, and not being possessed of capital anel means of his own,
which would enable him to bring the invention into public use without assist-

ance, he agreed to assign the patent to his uncle, Mr. James Fisher, a lace

manufacturer in very large business in Nottingham, who undertook to incur

the expense which would be necessary for making the invention practically

useful. Accoidingly, by an indenture, dated September 28th, 1846, the patent
was assigned to Mr. James Fisher for a small consideration ; and at the same
time Mr. Gibbons, whose part in the invention appeared to have been slight,

relinquished all his interest in the patent.
The petition further stated that Mr. James Fisher expended a considerable

sum in the construction of machinery, according to the invention, for the pur-

pose of bringing the same into operation; but that the difficulties in the way
of inducing the public to adopt it were very great, and that he was unable to

secure the public adoption of any part of it.

Mr. James Fisher died in 1849, and the beneficial interest in the patent
devolved to his sons ; but they made no effort to bring the invention into notice,

nor could Mr. John Fithcr prevail upon the executors of Mr. James -isher
(although he applied to them several times), to expend any money upon it.

Since the death of Mr. James Fisher, the patent was assigned to Mr. John
Fisher for a nominal con.-ideration ; and he, being now the sole owner of it,

made the present application.

In support of the petition it was urged that the description of the mach'ne,
contained in the specification of the patent, cornpriseel not merely a machine
for ornamenting lace, but also a sewing machine; and that the sewing was efifecied

by the combined use of two threads, in a manner which has been the foundation

of all the sewing machines which have been subsequently invented. It was
also stated that, however meritorious the invention might be as a sewing ma-
chine, it could not have been, until very lately, brought into use, for thai thi re

was a great prejudice in the public mind against the use of sewing machines until

the Crimean war, when the sudden demand for large quantities of clothing, to

be manufactured in a short time, brought them at once into common operation.

Several witnesses were examined on behalf of the petitioner, who spoke to

the merit of the invention, amongst whom were Mr. Fothergill, Mr. W. Fair-

bairn, Sir Peter Fairbairn, and Mr. W. Smith. The petitioner himself was also

examined. From his statements it appeared that Mr. James Fisher had not
expended more- than £1400 upon the construction of machines according to

th • invention, and that no complete machine was ever n.ade until quite re-

cently, although one of the witnesses sta'ed that the invention was applicable

to the manufacture of a particular kind of lace which had been in fashion for

the la>t ten years.

Mr. Knowles, Q. C, and Mr. Hindmarch (instructed by Messrs. Hodgson and
Bur: on), supported the application, which was opposed by Mr. Bovill, <.J. C,
and Mr. Webster (instructed by Messrs. Wilson and Bristow), on behalf of Mr.
Thomas, the patentee of a sewing machine, and by Mr. Lawson (instructed by
Mr. John Henry Juhnson), on behalf of the Grover and Baker, and other
American sewing-machine companies, and Mr. H. C. Barloot, the lessee of

Bernard's Patent Maehine Boot and Shoe Company (Limited).

At the close of the examination of the petitioner's witnesses, their lordships,

without calling upon the counsel for the oppo.-Uion, delivered judgment ; and
after observing that although the evidence seemed to show that the invention

possessed great merit, still it was unlikely that if it hael been capable of being
< made practically useful, a person carrying on so large a business as Mr. James
Fisher, would not have been able to secure its aeloption by the public ; and
after remarking that it might possibly have made a difference in their opinion,
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fciti im r ha 1 come before them in his character of the original patentee,

iostea 1 of in that of the assignee of an assigner, stated that they had resolved

to recommend b r Majesty to refuse the application, but without costs. This

decision avoided the necessity of calling witnesses for the opposition, amongst
whom we noticed in att ndanceMr. Charles May, F.R.S., Mr. Bramwell, Mr.
Thomas. Mr. Barfoot, and many others.

- Fish-Joists " for Railways : Harwood astd Others v. the Great
Northern Railway Company.—The plaintiffs in this case were the executors

of the late Charles Heard Wild, and they sued the Great Northern Railway
Company to recover damages for infringement of a patent which bad been

to Mr. Wild, in the year 1353, for " improvements in fishes and fish-

joints for connecting the rails of railways." The patent had become the pro

petty of the "Permanent Way Association," a body of gentlemen consisting of

engineers, who brought their inventions into a common stock, and, as in the

present case, combined their resources and influence to prevent their being
infringed. It appe ired it had been found advantageous to atta:h pieces of iron

to each side of the rail, by means of bolts and nuts, and that such pieces of iron

were called "fishes." The. word was said to be derive 1 from the French
ajjicJies, and the " fishes " so called were used to attach the ends of the rails

securely to one another. They were attached 1o the rails by means of bolts,

i ihe " fishes " and rail, the bolts having a square head at

on- enl. and being secured at the other end by a nut screwed on to the end of

the bolt. In screwing on these nuts it was found that the bolt wo ild turn
round, the bolt being round, and passing through the "fishes" and rail by a

round hole. In order to obviate this inconvenience of the bolt turning round,

and also to make the fastening tighter and more secure, Mr Wide hal recourse

to the method which formed the chief feature in his patent, and which was now
in ] i t'on. He stated his invention ihus .

—" My invention consists in forming
?. recess or groove in one or both sides of each fish, so as to reduce the quantity

of metal at that parr, and to be adapted to receive the square heads of the bolt?,

which are thus prevented from turning round when the nuts are being screwed
on." A great many scientific witnesses of eminence were examined to show

is method of forming "fishes " with a groove to prevent the bolt from
i .: r:>;n] when being screwed was entirely new, and also exceedingly

- it made the fastening more firm and secure than the

!] revionsly in use. It was shown th.-.t between 30,000 and 40,000 of
l~hrs " hal b en used by the defendants upon their line, which, it was

c mien leJ, w; s abnnlanr proof of the utility of the invention. The de"e c
a .; what the plaintiffs caKed the inven ion of Mr. Wild was no inven ioi

at all, bat merely the application to " fishes " for rails of a will-known and
contrivance for preventing bolts from turning round when be n.r

s_rewed. Several witnesses were examined for the defendants, who stated that
^n_e hal Ion/ been in use in vario is kinds of machinery, and they

:el various models and pieces of machinery in illustration of their evi-

I 30 showed that "fishes"' of a simil ir cl aracter, with g oo.'es

for the heads of the bolts to prevent their turning round when being screwed,
had been employed to fasten pieces of timber together in the construction of

-=. The witnesses stated that the " fishes " on ihe^e bridges were of the

same kind exactly with those which Mr. Wild had patented, and they said

i" I see no diT.rence whatever, except that the one kind was applied to

the join:s of timber, and the other to 1 he joints of iron rails.

Lord Campbell said the question was one of fact for ihe determination of the
jury. The first question would be, whether Wild's process was new, or had

i known before, and applied to other substances; and, secondly, whether
re was any invention in the method in which Wild app'ied it to iron rails.

His lord 'hip observed that if the process was known before, as applied to other
, such as timber, but th re was invention in applying it to iron rails,

it would be the subject of a patent; but if the process was generally known
before, and Wild had done no more than apply to iron rails what had
previously been applied to timber, without any invention in the manner of
adapting the oil process to the new subsance, it would not be the subject

of a patent. His lordship illustrated the point by referring to the decision of

ourt in the recent care of " Brook v. Aston," 27 L. J. Q. B., 145, where
I been held that when a known process for giving a gloss to cotton and

linen was applied, without any invention, to giving a gloss to wool and hair, it

was not the subject of a j atent, though it would have been so if there had been
invention in the adaptation. His lordship cautioned the jury against being
prejudiced by the fact alluded to by counsel, that the plaintiffs were substan-

tbe Permanent Way Association. At the same time, he thought it was
r an alarming fact th t engineers should take out patents and throw them

into a common stock, and. when one of their patents happened to be infringed,

ti >n should be brought for their common benefit, and be supported on the
ids by the associa! ion, and opposed on the other by its opponents.

The jury then retired to consider their verdict, and, on their return into

court, found generally for the plaintiffs.

At the request of counsel, the jury were asked to find the two questions
It was then discovered that they had not understood his lordship's

; 1 had found for the plaintiffs merely because Wild was the first

who a " fishes " to rails on railways.

Campbell again explained to them that, before they could find for the
>me to the conclusion that there was invention in the

.' be old process new substance.
The jury ultimately found for the defendants.

Isdia-Rubber Goods : W\RSZ v. MocSBS.—This was a motion on behalf of

i
fs, -a ho carry on the business of manufacturing and selling india-

.

-.. for an injunction to restrain the defendants from selling
-

r other articles under the nam • of " sincalor, ' and from using
that name in reference to any goods manufactured or sold by Ibem, and not of
the p I i

'
< ober, 1856, ihe plaintiffs discovered a new

p.-o;e^- of curing india-rubber waterproof fabrics, which had the etfect of

entirely remedying the defects which had existed in the former modes employed.
The goods manufactured under this new process were distinguished by
the name of " Sincalor," which was intended to express the nature of the pro-

cess as being conducted without the application of heat. The defendants, who
are manufacturers of india-rubber goods at Bow, had sold goods not manufactured
by the plaintiffs at a lower price, and, as was alleged, of an inferior quality,

under this name of " Sincalor," the exclusive property in which was claimed by
the plaintiffs. It was not suggested that the "Sincalor" goods sold by the

defendants bore anything more ban a general resemblance to those manufactured
by the plaintiffs, the bill being filed, and the present motion made to restrain the

defendants from the use of the name " Sincalor."

In support of (he motion, it wascontended that the plaintiffs had acquired the

right to the exclusive use of this name ; that goods of their manufacture were
known by that name, under which they had acquired a reputation; and that

the right to a name invented for the express purpose of distinguishing goods of

a particular manufacture was as much entitled to protection as a trade mark.
The Vice-Chancellor, af er observing that the bill stated the case most fairly

and tenperat ly, and was not overloaded with charges of fraud, intent to

deceive, &c, said that the motion must be refused. The plaintiffs had invented
a new process, to which they gave the n;me " Sincalor," but they had not taken
out a patent to protect their invention. It was stated in the bill that goods
manufactured under this process were found very useful, and met with a large

sale, and that they had been and were generally known in the trade by the name
"Sincalor." It was not stated, however, that all goods called "Sincalor"
were supposed to be manufactured by the plaintiffs and them only. Every one
was entitled to manufacture goods under this process which had been given to

the world by the plaintiffs. The public found that an extremely useful article

was made by a process not patented, and which was called " Sincalor." They
alopted the process, and used the name, nor could that use be prevented. It

was not as if the defendants had been propounding an article, and by their

representations induced the public to believe that it was of the plaintiffs' manu-
facture. No such case was averred. The plaindffs expressly disclaimed any
suggestion that th -re had been an imitation of the trade marks or tickets aifixed

to the goods manufactured bjr them. The case was simply that of the use of a

valuable process, for which the public were grea'ly indebted to the plaintiffs,

and the adoption of the name given by the plaintiffs to that process. The de-

fendants had a perfect right to avail themselves of the invention, and themotion
for an injunction must be refused. Costs to be costs in the cause.

Steel Pe.\.^ : Myers and Others v. Baker and Others.—In this case both

parties were steel-pen manufacturers at Birmingham, and the action was brought

to recover penalties for the imitation of a patent pen made by the plaintiffs. At
the trial before the Lord Chief Justice of the Common Pleas, at Warwick, as

reported by us in Oclober last, his lordship left it to the jury whether there

was an imitation, and if so, whether it was done with the intention of imitating

the plaintiffs' patent. The jury found for the defendents generally.

A rule was afterwards obtained for a new trial, on the ground of misdirection,

it being contended that the learned Chief Justice should have told the jury that

the offence was established on proof being given that the article manufactured
by the defendants bore the word "patent."

Counsel now showed cause against the rule, contending that under the 5th

and 6ih William IV., cap. 83, sec. 7, intention was a material part of the offence,

and if a man were innocent, it surely could not be intended that the defendanls

should pay a penalty of £50 on each pen in the 10,000 gross which they had
manufactured on the plaintiffs' order.

Mr. Baron Bramwell said, that if the penalties named by the learned counsel

were enforced they would amount to about £7,000,000.

The Chief Baron supposed the declaration did not claim that amount.
Counsel then contended that there had been no intention to imitate, and that

was the essence of the offence ; and that, in construing this Jiighly penal

statute, the court would hold that the finding of the jury was right. On the

other side, it was contended that it was one of the protections to the public that

the manufacturers should not send- out as patented articles, things which were
not patented, and that the use of the word showed the intention.

The Lord Chief Baron said he was of opinion that the rule must be discharged.

He was disposed altogether to reject the notion that in construing a penal

statute—and one reading created a penalty, and the other did not—they should

read it so as not to create a penalty. The object was to read it according to its

true meaning with whatever lights might be thrown on it. In this case the

jury ignored the intention to defraud, ar.d thought that the defendants had
acted with perfect bona fides. There must be an intention before a person could

be liable to penalties. The rule, therefore, must be discharged.

Rule discharged accordingly.

Their lordships also delivered judgment on a demurrer to a plea, which
alleged that the plaintiffs' manufacture was not a new manufacture.

The court was of opinion that the plea was bad. *

Judgment for the plaintiffs.

Printed Zebra Fabrics: Macnee and Others v. >:immo.—The pertinacity

with which the defendant has prosecuted his infringement of the plaintifiV

patent is very surprising to those who know what usually results from such

appro] triat ion of the property of another.

Upon a former occasion, as we have already noticed,* an issue had been

directed for trial at the Liverpool assizes as to whether the defendant, who was
also a patentee of a similar invention, had infringed the plaintiffs' patent.

Upon the trial the jury found that there had been a colourable infringement.

The defendant moved for a new trial, but on the 23rd of April last the Court

of Queen's B< nch refused the motion. On the 8th of May an injunction

was granted by this court. The defendant had applied for the grant of

* Practical JTecka/iic's Journal for May last.
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a fresh patent. A caveat was entered against the application on behalf of the

plaintiffs, but the fresh patent was granted. The defendant proposed to the

plaintiffs an arrangement by which the patents might be worked in conjunction,

but the plaintiffs declined to accede to the proposal. In September last they
discovered that the defendant was working under his new patent, so as, in their

opinion, to be no less infringing the patent of the plaintiffs than he had been
formerly. Under these circumstances the plaintiffs now moved for an injunc-

tion to restrain the defendant, and to commit him for the broach of the former
injunction.

The Vice-Chancellor, without calling for a reply, said, that as to some of the

"exhibits" the defendant had been plainly and manifestly infringing the

plaintiffs' patent. If he could devise any suostantial improvement for the pro-

duction of the zebra pattern, he was of course at liberty to do so ; but, in truth,

he was compelled to make his fabric less rather than more like. His Honour,
after an examination of the exhibits produced in court, observed that the con-

tinual acts of the defendant in infringement of the plaintiffs' patent were much
to be regretted. There must be an injunction against him.

The plaintiffs, with what is certainly magnanimous leniency, did not press

for an actual committal of the defendant.

Brufp v. Marshall and Others.—Mr. M. Smith, Q.C., Mr. Hindmarch
and Mr Macrory, instructed by Mr. Benham and Mr. J. Henry Johnson, (he

joint solicitors to the Railway Axle-box Company, were for the plaintiff; Mr.
Grove, Q.C, and Mr. Webster, were for the defendants. Mr. Macrory having
opened the pleadings, it appeared, from the statement of Mr. M. Smith, that

this action was brought to recover damages for the alleged infringement by the

defendants of two patents vested in the Axle-box Company, of which the

plaintiff is trustee, one granted to W. J. Normanville in 1848, and the other to

H. Vigurs in 1851. The defendants, who are manufacturers at Birmingham,
were working under a patent taken out by a Mr Miller in 1855. There had
been proceedings in Chancery relative to these patents, and this action had also

been brought ; but it had now been agreed that all litigation should cease upon
the terms that the defendants render accounts under the Chancery proceedings,

submit to a verdict in this action, admit the validity of the patents of Norman-
ville and Vigurs, the plaintiff admitting the validity of the patent of Mr. Miller.

It seems that Mr Miller's patent is a patent for improvements of the patents of

Normanville and Vigurs, and therefore cannot be used without the licence of

the owners of those patents as long as they are in force. A verdict for the

plaintiff, with 10s. damages, and the usual certificate, was then taken by consent.

Mantilla Shawls: Norton v. Nicholls ani> Others.—This was an action

for the infringement of a design of a shawl registered by Mr. Joseph Norton,
of Clayton West, near Hudderstuld, as the "mantilla shawl." The defendants,
Messrs. Nicholls, Gow, and Morris, of Glasgow, denied that the article manu-
factured by them was any infringement, and alleged that there was no novelty

in the design of the plaintiff. After a lrng tria1

, counsel upon both sides agreed
to the facts—that Norton's mantilla shawl was a new combination of old ingre-

dients, and that, with the exception of a difference in the pattern of the border,

defendants' shawl was identica ly the same. Verdict for the plaintiff, with leave

to the defendants to move the full court on points of law.

Sluice Valves : D avies v. Brown and May.—This action was brought t^

recover compensation from the defendants, millwrights andengineeis at Devizes,

for the services of the plaintiff in inventing and perfecting a sluice valve recently
patented by tlum, and engraved by us at p. 110 Practical Mechanic's Journal
for July last. The plaintiff was in the employ of the defendants in 1857-8,

at wages of 36s. per week, and during that period submitted several designs for

improvements in sluice valves. The questions in dispute were, whether a ma-
terial part of the defendants' patent had been invented and communicated to

the defendants by the plaintiff, or was the invention of Mr. May, one of the

defendants
1

firm; and secondly, whether there had been an agreement by the

defendants to compensate the plaintiff for the communication, or merely to make
him a handsome gratuity on the success of the patent being established.

Witnesses were called on both sides. Mr. Justice Crompton, in summing up,

said that he regretted, for the sake of the public, that they were able only to

get through one cause like this a day, in which there were six witnesses and
four speeches. The jury returned a verdict for the plaintiff for £10.

Design for Woven Goods: Brown and Others v Dewhibst. —
This action was brought to recover damages for an alleged piracy of a design
applied to woven fabrics, by printing thereon a colour, at equal intervals, in the

form of bricks, of which design the plaintiffs claimed to be the registered pro-

prietors, in contravention of the < Copyright Designs Act, 5th and 6th Victoria,

cap. 100, and 21st and 22d Victoria, cap. 70, see. 10. The defendants pleaded

—

First, that they were "not guilty;" second, that the plaintiffs were not pro-

prietors ; third, that the design was not new ; fourih, that the design was
published before registration; fifth, that the plaintiffs were not registered

as proprietors. The plaintiffs put in evidence the certificate of registration,

and letters of the defendants containing admissions of the defendants having
printed similar designs to the plaintiffs'. They also called as a witness Mr. W.
Ingham, who had been manager in the plaintiffs' stuff department for the last

four years, and he proved that he was the inventor of the design registered by
the plaintiffs, and that he had not seen the design anywdiere before. He also

proved the injurious effect produced on the sale of plaintiffs' goods printed with
the design, in consequence of the alleged piracies, and thus making the design
common; but the point mainly insisted on by the defendants was, that the

design was not new, and in support thereof they called several witnesses, who
proved that they had made dies and printed the same designs, or varieties

thereof, so long since as twenty years, patterns of which were produced in

court. No imputations whatever were cast on Mr. Ingham or the plaintiffs,

who, boiii'i jich, believed that the design was new. After hearing the evidence
on the part of the defendants, the jury, under the direction of his lordship, at

once found a verdict for the defendants on the third and fourth issues, denying
the noveltv of the design.

5CARINE SttlUOllANDA.

The screw steamer Omco\ birift by Me6BTB. Andrew Leslie and Co., of
Hebburn Quay, Newcastle, for the Australian trade, and fitted with auxiliary
engines and! boUers, by Messrs, R, Morrison and Co., of the Ousebum Engine
Works, Newcastle, seems to have proved most successful in practice. The
Omeo is 220- feet lorag } 30- feet & inches beam; and IS feet 6 inches deep.
She is full rigged as a clipper ship. Her lower masts are v& iroi , to (3 bi En

tubular, ihe smoke i* conducted into them from thv <:abm and ether fives, BO R9
to get it clear away. They also serve for keeping up an. efficient ilegree of
ventilation- The angiaes and boilers, winch are on Mr. R. Morri60>n'B paten-
ted principle, as illustrated in our plate 218, Practical i$echa/nit?& Journal for

December last, are of .LOO- hprse nominal power, and they occupy a space of
but feet athwast sbipj by 9* feet £ indies fore and aft, including a donkey
engine. The bsilem take- up- a ba?e 1 L feet inches sr/nare. During the trial,

of which we have a reooctl with steam cylinder diagrams before us. the steam
pressure was 55- lbs., expanded down so as to enter the condenser at 6 lbs.

below atmospheric pressure. H^r draught was 13 feet, even keel; speed, L>

knots per hour; engines working up l£> 428 effective horses' power. The con-
sumption of coal was at the Bate of 2:2 lbs., pe-r horse power per hour, the
engines exerting G>57 horses' power per square foot of grate surface. This
result is very creditable to- Mr. Morrison.

Mr. G. W. Jaffrcy, of the firm- of Messrs, Richardson, of Hartlepool, whose
excellent three-cylinder inverted engines we lately engraved, sends us the
following tabular statement of the doings of the screw steamer Client) £h*ja, the

engines of which are the production of the Hartlepool Works. Abstract of

log from Hartlepool to* Southampton :— Diameter of cylinders', 34? inches;

length of stroke, 22 inches ;. revolutions per minute, SO; speed of piston, 2&3

;

pressure, 16 lbs. ; vacuum r 14? lbs. r effective pressure, 24 lbs. - indicated horse
power, 38G ; consumption of fuel in 24 hours, 8 tons= 74G lbs. per hour; con-
sumption of fuel per horse power, 1*04. Abstract of log from Southampton to

Singapore:—Revolutions per" minute, 75 *: speed of piston, 275; pressure, 12
lbs. ; vacuum, 14 lbs. ; effective pressure, 22 lbs. - indicated horse power, 332

;,

consumption of fuel in 24 boars,. 7 tons l&cwt»= fl28 Has- per hour ~
v consump-

tion of fuel per horse power per hour, 2-18.

The following table of the Atalantd's work shows still better results. The
engines are the same as those of the Chow Pfiya:—Diameter of cylinders, 34
inches; length of stroke, 22 inches;, revolutions per minute, 80; speed of
piston, 293 feet

;
pressure, 20 His. r. vacuum, 12 lbs. ; effective pressure, 25 lbs.

;

indicated horse power, 402; consumption of fuel per hour, 6 cwt._= G72 lbs.
;.

consumption of fuel per horse power per hour = 1 67, These are simple
inverted cylinder direct action engines with good large boilers. We agree with
Mr. Jaffrey that there is nothing like good" boiler room. Small boilers are
a profound mistake. In the Atafunfa's case, she ran from Hartlepool to>

Whitby, 30 nautical miles, in 2 hours and" 40 minutes, in a strong h.ead wind.
She was in ballast trim, and thip rigged', with all her yards square across.

Returning, she ran 11 knots of the reel, the pressure of steam in the boiler
being 23 lbs., and it could hardly be kept lower without opening the tire doors.

In reference to our remark of last month,, as to the alleged univevsal pro-
duction of smoke in marine furnaces burning north^country coal, Mr. Jalfrey
tells us that he has fully succeeded in preventing the discharge of smoke, even
when using this coal, as well in the Atalanta as in two other ships. Since the
18th ot September last, the screw steamer Countess of DuiTuum has run regu-
larly from Sunderland to London and back without producing any smoke. She
has been fitted with new boilers, but is worked by the same- engineers and fire-

men as formerly. We are certainly delighted to- hear of this great success,,

and wish the Thames and the Clyde had the benefit of it.

Mr Scott Russell has just completed ai.d started
1

a paddle steam yacht, the
Cleopatra, ps a pleasure vessel for II Hami Pacha, the son of the late Viceroy
of Egypt. She is 202 feet long, 21 feet broad, and 10\ feet deep,, and has

accomplished the high rate of seventeen miles an hour* Hen ngines are of the
three-cylinder class, called "Scott Russell's Patent f" but Mr Russell must
have committed an error here, as this form of engine was patented in 1855 by
tbe late Mr. Baxter, at that time connected with the establishment of Mr.
M'Naught, of Manchester, as noticed in the Practical Mechanic's Journal
(part 97 for April, 1856). Three cylinders—one central vertieal one, and two-

side horizontal ones, all oscillators—are combined in one solid frame to work
on a single crank pin—in feet, the arrangement is precisely the same as 1 hat
engraved by us at p. 9, vol. is, of this Journal. The engines—nominally of 150
horse-power—work up to 000 horses, with a consumption of 21 cwt. of coal per
hour, or something less than 2£ lbs. per horse-power per hour.

The Peninsular and Oriental Company seems still to prosper. The dividend

for the past half-year is 3J per cent., with an additional payment of I per cent.,

and 2 per cent, on tbe underwriting account. The net profits on revenue
account for the twelve months ending the 30th of September have been

£182,508, of which £20,508 was carried to tbe insurance fund. The total paid-

up share capital of tbe company is £1,700,000 besides debentures for £280,200,
while the valuation of assets amounts to £2,303,975, shewing a surplus

of £323,775. The underwriting account, after di ducting £52.746 for the steam-

ship Ava, has resulted in a profit of £46,526, of which £34,000 is to be divided

as above mentioned in tbe shape of a 2 per cent, payment to the proprietors*

and £12.526 is to be carried to the guarantee insurance fund, which will then

reach £323,724. Six new vessels are about to be added to the company's fleet,

one of which, called tbe Union, is to perform a mail service between Reunion
and Mauritius, for which the company have undertaken a contract with the

French Government. The Colombo, a screw vessel of 1864 tons, is being
lengthened thirty feet amidships, the similar treatment of the Candia having

been followed by excellent results. Four screw steamships, of 650 tuns burden
each, have just been purchased by the directors from a French company, for
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whom they were built for Transatlantic service. Three of the vessels are now
; at Havre and one at Brest. Their present names are the Alma, the

the Barcelona* and the Cadi..
» ist shows what the fleet now really is:—Alexandria Line :

—

Peru s r -
. _ H4 tons, 450 boise-power ; Ceylon (screw), 2,021 do., 450 do.

;

Iiidm pavldlewheell. 1.950 do., 45Q do.; Ripon (paddlewheel), 1,925 do., 450

do.: Stdi.m screw), 1,124 do., 210 do. Peninsular Line:

—

Tagus (paddle-

wheel), 782 do-, 28 I do.-; Alhambra (screw), 642 do., 140 do. Marseilles and

Alexandria Line;

—

Euxtne (paddlewheel), 1,165 do., 400 do.; Vectis (paddle-

. 76c do., 400 do.; Panther [chartered paddlewheel), 701 do., 320 do.

ttta and Suez Line ;—££mHa (screw;, 2,440 do., 630 do,; Bengal (screw),

2 • 3 do,, 500 do-t; Alma (screw), 2,164 do., 450 do. ; Nubia (screw) 2,095 do.,

:.. : Nemegii (screw), 2,018 da, 600 do.; Candia (screw) 1,982 do., 450

do. : Bentinck paddlewheel), 1,1*74 do-, 520 da ; Hindostan (paddlewheel) 2,017

520 do.; Oriental (paddlewheel}, 1,787 do., 500 do. JBcmbay and China
and Bombav and Suez Lines:

—

Ganges (paddlewheel), 1,190 do., 500 do.;

Cadiz screw, blii do,, 220 do.; Noma (screw), 969 do., 230 do.; Ottawa
. 1,274 do., 200 do. : Malabar (screw), 9L6 do., 200 'do. ; Aden (screw),

842 c .. ~2i • do.-; Singapore (paddlewheel), 1,190 do., 500 do. ; Madras (screw),

1,185 do.. 280 da; Bombay (screw), 1.1S6 da, 280 do.; Pelcin (paddlewheel),

1,182 da. 430 do. ; FoUtnger (paddlewheel), 1350 do., 450 do. Hong Kong and
_hai and Hong Kong and Manilla Lines:

—

Ckusajt (screw), 699 do., 100
"

.: s ~ kai (screw), 546 do., 100 do.; Formosa (screw). 675 do., 155 do.;

Lady Mary Wood fpaddlewheel), 553 do., 260 da; Canton (paddlewheel), 348
: Rajah (screw), 533 do., SO do.; Manilla (screw), 646 do., GO do.

ritzos Line:

—

Azof (screw), 700 da, LS0 do ; Granada (screw), 561 do.,

160 do. China Station :

—

Sir Jamsetjee Jeejebhoy (paddlewheel), 126 do., 30
Ships 4>n their wav to India and Australia :

—

Malta {screw), 1,942 do., 500
screw), 1,491 do., 400 do. ; Sahelte (screw), 1,491 do., 400 do.

;

- ^
. 1,330 do., 400 do.: Emeu (screw), 1,538 do., 300 do.;

Mas'tgon (paddlewheel, steam tug, Bombay). 86 da, 45 do. Ships just

purchased:

—

Alma, about 1.650 do_, 350 da; Conyptoise, about 1,650 do., 350
do. ; Barcelona, about 1,650 do., 350 do. ; Cadiz, about 1,650 do., 350 do. Ships
building and under alteration:

—

Colombo (screw), 1864 do., 450 do.; Valetta
fpaddlewheei: . 769 do., 260 do.; Jeddo (screw), o. m., 1,800 do., 450 do.;
Napa* . m., 1000 do., 200 da , Union 'crew), 341 da, 60 do. ; Delta

whe . o. m., 1,877 do., 400 d >. ; Mosntia (paddlewheel), o m., 1,877
do.. 400. Transport, store, and coal ships :

—

Haddington, 1460 do. ; Precursor,

1,817 do. ; Zenobi-'. 9 10 do.; Fort- William, 1800 do.; Santa Anna, 1500 do.;

Ariadne, 900 do. Total, 81,615 tons, 18,610 horse power.

The At'entic Royal Mail Steam Company, working the Galway l
r ne, have

given :ontractto Messrs Palmer and A llport, of Newcastle, for three

rfnl express steamers, which are promised to beat anything afloat, and are,

in fast, guaranteed a minimum speed of twenty statute miles an hour.

The "Great Ship Company" has at List been organised. The Great
Eastern, complete, cost her promoters £640,000. She is to be handed over to

the new firm at the priceof£160,000. The estimate for finishingand equipping
her for sea being £140,000, there will be a margin of £30,000 for working
capital.

The Oneida, screw-steamer, has just made the fastest passage from South-
ampton to Bombay on record. She ran the trip in 66 days. The Oneida was
built and fitted in Greenock, and, after many failures, she was overhauled and
fitted with new engines by Messrs A. and J. Inglis, of the Whitehall Foundry,
Glasgow, who have made a most capital job of the machinery. The engines
are of rhe three-cylinder class, like those made by Mr Jaflrey at Hartlepool, and
recently engraved in our pages.

The following, from the New Yuri- Herald, deserves reprinting here as an
example of what is being said of us elsewhere, in marine engineering affairs:

—

What first gave New York her supremacy as a maritime city was the establish-

ment of regular lines of packet ships, sailing on stated days to Liverpool, Lon-
don, and Havre. The obvious advantages of such an arrangement were so great
that passengers and shippers naturally gave the preference to ships that could

tied on to sail on a certain day; then the owners of these lines were care-

employ none but the most experienced captains, and their ships were as

irkabie for their great speed as for their luxurious accommodations and
their regularity of sailing. New York lines soon became proverbial all over the

th ir superiority, and New York became the great commercial en-

trepot of the New World. Lines of packets were established to all the princi

pa! ports, both of Europe and America, and New York ships became a marvel
for their speed, beauty, and safety- Almost the entire trade between Europe
and the United States was carried on in New York ships, and even Englishmen
always gave the preference to our ships in crossing the Atlantic. As the com-

ntry increased, our packets increased in size and number, and
the i shipbuilding grew to be one of the most important interests of
the city. So numerous had our packet ships become that the mere demand

:d by them for all the various branches of the mechanical arts necessary to

on was in itself sufficient to make New York the commercial
em\ orium of the New World. The first packet ships were not larger than 350
or 400 ton-, but they continued to increase in 3ize until they grew to the
enormous dimensions of 1,500 to 2,000 tons, Boston and Philadelphia strove

to emulate the packet system of New York, and Liverpool and London followed
her example, in establishing lines to the British colonies. But no other city

- ached New York in the number and magnificence of her splendid fleet of
Every year witnessed the addition of new ships surpassing all former
n naval construction. But these splendid successes were not to en-

re Tor ever. Bi led with jealousy our maritime
ment of Great Britain was appealed to lor aid in arrest-

not made in vain. The little, steamer Sirius, which
her appearance in our harbour 20 years ago, insignificantand unpromising as

the stranger appeared, was the harbinger of a change in our maritime affairs

which no one could then have anticipated. After the Sirius came other steamers,

entailing immense losses upon the proprietors; company after company was
organised, and their capital sunk; but still England persevered, for she was en-

gaged in a new contest for supremacy on the ocean. When one company dis-

appeared another came promptly forward to fill the gap, until perseverance was
crowned with success, and not only our own steamships but our boasted packets

were fairly beaten, where they had enjoyed 40 years of unvarying victory.

England has at last succeeded in driving nearly all our Atlantic steamships off

the ocean, and she now remains, as of old, the ruler of the seas. She has suc-

ceeded, too, in destroying the shipbuilding interest in this city. The last of the

Liverpool or London packets was the Neptune, which was built in 1855, and it

is not probable that another of her class will ever be built. In accomplishing
this work, England has gained a greater naval victory than she did at the Nile

or Trafalgar, and Britannia may again wave her trident in triumph. Our capi-

talists and shipownerswere not blind to theirinterests; they had the sagacity to see

that steam was destined to displace canvas on the ocean, and they entered bravely

upon the. work of competing with England for the supremacy of the Atlantic.

But the niggardly policy of our Government gave the advantage to our rival,

and, one by one, nearly all our noble steamers have been sacrificed. Our
Bremen steamships, our magnificent Collins steamers, and all but two of our
Havre steamers, have been compelled to withdraw, while new British lines have
beeii established, and the always successful Cunarders have been kept on their

way rejoicing. The shipbuilding business of New York has been transferred to

the Clyde and Mersey. Iron ships are built in Glasgow' to ply between New
York and Bremen ; between New York and Hamburg, New York and Galway,
New York and Glasgow', and New York and Liverpool ; while New York built

ships are lying idle at our docks. Now, we know very well that New York is

not alone in suffering from the serious depression of her shipping interests ; the

owners of sailing ships in Great Britain are making loud complaints that they
suffer severely from their ruinous competition with foreign navigation. We are

aware, too, that much of the present distress among the shipping interests, is

owing to the unhealthy stimulus which was given to shipbuilding by the Cali-

fornian and Australian excitements, and by the war in the Crimea, which created

so great a demand for transports, and the commercial revulsions of the last year.

But these are temporary causes which will in time be overcome. What New
York has to suffer from is the necessity of building an entirely new class of

vessels, for which no provision whatever is made. Iron steamships are, here-

after, to be ocean carriers, and we have not yet taken the first step towards
making preparation for their construction. Glasgow and Liverpool are so much
in advance of us in this respect that it would seem almost hopeless to attempt to

compete with them. But we do not despair. It is not in the nature of

Americans to acknowledge permanently any superiors, and we have entire faith

that when returning trade shall create a new demand for ships, the means will

be found to reinstate us in the position which for the time being we have lost.

The Royal Agricultural Society.—The condition of this society is shown
in the facts that it contains 79 life governors, 134 annual governors, 016 life

members, 4,076 annual members, and 18 honorary members; making a total of

5,223 members, or an increase of 77 names on the list since the last half yearly
meeting. The council have filled up the vacancy in their body, occasioned by
the decease of Mr. Paine, of Farnham, by the election of Mr. Thomas, of Lid-

linglon. The funded property of the society, in the name of the trustees, has
been raised by further investment to the amount of L. 10,000 stock in the new
three per cents. The council have adopted the following schedule of prizes for

essays and reports, to be sent to the secretary by the 1st of March next, viz. :

—

Results of microscopic observation applied to the vegetable physiology of agri-

culture, L.50; agriculture of the islands of Jersey, Guernsey, Alderney, and
Sark, L.25; steam cultivation, L.25 ; extent to which tillage operations act as

a substitute for manure, L.20 ; modification of four-course rotation consequent
upon modern improvements, L,20 ; varieties of wheat, barley, and oats, best

adapted for high farming, L.20 ; causes of the increasing difficulties of turnip

cultivation, and the remedies, L,20; comparative cost of high condition of land

produced by purchased cattle food, or by purchased manure, L.20; any other

agricultural subject, L.10, Lectures have been delivered before the members
by Professor Henfrey on vegetable physiology, and by Professor Simonds on
the composition of the blood, and the diseases with which that fluid is connected
in the animal economy. The Warwick meeting will open on the 11th July,

and even now extensive preparations have been made for it on the spot. The I

council have decided on the following prizes, to be offered in Ihe department of ',

implements at the Warwick meeting, viz, :—Class of ploughs, L.40; class of

harrows, L.20 ; class of cultivators, L.20 ; class of clod-crushets, L.10 ; class of

rollers, L.10; class of tile and brick machines, L.20 ; class of draining machines
and implements, L.20 ; special prize for the best application of steam power to the

cultivation of the soil, L.50. The triennial system for the trial of implements,

which commenced in 1855, at the Carlisle meeting, has terminated this year at

Chester: and it has, therefore, been necessary for the implement committee, at

the request of the council, to take into their deliberate consideration the

question of the renewal, discontinuance, or modification of that system. The
council have adopted the recommendation of the committee that, instead of

three years, the trials should in future he distributed over a period of four yearr,

the trials in the field and in the yard occurring every alternate year, such

special prizes, and medals for miscellaneous improvements, being also offered

each year as the council may determine. The following is the schedule of this

arrangement:—1, 1859—Ploughs, harrows, cultivators, clod-crushers, rollers,

tile and brick machines. 2, iSGO—Combined and other threshing machines,

chaff cutters, mills, oil-cake breakers. 3, 1861—Drills, manure distributors,

horse-hoes, hay machines, mowing machines, reaping machines, horse-rakes,

carts and waggons. 4, 1862—Fixed and portable steam engines, fixed and

portable finishing machines, hand-dressing machines, barley hummelers. They
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have also decided that, in future specifications of entry, " Ihe prices stated shall

1 e the prices of the respective articles of machinery entered for competition and
trial at the country meetings of the society, complete and in good working
order." All seems to bid fair for a great run of prosperity for this invaluable

association.

Mr. W, Cowper, M.P., on Education.—The education of o :r unper classes

is said to be the best in Europe, and its boas' is, that it has a large shire in pro-
ducing that character of the educated English gentleman of which we are so

proud; and no doubt it is ai excellent training of the mental faculties. But
try it by this t^st :—How much of what has b?en learned at schools and uni-

versities is found practically useful in after life, and what proportion of men
voluntarily continue when they are free the studies they submitted to as scholars,

or pursue the cultivation of their minds ? And it must be a vm tted that, though
comparatively good, this education is absolutely defective. The education given

in the middle-class and commercial schools is, generally speaking, as faulty, in

comparison with all other education, as i is bad in itself. It has great preten-

sion a:d show, without substance or solidity. There is no superintendence
whatever; there is no test of the capacity of the master, and no test of the suc-

cess of his teaching. The parents are left to judge after their own uninstructed
notions of the excellence of the school, and generally pay the most attention to

what is really of the least importance. They are apt to have the highest respect
for those schools in which the finest copper-plate hand is acquired, with oval
flourishes and pen and ink devices, and in which the boys arc p ashed on into al-

gebra and trigonometry before they have mastered ordinary arithmetic. Accord-
ingly, when a selection of about 1,200 of the best pupils were placed under the
Oxford examinations, half failed to pass the preliminary examination in English
and arithmetic. Many of these were proficient in Latin, and Greek, and mathe-
matics, but they had no accurate knowledge of their mother-tongue, and had not
even mastered the art of spelling. In the lower class schools the irre"Hilarity

and shortness of attendance hinder the results which would otherwise be obtained
from such admirable teaching. The children of the labouring classes see very
little of school after the age of 10. Their habits are so migratory that only 34
percent, are found in the sam" school formorethan two years; and of2,262,000
children between the ages of 3 and 15 who are not at school, 1,800,000 are
absent without any necessity or justification. i'ome learn nothing, and more
forget entirely all they have learned. The early impressions fade away, leaving
little traces upon their minds for want of renewal. The best education was that
which trains the faculties in the way they are to be used ; and special care should
be taken to direct the perceptive and reasoning faculties of the young towards
objects which may have increased interest for the adult. Political economy,
though it sounded difficult, is really an interesting subj 'ct for lessons; and what
was learned about the conditions of remunerative labour, and prbes, and til 3

value of commodities, would be remembered and reflected upon. ... I see
much to encourage us in the pursuit of our object. We are led by many of the
greatest minds, by many of the purest hearts. Duty can point to no higher
path, to no nobler task. We teach the knowledge how to live and how to die.

Our object is to enlarge the mind, to mature the judgment, to promote reason-
ing and forethought, to enforce self-control, to discipline the will, and to raise

men from crawling upon the earth to the joyous perception of the atmosphere of
moral and material beauty nround them. We wish to bring all to the enjoyment
of the vast inheritance of thought and feeling which has been handed down in

books for all mankind, and to counteract the allurements of sensual and degrading
pleasures by the superior attractions of imagination and knowledge. The im-
pediment of which we hear most is the religious difficulty, which certainly does
interfere with such a State system as would involve the establishment out of

local rates of comprehensive schools for all. This difficulty has not yet been
solved. I believe that the knot cannot be untied, but that it must be cut—cut
by the sword of secularism— -nt by removing religion altogether from the schools.

But religious teaching is no difficulty in the existing system. Various denomina-
tions meet in a voluntary or an endowed school, on terms which would not be
submitted to in a ratepayers' school. Religious teaching forms the strength of
the present plan. It supplies the mainspring, and it defines the circumference.
It extends the organisation and force of the church and the congregation to edu-
cation, and adds a congregational to its individual and national aspect. In a

national point of view, improved education is absolutely necessary. There is

no security for our country, for its institutions, its prosperity, its greatness, or
its safety,except in the good sense of the people. This quality of good sense is

happily not wanting, but, like other gifts from on high, it requires to be cul-

tivated. And, as we are the freest people under the sun—the freest in thought,
word, and deed—and as we have the reputation of being a practical and per-
severing people, we are bound, 1 conceive, not to rest satisfied until we are" also

the best educated nation of Europe.

Smoke Consumption at Sunderland.—The corporation of Sunderland
have commenced a crusade against the smoke nuisance in their borough. After
careful experimental inquiries, they have come to the following conclusions :

—

1. That in all cases, by careful tiring alone, the production of the dense black
smoke can be avoided, and the quantity of smoke of any kind materially reduced.
2. That with careful firing, combined wijh alterations of a simple and inexpen-
sive kind, [chiefly to regulate the admission and distribution of air) to ordinary
furnaces, the quantity of smoke produced can be reduced to a degree altogether
unobjectionable, and with considerable economy of fuel. 3. That by the adop-
tion of Juke's patent, which renders the supply of the furnace entirely indepen-
dent of the fireman, the most perfect results are obtained; and that the
additional expense incurred by its adoption is, in large works, ful'y returned hv
the diminished consumption of fuel and the economy of labour and expense in.

attending to the furnace. 4. That the consumption of smoke by ordinary river
steamboats and steamtngs is perfectly practicable by methods similar in prin-
ciple to those used for land furnaces. In consequence of these inquiries and
experiments, they have resolved forthwith to compel the manufacturers of the
town to consume their smoke, and are confident of success.

Flax Growing in India.—Why, in these days of deficient supply, should
not flax be grown in India? The deficiency of the supply from present sources
has been lately felt seriously, the quantity imported in the first ten months of
the past year having been only 51,17-4 tons as compared with 79,746 tons in

the corresponding months of the year before. The crop in Ireland has fluctuated
greatly during the last ten or twelve years. In 1816 the quantity produced
was 28,000 tons, but in 1848 it fell off to 13,466 tons. In 1853 it increased
to 43,874 tons, but in the present year it is little more than 21,000 tons. The
foreign supply has also fluctuated. In 1835 the quantity of Hax imported was
37,092 tons ; in the year following, 76,456 tons ; in 1837 upwards of 50,000
tons; in 1838, 81,314 tons. Nine years afterwards, in 1847, the total imports
were 52,604 tons; in 1850, 91,146 tons; in 1851, 59,709 tons; in 1857, up-
wards of 93,300 tons ; while this year it is not expected to exceed 60,000 tons.

The foreign countries from which the supply is principally derived are Russia
(which has sent us in the last ten months 41,181 tons), Holland, and Belgium.
These countries are themselves becoming large consumers of flax, and it is

even thought that in a few years they will be able to work up the greater
part of their own production. The Punjab is considered to be a capital district

for growing flax, and the product could be most conveniently snipped from
Kurrachee, whence vessels might certainly as well sail with flax as with useless
ballast. In 1857 rather more than £4,000,000 was paid for the 93,300 tons im-
ported, and when there is added the amount paid for linseed oil and oil-seed

cake, exclusive of that imported from the East Indies, the total is augmented
to £7,000,000, which, it is urged, might have been as well expended upon
Indian as upon Russian or Belgian produce. The formation of a Flax Supply
Association is suggested, on the same plan as that already existing for increas-

ing the supply of raw cotton.

American Mowing Machine.—Mr. Crook, of New Hope, Pennsylvania,
has proposed an improvement in that class of mowing machines in which the
cutler frame is hinged to the main frame, and the improvement consists in

securing the driver's seat to the cutter frame, and so far behind the centre of
vibration of the latter that the weight of the driver may act as a counterbalance,
or nearly so, to the cutting apparatus, and thus lessen its friction on the ground;
that the driver may, by simply changing the centre of gravity of his body, raise

the cutting apparatus from the ground, and allow it to fall again ; and that the
driver's hands may be at liberty for the proper management of his horses

during the operation of the machi ie. In our figure, a represents the main frame
of the mowing machine ; b the cutter frame jointed to the rear of the main
frame; e the main driving wheel; a castor for supporting the rear of the
main frame, and D the driver's seat. This is situated at such a distance behind
the point where the cutter frame is hinged to the main frame, that the driver

may by leaning backwards or forwards raise the cutter frame, so that it may be
free from any obstructions which may present themselves, and as easily a'low
it to fall by its own weight, and without the aid of the usual mechanical appli-

ances for effecting the same purpose.

London District Telegraph Company.—An undertaking is about to be

introduced, called the London District Telegraph Company, for the purpose of

providing the various localities in the immediate neighbourhood of the metro-
polis with the means of telegraphic communication. The required capital is

£60,000, and it is proposed to divide the city and suburbs into 11 districts, each
containing 100 stations, so as to insure that a despatch may be delivered in any
part in the course of a few minutes. Messages of ten words are proposed to be
sent for 4d. to any place within four miles of Charing-cross. The construction

so far as practicable will be by the inexpensive over-house system adopted in

Paris, "New-York, and Brussels, and lately in London, by Messrs. Waterlow and
Sons, as we noticed in our Journal for November last, under the head of " City
Telegraphs." It is to be hoped the results of the experiment will soon lead to

its being extended to all places within the London postal circuit.

Welsh and North of England Steam Coal.—Two engineers, one of

whom was engaged in making the recent experiments on north-country coals

as a steam fuel, are about to be dispatched by the Admiralty to Cardiff, in order

to test the value of the South Wales coals, and to. obtain materials for a com-
parison of their merits with those of the northern coals. The report of the

Admiralty engineers is nnd?rstood to relate chiefly to the possibility of con-

suming the smoke of the bituminous coals of the north of England, and to make
no reference to the relative merits of the two coals. The experiments at Cardiff

will embrace a wider field, and settle, it is to be hoped definitively, the disputed

question of the evaporative power and general super ority of the rival coals.

Iron-coated Copperplates for Printing from.—Mr F. Joubert, of Lon-
don, has lately patented and introduced a process of coating copperplates with
iron, so as to render them capable of giving an immensely increased number of

impressions. The soft copper plate, which, if used directly in printing by the

rolling press, can give but 800 impressions, when coated with iron by elec:ro-

depositiou, and thus hardened, will give 2,000 good impressions, whilst coating

after coating of iron may be put on, so as to multiply the productive powers of

the plate manifold. The treatment is no simple, and the results so good, that

we hope to see it soon in regular and extensive practice.
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PROVISIONAL PROTECTION FOR INVENTIONS

UNDER THE PATENT LAW AMENDMENT ACT.

<Sf" When the city or town is not mentioned, London is to be understood.

Recorded July 31.

1740. Charles de Bergue, 9 Dowgate Hill—Improvements in telegraphic cables, and in

machinery for paying out or laying down the same.

Recorded August 21.

1901. Francois F. Delpy, Paris—Improvement or improvements in metallic stay buses.

1902. George J. Walker, Norton Folgate—Improvements in funeral carriages.

1903. Martin Benson, Craven Street, Strand—Improved apparatus for generating steam.

—(Communication.)
1904. Richard A. Brooman, 1G6 Fleet Street—Improvements in sewing machines.—(Com-

munication.)

1905. William Henson, Saint Just, France—Improvements in circular looms or knitting

frames.

1906. Charles de Jongh, Lautenbach, near Guebwiller. France—Improvements in ma-
chinery for combing and heckling fibrous materials.

1907. Richard Laming, Hayward's Heath, Sussex—Improvements in purifying gases and
liquids, in preparing purifying liquids, and in apparatus for apportioning or

measuring liquids.

190S. William W. Harrison, Sheffield—An improvement in cruet and liqueur stands.

Recorded August 23.

1909. Francis Puis, Roxburgh Terrace, Havers tock Hill—Improvements in the distillation

of coal.

1910. Francis Puis, Roxburgh Terrace, Haverstock Hill— Improvements in the distillation

of bituminous matters and gas tar.

1911. Martin R~ Pilon, Aguascalientes, Mexico—Improvements in the manufacture and
construction of fire arms, and in the means of loading the same.

1912. Cristoforo B. Core, Naples, and 45 Essex Street, Strand

—

A liquid or composition

which when applied to substances of any kind will render them fire-proof or

uninflammable.
1913. Lewis Higcrins, Jersey City, and Alexander Brown, New York, U.S.—Improvements

in reefing the sails of navigable vessels.

1914. Arthur Boyle, Birmingham—Improvements in the manufacture of certain parts of

umbrellas and parasols, and in machinery employed in the said manufacture.

1915. Thomas Averill, Birmingham—An improvement or improvements in mills.—(Com-
munication.)

1916. Henry D. Jencken—Improvements in electric telegraphs.—(Communication.)

1917. JhnH. Rubinson, Clement's Court—An improved shirt.

1913. William H. Harfield, Fenchurch Street—Improvements in windlasses.

1919. Albert Rottmann, Lawrence Lane—Improvements in fastenings for bags, porte-

monnaies, pocket books, and similar articles.—(Communication.)

Recorded August 24.

1920. Carl A. Schrader, Finsbury Square—An instrument to be used in boring, for mining
or other purposes.

1921. Henry- B. Barlow, Manchester—Improvements in self-acting lubricators.—(Com-
munication from David H. Ziegler, Winterthur, Switzerland.)

1922. Joseph Hine and Abraham Abrahams, St. John Street Road—Improvements in book
slides or holders.

1923. Henry Wilson, Watlin Street—Improvements in the mounting of band saws.

1924. JuhnMacintosh, North Bank, Regent's Park—Improvements in insulating tele-

graphic wires or conductors, and in apparatus employed therein, part of which
apparatus is applicable to the manufacture of tubes from India rubber.

1925. Juhn Bi?^s, Leicester—Improvements in the manufacture of caps, resembling in

form the Turkish fez.

Recorded August 25.

1926. Henry B. Birlow, Manchester—Certain improvements in machinery for preparing

flax, wool, and other fibrous materials.—{Communication.)

1927. Thomas Hill, Heywood, Lancashiie—Improvements in machinery or apparatus for

punching and shearing metals.

1928. James Dredge, Walcot, Somersetshire—Improvements in condensers for steam
engines, and in pumps for working such condensers, or for lifting water from
deep mines, and for any other use to which pumps are applicable.

1929. Richard A. Brooman, 166~Fleet Street—Improvements in the treatment of vegeta-

ble substances in order to convert the fibrous portions thereof into pulp.—(Com-
munication from Husson Morel

)

Recorded August 26.

1930. William Evans, Sheffield—Improvements in machinery or apparatus for manufac-
turing saw backs.

I L John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, and 166 Buchanan Street, Glasgow

—

Improvements in bellows.—(Communication.)
1933. James Black, Edinburgh—An improved mode or means of obtaining, applying, and

transmitting motive power.

1934. John Coates, Lower Shadwell—Improvements in apparatus or machinery for

obtaining and applying motive power.

1935. Samuel N. Rodier, 21 Oak Village, St. Paneras—Improvements in apparatus for

regulating gas.

1936. Gn-tave M. Sautter, 14 Bouievart Montmartre, Paris—Improvements in telegraphs.

—(Communication from Denis P. Rodier, Monteux, France.)

Recorded August 27.

1937. David G. Hope, Manchester—Imptovements in locomotive and other steam engines.

1938. Thomas Trotman, 253 Albany Road, Camberwell, Surrey—Improvements in hair

pin*.

Joeepb F.lli-don, Liverpool—Improvements applicable to reading chairs, and other

articles used to sit or recline upon.

. Francis Matley, Paris—Certain improvements in apparatus for regulating the flow

of gas, and for improving its illuminating power.—{Comraunication.)

1341. William S. Clark, Banbury, Oxford—Improvements in reefing or furling sails from
the deck of vessels.—(Communication from Louis B. Wakeman, Baltimore, U. S.)

i
rt42. William Esson, Cheltenham—Improvements in wet gas meters.

\;
. no.—Vol. XT.

1943. Herbert W. Hart, 69 Fleet Street—Improvements in the application of gas to
chandeliers,

1944. Frederick J. Evans, Chartered Gas Works, Horseferry Road, Westminster—An
improvement applicable to gas purifying.

1945. Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—improved machinery for sorting silk or other
thread according to its size or thickness.—(Communication.)

1946. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Improvements applicable to vesEels em-
ployed in the manufacture of glass or the melting of vitreous substances.—(Com-
munication.)

1947. William Kempe, Holbeck Mills, Leeds—Improvements in apparatus used for wind-
ing woollen and other fabrics on rollers, in order to such fabrics being boiled or
faced when on the rollers.

194S. John Fowler, jun., Cornhill, and Robert Burton, Kingsland Road—Improvements
in the construction and arrangement of locomotive and other carriages, to facili-

tate their movement on common roads and other surfaces.
1949. Richard Knight, Foster Lane—Improvements in apparatus for aerating liquids.

Recorded August 2S.

1950. Jonathan Ireland, Manchester—Improvements in cupola furnaces.
1951. George Whyte, 34 Dowgate Hill, Cannon Street—Ambulatory furniture for apart-

ments.—(Communication from Mr. Von Mannstein, Vienna.)
1952. William Foster, Black Dike Mills, near Bradford, Yorkshire—Improvements in the

manufacture or production of fabrics known as fancy moreens.
1953. George Coode, Westminster—Improvements in the adjustment of hose in machines

for distributing liquid manure and other liquids over land ; also for an improved
method of, and apparatus for, manufacturing the hose to be used with such ma-
chines or otherwise, and for gathering and puckering canvas, linen, leather, and
other textile and membranous substances.

1954. James D. Brabazon, Lane's Hotel, St. Alban's Place, Haymarket—Improvements
in giving motion by sails to screw and other propellers of ships and vessels.

1955. George Weedon, 41 Poland Street, and David W. Rice, 1 New Road, Woolwich

—

An improved knife and fork cleaning machine, part of which is applicable to
other purposes.

Recorded August 30.

1957. John Piatt and Edmund Hartley, Oldham, Lancashire—Improvements in certain
parts of machinery for preparing and spinning cotton and other fibrous
materials.

1958. Edward Massey, Tysoe Street, Clarkenwell—Improvements in ship's logs.
1959. John Brazil and Joseph M'Kinnell, Manchester—An improved method of indigo

blue dyeing.—(Communication.)
1960. George Davis, 1 Scrle Street, Lincoln's Inn, and 28 St. Enoch Square, Glasgow

—

Improvements in billiard tables and cues.—(Communication.)
1961. John Brazil and Joseph M'Kinnell, Manchester—An improved method of indigo

blue dyeing.
1962. Benjamin Hanson, Paddock, neaT Huddersfield, Yorkshire—Improvements in means

and apparatus for sizing and drying woollen yarns for warps.
1963. John Oxley, Camden Town—Improvements in baths.
1964. Griffith Jones, Bangor Wharf, Pimlico—Securing joints in slate ridge roll.

1965. Josiah L. Clark, Adelaide Road, Frederick Braithwaite, Bridge Street, Westminster,
and George E. Preece, Bernard Street—Improvements in telegraph cables.

1966. Edward Lindner, New York, U. S.—Improvements in breech loading fire-arms and
ordnance, and in cartridges.

1967. Leopold Wiart, Cambrai, France—An improved mode of generating steam or heat-
ing water or liquids.

1968. Thomas R. Harding, Leeds—Improvements in the method of making straight or
circular combs for flax, wool, or silk machinery.

1969. John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, and 16*6 Buchanan Street, Glasgow—Im-
provements in the construction of governors or regulators for steam engines.

—

(Communication from William W. W. Wood and John Rice, Philadelphia, TJ. S.)

Recorded August 31.

1970. Edward Spary, Queen's Graperies, Park Street, Brighton—Improvements in fumi-
gators.

1971. Marc A. F. Mennons, 39 Rue de l'Echiquier, Paris—Improvements in the supports
of rails for railways.—(Communication.)

1972. Marc A. F. Mennons, 39 Rue de l'Echiquier, Paris—Improved apparatus for the
elevation of liquids.—(Communication.)

1973. Marc A. F. Mennons, 39 Rue de l'Echiquier, Paris—An improved apparatus for
mounting the driving bands of machinery in movement.—(Communication.)

1974. Frederick Ayckbourn, Lyon's Inn, Strand—Improvements in the construction of
beds and other articles for sitting or reclining upon.

1975. James Stoneham, Audenshaw, near Manchester—Improvements in cleaning and
treating cotton and woollen waste or other fibrous materials, and in extracting
oil or grease therefrom.

1976. Daniel Heyworch,Featherstall Mill, Li ttleborough, Lancashire, and John Hevworth,
Prospect Mil], Hebden Bridge, Yorkshire—Certain improvements in looms for
weaving.

1977. John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, and 166 Buchanan Street, Glasgow—Im-
provements in the prevention of steam boiler explosions.—(Communication from
Jane H. Lloyd, George T. Parry, and Henry D. Beylard, Philadelphia, U. S.)

1978. Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—An improvement in gas burners.—(Com-
munication.)

1979. William Rose, Hales Owen, Worcestershire—An improvement or improvements in
piling or combining metals to be used in the manufacture of arms and cutlerv,
and for other similar purposes.

1980. Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Improvements in air engines.—(Communi-
cation.)

1981. Philip D. Margesson, Woolwich—Improvements in treating sugar canes and other
canes containing saccharine matter in the preparation of food for animals, also in
manufacturing sugar, and worts, or wash, for brewing, distilling, and vinegar
making, and in applying the resulting fibre in the manufacture of paper.

Recorded September 1.

1982. William Pursall, 22 Whittall Street, Birmingham—Improvements in the manufac-
ture of percussion caps.

1983. William Phelps, Red Lion Square—Improvements in wet gas meters.—(Communi-
cation from H. P. Gengembre, Rock Island, Illinois, TJ. S.) .

1984. William Hobbs, 196 Piccadilly—Improvements in ordnance and warlike projectiles
to be used therewith.

1985. Joseph Sloper, 215 Oxford Street—Improved means of and apparatus for indelibly
crossing or marking bankers' cheques, drafts, documents, or other things, with "a

view of preventing erasures or fraudulent dealings therewith.
1986. Henry C. Jennings, 8 Great Tower Street—Improvements in the manufacture of

artificial parchment, and converting the same into leather.

2i
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1987. "William Warne, Tottenham—Improvements in the construction of elastic pave-
ments and linings for walls, and in the manufacture of elastic mats, brushes, and
pads for packing furniture.

1988. Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Improvements in the manufacture of alumina.
—(Communication from M. Le Chatelier, Paris.)

1989. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Improvements in the construction of locks
for doors, safes, and other purposes.—(Communication.)

1990. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Improvements in springs for carriages,

and other purposes.—(Communication.)
1991. Samuel Laing, Mill Wall—Improvements in the apparatus employed in the manu-

facture of gas.

Recorded September 2.

1992. Joseph Walker and James Barnes, Oakenshaw, Lancashire—Improvements in

blankets and lappings for machine and block printing and other similar purposes.
1993. George Price and William Dawes, Wolverhampton— Improvements in steam

engines, steam boilers, and apparatus connected therewith.
1994. James Bleakley, Accrington, Lancashire—Improvements in apparatus for communi-

cating between the guard and engine-driver of railway trains.

1995. John T. Pitman, 67 Gracechurch Street—An improvement or improvements in the
construction of pneumatic condensing appai"atus, for the purpose of compressing
air, aeriform or gaseous bodies, preparatory to their use as prime motors, or for

other purposes.—(Communication.)
1996. Benjamin Winstone, 100 Shoe Lane—An improvement in the composition of copy-

ing and writing inks.

Recorded September 3.

with1997. Jean M. Bellanger, 41 Rue de Trevise, Paris—Caoutchoc socks or c.

springs and without bridles.
1998. James Robertson, Glasgow—Improvements in driving belts and springs.
1999. William Harkes, Lostock Gralam, Chestershire—An improved plough and pulve-

riser.

2000. Elias Cocker, Newton Heath, near Manchester—Improvement or improvements in

machinery for spinning, twisting, or doubling cotton, flax, silk, wool, or other
fibrous materials.

2001. George T. Bousfleld, Loughborough Park, Brixton, Surrey— Improvements in
knitting machinery.—(Communication.)

2002. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street—An improved apparatus for supporting the
skirts of ladies dresses.—(Communication.)

Recorded September 4.

August Guye, Clerkenwell—Improvements in the escapements of chronometers
and watches.

Rene P. Lavie, Paris—Improvements in mills.
Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street-—Improved apparatuses for receiving, con-

taining, and delivering liquids.—(Communication from J. C. J. L'Hote, Paris.)

William H. Child, Providence Row—Improvements in hair and skin brushes.
William P. Piggott, 16 Argyle Street, Regent Street, and Septimus Beardmore, 37

Upper Berkeley Street, West, London—Improvements in vinous and fermented
liquors.

David Andrew, Greenock—Improvements in apparatus for obtaining motive -power.
Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—An improvement in fire-arms.—(Communi-

cation.)

Hiram Hyde, Truro, Nova Scotia—Improvements in the construction of carriage
springs.—(Communication.)

Arthur Hills, Blackheath, Kent—A method or methods for the better securing the
integrity or genuineness of bankers' cheques oi orders for money.

2003.

2004.

2005.

2006.

2007.

2008.

2009.

2010.

2011.

2012.

2013.

2015.

2016.

2018.

2019.

2020.

2021.

2023.

2024.

2025.

2026.

2027.

2028.

2029.

2030.

Recorded September 6.

Thomas Warburton, Astley, near Manchester—Improvements in machinery for

preparing cotton and other fibrous materials and for doubling yarn.
Stanislas Hoga, 14 Nassau Street, William P. Piggott, 16 Argyle Street, Regent

Street, and Septimus Beardmore, Upper Berkeley Street— Improvements in

submarine electric telegraphs.

John Fielden, Woodshade, near Todmorden, Lancashire—An improvement or im-
provements in the construction or building of cops, whether of cotton, flax, silk,

wool, or other fibrous materials, and also for certain utensils thereunto conduc-
ing or belonging.

John Ramsbottom, Accrington, and Thomas Watson, Baxenden, Lancashire—Im-
provements in machinery or apparatus for weaving.

Richard A. Brooman, 1G6 Fleet Street—Improvements in printing or marking
words or figures on papers, parcels, books, pages, tickets, and other articles re-
quiring to be marked, printed, stamped, or addressed.— (Communication.)

Henry J. Distin, 9 Great Newport Street, Leicester Square—Improvements in

cornets and other musical wind instruments.

Recorded September 7.

James Shanks, St. Helens, Lancashire—Improvements in the manufacture of
chlorine.

William S. Champness, 10 Osborne Terrace, Clapham Road, Surrey—Improvements
in syringes for male and female use.

James Fyfe, Greenock—Improvements in stop-cocks or valves.
Edward Fullwood, Queen Square, Bristol—Improvements in the manufacture of

cements.
George G. Bussey, 12 Arthur Street, New Oxford Street—Holding and carrying

cartridges.
William Tucker, Rhode Island, U. S-—An improved variable boring bit.

Frederick W. Brind, 14 Devonshire Street, Bishopgate—Improvements in sewing
machines.—(Communication.)

Gustave Larsonniei and Auguste Blanche, Paris—Improvements in block-printing
by hand on tissues, paper, or other suitable fabrics.

Louis Pellissier and Jean Puytorac, Bordeaux, France—Improvements in railway
brakes.

Racorded September 8.

Bartholomew Hockin, Gateshead Iron Works, Gateshead-.on-Tyne—Apparatus for
repairing and fitting dock-gates and their machinery.

James R. Rostron, Edenfield, Lancashire—An improved press for packing or press-
ing wool and other materials.

John O. Butler, Kirkstall Forge, near Leeds—Improvements in weighing cranes.

—

(Communication.)
John F. Dickson, 6 Russell Street, Litchurch, near Derby—Improvements in the

construction of taps, cocks, valves, hydrants, and other apparatus for regulating
the flow of water and other fluids.

2031. Andrew Lamb, Southampton, and John^Whyte, Cowes—Improvements in life-boats.

2032. William Parsons, Pratt Street, Lambeth—Improvements in apparatus t-> ho applied
to steam-boilers, in order to keep the surfaces of the tubular fines lice from
incrustation.

2033. Charles Bartholomew, Rotherham, and John Bell, Swinton— Improvements in

pistons and safety valve levers of steam and other engines.
2034. William Parsons, Pratt Street, Lambeth—Improvements in safety valves of steam

boilers.

2035. Jean U. F. Petzi, Lyons, France—An improved process for the boiling off of tussah
silks or wild silks.

2036. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street—An improvement in the prepaiation of
sulphate of quinine.—(Communication from P. G. Barry.)

2037. Alexander M. Peters, Edinburgh—Improvements in apparatus for regulating the
flow or passage of fluids.

Recorded September 9.

2038. John G. Newberry, Cardiff, Glamorganshire—An improved machine for tapping
nuts, bolts, and screws, and other similar purposes.

2039. Joze Luis, In Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square—An improved life-preserver raft

of buoyant mattress,—(Communication.)
2040. William Prisley, 7 Towuley Place, Brandon Street, Walworth, Surrey—Advertising

by day or night.

2041. John Rowley, Grosvenor Terrace, Camberwell, Surrey—New compound material
applicable as a substitute for leather and leather cloth, in the manufacture of
various useful and ornamental articles.

2042. William Taylor and Peter A. Baugh, Nursling, Hants—An improved apparatus for

propelling ships or other navigable vessels through water.
2043. Constantine N. Kottula, Liverpool—Improvements in the manufacture of grease

for lubricating purposes.
2044. James Tatlow and Henry Hodgkinson, Wirksworth, Derby— Improvements in

railway brakes.
2045. Thomas Timnis, 1 Skelton Street, Gieenwich, Kent—Improvements in bits.

2046. Joseph Wright, sen., and Joseph Wright, juu.,-5 Market Place Terrace, Caledonian
Road, Islington—Improvements in machinery and apparatus used for preparing
fabrics or materials to receive eyelet holes or fastenings, and fixing eyelet holes,
and in fastenings for stays and other articles.

2047. William Niinmo, Manchester—Improvements in weaving checks in power-looms.
2048. Andrew Baader, jun., Mittenwald, on the Isar, Bavaria—Improvements in the pre-

paration of lubricating compounds.
2049. William Clark, 53 Chancery Lane—Improvements in materials for dyeing and

printing.—(Communication from Professor Frederic Kuhlmann, Lille, France.)

Recorded September 10.

2050. Joseph L. Chester, Philadelphia, U. S.—Improvements in self-priming apparatus
for fire-arms, and in the preparation of pereussion primers to be used therewith.
—(Communication.)

John Parker, Bradford, Yorkshire—Improvements in steam boilers.

John Knowles, Bolton-le-Moors, Lancashire—Certain improvements in machinery
for preparing cotton and other fibrous materials.

Jean P. Kcenig, Rue de Fleurus, Paris—Improvements in a surgical instrument
called a pneumatic catheter.

John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields and 166 Buchanan Street, Glasgow—Im-
provements in Jacquard machines.—(Communication from Michel Bouteille,
Paris.)

Francis W. J. Johnson—Improved means of communicating between the passengers,
guard, and engine-driver, on railway trains.

Francois A. E. G. de Massas, Gerrard Street—An improved machine for decorti-
cating and cleaning grain and seeds.

William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—An improvement in water-wheels.—(Com-
munication.)

David Cheetham, Rochdale, Lancashire—Improvements in machinery or apparatus
for preparing for spinning, and spinning cotton, wool, and otherfilirous materials.

William Toshach, Railway Works, Bristol Road, Gloucester— Improvements in
pile-driving machines.

Recorded September 11.

Pierre Journet, Paris—An improved toy.

Laurence Hill, Port-Glasgow, Renfrewshire — Improvements in apparatus for
lowering or paying out ships' chains and anchors.

William Baker, Kingston-upon-Hull—Improvements in preparing food,

Frederick Giesbers, Great Central Gas Works, Bow Common—Improvements in
the manufacture of coke.

John M. Courtauld, Braintree, Essex—An improvement in clearing and preparing
silk crapes, aerophanes, and other like fabiics, lisses and other gauzes and lace,

and in machinery employed therein.

Henry Page, Wbitechapel—An improved crown or round glass, and apparatus for

manufacturing the same.
Joseph L. Hincks, Birmingham—A new or improved tap or cock for drawing off

and filtering liquids.

Henry Wikoff, Holly Lodge, Kensington Gore—A new tonic medicine, for the cure
of coughs and diseases of the chest.—(Communication.)

William H. Manning, Devizes, Wiltshire — Improvements in candlesticks for

holders.
Leonard Kaberry and Thomas Mitchell, Rochdale, Lancashire—Improvements in

machinery or apparatus for preparing for spinning, and spinning cotton, wool,
and other fibrous materials.

William Gossage, Widnes, Lancashire—Improvements in the manufacture of soda
and potash.

Recorded September 13.

William Thomson, Manchester— Improvements in bleaching yarn, warps, or
similar materials.

Gustave Flageollet, Vagney, France—Improvements in self-acting mules.
Jean B. A. Duglere, Paris—An new method of separating solids from liquids for

disinfecting purposes.
Charles W. Siemens, John Street, Adelphi—Improvements in refrigerators, and in

the treatment of the freezing or cooling material or materials used therewith.
Sampson Hanbuiy, Birmingham—An improvement in the manufacture of tubes of

copper, brass, and other metals.
Robert Frost, Steam Mills, and Arthur Rigg, Park Gate Road, Chester— Improve-

ments in apparatus for cleaning grain or seeds and bran.
Joshua Turner, Gresham Street—Improvements in the manufacture of hats.

John W. Towell, Regent Street—An improved helmet.

2051

2052,

2053

2054

2055.

2056,

2057.

2058.

2059,

2060,

2061.

2062,

2063.

2064,

2065,

2066.

2067.

2068.

2069.

2070.

2072.

2073.

2074.

2075.

2076.

2077.

2078.

Recorded September 14.

2079. Christopher J. Redpath, Limehouse—Improvements in ships' and other pumps.
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8080, William Rilev, Bradford, Yorkshire—Certain improvements in looms.

2081. Lucien Vidie," Paris, and 4 South Street, Finsbury—Improvements in apparatus for

measuring the pressure of fluids bv the flexion of diaphragms.

20S2. Joze Luiz, lfi Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square—Coke and gas kilns.—(Communi-

cation.)

_ . Joze Luis, 1b Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square—A new system of moulding

without foundrv pattern.—(Communication.)
2054. William J. Hoyle, Huddersfield, Yorkshire, and Richard Howson, Lancashire—Im-

provementsin arrangements and mechanism, or apparatus for signalling by

sound.
2055. George C. Grimes, Wandsworth, Surrey— Improvements in fusees, and in the

means of m. ::ufacturing fusees.

2056. Robert Lakin, Ardwick, Lancashire, and John Wain, Manchester—Improvements

in spinning mules and other machines of that class, used for spinning cotton and

other fibrous substances.

2087. Alfred H. J. Bastable, Belgrave Works, Ranelagh Road, Pimlico—Improvements

in aoparatus emploved in the production of light-—(Communication.)

20SS. Selim St. C. Massia, Pall Mall—Improvements in stoves or fireplaces.—(Communi-
cation from Jules C- T. Musseron.)

20S9. Hon. William E. Cochrane, Osnaburg Terrace, Regent's Park—An improvement in

the fastenings of railways.

Recorded September 15.

2090. Francis Fowke, Park House, South Kensington—Improvements in fire-arms.

2091. Edward Smyth, Brixton, Surrey—Improvement* in swimming belts and life pre-

servers.

2092. Edward Dorsett, Old Broad Street—A portable carriage tank and furnace, to be em-
ployed for the purpose of creosoting hop-poles or other timber.

2093. William G. Taylor, Ashby-de-la-Zouch, Leicester—Improvements in the manufac-

ture of gloves.

Recorded September 16.

2095. George Redford, Moseley, King's Norton, Worcestershire—Making cartridges of

. metal or gutta-percha, with or without bullets, and for other purposes.

2096. Richard Allison, Gravesend, Kent—Improvements in apparatuses for boring and
sinking.

2097. William P. Struve, Swansea, Glamorganshire— Improvements in apparatus for

indicating strains on engine ropes or chains.

Recorded September 17.

2098. John R. Scartliff, Wolverhampton—An improved burglar's detector.

2099. Chailes F. Vasserot, 45 Essex Street, Strand—Machinery or apparatus for dressing

and finishing fabrics.—(Communication from Pierre Laberie, Mazamet, France.)

2100. Gabriel Prax, Paris—Improvements in apparatus for separating the liquid from
the solid portions of fecal matters.

2101. Edward Welch, St. John's Square, Clerkenwell, and James Biggs, Norton Folgate

—

An improved tobacco-press.

2103. Jam*.? H. Gresham, Kingston-upon-Hull—Improvements in copying letters, invoices,

and other writings.

Recorded September 18.

2104. Gerhard Ostermoor, 37 Basinghall Street—Ornamenting boas, victorines, and
muffs.

2105. Joze Luis, 1e Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square—Improvements in the application

of gutta-percha for clogs, galoches, shoes, and boots, and for the apparatus con-

nected therewith.-—(Communication.)
2106. Joze Luis, 1b Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square—A new manner for applying

centrifugal force in the manufacture of the fecula of potatoes, of starch, of yeast,

of porcelain paste, of paper pulp, and ultra-marine, and the apparatus for carrying

out the same.—(Communication.)
2107. John G. N. AJIeyne, Butterley Iron Works, Alfreton, Derby—Improvements in the

manufacture of wrought-iron beams and girders,

2108. Joseph B. Beasley, Cashel, Tipperary, Ireland—Improvements in sporting and all

other guns.
2109. Archibald Turner, Leicester—Improvements in looms for weaving.
2110. Henry W. Grylls, 47 Mark Lane—Improvements in apparatus employed in sub-

merging or laying down electric telegraph cables.

2111. Thomas Vicars, sen., Thomas Vicars, jun., Thomas Ashmore, and Thomas Smith,

Liverpool—Improvements for the consumption of smoke in moveable furnaces

or chauffers, for heating bakers' and other like ovens.

Recorded September 20.

2112. Joseph L. Chester, Philadelphia, TJ. S.—An improved cartridge opener and ramrod
fas tener.—(Communication.)

2113. Heniy Barrow, Birmingham—An improvement or improvements in cartridge boxes.

2114. Henry Firmin, Wapping—A machine for cleansing chaff and other food for horses
and cattle.

2115. Ewald Eiepe, Sheffield—An improvement in the casting of steel.

Recorded September 21,

2116. George M. Levi, Maida Vale—Improvements in the manufacture of iron in the
blast furnace.—(Communication.)

2117. Thomas Cook, Addiscombe, Surrey—Improvements in the method of preparing and
securing bankers' and other crossed cheques against fraudulent erasure or re-

moval.
2113. George Dowler, Birmingham, and Yhomes T. Chellingworth, West Broomwich,

Staffordshire—An adjustable torsion spring for doors and other purposes.

2119. Leon de Pariente, Paris—Improvements in apparatus to be applied togas-burners,
with, the object of increasing the lighting power of the gas flame.—^Communi-
cation.)

2120. Jean C. E. Malvezin, Paris—Improvements in the manufacture of tubes, pipes, or
main?, for conducting liquids or gas, or for other similar purposes.

2121. John BetbelL8 Parliament Street, Westminster—Improvements in treating pyrites.

2122. Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—An improved machine for sweeping carpets
and floors.—(Communication.)

2123. John Dewrance, Barge Yard—An improvement in the construction of pianoforte

frames.
2124. Anjrier M. Perkins, Francis Street, Gray's Inn Road—Improvements in surface

condenEera.

Recorded September 22,

2125. James Johnson, Manchester—Improvements in machinery or apparatus for wash-
ing churning, colour mixing, or similar purposes.

2126. Theodore T. Hubbell, Regent Street, "Westminster—An improvement in hooped
petticoats.—(Communication.)

2127. John Hope, Rhode Island, TJ. S.—An improved calico printing roller.

2128. Francis F. Emery, Massachusetts, TJ. S.—An improved sewing machine.—(Com-
munication from Sherburne C. Blodgett, Pennsylvania, TJ. S.)

2129. Tfiomas Howe, Millwall. Poplar—Improvements in smiths' forges.

2130. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street—Improvements in apparatus for printing
shawls and other articles.—(Communication from J. M. Firnstahl, Vienna.)

2131. Jacobus Tyssen, Rotterdam, Holland—An improved apparatus for indicating the
speed of ships and other vessels.

2132. Charles W. Harrison, Woolwich, Kent—Improvements in filters for purifying air

and liquids.

2133. Leon Castelain, 53 Newman Street, Oxford Street—Converting all vegetable fibre,

by aid of chemicals, into form to resemble horsehair.
2134. James Spence, Liverpool—Improvements in the manufacture of steel, and in the

furnaces employed in such manufacture.
2135. Augustus B. Childs, Gower Street—Improvements in winnowing machinery.

Recorded September 23.

2136. Thomas Earl of Dundonald, 12 Queen's Gate, South Kensington—An improved
machinery or apparatus for tilling and preparing land for cultivation.

2137. Alfred F. Jaloureau, Paris—Improvements in the manufacture of pipes.
2138. Hugh M'Grady, 21 Bridge Street, Blackfriars—Improvements in the construction

of flues, boiler and other furnaces, and in certain appliances thereto.
2139. Thomas C. Hinde, Dudley, Worcestershire—An improvement oi improvements in

the manufacture of iron and steel.

2140. Daniel Grant, Ludgate Hill—Improvements in colour printing presses.
2141. John Wilson, 55 John Street, Sunderland—Improvements in floating docks.

Recorded September 24.

2142. Peter Pickering, Danzig, Prussia—An atmospheric engine.
2143. Robert Ford and William Ford, 4 Nelson Street, Perth—Smoke consuming by means

of a reciprocating or reversing fire.

2144. Edwin T. Wright, Wolverhampton—A new or improved method of, and apparatus
for, preventing the explosion of or injury to steam boilers through deficiency of
water.

2145. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street'—Improvements in the manufacture of pile

and cut pile fabrics, and in machinery employed therein.—(Communication from
A. J. Hargez.)

2146. Henry H. Henson and William F. Henson, 38 Parliament Street, Westminster

—

Improvements in waterproofing leather woven fabrics, fibrous and other materials,
and also for rendering them, fireproof, or partially fire-proof.

2147. Rudolph Bodmer, 2 Thavis Inn, Holborn—An improved apparatus for preventing
explosion in steam boilers.—(Communication.)

2148. Charles F. Vasserot, 45 Essex Street, Strand—Improvements in the construction of
spinning cards.—(Communication from Messrs. Esnouf and Gouverneur, France.)

2149. Westley Richards, Birmingham—Improvements in fire-arms and cartridges.

2150. George L. Fuller, Lombard Street—Improvements in steam engines.
2151. George L. Turney, Aldermanbury—An improved mode of packing pins for sale.

Recorded September 25.

2152. Arnoud F. Delacroix, Chartres, France—Improvements in locomotive engines.
2153. Robert Romaine, 12 Chapel Street, Bedford Row—Improvements in the construction

of steam cultivators, aud in the means for operating such and other locomotive
steam engines.

2155. Edward Farncomb, Lambeth, Surrey—Improvements in lilliputian fire-arms.

2156- Collinson Hall, Navestock, Essex—Improvements in apparatus for applying power
to the cultivation of the soil.

2157. William Clark, 53 Chancery Lane—Improvements in purifying natural phosphates
of lime.—(Communication fiom Emile C. Martin, Paris.)

2158. Jules C. Dieulafait, 45 Esses Street, Strand—A kind of garment which may receive
different forms according to the will of the wearer.

Recorded September 2f.

2159. Samuel H. Greaves, Radford Street Works, Shefi&eloWImprovements In the mode
of manufacturing the blades of table and other knives.

2160. Xavier Bouteville, Paris—An improved neekoiuth or tie, means of connecting ties

to collars and bands, and an improved collar,^—(Communication.)
2161. William Lander, Bristol—Improvements in engraving and printing, for the purpose

of ornamenting china and earthenware.
2162. Edmund L. Benzon, Sheffield—-improvements in the manufacture "of steel.—(Com-

munication from Franz A. Lohage, Unna, Prussia.)

2163. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Improvements in cigar holders or mouth
pieces for cigars, and in pipes for smoking tobacco.— (Communication from
James W. Evans, New York, TJ. 9.)

Recorded September 28,

2164. Edwin Lewthwaite and George Ambler, Halifax, Yorkshire'—Improvements in

clocks, watches, chronometers, and other timepieces.

2165. Benjamin Jones, Yoik—Improvements in press wheel rollers or clod crushers,
which improvements are also applicable to rollers for crushing, bruising, and
pulverising roots and other substances.

2166. John H. Linsey, 4 Grocers' Hall Court-^Certa^n improvements in binding or cover-
ing books.

2167. Geerge Mead, 7 Westside, Cambridge Road, Bethnal Green—Improvements in the
construction of tobacco pipes.

2168. Josiah L. Clark, Adelaide Road, Haverstock Hill—Improvements in coiling and
securing telegraph cables preparatory to laying them from ships or yessejs.

Recorded September 29.

2169. John Manning, Cambridge, and Thomas Paul, Houghton, Huntingdon—An improved
stone staff to be used in dressing millstones f

2170. Joze Luis 1b Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square—A new method of fixing pastel

pictures.—(Communication,)
2171. George Old, Aston, and Thomas Pendleton, Birmingham—Improvements in dressr

fastenings, and in attaching dress-fastenings to articles of dress.

2172. George T. Bousfield, Loughborough Park, Brixton, Surrey—Improvements in appa-
ratus for and in the manufacture of paper bags and otljer similar articles.^-

(Communicat ion
.)

Recorded September 30.

2173. Thomas Britt, 9 St. Thomas Terrace, Church Street, Old Kent Road, Camberwell
Surrey—An improvement in the propelling of steam boats.
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2174. Joseph Wright, Birmingham—Certain improvements in the mode of arranging and
moving fire-bars for locomotive, puddling, and other furnaces.

2175. John Morrison, Birmingham—An improvement in, or addition to, sewing machines.

2176. Samuel Taylor, Rochdale, Lancashire—Certain improvements in apparatus to be

used as a fire-escape, which improvements are also applicable to other similar

purposes.

2177. Lauro Cecconi, 12 Great Newport Street—Improvements in the construction of

cornets, trumpets, horns, and other wind instruments of a like nature.

2178. Henry Kinsey, William H. Morrison, and Samuel Smithard, Nottingham—Improve-
ments in means or apparatus for the purpose of folding lace or other fabric, and
also for cutting the same into lengths adapted to be u.-ed in the manufacture of

bonnet and cap fronts, and for other purposes of millinery.

2179. Reuben Levy, Manchester— Improvements in the manufacture of coats, ladies'

riding habits, and other similar garments.
2180. Charles W. Siemens, John Street, Adelphi—Improvements in electric telegraphs.

—

(Communication from Ernst W. Siemens, Berlin, Prussia.)

2181. Augustin Nurmand, Havre, France—Constructing ships and vessels propelled by
screw or such like propellers.

2182. Gerhard TJhlhorn, Grevenbroich, near Cologne, Prussia—Improvements in applying

motive power to give motion to machinery.

2183. John J. Russell, Weduesbury, Staffordshire—Improvements in furnaces for heating

iron and steel, suitable for the manufacture of welded tubes and other articles.

2184. Frederick J. Money, Thaxted, Essex— Improvements in the construction and
adaptation of sewers.

Recorded October 1.

2185. William Blake, 16 Harley Street, St. Mary, Stratford-le-Bow—An improved portable

fire-escape.

2186. James T. P, Newbon and Thomas Smith, 63 Fenchurch Street, and James Brown,
37 Tollit Street, Mile End—An improved methud of lifting and lowering ships'

anchors.
2187. Matthaeus Hipp, Berne, Switzerland—Improvements in electric telegraphs.

2188. John W. Wilkins, Temple Chambers, Fleet Street, James B. Dunn, Great Win-
chester Street—Improvements in constructing electric telegraph cables.

2189. Sir Edward Belcher, 40 Charing Cioss —-Improvements in the manufacture of

telegraphic cables.

2190. Thomas Preston, Nottingham—Improvements in the manufacture of looped fabrics.

2191. Henry Bradbury, Whitefriars—Improvements in producing printing surfaces from
engraved plates.

Recorded October 2.

2192. Joseph Rodgers, 9 Queen Square, Bartholomew Close—Improvements in submarine
electric telegraph cables.

2193. Lemuel D. Owen, 192 Tottenham Court Road—Improvements in ploughs for digging
up potatoes, and for other purposes.—(Communication.)

2194. William Brierley the elder, Cleekheaton, Yorkshire—Improvements in looms for

weaving carpets and other fabrics.

2195. Hypolite Monier, 2 Francis Street, Golden Square—A new gas burner.

2196. Bernhard Samuelson, Banbury—Improvements in the wheels of carts and other
carriages to be used on common roads.

2197. Henry G. Collins, Paternoster Row—Improvements in the production of blocks or
surfaces to be used in printing.

2198. John C. Holman, London Street, Fitzroy Square, and Edward W. Holman, Grafton
Street, Fitzroy Square—An improved pianoforte action.

2199. Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—An improved governor for marine and other
steam engines.—(Communication.)

2200. Samuel Stimpson, Lower Road, Islington—An improved construction of fagot or
fire lighter.

Recorded October 4.

2201. Richard Dolby and John Gates, Liverpool—An improved process of transfer print-
ing, and ornamenting on glass and other transparent substances.

2202. Louis A. Normandy, jun., 67 Judd Street—An improved apparatus for the preven-
tion of boilers exploding from a deficiency of water.—(Communication.)

2203. Louis A. Normandy, jun., 67 Judd Street—Improvements in the manufacture of
sulphate of copper.—(Communication.)

2204. Maxiruilien V. Peteghem, Ghent, Belgium—Improvements in looms for weaving
figured fabrics.—(Communication from Edward V. Peteghem, Belgium.)

2205. Francis Trevithick, Penzance, Cornwall—Improvements in applying sails and keels
to boats and vessels.

Recorded October 5.

2206. James Mills, Manchester—Certain improvements in machinery or apparatus for

roving, slubbing, or spinning cotton and other fibrous materials.

2207. Anthony Bessemer, Upper Holloway—Improvements in the manufacture of iron
and steel, and in apparatuses to be employed therein.

2208. Charles E. Oldershaw, Aldershot—An improved method of constructing electric
telegraph cables.

2209. William Menelaus, Dowlais Iron Works, Glamorganshire—Improvements in machi-
nery for strenghtening rails and wrought-iron bars,

2210. Michael Henry, 84 Fleet Street—Improvements in the means of or arrangements
fur working steam expansively.—(Communication from Camille Polonceau.)

2211. John H. Brown, Abbey Mills, Romsey—Improvements in the manufacture of pro-
jectiles.

2212. George Hamilton, St. Mart in's-le-Grand, and William H. Nash, Poplar—Improve-
ments in locks.

2213. John H. Brown, Abbey Mills, Romsey, Hants—Improvements in the manufacture
of cartridges.

2214. John Milnes, Sutton Mill, Cross Hills, near Leeds— Improvements in weaving
fabrics where cross weaving is employed.

2215. George Lovett, East Street, Manchester Square—Improvements in portable appa-
ratus for administering hot air, vapour, and shower baths.

2216. Moritz Jacoby and Fiederic R. Ensor, Nottingham—Improvements in the manu-
facture of bobbin-net or twist lace, and other fabrics made in twist lace ma-
chines.

Recorded October 6.

2217. Joze Luis, 1b Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square—A new method of joining sheet
iron, cast iron, gutta percha, and other tubes, by means of muffles.—(Communi-
cation.

2218. George Heppell, Newcastie-on-Tyne—Improvements in the construction of boilers,
furnaces, and flues.

2219. George Collier, Halifax, Yorkshire—Improvements in winding machines.
2220. Maurice Harnett, Moreton Street, Pimlico—Improvements in preventing incrusta-

tion in steam boilers.—(Communication from John W. Harnett, Cincinnati, U. S )

2222,

222:;.

2224.

2225.

2226.

2227.

2228.

2229.

2230.

2231.

2232.

22o3.

2234.

2235.

2236.

2237.

2238.

2239,

2240.

2241.

2242.

2243.

2244.

2245.

2246.

2248.

2249.

2250.

2251.

2252.

2253.

2255,

2256,

2257.

2259.

2260.

2261.

2263.

2264

Christopher Hill, Great Western Railway, Chippenham Station—Improvements in
omnibuses and in apparatus for upholding the windows of omnibuses and other
carriages.

James Ridsdale, Stoke Newington—An improved reservoir or fountain pen.
William Malam, Clapham Road, Surrey—Improvements in apparatuses for the

manufacture of gas.

Daniel Scattergood and Robert W. Smith, Nottingham—Improvements In machi-
nery for the manufacture ol looped fabrics.

Charles Baylis, Poultry—An improved mode of constructing and arranging under-
ground chambers in populous cities or towns, for the reception of gas and water
pipes, and telegraph wires.

Recorded October 7.

Donald Nicofl, 114 Regent Street, and 22 Cornhill—Improvements in the manufac-
ture of cloaks and other garments, and for their application to pnri>ose9 to which
they have not hitherto been applied.

Charles H. Thurnham,Dalston—Improvements in the construction and application
of certain mechanical arrangements to be adapted to the wheels of locomotives,
carriages, and other vehicles for facilitating their traction or draught.

Ernest J. Seyd and John W. N. Brewer—An improvement in the preparation of
paper to render writing thereon indelible.

Jean C. Nouveau, 45 Essex Street, Strand—Improvements in stopping or stoppering
bottles and other vessels containing non-gaseous liquids.

David Naylor, Stockport, Chestershire—Improvements in looms for weaving
carpets and other fabrics, and in the methods of manufacturing the same.

Noah Fellows the younger, West Derby, Lancashire—Improvements in tea kettles
and other like domestic vessels.

Frederick Ramsome, Ipswich—Improvements in preserving wood.
Elias R. Handcock, 57 Pall Mall, Westminster, and 16 North Frederick Street,

Dublin—Certain improvements in machinery applicable to engines to be worked
by steam and other motive power.

Recorded October 8.

Joze Luis, 1b Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square—A new catting and stamping
press.— (Communication.)

James Leeteh, Margaret Street, Cavendish Square—An improved method of con-
structing fire-arms.

Edward V. Rippingille, Chorlton-upon-Medlock, Greenheys, Manchester—The im-
provement of fire-arms and artillery.

Thomas Walker, Rose Lane, Ratcliff—Improvements in stoves and fire places for
the prevention of smoke and the better ventilation of apartments.

Joseph Mitchell, Hiram Mitchell, and Thomas England, Bradford, Yorkshire—Im-
provements in means, machinery, or apparatus employed in spinning wool,
mohair, alpaca, silk, and other fibrous substances.

Richard Searlc, Woodford Wells, Essex—Improvements in insulating and preserving
and laying submarine and other telegraphic wires or cables.

Alfred Nicholls, Manchester, and Thomas Walker, Birmingham— An improved
spring-hook, catch, or fastening.

William A. Munn, Throwlcy House, near Feversham, Kent—Improvements in
horse-hoes.

Thomas Roberts and John Dale, Manchester—An improved process for obtaining
salts of soda and other alkalies.

Charles W. Lancaster, New Bond Street, Westminster—A metal or metallic alloy
especially adapted to the manufacture of fire-arms and ordnance.

Alfred Felton, 184 Brick Lane, Spitalfields—Improvements in instruments used for
inserting and fixing metal eyelets.

Joseph T. Smith, Gray's Inn—Improvements in electric cables.
Evan Birchley, Upper Severn Terrace, Worcester—An improved construction of

cartridge.

Frederick W. Gerhard, Tichborne Street, Haymaiket—Improvements in the manu-
facture of aluminium and sodium.

Recorded October 9.

Antoine" E. Galliard, 2 Seymour Place, St. James Churchyard, Clerkenwcll

—

Making self-supplying portable fountains to play water or water perfumed.
Charles E. Bull, Wells, Norfolkshive—An apparatus for containing and preserving

articles of value from loss or damage in cases of shipwreck.
John Tatlock, Flookersbrook, near Chester—Improvements in electric telegraphs,

and in telegraphic cables or conductors for the conducting of electricity in sub-
marine and undorgiound telegraphs.

Lewis Hope, Bishopsgate Churchyard—Improvements in eleetric telegraph cables.
— (Communication.)

William Crofts, Lenton Terrace, Park Side, Nottingham—Improvements in the
manufacture of fabrics by bobbin-net or twist-lace machinery.

James B. Pascoe and John R. Thomas, Chacewater, Cornwall—Improvements in

condensing and gassing smoke, which are applicable also to forcing and drawing
water, propelling ships, and drawing and forcing air to be worked with animal,
water, steam, or air power.

John Scrimshaw, 13 Johnson Street, Sheffield—Improvements in pumps.

Recorded October 11.

Alexander Miller, Glasgow—Improvements in locomotive steam engines.—(Com-
munication from William Miller, Chicago.)

James Holroyd, Leeds—An improvement in the knives used for shearing woollen
cloths, and cloths made of wool and other materials.

Charles F. Vasserot, 45 Essex Street, Strand— Improvements in constructing
reflectors.—(Communication from Antoine M. Balencie, Paris.)

Joseph Beattie, Lawn Place, South Lambeth, Surrey—Improvements in locomotive
and other steam engines.

Robert Cowen the younger, Nottingham—Improvements in dressing lace or other
fabrics made of silk, cotton, or other material, and in apparatus employed
therein.

James L. Hancock and Frederick L. Hancock, Pentonville—Improvements in im-
plements foi tilling, breaking up, or pulverising land, for sewing seeds, and for

thinning out turnips and other crops.
John England, Charlotte Street, Fitzroy Square—Improvements in apparatus for

cleaning the plates used in photography.
Joseph Piatt, Audlem, Chester—Improvements in locks.

John Nicholson the younger, Meadow Street Works, Sheffield—Improvements in

machinery for cutting and winding strips or shreds of steel, silver, or other
metal used for ladies dresses, measuring tapes, and other purposes, in which the
use of strips or shreds of metal are required.

<§?*' Information as to any of these applications, and their progress, may be had on
application to the Editor of this Journal.
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SCULLING PROPELLER FOR BOATS.

By John Buchanan, Esq., Greenock.

{Illustrated by Plate 234.)

It has always been conceded that the action of the oar is by far the most

effective known contrivance for the manual propulsion of boats. The

upward pull upon the frame of the rower, the long elastic sweep of the

oar, and the simple and handy nature of the oar itself, are all great

features in favour of this system of propulsion ; a system which has

hitherto stood wholly unrivalled in as far as regards the direct applica-

tion of human muscularity to the propulsion of vessels. In perfectly

smooth water, and for merely going from point to point, without carrying

on any operations in the water beyond mere propulsion of the boat, the

oar undoubtedly possesses many desirable qualifications. But the reverse

is the case, when rough weather reigns, and when the boat has to serve

other turns beyond that of mere passage or conveyance. For instance,

when a life boat puts off from the beach, the venturous sailors who man

her at once meet a difficulty right in the face, in the fact of the impossi-

bility of making effective pulling strokes in broken and uneven water.

One bank of oars dips so deeply into the rising wave that it becomes

fixed, as it were, beneath the mass of superincumbent water, the strength

of the men is wasted, and the progress of the boat is unavoidably re-

tarded, as well from the difficulty of making an effective pull, as from

the almost impossibility of getting the oars freely out for each fresh

stroke. The other bank, contrarily, misses the water by encountering

a trough where the water level is too far below the oar blades, and great

confusion necessarily arises. This of course refers to ro%ving athwart

the line of the waves. In going with, or against the waves, the alternate

burrowing and missing of the oars is equally bad. Then, when pulling

against a head wind and sea, so much time is lost after each stroke,

preparatory to taking a new one, that often sailors have enough to do to

hold their own without making any forward progress. When the oars

leave the water after the stroke, the boat being left quite free, has

nothing to sustain its motion, and what is gained in the actual propelling

stroke, is often more than lost in the back stroke when the oars are in

the air ; and when the disabled ship or wreck is gained after incessant

struggles, the projection of the oars keeps the boat off, so that the men
are prevented from affording the assistance which is so much desired.

The same objections arise as regards fishing boats, of which such

multitudes are constantly employed along the coast of our island. It is

here, more than anywhere else, that improvement in the propelling

arrangements is wanted. Fishermen, like miners, pursue a most perilous

trade ; and they well deserve all our care in providing for them whatever

safety appliances mechanical science can afford.

Mr. John Buchanan, whose name is so intimately associated with the

history, developing progress, and improvement of the mechanical pro-

pulsion of ships, particularly as regards modifications of the screw, has

carefully looked at the several points to which we have just adverted,

and he has succeeded in perfecting what we have termed a " sculling

propeller," as a substitute for the oar. This propeller possesses a

superior action simply as a propeller, whilst it works entirely independent

of rough or unequal water, loses nothing from return strokes, and is

clear all round, even when working at full power, so that it can be

steered right up to, or close alongside any object.

Our plate 234 exhibits this propeller in three views. Fig. 1 is a

transverse section of a boat as fitted with the new propeller, taken at

the central portion where the machinery is fitted ; fig. 2 is a view at

right angles to fig. 1 ; and fig. 3 is a plan of the apparatus.

The simplicity of the arrangement is obvious at first sight. It is in

reality nothing more than a central pendulous vibrating arm, carrying

at its bottom end an inclined sculling or propelling blade, which operates

in the still dead water beneath the keel line at the centre of the boat's

length. In the arrangement which we have engraved, there are two of

such arms, one on each side of the keel, and these are connected
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together so as to operate in concert, being worked by two men, one on

each side of the boat, ropes being attached to crank levers carried by

the arms, so that the men work by alternately pulling towards them,

with the same movement as in rowing.

In our illustrations the boat, A, is of wood, and constructed in the

ordinary manner, excepting that at about the centre part of the vessel

a narrow transverse rectangular opening is made in the hull. This

opening does not interfere with the keel, b, which extends from stem to

stern as usual, so that the strength of the vessel is not lessened, as would

be the case were the keel cut through. The timber frame, c, which

forms the margin of the rectangular opening, has bolted to it the flange

of the iron casing, d. In plan, this casing, n, is of a rectangular figure,

corresponding to the form of the opening in the hull ; its two ends extend

upwards, and are inclined inwards towards the upper part. The top of

the casing, d, forms a horizontal surface, to which are attached, by

binding wedges, a set of four plain cast-iron bearings for two short shafts,

b and F. These shafts are parallel to each other, and are disposed in

the direction of the boat's length. Each of the shafts has fast to it a

pendulous arm, a, which hangs down within the casing, d. These

arms are both tubular throughout their length, to admit of the cen-

tral solid, and longer arms or sculling rods, n, which descend through

the opening in the boat's bottom, and have each attached at then- lower

end the propelling blade, i. The blades are attached to their arms at

one corner, so as to have the necessary overhang for the sculling action.

The two shafts, e, p, project beyond their bearings at each end, to carry

pendant levers, J, keyed fast to the shafts, and connected at their lower

free ends by a horizontal-jointed link rod, k, so that all four arms may
work in concert. At these four points of junction, there are also attached

ropes, l, having their loose ends bent round suitable belaying pins at the

sides of the boat. The men employed in propelling, sit on the transverse

seats, M, on each side of the boat, and they work in concert, by alter-

nately drawing the ropes towards them. In this way, both propelling

blades are made to traverse across the line of keel of the boat with ra-

pidity and ease, the water itself effecting the required turn of the pro-

pelling blades at the commencement of each stroke.

The set of the working angle of the blades is defined by a cross-pin

passed transversely through the top of each arm, h, and operating alter-

nately upon the two inclined sides of a block, o, carried by the boss of

the tubular arm, a. In our view, fig. 1, the propelling blades are repre-

sented as midway in their stroke, in the direction of the arrows, the

reverse ends of the cross-pins, n, pressing upon the corresponding in-

clines of their blocks. Immediately, however, that the return stroke

commences, the pressure of the water operating upon the overhang of

the blades, at once sets the blades right over to the opposite incline, the

arms, H, turning freely in the tubular arms, a, for this purpose. This

movement brings the reverse ends of the cross-pins, n, into bearing

against the corresponding reverse inclines of the blocks, o, thus deter-

mining the set of the propelling angle for .the return action of the blades.

This is the whole routine of action for going ahead. A very simple

contrivance answers for going astern equally well. Each arm, h, has a

small ring, p, in its upper end, and the cross-pins have short vertical

handles, Q. When stern propelling is necessary, the arms, h, are simply

drawn up by hand, by means of the rings, and both are then set round

by the handles, Q, so as to reverse the inclines of the blades, and the

operation of the upper cross-pins and blocks, when the propelling goes

on as before.

The whole of the mechanism is contained within an extremely smeAl

space fore and aft ; the width of the casing, d, in the instance before us,

being but four inches. The use of ropes for working the blades, too,

makes the thing handy for the sailor ; and there is thus no interference

with a free passage fore and aft, along each side or end of the casing.

Mr. Buchanan has another arrangement, wherein the blades are worked

by long horizontal reverse levers, the working handles of which occupy

the places here given to the ropes ; but the latter are obviously more

effective for several reasong. »

AVlv. n the boat is to be beached, or worked in extremely shallow

2 Y
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water, the sculling propellers are easily drawn up to any desired height,

and thus the craft is lendered perfectly suitable for every purpose to

which we have referred ; and, as far as life-boats on the principle

are directly concerned, we should say that it would delight both the

Duke of Northumberland and Miss Bnrdett Coutts—the largest-hearted

labourers of our day— in the great and good work of finding the means of

safety for the toiling mariner. The Duke of Northumberland has given

much personal consideration, and spent much money upon the subject,

with which his name has for a long time been associated; and Miss

Burdett Coutts has certainly not hesitated to open widely her purse for

the same end. But the history of the resultant efforts, as well as that

of all preceding ones, goes to show that whilst much haB been done in

giving buoyancy, steadiness, and self-righting powers to life-boats,

' the point of an effective and convenient propelling power has been

almost wholly overlooked. The fact, however, remains, that the best

possible life-boat, regarded apart from its means of propulsion, is of little

value in the absence of such a propulsive agent as will enable the sailor

to triumph over the combined effect of wind and waves. The possession

of plenty of power has saved many a steamer, by enabling her to claw

off, head to wind ; and if this holds good with steamers, it will emphati-

cally do so with life-boats.

BLAST REGULATOR FOR LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES.

Attempt* have frequently been made to introduce a plan for varying the

action of the blast pipe of locomotives, so as to suit the draught action

to the various kinds of work w'vich the engines have to perform. A
blast which will answer propirly when running on a level will not do
when the engine comes to an incline—when inclines and the loads upon

Fifr. 1.

trivances have, never gone much further than the trial condition
; and at

present British locomotives are worked over all sorts of surfaces, and
with all kinds of loads, without any aid from an adjustable Mast.

Mr. Alexander Miller, the inventor of the blast regulator which we
are now about to describe, has seen a good deal of American practice,

and in it he has found that the principle of an adjustable blast is impera-

tively necessary for the Uue economical working of locomotives. This

necessity is obviously more strongly remarked in American practice

them vary very widely ; and what answers under certain circumstances
i-< all wrong when th- sei ircumstanccs are perhaps hut slightly changed.
We have had trials of the cone regulator, and other plans ; but these con-

Fig. 4.

than in ours, from the fact that American locomotive fuel is principally

wood. But no one who considers the subject can fail to see, that, no
matter what the fuel may be, the gradients of the rails, state of the

weather, rate of running, two loads must exercise powers over the

locomotive as nothing but a good variable blast-pipe can compensate for.

In Mr. Miller's arrangement, as exhibited in figs. 1 and 2 of our engrav-

ings, which are respectively a sectional end view of the invention, and
a plan in detail, the top of the combined blast pipe, a, is fitted with an

eccentrically disposed horizontal disc plate, to form the bearing surface

for a rotatory variable blast chamber, b. This chamber is foimed with

four or other number of tapered or conical blast thoroughfares, disposed
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angularly lound the centre on which the chamber rotates. It is set

upon a vertical stud centre, carried iu the centre of the fixed disc plate

beneath. Each blast thoroughfare in this chamber is of the same
diameter at its lower wider end, but each tapers to a different smaller

diameter at the top where the steam escapes. The rotatory blast

chamber is fitted on its lower side, with a toothed spur wheel, c, gearing
with a corresponding spur wheel, d, fast on the lower end of a vertical

shaft, e, passing down through the smaller box. The upper end of this

shaft is connected by Devil gearing, f, with the front end of a horizontal

shaft which is carried in bearings on the barrel of the boiler, running
back to the engine-driver's platform, where a winch handle is attached
for turning it. With this arrangement the driver cau at any time bring
any one of the blast passages in the rotatory chamber directly over the

blast pipe beneath, so as at once to suit the blast to the actual work
which the engine has to do. The blast passages are arranged in regular
gradations of diameter at the top, so that the driver can pass from one
to another, until he arrives at the size he requires. The bottom dia-

meters of the passages are all somewhat larger in diameter than that of

the blast pipe beneath, so that the escaping steam may have a free escape
into the passage above, without a tendency to lateral escape at the

disc surface. Figs. 3 and 4 illustrate another mode of working this

blast regulator, so as to avoid the use of gearing, which might be

objected to on the ground of risk of choking in the teeth, besides filling

up the smoke box more than is desirable. In this arrangement the
vertical shaft, a, communicating with the driver's platform, has a short
lever arm, b, upjn it, connected by a link rod, c, with a detent catch
arrangement. This consists of an oscillating arm, D, to the front pro-

jection on which the link, c, is jointed—the arm itself being again
loosely centred on a stud in the free end of a lever working loose on the

same centre cm which the rotatory variable blast chamber, e, turns. The
lo ver edge of this chamber has four notches in it, into which the longer
catch of the arm, D, gears, so that each time the driver draws his lever

a" the platform, and so turns the shaft, A, the rotatory chamber shifts to

b.iug a fresh hole into work. In this way the chamber always turns in

the same direction, until the proper thoroughfare is put into opera-
tion. The stationary disc of the blast-pipe may have passages
through it to correspond with the unengaged passages in the rotatory

chamber, and thus allow of draught thoroughfares through the unen-
gaged passages, and prevent any retardation of the flue draught. This
arrangement presents peculiar facilities for the driver's adjustment of his

blast to suit inclines, variable loads, fuel, and other circumstances.

MECHANICAL NOTES FROM AMERICA.

Blanchard's Steam Boiler and Fittings—Coffee, and alleged Improvements in preparing it

—A raaria, and N jvelties therein—The latest effort in Lighting Gas by Electricity.

Is ''Monthly Notes," page 161 of this volume, there appeared the sub-

stance of a statement which has circulated through the press in this

country, with regard to the performances of a novel boiler and attach-

ments, on the steamer John t'aron, plying between this city and a point

some forty miles up the Hudson River. The invention is ingenious, and
the efforts of the inventor-—who is a scientific and persevering man—to

commend it to public favour are deserving of the highest commendation
and encouragement ; but, up to this date, the actual results have been
too unpromising to entitle it to much consideratio i.

The writer was employed to make several passages on this steamer
during the summer, noting carefully, by every available means, the

precise quantities of water and fuel consumed, and the average power
developed. The fuel was ascertained very accurately, by weighing the

quantities supplied both in raising the steam and in making the trip

;

but the amount properly chargeable to the power developed is not cap-

a'jle, under such circumstances, of being stated with mathematical pre-

cision. Nearly half the fuel consumed was burned at the dock previous

to starting, and a considerable quantit}' of half-burned cinders necessarily

re.nained in the furnace at the end of the passage. Allowance for this

introduces much uncertain :y where the passages are so short, as in this

instance ; and as the means used for gauging the water were liable to

very considerable error, owing to the peculiar arrangement of the tanks,

and the inadequate means of measuring the height of the w tter surface

either in them or the boiler at any given moment, I will not attempt to

give in figures the actual performance of the invention. In general
terms, however, it may be stated that the invention effects two very
important results: first, a great econjiny of fuel; and, second, a very
great increase in the cost, complexity, and the space occupied by the
entire steam apparatus. So serious were the difficulties arising from the
liability of the various portions of the boilers and heaters to become
leaky or otherwise deranged, that the delays from this cause, and the
loss of passages and disappointments of passengers were s ) great, that,

as a pecuniary speculation, the steamer John JParon—not John Gow—
has been a sourc i of very considerable loss to her owners since the in

troduction of the new invention.

The principle of the invention was correctly set forth in the Monthly
Notes referred to. The means adopted for applying it, in this instance,

were as follows :—The steam was generated in the boiler at from seventy
to ninety pounds' pressure, and allowed to act on the pistons of two
horizontal engines coupled together. The only effect produced by these

engines was the forcing or pumping of the fresh air into the furnace to

support combustion. The steam escaped from these engines at a pressure

of about thirty pounds above the atmosphere—which is a very common
pressure in this country for condensing engines—and was then worked
in the ordinary manner through very ordinary condensing beam engines,

which impelled the boat by paddle wheels.
As originally intended to operate, the air was to be forced into the

furnace at a very high pressure, and the expanded products of combus-
tion were to be allowed to act on the upper side of the piston in the main
cylinder, while the steam, after working- through the horizontal auxiliary

engines, was to work and he condensed on the lower side alone. With
the considerations which induced the abandonment of this portion of the

invention I am not familiar. Very possibly they were local or peculiar

to the arrangement and construction of this machinery alone, and may
be obviated in subsequent experiments. But, considering the invention

as it actually operated—a light in which I have always presumed your
readers to be particularly desirous of viewing every noveltj'—that feature

of the invention has been, at the best, temporarily laid on the shelf by
its projector. The plus pressure under which the combustion in the

furnace actually proceeded last summer was probably less than two
pounds per square inch, it being only sufficient to force the hot products

of combustion through the many tubes and passages in the sevetal

heaters. The arrangement of the heaters may not be of particular in-

terest. The}' were, in general, tubular cylinders, mounted outside the

boiler. The hot gases rising from the fuel first traversed the tubes in

the boiler—a return tubular one; then through an additional series

above the water level, in which the intended effect was to superheat

the steam ; then through the tubes of a heater in which they were sur-

rounded by the steam on its way from the horizontal engines to the

principal or beam engine. They then traversed, in a substantially

similar manner, a heater, in which they imparted some of their remain-

ing caloric to the feed water, previous to its being forced into the boiler,

and finally through the tubes of still another heater, in which the tubes

were surrounded by cold air, which latter was passing from the pumps,
or forcing cylinders, to the furnace. Thus the boiler was fed with hot

water, the furnace supplied with hot air, the horizontal engines furnished

with steam at a very high pressure, requiring to be somewhat throttled,

and the principal, or beam engine, was supplied with steam at the ordi-

nary pressure, and somewhat superheated, or at worst partially dried

by its passage through the heater. The evaporation of water per pound
of coal, by this apparatus, was probably about 12| pounds.

Let me say distinctly that it is not intended to record the invention

as one of no value. On the contrary, it is, as will be observed by the

closing sentence of the last paragraph, a means of very greatly econo-

mising fuel. While the ordinary steam-generating apparatus evaporates

only from four to ten pounds of water per pound of coal, this apparatus,

as worked practically for a long period, and on a large scale, evaporated

more than eleven pounds. But while saving one dollar in fuel, it expended
two in the repairs and delays it involved. The difficulties, it will thus

be seen, are purely practical ; and it simply remains for this inventor,

or some other, to devise means of successfully overcoming them. 1

should add that Mr. Blanchard has already projected various means
which give promise of overcoming, in part at least, the difficulties ex-

perienced with this apparatus. It is evident that one of these projected

improvements—a connecting of the intermediate engine or engines di-

rectly to the main shaft, or to the working beam—Would avoid all the loss

now experienced in consequence of the throttling, and make the resulting

effect of the whole apparatus considerably more simple and economical.

Some stir has been made in this country within the past two years in

relation to utensils for preparing coffee. The records of the Patent

Office show numerous expedients
for accomplishing this end ; but in

consequence of more vigorous and
skilful business operations on the

part of its proprietors, the principal

new candidate, which has been
dubbed with the title of " The Old
Dominion Coffee Pot," has com-
pletely overshadowed its competi-

tors. Fig. 1 is a vertical section

through this famous pot, of which
it has been affirmed—I cannot say
with how much truth—that no
less than one thousand per day are

sold iu this city alone, including

both the wholesale and retail trade.

A is a vessel resting upon, and
making a tolerably tight joint with, the top of M, the coffee pot proper.
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A is filled with cold water up to the line s, in commencing the operation.

B is a bent tube which allows the steam to ascend freely from the interior

of m to the bend, b, and again to descend, without obstruction, to the

level of the line, s. In case a sufficient pressure is generated in the

vessel, M, to overcome some three or four inches pressure of water, the

steam will force down the water and escape from the open end of the

tube, rising in bubbles to the surface, from which it escapes, without

obstruction, into the atmosphere. The cold water must at first neces-

sarily condense much of this vapour, but in a very brief period the ope-

ration raises the temperature of the water in the vessel, A, to the boiling-

point. It is contended that the volatile portion, or aroma, of the coffee

bean is of considerable value in its effect on the flavour of the decoction

;

and the nominal object of this invention, as also of the numerous others,

which are very nearly similar, is to condense and return this portion.

The siphon tube, c, is the means by which the return is effected, and is

the patentable feature in the " Old Dominion." The bend in this tube

being a little above the surface, the siphon is inoperative until the coffee

is fully prepared", when, by adding to the quantity of water in a, or by
slightly inclining the vessel so as to cover the bend of c, the siphon

commences to act, and ultimately discharges all the water of A, with its

condensed aroma, into m, and the operation is then complete.

It is possible that the effect of this aroma is appreciable to a very
acute taste, but to one in good health, and possessing ordinary percep-

tions, the quantity of foreign matter of any kind in the water in A, at

the completion of the process, is so homoeopathic as to defy detection.

But the decoction produced by this means in m is superior to that ordi-

narily made in the ancient vessels. The cause is found, not in the return

of aroma, but in the necessarily brief boiling to which it is subjected.

Coffee is injured by long boiling, and the skilful cook endeavours to boil

it only so long as to extract the desirable flavouring elements of the

vegetable, and to leave in the "grounds," or the particles remaining
undissolved, those which are objectionable and bitter. The warming of

the water in the vessel, A, by the steam from m is an excellent criterion

to indicate when this result is accomplished ; and any person, by pur-

chasing and using the new invention, becomes capable of preparing an
excellent beverage. Thus the vessel, A, with its attachments, is, in

point of fact, a valuable gauge to show when the water below has been
sufficiently boiled, and in this, so far as a knowledge of the art has yet

been attained, lies the whole merit of the invention.

Aquarium is a term by which is denoted a species of parlour toy which,

whether originating on this or the other side of the Atlantic, is probably

familiar to most of your readers. These are glass boxes of from six to

sixty cubic feet capacity, containing sand or gravel, and aquatic plants

and animals, the latter so proportioned in their consumption and supply

of oxygen as to require no change of

the water. A new style, just patented

by Elijah D. Davis, of this city, appears

worthy of some attention, and is

shown in section in fig. 2. a is the

bottom, of cast iron, B the front, of

ordinary transparent glass, and c a
back plate, which is considerably

higher than B, and silvered on the

back side, the silvered surface being

protected by the additional plate, n, in

any ordinary manner. A singular

effect is developed in this invention,

such as is not commented on in any
of the familiar treatises on optics. This is the strong reflecting property

either of the front plate, or of the vertical water surface in contact there-

with, in its action upon light received from within. To an eye situated

at e, a fish or other object at p will—neglecting the refraction of the top

surface—be seen directly in the line, e f, and also reflected in the line,

E a. This is but the ordinary effect of a mirrored back, as employed in

cabinets and show-cases. The novelty lies in the additional reflections

represented, by which the object is seen in lines, e h and e i, the light

being reflected by the front plate, n, with such distinctness, that the

images seen in the lines, e ii and e i, are very nearly equal in strength

to those seen on the lines, E r and e o. The effect is to triple or quad-
ruple the apparent size of the vessel, instead of simply doubling it, as is

the effect when mirrors are used in vessels not containing water. The
images, h and i, are suddenly lost when the eye is elevated or depressed

beyond a certain range, and arc never seen when the aquarium is not
properly filled with water.

The same gentleman has made it practicable to cultivate, in this way,
aquatic vegetables which require soft and rich mud instead of clean sand
and gravel. The means of accomplishing this are also shown in fig. 2.

,i is the bottom, and k are the sides of a shallow vessel, which is capable
of being removed at pleasure. The earthy matter is deposited therein,

and the plants properly placed, after which the surface, except at the

points where the plants emerge, is covered with a thin coating of plaster

(calcined gypsum), and while this coating is in a soft state the whole
surface is sprinkled, or otherwise studded, with coarse sand and gravel.

The coating hardens rapidly, is insoluble in the water, and proteotl the
soft earth beneath from any disturbance. It is impracticable to use mini

without these precautions, as the action of the hands in removing any
of the finny or shelly inhabitants, or the pouring of water into the vessel,

would render the water turbid.

Some attention has been directed by American inventors within a few
years to the lighting of gas by electrical currents. The passage of any
considerable quantity of the fluid through a very small wire produces
great heat, and for many years gunpowder has been fired in this manner
in submarine blasting and other important operations. Platina is ob-

viously the most suitable metal for this purpose, but it chances that, as

stated in a notice of Dr Drake's gas engine, at page 87, vol. ix., even
this obdurate material cannot endure a continued contact with coal gas
at a high temperature. There are, in fact, two serious difficulties in the

way of lighting gas by this means. The one, which is first encountered
in experimenting on a small scale, is the corrosion and destruction of

the fine coils of platina wire after a few days' exposure in the heat of

the flame
;
and it is presumed to be impossible to find any other metal

which can endure so long. The second, and perhaps equally serious

evil, is the difficulty of operating on any considerable number of burners
at the same moment, in consequence of the resistance offered to the

passage of the current through each coil. The heat which is relied on
to ignite the jet is entirely due to the passage of the current through a

wire so fine as to offer a great resistance to its passage, and it is obvious
that these resistances cannot be multiplied to any great extent without
so far obstructing the current as to destroy its effect altogether. Or, to

enunciate the proposition in different language, and to place the matter
in a little different light, the quantity of heat which can be produced,

and consequently the number of jets which can be ignited simultaneous!y
by the current through an ordinary telegraph wire, cannot, by any means
yet known, be made to exceed a certain limit.

Mr Samuel Gardner, who lighted the gas in the Broadway Theatre in

this manner some two years ago, and continued usefully to operate in

that manner for several weeks or months at that place, lighted only one
chandelier at a time, and by manipulation in the prompter's box sent

the current through a different wire for each chandelier, until the whole
was lighted. But, although by this arrangement there were only 6 or

8 platina coils heated at any given time, and he employed a powerful
battery, comprising, I think, about 40 cups of one gallon each, the ig-

nition of the gas was neither sure nor remarkably rapid. The current

was allowed to flow through each scries from 10 to 20 seconds, and it

was not rare to leave one or more of the jets to flow without being lighted

even after this considerable effort. In that building the gas was turned on
by hand, one cock serving for the whole building, the offensive gas being
allowed to waste from each burner until its turn arrived to be ignited.

Mr Charles W. Smith, of Evans, in this State, is the inventor of
several devices which promise to

render this mode of igniting jets

considerably more practicable, and
which may make it very desirable

and economical. Fig. 3 shows the

apparatus connected with each
burner, whereby the gas is let on
and shut oft' at pleasure, and which
also serves the important purpose

of presenting the current of gas

to the heated platina during only

the few seconds required for its

ignition. A is an ordinary gas
burner, on the stop or supply cock,

b, of which is placed a ratchet as

represented. A small, temporary
magnet, d, is attached to the side

of the burner, and has hinged near

its end an armature, a. To this

armature is attached a lever, e,

carrying a pawl, i, which engages
in the ratchet. The deflector, f, is

also attached to the armature, and
it is evident that, whenever the latter is attracted by the magnet, the

cock is turned one notch, and the deflector is bj' this means thrown
over t';e burner, and ready to deflect the gas upon the ignited coil

at h. The operator having control of the wire at any distant point,

makes and breaks the circuit a sufficient number of times to turn b a
quarter circle, and thus to let on the gas, the weight of the deflector, F,

being sufficient to cause the descent of the armature during each break

of the ciicuit. After the gas is let on by this means, the current is al-

lowed to flow continuously for a short period, during which the gas is

flowing steadily upon the heated coil, ji, and the current is then directed

first intermittently and then steadily upon another or other burners.

The gas is shut oft" by sending an equal number of what are in telegraphy

termed " signals," thus giving another quarter revolution to the ratchet, b.

To avoid a necessity for using a very great number of wires in lighting

,1
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a large building, or the streets of a city, Mr Smith proposes to operate

circuit changers, at as many distant points as may be required, by means
of an electrical current transmitted through one additional wire, thus

enabling him to divide a large city into districts, in each of which one

of these circuit changers is placed, and again to subdivide his districts

into sections of as few lamps as are found to be desirable. To do this,

he lays a two-wire cable from
Fig- *• the central station to each of

the district circuit changers,

and by means of currents

through one of the wires,

shifts the contact of the other

wire from one section or cir-

cuit of lamps to another un-

til all are lighted. Fig. 4
represents this arrangement.

The wires, a b, pass respec-

tively to the electro-magnet,

c, and to the centre of the

circuit changer. When the

current is sent through the

wire, H to c, the armature, D,

is attracted, and operates the

ratchet, f, by means of the

lever and the pawl, e. This
ratchet carries an arm, G,

which makes connection be-

tween its central pivot, to

which the wire, b, is attach-

ed, and the brass segments,

H i J, in the circuit changer,

to which the conducting wires

are attached, which pass to the

lamp circuits. To operate this

portion of the invention it is necessary, after letting on the gas and lighting

the few jets in any given section, h, to send a couple of signals through
the wire. a. On the passage of the first through the helix, c, the armature,

n. is attracted, causing the ratchet, F, to rotate to the extent of one of

its notches, throwing the arm, o, upon the ivory between H and I. On
the passage of the second, the motion is repeated, and the arm, a, is

thrown upon the brass, I ; and on again operating with the wire, b, the

jets in the section connected with t are lighted.

This portion of the invention has not yet been put in use, but the

portion first explained—that shown in fig. 3—has been very satisfactorily

tested on a small scale. Preparations are now being made for intro-

ducing it in a very elegant picture gallery in this city, the property of

the eminent banker, Auguste Belmont, Esq.

It should, perhaps, be added in connection with this subject, that

preparations were made by Mr Gardner for lighting the new Senate

Chamber at Washington some twelve months ago, and a report may
have crossed the Atlantic that it was successfully operated each evening,

but the apparatus was, for some unknown reason, abandoned after use

onlv about one week. T. D. Stetson.

New York, 1858.

CENTRAL SCHOOL OF ART.

Peksevera>xe overcomes mountains—the old wise saw, which at once

tells a to-be-remembered truth, and acts as a living energy to create

fresh and fresh examples to enforce its reception—which started into

everlasting being in the mind of some inductive philosopher long, long
before the method of induction was made patent, and is now, and from
time immemorial has been, quietly doing its work, great or small, in our

school lessons—is well acted upon by the authorities of the great centre

of art at Sonth Kensington. They, certainly, are indefatigable in their

endeavours to show the value of their institution, and of what it is

capable. Their resources are infinite, and their means appear propor-

tionate. They would, however, have seemed to some persons to have
strained their efforts at the commencement of the lecture season, by ob-

taining the services of the Rev. W. H. Brookfield, one of her Majesty's
'its of Schools, to say something about "reading aloud." The

subject appears to have been and to continue a popular one. It has
since been caught up by the public, and is extending over the kingdom,
and the result is, or will be shortly proved to be, that the authorities

have been greatly right. Mr. Brookfield, indeed, began by helping them
considerably, in showing that "reading aloud" was a genuine "fine
art." He began by battling his opinions very pleasantly with all the

recognised arts : art design, painting, sculpture, photography, the re-

rtive arts as well as the creative arts, and alluded to poetry, rhe-

toric, and all the verbal creations of genius. He maintained that literary

art should not be excluded from the fine arts; and that, as the historian

of all, it 3hould be graciously acknowledged by each. The art of elo-

cution is auxiliary to rhetoric and poetry, but has been sadly neglected.

He considered it a great social accomplishment, which might be made
very advantageous in families, schools, and small societies. It required

but little cultivation, and, with clear enunciation, would be pleasing and
acceptable. As specimens of the style of thing, the lecturer read several

of the scraps of the character of Sir Roger de Coverley from the Spectator,

and the story of Le Fevre from Tristram Shandy. We were sorry to

feel obliged to conclude, from the peculiarity with which these readings
were received by a crowded auditory, how few of the hearers had pro-

bably read either of the originals. The story of La Fevre is one especially

capable of settling this. There is no mistake about the interest created

bjr it on a first perusal or first hearing ; but it falls after two or three

perusals, and two or three thoughts about it. The consummate art of

the writer is seen high above every sentiment which he strives, by fair

means and foul, to excite. Both the extracts were read with care, and
every inflection of the voice was well heard in all parts of the theatre.

The lecturer observed upon the general advantages which "reading
aloud " might produce, particularly to the reader, personally. His great

necessity is to possess himself thoroughly of his author, to well under-

stand his object and the means he employs to carry it out, the characters

displayed before him, and their differences. Mr. Brookfield concluded
by saying, that he wished to have given some rules for the cultivation

of the art ; but like the worthy mayor of some town through which
Queen Elizabeth was passing, and who apologised to her Majesty for the

bells not having been rung, and stated there were five reasons why they
were not rung, the first and principal one being, that there were no bells,

the lecturer said there were "no rules." After thoroughly understand-

ing your author, the next acquirement to be made is thoroughly to an-

nihilate yourself. If he did lay down any rules, the first would be,

"Forget yourself," the second would he, "Forget yourself," and the
third and last would be like unto it, "Forget yourself."

The second of the Monday evenings devoted to the lectures was
occupied by Dr. Lankester, in treating on the subject of plants as the

ultimate source of food to man. He began by observing upon the com-
paratively few of the sixty-one known chemical elements which had
been ascertained to be contained in animal and vegetable bodies, and the

importance of the study of all the elements before entering on the study
of physiology. Among the organic elements (those contained in animals

andvegetables) four are universally present—oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen,

and carbon. He gave illustrations of the various combinations of these

four, and proceeded to phosphorus and sulphur, which might be called,

he said, pseudo-organic, as, although essential to proteine, not universally

present ; and he noticed some of the other elements of which nearly the

same might be stated, as chlorine, iodine, fluorine, silica, as also the

metallic elements, sodium, potassium, calcium, magnesium, and iron.

Altogether the elements found in plants and animals amounted to fifteen

or sixteen onlj' in number. Dr. Lankester stated that the constant change
of particles known to be going on in all organic nature was much more
rapid than commonly supposed.. In animals he had estimated that an
entire change of particles took place every forty days, and not only every
seven years, as commonly supposed. He referred to specimens of all

the elements before him, and proceeded to notice the modes of their

passage through the different systems, first, of plants, and, secondlj', of

animals. Those through plants by means of carbonic acid gas and
ammonia were the principal ; and he referred to the great sources of

carbonic acid gas for feeding the vegetable kingdom. Animals, he
stated, undo what the plants do. They are mutually, perhaps equally,

dependent on one another. A properly constructed vivarium affords a

pleasant illustration of this fact. He then stated the modes of assimila-

tion in the animal, principally through the medium of starch, proteine,

&c, distinguishing the flesh-formers from the heat-givers. He exhibited

a very elaborate diet table of vegetable* food, in which the different

quantities of water, flesh-formers, heat-givers, and mineral matter, were
shown in the different substances eaten, and recommended puddings and

dumplings as more nutritious than bread. He considered we were all

intended to partake of animal food, not on account of its chemical

elements, but on account of its digestibility. He then described the

quantities of the several elements in their compounded states, which
might be found in a person weighing 154 lbs., an average weight, and
exhibited to the audience all these elements in their exact proportions,

a quantity equal to three parts of water forming one ! One hundred and

fifteen grains of iron would be found in the body ; and it was stated that

some French savans had recently extracted this from the bodies of their

friends, and formed it into a ring, or some other token of remembrance !

The compounds thus exhibited were water, gelatine, fat, fibrine, albumen,

sulphate of lime, carbonate of lime, salt, sulphate of potash, sulphate of

soda, fluoride of calcium, (Derbyshire spar), carbonate of soda, andiron

in the shape of peroxide.

Professor Owen next delivered what may be called a second edition of

his now famous discourse at the Zoological Society, on the classification

of the mammalia. It was, indeed, scientifically speaking, still more
interesting, as his views had been strongly confirmed by recent dis-

coveries and reflection, while they were accompanied with a pleasant
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run-away talk—such only as such a man may talk—about natural history

in general, and some of its more important cultivators, ancient and
modern, native and foreign. After referring to the advantages of the
classificatory sciences in early education, he remarked upon the peculiarly

interesting science of natural history, as connected with the large

family of mammalia, as being of the greatest use to man. He expressed

a noble praise of Aristotle, Linnajus, and Cuvier, as the three principal

individuals who had contributed to our knowledge on this matter ; and
then pointed to and explained his own diagram, as exhibiting the most
recent results of his thirty years' study of the subject. Our readers will

observe, from an inspection of the new classification, that Professor

Owen has founded it upon cerebral development. Here it is :

—

Archenoceohala. Bimana.
Catarhina.

Quadrumana. -< Platyrhina.

Strepsorhina,.

Digitigrada.

Carnivora. •< Plantigrada.

ti Pinnigrada.

Gyrenocephala.
13 Actiodactyle.

Non-ruminantia.
Kuminantia.

u
Perissodactyle.

Proboscidia.

Toxodontia (Extinct).

Sirenia.

L
Cetacea.

Solipedia.

Sachydurmata.

Lissenocephala.

J

Cheiroptera.

Inse ;tivora.

Bruta.

r Fnigivora.

Insectivora.

CQ
L Roventia.

Lyencepliala. 1
£

Marsupialia.

MouoLremuta.

DESULPHURISING COKE OVENS.

The removal of the sulphur from coke, in tiie process of manufacture,

has always been a source ofveiy great anxiety, both to producers and users

Most of our readers will have no difficulty in reading the distinguish-

ing characteristics of the proposed new classes and families by the

simple Greek terminology made use of. The learned professor very
concisely described all the classes, and most of the principal types of the

several families, illustrating what might have been satisfactorily done
in a dry and formal manner, with interesting and instructive accounts

of the habits and habitats of the several objects from the lowest, the

duck mole, platypus, or ornith jrynchus, as it is otherwise called, of the

Australian world, through the kangaroos and opossums to the great and
frightful gorilla up to man. In noticing the fact, which, except the

small opossum in A nerica, is unique, of all the mammalia (except one)

of Australia being marsupial, or pouched, he read in it simply a condi-

tion of its existence in a country subject often to long draughts, even
two and sometimes three years at a time. The pouch enables the

mother to travel with her young in search of water, without the fatigue

of having to return to her lair at a distance. He referred to the manatee
among the Sirenia or Syreus, as having, from the peculiar powers of its

fore fins, enabling it to use them as actual hands, and often clasping

their young to their breast, been the origin whence the idea of the mer-
maid arose. Among the ruminantia he mentioned the singular fact,

that those among them having hoofs split into two (as the cow) or

four, an even number of toes, invariably had, if any, horns placed in

a symmetrical position, one or two on each side of the head ; while those

having single hoofs, or hoofs split into three or five toes, as invariably

had Ini tone horn, or, if two, thcfithe two one above the other, as the double-

horned rhinoceros. The lecturer also very graphically described the recent

terrible addition to the known fauna of the world—the horrible gorilla

of Africa, a specimen of which he had recently succeeded in acquiring

for this country. It was sent over in spirits, and is now under process

of being stuffed and sweetened at the Crystal Palace ; and we are pro-

mised that when it shall have received all satisfactory attentions in this

respect, it will be deposited among the stuffed apes in the British Museum.
Most people will shudder to hear that the creature is by far the largest

ape known, three feet broad at the shoulders, with hands double the size

of a hard-working blacksmith's, and wrists four times the size of those

of a large man. He has been known to bite through a gun barrel ; and
when lie has seen a native approaching him in the woods, gently but

surely flopping from branch to branch, he has pounced upon the unhappy
way fuer, drajrged him up a tree, and, with one wrench, twisted his

head completely oif his shoulders, and dropt the mangled corpse ! A
hideous figure, five feet high, covered with long black hair

!

"We may observe that Professor Owen, in the course of his lecture,

alluded, in no measured terms of praise, to the recent publication of Or.

"Win well, to which we have lately called our readers' attention. Mr
< iwen called it the grandest work which had appeared since the original

Novum Oryanum of Bacon.

1K1TM1
Fig. 4.

of this very necessary article, and much labour has been expended in the
endeavour to ellect it. Amongst other plans for the purpose, we have
had laid before us a very sensible arrangement of coke oven, by Messrs.
Roper & Claridge ; and we engrave it here as a valuable contribution to

the art and practice of the coke manufacture. The detailed results

which they propose to gain by their process are, the application of the
waste gases of blast furnaces or other waste

1

combustible gases in coking
the coal in ovens, either alone, or as an auxiliary to the ordinary pro-

cedure, and the desulphurisation of coke by the use of steam Figs.

1 and 2 are respectively longitudinal and transverse sections of the new
oven ; and figs. 3 and 4 are a plan and section of one of the perforated
bricks forming the oven floor.

The oven, A, has an open bottom, b, covered with a layer of minutely
perforated bricks, c, the roof of the structure being covered with a layer

of sand, d; the arrows in the roof flue, e, indicate the direction of the
current from the interior. The steam is admitted by the stop cock and
pipes, p, and the discharge of the current to the chimney is legulated by
the damper, e. Under the false bottom, a current of any unutilised

combustible gases is admitted, after the oven has been charged in the

usual way, sufficient air being allowed to

enter to ensure the combustion of the gas. Fig. 3.

The heat so produced will cause or assist

the coking of the coal contained in the

oven, the heat being diffused as uniformly
as possible under the false bottom, by
means of partitions deflecting the direct

course of the flame, or by any other simple
means. It is, of course, necessary to have
a stack in connection with the flame space
under the oven, and by means of a damper
on this stack the heat of the oven may in

a great measure be regulated. The com-
bustible gases may also, if desired, be applied at the top or sides of the
oven, with suitable modifications ; and the flame-spaces, whether at

top, bottom, or sides, need not of ne essity be separated from the internal

contents of the oven bj' perforated partitions, the perforations being
more for the application of steam than the waste gases. When the
conversion of the coal into coke is effected, which is indicated roughly by
the disappearance of heavy, yellowish-red flame in the oven, and while
the coke is still at its maximum degree of heat, the supply of inflam-

mable gases is cut off, and a current of steam admitted under the false

perforated bottom, its escape to the stack being checked as much as

possible; or the steam may Le applied from the commencement of the
operation of coking, and in that case, if it is desired to use the waste
gases, they must be applied at the top or sides of the oven. When very
sulphurous coals are operated upon, it is advantageous to provide for the

combined use of the waste gases and the steam at the same time, so that

the steam may be applied for a longer period. The steam passed under
the false bottom is forced through the perforations into the coke oven,
where it is retained under pressure as much as possible, by closing all

apertures from the oven, so that the coke may be thoroughly permeated
by the steam, which being decomposed by the sulphide of iron, or other

sulphide piesent, the hydrogen combines with the sulphur of the sulphide,

carrying it off in the gaseous state. In the case of extremely sulphury
coals the use of superheated steam is preferred, so that the decomposing
action may be exeited for the longest period. It is evident that the steam
required for desulphurising the coke may be raised by means of the

waste heat of the coke ovens themselves ; and also, when necessary,

arrangements might easily be made for superheating the steam by the

same heat ; so that in fact the expense of desulphurising coke in the

way pointed out resolves itself simply into a question of first cost, and a
small item for wear and tear.

The coke, after steaming sufficiently, may be cooled in the usual way
;

but by continuing the use of steam the coke may be extinguished, and
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being then in an anhydrous state, or nearly so, is peculiarly adapted for

particular purposes.

The steam enters by three branch pipes through the back wall of the

oven, and under the perforated bottom, which is supported by two
longitudinal brick partitions, with considerable transverse openings, for

the equal diffusion of the steam. The damper in the stack is closed as

soon as the steam is turned on, and thus prevents its escape in a great

measure. The dimensions of the holes in the perforated bricks are

found in practice to answer well, and should not be widely departed

from. The conical shape of the holes is to prevent their obstruction by
small pieces of coke.

'Where a series of ovens are employed on this plan, it will be evident

that the best arrangement will be to place a steam boiler in connection
with the flues from the ovens, and thus raise steam by the waste heat

of the gases produced by coking. In which case, the cost of the process

resolves itself into the interest on the prime cost of the boiler and fittings,

together with the necessary alterations in the ovens, and small items

for wear, and tear, and attention. With such an arrangement of boiler,

and with coal of average quality, as used in South Wales, the entire

cost of the process will not exceed 3d. per ton.

The first trial of this process for the desulphurisation of coke was
made on the Meadow Vein coal, at Pontypool. This coal had been
proved to be useless for the cupola, or blast furnace, from the large

quantity of sulphur it contained, about 2 -4 per oent. After the applica-

tion of steam, it was found to be equal to the best coke made at Ponty-

pool for melting iron, the iron retaining its greyness, and being as soft

as could possibly be desired. The Rock Vein coke has also been
desulphurised with most satisfactory results, yielding a bright silvery

coke that could scarcely be surpassed.

Mineral charcoal, or " soft coke," as it is more commonly termed,

has also been operated on in the same way, and it was found that tin

plates made with this fuel were equal to charcoal plates, and better than

those made from mineral charcoal, made from Ebbw Vale J coal, in the

ordinary way, which contains only about *5 of sulphur, whilst the coal

from which the desulphurised mineral charcoal was made contained 1"64

per cent, of sulphur. This process has also been applied for many
other purposes with equally good results.

THE MINT AND MONEY-MAKING.

There are few manufactures in the kingdom of more interest to the

popular mind than that of money. Very few, however, are less gene-

rally understood. The Ro3*al Mint of London, we see by the annual

coinage returns, is constantly pouring forth its rich streams to replenish

the commercial channels of the country, which would become parched

without them ; but the means employed for creating those streams are a

mystery. It is our intention, therefore, to convey some intelligence of

the art of money-making to our readers. There may not be so much
of romance in the history of a coined as of a crowned sovereign, but

there is still some interest about it. The " The Adventures of a Guinea"
have been published-^-why not the "Progress of a Sovereign from the

Crucible to the Coining Press?

"

It is unnecessary to go into the earlier antecedents of gold. The
places of its nativity are now well known, and thousands of devotees

have made long voj'ages in pursuit of the precious mineral. California,

Australia, and the shores of the Pacific Ocean, have yielded, and are

yielding, abundance of it ; and ships laden with the products of the

several diggings are ever arriving or speeding homewards with their

valuable burdens. Some of these burdens we will suppose to have been

deposited at the bank, the great reservoir for such material. The
bank is supported mainly, we all know, by paper; but in order that that

paper may be made potent enough to meet and overcome commercial
difficulties, it must be supplemented by a golden corps de reserve—an
army of " yellow boys." The bank, therefore, although it receives the

results of the diggers' toil—the great and little "nuggets"—and the

auriferous sands from the coast of Africa, does not keep them long in

those forms. It employs some city refiners, in the first instance—Messrs
Brown and Wingrove, of Wood Street, have long enjoyed bank patron-

age—to convert the miscellaneous particles, by fusion, into ingots of

standard gold. These ingots are next forwarded, per common carriers'

carts, in strong boxes trebly locked, and in custody of stout bank porters,

to the Royal Mint, where they are received into "safes" of great

strength and security.

Here, then, our story of a sovereign may be said to begin. The Royal
Mint is its birthplace and its cradle, and from this it goes forth armed
for the duties of circulation. At what is called the central office of the

mint, the ingots of gold are weighed in presence of bank and mint
. in order to check the weighings of the former establishment.

Nothing is here received except by actual weighment, and so likewise
_ is delivered hut by the same means. Supposing, then, that a

batch of ingots have been passed through the mint office scales, the next
operation is to cut from each a small portion, a chip as it were, for the

assa3'er's experimentation as to its quality and fineness. Trucks are

next loaded with the rich freight, and it is transferred, via iron tram-

way, to the Melting House. Here another weighing takes place, and
the melter assures himself and his workmen that he has received the
exact amount with which he is charged. The crucibles of plumbago
are now placed in their little recesses, and beneath and around them
burn charcoal fires. Three ingots are placed in each crucible, and soon
the obdurate and solid metal is acted upon by intense heat, and becomes
fluid. A number of steel moulds are conveniently arranged in front of

the furnaces on a frame which holds them vertically, and, one by one, with
the aid of iron tongs and other appliances, the melter's assistants pour the

contents of the crucibles into the moulds. Ingots are thus converted into

bars, and advanced one stage in the manipulation of sovereign-making.
These bars are about twenty-one inches long, one and three-eighths of

an inch broad, and one inch thick—a size which experience has taught
to be exceedingly eligible for the purpose of conversion into coin. These
bars are now accurately weighed again, and thus is ascertained the loss

if any which has taken place in the process of casting, whether by
volatilization or otherwise.

The bars are now returned to the Central Office, and passed through
the scales in presence of an officer of the coining department, who,
having first written a receipt for them, takes them into his keeping, and
has them forthwith trucked to the Great Rolling Room. The ponderous
machinery of this room is driven by a thirty-horse steam engine of the
old Boulton and Watt principle, (now found inadequate to the ever
increasing duties required of it, and about to be supplanted by a modern
one of fortydiorse power) and consists of six pairs of highly-finished

rolls of varying diameters and lengths, two pairs of circular shears, and
a large pair of eecentrically-worked lever shears

; the whole being driven
by massive shafting and gearing, working in two trenches running
longitudinally through the apartment. To the largest pair of rolls,

known as the breaking-down mill, the golden bars are—after being once
again weighed by the rolling room official—taken. Through this, one
after another in rapid succession, they are passed by the workpeople.
Two adjusting screws of great size, and worked by crank handles at the
discretion of the roller, regulate the distance between the two rolls; the
upper roll being moveable with its bearings, and the lower resting on
a solid bed. The process of lamination may now be said to have com-
menced, and the bars have thus been reduced by sheer pressure from one
inch in thickness to seven-eighths, and lengthened in proportion. A re-

adjustment of the rolls is now made, and bar after bar againp.issed through,
a further reduction of thickness and increased length resulting there-

from. This is repeated again and again, until the bars, now of unwieldy
lengths, are each cut into two or three, and passed forward to other
mills of smaller character, and with finer adjustments; and, having first

undergone one or two annealings in the brick ovens arranged behind
the mills for the purpose, they are here brought near to the gauged
thickness required. The work of the Rolling Room is now done, the

bars have become mere ribands, or "fillets," technically; and with the
waste ends, scraps, splinters, trial pieces, and everything pertaining to

them, are weighed up and deposited in a "stronghold." None of the work-
people are permitted to leave the room through the day, nor at night,

until furnished with a written certificate from their officer, to the
Serjeant of police at the outer gate, stating that all is right. As they
say in thrilling melo-dramatic language, twelve hours must be

supposed to have elapsed before the next scene opens, and the ribands of

the previous day are passed into the Drawing Room—an apartment some-
what different in its fitments to a AVest-End drawing room, however;
and here the first operation is to thin dovfn the ends of the strips of

gold to the extent of abou,t two inches of their length. This is done at

what is called a " flatting mill," which allows the " fillets " to be passed
between two small rolls to that extent, and then, with a severe pinch,

rejects them. The next part of the proceedings is for the fillets so

acted upon to be carried forward to the drqwbench—from which the

room, no doubt, receives its name—and the thinned end of one is intro-

duced between two finely polished and well tempered steel cylinders, four

inches in length, and three-fourths of an inch in diameter, fixed in a strong
frame. These cylinders do not revolve, but rest in beds to which they
have been accurately fitted, and are adjusted as to distance from each
other by screws. On the side of the machine opposite to that on which
the fillets are introduced, is a bench, over which travels an endless chain,

and above this on little wheels a carriage is placed. This carriage, tech-

nically called a "dog," has teeth which bite the end ofthe gold protruding
beyond the surfaces of the cylinders, and then, being attached by its tail,

as it were, to the endless chain, draws it between the cylinders and equal-

ises its thickness from end to end, A workman now takes the adjusted
fillet to what is called a trial cutter, and with this he punches a piece

from some part of its surface, of the exact size of the sovereign, and
weighs it. If found accurate in weight, the metal from which the piece

is cut, after having its waste ends removed by means of a pair of vibrat-

ing shears placed near, is passed to the Cutting-Press Hoom. If the

piece of gold, or " blank," as it is now named, be found heavy, the fillet

is once more bitten by the "dog," and drawn through the cylinders, per-
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feet accuracy of weight being indispensable. Imagining that all the
requirements as to weight are complied with, and that from whatsoever
part of the strip of gold blanks may be cut, they will all weigh alike,

within an eighth, of a grain, we will now ask our readers to step into

the Cutting Room. Here, twelve cutting presses, arranged on a circular

platform about two feet in height, surround an upright shaft and a
horizontal fly-wheel which revolves, and at the will of twelve boys, who
attend and feed the presses, the punches attached to the presses are

made to rise and fall at the rate of sixty strokes per minute. The
fillets, now cut into handy lengths, are given to these boys, and are

perforated by the punches from end to end, the blanks falling into boxes
fitted into the platform, and the waste or scissel being given over to a
binder up, and weighed back to the melter for his next morning's melting.
It will be apparent that much care is necessary in order to preserve

exactness in every operation hitherto performed. If the rolling be not
carefully done, the drawbench will not rectify all its errors. If the
drawbench be not nicely adjusted, the thickness of metal will not be
equal, and then the cutting punches, however properly turned and
tempered, would produce pieces of varying weight or "bad work," and
so on. Vigilance is indeed essential at every stage of gold coining. We
will now follow the blanks to the next department, the Weighing Room.
And this is one of the most interesting in the mint. In this handsome
apartment are placed, on elegant ornamental iron stands, thirteen

automaton balances, and these are the silent judges who decide irrevo-

cably as to the attention which has been given in foregoing processes,

and reject or accept the blanks presented for their verdicts. These
balances are beautiful pieces of mechanism, and were made by Napier,

of London. The finest clockwork does not excel them in beauty of

workmanship, and their nice adjustments are tenderly preserved from
damp and dust by glass cases. To these automatons the appeal is made
as to the qualit}' of the work, and noiselessly they give their answers.
Supposing a quantity of " blanks " to have been passed into the Weighing
Room, they are next distributed among the balances, each of which is

furnished with a receiving slide, down which the discs of metal slowly
advance, one by one, for judgment. At the foot of each slide a strip of

steel is made to advance and recede alternately, and at each advance it

pushes forward a blank to a small scale-table beautifully poised, and
sensitive to variations of weight the most minute that can be con-

ceived almost. For an instant the piece is held thus in suspension, as

if the machine were actually thinking of its worth or worthlessness, but
the deliberation is brief— if the piece be too heavy, it quickly disappears

through a flattened tube into the "heavy" compartment, pushed there

by the arrival at the scale table of another blank for sentence, and this,

if light, vanishes as speedily into the limbo for light pieces, giving way
to its following blank, which steers, mayhap, a middle and safe course
into the medium or accepted box. Thus, piece after piece is weighed,
judged, condemned, or approved, according to its own merits. By
careful manipulation the great bulk of the work is now made to fall into

the medium boxes, and thus much saving is effected. In fact, Professor

Graham, F.R.S., Master of the Mint, may be said to have effected a
revolution in this respect. Waste and extravagance arc, thanks to him,

succeeded by economy and thrift, and the superintendents he has
placed in power during the last two years have actively aided in the

good work.
The golden pieces which the magic balances—performing more surely

their oiliee than, five or six years ago, twenty men were able to do

—

have recognised as of fit and proper weight to become current coin of

the realm, are now weighed out in bulk to the Marking Room, whilst

the condemned blanks, a small per centage as has been paid of the whole,
are returned by weight to the melter. The term " marking," technically

used in coining, is a strange one, and to the uninitiated conveys no idea

whatever of its meaning. The Marking Room at Tower Hill contains,

however, eight machines for "marking" sovereigns. Tradesmen, for

the detection of guilty servants and others, have sometimes marked
money and detected thieves thereby. The " marking " at the mint is

entirely different, and for a different purpose, as will be seen. A boy
attends each of the marking machines, and receives the yellow candi-

dates for sovereignty, resembling shankless, worthless brass buttons at

present, upon a copper tray, placed at a considerable angle of inclination

above the machines. They fall, with a little assistance on the part of

the marker, through tubes which conduct them horizontally to a bed
prepared for them. Motion is now given to a horizontal bar which
traverses beneath the tubes, and is fitted with four "shovels." At every
alternation of this bar, and it has a short quick stroke, two pieces are

carried forwards, and two backwards, from beneath the tubes. These
pieces are made to revolve, still horizontally, between two grooved
" checks " made of steel, and which apply a pressure to the outer rim of

each blank, and thus get a rim (quite plain! or protecting edge raised on
their whole circumferences. After this squeeze they are thrown forward
by the " shovels "—miniature implements—into a basket placed to catch
them, and are "marked" sovereign blanks. This partial raising of the

edge assists the dies in a later period, and smooths away the sharp
corners left by the cutting presses. It is a highly necessarj' process

with large coins ; and lately under the judicious direction alluded to,

half-sovereigns even have—with considerable advantage to the public,
for that coin will wear longer, and is more finished in appearance

—

thereby been made to undergo it.

A severer ordeal now awaits the blanks. Once again they are weighed,
and this time to the Annealing Room. Shakspeare makes the ghost of
Hamlet's father complain of being sent "to his account unannealed ;

"

but he did not allude to the kind of annealing conducted at the mint.
The departed monarch might have been in his life "every inch a king,"
but annealed at the mint, he would have come out but a sorry sovereign.
Without this operation, nevertheless, it would— to speak in sober
seriousness—be difficult to create sovereigns such as our subject treats
of. The Annealing Room is fitted with large ovens, cast-iron pans,
furnaces, and other fitments for a fiery ordeal, and to this the marked
pieces are now to submit. They are placed, about 3, 000 in company, in the
pans, which are then carefully covered with wrought-iron lids, made air-

tight with plastic loam, and submitted to the action of intense heat for

the space of an hour. The batches are then withdrawn from the ovens
and allowed to become cool before the pans are opened.
By this means the oxidation or tarnishing which would inevitably

follow the contact of the gold with the atmosphere is avoided, and the
blanks are found to be quite bright in appearance. They are next for-

warded to the Blanching Room, where, after being made perfectly cold
by a hydropathic application, they are immersed in a copper containing
a hot, but weak, solution of sulphuric acid and water, which removes
all traces of impurity from their surfaces, and prepares them yet further
for their high destiny. Another washing in aqua pura follows, and
then they are transferred to a drying stove. This consists of a flat

plate of cast-iron, covered with beach-wood sawdust, furnished with
sieves, wooden shovels, and other such materials, and kept warm by
means of a fire and flue beneath it. Into one of the sieves a portion of
the pickled blanks is now placed, and by friction with the heated saw-
dust, effected by manual labour, their faces are dried after their bath.

In order, however, to make this part of the duty more complete, they
are turned into a copper "muffle," a sort of perforated coffee roaster,

and agitated violently in a heated tube ; returned to the sieve, and then
placed in a receptacle resembling much a butcher's tray, and many of
which are used in the Coining Department. The blanks are now ready
for striking. Weighment and careful ascertainment of the working loss,

if any, arising from this baking, boiling, and roasting process, is now
all that intervenes between them and the coining presses. It may be
said here, that tickets upon which the weight of the work, as it is found
by the various officers in charge, is registered, circulate with every 60
lbs. weight of gold in its progress to the Stamping Room, and are there
filed.

The Coining Press Room of the Royal Mint is a handsome apartment.
It is, at a guess, about seventy feet in length, thirty in breadth, and per-

haps fourteen in height. It contains eight presses on the screw principle,

as originally, in 1810, supplied by Messrs. Boulton & Watt. These
surmount a cast-iron ]3latform, and are surrounded by sixteen square
oaken columns, reaching to the iron girders supporting an upper floor,

and braced together by crossbars. The presses are worked from above,
and the machinery which gives them motion is in the Coining Room,
therefore invisible. The fly arms, about six feet long, and weighty at

their extremities, travel to and fro between a certain limited space,

carrying with them the vertical screw, passing through the centre of

the press, and thus alternately raising and depressing the upper die.

In front of each press a recess in the iron platform exists, and these are

fitted with seats when coinage is going on, occupied by as many boys
as there are presses in use. The blanks are distributed among these

youthful coiners—finishers of the law of coining—who place them in

trays beside their snug holes in the platform. The presses are each
provided with a feeding tube, and these are filled by the attendants with
the bright but plain discs of precious metal. On the bed of the press

a die—the head generally, we believe—has been previously fixed by
an artificer, and the machine so adjusted as that when in motion the

feeding apparatus—a self-acting affair moved by a rod, which obtains its

own motion from a quadrant screwed to the fly-arms—shall place, one by
one, the pieces alternately on the die. The tube being, as we said, filled by
the boy, and all other arrangements complete, he now pulls a starting

line, which, passing through a pipe running beneath the floor, opens a
communication between a vacuum chamber and a vertical press pump,
and the piston of this, descending by atmospheric pressure, carries with
it the press and upper die. The effect is magical. The first blank has

become a coin—a perfect coin, fit for circulation forthwith. The six-

tieth part of a minute has sufficed to transform the plain, quaker-like

disc of gold into the smart, aristocratic, bright, accomplished sovereign.

At the moment that the atmospheric column has brought down the

upper die upon the piece lying upon the lower one, and thus impressed

it with the " image and superscription " of our loved queen, a steel

collar, milled or serrated on its inner circumference, has been forced

by a spring to enclose that piece, prevent its undue expansion, and to

transfer an external milling to the coin. A very brief interval now
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elapses before the new-born sovereign is displaced by the feeder, which
has returned to the tube, singled out another blank, and, in advancing
with it to the die, thrown its predecessor over to an inclined upper
plane, down which it slides, and is presently joined by a host of com-
panions. The press may now be said to be fairly in motion ; the tube

is kept supplied by the boy ; the feeder delicately attends to the appe-

tite of the machine, never overloading it ; the upper die and milled

collar rise and fall with speed and regularity ; the pieces are struck off,

and tumbled down in glistening succession into the pans placed to

receive them ; and money-making is going on indeed ! Butchers' trays

are now again put into requisition ; workmen take up the produce of

the presses in these, and convey them for examination to a series of

tables arranged for the purpose. The few coins defective, from acci-

dental circumstances, that may be picked out, are condemned to the
melting pot, with all the refuse gold of the other rooms, and the genuine

accepted, and no doubt very acceptable, pieces of money are finally

weighed for delivery to the Mint Office scales, en route for the coffers of

the Bank of England, and the purses, pockets, and general convenience
of the world at large.

Such, gentle reader, as the novelist likes to say^such is the story of

a sovereign. If that story does not interpret itself completely, the

writer, who has seen the processes he attempts to describe therein, is

sorry, and craves forgiveness for the futile effort he has made.
The art of coining has advanced in every way amazingly at the

establishment in London since the appointment of Mr Graham as pei--

petual and working master—the office was once ministerial, now work-
ing—and to him, therefore, in justice, truth, and fairness, let the

Practical Mechanics Journal give all due honour—not because Mr.
Graham is a native of our town, but because he has earned it, and it is

therefore right that he should receive it.

There are many other interesting particulars in connection with the

English Mint, and at some future time they may perhaps be givenin
our pages.

THE GEOLOGISTS' ASSOCIATION.

A sew society, under the above name, has been recently formed, for the

purpose ofencouraging the stud}' of geological science. Geology has of

fate years attracted, perhaps, more popular attention than any other of

the natural sciences : and the class of persons who, although unable,

from the pressure of other occupations, to give much time to its study,

vet take an active interest in its facts and teachings, appears to be
jn the increase ; and the intention of the founders of this asso-

ciation is to afford to those persons means of intercommunication and
mutual help. It is true that there is already in existence a large and
important society which devotes itself entirely to the study of geology,

but the Geological Society presupposes in its members far too exten-

sive a knowledge of the subject, and its proceedings are far too advanced
to be of much use to any but those who have made very considerable

progress in the science : and it has therefore been thought that there was
room for another association, which, while capable of affording assist-

ance to the accomplished geologist, should yet, by its popular character,

be better adapted to the more modest wants of the learner.

Holding this opinion, a number of gentlemen have organised the

Geologists Association ; and the best proof which can be given of the

existence of the want which they have endeavoured thus to supply will

be found in the fact, that although scarcely two months old, the associa-

tion already numbers nearly two hundred members. The objects of the

association are stated to be, to facilitate the study of geology, and its

allied sciences, by the reading of papers, the delivery of lectures, the

formation of a library and museum for reference, the exchange of fossils

amongst the members, and the printing of proceedings. Facilities will

also be afforded, for the communication of information as to the best

methods of search after fossils, and the localities in which they are to

be found, and for enabling members to have the proper names affixed to

any doubtfully named specimens which may be at present in their pas-

Ladies are to be eligible as members of the association, which is to

comprise both town and country members, the annual subscription of

the latter being less, and their privileges fewer, than in the case of the
former.

The committee have not yet been able to procure rooms for the per-

manent accommodation of the association, and their meetings are there-

fore at present held in the library of St. Martin's Hall, London. The
first ordinary meeting was held there, on Tuesday evening, the lltli

'hen a very able inaugural address was delivered by the president,

M. Toulmin Smith. Non-members, as well as members, had been
invited to attend, and the number of visitors, which was quite as large

as the room could comfortably accommodate, evinced the general interest

which the association has excited.

The next ordinary meeting will be held on Tuesday the 8th inst.

No. 131.—Vol. XL

Fig. 78.

THE HISTORY OF THE SEWING MACHINE.

ARTICLE XI.

Provisional protection for six months was granted to Henry Dircks on
the loth of February, 1853, for "an improved sewing machine." Mr.
Dircks' machine is identical—with one exception—in form, construction,

and mode of operating, with that of Mr Hughes' machine, illustrated at

figs. 60 and 61 of our last article.. The exception above alluded to is

the peculiar mode of driving the feeding wheel. Our readers will re-

member that Mr. Hughes' feed wheel was driven by a gut placed in a

groove round it, and attached to a spring, but Mr. Dircks proposes to

employ, in lieu of the gut, an ingeniously-contrived lever, which imparts

motion to the wheel by frictional contact only. Fig. 78 is a side eleva-

tion of the feed wheel detached, with the bent lever employed for actu-

ating it., a is the bent lever, which works levelly upon the central

boss of the feed wheel, such wheel being car-

ried on a fixed stud, c, fitted into a bracket
projecting from the under side of the bed plate

or table of the machine. An inside projecting

boss is made on the lever, a, and a notch is

formed therein to receive one end of what the

patentee terms a "knuckle," which consists

of a loose piece of metal, shown in dotted lines

at a, the outer end of which bears against

the inner side of the rim formed round the

wheel. This "knuckle" is so disposed as to

form, in conjunction, with the boss of the

lever, a species of toggle or knee joint, so that

when the latter is moved in the direction. in

which the wheel is to rotate, it forces the

"knuckle" against the rim of thewheel, which is then, by the frictional

contact of the " knuckle " with the rim, earned round a short distance

with it. On the motion of the lever, however, being reversed, the pres-

sure of the " knuckle " against the rim of the wheel, a, is removed, and
the "knuckle" is free to inove back in readiness for the next stroke

without imparting any backward motion to the wheel, which is subjected

to a certain amount of drag or friction by the pressure of a flat spring, d,

against its side.

Wm, H. Johnson, of the United States, obtained a patent for " sowing
cloth, leather, and other materials," on the 21st- of April, 1853. Mr.
Johnson's machine is of far too intricate and complicated a nature to be
illustrated in a satisfactory manner on a small scale, and we certainly

think too intricate to be a really efficient and practical sewing machine.
There are features of novelty about it, however, which maj' be worth}*

of the notice of our readers : one is, that the material is fed along by
means of the needle itself, for which purpose a lateral vibratory as well

as vertical up and down motion is imparted to the needle bar by rather

an intricate arrangement of levers and slides. By this compound motion
of. the needle, however, the use of a separate feed motion is dispensed
with. A further improvement consists in attaching the spool or bobbin
which supplies the needle to the top of the needle slide itself, so that in

all positions of the needle the distance between the spool and the eye of

the needle will be invariable, and the thread will consequently be delivered

in a steady and regular manner without jerk, whilst the formation of

slack to a great extent is avoided. This machine, by the combination
of a straight nee'dle and a forked and barbed hook, produces a one-thread

stitch of a peculiar formation, which the patentee calls a " belaying

Fig. 81. Fig. 80. Fig. 70.

Fig. 84. Fig. 83.

double loop stitch." The needle, as we before observed, works verti-

cally, and has at the same time a vibratory side motion imparted to_ it,

and this needle works in conjunction with a forked and barbed spring

hook, carried by the end of a horizontal vibrating lever, to which the

requisite motions are imparted by cams suitable for the purpose.

2 z
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The various relative positions which the needle, hook, and thread

assume during the operation of sewing are indicated by the accompany-

ing cuts. Fig. 79 represents the first step in the formation of the stitch.

The needle, a (which is made, as usual, with an eye at its point), passes

downwards through the cloth, e, and carries with it the thread, which,

as the needle rises or withdraws again, forms a loop, into which the

forked hook, c, enters by the action of its actuating cam. As the upward
motion of the needle bar continues, the needle rises from the cloth, leav-

ing the loop deposited on the hook, as shown in fig. 80. The vibration

of the needle during the first perforation feeds forward the cloth, and
permits the needle in its second descent to assume the position shown
in fig. 81, forming a loop as the needle runs through, which passes the

hook, c, carrying the first loop with it, and assuming the position shown

in fig, 82—the loops being crossed, and kept from slipping by the

notches on the under side of the hook. During the second descent of

the needle, the cloth is fed forward as before ; and as the needle again

descends, making a fresh hole, the hook is moved laterally just sufficient

to bring it directly beneath in place of on one side of the needle, so that

Fig. 86.

the needle in its third descent passes between the forks of the hook and
between or through the loop upon it, as shown at fig. 83. The hook

I
then slips from the thread, leaving the stitch, as shown at fig. 8-t, formed

of three loops—the first passed through the second and over the third.

Before the needle rises again, however, the fresh loop which it has just
passed through the cloth is caught by the hook, c, as in fig. 80 before
referred to, when the operations are repeated, and a seam produced
interlooped in the manner shown in fig. 85. The lateral movement
of the hook, c, for the purpose of bringing it beneath the needle is

accomplished by having the hook attached to a sliding piece on the end
of the horizontal lever which actuates it— such sliding piece being
pushed out or drawn in, so as virtually to lengthen or shorten the arm
of the lever, by means of a supplementary cam or wiper, which acts
solely upon the sliding piece at such time as the forked hook is required
to be brought beneath the point of the descending needle.

A patent was granted to Wm. Frederick Thomas, on the 27th of April,

1853, for "improvements in apparatus for sewing or stitching." This
machine, which is now extensively used by most of our large outfitters,

is a needle and shuttle machine, producing the ordinary and well known
two-thread locked stitch previously described by us. There are no
striking features of novelty in this invention, which consists more par-

ticularly of modifications or improvements in the details on working
parts of sewing machines, whereby a more certain and efficient result is

obtained. We give the two accompanying illustrations of Mr. W. F.

Thomas' machine more out of consideration to the position which it

occupies in the trade than for any inventive ingenuity displayed in its

conception. Fig. 86 represents an elevation of one side of the machine,
and fig. 87 a similar view of the opposite or driving
side.

Before proceeding with a description of this machine, we
give our readers the main features of Mr. W. F. Thomas'
invention, which are—1st. Moving the work after each
stitch by an instrument acting on that surface of the
fabric which the needle enters, to facilitate which move-
nient the face of the instrument which acts upon the
fabric is serrated or roughened. This instrument also,

or another acting therewith, acts to hold the work during
the insertion of the needle, and again during its with-
drawal. 2d. Withdrawing the holding means from the
fabric, whilst the needle is therein, to admit of any shift-

ing thereof, and to facilitate the varying direction of the
next stitch. 3d. The application of a more lengthwise
of the shuttle over or around which the thread carried

thereby passes. 4th. The application of springs in the
shuttle race to press on the thread from the shuttle

and give tension thereto. 5th. Applying a shifting

centre of motion (or a shifting truck for the cam to act

upon) to the lever actuating the needle-carrier, so as to

vary the traverse of the needle. 6th. The general com-
bination by which the working levers act direct between
the cams and the working instruments or their carriers,

and in straight lines, or nearly so.

In the accompanying illustrations, A is the framing
of the machine, which is generally made to screw down
on to a work-bench or table ; b is the main driving shaft,

which carries a disc, c, containing the various cam sur-

faces for giving motion to the different working parts

of the machine, and is fitted also with a fly-wheel and
winch-handle, d, if intended to be driven by hand. The
needle is carried by the vertical slide, E, actuated by
the lever, f, worked by one of the cam surfaces in the

disc, c. The fulcrum of this lever, or the truck which
works in the cam groove, is made adjustable nearer to or

farther from the free vibrating end of the lever, by which
means the amount of stroke or vibration may be adjusted

to suit the length of stitch. The shuttle is moved to

and fro in its race, o, h}' arms or projections on the side

of the slide, h, which slide is actuated to and fro horizon-

tally by the vertical lever, i, and suitable cam surface in

the disc, c. The feed motion consists of a foot, attached

to the bottom of the stem, k, which stem works in a
slot or groove in the framing. The under side of this

foot is serrated or roughened so as to lay hold of the

cloth when pressed down thereon by the blade spring,

L, acting upon the upper end of the stem. A lifting

motion is imparted to the foot by means of the lever,

M, worked b}7 a cam or tappet on the main shaft or axis,

and a forward motion is imparted thereto for the pur-

pose of drawing the fabric forward for the next stitch, by
means of the lever, H, which moves laterally on a vertical

axis or stud-pin in the side of the framing. This lateral

motion is imparted to the lever bj' a swell or lateral pro-

jection on the cam disc, c, which operates upon an adjust-

able screw-pin (which regulates the length of stitch)in the end of the lever,

the opposite end iaiparting the requisite lateral or feed motion to the foot.

A blade spring, o, which bears against the side of the stem, serves to
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return it again to its position in readiness for another stitch. This is a
very ingenious feed motion : but, after all, it may really be said to be
based upon Mr. Hughes' roughened plate feed motion. We have in both
arrangements a roughened or serrated plate striking against the cloth,

so as to take a better hold thereof, then moving horizontally forthe purpose
of feeding the cloth along; the principal difference being that Thomas
causes his roughened plate to operate upon the upper surface of the fabric

in place of upon the bwer surface, thereby dispensing with the necessity

for the ordinary presser foot or yielding plate, it is true, but at the

expense ofa considerable amount of attendant complication ofmechanism,
without obtaining any real beneficial results in the feed motion bej'ond

those derived from Hughes' feed.

THE RIGHTS OF INVENTORS—SCOTT'S HYDROSTATIC LIFT

AT THE THAMES GRAYING DOCKS.

The rights of real inventors are not lightly to be dealt with. Ever}'
meritorious invention ought to have its proper niche. Inventive property
is occasionally taken from its legitimate owner, but we should be want-
ing in our own self-respect, and certainly be far from duly asserting the

dignity of our office, as the inventor's journalist, did we allow flagrant

cases of the kind to pass unchallenged before us. We are often led to

make remarks of this kind, but we do so now, in connection with a more
than usually important case—the great undertaking recently carried out
by Mr. Edwin Clark, for the Thames Graving Dock Company, at the
Victoria Docks. The essence of the mechanical arrangements at this

dock consist in the lifting of vessels by the upward pressure of the rams
of a series of vertical hydrostatic cylinders or presses, arranged in par-

allel rows on each side of the dock. The hydrostatic rams are connected
by descending rods with horizontal transverse girders in the bottom of
the dock, and when a vessel is to be lifted, it is floated over the girders,

and the pumps being set on, the presses are operated in concert to

eleTate the vessel to the required level for examination or repair. Now,
this is precisely the invention of "Improvements in Docks, Slips, and
Apparatus connected therewith," for which Mr. James Scott of Falkirk
obtained a patent in the year 1850. Mr. Clark has publicly and repeat-

edly denied that this is so: and, with more plain speaking than ingenu-
ousness, has alleged, firstly/, that the specifications of his own invention

and that of Mr. Scott bear no resemblance to each other; secondly, that

although he is the author of the apparatus used, he has not patented
what he calls "this part of my system," as the arrangements employed
are similar to those used by him for raising the tubes of the Britannia
Bridge, in 1847; and, lastly, that although arrangements were made by
which the Thames Graving Dock Company couloV, if they thought proper,

use Mr. Scott's patent, no use has been made ofthat patent, and that the

patent is of no practical value whatever. Now, the matter is plainly

likely to be of very great impoitance to the engineering profession ; and
we therefore write as we now do fur the purpose, not merely of defend-

ing an absent and most meritorious inventor—Mr. Scott being himself

in Australia—but also to place the matter, in . the abstract, in its

true light, and to enable engineers to judge whether the essence of

the design of the Thames Graving Dock Works belongs to Mr.
James Scott, the designer of 1850, or -to Mr. Edwin Clark, the copyist

of 1858.

Mr. Clark has already told the public that direct reference may7 be
made to the specifications of the respective patents of 1850 and 1857. He
has not, however, done this himself in print, and we will therefore do it

for him, as we agree with him that this is the proper, in fact, the only
way of instituting a comparison between the inventions. In opening
his specification (No. 13,330, Nov. 9, 1850), Mr. Scott says that his in-

vention relates, "firstly, to certain novel arrangements of mechanism,
apparatus, or means, to be used as an economical substitute for ordinary

docks and slips, or other contrivances usually employed for raising and
elevating vessels." Fig. 1 of our engravings, copied from the drawings
annexed to Mr. Scott's specification, represents a transverse section of

one of Mr. Scott's arrangements for lifting a ship out of water by
hydraulic pressure. At a, are two rows of piles driven one on each side

of the dock or excavation, and placed in pairs near together, and suit-

ably supported by inclined piles or other supports. In the space between
each pair of piles is placed a long hydraulic cylinder, b, having a flange

east on its upper end for resting upon the heads of the piles. The cylin-

ders thus hang down between each pair of piles, which latter bear their

whole weight and strain in working. The rams of the hydrostatic

cylinders are fitted or formed with saddle-heads, c, at their upper ends, to

fit into the bends of double connecting rods, bolted to transverse beams
or girders, r>. The whole of the rams are worked by a force pump fitted

with branch pipes leading to each cylinder. The vessel to be elevated

is floated over the transverse beams or girders, d, which are previously

submerged, and is then elevated upon such girders by raising the several

Of the cylinders by the action of the force pump. Mr. Scott

having raised his ship, runs her landward, when heavy repairs are

required, by means of a travelling platform on wheels. The claims
which Mr. Scott makes as regards the use of hydrostatic apparatus for

elevating- ships are as fallow:—First, the system or mode of lifting

vessels by the direct application of hydrostatic power, as herein-
before described; second, the application and use of vertical hydros-
tatic lifting cylinders for the elevation of vessels, also as hereinbefore
described.

Our earlier readers will recollect that we have previously engraved
Mr. Scott's invention in the fullest manner in vol. iv. Pra-ctical Mechanic 's

Journal, part 39, page 60 ; but we have reproduced the necessary figure
here, so that a comparison may at once be made with Mr. Clark's plan,
which we shall now proceed to investigate.

Mr. Clark obtained his patent on the 19th of January, 1557 (No. 159),
under the title of " Improvements in Machinery or Apparatus for Raising
Ships out of Water for Repair," and the following extracts from the spe-
cification will enable any one at once to form a pretty accurate opinion
whether there is or is not any resemblance between the specified inven-
tions of Scott and Clark. Mr,- Clark says :

—"This invention consists in

Fig;. 1.

—

5Ir. Scott.

Fig. 2.

—

"Mr. Clark.

a method of arranging machinery for raising ships out of water for the
purposes of examination and repair. For this purpose I erect a series of
columns, A, in two parallel rows, at some suitable place where the water
is sufficiently deep to float the largest ship which it is intended to raise,

and I prefer to erect these columns by adopting the system used in

bridge constructions, of sinking wrought or cast-iron cylinders, or

cylinders with screws, and excavating from the interior of them, as is

well understood. In connection with (that is, inclosed in) each of the
columns is a hydraulic cylinder and ram, which, by means of descend-
ing rods, b, is connected with a girder or girders, n, which extend to the

corresponding post in the opposite row. Over this series of parallel

girders, which I call a gridiron, and between the two rows of columns,
the ship to be raised is floated, and the pumps, in connection with the
hydraulic cylinders, are set to work so as to bring each girder to bear
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against the "keel of the ship, which is then shored in the ordinary

manner; or, instead of allowing tile ship to rest directly upon these

grinders, I prefer placing a strongly-framed platform upon the girders

in ordor more perfectly to distribute the weight of the ship over the

girders, and the ship then reposes and is snored up upon this platform.

Afterwards the pumps are simultaneously set to work, and the girders

are lifted and are prevented from again descending by closing the water
in the presses, or by palls which fall into suitable teeth formed at inter-

vals upon the columns."
Mr. Clark having set out the above as forming the main; feature of his

invention, proceeds to state, at the end of his specification, that he does

"not claim generally the arranging apparatus for raising ships out of

the water, consisting of a series of submerged beams which, after the

ship has been floated over them, are raised out of the w,ater by hj'draulic

apparatus, for I am aware that this has before been proposed ; but what
I claim is the general arrangement of the apparatus herein described,

and particularly the erecting the parallel rows of columns between which
the girders are suspended, by adopting the system used in bridge con
structions of sinking wrought or cast-iron cylinders with screws, and
excavating from the interior of them. I also claim the dividing the

hydraulic cylinders into separate sets, each set being in connection, by
suitable main pipes, with its own pump or pumps, so that each set may
act independently of the other sets, in place of connecting all the cj-lin-

ders to one pump, and to one main pipe, as has been before proposed to

be done. 1 also claim the combined machinery, .or apparatus, consisting

of a set of girders raised by hydraulic apparatus :as already described,

and a huge shallow iron vessel, which I call a saucer, For raising ships

out of water For the purposes of examination and repair."

Mr. Clark does not appear to know the difference between the terms
"hydrostatic" and "hydraulic," and he makes a sad mess of his descrip-

tion in using the latter expression. But we may pass this by, simply
observing that when he says "hydraulic," we must charitably assume
that he means "hydrostatic."

We think that there cannot be two opinions upon the ground which
we take—that the two arrangements are virtually, and in all leading

points, identical; and further, that he has, as far as he could, really

patented "this part of iny system." The Thames Graving Docks are great

works even in our own great engineering times. They have cost the spirit-

ed men who have invested their money in them considerably above one
hundred thousand pounds; and we are decidedly unwilling that the
credit of the great practical and inventive talent by which alone they
have been consummated should be attributed to anj' but the right man

—

Mr. James Scott.

KECENT PATENTS.

RAILWAY CHAIES.

E. H. Bow, Edinburgh.—Patent dated

In the subjoined engravings we have shown three modifications of Mr.
Bow's improved railway chair, in which the rail is held securely in its

proper position by three dead, or fixed resisting surfaces, the retaining
pressure upon which is brought into play by afourth pressure arising from
the action of a binding wedge or key, or by a screw or other fastener. The
three dead pressures or fixed resistances are those of the pressure of the
bottom of the rail upon the sole of the chair; the centre of the web of the
rail against the top of the inner jaw of the chair; and, finally, the pres-

sure of the outer side of the upper flange of the rail against the outer and
higher jaw of the chair. These three pressures are brought into action
by the pressure of a wooden or other key of circular or other transverse
section, fitting into and pressing against a corresponding concavity in

the interior of the higher jaw of the chair, on one side, and on the other,

against the outer side of the rail, at the part where the lower side of the
web joins the bottom flange. When the key or other binding and adjust-

ing agent is driven into its place, the pressure exerted by it binds the

rail against the three resisting surfaces of the chair, and holds it very
tight.

The chairs themselves generally resemble the common form, but the
inner jaw is only about half the height of the outer one, and the latter

is finned with a shallow concavity running horizontally along its cen-
tral portion. Instead of wood, an iron key, wedge, or screw may be used
for holding the rail. AVhen a screw is used, it may either be tapped
directly through the higher jaw of the chair, or work in a nut let into

the chair at an angle of about 45 degrees. The inner end of the screw
bears against the rail through the medium of a spring, which ma}T be
variously placed for the purpose of securing an elastic holding action.

This system is applicable to various sections of rails.

The chair at present in most general use is objectionable in causing
the safety of the train to depend too much upon the presence and con-

dition of the wooden key. The key in it is absolutely necessary for the
maintenance of the rail in an erect position against the action of the
flange of the wheel.

Again, many chairs are so designed, that they require the inner
jaw to fit the rail witli great accuracy, in order that the rail may be
held steadily down in the chair. But when, in course of time, the rail

is turned upside down, in order to present a new surface to the wheels,

the chair no longer ensures a firm bearing for the rail; su that the

arrangement is liable to evils likely to arise from severe blows being in-

terchanged between thj rail and chair whenever a train passed rapidly

along.

Fig. 1 shows an arrangement of the improved chair in which the

rail withstands the two pressures caused by the wheel, without the aid

of the key; the use of the key being, for the most part, to keep the

rail constantly pressed against the downward and lateral bearing points,

so as to prevent an}' rattle from vibration. And no serious evil can arise

from the absence or looseness of several adjacent keys, as the average
effect of the action of the wheels would not tend to upset or bencf the

rail.

When the rail requires to be inverted, it will fit equally well in its new
position, and although it may be a little lower in the chair, this will not

Fig. 3.

aftect its inclination or steadiness; the height of the higher jaw of the

chair being so made originally as to keep it well out of the way of the

wheel.
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These advantages are not gained by the sacrifice of anj- good property
of the old chair. The rail can still be dropped into the chair from above.

The wedge is still on the outside ; and simplicity and consequent cheap-
ness are still leading characteristics.

When the employment of a wooden key is objected to, as for instance

for use in India, the pressure on the rail may be produced by means of

an iron key, wedge, or screw.
Two arrangements for such cases are shown in figs. 2 and 3, in which

a screw is used : this may either be tapped through the chair as in fig. 2,

or work in a nut let into the chair as in fig. 3. In fig. 2, the end of the
screw bears against a bent piece of steel three or four inches long, to act

as a spring, or an elastic washer maj" he placed above the nut, as in

fig. 3.

In the foregoing description of the patent chairs, their application to

rails of the more common shape has alone been considered. But the
same principle of maintaining the stability of the rail is applicable to

many other forms of section.

PULPING ROOTS.

John- Martin, Fakenham—Patent dated April 29, 1858.

The main feature of this invention is, that the substances to be reduced
are operated upon by knives or suitable cutters or reducers, placed inside
a revolving hollow cylinder, in lieu of being reduced by knives or
cutters, placed on the exterior or outer surface of a revolving cylinder,
as in the machines at present in use.

Fig. 1 of the accompanying engravings represents a longitudinal
vertical section of an improved rootcutier, arranged in accordance with

Fig.l.

the patentee's improvements, a is the framing of the machine, which
is fitted with suitable bearings, b, within which the horizontal shaft, c
works. This shaft carries at one end a fly-wheel, d, and actuating winch
handle, e; and at the opposite extremity it is fitted with a metal cylinder
f, which is open at one end and closed at the other, the latter having a
double projecting boss for the purpose of enabling the cylinder to be
more securely fastened to the shaft, c. A number of knives or cutters
B, of any suitable shape, are secured in any convenient manner to the
surface of the cylinder, and are so disposed, with suitable openings,
that their cutting edges shall project inside such cylinder, in place of
outside the same, as in machines hitherto employed. When the roots
ar-; not required to be greatly reduced, or absolutely pulped, the patentee
prefers to use the form of cutter in which the edge is inclined in an
opposite direction to suit the interior of the cylinder ; but when the
roots require to be pulped or further reduced, then a double gouge cutter
is preferred ; any particular form or arrangement of cutter may be used,

1 it is made to project with its cutting edges inside the cylinder
or cutting barrel

One of the methods which has been found most convenient for con-
_- the cutters to the cylinder or barrel is, to screw them directly

to a flange, formed on a loose cutter plate, which fits over a correspond-
rture in the cylinder or barrel, and is fastened thereto bv bolts
No. 131.—Vol. XL J

and nuts. One or more of these plates and sets of cutters may obviously
be applied to the same cylinder or barrel ; in the engravings two are

shown, severally fitted on to opposite sides of the cylinder. The front

end or mouth of the cylinder or barrel, f, works in close proximity to a

plate, k, which is bolted to the inner side of the front cross bar, k1
, of

the framing, and this plate is fitted with two other plates, I. and m,

standing out at right angles from the inner surface of the plate, k, and
extending along the interior of the cylinder or barrel, but without
touching it. The two plates may be connected at the ends furthest in

the cylinder by a transverse rod or bar, N. The roots to be cut or

reduced are placed in the spout or hopper, o, and fall thence into the

interior of the cylinder, f, where they are quickly reduced by the knives,

hereinbefore referred to. Now, as the cylinder itself rotates, it would
carry the roots also round with it, and consequently no cutting actic n
would result. To obviate this, however, the patentee has introduced tl e

plate or breast, l, which being stationary serves as a stop to the roots,

and holds them during the passage of the knives across them. One or

more rows of points or spikes m, m, on the front of the breast, serve to

hold the roots firmly during the cutting process. The second plate, m,

acts as a shield to prevent the roots from coming in contact with the knives
or barrel, except at the part in front of the

stop or breast, l. The surface contact of Fig. 2.

the roots is thus reduced, and consequently
there will be less friction and less power
required to drive the machine. In order
to allow the dirt or earthy matter, adhering
to the roots, to get away easily, the portions
of the cylinders, not occupied by the cutter
plates, are made in the form of an open
grating, as shown at f1

, for which purpose
also slots or openings are made in the
shield, m. Fig. 2 represents a vertical

transverse section and corresponding plan
of a portion of a cylinder or barrel, fitted with pulping knives of a
double gouge shape. In this arrangement the loose cutter plates, h1

,

are dispensed with, the cutters being bolted to flanges, h, fitted to, or
formed directly upon, the surface of the cylinder, which has suitable
apertures made in its surface to admit of the cutters entering therein,
and to permit the passage out of the pieces or fragments of root or other
substance cut off, or reduced by the knives or cutters.
According to another modification, the cylinder or barrel may be held

stationary, whilst the roots themselves are forced round by the action
of a revolving shaft, inside the said cylinder or barrel, which is still

furnished with internally projecting knives or cutters.

SEWING MACHINES.

J. H. Johnson, London and Glasgow, (S. Comfort, Pennsylvania, U. S.)—Patent dated April 14, 1858.

The improvements specified under these letters patent have reference
to that class of sewing machines wherein a locked or two-thread stitch

is produced. According to this invention, a lateral vibratory motion is

imparted to the needle arm and' shuttle race in contrary directions, by
means of a rocking frame actuated by a crank pin, and having its centre
of vibration between the needle arm and shuttle race, such centre coin-
ciding with the surface of the cloth, table. An upward and downward
motion is also imparted to the needle (which is curved) simultaneously
-with its lateral vibratory motion by means of suitably-arranged levers,

actuated by the same crank pin which, gives motion to the rocking

Fig. l.

frame.
_
A diseoidal shuttle is used, fitted into a concave shuttle race,

which is carried by the lower portion of the rocking frame, retaining
lips or projections being fitted or formed at the top and bottom of the
race to prevent the shuttle from rising or falling. An adjustable plate,

3a
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with suitable forked projections, is employed for retaining the shuttle in

its proper position laterally within the vibrating shuttle race, and it is

also prevented from jumping in the race by the action of a slight spring

upon the thread spool, the same spring serving to maintain the spool

within its shuttle or case. The feed motion is imparted to the cloth by
the lateral vibratory motion of the needle, the needle being supported or

sustained during that time by a groove or slot in the shuttle race.

Fig. 1 of the engravings is a side view of the improved sewing ma-
chine ; fig. 2 is an end view of the same ; and fig. 3 an elevation of a
portion of the mechanical details. A is the base or bed plate of the

machine, on which are secured the standards, b and c. In the top of the

latter turns the driving shaft, d, on one end of which is seeured the
driving wheel, e, and on the opposite end the crank, F, the pin of which
fits in a slot, a, formed in the end of the rocking frame, G. The crank
pin also fits into the forked end of the lever, h, which moves in the slot,

a, and which will be hereinafter referred to. On the lower end of the
rocking frame is a projection, b, in the top of which screws a stud, the
point of the latter fitting into a recess in the standard, p.. Lj the per-

pendicular portion of the rocking frame screws another stud, the point

of which fits into a recess in a boss

on the standard,, c. A line drawn
longitudinally through the centre

of the two studs corresponds with
the centre line of vibration of the

rocking frame, and this line should
be parallel with the centre line of

the driving shaft, with the surface

of the cloth plate, and with that of

the base plate. The upper end of

the rocking frame carries the lever,

H, the needle lever, j, the spool, c,

of the needle thread and the thread
guides. The lever, h, has its ful-

crum at/, and the end of its short

arm is so connected to the needle
arm, j, that one must move simul-

taneously with the other. The
needle arm, j, has its fulcrum at h, qn a projecting arm, g, which forms
a part of the rocking frame, and the end of the arm, j, is forked, so as to
fit accurately to, but slide freely in contact with, the curve guard, i,

which also forms a part of the rocking frame. The inside of the guard
forms the segment of a circle, of which the pin, fi, on the projection, g,
of the rocking frame is the centre. The needle, x, attached to the end
of the arm, .t, is bent, so as to coincide, or thereabouts, with the inside
of the guard, ?', in close proximity with which the needle operates. The
lower end of the guard, i, is hollowed out on the inside, and in the
hollow is a projection which touches, or nearly touches the needle, the

projection forming a pin, round which the needle
thread may be passed and retained a short distance
from the needle. A spring arm, with an eye at the
end for the passage of the needle, is secured to the
arm, j, and to the rocking frame, G, is attached a stop,

with which the spring arm comes in contact, prior to

the arrival of the needle at its highest position ; a
stop, near the end of the needle arm, serving as a
limit to the downward movement of the spring arm.

To the end of the lower arm of the rocking frame, G, is secured a concave
shuttle race, k. l, fig. 3, is a discoidal shuttle, consisting of an exterior
casing, containing a spool, which is hung on a pin projecting from the
bottom of the casing, the top plate, n, of the spool projecting slightly
above the upper edge of the casing, m is a plate, so secured to a pro-
jection on the standard, u, as to be readily adjusted longitudinally; and
on the end of this plate are two projections, so arranged with regard
to the shuttle, that the latter can have but a slight lateral play in the
race. Under the retaining plate, si, is secured a spring, q, the end of
which bears against the top plate, n, of the spool, for the double purpose
of keeping the spool within the casing, and of preventing the shuttle
from jumping in the race. This spring is so slight, however, that the
loop of the needle thread can pass between it and the top of the shuttle,
without any undue friction being imparted to the thread. A curved lip,

r, formed on the bottom of the race, and another on the top of the
same, prevents the shuttle from rising or falling. Down the middle of
the concave shuttle race is cut a curved slot, for receiving the needle,
which fits as closely to the sides of the slot as possible, the slot termi-
nating at the top of the race in an inverted cone-shaped recess, which
serves to guide the descending needle to its proper position within the
slot, should the said needle be slightly bent or sprung, or have a ten-
dency to deviate from its proper course. The needle, when down,
assumes such a position, as regards the concave surface of the shuttle
race, as to ensure the loop of needle thread catching over the lower end
of the shuttle, prior to passing over the same entirely, i is the cloth
plate, which is so constructed as to be readily removed and replaced.
The back end has a recess, the sides of which are dovetailed, so as to

Fig. 3.

slide horizontally on to dovetailed projections on the standard, n. The
vertical portion, s, of the plate rests on the base plate, a, and slides on

'

to dovetailed projections on the same, and is furnished in front with a
latch, t, hung to a pin which screws into the plate. The bottom of the

latch, wdien down, fits into a curved recess in the base plate, from which
the latch can be removed by simply turning it on one side, to allow of

the cloth plate being readily withdrawn from the machine. The feeding

mechanism, as arranged in this machine, consists of an arm, n, the

upper end of which is bent at right angles, the bent portion so fitting

into an opening in the plate, i, that it can -move to a limited extent

transversely with the machine, but it has no movement in a contrary
direction. The arm, n, is hung to the end of the short arm of the bell-

crank lever, p, which turns on a pin attached to the Inside of the vertical

portion, s, of the plate, i. The end of the long arm of the lever, p, has
two projections, one straight, and the other curved at the end; and
between the projections a slot is formed for the reception of a pin,

which projects from, and is attached to the concave shuttle race, k.

There is a projection on the lever, p, into which an adjustable wire

screws, this wire bears with its point against the arm, n, the top of

which is notched or serrated so as to present teeth for catching against

the underside of the fabric. Q is the pad lever or presser foot, hung at

the back end between the standard, c, and the bracket, k, and furnished

with a suitable spring. This pad lever or presser foot is formed in a

similar manner to that of ordinary pressure pads, and it performs similar

functions. By aneans of a cam lever and the lever, rj, which forms

a part of the pad lever, the end of the latter may be raised from the

fabric, or caused to press upon the same at pleasure. On turning the

driving shaft, d, a lateral vibratory motion will be imparted to the

rocking frame, o, and consequently to the needle, through the action of

the pin of the crank, F, on the sides of the slot, and a simultaneous
vibratory motion, but in a different direction to that of the rocking frame,

to the needle and levers, h and j, by the action of the crank pin on the

forked end of the pin, h. At the same time the shuttle race, being

belo-w the centre of vibration of the rocking frame, must have a lateral

vibrating motion only, and that in a contrary direction to that of the

upper part of the frame. It will now be seen that the concavity of the

shuttle race represents a portion of a hollow sphere, the centre of which
is in the centre line of vibration of the rocking frame, and that the

upper surface of the cloth plate, I, coincides with, or is rather a little

below, the same centre of vibration of .the rocking frame. When the

crank, f, is in the position shown in fig. 1, the rocking frame will be in

a perpendicular position, and the needle at the limit of its downward
movement, within the curved slot, v, of the shuttle race, k. Before the

needle arrives at this position, however, and as it is about recovering its

proper perpendicular position, it passes the loop, by its lateral motion,
partially over the shuttle. As the driving shaft continues to turn, the

needle begins to rise, and, at the same time, by moving laterally, passes

the loop across the shuttle, thereby interlocking the loop with the shuttle

thread, and drawing the interlocked threads towards the fabric, so that

when the needle has reached its highest point, a tight lock stitch has

been produced. The needle then descends, passes through the fabric,

and, before it reaches its lowest destination, has again passed its loop

partially over the shuttle, when a repetition of the above described

operation takes place.

MANUFACTURE OF STARCH.

James Gemmell, Belfast.—Patent dated June 11, 1858,.

Is preparing starch according to the present invention, the grain or

other vegetable substance, from which the starch is to be prepared, is

priniarily crushed or roughly pulverised in a rnill or other suitable

grinding apparatus. If the grain of wheat is used for the purpose of

obtaining the starch therefrom, it may be crushed or granulated between
iron rollers, or the grain, in its unbroken state, may be steeped in water
until it has become soft; in this state it may be crushed by means of

rollers or an edge runner. Or, instead of the foregoing mode of treating

'the steeped and softened grain, it may be subjected to other mechanical
arrangements or apparatus for the purpose of mashing or pounding the

grains and dividing them into smaller particles. The crushed grain is

put iiito a suitable vessel and a quantity of pure water added thereto, in

order to separate, as far as possible, the starchy matters from the gluten
and the husks of the grain. After the crushed grain has remained a
sufficient time in the steeping vessel, the contents of the vessel are

passed through a sieve or sieves, for the purpose of separating the coarser

particles and insoluble matters from the fluid portion in which the starch

is suspended. Or the crushed grain may, after being softened and liqui-

fied, be at once put through the subsequent process without steeping.

The water containing the starchy matters, as it leaves the sieve or

strainer, is allowed to run down a gradual slope or inclined plane, tech-

nically termed a "runner." These inclined surfaces or "runners" are

ordinarily used in the manufacture of starch, but hitherto only for the
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- of separating the starch from the "slimes," or thin stuff which
ts upon the surface of the deposited starch. But according to the

patentee's improvements, the whole of the amylaceous matters are

deposited upon the gradually inclined face of the "runner." During the

deposition of the starch upon the "runner," the clear supernatant
water is ran off from the surface when it no longer holds any of the

starchy matters in suspension. The deposited starch is allowed to

remain upon the nmaer until the whole or nearly the whole of the water
is drained away: or, until it has become sufficiently solidified to admit
of its being easily removed from the runner. Instead of allowing the

deposited starch to remain upon the runner, it may be removed there-

from, if preferred, at any moment the suppty or feed of the starchy fluid

is stopped. The removal of the starch from the runner being regulated

according to the capacity of the runner, or the time suitable to other

arrangements connected with the process. The partially solidified starch

is now to be dried in an oven-stove, or as orcEnariby practised in this

branch of the manufacture,, and, finally, is put up into suitable packages
for sale. It is intended to use a series of these "runners," on the sur-

faces of which the starch may be in different stages of deposition. Ffy

means of this arrangement, the manufacture may be carried on uninter-

ruptedly, so as to economise time, avoid waste, and produce starch of a

superior and more uniform quality than can be obtained by the processes

at present employed.

CRUSHING MINERALS.

J. H. Johxsox, London and Glasgow (E. W. Blake,. New Haven, U.S.)—
futent dated June 14, 1858.

This machine consists of a peculiar arrangement and construction of
mechanism, to be driven by steam or other power, for breaking or crush-
ing stones for road metal or other purposes, or for crushing quartz or

other hard substances containing minerals. This apparatus consists,

essentially, of a pair of vertical jaws—the one being fixed and the other

Fig.}.

zontally. To give it a vertical support, it is provided with shoulders,

which rest upon the main casting at the ends of the mortise. These
shoulders, and also the part which enters the mortise, are slightly rounded,
so as to allow the upper end to vibrate, a, b, is the space between the act-

ing faces of the jaws into which the stones to be crushed are introduced.

This space is sufficiently wide at a to receive the largest pieces of

stone which the machine is designed to break, and thence converges
downward to a width at b, which is only sufficient to allow the fragments
to pass when broken to the required size. The acting faces of the jaws
are not plain surfaces, but are corrugated; such corrugations running
vertically. These corrugations serve to diminish the strain to which
large pieces ofstone would otherwise subject the machine, and also to pre-

vent thin fragments of large breadth from passing through the opening
6. The two pieces, s and F, with the intervention of the piece, G, consti-

tute a knee or toggle joint, E and F, articulating on o at their adjoining
ends, and at their outer ends one of them articulates on the cross bar, n,

ofthe main frame, and the other on the back of the moveable jaw, d. The
piece, G, at its lower end, articulates on the lever, i. This lever rests at

one end on the fulcrum, k, which forms a part of the main casting, whilst

the other end is connected by the connecting rod or piece, l, with the

crank, m, of the driving shaft, n. On one end of the shaft, x, is placed a fly

wheel, and on the other end a pulley to receive the belt which drives

the machine. The spiral spring, o, through the medium of the rod, p,

tends to hold the jaw, r>, back; thus keeping the parts e and p in contact
with their bearings, and securing the return motion of the jaw. It is

obvious that the revolution of the crank, si, will vibrate the lever, i, and
that this, through the medium of the pieces, G, e, and F, will give a short

and powerful vibration to the moveable jaw, r>. In order that the pieces

e and f, when raised to their highest elevation, may not be retained

there by the friction of their bearings, they should, when thus elevated,

deviate from, a line with each other by an angle of not less than five

degrees. And, in order that stones may not be ejected from the jaws
without being crushed, the angle of conveyance of their acting faces

shouH not exceed eighteen degrees.

The size of the opening b may be varied so as to adjust the machine

moveable—or, if found desirable, both jaws may be moveable-. These
jaws have their acting faces corrugated vertically, and such acting faces

are made also convergent downwards, one towards the other, so that

whilst the space between them at the top, where the stones or other

hard substances are introduced, is sufficiently large to receive them in

an unbroken state. The space between the jaws at the bottom is only

sufficiently large to allow the fragments to pass through after they have
rushed or broken to the required size. A short but powerful

vibration is imparted to one or both of the jaws by any convenient

arrangement and combination of powerful levers,, worked by a crank or

eccentric on the main shaft. Fig. 1 is a longitudinal vertical section

of the machine, and fig. 2 is a transverse section of the same.

The machine may be made ofany size, varying according to the size of

the stones to be operated upon, and the amount of work to be accom-
plished, and its proportions, having reference to strength, may be varied

according to the hardness of the materials to be treated. The annexed
engravings represent a machine which has been contracted capable of

breaking blocks of Trap rock not exceeding three and a half inches

thick and nine inches square, and which is found fully competent to

perform that work.

A is the fixed jaw, placed against one end of the main frame, B,, to

which it is secured at the bottom by a bolt, c, and at the top by lateral

projections which fit into corresponding recesses or notches in the top of

the frame, n is the moveable jaw, which extends downwards to and enters

a mortise in the lower transverse part, a, of the main casting, by which
means its lower end is prevented from moving in either direction hori-

to produce fragments of any desired size, by means of several pieces, E,

differing slightly in length. Then, by substituting a longer or shorter
one, the size of that opening may be diminished or increarel at plea-

sure. By the same means the opening may be restored to the proper
size when enlarged by wear.
To prevent the rapid wearing of the jaws, they should be made of hard

iron and be well chilled; and to prevent the wearing- away of the inside

of the frame, adjacent to the space where the stones are crus'.ied,

the frame may be cast in such form as to receive chilled pieces

which may be replaced when worn. The moveable jaw piece may
be made iu such a form as to receive a separate piece of chilled iron

for its acting face. A revolving screen may be fitted to the machine
to. receive the fragments as they fall from it, and separate them into

two or more sizes.

DESTROYING INSECTS.

Hesrs WimbjSxl, Aldermaston.—Fatent dated Jun? 7, 1858.

The improvements Mr. Wimball has introduced under these latters

patent consist of an arrangement of machinery or apparatus to be

traversed over growing crops infested with destructive insects, for the

purpose of destroying them. For that purpose, a furnace or fire, carried

by a grating supported on running wheels, is ar.anged so as to be a
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little above the tops of the plants to be operated upon. The fire is

supplied with a blast of air from a fan-blower, worked from one of the

running wheels of the implement, which blast is directed downwards,

so as to blow the smoke on to the leaves of the plants. It is further

proposed to use, when found desirable, sulphur, or other suffocating or

stifling material, which is supplied continuously in small quantities, and
projected on to the burning fuel from a hopper, worked by the wheels of

the implement. The after portion of the implement is fitted with a

light covering or awning, extending some distance behind the machine,

just above the tops of the plants, by which means the smoke and
suffocating vapours will be kept for some time in close contact with the

plants, and effectually destroy the insects thereon, without injury to

the plants. For treating plants which are of such a nature as to pre-

vent the possibility of the implement passing over them, as, for example,

vines and hop plants, a flexible fumigating tube is employed for directing

the vapours on to any desired portion of the plant, the fan-blower driven

from the running wheels of the machine being still retained.

The subjoined engraving represents a longitudinal vertical section of

the apparatus. The fireplace or grate, A, is of any convenient form,

open at the top*to receive the fuel, and inclosed at its two sides and
bottom by open grate bars or perforated plates. This fire-place is fitted

inside the framing, b, of the machine, which consists of a species of

wrought-iron box, with the open mouth downwards, mounted on running

wheels, c, and drawn over the infected crops by a horse in the shafts, d,

which are fitted on one side of the box, so that the horse during the

facture of elastic fabrics, and he proceeds in a similar manner to that

commonly practised by elastic-fabric manufacturers. The essential

feature of the invention consists in the combination of clastic india-rub-

ber or caoutchouc, either in the form of thread or of a skin sheet, with
cloth of an open texture so as to produce an elastic fabric, having an
even face, without corrugations or puckers. The outer or face cloth

employed is of a more open, soft, and loose texture than that hitherto

employed in the manufacture of elastic fabrics. The back piece or lining

of the combined fabric may consist of calico or any other cheap and
durable material. In the elastic fabrics manufactured at present, corru-

gations or puckers are produced on the outer surface when the fabrics

are in their ordinary state of contraction, but this objection is obviated

by the present invention. The patentee prefers to use for the face cloth

a woven fabric, consisting of a species of reversible cloth, the face or

upper surface of which is composed entirely of wool or other soft ma-
terial, whilst the under surface or back consists of cotton or other cheap
fibrous material. The face cloth, of whatever material it may be com-
posed, should be of a loose and open texture, to allow for contraction

without corrugating.

A coating or coatings of india rubber solution or other suitable cement
is applied to the under side or back of the face cloth, and upon this is

laid the sheet or threads of india rubber upon which the elasticity of the

finished fabric depends. It is preferred to use threads of india-rubber,

which are stretched in the corrugating machine in the manner and for

the purpose well known in the trade. Over the elastic india rubber is

progress of the machine may not disturb the insects, which will

remain quietly upon the leaves of the plants until they are brought

under the influence of the smoke and hot vapour in the grate, A, which
effectually destroys the insects, without injury to the plants, e is a

fan-blower, driven from one of the front running wheels, the object of

which is to draw the smoke and hot air along the passage, f, and direct

them downwards on to the plants. A second fan-blower, g, driven from
one of the hind running wheels, serves to supply a constant current of

air to the fire, and also to force any insects which may pass beneath the

fire, by jumping off the plants, into the back part of the grate. The
top or sides of the box is fitted with fire doors, h, for feeding the fire

with fuel ; and when it is found desirable to employ sulphur, or other

suffocating vapour, it is proposed to place a feeding hopper above the

fire place, worked or vibrated in any convenient manner from any of the

running wheels, so that a constant supply of sulphur or other suffocating

material may be fed on the burning coals below. The sides and back

of the box, b, should be carried as low down as practicable, for the pur-

pose of confining the smoke and vapours, and keeping them in contact

with the plants during the passage of the machine. The front of the

box is gradually inclined inwards, as at k, by which means the heads

of the plants will be gently depressed, and the insects disturbed as little

as possible before they are subjected to the action of the fire, smoke,

and vapours, otherwise they would jump or fly away before entering

the machine, and settle on the contiguous plants, without being

destroyed. By connecting a hose or flexible pipe with the box, b, the

destroying vapours may be readily directed on to tall plants, such as

vines or hops, for the purpose of freeing them from the fly, or other

destructive insects.

placed a back piece of fabric or lining of calico or other cheap fabric,

which should be coated with cement before being applied. The whole
combined fabric is now passed through the ordinary pressing and crimp-

ing rollers, for the purpose of pressing the parts well together, and of

crimping it, so as to enable the back fabric or lining to corrugate evenly

when the elastic fabric is contracted. By reason of the open and soft

texture of the face cloth, these corrugations are entirely confined to the

back or lining fabric, and consequently the outer surface of the face

cloth is always flat and even, whether distended or contracted. "When
a reversible cloth with a cotton back is used, and coated with cement as

above described, it is found that the india-rubber threads or sheet ad-

here only to the cotton threads in the back of the face cloth and to the

CDtton lining, but not to the woollen threads in the face cloth: hence

the woollen threads on the outer surface of the face cloth are free to rise

up and produce the even or level surface desired instead of a conugated
one. It' the open texture face cloth above described be used for both

faces of the combined fabric, there will, of course, be an entire absence

of corrugations both on the back and front of the same. For some pur-

poses this may be desirable, but the expense of the article will be thereby

increased ; and the patentee therefore prefers to use, for ordinary pur-

poses, a calico or other cheap cloth for the back of the combined fabric.

If f.mnd desirable, the outer or face cloth of the combined fabric may be

subsequently dressed and finished in the ordinary or any other manner
known to woollen cloth manufacturers.

ELASTIC FABRICS.

Thomas Armitage, Leicester.—Patent dated January 28, 1858.

Mr. Aumitage's present invention is an improved mode of manufactur-

ing elastic fabrics suitable for introducing in the sides of boots and shoes,

and for other purposes, where elasticity is required. In preparing the

improved fabric, the patentee employs the ordinary corrugating machine,

with the crimping and pressing rollers at present adopted in the manu-

OIL CANS.

John Buchanan, Greenock.—Patent dated January, 1859.

From the old fashioned, clumsy, and wasteful oil can, which, in the

hands of the mechanic and factory operative, enabled them to be as

extravagant with oil as they could possibly desire, the current of at-

tempted improvement has latterly run into complexities which far more
than counterbalanced any apparent better supply of the oil to the work-

ing surfaces by the attendant drawbacks of expense and trouble of keep-

ing them in order. Mr. Buchanan's invention (of which we give a

vertical section, in its upright position, in our engraving) apparently

meets all these difficulties in a most satisfactory manner. The oil
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reservoir, a, is made in the form of a long, narrow cone of tinned

plate, the dropping discharge aperture heing in the extreme end of the

cone point, where a simple hole may be left for the

purpose ; or a small bored piece of wrought iron

or other metal may be soldered in the cone end to

form the necessary oiling aperture ; or a gas burner

may be inserted for a similar purpose. The base

of the cone, forming the bottom of the oil can, con-

sists of a capped or dished disc of tinned plate sol-

dered on. This bottom disc is concave externally,

and through its centre there is entered a short and
narrow, slightly conical tube, e, open at both ends.

This tube is soldered into the base disc, and when
the oil can is upright on its base it stands up to a

little above the height or level at which it is in-

tended that the oil should stand in the reservoir

when newly supplied. With this arrangement, al-

though the oil is easily supplied to the reservoir, it

cannot escape therefrom at the base aperture, as

the internally projecting tube forms a barrier to its

exit. The upper portion of the cone is surrounded

by a hollow cupped collar ring, c, so that when the

oil can is laid down on its side it keeps the discharge

end high enough up to prevent the oil from escaping

at the discharge aperture; and it maybe fitted with

sponge or other suitable material to aid in holding

the dripped oil. The oil can is filled with oil in a

very simple manner, by supplying (say to every

dozen or score of cans) a small spouted filler pre-

cisely of the form of the base portion of the oil canre-

servoir itself. Tldi filler is made just as high as the

level of the oil, represented in our engraving, so that

the storekeeper or overlooker can always determine

the quantity of oil given out with the greatest nicety, and without any cal-

culation. In this oil can there is nothing to unscrew about it; there

are no loose pieces, nor can the user obtain access to it so as to pour out

the oil anv faster than the lubricating aperture will allow. It is simple,

and must be remarkably cheap, whilst its form is exactly what is required

for penetrating the nooks and crannies of machinery.
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REGISTERED DESIGNS.

Mr. George Hall, which were described in the columns of this Journal a

few months back.

Fig. 1 represents a front view of the cartridge carrier. In tins view

Fig. 1.

the front flap is partially torn away, for the purpose of exhibiting the cir-

cular cavities for receiving the cartridges, which are set in tiers formed of

japanned tin or other material, a (in the lower tier) repre-

sents two cartridges placed in position in the shelves, b.

In this way provision is made for carrying twenty-four
cartridges at one time. The tin case is enveloped in

an outer one of leather or japanned cloth. The front

flap, n, is held down by a button-hole passing over a

stud. Loops for holding the rings are fastened to the

case, to which the straps, e, are attached, which straps

are united and regulated by a buckle, so that they may
be readily adapted for the use and comfort of the
wearer, as the carrier may be allowed to rest on the
right or left side, the strap being placed over the oppo-
site shoulder. Fig. 2 is a vertical section of fig. 1, as

taken through the centre. For the purpose of steadying
the cartridges in their position, sockets are formed of

thin tube, which are united to the top plates by solder

or otherwise, the top end of the tubular sockets being
thrown over to form a smooth bead or finish around the

holes, through which the cartridges are dropped.

STAY FASTENER.

Registered for Mr. James M'Listook, Barnsley.

The subjoined engravings represent in plan and transverse section a

CARTRIDGE CARRIER.

BegUteredfor Mr Alfred Perry, Ann Street, Birmingham.

The subjoined engravings represent a partially sectional front view and

faansvei n of a neat and convenient arrangement for carrying

cartridges ; but more especially the patent cartridges manufactured by

new design for a stay fastener. The design consists of two steel busks,
used for the purpose of fastening corsets. On o ie of the busks a

pointed stud is fixed at top and bottom, and a centre

stud; the other busk is provided with suitable eye-

pieces to pass over the studs. On the engraving the busks
are shown united and in position. When it is necessary
to undo the busks, the top and bottom studs are unfastened first, and
then the centre one falls out; when it is desired to put them together,

the centre piece is inserted first, then the top and bottjm studs are

fixed. The design is altogether neat and efficient.

REVIEWS OF NEW BOOKS.

The Resources of Estates : being a Treatise on the Agricultural Im-
provement and General Management of Landed Property. By John
Lockhart Moreton. 8vo. Pp. 637. Lithographs and Wood Engrav-
ings. London : Longman & Co. 1858.

If farmers can he made to learn anything from books, they have a
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famous chance now before them. Never were there so many thinking

men of practice at work upon the really instructive literature of the farm

as at present. Let us not be understood to hold the opinion that every-

thing written down ostensibly for the good of the farmer is worth his

reading, still less his pursuance in practice. But we have just now
many men who both thoroughly understand farming, and are fully equal

to the task of writing upon it. Amongst these men Mr John Lockhart

Morton holds a front place.

"The Resources of Estates" is a title of exceeding modesty for so

bulky and comprehensive a volume—a volume which comprehends no
fewer than 637 pages of letterpress, and 24 large plates; and treats of—
How to make the most of landed property—The education of landed pro-

prietors and tenant farmers in rural affairs—The soil, its nature, and the

treatment it should receive—Land agents—Sizes of farms, and the capa-

bilities, selection, and treatment of tenants—Small holdings—Farm
leases—Proprietors, resident and non-resident—The law of entail—The
game laws—Building fixtures—Payment of rent in kind—Valuation of

landed property—Inspecting of, and reporting on, landed estates—The
subdivision of farms—Live hedges—Growing woods—Clay-land farming

—Calcareous applications—Farm buildings—The preservation of timber

—Home farms—Let farms—Drainage of land—Forage and root crops

—

Compost manures—and roads and water supply. A volume which
discusses in detail the whole of these widely-spread subjects is certainly

very exhaustive of the topics connected with the " Resources of Estates."

Every landowner—whatever his attempts may be like—we doubt not

wishes to know "how to make the most of landed property." The
author's introductory observations on this particular and leading topic

are so much to the point that we shall extract them here, as well as an

index of his general views, as an example of the positive matter which
he presents to the reader as touching the formation of his subject :

—

"No observant well-informed person can doubt for a moment that every landed estate

in the United Kingdom, however skilfully managed it may be, is still capable of being

immensely improved. Kay, it may even be affirmed, that there is a very large extent

of cultivable land in these islands, the aggregate produce of which might at least be

doubled, tnd that, too, with advantage to the landed proprietor, the tenant farmer, and

the country at large. In drawing forth the latent capabilities of land, which has been

long nnder cultivation, far more capital and skill are required than is necessary to give

equal returns from virgiu soiL lit cropping those soils of the new world, which, by a

natural system of growth and decay, have been increasing in fertility for untold ages, the

most imperfeet treatment is sufficient to give a large and remunerative produce. Grain

crops are raised year after year, without the use of manure, and yet the fertility of the

soil does not fall below a profitable standard. But how different is it with the land we

have usually to deal within this country 1 Much of it has been long under the plough,

and if the management has not been calculated to promote its fertility, the likelihood is

that it has done it a greater or less amount of injury ; for if the soil is unskilfully

cultivated, it necessarily toecdmes intrinsically poorer.

"Few landed estates are so sterile that they arc ineapalde of being improved, simply

because few arc destitute of the principal elements of fertility. These elements may not

be in right proportions to give a productive soil, or there may be a lack of some ingredi-

ents that are necessary, but in either case, skill and capital are capable of converting a

bad soil into a good one. Though this is possible, however, it may not be advisable,

inasmuch as the undertaking may prove unremunerative. But, certainly, there are not

many properties in the kingdom which would fail, under good management, to yield a

satisfactory profit to the improving landlord. Even in its purely agricultural aspects,

the development of the resources of landed property is a most comprehensive undertak-

ing, and in various ways requires a larger am mnt of skill and good management than is

generally imagined. But when we take into account those departmentsof estate manage-

ment which are exclusively finder the proprietor's control, such, for example, as the care

of plantations, fences, roads, &e., we see the subject in a still wider and more important

aspect. The latter arc not in themselves of so much importance as the former, but they

have generally a very direct "bearing upon them. Strip a property of its timber, tear out

its division fences, and break up its roadways, and its value will be curtailed to a very

surprising extent. Indeed, the gross value of a landed estate is so largely dependent on

aggregate qwaTities. that one department cannot be noglected or mismanaged without a

sort of dislocation taking place which tells upon the whole. One proprietor may bestow

great attention on his planted and coppice woods, but if he takes no interest in his farms,

and cares very little about t^te way in which they are managed, provided he only gets his

rents, he is not likely, on the whole, to add to the value of his property. Another may

do everything that can be desired in the letting of his farms and the treatment of his

tenantry ; bat if, in his zeal to have every rood of ground made arable, he has acquired

an antipathy to masses ef trees and shrubs, the likelihood is, that he will soon have his

estate as bare and exposed as an unreclaimed waste. A third, who happens to hear of

extraordinary profits having been made in somi particularly favourable year from sbeep-

farraing, imagines that he will d oible his rental by throwing his whole land into sheep-

walks. Out go the small tenants, who were yearly adding to the value of his property,

by their industrious exertiwns,and down go plantations and fences of every kind standing

in the way «f his cherished intentions. And does he increase his rental and the intrinsic

value of his estate by these means? Nay verily! many landlords in the Highlands of

Scotland could confess, if they would, that if they have been direct gainers by the change
j

they have been losers indirectly to a far greater extent. Neither the landed proprietor

nor his agent should be tied down by a single ruling idea. They ought both to act from

motives which are comprehensive enough to include everything connected with the

successful development of the capabilities of estates."

Mr Morton very properly strives hard to inculcate a full knowledge of

the necessity of the landowner's gaining possession of agricultural know-
ledge, as the only means of enabling him to develop the full resources of

his estates, and he lectures him in seventeen different sections upon the

main points which lead to the desirable end of getting as much out of

the land as the land will practically give. He speaks very strongly
upon the necessity of landowners being laud wise, so that, although they
may not, as a rule, conduct their own agricultural affairs, or directly

meet with their tenants, they may yet be enabled to aid a good conscien-

tious steward in his endeavours to carry out his master's views, and to

check a bad or doubtful one. If such advice as this was duly listened

to, we are satisfied that, on the one hand, there would be a better

general cultivation of the country, and, on the other, fewer instances of

harsh treatment of tenants, whose only connection with the landed pro-

prietor is through the steward of the estates. Both landlord and tenant

may lay deeply to heart the words with which Mr. Morton enters upon
his subject, and which he uses with the best effect, prior to going into

the discussion of the treatment of the soil and its many accessories. We
are glad to find that, in doing this,-he speaks with due veneration of that

great pioneer of thorough cultivation, JethroTull, "whose name shall be

remembered while English agriculture endures." Nor does he forget to

accord due praise to his energetic living follower, the Rev. Mr. Smith,
of Lois-Weedon, whose successful growth of wheat year after year, with-
out manure—as we have ourselves so often noticed in these pages—has
proved him to be a worthy disciple of a great master. Quoting Sir

Humphrey Davy's views as to the comparatively great absorption of

moisture by good soils, he shows from that great authority that, whilst

a celebrated soil in East Lothian absorbed eighteen grains, a soil from
Bagshot Heath took up but three grains. Here is a great lesson for the

practical farmer, and Mr. Morton has judged wisely in pointedly draw-
ing attention to it. He has also done no less good service in his chapter
on "Land Agents"—their duties to their tenants and their landlords

;

with the selection and treatment of labourers. The same opinion may
be expressed upon the section on the proper sizes of farms, showing how
small farms are managed at a disadvantage. It is most important that

the landed proprietor should possess a knowledge of the sizes of farms
which will pay him best, as what will pay him best will, or ought, also

to remunerate the tenant best. Formerly it was the rule that small

farms met with a greater degree of competition amongst tenants than
large ones—often, indeed, to a most unjustifiable extent. Now, however,
we are reaching a state of things where the larger holdings are

more eagerly sought after, by men, too, who are pecuniarily fitted for

extensive charges. For instance, in the case of five farms let in

Northumberland for one, with a rental of £2,000, there were no fewer
than ten offers, whilst one at £180 was only inquired after by two—the

number of candidates for occupation being, in fact, in true accordance
with the extent of the rental throughout the series. ListeD, also, to

what he so justly says on the subject of the selection of tenants:

—

"In selecting a tenant, it is well to ascertain whether he is acquainted with the systems

of management which are best adapted for the particular district. Suppose, for instance,

a farmer, whose whole experience has been gained on light chalk lands, should offer for a

farm situated in another county, consisting principally of a heavy loam, or, partially, of a

tenacious clay, the likelihood is, that if lie becomes the tenant, he will be several years

in acquiring the practical experience necessary to enable him to farm with advantage.

Now, I am aware there is a great deal of nonsense talked about the necessity for local

experience. It has again and again been affirmed, that the systems of farming common
in Scotland cannot be applied in England, and that no Scotchman can farm properly in

England, neither can any Englishman farm successfully in Scotland. Many needless

assumptions might be saved if people would just think a little before they sjic-ak. The

certainty is, that there arc various great general laws which may be safely applied in

farm practice in any part of the kingdom; but very extensive modifications of these laws

must be frequently made, so as to suit the sjil and the climate. If a mm is well-

informed in everything relating to agriculture, he knows tolerably well where and when

to change his system; and, if so, it matters little in what part of the country his local

experience has been acquired, for he will have studied the piactices of more districts than

one. But the tenant-farmer is not always so well-informed on these points as he would

require to be; and, accordingly, he may make serious mistakes in going from one county

to another. Yet the fact is undeniable, that a farmer is more likely to fail in going from a

good climate to a bad one, than if the reverse were the case. A Scotch farmer will

succeed far better in England, other circumstances being equal, than an English farmer

would, were he to attempt to farm in Scotland. An English tenant would be a great fool,

indeed, were he to leave the fine climate and rich soil of England foi the cold uncertain

climate of the north, and its poor late soil."

These are words well worth reprinting, and equally well worth the read-

ing of all who care to know how to develop the " Resources of Estates."

On the Resistance of Tubes to Collapse By William Fairbairn, Esq.,

C.E , F.R S. Quarto. Pp. 24. Copper Plates and Wood Engravings.

When the PIi ilosopJdcal Transactions of 1858 come, hereafter, to be hunted
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np and quoted, just as we are at present apt to investigate preceding vo-

lumes of a kindred nature, Mr. Fairbairn's contribution, " On the Resistance
of Tubes to Collapse," will certainly be regarded as one of the most
valuable sections of that multifarious collection. No one in our times
has devoted anything like the pains-taking attention to the great ques-

tion of the strength of materials, which Mr. Fairbairn has so resolutely

done. It may be long indeed before we find another investigator who
will at all approach him in the special branch of mechanical engineering
which he has made his owe.
The experiments now recorded were undertaken at the joint request

of the Royal Society and the British Association. Their object was
to determine the laws which govern the strength of cylindrical vessels,

exposed to a uniform external force, and the immediate practical appli-

cation of such laws, in proportioning more accurately the flues of boilers

for raising steam. The author thus introduces his subject :

—

"It is well known that the immense extension of the application of steam power, and

the consequent inducement to economise as far as possible the fuel necessary for its pro-

duction, together with the growing tendency to employ the expansive principle, has

can-red a general inorease of the working pressure from 10 lbs. to 50 lbs., and even in

some cases to 150 lbs. on the square inch. Unfortunately, however, our knowledge of

the principles of construction has not kept pace with our desire to economise, and hence

the change has been accompanied by an increase of dangerous and fatal accidents from

boQer explosions. Investigation has frequently shown these lamentable catastrophes to

have arisen from ignorance of the immense elastic power of steam, and from a want

of knowledge of the forms of construction best calculated to retain an agent of such

potent fotce; and as explosions become more frequent in proportion as the pressure is

increased, it is the more necessary to inquire into the causes of such disasters, and to

apply such remedies as may effectually prevent them.

"In order to save space and to increase the generative powers of boilers, internal fiues

and tubes have been generally adopted, and that without sufficient attention to proportion-

ing their diameter, length, and thickness of plates, so as to ensure safety on the one hand,

and economy of material in its judicious distribution on the other. Hitherto it has been

considered an undisputed axiom among practical engineers, that a cyclindrical tube, such

as a boiler-flue, when subjected to a uniform external pressure, was equally strong in

every parr, and that the length did not affect the strength of a tube so placed. But

although this rule may be true when applied to tubes of indefinite length, or to tubes

unsupported by rigid rings at the extremities, it is very far from true where the lengths

are restricted within certain apparently constant limits, and where the ends are securely

fastened in frames, which prevent their yielding to an external force,

"In some experimental tests to prove the efficiency of some large boilers, the author

had some misgivings as to the strength of the internal flues to resist a force tending to

collapse them. In these experiments it was found that flues 35 feet long were distorted

with considerably less force than others of a similar construction 25 feet long. This

anomalous result led to farther inquiry, which being far from satisfactory, the present

series of experiments were instituted, with, it is believed, very conclusive results."

Mr. Fairbairn's experiments were performed by the agency of hydro-
static pressure, miscalled here, we are sorry to say, by the name
'•hydraulic." When will educated engineers appreciate the difference?

Certainly, the forcing of water through narrow thoroughfares, into

a cylinder of considerable diameter, has nothing to do with hydraulics.

One of these results is shown in the following paragraph from Mr.
Fairbairn's deductions :

—

"It has long been a desideratum to determine some law by which the engineer could,

calculate the proportionate strength of the internal flues. Hitherto we have acted upon

the principle that the cylindrical flues, as ordinarily constructed, were considerably

strongerthan the outer shell ; but this opinion has in reality no foundation in experiment,

excepting only uncertain deductions from occasional explosions and the failure of ves-

sels under high pressures in circumstances of a very variable and doubtful character.

There have been no definite rules to guide us hitherto in proportioning the diameter,

length, and thickness of plates of the flues, so as to correspond with the strength of the

boiler; and even in cases where explosions have taken place from collapse, we have, it is

to be feared, too frequently mistaken the actual cause, in consequence of the debris cover-.

ing the site, and the force which has torn to pieces the outer shell. The anomalous posi-.

tion in which these constructions are placed has greatly retarded the application of science

to their improvement, and there appears, in fact, to be no rule known by which to attain

uniformity of strength between those parts of a boiler exposed to an internal tensile, and

those exposed to an external compressive force."

The experiments show that tubes of the same diameter and thickness
of plates, vary in strength when of different lengths, the longer tubes
being by far the weakest. For instance, 4 inch tubes, 19 inches long,

and 0"43 inches thick, bore 170 lbs. per square inch, up to the point of
collapse, whilst tubes of the same diameter, but 38 inches long, collapsed
at 65 ft.3. This is a curious fact which will take most people by surprise.

Eat it shows clearly enough, what a little consideration would explain,
that increased axial length is a most important element of weakness,

in the case of long and short beams, in supporting dead weights.
In other cases, the tests showed that the resistance to collapse was as

3 to 1, in the comparison of tubes of 5 feet and 19 inches respectively.
nee, where the tube was in three parts, each 19 inches

olid metal rings being soldered on exteriorly at the two junctions,

the result was an increase of the strength of the tube threefold. One
point is clearly established, and that is, that the strength of tubes is

universely as their lengths. With 8 inch tabes of 0'43 inches thick, and
30 inches long, the collapsing pressure was 39 lbs. per square inch. The
same law holds good in a remarkable degree throughout various diame-
ters of tubes ; and it is henceforth decided that the collapsing pressure

varies universely as the length. As to the laws affecting different

diameters, the results show that the collapsing pressure is uniform ; in

fact, that it undergoes no change, no matter what the diameter may be,

so long as the thickness of metal remains the same. In experimenting
with internal pressures, Mr. Fairbairn found that taking 100 for the

solid plate, the strength of the double riveted joint was but 70, and the
single riveted joint 56.

In our present limits, we cannot of course follow the author through
the whole of his experiments ; but we think that we have shown enough
of his practical views, and laborious investigations, to satisfy mechanical
men as to the valuable accession to technical literature which Mr,
Fairbairn has just given us.

The Am of Towns. By Dr. R. Angus Smith. 8vo. Pp. 40.

Whilst a vast number of engineers and chemists are striving, somewhat
unsuccessfully, it must be admittei, to amend our- town sewerage
matters, Dr. Smith has been employing his time most advantageously
in looking into the constitution of the air which townspeople breathe.

We have ahead}' explained in these pages with what elegant ingenuity

he has enabled us to measure the organic matter in vitiated atmospheres

;

and we are glad to meet him again in a discussion on the subject of

town air, in the wide abstract. The following observations, which we
find on his first page, will serve to show in what spirit he undertakes
his task :—

-

" It seems to me a most unfortunate oversight that whilst laws have been made with

relation to the impurity of the atmosphere arising from many causes,, neither those who

made the laws nor those who administer them have ever taken pains to find out what lb

really was against which they combated, and what crime that was which they have been

so anxious to punish. The same carelessness has been observable on the side of those

towards whom the law acted, and decisions have in reality been in the hands of those

whose fancy or caprice have led them to take advantage of legal enactments ; whilst

great offenders have frequently escaped because no one has known the points on which

they could be most easily assailed. The impurities of an atmosphere have been rudely

guessed at and the actual sources have been found only in a general manner ^ when par-,

ticular cases have demanded attention, there has been great difficulty in arriving at well

defined conclusions. As to any attempt to measure the degree of impurity in the air,

none has been made to my knowledge, uuless we take that gauge to be the true one

which, in the registrar-general's returns, presents us with a result w.here each per cent-,

age stands for nearly 300,000 human lives."

If science, he says, can precisely define the extent of the evils which,
so affect human life, it may, at a second stage, also give us a cure. As
a studying ground where a coal smoky air is to, he examined, the author
has a most excellent position in hard-wrought Manchester, where two
million tons of coal are consumed every year. He supposes this enor-

mous quantity to be burnt within an area 'of four miles square, and the
height of the atmosphere used by the inhabitants to be 60, feet. Then
taking the amount of carbon in the coal to be seventy-five per cent.,

there is daily introduced into this region of sixteen square miles, 15,066
toqs of carbonic acid, or 1'6499 of the air. But to put the matter in its

best aspect, he takes the height of the affected atmosphere at 300 feet

instead of 60, and thus brings the proportion of carbonic acid to 33 per

cent, thrown into the air. Then adding the carbonic acid produced b}'

the respiration of the inhabitants, and that originally in the air, and
supposing the air to be changed ten times a da}', he arrives at a result

of 0'Q937 as the actual average of carbonic acid; in the Manchester air.

If, however, the average rate of the air is taken at twelve miles an
hour, as shown at Liverpool, then this would be reduced to 00692 of
carbonic acid. And taking these conditions, with a height of 200 feet,

with the air outside of the town at 0'03 of carbonic acid, which is

slightly above what is found on the sea shore and the hills, the propor-
tion comes to be '0393, which is less than the amount ever found by Dr.
Smith. On the hills near Preston, he found the carbonic acid to be
0'022 per cent. At Blackpool, a little seacoast village, a few miles off,

it was 0'03
; so that if this were the mean of the air supplied to Man-

chester, the increase by smoke and other matters would be 049. in the
centre of the city. As to sulphurous and sulphuric acids in the
Manchester air, the author, taking 1 per cent, as the amount of sulphur
in the fuel consumed there—certainly a very low estimate—shows that
there must be 5479 tons of sulphur burned every day, producing 167'8,

tons of sulphuric acid, giving a grain of the acid to 10T72 cubic feet of

air. As to ozone, the central portion of Manchester "made no sign
J

'J

whilst within a mile of the city strong indications were met with.

In pure air at the seaside, litmus paper was made slightly less alkaline

by exposure during an entire night in a breeze, the blue being a very
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little diminished. In Manchester, on the other hand, blue litmus paper

often becomes red in ten minutes. So much for Manchester atmospheric
acidity. With a rain fall of three feet, over the sixteen square miles, about
1000 tons of sulphuric acid came down with the rain in a year ;

and as

over this space sulphur had been burnt equal to 1 per cent, of the coal, it

follows that it would give an amount of 61 245 tons of sulphuric acid in

a year. The rain, consequent!}7 , returns but 1588 per cent, of the

quantity produced.

In estimating the organic matter in the air, the author used a solution

of permanganate of potash and manganese, the air being drawn thruugh
it. The tests were gone through under various forms, and organic
matter was shown to exist in the air to the following extent ;

—

cub. in.

1. Air at All Saints inside the laboratory 1 grain in 72,000
2. Front of the house „ 74,000
3. Behind the laboratory . . . . „ 60,000
4. Bedroom looking to the back 64,000
5. Same room in the morning after being slept in ,, 56^000
6. Front of laboratory again ....,, 76,000
7. Back of the Medlock behind dirty houses . „ 44,000
8. St. Michael's-place behind a house ,, 8,000
9. Inside a house at St. Michael's-place . . ,, 16,000

10. The front of the house . . . . „ 40,000
11. High grounds 30 miles north of Manchester ,, 176,000
12. „ „ „ 183,000
13. „ „ „ 209,000
14. „ „ „ 183,000
15. Closely packed railway carriage

,, 8,000
16. When- the- strong smell of a sewer entered my

laboratory
, 8; 000

Thus there is a range of from 8 to 200, and the scale might go much
lower, as the author did not enter parts which were positively revolting.

He reminds us that we are not to impute too much blame to the sulphur-
ous acid of coals, as that agent doubtless acts as a disinfectant of putrid
matter to a large extent ; and lie happily reminds us of the weight to

be given to this view, by showing that even, in traversing the cleanest
of continental towns, where, of course, less sulphur is produced, we at

once find how superior is our own smoky atmosphere, in respect of the
odour of putrid matter.

Dr. Smith finally puts the question, "Can a cure be found?" and
argues thus :

—

" A cure for some of these evils ought certainly to be found. Already one cure for the

evils connected with organic matter has been made known to us, and that is the removal

of the impure matter by means of water. If disinfection were added to this, it might be

made complete. The cure of the black carbon or smoke burning is in the hands of every

man. The smoke is always blacker as coal is cheaper. Our towns are not in earnest on

the subject."

The author's views are eminently suggestive. We hope to see them
looked into by a wide circle of inquirers. We ought to know far more
than we do of the air we breathe.

The Gaff-Yard Rig; being a New System of Rigging, Masting, and
Sails. 8vo. Pp. 8. Lithographs. London: Wilson, 157 Leadenhall
Street. 1858.

This is an explanation of the new " gaff-yard rig " lately patented by
Mr. W. G. Gifford, and noticed by us at page 180 Practical Meclianic'

s

Journal for October last. In the present publication, Mr. Gifford has
illustrated his plans by giving us four different views on a large scale,
showing modifications of the new rig suitable for small craft, as well as
his systems of reefing. The new rig may be considered as a modifica-
tion of the two common rigs, "fore and aft " and "square," and the
inventor claims for it, not only a removal of the disadvantages belong-
ing to each singly, but the obtainment of superior advantages by their
combination in one arrangement. The formation of the inventor's plans
depends upon the peculiar set of the sails, each sail presenting a perfectly
straight line in horizontal section ; and for this purpose a canvas of a
peculiar kind is used. This fabric is thus described by the inventor:

—

"The gaff-yard canvas differs from common canvas, lir*t, in that the warp is made of

stronger material than the weft (the weft being the same as for common canvas), and
secondly the warp is taken up in the weaving (or shortened) less than the weft. Thus
the cloth, in the sense of its length, is at the same time stronger and more rigid, (that

is inextensible) than any other, and may be considered as a bolt-rope flattened out into

a canvas. It differs but little in appearance from common canvas, with the exception
that it is only one foot in breadth.

" The object has been stated, viz. to take the strain from and off the rest of the canvas,
and to dispense with the ' slack-cloth ' thereof, or as much so as possible. The sail-

maker should be directed to see that the attachments to the spars with the ends of this

gaff-yard.canvas be (like those of the bolt-ropes) firm and unyielding, whilst the bending
or lacing of the rest of the canvas should be comparatively slight, or better still, may be
made of elastic material."

The inventor's results are, that he is enabled to sail closer to the
wind than has yet been accomplished—that he obviates the impediments
to close-hauled sailing, presented by the usual masts and gear—that he
has greater command in manoeuvres, especially in "stays ;" and finally,

that he can reef and furl better. The details are most clearly given in

the large figures of yachts which Mr. Gifford has appended to his equally
clearly written remarks. We wish, at least, that all yachtsmen would
overhaul his pages, as we are persuaded that they would learn a good
deal from them; and what is thus learned is in the best way for being
transferred to craft of larger size, and becoming engrafted upon the great
naval and mercantile marine of our pre-eminently maritime country.

London Sewage : Shall it be Wasted, or Economised ? By C. F. O.

Glassford. 8vo. Pp. 32. London. 1858.

There is a vast deal written, and but very little done, about the amend-
ment of our town sewerage matters. So much, indeed, seems to bo talked

about the matter, that we really think it is going to end there, and that

nothing will positively be done. There is always a great cry when
there is but little wool. We do not mean to say that Mr. Glassford is a
mere empty talker and writer

;
far from it. He seems to have thought,

in the best sense of the term, a good deal about his subject ; and he now
comes out in print to tell us that he has conceived " a plan for the col-

lection and treatment of the fecal matter of towns, and for purifying the

sewers and rivers, and removing the chief impurities which render them
dangerous to the health of communities, with especial and .immediate
reference to the metropolis, the river Thames, and the Board of Works'
main-drainage scheme. ' It is now many years since we first heard of

the great fertilising value of the excretage of towns. Every human
being, it has often been said, possesses an annual commercial value in

this respect of thirty shillings ; but none of us have j'et realised our
property in this respect. Quite otherwise. We defile all our streams
with the very matter which ought to enrich us. The evil grows
upon us every day. Its steps are silent, but its results cr}' loudly.

Look at the Thames and the Clyde ! Were they ever really limpid ?

It is indeed hard for the present generation to believe tradition on
this head. But there are scores of rivers in this country quite as bad
as these two, of which we hear so much said, chiefly by reason of their

metropolitan situations. In Glasgow, nothing whatever has yet been
attempted as a remedy. In London, much has been attempted, and
nothing done. With an expensive Board of Works, frittering away its

own time and the public money, the Thames is dirtier than ever. The
members of this body belie their name. They sit on the banks of that

gigantic sewer, gaze at its turbid waters, and talk ; and that is the end,

so far

!

Mr. Glassford is a manufacturing chemist of long standing, and he

has had a large experience in the particular chemical branch relating to

the production of manure from town refuse; so that he ought to know
something of sewerage, and we may reasonably enough give him a

hearing. He reviews what is proposed to be done with the Thames,
Mr. Wicksteed's operations at Leicester, and other suggestions, and
quotes some high chemical authorities as to the value of the wasted
matter, as a prelude to his own plan. This consists of the collection of
the matter in as solid a form as possible, adding to it oil of vitriol, suffi-

cient to decompose the urea, and form sulphate ammonia. After settling,

the clear liquid is pumped off into evaporators, and there concentrated

until crystalisation occurs, and the salts aie separated from the water.

The solid matter is drawn from the bottom of the reservoirs, the liquid

matter expelled from it by a filter, and the solid matter left almost dry.

The two produets, he affirms, thrts obtained form manures of high fer-

tilising powers, possessing all the mineral and organic constituents

required by plants for their food.

In support of this system of treatment, the author gives minute details

as to procedure, costs, and returns, and winds up with a calculation

that London might thus be made to yield a profit of £441,000,000 per

annum. We don't wish to discourage such ardent workers as Mr.

Glassford. His theory may be perfectly correct. We only wish we
couLd.see our way to its practice.

Adcock's Engineers' Pocket-Book for the Tear 1859. Pp. 352.

Plates. London : Simpkin, Marshall, & Co. 1859.

"An old friend with a new face ;" and we may add, a very good old

friend with a good face to it. We always look for it as the new year

comes round, and we are always well pleased with it when it comes, for

it brings us a large amount of matter of the kind to which the engineer

must necessarily make frequent reference, condensed and arranged in a

most convenient form.

In addition to the ordinary almanack proper, we have a diary and

cash account for the year, and all the usual general matter of the

almanack genus—followed by mensuration of peripheries—surfaces and

solids—laws of motion—on work—wind mills—capillary attraction

—
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chemistry—specific gravities—steam engine—artificers' work—table of

varieties of stones—strain and stress of materials—mechanical laws of

elastic fluids—steam—locomotives—roads—acoustics—metals—heat

—

burnt-clay ballast—Artesian wells—electro-telegraphy—water wheels

—

British and foreign weights and measures—weight of materials—and
finally, a miscellaneous tabulated list of the heterogeneous heads of

information, to which the practical man must constantly resort in his

daily avocations.

The chapter on "burnt-clay ballast," and the manufacture of railway

ballasting material out of the excavated clay, is very interesting and

useful, in as far as it shows what may be done in the way of making
clay soils answer a purpose for which they are naturally wholly unfitted.

Sketches of the implements accompany this section, so that the

entire process, as at present practised, is clearly laid down and explained.

In " electro-telegraphy," too, the editor has worked up his subject

to the latest date ; and in doing so, he has presented the engineer with
matter for reference of the highest importance, and of great and growing
interest. The book is indeed well worthy of being called the "Engi-

neers' Pocket-Book," and it will, no doubt, find its way into the pockets

and desks of many practical engineers.

COEEESPONDENCE.

MERRITT'S VELOCIPEDE.

Is this machine the weight of the traveller, reacting from an elastic seat,

is the propelling power, a is the seat, fixed on a spring-board, b, which
is bolted to the framing, c. d are two mechanical legs working on a
standard, e. also bolted to the framing. Each of these mechanical legs

have a hinge knee-joint, f, and a forked iron toe. g are two of Hodge's

accumulators, which bring up the mechanical legs to the position, d f e,

after the stroke. It will be seen that as the traveller rests his feet on
the knee-joints, f, and straightens his legs alternately, his whole weight
will react from the spring-seat upon the mechanical legs, and cause them
also to straighten, producing a powerful forward motion with compara-

tively little exertion.

In this arrangement the carriage is coach-built—that is, the wheels

ran on the axles, and therefore greater steadiness is obtained, and the

clogs are avoided by the use of the india-rubber accumulators, which is

a great advantage, as anybody accustomed to a velocipede can bear

witness, from their galling effect upon the feet. T. E. Merritt.

Rochester, 1859.

PEOCEEDLNGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

MANCHESTER PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY.

December 28, 1858.

" On the practicability of counteracting a portion of the resistance at the head
of a ship, by employing a revolving conical bow to work a stern propeller," by
Mr. Morris.

The proposed improvement consists in substituting for the lower or submerged
part of the bow of a vessel, a cone fixed upon a moveable shaft. The cone is

surrounded by spiral flanges, so disposed that the water (when the ship is set

in motion by sails or steam-power,) may impinge upon the flanges, and cause

the cone to revolve. The force thus obtained is transmitted through proper
shafting and gear to assist the engine, if a steamer, or to work a stern screw, if

a sailing ship.

In the discussion which followed the reading of the paper, the President said

it was impossible to take power from the water without decreasing the speed of

the ship to the extent of the power gained. Mr. Morris replied that no doubt
'No. 131.—Vol. XI.

that was so ; but in this instance the water treated was not that which passed

the sides of the vessel, but the very water which she would have to displace by
her motive power, before she could pass through it. Dr. Joule thought that

the effect of the revolving-bow might in some cases be to make a bad bow better;

but denied the possibility of its producing anything but a retarding effect if

applied to a ship possessing good lines.

ASSOCIATION OF FOREMEN ENGINEERS.

In connection with the London Association of Foremen Engineers, a corre-

spondent conveys to us the sorrowful intimation of the death of its founder and
first president, George Shearer, Esq., of Messrs H. Grisell & Co., City Basin. The
deceased gentleman, whose talent and kindly character made him respected by all

who knew him, attended the December meeting of the society, but was stricken

down by the hand of death on the ver}r morning of the day appointed for that

of January. Mr. Shearer was buried at Abney Park Cemetery, Kingsland, on
Friday the 14th ult , and was followed to the grave by several members of the

association, a number of personal friends, and about 100 of the workmen over
whom he had, for ten years, exercised a just and beneficent control. It will be
difficult, indeed, to fill the void occasioned by the removal of Mr. Shearer. In
all the relations of life he interpreted aright the mission of humanity, and acted
upon that interpretation. Peace be with him

!

INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.

August 24 and 25, 1858.

"On water pressure machinery," by Mr. W. G. Armstrong.
"On the manufacture of the Uchatius cast-steel," by Mr. Thomas Spencer, of

Newburn.
" On a floating steam corn mill and bakery," by Mr. W. Fairbairn.
" On a new construction of railway springs," by Mr. T. Hunt.
"On an improved construction of axle-boxes and coupling-rods for locomotive

engines," by Mr. W. A. Fairbairn.
" On an improved railway switch," by Mr. J. A. Haswell.

SOCIETY OF ARTS.

In addition to the four special prizes offered this year, namely, the Swiney,
Society's gold medal, Fothergill, and Stock medallion, the Society of Arts has
issued a list of 145 subjects on which competition is invited. Communications
herein must be sent to the Secretary on or before the 31st March 1859 or

186Q.

December 22, 1858.

" On the culture and preparation of cotton in the United States," by Mr.
Leonard Wray.

MONTHLY NOTES.

MARINE MEMORANDA.

The shipbuilding on the Wear has fallen off very greatly during the past
year. The number built amounts only to 110, against 143 last year; the aggre-
gate tonnage being 42,003 tons, against 54,780 last year. The average tonnage
of the vessels built in 1858 is 381£ tons, against 383 tons the year before. The
vessels on the stocks at the beginning of 1859 were 78 in number, with an
aggregate tonnage of 32,789 tons. It seems that strikes amongst the men have
largely contributed to diminish the work of the year, aggravating to a great
extent the general manufacturing depression.

When we lately reported the wrecks in 1857 on our coasts to be 1143, we
hoped that the next list would be a smaller one. We regret, however, to find

that in 1858 there were 1887 wrecks, being a very considerable increase. It

appears that during the month of December the number of wrecks reported
was 230; in the month of January the number was 154, in February 162, in

March 179, in April 142, in May 128, in June 102, in July 101, in August 112,
in September 105, in October 190, and in November 282.

During the year 1858 there were 47 steamers sunk, 19 burnt, and 9 exploded
on the Western rivers alone of the United States. The results, as regards life

and property, were, that 259 lives were lost, and £384,800 worth of property
destroyed. These losses are certainly very fearful, but even they show a reduc-

tion of about 11 per cent, upon the accidents of 1857, and ih per cent, on the
number of fatalities.

law reports of patent cases.

Fish-Joints for Railways : Harwood and Others v. The Great North-
ern Railway Company.—This was a motion for a rule calling upon the Great
Northern Railway Company to show cause why the verdict found in their
favour in the above action should not be set aside and a new trial granted, upon
the ground of misdirection, and that the verdict was against the evidence. The
action was brought to recover damages for the infringement of a patent which

3b
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had been granted to Mr. C. H. Wild, in the year 1853, for "improvements in

fishes and fish-joints for connecting the rails of railways." The learned counsel

contended that the learned judge was wrong in telling the jury that the doc-

trine laid down by the Court in "Brook v. Aston" (27 L, J. Q, B., 145) was
applicable to this case ; and he produced an affidavit which contradicted the

statements made by one of the witnesses for the defendants, that fish-joints of

the kind in question had, previously to the patent, been made use of in the
construction of bridges on the railway between Worcester and Kidderminster.
Lord Campbell said the learned counsel might take a rule.—Rule nisi granted.

Mantilla Shawls: Norton v. Nicholls.—The action was brought to re-

cover damages for the infringement of the plaintiff's design of a shawl, which
had been registered under the Act of the 5th and 6th of Victoria, cap. 100. At
the trial, which took place in this court before Lord Campbell, at the sittings

after last term, three questions arose— 1. Whether the design in question was
a new design within the meaning of the act; 2. Whether the plaintiff had
complied with the provisions of the act as to registration; and 3. Whether such
a notice had been given to the defendant of the plaintiff's right as would render
him liable to the aclion. A shawl might be considered under the three heads
of pattern, configuration, and texture, the first two of which only came within
the act. The pattern of the shawl in question consisted of dark stripes on a
dark grey ground, with a border of check or shepherd's plaid ; its form might
be either square, round, or oval ; but the one in question was square,

rounded at one corner, and forming what was called the mantilla. The
texture might be worsted or cotton, but in this case it was a double cloth,

woven together, but with a different texture on each side. The texture
was not wilhin the Act of Parliament. The plaintiff's case resolved itself into

five points, which constituted the alleged design. First, it had a reversible or

double texture; secondly, it had a scallop, which was said to be a new design;
thirdly, whereas the body of the shawl was double, the border was single

;

fourthly, one of the four corners was rounded; and, fifthly, the fringe was of a
particular manufacture. Only the second and fourth came within the act—viz.,

the scallop and rounded corner—and they were both old; but the plaintiff

claimed the combination of the five points as constituting a new design within
the act, which was the question now to be determined. There was also a ques-
tion as to the notice given to the defendant, who was the vendor, as required

by the 7th section. Lord Campbell said the learned counsel might take a rule

to show cause.—Rule nisi granted.

Moulding Pipfs: Macfarl\ne v. Smith.—In this case, which lately occu-
pied the Scotch Court for a week, the defendant was successful on one point,

but he maintained several other pleas, on which he failed. The Court was of

opinion that there should he a modification of expenses, and the parties left it

to the Lord President, who tried the case, to fix the amount of modification,

which his Lordship did, modifying the taxed expenses from £474 to £300, and
remarking that one party could not push another to the expense of repelling a
great many bad pleas, although he was successful on one good one.

Tin Plates: Rpence's Patent.—This was a petition of James Spence, of
Liverpool, praying that the great seal might be attached to a patent for an im-

provement in the manufacture of tin plates and terne or leaden plates, notwith-
standing a caveat which had been entered by Messrs. Clay, of the Mersey Iron-

works, Liverpool, and Messrs. Vickcrs Benzon, of Sheffield, on the ground that

the article of "puddled" steel, upon the application of which the patent was
sought for, was not a new invention. The Lord Chancellor said that this was
one of the cases in which the quesiion in dispute between the parties ought to

be tried at law. By refusing to seal the patent this Court would prevent such
right from being exercised, and therefore the proper course would be to order

the patent to be sealed.— Ordered accordingly.

Paddle Wheel with Inclined Floats.—It has lately been proposed by
Mr. George Pringle, of Preston Grange, Prestonpans, to arrange the floats or

propelling boards of paddle wheels at an acute angle with their radial carrying

arms, the apex of the angle being in the direction of the ship's motion, whilst

the open end of the angle is towards the stern of the vessel. The annexed
diagram represents such a padddle wheel

—

a, B, being the floats, the dotted

line from b to c showing the amount of their inclination.

The action of a paddle with
its float boards arranged in this

angular manner will resemble
thatofahoe entering the ground,
in which implement the blade
is placed at an acute angle to

the handle. Paddle wheels con-
structed upon this principle gain
thereby a considerable increase

of leverage and buoyant power.
In applying the improvement to

oars for rowing, a supplement-
ary propelling surface is at-

tached to the extremity of the
blade, so as to increase the hold
of the oar upon the water. The
secondary propeller is attached
to the extremity of the blade of

the oar so as to project outwards
in front' of the blade, and at an
acute angle thereto. Vessels

may be propelled also by means of a wheel constructed with angular float-boards

or propelling surfaces, in lieu of the ordinary screw propeller: or such a wheel
may be used in conjunction with the screw propeller in order to counterbal-
ance its resistance to the engine, and thereby lessen the power necessary to
drive the propeller.

_
Scissors Sharpener.—This new American "notion," illustrated in perspec-

tive in our engraving, has been introduced into this country by Messrs. Curtis,
of New Oxford Street, London. It is a simple and useful little thin,;', being
nothing more than a cube of wood, with an inclined slip of roughened steel set
in each side of it. In using it, the scissor blades are set with their flat or inner

sides up against the face of the wood block above the steel, on which the cutting
edge of the blade is made to rest. The blade is then drawn backwards and
forwards across and bearing on the steel. This brings up the cutting edge, the
inclination of the steel pieces, one of course for each blade, being such as to set

the edge to the right angle. The users of scissors may thus always preserve
their implements in good working order.

Preventible Accidents in Mines.—How often are we to be called upon to
condemn, in the strongest terms, the apathy and culpable indifference evinced
by a large proportion of colliery owners V The poor underground mineral
worker has too many insidious and generally unavoidable enemies to encounter
as it is without being subjected to such casualties as are easily met. Still these

are not met, as we are often painfully reminded. For instance, at Messrs
Knowles' Agecroft Colliery, near Manchester, the other day, when three men
and four boys were being taken up the shaft, one of the easiest preventible ac-
cidents deprived the entire number of life in a very shocking manner. It s-eems
that in the primitive arrangements in use at this colliery a string attaclud to
the axle of the wheel communicates with the engine-house, and rings an alarm
bell when the cage is within about sixty yards of the mouth of the pit, as a
signal to the engineer to slacken speed and use caution. On the present occa-
sion, however, it is allege4 that this contrivance must have been out of order,

for the bell did not sound, and tlje cage arriving at full speed at the top, struck
against the scaffolding with great violence, so that the machinery snapped, and
the cage fell to the bottom of the shaft, a distance of 360 yards. AH its occu-
pants were killed on the spot. The engineer fancied something was wrong,
and on looking into the shalt saw the cage close to the surface, tie made great
efforts to stop the engine, but the attempt was too late. A patent safely ap-
paratus was in use at the shaft, which it was hoped would prevent such a dis-

aster as the present, but the catches failed to operate, in consequence of being
drawn above the conductors. Every winding engineman knows perfectly well
when his cage is near the top of the shaft ; and certainly, if he waits for the
tinkling of a bell before he stops his engine, he will often precipitate his fellow-

workmen down the shaft, in the lamentable way here described. We cannot
understand hovv any " patent safety apparatus" of value could be inoperative

under such circumstances. We are, however, satisfied of this, that had a de-

taching catch and safety cage like that of Mr Aytoun, engraved by us in the
Practical Mechanic s Journal for December last, been in use, the present de-

plorable accident would not have occurred. A good detaching catch cannot be
inoperative ; and we may fairly assume that in this instance no such precaution-

ary means was in use. The poor miner deserves far more attention than he
seems to get.

Leigh's Double Cone Bearings.—In the working of the ordinary parallel

journals or bearings of shafts, no sooner is oil put upon them than it begins to

work out and escape. Mr Evan Leigh, of Miles Flattings, Manchester, has
sought for a remedy for this, in forming the bearing portions with two cones.

He was led to this by observing how, when oil is dropped upon the narrqw end
of a horizontal cpnical bearing, it at once makes its way to the wider end, by
flowing down to the under side, and thence down the incline, in the theoretical

case of the double cones with the narrow end joined together, if the oil is sup-

plied at tb.e narrow central portion of the bearing, it flows to neither side,

because the gravitating effects of the two inclined planes counteract each other,

and the oil will thus remain upon the bearing. In the case of a vertical shaft,

Mr Leigh forms his bearing parallel for the greatest portion, each end being
coned down to a smaller diameter. Under these circumstances, the inclines

each want to draw away the oil as it comes down the shaft, but as they pull
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against each other, they hold it in suspension, and cause it to form an effective

ring round the shaft. As a horizontal shaft it acts thus, viz., when the shaft is

at rest, the oil clings to the level parts of the step and shaft, as if by capillary

attraction, but more probably caused by the gravitating power of the two
inclined planes, pulling against each other. When the shaft is in motion,
centrifugal force, as well as gravitation, tends to determine the oil inward, and
if the journal be slightly larger in diameter at the centre, the two currents of

oil meet and repel each other, causing a continuous circulation over the bearing.
In railway carriages where the journals are outside the wheels, a cast-iron bush
or collar should be put tightly on, and turned to the conical form, which would
cause interminable wear (cast-iron having the property of case-hardening itself

by working in oil or grease, so that, if well polished to begin with, the surface

soon becomes as hard as glass), and avoid many accidents. In this way Mr
Leigh secures a good bearing, whilst he applies the oil in a most economical
manner. He has for some time practically applied the principle here elucidated

to the top rollers used in textile processes with very good effect. In these
rollers he uses a dead or fixed spindle, carrying two roller bosses running loose

upon it ; and as each roller boss can run freely, independent of its fellow, so as

to deliver out faithfully its proper length of yarn, this arrangement saves wear
and flat waste to a great extent. The journals of the rollers are thickest in the

middle, being coned off to each side.

Universal Ball Ratchet Brace.—The ingenious hand-drill which we here
engrave in three views is the production of the firm of Eastefbrook & Allcard,

of the Albert Works, Sheffield. Fig. 1 is a side view of the single action ratchet

brace as it appears when working at an angle. Fig. 2 shows it as fitted with
the double pall lever, by means of which a continuous rotatory motion of the

Fig. 1. Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

drill is gained without the use of wheels. Fig. 3 is a view of the same brace

with the lever closed, showing how the arrangement makes an excellent single

motion brace for heavy work The spherical connection between the lever and

the drilling spindle allows these braces to drill at any angle, whilst they are

equally effective for straight work. These are certainly valuable additions to

the mechanic's tools.

Railway Cosveyance between Dover and Calais.—M. Fromage, of

Darnetal (Seine Inferieure), proposes to complete the communication between

the railways of England and France by means of very large steamers capable of

conveying a railway train across the Channel. On the arrival of a train at

Calais, he proposes that it should be run on to the deck of the steamer, secured,

and conveyed across the Channel to a basin in Dover, where he proposes to run

the French train on to the English railway, and send it on to London. The
return train, on its arrival at Dover from. London, he proposes should be run

on to the deck of one of those large steamers, secured in its position, and con-

veyed across the Channel to Calais, where, by means of certain apparatus, it

could be landed on the French railway, and conveyed by locomotive power to

Paris. He considers this mode of railway communication practicable, easily

accomplished at a moderate cost, and far superior to any scheme having for. its

object the construction of a tunnel under the sea, or a tubular bridge over the

Channel. We need hardly say that we agTee in the fullest manner with M.
Fromasre's views. The thing is clearly practicable with steamers of suffi-

cient size ; and, moreover, it is nothing more than; we have already done in

this country, in practically enabling the Edinburgh and Jiorthern line to cross

the Frith o'f Forth anil the Tay.

American Railway Accidents.—In 1858 there were, in the United States,

82 railway accidents, resulting in the death of 119 persons and the grievous in-

jury of 417. As compared with 1857, the number of accidents exhibits a dimi-

nution of about 40 per cent, and there is a large decrease in the number of

killed and injured. Extending the comparison back to the previous

ire, 1 he results will show a much larger average of decrease, hut the total

is still far too high, and it must be the wish of every friend to humanity to see

it most materially reduced.

PROVISIONAL PEOTECTION FOE INVENTIONS

UNDEB THE PATENT LAW AMENDMENT ACT.

65?° When the city or town is not mentioned, London is to be understood.

Recorded August 30.

1956. Francois Brignoles, 53 Torrington Square—Improvements in apparatus for the
disinfection aud rectification of bad tasted alcohols, by the separation of the
essential oils from the alcoholic exhilarations.—(Communication from St, Cyi
Prieur, Avignon, France*)

Recorded September 17.

2102. Charles Hadley, Lower Hurst Street, Birmingham—Improvements in omnibuses*
cabs,- railway carriages, waggons, and other similar vehicles.

Recorded October 11.

22G5. Anton "V. Schuttenbach, St. Petersburgh—Improvements in lamps.
2266. Thomas Riddell, Caracoa Terrace, Old Ford, Bow—An improved arrangement for

sustaining window sashes and sliding pannels.
2267. Matthew Stow, Leeds—-Preventing or securing the detection of alterations or era-

sures in bankers' cheques and other similar instruments, and the crossings
thereof^

22GS. William E. Newton, GG Chancery Lane—Improved apparatus for facilitating sub-
marine explorations.—(Communication.)

Recorded October 12.

2269. John F. Swinburn, Birmingham—Improvements in fire-arms.
2270. Leonard Wray, 5 Devonshire Street, Portland Place—New and improved compounds

for the coating or insulating of submarine electric telegraph wires, and which
are also applicable to the coating or insulating of electric telegraph wires laid

underground.
2271. Thomas C. Shaw and Frederick H. Cooper, Hanley, Staffordshire—A new or im-

proved construction and mode of working engines by the agency of air or gases
in conjunction with electricity for obtaining or producing mutive power.

2272. William Johnston and William Robs, Glasgow—Improvements in water*closets and
taps orvalves.

2273. William Smith, Edinburgh—Improvements iu transferring drawings or delineations
in lithographic and zincographic processes.

2274. George Beadon, Bathpool, Somerset—Improvements in the construction of ships,
boats, rafts, and vessels for passing through water, or through the atmosphere,
or partly through the water and partly through the atmosphere.

2275. Jean A. Gasse, Paris—Improvements in railway brakes and in apparatus for work-
ing the same.

2276. Henry W. Cuthbertson and George Cuthbertson, Dundas Street, Monkwearmouth,
Sunderland—Improvements in lever purchases for ships' windlasses, pumps,
and other similar purposes.

2277- Maurice Sautter, Paris—Improvements in air-engines.—{Communication from Mr.
J-oseph Gill, Marsala, Sicily.)'

Recorded October 13.

2278.- Joseph Parkins, 1 Hanway Street, Oxford Street—Improvements in securing enve-
lopes, and in fastenings to be used t.ierein.

2279.- Henry Parker, Sledmore Castle, East Riding,- Yorkshire—An improved apparatus
for the cultivation of land, and other agricultural operations.

2280. Robert Ridley, Low Wortley, Yorkshire—Improvements in- safety cages for mine
shafts.

2281. William H. Treacher, Blackfriars Road, Surrey—Improvements in respirators.

22S2. Arthur G. Bradby, Reading, Berksshire—An improvement in connection with
collars and ties, or other line articles of dress.

2283. Anton Benda, 79 Basinghall Street—Improvements in the manufacture of models
of the human and other figures to be used as toys, for tuition, and for other pur-
poses.—(Communication.).'

2284; James Braby and James Braby,-jun., Bridge House Place, Newington Causeway,
Southwark—Improvements in wheels and wbeeled carriages to be propelled by
steam,- hurse, or other power, and in apparatus for retarding the same.

Recorded October 14.

2285: John C. Ollerenshaw, Manchester— An improvement in cotton gins.—(Communica-
tion from Lewis S. Chichester, New York, U, S.)

2286. Henry Liddle and John Booth, Tonge, near Middleton, Lancashire—Certain im-
provements in machinery or apparatus for polishing and finishing yarns or
threads.

22S7. Lambert Cowell, Adelphi—Improvements in apparel affording the means for pre-
serving life at sea, and to prevent accidents to persons casually immersed in
water.

2288. Charles Cowper, 20 Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane—Improvements in the
manufacture of articles of hard vulcanised India rubber, gutta percha, and similar

gums.— (Communication from Gustavus Cuppers, College Point, Long Island,

New York, TJ. S.)

2289. Alexander Gordon, Little Fife House, Whitehall—Improvements for manufacturing
cast iron, steel, and wrought iron.—(Communication from Antoine G. Cazalat,

flaris.)

2290. James R. Smith, Glasgow—Improvements in apparatus for propelling boats and

2291.

2292.

2293.

2294.

2295.

2296.

2297.

2298.

2299.

Thomas Engrain/ Bradford, Yorkshire—Improvements in means or apparatus for

signalling between the parts of a train of carriages.

William Clark, 53 Chancery Lane—Improvement sin tanning hides and in apparatus
employed therein.—(Communication from Antoine L. A. Favier.)

Samuel Perkes, Clapham—Improvements in machinery for extracting oil from the
cocoa nut and other vegetable matters.

Henry MaTtin, Old Kent Road, Surrey, and 8 Scott's Yard—Improvements in

separating starch from gluten, in apparatus used therein, and also in preparing
cement from gluten.

George Baxter, Northampton Square—Improvements in colouring photographic
pictures.

Thomas Archer, jun., Dunston, near Gateshead—Improvements in apparatus for

preventing explosions of steam boilers.

Squire Diggle, Radcliffc, Lancashire—Improvement? in looms for weaving.
William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—An improved construction of cabin or state

room for steam boats and other vessels.—(Communicatum.)
John Loma?, Manchester—Improvements in the pruductiim of ornamental fabrics

for ladies'" diejses.
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JRecorded October 15.

2300. Robert R. Jackson, Blackburn, Lancashire—Certain improvements in machinery
or apparatus for sizeing yarn.

2301. William Bacon, Prestwich, Lancashire—Improvements in the mode of constructing
valves, valve cocks, gates, and stopcocks, which may be used in steam engineer-

ing, and for other purposes.—(Communication from J. R. and H. S. Robinson,
Clinton, TJ. S.)

2302. George Davies, 1 Serle Street, Lincoln's Inn, and 28 St. Enoch Square, Glasgow

—

Improvements in the manufacture of gloves, aud in the apparatus employed
therein.—(Communication.)

2303. Thomas Moore, Exchange Brewery, Sheffield—Improvements in refrigerators.

2304. Samuel T. Clarke, 30 Kildare Terrace, Westbourne Park—A mode of crossing

bankers' cheques and drafts.

2305. John Wainwright, Birkenhead, Chestershire—Improvements in respirators.

2306. George T. Bousfield, Loughborough Park, Brixton, Surrey—Improvements in ma-
chinery for cutting the threads of wood screws.—(Communication from New
York, U. S.)

2307. George F. Wilson, Belmont, Vauxhall, Surrey—Improvements in preparing com-
pounds containing sulphur for preventing and destroying blight, mildew, and
insects.

Recorded October 16.

2308. Laurent Marcus, Paris—An improved reaping machine.
2309. Firmin J. Coulon and Simond G. Giraud, 45 Essex Street, Strand—Improvements

in the process of ornamenting skin and leather.

2310. Thomas W. G. Treeby, 1 Westbourn Terrace Villas, Paddington—An improvement
in breech-loading fire-arms and cannon.

2311. Henry Francis, 456 West Strand—Machinery for making the springs of surgical

trusses.

2312. Joseph P. Gillard, Paris—Improvements in generating hydrogen, and in the mean6
of and apparatus for applying the same to lighting and heating purposes.

2313. John Hick, William Haigreavee, and Robert Harwood, Bolton-le-Moors, Lancashire
—'Improvements in governors or regulators for prime movers.

2314. Peter Jensen, 7 Mount Gardens, Westminster Road, Lambeth—An improved appa-
ratus for governing or regulating the speed of marine engines.

2315. Alexander Robertson, Lounsdale, Renfrewshire—Improvements in applying starch

and similar matters.

2316. Arthur Dunn, Dalston Terrace East—An improvement in preparing marking com-
pounds to be used on linen and other fabrics.

2317. Benjamin Nickels, Mitcham, Surrey—Improvements in electric telegraphs.

Recorded October 18.

2318. William Clay, Ellesmere, Shropshire—Improvements in combined thrashing and
dressing machines.

2319. Joseph A. Mason, Wirksworth, Derby—Improvements in washing machines and
apparatus for wringing and mangling.

2320. William A. F. Powell, Bristol, Somersetshire—Improvements in stopping or closing

jars and bottles.

2321. Charles West, 15 Mnrnington Place, Camberwell New Road—Improvements in the

mode of insulating and covering wire.

2322. Robert Tidman, Jermyn Street, St. James's—Improvements in machinery or appa-
ratus for paying out and for raising electric telegraph cables.

2323. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street—Improvements in the manufacture of small
chains and links for the same.—(Communication from H. Jesson, Paris.)

2324. Kenneth H. Cornish, 17 Chapel Street East, May Fair—A new mode of advertising.

2325. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Improvements in apparatus for lighting

gas and other lamps.—(Communication.)

2326. Alfred W. Drayson, Plumstead, Kent, and Charles R. Binney, Woolwich, Kent

—

Improvements in submarine telegraphic cables.

2327. John Smith, Newport, Salop—Improvements in rough-shoeing beasts of draught
and burden.

JRecorded October 19.

2329. Joseph Whitworth, Manchester—Improvements in guns, gun-carriages, and am-
munition.

2330. William F. Batho and Eugene M. Bauer, Salford, near Manchester—Improvements
in screws, worms, and wheels, and in machinery or apparatus fur cutting the

same.
2331. John Owen and Hindlo Duckworth, Blackburn, Lancashire— Improvements in

looms.
2332. Alexander Allan, Thomas Whlmster, and Robert Gray, Perth—Improvements in

steam boilers, also applicable in part to gas-meters, lamps, and lubricating and
other apparatus requiring a constant liquid level, and in part to pressure-indi-

cating apparatus.

2333. John Richmond, 21 Carlisle Terrace, Fairfield Road, Bow—The construction of

valves applicable especially to water meters, and other instruments for measur-
ing fluids, and all hydraulic purposes.

2334. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Improvements in apparatus for washing
clothes and other articles.—(Communication.)

2335. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Improvements in the hanging and arrang-
ing of cylindrical, conical, or spiral steel railroad springs, for railway carriages.

—(Communication.)
2336. William Gossage, Widnes, Lancashire—Improvements in the utilisation of alkali

waste.

2337. Richard A. Brooman, 16G Fleet Street—Improvements in propelling vessels.—
(Communication from I. C. Meunier, Paris.)

2338. John Grant, Hyde Park Street—Improvements in constructing and arranging ovens
suitable for baking bread.

2339. William Riddle, 1 Westbourne Terrace, Barnsbury Park—Improvements in packing
or forming merchandise or goods into bales.

Recorded October 20.

2340. Leopold Stiebel and Charles F. O. Glassford, Greenwich, Kent—Improvements in

machinery for moulding washing blues and other materials while in a plastic

state.

2341. Robert D. Clegg, Manchester—Improvements in screws.

2342. Philip C. Stortz, Havelock Buildings, Bold Street, Liverpool—Improvements in the
materials of photographic plates.

2343. Robert Griffiths, 69 Mornington Road, Regent's Park—Improvements in baths.

2344. Thomas Twells, Nottingham—Improvements in machinery for embroidering or
ornamenting woven, looped, or laced fabrics.

2345. John Wainwright, Birkenhead, Chestershire—Improvements in ventilating houses
and other places.

2346. Samuel T. Clarke, 30 Kildare Terrace, Westbourne Park—Improvements in appa-
ratus for crossing bankers' cheques and drafts.

Recorded October 21.

2347. Charles C. Alger, 41 Parliament Street, Westminster—Improvements in cupola
furnaces.

2348. Jonas Marland and Samuel Marland, Sun Vale Iron Works, Walsden, Lancashire

—

Certain improvements in power looms.
2349. Peter Clerc and Adolphe Piaget, 4 Newcastle Place, Clerkenwell—An improved

method of winding watches, chronometers, and time-pieces, without the use of a
separate key.

2350. Charles W. Williams and Geoige Eyton, Liverpool—Improvements in the construc-
tion of locomotive and other steam boilers.

2351. James M. Napier, York Road, Lambeth—Improvements in printing presses and
printing machines.

2352. Edwin B. Horn, Massachusetts, U. S.—An improved compensation apparatus for
a hairspring balance for a watch or time-piece.

2353. George Redford, Moseley, King's Norton, Woicester—A circular and self-acting
cartridge pouch,

2354. James Baldwin, jun., Birmingham—Improvements in files or holders for papers,
letters, bags, and other similar articles.

2355. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street—Improvements in knitting frames.—(Com-
munication from Madame Hammerlin.)

2356. Richard A Brooman, 166 Fleet Street—Improvements in apparatuses for regulating
the supply of fluids.— (Communication from P. J. Guyet, Paris.)

2357. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street—Improvements in cocks, taps, and other
apparatuses for regulating the flow of fluids.—(Communication from P. J. Guyet,
Paris.)

2358. John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, and 166 Buchanan Street, Glasgow

—

Improvements in apparatus for lubricating railway axles and other bearings.

—

(Communication.)

Recorded October 22.

2359. Joseph Burridge, 151 Great Portland Street—Improvements in fire-lighters.

2360. Edwin Whitehall, Bromley Place, St. Nicholas, Nottingham—Certain improvements
in machinery for the manufacture of cap fronts.

2361. James Bagnall and William Bagnall, Westbromwich, Staffordshire—An improve-
ment in the manufacture of iron.

2362. Alexander Shaw, Earl's Field Works, Grantham, Lincolnshire—A new method or
mode of raising nap on the linings of sheep skins.

2363. Richard Waller, 50 Baker Street, Portman Square—Improvements in obtaining
motive power, and in apparatus connected therewith.

23G4. Robert Kennedy and James Armstrong, Lisburn, Ireland—An improved kiln for
drying grain.

2365. Charles Clay, Walton Grange, Wakefield, Yorkshire—Improvements in apparatus
for harrowing, scarifying, and cultivating land.

Recorded October 23.

2366. Edwin Palmer and Edward Palmer, Thetford, SuffblksMre—Improvements in ma-
chinery for cutting hay, straw, or other similar substances.

2367. Philip C. Stortz, Havelock Buildings, Bold Street, Liverpool—An improvement for
taking life-size pictures from smaller pictures, either with or without the aid of
photography.

2368. Edward C. Shepard, Jermyn Street, Westminster—Improvements in electric lamps.
—(Communication.)

2369. Rudolph Bodmer, 2 Thavies Inn, Holborn—An improved toy or plaything for
children.—(Communication from Charles Tbevenot, Paris.)

2370. George Davies, 1 Serle Street, Lincoln's Inn, and 28 St. Enoch Square, Glasgow

—

Improvements in weaving.-—(Communication.)
2371. John C. Martin, Fern Cottage, Cbarlewood Road, Putney, Surrey—An improvement

in the manufacture of metal moulds for moulding plastic substances.
2372. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Improvements in pumps.—(Communication.)
2373. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Improvements in telegraphic apparatus.

—

(Communication.)

Recorded October 25.

2374. Edward Cottam, Lower Belgrave Place, Pimlico— Improvements in the internal
fittings of carriages.

2375. Mark Mason, Manchester—Improvements in elevating stands or stages for the use
of hosemen in extinguishing fires, also for decorating windows, public buildings,
and other purposes.

2376. Joseph J. Welch and John S. Margetson, Cheapside—Improvements in the manu-
facture of scarfs for gentlemen's wear.

2377. Francis Fowke, Park House, South Kensington—Improvements in umbrellas and
parasols.

2378. John Robb, Aberdeen—Improvements in propellers for ships and boats
2379. Thomas Ashworth and Joseph Ashworth, Pendleton, Lancashire— Certain im-

provements in power looms for weaving.
2380. William Craddock and John White, Archer Street, St. James's—Improvements in

the connecting links of harness hames.
2381. George Kent, High Holborn—An improved churn.—(Communication.)
2382. Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—An improvement in the manufacture of

candles.—(Communication.)
2383. Stephen R. Parkhurst, New York, U. S.—Improvement in cotton gins.

Recorded October 26.

2334. Mark Mason, Manchester—Improvements in self-acting feeding machines, or appa-
ratus for all descriptions of steam oi other letter-press printing machines or
presses.

2385. Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane'— Improved machinery for pulverising,
kneading, pressing, and moulding clay and other plastic materials.—(Communi-
cation.)

2336. Charles Wieland, Warkworth Terrace, Commercial Road, Limehouse—Certain im-
provements in chronometers, watches, and such like time keepers.

Recorded October 27.

2387. Benjamin Goodfellow, Hyde, Cheshire—Certain improvements in steam engines.
2388. Joze Luis, In Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square—A new syphon water-wheel,

receiving its water without destroying the water level.—(Communication.)
2389. Joze Luis, 1b Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square—A new machine for boring.

—

(Communication.)
2390. James Bleakley, Accrington, Lancashire—Improvements in boilers, flues, and the

methods of fixing the same.
2391. Adolphe P. A. Beau, 152 Regent Street—A pocket stereoscope.

2392. John Kinsey, Brighton—Improvements in steam engines and pumps.
2393. Charles Cheyne, Great George Street, Westminster—Improvements in the con-

struction of floors and ceilings.

2394. Leonard Wray 5 Devonshire Street, Portland Place—The preparation and applica-

tion of a substitute for gutta percba, caoutchouc, and similar substances.
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2335. Geoige Speight, 19 Woodbridge Street, Clerkenwell—Improved plaits and curls or
ringlets for head-dresses or ornaments or additions to the natural hair, and an
improved apparatus for the manufacture of curls or ringlets.

2396. Mark Mason, Manchester—Improvements in letter-press printing machines.
-

"
. Pern.- G. Gardiner. New York, U. S.—Furnaces for reheating steel, preparatory to

hardening, tempering, or annealing.
239S. Thomas Almond, 22 Pickering Place, Paddington—Improvements in furnaces for

the better combustion of smoke.
2399. John W. Mott, Lea Bridge Road—Improvements in pouches of India rubber for

holding tobacco or other substances.

Recorded October 2S.

2400. Duxbury Yarley, Over Darwen, Lancashire—An improved picker for looms.
2401. Giovanni M. Casentini and James 0. Barnard, Hercules Buildings, Lambeth, Surrey

—A certain composition to be used in the manufacture of articles cumposed of or

made with plaster of Paris and other similar substances.
2402. Perry G. Gaidiner, New York, TJ. S.—A new and useful apparatus for cooling and

preserving an equable and low temperature in the oil or composition, or other
fluid mixture used for the purposes of tempering, annealing, or hardening steel.

2403. John Westerby, Upper Aspley, Huddersfield, Yorkshire—An improved application

of steam to vessels filled with oil, tallow, or other materials for lubricating the

cylinders of steam engines of high or low pressure.

2404. Charles Pooler, Manchester—Ceitain improvements in and applicable to carding
engines and other machines for preparing cotton and other fibrous materials.

2405. Timothy Raiiton, Manchester—Improvements in the apparatus employed in the

manufacture of cap or bonnet fronts.

2406. Abel Herwood, Manchester—Improvements in machinery or apparatus for sus-

pending paper and woven fabrics to be dried.—(Communication.)
2407. John Evans, Brewers' House, Nine Elms, Battersea, Surrey—Improvements in

lubricating the slide valves and pistons of steam engines and in apparatus for

this purpose,

2408. Benjamin Foster, Denholme,near Bradford, and Prince Smith, Keighley, Yorkshire
—Improvements in machinery or apparatus for spinning and doubling "wool,

alpaca, mohair, cotton, silk, flax, and other fibrous substances.

2409 "William Munro, 32 Bartholomew Close—A new manufacture of capsules and other
metallic articles-

2410. James Smith, Bristol—Improved hats and coverings for the head.

2411. Walter Hall and Arthur Wells, Erith, Kent—Improvements in electric telegraph
cables, and in machinery employed in the manufacture thereof.

Recorded October 29.

2412. Pierre Bmnon, Paris—An improved mode of manufacturing cocks.

2413. William Kirrage, 10 Goulstone Buildings, Bermondsey New Road, Surrey—An
improved elastic combination of materials impervious to atmospheric influences,

as a substitute for hard woods, metal, leather, or felting, and for other purposes.

2414. John Dransfield, Waterhead Mill, Oldham, Lancashire—Certain improvements in

cocks, taps, or valves.

2415. Peter Wright, Dudley, Worcestershire—Improvements in the manufacture of

anvils.

2418. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane

—

Aji improved method of attaching wheels
to the axles of railway carriages.—(Communication.)

2417. Joseph Dixon, Jersey City, New Jersey, TJ. S.—A method of manufacturing steel.

2418. James Wright, 21 Bridge Street, Blackfriars—An improved application of ma-
chinery, to be used as a new motive propelling power.—(Communication.)

2419. Geminiano Zanni, Union Street, Barnet—Improvements in arranging magneto-
electric machines for medical and other purposes.

2420. Hubert W. Chandler, Bow, and Thomas Oliver, Hatfield, Hertford—Improvements
in agricultural apparatuses for ploughing and otherwise operating upon land.

2421. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street—Improvements in obtaining motive power.

—{Communication from Joseph Vanossi.)

2422. Lester J. Lewis, New Bridge Street, Birmingham—Certain improvements in fasten-

ings for ladies' dresses and other such like purposes, as also in the machinery
for manufacturing the same.

2423. John Monis, Broughton, Salford, Lancashire—Improvements in the manufacture

of rollers or cylinders for printing fabrics.

2424. James Drnmmond, Cameron Bank, Midlothian—Improvements in reaping and
mowing machines.

2425. John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, and 166 Buchanan Street, Glasgow

—

Improvements in photography, and in the apparatus connected therewith.

—

(Communication from GaspardF. Tournachon, Nadar, Paris.)

Recorded October 30.

2426. Robert J. Coningsby—Improved apparatus for turning over the leaves of music or

of books.
2427. Edward T. Hughe=, 123 Chancery Lane—Improvements in machinery or apparatus

to prevent railway accidents.— (Communication from Jean A. D. Jeune and
Amable G. Terrel, Lyons, France.)

Recorded November 1.

Francis Wrigley, Manchester—An improved self-acting safety coupling for railway

and other purposes.

George Davies, 1 Serle Street, Lincoln's Inn, and 28 St. Enoch Square, Glasgow-
Improvements in machinery for weaving velvets and other piled fabrics.—(Com-
munication.)

Charles Vero and James Everitt, Atherstone, Warwickshire—Improvements in the

manufacture of hats and other coverings for the head, a part of which improve-
ments is also applicable to the manufacture of felt.

Henry H. Henson and William F. Henson, 38 Parliament Street, Westminster

—

Improvements in the manufacture and treatment of starch for domestic pur-
poses.

John Dobson and Daniel Pearce, St. James's Street—Improvements in the manu-
facture of bird-cages.

John Cari-s, Yorkshire—An improved safety switch-box and gear.

Edward Maynard, Brooklyn, New York, U.S.—Improvements in submarine tele-

graph '.-.

Charles Perley, New York, U. S.—Certain improved means for disconnecting boats
from the davit blocks, and enacting other like objects.

William Palmer, New York, U. S.—Improvements in fire-arms.

2428.

2429.

2430.

243L

2432.

243^.

2434.

2435.

2436.

Recorded November 2.

2437. Louis Beaver, Manchester—An improvement in "sleeve links."

2439. Marc A. F. Mennons, 39 Rue de l'Echiquier, Paris—An improved combination for

the production of voltaic electricity, and its application as a curative agent to
certain parts of the human body.—(Communication.)

2440. Domenico Tomasini, Store Street, Bedford Square—Improvements in respirators.

2441. Nehemiah Brough, Birmingham— Certain improvements in buttons, and in the
means of connecting them to garments, which said means is also applicable for

other purposes.
2442. Robert C. Smith, Birmingham—A new or improved buoy or wreck intelligencer.

2443. John Lancaster, Belfast—A new or improved method of driving and curbing horses.

2444. Manuel L. J. Lavater, Strand—Improvements in cartridges for military and other
purposes.

2445. Andrew Barclay, Kilmarnock, Ayrshire—Ceitain improvements in electric and
magnetic, or electro-magnetic telegraphs applicable to submarine and land com-
munication.

2446. David D. Kyle, Albany Street, Regent's Park—Improvements in boots and shoes.

2447. James Sampson, John Machon, and James Bartholomew, Sheffield—Improvements
in railway carriage-brakes.

2448. Alexander M'Dougal, Manchester—Improvements in the construction of reservoirs,

tanks, culverts, seawalls, and other erections required to exclude water or damp.
2449. Nathaniel S. Dodge, 44 St. Paul's Church Yard—Improvements in treating waste

vulcanised India-rubber.—(Communication.)

Recorded November 3.

2450. Smith Bottomley, Bradford, Yorkshire—Improvements in the manufacture of
moreens and other fabrics of a sim lar character.

2451. Charles F. O. Glassford, Greenwich, Kent—Improvements in the manufacture of
manure from the excreta of towns.

2452. Hyacinthe T. Moret, Ib Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square—The application of a
mineral, named Deterso, as a disinfecting, preserving, absorbing, and curative
powder.

2453. Victor Blumberg, Bloomfield Lodge, Notting Hill—Improvements in the construc-
tion of slate billiard-tables, which improvements are also applicable for other
useful purposes.

2454. Joseph Tall, Collingwood Street, Blackfriars Road, Surrey— Improvements in

brushes or brooms for sweeping floors, carpets, and other similar articles.

2455. Daniel Fryer, Thomas L. C. Watt, and William Holmes, 48 Paternoster Row

—

Improvements in tanning hides and skins.

2456. Peter A. Mawdsley, Seacombc, Cheshire— Improved machinery or apparatus
for drying yarns after being sized or stiffened, and the use or application of a
certain substance or substances, in the sizeing, stiffening, and otherwise prepar-
ing yarns and woven fabrics, or either of them.

2457. Peter A. Mawdsley, Seacombe, Cheshire—The use or application of a certain
substance or substances in the manufacture, stiffening, or sizing of paper.

2458. John Fowler, jun., Robert Burton, and David Greig, Cornhill—improvements in

applying motive power to actuate ploughs and other agricultural implements.
2459. Frederick B. Busse, Carlton Terrace, Sydenham Park, Kent—Improvements in

breech-loading fire-arms.—(Communication from Mr. Theodor Knauth, Leipsic.)

Recorded November 4.

2460. Enoch Fielding, Todmorden, Lancashire—An improved method of preserving the
form of cops of yarn by the application of adhesive substances.

2461. John Oxley, Camden Town—Improvements in carriages and wheel vehicles.

2462. Charles F. Vasserot, 45 Essex Street, Strand—Improved driving machinery appli-

cable for thrashing grain and other agricultural purposes.—(Communication from
Auguste Bauquin, Nantes, France.)

2463. George P. Evelyn, Eccleston Terrace—The improvement of the form of the stocks
of rifles, carabines, and other fire-arms.

2464. James R. Napier, Glasgow—Improvements in obtaining motive power by means of
heat.

2465. Colin Mather, Lancashire—Improvements in drying yarns while in the hank.
2466. William T. Mabley, Lancashire— Improvements in printing and dyeing woven

fabrics.—(Communication.)
2467. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street—Improvements in treating air and gases

and in the employment of the same for obtaining motive power.—(Communica-
tion.)

2468. Isham Baggs, Kennington, Surrey—Improvements in telegraphing by electricity.

2469. Adolf Friedmann, Frank fort-on-the-Maine*—An improvement in bracelets, necklets,

and rings.

Recorded November 5.

2470. William H. Tooth, Lampeter Street, Islington—Improvements in the manufacture
and construction of fire or furnace bars.

2471. Thomas Till, Hooper Street, Birmingham—Improvements in machinery for making
nails, and for other analogous purposes where metal is compressed by dies or
stamps.

2472. Thomas B. Smith, Marietta, Ohio, TJ. S.—Preparing wood, so as to be used as a
substitute for curled hair, in the manufacture of mattresses, and in the other
purposes to which curled hair and its substitutes are applied.

2473. Carl J. Tjader, Stockholm, Sweden—Improvements in gun carriages, and iu appa-
ratus for lessening recoil.

2474. Ellis Rowland and John Dewhurst, Manchester—Certain improvements in steam
engines, and in the valves connected therewith, which said improvements in
valves are also applicable to safety valves.

2475. David M'Clure, Heaton Norris, Lancashire—An improvement in the machinery used
for the drying of yarn, thread, cloth, or other wet fabrics.

2476. Charles Mills, 8 High Street, Camden Town—Improvements iu the action of piano-
fortes.

2477. Louis S. Korf and Ferdinand C. Phillippson, Berlin*—Improvements in machinery
for boring holes in rocks and minerals, for blasting and other similar purposes.

2478. Simon Davey, Rouen, France—Improvements iu blasting powder.
2479. Robert E. Pinhey, Woolstan, Hampshire, and John Wood, 58 High Street, South-

ampton—Improvements iu apparatus for ascertaining the variation of ships'

compasses for local errors.

Recorded November 6.

2481. Herbert N. Penrice, Witton House, near Norwich—Improvements in machinery for

tunnelling and driving galleries through rock and other strata.

2482. Alfred Frier, Manchester—An improved method of supplying the tenders of loco-

motive engines, and of supplying boilers with water.

2483. Benjamin W. Jonas and Reuben Jones, Southwark, Surrey—An improved ships'

block.

2484. William Green, 21 King William Street, Strand—An improved harness trace

coupling.—(Communication.)
2485. John Cliff, Imperial Potteries, Lambeth, Surrey—Improvements in the construction

of kilns for burning stoneware, red clay ware, porcelain, and all other kinds of

earthenware.
2486. Baron Dickinson Webster, Pcnns, Warwickshire, and James Horsefall, Birmingham

—An improvement in the manufacture of steel wire. ,

2487. Wilhelm Ziervogel, Hettstadt, near Eisleben, Prussia—Improvements in apparatus
for distilling products from bituminous coal, schist, peat, and other like sub-

stances.
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2492,

2493

2488. Matthew Matley, Henry Miller, and Thomas Hall, Ashton-under-Line, Lancashire-
Improvements in the construction and arrangement of steam boilers and fur-
naces, for the purposes of consuming; smoke, economising fuel, and heating the
feed water, and also improvements in certain valves connected with steam
boilers.

2489. James Jackson, Aaron Fisher, and J. J. Harney, Sheffield—Improvements in the
manufacture of strips or bauds of steel, and in the machinery or apparatus to be
employed therein.

2490. John PJatt, Oldham, Lancashire— Improvements in machinery or apparatus for
preparing, spinning, and doubling cotton and other fibrous materials.

Recorded Kovember 8.

2491. John Richmond, 21 Carlisle Terrace, Fairfield Road, Bow, Joseph Quick, jun., and
Alexander Frazcr, Summer Street, Southward*, Surrey—Construction of a meter
for measuring water, spirits, or any other fluids.

Mark Osborne, Birmingham—A new or improved method of ornamenting fenders,
stove grates, tables, chairs, and couches, made of cast iron.

Emtlc Alcan, 4 Colman Street Buildings—An improved method of treating or pre-
paring materials to be manufactured into paper, applicable to lie-washings in
general.—(Communication.)

2494. Arthur H. Dendy, 27 Fortress Terrace, Kentish Town—Improvements in the con-
struction of breakwaters or wave screens, applicable also in constructing bridges,
roadways, piers, jetties, landing stages, and other structures.

2495. Jonathan WardcII, Commercial Road East—Improvements in purchases for the
raising and lowering of weights by means of chains, especially applicable to ships'
capstans and windlasses.

2196. Thomas M'Sweney, 25 Rood Lane—Improvements in steering apparatus.
2497. William Hale, G John Street, Adidphi—Improvements in rockets.
2498. William Smith, Little Woolstonc, Buckingham—Improvements in apparatus for

supporting the hauling ropes when hauling ploughs and other agricultural
implements by steam power.

2499. Thomas B. Marshall, Queen Street, Cheapside—Improvements in drams.
2500. William C. Cambridge, Bristol—An improved manufacture of tubular iron, appli-

cable to the construction of whippletrees, and to other uses.
2501. Joseph F. Ambley and Auguste Polart, Amiens, France—Improvements in the

manufacture of elastic fabrics.

Recorded November 9.

Edward E. Allen, Brompton Row—Improved machinery or apparatuses forworking
the propellers of vessels.

John S. Dawes, Smethwiek House, near Birmingham—A new or improved machine
to be used for cultivating land, and which may be made applicable as a hoe, a
skim, a turf or peat cutter ; and a new or improved method of actuating the said
machine and other machines used for like operations.

John F. Dickson, 6 Russel Street, Litchurch, near Derby—Improvements in the
construction of railway chairs and other details connected with the permanent
way of railways.

John L. Jullion, Stoueywood Works, Aberdeen—Improvements in the manufacture
of paper.

Michael Henry, 84 Fleet Street—Improvements in, and in the manufacture of locks
and fastenings, and keys for the same.—(Communication from Mr. Rebour.)

Andrew Hendeison, Gloucester Place, Portman Square—Improvements in vessels,
and in applying rudders thereto.

Joseph Felix, 54 Rue Croix Nivert, Grenelle, near Paris—Improvements in castors
foi furniture and other similar purpnses.

Charles A. Bulkley, New York, U. S,—Improvements in the apparatus for ginning
and cleaning cotton.—(Communication from Stephen R. Parkhuna, New York,
U. S.)

William Clark, 53 Chancery Lam1—Improvements in signals for railways aud in
apparatus for aituating the same.—(C tmmunication.)

Samuel S. Marling, Stanley Park, and James Apperley, Stroud, Gloucestershire-
Improvements in the construction of fulling machines.

Alfred V. Newton. GG Chanceiy Lane—Improvements in the construction of stairs.—(Communication.)
Alfred V. Newton, G6 Chancery Lane—Improved apparatus for obtaining extracts

or decoctions.—(Communication.)
Alfred V Newton, GG Chancery Lane—Certain improvements in electric telegraphs.—(Communication.)
Richard A. Brooitian, 16G Fleet Street—Improvements in electric telegraphing.—

(Communication.)
Rowland M. Ordish, Great George Street, Westminster—Improvements in con-

structing the permanent way of railways.

Recorded November 10.

John Norman and Robert Hannah, Glasgow—Improvements in furnaces.
John Corner, 15 Artillery Place, and 1G City Road, Finsburv Square—Improvements

in machinery fur making metallic screw' rivets, and for'uniting with them parts
of boots, shoes, portmanteaus, leather hose, buckets, harness, and other leathern
articles.

John Buchanan, Greenock, Renfrewshire—Improvements in propelling vessels,
ships, and boats.

William G. Taylor, Ashby-de-la-Zouch, Leicester—Improvements in removing the
fur from skins and preparing said skins for tanning

Gustave Schmidt, 2 Caroline Street, Bedford Square—Improvements in the con-
struction of core bars.

Edward Humphrys, Deptford—Improvements in steam engines and boilers,
Gustave Schmidt, 2 Caroline Street, Bedford Square—Improvements in the manu-

facture of cast-iron pipes.
Abraham J. Brooks, Smithsea, Hants—An improvement in screw propellers.
Gustave Schmidt, 2 Caroline Street, Bedford Square—Improvements in ladles

employed when casting metals.
Edward Locke, Newport, Monmouthshire—Improvements in the construction of

gas meters.
Charles T. Judkins, 32 York Road, Lambeth, Surrey—Improvements in gas regu-

lators.

Recorded Nove7nber 11.

John Blethyn, Swansea, Glamorganshire— Improvemeuts in the manufacture of
fuel.

James Lees and William Lees, Oldham, Lancashire—An improvement in the con-
struction of oil-cans.

Robert Wright, Openshaw, near Manchester, and Thomas J. Mercer, the younger,
Coventry, Warwickshire—A new or improved motive power engine.

Frederick H. Mabcrley, Stowmarkct, Suffolkshire—Improvements in the construc-
tion of ships of war and other vessels, their machinery and appurtenances.

Martin Benson, Newcastle—An improved manufacture of rails for railways.—(Com-
munication.)

2502,

2503,

2504,

2505.

2506,

2507.

2508.

2509.

2510.

2511.

2512.

2513.

2514.

2515.

2510.

2517

2518.

2519,

2520,

2521.

2522.

2523.

2524.

2525.

252G.

2527.

2528.

2529.

2530.

2531.

2532.

2533. Alfred V. Newton, GG Chancery Lane—Improved apparatus for securing doors of
safes, closets, and apartments.—(Cuimriunication.)

2534. Thomas Gray, Bride Lane—An improvement in separating wool and animal fibres
from vegetable fibres contained in mixed fabrics.

2535. James Rae, Alpha Road, New Cross, Kent—Improvements in cisterns suitable for
containing water fur household uses.

2536. Arthur Mickclthwate, Sheffield— Improvements in treating and manufacturing
buffalo and other horn, so as to used as a substitute for whalebone and for other
useful purposes.

2537. John Buchanan, Greenock, Renfrewshire— Improvements in propelling vessels,
ships, and boats.

Recorded November 12. •

2538. Thomas F. Cocker, Sheffield—Improvements in the manufacture of steel and iron
wire, also of sheets and strips of steel.

2539. James Ogden, Liverpool—Improvements in shuttles for looms.
2540. Joseph G. Marten, Amptliill Square-^Improvements in the manufacture of iron,

and in the apparatus employed in such manufacture.
2541. Dan Turner, 90 High Street, Whitechapel—Improvements in the manufacture of

wood soles for clogs, boots, and shoes.
2542. George T. Bousfieldj Loughborough Park, Brixton, Surrey—An improved apparatus

for illustrating conic sections and the lines of the globe.—-(Communication.)

Recorded November 13.

2543. Mark N. Mills and Nathan Sidebotham, Ashton-under-Lyne, Lancashire—Certain
improvements in looms for weaving.

2544- John Benyon and John W. B. Buwden, Swinton, near Manchester—Certain im-
provements in looms for weaving.

5245. James Wadsworth, Salford, Manchester =-* Improvements in the construction of
moveable or adjustable heels for boots and shoes, and of spurs adapted thereto,
and to be used therewith.

2546. William Ash ton and Thomas Cartmell, Preston, Lancashire—Improvements in air

pumps, part of which improvements is also applicable to the pistons of other
pumps and of steam engines.

2547. John Courage, Horsleydown, Surrey, and Frederick Bennett, Holywell, Flintshire.
—Improvements in furnaces for reducing and smelting ores, scoria, slag, and
waste.

James Taylor, Birkenhead— Improvements in portable steam engines.
David Auld, Glasgow—Improvements in furnaces and boilers, and in the generation

and treatment of steam.
Michael Swan, Henstride Villas, St. John's Wood—Improvements in the construc-

tion of floating docks and other floating structures.
Louis Pet re, Hat ton Garden—Improvements in' the application of glass to orna-

mental and useful purposes.
Isaac Livermore, 5 Shrubland Grove, East Queen's Road, Dalston—An improve-

ment in the manufacture of shuttlecocks.
Manuel L. J. Lavater, Strand—Improvements in the manufacture of mats, coverings

for floors and other surfaces, and other cellular articles when India rubber com-
pounds are used.

Christopher J. Thomas, Thomas Thomas, Herbert Thomas, and Charles Thomas,
Bristol—An improvement in the manufacture of caustic alkaline lees.

Alonzo B. Woodcocke and John M. Dunlop, Manchester—Improvements in covering
rollers* shafts, and tubes of any figure or material, with elastic shells or Covers
of vulcanised India rubber, or other elastic substance, and in turning or grinding
the surfaces of such elastic covers or shells.

Daniel Frodsham, Rose Cottage, Gurney Road, Stratford, Essex—Improvements in

apparatus used in combination with fire boxes of tubular steam boilers in order
to supply air and steam thereto,

Matthew Pullen, Horsforth, near Leeds, Yorkshire—Improvements in machinery
for drying yarns and other materials.

John A. Hopkinson, Huddersfield, Yorkshire—Improvements in steam boilers.

2548.

2549.

2550.

2551.

2552.

2553.

2554.

2555.

2556.

2557.

255S.

2559.

2560.

2561.

2562.

25G3.

2564.

2565.

2566

25G7.

25G8.

2 -.71,

li572.

2574.

2575.

2577.

2578.

Recorded November 15.

S^lim St. C. Massia, 1b Welbcck Street, Cavendish Square—A new economical
guard for candles and wax lights.

Thomas R. Butcher, Frederick Stevens, William T. Johnson, and Theophilus
Jarvis, Frome, Somersetshire—Improvements in the hammer rails of piano-fortes.

Allen Dick, Holywell, Flintshire—A new or improved manufacture of a yellow
pigment.

George Davies, 1 Serle Street, Lincoln's Inn, and 28 St. Enoch Square, Glasgow-
Improvements in the process of finishing piled fabrics, and in appaiatus employed
in such process.—(Communication.)

Bartolummed Predavalle, Hart Street—Improvements in producing or obtaining
motive power.

William G. Armstrong, Newcastle-upon-Tyne— Improvements in the manufacture
of ordnance.

Mariel G. Deschamps and Antoine J. Quinche, 53 Chancery Lane—A new com-
pound metal which they term Lutetia Metal.

William Clark, 53 Chancery Lane—Improvements in colouring, preserving, and
desiccating wood and marble, and in apparatus for the same.—(Communication
from Francois Casult, Marseille, France.)

William Clarke, 53 Chancery Lane—A new mode of advertising.—(Communication
from Messrs. Berson and Beaujanot.)

John G Bunting, 4 Trafalgar Square, Charing Cross—A mechanical horse-tamer or

brake.

Recorded November 1 G.

John Brennand, Manchester—Improvements in the method of effecting the loco-

motion of carriages, which improvements are also applicable to other similar

purposes.
John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, aud 166 Buchanan Street, Glasgow—Im-

provements in machinery or apparatus for kneading dough or working and
mixing plastic materials.—(Communication.)

Joseph C. Boisneau, Chatellerault, France—An improved horse-mill or gear.

Alfred I. H. Parent, Paris—An improved manufacture of buttons, and the apparatus
employed therein.

James Samuel, Great George Street, Westminster—Improvements in sleepers or

bearers for rails.

Samuel Taylor, Temple—Improvements in fountain pens.

Charles J.C. Perry, Williamstown, Victoria—An instrument to be used chiefly on

board of ship for approximating in certain cases the course of an approaching

vessel, either in the day or night, and the relative angle of both ships' courses,

in order to avoid a collision, to be called "Perry's anti-collision dial."

Theodor Knauth, Morley's Hotel, Westminster—Improvements in fire-arms and
ordnance.—(Communication.)

Alexander M. Bruerc, Paris—The novel application of hydrogeu gas to various,

purposes in the arts.
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Recorded November 17.

2579. Frederick A. Gatty, Accrington, Lancashire—Improvements in producing; certain

colours on cotton, linen, and silk fabrics.

B5S0. Stanislas Hoga, 14 Nassau Street, Middlesex Hospital, "William P. Pigott, 16

Argyle Street, Regent Street, and Septimus Beardmore, 37 Upper Berkeley Street

West—Improvements in electric telegraphs.

2531. Matthew A. Muir aud James M'lhvham, Glasgow—Improvements m looms for

weaving.
2552. Charles F." Vasserot, 45 Essex Street, Strand—A waterproof coating.—(Communica-

tion firvm Louis X. Beuchot, Nesle, Somnie, France.)

2553. Charles F. Vasserot, 45 Essex Street, Strand—A flat clothes smoothing iron, with

moveable handles.— (Communication from Francisque Rousserie, Marseilles,

France.)

35S4. Joseph H. Tuck, Great George Street, Westminster—Improvements in laying and

securing telegraphic cables, and in apparatus for the same, and for carrying on

other operations under water.

25S5. Daniel W. Hayden, 4 Coleman Street, Arlington Square—Improvements in appa-

ratus for heating water and other liquids.

2536. Edward Welch. 6S~ St. John's Square, Clerkenwell—Improvements in the manu-
facture of tobacco, and in apparatus therefor.

2587. John Robertson, St. Ninians, Stirlingshire-^Tmpiovements in musical instruments.

253S. Michael Scott, 3 Stanhope Terrace, Hyde Park Gardens— Improvements in the

construction of breakwaters, parts of which are applicable in making other

structures.

2589. Edmund Mellor, Rochdale, Lancashire—Improvements in mules and other ma-
chinery for spinning cotton and other fibrous substances, whereby the cop will

be built much firmer, and prevent snarls in the yarn.

2590. Matthew Caton. Preston. Lancashire—Improvements in the treading motion of

looms for weaving, and also in shuttle boxes and swells connected therewith.

2591. John Brennand, Manchester—An improvement in ploughs, and in other agricultural

implements, and in the method of driving the same.
2592. Richard A. Brooman, 168 Fleet Street—Improvements in apparatus for the manu-

facture of lace and net.—(Communication from Messieurs A. Grivel, jun., and
J. F. V. Mouilleron, Paris.)

2593. Samuel Wheatcroft, Brudenell Place, New North Road^-Jmproved apparatus for

uniting lace to blond and other fabrics.

2594. John Piatt, Oldham, Lancashire, and Harry Chubb, Brecknock Crescent, Camden
T.wn—Improvements in machinery or apparatus for making bricks or tiles.

—

(Communication.)
2595. "William Clark, 53 Chancery Lane—A process of .thickening, strengthening, and

improving tanned hides.—(Communication from Antoine L. A. Favier, Nancy,
France.)

2596. Howard Douglas, Bart., Green Street, Grosvenor Squares-Improvements in screw
propellers.

2597. William Clark 53 Chancery Lane—An improved bit or bridle for horses.-^Com-
munication from Leonard Vareille and Louis H. Drevet.)

Recorded November 13.

2593. Saranel Riley, Oldham, Lancashire—Improvements in the manufacture of hats,

bonnets, and caps.

2599. Charles Cowper, 20 Southampton Buildings, Ohancery Lane— Improvements in

a^->rting and separating combed fibres, and in machinery for that purpose,

—

(Communication from M. Ziegler, Guebwiller, France.)
2600. Etienne Briollet,5S Tonington Square—The obtaining of caloric bya new chemical

and mechanical process.— (Commuuication from Mr. Mundo, Naples, Sicily.)

2601. Sir Charles T. Bright, Harrow Weald—Improvements in insulators, and an im-
p r ived mode of connecting insulators to posts and other supports.

2602. John Sharp and Henry Sharp, Bradford, Yorkshire—Improvements in Jacquard
machines employed in weaving.

2603. Henry Stott, Greetland, near Halifax—Improvements in warping mills or apparatus
connected therewith.

2604. John Leslie, Conduit Street, St. George's, Hanover Square—Improvements in the
manufacture "f gas.

2605. John Oake ;
, Exeter Row, Birmingham—Improvements in the manufacture of sin-?.

. John M- Miller and John Fear, Barnstaple, Devonshire—Improvements in machinery
for winding fibrous substances or materials when in the form of thread or yarn
on to the bobbins or wheels used in lace machinery.

2607. Daniel Stoten, Ponders End—Improvements in ploughshares.
2608. Elisha T. Archer, Bridgefield House, Wandsworth, Surrey—Improvements in hat

vf-nti!at"rs, and for appliances connected therewith.

2609. Benjamin Rider, 61 Red Cross Street, Surrey—Improvements in ventilating hats
and caps, and in the preparation or manufacture of the material of which those
articles are made.

Recorded November 19.

2610. Pierre Marchand, Emile Marchand, and Jesse Marchand, Dunkirk, France—A new
process for refining lamp oil.

2611. John Brown, Bolton-Ie-Moors, Lancashire—Certain improvements in index and
Jacqnard machines.

2612. William S. Hayward, Wittenham House, Abingdon, Berkshire—Improvements in

the manufacture of a glutinous and viscous substance or dextrine, to be used in

the manufacture of paper, and in dressing textile fabrics, by which greater
tenacionsness, smoothness of surface, and body is obtained.

2613. George Howe and John Norton, Sheffield—An improved method of boiling water
or worts for breweries, distilleries, &c, by steam, or for heating rooms, public
buildings, churches, chapels, factories, &c.

2614. Samuel C. Leech and John Leech, Manchester—Certain improvements in the con-
struction of " -elf-acting temples," to be employed in looms for weaving.

2615. John Edwards, 77 Aldermanbury—Imjrovements in the manufacture of trouser
buttons,

2616. Walter Hancock, Upper Chadwell Street—Improvements in the manufacture of
electric telegraph wires and cables.

2617. Charles F. Vasserot, 45 Essex Street, Strand—An improved apparatus for con-
densing and cooling vapoars and liquids.—(Communication from Louis Fialon,
f. :;-. France.)

2618. Henry H. Henson, 38 Parliament Street, Westminster—Improvements in water-
proofing fabrics or materials.

26ir>. William Ramscar and John G. Scott, Manr-bester—-Improvements in fire-arms.

262P. Edmund A. Pontifex, Shoe Lane—Improvements in external surface condensers.
2 j . Henry Bailey, 35 Golden Square—Improvements in heating razors.

Z622. William Clark, 53 Chancery Lane—Improvements in purifying natural phosphates—'Communication from Emile C. Martin, Paris.)

2',IZ. Alfred Felton, 1S4 Brick Lane, Spitalfields—Improvements in fastening buttons
and itnds to dress and other articles-

2624. Johan E. F. Luedeke, Chipping Norton, Oxfordshire -—Improvements in motive
power engines.

2625. "William Marshall, Leith Walk, Midlothian—Improvements in steam engines.
2626. John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, and 166 Buchanan Street, Glasgow—Im-

provements in the construction of electric telegraph cables or conductors.

—

(Communication from Henry J. Rodgers, Baltimore, Maryland, U. S.)

2627. Arthur J. Thorman, 8 Lime Street—Improvements in chain cables and chains.

262S. James Easton, the elder, and Charles E. Amoa, Grove, Southwark—Improved
apparatus applicable to drains, sewers, and watercourses for the purpose of

removing extraneous solid matters therefrom.
2629. Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Improved apparatus for transmitting motive

power.— (Communication.)
2630. Thomas S. Ciessey l High Street, Homerton^Improvcments in machinery used in

the manufacture of casks.

Recorded November 20.

2631. Robert Warry, Chatham—Loading cannon at the breech.
2632. James Wadsworth, Salford, Manchester—Improvements in gas burners, and in the

means and methods of and in apparatus for moderating or retarding, regulating,
or governing the flow and pressure of gas used for purposes of illumination, and
in street lamps or lanterns for shielding flame from the action of wind and rain.

2633. Charles F. Vasserot, 45 Essex Street, Strand—Improvements in fire-arms and
ordnance, and in the projectiles to be used therewith.—(Communication from
Peter R. Smith, U. S.)

2634. David Rowan and Stewart Robertson, Greenock, Renfrewshire—Improvements m
steam engines.

2635. Henry Ellis, Holbeach, Lincolnshire—Improvements in machinery or apparatus for
cultivating, cleaning,' and pulverising land.

2636. Charles Tomlinson, Worcester Street, Wolverhampton— Improvements in stop
taps or valves.

2637. Charles Cuit, Paris—Improvements in railway brakes.
2638. William Lea, Wolverhampton—A method of lubricating cocks and taps.

2639. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street—Improvements in the manufacture of dolls,

statuettes, figures of animals, and others, and toys.—(Communication from A. F.
E. Robert, Paris.)

2640. Henry Jordan, Liverpool—Improvements applicable to navigable vessels.

2641. Daniel Evans, Chobham Cottages, New Town, Stratford. Essex—Improvements in
tubular steam boilers and fire-places or furnaces used therewith.

2642. Lovibond Percivall, Birmingham, and John Houghton, Edgbaston, Warwickshire—
Improvements in attaching knobs of glass, china, and earthenware, to the
spindles of locks and latches, and to doors, drawers, and other articles.

2643. John Young, Wolverhampton, Staffordshire— Improvements in fastenings for

window sashes and casements, and in chain used in suspending window sashes.
2644. Henry Swan, 5 Bishopsgate Without—Improvements in stereoscopes and other

optical instruments, and in stands or supports for stereoscopes.
2645. Henry Boden, Crescent Cottage, Cambridge Heath,, Hackney, and Thomas Cooper,

Ann's Place, Hackney Road—Improvements in plaiting or braiding machinery.
264G. Ileman Gardiner, New York, TJ. S.—Improvements in the compound axle hub and

wheel for railroad cars.

Recorded November 22.

2647. Charles H. Mellor, Oldham, Lancashire-^ A" improved manufacture of woven
fabrics.

2648. Robert Nelson, New York, U. S.—Improvements in apparatus for raising and lifting

water and other liquids.

2649. Francois A. Theroulde, 67 Rue Caumartin, Paris—Improvements in obtaining salts

and products from the ashes of marine plants.

2650. Samuel W. Johnson and James Varley,Peterborough, Northampton—Improvements
in pressure and vacuum gauges.

2651. Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Improved apparatus for propelling and
steering vessels.—(Communication )

2652. Edward H. Bentall, Heybridge, Essex—An improvement in the construction of
turnip cutters.

2653. Thomas Spencer, Newcastle-upon-Tyne— Improvements in the manufacture or
construction of springs.

Recorded November 23.

2654. Walter Ralston, Manchester—Improvements in embossing and finishing woven
fabrics, and in the machinery or apparatus employed therein.

2655. William H. Dawes, Rromford- Ironworks, West Bromwich, Staffordshire—An im-
provement in forge hammers, aud in the anvils used with forge hammers and
squeezers.

2656. William Gorman, Glasgow—Improvements in furnaces, and in the conibustion of

fuel, and in apparatus connected therewith.

2657. James Fairweather, Dundee—Improvements in weaving bags, sacks, and other
tubular fabrics.

265S. Napoleon F. B. de Chodzko, Paris—A smoke preventing apparatus.

2659. Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Improvements in retorts for generating
illuminating gas.—(Communication.)

2660. Alfred y. Newton, 66 Cbancery Lane—Improved machinery for sweeping floors.

—

(Communication,)
2661. William Warne, James A. Jaques, and John A. Fanshawe, Tottenham—An, im-

proved, fabric,, applicable lor covering floors and walls, and for other analogous
purposes.

Recorded November 24.

2662. Richard H. Hughes, JEatton Garden—Improvements in means or apparatus em-
ployed when lighting by gas.

2663. Richaid A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street—An improvement in cigar cases.—(Commu-
nication from G. Scriba, Paris.)

2664. Sir Charles Shaw, Old Cavendish Street—Improvements in the construction of ball

and bullet proof shields or mantlets.

2665. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Improvements in mills for grinding corn.

—(Communication.)
2666. Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Improved machinery for making bolts and

rivets.—(Communication.)
2667. Richard H. Hess, Islington—A new manufacture of articles, parts of articles, parts

of machinery, surfaces, and ornamental works from talc and other silicates of

magnesia.
2668. Charles Peterson, Lowcliffe Lodge, Isle of Wight, Hants—Improvements in the

manufacture of paper cartridges, and in paper applicable for waterproof pur-

poses.

2669. James S. Nibbs, Manor of A^ton, Warwickshire — Improvements in lighting,

heating, and ventilating.

2670. John H. Johnson, #7 Lincoln's Inn Fiel,ds, and 166 Buchanan Street, Glasgow—Im-
provements in the employment of electricity as a motive power.—(Communica-
tion.)
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Recorded November 25.

2671. Charles E. Amos, Grove, Southwark—Improved apparatus for raising and support-

ing ships or vessels while undergoing repair, which apparatus is also applicable

for facilitating the passage of ships or vessels over bars, sandbanks, or in shallow
waters.

2672. Frederick C. Calvert and Charles Lowe, Manchester—Improvements in the manu-
facture of size.

2673. Henry Eastwood, Elland, near Halifax—Improvements in purifying gas for illumi-

nating purposes.
2674. Rudolph Bodmer, 2 Thavies Inn, Holborn—Improvements in valves for regulating

the supply of steam.—(Communication.)
2675. Joze Luis, 1b Welbeek Street, Cavendish Square—A safeguard against burglars.

—

(Communication from Serge Krotkoff.)

2676. Charles F. Vasserot, 45 Essex Street, Strand—An improved petticoat and bustle.

—

(Communication from Alexandre Braconnier, Paris.)

2G77. James Nuttall, Old Accrington, George Ridings Clay ton-le-Moors^ and William
Coulthurst, Old Accrington, Lancashire — Improvements in sizes for sizeing

cotton, linen, or other warps or yarns for weaving.
2678. Frederick H. Maberly, Stowmarket, Suffolk—Improvements in candlesticks.

2679. Charles Parker, Dundee—Improvements in looms for weaving.
2680. Frederick Loos, Mercer Street, Long Acre—Improvements in gas regulators.

2681. Colin Mather, Salford, Lancashire— An improved steam trap or apparatus for

allowing the escape of water and air from pipes, vessels, or chambers heated by
steam.

2682. "William Burton, Bethual Green—Improvements in preparing colouring matter for

dyeing.

Recorded November 26.

2683. Joze Luiz, 1b Welbeek Street, Cavendish Square — A new> sort of drawers or
trousers for ladies or children.—(Communication froia Celina Gobert.)

2GS4. John Harrison, Blackburn, Lancashire—-Improvements in rollers applicable to

sizing, dressing, calendering, and squeezing machines.
2685. Edwin Dixon and John Fisher, Wolverhampton, Staffordshire—An improvement

in the manufacture of welded iron tubes.

2686. Andrew Bowie, Glasgow— Improvements in governors for marine engines.

2687. Michael Meyers, 9 Great Alie Street, Goodman's Field.v—Improvements in parasols.

2688. Marc A. F. Mennons, 39 Rue de l'Echiquier, Paris—An improved manufacture of

leather.—(Communication.)
2089. George Richardson, 1 New Bjoad Street—Improvements in machinery or apparatus

for pressing bales of goods.—(Communication.)
2690. Theodore B. Hubhel and George J. Rollason, Castle Street—Improved apparatuses

for brightening and polishing metal surfaces.

2691. John B. Booth, Preston, Lancashire—Improvements in machinery or apparatus for

preparing, spinning, doubling, and winding cotton and other fibrous materials.

2692. William Richards, Harpur Street, Red Lion Square—Improvements in the con-
struction of gas meters.

2693. Price Griffiths and John Brennand, Burnley, Lancashire—Improvements in lubri-

cators for introducing lubricating matter into steam cylinders and other cham-
bers or parts under pressure.

Recorded November 11.

2694. James Spratt, 71 College Street, Camden Town—Improvements In the manufacture
and strengthening of paper.

2695. James Tangye, Birmingham.—An improvement in hydraulic presses.

2696. John Ramsbottom, Accrington, Lancashire—Improvements in machinery or appa-
ratus applicable to water meters, and to indicating and regulating the flow and
pressure of fluids generally, and in obtaining motive power from, the same.

2697. George Collier, Halifax — Improvements in means or apparatus employed in

weaving.
2698. Robert Alexander, Dillicbip, Dumbartonshire—Improvements in treating, prepar-

ing, and bleaching textile fabrics and other materials.

2699. Frederick C. Kinncar, Hoxton, and David Posener, W'ndmjH Street, Haymarket—-.

Improvements In the means of preserving life and property in navigation.

2700. Hugli L. Pattinson, Stotes Hall, Jesmpnd, Newcastle-upon-Tyne—Improvements in

utilising the heat of slags of iron and other works.

2701. Charles Burrell, Thetfurd, Norfolk— Improvements in traction engines and
carriages.

2702. George P>. Sander, High nolborn—Improvements in jugs.

2703. William Tillie, Londonderry, Ireland—An improvement in the manufacture of

shirts and shirt fronts.

2704. Squire Diggle, Radcliffe, Lancashire—Improvements in pattern chains, or other
such apparatus used in weaving.

2705. Henry Gerner, 2 Garway Road, Bayswater—Improvements in the mode of and
apjtfiratus for manufacturing gas for illumination and heating.

Recorded November 29.

2706. Louis A. Possoz, 9 Rue Neuve St. Augustin, Paris—Manufacturing alkalies, and
obtaining simultaneously other chemical products.

2707. George Oates, Gatefield- Works, Sheffield—Improvements in the manufacture of

scissors.—(Communication.)

2709. Francois S. P. Miclial, 20 Rue de la Chaussee d'Antin, Paris—Improvements in the

manufacture of bridles (without bits and without curb-chains) for riding, driving,

or otherwise conducting horses.

2710. George Collier and William Noble, Halifax—Improvements in means or apparatus

for the manufacture of spokes for carriage wheels, which improvements are also

applicable to the cutting of wood for other purposes.

2711. William, E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Improved expansion, or cut-off gear, for

steam engines.—(Communication.)
2712. George Hadfie Id, Carlisle—Improvements iu the construction of carboys, barrels,

and other vessels of capacity.

2713. William Parsons. Bittern, near Southampton—Doing away with the smell arising

from, the melting fat, tallow, &c, and also for an improvement in stirring and
straining the same.

2714. Charles Hancock, West Street, Smithfield—Certain improvements in the insulation
and manufacture of electric telegraph wires and cables.

2715. John Lea and William A. Sherring, Cecil Court, St. Martin's Lane—Improvement?
in the treatment of vegetable fibres for the manufacture of paper, spinning, and
other purposes.

2716. William A. Henry, Sheffield—Improvements in machinery or apparatus for attach-
ing the soles and heels of boots and shoes to the upper leathers, and in fastenings
employed for that purpose.

2717. John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, and 166 Buchanan Street, Glasgow—Im-
provements in locomotive engines.—(Communication.)

2718. Jean B. Blanjot, 8 Rue Thevenot, Paris—Improved petticoats for ladies.

2719. Louis A. Normandy, jun , 67 Judd Street, Brunswick Square—Improvements in
manufacturing files.—(Communication.)

2720.

2721.

2722.

2723.

2727.

2728.

2729.

2730.

2731.

2732.

2733.

2731.

2736.

2737

2738,

2739,

2741,

2742,

2743,

2744,

Caleb Bedells, Leicester—Improvements in the manufacture of elastic fabrics, and
in the machinery employed in this manufacture.

John Gresham, Hull— Improvements in apparatus for preserving ships papers, and
other papers and writings, in case of the loss of, or accident to, a ship whilst at
sea.

Gerd J. Bensen, 7 Christian Street, St. George's-in-the-East—Improvements in
cleansing or purifying animal clrarcoal after it has been employed by sugar
refiners.

Daniel Evans,. Cliobham Cottages, New Town, Stratford, and George Jor.es, Chatlf tte

Place, Upper Kennington Lane, Surrey—Improvements in pumps and water
gauges.

Recorded November 30.

Joze Luis, 1b Welbeek Street, Cavendish Square—A watch, simplified with anchor
escapements and rack, forming a double lever, catching in the pinion of its

balance wheel.—(Communication from Antoine lopage.)
Joze Luis, 1b Welbeek Street, Cavendish Square—A new railroad with continued

supports splintered together without any wood being used.—(Communication
from Leon Barroux.)

Alfred A. Burton, 30 Wych Street, Strand— A moveable face and handle for
smoothing irons.

Aaron Marks, London Wall—Improvements in the manufacture of braided articles.
David Thomson, Old Brompton—Improvements in machinery for raising water and

other liquids.

John Tiiow and Thomas S. Hall, Preston, Lancashire—Preventing the fusion of
the fire-bars in locomotive or other furnaces.

August E. C. Scheidel, Watling Street— Improvements in fastenings for beltFA
braces, garters, books, porte-monnaies, port-folios, pocket-books, invoice,.writing,,
and cigar-cases, reticules, bags, and other similar articles or purposes.—(Com-
munication from P. F. Gouda.)

Gotilieb Boccius, Totnes, Devonshire—Improvements in the construction of fur-
naces.

William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Improvements in telegraphing,, and in
telegraphic apparatus.—(Communication.)

Joseph Colyer, Leman Street—Improvements in machinery and; apparatus for
cutting and shaping staves and other parts of casks.

John Coulson, Nottinghamshire—Improvements in threshing and dressing ma-
chines.

Recorded December 1.

August Stengcr, 4 Gresham Street—Improvements in the manufacture of cravats,
braces, belts, and waistbands.

Robert H. Bow, Edinburgh—Improvements in railway chairs and fastenings.
John Loach and John Cox, Birmingham—Certain improvements in ornamenting

the surfaces of japanned goods, and which said improvements are also applicable
to the ornamenting of certain other surfaces.

Edward Jones, Dudley, Worcestershire—An improvement or improvements in the
manufacture of coke in ovens.

Thomas P. Purseglove, Battersea, Surrey—An improved pressure gauge for steam,
gas, or other fluids.

Charles F. Vasserot, 45 Essex Street, Strand—An apparatus for printing with
different colours thread, to be applied to the manufacture of textile fabrics.

—

(Communication from Adolphe Lequint, Amiens, France )

James Samuel, Great George Street, Westminster, and John Nicholson, Wellington
Street, Bromley—Improvements in, and in connection with, marine and other
steam engines,

Ebenezer Vmey, Cornhill—An improvement in the construction of portmanteaus,
desks, dressing-cases, despatch-boxes, and other like articles.

Henry Adcock, City Road—Improvements in furnaces and apparatus for annealing

OS?" Information as to any of these applications, and their progress, may be had on
application to the Editor of this Journal.

DESIGNS FOR ARTICLES OF UTILITY.
Registeredfrom \%th November to 2Sth December, 1858.

Nov. 16th, 4132 B. Edginton, Duke Street, Southwark—"Base and tripod for support-
ing the centre pole of a tent."

4133 Smith and Ashby, Stamford—" Feed roller for chaff cutter."

4134 A. Perry, 26 Ann Street, Birmingham— "Hall's patent cartridge
carrier."

4135 W. Aston, Princip Street Works, Birmingham^—"The improved alli-

ance buckle."
4136 F. B. Anderson, 56 High Street, Gravesend—" Spectacle side-piece

fastener."

4137 W. Hewitt, Birminglam—"Rein holder."'

4138 A. Singer, Vauxhall Pottery, Vauxljall, LambethT-"Cap or cover for

a jar."

4139 E. Wilks, Hanover House, Cheltenham—"Gentlemen's wardrobe hat
case portmanteau."

4140 Panklibanon Furnishing Ironmongery Co. (Limited) 56 Baker Street

—

"The standing safety fireguard."

4141 S. Collins, Birmingham—"Rack pulley."

4142 G. A. B. Chick. Milk Street, Leek Lane, and Callow Hill Street, Bristol—"A block of black lead.'
1

4143 J. H. Powell, 121 Newgate Street, E.C.—"Portable stereoscopic
camera."

4144 T. Cowburn, Manchester—"Steam pumping engine."

22d,

30th,

30th,

30th,

Dec. Lst,

7 th,

9th,

13th,

15th,

20th,

27 th,

28th,

TO READERS AND CORRESPONDENTS.

Lyons—We have received an unsigned note, dated firnm Lyons, and referring to Messrs.

Chartier, Mory, and Vogne, of Boulogne. Will the writer have the goodness to /avour i s^

with his address, as without it, neither we, uor Messrs Chartier and Co., can attend to

his wishes.

A StTBSCRrEER, Leeds— See the "Practical Draughtsman's Book of Industrial Design."

Any one who can draw an ellipse can accomplish what he wants. The two must, of
course, be of the same size. Eccentrics may be similarly worked.

A Sri Years' SussCRrBER—The questions, put can only be answered by making special

investigations. There are many such patents, and we shall be glad to furnish him with

all he wants, on receiving his address.
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INVERTED DOUBLE CYLINDER EXPANSIVE
MARINE ENGINES.

By Mk. Vf. Marshall, Zeith Walk, Edinburgh.

(Illustrated hy Plate 235.)

The present steady progress towards what may be called the perfection

of marine screw propulsion, coupled with the results which have been

shown to be attainable by a judicious use of the duplex cylinder expan-

sive principle, has induced many engineers to devote their time to the

consideration of what is best to be done for insuring the speedy, steady,

and economical passage of our steamers along the ocean highway.

The consequent attempts have naturally resulted in many failures, with

but few partial successes to balance them. We are glad, then, to be

able to show that a really good arrangement, combining the chief

essentials for the attainment of the end in view, has now apparently

been arrived at. This is to be found in the "inverted double cylinder

expansive marine engines," built by Mr. W. Marshall, of Lcith "Walk,

Edinburgh.

As applied for marine purposes, each engine of Mr. Marshall's improved

kind consists of a large and a small inverted steam cylinder disposed in

line athwart-ship. The larger cylinder is inverted upon the top of an

open supporting frame, the connecting rod working down direct to the

crank or screw propeller shaft. To the piston rod joint there is also con-

nected the inner end of a horizontal lever, working upon a fixed centre,

the other end of such lever being jointed to the top of a connecting rod

working the air-pump bucket or piston. The air-pump is disposed on

the engine sole plate or foundation to one side of the keel line of the

ship ; and directly above it is placed the small inverted steam cylinder,

carried on a suitable open frame or pedestal. The piston rod of this

smaller cylinder is connected in any convenient way to the air-pump lever

beneath, so that the piston moves in concert with the air-pump bucket.

The steam at its normal working pressure is primarily supplied to the

smaller or high-pressure steam cylinder, and it is then expanded into

the larger one in the usual manner of double cylinder expansive engines.

Instead of placing the high-pressure steam C3'linder directly above the

air-pump, the level working the latter may be prolonged outwards for

connection with the piston rod of a high-pressure cylinder, either inverted

or not, set at a correspondingly increased distance from the main steam

cylinder or keel line. In tins latter arrangement, the smaller piston, of

course, has a longer stroke than the air-pump piston. For marine pur-

poses it is proposed to use two sets of these cylinders—that is, a double

engine of a large and small cylinder each, the two cylinders of the same

kind being in line fore and aft the ship. In this way any required num-

ber of cvlinders may be disposed to work in concert ; and, if found con-

venient, the smaller cylinder of one engine may be set on one side of

the keel line, and that of the other on the opposite side. This arrange-

ment of steam engine may be modified to suit paddle steamers ; and the

cylinders, pistons, and air-pumps, may either be of the "trunk" kind or

of the common class, and they may be inverted or not.

Our large plate, 235, furnishes two views of the leading form of Mr.

Marshall's effective marine engines, as arranged specially for screw

propulsion, that is, the form wherein the high-pressure cylinders are

disposed in vertical line with, and immediately over, the air-pumps.

Fig. 1, on the plate, is an after-end elevation of the engines, and fig. 2

is a corresponding starboard side view. The whole of the details are

carried upon a single large rectangular cast-iron cellular sole-plate duly

strengthened by deep flange ribs. The bearings for the main screw

propeller shaft are recessed into the sole-plate, and immediately over the

shaft there are bolted down upon it two pairs of open pillar frames of

• ;am-hammer" type; each pair carrying an inverted low-pressure

steam cylinder. The cylinders have each cast upon them a pair of bear-

ing brackets, strengthened by suitable feather flanges ; and these brackets

being bolted down to the top flanges of the framing standards, serve to

connect the cylinders firmly to the standards, and bind the upper portions
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of the latter as if with an entablature. The structure is still further

bound into one solid mass by bolts passing through the contiguous

flanges of the low pressure steam-chests cast on the cylinders. This

secures a compact and totally independent arrangement, so that all the

working strains are within the limits of the sole-plate.

The low pressure piston-rods have forged upon them a cross-head

joint and slide-block piece, the cap or joint stud holder being bolted on to

this piece by screw bolts and retaining nuts. The crank joints of the

connecting rods are also formed in a similar way, for connection with

the pins of the double cranks on the propeller shaft. The piston-rod

slide blocks work in between parallel brass guide face pieces, bolted to

the parallel flanges of the upper portions of the framing standards, whilst

the expanded lower portions of the standards allow of the clearing revo-

lution of the cranks and joint pieces. The crank shaft is connected to

the actual propelling shaft, by a large disc screwed upon its periphery,

so that the shaft can be set round by a worm wheel by hand, when

the ship is in port. The valve gearing for the whole set of four

cylinders is actuated by a set of four eccentrics on the main shaft,

rods from which work upwards to a pair of link motions connected

directly to the joint studs of the lower ends of the low pressure valve

spindles, working through stuffing-boxes in the lower sides of the con-

tiguous valve chests. These slide-valve spindles are prolonged upwards

to pass through stuffing-boxes on the upper side of their valve chests,

where they are linked to a pair of diagonally disposed levers working on

stud centres, carried by pillar brackets on the lower pressure steam

branch-pipes. The other ends of these levers are jointed to descending

link-rods, attached directly to the upper ends of the high- pressure slide-

valve spindles. In this way the whole of the functions of the high and

low-pressure valves are performed by the action of the two link motions,

admitting of the reversing and expansive movements of this most simple

and effective of valve gear. Bearing brackets are cast on the framing

standards to carry a short horizontal shaft, for the handling movements

of the valves ; hand-levers, as shown in fig. 1, being capable of being

slipped on to short stud levers on the shaft for this purpose. The motion

of this shaft is conveyed to the link motions by crank levers and con-

necting rods beneath.

The particular position and right mode of fixing the high-pressure

steam cylinders is shown most clearly in fig. 1. These cylinders are so

set that their upper ends are coincident in level with the bottom covers

of the low-pressure cylinders ; and they are each cast with eye-snugs for

bolting upon the upper ends of a pair of vertical wrought-iron pillar rods

springing from the sole-plate. Lateral steadiness is gained, as in the

instance of the larger cylinders, by bolting side flanges from the valve

chests to flanges cast on the corresponding sides of the framing standards,

and in this way the whole of the steam cylinders become firmly bound

together. Each high-pressure piston rod works downwards through

a bottom end stuffing-box on the cylinder, and it is linked to the shorter

arm of a horizontal lever beam, the centre of which works in a pedestal

bearing on a bracket, cast on the flaming standards. The beam is com-

posed of two parallel bars, connected transversely by stud spindles, and

the opposite or longer arm is jointed by an upward pair of links to the

cross-head stud of the low-pressure piston rod, so that the high and low

pressure pistons thus work in concert in reverse directions, and their

working strains consequently balance each other. Each air-pump is

recessed into the sole-plate, the upper end of the bucket or piston rod

being connected directly to the lower end of the high-pressure piston rod

in line above it. The cross head, at the point of connection, is prolonged

on each side, for the purpose of working the plungers for the necessary

pumps of the engines.

The steam from the boiler enters by a branch pipe at the top of the

valve casing of the front engine, whence it passes into the casing of

the after engine by another branch. Exhaust branches are cast in all

the casings, so as to form independent thoroughfares for the steam and

exhaust. The high-pressure exhaust steam passes from the two high-

pressure valve casings, by a pair of ascending side branch pipes, whilst

the final exhaust from the low-pressure cylinders takes place down a

3c
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larger central pipe to the condenser below, as represented in fig. 1. This

arrangement is very compact, and answers all the requirements of the

necessarily circuitous traverse of the steam, without involving any com-

plexities of pipes. The injection valves are of the double beat kind

—

they are shown in fig. 2 in a hindy position for the engineer. In the

actual arrangement which we have engraved, the levers, connecting the

high and low pressure pistons, are centred at about two-thirds of their

length, so as to give the high-pressure pistons a stroke about one-half

that of the low-pressure pistons; the diameters of all the cylinders being

the same.

In another design, which Mr. Marshall has since made, the high-

pressure cylinders are reduced in diameter, but have a longer stroke. In

these circumstances, the high-pressure cylinders are set further out from

the centre line of the larger cylinders, to which they are bolted by elon-

gated brackets, whilst they are each additionally carried by a set of four

vertical wrought-iron pillars, standing up from the sole-plate. The air and

other pumps are still, however, kept well up to the main structure, the

respective bucket arfd plunger rods being attached to the levers at a

point between the centre of the high-pressure cylinders and the main

working centre. Both arrangements are well balanced, compact, and

easily accessible in all their details, 'and we think that, in them, Mr.

Marshall has made a real advance in screw propelling engines.

MECHANICAL NOTES FROM AMERICA.

The term "Gaseous Products of Combustion"—The Hanging Bridge and its Effects

—

Hudson's and Wood and Wiuan's Improvements in Locomotives—Pour or more
Objects accomplished by this single Invention—The American Union Pair again

—

The Progress of the several Routes for Freight and Tiavel between the Oceans.

A new word is wanted—one which shall designate, not smoke, nor gas,

nor hot air, nor flame, but an equivalent of what is now designated by
the circumlocutory term, "gaseous products of combustion." Will not

some gentleman possessing sufficient age or influence to entitle him to

rank as authority suggest a term cither new coined, or derived from the

Hebrew, or Hindoo, or, perhaps, the Chinese language, which shall serve

the purpose? Until this is done, however, we must be content with the

present tedious expression. It must be understood as implying a mix-

ture of uwltanged air with the carbonic and nitrogen gases.

The particles of gas rising through, or rather from, the several parts

of a fire on a grate possess frequently very different degrees of tempera-

ture. The hot interior of a furnace, above the surface of the fuel, is

Idled with streams varying more or less in temperature. The particles

in each possess sufficient motion to induce them ultimately to mingle
perfectly, if but a very few seconds of time were allowed ; but as com-
bustion is usually conducted in all the useful arts, this does not perfectly

take place. All are hurried oil', and the several streams tend to move
in parallel linos.

To allow none but the most intensely-heated gases to rise from a fire

is most economical, as was discussed at some length on pages 315-318
last vol. As this is not always practicable, a thorough admixture of all

the gases immediately on rising from the fire is, on some accounts,

desirable, This effect is partially produced by many of the complex
forms of furnaces ; but a far better result would obviously be attained if

the coolest streams could be allowed to escape directly to the chimney,
while the hottest were retained and compelled to flow about within the

furnace, imparting their heat usefully until cooled down to a compara-
tively low degree.

A very simple device has been found practically to produce this effect.

This is the hanging bridge. A stream of heated gas, or a series of

parallel streams, flowing through a horizontal passage, are analogous to

a river ; but the direction in which they tend to press is reversed. The
water, by its gravity, presses downward, the hot gases, by their "levity,"
press upward. If a dam of earth is thrown across the river, the waters
accumulate and flow over. If a similar dam be thrown across the upper
portion of a horizontal passage in which flame and hot gases are travel-

ling, a similar effect is produced—the gases accumulate and flow under.
But a new effect results when the particles of hot gases vary in tempe-
rature ; the hottest streams press upward with most force, and, as is

familiar to every one, the incandescent particles, or those which present
the appearance of flame, lick the top, while the cooler particles travel
almost unobserved below. When an obstruction is presented at the
top, or rather—to be more general in the expression—when the current
of heated gases is compelled to descend, the coolest descend with the
most facility, and the hottest are held back. Gases may always be car-
ried down, without particular difficulty, after the fire is once started, if

the channel or flue is allowed subsequently to rise, and finally to termi-

nate at as high a point as the top of an ordinary chimney.

A hanging bridge, therefore, has the effect to assort the gases, retain-

ing the hottest dammed up, so to speak, behind it, and allowing the

coolest to pass off with facility. If we inquire how far back these hottest

gases will be retained, we find that the analogy to a mill-pond still holds

good, and that the " flowage" is felt to any distance back on the same
level. This is supposing, of course, that the passage is sufficiently doc])

to allow the hot gases to remain nearly stagnant in the upper portion,

wdiile the cooler ones flow rapidly along below. The principle, discovered

many scores of years ago, being thus generally laid down, each reader

can work out for himself its application, or the objections to any attempt

to apply it, in particular instances.

The object immediately in view in canvassing this subject, which is

presumed to have been previously familiar to many, though not probably

to all of your readers, is to exhibit a recent improvement in locomotives,

introduced by Mr. Wm. S. Hudson, the superintendent of the "Rogers'

Locomotive Works," at Paterson, New Jersey. These works are, I

think, the largest in this country, and have been for many years among
the first to introduce, or at least to adopt and give prominence to, the

various improvements which have appeared. In this instance the credit

is due, without question, to Mr. Hudson. It appears to consist, at first

sight, in the application of a hanging bridge to the locomotive. A simple

plate of iron is so introduced in the smoke-box that the hottest gases are

retained. Precisely what is the actual or relative temperature in each

of the tubes, and precisely what is the actual or relative velocities of the

currents therein obtaining, cannot, of course, bo determined without very

delicate experiments. In the desire to never assume as positive fact that

which is only deduced from general reasoning, we will not attempt to

analyse the conditions more exactly than to say that the result of the whole

is to produce a considerably higher temperature in and about the upper

portion of the furnace, sometimes even heating the fire door to redness,

while the rapidity of the draught is not materially affected, nor the con-

dition of the fire changed, except that the same amount of steam is pro-

duced with sensibly less fuel. The economy of fuel, resulting in a great

number of locomotives in which it has been introduced, is, it appears from

all accounts, very sensible ; but as it is variable, and due, no doubt, in

many instances, to a change of other conditions in the machine, I will

not attempt to express it in figures more accurately than to say that

it is alleged to range from 10 per cent, upwards.

Fig. 1 is a longitudinal section of a smoke-box with this improvement.

A is the barrel of the boiler, filled with tubes as usual, b is the steam

pipe, and b b, the branch steam pipes, c c are the exhaustpipes, and d, the

chimney or smoke pipe. The plate, or diaphragm, introduced by Mr.

Hudson, is represented by e. It has now been in use upwards of two
years. Fig. 2 shows the form in which it was first introduced on the

locomotive "Governor Pennington," in July, 1856. A modification of

the form has been since made and patented by two joint inventors,

Messrs. Wood & Winans. This latter is represented in fig. 3. in the

original of Hudson's, the diaphragm extended across the smoke-box, with

Pig. 3.

a small opening at the top, and with two openings, e, below. In Messrs
Wood & Winan's improvement, the central portion of the diaphragm is

continuous, and openings, f, are made on each side, corresponding in

area to Hudson's openings, e. The difference is, so far as can yet be

seen, inappreciable in practice ; but in the opinion of the inventors of this

improvement, it is well not to allow the gaseous products of combustion

to impinge directly upon the jets of steam escaping from the exhaust

nozzles, c, but to protect such streams by the diaphragm. The deflec-

tion of the steam issuing from c c, is the objectionable feature alleged to

be overcome by the improvement. This deflection niay be sensible in

some very extreme instances ; and though it is hardly possible that it

can be important, there appears no objection to the alleged improve-

ment.
The great feature of the original invention—one which is necessarily

involved in the improvement in order to render the latter of any service

—

is the existence of a very capacious aperture underneath, and the com-
pelling of the gaseous currents, or a portion thereof, to descend in their
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ss _- to the chimney. Mr. Hudson originally provided means for

_" and closing his apertures, e, at the will of the engineer, in

that these apertures might, if necessary, be uncovered when the
engine was standing still, and be closed when in motion. It is evident
that any obstruction in the smoke-box, aside from the effect of the blast-

tends to diminish the draught. The discharge of steam from the

nozzles, c c, is, of course, suspended while the engine is standing at a

station; and it is desirable to provide for the practical annihilation of

the diaphragm, e. daring such period. Hudson left an opening, g, above
his diaphragm, sufficiently large to allow, in connection with the open-
ings, e. the free passage of the small quantity of gases which rises under
such circumstances, and thus rendered the diaphragm practically inopera-

tive at such periods. The rolling slats, provided by Hudson to close the
apertures, e e, were intended to increase the efficiency of the diaphragm
at pleasure, while the machine was in motion, but thev have been found
in practice to be of very little consequence, and their use has, at this

date, I think, been entirely discontinued. It is found that the extra-

ordinary increase in the rapidity of the combustion, induced by the
action of the biast-pipes when the machine is in motion, produces so

great a change in the quantity of gases flowing from th; boiler, that a
rtion does, in practice, pass underneath the diaphragm, even if

the apertures, G and e, all remain in precisel}" the same condition as is

proper when the engine is standing still. In short, it is found that, when
the machine is in action, the same effect is obtained with G and e wide
open, as would result from closing all these apertures, and making the
diaphragm continuous at such times. Under those circumstances the

r s, of course, discharge their full measure of gases, and these
gases are among the most highly heated; but as a large quantity is

compelled to pass underneath, and as the particles so passing beneath
include all the coolest which come through the tubes, it results that

sufficient of the effect of a hanging bridge is produced, and probably all

that could well be obtained by any arrangement in a machine acting so

furiously as a locomotive engine. In other words, it is found that al-

though the openings, g and e, discharge, while the machine is in motion,
their full volumes of the hottest, and, consequently, of the most valuable

gases, the production of such is sufficiently rapid to still insure their

retardation, and the complete filling with such gases of the upper por-

tion of the fire-box, tubes, and the steam-pipe chamber. Figs. 4 and 5
show the two conditions of the locomotive in this respect—fig. 4 show-
ing the moderate draught all flowing through the openings when the

Tig. i. Fig. 5.

engine is standing idle, and fig. 5 the intense action, involving the pas-
sage of large quantities under the diaphragm when in full action.

Now for another aspect of the subject. This is the protection afforded

to the branch steam-pipes, b b, by this invention. The smoke-box is

partially divided by the diaphragm, e, into two chambers. The forward
portion is in the same condition as ordinarily obtains in this part of the
locomotive; but the space between e and the boiler is nearly filled with
gas at a higher temperature. If the separation is complete, the upper
portion of this chamber is the hottest, and the temperature gradually
diminishes to the bottom, at which latter point it is the same as in the
forward chamber of the smoke-box. To assume this to be strictly true,

would be drawing rather strongly on imagination; but it is easy to see
that the uppjr portion of the branch steam-pipes, b b, are enveloped in
gas at a higher temperature than ordinarily, and that consequently there
is a tendency to super-heat the steam ; or, more correctly, to evaporate
the particles of water which usually flow over with the steam, and cause

juanrity of water to work off uselessly through the cylinders.
Further, there has been provided, in most coal-burning locomotives,

in order to control the draught, a small door in the front of the smoke-
box, represented by m, in fig. 1. In descending any considerable gra-
dient or approaching a station, and general/i/ when the consumption of
steam is much less than usual, it is desirable to check the draught and
diminish the combustion by all possible means, and the opening of this

found materially to aid in this result. The diaphragm, e, as
arranged in this invention, exerts a material influence in preventing air

admitted at this point from cooling the steam-pipes and the boiler. The
object in opening the door, m, is of course to decrease the draught, and

diminish the rapidity of the combustion, and thus to prevent the genera-
tion of steam to be blown off uselessly through the safety valve. Dimi-
nishing the efficiency of the machine by cooling the boiler and the

steam-pipes is evidently not an equivalent operation. All the water
condensed in the steam-pipes by the cold air entering through m, is as ac-

tually wasted as if blown off through the safety-valve. The steam escap-
ing at the safety-valve is a waste both of water and of fuel. The steam
condensed in the branch pipes, b b, and worked off in the form of water
through the cylinders, is an equal waste of both. Whatever refrigeratory

influence is exerted upon the boiler, is an equal waste of the fuel, though
not of the water. In view of all these considerations, it is easy to see
that a useful effect is produced by this diaphragm, in addition to its duty
in retaining the hot gases in the boiler.

A third effect has been fancied to exist in the reflection of heat to the
boiler. This may or may not be important. I cannot imagine any
considerable advantage to be derived from this, but it is suggested here as
one of the points claimed by the enthusiastic advocates of this invention.

A fourth effect—one distantly hinted in a paragraph above—lies in its

increase of the draught. It was observed that any obstruction in the
smoke-box tended to diminish the draught while tlie machine stands still.

The proposition now to be established is the somewhat singular one, that
an obstruction may be so placed as to increase the draught while the
engine is in motion; and, further, that this diaphragm, e, is precisely

such an obstruction.

The jets of steam issuing from the exhaust-pipes, c, increase the mo-
tion of the products of combustion in two ways : first, by their intermit-

tent action each pushes directly before it a quantity of air ; and, second,
the friction of the rapidly issuing currents drags along the particles

which are presented to its surface. Which of these is the most important
is not essential to the subject, as it is well known that a very strong
draught may be produced by a continuous jet of fresh steam ; and in

such case it must be due to friction alone. Now, the range through
which the jet acts in this manner is very sensibly increased by this

invention. Without this diaphragm, the distance through which the jet

acts is but seven or eight feet. While the top of the smoke-pipe, and
the inverted cone or other spark-arresting devices there located, remain
at the same elevation as before, it is evident that a persuading of the
gaseous products of combustion to descend to the bottom of the smoke-
box, and then to rise in a perpendicular channel some three or four feet

longer than before, and being acted upon throughout this whole distance

by the jets of steam, the effect of the jet in aiding the draught is in-

creased. It may be difficult to determine exactly how much is due to

this element. Much, of course, depends on what is the elevation of the
blast nozzles, and what is the condition of the air in the lower portion of

the smoke-box as ordinarily arranged. In practice, the draught, while
in motion, is generally acknowledged to be slightly increased by the
introduction of this invention.

In recapitulation, it appears that this invention, by the employment
of a simple plate of boiler iron—generally made in two pieces, however,
to allow of its more convenient insertion and removal—accomplishes,
without the aid of any machinery or other complexity, the following
important ends, viz. : 1st. It, while the machine is in motion, retains

the hottest gases in the upper tubes, and in the upper portion of the fire-

box, thereby causing them to impart more of their heat to the boiler,

thus economising fuel ; 2d. It always, when the machine is in motion,
makes itself of little or no influence ; 3d. It protects the forward end of
the boiler and the steam pipes from the cooling influence of cold air ad-
mitted through the door, m, thus removing one of the objections to this

door as a means of reducing the draught ; and, 4th. It increases the
effect of the blast pipe, thus rendering the fire equally vigorous with
larger blast orifices, and consequently allows the engine to work with
less back pressure on the pistons. The modification in form introduced
by Wood and Winans, by shielding the exhaust steam from the direct

action of the streams of gaseous products, may, if appreciable, be termed
a fifth effect ; and the reflection of heat to the boiler may, to complete
the catalogue, be counted as a sixth.

The American Union Perpetual Fair, alluded to on p. 25S of this vol-

ume, has fairly opened, but so far proves to be very meagerly filled with
articles. Much space has been engaged which has not been occupied
The Nicaragua route across the continent, which was alluded to on

page 149 as about to be again opened, is not yet in successful operation.

The steamship Hermann has made a voyage round Cape Horn, and is

now on the Pacific side, but arrangements are not yet complete, and she
was, at last advices, lying idle. The Washington sails to-day, loaded
with passengers for San Francisco, who are to pass across the country
provided the Hermann chances to be awaiting them on the Pacific side.

In case such connection is not made, this steamship also makes the long
passage round the whole continent.

The route across the narrow part of the continent lying in the southern
districts or states of Mexico, and which is sometimes known as the
Isthmus of Tehuantepec, has been so far perfected, both physically and
commerciall}', that passengers have been conveyed through very rapidly
and satisfactorily.
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The project of a great Pacific railroad, to lie entirely within the limits

of the territory of the United Slates, is again being acted upon Iry Con-
gress, but nothing lias been don- worthy of note in a mechanical point

of view, except to provide that it shall, if built, be laid entirely with
American iron. T. D. Stetson.

New York, January, 1859.

THE HISTORY OF THE SEWING MACHINE.

AETICLE XII.

On the 10th of May, 1853, William Johnson obtained letters patent
for an invention of "Improvements in machinery and apparatus for

sewing," which had been communicated to him from Win. Wickersham,
of Lowell, U. S. In this machine a hooked needle is used, working
vertically, and fitted with a slide for closing the hook previous to its

withdrawal from the fabric; and in conjunction with this hooked needle
work two thread guides or carriers, each supplied with a separate thread
of its own from two reels or spools placed beneath the platform or table

of the machine. The stitch produced by this machine (an enlarged
diagram of which is shown at fig. 88) resembles on one side the ordinary

tambour stitch, but it materially differs never-
FiR. 8?. tlieless from this stitch, inasmuch as the loops

are formed from two separate threads in place of
from one thread, the loop of one thread being
locked or looped with the loop of the second
thread, as will be clearly understood on referring

ti the diagram. The same machine is capable also of producing the ordi-

nary one-thread chain or tambour stitch. Fig. 89 represents a section

of the hooked needle and closer, the latter being drawn in its place so

as to close effectually the hook, and allow of its easy withdrawal from
the fabric without danger of the barb or point of the hook becoming
fixed therein, a is the shank of the hooked needle which is grooved on
one side to receive the closing slide, b, working vertically therein by a
motion derived from the needle carrier. The operation of the needle or

hook and closing slide are as follows:—The needle or hook first

Fi~89 descends and passes far enough through the cloth to carry the

top edge or barb, a, of the hook some distance below the under
side of the cloth. The slide, r>, is retained in an elevated posi-

tion by gripping springs until a projection or notch on the de-

scending needle carrier strikes the top of the slide and forces

it through the cloth in the same opening made by the needle,

but not so far thr..u_,h it as the top, a, of the hook. The needle

or hook is now free to have a thread laid therein by the first of

the before-mentioned thread guides or carriers, after which
operation the needle rises upwards independently of the slide,

b, which is maintained stationary by the holding springs before

referred to until the lower end of the slide is met by the hook,W as shown at a, thereby closing the hook, and enabling it, with
the slide which it carries with it, to pass freely upwards through
the cloth and the loop without catching in either. The fabric is

then fed forward, and the operations are repeated with the second thread

guide and thread, each guide acting alternately, thus looping the two
threads together in the manner shown by the enlarged diagram of the

stitch.

The feed motion of this machine is of a similar nature to that of Mr.
W. F. Thomas' machine, namely, a roughened foot pressing upon and
working laterally on the upper surface of the cloth in conjunction with

the ordinary stripping plate or pressor foot ; but there is no claim made
to any portion of the feed motion, as any other feed may be applied to

machines of this construction.

Robert Smith Bartleet obtained a patent on the 13th of May, 1853, for

an invention, the object of which was to make the needle-holders of

sewing machines capable of receiving different sized needles; also, to

make the table or bedplate of sewing machines moveable, so as to admit
of their being readily adjusted to different positions when using needles

of different sizes. A pa? nt was granted to the same party on the 14th

of July, 1583, which also related to the needles of sewing machines.

This invention consists in the application and use of dies to aid in the

manufacture of the tapered stems of sewing-machine needles. Also in

the simultaneous formation of the points, grooves, and impressions for

the eyes of these needles by the aid of dies. The patentee also describes

the manufacture of needles having points with angular sides, or lancet

points, or having two convex sides with or without cutting edges, and
with or without grooves or recesses for the thread. Another point in

the invention is the manufacture of needles with knobs or projections at

the ends. The eyes of these needles are burnished and smoothed with

wire. We refer to these two last-mentioned patents in a mere cursory

manner, and only by reason of their touching or bearing upon the
sewing machine generally.

Richard Dart and Edward Silverwood, in a specification of an inven-

W

tion for which they obtained letters patent the 19th of July, 1853,

mention the production of embroidery suitable for the badges worn by
police officers, railway officials, and others, by means of loom mechanism,
having nothing in common with the real sewing machine, and therefore

we shall not trouble our readers with any detailed description of the

invention.

Robert Smith Bartleet obtained another patent on the 12th of August,
1853, for an invention relating to various modifications and novel

arrangements of sewing mechanism, without embodying any particularly

striking novelty in the operation of sewing by machinery. Amongst a

host of applications and adaptations referred to b}' Mr. Bartleet, we may
mention the following as the most novel features: the use of an indi-

cator applied to the mechanism, which regulates the lengths of the

stitches, whereby the real length of the stitch produced is accurate!}'

indicated. The application of rolling surfaces to the bed-plate or table,

whereby the movement of the fabric is facilitated; and also the appli-

cation and use, for the same purpose, of glass plates to and in the tables

of sewing machines. The patentee proposes also to construct the presser-

foot of glass ; and the substitution of spring metal clips for holding two or

more thicknesses of fabric, for the ordinary "basting" process.

Archibald Douglass obtained a patent on the 15th of August, 1853, for

a sewing machine, the object of his invention being to imitate, as closely

as possible, the ordinary hand sewing. The needle employed in this

machine is pointed at both ends, as patented by Weisenthal in 1755,

and is worked by two sets of nippers or holding clamps, one set being '

situate on each side of the fabric to be operated upon. These holders or

fingers, as we may term them, advance and recede alternately, the one
passing the needle through the fabric and the other being ready to

receive the same on the opposite side and draw it through. The thread

is caught and drawn tight by means of suitable fingers carried by long
arms, which have a reciprocating vibratory or rotatory motion imparted
to them, so as to resemble, in a great measure, the action of the hand
and arm of a seamstress when sewing.
The fabric is held by jaws or clamps fixed to a table which has a

longitudinal step-by-step motion imparted to it each time the thread is

passed through the fabric. In producing a back stitch, a retrograde

motion, equal to half the forward motion, is imparted alternately to the

table, but for an ordinary running stitch the forward motion only is

imparted to the table. Our readers will at once see the paucity of

novelty in this invention. The needle is old ; the fingers or needle-

holders are old ; the thread-tighteners, or mechanical seamstress' arms, as

we call them, are old ; the retrograde motion of the fabric, for the purpose

of producing back stitching, is old—all these features having been pre-

viously referred to by us in the progress of our " History."

When sewing very heavy and bulky articles, such as sails, for example,

by machinery, it is found that the imparting of a step-by-step feed

motion to the fabric itself becomes almost if not quite impracticable. It

has been proposed to ieverse the order of things ; in other words, if the

fabric cannot be fed along the machine, the machine might be traversed

along the fabric. This idea appears to have been first embodied in the

specification of an invention, for which a patent was granted to Thomas
William Gilbert, on the 10th of September, 1853. Mr. Gilbert's

machine is supported on a frame of a sufficient length to allow for the

extent of traverse required, and is made to slide along such frame with

a step-by-step motion, derived from a ratchet, so as to make a stitch at

each step. When two or more paiallel rows of stitches are required, as

in sail-making, the operation is expedited by emplo3dng two or more
sewing machines, combined so as to move and work together. The
machines are furnished with pressing rollers, for the purpose of flattening

the seams or stitches during the return motion of the machines.

John Henry Johnson obtained provisional protection on the 14th Sept.,

1853, for an invention of improvements in sewing machines, communi-
cated to him from Mesdames Figuier and Cherault, residing in France.

Our gallantry forbids us to pass by unnoticed the first essay of the lady

portion of the community to ameliorate the condition of the seamstress.

We cannot but fear, however, that no very great results will be obtained

by the use of this machine. It consists of a number of hooked needles,

placed side by side in a sliding carrier, at distances apart corresponding

to the lengths of stitches to be made. The needles, on being passed

through the fabric, are supplied with one common thread, which is laid,

by means of suitable thread guides or carriers, under the hook of each

needle. The needles are now withdrawn through the fabric, and
carry with them the thread hooked therein, thereby forming a series of

loops on the opposite side of the fabric. Through these loops is carried

a second thread, which acts as a tacking or filling thread thereto, and
the loops are drawn tight, which completes the sewing of the length.

A second length, equal, of course, to the length of the row of needles, is

then commenced and completed in a similar manner, thus sewing, at

each double stroke of the needle carrier, a length of seam corresponding

to the length of the row or series of needles.

A. V. Newton obtained a patent on the 21st September, 1853, for "an
i nproved method of forming seams and ornamental stitching, and in

machinery for effecting such operation, part of which machinery is ap-
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plieable to the forming of other seams and stitches." Shade of Lindley
Murray ! what is the meaning of this extraordinary title ? " An improved
method of forming," &c, followed by "and in machinery," &c. What
has '"and in" to do with "an improved method?" We presume, on
reading the specification, that the title is intended to cover a new mode
of forming seams, and a novel arrangement of machinery for effecting

such operation. We have always considered the wording of the title of

a patent a most important affair, and are surprised to see such a care-

lessly drawn title emanate frorn the establishment of one of our leading

firms. Will our readers excuse this wandering? but, whilst on the

subject of composition, we take this opportunity of asking Mr. Somebody,
who drew up the forms to be used in the application for letters patent,

what he understands by an "inventionfor}" We should say a patent

for and an invention of. Glaring as the error is, yet it has actually

crept into the petition, declaration, letters patent, and preamble to spe-

cification !

But we are entangling the thread of our subject. Mr. Newton's inven-

tion (communicated to him from abroad) is of too intricate a character to

be clearly explained by a mere abstract, but we will give it what space
we can afford, as there are some points worthy of the particular attention

of our readers.

The object of the first part of this invention is to form a seam with
one thread, as in the well-known tambour stitch, but without the objec-

tions to seams formed by such stitches. Figs. 90, 91, and 92 of our

Fig. 90.

Fig. 91.

illustrations represent diagrams of the new mode of forming a seam with
a single thread, a series of pins, a a, being substituted for the fabric, the
better to show the concatenation of loops. The pins, A, represent the
cloth between the punctures made by the needle. The needle, c, with
the eye near the point for the reception of the thread, b, enters a space
between two pins, and carries the thread, b, through the cloth. The
second instrument or looper, d, then moves forward between the needle
and the thread, and in its return motion catches the thread and forms a
loop, E, as the needle is drawn out, the loop being drawn back—that is,

in the direction the reverse of the progress of the seam. The needle and
thread are then forced in through the next place, as shown at fig. 9 1 . The
looper, with its pfevious loop, e, on its shank, is moved forward, and enters
between the needle and the thread, as shown at fig. 92, and in its back
movement catches the thread which lies in the eye of the needle, and, as

the needle is drawn back, forms a second loop, which is drawn through
the first loop, e, and then liberated to complete the stitch. In this way the
seam progresses, stitch by stitch. Should the thread break, the end
will be drawn through the loop, e, and there held by the looper, as in

the case of the last stitch of the seam. The needle can then be re-

Fig. 92.

threaded, and the operation continued as if beginning a new seam, in

which the beginning of the thread is completely gripped, and hold by
the first stitch. Should the looper, however, in any portion of the

seam, fail to enter between the needle and the thread, and thereby fail

to make the next loop, the previous loop still remains on the shank of

the looper ; and when the looper does finally enter properly, and form

another loop, the connection is continued ; and the only consequence
to the seam will be one long stitch in lieu of two or more short ones.

The main point of difference between this stitch and the ordinary

tambour stitch is, that in the latter the loop must be drawn in the

direction of the progress of the seam, so that the needle may enter such

loop to accomplish the concatenation, and that should the needle fail to

enter, or the loop, by some accident, not be formed, the concatenation is

broken, and the thread behind the missed stitch is liberated; whilst, on
the other hand, in this new stitch, the loop must be drawn away from
the needle to prevent the needle from entering it, and the concatenation

is produced by drawing the last formed loop through the one previously

formed, so that each stitch completes the concatenation, and, as a

consequence, the failure at any time to catch the thread, when carried

through the cloth by the needle, does not break the concatenation, but

simply causes a longer stitch to be taken.

CENTRAL SCHOOL OF ART.

Professor Lindley recently delivered his long-expected discourse on
the Art of Teaching Systematic Botany. He commenced, at once, by
asking, "What is Systematic Botanj'?" and answered it by stating that

it was true classification. There were now known about 92,000 species

of plants which had not long been roughly divided into flowering and
flowerles plants. What is commonly called a flower does not represent

the form of all flowers. Some have calyx, corolla, petals, stamens, and
pistil, all associated in one form, but all but one of these parts may be

absent. This was well shown by a model flower which was gradually
denuded of the parts ordinarily considered as constituting the "flower."

80,000 of the species known are flowering ; the rest are considered

flowerless, as ferns and alga;, down to vegetables consisting only of a
single cell, diatoms, now claimed as vegetables, solely because the}' con-

tain starch The following shows the best acknowledged present system
of classification :

—

All plants are either

Flowering, or Fhwerless.

Phajnogams, or Cryptogams.

Flavoring plants are either

Exogens, or Endogens.
Dicotyledonous, or Monocotyledonous.

Exogens are either

r, , . , f Thalamiflorals.
Polypetalous, -

Calyciflorals.
or

Monopetalous Corollaflorals.

or

Apetalous, Monochlamyds.

Endogens are either

p . ,
•

,

fHexapetaloid.
ieta '01d '

\Tripetaloid.

Apetalous,

or

Ghimaceous.

Flowerless plants are either

Acrogens, or Thallogens.
Ferns, Lichens.
Mosses, Algaa.

Fungis.

The lecturer detailed the wonderful and recently discovered mode by
which the flowerless plants are reproduced. We have, ourselves, long
imagined that this distinction of plants, as flowering and flowerless, is

founded on paucit}' of scientific observation, and the discover}' referred

to, we think, will go to qualify the distinction made. The course of

discovery in botany is rather singular. Ray, by observing plants with
regard to the seed lobes, devised the grand division of monocotyledons
and dicotyledons ; then came observation with reference to stems; hence
the exogens and endogens ; and, lastly, the venation of the leaves, in
which the characteristics of plants are as diverse as in other respects

—

the exogens having naked leaves ; the endogens, leaves with a venation
running in lines from the apex to the base. The lecturer referred also

to a singular fact with regard to numbers in plants. In endogens, all

the parts seem capable of being arranged into threes: while in exogens
a quinary arrangement is universal. He also stated it to be abroad
general law, that all the thalamiflorals are poisonous, while the calyci-

florals are harmless ; and pointed out a simple mode by which these
important characteristics might be ascertained. Thus, on pulling a
flower to pieces, if the stamens come away by pulling oft' the petals, the
plant is harmless, but if they remain when the petals may be readily
pulled away, the plant is poisonous.
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Professor Willis next delighted the subscrihers with some felicitous

observations on the apparatus for teaching mechanics in schools; and,

certainly, when it is remembered that all the apparatus he made use of

was of his own contriving, he deserved to receive the great attention

which was paid to him. He stated that there were two methods by
which the science of machinery might be taught. 1. By studying modi-
fications of force by combinations of power. 2. By giving attention to

motions themselves. This taken, he himself considered the more
effectual, and particularly as it was the more natural. The real system
of machinery is based upon motion; all other contrivances are reducible

to pressure of heavy bodies. He clearly and concisely exemplified his

views by the exhibition and explication of the crank or eccentric

pin with long and short links, and other pieces of link work, passing

on to the pieces used in planing machines and mortising machines, the

universal joint, and tooth-wheel work. We should consider, on inspect-

ing a machine, the separate combination of the machine from the purpose

to which it is applied. Thus in the mangle we have the same applica

tion as in the printing machine. The above he called t3'pes of motion

—

-heads of classes. He then explained the cam by reference to the

machine for punching holes in boiler plates. He afterwards simplified

to the audience the intricacies of the calculating machine, and explained,

by examples, with what simple machinery the centre of gravity might
be made to be understood, and gravitation by the descent of heavy and
light bodies. The simple, ingenious, and inexpensive apparatus used
by Professor Willis throughout, appeared to afford the highest interest

to a very large audience.

Doctor Hoffman concluded this series of well devised discourses by
one of the most beautiful and interesting exercitations in chemistry

that it has been our chance to listen to. Assuming to treat, in a com-
monplace way, of how important results may be produced by simple

means, he delivered one of the. most profoundly scientific discourses—

a

perfectly physical argument, if we may use the term—a pure and beau-

tiful demonstration. He had large apparatus around him—almost impos-

ing—but he soon put his audience behind the scenes; producing a small

tray, some twelve inches square, which was stated to contain all the

apparatus necessary to perform the experiments of the evening in a

private room before a few persons. He considered that the importance

of chemistry was not now underrated. All classes are clearly interested

in it and its development. Even regarded only as an intellectual enjoy-

ment and a means of intellectual training, it was beginning to be appre-

ciated. A false view of the outlay necessary to prosecute the science

still too extensively prevailed. For all common purposes, the simple

apparatus he exhibited was all that was necessary. He began by ex-

hibiting the effect of oxydation on some of the metals, and the products

of such oxydation : that of iron producing "rust" used as a good
polishing powder; that of zinc, zinc-white; that of lead, lead-white; and
that of mercury, under heat, the famous red oxide. He demonstrated
these changes to have been produced by an abstraction oi something in

the atmosphere, ami a chemical union of that "something" with the

mass of the metal. This "something" is then piwed to be oxygen gas,

and the oxydation of the metals simple cases of combustion, 'io prove

this he takes four glass cylinders filled with atmospheric air. In one

In- places a piece of sulphur, in another a piece of charcoal, in a third a

taper, and in the fourth a live m mse. The actual combustion of the

first three is demonstrated to produce the same effect as the respiration

of the living creature, by the test- of lime water, which becomes of a

milky appearance. The deposit is proved to be the same substance in

each ease, and the air rem lining in each cylinder likewise identical but

greatly changed. Having performed this analysis, he proceeded to dis-

course upon the methods by which the substances thus burnt and altered

may be restored to their pristine qualities in every respect, and demon-
strated this in the case of the oxide of mercury. He thus proved the

constituent elements of atmospheric air. This formed the simple thread

of the lecture, but the distinguished professor could not restrain himself

as he passed along the line of demonstration, pointing out incidental

facts, which contributed in no slight degree to the intellectual treat of

the looker on.

As the lecture theatre has been uniformly crowded on the evenings of

these lectures, we trust the authorities will continue to find it the in-

terest of the public to cause the distinguished men of the land to come
before them with all the things they are capable of teaching; and surely

those men will consider it an honour to be thus called upon to represent,

in the metropolis of their country, that state and position in their several

avocations to wdiich science and ait have as yet arrived, whether it be

small or great. To learn is pleasant, but to teach multiplies the pleasant-

ness in an infinite ratio, and who can be listened to in these times but

the adept?

FRENCH SYSTEM OF VENEERING LN RELIEF.

This invention by M. Amies, consists in placing the veneering sheets

between two matrices. These sheets may be either of ordinary wood,

or of fancy wood prepared for the purpose. One of the matrices con-
tains the figure intended to be produced in relief, the other has the same
figure in intaglio. The two moulds are exposed to a gentle heat, and the
sheet of veneer is submitted to a strong pressure between them, so that
when it is withdrawn from the moulds or matrices, it bears upon one
of its faces the figure produced in relief and presents all the appearance
of a real wood carving. The hollow portion, or back of the figure, is

filled in with any plastic material, such as mastic, paper, paste, or other
composition; and so soon as it is dry and well polished, the sheet so pre-

pared simply requires to be glued to the piece of furniture or other orna-
mental article

The following is the mode of operating. Supposing that twenty
imitations of wood carving are required, all exactly alike, it is necessary
to take twenty sheets of veneer of the required size, which should be
polished on one side to remove the saw marks or other imperfections, and
well sand-papered on the other side. This having been done, the back
of the sheet is coated with paste, and a sheet of paper is applied thereto,

and the whole is allowed to stand for a short time, until the wood has
partially absorbed the humidity of the paste; whilst these sheets are still

moist, they are placed separately between the two surfaces of the moulds,
heated as before mentioned, and placed under a press. On the raised
portion of the mould coming in contact with the paper, the heat tends,

by reason of the moisture imparted to the wood by the paste, to reduce
the veneer to a partially plastic state, yielding easily to the pressure of
the raised portion of the mould, which forces it into the sunken parts.

The sheet is left in the moulds a sufficient time to allow the wood, the
paste, and the paper to harden, by drying under the influence of the heat
of the mould. The whole is then removed, and the veneer will be found
to bear upon its polished surface the exact configuration of the model
required. The other sheets are successively passed through the same
process, which produces, of course, like results. After having filled the
hollow or back portions with mastic or other suitable material, and
polished the wood, nothing further remains to be done but to apply the

imitations of wood carving thus obtained to articles of furniture or

ornament It will be as well here to observe, that the paste and the

paper applied to the back of the wood serve two purposes :—The first to

transform the sheets, under the influence of heat, to a species of plastic

substance, bending itself without cracks to the various configurations
which it may be required to assume. In the second place, to constitute,

after the pressure, a back piece hardened and solidified by the heat, and
adhering to the sheet in such a manner as to prevent any subsidence or

alteration in form when the pressure is removed. It has been discovered
in practice that ordinary flour paste is most suitable, and that usually a

paper of the consistency of fine letter paper may be employed.

.TACQUEMART'S IMPROVED LAMPS.

This invention consists :—1st, In the application to the kind of lamps
patented by M. Donny, of a current of carburetted gas, obtained from
any source, sueh as ordinary lighting gas, water gas, &c., and in using
the Donny lamp as a suitable apparatus for carburetting or augmenting
the degree of carburation of the gas serving for illumination. 2d, In tho

modifications of construction applied for this purpose.

The object of these improvements is to substitute the use of the said

current of gas for that of forced air proposed by the inventor. The ac-

companying illustration represents a partially sectional elevation of the

lamp constructed according to this invention, c is the gas burner, com-
posed of two concentric tubes, the intervening space, A, forming the

passage for the gas whilst the air passes by c. The air is freely admitted

into the tube, c, but the annular chamber, a, is closed at the top and
bottom, with the exception of the perforations in the upper portion for the

gas to escape through, and which holes may, if found desirable, be con-

tinued orjoined so as to form one continuous annular jet. The admission of

air is regulated by a plate, u, turning on a fixed centre, c,and by the aid of

which, when requisite, the passage of air may be completely intercepted.

The gas is introduced by the additional pipe, d, fitted with a stop-cock, e.

The reservoir, f, intended to contain the oil to be burned, the mode of in-
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traducing such oil. the form of the apparatus, &c, all remain unaltered.

Such a lamp is capable of burning not only heavy oils, whether of a

mineral or vegetable origin, but also the light oils and essences ob-

tained from the distillation of coal, schist, resinous -wood, &c. ; and, in

fact, all oils and essences, whether mineral or vegetable, obtained either

directly or by secondary operations.

SILVER'S MARINE ANT) STATIONARY ENGINE .

GOVERNORS.

Is a former number of our Journal we directed attention to one modifi-

cation of Mr. Silver's patent marine governors. Since that period, the

patentee has made other improvements in the arrangement of his

apparatus for controlling and regulating the passage of steam. The
first of our illustrative engravings represents the momentum wheel
governor or "nautical regulator," as it is usually placed in the engine-

room of a steam ship. It consists of a momentum wheel, a, fixed on
the boss of a pinion, b, which works loosely on the spindle, c, and gears

into the two-toothed sectors, d. These two sectors being supported on

a crosshead, e, made fast to and carried with the spindle, c, work in

opposite directions on the pinion, b; and, as they are linked by the

rods, F, to the sliding collar, G, which receives and works the forked

lever, n, communicate motion to the throttle valve. A series of vanes

are attached to the momentum wheel, A, and these, as well as the spiral

spring, s, are both adjustable.

Now, when the spindle of the governor or " nautical regulator " is

turned by the engine to which it is attached, the two-toothed sectors,

which are carried on the fixed crosshead, being geared into the pinion

on the momentum wheel, have a tendency to turn round on this pinion

;

but as they are linked to the sliding collar, they necessarily pull this

collar inwards, and so compress the spiral spring, this spring reacting

on the collar, and consequently on the toothed sectors, serves to turn

round the momentum wheel, while the vanes on the momentum wheel
balance the action of this spring by the resistance the atmosphere offers

to their progress through it. As the leverage action of the toothed

sectors upon the momentum wheel pinion increases, as the spring

becomes distended, and vice versa, it will be seen that the reaction of

the spring in propelling the momentum wheel will at all times be uni-

form, and as much only is required as will carry round the momentum
wheel with its vanes at its proper speed, and overcome the friction of

working the throttle valve, and throttle valve connections. When the

momentum wheel is in motion, it will rotate with the engine to which
it is attached, at a velocity proportioned to that at which it is fixed by

the connecting gear ;
and while the engine from the usual causes may

attempt to vary this ^ elocity, it cannot affect the momentum wheel, but

leaves it free to act upon the sliding collar, and consequently upon the

throttle valve—at one time closing the throttle valve by its action in

Pig. 1.

resisting any increase of velocity, and at another time opening the

throttle valve by its action in resisting any decrease of velocity on the
part of the engine. It is evident that the power of such a governor or

regulator is very great, having for its agent a momentum wheel, which
may be increased to any dimensions ; and from the powerful resisting

tendency of such wheel, it necessarily follows that its sensitiveness of

action roust also be very great, and in exact proportion to the tendency
of the engine to vary its speed; and the engine itself being the direct

prime mover of the throttle valve, it also follows that the inert power
of the momentum wheel increases its resistance exactly in proportion to

idity with which the engine varies its speed. Hence, a momen-
tum wheel of 2 feet, 8 inches diameter, and 2 inches periphery, run-
ning at a speed of 180 revolutions per minute, is found to be sufficient to

work with promptness and ease the largest throttle valve, and to equal
•;r of several men. Unlike the ordinary forms of governors, it

ted by changes of position, and therefore perfectly

and portable, as"well as stationary steam engines.

In the specification of another and more recent patent, Mr. Silver has

described several arrangements of pulsating valves or governors. The
subjoined engraving represents one of these modifications. Fig. 2 is an
elevation of a steam-pipe fitted with an unbalanced throttle-valve and
spring connections, according to this invention. A is the steam-pipe ;

r,

the box containing the throttle-valve ; c, the throttle-valve ; D, the

spindle of the valve; f, a wheel, placed upon the end of the valve

Fig. 2.

spindle, instead of a spanner ; u, a stud, against which a projection on

the wheel, p, comes into contact, to prevent the valve opening too far, and
which admits of regulation or adjustment; h, a chain, one end of which
is attached to the wheel, and the other end is connected to a socket, to

which is secured a spiral spring ; i, the socket, to which the end of the

chain and the spring are attached ; and k, the spiral spring, the one end
of which is attached to the socket, i, and at the other to a socket, which
has a square rod, with a screwed end, M, projecting therefrom, upon
which screwed end a fly-nut, N, is fitted, and extends, or otherwise re-

gulates, the tension of the spring, k. o, are two brackets, in which the

sliding-bar of the socket slides or works back and forward. The valve

is mounted eccentrically on the spindle or shaft, and is prevented from
opening too far by means of the stop, a ; when the steam is not passing,

or is only flowing through freely, and in exact proportion to the require-

ments of the engine, the valve remains in or about the position shown
by the dotted lines, at rest. Immediately that the velocity of the steam
increases, from a sudden increase of motion in the engine, the valve is

instantly blown to, or closed, in proportion to the increase of velocity

and the pressure due thereto : which, operating upon the larger surface

of the unbalanced valve, overcomes the tensional force of the spring

which keeps the valve open, and brings it to its normal state or position.

When, by the entire or partial closing of the valve, the flow of the steam

is stopped or checked, the velocity of the engine is reduced, its require-

ment for steam becomes less, and, when the quantity of steam required,

and the speed of its flow, agree with the amount to which the re-acting

spring has been previously adjusted, the valve opens, and steam is per-

mitted to pass at the requisite speed and to the requisite extent. By
means of the spring, k, and the adjusting nitt and screw, the valve is

regulated, and the force which may be necessary to operate upon it is

predetermined, and made suitable to the duty which the engine is re-

quired to perform.
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EECENT PATENTS.

MANUFACTURE OF PAPER.

W. S. Haywaed, Whittenham House, near Abingdon, Berks.—Patent
dated 1858.

Mr.. Hatward's ideas, as developed in the specification of this patent,

were derived from observing the remarkable manner in which the amy-
laceous principle in all vegetables is changed into sugar during the pro-
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cess of germination, in order that it may serve for the nutriment of the

plant ; or, rather, that it may become a component part of the vegetable

or woody fibre.

Before this conversion, the starch designed to supply food was in-

soluble, and consequently incapable of combining chemically with the

sap or juice, or, in other words, with the moisture which pervades the

whole plant, tree, or root.

This process seems to be accomplished in nature by a species of fer-

mentation which goes on during germination, and gradually converts

the starch, first into a gummy substance, and ultimately into sugar,

which being perfectly soluble, is taken up in combination with water by
the vessels of nutrition and deposited in and amongst the fibrous tissue

of the tree or plant, giving firmness and body to the whole.
The object of this invention, therefore, is to imitate this fermentation

by artificial means, so that the starch may be enabled to combine with
the pulp, vegetable tissue, and water, and be deposited amongst the

fibres of cotton or linen as the water is evaporated by the hot cylin-

ders.

Paper thus made has a firmness and body which no other process can
secure. It also gives great strength and stiffness. It is by heat, moisture,

and some acids that the desired change or fermentation can be produced.

The inventor was led to think of acids and heat by the muriatic acid

contained in the gastric juice and the heat of the stomach, by which we
have little doubt that the change from starch to sugar is effected in the

living animal exactly the same way as in the vegetable matter. The
starch is sprinkled with a dilute solution of nitric acid, with a small

quantity of sulphuric acid, by preference.

After some hours, the starch is exposed to a heat of from 160° to 212°,

which is kept equable by moans of a sand or water bath. In the course

of a few hours, the starch is found to have undergone a change, nearly

all the acid being expelled, whilst the starch is capable of dissolving in

water, forming a gummy viscous fluid. If the operation be carried too

far, the starch changes to a 3'ellow colour, and is ultimately converted

into sugar. It is requisite to arrest the process immediately before the

last result.

In the manufacture of paper, the starch, or rather the substance formed
from the starch, is mixed with hot water and added to the pulp when
cool, in the desired proportion.

If, from insufficient heat, or any other cause, so much acid remains in the

starch preparation as to risk its damaging the paper or fabric, a neutra-

lising effect is produced by a bare mixing with the hot water.

With regard to the cost, starch of sufficient!}' good quality can be

prepared at from £34 to £40 per ton for writing paper, and from £28 to

£35 for printing paper. Good writing paper is worth nearly £1U0 a ton.

If, for example, to sufficient pulp to ma,ke nine tons of paper, there is

added one ton of the preparation, there must, of course, be ten tons of

paper, as the starch cannot evaporate, .but is deposited amongst the

fibres of the paper. Thus we have ten tons of paper at £90 = £900

;

but one ton is formed by the addition of £40 value of starch ; nine tons

at £90, = £810, to which is added £40 worth of starch, = £850, forming
£900 worth of paper. Thus with these figures there is evidently an
extra profit of £50 for every ten tons of paper. This is merely a

question of profit, without reference to the great improvement in the

quality.

MANUFACTURE OF MANURE.

J. A. Manning, London.—Patent dated February 1, 1858.

Mr. Manning proposes to solve the questio vexata of the utilisation

of sewerage and refuse matters in the manner following. The sewer-

age is collected by allowing it to flow into suitable tanks or reservoirs

and there mixing it, for the purpose of precipitating the solid matters,

with alum sludge, or its chemical equivalents, prepared either in the
manner described in the patentee's specification of a former patent

obtained in 1855, or other convenient manner. The super-natent and
clarified liquid is then permitted to flow off, and may be advantageously

employed for the irrigation of land. The remaining solid or semi-fluid

matter, resulting from the treatment above referred to, is then deposited

in a suitable receptacle, and mingled with the dry waste or refuse of

towns, including refuse matter from manufactories and all those matters
contained in the house dust bins or pits, privies or middens, such as

ashes, decayed refuse vegetable matter, fecal matter, and also, iffuund
advantageous, the sweepings, droppings, and offal of roads, streets, and
markets, and other refuse matters of a fertilising nature which do not
form a part of the ordinary sewerage discharge.

To facilitate the formation of this mixture into matter sufficiently solid

for carting, the refuse matters, before being added to the sewerage, may
be more or less ground or pulverised if found desirable.

By this means a solid, easily portable fertiliser, of great agricultural

value, will be obtained.

PIPE COUPLINGS.

William Heap, Asliton.—Patent dated May 6, 1858.

The patentee of these improvements has hero introduced a simple, but
exceedingly effective, mode of coupling or joining together the ends of
lead, or lead and iron pipes. According to this invention, when applied
to soft metal, a nut or loose collar having an external screw thread
formed upon it, is first passed on to each of the pipes to be joined
together; the two contiguous ends of the pipes are then expanded ; and an
internal screw-threaded ring or ferrule is passed on to one of them. The
two ends of the pipes are now brought into contact by screwing the ring
or ferrule on to the opposite collar, so as to form a flush or jump joint,
and they are then forcibly tightened up or drawn together by further
screwing (by means of a spanner) the two loose collars into the ring or
ferrule.

Fig. 1 of the engravings represents an external elevation and longi-
tudinal section of the improved pipe coupling, as applied to soft metal
pipes, a are two lead pipes, and b are the loose collars or conical
rings which are slipped over the pipe ends previous to expanding them.
These collars or conical rings fit accurately over and bear against the
expanded ends or flanges of the pipes, and are formed with external
screw threads, which screw into the corresponding internal screw
threads of the loose ring or ferrule, 0. In connecting two lead or other
soft metal pipes, according to this invention, the collars or conical rings,
n, are placed loosely on the ends of the pipes, and the ends are then
forced out or expanded, by inserting therein the tapered or conical end

Fig.l. Fi;. 2.

of an expanding plug or tool, leaving the pipes projecting slightly, how-
ever, beyond the inner faces of the collars, which projection is to be
flattened out to form a flange by the flat part of the plug. The in-
ternal screwed ring or ferrule, c, is now to be screwed on to the collars,
and the whole is tightened effectually by screwing up the collars in
opposite directions, by means of two spanners which fit on to the hexa-
gonal portions of the collars. Fig. 2 is an elevation and a section of the
coupling, as applied to the junction of two iron or other comparatively
hard metal pipes. In this case the collars or conical rings, b, are
screwed on to the contiguous ends of the two pipes, in place of being
fitted loosely thereon and having the ends of the pipes expanded ; and
when the ring or ferrule, c, has been screwed on to the collars, the latter
are screwed up in opposite directions, as before described, so as to bring
their inner faces into close contact, a little red or white lead being pre-
viously interposed, if necessary, to render the joint perfectly tight. The
advantages attendant upon the use of these couplings is the dispensing
witli the use of solder, which in itself is of great importance, especially
in the making of lead, or lead and iron pipe joints, and the operation of
coupling can also be performed in a few moments by any unskilled hand,
whilst the only tools requisite are an expanding plug and a pair of'

spanners.

PORTABLE FOOT-WARMER.

J. H. Hume, Brovgldyferry.—Patent dated Janvary, 1859.

Ma. J. H. Hume, of Broughtyferry, Forfarshire, has recently contrived
an ingenious warming apparatus for the feet. It is capable of being
worn on or attached to the feet, so as to warm them when travelling,

and in other circumstances. The apparatus consists of a metal case or
shallow chamber attached to the sole of the boot or shoe, and having one
of its sides capable of being opened and closed with a spring fastener.
This metal chamber has fitted within it a sole piece of brick fireclay,

or other available material, which, when inserted in its place for use, is

heated. This apparatus, or "foot comforter," is formed so as to be an
exact fit to the sole of the boot or shoe, to wdiich it is attached so as to

resemble a double sole. It is attached by means of an elastic toe-

piece, and a similar piece for the heel, both being attached to the heater-

case.
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FURNACES.

Alfred Jexkin, Dublin.—Patent dated August 23, 1858.

Mr. Jexkin's present invention relates to further improvements upon
the double reverberator}- furnace, for which he obtained letters patent

in 1S55. By means of these improvements, the patentee is enabled to

expedite greatly the processes of calcination and reduction with a less

consumption of fuel, and to condense the vapours of oxide of lead

generated in the flowing furnace in a simple and economic manner.
According to the present improvements and modifications, a cast-iron

bottom is substituted for the ordinary fire-brick bottom of the calcining

furnace. And in place of wasting a portion of the heat derived from
the flowing furnace, by directing it along a flue underground immediately
on its leaving the flowing furnace, the heat is caused to pass directly

beneath and in immediate contact with the cast-iron bottom of the cal-

cining furnace, by which arrangement a considerable quantity of the

less refractory ore in the calcining furnace is reduced therein, without
requiring to be removed to the flowing furnace. The main flue, and the

passages communicating between the flowing and calcining furnaces

are so modified in their form and arrangement that three dampers only
are required in place of four, as in the former arrangement above referred

to. The two passages leading from the flowing furnace into the cal-

cining furnace are totally distinct and separate from the main flue or

passage, which is situate between them, so that there are in all three

passages—two opening into the end of the flowing furnace, each of which
is furnished with a separate damper. In order to economise the fuel as

much as possible, the roofs of the two furnaces are considerable' lowered
and curved downwards towards their centres, so as to bring the flames

into close contact with the ores.

Fur the purpose of condensing in an economical manner the vapours of

oxide of lead which are thrown off in large quantities from the flowing

furnace, and are frequently wasted by passing up the chimney, the paten-

tee employs a cistern containing water, which is placed immediately
beneath the cast-iron bottom of the calcining furnace. A portion of the

heat and vapours from the flowing furnace are made to pass directly

over the water in the cistern, the steam from which effects the required

condensation of the oxide. A main flue constructed at the end of the

calcining furnace receives the heat and products of combustion
from such furnace, and from the main flue leading from the flowing

furnace whence they pass off direct to the chimney.
The annexed engraving represents a longitudinal vertical section of

the improved combined calcining and reducing furnace for lead, tin, and
copper ores. A is the ordinary fire place, the heat and flame from

heated, are economically condensed and collected in the tank. A suit-

able api rture is made in the lower portion of the calcining furnace, to

enable the tank to be introduced and removed with facility. The
lowering of the furnace roofs, whereby a considerable economy of fuel

is obtained and the flames brought into closer contact with the ore, is

clearly indicated in the figure, the crown of each furnace assuming the

form of an inverted arch in longitudinal section.

which pass through the lateral opening or passage, b, into the flowing
furnace, c, and, after traversing over the surface of the ore contained
therein, enter by the two passages, d, direct into the calcining fur-
nace, E, which is on the same level with the flowing furnace. F are
the passages which communicate with the main flue, G, leading to the
chimney

;
there is also a main flue or passage leading from the flowing

furnace beneath the bottom, of the calcining furnace, and thence to the
leading to the chimney. The several passages, d and f, and the

main flue are each provided with a separate damper, worked by levers out-
side the furnace in any convenient manner. The centre or middle damper
should be double the size of the two side dampers at d, and during
the process of charging, turning, cooling, &c, the centre damper is

and the lateral ones closed, as also the dampers at F. By this
means the flowing furnace always continues in active operation. But
so soon as the fire is required in the calcining furnace the dampers at
D and f are opened, and the centre one closed.
The bottom of the calcining furnace is composed of a metal plate,

of cast iron, and a portion of the heat and flame from the flowing
furnace ia allowed to play upon the under-surface of such plate, thereby
greatly raising the temperature of the bottom of the calcining furnace,
and reducing a considerable quantity of the less refractory ore contained
therein. A water tank is placed beneath the bottom of the calcining
furnace, whereby the vapours of oxide of lead from the flowing furnace,
by passing through the steam arising from the water which becomes

No. 132.—Vol. XI.

"WEAVING.

J. Henderson, Lasswade.—Patent dated August 5, 1858.

This invention relates more or less to. certain improvements upon the
machinery or apparatus used in the manufacturing or producing plain,

terry, or piled fabrics by a system of cross weaving the warp or warps
over longitudinal wires or cords. In the said invention, the heddle
used for the cross weaving is of the ordinary kind, and composed of

twine. This material is constantly liable to fail, owing to the severe
friction to which it is subjected. To obviate this evil the cross heddle
is formed of a series of V shaped pieces of flattened steel, or of brass,

ivory, or other suitable material, in the lower part of which is a hole,

through which the crossing warp or warps is passed. The upper or

free extremities of these V shaped pieces of metal are formed into hooks,
by means of which each instrument is suspended to two horizontal rods,

which are arranged in the ordinary manner of heddle rods. By this

means they are suspended freely, so as to allow the series ofV shaped
needles to move readily from one side to the other of the longitudinal

wires. This improvement entirely obviates the friction of the heddle
rings. As they pass through the wires or cords, the V shaped needles
make their way through the wires or cords in a smooth and highly
efficient manner. In the manufacture of pile or terry fabrics, where a
thick warp is xised, as in Brussels or tapestry carpeting, the two shafts

supporting the V shaped needles may be bolted to the shafts of the
heddle through which the thick foundation warp passes. In this way
one tappet may be made to work the three heddles, or they may be
made to work separately if required. Another arrangement connected
with the present invention consists of improvements in the construction
of the stationary longitudinal wires used in the manufacture or produc-
tion of pile fabrics, by means of cross weaving, and other generally
similar purposes. These wires are formed of thin pieces of flattened

metal, and they have at one end a groove or longitudinal slit, into

which is fitted a short wedge-shaped cutting blade.

By means of. this improvement the blade is held firmly in its place,

at the same time, it may at any moment be removed' with the utmost
facility, without disturbing the wire when in its working
position, thus enabling the loom attendant to take out any
one or more of the blades that may have become blunt or

injured by use, and to replace them by others that have been
sharpened for the purpose. So that the trouble and delay
attending the removal of the wires, according to the old

system, is entirely done away with, and the manufacture of

the cloth facilitated in proportion.

Fig. 1 of the engravings is a partially sectional elevation,

showing one of the V shaped needles arranged in its proper
position in the loom. Fig. 2 is a front or edge view, showing
a group of three of these V shaped needles, as they would
appear when looking endwise upon the series. The fabrics

woven according to these improvements consist generally

of a thick body warp, interwoven with two binding warps,
whilst the surface is formed of worsted or woollen yarns, that are bound
in with the body warps by means of the weft. The body warp, c, is

wound upon a beam, at the back of the loom, and the binding warps,

Ej are, in like manner, wound upon other beams or rollers, which are

arranged at the back part of the loom. The plain or figured yarn, a,

which is intended to form the surface of the woven fabric, is wound upon
a beam or roller, arranged beneath the others ; that is to say, there is

wound upon this roller a series of plain or figured yarns, the number of

these threads being made to correspond to the number of body warps
comprised within the width of the fabric. Each of the bod}' warps,

c, and the binding warps, e, are passed individually through the mails

or eyes of the heddles, i, j, and k, whilst each of the plain or surface

yarns, a, is passed through the eye that is formed in the end of the

V shaped needles, L. These needles, I., by means of which the surface

yarns, e, are drawn down upon each side alternately of the body warps,

c, each consists of a thin piece of flattened steel, iron, brass, or ivory.

The lower end of each needle, which forms the apex of the angle de-

scribed by its outline, is made solid for a short distance up the diverging
legs of the needle, and in this part a small hole is bored, through which
one of the series of surface yarns, o, is passed.. The two diverging legs

of the needle, l, extend upwards, and' each extremity terminates in a

hook, which is formed by bending over and downwards a small portion

of the metal which forms the needle. But if ivory, or other material of

a non-flexible kind, is used for making these needles, then the terminal

3d
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hooks may be formed by filing away a portion of the material, so as to

form a hook ; or holes may be made in the extremities of the upwardly
turned legs in lieu of hooks. Each of the needles, l, is suspended to

the healds, m, by passing a wire or cord, n, round the heald, and carrying
it successively under the hooks of the needles. But this arrangement

or mode of suspending the needles

is only given as an example, and it

is not by any means intended to

strictly adhere thereto. In this

manner, the longer and shorter legs

of the needles are attached in suc-

cession to their respective heald
shafts, m. The needles, L, are actu-

ated or drawn down on either side

of the body warps at pleasure, by
means of the heddles, o and p.

These heddles may be made of twine,

or of brass, or other metal wire,

but thin flattened metal is preferred.

The heddles are looped or joined
above the solid part, at the lower
end of the needles, so that when
either of the heddles, o and p, is

drawn down by the weaving action,

the needle, l, is, in like manner,
depressed, the heddles being so ar-

ranged that one of them draws the
needle to the right of the body warp,
and the other to the left. In order
to produce a looped surface to the
fabric, a wire is interposed between
the body warp and the surface yarn,

the height of the loop being regu-
lated by the thickness of the inter-

vening wire. The series of wires,

Q, are kept in their relative positions

by means of a secondary reed, which
is carried in a cast-iron frame that
is bolted to the side rails of the
loom framing. Each of the loop-

forming wires, o, has an eye at one end, which is passed between
the dents of the secondary reed, and secured in its proper position
by a wire. The wires then pass between the heddles, o. and p, through
the dents of the ordinary reed in the lathe, and rest upon the breast-
beam of the loom. The warps, c and e, pass in a horizontal or nearly
horizontal direction below the reed, e, then through the eyes of the
heddles, i, j, and k, between the heddles, o and p, and through the
dents of the actual beating up or weaying reed. The woollen j'arn or
surface warps, o, are carried from their beam or roller over the secon-
dary reed, through the eyes of the needles, h, and the dents of the
ordinary reed, to the take-up roller. The duplex binding warps, e, pass
through their actuating heddles, j and k, whilst the body warps, c, are
carried through the heddles, i. If now the heddles, J, are raised by the
action of the treadles or levers, the lifting of half of the binding yarps
forms a partial shed. Simultaneously with this movement, the heddles,
o, are depressed. This action draws down the needles, t, with the
yarns, o, to one side of the wires, Q. At the same time, the heddles,
i and k, are depressed, so as to draw down the body warps, c, and the
other half of the binding warps, and thus complete the formation or
opening of the shed. A shot of weft is now thrown in along the race
below the wires, q, which shot of weft binds in the yarns, o. The next
movement is to depress the heddles, j, and to raise the heddles, i and k.
In this position of the parts, a shot of weft is thrown in, which serves
to bind in the warps, e, and the body warps, c. It is now requisite to
effect the crossing of the surface yarns, G, to the opposite sides of the
loop-forming wires, q, and the body warps, c ; at the same time, to
form a shed by the lifting of the binding warps, e, that were depressed
in the last movement. The heddles, k, are raised, and the heddles, i

and J, depressed, whilst the needles, l, and surface warps, c, are carried
down upon the opposite sides of the wires, Q, by the depression of the
heddles, p. The shot of weft now thrown in binds in the surface warps,
b, upon the second sides of the wires, q. The fourth and last move-
ment serves to bind in the second binding warp, and the body warp, c,

at the back of the fabric as was done on the other side of the wires, q.
In the second movement hereinbefore described, the heddles k are
depressed, and the heddles i are raised. The shot of weft which is now
thrown in weaves in the warps, e, of the heddles, k, and, as it passes
beneath the body warps, c, it binds them in, and forms a plain cloth
back to the fabric. In this manner the loops are successively formed,
by causing the yarns, g, to cross the loop-forming wires, q, and being
carried down by the needles, i,, are bound in at the lower part of the
wires by the weft shots, which serve also to interweave and secure the
body and binding warps, e and e. As the fabric is woven, the loops are

drawn off the wires by the rotatory action of a spiked take-up roller in

the manner usually practised. If the fabric that is being manufac-
tured is of the corded or "terry " class, the wires, q, are plain throughout
their length, but if the surface is to be cut or "piled," each loop-

forming wire is furnished with a small blade or cutting edge near or

close to its free extremity. The edge of each of these blades is inclined

upwards from the loops towards the front end of the blades, so that as

the fabric is drawn forward by the take-up motion, the loops are cut

through in succession as they are pressed on to the cutting edges.- In
weaving plain fabrics according to these improvements, the loop-forming

wires, p., are dispensed with, the arrangement of the needles, i, being
retained, in order to avoid the severe friction of the ordinary twine
heddles. In this manner, and by means of these improvements, the

weaving of plain, terry, or cut-pile fabrics is greatly facilitated, and the

attendant expenses economised, by avoiding the rapid destruction of the

crossing heddles.

CHURNING.

William Bond and Thomas Standing, Preston.—Patent datedJuly 3, 1858.

In the accompanying engraving we have delineated one arrangement of

the patentees' improvements in apparatus for churning, mixing, or

stirring liquids and compounds. According to this arrangement, which
is specially adapted for churning milk or cream, the apparatus consists

of a circular wooden vessel, A, in which the liquid to be churned is

placed. To the upper part of the exterior of the vessel, A, are secured

two metal sockets, b, these are fixed at points diametrically opposite to

each other. These sockets are each furnished with a thumb screw, c,

which passes through the metal of the sockets, and serve to fix and
retain, at the proper height, the standards, d. To the inner face of each

of the standards, d, is riveted, or otherwise secured, a bracket, to which
the extremities of the flat metal bar, e, is fastened. At the centre, the

bar, e, branches out laterally, these diverging arms being united with

the main bar by a piece of metal of a semicircular figure. Each of the

standards, d, terminate in an eye, which forms a bearing for

the horizontal shaft, f, from which the moving parts of the ma-
chine are actuated. The shaft, p, is driven by the handle, G, the

other extremity of the shaft having the fly wheel, h, keyed
thereto. A bevil pinion, i, is keyed to the shaft, f, near its

centre ; this pinion gives motion to the wheel, j, which is fast

to the upper part of the vertical shaft, k ; the lower extremity

of the shaft works in a footstep bearing, fitted in the centre of

the vessel, a, whilst the upper end is supported by a collar bearing,

fitted in the transverse bar, e. The shaft, k, is by preference

I

formed of wood, fitted with a cap at each end, from which the pivots of the
shaft project ; these caps are made with diverging arms, r,, which extend
outwards to about midway between the shaft and the inside of the

a. The extremities of the arms, L, are made to form footstep
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and collar bearings, in which the pivots of the dashers, sr, rotate. Under
one modification, these dashers are formed of rectangular pieces of wood,
nearly as wide as the space between the shaft, k, and the vessel, a, and

.red. as shown in the engraving. Or in lieu of this arrangement,
the dashers may be formed of an open frame or lattice, through the

interstices of which the liquid to be churned or mixed flows when the

dashers are put in motion. At the upper part, the woodwork of each of

the dashers is formed into a spindle, which is fitted with a metal cap

that rotates in the collar bearing, arranged at each extremity of the

upper amis, l. The extremities of these caps on the spindles of the

dashers project above the arms, L, and to them are keyed the pinions, N,

winch gear with the wheel, o, this wheel being fast to the cross bar, e.

When the shaft, f. is put in motion by means of the handle, G, it gives

motion to the pinion, i, which drives the wheel, j, and the central shaft,

k. This rotatory m vement carries round the arms, l, which causes

the pinions, s, to traverse round the stationary wheel, o, and thus the

dashers, m. are caused to rotate upon their own axes, as well as travel

round the central shaft, k. In this manner a very rapid and powerful

agitating action is kept up in the fluid con tained in the vessel, A, and
the churning operation is thereby effected in a short space of time.

Btlo.v the gearing, j, k, and o, is fixed a shallow metal trough, p, which
prevents any oil, ground metal, or other matters from falling into the

liquid beneath. Q are breakers, which are fitted inside the vessel, A,

near its upper edge, and serve to break the motion which the liquid

receives from the dashers.

COAL TIPPING APPARATUS.

Aetbue and James Rigg, Chester.—Patent dated June 8, 1858.

Is the present practice of loading and unloading coal, very considerable

depreciation in its commercial value arises, from so large a portion of it

being broken into small fragments, to say nothing of a goodly per
_;• in the shape of waste. This breaking up of the coal involves a

depreciation or loss of as much as from fifty to eighty per cent, upon the

slack or small coal. To obviate this most serious loss, Messrs Rigg
have patented the improved coal tipping apparatus, shown in the

1 engraving. The machine consists of a scoop or screen, which is

mounted upon turned axles that are carried in bearings arranged in

standards. The rotatory motion of the scoop, about its axis, is

lied and regulated by a powerful break arrangement, which is

fitted at i the scoop. A stationary riddle or inclined screen
is arrane the scoop, and at a suitable angle to clear the upper

Or waggon into which the coal is to be loaded. A
icle filled with coals is placed upon the table of the apparatus and

there firmly held When the breaksman releases the catch in the
standard arc, near to his hand, the whole apparatus with the coals upon

owing to the great friction upon the brake-wheel,

i d of a very slight force on the part of the attendant, the
i mtrol, and may at any stage be

readily el 'J lie usual practice is, to let this motion he very rapid.

As the rotation continues, the coals in the waggon slide forward and
are received upon the front plate of the scoop, the sides of which
prevent the coals falling over ; and as the rotation continues, the incli-

nation of the front plate increases until it is such that the coals do not
fall, but slide easily forward, and are thus delivered upon the main
screen or guide, and not thrown direct upon the railway truck or other

conveyance. At this stage of the operation the teeth upon the projecting

flanges of the brake-wheel come into use, for a catch falls into them
when the scoop has reached the lowest inclination and therefore, the

apparatus is firmly held, and all liability to accident from a sudden
return of it under any circumstances is quite obviated. When the res-

toration of the machine to receive another load is required, the man at

the brake, by closing his hand upon its handle, withdraws the holding-

down catch on the wheel, and causes the apparatus to return to its

former vertical position, ready for another load. By means of this appa-
ratus, waggons may be rapidly emptied ; and a brakesman, after an
hour's practice, obtains perfect and easy control over the machine.

LAW EEPOETS OF PATENT CASES.

Winnowing and Deessing Machines : Nalder v. Clayton and Shottle-
woeth.—This was an action in the Court of Queen's Bench, before Lord
Chief Justice Campbell and a special jury, and it was brought for the

alleged infringement of two patents, granted to the plantift" in 1853 and
1855. Mr. Bovill, Q.C., Mr. Hindmarch, and Mr. G. Mellish were
counsel for the plaintiff, instructed by Mr. J. Henry Johnson, of Lincoln's
Inu Fields and Glasgow. The defendants' counsel were Mr. Knowles,
Q.C., Mr. Grove, Q.C., and Mr. Webster. The plaintiff's scientific

witnesses were Mr. Charles May, F.R.S., C.E., Mr. J E. M'Connell, of

the London and North Western Railway, Mr. Fothergill, C.E., Mr.
Amos, (Easton Amos and Sons) and Mr. William Johuson, C.E., and a
large number of agriculturists were in attendance to prove the great

practical value of Mr. Nalder's inventions. It appeared from the
evidence that the plaintiff, Mr James Hall Nalder, is a farmer, residing

at Alvescott, Oxfordshire, a gentleman well known to agriculturists, and
agricultural implement manufacturers, as having devoted his attention

for many years past to improvements in agricultural machinery

—

especially thrashing and dressing apparatus. From his experience in

these matters, and on account of the interest he has taken in their pro-

gress, he was chosen for several successive years as one of the judges
of implements, on behalf of the Roj'al Agricultural and the Bath and
West of England Societies.

In 1853, the plaintiff and a Mr. Knapp obtained letters patent for

their invention of "improvements in winnowing or dressing corn,"

which consist in the application of an inclined revolving cylindrical

wire screen to a winnowing or dressing machine for corn, in substitu-

tion for the well known flat vibratory sieves, and flat stationary inclined

screen. A blast of air may be forced up the screen so as to carry away
any extraneous matters which remain behind among the grain after

thrashing. The invention may be also applied to a thrashing machine.
The wire of the screen is divided into various degrees of fineness, accord-

ingly as it is applied to a dressing apparatus, or to a thrashing machine.
When used in the former arrangement, the wire is made of two degrees
of fineness, the finer portion being at the more elevated end of the screen

;

and, when applied to a thrashing machine, the wire is made of three

degrees of fineness, the finest portion being at the most elevated end—the

middle part not so fine, and the coarsest portion being at the lower end.

The peculiarity of the screen, as applied for the purpose of dressing corn,

consists in this—that it is constructed of a succession of parallel rings,

or of spiral wire, and not of wire-cloth or gauze, which is the usual

material of screens used in connection with the cleaning or dressing of

grain ; nor has it—neither does it require—a helical screw or other

mechanical contrivance to force the grain along the screen, as the corn

passes down by its own gravity. We have already engraved and fully

described this machinery at page 79, vol. vii., of the Practical Mechanic's
Journul.

The purpose for which this invention was designed was by means of

a current of air up the screen to carry away foreign or adventitious

matters from the grain under the dressing operation, and simultaneously

to separate the tailings, and readily secure a best sample. These im-

portant results are effectually secured by this very simple contrivance.

In 1855, the plaintiff made further improvements in apparatus for

dressing grain and seeds, and obtained letters patent in that year for

those improvements. The latter invention (also engraved and described

at page 12, vol. i., second series, of the Practical Mechanic's Journal)

consists of an improved hummeller or rubbing apparatus, for the purpose

of removing smut balls and other injurious matters found in grain—

a

cross blast of air between the hummeller and the more elevated end of

the inclined revolving cylindrical screen ofNalder & Knapp—and a double

blast of air at the lower end of the screen—one of these blasts passing
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up the screen, and the other under or below the mouth of the screen, so

as to winnow the grain after it has left the screen. This apparatus is

peculiarly adapted to a thrashing machine, which, in conjunction with

it, enables the farmer to thrash and completely finish his corn for the

market by one combined and simultaneous operation.

In 1855, the defendants, Messrs. Clayton, Shuttleworth, & Co., of

Lincoln, obtained a licence from the plaintiff and Mr. Knapp, to apply

the invention of 1853 to thrashing machines, to be manufactured by
them at a small royalty; but, in consequence of some dispute between
the parties, Messrs. Clayton subsequently determined the licence granted

to them.
The first thrashing machine made by Messrs. Clayton, Shuttleworth,

& Co., with Nalder & Knapp's dressing improvements, was exhibited

at the Chester Show, held in July, 1855 ; and Messrs. Clayton, Shuttle-

worth, & Co., were highly recommended by the judges, Messrs. Cald-

well & Blackett, for having adapted Nalder & Knapp's invention to

thrashing machines, and were awarded a medal for that adaptation.

The apparatus admitted by the defendants to have been made and
applied by them to thrashing machines, consists of, first, the identical

inclined revolving cylindrical wire screen, of several degrees of fineness,

described in Nalder & Knapp's specification, and a blast of air above the

more elevated end of the screen, so as to meet the grain as it falls from

"elevators" into the screen, and thereby winnow the grain before it

enters the screen, instead of after, as described in Nalder & Knapp's

specification, by the current up the screen. And, secondly, in the use

of a common hummeller, and a cross blast of air between the hummeller
and the screen. The only difference between this combination and

that of the plaintiff being, the substitution of a common hummeller for

the plaintiff's improved hummeller.

The defendants pleaded twenty pleas, and in their notice of objections,

and as evidence of prior publication, set forth several specifications and

printed books, and alleged acts of prior publication by manufacturers

and others, in the counties of Lincoln, Devon, Suffolk, Gloucester, Berks,

Salop, York, Cambridge, Surrey, Middlesex, and London.

The trial was continued on the 3d and 4th February, when, by the

direction of his Lordship, a verdict was entered for the plaintiff; liberty

being reserved to the defendants to move for a rule on any ground which
they might think proper.

The cause will, no doubt, become the subject of further judicial inves-

tigation in Easter Term next.

last, percussion caps identically the same as those of which Mr. Pursall

claimed to be the inventor, and refused his warrant for sealing the

patent accordingly. This invention is therefore thrown open to the

trade.

Percussion Cai>s : Opposition in re W. Puhsall's Invention.—This

was before the Solicitor General. It appears that on the 1st of Sept.,

1858, William Pursall, of Birmingham, applied for letters patent for an

invention of "improvements in the manufacture of percussion caps,"

which invention consists in the use of metals, a metallic alloy, or other

suitable substances, in a state of powder, instead of rolled metal, for the

lining of percussion caps.

In December last, Messrs. Walker, the percussion cap manufacturers,

of Birmingham, gave notice of their intention to oppose the grant of

letters patent for the alleged invention, on the ground of prior publica-

tion, by the manufacture and sale by them of percussion caps identically

the same as those of which Mr. Pursall claimed to be the inventor.

Mr. Lawson, of the Chancery Bar, instructed by Messrs. W. and J.

H. Johnson, of London and Glasgow, appeared before the Solicitor

General, on behalf of Messrs. Walker, to oppose the grant, and the case

alleged and proved by the affidavits filed in support of the opposition

was this :—Early in April last, John Buckley, a workman in the em-
ployment of Messrs. Walker, was at the house of a relative of his, when
a AVm. Ewins, a maker of a powder known as " white brocade," came in

and produced a sample of the powder, made in an improved manner.
Immediately that Buckley saw the powder, which has a scaley appear-

ance, it occurred to him that it was adapted for lining percussion caps,

in lieu of tinfoil then in use for the purpose; and he obtained a small

quantity of the powder and tried it, and having found it to answer,

he divulged the secret to his employers, who also tested its efficiency

as a perfect substitute for the lining with tinfoil.

On the 9th of April last, Messrs. Walker directed Buckley to purchase

from Ewins one pound of the powder. This was done, and the whole was
used up in the manufacture of about 50,000 caps, which were sold to

various customers, one of whom is a Mr. Isonbury, a dealer at Coventry,

who purchased them on the 21st of July last, and resold a portion toMi.
Adkins, an ironmonger, of Warwick, on the 22d of the same month of

July. Fortunately for Messrs. Walker, Mr. Adkins had not disposed

of all the caps bought of Isonbury, and on the hearing a box of the

identical caps, lined with the powder instead of the foil, and sold by
Messrs. Walker to Isonbury, and resold by him to Adkins, on the 22d
of July last, was produced before the Solicitor General.

After hearing counsel for the opposition, and the agent for the

petitioner, and hearing the affidavits on both sides read, the Solicitor

Genera] expressed himself satisfied upon the evidence that Messrs.

Walker had manufactured and sold, in the way of their business, in July

Fire Annihilators: Fire Annihilator Company v. Phillips.—This
was a motion for an injunction to restrain the defendant Phillips from using or

exercising, or causing or permitting to be used or exercised, the invention and
improvement mentioned in the specification filed on the 16th of October, 1849,

or any means, apparatus, instruments, or compounds differing only colourably

therefrom, and from in any manner exercising any of the powers, rights, privi-

leges, or authorities granted by, under, or with reference to the letters patenf of

the 16th of April, 1849, and from in anywise interfering with the exercise by the

plaintiffs, or by any other person or persons on their behalf, of the licence grant-

ed to the plaintiffs by the indenture of the 11th of July, 1849, and from selling

or advertising, or offering for sale any apparatus, instrument, charges, or com-
pounds made, or stated or professed to be made, according to the invention and
improvements, or differing only colourably therefrom. After the facts of the

case had been stated, from which it appeared that the defendant had assigned

all interest to the plaintiffs. Mr. Phillips, the defendant (who did not appear

by counsel), asked for time to answer the affidavit, which was granted upon bis

entering into an undertaking in the terms of the injunction asked. The defend

ant stated that he had only made one machine experimentally, and that he had
acted under the impression that the company was at an end. Plaintiffs' counsel

said, that if the defendant would at once submit to a perpetual injunction the

company would not ask for costs. The Judge strongly advised the defendant to

consider this offer in the meantime, and the matter was ordered to stand over

until the 16th of February.

Trade Marks : Collins Company v. Walker.—We have previously re-

ported the legal proceedings as to the British usage of the American trade

mark of the Collins Company in the cutlery manufacture. The plaintiffs' case

was that the defendant had made six dozen of " matchetts " or cane knives,

marked with the identical trade mark used by the plaintiffs. No injunction had
been moved for, but the cause now came to a hearing, and the costs were asked

against the defendant. For the defendant, it was argued that he was employed
by one Cohen to make and stamp the knives as described above, and he employ-

ed one Oakes to make them, who still had them, as they were disapproved of

when made by Cohen. The defendant was ignorant of the existence of the

Collins Company, although he had heard the name casually, and was content to

submit to the injunction ; but contended that under the circumstances he ought

not to pay costs, particularly as the plaintiffs had obtained an injunction against

Cohen, to whom the knives belonged, and the defendant was unable to deliver

them up. The Vice Chancellor was of opinion that the plaintiffs were entitled

to an injunction and to the costs. There was no question but that this was a

special trade mark, which the defendant had no right to use ; he fairly admitted

that, and that he was liable to the injunction ; and stated that he did not intend

to do it again. The interlocutory injunction was ofno importance, as the defend-

ant was not persevering. As to the costs, if this was a mere error, it might be

a question ; but even then he should have offered to stop and pay the costs then

incurred, but that he declined to do. The knowledge of the existence of the

company was sufficient to prevent his being considered an innocent party.

There must be a decree for a perpetual injunction with costs.

EEVIEWS OF NEW BOOKS.

Recent Practice in the Locomotive Engine: comprising the latest

English Improvements, and a Treatise on the Locomotive Engines
of the United States. By Daniel Kinnear Clark, C.E., London, and
Zerah Colburn, C.E., New York. Folio. Parts I. to IV. Plates aud
Wood Engravings.

"Railway Machinery," by the leading author of the present work, is

the standard book of its class. Few, if any, works on mechanical engi-

neering have been worked out so earnestly or so well. " Recent Prac-

tice in the Locomotive Engine," has been written as a supplement to

Mr. Clark's important volume, and he has acted most judiciously in

associating with himself, in the work, Mr. Zerah Colburn, whose excel-

lent volume on permanent way and locomotives, European and Amerifm,
we so recently reviewed. The project of the present work, of which the

four parts now issued form about one-half, embraces the carrying for-

ward the illustration of the practice of English locomotive engineers to

the present day
;
presenting, at the same time, the most recent attain-

ments in American practice. It comprehends the construction of boilers,

fuel and combustion, treatment of the water, steam, equilibration of

forces, and American locomotives. In opening the first section, Mr.
Clark discusses the tensile strength of boiler plates, showing how the

average tensile strength is twent_v-two tons per square inch, but that in

America twenty-seven to thirt3r-one tons are authenticated results. He
also refers to the cast-steel boiler plate made in Sheffield, as said to have
a tensile strength of from forty to forty-five tons per square inch. Wc
presume that this is Sbortridge, Howell, & Jessop's metal, which is an

excellent material. Mr. Clark, however, does not seem to be aware that
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the Blochairn Iron Co., Glasgow, now make steel boiler plates in the

puddling furnace by a very simple process, and with such good results

as to lead to their extensive use amongst boilennakers and shipbuilders.

The tests of these plates show a superiority of strength of 64 per cent,

over ordinary boiler plates ; they are, in fact, steel of good ordinary
quality. After showing that the working temperature of steam is not
high enough to cause any fear as to diminution of the strength of the

plates, the author discusses the tensile strength of riveted joints, with
great clearness and care—referring also to Mi. Bertram's welded joints,

which he considers will eventually supersede riveted joints.

We next come to the general consideration of the strength of steam
boilers ; and here we shall make an extract which may fairly claim a
place in the -Practical Mechanic's Journal

:

—
" In the shell of the boiler the strongest iron should be used, for the parts

subject to steam-pressure and the plates should be put together in the strongest
manner, with the strongest joints. The occurrence of boiler explosions on rail-

ways, shows that we occasionally, in our efforts to concentrate power, over-
strain the powers of boilers; and though, generally, the failures by explosion
have occurred with old boilers, which are of course considerably surpassed in

strength by those ofmore recent construction, yet they have made a beginning,
in our railway experience,—that is a fact ; and the question of the strength of
boilers should now be one of sufficiency simply, irrespective of cost.

" But the strongest joints, also, should be used, where the greatest resistance

is
" [Hired. Regarding the locomotive-boiler as a cylinder with flat ends,

the greatest strain falls necessarily upon the longitudinal seams, and the least

upon the transverse circular seams at and betwixt the ends of the boiler. The
distinction may be concisely illustrated thus :—Let the circle be a cross section
of a boiler, then the area of the circle is a measure of the longitudinal pressure,
exerted by the steam upon the end of the boiler, to be resisted by the transverse
joints. Again, let the parallelogram be a longitudinal section of the boiler,

then the area of the figure is a measure of the transverse pressure of the steam,
to be borne by the longitudinal joints. It follows, generally, that the strain per
unit of length, on transverse circular joints, is only half of that upon longitudinal
joints.

" The longitudinal seams, therefore, should be strongest, and there, setting
aside meantime the welded joint, the double-welt double riveted joint should
be applied ; and for the circular seams, bearing only half the strain upon the
others, the single-riveted lap-joint is sufficient, being, in fact, propoitionally
strf.i ; ioe than the other;—proportionally stronger, that is to say,

with respect to strains arising from steam-pressure ; and when, as it ought to

be, the boiler is employed exclusively as a generator of steam, and is placed
freely on the frame. But, where it is rigidly bound to the frames, or employed
as a responsible fastening for the steam-cylinders, which it ought not to be,
double-riveted joints had better, no doubt, be employed to resist the extra
strains thus incurred, at the junctions of the barrel with the firebox-shell and
the smoke-box.
" The working strength of the double-welt double-riveted joint was found to

100 lbs. per square inch of section for best Lowmoor plate ; and, with that

joint applied to tb"> longitudinal seams, the boiler becomes qualified to work
under a maximum strain of 9000 lbs. per square inch of section. The distinc-

tion here recognised is of practical importance :—the tensile strength trans
yhndrical elements of the boiler, is the measure of its strength,

bec.v -itudiual seams of the cylindrical parts are strained twice as

much as the other seams ; and a boiler united by double-welt double-riveted
. itudinal joints in the cylindrical portions, and everywhere else by single-

ip-joints. is practically of equal strength throughout.
" Take an example : A boiler is 48 inches in diameter, of jj inch plate, with

120 lbs. steam :—to find the strain on the metal. The two sides are, together,
3 inch thick, and one square inch of section is developed in a length of 1 —7 §= l 1. inch, measured along the boiler ; because, inversely, f X1J= 1 square
inch. Now, 48 X 1 ^= 64 square inches, the diametrical area of pressure

ined by the square inch section of metal ; and 64 X 120 = 7680 lbs. per
square inch, is the strain of the steam-pressure on the longitudinal section. The
longitudinal strain per square inch of transverse section, due to the pressure on

ritire end of the boiler, would be, as already shown, half of the transverse
is, 7680-^2= 3840 Ebs. per square inch. It may be otherwise

proved arithmeticallv :—48 inches diameter yields a circumference of 151 inches,

and an area of 1809-5 square inches, and' 1809-5 X 120= 217,140 lbs. total

-ure on the end; to bear this pressure, there is 151 inches circumference of

§ inch plate, equal in area to 56-6 square inches, and 217,140 —, 56-6 = 3840 lbs.,

longitudinal strain per square inch of transverse section of the boiler, as

already found.

••At the maximum working strain, 9000 lbs. per square inch of longitudinal

ion of metal the longitudinal strain is 4500 Sis. per square inch of transverse
section, which may be abundantly provided for by single-rivet lap-joints ; and

steam-pressure due to this strain, would amount to 9000 -r- 64= 140 lbs.

per square inch of surface.

"As a matter of fact, the ends of locomotive-boilers are not so exposed as

has just been assumed for illustration. For the tubes not only subtract by as
much as their total sectional area, from the smoke-box end, but they are in
then. efficient stays,—obviously so, for they entirely support the
upper part of the firebox-tubeplate. The greater part of the back end of the

to the firebox, and they are mutually supporting. There
are, in upper segments of the end-plates requiring extra stays

;

and tl len, simply, whether they should he stayed by thorough
tie-rods or I ; and that is a matter of convenience.
•For example, in a 48-inch boiler, the circular segment above the tubes

may be. sa; _ high, and may be effectually guarded by a few 1-inch
tie-rods, at 6 to 8 inches apart. If each rod be charged with the pressure of

120 lbs. steam, on a surface averaging 7 inches square, the total would be
about 6000 lbs. ; opposed to this, an inch bar of best iron has aworking strength

of 10,000 lbs., equal to upwards of 200 lbs. per square inch. A few gussets

converging from the circumference, at suitable intervals, answer precisely the

same purpose."

To this are added rules for enabling the engineer to make his calcula-

tions at once. These rules, with their relative examples, put the whole
matter at once within the grasp of the practical man, who always wants
to get at specific information in detail, without reference to theories or

argumentative matter.
This brings us to the "physiology of the boilers, fuel, and combustion,"

wherein the author goes into the question of the qualification of the
ordinary locomotive boiler for the combustion of fuel, and particularly as

regards the use of coal as fuel, perhaps the most valuable chapter of the

work. In the varieties of fire-boxes and boilers, illustrated under this

head, that of Stubbs and Grylls, of 18—, has apparently been overlooked.

This arrangement was, we think, the first wherein the fire-box was
extended forward into the barrel of the boiler—a system subsequently
improved upon by Mr. M'Connell, in 1853. In the author's examples
also of Messrs. Beattie, Cudworth, and Allan, he does not point out that

all these involve this forward extension ofthe fire-box, and that the several

inventors were simply doing what Mr. M'Connell had done long before

them.
The author's system of " steam-inducted air currents" is an ingenious

novelty which we shall now quote :

—

" A sufficient number of tubular or otherwise formed openings are made
through the sides or other part of the firebox, for the admission of air above
the fuel; and jets of steam are projected through these openings, as indicated

by the expanding outlines, to induct and forcibly distribute the air within the

firebox, and enforce its immediate mixture and combustion with the gases :

—

the action of the jets of steam in creating powerful currents of air into the fire-

box, being similar to that of the blast-pipe in the chimney. This plan has been
tried on the Eastern Counties Railway, and is quite successful in preventing

smoke, making a bright fire, keeping up steam, and working economically. By
inclining downwards the jets of steam, the air may be thrown at any desired

inclination upon the fueh and amongst the smoke."

The fourth part of the work brings us up to the consideration of the

results of coal-burning in locomotives, the discussion of which we must
obviously leave for a second notice of the work.

The Resources op Estates: being a Treatise on the Agricultural
Improvement and General Management of Landed Property. By
John Lockhart Morton. 8vo. Pp. 637. Lithographs and Wood En
gravings. London : Longman & Co. 1858.

SECOND NOTICE.

In speaking of the various phases of land cultivation, Mr. Morton has a

good word or two for spade tilling, remarking strongly upon the fallacy

prevalent in fashionable quarters, that if land islet in small patches and
cultivated by spade labour alone, the tenants must necessarily be poor.

This brings him to the consideration of the condition of the Highland
crofters, who are often necessarily poor, because they are, in many in-

stances, literally robbed ; and inactive, because they are despondent
under the grinding burdens they are made to bear. He speaks up, and
well, for fair play for the crofter. Apart from all consideration as to the

treatment from landlords, it is quite clear that what may be called indi-

vidual colonisation never will answer. All commonwealths must con-

sist of various grades and classes, and when continued subdivisions of

ground take place for the purpose of accommodating the rising members
of families, it simply leads to a total subversion of the very first prin-

ciples on which alone the system can succeed.

Garden and orchard holdings, as instanced by the author, are almost
peculiarly Scottish institutions. The orchard tenants of Clydesdale fre-

quently obtain at the rate of £60 an acre for a good gooseberry crop.

What may really be done with orchard allotments is shown by the fact

that more than thirty years ago a piece of poor, thin, clay soil was let

to a farmer at less than 8s. an acre, whilst, about that time, the pro-

prietor laid out about fifty acres of this poor land in orchards and small

fields for the use of labourers. The rents he received for these were
more than double the amounts he received from the farmer; and at the

present day he receives more than £2 an acre for his orchard ground,

whilst 15s. or 20s. is what the farm tenant alongside gives him. On the

same estate where this occurred, other orchards were soon formed, and
these now return £4 and £6 an acre. Of course, fruit crops must not be

wholly depended upon, but a judicious mixture with general crops always
insures success.

AVe are glad to see that the author reads a most salutary lesson to

landlords, upon the general subject of the treatment of the crofter or

tenant of low degree. "Poor as he is," says Mr. Morton, "he has a

proud spirit ; andthough he may not be driven by a sheathless sword,

he is easily led by a gentle hand."
The question of leases is discussed here at great length, and they who

have not thought much on that most important subject, had better turn
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to what Mr. Morton says upon it. Those who take this trouble will also

see how much the evils of absenteeism have to do with the misgovern-

ment of landed estates; and also how inimical is entail to all improve-

ment of the soil. The absentee or negligent landlords have always taken

refuge from the results of their own shortcomings under the plea of over

population. Were our agrarian laws rightly administered, the country

might support in comfort twice the population now upon it. As regards

the horrid incubus of entail, it may be asked, how is it that fortune-

makers do not desire or require a law which fortune-inheritors have?
One of the most useful of the practical divisions of Mr. Morton's

volume is that on fences. He shows not only what is the best kind of

fence, but also how to work such division lines with the best effect.

His chapter on plantations is also a most important section. In this he

proves by diagrams how much is gained by the simple expedient of

distributing the trees in hexagons, whilst the succeeding pages afford

excellent advice in the commercial management of timber as estate pro-

duce.

The division on fann houses and homesteads is on the whole perhaps
the most valuable contribution to agricultural literature which the

farmer has ever received. It is a curious thing that whilst the home-
steads of Scotland in best fanned districts are superior to those in Eng-
land, the Scottish farm-houses are immensely inferior to the English
ones. Mr. Morton is a Scotchman who has looked at both sides of the

question with a discriminating eye, and he gives us twentj'-fonr isome-

trical views and plans of farm buildings of various classes, such as were
never before presented to the world. These are admirably drawn ; and
they have been equally well lithographed by Schenek and Macfarlane,

of Edinburgh. We have gone carefully through Mr. Morton's book, and
we have confidence in taking it upon ourselves to thank him, in the

name of British agriculturists, for what he has accomplished. The
book is of that class, which, come what may in the way of improve-
ments, will always be a sound guide for those who, whether directly or

indirectly, are interested in the cultivation of the soil.

The Construction of Wrotjoht-Ikon Bridges: Embracing the Prac-
tical Application of the Principles of Mechanics to Wrought-Iron
Girder-Work. By John Henry Latham, M.A.. 8vo. Pp. 282
Lithographs and Wood Engravings. Cambridge : Maemillan & Co.
1858.

The author has rightly characterised his own work as " analytical

throughout," and certainly the subject which he has chosen was never
either so thoroughly analysed or so well considered, both in its analysis

and in its entirety, as in the volume now before us. The useful combi-
nation of practice with theoretical analysis, or the experience of the
workshop and the reasoning of mathematics, has always been held as a
difficulty. Between the abstract theorems and the rudimentary figures

even of the highest university mathematical books there is a wide chasm.
Mr. Latham proposes to fill this up, and to reconcile the men of theory
to the men of practice ; and in this proposition he has engaged in a
good work. In doing this, he has called in to his aid the forms of cal-

culation which he has employed in many important practical works.
Amongst these are the details of the plate-girders of the swing-bridge
over the river Ncne at Wisbech, of ninety feet clear opening, as well as

those of the lattice-girders for the crossing of the river Soane, by the
East Indian railway, carrying a rail and foot-way in spans of 150 feet

for a length of 3000 feet. To all this practical information he has added
a careful investigation of the comparative merits and weights of the
suspension bridge, suspended girder, and hanging girder. The actual
mass of the volume is divided into definitions, combination, or the
strength of joints, the bridge, the triangular girder, compound triangular
girder, lattice-girder, plate-girder, lattice-girder, second approximation,
deflection, continuous girder, suspension bridge, and hanging bridges.

In discussing these heads, Mr. Latham has brought high mathematical
and theoretical knowledge to bear upon the work with a large amount
of practical information. And thus he has succeeded in producing a book
which, whilst it meets the views of lofty theorists, also answers as a
standard text-book for the directly practical man. We thoroughly agree
with him that the greatest excellence either in theory or practice can
only be attained when the two are united to an extent, of which, at pre-
sent, we have but faint experience. Up to the present time this combi-
nation has been greatly retarded by our great university systems of

education, which enforce abstract teaching to such an extent as to shut
out all, or nearly all, chance of practical application. Abstract truths,

properly inculcated, are obviously the only royal paths to practice. But
by all means let us have practice. Let us see that our theoretical

reasoning is really productive of the good fruit expected of it, and that
it is duly cheeked in its dealings with the materials and circumstances
of positive and practical nature. The engineer has already in his

library too many books which tell him truths in the formal abstract.

He has also a vast number which deal with practice apart from what we
know to be sound theory, and which almost invariably lead the practical
man to wrong conclusions, because they start with imperfect premises.

We are glad to be able to say that Mr. Latham has done much to conrecl

this state of things; at any rate, lie has shown an excellent example of

what should and might easily be the rule. That he seeks reform in this

respect we shall show by quoting the final words of his prefatoty

remarks :

—

" There have been men, who sought, in all their endeavours, to combine theory

with practice; some of whom (as Watt and Stephenson), though labouring
under great difficulties perhaps, have ultimately succeeded, and produced results

as beneficial as magnificent: there have also heen men, who have seemed I"

unite in them the danger which attaches to the pure ideal 'theorist,' with the

old ponderousness of the ideal 'practical man;' who, witli the excessive origi-

nal expenditure and grandeur of the latter, have combined as much final unfore

seen failure and loss as ever dogged the steps of the most chimerical theorist.

Most men of eminence have excelled more in one than in the other of the two
brandies; and every man is inclined to distrust and depreciate that in which
he excels feast, since he feels in it insecurity and difficulty : yet we have never

heard of an eminent practical man, who professed himself actually enervated
by what theory he possessed ; nor of a mart excelling chiefly in theory, who did

not desire to increase his knowledge of practice. The application of the two in

combination is daily more and more acknowledged to be the most powerful
science, and the only true economy."

We shall be glad to see future writers on practical engineering adher-

ing somewhat more to this view of the subject.

Report on the Vital and Economic Statistics of Glasgow, for 1858.

By John Strang, LL.D. 8vo. Pp.26. Glasgow: 1859.

TnE City Chamberlain of Glasgow annually performs a duty which we
should like to see attempted in other places. He furnishes " the Lord
Provost, Magistrates, and Council" of that great city with accurate

statistical matter, relative to its vital, social, and economic position and
progress; and thus furnishes much which cannot fail to be most interest-

ingly useful directly to the municipal government, and indirectly to the

world.

The leading feature of Dr. Strang's report is, of course, the population.

He tells us that there are 395,000 living hitman beings within the parlia-

mentary boundaries; but, taking in those portions of the city which are

municipally within it, but parliamentarily without it, he makes the popu-
lation close upon 440,000. The births within the city numbered 15,897

last year, being 1 in 24'8 of the assumed population,—a large proportion

as contemporary statistics will show. Of marriages, there were 3153,

the ratio to population being 1 in 125'2. The deaths were 11,409. being
as 1 to 34'4 of the population. As regards the food of the population,

the returns show that there were 204,503 animals killed in the city

abattoirs during the year 1858. The weekly delivery of letters at the

Glasgow Post Office averages about 250,000; the money orders issued

and paid in the quarter ending June, 1858, show an aggregate of £91,320.

The Customs receipts at the three Clyde ports—Glasgow, Greenock, and
Port-Glasgow—were £1,525,265; Glasgow's share being £803,356;
Greenock, £655,162; and Port-Glasgow, £66,746. The aggregate shows
an increase over 1857 of £268,175.

The private carriages of Glasgow were, in 1858, 944; public cabs and
carriages, 330; and the omnibuses, 49. Of the omnibuses, so well known
to all visitors to Glasgow, 23 ply within the city, running 50 miles a day
each; and 26 are suburban conveyances, travelling 40 miles each per

day. About 500 horses are employed in this traffic, carrying a daily

freight of 12,000 passengers ; the average fare being a penny per mile.

There are 34 iron vessels, amounting to 18,403 tons, now on the

stocks, on the Clyde. There were 60 launched last year, with an aggre-

gate tonnage of 40,527 tons.

Such are some of the curious and valuable results of Dr. Strang's in-

vestigations. We heartily wish, with the author, that Glasgow will

show, for this year, an equally prosperous and progressive position.

A Discourse on the Study of Science in its Relations to Individuals

and to Society. By Henry Hennessv, F.R.S. Second Edition. 8vo.

Pp. 54. Dublin : Kelly, Grafton, & Co. 1859.

" Knowledge," says Professor Hennessy, "could never possess its irre-

sistible attractions if it ministered merely to our material wants; but its

pursuit leads us to truth as well as to power."
These are the impressive opening words of the discourse now before

us—a discourse which was read at the public inauguration of the Faculty

of Science of the Catholic University of Ireland They are words which
lead us at once to assume that their author will give us something well

worth reading and studying; and this assumption, as we will endeavour
to show, is most securely founded The discourse is chiefly devoted to

the exposition of some general principles, according to which scientific

studies should be guided ; and it also attempts to controvert certain

erroneous views as to the influence exercised on mental development by
the cultivation of the mathematical and physical sciences, and to vindi-

cate the position which these departments of knowledge should occupy
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in a comprehensive system of education. We have read Professor

Hennessy's pages with far more than ordinary pleasure, and we shall

be glad to see that our readers take advantage of the productions of so

eloquent and so severely instructive a writer on the relation of science

to individuals and to society.

Progress in Agriculture, with a Description op the "Multum in

Parvo,"' and other Implements. By Sigma. Seventh Edition.

Duodecimo. Pp. 5i3. London: Ridgway. 1S58.
;
' Sigma," otherwise Mr. Samuel Newiugton, of Ticehurst, Sussex, has
given us his views of " Progress in Agriculture," by way of introducing
his own patented implements of husbandry. These, we are bound to

admit, are both simple, compact, and ingenious. His " Multum in

Parvo" is a grubber, so arranged that it may work either as a drill

grubber, subsoil, or seuffling-plough, deep stirrer and horse-hoe, horse-

hoe and scuffler, double mouldboard or ridge plough, or expanding broad
share or pariDg plough. The inventor also shows a bean-planter and
dibbler of his contrivance, and gives a lucid account of his practice with
the several implements, and the results which he has achieved. Farmers
may look at the pamphlet, and be no worse for it.

Metropolis Gas Report of the Managers Appointed, by the Delegates
from the various metropolitan vestries and district boards. 8.vo.

Pp. G3. London. 1S58.

Tins is a juint report by Messrs. James Beal and Samuel Hughes, the
latter being the author of the pamphlet "Metropolis Management,"
reviewed by us in January last. It affords a very curious and interest-

ing account of the working of the gas monopoly in the metropolis, and
its concomitant evils and abuses. It opens up many abuses to the
healthy light of day, and suggests some excellent reforms which every
metropolitan resident must be wishful to see carried out. Taken in con-
nection with '^Metropolis Management," it is a good sense remonstrance,
on which the comments of Londoners will not be thrown away.

CORRESPONDENCE.

THE KREMXOMETER:
AN INSTRUMENT FOR SETTING OUT THE WIDTHS OF CUTTINGS AND EMBANK-

MENTS OF RAILWAYS.

The name of the instrument, an engraving of which is annexed, is

derived from two Greek words, whose combined meaning signifies to,

mernure slstpes. The purpose which the kremnometer is intended to

snbserve is the setting out the widths of cuttings and embankments on
a sloping cross section, and it may be described as follows :

—

A is the stock or frame of the instrument, consisting of a piece of maho-
gany, or other hard wood, 9 inches square, and \\ thick, b is a thin

plate of German silver, sunk flush with the polished surface of the frame,

c is a plummet of the same metal, g of an inch broad, and \ of an inch

in thickness, having a projecting piece of metal at the end to ensure its

hanging vertically. There is a slit in the centre of the plummet from
end to end ; and it ia graduated into feet along its whole length. The
engraving 3hows only every fifth foot. Sixteen feet to an inch is a con-

venient scale, and sufficiently large for practice. D is the slope bar of

the instrument, J of an inch wide, and l-60th of an inch thick, e is a
groove cut in the frame, in which the pivot-block, L, on which the

plummet is suspended, moves up and down. F is also a groove, at

right angles to the other, in which the centre of the slope bar moves.
G and h are scales of the same graduation as that on the plummet. The
scale G must be perfectly parallel to the sole plate of the instrument,

and the scale H exactly at right angles to the same, k is a slit cut in

the frame, with a shoulder on each side, which, with the cross bar

shown in the engraving, serves by a clamp screw to keep the slops

bar at any slope to which it is set. m is a straight edge of wood, from
ten to twenty feet long, six inches broad, aud half an inch thick. It is not

attached to the instrument, but serves for placing it in proper relation

to the slope of the ground.
The method of applying the instrument may he briefly described.

First, fix the slope bar at the required slope of the work to be set out.

This is done by haying a mark at the bottom of the instrument, perpen-
dicularly under any point, say 30, on the scale G. Lay the plummet
over this line ; then place the slope bar at the half width of the forma-
tion level of the cutting or embankment, shown on the scale h. This
half width, added to the ratio of the slope to the base, will show the

half width of a horizontal cutting on the plummet scale, at any depth
of cutting to which the plummet is set. If, as in the engraving, the

half width of formation level be fifteen feet, and the slope 1 J to 1, then
a cutting of 3.0 feet deep of a horizontal cross section, gives a half width
of 60 feet. The scale H, which represents the formation, is counted
from a point, the same distance from the edge of the groove, e, as the
centre point on which the plummet swings. When the slope bar is.

adjusted, it is fixed by the clamp screwed behind the slits, k and f.

Unscrew now the clatup which holds the sliding block, L, and place the.

plummet on the scale G, at the depth of the cutting or embankment,
where the slopes are to be set out, and there screw it tight. Then,
place the straight-edge, m, along the slope of the ground, and set the

instrument upon it. According to the amount of slope, the plummet
will hang, for example, at c, and the reading on the scale, where it

cuts the slope bar is the width for one side, measured, not horizontally,

but along the straight-edge or slope of the ground. Now turn the in-

strument half round, and the plummet wjll hang as at c, and the read-

ing on the plummet scale, where it cuts the slope bar, as seen through
the slit in the plummet, will be the width for the other side. Proceed
to the next point ; and again setting the plummet to the depth shown
in the section, lay out the widths as before.

It would occupy too much space to enter into an investigation, of the
principle on which the instrument is constructed. It may simply be
mentioned that whatever arc of a circle the straight-edge or slope deviates

from the horizontal, the plummet describes the same arc.

Those who are acquainted with the ordinary methods of setting out
widths or sloping ground with the level, need not be told how tedious

the process is. And although the instrument described will not super-

sede the level in all cases, yet where the slope is regular, or nearly so,

which it generally is, the kremnometer will enable at least twenty times
more work to be done than could be done by the level alone.

Sir John Macneil's instrument, for the same purpose, a drawing and
description of which are giyen at the end of Ms tables of earthwork, is

presumed to be inferior to the one here described, in as far as the angle
of the slope has to be found for it by a separate instrument

—

a, process

nearly as tedious as that of setting out the widths at once with the level.

Messrs. Smith and Ramage, instrument makers, Aberdeen, are the
makers of the kremnometer.

A. S. Wilson, Civil Engineer.
Aberdeen, February, 1859.

PROCEEDINGS OF SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.

SOCIETY OF AETS.

January 19, 1859.

A paper was read, in the French language, entitled "Les Arts, les Artistes

et rindustrie en. Angleterre depuis la derniere moitie du dix-huiticme Siecle

jusqu'a ce Jour," by M. Theophile Silvestre. The author visited England by
order of the French. Government, for the purpose of studying the English school

of Fine Art, and this paper conveyed the essence of the views which he had
formed by doing so. They were in high praise of English art.
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January 26, 1859.

Mr. Peter Graham, member of the Council, introduced, for discussion, the

report of the committee appointed by the society to consider the subject of a

Small Parcels Post. The report tended to show "that the present rate of post-

age on parcels amounted to a prohibition, except in very few cases, and also

that the private means of transmission were expensive and uncertain. The
Post Office, however, already had an agency established and paid for, which
might be called a general porterage for the delivery of letters, and which would
render a 6eparate porterage for small parcels unnecessary over a large portion

of the kingdom. The committee was therefore of opinion, that at a payment of

4d. for a parcel of lib weight, the post might do at a profit that which private

employers could not do for a very much larger sum. Various extracts were
quoted from evidence given by Mr. Rowland Hill, and other gentlemen, before

the Committee of the House of Commons, on the conveyance of mails by rail-

ways. Mr. Hill's evidence referred to book-parcels, and tended to show how
difficult, uncertain, and expensive their transmission was by private means, and
what a great convenience the book-post was to the public at large. The report

concluded by answering some of the objections to the proposed measure, and
by urging this very important subject upon the attention of the public, and
especially of all those interested in the industry and commerce of tho country.

MANCHESTER LITERARY AND PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY.

January 11, 1859.

The President, Mr. Fairbairn, exhibited specimens of the iron of certain locomo-

tive boilers which had been found to have Buffered local corrosion of a dangerous
kind, after only a few years' work. The first specimen was from the boiler of

the goods locomotive engine "Goliah," built by Messrs. Hick and Son, in 1839. It

was a part of the fire-box, through which one of the longitudinal stays had
passed. The iron (Low Moor) had been cut away by the corrosive action in

grooves radiating from, the stay as a centre. The second specimen, taken from

the same engine, and likewise of Low Moor iron, was from a part which had
been rent asunder in the explosion of the boiler in 1847, before the engine was
nine years old. A third specimen was from the boiler of the " Bat," goods
locomotive, built by Mr. Woods. It consisted of a part of the angle iron ring

at the smoke-box end. A deep groove had been formed by the corrosive action,

and water escaped through the angle iron after the engine had worked less

than six years. A fourth specimen was taken from the passenger locomotive,

"Ostrich," built by the Liverpool and Manchester Railway Company. The
bottom plate of this boiler, made of Low Moor iron, had been corroded in less

than four years to such an extent that, water escaped through it. The President

observed that these remarkable effects belonged exclusively to locomotive

boilers, and had not been noticed in those of stationary engines. He recom-

mended the subject to the attention of the society as one of scientific interest,

as well as great practical importance, indicating, as it did, a source of hitherto

unsuspected danger.

A lengthened conversation ensued, some members being of opinion that the

phenomena were owing to the vibratory motion of the engine, predisposing

certain parts to chemical action. Others thought that currents might exist in

uniform directions, by which the part might be kept in that condition, as to

cleanliness, most favourable to oxidation. Several members thought that the

action was owing to galvanic currents arising from portions of the iron taking

the electro-negative condition, which that metal is so apt to assume-

Professor Roscoe called attention to the pernicious consequences attending

the use of unglazed arsenical green paper hangings. His own experience corro-

borated the observation of Dr. Taylor, that dust collected in rooms, so hung,

contained a large quantity of arsenic. He had analysed the dust from the shelves

of a room occupied by himself, and had found a considerable quantity of this

poisonous substance.

"On imponderable matter, considered as an element," by Mr. Dyer.

Dr. Joule described the experiments he had made many Tears ago on the

thermal effects of the dilation of elastic fluids, which he considered fatal to the

doctrine of the materiality of heat. He called attention to the experiments

which Mr. Dyer had made twenty years ago, indicating the possibility of gene-

rating heat by the agitation of water. These experiments, he believed, would
prove to be of great interest to the history of science, and trusted that the author

would be able to [dace them before the society.

February 8, 1859.

Mr. E. W. Binney, F.R.S., communicated a notice of the lias deposits at

Quarry Gill and other places near Carlisle.

Mr. William Brockbank exhibited some large specimens of titanium, which
have recently been found in considerable quantities, filling the crevices, and
under the hearths of the fire-brick linings of the furnaces of the Hematite Iron

Company, of Whitehaven. In one instance it occurred in a large mass weighirg
nearly four cwt., under the furnace hearth, having found its way through the

crevices between the fire-bricks. Smaller masses, weighing from fifty or s xty
lbs. to a few ounces, were found filling the hollows and crevices in the lining of

the furnace, around that part which holds the molten metal. The occurrence
of titanium hi such large quantities is a new and interesting circumstance,

previous instances being confined to a few furnaces in South Wales (where
Itermatite ore is used as a mixture), and to some in the Hartz mountains, in

both of which cases the specimens found were comparatively small. Small
crystals of it have long been found in the slags of many iron works. Should
any commercial use be discovered for titanium, it could be supplied in consider-

able quantities.

Mr. Alfred Frier exhibited to the meeting some specimens of tea grown at

the foot of the Himalaya mountains.

" On the erosion of the plates of locomotive steam boilers, and the mode
of preventing it," by Mr. John Atkinson.

The author attempted to account for the erosion of the plates, which takes
place near the smoke box, ox forward end in the interior of tin- l».

locomotive engines. At the. meeting of the Society, on the 11th of January
last, the president drew the attention of members present to certain phenomena
of this kind, stating that near the angle-iron adjoining the smoke-box. the body
of a boiler is often found deeply grooved or channelled all round the lowi r part,

from near the surface of the water on one side to the same height on the other,
thus causing a weakening of the plates in that part of the boiler, which results

in its explosion, when in other parts it is very little worn. It was asserted
that stationary boilers are not affected in this way.
The author had only the facts to go upon that were adduced on the o

just mentioned, his explanation might not therefore be so put as to meet all the
varieties of cases that may have occurred. The explanation was not so much a
hypothetical one, as an attempt to trace to their consequences certain physics!
forces which must be brought into action in the working of a locomotive boiler.

These forces are (1) chemical, exhibited in the oxidation of the plates, which
of course would, in a quiescent state of the boiler, act uniformly over the greater
part of its surface

; (2) mechanical, or rather, dynamical, arising from the i

turn acquired by the water, when the train is proceeding at a high velocity,
acting, when the train is stopped by the break, with great pressure on tin;

forward or smoke-box end of the boiler. This dynamical force or pressure, it

was argued, besides exerting a great strain on the forward end of the boiler,

must urge the water into oscillatory currents in the neighbourhood of the smoke-
box, and thus rub off the coating of oxide which had formed in any angular
recesses where a current could act with greatest intensity. This rubbing or
eroding process must be greatly increased if the water contains sediment of a
gritty nature. It was thought that the cases of grooving in the fragments of
boiler-plates, exhibited on the 11th ofJanuary, might be fairly account, d for by the
causes here mentioned. Other cases, not being known, could not be discussed.
Assuming the foregoing explanation to be correct in principle, the mode of
preventing the furrowing of the plates complained of, would consist of adopting
a plan of construction in boilers which would enable them to present a uniform
resistance to the powerful dynamical force exerted by the water on the sti ppage
of the train, and which would cause the sedimentary deposit, instead of b. in-
collected in angular spaces to act as a cutting tool, to be diffused over as large
a surface as possible. Mr. Fothergill believed that the corrosion was owing to
defective construction of the boilers. The caulking hammer had been applied
close to the part corroded. This would cause the effects of unequal expansions
to be principally experienced there. Mr. M'Connel observed that the erosion
was nut, as had been alleged, confined to locomotive boilers. He had obsi

I
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similar phenomena in stationary ones as well. Mr. Binney drew attention I"

the fact, that the corrosion was at the smoke-box end. He believed that it

might be owing to a chemical action, similar to that which had been noted by
Dr. Henry, near the leaky joint of a cast-iron steam pipe surrounded with
charcoal.

ASSOCIATION OF FOREMEN ENGINEERS.

February 5, 1859.

At this meeting, Mr. Joseph Newton was unanimously elected president, in the
place of the late Mr. George Sheaves. Mr. Newton, in thanking his colleagues
for the spontaneous honour conferred upon him, took occasion to eulogise the
character of his predecessor, and to. express a fervent hope tbat he himself
might be found treading in his footsteps. The new president also exhorted
members who had not as yet contributed papers for monthly discussion to com-
mence forthwith doing so. It was not necessary (lie said), nor was it expecti d,

that in the productions the nice points of grammatical construction should be
cared for. The plain and simple recital of experiments and experience was
all that would be wished for. This, however, must be done in future ; and, as
an incitement to others, he would endeavour to prepare for next meeting, to be
held at the Bay Tree Assembly Rooms, City, on the first Saturday in March, a

paper on the " Influence of Mechanical Science and Mechanical Men upon the
Age in which we live." Mr. Newton further touched upon the hopeful pro-
spects of the Society, and prophesied for it a higher destiny than some other
institutions of more pretension had achieved. The unfortunate position of Mrs.
Sheaves occupied, at a later period, the attention of members. Mr. Sheaves
having been snatched suddenly away, had been unable to provide for his widow
and four infant sons—the eldest eight years of age only—and they were now
transferred from the m:dst of comfort to the depths of woe. Mr. Grissell, in
whose employ Mr. Sheaves was, having kindly taken up the cause of the widow
and the fatherless, it may be here announced that any contributions, large or
small, for them, addressed to him at the Regent's Canal Iron Works, City Road,
will be gratefully acknowledged. Any influence with charitable institutions or
public schools might well be employed in this case. The scientific press loses

no dignity in appealing for the victims of misfortune, and we gladly invoke aid
on the part of Mrs. Sheaves and her four orphan children.

METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY.

January 19, 1859.

"On medical meteorology and atmospheric ozone," by Dr. Moffatt.^The
matter of this paper was based on observations taken at Hawarden during a

period of six years. The author stated that a slip of paper, prepared with
iodide of potassium and starch, becomes brown when exposed to the action of
the air; that if the brown slip be allowed to remain exposed it will lose its

colour; that a similar slip suspended over a cesspool does not become brown;
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and that a brown slip suspended over the same cesspool loses its colour. Slips

of test-paper were exhibited showing these changes. In these results, the author

>. there are proofs of three distinct agents : one, ozone, which decomposes
the iodide of potassium; the iodine being set at liberty produces the brown
colour. The second, sulphuretted hydrogen; the hydrogen of which removes
the brown colour by combining with the iodine, and forming hydriodic acid.

The third, incompletely oxidised substances ; the products of the decomposition

of animal and vegetable matter, which are more easily oxidable than the iodide

of potassium.
" On some of the atmospheric conditions favourable to the development of

ozone, as deduced from observations taken at Little Bridy," Dorset, by H. S.

Eaton. Esq. The author stated that the object of his paper was simply to

endeavour to show the close and direct relation which the amount of ozone
bears to that of rain and cloud. After describing the position where the obser-

vations were taken, and giving some particulars of the locality, Mr. Eaton
clearly showed, by means of tables, the relative distribution of ozone, cloud and
rain, for each point in the compass, as deduced from the observations taken at

Little Bridy, from February 20, 1857, to November 6, 1858. By these it was
clearly seen that ozone was prevalent to the largest extent when the direction

ot the wind was between the south and west points of the compass, and when
the amounts of rain and cloud were greatest ; and that the least amount of ozone
was coincident with winds having a northerly and easterly direction, and with
the least amounts of cloud and rain.

EOTAL SOCIETY.
January 13, 1859.

"On the emlryogenv of comatula rosacea (Linch)," by Myville Thomson,
Esq.
" On the stratifications in electrical discharges, as observed in Torricellian

and other vacua," second communication, by J. P. Gassiot, Esq.

January 20, 1859.

w On ozone," by Dr. Andrews.
" Observations on ice," by Mr. Walker, surgeon, attached to Lady Franklin's

Private Arctic Expedition.

"Experiments on respiration," by Dr. Edward Smith.

January 31, 1859.

The Lord Bishop of London was elected a Fellow of the society.—The follow-

ing papers were read :

—

•• Notice of researches on a new class of organic bases," by Dr. Hoffman.
"Rectification of logarithmic errors in the measurement of two sections of

the meridional arc of India," by Col. Everest.

"On the thermodynamic theory of steam-engines, with dry saturated steam,

and its application to practice," by TV. J. M. Kankine, Esq.

SOETH WALES INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERS.

January 26, 1859.

" On thick and thin fires," by Mr. Cox, of Caerleon.

"On the rare occurrence of a metalliferous vein (containing lead) in abed
of coal at Aberdare," by Mr. Rogers.

"On a means of giving security to nuts and screw bolts," by Mr. Murphy,
Newport.

INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.

January 26, 1859.

"On the progressive applications of machinery to mining purposes," by Mr.
Thomas J. Taylor, Earsdon, Newcastle.

"On a dry-clay brickmaking machine," by Mr. B. Fothergill.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

January 11, 18, and 25, and February 1, 1859.

Discussion on Mr. Scott's paper on breakwaters.

Febeuary 8, 1859.

"On the performance of the screw steamship Sahcl, fitted with Dn Trembley's
combined vapour engine; and of the sister ship Oasii, with steam engines

worked expansively, and provided with partial surface condensation," by Mr. J.

W. Jameson.

CHEMICAL SOCIETY.

February 2, 1859.

" On aluminium," by Mr. P. Le Neve Foster.

February 9, 1859.

"On the utilisation of waste substances," by Mr. P. L. Simmonds.
No. 132.—Vol. XI.

LIVERPOOL POLYTECHNIC SOCIETY.

February, 1859.

This was the annual meeting.
"On variable expansion gear," by Mr. M. Scott.

MONTHLY NOTES.

MARINE MEMORANDA.

Messrs. Caird & Co., of Greenock, have in hand a river steamer, the Dunoon
Castle, to run between Glasgow and Rothesay as sister boat to ihe Rotltesay

Castle, the well-known fast Clyde boat. The Dunoon C&tle will be a few feet

larger than her consort, and will be eighty-five tons' register, and will have
inclined or diagonal engines. She is to be built of the steel plates made by the
Blochaira Iron Co., Glasgow, so as to secure great strength with lightness, and
consequently increased speed. Messrs. Caird are also building two iron paddle
steamers, of 737 tons, for the St. Petersburg and Lubeck New Steam-Packet
Company. The engines are to be oscillators with 60-inch cylinders.

Messrs. M'Calman & Martin, of the Marine Parade, Dundee, have launched,
and Messrs. Gourlay Brothers, of the Dundee Foundry, have engine-fitted, a
fine screw steamer, the Dundee, for the Dundee Arctic Fishing Company. She
is of 630 tons burden, 151 feet long, 30 feet broad, and 19 feet deep. She is

intended for seal fishing at Greenland and whaling at Davis' Straits. She was
built in three months and five days, and is not merely the first screw whaler,
but the first ship ever launched at the port expressly for seal or whale fishing.

Messrs. Martin Samuelson, & Co., of Hull, have in hand two iron paddle
steamers for the Atlantic Royal Mail Company. They are to be each 330 feet

long, 38 feet beam, and 24 feet deep—being the largest ever built on the Hum-
ber. They will have engines of 600-horse nominal power. The builders gua-
rantee a speed of twenty miles an hour.

Messrs. Earle, also of Hull, are building a 1,000 ton screw steamer for the
Baltic trade, and two tugs for the Liverpool and Leeds Steam Navigation Com-
pany.

The French commercial navy consists of 14,000 sailing ships. Of these 11,900
belong to French ports on the Atlantic, and 3,810 to ports on the Mediterranean.
The French commercial navy, moreover, possesses 330 steam vessels, of which
182 belong to ports on the Atlantic, and 148 to ports on the Mediterranean.

During the present home dearth of work for steamers, our builders and mer-
chants might turn their attention to India. The India General Steam Navigation
Company has just paid a dividend of above 100 per cent. It has been estimated
that the Ganges alone could afford employment for three hundred steamers.

Eastern and "Western Passages to America.—Much dispute has arisen
about the comparative length of the eastern and western passages across the
North Atlantic by paddle and screw steamers, to and from different ports in
this country and in North America. During the year just ended, 281 North
Atlantic voyages were made by the mail and passenger steamers. The follow-
ing was the average of the eastern voyages of each line of steamers, viz.:

—

From New York to Liverpool by Cunard's, 10 days 20 hours ; Collins', 11 days
14 hours; Liverpool screws, 13 days 3 hours; to Southampton by Croskey's, 12
days 19 hours ; Vanderbilt's, 12 days 10 hours ; Hamburg screws, 12 days 22
hours ; Bremen screws, 13 days 14 hours ; to Glasgow by the Glasgow screws,
14 days 10 hours; to Galway via Newfoundland, by. Lever's, 16 days; from
Boston to Liverpool, by Cunard's, 11 days 8 hours ; and from Portland to
Liverpool, by the Portland screws, 12 days 20 hours. The following was the
average of the western passages of each line of steamers, viz. :—From Liver-
pool to New York, by Cunard's, 12 days 13 hours ; by Collins', 14 days 16 hours;
Liverpool screws, 13 days 21 hours. From Southampton, by Croskey's, 13 days
8 hours ; Vanderbilt's, 13 days 16 hours; Hamburg screws, 13 days 21 hour's*
Bremen screws, 15 days 14 hours. From Glasgow, by the Glasgow screws, 15
days 14 hours. From Galway, via Newfoundland, by Lever's, 15 days 21 hours.
From Liverpool to Boston, by Cunard's, 12 days 6 hours; to Portland, by the
Portland screws, 12 days 20 hours. During the past year two of the North
Atlantic steamers were lost, viz, the New York and Austria, the Arabia and
Europa came into collision, the City of Baltimore was obliged to put into Hali-
fax to repair machinery, and the Ariel to put into the same port short of coals.

Forty steamers were employed in performing the 281 voyages, and these ships
ran a distance throughout the year of a million miles, burnt 150,000 tons of
coals, carried upwards of 50,000 passengers, who paid about £800,000 passage
money. Out of the 50,000 nearly 500 lost their lives in crossing the Atlantic!

Bursting op the Crinan Canal.—That romantic, mountainous canal, con-
necting Loch Fyne at Ardrishaig, Argyleshire, with the Sound ofJura at Crinan,
and forming the well-known tourist route from the western metropolis of Scot-
land to Oban and the Northern Highlands, has just been the scene of a curious
but sad disaster. The canal is about ten miles long, passing over a mountain
ridge near its centre by means of a chain of locks extending about two miles.
Among the hills which hem in this part is a chain of natural lochs, which serve
as reservoirs for supplying the canal. This is the scene of disaster, its effects

presenting an appearance more like some great catastrophe of nature than a
mere engineering accident. After an unprecedented wet season, and about
eight in the evening, one of those reservoirs, becoming overcharged, suddenly
burst and precipitated itself into the one beneath, which also giving way, the
contents of both bounded into a third, and, with a roar which shook the country

3e
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for miles round, an avalanche of water, rocks, and earth rolled down the moun-
tain side, furrowing a deep watercourse in its way, and instantly obliterating

the canal under a mountain of thousands of tons of rocks and stones. The vast

body of water, separating into two great tide waves, rolled away to the east and
west, breaking up lock-gates like tinder; and, tunnelling vast chasms through
the banks, the waters found vent over the open country, the one by the town
of Lochgilphead into Loch Fyne, the other over the Crinan mosses into the

western sea, both strewing the face of the country with mud, stones, peat, frag-

ments of corn-stacks, uprooted bushes, and broken timber, in a most wonderful
manner. Even the loch for many miles out to sea was quite turbid, and its

surface speckled over with floating debris. Though the loss of property has
been enormous, yet, most miraculously, there has not been a single life lost,

though the alarm of the people of Lochgilphead may be conceived when they
heard the distant bellowing of the torrent and rolling and grating of rocks, and
then saw through the darkness of the night the moving flood all around them.
About half a mile of canal is buried under a chaotic heap of stones, like a
rugged sea beach. In this part of Glen Crinan, Nature has completely resumed
her sway; tow-path and highroad, and all appearance of the hand of man, have
totally disappeared. For two miles the canal is destroyed, the banks being cut

up by chasms like railway cuttings; but the remaining portions, about four

miles at either end, are intact, though probably injured by the quantity of mud
injected into them. The pressure upon their banks must have been great, as

the waters swelled over their edges for their whole length, and Ardrishaig was
probably only saved by the immediate opening of the sluices and giving vent to

the water, which must, had the bank given way, have swept the village into

the sea. The destruction is so great that it is extremely doubtful if the canal

can ever again be rendered fit for traffic.

Calico Printer's Engraving Machine.—The curious machinery employed
for engraving calico printing rollers has lately received some important im-
provements at the hands of Mr. John Chadwick, of Manchester, a practical

engraver of considerable experience. His machine consists of a pair of end
standards, connected near their upper parts by two transverse ribs arranged
parallel to each other, like the bed of an ordinary lathe. The upper extremity
of each of the end standards carries a mandril, one end of which is squared, and
works between lateral anti-friction rollers, and also upon another anti-friction

roller fitted beneath the mandril end. These rollers are capable of accurate
adjustment, both in lateral and vertical directions, by means of nuts and screws.
The other or inner end of each mandril is made with an external screw, on
which is screwed the clutch or holder for holding the end of the cylinder or
suriace to be engraved. Motion is communicated to the mandrils, and the
copper or other cylinder to be engraved, by suitable driving gear, which gives
motion to an eccentric or cam, so as to give an intermittent motion to the
cylinder to be engraved ; or a partially rotatory motion to and fro may be com-
municated by suitable cams or eccentrics specially designed for the purpose.
The cylinder is moved to and fro in a horizontal direction by means of a worm
and worm wheel actuated from the driving gear of the machine. The slide,

which carries the mechanism for actuating the punch or engraving tool, tra-

verses on the bed of the machine, and is actuated by a screw shaft put in mo-
lion by the driving mechanism. To the slide is fixed a tubular rod, which
carries at its upper extremity a horizontal arm, and this arm is fitted to a stem
or rod which slides up and down in the fixed tubular rod. One end of the arm
projects over the cylinder, and carries at that end a weight, in which the punch
or other engraving tool is held. The pressure of the punch or engraving tool

is regulated by india-rubber springs fitted within the tubular rod, and it is raised

or lowered by means of a suitably-shaped eccentric or cam. The other end of

the horizontal arm which carries the punch or other tool has jointed to it a
weighted rod ; tins rod is pendent from the horizontal arm, and its lower end
is acted upon a! intervals by an eccentric fitted upon a spindle running parallel

with the bed of the machine. An intermittent motion is given to the eccentric

by means of segmental racks fitted at each end of the spindle, and driven by
suitable gearing. When the eccentric presses against the weighted rod, it turns
upon its point of support, and allows the engraving tool to rise from the cylin-

der. Upon the pressure of the eccentric being removed, the weighted arm
falls hack to its vertical position, and the tool is brought down upon the cylin-

der. This arrangement of mechanism admits of one, two, or other number of
punches, "mills,'' or engraving tools,, being used simultaneously or intermit-

tently upon the cylinder or other surface to be engraved. In place of using
toothed wheels for giving rotatory motion to parts of this or other machinery,
the periphery of one wheel maybe made with a series of points or nipple-
like projections, which take into corresponding depressions made in the
periphery of the follow wheel or pinion. This mode of constructing wheels
and pinions prevents "backlash." By means of these mechanical arrangements
for moving the cylinder, or the engraving tool or tools, in any desired dkection,
a vast variety of patterns may be engraved upon the printing surface by a simple
change of cams or eccentrics, by which the motions of the cylinder or tool are
varied as required. So also, by changing or varying the action of the cams or

eccentrics, the machine may be made to design patterns as well as copy those
already designed. The ordinary engraving machines may also he made to work
according to the general system hereinbefore described, by the employment of
"mills" differentially actuated, for the production of the various' lines of
figuring required.

Pimhey'8 Compass Corrector.—A new instrument for ascertaining and
correcting the local errors to which compasses are peculiarly liable on board
iron steam-ships, has just been invented by -Mr. Robert Eardley Pinhey, a chief
officer in the Peninsular and Oriental Company's service. The instrument is in

a box similar to those used for chronometers, hung on gimballs, and over the
top is a dumb card (similar to Friend's Pelorus) and an equatorial (or sun) dial,

which, by means of a graduated arc at the side, can he adjusted to the latitude

of the place. The observer, with a watch set to the apparent time, or time of
the 6hip, causes the shadow pf the dial to fall on the part of the instrument

representing the time. Immediately this is done, one portion of the cross is in

the direction of the true meridian of the place, and consequently all true bear-
ings can be ascertained at once— all magnetic hearings, by applying the known
variations for the place of observation. The instrument may be used in any
part of the ship, the only adjustmeut required being to put the lubber line to-

wards the ship's head ; then, by placing tie- dumb card to correspond with the
meridian, or the magnetic meridian, as may be desired, the difference between
its indication and that of the compasses on board will be the errors for which
allowances must be made. Mr. Pinhey's invention has already received tbe

strongest approbation of nautical men who have examined it, and Captain
Steward, of the Alhambra, to which vessel the inventor is attached, Bays,

—

"I have assisted Mr. Pinhey in determining the errors of our compasses by his

patent corrector, and have shaped my course during the voyage by them, and,
from the land falls 1 have made, believe them to be correct, and that the errors

have, as he states, materially altered since they were last determined in South-
ampton, The change on the north-east quadrant particularly demands attention,

as I have several times found myself to the eastward of my reckoning in making
Ushant when steering by the old errors ; and this voyage, having shaped my
course by Mr. Pinhey's corrector, I made Ushant light exactly on the hearing!
expected." The importance of detecting the variations of compasses in iron

ships, now that so large an amount of property and life crosses the ocean in

iron-built screw steamers, cannot be over-estimated, and therefore this inven-

tion deserves attention, to discover what may be its merits or demerits.

Some Thoughts as to the Future, by Arthur Helps.—I think often of

the hopes of the race here, of what is to become of our western civilisation, and
what can be made of it. Others may pursue science or art, and 1 long to do so too

;

but 1 cannot help thinking of the state and fortunes of large masses of mankind,
and hoping that thought may do something for them. After all my cogitations,

my mind generally returns to one thing—the education of the people. For
want of general cultivation, how much individual excellence is crippled I Cf
what avail, for example, is it for any one of us to have surmounted any social

terror, or any superstition, while his neighbours lie sunk in it V His conduct
in reference to them becomes a constant care and burden. There is a quantity
of misplaced labour, of labour which does not go in stern contest with the

rugged world around us, not in the endeavour to compel nature to give us our
birthright, but in fighting with strong delusions of all kinds, or rather in putting

up obstacles which we laboriously knock down again, in making Chinese mazes
of objects we have daily need of, and where we should have only the shortest

possible line to go. Half the labour of the world is pure loss, the work of
Sisyphus rolling up stones to come down again inevitably. As one instance of

misplaced labour, we must take a good deal of what goes on in schools and
colleges, and, indeed, in parliaments and other assemblages of men, not to

speak of the wider waste of means and labour which prevails in aH physical

works, such as buildings, furniture, decorations—and not merely waste, but
obstruction, so that if there were a good angel attendant on the human race,

with power to act on earth, it would destroy, as fast as made, a considerable

portion of men's productions, as the kindest thing which could he done for

man, and the best inslruct ;on for him. The truth is, we must considerately

address ourselves to cope with nature. Here again we come to the want of
more extended and general cultivation, for otherwise we cannot fully enjoy or
profit by sci< nrific discovery. At present, a man in a civilised country is sur-

rounded by things which are greater than he is ; he does not understand them,
cannot regulate them, cannot mend them. This ignorance proceeds in some
respects from division of labour. A man knows how to make a pin's head
admirably, but is afraid to handle or give an opinion upon things which he has
not daily knowledge of. This applies not only to physical things, but to law,
church, state, and the arts and sciences generally. After all, the advancement of
the world depends upon the use of small balances of advantage over disadvan-
tage, for there is compensation everywhere and in everything. No one dis-

covery resuscitates the world— certainly no physical one. Each new good
thought, or word, or deed, brings its shadow with it; and, as I have just said,

it is upon the small balances of gain that we get on at all. Often too this

occurs indirectly, as when moral gains give physical gains, and these again give
room for further moral and intellectual culture.

Furnace Door Apparatus for Preventing Smoke.—A self-acting valvular
apparatus for the furnace door has recently been introduced by Messrs Ferin-

hough & Farrow, of Dukinfield, as another attempt at a stand-up combat with

Fig. 1.

our arch-enemy—smoke. Fig. 1 of our engravings is a front view of this ap-
paratus, which virtually forms in itself the furnace door, showing the improved
valves partly open, the guards covering the weights, and the vertical rows of
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bars at the back, which serve to shield the valves from the action of the fire,

and divide the air into streams sufficiently thin to effect its perfect combination
with the combustible gases in the furnace or combustion chamber. Fig. 2 is a

transverse section of the arrangement without
Fig. 2. the guards in front, and the valves closed, as

when the fuel is burnt out. a is the external
frame of the door or valve bos ; b, the trans-

verse bars; c, the valves; d, the centres upon
A which they move ; E, the weights, which are ad-

f//// <j^-J justed by means of the screws, f, so as to coun-
terbalance the natural draught which exists

(either more or less, according to the height of

the chimney), when the fire is burnt down; g,
the vertical rows of bars; and h, the guards in

front. The weights are adjusted so as to cause
the valves to close when the fuel is exhausted
and no combustible gases generated ; after which
the self-regulating force varies, either more or

less, in proportion to the amount of burning
fuel or combustible gases within tne furnace, and
the heated products arising therefrom. When
the burning fuel and temperature of the heated
gases are increased, and the internal atmosphere

becomes more highly rarified, and lighter than that at which the weights were
set, the external pressure of the atmosphere acts upon the valves in propor-
tion, causing them to move downwards, affording a sufficient opening for the
requisite amomt of air necessary to combine with and convert the combustible
gases into flame instead of what is termed "smoke:" and as the fuel becomes
exhausted, and the furnace in the same state as that at which the valves were
adjusted, they again resume their former closed position. This action, it will

be seen, is natural ; caused partly by the chemical affinity which exists between
the highly-heated combustible gases and oxygen, and partly by the additional

- ' created by converting such gases into a source of heat. The advantages
claimed for this contrivance are—that it enables the furnace to regulate its own
supply of air. proportionate to the increase, decrease, and requirements of each
of the combustible gases generated by the same charge of coal; that the com-
bustible gas (carbonic oxide—commonly neglected because it passes off invisible,

and produces no smoke) is furnished with its due equivalent of air, and converted
into a source of heat; and that it is compact, simple, self-acting, and inexpen-
sive, requiring no attention on the part of the fireman, and may be applied to

all kinds of steam boiler and other similar closed furnaces.

Strength of Boilers.—It has been proved that the resistance to collapse

from a uniform external pressure, in cylindrical tubes, varies in the inverse
ratio of the lengths. This law has been tested to lengths not exceeding fifteen

diameters of the tube ; but the point at which it ceases to hold time is as yet
undetermined, and could only be ascertained by a new and laborious series of

experiments on tubes of considerably greater length, in which the strength of

the material modifies the above law of resistance to collapse. Such experiments
are, doubtless, very desirable ; but the vessels necessary for the purpose would
be most expensive, and the results already obtained appear to supply all the

data necessary for calculating the strengths, and proportioning the material in

all ordinary cases. If we take a boiler of the ordinary construction, 30 feet

long and 7 feet in diameter, with one or more flues 3 feet or 3 feet 6 inches in

diameter, we find that the cylindrical external shell is from three to four times

stronger in its powers of resistance to the force tending to burst it, than the

flues are to resist the same force tending to collapse them. This being the

case in boilers of ordinary construction, it is not surprising that so many fatal

accidents should have occurred from collapse of the internal flues, followed
immediately by the explosion and rupture of the outer shell. To remedy such
evils, and to place the security of vessels so important to the community upon
a more certain basis, it is essential that every part should be of uniform strength

:he forces brought to bear upon it. The equalisation of the powers ot

resistance is the more important, as the increased strength of the outer shell is

absolutely of no value, so long as the internal flues remain, as at present, liable

to be destroyed by collapse, at a pressure of only one-third of that required to

burst the envelope which surrounds them. The following able, deduced from
my own experiments, exhibits the safe working pressure, and the bursting pres-

sure of boilers of different diameters, calculated tor an external shell of a thick-

ness of |ths of an inch.

Diameter of Boiler. Working Pressure. Bursting Pressure.
ft in. lbs. ]bs.

3 118 708^
3 6 101 607
4 88£ 531
4 6 im 472
5 70| 425
5 6 64^ 3864;

6 50 354
6 6 54£ 326|
7 50j 30%
7 6 47 2831;

8 44 265f
8 6 41 J 250

Taking from the above table the strength of a boiler 7 feet in diameter, we
find its bursting pressure to be 303 fibs, per square inch. For such a boiler the
flue-: would be ordinarily 3 feet in diameter, and of the same thickness of plates

as the shell ; and by the formula, log P= 1-5265 X 2-19 log 100&— log (L.D.),

am for their collapsing pressure 87 lbs. per square inch. As, however,
the formula does not apply with strictness to tubes of such length, the actual

collapsing pressure will be somewhat greater than this. The immense excess

of strength in the outer shell is, however, sufficiently apparent ; the extra thick-

ness of boiler plate which causes it beiug so much material thrown away,

adding nothing to the strength whilst the flues remain in so dangerously weak
a condition. To meet this disparity of strength, the experiments indicate the

necessity of shorter flues, and one of them shows how this may be obtained,

practically and efficiently, without interfering with the present construction of

boilers. When the tube was divided into three parts by two rigid rings solder-

ed upon its exterior, and its powers of resistance were thus increased in the

ratio of three to one, virtually, the length was reduced in this ratio, and the

strength was actually increased from 43 to 140 lbs. per square inch. It is pro-

posed to apply a similar construction to the flues of boilers, to equalise their

powers of resistance with those of the outer shell, on the supposition that the

law of decrease of strength holds true, within no great limits of error, to tubes

ofmuch greater length than in the preceding experiments.— W. Fairoaim.

Vertical Flour-Dressing- Machine.—A very comprehensive flour-dressing

machine of the vertical class has been introduced at the Bishop Grain Mills,

Partick, Glasgow, by Mr. Thomas Mills, the manager. In it the reduced grain

in its rough, undressed condition, is fed into the machine at the top of the

dressing cylinder, whilst the dressed flour is taken off laterally lower down.

The main vertical spindle has upon it a long wooden cylinder or drum, to which

the brushes or working dressers are attached in the usual manner. The top of

this brushing drum is fitted with a horizontal plate or disc, upon which the re-

duced grain primarily falls as it is being fed in from a shoot to be dressed.

From this plate the reduced grain is spread oif, all round, by the centrifugal

action, so as to be brushed between the exterior of the brushing drum and the

interior of a permeable cylinder of wire-cloth, which encircles the brushing

drum. Under this action the finest flour is passed through the upper part of

the wire-cloth cylinder, and it falls thence into an annular chamber surrounding

the cylinder. This external cylinder is a solid casing fitted with an inclined

bottom, terminating on one side in a discharging shoot, so that the fine flour is

thus carried off to its proper receptacle. The coarser part of the ground or

reduced grain descends lower down in the dressing cylinder, and the "seconds"

or coarser flour is similarly brushed through the lower part of the dressing

cylinder, and discharged by a second annular casing and shoot; and this process

goes on through as many stages as may be desired, corresponding receptacles

and shoots being fitted up to suit the quantities to be produced, whilst the bran

finally passes off from the interior of the dressing cylinder b}' a central shoot.

Dressing machines of this kind are extremely simple in their details, and they

are very easily driven, whilst the work done is peculiarly good, and the produc-

tion great.

Differential Action Confectionery Pan.—A very ingenious and effective

confectionery pan for making what are known by confectioners as "pan goods"

has lately been introduced by Mr. John Mackintosh, of Aberdeen, an engineer

whose many mechanical contrivances have earned for him a distinguished name.

In this apparatus the entire mechanical action necessary for the proper shaping

of the articles in the pan or apparatus is produced purely and solely by the mere
rotation of the primary driving gearing. The details consist of a short vertical

stationary spindle, on which is entered and hung to revolve freely a vertical

holding frame. To the lower end of this frame is attached a horizontal bevil

wheel in gear with a bevil pinion on a horizontal driving shaft, communicating
with the prime mover. The upper part of this frame is expanded into a circular

inclined and recessed shallow dish or holder for holding the actual pan, which
is steam-heated by a jacket in the usual way. "Within this shallow frame are

set a series of studs, carrying grooved guide pulleys, to serve as free supports

for the pan. The pan is an oblate spheroid in form, with an open top, and it

has on its lower side a neck, with a convex ring upon it, to fit to the supporting

pulleys. Attached by one end to the side of the pan is a lateral arm, the free

outer end of which works in a vertical groove or fixed guide quite independent

of the machine. The action of this apparatus is—that as the carrying frame is

cav.sed to revolve, its revolution tends to cause the rotation of the pan, but the

latter is restricted from rotatory action by the lateral arm, which, however, can

work freely up and down the vertical groove. In this way, although the pan

does not really revolve, it receives a peculiarly powerful differential action,

which rolls the articles in the pan to all sides in the most complete manner,

and thus the articles are well shaped with great rapidity and accuracy.

Screw and Cone Bottle Stopper.—An improved mode of stoppering bottles

possessing the necessary combination of cheapness, simplicity, and utility, has

long been required ; to accomplish which object a machine has been invented

by Mr. F. Simpson, of London, applicable to every description of bottles, inde-

pendent of the moulds, by which an internal screw is formed in the upper part

of the neck of the bottle, having that portion immediatelv under the s-rewmade
of a conical form, without altering the external shape of the neck. The worm
or thread of the screw is so formed or bevilled that the ordinary cork may be

either driven in with the mallet or sctewed in by the hand, by either of which

means the cork is so compressed into the cone that the bottom part only is

subiected to the influence of any acid or corrosive matter which the bottle may
contain. Cork being an elastic substan :e, is the more efficient in stoppering bottles

in proportion as it becomes compressed, and the less any portion of it is exposed

to the acid in wine. By the old plan, a large portion of the cork uncompressed

is acted on by the liquid, and not unfrequently becomes rotten and broken off,

thereby affecting that delicate aroma of wines, which so much adds to their

value. The cork secured by this plan successfully resists any ordinary pres-

sure of gaseous fluids, superseding the necessity of string or wire, the expansion

of which, by the gaseous pressure, frequently loosens the cork, thereby letting

a portion of the gas evolve. All that is required to uncork the bottle is merely

to unscrew the cork with the hand, by which means it is uninjured, and may
be used an indefinite number of times. The use of a cork-screw for effervescent

drinks is by this improvement unnecessary, and the escape of the gas can be

easily regulated by the most timid female without any apprehension of those

violent explosions which so frequently cause personal injury and damage to
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dress, furniture, &c. For those persons who may require the cork to he cut off

level with the hottles, all that is necessary is to use the ordinary cork-screw

with a flange, as the screw in the bottle being left-handed, the action of the

cork-screw to tlie right unscrews the cork with the greatest facility.

Dry Dock Works at Port Louis, Mauritius.—To facilitate the recently

established mail service between this port, Australia, and the mother country,

the Mauritius Dock Company have commenced the excavations for a vast dry
dock, to afford every facility for repairing such noble vessels as will shortly call

at Port Louis. The dock is to be 350 feet long, 80 feet extreme, 60 feet mean,
and 40 feet minimum breadth, depth 22 feet ; in fact, capable of taking in such
magnificent vessels as the DuJce of Wellington, of 3756 tons, length 278 feet,

length of keel for tonnage 202 feet, depth of hold 24 feet, breadth 62 feet;

H. M. steam frigate ftlersey, length 336£ feet, length of keel for tonnage
254 feet, breadth 52 feet, burthen 3736 tons ; H. M. S. Boscawcn, which was
there lately, is 2212 tons, length 213 feet. Such a vessel would appear like a

Inng-boat in the new dock. The most important fact is, that merchant ships

of all sizes can immediately be taken into dock and repaired. The pumping
machinery is being constructed by Messrs. Gwynne & Co., engineers, London.
Engines of 100 horse power will work three centrifugal pumps, each discharging

12,000 gallons of water per minute, and the dock when full, containing 13,000
tons of water, will be entirely emptied in 2£ hours. Besides these pumps, a

smaller one, worked by a separate engine, will keep the dock dry during repairs

to vessels. The company have in addition a forge, and every appliance for the

repairs of iron vessels. This fact cannot possibly be too widely known. The
contractors have engaged to finish the excavations in a year, but nine months
will doubtless suffice for the reception of vessels.

CAi tain Rhodes' Patent Field Text.—We feel much pleasure in intro-

ducing to our readers' notice the very admirable improvements in military field

tents, for which Captain Rhodes has obtained letters patent in this, and other
countries. In place of the old extinguisher-shaped, contracted tent, with its

most inconvenient central pole,

we have a roomy, lofty, and well-

ventilated tent, in which the
entire area is available for use.

A glance at one of the patent
tents, comparing it with the old-

fashioned form, makes one won-
der that some intelligent mind
liad not long ere this been direct-

ed to the improvement of an
important element of a military

man's comfort. However, here
it is at last; and soldiers may
congratulate themselves that a
reform in these matters is at hand.
We have engraved one modifica-

cation of Captain Rhode's field tent, in which it will be observed that the sup-

porting ribs are arranged in manner somewhat similar to those of an umbrella,

thus leaving the central space perfectly clear, and doing away with all the ex-

ternal paraphernalia of ropes and pegs. The tents are furnished at the summit
with a ventilator, to allow of the air within the tent always to escape. The
ventilator is so arranged that it may be opened to a greater extent, so as to

serve to carry off the smoke from a fire beneath, the smoke being carried direct

to the ventilator by means of a canvas funnel suspended to the lower ring of

the ventilator. These tents are provided with double doors, and an awning for

shading the entrance. In hot climates, with both doors and the ventilator fully

open, a thorough and rapid current of air circulates through the tent, keeping
it at all times delightfully cool. In cold weather, one or both doors may be
closed, and the ventilator partially shut to exclude rain, but without preventing
the emission of air from the interior. Captain Rhodes has also constructed
larger tents, adapted for hospital purposes ; these are of a tunnel-like form, with
curved ends, which are formed by dividing one of the field tents in two parts,

and fitting these parts to the extremities of the central portion, the whole being
waterproof. The hospital tent is, in all respects, far superior in point of light-

ness, strength, internal convenience, and comfort, to anything yet introduced.
We hear with much pleasure that Captain Rhodes has received orders to
furnish full-sized model tents to the English, French, Austrian, Russian, and
Belgie Governments.

Some Thoughts on Politics, by Arthur Helps.—There is no doubt that

our constitution is a great thing, the result of long struggle and labour of all

kinds; but still how much its working might be amended, and it is to that
amendment that the attention of thoughtful men ought to be directed. Let us
look at the matter frankly on all sides. It is a great advantage that affairs are
long considered in this countr}\ It is a great advantage that scarcely any shade
of opinion is without a hearing in the great assemblies of this country. It is a
great advantage that a number of persons are exercised in public business; and
that our prosperity and advancement do not depend on one man or even on a
few men. It is a great advantage that grievances are sure to be discussed. On
the other hand, let us honestly allow that it is a great evil that the choice of
men, to fill the most important offices, should be chiefly limited to parliamentary
men. It is a great evil that honours and places should be confined to them and
theirs ; why should a man be made a peer because he has failed in an election,

or a baronet, because his vote is much wanted? buch things are too bad, and
must be put a stop to. It is a great evil that no good measures can be carried
swiftly, so that remedies often come too late. What an improvement it would
be if peerages for life were permitted! It would, in my opinion, supply to the
House of Lords just that element of popular influence which is wanted. And
90 again of official seats in the House of Commons ; what a benefit it would be
if just men could be put there occasionally, whom the world would be glad
to listen to, or who are not in a position to ask it to listen. We must have

many improvements in government. Questions are looming in the distance
which will require the ablest minds in the country. If we ever become more
sincere as individuals, we shall need to express that sincerity in political action.

It seems to me there is vast room for improvement in many branches of govern-
ment—in finance, in dealing with the poor, &c. At present the relations

between people in power, and the general intelligence of the country, are not
such as they might be. I know the difficulty of any sound reforms in govern-
ment; but if we never attempt any, they are sure at some time to be attempted
by the clumsiest and coarsest mechanism.

The Air of Towns.—In studying the air of towns in which coals are burnt,
no place can give such an opportunity as Manchester, being the largest manu-
facturing town of the world, and itself being the centre of a great manufactur-
ing district. Geographically, it is not the ceutre, being near the outskirts of
the district on the south-west side, whilst on every other side manufactures
extend for, perhaps, on an average thirty miles. They extend from the south
and south east on the borders of Cheshire and Derbyshire onwards to Preston
on the north, Liverpool on the west, and into Yorkshire on the east ; and with-
in this district are large towns, little known to fame, but containing a great
working population, having, besides wealth, both intelligence and force. In
this district, comprehending many hundred square miles, there is every variety

of scenery, but I believe every portion of it may be shown to be influenced by
the smoke of the workshops. The tinge of darkness in the atmosphere may be
seen making a line of at least forty miles in length, and affecting the appearance
of the sky and the landscape. At the same time, it is marvellous how rapidly

nature asserts her superiority in all this accumulation made by art. The
moment we leave a town we see every thing greener and fresher, and the people
larger, broader, happier, and cleaner; and so much so is this the case, that in

the great district of which I have spoken, there is no doubt in the minds of
those who are only a little removed fiom towns, that they are breathing the
purest air. Nor is it without difficulty that we can perceive that the towns to

some extent affect the whole district. The eye becomes accustomed to the
stunted trees and the many withered branches, and broken up hedge rows ; nor
is it customary to look at the state of the individual leav.es to inquire how far

degeneracy has advanced. The eye is sufficiently pleased to see the general
aspect of pure green which refreshes us in every portion of the district, for

the meadows in spring and summer seldom seem to suffer, but rather to be
improved, partly by direct, and partly by indirect, assistance from the towns.
In some places, however, the destruction may he called total, the trees that
exist being either absolutely dead, or only capable of showing a very feeble life

;

and this it seems to me is very much the case in proportion to their height,
although certain of them, such as the poplar, even if less tall, suffer on account
of a greater delicacy. The smoke may either rise or fall or move horizontully.
It rises when the barometer is high, the air dry, and the sky clear, at which
time we perceive very little of the effects on the ground ; it falls when the
clouds are low, or the air laden with moisture; then the whole district is equally
enveloped in the haze. In general there is a movement of the air and a motion
of the smoke in a direction more or less horizontal, from the top of the chimney.
By this means the highest objects are first attacked and the trees decay from
the summit or from the upper part of that side exposed to the current. They
resist the enemy for many years, keeping for a long time at least one side

fresh ; even the owners do not for years perceive that the district is gradually
becoming unfit for plants of great height, but as they lose some favourite flower
or shrub, they pitch on some person most easily attacked, and blame him for all

the mischief. About St. Helens there are many miles of trees broken, stunted,
and rotten, and between all the towns of Lancashire, according to the prevailing
sweep of the wind, there are lines of dead hedges. Yet the young shrubs grow
up without fear as fresh and beautiful as anywhere, and all faith in their pros-
perity not being lost, there fortunately are still found persons who plant them.
Absolute destruction is caused only by the direct action of the smoke, but a
general weakness may be seen extending far beyond this, resulting in a less

capacity of resisting the attacks of external influences. As to the effect on the
inhabitants, the question becomes exceedingly complicated, but the registrar-

general's returns are an unanswerable reply as to the result of the total influ-

ences of the district. Few people seem clearly to picture to themselves the
meaning of a decimal place in the percentage of death, and few clearly see that
there are districts of England where the deaths, at least in some years, and
when no recognised epidemic occurs, are three times greater than in others.

When we hear of the annual deaths in some districts being 3*4 per cent., and
in the whole of England 2*2, it is simply that 34 die instead of 22, whilst even
that is too slightly stated, as the whole of England would show a lower death-
rate if the towns were not used to swell it.

—

Dr. JR. A. Smith.

PROVISIONAL PROTECTION FOR INVENTIONS

UNDER THE PATENT LAW AMENDMENT ACT.

<§?" When the city or town is not mentioned, London is to be understood.

Recorded November 2.

243S. Marc A. F. Mennons, 30 Rue de l'Ecliiquier, Paris—An improved system of railway
brakes.—(Communication from Claude Arnoux, Paris.)

Recorded December 1.

2740. Richard Laming, Hayward's Heath, Sussex—Improvements in purifying gas, and
in turning sulphuretted hydrogen, caibonic acid, and ammuuia, or their com-
pounds, to profitable account.

2745. Frederick Warner, Jewin Street, John Derbyshire, Longton, Staffordshire, and
Alexauder Mann, Little Britain—An improvement in the manufacture of cocks
or taps.
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2746. George TV. Bales, Ipswich, Suffolkshire—Improvements in apparatus for retaining
doors, sashes, or frames, "when shut or closed.

2747. Henry Bessemer, 4 Queen Street Place, New Cannon Street—Improvements in

railway and other wheels and wheel tyres.

274?. Samuel Newington, Ticehurst, Sussex—Improvements in agricultural implements.
2749. Ann E. Davis, 1 Pulboro' Place, Haiieyford Road, Vauxbail, and Richard Wright,

23 Grosvenor Park, Camberwell, Surrey—Improvements in the manufacture of

colouring matter for spirits and other liquids.

2750. Frederick Fincham, Ravenhead, Lancashire—Improvements in tho construction of
annealing kilns or ovens.

2751. Levi Bissel, New York, U. S.—Improvements in trucks for locomotive engines.
2752. John Lewis, Elizabeth, EssexJJ. S.—Improvements in means for attaching sails to

the yards of ships or vessels.

2753. Edmnnd L. Benzon, Sheffield—The manufacture of useful alloys of aluminium.

—

(Communication.)

Recorded December 2.

2754. Lauchlan MHvirdy, Glebe Sugar House, Greenock—Improved combined bathing,
washing, and water-closet apparatus.

2755. Lauchlan M'Kirdy, Greenock—Improvements in the manufacture of sugaT.
2756. Juseph Rogers, 9 Queen Square, Bartholomew Close—Improvements in the manu-

facture of ropes, cables, cords, and lines.

2757. William Robertson and James G- Orcbar, Dundee, Forfarshire—Improvements in

machinery or apparatus for winding yarns or thread.

275S. Jacobus Tyssen, Rotterdam, Holland—Improvements in obtaining and applying
motive power.

2759. -Tnhn Baillie, Vienna—Improvements in the construction of railway wheels.
2760. George Spiller, 15 Upper Southwick Street—Improvements in knapsacks for mili-

tary and other purposes.

Recorded December 3.

27<)1. Michael Henry, S4 Fleet Street—Improvements in manufacturing and revivifying

bone black or animal charcoal, and in kilns and apparatus employed therein.

—

(Communication from J. A. Lagard.)
2762. Thomas Bailey, 17 Russell Street, Birmingham—A mechanical movement applicable

to loading fire-arms and other purposes.
2763. Michael Tooke, Norwich—Improvements in apparatus for measuring the human

figure, and in applying the same for tracing out garments for the human figure.

2764. Charles E. Noone, 2S Hudson Street, Frances Street, Newington Butts, Surrey

—

Certain improvements in machinery for generating gas from coal.

2765. Samuel Peters, 12 Rue de la Briche, St. Denis, near Paris—Improvements in the
manufacture of pipes and tubes, and in the apparatus employed therein.

2766. Edward S. Jones, 13 Marylebone Street, Golden Square—Improvements in cornets,
trumpets, horns, and similar musical wind instruments.

2767. Charles Coates, Sunnyside, near Rawtenstall, Lancashire— Improvements in

maundrills for printing.

2768. Charles F. Vasserot, 45 Esses Street, Strand—An improved apparatus for ventilat-
ing mines, or other similar purposes.—(Communication from Mathias Welter and
George Bnhringer, Forbach, Moselle, France.)

2769. Charles F. Vasserot, 45 Essex Street, Strand—Improved arrangements to he applied
to window-sashes to prevent draughts and the infiltration of water.—(Communi-
cation from Eugene Desrocques, Havre, France.)

2770. Henry Bevan, Shrewsbury, Salopshire—New or improved machines for effecting or
facilitating arithmetical operations.

Recorded December 4.

2771. John Cameron, Glasgow—Improvements in apparatus for the manufacture of
-i] gar.

2772. Robert Legg, 11 Ashby Street, Clerkenwell—A machine for combining the opera-
tion of compressing and cutting tobacco during the process of manufacture.

2773. Lawrence W. Fletcher, Bleaklow, near Bury, Lancashire—Improvements in the
constinction of electric telegraph cables.

2774. James B. Fisher and John Fisher, Stourbridge, Worcestershire, and James Bird, the
younger, Kingswinford, Staffordshire— An improvement in the doors and
dampers of furnaces, and other places where intense heat has to he resisted.

2775. Ralph Pickering, Lockerbie, Dumfriesshire—Improvements in communicating
signals from one part of a railway train to another.

2776. Edouard A. Servier, Paris—Improvements in pressure and fluid level indicators.
2777. Thomas Sibley, Ashton-undcr-Lyne, Lancashire—Improvements in looms for

weaving.
2778. Alfred Smith, James Townsend, and Edward W. Williams, Birmingham—-An im-

provement or improvements in breech-loading fire-arms.

2779. Jean B. A. Monnier, Nemours, Seine et Marne, France—Improvements in actuating
lailway brakes.

2780. Josiah Turner, 8 Lavender Grove, Queen's Road, Dalston—Improvements in the
construction of chairs.

2781. Henry T. Yates, Hounds Gate, Nottinghamshire—Improvements in the manufac-
ture of boards or sheets when wood sawdust is used.

2782. James L. Norton, Belle Sauvage Yard, Ludgate Hill—Improvements in machines
for stretching and drying fabrics, and in drying wool and other fibres.

2783. Michael Henry, 84 Fleet Street—Improvements in weaving and in looms, or appa-
ratus employed therein.—(Communication from Mi. F. Darand and Mr. Pradel.)

2734. William E. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Certain improvements in grain and grass
harvesting machines.—(Communication.)

27*5. John Piatt, Oldham, Lancashire—Improvements in mules for spinning.
2786. Thomas R. Harding, Leeds, Yorkshire— Improvements in combs, gills, hackles, and

similar implements used in silk, wool, and flax macbinerv, and in the method of
making the same.

Recorded December 6.

2787. John Jobson, Derwent Foundry, Derby—Improvements in the manufacture of
stoves and fire-places.

2783. James G. Arnold, Worcester, Massachusetts, TJ. S.—Improvements in envelopes for
letters and similar purposes.

2733. Benjamin Nicoll,40 and 42 Regent Street—Improvements in agricultural machinery
for all kind3 of crop, chaff, turnip, and other root-cutting, and for the purposes
of haymaking, and rubbing corn and seed from the stalks (instead of threshing.)

2790. Jaioe^ Muir, Glasgow, and Francis Muir, Paisley, Renfrewshire—Improvements in
ornamental or colour printing.

2791. George Snell, Leeds, Yorkshire— Improvements in machinery or apparatus for
cutting woollen fabrics.

2792. John Dawson, Holbeck, Leeds. Yorkshire—Improvements in machinery or apparatus
for raising the nap on woollen cloths.

2753. David B. Whyte, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Northumberland—Improvements in indi-
cating gauges.

2794. Richard A. Brooman, 1G6 Fleet Street—Improvements in the manufacture of gloves.

—(Communication from Messrs. A. and L. Fontaine, Paris.)

2795. Frederick W. Fletcher, Hurdington, near Birmingham—Improvements in bolts for

securing doors, and for other similar purposes.

279G. Edward W. Scale, Merthyr Tydvil, Glamorganshire, Soutli Wales—Improvements
in railway and other brakes.

Recorded December 7.

2797. James E. Boyd, Hither Green, Lewisham, Kent—Improvements in the construction

of taps, valves, cocks, spiggots, or other apparatus or instruments for gauging
or for drawing off the liquid or fluid contents of any cask, butt, vat, barrel, or
other vessel.

2798. William A. Gilbee, 4 South Street, Finsbury—An improved portable bath.—(Com-
munication.)

2799. Charles Williams and William Ellison, 17 Acton Place, Kingsland Road—A new
mode or method of securing and liberating the corks and stoppers of bottles.

2800. John Whitley and Thomas Krtchenman, Halifax, Yorkshire—Improvements in

press plates or apparatus employed in hot pressing woven fabrics.

2501. William Madders and John Waddington, Manchester—Improvements in machinery
or apparatus for embroidering woven fabrics.

2502. John J. Harris, Woodlcsford, near Leeds, Yorkshire—Improvements in apparatus
for refrigerating and regulating the temperature in worts and beer, which may
also be employed as condensers in distilling.

2503. Joseph G. E. Larned, Brooklyn, New York, TJ. S.—Improvements in the construc-
tion and arrangement of the boilers and working parts of steam fire engines,
part of which is applicable to engines for other purposes.

2804. John V. Scarborough, Belfast, Antrim, Ireland—Improvements in apparatus for the
manufacture of boots and shoes.

2S05. John Haslam and John Lutcner, Preston, Lancashire—Improvements in hcalds used
in looms and dressing frames.

2806. William Burness, 2 Prospect Terrace, Brixton, Surrey—Improvements in pumping
and forcing liquids.

2807. Stephen W. Pugh, Nelson Square, C immercial RWl, New Peckham, Surrey—Im-
provements in obtaining and purifying naphtha, paraffiue, and other oils, and
also spirits.

2S08. James Ferrabee, Phcenix Iron Works, and Frederick H. England, Foomhall Mills,
Stroud, Gloucestershire—Improvements applicable to machinery for carding,
scribbling, and condensing wool and other fibrous substances.

Recorded December 8.

2810. George F. Chantrell, Liverpool— Improvements in apparatus applicable to the
manufacture and revivification of animal or vegetable charcoal.

2811. Charles de Cappot and Alexander Jarriant, 10 Route de la Revoltc, Neuilly-sur-
Seine, France—A new hydraulic counter.

2812. Robert L. P. Manning, Princes Square—A floating paddle wheel.
2813. Michael Henry, 84 Fleet Street—Improvements in twisting fibrous materials, and

in machinery or apparatus employed therein.— (Communication from Messrs.
F. Duraud and Pradel.)

2814. Samuel Phillips, Moseley, near Birmingham—Improvements in sliding window
sashes, shutters, and doors.

2S15. Andrew Lamb and William A. Summers, Southampton—Improved arrangements
of apparatus for superheating steam.

281G. William King, the younger, Guildford, Surrey—Improvements in apparatus for
roasting coffee and other substances.

2817. Charles M. Westmacott, Arboretum Street, Litchurch, near Derby—Improvements
in the permanent way of railways.

2815. Henry Meidinger, University of Heidelberg, Germany—Improvements in electric
batteries.

Recorded December 9.

2819. Robert L. Burrowes and John Knowles, jun., St. Helen's, Lancashire—Certain
improvements in the construction of piano-fortes and organs.

2820. John Barrow, jun., Manchester—Improvements in the treatment of coal gas tar,

and of the oils obtained by the distillation of the same, and for the application of
substances obtained thereby.

2321. Henry Maudsley, 4 Cheltenham Place, Lambeth, Surrey—Improved glass and
other vitreous vessels.

2822. Joseph Eccles, Blackburn, Lancashire—Improvements in arrangements and ma-
chinery for preparing for manufacture and for manufacturing clay and other
plastic earths into bricks, tiles, pipes, and other articles formed of such materials.

2823. Henry Bell, Belfast, Antrim, Ireland—Improvements in musical instruments.
2S24. John Little, Glasgow—Improvements in fire grates and heating apparatus.
2825. John Elder, Glasgow—Improvements in paddle wheels.
2826. James Stewart, 69 Tottenham Court Road—Improvements in the construction of

the action of piano-fortes.
2827. Thomas Allen, Clifton, Bristol—Improvements in folding bedsteads.
2828. John Wilson, Wansford, Northamptonshire—Improvements in machinery for tilling

and cultivating land.

2829. Henry Wilson, Norton, Durham—Improvements in the construction of pumps.
2830. Etiennc L. Peusuete, Dunkirk, France—Improvements in apparatus for driving or

for drawing up piles by steam.
2831. Bernard Lauth, Morley's Hotel, Trafalgar Square, Westmiustcr—An improved

mode of manufacturing rods and shafts.

Recorded December 10.

2832. John Bcthell, 8 Parliament Street—Improvements in machinery and apparatus for
the preservation and colouring of wood.

2833. John Lightfoot, Accrington, Lancashire—Improvements in printing or staining
yarns, fabrics, or fibrous substances, and in the manufacture of certain compounds
for that purpose.

2834. Joseph Flockton, jun., Manchester—Improvements in stop or reversing taps.

2835. Andrew Barclay, Kilmarnock, Ayrshire—Improvements in electric, magnetic, and
electro-magnetic telegraph ropes or conductors.

2836. Andrew Barclay, Kilmarnock, Ayrshire—Improvements in obtaining mcthe power
by means of electricity, magnetism, and electro-magnetism.

2837. Charles Hodgson, Ballard Ruthdrum, Wicklow, Ireland— Improvements in the
manufacture of fuel from peat, and in apparatus employed therein, part of which
is also applicable to the moulding of bricks, tiles, and other plastic materials.

2838. William Beardmore, Deptford, Kent—Improvements in steam boilers.

2839. George F. Wilson, Belmont, VauxhalJ, Surrey—Improvements in the manufacture
of lubricating oils.

2840. George W. B. Kiallmark, Bridgewater, Somersetshire, and William T. Timewcll,
North Wharf Road, Paddington—Improvements in the manufacture of cements.
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Recorded December 11,

2841. William F. Hall and Thomas Dutson, St. Paul's Square, Birmingham—Certain im-
provements in fancj' buttons for ladies' and gentlemen's wear.

2842. John B. Guthrie, Manchester—Improvements in the manufacture of india-rubber
overshoes.

2843. Stephen Dudgeon, Sheffield, Yorkshire—An improved gas regulator.

2844. James Hincks, Birmingham—Improvements in ships' and other lamps.
2845. Patrick Robertson, Sun Court, Cornhill—Improvements in shuttles.—(Communi-

cation.)

2846. Charles J. Richardson, 34 Kensington Square—Improvements in apparatus to be
applied to chimneys or flues of buildings, for economising heat and reducing the

quantity of smoke passing into the atmosphere.
2847. Maximilieu Schaffner, Eisenach—Improvements in smelting zinc ores, and in fur-

naces employed for this purpose.
2848. William E. Wiley, 34 Great Hampton Street, Birmingham—Improvements in ever-

pointed pencils.

2849. Alexander Rollason, Birmingham—Improvements in the manufacture of waterproof
tissues, and in applying such waterproof material to woven fabrics and manu-
factured fibrous goods.

Recorded December 13.

2850. John A. Carruthcrs and Thomas Blackburn, Blackburn, Lancashire—Improvements
in apparatus for guiding and regulating the warp threads in the operations of

warping, tape-sizing, looming, and weaving.
2851. Robert Whittam, Accrington, Lancashire—Improvements in machinery or apparatus

for tracing designs from an engraved roller, or from an engraver's sketch upon
steel or other metallic surfaces, used as dies hy engravers to calico printers.

2852. Louis C. V. Yon, Lisieux, France—Improved elastic beds.
2853. Joseph M. Roussell,8 Impasse des Couronnes, Belleville, near Paris—A new system

and new apparatus, using air as a motive power.
2854. James E- Boyd, Hither Green, Lewisham, Kent—Improvements in candlesticks,

lamps, and lanthorns.
2855. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street—Improvements in twisting and otherwise

operating upon threads, twine, or cords, and in apparatus for performing the
same.—(Communication from Messrs. Edmund Empis and Company, Wazemines,
near Lille, France.)

2856. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street—Improvements in the manufacture of

cranked axles and shafts.—(Communication from Messrs. Russery, Lacombe, and
Company, Rive de Gier, France.)

2857. Edward Loomes, Whittlesea, Isle of Ely, Cambridgeshire—An improvement in the
construction of steam engines.

2858. James Fenabee, Phcenix Iron Works, Stroud, Gloucestershire—Improvements in

the construction of steam engines, and in the mode of working the same.

Recorded December 14,

2859. James Webster, Birmingham—A new or improved method of recovering copper
and zinc from liquids which have been employed to dip or pickle articles made
of brass or other alloys containing copper and zinc.

2860. Ebenezer Bow, Port Dundas, Lanarkshire—Improvements in pumps.
2861. David Anderson, Glasgow—Improvements in taps or valves
2862. Joseph Wade, Bradford, Yorkshire—Improvements in meari3 or apparatus employed

in weaving.
2863. George W. Baker, Park Farm, Woburn, Bedfordshire—An improved construction

of manger fastening.

2864. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street—An improvement in transmitting electric

telegraph signals.—(Communication from T. A. M. Sortais, Lisieux, France.)
2865. Jacques T. Smcts, Placamen, France—A method of making vinegar from a refuse

product obtained in the manufacture of starch.

2866. Feidinand Jossa, Bishop Auckland, Durham—Improvements in furnaces for gene-
rating steam and other purposes.

Recorded December 15.

2867. John Pendlebury, Crumpsall, Lancashire—Certain improvements in machinery or
apparatus for bleaching or cleansing textile fabrics or materials.

2868. David Rowan, Greenock, Renfrewshire—Improvements in steam engines.
2869. Henry Bridges, Bridgcwater, Somersetshire—Improvements in the means of work-

ing brakes on carriages on railways.
2870. Francois C. N. J. V. Migeon, Morvillars, France—Improvements in manufacturing

screws, rivets, nails, spikes, and all similar articles made of metallic wire, and
in machines connected therewith.

2871. Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Improved machinery for manufacturing
bullets.—(Communication.)

2872. Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—An improved arrangement of condensing
apparatus.—(Communication.)

2S73. John Bullouga, Blackburn Lancashire—Improvements in looms.
2874. Charles F. Vasserot, 45 Essex Street, Strand—An improved pendulum governor for

regulating the supply of steam to the cylinders of marine engines.—(Communi-
cation from Mr. Billotet, Marseilles, France.)

2875. William Clark, 53 Chancery Lane—Improved agricultural implements.—(Communi-
cation from Louis J. Chateau, Paris.)

2876. Jonathan Waidell, Commercial Road East—An improved stopper or controller, to

stop and control the running out of chains and ropes.
2877. George Bell, Wandsworth, Surrey—An improvement in matches and fusees.
2878. Thomas Moss, Gainsford Street, Islington—Improvements in printing bank-notes,

bills of exchange, and other documents requiring like security against being
copied,

*

2879. William Morgan, Witton Park Iron Works, near Darlington, Duiham—Improve-
ments in the manufacture of iron.

Recorded December 16.

2SS1. William H. Carmont. 2 Rosamond Place, Upper Brook Street, and William Corbett,
22 Blantyre Street, Chester Road, Manchester—An improved mode of constructing
furnaces for the production of wrought iron and steel, and manufacturing such
metals into ingots and other forms.

2882. Abel Stokes and Frederick J. Stokes, Birmingham—New or improved machinery
for the manufacture of screws.

2883. Robert Mushet, Coleford, Gloucestershire—A new or improved manufacture of cast
steel.

2884. Jasper H. Selwyn, Woodland Crag, Gra^mere, Westmoreland—A novel apparatus
for paying out or laying down submarine ti-legraph cables or wires, and for
raising the same after they have been laid down.

2335. John W, Edge, Manchester—A certain improvement in balls, bullets, or other
projectiles to be employed in fire-arms or ordnance.

2S8G. John W. Friend, Frecmantle, Southampton—Improved apparatus for ascertaining
and registering the depth and flow of liquids, and the distances run by ships at

sea.

2887. Alexander Mackenzie, Glasgow—Improvements in sewing machines.
2888. Joseph J. Marcais, Paris—Improvements in galvanic batteries.

2889. William White and Josiah Pariby, Great Marylebone Street—Improvements in the
preparation or treatment of "carton pierre," and such like composition, and in

the application thereof to the coating or covering of walls and other surfaces.

2890. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street—An improvement in plating and gilding
forks, spoons, and other metal articles. — (Communication from Messrs. De
Sauvigny, Paris.)

2891. William Clark, 53 Chancery Lane—Improvements in submarine electric telegraph
cables or conductors.— (Communication from Felix M. Baudouin, Rue des
Recollets, Paris.)

Recorded December 17.

2892. James J. Aston, 41 Doughty Street—Improvements in machinery or propellers
applicable for the propulsion of ships' boats and other vessels on and through the
water, and in the propelling of all such vessels on and through the water by
means of such propellers.

2893. William B. Johnson, Manchester—Improvements in machinery or apparatus for

preparing for joining the rails of railways.
2894. John Inshaw and Joseph Inshaw, Birmingham—An improvement or improvements

in locomotive engines.
2S95. Arthur Hinde, Wolverhampton, Staffordshire—Improvements in treating or pre-

paring the cinder or slag from puddling furnaces for the purpose of facilitating

the manufacture of iron therefrom.
2896. James Kerr, 17 Bedford Terrace, Trinity Square, Southwark, Surrey—Improvements

in the construction of revolving fire-arms.

2897. Jam^s Clegg, Keighley, Yorkshire—Improvements in lubricating the valves and
pistons of steam engines.

Recorded December 18.

2899. John Aitken and John Brooks, Irwell Vale Mill, Edenfield, near Bury, Lancashire
—Improvements in looms.

2900. James M'Kenzie, St. Martin's-le-Grand—Improvements in those gas burners known
as ventilating sun burners.

2901. Alexander Mitchell, Glasgow—Improved apparatus for registering the speed of
engines and other machinery.

2902. James Taylor, Birkenhead—Improvements in the construction of pumps or engiues
for lifting and discharging water.

2903. Andrew P. How, Mark Lane—Improvements in cocks or stop valves.
2904. Emile Weber, Mulhouse, France—Improvements in dyeing or colouring textile

fabrics and materials, and in the machineiy or apparatus connected therewith.
2905. James Soutter, Edinburgh—Improvements in apparatus for drying or airing linen

or other articles of wearing apparel,
2906. John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, and 166 Buchanan Street, Glasgow—Im-

provements in apparatus for re-working the waste steam of steam engines.

—

(Communication.)

Recorded December 20.

2907. Thomas S. Woodcock, Salford, Lancashire—An improved index or hook and paper
marker.—(Communication frum Josse Johnson.)

2908. Samuel Hunter, Newcastle-upon-Tyne—Lnprovemcnts in the construction of
anchors.

2909. Robert Maelehose, Ayrshire—Improvements in stereoscopes.
2910. James Ronald, Liverpool—An improved machine for the direct spinning of hemp,

flax, and other like fibrous materials.
2911. Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—An improvements in lanterns.—(Communi-

cation.)

Recorded December 21.

2912. Frederick Winter, Hoxton—Improvements in the preparation and application of
varnishes for waterproofing paper, linen, and textile fabrics, and coating the
same with metallic foils.

2913. Robert M. Livingston, Manchester—An improved self-detachhig "safety-hook" or
coupling.

2914. William E. Dando, Manchester—Improvements in apparatus for lowering boats
from ships or vessels, and also for raising the same as required.

2915. Joseph H. Bolton and Charles Garforth, D.ikmlield, Cheshire—Certain improve-
ments in drying yarns or fabrics, and in the apparatus connected therewith.

2916. Augusta S. Beliard, Bordeaux, France—An improved machine for pumicing felts,

tissues, and skins.

2917. William S. Yates, Leeds, Yorkshire—Machinery or apparatus for dragging bristles
and drawing hair and vegetable fibre.

2918. Nicholas Dawson, 76 High Street, Poplar— Improvements in order books.
2919. William Mainwaring, Brunfield, Herefordshire — Improvements in brakes for

common road vehicles.

Recorded December 22.

2920. Robert Clegg, Islington, Frederick Angerstein, Kennington, Surrey, and George
Ferry, Hackney—Improved mechanism for imparting reciprocating motion to
machinery, and more especially pumps.

2921. Robert Mushet, Coleford, Gloucestershire—An improvement or improvements in
the manufacture of cast steel.

2922. George Sharp and William Eider, Jarrow, Durham—Improvements iu furnaces and
steam boilers.

2923. Joseph Nicholson, Halifax, and David Crossley, Brighouse, Yorkshire—Improve-
ments in Jacquard machinery or apparatus employed in wearing.

2924. Michael Renney, Queen Street, Dublin—Improvements in bridges.
2925. William Spence, 50 Chancery Lane—Improvements in granaries or apparatus for

preserving grain.—(Communication from Charles J. E. Pavy, Girardet, Indre et
Loire, France)

2926. Edward T. Dunn, Hammersmith—Improved fabrics suitable for the covering of
floors, walls, and other like purposes.

2927. Edward Green, Wakefield, Yorkshire—Improvements in tables.

2928. Molyneux Shuldham, Dursley, Gloucestershire— Improvements in ships and
vessels, and in working parts of their gear and rigging.

2929. Frederick Ransome, Ipswich—Improvements in the manufacture of grinding and
rubbing surfaces.

2930. A'exander Prince, 4 Trafalgar S juare, Charing Cross—Improvements in ornament-
ing and illuminating surfaces of glass.
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2931. Joseph J. Welch, IT Cheapside—Improvements in the manufacture of neckties,

scarfs, or cravats.

Recorded December 23.

2932. David Lichtenstadt, Henry Cottages, Park Road, Peckham, Surrey—Converting a

certain vegetable substance into fibrous material for the manufacture of textile

and other fabrics.

29S3. James Ronald, Liverpool—Improvements in, and machinery for, the manufacture
of " hard tapped " and " soft laid " twine, " mill banding" strands for ropes and
other purposes, and cordage generally from hemp, flax, cotton, and other like

fibrous material.

2934. Thomas Bird, Manchester—Improvements in spinniug, and in the manufacture of

cop bottoms or cop tubes.

2935. James Broom, Glasgow—Improvements in the manufacture of steel.

2936. John Whitelaw, Dunfermline, Fifeshire—Improvements in sewerage and drainage
apparatus.

2937. Andrew Barclay, Kilmarnock, Ayrshire—Improvements in obtaining and distribut-

ing or applying electricity and magnetism, and in obtaining motive power there-

from.
2938. Joseph Maudsley, Lambeth, Surrey—Improvements in the construction of ordnance

ami projectiles to be used therewith.

Recorded December 24,

2939. James T. P. Newbon and Thomas Smith, Fenchurch Street, and James Brown,
FoUit Street—Improvements in machinery or apparatus for raising and lowering

or otherwise moving heavy weights.

2941. John W. Child, Halifax, Yorkshire—Improvements in the manufacture of fabrics

adapted to be used for curtains, coverings of furniture, table covers, and such

like uses.

2942. John W. Child, Halifax, Yorkshire—Improvements in dyeing wool and other fibres.

2943. Lemuel D. Owen, 192 Tottenham Court Road—Improvements in manufacturing
horse shoe nails.—(Communication.)

2944. Edward Fellows, Canterbury, Kent—An improved vent peg.

2945. Dickenson Edleston, Halifax, Yorkshire—Improvements in preparing and finishing

textile fabrics, and iu the means or apparatus employed therein.

T hn Railton and Seth Lang, Blackburn, Lancashire—Improvements in looms.

_ \ Edward Humphreys, Deptford— Improvements in brazing metal tubes in tube
plates and other metal surfaces to each other.

2948. Alfred Smith, Humbleton HaU, Yorkshire—Improvements in gigs, dog carts, and
other vehicles.

2949. John Little, Glasgow—Improvements in lamps.
2950. John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, and 166 Buchanan Street, Glasgow—Im-

provements in the permanent way of railways.-^-(Communication from Christian

E. Dermoid, New York, rj. S.)

2951. Rafaello L. Giandonati, St. Paul's Churchyard—Improvements in ornamenting
leather cloth.

2952. William E, Johnson, Manchester—Improvements in the employment of gas for

generating steam, and in engines connected therewith.

Recorded December 27.

2953. Marc A. F. Mennons, 39 Rue de TEchiquier, Paris—An improved composition for

the protection of certain metallic surfaces.—(Communication.)
Tl Upper Sackville Street, Dublin—An improved cooking apparatus.

2955. Thomas Steven and Thomas Scott, Glasgow—Improvements in heating apparatus
for culinary and warming purposes, and in part applicable to steam boiler and
other furnaces.

2956. Joseph Smethurst, Guide Bridge, Lancashire,—Certain improvements in metallic

pistons.

_ 57. John Shaw, Manchester—A new mechanical combination, called an indefinite feed

movement.
295?. "William A. Gilbee, 4 South Street, Finsbury— Improvements in treating fatty

bodies, and in the apparatus employed therein.—(Communication )

2959. James Macpherson, Aberdeen—Improvements in solidifying the raspings and other
waste of horns and hoofs, and in applying the process to the cementing of pre-

pared horns, hoofs, and tortoiseshell.

2961. Claude M. A. Marion, Paris—An improved box or case for containing and preserving
sensitive photographic paper, called "Marion's box"

2962. Frederick W. Tarner, Foxhole Oolliery, Swansea, Glamorganshire—Improvements
in steam engines, condensers, and steam boilers, and in promoting combustion
in the furnaces of the same.

2963. Henry Lowe, William Trueman, and John L. Pitts, Birmingham—Anew or improved
axle fnr carriages.

2064. Richard Hornsby, jun., Spittlegate Iron Works, Grantham, Lincolnshire—Improve-
ments in ploughing and tilling land by steam power, and in apparatus employed
therein.

Recorded December 28.

2965. Benjamin Browne, 52 King William Street, London Bridge, E. C.—Certain improve-
ments in the manufaclure of boots and shoes, or other coverings for the feet, and
in the mode or method of uniting the same, or parts thereof.—(Communication,)

„ . 2 ihn Sinclair, Dublin, Ireland—Improvements in pistons.

2967. T: Unas Warren, Glasgow—Improvements in the manufacture of glass bottles.

Abraham Lyons, Finsbury—Improvements in travelling bags.

I .mes L^ck, Glasgow—Improvements in drying textile fabrics and materials.

, Charles Fay, Manchester—Improvements in railway carriages and brakes.

297L John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, and 166 Buchanan Street, Glasgow—Im-
provements in the manufacture of boots and shoes, or other coverings for the
feet.—(Communication.)

Recorded December 29.

2972. William Haworth and William Barker, Todmorden, Yorkshire—Improvements in

the top clearers of machines for spinning.

2073. Thowtas Weiton, 29 New Crompton Street, Soho—Improvements in giving or
obtaining publicity, and of advertising either by day or by night.

2374. Edward W. Carter and Dodsworth Abrams, Ruchdale, Lancashire—Certain im-
provements in sewing machines.

2975. William Taylor, Nursling, and William D. Grimshaw, Southampton—Regulating
the admission of natural atmospheric air and eduction of rarefied air or gases fiom
hothouses or any other place or premises, and for supporting a required temper-
ature.

2076. Richard D. Kay, Accrington, Lancashire—An improved chemical means of applying
or fixing on woven or felted fabrics certain colouring matters produced from tar.

2077. Thomas Pickford, 15 Mark Lane—Improvements in the preparation and manufacture

of manure.
2978. Hiram Hutchinson, Paris—Improvements in the manufacture of India rubbe: Roods.

2979. Samuel Morand, Manchester—Improvements in apparatus for stretching fabrics.

29S0. Alfred V. Newton, 66 Chancery Lane—Improvements in machinery for reaping and
mowing.—(Communication^

2981. Thomas W. Gowing, Camden Town—An improved roughiDg for the shoes of horses

and other like animalsi

Recorded December 30.

2982. Henry N. Maynard, Crumlin, Monmouthshire—Improvements in anchors, and in

the manufacture of anchors.

2953. Francis Puis, Boxburgh Terrace, Haverstock Hill—The treatment of hydrocarbons.

2954. Hippolyte C. Vion, Paris—A new mode of obtaining atmospheric electricity, and
terrestrial electricity, and its industrial applications, and in apparatus for the

same.
2985. Frederick Johnson and Joseph H. G. Wells, 12 North Street. Westminster—Im-

provements in constructing breakwaters and other similar structures.

2986. John F. C. Heyne, Antwerp, Belgium—Improvements in railway chairs and rails,

and in the mode of fixing the same.
29S7. Thomas Bell, Plaistow, Essex—Improvements in purifying gas.

2988. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street—Improvements in stoppering or closing

bottles, jars, and other like vessels.—(Communication from M. Chamhlant, Paris.)

2989. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street—Improvements in washing and drying
machinery and apparatuses.—(Communication from S. Charles, Paris.)

2990. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street—Improvements in revolving fire-arms.

—

(Communication from L. F. Devisme, Paris.)

2991. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street—Improvements in machines for embroidering.
—(Communication from B. G. Dutel, St. Quintin, France.)

2992. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street—Improvements in machinery for splitting or

dividing hides, skins, leather, and other like materials.—(Communication from
F. Martin, Paris.)

2993. Richard A. Brooman, 166 Fleet Street—An improvement in pipes for smoking.

—

^Communication from P. F. Varenne, Paris.)

2994. William Burgess, Newgate Street—Improvements in apparatuses for converting
reciprocating into rotatory motion—(Communication from G. Bancker, New
York )

2995. Samuel S. Bateson,17 Bolton Street, May Fair—Improvements in generating; steam.

2996. John Knowelden, Southwark, Surrey, and Richard D. Edwards, Upper Belgrave
Place—Improvements in hydraulic engines and apparatus connected therewith.

2977. John W. Duncan, Grove End Road, St. John's Wood—Improvements in or con-

nected with appliances for transmitting or conducting signals or action by
electricity or magnetism, and in the method of testing insulating materials,

combinations, or structures, for conducting electricity, and in treating malcon-
structed or invalid electric telegraph cables, and in utilising parts of certain

cables, or the application otherwise of such structures, and in certain insulating

compounds, and in the apparatus and machinery used in connection therewith.

Recorded December 31.

2998. John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, and 1G6 Buchanan Street, Glasgow—Im-
provements in the permanent way of railways.—(Communication )

2999. John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fields, and 166 Buchanan Street, Glasgow—Im-
provements in the manufacture of boots and shoes or other coverings for the

feet, and in the machinery and apparatus employed in such manufacture.—(Com-
munication.)

3000. Henri Robin, Nantes, France—Improvements in reaping machines.
3001. Matthew D. Wyatt, Guildford Street, Russell Square—Improvements in tiles and

tessarse, and other wall coverings, and in the means of securing the same to

walls and buildings.

3002. Timoleon Z. L. Maurel, 44 Rue du Dragon, Paris—An apparatus protracting indefi-

nitely the working of any mechanism set in motion by springs, more generally
applicable to clock making.

3003* John Lees, Park Bridge, and William Heap, Ashton-under-Lyne—Improvements in

machinery for punching square holes in the ends of rollers and other articles.

3004. John H. Sievers, 48 Rathbone Place, Oxford Street—Apparatus for tightening and
releasing the-, belly bauds of riding saddles.—(Communication from Charles Zipp,
Paris.)

3005. Frederick W.A.Casper and GuillaumeH. Schraahl, 152 Rue du Faubourg St. Martin,
Paris— Using spart or Spanish broom in manufacturing seats of all descriptions.

3006. Louis A. Normandy, 67 Judd Street—A new system of shaft tugs.—(Communica-
tion.)

3£07. John H. Johnson, 47 Lincoln's Inn Fielde, and 16G Buchanan Street, Glasgow—Im-
provements in the manufacture or production and casting of steel, and in the
apparatus employed therein.—(Communication.)

Recorded January 1.

1. John T, Pitman, 67 Gracechurch Street—An improved mode of making and fitting
bungs to casks and other vessels.—(Communication.)

2. Helen C. Traphagen, New York, U. S.—Improvements in skirts for ladies.

3. Alban Anderson, Lancaster, Ohio, U, S.—An improvement in governors for machinery.
4. Benoit J. Gosteau, 45 Essex Street, Strand—An improved gridiron, which may form

a complete cooking apparatus.

5. Joseph E. Drouot, 45 Essex Street, Strand—Improvements in bakers' ovens.
6. William Footman, 15 Water Street, Strand—Improvements in breaks for retarding

and stopping railway trains, carriages, or other vehicles.

7. John Oliver, White Bank, neai Chesterfield, Derby—Improvements in lubricators
for steam engine cylinders.

8. James Walkland, Green Lane, Sheffield, Yorkshire—An apparatus for lighting cigars
and tobacco.

James Garforth, Dukinfield, Cheshire— Certain improvements in steam engines.
Henry Ashworth, Littleborough, Lancashire—A certain improvement in power looms

for weaving.
Robert Smith, Beith, Ayrshire—Improvements in casting, applicable to printing

surfaces, and for other puiposes.

Pierre E. Guerinot, 60 Boulevart de Strasbourg, Paris—Improvements in the appli-
cation of an apparatus to railway locomotives, waggons, and carriages, for the
purpose of lessening the effect of concussion in the event of collision.

William Eccles, 34 Surrey Street, Strand, Westminster—Improving the machinery
or apparatus for regulating the tension of the twist threads or warp whilst it is

weaving in power looms into cloth.

Alexander Prince, 4 Trafalgar Square, Charing Cross—Improvements in the con-
struction of cylindrical presses.—(Communication from trince Senrius Dolgoraki
Berlin.)
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16. Wilhelm A. "V. Kanig, Leipsic, Saxcny—Improvements in machinery or apparatus
for digging and cultivating land.

17. James Harris, Hanwell—Improvements in apparatuses for regulating the pressure
and flow of steam, water, and other fluids.

18. Isaac Wood, Charing Cross—Improvements in cutting and finishing corks, and in

machinery used for such purposes.—(Communication from Henry F. Cox and
Alexander Millar, New York.)

19. George Skinner, Stockton-on-Tees, Durham, and John Whalley, South Stockton-on-
Tees, Yoikshire—Improvements in the manufacture of ornamental and other
tiles, and other similar articles.

20. John Brown, the younger, Rotherham Iron Works, Rotherham, Yorkshire—Improve-
ments in huflfers, draw springs, and bearing springs.

21. George T. Bousfield, Loughborough Park, Brixton, Surrey—Improvements in ma-
chinery for forming dough into cakes or bread crackers.—(Communication.)

22. Alexander L. Leveque, Paris—An improved apparatus for subduing or stopping
runaway or restive horses.

23. Joseph B. Morgan, Liverpool—Improvements in propelling navigable vessels.

Recorded January 3.

-(Com-

27.

28,

24. Joze Luis, Ib Welbeck Street, Cavendish Square—New economical oandles.-

munication from Adolphe Michaut, Montpellicr, France.)
25. Robert Tempest and James Tumlinson, Roach Iron Works, Roaehdale, Lancashire—"

Improvements in certain machines for preparing cotton and other fibrous

materials.

Charles B. Blyth, Dundee—Improvements in machinery for preparing and treating
jute, hemp, flax, and other fibrous materials.

Edmund Balchin, Myton Gate, Hull, Yorkshire—An improved construction of pro-
jectile, applicable to the whale fishery.

29. William Renton, Thomas Renton, and William Binns, Leeds, Yorkshire—Improve-
ments in raising the nap or pile of textile fabrics.

30. Jacob Furnival, Leamington, Warwickshire, Thomas Furnival, Cobridge, John
Derbyshire, Longton, and Francis J. Emery, Burslem, Staffordshire—Improve-
ments in apparatus for supporting articles of china and earthenware in kilns and
ovens,

Recorded January 4.

31. Lindley J, Higham, Edmund Place — Improved means or obtaining submarine
electrical conduction

32. John Buchanan, Greenock, Renfrewshire—Improvements in oil cans or lubricating

apparatus.

33. John B.Joyce, Bradford, Yorkshire—Improvements in means, machinery, or appa-
ratus, applicable to wool combing.

34. William Hood, G8 Upper Thames Street—Improvements in racks and water cisterns

for stables.

35. Alfred Bedhorough, Southampton—An improved chimney cowl and ventilator.

3G. Charles de Forest, Leicester Square—An improvement in the manufacture of springs
fur carriages and other uses.— (Communication from, Charles Guotlycar, jun,,

New York, U. S,)

Recorded January 5.

37. Frederick Clark, King Street, Bloomsbury—Improvements in connecting knobs and
handles to the spindles of locks and latches, and other articles of a like nature.

38. William Draper, 2 Gordon Terrace, Holland Road, Brixton, Surrey—Improvements
in machinery for printing on paper and other fabrics.

39. .Tames Howard, Bedford—An improved construction of lever-neck plough.
40. Robert Rumney and William S. Macdonald, Manchester—Improvements in printing

and dyeing woven fabrics and yarns or threads.
41. Alfred V. Newton, 6G Chancery Lane—An improvement in the process of and im-

proved apparatus for separating metals from their ores.—(Communication from
Lewis Solomon, New Yurk, TJ. S.)

Recorded January 6.

43. James Kirkman and Isaac Grundy, Bolton-le-Moors, Lancashire—Improvements in

certain kinds of bed covers or counterpanes, and other textile fabrics of

similar character, and in the mode or method of weaving the same.
44. George Bury, Everton, near Liverpool—Improvements in part or parts of apparatus

commonly»uscd and applied for effecting the pick in power looms for weaving.
45. Henry G. Coombs, 17 Union Street, Borough, Surrey—An improved method of con-

structing railings, bars, gates, gratings, columns, and all otller builder's work
of a like nature or description.

HgF Information as to any of these applications, and their progress, may he had on
application to the Editor of this Journal.

TO READERS AND CORRESPONDENTS.

Completion of Volume III., Second Series, op the Practical Mechanic's Journal.
—The present Part, No, 132, completes Volume III,, Second Series, of this Journal, or
the eleventh volume of the entire work as far as published. The entire set of volumes
may be had from any bookseller, in cloth, lettered in gold, price 14s. each; or the whole
132 parts may be purchased separately, as originally published, at Is. each'—any single
part being obtainable. The whole ten volumes may also be had, handsomely bound
in half calf in five double volumes, twenty-four parts in each, with the Plates bound
separately to correspond—price 31s. 6d. for each double and its separate volume of Plates.
Volume III., Second Series, contains nineteen quarto pages of copperplate engravings,
nearly 500 engravings on wood, and 344 pages of letterpress.

A. T., Penryn.—We shall he glad to have the particulars promised sometime ago.

Colouring String,—A correspondent wishes to know how string is coloured.

#b
MACKAY AND 5J1ULWOOU P1UNTEKS, QI.XHGIJW.
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